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PREFACE
Today, more than ever before, the intellect of mankind is being chal-

lenged by the aspirations of people everywhere for higher standards of
living in the face of diminishing availability of natural resources. In order
to meet these aspirations without violating the natural bounds of human
habitat, we need to use materials and energy effectively and wisely. In
this sense, the field of tribology takes on a particular significance, since
the durability of a variety of goods and energy loss in machinery are

'largely determined by tribological factors.
. Tribology-the science of friction, wear and lubrication-is a bur-
geoning field rich in opportunities and at the same time in need of critical
assessment. Notwithstanding the enormous strides made during the past
three decades, tribology is still one of the least developed scientific fields
both because of the limited attention it has received and because of its
complex and interdisciplinary nature. The field abounds with conflicting
theories. There are only a few theoretical models that can be used as the
basis fo- design of materials, and surfaces in relative motion.

The International Conference on Fundamentals of Tribology was or-
ganized to review the state of knowledge and to explore the exciting
and important areas of research. To achieve these goals, leading sci-
entists and engineers were invited to present definitive review papers
and results of their recent research covering all aspects of tribology. They
together with the other attendees of the conference made important
contributions toward a better understanding of the subject through dis-
cussions.

In compiling these proceedings the papers were carefully read and
edited for accuracy, continuity and readability. The discussions were
transcribed from the recordings made at the time of the conference and
then edited. An effort was made to convey the spirit as well as the content
of the discussions. Our editorial task has been made bearable, and even
enjoyable, by the thought-provoking ideas expressed by the discussors.
It is strongly recommended that the discussions be read in addition to the
reviews and contributed papers to gain a proper perspective on the
subject matter.

Our current understanding of the tribological phenomena is incomplete.
There is room for further inquiry even in areas where classical views are
acknowledged. The recent recognition of the importance of tribology by

xiii



scholars and policy-makers alike undoubtedly will have a significant
impact on the future development of the field. We would consider our
effort worth',,hile if these proceedfngs could catalyze major breakthroughs
in tribology.

Cambridge, Massachusetts
ue, .-mbar 1979

q. ?. Suh
N. Saka
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INTRODUCTION TO TRIBOLOGY
D. Scott

ABSTRACT

In the present and foreseeable future economic situation, material and
energy conservation is becoming increasingly important. since wear is a
major cause of material wastage; friction, a serious cause of energy dissi-

pation; and lubrication, the most effective means of controlling both -
tribology, which is the science and technology of friction, lubrication and
wear, plays a major role in conservation. The present state of the art is

reviewed and the areas of inadequate knowledge identified.
Basic research studies can now be fully justified only if information

is provided to industry to solve its immediate problems or produce speedy
significant advances in technoZogical pro-gress. The trend may be to experi-
ment less, and to measure and interpret more in order to utilize more fully
the available information.

INTRODUCTION

In the present and foreseeable future economic situation, material and
energy conservation is becoming increasingly important. As wear is a
principal cause of material wastage, any reduction of wear can effect con-
siderable savings. Friction is a serious cause of energy dissipation and
considerable savings can be made by better control of friction. Lubrication
is the most effective means of controlling wear and lowering friction.
Thus, tribology (the science and technology of friction, lubrication and
wear) plays a major role in material and energy conservation.

It is just over a decade since the word tribology entered the English
lanquage with the publication of the Lubrication Report(l) and, therefore,
a convenient time to assess its current status.

IMPACT JF TRIBOLOGY

There is a contir!-.ously increasing awareness of the subject of tri-
bology throughout induLLry. In the United Kingdom the National Centre of
Tribology anu. Industrial Units of Tribology have been set up to provide
expert advice to industry on the utilization of existing knowledge. These
centers were provided with Government deficiency grants but are now viable
establishments operating as contract research organizations selling their
services at commercial rates.
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In the United Kinqdom, over 30 universities, polytechnics and technical
collages have incorporated courses on various aspects of tribology into
their syllabuses. A basic tribology module(2) for underqraduate mechanical
engineering courses has been drawn up. Tribology is an elective subject for
HNC in engineering, and a tribology content is included in some CNAA courses.
The Iron and Steel, and Engineering Industry Training Boards include tri-
bological topics in their recommendation for the training of craftsmen.
Post-graduate research in tribology, leading to higher degrees, is carried
out at several universities. Three universities have chairs in tribology.
A comprehensive selection of courses and training programs is also available
to industry.

Some 7000 papers on tribology are now published annually. Most of
these report research directed toward a better understanding of the funda-
mental principles governing interactinq surfaces; but, unfortunately, most
of the information provided is not suitable for direct use by designers and
engineers. This is partly because research workers generally find it more
convenient to express results in terms of non-dimensional parameters rather
than as the specific data required for design purposes. A tribology hand-
book( 3) has been produced which presents tribological information to
industry in a form that is readily accessible and easily understood by
engineering designers, draughtsmen and works engineers. A synoptic jour-
nal (4) has also been introduced in an endeavor to save time spent in litera-
ture persual.

MECHANISMS OF WEAR

Progress in wear control and prevention can on'y be made when a better
understandinq of the mechanisms by which it occurs has been achieved and the
dominant controlling factors have been established.

Wear is an interdisciplinary subject and its complex mechan:sms are not
easily elucidated. The progressive nature of wear destroys the evidence of
its initial stages as cumulative action develops toward failure. The ten-
dency of research workers has been to isolate and study specific mechanisms
such as adhesion, abrasion, erosion and fatigue. Much research has been
directed toward the study of surfaces in relative motion and changes brought
about by their interaction and the effects of the lubricant and the environ-
ment. Until recently, comparatively little attention has been given to the
wear particles generated by the interaction of relatively movin surfaces.
Now attention to particle tribology (5 ) allows postulation of the mechanism
of their formation which, together with refined techniques of surface in-
vestigation and the study of subsurface changes, aids the elucidation of the
wear process.

Advances in understanding emerge only from a willingness to question
accepted theories. Suh's (6 ) delamination theory of wear is a typical
example of such progress. The delamination theory of wear introduced in
1973 to explain sliding wear departs completely from the classical ad-
hesion theory. Extensive analytical and experimental work has confirmed the
validity of the theory and many of the postulated mechanisms involved. The
delamination theory is based on the behaviour of dislocations at the sur-
face, subsurface void and crack formation and the subsequent joining of
cracks by shear deformation of the surface. It predicts that the wear
particle shape is likely to be thin, flake-like sheets (Figure 1), and that
the surface layer can undergo considerable plastic deformation. It has been
shown that bulk material hardness in itself is not the controlling factor in
wear and that the delamination theory and not the adhesion theory satisfies
the thermodynamic requirements of the frictional and wear behaviour of
metals.
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Fig. 1.-Plate like pz'rticles of rubbing wear.

The ultimate formation of the wear particle depends on two mechanisms,
void formation and crack propagation. For materials such as medium tensile
strength steels of good fracture toughness, where void nucleation can
readily occur, crack propagation may be the controlling mechanism. However,
for materials of niqh tensile strength and low fracture toughness, void
nucleation can be difficult, but crack propagation can readily take place.
Void nucleation may then be the controlling mechanism.

Surface examination in conjunction with wear particle analysis has led
to the hypothesis(7) that the interaction of surfaces in relative motion
polishes the surfaces (Figure 2) and creates a shear-mix layer of short
crystalline order of almost superductile material which spreads over the
surface. This was first proposed by Beilby (8). Repeated rubbinq causes
the shear-mix layer to become fatigued and Beilby-type particles flake off.

Further work is required to provide a more complete desuription of the
behaviour of material, surfaces, and wider application of the delamination
theory of wear must await additional evidence. It may then be possible to
predict the wear rate of materials based on first principles and fundamental
properties. The application of systems analysis (9) to wear problems is
extremely useful in the prediction of wear of materials.

Wear research has been almost non-existent in the United States except
for a few institutions(IO). Perhaps the breadth of the subject of wear has
prevented any technical society in the United States from being the
recognized home of the subject. However, wear is at present the concern of
about ten technical societies in the United States (II). It appears thiat the
era in which wear was considered a branch of studies in friction and lubri-
cation is coming to an end, The success of the 1977 International Confer-
ence on Wear of Materials( 11 ) encouraged the organizing committee to arrange
a second conference, and thus establish wear as a subject of international
importance in its own right.
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Fig. 2.-Flowed surface layer formed by running in.

SURFACE STUDIES

It has long been recognized that the friction and wear behaviour of
materials is greatly dependent upon tie topography, chemical composition,
phy-ical structure and mechanical properties of surfaces and surface mate-
rial. Contact between surfaces by relative motion causes changes in these
properties which may be of significance in subsequent contacts. Hcwever,
detailed knowledge of what is happening at the interface when wear is
occurring is difficult to acquire. It has been usual to study surfaces at
various staqes of wear to postulate the sequence of events. Besides this
procedure, greater attention is now being given to the size, morpholoqy, and
structure of wear particles, as well as to the localized nature of damage to
surface, interface and subsurface material. A number of comparatively new
tools are available for the study of surfaces at atomic level, notably Auger
electron spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, scanning ion
spectroscopy and ion scattering spectroscopy; with complementary information
from X-ray energy analysis in the scanning electrc microscope and micro-
probe analysis, these tools aid the tribological elucidation of surface
phenomena.

During the past decade, rapid strides have been made in the application
of statistical techniques to the characterization of rough surfaces(12,13) .
The entire statistical microgeometry of certain rough surfaces can now be
completely described in terms of the number of peaks and mean line crossings
counted on a single profile. These techniques are now being applied in
tribology, and it appears that in instrumentation, three-dimensional mapping
is now well established.



booster explosive. The other EVAs gave little or no desensitimation of the RDX to
7Impact. The effects c both coating efficiencies and copolymer properties,particularly crystallinlty, are belie.!ed to be Important in determining the impactsensitiveness. Further investigation of the Impact sensitiveness of these RDXIEVAcompositions should be undertaken tO Ot#etbh the relative Importance of theseparameter ad to further elucidate the mechanisms of impact initiation of coatedexplosives.

The shock sensitivity of presed pellets of compositions containing
coplymrsrangig from 28 to 51% vinyl acetate was found to generally decrease athevinyl acetate coet, inc.ree; factors determining this trend probably includebinder plsticity, coaUr efficiency and adhtesion. All the compositions had sho-ksencitivities between those of tetryl (the current booster explosive in widespread use)and PBXW-7 (an insensitive US booster formulation).

The cookoff behaviour of the RDX/EVA compositions was assessed usingthe SSCB test. Only two of the EVA copolymcrs (Elvay- 210 and Levapren 500) gavecompositions showing mild cookoff responses at a fast hesting rate; however, thesecomp- itions gave violent responses (detonations) at slow heating rates. Nocorrelation of the type of cookoff response with vinyl acetate content wa,3 observed.The quality of the polymer coating, although important for copolymers which dodecrease the violence of the cookoff rfeponse, is not solely sufficient to give cookoffinsensitive materials. Further studies should be undertaken io establish therelationship between polymer properties and coating efficiencies in their effect on
cookoff Iresponse.

* It is unlikely that an insensitive booster explosive composition containingonly RDX with an EVA coating wil be attainable. However, some EVA copolymershave shown promise in desensitizing RDX to impact and cookoff. These materialsshould be considered for uwe as binders in RDX compoeitions Incorporating a secondexplosive (e.g. TATR or PRTr) to decrease a rge hazard response for booster
compotitions for future insensitive ordnance,
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LUBRICATION

Since Reynolds produced his equation, the mathematical expression of
the process of film formation between relatively moving surfaces has been
fundamental to all lubrication theory. Equations have been derived and
applied to the study of the various surface configurations used in industry.
However, it was not until the intorduction of the high speed digital com-
puter that a simultaneous solution of Reynolds equation, together with
equations representing the variation of viscosity with pressure and the
elastic deformation of the surfaces, became a practical proposition.

Optical studies of EHL films (14 ), infra-red temperature measurement(151
and the elucidation of the response of viscous liquids to high frequency
shear (1 6) have greatly improved the understanding of elastohydrodynamic
contacts. It is perhaps better to describe the lubricant in a highly loaded
EHL contact as an elastic-plastic solid rather than as a viscous fluid.
Based on the new understanding, a theory of EHL traction has been ad-
vanced(17) which may be applied to engineering components such as rolling
bearings and variable speed drives.

Progress in hydrodynamic lubrication appears to be centered on detailed
developments rather than improved fundamental understanding. Work on
boundary lubrication seems to be oriented mainly to specific problems or
problem areas such as elevated temperature and hostile environments.

Two centuries of study(18) have failed to unravel completely the mys-
teries of the lubrication problems most important to mankind, the mechanisms
of human joints. From the engineer's point of view, the reciprocating
engine and a walking human being have in common the need for similar
bearings. As there are still questions unanswered reaarding connecting rod
bearings, it is readily apDreciated that the more complicated human joints
have as yet defied complete understanding. The tentative proposal of
squeeze films made by Fein(19 ) a decade ago and the emphasis placed by
Dowson (20) on the protective motion of the simple squeeze film is now sup-
ported as the mechanism which dominates the tribologist's desire for a full
film of fluid between joints for loads of short duration. Higginson (18)
considers that the prospect of EHL is good, but that the promising mode is
squeeze film and not rolling/sliding.

LUBRICANTS

In the field of tribology, a disproportionate amount of research ap-
pears to be carried out on lubricants. This is understandable; when design
is inadequate and failure in service occurs, it is commercially more
acceptable to change the lubricant rather than the desion. Thus, research
and development work is continu)usly directed toward improved lubricants and
additives to impart or reinforce desirable properties, and synthetic lubri-
cants with unique properties. The more recent major developments in
lubricant formulation appear to have been in cutting fluids, fire resistant
hydraulic fluids and synthesized hydrocarbon fluids. The latter appear
capable not only of allowing the formulation of specialized lubricants for
extreme environments but also of replacing mineral oils in some traditional
applications. Althouqh these fluids may cost about four times as much as
mineral oil based products, experience with them indicates that they may
give an overall cost saving.

In some applications the complications caused by lubricants lead
naturally to consideration of wear resistant materials which possess good
frictional properties and which can operate without lubrication. Anti-
pollution and conservation are placing emphasis on sealed, lubricated-for-
life machinery using solid lubricants and surface treatments which lubri-
cate. The general concept of metal plus lubricant is now giving way to
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refractory or similar materials plus coolant or parting compound. Under
these conditions, techniques for studying and controlling surface struct.,e
become important, for as close control of structure and strength is
achieved, the performance and wear resistance must depend increasingly on
interfacial conditions. The absence of any recognized code of practice and
well established tests for evaluating new materials for tribological design
requirements means that suitability can be reliably established only by
performance in practice, and accelerated service simulation testing is now
replacing conventional test rigs.

Polymers and fluorinated polymers are finding increasing application,
especially where chemical and thermal inertness are important. PTFE has
become the standard solid lubricant in cryogenic aDplications. Its tendency
to cold flow has been improved by suitable reinforcement. Newer polymers
such as polyimides are being increasingly used where high thenlal stability
is required. Metal film lubricants are now finding use, and potential
developments in solid lubricant technology may arise from the combination of
solid and liquid lubricants to use the specific properties bf each.

MATERIALS FOR TRIBOLOGILAL APPLICATIONS

We are living in the material age. A major incentive for the develop-
ment of wear resistant materials and the acquisition of materials data is
the emergence of new design concepts. For instance, the aero-space industry
spawns new problems and solutions while each generation of nuclear reactors
requires some new wear-resistant material. The thermal and stress problems
associated with advanced tribo-engineering require materials of high
str,,ngth, high elastic, modulus, and light weight. Conventional materials
have been improved by orthodox methods almost tu the limit of their poten-
tial mechanical properties so tnat new types of material sucn as composites,
synthetic diamond and sapphire, new graphites and carbides, borides and
nitrides of certain metals which approach the hardness of diamond are being
developed. Use of such materials requires new design concepts to utilize
their specific properties, as substitution of such materials in existing
designs can lead to problems and failures in service. Besides replacing
metals, ceramics may be used as coatings to complement desirable metal
characteristics by adding refractory properties, insulation and erosion,
wear, oxidation and corrosion resistence.

In the field of plain bearings, it appears unlikely that any major
development in soft metal bearings will take place in the immediate future,
as the possible alloys of all commercially feasible softer metals have been
explored thoroughly. Presently used materials come close to utilizing fully
the potentiality of plain bearings of current designs and lubricating sys-
tems. In the field of plastics the development of bearing materials capable
of being manufactured to achieve and maintain the close tolerances of metals
may cause something of a revolution in the plain journal field.

Plastics and their composites dominate the dry bearing scene mainly due
to the availability of design and performance data (21 ,22). A significant
advance in fundamental understanding of the wear of plastic composites hac
been the recognition of the dominant role of the counterface metal. The
rate of wear depends on the counterface topography and composition generated
by the sliding process and involving transfer of polymer or fillers,
abrasion by fillers or corrosion by the environment or polymer degradation
products. The development of vacuum deposition techniques such as sput-
tering, icn-implantation, ion plating and CVD processes appear potentially
attractive for solid film lubricant solution to a wide range of dry bearing
problems.

!n the field of rolling bearings material, methods are being developed
to improve contact fatigue resistance. Interstitial nitrogen content (23)
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can explain the inherent differences between different steel-making pro-
cesses and the success of vacuum refining techniques which reduce gas con-
tent, as well as some lack of success b- electro-slag refininq which does
not reduce nitrogen content. Figure 3 shows the effect of nitrogen content
on rolling contact fatigue resistance of basic electric arc EN 31 ball
bearing steels.

Developments in high speed tool steels for rollinq bearings have cen-
tered around alloys produced by the powder route to provide a finer dis-
persion of carbides, but again gas content has proved to be deieteriousC24 ).

The use of higher than normal alloying elements to provide marginally im-
proved properties may not justify the increased cost. in the field of
cutting tools there continues to be a steady but unspectacular development
of ceramic materials such as silicon nitride(25

,26)*
Brakes and clutches are required to dissipate continually greater

energies due to generally increasing loads and speeds, and improved mate-
rials are constantly being demanded to cope with the nigher duties and
temperatures. For over seventy years asbestos has been the most effective
filler material for phenolic resins, both because of its fibrous nature and
its heat resistance. Because of a possible health hazard, there is con-
siderabie pressure to replace asbestos with other fillers. Sintered metal
matrices are used when the duty is severe, but attempts to introduce other
organic and inorganic materials have not yet succeeded in displacing the
more conventional materials except in highly specialized fields. More
exotic materials have been successful in aircraft brakes. For example,
Concorde uses carbon compositcs against themselves. Use of these materials
with cheaper fibers and fillers may be one promising method of approach to
the replacement of asbestos-filled phenolic resins and may help to contend
with the other high energy dissipation situations such as advanced aircraft
brakes.
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SURFACE TREATMENTS

When confronted with a wear problem it is becoming increasingly diffi-
cult to make worthwhilE isnuvations in the fields of design or lubrication,
but considerable opportunities are now available in the realm of surface
treatments(27,28).

Recently developed surface treatments involving thin surface films with
specific properties are now finding increasing use and are proving to be
advantageous as wear resistant coatings. The treatments include physical
and chemical vapor deposition processes. The physical -Ipor deposition
(PVD) processes are evaporation, ion plating and sputterng. Metal films
deposited by ion plating are strongly bonded to the surface as the film is
deposited on a surface cleaned by sputter etching. Due to the velocity of
the evaporant, the surface is penetrated, and a graded interface is formed
to give a strongly adherent film. Soft metal lubricant films may also be
bonded to a metal surface by ion plating. Ion nitriding may be used to
speed up the nitriding process.

The chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process deposits carbides of the
transition metals on steel. The transition metal in. the form of a volatile
chloride is carried to the surface by a carrier gas Together with a gaseous
hydrocarbon. These react at the steel surface to fona a carbide layer which
it smooth, continuous and wear and corrosion resistant. TiC coatings on
sintered carbide cutting tools considerably reduce tool wear (29 ). Low
temperature CVD processes and controlled nuclear thermo-chemical deposition
have been developed. The latter produces equi-axed grains randomly oriented
and with borides of hardness up to 8000 HV compared with about 2500 HV of
CVD coatings(30). Ion implantation is an interesting technique to improve
wear resistance; its high cost may be a deterent to its wide usage in
industrial applications, but its investigation may contribute to a better
understanding of the behaviour of wearing surfaces.

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

Tribology stands between the pure sciences on the one hand, and the
material and engineering requirements of technological progress on the
other. It is only by the combination of improved scientific understanding
and the most purposeful, speedy dpplication of knowledge that rapid techno-
logical progress will be achieved. A major difficulty has been the delay or
lack of feed back, the time taken from the inception of a good idea to its
fruitful application. To eliminate such delays, increasing use is being
made of the computer in design to enable almost instantaneous feed back.
Designers in their offices in local industry or research laboratories can
now communicate directly with the computer. For example, in the field of
plain bearings with a suitably constructed program, the designer need only
transmit information on bearing design, and within seconds he will be in-
formed of the performance characteristics, In this way he can have instant
feed back and can make use of the latest available research results without
being an expert in The fields of tribology, computation or programming. In
effect, he has at hand a universal testing machine in which he can plan his
design, test its characteristics, modify the design and again measure its
characteristics continuing this process until satisfied with the perfor-
mance of the design before committing himself to production and service.

The use of computers for mate-eials selection for optimum performance
is approaching rapidly.
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MACHINERY CONDITION MONITORING

Economic pressures are causing a switch from regular dismantling of
machinery for maintenance to failure prevention maintenance. Increasing
emphasis is thus being given to on-line monitoring techniques to detect
deterioration of machinery so that remedial action can be taken before the
breakdown point is reached.

Many techniques are available to monitor machinery condition. The
technique chosen usually depends upon the specific information required and
the cost of acquiring the information compared with the savings such infor-
mation can effect.

Over the past few years there has been a gradual acceptance of vibra-
tion analysis, although this has proved to be neither the simplest nor the
most effective method to use. There is the problem of interpreting the data
caused in part by the fact that the vibration signal tells as much about the
general dynamics of the machine as its damaged state. An inability to
separate the two creates the need for trend analysis and a massive build up
of data. Thus, the costs of complementary vibration analyses are high in
relation to the information which it yields readily and it has found its
most useful application in the monitoring of expensive rotating equipment.

Magnetic plugs and spectrographic oil analysis procedure (SOAP) are now
extensively used to detect abnormal wear from the amount of debris which
enters the lubricant from relatively moving surfaces. Although these tech-

• niques have proved effective in providing warrning of changes in a system,

they have some disadvantages. SOAP provides a knowledge only )f the quan-
tity of metal in the lubricant, but no information on the size or shape of
the metallic particles. Some damage has usually occurred by the time the
magnetic plug picks up debris large enough for observation.

Ferrography(7), a convenient method for the isolation and analysis of
wear particles, has opened up a new dimension in wear detection and assess-
ment in the form of particle tribology(s). Each wear particle is unique,
having distinctive characteristics bearing evidence of the conditions under
which it was formed. Thus, the isolation and careful examination of the
particles of wear can yield specific information concerning the condition of
the surfaces from which the particles were produced. A Ferrographic oil
analysis procedure by direct reading (OR) and analytical Ferrography has
proved convenient for machinery condition monitoring(31,32). Non-magnetic
particles can also be isolated from lubricants so that lubricant degradation
products can be identified to assess lubricant condition and performance.
Recent developments have enabled the adaptation of Ferrography to bio-
engineering( 32,33). Fluids have been prepared which cause bone, cartilage
and organic tissues to become magnetic for precipitation from synovial fluid.
Ferrography is thus being applied to the study of wear of prosthesis joints
and for condition monitoring of human joints to detect damage and the stages
of degenerative arthritis.

Ferrographic trend analysis (34) from oil washed systems and the gas
stream( 35) appears to be a potentially attractive method of condition moni-S toring of gasturbines. The real time or automated Ferrograph has success-

fully undergone prototype testing. Ferrography looks at intermediate debris
that is smaller than that collected by filters and magnetic plugs and larger
than SOAP. Also as non-magnetic materials, man-made plastics, plant and
animal tissues and living bacteria have been precipitated (36), it appears
that the Ferrographic technique can be extended to the recovery of all mate-
rials for expanding applications in tribology.

,.-" I



: CONCLUSIONIS

In the short time since tribology was launched as a concept on its own,
it has been described as the world's fastest growing applied science, though
still in its infancy(34), and as a means of national wealth creation without
commensurate capital investment(35 ). So that tribolooy may reach maturity,
still greater use must be made of existing knowledge. Most industrial tri-
bologicA,d roblems can be solved satisfactorily by the )pplication of
existing knowledge. Thus it appears that greater efforts are required to
dis',eminate knowledge in a readily understood form to effect greater eneroy,
materials and manpower savings at minimum cost. The trend may be to expe,'i-
went less, and to measure and interprot more. Basic research studies may be
justified only if they provide information to allow industry to solve its
immediate problems and if they can produce significant advances in technol-
ogical progress. The environmentalists may also play their role in de-
manding Lhat trioologists strive for reduction of the noise level of
mechanisms and the elimination of pollution from toxic lubricants.
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DISCUSSION

P. K. DAS, John Deere: Mr. Scott should be complimented for his comprehen-sive presentation of tribological problems encountered in industry. I

would like to comment on some difficulties that are faced in industry in
relating the theories to practice. First, with the high speed computers
that are available, now we have better methods of solving Reynold's Equation
and calculate the parameters such as film thickness, film pressure, fric-
tion, etc. But it is not clear how to relate these parameters to failure
criteria; how, for instance, the pressure relates to fatigue, S-N diagram,
or any other material property, and how the film thickness relates to wear
rate. Secondly, postulating criteria for bearing calculations through
materials properties, even if primitive, is very much needed. It is very
important to develop the relationships between fatigue, wear and other use-
ful criteria. Finally, recommendation of test procedures that industry
could follow and perhaps compare one bearing with another on the basis of
these above criteria is very much needed. In practice one frequently finds
that simple parameters such as the film thickness, pressure, friction, etc.,
are not the total story; i.e., a lower film thickness or high pressure does
not necessarily relate to poor performance of a bearing. Work in this area
will greatly aid the industry.

D. SCOTT: I think that you have emphasized my lecture theme. It is very
difficult but essential to correlate basic research with practice and a
greater effort is required to relate laboratory research results to service
problems using language which the engineer and designer can readily under-
stand. With test programmes there will be a trend towards service simula-
tion testing using procedures which produce the same conditions and failure
mechanisms as experienced in practice. This tends to reduce the time from
advances in theory and fundamental research to its industrial utilization.
Generally fundamental rescarch at Univrsitias is carried out using pure
materials which are amenable to this type of work in order to establish
principles but it is the speedy adaptation of their principles to practice
which is the present grey area which requires attention. Dissemination of

Ah
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available knowledge and the correlation of test results with performance in
practice will provide the greatest benefits at the lowest cost.

R. S. MONTGOMERY, U. S. Army: You mentioned that the interstitial nitrogen

causes the surfaces to fail by rolling fatigue. What do you think about
fatigue that occurs in gun barrels?

SCOTT: Work in rolling contact fatigue has shown that interstitial nitrogen
contents of ball bearing steels is a dominant factor in their proneness to
failure and can explain the considerable differences in fatigue life of
otherwise apparently identical steels, the beneficial effect of vacuum re-
fining techniques and the occasional lack of benefit of electro slag refin-
ing. If fatigue is a mechanism of gun barrel failure the interstitial nitro-
gen content of the steel used could be a dominant factor in fatigue resist-
ance.

R. DASKIVICH, G. M. Research Laboratory: In addressing the topic of wear
prevention, you made a comment that high hardness is not necessarily essen-
tial and you followed that statement addressing how implantation of soft
materials builds in a state of equilibrium. Could you please elaborate on
what would constitute this state of equilibrium?
SCOTT: The object of the research outlined is to produce failure and main-

tenance free machines for an economic life. Our object is to design the
moving surfaces in a run-in state so that the interfacial layers are in a
state of equilibrium for an economic service life.

To prevent wear it is often not necessary to use very hard materials.
A systems analysis should be carried out to determine exactly the cause of
wear and the necessary remedial action. In some instances sliding or vi-
bratory movement may cause adhesion which may produce hard particles of
debris which in turn initiate abrasive wear. Increasing the original sur-
face hardness may produce harder particles and more severe abrasive wear.
The correct solution would be to prevent the initial adhesive wear and gen-
eration of debris and a soft metal coating may do this.

N. P. SUN, MIT: I would just like to make a comment. Our work on the soft
coatings has shown that about 0.1 Um thick, nickel and gold on steels can
increase the life by more than a factor of ten.

SCOTT: This comment illustrates my point. There is evidence of a movement
away from the concept of two hard surfaces separated by a film of lubricant
to a designed interface between the surfaces.

S. CYTRON, U. S. Army: When you are applying very thin layers (0.1 Vm) of
soft metals for wear and erosion problem, do you have the difficulty of
finding suitable mechanical testing techniques to evaluate the microhardness
of these very thin films?

SCOTT: There can be problems but techniques are available and will be de-
veloped to overcome them. It has been quoted that industry gets things done
and research finds out in the next ten years the principles of operation.

However, advances in the understanding of the mechanisms of thin solid film
lubrication should aid their application to wear control.

SUH: The reason may not be correct, but we hypothesized that a very thin
layer of soft metal cannot retain dislocations and therefore cannot work
harden. Based on that argument we Lave applied a very thin layer and it
does work.



SCOTT: Hardness testing is used as it is a simple almost non-destructive
test which can be carried out on the actual component or specimen to be
used. Hardness testing is similar to the tensile testing of bridge material,
based on past experience the test results can be correlated with suitability
for service requirements.

DASKIVICH: But the very point is how can a hardness test be non-destructive
to a 0.1 Um film. It cannot be done.

SCOTT: Microhardness may be determined at some non-critical position. Al-
ternatively a thin film may be applied to a sample of a similar surface dur-
ing the process for test purposes.

i
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SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY AND QUALITY
AND ITS RELEVANCE TO WEAR

D. J. Whitehouse

ABSTRACT

In the past two decades there has been a growing shift of emphasis
from control of manufacture to prediction, or optimization, of performance.
This has stimulated research into getting a better understanding of sur-
faces and how they interact in practical situations. From this research
two important developments have taken place, one instrumental and the other
theoretical. The instrumental advances have bee.r digitizing the outputs
of stylus instruments and using relocation methods. The theoretical ad-
vance has been the use of random process theory which enables the most suit-
able parameters for a given function to be identified. One principal ob-
jective of this paper is to show where and with what result these techniques
have been employed in wear and related situations.

Particular attention has been given to looking at the fundamentals of
the problem rather than listing what exists as empirical relationships in
the hope that it will provide a more useful starting ground for researchers.
For this reason a deliberately wide view of wear has been taken.

INTRODUCTION

The measurement of surfaces and the quantitative study of wear have
the same timescale of about 50 years. This has meant that the researcher
into topographic aspects of wear has rarely been in a position to investi-gate the relationship effectively because the necessary tools, the instru-

ment and the theory have not been readily available; they have been about
as advanced as his own understanding of the wear mechanism. However, this
situation has changed dramatically in the past decade or so. With the
advent of cheap digital computation and the increasing use of random pro-
cess analysis, the tribologist, at last, has at his disposal all the power
he needs to make new strides in understanding. It seems therefore that
the purpose of this paper might best be served by setting out the recent
advances in metrology and after this, by discussing how these have been
applied and how they may be applied in the future to wear situations. The
review is not exhaustive; it is more of a personal viewpoint of the subject.

I
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Historical Background to the Metrology of Surfaces

The first serious investigator of surface texture both practically and
theoretically was Abbott. (1) He devised the first instrument and he at-
tempted to ascribe a meaningful parameter to the output. This parameter
was in fact a function. It was called then the Abbott-Firestone curve and
is now called the bearing ratio curve. It was devised as a curve describ-
ing how the ratio of metal to air changed as a lapping plate lapped the
surface texture down from the highest peak to the lowest valley. This was
the first functional parameter.

From this beginning the role of surface texture began to change. At-
tention began to focus on the use of surface texture to control manufacture.
See for example Kayser (2) and Castro.(3) In this role the texture was
used as an effective "go gauge" on the manufacture. It was the tight con-
trol of manufacture which ensured that a component worked as well as the
previous one made to the same specifications.

For about two decades this system worked adequately, particularly during
the war years, but due to economic pressures in the early 1950's it started
to break down because production engineers demanded freedom to choose the
manufacturing process. The result was that often the process was left off
the drawing altogether - a state of affairs still with us today. This
weakened the control and consequently caused a degradation of performance.
To combat this trend more attention was given to controlling the function
of a part directly and since the early 1960's much more effort has been putinto discovering just how and why surface texture influences performance;

the ultimate aim is to replace manufacturing process parameters with sur-
face parameters. The next section will show how far surface metrology has
progressed with just this aim in mind.

Modern Advances in Surface Metrology

At one time measurement of complicated surface parameters was out of
the question. It was simply uneconomical for instrument makers to provide
a wide range of multiparameter boxes. This situation changed dramatically
when digital methods started to be used. It represented the biggest re-
volution in surface analysis; analogue devices being replaced by digital
equivalents, for example filters,(7 ,8) with considerable gains in flexi-
bility and accuracy. Examples of typical digital systems are given in re-
ferences 9 and 10. Today, practically every researcher uses digital methods;
a fact which might give rise to general rejoicing. Unfortunately, the in-
creasing use of computer techniques has been paralleled by an equally big
increase in the misuse of computers as will be made clear later.

The next big step in metrology was the use of relocation methods. In
this, elaborite care is taken to ensure that during the progress of an experi-
ment exactly :he same part of the surface is measured. This enables a
considerable saving in cost and an improvement in the ability to see small
changes in surface texture. The latter point has proved to be exceptionally
important in mild wear experiments. (1113)

Digital methods and relocation have been combined to investigate para-
meter changes during run-in. (13) Another joint application has been in the
mapping of surfaces. One of the biggest problems in wear and contact is
that of "seeing" the surface and the way it contacts another. In a classicexperiment Williamson digitized whole areas of a surface and from these he
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made contour maps (Figure 1). Subsequently he simulated "gap maps" of

160 BLASTEDWITH AWMINA'
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Fig. l.-Schematic contour map of a machined surface obtained using a stylus
instrument and scanning techniques. Scale relative to typical hills is
about 107:1.

surfaces coming into contact. Using this technique, the shape and size of
contacts could be assessed, all by computer. Others have used the same
technique since.(12,15) In particular Sayles and Thomas have produced some
spectacular pictures of surfaces(15) (Figure 2).

At about the same time the theoretical basis of surface metrology was
undergoing its own upheaval; the old deterministic parameters were slowly
being replaced by random process analysis. This had been used earlier with
a limited application by a few workers.(1 6-18) It was principally because
of the realization that surfaces could be regarded as Gaussian processes(17)
which drew attention to statistical techniques. Peklenik began to classify
surfaces by means of their autocorrelation function with the principal aim
of better controlling manufacture.(19) He restricted himself to dealing
with the profile graph - here referred to as a 1-Dimensional figure -
rather than the surface as a whole.

Thus letting the surface height be z= (x) the autocorrelation function
c(B) can be defined as

L/2  (1)
12

,'(8) =Lim- .(x) -.-'x) d
Is- i -LI2

Its Fourier transform the power spectral density P(w) is related to c(8B)
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by the expression

P (W) c() cos wS Bd (2)

0Tallian et al. (20) used some aspects of random theory to determine the den-
sity of crossings of the profile with some arbitrary level. He did this
in an attempt to predict asperity interactions through a thin oil film.

Greenwood (21) was the first to use a Gaussian distribution of peaks
for his work on contact as we shall see shortly. Others(22) had also seen
this possibility.

r
The breakthrough in the application of random process theory to tri-

bology came with the realization that more than one feature of the texture
could jointly be considered to be Gaussian. In its simplest form the slope
g and the profile height z were both taken to be Gaussian by Kimura (23 ) but
it was the application of the general case which produced the biggest impact.

Thus in general if P1 ,p2 ,.. P,, are characteristics of the surface and

i, P2 ........ are obtained as a result of many random events, (24) then the
joint probability density function (JPDF) of P1,P2 ... is (PI,P2 ,-..)

where IV

-F j'j.P .Pj

F12 1 /2 (j(21r)~~' 1:41 21MI -

Where liq is the determinant of m and v is given by the square matrix

d.. d.iN

N---------------- -N(4
dN ................. ~? 4

Where dig is the second moment of the variables Pi,pj i.e., E(Pi,pj) and
mij is the cofactor of dij in -:.

It is the use of equation (3) which has dominated theoretical investi-
gation of the tribological properties of surfaces.

The first application of it was due to Whitehouse and Archard(
13 25,26)

who linked the use of digital techniques with random process analysis and
applidd them, via equation 3, to derive expressions for many tribological
properties of profile peaks in terms of three values of the autocorrelation
function. The three points correspond to c(S) for S=o, S=E, B=2f where t
is the distance between digital measurements of z on the profile. The para-
meters P1 ,p2... are taken as three consecutive distributions of ordinates
of z, i.e., z+,, zO , z_1

The variance-covariance mafrix x then becomesI
I
I
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21

S= 2 Pl P 1 (5)

( P 2 PlI P 2

and -'(Pi,P2,..) becomes :F(z 1 ,z0 ,zl). Pl is the correlation coefficient
between successive ordinates and 02 that between ordinates spaced by 2Z.
Unity in equation (5) represents r2 (the variance of the surface). They
made the crucial observation that all the relevant tribological parameters
could be expressed in terms of just three numb-rs. This immediately meant
a big saving in computational effort and made real-time measurements pos-
sible.

Because many surfaces exhibit exponential autocorrelation functions
they constrained the general model to include only this case. Then 02=P12.

Typical of the relationships are the mean peak height

(6)
P

where N is the peak density given by

. -1 3-o (7)
N =-tan
VP irt T

Another important parameter is mean peak curvature * where

; (3-0) /1-P
C = I, 2,. s

2NPt 2A

Many other parameters are similarly derived.

Recent work by Whitehouse and Phillips (27) has reverted back to the
general autocorrelation function where o2tP,2 yielding in place of equations
6, 7 and 8

1

-I~ -P 2/2

L- = -P 2  ( 21

()"Z (3-40 
1  

+  
0 2

C T7- 12 VZ(-pl

One important relationship amongst the many others is the correlation
betweeq peak height and curvature

I -.. -- - -
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* 2(1-PI)
cor (c,z) - (10)(6-BP I + 2p )i/

which is always positive showing that high peaks are sharper than low ones.

Also they (20 ) proved that Npc.0 is a constant (a is the standard
deviation of the profile peak distribution). This demonstrated the depen-
dence of some of the most useful parameters. Greenwood(21) regarded these
as independent.

The other main value of this approach is that the tribological para-
meters associated with %ach scale of size" can b.- investigated simply by
changing t. This changes P, and 02 in a way dependent on the shape of the
autocorrelation 4 ..ction and hence the surface. In section 4 some impli-
cations of this i'l be considered (Figure 3).

(a) (b)

(C)
Fig. 3.-Schematic of a typical surface profile considered to be Made up of

( different "scales of size" each with its own tribological functi-on.

An altern~ative use of equation 3 in tribology was made by Rayak(28

whose results have greatly influenced later workers. His work is an x-
tension to tribology of the pioneering work of Longuet-Higgins. (29,3O0
This work differs in three respects from that of Whitehouse et !].; it is
based on the two dimensional surface, not the profile (2 0 is used to repre-
sent the tv-j independent variables x and y). It is based on continuzous
rather than discrete properties of random waveforms and it uses the jower
spectral density rather than the autocorrelation function.

tlayak uses differentials of the surface for Pj,P2* .. PI;, in equation 3.
thus

dz P dz dz d c
P1 e dx x 3 dy -y o4 x2  x 5dxdy xy

2
and at d e (s ) C

6 2
dy y

a direct extension of the work of Rice(31) in comunication theory.

By assuming that the surface can be represented by z(xy) where

z(xY) P Cos txk + yk ) (b2)
n n Y e1 n
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* the second moments dij of the variance-covariance matrix are founj be
M where
pq

M = -'FkP k q  I,"..
pq 2 xn yn

th
where F, is the n Fourier coefficient.

The variance-covariance matrix is expressible completely in terms of
mp . Hence the tribological parameters can be evaluated simply by restrict-
ina the range of integration of f(z,gx,gycx,cxycy).

Nzyak took the specific case where the surface is isotropic in which
case all parameters are in terms of mo, m2 and m where mo is the variance
of the surface (Rq75C2), m2 is the variance of the slopes of the surface
and m4 the variance of the second differential of the surface (assumed to
be the curvature).

M m
He defines a parameter a = -II (14)

m2

which is meant to represent the bandwidth of the surface.

This is slightly different from others (32'33 ) but essentially all mis-
interpret the meaning of such a parameter. It is concerned with the shape
of the spectrum and not the bandwidth as Sayles(34) rightly points out!

For comparison purposes t'ie density of summits Ds not profile peaks
Dp is given by the equation

m 1/2
Ds = V- (15)D 4

This can easily be related to profile properties for isotropic surfaces
because letting Dp be the density of profile peaks (Np is discrete equiva-
lent) then

D = 1.2 D 2 (16)

S p

This is surprisingly 20% different from the tribologists usual habit
of simply squaring the profile density, D, = Dp2.

The mean summit curvature is -- compared with 1/To.' where a" is

the rms curvature for the whole surface (m4).

In fact Nayak showed that summits are on average about 0.75 higher
than profile peaks. The shift actually depends on a but the depehdence is
siall. Recent work(35) suggests that practical curvatures do not change
as rapidly as theory predicts.

The relationships are not so simple for anisotropic surfaces. Nayak (36)

has examined the requirement for assessing anisotropic surfaces and comes
to the conclusitn that five non-parallel profile traces would be needed.
Sayles and Thomas reduce this to two at right angles for certain types of
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surface such as grinding. Further theory on anisotropic surfaces has been
examined by Longuet-Higgins in detail but as yet no general theory for sum-
mit curvatures and such like parameters has been proposed; in principle it
is similar to that already described but the calculations are more involved.

This represents the surface metrology situation as it is today when
applied to tribology. It represents a considerable improvement cn the
situation fifteen years ago but there is a basic question which is as yet
unanswered. The question is which of the two random process theories is
best suild to the practical application in tribology.

Comparison of Theories

A number of people have set out to resolve this issue(35,37) because
it is of vital importance. The main criticism levelled at Whitehouse and
Archard(25) was that the exponential autocorrelation function was unsuitable
for analysis because m2 and m4 were undefined. This has been overcome by
making the autocorrelation function general.( 27) It is still only valid
for profiles but for isotropic surfaces the same relationships hold (equa-
dion 16 for example). Nayak provides a 2D analysis which only holds if
there is a well defined limit to the detail on surfaces. Doubts have been
expressed as to whether this is realistic. 35 ) The basic question under-
lying all this argument is whether or not peak curvatures, slopes, etc. are
in fact intrinsic properties of the surface. Looking at surfaces through
a scanning electron microscope would lead one to believe that they are not!
It is becoming clear that the moments mo, m2, m4, referred to earlier will
have to be redefined in terms of upper and lower angular frequencies Wh and
WL. Thus

Ih
m" = f. h (i P(w)dw (0 P(w)dw (17)

wh is usually a limit of the instrument, WL would be most probably re-
stricted by the function. It could be the Hertzian zone width for instance.
Whitehouse and Archard in their work restricted the bandwidth of interest
to the main structure; that corresponding to spacings which made ordinates
independent (Figure 4). This is not necessarily the best scale of size for

.3

I.(I I

0.I

0.2.

Fig. 4.-The relationship between the independence distance for sampling and
an exponential autocorrelation function as well as the equivalent spatial
frequency relative to the power spectral density.
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all uses but it was a first step towards recognizing the problem. The
distance over which the correlation fell*to a low value was called the in-
dependence distance equal to 2.38 where B represented the decay time con-
stant of the autocorrelation function. An equivalent length derived from
the power spectrum and called the averaae or rms wavelength Aa and xq was
soon developed( 36) for unifying surface metrology. In reference( 36) the
effect of filtering on parameters was discussed in detail. Nayak in later
work(37) went into some detail in filtering and succeeded in showing that
filtering the surface was not necessarily the same as filtering the profile,

The big advantages of discrete analysis (25,27) are that first it re-
presents what is actually being measured on random surfaces and second
that it can therefore be directly compared with the digital analysis of
skewed distributions such as occur after run-in. This latter aspect is
much more difficult using Nayak's approach.

The unpleasant truth is that researchers will have to use whichever
theory fits better into practical measurement. Digital measurement is
here to stay and already workers are meeting the digital analysis problems
head-on. Using the discrete approach results can be verified, and the
effect of filtering found directly.(39,40 ) As an example of what can be
found peak curvature can change by 100:1 depending on z for the same pro-
file (Figure 5). This revelation casts serious doubts on ,any results
displayed in the texts of recent papers.

4-0

3.0
2 73
2-56

2.0

E

, .0 . 0 r 3,0 ,

Fig. 5.-The effect of sampling on the measurement of mean peak curvature
(E(C/T). The ordinate is in terms of the logarithm of the mean curvature
and the abscissa has for a unit the value 6* for the exponential decay of
the autocorrelation function. The spread of the curves shows results for
different surfaces. The continuous line-is for example a turned surface
the crossed line at the other extreme is for a ground surface.
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At present theoretical investigation tends to use Nayak's approach

yet digital measurement implicitly implies Whitehouse's. In the limit as
Po they are the same so there is no theoretical conflict.(27 ,28) Time
will tell which is of most Dractical benefit. Perhaps this will resolve
itself more readily when the discrete approach is extended more completely
to 2D. Theoretically(27) and practically(35) this is now being done.

Having established that the tools for theoretical and practical exam-
ination of surfaces are now adequate, we shall see what use has been made
of them in tribology, particularly in wear. Friction, although very im-
portant, will be left out except incidentally. Contact mechanics, however,
cannot be left out because contact is central to the whole issue. It will,
therefore, be dealt with first.

CONTACT MECHANICS AND RELATED PROBLEMS

Mode of Deformation

Whether a surface in contact deforms elastically or plastically is of
considerable importance. There is some doubt as to whether wear is con-
fined to the removal of metal. It has been suggested by Summers-Smith(41)
for example that metal movement is equally a wear mechanism; the surface
has changed. This seems to provide a basis for a very much more comprehen-
sive definition of wear. Plastic deformation is, under these conditions,
very germane to the wear regime and so also is the boundary between elastic
and plastic deformation. Functionally, this subject is important in de-
termining the stiffness of joints, and in electrical and thermal conduction.
Also in pure rolling, mechanical contact determines stresses and strains
which'produce pitting, spalling and scuffing.

As a historical fact early pioneering work by Bcwden and Tabor (42 ) did
not attach too much importance to texture. They argued that plastic flow
would occur at the asperities when a surface was loaded until the load w
was equal to the real area of contact Ar multiplied by tha flow pressure
of the softer material Pm. The shapes of the asperities were not regarded
as especially important. Surface texture did not enta r prominently into
the contact mechanism except to ensure that the deformation was plastic.
Pioblems soon arose, however, using this approach because it was not pos-

* sible to explain running-in for example.

To answer this and similar problems attempts were made (43'44 ) to
develop elastic models of contact. In particular criteria for the complete
elastic compression of asperities were developed. One such criterion(43,44)
related the profile absolute slope g to the hardness H and composite elastic
modulus , Thus if

< k HIE(18)

no plastic flow would occur. k is a constant taking account of asperity
shape and having a range of values from 0.8 to 2.0.

Then came a conceptual breakthrough by Archard who proved practi-
cally and theoretically that well-known contact laws would still be obeyed
even for elastic deformation. He used for his analysis a "scale of size"
argument (Figure 3). By postulating a profile as the superposition of
different scales of asperity he was able to show for instance that it was
possible to get a proportional relationship between real area of contact and
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load, a conclusion verified much later for random surfaces.(46) Once this
elastic possibility was realized surface texture took on a much more impor-
tant role, but the problem still remained of what determined the mode of
deformation.

Since this work many researchers have derived indices with which to
predict the mode of deformation of asperities on a surface under load. In
what follows we shall attempt to extract the key topographic features. Per-
haps the best known is due to Greenwood and Williamson(4 ) who were among
the first to take into account the statistical nature of the asperity dis-
tribution on surfaces. Assuming that the peaks were distribution in a
Gaussian manner in height on a surface profile they derived what they called
a plasticity index ?p1 where

E
E-A (19)

In equation 19 a is the standard deviation of the peak distribution and R
is the average radius of the peaks. In fact Greenwood and Williamson assumed
that all asperities had constant radius. If 1>1 a large part of the con-
tact will be plastic whereas if '1<0.6 the chances of plastic flow are remote.

A modification of ip, based on random theory was due to Whitehouse and
Archard(25) who extended the model to allow peaks to have a distribution of
curvatures. In addition every parameter was related to profile parameters,
the asperity model was dispensed with. Thus 'P became '2

12 = 0.69 (25)
2 (20)

i E.o (48)
2 1*

Where a is the rms value of the surface and A is related to what is known as
the correlation or independence distance of the surface. The plasticity
index '2 was shown by Onions and Archard(48 ) to allow more plastic deforma-
tion than 01 for the same numerical value. In other words 'Pi under-esti-
mates plasticity. This seems sensible because the Whitehouse and Archard
theory(9) showed that the higher peaks, those which were more likely to make
contact, had sharper radii than the lower ones.

Other indices include that by Mikic and Roca (49) 'P3*

'3 = tanO (21)
3 H

where tane is the absolute mean slope of the surface. '3 is such that at
least 2% of asperities will deform plastically when gP3>0.25; for '3<0.25
contact will be predominantly plastic. Notice that in this case the radius
in '3 has been replaced by a slope and notice also that a/8 in iP2 could also
be construed as a slope.(5o)

Gupta and Cook (51) define a topographic index , essentially as a meas-
ure of the ratio of nominal to real contact area of two surfaces in contact.

l 1 ~~~___
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Thus

E ((22)
m

S

where D, is the average number of peaks per unit area (or the smaller the
two densities when the surfaces are different).

RIR

m R + R
1 2

where R7 and R2 are the average radii of asperities of the two surfaces.
In their analysis the distribution of radii is assumed to be log-normal, and
Gaussian.

Another index of plasticity due to Nayak was developed using full 2
dimensional random theory,(52) but was dependent on results reported by
other workers which have since been seriously queried.(5 3) Thus

4 n (23)

where o is the rms value of the differential of that component of a surface
in contact which has a narrow spectrum. Nayak shows that if Y14>5 then most
asperities will deform plastically.

Other workers have approached the problem somewhat differently.(54)
Using the spectral moments of a profile mo, m2, m4 described earlier they

determine the probability density of peak curvature as a function of height.

Then, assuming that a profile comprises of randomly distributed asperitieshaving spherical tips, they estimate the proportion of elastic to plastic
contact of the profile on a flat as a function of separation. As a basis
for deformation they use the Hertz elastic deformation criterion.

Thus if Rp is the maximum peak height and h is the separation of the
flat from the mean plane the probability of elastic deformation becomes Peh
where

eh= Prob[c ) (R-h)] given that z > h (24)

So that in this method the key surface parameter is in fact a function which
describes how curvature c changes with asperity height *. In other words
the joint probability density function between peak height and curvature,

:Fcl> h).

The basic problem with this technique is that of estimating R . It is
not a limiting parameter; the longer the profile, the bigger RP. ether as-
pects of this theory have been criticized(55) but it does not affect the
validity of this approach. The next logical step would be to expand the
treatment to 2D.

The most recent and comprehensive index yet devised is by Francis.(33)
He defines what amounts to two indices 5 and 6"
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where

51i-/2 Pk 1

* (25)

k 1

where k is

r- 2

0

and is a parameter similar to Nayak's a to describe the spectral nature of
the surfaces. o' is the standard deviation of the second differential
of the gap between two surfaces and a' i,& the rms slope. o is equivalent
to R the rms value of the gap itself. f is the harmonic mean of the
moduli of the two surfaces Pm is the uniaxial yield stress. In general 15
is the most important parameter; the larger the value of ¢5 the greater is
the deviation of the contact mechanics from totally elastic behaviour.
For a given value of *5 the departure from elasticity increases with de-
creasing strain hardening. For 06<-23, *5 is a better predictor than *6.
The elastic model is valid for any contact for which *6<4 and the complex
iterative plastic-elastic model must be used for '6>14. Between 4 and 14
the behaviour depends on specific values of the parameters.

In equations 18 to 25 the physical parameters E and H are common but
there seems to be a variety of topographic parameters basically involving
either first differentials (9 , tan8, o, a-, 0/0*) second differentials
(", 1) and sometimes a height parameter (a,) or peak density(Dp, (k)).
Sometimes, the index is related completely to peak behaviour (op, ), but
more often to general properties of the profile, due largely to the proper-
ties of random signals which allows slopes to be taken as a measure of peak
curvature. Of the indices mentioned most have been developed with re-
strictive assumptions. *i depends on constant curvature, 02 has a6 ex-
ponential autocorrelation, *3 assumes constant contact size, 4 makes the
peak radii independent of height, *4 depends on partitioning a profile
into two components. Probably those due to Francis are least restrictive
assumptions but are more difficult to interpret. From the point of view
of measurement it is easier to measure slopes tha ? rvatures and peak
densities are difficult to measure realistically. It seems unlikely
that the best topographic parameter will be found for this important issue
until it is possible to develop surfaces in which slopes and peak curvatures
can be varied independently.(38) If the criterion for use is that of ma-
jority agreement, then 02 and '3 should be used because from the Whitehouse-
Archard theory(25) tane=0.24 a which when inserted into equation (20) gives

E

value of tan=O0.24 for plasticity corresponding to 0'2=1 which agrees with

the value 0.25 obtained by Mikic and Roca.

What emerges from these formulae is that characteristics of the sur-
face texture determine the mode of deformatinn, the normal load has hardly
any effect over a wide range of values.

I
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Real Area of Contact - Asperity Persistence and Related Subjects

Other parameters deemed useful in contact studies include the bearing
ratio curve because it has been shown by Bush et al. (46) that if under pure-
ly elastic conditions a random surface is loaded then the bearing ratio of
real contact area to nominal of a flat pressed to the level z is given by

t (z) A (z)

2 A
n

This means that if the load-compliance (stiffness) characteristics are
known, the real area of contact could be found, or at least a good estimate
of it made for a given load by referring to a bearing ratio curve derived
from the surface. In the case of plastic deformation it is often accept-
able to regard the bearing ratio as the ratio Ar/An at any height. The
nominal area is taken to mean the physical area of the surface as defined
by its dimensions of width and depth.

For plastic conditions the physical shape of the asperities is not
important - only the homogeneity of the material; (53) but the shape does
become more relevant for elastic contact, and spherical( 47) or parabaloidal
maxima(46) have so far been considered. In the latter case for large sep-
arations the normal force - area of contact relationship is linear; the
constant of proportionality R being given by

(26)
1T

which highlights again the importance of the absolute slope in wear pheno-
mena.

The question of whether two rough surfaces in contact can be considered
to be equivalent to the contact of a composite rough surface on a flat has
been discussed by many authors.( 23,55-58  The general conclusion is that
it can provided the surface slopes are low. Under these circumstances,
there is only a small lateral component of either the force or the compli-
ance; that is, contacts on shoulders rather than the peaks do not seriously
affect the contact mechanics. Providing that those assumptions hold and
that contacts and asperities are independent, the following relationships
hold. See reference 55 for example.

2 2 2
0T = a1 + a2

CT(8) C1 (8) + C20)

22 2 2 2 2 (27)
T Hp H1 H2

'.L 2 2

1 2 .1 2

wr2 _2 2

where n represents the density of crossings of the profile with the mean
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line. In the case where lateral effects are present and interaction can
be taken into account O'Callahan and Cameron(56) have introduced, in an
elastic regime, what they refer to as a "mutal insinuation" parameter v
which is a measure of the interaction between contacting elastic asperities.
In their analysis again we meet with the important slope parameter, because

2V = u 2/( 2 + u 2) (28)

where X2 and U2 are the second moments (m2) of the spectral density of the
two surfaces in contact and therefore represent standard deviations of the
slopes of the surfaces.

Interactive effects of asperities in plastic flow have been considered
by Pullen and Wiliiamson,(53) and others.(11 ,59 ,60) In these cases the
interaction was studied when the bulk material was in a state of complete
constriction. Under this condition the bulk could be considered to be in
a state of hydrostatic stress. Using a slip line theory(60) Mitchell and
Rowe(61) attempted to explain asperity persistence - the ability of small
asperities to withstand tremendous pressures well above their flow pres-
sure - by means of plasticity theory. They(61) also came to the conclusion
that the most important surface parameter in all aspects of leakage was

where a is the distance between mean peak and mean valley heights and (
is the rms value of the peak distribution. They concluded that for a given
apparent contact pressure w the real area A is least for small a/l* ratios,

n ,
the most easily compressed surface would be one in which c is small and a/l

is large. Because of the problem of "scale of size" they restrict their
peaks to the most significant ones as determined from the autocorrelation
function.

Earlier work on leakage had been done by Tsukizoe andoHisakado(62) who
realized the importance of texture in determining the mean spacing between
surfaces. They were also the first to bring back attention to the fact that
the actual or nominal size of surfaces in contact could not be ignored.

Nuri and Halling, having carried out many significant experiments in
contact,(63-66) emphasize two important contact features one physical and
one geometrical. The physical parameter is strain hardening which will be
referred to later; the geometrical parameter is the nominal area. Halling
maintains that the population of peaks encountered by mating surfaces de-
pends on the nominal size of the contact area. This changes the load-sepa-
ration characteristic expected from continuous probablistic theory. The
essential point is that not only do the number of peaks reduce as the area
is reduced but the nature of the peaks also change; there is less chance of
getting high peaks (which have the higher curvatures). Thus the average
clearance and the minimum separation depend on the nominal area. The point
about the nature of peaks is an interesting one because it illustrates one
of the differences between surface phenomena and communication theory in
which a waveform may well have the same shape as a profile. The effect of
sample length is to reduce the stability of the result, odd peaks are rarely
important. In contact mechanics the high peaks can be a dominant factor.
Halling and others( 62,67,68) have helped to show this difference. Notice
that this effect is not the same as the way the density of peaks contacting
changes with load. Thomas(69) investigated the effect of correlation
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length
(25) on clearance and mean gap width. 

He showed that as the corre-

lation length increased, the clearance decreased. This conclusion makes
sense because the correlation iength divided into the nominal dimensions of
a surface is a measure of the number of peaks. So for a constant size of
surface one would expect, as Halling showed, that the actual number of peaks
reduce.

Contact Size and Related Subjects

The important question of the distribution of contact size has con-
tinued to involve workers. Sometimes it is not enough to know the real
area of contact, in thermal and electrical contact for instance. Holm (70

for example, showed that the conductance of a single spot is not proportion-
al to its area but to its radius. It is therefore of importance to know
how the area is broken down in terms of size of contact shape and density.
This topic has been investigated by many people including Hisakado and
Tsukizoe (711 who show that the number of contacts decrease as the range of
slopes increase and that the mean radius increases with the range of slopes.
The resultant effect, that the real contact area as a whole is not much
influenced by slopes, is misleading because it hides the two very important
opposing mechanisms which are occurring as the range of slopes is changed.

Microcontact sizes, however, do depend more on the surface slopes ac-
cording to Jones et al.( 72,73) They use Whitehouse and Archards' theory(

25 )
to investigate microcontacts. They find, not surprisingly, that the scale
of size is a vital consideration. What is more surprising is that the scale
of most importance for this functional consideration is about one third~of |
the spatial size of the main structure, which means sampling less than B
apart. j

Adhesion, too, depends considerably on the surface texture and is a
vital factor in adhesive wear. It is so relevant that an "adhesion index"
similar to the plasticity index could be developed. Early work involving
the contact of a sphere on a flat(74) has been extended by Fuller and Tabor
(75) to include surface finish using the results of Greenwood and Williamson
(47).

The index showed that there would be negligible adhesion unless
3/2

Ea <i0

rR AY a(29)

where Ay is the surface energy density, R is the peak radius as in (47).
Later workers (76) have extended the treatment to include the complete 2D
surface. They find that although the agreement between(75) and( 76) is ac-
ceptable at small asperity extension, when it is large, the differences be-
come serious.

This section has been looking at the influence of surface texture on
some of the basic mechanisms upon which wear depends. In the next sections
specific types of wear will be considered starting with those in which dam-
age, at least in the initial condition is small. Later dry solid - solid
sliding and similar subjects will be briefly examined.

I
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LUBRICPTED CONIfTIONS

Pitting, Spalling Wear; Hydrodynamic, Elestohydrodynamic Lubrication

Early work in lubrication assumed smooth surfaces(77,78) but the im-
portance of surface texture soon became apparent, especially in wear con-
ditions. It soon became obvious that the mechanism of asperity contact
through thin films lay provided the key to many of the failures.

Basically, when the oil film becomes of the same order of size as the
roughness, the issue is: what proportion of load is carried by the film
and what proportion is carriec by asperities. This in turn determines the
stresses transmitted to the bulk material and, by implication, the likeli-
hood of failure. The problem is very complex because the film thickness
of the oil depends on normal loading, spin-slide ratios and macrogeometry.
It also depends on the roughness itself. Fatigue failure is further com-
plicated by surface inclusions or flaws.

A well-known criterion relating fatigue wear such as pitting to the
ratio of film thickness and roughness d has been found by Dawson.(79) This

0

ratio has been called the D r-atio; c is the composite surface finish and d
is the mean line separation between the surfaces. Onions and Archard(48)
verified this ratio. Values of less than unity often lead to failure.

Tallian has been instrumental in developing both the theoretical and
practical aspects of this problem particularly relating to ball bearing re-
search. Theoretical advances in this field concerned the use of Rice type
crossing theory(31) to establish the probability of meeting an asperity at
a given height in an attempt to predict asperity contact for a given film
thickness.(5 ) In terms of the surface theory mentioned earlier of primeinterest is the presence of a peak at a given height rather than its curv-
ature. This is the essential difference between the influence of surface
texture in pure contact and contact through films. Interest changes from
(c/Az) to :(z/z). Obviously, it is only when pure rolling takes place

that normal contact situations and hence -(c/z,z) should be considered
first.

He and his colleagues later took up the 2D aspects of surfaces, but
did not attempt to establish whether the simple addition of roughness to
thin film e.h.l. for smooth surfaces is valid. However, he effectively
demonstrated that in matters as complicated as e.h.l. the use of mathematical
modelling to aid the physical understanding of the mechanism was invaluable.
In fact he was able to use statistical mathematics to unravel the practical
measurement of asperity interactions through the oil film. He used for
his measurement the idea that when two asperities made contact, the elec-
trical resistance between the rotating members was reduced to a low value.
By monitoring the resistance, therefore, he was attempting to infer the
degree and density of contacts. He seemed, however, sometimes to get low
values. Greenwood(38) asserts that this is inevitable in a contact in
which there is no slip; a good electrical contact always requires some de-
gree of slide in order to breakdown any oxide film or high resistance de-
posit on the surface.

Perhaps the biggest advance in the relationship between texture and
full film lubrication in the last few years was made by Christensen.(80)
He developed a modified form of Reynolds equations which took account of

(
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the stGchastic or random nature ef surfaces. He split the geometry of the
gap ito two parts: one macroscopic - the deterministic component, and
one microscopic - the random component. The te~ture he split up into two
components which he investigated separately. 'n one case he made the lay
of the texture parallel to the direction of motion and in the other case
transverse. He therefore had two quite different hydrodynamic equations
to solve. Normal Reynolds equations only contain the mean functions of
film thickness and these are smooth. Christenson found that although the
form of the Reynolds equation which are applicable to rough and smooth
bearings are approximately the same, they cannot be brought into complete
accord. It is therefore impossible to account for surface roughness by con-
sidering a geometrically smooth bearirng with a suitably adjusted film thick-
ness. Subsequently other workers have extended this to include rolling(81)
and the general result.(82) Johnson et al.( 81) showed that the separation
of mean planes is greater than the smooth case for transverse texture and
less for longitudinal. For isotropic surfaces they more or less balance.

One part of the treatment which still needs exploring is the effect
of bandwidth of texture, i.e., the effect of nominal area of contact zone.
Tallian developes many empirical models for pitting and smearin. He con-
cluded that the surface roughness rms height and slope are the important
parameters. Christensen on the other hand did not find the distribution of
heights important.

Scuffing

Some work on e.h.l. supports the contention that the load on the inlet
side of the contact is mainly supported by the film. (81) However, work by
Dyson,(83 } ChengDyson,yson,(8 4) suggests that surface roughness could be
very much more important than hitherto thought possible. By direct computer
simulation(8 1) of the Hertzian region he showed that an appreciable pro-
portion of the load is carried by the asperities well before scuffing. He
and others(84) have come to the conclusion that under heavy loading con-
ditions the degree of asperity interaction is comparable with even the static
loading conditions mentioned in the contact section. In fact it seems likely
that the degree of interaction could provoke thermal instability in the in-
let region which for scuffing would be a prelude to failure. The key mech-
anism seems to be that because of elastic asperity interaction the surfaces
cannot get close enough to each other to generate the necessary hydrodynamic
pressures to keep lubricant between asperities; the viscosity of the lubri-
cant cannot increase enough because the pressure is too low. When this
condition arises scuffing occurs. In his experimental procedure Dyscn makes
full use of digital methods. He takes digital records of many axial traces
of two discs and runs them together in a computer to find the degree of
interaction corresponding to a given separation. This technique was also
applied by Onions and Archard.

The latest in the theory of scuffing uses, like Dyson, a mixture of
real data and mathematical modelling. (8 5V Data ontained from surfaces or
generated numerically are inserted into a modified Reynolds equation to
obtain pressure and shear flow factors typical of that data set. These
flow factors are expressed as empirical relationships in terms of d and the

correlation length.(86) If d < 3 the relationship between flow v and finish

becomes

V = I - 0.9exp (-0.56 4) (30)
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For !>3 the flow " is the same as that for smooth surfaces (:=I).

Anisotropy of the texture causes similar problems to flow as Christensen
found. (80 ) The adantage of this technique is that, although it is some-
what laborious, it only needs to be done once for any particular geometrical
configuration. As Dyson says it is capable of dealing in a general way
with all the important influences of surface texture at the same time (in
this instance hydrodynamic effects and interactive effectsl

General Comment on Wavelength Dependence

Different degrees of importance have been attached variously between
the small asperities and waviness, especially in pure rollino as in ball
bearings. Here the function need not be fatigue wear but could equally be
vibration and acoustic noise. Some workers dismiss track waviness as un-
important but it seems that its slope at least can be used as a process con-
trol parameter. Also, there seems to be evidence that a "scale of size"
problem exists. It appears (87) that micropitting is caused by asperity
interaction whereas spalling has dimensions comparable with the Hertzian
ccntact zone.

RUINIIIG - IlI AND MILD WEAR

General

Whereas the emphasis in the previous section was aimed at recognizing
those surface features which contributed to damage, in this section the
topographic changes which constitute running-in will be considered. This
is to get some idea of the necessary topographic changes to achieve running-
in and therefore opens up the possibility of manufacturing run-in surfaces.

Running-in is an effective way of -atching two components in a func-
tional situation. it is necessary largely because of our inability to make
parts completely interchangeable; there is always some final fitting which
has to take place in order to get sustained satisfactory performance. Bas-
ically, during running-in the surfaces conform geometrically and to sGTe
extent physically to each other. High spots are removed, voids filled and
overall shape matched. Sumnmers-Smith(41) distinguishes two mechanisms, one
in which metal is moved by plastic deformation and ore in which a small
amount of metal is removed. The latter is called a "mild" or "norral" wear
regime in which metal removal is confined to a depth which "s not greater
than the surface finish depth.

Plastic Flc.4

The first type of mechanism is similar to roller burnishing, the as-
perities literally get squashed down, the total metal remains the same.
Surface features larger than the Hertzian zone width will not be correlated.
One would expect some sort of smoothing to take place and this is so,(68)
the width of the smoothing window is the same as the Hertzian contact zone
see Figure 6(a). This has also been shown by Leaver et al. practically. (88)

Another effect on the geometry which tends to get produced in running-
in, especially if sliding is also present, is directionality; slopes opposed
to the direction of motion become steeper. As a result, a surface tends to
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Original profile Resultant profile after running in Plastic contact zone

(al

-- Direuion of motion 0-25mrn

Fig. 6.-Sho'w (a) how the contact size acts as a smwaothing window of the
smaller wavelengths in a running-rn experiment. (b) how when the running-
in has a sliding component directionality is easilu set up.

develop a sawtooth pointing in the directior, of motion, Figure 6'b). This
has been predicted by slip line analysis'89) and observed.(90) This mech-
anism produces a skew or assyruetry in the slope distribution and as a
result can cause profound frictional changes.(91) if, for instance, the
motion is reversed in direction, friction and wear increase and can de-
grade the bearing. A similar "directional" effect can be caused by machin-
ing.

The effect of this directionality is (because the total material is
conserved) to reduce the -a value of the surface. Ku and Li(92) have
measured 40 changes in a but iE is questionable whether this is solely
due to plastic flow. Nevertheless, for a s-iall change in Ra a large im-
provement in life can result, this is why so much iMportance is given to
the influence of surface texture on running-in.

Mild Wear

Metal removal occurs as a result of adhesive and abrasive wear to an
extent defined by Kaliszer(93) as "iformal." It fundamentally has the ef-
fect of rubbing off the higher asperities. This cechanism is called trun-
cating or censoring the height distribution.(94) This wear produces a
completely different profile change than does tho former the bottom of the
profile is retained while the upper gets removed progressively (Figure 7).
It is a simplification to cut off the distribution sharply at any level.
Archard has suggested that each plateau has a finite radius of curvature
such as will support the nor al !cad, and that the runninq-in process is
merely the %ransition from plastic deformation condition to the elastic.
There is evidence that the upper part gets much smoother, and yet retains
the shape of a Gaussian distribution of smaller scale. Williamson (95) ob-
served such characteristics of surfaces and described t.em as "transitional.'
They often occur on surfaces made by multiple processes and so justifies
the use of multiprocessing of parts in order to short-circuit the lengthy
running-in operation. The problem is, of course, that only certain aspects
can be simulated because in the final analysis the two mating surfaces are
needed. As Archard predicted the average peak curvature is the parameter
which changes most rapidly during run-in (Figure 8). The comnon average

IAft
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WEIGHT OF IMPULSE EQUALS AREA
OF REMOED GAUSSIAN CURVE

THE SIMPLE WEAR MODEL - SURFACE TRUNCATION BY A PLANE

Fig. 7.-A simplified wear model showing how the surface can be imagined
truncated at different levels.

Variation of parameters with wear.
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Fig. 8.-Shows how typical parameters of a particular profile change as a
running-in experiment proceeds. The abscissa corresponds to accelerated
loading; the origin represents the original profile. All values for the
ordinate are measured relative to the original values.

type of height parameters (Ra,Rq) do not change quickly. In fact they are
almost predictive of the run-in value. In some respects this is what is
wanted - a parameter measured from the unworn surface which predicts the
value of the run-in surface. Obviously, an opportunity is here to develop
a suitable algorithm to simulate run-in. (68) Theoretical investigation on
the surfdce texture parameters of a random wave can be used' to get an idea
of which mechanism is dominant in the run-in. (96) Tak6 for example the
autocorrelation function for e given lag a the original correlation coef-
ficient p can be used to express the truncated one PT Figure g.

Aft
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Fig. 9.-Shows the relationship between the autocorrelation of a truncated
waveform oc and that of the original p. It is obvious that there is not
a big change until the truncated passes the mean line.

PT (Pin 2 7 .)(q (31)

This equation is interesting because it shows that the censored correlation
coefficient is lower than the original. The spectral bandwidth increases.
This is exactly opposite to the decrease in the spectrum caused by the other
mechanism! This suggests that the autocorrelation function could be used
to tell which is the dominant mechanism in a given situation. It could also
be that the structure function s(s) which is related to c(s) could highlight
the change.( 68 ,97 ) (The structure function s(o) = 2o2 (l-p2)).

The use of common parameters to monitor running-in is not successful
they all behave in the same sort of way. Plotting percentage change against
amount of truncation often shows a Gaussian type of shape. This behaviour
has been anticipated theoretically (96) and by simulation.( 98) The use there-
fore, of more than one commonly used parameter such as Ra, Rt, Rq, etc. il
a waste because it only gives redundant information.

In fact the shape of this truncation curve is not quite Gaussian
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Figure 10(a). Ii c' is the level of truncation and d' is the truncated mean
line level then for Rqt the relationship is

Rgt = R[(1-4(c'))(1-2c'd' + c') +€'(c'-2d') + d2] (32)

which for small truncations becomes Rqt"Rq (c)
where 0 is the Gaussian cumulative Distribution function and 4" is the cor-
responding density function.

Essentially it is the shape of the amplitude distribution which changes
most during run-in; therefore, one would expect a parameter or function
which responds to shape to be most suitable. Indeed this is so; there are
two possibilities, the bearing ratio curve and the skew. The former is good
principally because it was designed by Abbot(1) to do just this. It is a
measure of metal to air as the surface is truncated. The only problem is
knowing at which points to take it. Skew on the other hand is a parameter
and not a function and so the problem does not arise. It has the other ad-
vantage that it begins to change rapidly when the truncation is in the vi-
cinity of the mean line Figure 10(b). But it can be somewhat unreliable.

Other mechanisms have been suggested to explain the typical run-in
shape of surfaces. One( 99) proposes that the valley eventually fill up with
wear debris and another(100) that a thin layer of self generated glaze (in
cast-iron) gets deposited over the surface. The evidence for these mech-
anisms especially the first(99) is not conclusive. Sreenath and Raman(99)
show profile graphs, for example, taken throughout a running-in experiment
on cylinder liners. Because they did not use relocation methods it is im-

possible from the graphs to tell whether the valleys fill up or not. Using
relocation their secondary running-in mechanism would probably be easily
seen.

Rowe et al.( 101) and others( 96 ,102) have used relocation to great effect
in running-in experiments. The general idea is that accelerated wear tests
can be dispensed with because relocation enables accurate data to be ob-
tained from real bearing under normal loads. Indeed it is difficult to see
how mild wear can ever be satisfactorily monitored without the use of relo-
cation methods (Figure 11).

Wear and Boundary Lubrication and Other Tooics

A significant experiment by Hirst and Hollander(10 3) into the boundary
lubrication of steel balls in sliding showed some positive evidence of the
usefulness of random theory in wear tests. The Whitehouse Archard plasticity
Index, equation (QO) was used as a damage criterion parameter. They showed
(103) that a and a could be used to predict failure of balls. In a computer
simulation they showed that once the Hertzian contact width exceeds the
main structure of the surface (determined by 8) then the balls siezed. This
is a good demonstration of the importance of "scale of size" in tribological
situations.

Other surface texture effects have been studied in boundary lubrication.
Anisotropic surfaces, those with a lay, have effects even in boundary lubri-
cation. Bayer and Sirico(10 4) using sliding balls showed that movement across
the lay increased wear for a given roughness. What they do not make clear
is the direction of the machining marks when motion is along the lay. Wear
rate differences could be expected depending on the direction of motion.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to see directionality with a stylus instru-
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Fig. 10.-Shows (a) how a typical amplitude parameter Rq changes with
truncation.
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(b) how the skew value changes with truncation showing a much more severe
rate of change after truncation beyond the mean line.
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Fig. ll.-Illustrates how the amplitude density function changes with running-
in as seen by using relocation methods,

ment except in severe cases which probably explains why little work hts
been done on this aspect of wear.

SOLID CONTACT WEAR

Abrasive V. ar, Adhesive Wear and Metrology

In many i.nstances of the dependence of abrasive wear on the surface
topography the problem has been that of finding whether or not there was
any dependence rather than understanding the mechanism behind it. Earlier
work such as Furey(105) and Davies(10 6) tended to belong to the forner
category as also is much of the wear work of Krageiski.(107)

In abrasive experiments the problem usually resolves itself into the
movement of hard rough surfaces against soft smooth surfaces. One obser-
vation comes immediately to mind upon scanning the available literature.
It is that the measurement of texture has been rather primitive in most
cases, the specific topographic parameter influencing the wear has been the
Ra value or the peak-valley. For example Beyer and Sirico(lO 4) define a
wear scar depth h- in a ball-plane configuration as

h' = a X Rt x ni (33)

where a is a constant dependent on geometry, R is initial peak to valley
height, n is the number or rubs and is an index, In this situation the
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wear rate is linear with initial roughness up to a value of 0.4 uM Rt and
then becomes constant.

Only recently has random process analysis been considered to identify
the nature and extent of wear. Radhiakrishnan (108 ) has tried to apply cross
correlation measurement between the peak and the valley. In effect the
symmetry of the peaks are compared with those of the valleys instead of
using ordinary profiles. He maintains that by using this technique, re-
location techniques do not have to be used to monitor wear because of the
averaging property of correlation methods. Unfortunately, this very pro-
perty means that small, specific detail such as occurs in mild wear cannot
be observed. It may be, however, that the correlation methods would be
useful in severe wear regimes.

An important point is worth making here concerning the use of either
autocorrelation methods or spectral methods to investigate wear. A simple
rule is this: if the mechanism is basically random then the autocorrelation
should be used and if the mechanism is cyclic, then the power spectrum
should be used. This leading statement is due to two reasons. The first
is that if the process is nominally random the autocorrelation function re-
veals the unit mechanism. (68 ,10 8) Second, deviations from randomness are
easily spotted; a well-known property of correlation methods.(24) This is
the reason why correlation techniques have been used to good effect in the
measurement of the statistical characteriwtics of friction.

(68 ,10 9 ,110 ,111)

The unit adhesive mechanism - corresponding to a single contact - can be
seen.

Another example of the use of stochastic methods in wear experiments
has been carried out by Burney and Wu(112) who, using the moments of the
power spectrum defined in an earlier section, try to evaluate the wear on
abrasive belts. Using digital methods they measure the autocorrelation
function, the standard deviations of heights, slopes and curvature of pro-
files taken on the belts before and after wear. They find that the auto-
correlation function decays more slowly after wear, indicating smoothing and
not truncation. Also the standard deviations reduce with wear, again con-
sistent with smoothing.

In many experiments in wear the importance of the initial surface is
stressed.( 79 ,68 ,104 ,118 ,101) It seems likely that there are two reasons
for this, one primaiy and the other secondary. In the first case the ini-
tial surface finish itself might determine the mode of subsequent behaviour
such as in scuffing where the finish on the inlet to the Hertzian zone sets
off the temperature cycle,( 80 ,83 ,84) or determines the rate of lubrication.
(113) Secondary effects may well be due to strain hardening effects pro-
duced by asperity interaction (see for example references 114, 115, 116) or
initial slope.(117) Note that whether or not these strain effects are ab-
solutely valid is questionable; there is evidence that there is a consid-
erable effect of "size" caused by the density of dislocations on the sur-
face. The area of indentation of asperities during abrasive wear, for in-
stance, is getting dangerously close to the average distance between dis-
locations; it may be that this is the mechanism behind effective strain
hardening; it is a strain-area effect rather than a strain-penetration
effect.(119)
Models of Wear Incorporating Texture

Although many workers havo modelled contact and even friction(1
16 ,33)

e few have attempted wear because it is more complicated. Hisakado (120 )
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assumes randomly-angled cones of a hard material abrading a soft surface.

He derives expressions for abrasive wear rate and the mean particle
size in terms of asperity slope, which, as Archard has pointed out, is one
of the basic unknowns in the wear mechanism. Probably the most important
result that Hisakado gets is not quantitative wear parameters but a very
interesting comment about the influence of random variables in wear studies.
According to him using a model with single slopes overestimates wear rate
and grit size compared with a random model having the same mean slope. This
tends to support the contention made earlier that the main structure of the
surface is often dominant.(13,103)

Halling in two papers using (63) the prow formation work of Cocks (120 )
and the concept of fatinue failure with Greenwood and Williamson statistics,
relates material properties and surface topography(116) to wear. He comes
to the conclusion in a simplified analysis that the surface finish is rela-
tively unimportant in heavy wear situations.

Some other modelling has been carried out by Golding.( 121,122) He
gets some very important predictions of the wear mechanism using surprising-
ly simple assumptions! He simply ignores slopes and curvatures and concen-
trates on tne degree of interpenetration of surfaces only. His mechanism
assumes that wear is proportional, at each asperity, to this interaction and
using the simple Gaussian distribution of peaks, he then predicts, quite con-
vincingly, the presence of the two similar distributions of "transitional"
surface finish often found at different heights on worn surfaces. Although
not a quantitative analysis it does suggest that more insight might be gained
using simplistic arguments.

Delamination and Texture

In cases of slow speed sliding Suh( 123) and Suh et al. (124) have de-
veloped a theory of wear based on dislocation propogation. It is unusual
in that the usual law linearly relating wear to sliding distance is re-
futed and evidence is given which suggests that wear debris particles are
much longer than the asperity contact size (125 ) and that they are sheet-
like in character. The details of the theory of this mechanism need not
concern us here; what is of interest is the influence of surface texture.
It seems that except in the initial contact, the texture is marginally im-
portant. It cannot be said that to have no influence because the stresses
are communicated to the bulk through it, so the conclusion is that in sit-
uations involving considerable tangential shear at slow speeds the material
properties become much more important than the geometric. This is a reversal
of the usual order of importance between geometric and material properties
in tribological situations as this paper seems to show.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

What do people want to know concerning the influence of surface texture
on wear? They want to know two things. The first is whether surface tex-
ture has any influence on their particular wear situation. The second
question follows if the answer to the first is yes. It is, what feature of
the texture is important?

The evidence is that while there are many situations in wear and tri-
bology where the answer is yes, the knowledge is very rudimentary and cannot
be regarded as very useful. The reason for this has been the lack of the
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ability to measure surfaces adequately during experiments.

In the past two decades there has been a growing shift of emphasis from
control of manufacture to prediction, or optimization of performance. This
has stimulated research into gettina a better understandina of surfaces and
how they interact in practical situations. From this research two important
developments have taken place, one instrumental and the other theoretical.
The instrumental advances have been digitizing the outputs of stylus instru-
ments and using relocation methods. The theoretical advance has been the
use of random process theory which enables the most suitable parameters for
a given function to be identified. One principal objective of this paper
has been to show where and with what result these techniques have been em-
ployed in wear and related situations.

Particular attention has been given to looking at the fundamentals of
the problem rather than listing what exists of empirical relationships in
the hope that it will provide a more useful starting point for researchers.
For this reeson a deliberately wide view of wear has been taken.

Because the main problems seem to be that of measurement most emphasis

has been placed on surface geometry.

Looking at some of the important parameters identified in the paper re-

veals a bewildering array of possibilities. The parameters to be used should
depend on the function, and rarely is it possible to say that just one
parameter is sufficient. This is not surprising considering the complexity
of tribological behaviour. One could say that the average slope and mean
curvature of peaks and bearing ratio would be useful additions to the arith-
metic average R, for normal contact and plastic flow situations, but this
would have to be modified to include the way in which the curvature changed
with height for light loads. Similarly when oil films are present, for
instance as in e.h.l., it is the density of peaks at different heights
rather than their curvature which determines the degree of interaction and
thus susceptibility to fatigue wear or scuffing. Often the surface texture
affects the performance in a secondary way for example by strain hardening
the opposing surface. In some cases of slow speed working under high tan-
gential stresses surface finish has little effect, but instances like this
are rare. One ma.jor problem is that results obtained by different research-
ers are sometimes contradictory or specific to one small functional domain.

Another problem highlighted in this paper is that of the two different
applications of random theory to tribology, that by Hayak and that by
Whitehouse. This issue is of vital importance because it is mainly by means
of theory that we can isolate the really important parameters and so cut
down costly experiments and measurements. It therefore follows that we
must know which theory is the best! The Mayak theory is two-dimensional
and insists on finite values of curvature, slope, etc. for any surface.
The Whitehouse theory on the other hand regards these parameters as ef-
fectively not intrinsic to the surface; the value you get will depend on the
scale of size you need for your particular function; furthermore it is tied
in closely with the digital analysis of surfaces (which is actually meas.red).
Which of the two to use depends on the user deciding which is best for his
practical application.

There is, however, one fundamental message that emerges from this
paper: because of the multiplicity of parameters which can now be measured
and because of the relative lack of reliable data it would seem sensible to
look for strategic parameters from which the multiplicity can be derived.
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This would stop the use of putting many parameters on drawings pending con-
clusive evidence of either one or the other being best. What could then
happen is that as functional data based upon the many parameters accrue, it
could be put into a Functional Data Bank similar to the now well established
Machinability Data Bank.

The problem is first of finding such strategic parameters, and then
making sure that they are additive from surface to surface. The last point
is important because in tribology two surfaces are involved. It is the gap
property which is very important (at least initially). One wants to be able
to predict gap properties simply from parameters of each surface.

Fortunately there are parameters which satisfy both of these require-
ments. There are two possibilities, one derived from Whitehouse statistics
and the other from Nayak Longuet-Higgins. In the former the strategic para-
meters are the three correlation points c(o) = a2, c(Z) = 0201, c(2k) = o2p2.
If the two surfaces making contact are A and B, then the gap has three cor-
relation points cj(o) = CFA2 + GB 2

, cg(g) = OA
2

pIA + GIV
2
plB, cg(2 £) = OA2p2A +

OB2P2B. Normalizing by CA 2 
+ OB

2 gives three strategic values 1, 0 lg, P
2g"

To find the average peak gap, for example, these numbers are put in equation
(9) and the value evaluated directly.

There is an alternative approach in Nayak's theory. Longuet-Higgins
showed that the moments inJm , N could be used to express tribological
functions. Also he showed that mo m2 m could be expressed in terms of the
zero crossing density Hp and the peak density Dp taken from a profile

= 1 , D 1LT m(
p 11 m p 2r. m

2 2 2Thus a = + a
g A B

= Aj o I (35)? 2 2 2 ,2 2, 2D 2 2 O 2__ 2 (35

Hence+ (Iin thre ataei +a amtr 2, D n

A "A A B D A "'A B B B

S 2 +a 2 9 2 2 +a2 2
B AA Bl'

Hence making three strategic paiameters a ,H Pand Dp p

There are good and bad points for both methods. The correlation points
are more difficult to measure than li and D but they have the extra advan-
tage that they can also be used to control he manufacturing process - the
points could be used in both the Machinability and Function data banks. The
peak and crossing densities are easier to measure from the output signal
i.e., the chart, bit they are much more sensitive to instrument error; (33)
they are not all adJitive and do not fit well into the control of finishing
processes.

This concept could be taken further by incorporating other, physical
features which are additive, for instance, elastic modulus E.
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The criticism that these parameters relate to Gaussian surfaces is
partly true, errors of skew of ±1 when using Whitehouse's statistics is
allowable. Furthermore, in many cases, the problem is less severe when gap
geometry is considered - the skew assymetry partially being compensated for
by the other surface.

This approach is futuristic in concept; it would allow the
designer to be able to look up functionability of components. The stra-
tegic parameter approach would not displace the research parameter; it would
be used from the industrial point of view and would avoid the use of too
many parameters. Obviously there would be exceptions, but in general it
would simplify matters and avoid the state of surface metrology specifica-
tion we find ourselves in today, where many similar parameters are specified
on drawings, Ra, Rq, Rt, Rz, Rtm etc. - all height parameters, with abso-
lutely no evidence of different functional significance. It is because
people have been realizing the growing importance of surface texture without
having sufficient knowledge that these problems have arisen. Now is the
time to try to rationalize the position. It is suggested that we now have
the necessary techniques and understanding to do it.
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DISPtJSSION

QUESTIO'ER: Are the tribologists now characterizing surfaces and then
correlating those characterizations with wear properties?

D. J. WHITEHOUSE: Yes, that is absolutely what we are doing now.

SAME QUESTIONER: Without lubricant?

WHITEHOUSE: Without and with. But the problem of characterization when
there is lubricant is easier than in the case of solid-to-solid contact.
Solid-to-solid contact is purely to do with geometry and physical proper-
ties of the surface. However, one more element is introduced in the case
of oil.

SAME QUESTIONER: I am intrigued about specifying the stresses.

WHITEHOUSE: Well, we can certainly specify the interaction.

JACK BOUCHARD, Northrop Corporation: I am a little concerned about how you
read very narrow valleys. One would need a very sharp probe in order not
to get reflection of a flat.

WHITEHOUSE: The problem with the stylus techniques of any sort is that you
probably cannot measure better than 60 degrees included angle. Is that
what you mean?

BOUCHARD: Yes, it is. Do you actually get down to four millionths point?

WHITEHOUSE: On the stylus, yes. You see there are two degrees of integra-
tion with the stylus. One is the physical size of the bottom. The second
is the slope of the flank. With very rough s-irfaces you will find that the
tio dimension is the main thing. But when you are talking about very smooth
surfaces, for instance, those obtained by honing or polishing, very often
measurement of the angle i3 still a problem even with sharp stylus. But we
can definitely make styluses to four millionths. It is a very difficult
task.

QUESTIONER: We had the same problem with stylus methods in our research.
We used scanning electron microscope to follow this and we obtained a much
better profile of the surface.
WHITEHOUSE: We have done extensive work with scanning electron microscopes,

stylus methods, and inferometers. in brief, there is no correlation.

SAME QUESTIONER: Ile had difficulty relocating the area.

WHITEHOUSE: We indented a flat surface (say a flat surface fcr the sake of
argument) with the same stylus that we used to make the profile. And then
we made a track across to get the profile. Then we put the specimen in the
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and we used and the Z modulation or scan
modulation mode where the blacks and whites of intensity of the electron
beam are transformed into peaks and valleys. This gives a scanning electron
picture which normally looks like a profile and it was digitized. Similar
procedure was carried on with an interferometer as well. And then we
cross correlated the two sets of data and found that the correlation co-
efficient between a stylus instrument and a SEM is about 0.6 which is very
low. The reason it is 0.6 is only because the spacings are correct, or

-i,- . - ~ - _ _ _ - . ~ -
______________
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very nearly. Instead of looking at the geometrical property of surface tothe simple voltage of SEM, if we can differentiate the profile and do across correlation of the differential with the voltage from the SEM, wc geta much better correlation; it goes up to about 0.8. Now, if you add on tothat something like 10% of the second differential of the curvature, thenwe get up to 0.9, indicating that what you see on a SEM is a very compli-cated version of the geometry of the surface. It is not one to one at all.

!i
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THE EFFECTS OF SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY
ON WEAR
T. Tsukizoe

ABSTRACT

The ;arpose of this paper is to discuss the mechanism of contact be-
tween metal surfaces and the surface topography effects on wear, both from
theoretical and practical standpoints. Assuming that the distribution
curve obtained from the profile curve of the surface has a Gaussian distri-
bution, the mechanism of contact between metal surfaces has been deduced
theoretically in the case of an ideal plastic flow at micro-contacts. The
surface topography effects on adhesive wear, oxidative wear and abrasive
wear are deduced theoretically using the above theory of contact mechanism.
A comparison between the theoretical and the experimental results shows a
good agreement.

INTRODUCTION

Wear is defined as an unwanted removal of solid materials from surfaces
under relative movement. Four principal types of wear, namely, adhesive,
abrasive, corrosive and surface fatigue, may be categorized.(I) The adhe-
sive wear arises from a lump removal of materials due to a process of solid-
phase welding, the abrasive wear may be the cutting caused by hard asperi-
ties or hard particles, the corrosive wear or the oxidative wear occurs in
the form of a layer removal of corrosion products by mechanical action, and
the surface fatigue is detachment of iarticles by fatigue which arises from
cyclic stress variations. The first hree occur under sliding motion and
the last one under rolling motion.

The purpose of the present paper is to describe briefly what is known
about the effect of surface topography on wear on the basis of the con-
tact mechanism of metal surfaces.

In the review paper by Whitehouse, (2 ) recent advances in analytical
procedure of surface topography were described. However, the review paper
mentioned little about the quantitative analyses of the surface topograpni-
cal effect on wear. The model of the surface employed by Whitehouse was,
in fact, very precise, but it would seem difficult to predict or estima.e
wear volume with such a rigorous model. It seems likely that we may be able
to evaluate and predict the effects of surface topography on wear with use
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of a rather simplified model.(
3 )

The assumptions made for the present analysis of the mechanism of con-
tact are:

1) The distribution curve which is obtained from the profile curve of
the surface has a Gaussian distribution.

2) The surface has the same profile curve in any direction.
3) The surface contains a large number of asperities in the form of

cones of equal base angle.
4) The deformation of the metal occurring at the contact is plastic.

With these assumptions, the separation, the real area of contact, the
number of the contact points, the summation of the radii of the contact
points, and their average radius is calculated.

Simple laws for three types of wear, adhesive wear, oxidative wear
and abrasive wear, are deduced. On the basis of these theoretical deduc-
tions the influnce of surface topography on wear are discussed. To check
the validity of the theory, a comparison of theoretical and experimental
results is carried out.

THEORY

Mechanics of Contact

Our analytical equations for the mechanism of contact between metal
surfaces (4 ,5) are as follows (see Figure 1):

W

Lx-

Fig. 1.--scheimtic of twvo surfaces in contact.

(a) The separation u=to is calculated from the following equation

L)
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t 2W 2
f (t)dt = (1 ) (t)dt()

0 LxLyPm 0

where () exp(- t2 (2)

(2-) I

t = u/0

= 6 2) standard deviation

w = load

L L = apparent contact areaxy
p = flow pressure of metal

m

za = distance between two median planes of the surfaces at
the beginning of contact (z depends on L LY).

n 2
(b) The real area of contact A = iEla, under the applied load w can

be written as

A W (3)
PM

where n number of contact points.

(c) The number of contact points between two metal surfaces n is given
by E L2 J

Lx tan2Gn - 2 t Wt (4)
27 f f (t)dt 0

where e = base angle of conical asperities.

The number of contact points n between two profile curves can also be ex-
pressed by

L tarb (5)
I ff (t)dt 0

where L., lengtb of profile c .-rve.
n

(d) The summation of the radii of the contact points Ilai is given by

n EL2: a . a, t (6)

i=1 9 -f (t)dt a

Dividing equatioi, (6) by equation (4), we obtain

Ii
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n

V a.

a i=l (7)
am n t tanO

where a = average radius of contact points.m

(e) The base angle of conical asperities o can be expressed by

tanO = (tan) prof(8)

where (tano) mean value of tan-ent of slope angle on profile curve of
surface. prof.

The empirical relation between maximum height of asperities Rmax(Im)
and the value of (tano)pr f was derived from the experimental results
shown in Figure 2 and wMten as

R
(tanO) - mx - (9)

prof. 3.5R + 15max

where R = maximum height of asperities defined in JIS (Japanese Indus-
max trial Standard).

The empirical curve shown in the figure was deduced from equation (9).
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Adhesive Wear

When junctions are formed between metal surfaces, the shearing of
them may occur in two different ways (Figure 3). If the junctions are
formed in the absence of the oxide film, i.e., in the case of metal-to-
metal contact, shearing will rarely occur at the interface but will take
place within the bulk (Figure 3(a)). in this case a lump removal of metals
will occur (adhesive wear). Or the contrary, if the junctions are formed
in the presence of the oxide film and if the oxide is not broken up by the
deformation of tne underlying metal, shearing will occur at the interface
between the oxide film and the bulk of the metal (Figure 3 (b)). Under
these conditions a layer removal of the oxide will occur (oxidative wear).

LUMP LAYER
REMOVAL d.....] REMOVAL

da -.2 a

ab

Fig. 3.-Idealized model of the two types of wear due to shearing of metallic
junctions.

For the adhesive wear the most probable shape of the lump is the coni-
cal particle with a base angle e. This idea can be supported by the fact
that in the steady state of wear, the profile curves obtained from a wear-
ing surface show a sequence of conical asperities of a base angle 0. In

* this case the volume AB of a given wear particle can be written as

AB = 
2

Ia tanO (10)

3i

Assuming that the process of continuous formation and shearing of
metallic junctions obeys the analysis by Rabinowicz,(6) the adhesive wear
rate Qadhe., i.e., the total wear volume per unit sliding distance for the
whole surface, is given by

n

SAB(11)Qadhe.=
i=l 2a.

Combining this equation with equations (10) and (3), we obtain

1 tanO
0adhe. - W (12)

m

Equation (12) is similar to the wear equation by Archard(7) and is ob-
tained essentially by replacing Archard's concept of hemispherical wear
particles by conical ones.

The main conclusions derived from equation (12) are:
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1) The wear rate Qadhe. is proportional to the load w.

2) The wear rate Qadhe. is independent of the velocity of sliding.

3) The wear rate Qadbe is inversely proportional to the flow pres-
sure p (the metal with hig6er hardness shows a better wear-resistance).m

4) The wear rate Oadhe, is proportional to the tangent of base angle
of conical asperities tanU (the metal with smoother surface shows a better
wear-resistance).

Oxidative Wea,

From Figure 3 (b) the volume AB of a given wear particle, i.e., the
amount of oxide removed from this asperity can be written as

2AB d T (13)

where d is the thickness of the oxide film formed in time t during which
this asperity moves a distance s. As for the distance s we may use the
average value between two neighbouring asperities of contact, then we have

L
X 7T . . . . a(14)

n 2 mx

and
t S (15)

~V

where v velocity of sliding.

The empirical relation for the i -tial stage of oxidation on a clean
iron surface(8) is given by

d = nloge( L + 1)

t

n s (16)
T V

where n = constant concerned with material and temperature
T = constant concerned with material

(T 2.6 - 10.4 s for iron( 8)).

From equation (13) the oxidative wear rate Qoid can be written as

AB
Qoxid. = 1:

i=1 2a.
.1

n

ii

IT E d (17)
2=1 -
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Combining this equation with equations (16), (14), (5), (6) and (7), we
obtain

= L Ly~ (t 1} (18)oxid. 4 T V 2t - Z(t)dt

The main conclusions to be derived from equation (18) are:

1) The wear rate Qoxid. is inversely proportional to the velocity of
sliding v.

2) The wear rate Qoxid. is almost independent of such factors as the
load w, the flow pressure Pm and the surface roughness (the second term in
bracket of equation (18) is smaller than unity).

Abrasive Wear

Figure 4 di','ammatically illustrates the process of the abrasive
wear produced cn a soft flat surface by a hard conical asperity. The amount

f2a
L

Fig. 4.-Idealized mdel of the process of abrasive wear.

of metal AB removed from the soft surface by this hard asperity is given by

AB = 8L a.2 tanO (19)

where e = constant (a 1 0.15 for dry surfaces (9 ))L = sliding distance.

Then the abrasive wear rate Qb can be written as
n EB

"abra . L
n 2

BtanO Z a.2  (20)i=1
n 2 2

where Ea =--2 (21)

28 tanO
Hence "abra. = r (22)

m
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Equation (22) is similar to the equations by Goddard(l°)and by Richard-
son(- !' and leads to conclusions similar to those derived for Qadhe.:

1) The wear rate Qabra. is proportional to the load w.

?) The wear rate QObra. is independent of the velocity of sliding v.

3) The wear rate Qabra. is inversely proportional to the flow pressure
Pm (the inetal with higher hardness shows a better wear-resistance).

4) The wear rate Qabra. is proportional to the tangent of base angle
of conical asperities tane (the metal with smoother surface shows a better
wear-resistance).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 5 shows the results of the wear curves obtained under various
loads and velocities on the pir,-on-cylinder testing machine. The wear
represents the sum for the pin (12mm x 12im square) and the cylinder
(40mm dia.), made of 0.45 percent carbon steel (flow pressure Pm=50 0 kg/mm2).
Among these wear curves (A-I), B, C, D, E, F and I showed metallic wear
particles (adhesive wear), and A, G and u oxide products (oxidative wear).
The wear rates calculated from these curves are shown in the figure.

The wear rates for the velocity of 0.86 m/s (D, E, F and I) are plotted
against the loads in Figure 6. The relation between wear rate and load
appears to be a straight line, and it is concluded that the adhesive wear
rate Oadhe. is proportional to the load w. Equation (12) thus holds valid.
The theoretical curve shown in the figure was deduced as follows:

surface roughness of sliding surface R 25um

then tanO = 0.383 (from equations (8) and (9))

and Pm = 500 kg/mm2

hence from equation (12)

Oadhe. = 1.28 x 10-4 W mm3/mm
= 1.00 w ng/m

where w = load in kg.

Thus the agreement between the experimental and the theory is fairly good.

The oxidative wear rate for n in Figure 5 will be

eoxid. = 0.001 mg/m = 1.27 x 10-7 mm3/m

Under this experimental condition, the theoretical value from equation (18)
was

'oid. 
= 1.13 x 10

-7 rm3/mm

where n/T in equation (18) = 20 A/s.
The comparison between the experimental and the theoretical shows a good
agreement.
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Fig. 5.-Dependence of wear on sliding distance.

Load-Velocity Wear Rate

A 1.0 kg-0.3 m/s 0.0010 mg/m

B 1.0 kg-0.6 m/s 0.85 mg/m

C 1.0 kg-1.0 m/s 0.92 mg/m

D 1.0 kg-0.86m/s 0.84 mg/m

E 0.6 kg-0.86m/s 0.63 mg/m

F 0.2 kg-0.86m/s 0.20 mg/m

G 1.0 kg-1.5 m/s 0.0012 mg/m

H 1.0 kg-2.0 m/s 0.0010 mg/m

I 1.4 kg-0.86m/s 1.20 mg/m

____ __ _ _ _ ________~ L .
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Fig. 6.-Dependence of wear rate on load.

CONCLUSIONS

Assuming that the distribution curve obtained from the profile curve
of the surface has a Gaussian distribution, the mechanism of contact be-
tween metal surfaces has been deduced theoretically in the case of an ideal
plastic flow at micro-contacts. Using the theory of contact mechanism, it
has been possible to arrive at theoretical equations relating the amount
of wear volume removed from the surfaces for three types of wear; adhesive

wear, oxidative wear and abrasive wear. On the basis of these theoretical
deductions, the influence of the operating conditions on wear, such as
distance or t a, cF rael, vwlocity, applied load, mechanical properties
of metals, and surface topography, was analyzed, as shown in equations (12),
(18) and (22).
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONER: I have a question for Dr. Whitehouse as well as the present

speaker about the assumption that the characteristics of the surface are

identical in all directions. In fact, only very few real surfaces are like

that. I would like to know the amount of work that has been done to char-
acterize the surface in two orthogonal directions.

D. J. WHITEHOUSE, Rank Taylor Hobson: Well, you are absolutely right of

course. They are different. We have been doing work on the effect of the
anisotropy to determine the validity of the approximations made. Only in
high speed bearings we found some difference. The real feature of interest
is not even whether performance is the same in one direction relative to
that at 90 degrees to it. We find that there is one more unknown, rather
than one less, to deal with: that is the directionality. The surface has
different property depending on the direction (or sense) of sliding. This
is simply because of the method of its manufacture. We are finding in fact
that by taking a 2-dimensional picture of the surface and examining the
different characteristics we get roughly something like 10 percent variation
between peak curvatures and mean slopes, usually higher for the summits of
2-dimensional picture. But more important than that are the effects of the
asymmetry of slopes from one direction to the other. And for instance, we
did some work two years ago on bearings and we found that on ordinary hydro-
dynamic journal bearings we could get a difference in wear of 3 to 1, just
depending on the direction of turning. I did not believe the data. So I
asked some grinding machine manufacturers and they said that thet is well
known in the trade. So I think before we start talking about the odd ten
percent or fifteen percent that we get with the anisotropy problem, there
is another problem that we might have to look forward to in the future.

Certainly directionality is more important than I expecte2.

D. TABOR, Cambridge University: I would like to ask two questions which are

related to what Dr. Whitehouse gave in his marvelous exposition earlier and
in the paper by Prof. Tsukizoe. As a non-practical marn, my heart bleeds for
the practical man who wants to know what plasticity index to use. Dr.

Whitehouse put up twelve equations and really one would like to know what
he ought to use and whether in fact there is any real significant difference
between them in practice except in exceptional circumstances. 'That is the
first question. The second question really relates to this and it is on
the paper by Prof. Tsukizoe. In the studies of contact between surfaces, in
the estimation of areas of contact one is primarily concerned with the
behavior of surfaces under the normal load and there you can use simple
criteria of the transition from elastic to plastic deformation. However, as
soon as tangential tractions are applied, we have the influence of combined
stresses in producing plasticity at the asperities. I think in the work of
Prof. Tsukizoe described here there was no reference to this, particularly
for the case where the surfaces have little oxide and where adhesion is
strong. What I would like to ask both the gentlemen is whether there is
a possibility of coping with those problems analytically, digitally, or any
other way so that we could get a better idea of what happens when relatively
clean surfaces slide on one another, however much detail the initial surface
topography may be.

N. OHMAE, Osaka University: Thank you for the comments, Prof. Tabor. Prof.
Tsukizoe is presently nalyzing the deformation using plasticity index and
in the near future he will clarify this important problem.

!'k
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WHITEHOUSE: Prof. Tabor has asked the most difficult question as usual. I
do not think that people have done enough work yet to decide which plastic-
ity index is the best one; they give two to one at the moment. Regarding
the second question, under the conditions of very severe tangential forces
the influence of the initial surface finish is relatively small; the initial
surface finish is only a clue to the initial stresses set up in the surface.
When we have essentially normal loading, the surface finish is vitally im-
portant. Obviously under extreme tangential loads it is a different ques-
tion.

S. JAHANMIR, Cornell University: When we consider contact between two sur-
faces, are we also considering the cyclic forces at the contact? That will
set limits on the plasticity conditions of the contacts and you have to
consider the shakedown limits in the theory of plasticity. Is that consid-
ered in any of the criteria that have been used? I would like to know if
that is possible if it has not already been used.

WHITEHOUSE: That is a very good question. I believe that in the pitting
experiments of Dyson, he in fact attempts to do what you suggest. He is not
doing it necessarily analytically, but he is physically getting a large
number of tracks around a disc on a two-disc machine and putting these in a
computer. Then literally turning them in a computer and seeing the inter-
actions at given distances. He works out what he considers to be the cyclic
variations. I believe he is the only one doing it. Prof. Cheng may be
doing the same thing. I do not know if they have got any answers yet, but
it is a new idea.

H. S. CHENG, Northwestern University: I am most delighted to hear the effects
of directional properties on wear in Journal bearings. This work provides
an incentive for us hydrodynamicists or elastohydrodynamicists to really
work harder. So I would like to have a little confirmation. Is the longi-
tudinal roughness more detrimental to wear?

WHITEHOUSE: Yes, longitudinal roughness.

CHENG: If so, can you provide the explanation for it?

WHITEHOUSE: I have no idea.

S. RAMALINGAM, Georgia Institute of Technology: in all this analysis, we
seem to be purely concerned with the surface topography. Prof. Tabor
raised the question of plasticity conditions. One might also examine in a
little more detail. Any time a surface is produced, residual stress distri-
bution, which is not symmetrical to start with is also produced. We are
completely ignoring that. In addition, engineering materials are poly-
crystalline systems. When we polish the surface, we get surface relief
with a variation in hardnesses. Those things are all being ignored. There-
fore, when we talk about asperity contact we are not entitled to assume
that all aspeities are identical. We have to take into account, in addition,
the texture that is developed. Do the people in surface topography area
pay attention to these details?

WHITEHOUSE: Excellent question, of course. The answer is, we are well aware
of them. In fact what we have been finding is that in these plasticity
indexes everybody tends to think that E and H are bulk properties. But
they are not. It is true to say that the properties of the surface skin
can be dominant although many people do not realize it.

_______________ ___________
_____________ ~ ~----.---~
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If we measure hardness as a function of depth of indentation, we
start to approach the surface skin which is a depth about equal to the sur-
face texture we observe an important effect. As soor. as you approach the
surface to a depth of penetration equal to surface finish or thereabouts,
you start to get great increases in the hardness. To our surprise we
observed up to five to one increase in the hardness of the skin. This has
nothing whatever to do with wdrk hardening because when we do these experi-
ments with indium we get exactly the same effects. I went to Cambridge to
unravel this and found that it was due to the average distance between dis-
location. in the material. What happens in effect is that the stylus pene-

* "tration is small compared with the average distance between dislocations
which is what we have in all materials. Then we approach the theoretical
strength of the material. And it is only when we have large indentations
that we approach the bulk hardness of the material. And so you could argue
that in a wear situation it is the skin hardness we should be looking at.
I would very much agree with Prof. Ramalingam in that the values of the
physical constants used presently for these plasticity indexes are not true.
I understand that work is now going on to determine the effects of skin
hardness. It is a very interesting subject, but I do not know the answer
to it yet.

I

_____________ ____________
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ON SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY AND QUALITY
AND ITS RELEVANCE TO WEAR

P. Gupta

ABSTRACT

iiscussion of several key poirts in the general area of surface in-
teractain is presented. Some exy, rnlental data obtained by profilcmet-ic
measurements is used to support the random process model for surface de-
scripticn and interaction. Aspericy load sharing and partial elaaeo-hydro-
dynamic lubrication are discussed in the light of surface profile data on
mating cyZindrical surfaces. Some general conclusions regarding tne estimate
of real area of contact are cited and a distinctin between the "mechanical"
and "electrical" area of contact is made.

iNTRODUCTION

An adequate description of surface topography and the interaction be-
tween mating surfaces has been a problem of great interest in a number of
engineering area. The complexities associated with this subject have im,-
posed a number of limitations on the development of generalized theories in
this area of extensive interest. Thus the question of universally support-
ing one model and rejecting another cannot be realistically asked at this
point in time and it only seems justified to discuss further some of the
key points. The purpose of this discussion is, thereTur., to review a few
points of general interest in the light of some experimentaldata.

RANDOM PROCESS MODELS FOR SURFACE DESCRIPTION

A Stochdstic iescription of rough surfaces has been a common feature of
many random process models, The details and specific parameters used in the
particular modeL generally vary. Whitehouse-Archard.(1 ) model is dependent on
digit!7ed profilometric 'dta and the sampling interval is an important para-
meter, In fact a small change in sampling distance could result in signifi-
cant changes in surface description. Nayak's model( 2) is fren of such re-
strictions but it needs significant information about. the power spectral
density functions, which may be difficult to determine 'or actual surfaces.
However, once these functions are detertrieC the model seems fairly real-
istic.

t
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The agreement between the above two models, in the limiting case (sam-
pling distance z -* o), is not clear to the discussor. It seems that as
. - o, the author's model will result in infinite peak density, and peak
radius of curvature will approach zero. Thus further elaboration of this
point to clarify the apparent confusion is needed.

Since most surface profiles contain very low frequency comr ients it is
very difficult to determine the power spectral density function by using the
conventional analogue techniques and, therefore, attempts have been made to
use digital methods. Thus the sampling distance once again becomes signifi-
cant. The only distinction now is that although the theory is sound and
free of parameters such as sampling distance, the input to the theory may
depend on such parameters. Primarily due to such difficulties, an accept-
able experimental validation of the theoretical model due to layak( 2) has
not been possible.

One of the specific parameters in surface profile description is the
correlation between peak height and curv,'tures. According to Nayak's model
if the parameter a (=mr 4/m , where %n, m2 and m4 are respectively the
zeroth, second and fourth moment of the power spectral density function) ap-
proaches infinity, the peak height and curvatures become independent. The
discussor has validated this to some extent.(3) In course of traction ex-
periments with rolling discs, surface profiles on the cylinderical surfaces
of the disc were obtained in the circumferential direction. These profiles
were then digitized and the peak height and curvatures were computed. The
statistical correlation coefficient for most curves was found to be less
than 0.10. The autocorrelation and power density functions were also com-
puted and typical curves are shown in Figures 1 and 2. From the spectral
density curve the various moments were computed and a was found to be about
25, which would indicate very low correlation between peak height and curv-
ature as observed. Beyond, this validation the discussor was unable to
obtain any other parameters for the general validation of the Nayak's model.
The primary difficulty was associated with the proper selection of the sam-
pling interval used while digitizing the measured profilometric data.

The discussor agrees with the author in the fact that for most practical
surfaces there has to be a lower limit or the sampling interval. In fact,
this limit may be of the order of the stylus radius. Thus for all practical
purposes, peaks with a radius of curvature below a certain limuit may not
have any significance and from this viewpoint the author's model may provide
a realistic surface description. However, the question raised above con-
cerning the apparent conflict between the two models must be resolved.

ASPERITY LOAD SHARING

Once the surfaces are defined and they are employed in practical appli-
cations where a lubricant is introduce between the surfaces, the next ques-
tion raised concerns the load sharing between the mating asperities and the
lubricant film. It is clear that if the film thickness is quite large com-
pared to peak heights, then most of the load will be supported by the lubri-
cant flIm. As the film thickness is reduced, the asperities will come into
contact and they will eventually support all the load. In most cases, the
transition or the shift of load from asperities to luoricant film has been
found to be quite sudden.( 3) The discussor confirmed this finding for the
rolling disc surfaces(3) discussed above. An analysis developed earlier(4,5 )
was used for these surfaces. The lubricant film thickness or the nominal
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separation between the mating surfaces was computed from the classical
elastohydrodynamic solutions. The results of asperity loads as a funct'on
of the rolling velocity are shown in Figure 3. The steep gradient clearly
demonstrates the sudden transition.

I 10 10 _ le
REAL AREA OCTCONTACT (sq.in,.) - i;
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Fig. 3.-Asperity loads and real contact area as a function of rolling speed.

THE REAL AREA OF CONTACT

The real araa of contact between mating surfaces is another parameter
which has a substantial tribological significance. The lower bound estimate
determined by the load to hardness ratio is often questionable. With a sim-
ple model of surface interaction the discussor computed the contact stress
levels of a number of rough surfaces and the results are shown in Figure 4.
The four experiments had varying roughness of the mating surfaces, the
roughest and smoothest pairs being experiments #1 and #4 respectively. Al-
though the surfaces in experiments #3 and #4 were prepared quite differently
they demonstrated closely the same order of roughness. The general finding
from these results is that the "real stress" could be up to half the hard-
ness and hence the real area of contact can be twice the lower bound esti-
mate.

Although the total real area of contact is of primary concern in fric-
tion and we , problems, the size distribution of contact spots becomes sig-
nificant in r.herial and electrical applications. In addition tv this size
distribution, Williamson(6 ), while dealing with electrical contacts, intro-
duces the terms "mechanical" and "electrical" area of contact. Since all
the mating asperities may not conduct due to the presence of some insulating
contaminants the electrically conducting area may be quite small coipared
to the total mechanical area determined by the asperity deformations. Thus
some caution should be observed while determining the real contact area with

II
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Fig. 4.-Variation of real contact stress as a function of normal load for
several pairs of rough surfaces.

9 the use of electrical resistance measurements.

SUMMARY

The behavior of the Whitehouse-Archard model as the sampling interval
goes to zero needs further elaboration. The discussor feels that the
alternate model due to Nayak(2), though free of sampling interval problems,
may lead to difficulties, somewhat indirectly, since the power spectral
density functions are generally computed numerically. The peak radius and
height independence as predicted by Nayak's model(2) seems to agree with
some experimental data obtained by the discussor.

It is shown that the transition of load support from mating asperities
and the lubricant film can be quite sudden and this is predicted with a sim-
ple surface interaction model.(4) The sharp transition has also been ob-
served experimentally.(3)

For a number of rough surface pairs it is shown that the real area of
contact can be twice as large as the lower bound value predicted by the load
to hardness ratio. In electrical contact experiments the area determined
by the mechanical interaction of asperities may not be truly relevant due
to the presence of nonconducting contaminant films, and therefore an addi-
tional caution is necessary for such applications.
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DISCUSSION

D. J. WHITEHOUSE, Rank Taylor Hobson: Dr. Gupta, that was a very interest-
ing discussion. I think that a number of points that you raise, and one in
particular, need airing. It is p...3ibly one of the most important factors
in surface topography. That is, when do you use correlation methods and
when do you use spectral analysis methods? Everybody says that there is a
certain amount of information in correlation methods, as there is in spectral
analysis techniques. That is absolutely true, but unfortunately it does not
quite work that way. In tribology, invariably we are dealing with surfaces
that have been generated in a random way. Not necessarily, but usually.
Under that circumstance, it is better to use a correlation method than spec-
tral analysis method, for the simple reason that the correlation function
will reveal the unit event of machining which in turn will give you a clue
as to the unit event of function.

Three different things need to be looked for in the correlation func-
tion. One is the scale, that is the rate of decay of the exponent, the
second is the shape and the third thing is the behavior at the origin. Now,
if we imagine that a grit hits the surface, what happens is the surface
characteristic is preserved in the correlation function. The decay in the
correlation function is a direct result of the pile-up produced by that one
unit event, the grit hitting the surface and leaving a pile-up. The extent
of pile-up is exactly proportional to the depth of indentation of the
correlation function and it is one to one. The width of indentation is
proportional to the thickness of the indentation before we get to the plane
so that by looking at the correlation function we can get an absolute rep-
lica of the machining process which is what gives the surface its properties
anyway. And for that reason, in my experience, whenever we have a surface
which has been manufactured by a random process (by that I mean a Poisson
process in statistical terms), then we should use a correlation method.

Now there is another point and that is this: the reason you find
spectral analysis in all the books is because they were written by commun-
ication people who are interested in the temporal behavior of surfaces.
Very rarely, in any sort of communications, do you find anybody interested
in the behavior that we are looking at. And for that reason alone you have
to be a bit careful not to stray into spectroanalysis just because it
is in the books. In tribology we have a rather different problem. Ie
do not just have temporal behavior to take into account. But shall we say
vertical behavior as well which we all know. Thus, there are at least two
good reasons why we should think a little bit more carefully about using
just spectral analysis. I hope this clear3 up the point about correlation
which I think is absolutely fundamental.

On the other hand, if we are measuring turning, milling, or planing
marks, obviously we would use spectral analysis, because these are basically
cyclic events.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOME
TRIBOFAILURES

AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS
A. Ura

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses three separate topics related to tribology. The
effect of surface quality on scuffing is discussed in terms of A, the ratio
of film thickness of a lubricant to the surface roughness followed by some
interesting results on asperity interactions in rolling-sliding contact.
Lastly, the effects of abrasive embedded layers on the wear of soft surfaces
are presented.

INTRODUCTION

As Whitehouse (') has explained with some examples and analytical results
in detail, the advance of the theoretical treatment of surface metrology is
very noticeable. He has reviewed the merits and demerits of the applica-
bility of the theory and studies done so far. He has also indicated the
difficulties in choosing suitable parameters expressing surface topography
because of their changeable character in practical running conditions.

In this paper, a few points about the surface roughness effects and the
effects of an embedded layer in abrasive wear on surface quality will be
discussed.

EFFECT OF SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY ON SURFACE FAILURES

In scuffing, it is difficult to state exactly the correlation between
surface roughness parameters and failures. One of the reasons, as described
by Whitehouse, is that the mating surfaces are likely to change at every

moment with continued rubbing and it is difficult to keep the condition of
the rLubbing surface constant.

First of all, consider the well-known criterion to show the ratio of
the film thickness to the roughness A = ho/a, where a is the composite
surface roughness and ho is the mean film thickness. A is often used to
indicate the extent of surface asperity interaction, since the breakdown of
the film under elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHD) may be due to the direct
contact between asperities. Poon et al, for example, classified the condi-
tion of lubrication into three regimes, namely EHD, non-hydrodynamic
lubrication, and the transient condition by meais cf A. Yamamoto et al.
have reported(3) that A gives information about the contact condition during
running by observing an indentation impressed on a surface previously.
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Determining the relationship of the standard deviation of the profile
peak distribution a* to the correlation distance a*, an approach Whitehouse
has tried, is very useful for indicating the relative difficulty of plastic
deformation, similar to Plasticity Index by Hirst and Hollander (4) as shown
in Figure 1. If equipment is developed to determine the parameter more
easily, it will be very useful (5).

The thickness of the oil film is dependent upon the direction of the
surface texture. As for the roughness parallel to the direction of motion,
Chow and Cheng (6) have examined theoretically the oil film thickness and
its load capacity as shown in Figure 2. Generally, it is reported that the
transverse roughness has an excellent ability to resist scuffing and this
could be explained by the fact that the oil film under EHD condition is
formed easily owing to successive presence of asperities in the sliding
direction.

RELATION BETWEEN SURFACE QUALITY AND FAILURES

Generally, A is considered as a criterion of a surface failure under
lubrication condition (7). The effect of a changeable surface quality on
scuffing will be discussed here with the help of the experimental results
by Hirano and Yamamoto (8 ). They tried to establish the condition for
scuffing at sliding velocities of 6 m/s and 4 m/s using a disk machine.
They reported that scuffing did not occur even when A was less than unity.
They could find oxide film over the entire surface and concluded that the
oxide film of the surface is a necessary condition to prevent scuffing when
the breakdown of oil film occurs.

~10-

_UNSAFE

0.4-

0.2-

0.02

2 4 6 10 20

Line of constantl

Boundary between safe and unsafe regions

(3)
Fig. 1.-The effect of the surface asperity on scuffing
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Fig. 2.-The effect of transverse and longitudinal roughness on KE of an EHD
contact(5 ).

Under a severe lubricated condition (e.g., high load, high sliding
velocity and high temperature) the breakdown )f the EHL film seems to be
sufficient condition for scuffing. On the other hand, under mild conditions
(e.g., low load, or slow sliding velocity) the oxide film is formed on the
mating surface which alleviates the occurrence of scuffing when the break-
down of oil film occurs.

The effect of the amplitude and shape of the surface roughness is as
follows. The amplitude of the surface roughness affects the deformation of
asperities. When the amplitude is large, the plastic work done during the
deformation increases the surface hardness. When this increase in hardness
is accompanied by oxidation, scuffing resistance is further increased. When
the asperity height is low, no scuffing occurs at low loads due to the lack
of asperity contacts. However, occasionally, sudden scuffing occurs when
severe surfr-e contacts take place in the absence of any workhardening ano
a formation of an oxide film(6) as shown in Figures 3, 4.

The shapes of surface asperities can be compared using a machined sur-
face an,' a ground surface. The surface machined by turning has a larger
asperity than the ground one and, therefore, is likely to deform plastically.
Accordingly, the running-in is not brought about effectively due to the slow
change in roughness and consequently the surfaces are easily brought into
scuffing even at low load as shown in Figure 5. By contrast, the Surface
finished by grinding has small asperities and the roughness is low. Based
on these observations, we believe that tan o, the absolute mean slope of the
surface in an Index, (= (E*IH) - tan o), should be a criterion for
scuffing occurrence.

The hardness increases due to workhardening when the parameter A is
less than two (8). For surface with higher roughness, the hardness starts

I{
I• _____________________________ ___________ - __ __ _
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Fig. 3.-The effect of surface roughne-. on scuffing (S45C: Annealed)
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~Fig. 5.-The effect of machining process on running-in.

~to increase even when the applied load is low. However, when the surface
i ~ has a comparatively smaller roughness, the hardness does not increase until

the load reaches a high value. The load capacity against scuffing goes upI linearly with the increase in the hardness. Based on these results, it may
be concluded that the break-town of the oil film comes about during running-

~in and causes a surface qu 1 ity to change, resulting in activation of
mechanisms which lead to scsuffinq,.

Ichimaru et al.( 8,9) reported interesting experimental results on the
asperity interaction in a rollinq-sliding contact. They carried out pitting
tests using a soft and a hard roller finished by cylindrical yrinding. Even
when the initial roughness of the hard roller was much larger than the EHD
film thickness, the pitting life was extremely long when there was no rela-
tive slip between the two rollers. The EFID film built up gradually, be-
coming fully established when thle surface texture of the hard roller was
replicated on the soft roller surface, usually after a long run. In the
presence of sliding, however, they reported that pitting occurred at an
earlier stage of running and the impression of asperities of the hard roller
on the soft one was not evident.

The chanqe of the surface quality during running affects wear. The
alteration of the swrface condition can yield a better abrasive wear
resistance. Although it cannot be stated quantitatively, it can be dis-
cussed in terms of stress analysis(ll,12 ),

ii

___-~__5 -~ _ _ _ _ 0_ _ 0_ 0
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Disk: Brg. steel
Cy piece: Brg. steel15 -

E 1 Successive supply

of particles

~10I

5
0

0 5 10 15
Rubbing time, min

Fig. 7.--The abrading process of the embedded layer.

EFFECT OF EMBEDDED ABRASIVE PARTICLES ON WEAR

A soft surface impregnated with abrasive particles can improve the wear
resistance. The protective action imparted by the embedded layers on a
phospher bronze disk surface was examined. During the early stage of wear
tests when the embedded layers are held on the surface, the wear rate was
low, but it increased suddenly after a certain passage of time. The broken
line of Figure 6a shows the wear rate in the case of a successive suliply of
abrasive particles. When the difference in hardness of the contacting
surface is small, it is difficult to establish the abrasive embedded layer
as shown in Figure 6b. In this case, the wear rate is as high as when the
surfaces are slid against each other without any abrasive embedded layers.

Figure 7 shows the abrading abilities of the embedded particles. It
proves that an embedded layer fails due to abrasive action. The embedded
layer is not strong enough to withstand tne rubbing force and therefore,
the particles on a surface are detached after a few cycles of rubbing.
These phenomena explain that when successive supply of abrasives is main-
tained between two surfaces, the i Le of the formation of an embedded layer
and the rate of the detachment of particles from the surfaces are equal.
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DISCUSSION

H. DALAL, SKF Industries: The presentations of Dr. Whitehouse and Dr. Ura
bring out an interesting conflict of interest. Dr. Ura presented a graph
which shows that the load-carrying capacity of a surface depends on the
transverse surface roughness as opposed to a longitudinal surface roughness.
On the other hand Dr. Whitehouse presented that the longitudinal surface
roughness is important to the wear of the surface. It seems to me that if
this is the case then a Longuet-Higgins kind of charterization of the sur-
face might be valuable in designing a surface for an application. lould
Dr. Whitehouse like to comment on that please?

D. J. WHITEHOUSE, Rank Taylor Hobson: This is a valid point. I believe that
there is no fundamental reason why directionality cannot be introduced into
;my random characteristic. However, the directionality of the surface is
never taken into account in either my statistics or Nayak's statistics. The
mathematical analysis assumes that things happen in time the same way in
both directions. But we get completely different wear characteristics de-
pendent on the way the surface is rotated. At any moment I know one way
of characterizing directionality and that is by using the moments of the
derivatives of the surface in two dim.ensions. Then you apply my statistics
or Nayak's statistics. Without the differentiation you cannot account for
directionality. I have tried this approach in one dimension, but unfortun-
ately not yet in two dimensions. In principle it is possible to do by
differentiating, and either taking correlation functions of the differen-
tials or taking the moments of the differentials in 2-dimensions.

P. ENGLE, IBM: I would like to ask the speakers if they find a relationship
between the macroscopic contact and the microscopic contact geometries.
Obviousy when contacting machine parts are designed, these relationships
do come in, and I think there may be an interesting development if we cor-
relate these two. The macroscopic contact conditions would also be help-
ful in finding the two dimensional contact conditions and the wear rates.
I wonder if Dr. Whitehouse has a comment on that.

WHITEHOUSE: Again an interesting question. We have certainly tried to bring
together the macroscopic and microscopic functions. Usually what we have
found so far was that basically we cannot relate in terms of simple gcome-
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try. The factors that bring about the macroscopic 
errors have a different

thermal characteristic from those that produce the microscopic ones. The
result is that functionally the macroscopic effects are quite different,
and necessarily so, from the microscopic ones. Presently it is difficult
to relate the functional differences purely to the geometry although we can
differentiate geometrically very easily as you know. Personally I do not
believe it is possible.

Ah
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THE MICRO-GEOMETRY OF LUBRICATED
WEAR- CLASSIFICATION AND MODELLING

K. J. Stout, V. Watson and T. G. King

ABSTRACT

For the limited depths of wear which are allowable in many engineering
applications the "worn" surface generally retainr, features of the original
surface along with those generated by the wear process. When cne of the
rubbing surfaces is comparatively hard and lubrication conditions prevent
metallic transfer, wear is confined principally to the softer surface and
this exhibits a transitional topography.

There are occasions when all traces of the original surface profile
disappear and this may be a result of the method of production of the
original surfaces. To illustrate this point, a series of ground steel sur-
faces wera prepared yielding differing amplitude and directional character-
istics and their wear properties examined by running them against phosphor
bronze pins. Surface profiles and wear scars produced on the pins were
assessed. It is first shown that directional effects are of considerable
significance for rougher surfaces, but become less important when surfaces
of finer texture are considered.

To assist with the prediction of surface wear behaviour, attempts have
been made to classify the distributions which best fit the amplitude char-
acteristics. Finally, mathematical analyses are developed which model the
topographical transitions which occur during "running-in" and these may be
of assistance in evaluating the extent of wear under test conditions.

NOMENCLATURE

c = the truncation level

d = mean height of worn surface

f(y) = the probability density function (amplitude distribution) of the
worn surface

- ........
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(y) = the probability density function (amplitude distribution) of the
unworn surface

gt(y) = the probability density function (amplitude distribution) of the
truncating function

p = the ratio of the R.M.S. roughness of the truncating function to that

of the unworn surface

y= the general ordinate height of the worn surface

Yu = the general ordinate height of the unworn surface

Yt = the general ordinate height of the truncating function

P (y) = the cumulative probability density function of the unworn surface

t (y) = the cumulative probability density function of the truncating func-
tion

YK = covariance between two points yo' YK

= mean surface height

Un (y) = nth central moment of the amplitude distribution

INTRODUCTION

Whilst considerable work has been carried out on the compatibility of
bearing pairs, less attention appears to have been given to tl' influence
of surface finish and appropriate means for its specification. This is
particularly true for the early stages of wear - "running-in", most wear
rate evaluation being undertaken after initial running-in has been accom-
plished. To enable the designer to make effective estimates of bearing
performance and life, there is a need for a more detailed understanding of
the effects of surface roughness in its various forms.

Some recent work in which surface roughness effects have been considered
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has been carried out by Rowe et al., (') who investigated the performance
of grease lubricated plain bearings using relocation profilometry tech-
niques. They used steel shafts of a variety of surface finishes run a-
gainst steel backed phosphor bronze bushes, and showed that surface rough-
ness was of fundamental importance. They also noted that shaft end-float
could have a dramatic effect on wear rate. Rowe et al. demonstrated con-
vincingly the suitutility of relocation profilometry for the study of
wear. Another interesting paper has been presented by Bayer and Sirico (2 )

who studied the influence of the magnitude and directionality of surface
texture on wear. They utilized 65Cu/35Zn brass balls run on lubricant
flooded steel plates, both across and against the direction of lay of the
surface. Their results showed that wear was most sensitive to surface
roughness variations for finer surfaces, whilst coarser surfaces showed
greater wear sensitivity to directionality.

Confining our considerations to the geometric aspects of wear, it is
proposed that wear is affected not only by the scale (and shape) of the
surface height distributions, but also by spatial considerations of the
surfaces and their interaction. These include:

(i) The correlation functions of the surface profiles.

(ii) Directionality or anisotropy of the surface textures and its

relation to the direction of relative motion.

(iii) The geometric constraints of the particular wear situation -
allowing such effects as end float in journals or run out in
thrust bearings.

In this initial study, it was considered important that the surfaces
be produced by typical production methods. The great majority of bearing
journals are produced by cylindrical grinding, either by plunge feeding or
traverse grinding. In plunge grinding, form errors of the workpiece are
principally controlled by the form of the wheel as imparted by dressing.
Traverse grinding relates the form errors of the workpiece to the integrated
errors of the grinding machine. This generally produces a more precise form
but also imparts a helical lay to surface finish, the pitch of which de-
pends on the traverse rate. It was, therefore, decided to produce speci-
mens by both the above methods and contrast their wear performance.

EXPERIMENTAL AND TEST PROCEDURE

The wear experiments were carried out on a specialized pin and ring
machine, employing an aerostatic support bearing yielding low inherent
vibration levels and high rotational and axial. stiffness. This rig allows
relocated profiles of the pin and ring to be obtained without removal of
either component from the machine, and has been described in detail else-
where. (3,4  The rings used for these experiments were 90 mm in diameter
and made from BS 970 En 32B steel case hardened to 750 VPN. The pins were
produced from BS 1400 PB 1-C phosphor bronze and were 6 mm square. The
rubbing surfaces of the pins were prepared by surface grinding them nomi-
naily flat, using an A46 wheel. The grinding direction was parallel to the
direction of sliding, and the pin hardness was 140 VPN. The surface of the
ring was lubricated by a contacting felt wiping pad and the lubricant used
was Mobil D.T.E. light oil. The load for these tests was 10 kg and was
applied by means of deadweights.
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Initial alignment between pin and ring was made using Prussian blue to
ensure nominally even bearing pressure across the width of the pin. The
profile traces of the pin were taken at right angles to the wear direction,
at a position central to the contact zone as indicated by this marking
procedure.

In the first series of tests, the rings were ground using an A46 wheel.
This was dressed using one traverse in each direction with 0.025 mm infeed
at each pa&; and a traverse rate of 25 mm/sec. The grinding wheel was
300 mm in diameter and rotated at 1500 rev./min. Three specimens were
prepared with this wheel. The first and second were plunge ground with a
finishing infeed of 0.025 no and allowed to spark out. The third was tra-
verse ground at a feed rate of 2 m/sec. with the same infeed. The results
of the wear test with the first specimen are shown in Figure 1. As can be

A

Pig. 1.-Surface Profiles during Wear Process - Plunge Ground Specimen with

A46 Wheel, Coarse Dressed.
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seen, the ring shows periodic features from the wheel dressing and these
were rapidly reproduced on the pin after only 5 m of sliding. Further
running results in relatively little modification to this established pro-
file, although the general profile level drops. Some indication of the wear
rate can be obtained from observation of the original profile feature marked
"A" on the diagram. Note that th fie level dro. conforms quite closely
to the single ring profile t he il pin pfe gross anisotropy of the
ring. Examination of the initial and final ring profiles reveals that lit-

tle change has occurred. The differences lie mostly in the peaks of the
profile. A subsequent test using this ring with a new pin yielded the
same pattern of events but resulted in a smaller wear scar, indicating that
these minor changes may be significant. Three dimensional examination of
the ring appears essential if the nature and extent of these profile changesis to be understood.

The second test utilized the traverse ground ring, and is shown in
Figure 2. The short section of profile reproduced shows a periodic struc-
ture exists again, although a longer wavelength. In this case, this is

E

UNWORN PIN

Fig. 2.-Traverse Ground Specimen with A46 Wheel, Coarse Dressed.

not transferred to the pin because of the helically structured surface tex-
ture of the ring. A further feature is that the worn surface profile of
the pin is considerably flatter than the profile of the ring. An analogy
may be drawn here to the process of traverse grinding itself in that an

i7
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integrating process is occurring. The wear scar produced in this test was
much larger than in the previous one. Despite the similarity of the later
pin profiles, the scar width increased steadily throughout the test and
large amounts of wear debris in the form of metallic particles were apparent.

Figure 3 shows the results of a test conducted using the second of the
plunge ground specimens. The ring profile is closely similar to that of

[ 1 mm

PIN - UNWORN

pin moved laterally after
2000m of sliding

0I05m

pin returned after L

6000m of sliding

10 0Q Om

Fig. 3.-End Float Simulation - Plunge Ground Specimen with A46 Wheel,
Coarse Dressed.

Figure 1, resulting from the same wheel dressing. The object of this test
was to simulate relative profile movement as found with the helically struc-
tured surface or with shaft end float. The simulation involved lateral
movement of the pin of one half wavelength of the profile periodicity.
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This was performed whilst the surfaces were out of contact, without measur-
ably altering the alignment of pin and ring. As can be seen from the fig-
ure, the early progress of the test conforms to the pattern seen in Figure
1, the ring rapidly imposing a new profile on the pin. The pin was moved
laterally by 0.26 mm (estimated as the half wavelength) after 2000 m of
sliding. A further 5 m of sliding showed the ring re-establishing its ef-
fective peak cutting profile and in doing so removing a significant volume
of material. Inspection of the profiles after translation shows that
adjacent pairs of profile valleys match closely, having been produced by
interaction with the same features of the ring. After 4000 and 6000
metres of sliding, the new valleys have grown deeper relative to their
displaced counterparts which experience no apparent modification. However,
the rate of deepening decreases to a small fraction of that experienced in
the first five metres after translation. Returning the pin to its original
position after 6000 m resulted in further rapid wear on the original sites.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The foregoing experimental observations serve to demonstrate the
sensitivity of wear to spatial/directional nature surface geometrical fea-
tures.

Figures 1 to 3 in conjunction with Table I give probably the clearest
indication of the pattern of wear during early running. Whilst unavoidable

TABLE I.-iEAR SCAR DIMENSIONS AFTER 20 KM OF SLIDING

Mean Scar Width on Mean Scar
Pin as assessed Depth as

Test visually under Measured by
No. ... rindinConditions . X 10 Magnificatio = =al surf

mm p

1 Plunge/A46/Coarse Dressed 1.09 6

2 Traversed/A46/Coarse Dressed 3.32 35

3 As 1 1.72 10

differences exist between the amplitude characteristics of the three speci-
mens as a result of the manufacturing process, the three tests taken to-
gether indicate that it is the directional nature of the surfaces which
most significantly affect wear performance. Comparing the ring profile
traces for Figures I and 2, it can be seen that on the basis of profile
evidence alone, the traverse ground specimen (Figure 2) appears to offer
better prospects for the achievement of conformity with its pin. In prac-
tice, by comparing the wear scar sizes given in Table I, the reverse is
seen to be true, as shown by its wear scar being three times as large.
That this is due to the directional nature of this surface is confirmed
when consideration is given tv the worn profiles of the pins. Figure 1
shuws conformity between pin and ring leading to the proliferation of con-

tact points and hence lower local bearing pressures. The worn pin profile
of Figure 2 shows, by contrast, that conformity does not occur and thus
high contact pressures are maintained leading to continued wear. The pin
profile in this case becomes flatter. Further evidence is offered by the
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comparison of Figure I with Figure 3 where two very similar plunge ground
surfaces are caused to have different wearing actions. The translation of
the pin shown in Figure 3 results in a step increase in bearing pressure
leading to an increased wear rate whilst conformity is re-established. It
is interesting to note that the bulk of this wear takes place within 5 m of
sliding after the translation. In situations where directional effects
produced by the machining process (or by end float in journals and run-out
in thrust bearings) effectively prevent profile conformity from being es-
tablished, local bearing pressures can only be reduced to acceptable levels
by increasing the conformity in the direction of sliding. This is likely
to involve extensive wear leading to bearing play and inability to retain
lubricants.

AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION MODELS

It has been noted by other workers(5, 6) that some surface production
techniques usually yield near gaussian amplitude distributions, whilst other
production processes rarely provide gaussian surfaces. It is therefore of
interest, in light of the above comments, to attempt to fit model distri-
butions to both gaussian and non-gaussian surfaces; and to investigate
analytically the effect of wear on the moments of the amplitude distribu-
tion. Attempts to fit model distributions including some non-gaussian
surfaces as well as the usually considered gaussian case have been mado.
Figure 4 shows some typical surface profile height distributions for samples
of 1500 heights. Using the Pearson system(7) for identification of distri-
butions, appropriate models have been fitted to the data and can be seen
plotted as the smooth curves on Figure 4. Further details of the types of
density function used are given in Appendix I. The following analysis is
related to the truncation of the gaussian amplitude distribution.

MODELLING THE MICROGEOMETRY OF LUBRICATED WEAR

This work extends some of the basic ideas on amplitude characteristics
presented previously(B); which allowed an estimation of the worn surface in
which an initial surface profile was successively truncated by a straight
line. This has been reported earlier in this Conference by Dr. Whitehouse.

Figure 5 illustrates the simplest truncation model, in which the wear
generated surface features are considered to form a smooth plane. The
normal distribution curve is progressively cut off as wear proceeds and an
impulse representing all the observations of the plane is formed at the
contacting surface level. The weight of this impulse is equal to the area
of the removed portion of the rormal curve since the total number of ordi-
nate observations remains constant. This type of behaviour for a real sur-
face is illustrated in Figure 6, which shows relocated profiles from a rough
phosphor bronze pin, prepared with 120 grade SiCC paper to give an initially
near gaussian surface, and then run against a hard steel ring. The ring had
a ground surface finish of 0.2 lim Ra across the lay. Lubricant was Mobil
DTE light applied by means of a felt wiping pad and the bearing pressure
was 1.65 MN/m'. Within the resolution of the histograms presented, it can
be seen that the wear produces an impulse-like addition to the remaining
portion of the original distribution.

It is more reasonable, in the wear context, to assume that the truncat-
ing function is not completely smooth, although this naturally renders the
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WEIGHT OF IMPULSE E AREA
CF REMOVED GAUSSIAN CURVE

Fig. 5.-The Simple Wear Model-Surface Truncation by a Plane.

analysis more complex. The effects of truncation of a gaussian wave on its
amplitude distribution is considered. Analytical results are presented for
the amplitude distribution of the worn surface when the truncating function
has a gaussian distribution, and this is treated by computer simulation.

The true shape of the worn surface amplitude distribution for the case

where both the unworn surface and the truncating function have gaussian
amplitude distributions has also been considered. Figure 7 shows a dia-
grammatic representation of this situation in which the surface being worn
is taken to have mean, y=o and standard deviation a=l and the truncating
function to have mean y=c and standard deviation t=p. The general height
of a point on the final worn surface is y, whilst the corresponding ordi-
nates of the unworn surface and the truncating function are yu and Yt re-spectively, then

P[y<Y<y + 6y]J (y)dy where (y)
is the probability density function of the worn surface heights and thus

Y)()dy=P{((y<Y,<y + sy)n(yt>y)]U[(Yu> )n(Y<Yt<q + 6y)]}

=9 (y)dyfI g t (y)dy + gt (y)dyf W (y)dy

.. (Y) gu(Y)[l-4't(Y)] + gt(Y)[l-'P,(Y)]

where gu(y)', gt(y) are the probability density functions of the unworn sur-face and truncating function ordinate heights respectively, and @u(y), t t(y)

their cumulative density functions. The shape of the worn distribution thus
obtained is illustrated by the solid line in Figure 8 for truncation at the
mean level with P=o.l. Rather than deriving the worn surface distributions
by this method and then obtaining their moments, it was dc-ided that it
would be simpler to more fully investigate this subtractive wear model,
by computer simulation.

The surface truncating functions were each represented by 10,000 ordi-
nates. Wear was simulated by offsetting the ordinates of the truncating
function with respect to those of the unworn surface and then selecting
the lower value of each pair or ordinates along the profile. The mean po-
sition and moment values for the resulting distribution at each level were
then computed directly from these ordinate values using

Un(Y) = f (y-u)n (y)dy

and

- -'.- ------ --- -- -- - - - - ----- , r ~ - - -
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Figure 9 illustrates this model and also shows results obtained for
various ratios, P, of the standard deviation of tne truncating function to
that of the unworn surface. It should be noted that siihce the amplitude
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distribution of the truncating function is symmetrically disposed about the
truncation level, the relationship between the level of truncation and the
new mean position after truncation remains the same as for the impulse
model. The RMS roughness tor this model tends to the RMS value of the trun-
cating function, as Figure 9 shows, whilst skewness and kurtosis reach max-
imum values dependent on the roughness of the truncating function alone, as
this function effectively cuts its image into a solid medium when the depth
of wear becomes large.

In the case of non-gaussian surfaces (representable by Pearson distri-
butions) only the simple, impulse wear model has been applied so far to
some Type I (Beta) distributions. The results are shown in Figure 10.
This shows curves obtained (i) by simulated wear of a surface initially i-
dentified as being of Type I and (ii) be determination of the theoretical
moments of such a Beta distributign, truncated by an impulse as in the
gaussian case for p=o. The theoretical values were obtained using numerical
integration methods to estimate appropriate moments of the truncated distri-
bution with probability density function of the form given in Appendix I.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Some impulse truncation models have been prepared for non-gaussian
amplitude distributions, to establish the extent to which the worn surface
moment values differ from the gaussian model, and therefore how sensitive
these values are to the form of the unworn surface amplitude distribution.

The 'theoretical' and 'experimental' (simulated wear) results agree
well. For the moderately skewed cases investigated, the results as shown
in Figure 10 follow closely those previously obtained for gaussian surfaces.
The wear of a broad category of engineering surfaces, whose amplitude dis-
tributions are statistically significantly non-gaussian, thus appears to
follow a similar pattern of parameter changes as that of a gaussian surface.

From the foregoing analyses, it is possible to consider which statisti-
cal parameters might be most useful in the description of lubricated wear.
For a parameter to be of use , it must be seen to vary significantly through-
out the regions of wear acceptable in normal engineering applications. In
many bearing applications, It may be considered that wear should not totally
eliminate all traces of the original surface topography. The analyses pre-
sented in this paper have therefore considered changes giving rise to
transitional topographies.05) Within this wear region, it can be seen that
measurement of the skewness of the amplitude distribution provides useful
numeric information. Kurtosis values are somewhat less useful since the
rate of change of kurtosis is almost zero in the early stages of wear, the
rate of change being too great in the latter stages of wear. Kurtosis is
only useful between truncation levels +1.0 to -0.5 standard deviations of
the original unworn surface from its aean. An interesting feature of the
kurtosis parareter is that it marginally reduces for all truncation models
from truncation -levels 3.0 to 1.0
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APPENDIX I

The Pearson system of distributions uses the basic differential equation

_ d =(y) + a'-" . y l
S dy C 0+ CY + C2 Y )

to describe a family of probability density functions U(y).

The differing types of Pearson distributions are defined by the various
possible solutions to the defining equation (1) according to the roots of
the quadratic equation co + cly + c2y

2 = 0.

Pearson showed that the type for a particular set of observations may
be identified by using a criterion k defined as

B1 
(B2 

+ 3)
2

4 (2B2-3BI-_6) (4B2-BI1)

where
(113 (W) U 4 Wy

B , 1 2 Y 3 and B2 (1 = Y ) 2

Beta distributions (Type 1) are indicated if k<O and Type IV distributions

if o<k<l. The other main type is Type VI (k>l). Pearson also distinguished
various transition types of which the normal distribution (k=O, and B2=3)
is important.

ThA orobability density functions are of the forms

YOUl + a 12-rn a2  for -a1<y<a 2 Type I (Beta)2 -m

(1 + ~a-) exp(-V tan- - Type IV
0 2aa m-m 2

y0(y-a)ml y a<y< Type VI

2

Y exp(-- L-) --<y<- Normal

(a, aI, a2, y" v Constant)

2 o
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DISCUSSION

D. J. WHITEHOUSE, Rank Taylor Hobson: The point I would like to make is
that it is often difficult to characterize the amplitude distribution of

a surface which is being truncated. It is difficult to introduce parameters
to represent how the profile changes with running-in. Dr. Stout was talk-
ing about a Poisson distribution which is an attempt to do just that. Well,
we have been carrying out a lot of work on this particular problem our-
selves and we have found that the best function for this job is the 0

function, which is probably familiar to statisticians. It has some inter-
esting properties. Basically, with this distribution, you can arrange to
fit any sort of profile shape, for instance, a sinusoidal distribution. It
is possible to get a 6 function to do just that - a case where the Pearson
distribution would not work. And it has the advantage that it is very
flat at the origin. It is now possible to specify completely all aspects
of truncated amplitude distributions using the function which is an assis-
tance to ordinary manufacturing processes.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF NEAR-
SURFACE MATERIAL

IN FRICTION AND WEAR
A. S. Argon

ABSTRACT

Friction and wear are inelastic deformation and fracture processes
occurring on the surfaces of materials in sliding contact. Although only
"skin-deep," such processes exhibit the same mechanisms of plastic flow or
creep, and the same damage processes of crack formation and crack growth
found in cyclically strained material in bulk. As in the case of such
processes occurring in bulk, the key to the understanding of friction and
particularly wear resides in obtaining the solution of the fundamental
clasto-plastic-creep boundary value problems for cyclic deformation in a
heterogeneous alloy, subject to the constitutive behavior of the separate
phases, and terminated by the sazrR critical processes of fracture - albeit
all on a microscopic scale underneath asperity contacts. Account is taken
of the recent progress in wear research that has followed along these lines.

INTRODUCTION

Problems of friction and wear have been traditionally treated as phe-
nomena separate from plastic deformation and fracture familiar to engineers.
Treatises and stindard textbooks(1,2) on the subject often list a large
number of separate mechanisms of wear each of which have their own advocates
and possess their own lore. Although in many instances a differentiation
between wear processes based on their special features may be justified to
lay emphasis on an overriding key process that may call for a separate cure,
more is to be gained by viewing the unifying features of the separate wear
processes. In this manner it may be possible not only to perform better
projections for control or containment of the problem but also to identify
important omissions in research which must be rectified. It is reassuring
to see that some wear research of recent years has already moved in this
direction. (3)

In Whis paper we will take the view that friction and wear are micro-
scopical inelastic deformation and fracture processes, often involving crack
initiation and propagation under cyclic strains enforced in very small
regions near the surface. Thus, our task is to elucidate the geometrical,
physical, and mechanical properties and inelastic behavior of near-surface
material that enter into the wear process. Detailed considerations of
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mechanisms of wear and effects of environments, including corrosion, will
not be discussed here as they are topics handled by other authors.

FEATURES OF THE WEAR PROCESS

It is an inherent nature of the wear process that material is removed
from surfaces sliding on each other by the action of sliding. It is gen-
erally known that once initial transients are over, the removal of matter

in the form of wear particles is a linear function of the distance of
sliding. Furthermore, it is also known as an elementary fact that in a ma-
terial of a given hardness the rate of removal of material with distance of
sliding is a linear function of the tangential resistance to sliding, i.e.,
the average shear traction produced at the sliding interface. This depen-
dence - which is not a priori obvious - is held to be a result of the fact
that rubbing during sliding actually occurs at minute asperities (4) of the
contacting interface where the nature of the contacts at asperities remains
largely unaltered, while their number per unit area changes in direct pro-
portion to the change in normal traction to maintain overall force equili-
brium. Hence

dV (1)

where v is the total volume of removed particles, z the distance of sliding,
and Ar the real area of contact at the rubbing interface with a being a
constdit of proportionality. Since the rate of wear at sliding interfaces
can differ by many orders of magnitude, it is clear that the understanding
of the entire phenomenon of wear is in the mechanist-c understanding of
what governs the level of the coefficient a.

It is clear that if rubbing at contacting asperities were a reversible
elastic process, no wear would result. Hence, it is natural to expect that
particle evolution from sliding interfaces must result from processes of
inelastic deformation and fracture - albeit at a microscopic scale. Fur-
thermore, since the more familiar phenomena of plastic flow and fracture in
quasi-homogeneously strained parts can involve strain localization in
heterogeneous plastic media, hole formation, hole growth, crack formation
and propagation under monotonic or cyclic straining, and since these phe-
nomena can be profoundly affected by the enviro:iment, it should be no
surprise to find all these processes also present in the wear particle
evolution. Hence, it is fruitful to take the view that wear is merely a-
nother problem of inelastic deformation and fracture occurring under more
complicated microscopical boundary conditions and possibly involving more
localized fields of stress and higher gradients of strain and damage but
otherwise involving no new phenomena. This implies that as in the case
of the mechanisms of fracture and fatigue, a microscopical view both in the
literal sense and in the mechanistic sense is the only proper and profitable
one as some recent wear research has so amply demonstrated.(3)

We view asperities as shown schematically in Figure 1, where medium 1,
considered to be harder, is moving tangentially toward the right on a softer
medium 2. The figure shows two asperities demonstrating two extremes of.
behavior in rubbing at a steady state after initial transients of wear
have died away. The asperity at left caused by a large protrusion in med-
ium I has plastically indented medium 2 and is plowing it, while the asper-
ity on the right resulting from a smaller protrusion in medium 1 has

* *
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Fig. l.--Schematic drawing showing two asperity contacts between a hard (1),
and a soft (2) medium. Contact on left is plastically plowing while
contact on right is largely elastic.

accolodated largely to medium 2 by elastic flexing. In contacts between
a very hard and a very soft material, contacts of the plastic indentation
type will dominate while between two materials where even the softer ma-
terial has a high hardness on the scale of the modulus, a larger fraction
of the contacts can be of the elastic flexing type. The latter case mani-
fests itself by lower coefficients of friction, and lower wear rates where
many contacts rub on each other in a more nearly reversible elastic manner.
We will be primarily interested in the first type of contact involving the
lateral translation of a plastic indentation. Although in some instances
contacts at asperities can be of sub-micron dimensions, examination of wear
tracks on initially machined surfaces indicates that contacts are often
many microns in dimension and can therefore be treated by continuum con-
cepts.* To deal with the problem of wear in a fully deterministic manner
as a microscopic problem in deformation and fracture we require the distri-
bution of stresses and strains in the heterogeneous material near its sur-
face which is repeatedly being subject to plastic rubbing by moving contacts.
A first order analysis of the problem of plastic deformation of asperity
contacts subjected to combined compression and lateral shear has been given
by Green (6) in the form of a set of slip line solutions between notches of
arbitrary angle and tilt for varying degrees of adhesion at junctions. From
such slip line solutions, a good understanding has evolved for the coeffi-
cient of friction for materials that approximate rigid plastic conditions,
i.e., having yield stresses in shear k which are only a very small fraction
of the shear modulus G such as k/G<10-3 . For such cases in perfectly dry
adhesive contact situations, the coefficient of friction should be between
0.4 and 1.0, depending upon whether the surfaces are very smooth or very

* The choice of when inelastic deformation can be treated by continuum con-

cepts and when dislocation mechanics is necessary is never a simple one.
A conservative rule of thumb is that whenever the largest characteristic
dimension of a dislocation structure, resulting from the deformation, such
as cells or sub-grains, is considerably smaller than the size of the re-
gion over which the imposed strain is uniform then a continuum approach
is proper.(5) In many instances, however, where this rule cannot be satis-
fied a continuum approach may still be desirable as it indicates a
smoothed out average behavior.

-- 7
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rough. (7) For high strength materials where k/G=O(10-2) many contacts will
have a substantially reversible elastic behavior and the coefficient of
friction will be correspondingly lower. Real contacts at asperities as
depicted by Figure 1 differ substantially from the idealized contacts
analyzed by slip line solutions. In some instances, actual penetration of
a hard contact may have occurred into the softer medium which may do con-
siderable plowing when translated laterally. In many other instances of
strong materials where k/G=O(1O- 2), the elastic displacements at the con-
tacts will be substantial, requiring an elastic plastic solution to de-
termine the distribution of stresses and plastic strains in and around the
contacts. In the latter instances, approximate elastic-plastic solutions
for rolling contact incorporating multiple passes leading to a shake-down
state (8) have proved to be useful for a better understanding of subsur-
face damage initiation in the wear problem.(9)

For purposes of study of subsurface crack propagation in high strength
alloys even the classical elastic indentation solution of Hertz(lO) may be
appropriate and has led to useful results in the study of sub-surface crack
propagation under conditions of rolling contact.(11)

FUNDAMENTAL NEAR-SURFACE PROPERTIES INFLUENCING WEAR

Surface Roughness

Since wear is a process of fatigue occurring in layers of material
very near the surface, the initial roughness of the surface may be expected
to be an important parameter governing the wear rate. Experiments by Jahan-
mir and Suh, (3) on surfaces having finishes ranging from 0.1 um to 4.8 jim
indicated that under very light contact stresses rough surfaces tend to
wear less initially than smooth surfaces while the opposite appears to be
true under high contact stresses. In any event, however, such differing be-
havior was observed to be limited to an initial transient which typically
was confined to the first 100 meters of sliding during which the geometry
of the initial asperities was altered radically by plastic flow and wear
particle evolution into a common surface topography that is relatively
smooth. The stages of how this is achieved have been studied in detail by
Whitehouse.(12) After such a steady-state wear surface has evolved, no
significant effect on the wear rate due to initial roughness remains.(3)

Cyclic Plastic Resistance of Surfaces

With very few exceptional cases, possibly involving coarse abrasive
particles between very hard and brittle surfaces, wear particle evolution
requires local plastic flow and fatigue. Hence, one of the most important
properties of a surface is its cyclic plastic resistance. In the absence
of detailed information, the cyclic plastic resistance can be approximated
by the monotonic deformation resistance of a material. Clearly since wear
may be of interest at any temperature and sliding velocity we need to con-
sider the inelastic deformation resistance of a solid at all temperatures
between O°K and its melting point and at strain ratc; ranging from the com-
mon creep rates of c.a. 10- sec- to very high rates of the order of lO

3

sec-1 . It is common knowledge that different mechanisms of inelastic de-
formation can be active in different ranges of temperature, and strain rate,
and that at any given temperature and strain rate the deformation resistanceof different materials can be vastly different. Ashby and Frost, (13) how-

ever, have demonstrated that at similar homologous temperatures and at
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steady state strain rate2s that are in the same proportion to their atomic
diffusivity, all crystalline materials of the same grain size exhibit de-
formation resistances that are roughly in the same proportion to their
shear modulus. This is shown in Figure 2 for one characteristic normalized
strain rate for a wide selection of crystalline materials with greatly dif-
ferent crystal structures and bonding while Figure 3 on the other hand, shows
the temperature dependence of the normalized deformation resistance for a
typical solid solution stainless steel alloy at a given grain size for a
range of strain rates.( 14) Figure 3 in particular shows that while the
obstacle controlled plastic resistance at low temperatures is relatively
strain rate insensitive, it becomes quite sensitive in the range where
diffusion governs. In addition, in the latter range, grain boundaries begin
to offer a lower resistance to deformation resulting in boundary sliding
which makes deformation on the scale of a grain very inhomogeneous and
accentuates critical fracture processes there. All such departures from
the more familiar rate independent behavior will have important consequences
on the wear process in the elevated temperature range.
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Fig. 2.-Dependence of normnjlized deformation resistance on homologous
temperature, for a given normalized shear strain rate for a large group
of crystalline materials (from Ashby and Frost, (13) courtesy of M.I.T. '
Press).
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Deformation mechanism maps of the type shown in Figures 2 and 3 are
based on steady state deformation. At low temperatures where strain hard-
ening prevents deformation at a steady rate, the plastic resistance con-
sidered in such deformation mecIanism maps pertains to an asymptotic be-
havior where strain hardening has been saturated. Although saturation of
strain hardening is rarely attainable in monotonic deformation, it is a com-
mon fact in cyclic deformation. Hence, idealized deformation mechanism
maps as the one shown in Figure 3 for monotonic deformation are at least
qualitatively more representative for cyclic deformation. The actual level
of the saturated cyclic plastic resistance depends on the balance of cyclic
strain hardening and recovery processes which are not yet clearly under-
stood and can be described only qualitatively. Nevertheless, some effects
are clear and are worth noting. While impenetrable particles of all sizes,
at the same mean net spacing, perform equally well for the purpose of im-
peding dislocation motion and governing the plastic resistance, large par-
ticles tend to be more effective in influencing strain hardening. On the
other hand, low temperature nondiffusive recovery in f.c.c. metals and
other close packed structures is impeded by a low stacking fault energy
that inhibits cross slip of screw dislocations and constrains slip to be
planar. Similarly, at high temperatures where climb motion of dislocations
adds another powerful mechanism of recovery, thermally stable particles can
inhibit subgrain growth and maintain the creep resistance at high levels.

Initiation of Cracks

An intriguing feature of cyclic plastic deformation at low homologous
temperatures in single phase metals and alloys is the formation of persis-
tent slip bands throughout the volume but particularly near the free sur-
faces during roughly the first thousand cycles. Detailed studies of the
dislocation content of persistent slip bands(15) has established that very
well organized forward and backward dislocation motions occur inside these
bands that produce extrusions and intrusions and eventually give rise to
formation of cracks inside them by a mechanism that most probably involves
surface grooving due to repeated in and out motion of slip on different
crystallographic planes inside a persistent slip band.('.6) Hence in this
process the free surface plays a key role as the place from which grooving
can start. In wear where there are intense strain gradients near the sur-
face other mechanisms of crack initiation, less statiszical and random in
nature, such as surface grooving by fold-over events resulting in cold
welds become more prominent. There are no known case; of fatigue crack
formation in single phase alloys below the surface. At elevated homologous
temperatures, back and forth sliding of grain boundaries and accompanying
boundary migrations take the place of persistent sli bands in producing
surface grooving and crack initiation as shown in Figure 4. Although the
documentation in this case is far less complete than the low temperature
process, again the existing evidence indicates that in single phase alloys
cracks form at the surface.

In very brittle materials where plastic flow is very restricted or
absent altogether, tensile stresses around indentations outside the zone
of contact of the indenter can be high enough to propagate existing minute
surface cracks that may have resulted from earlier chemical attack, local
phase transformations, devitrification in glasses, or from damage due to
contact with a particularly hard object with particularly small radius of
curvature. Such cracking in brittle solids in the absence of environmental
stress corrosion, however, is primarily of a monotonic nature and does not
involve cumulative damage so characteristic of cyclic deformation.
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Fig. 4.-Cyclically sliding and migrating grain boundary (GB) initiating a
surface groove and eventual crack in Fe 3% Si alloy at 900OC: a) after
10.5 cycles, b) after 20.5 cycles, c) after 30.5 cycles, d) after 40.5
cycles; arrow shows tension-compression direction.

The implications of the above statements are clear. In ductile single
phase alloys or even brittle compounds and glasses, cracking that is neces-
sary for wear particle evolution must stdrt from the free surface as there
dre no other important weak sites or interfaces below the surface. The only
exceptions to this rule might be the generation of very large tensile stres-
ses bordering on the cohesive strength "focused" underneath the surface
while the surface is protected by large compressive stresses everywhere.
The asperity contacts do not fall into this category.

In heterogeneous alloys, fatigue cracks can be initiated from inter-
faces of second phase particles by decohesion or from cracked second phase
particles. In monotonic straining, the process of particle decohesion or
particle fracture occurs when interface tractions or stresses inside par-
ticles resulting from deformation incompatibilities between phases reach
the interface strength or the cohesive strength of the particle.(17) The
corresponding process in cyclic straining, where deformation incompatibili-
ties are partially accommodated by rather effective cyclic recovery effects,
many cycles are required to produce the same end 'esult. The computation
of the rate of production of such stresses involves elastic-plastic analy-
sis incorporating repeated reversals, with residual stresses, which all re-
quire accurate knowledge of amplitude dependent cyclic stress strain be-
havior (to account for cyclic hardening, recovery and the Bauschinger ef-
fect) and highly efficient nonlinear numerical analysis programs. At the
present time, neither the phenomenological information (let alone the mech-
anistic understandirg) nor the required non-linear analysis techniques are
available to handle such problems with any reasonable level of accuracy.
Hence, the level of understanding of crack formation from second phase par-
ticles in cyclic straining is at best qualitative, but it has been esta-
blished that cracks form by this mechanism after fewer strain reversals than
would have been required i- forming them from persistent slip bands. At
elevated temperatures the places of action are still the sliding grain
boundaries where cyclic sliding produces decohesion or fracture of grain
boundary particles. Once again, the development of stresses on or in such
particles due to incompatibilities resulting from grain boundary sliding
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and the attendant decohesion or cavity nucleation is reasonably well under-
stood in monotonic deformation,(18-21) but not in cyclic deformation.

In crack formation during monotonic straining it has been reported that
large particles are generally more effective than small ones.( 22) It has
now been established that there are two reasons for such behavior. (23) .
First, it turns out that for rigid particles of size less than about 1OOA,
embedded in a linearly hardening medium, there is not enough strain energy
stored in the elastically strained lattice around the particles to provide
for the surface energy of the cavity that is to form. Since stress concen-
trations are lower but have longer ranges in non-linearly strain hardening
continua, the energy cut-off will occur at smaller particle sizes than that
given above, the more non-linear the medium becomes.(20) Above the cut-off
size, the necessary and sufficient condition for hole nucleation is the
attainment of the cohesive strength at least over a small region of the
interface or interior. What has been thought of as a second narticle size
effect has now been established to be an effect of particle interaction,

(23)

where larger stresses arise between two closely spaced particles due to the
need to dissipate larger deformation incompatibilities in smaller regions
and where the effect must be more correctly ascribed to random variations
of local particle volume fraction from point to point.(24) Similar effects
are likely to be present in cyclic straining.

The lesson for wear particle formation that can be derived from the a-
bove discussion is that holes and cracks in heterogeneous alloys can form
interfaces between matrix and particle anywherc in the material where the
conditions can be satisfied, and free surfaces play a far less important
role.

Growth of Cracks

It was observed by Forsyth(25) that fatigue cracks have two growth
regimes. In Stage I, cracks that have nucleated in persistent slip bands
or by some initial coalescence of cavities around particles, grow inside
the persistent slip bands or shear zones for some distance which in medium
grain size polycrystalline metals is of the order of the grain size. This
mode of crack growth is comparatively slow and is very difficult to study.
It has been largely ignored or avoided by the vast majority of fatigue re-
searchers on the weak argument that it may not make up much of the fatigue
life or that it may be lumped together with the crack nucleation. In wear
particle formation the state of stress at an asperity contact will in most
instances medn that cracks need to grow in shear,(11T hence, by a Stage I
mechanism. This should be an added stimulus for emphasizing research on
Stage I Crack growth to supplement the meagre data available.(26,27) Tn

Stage II, the growing crack switches into a direction nearly normal to the
direction of maximum tension and after a period of rapid acceleration in a
so-called threshold range settles down to a rate dc/dn that can be described
by a simple power function of the amplitude of the stress intensity factor
LK

do M (2)n7= a (K)
m

where o is a proportionality constant that can be temperature dependent. In
this so-called Paris law region,( 28) the exponent m depends on the plane
strain fracture toughness KIC and varies from an asymptotic value of 2 for
materials with very high fracture toughness to rather large exponents as
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the fracture toughness decreases. (29) While the crack gr.. %-th ac)rding to
anexponent of 2 is readily explainable as resulting from accumulation of
irreversible surface production due to the crack tip opening per cycle, the
higher exponents cannot so readily be justified beyond stating that they
often signify the presence of embrittlement effects that accelerate crack
growth. 0°) The growth of fatigue cracks in thi. region is well investi-
gated and quite considerable data on it exists,( 31) making it unnecessary
for us to go into it further. It may siffice to add that at elevated tem-
perature this mode of fatigue crack growth becomes also more strongly de'.
pendent on the frequency of reversals of stress, (32) as the plastic flow
itself that is instrumental in the crack extension becomcs strain rate
dependent.

It has been well documented that the Stage II fatigue crack growth
rte is accelerated by aggressive environments which tend to either in-
hibit undoing, during the compression phase of a cycle, an already generated
free surfacc at a crack tip, or accelerate crack growth by embrittlement of
the material.(

33)

Some direct correlations have been reported between Stage II fatigue
crack growth rates in tansion cycling and wear rates in laboratory experi-
meaits.(34) An expanded study is likely to establish that the correlation
will be between Stage I crack growth and the wear rate. It is interesting
to observe in this connection that if certain environmental effects which
accelerate fatigue crack growth rate are present and are observed to ac-
celerate the wear rate, this would be a strong indication that the cracks
producing wear particles are vented to the environment and may have initi-
ated from the surface.

Hard Layers, Soft Layers

A controversy has raged for many years on whether or not surface layers
of a plastically deforming body are harder or softer than the interior of
the body (see e.g., (35,36)). Although this controversy is not readily
settled by a short discussion here, it may be useful to take accoint of some
facts.

Much has been made of Fisher's(37) suggestion that due to image stresses
dislocation sources near the surface, in a Frank network of dislocations, re-
quire about half the stress to operate than similar sources in the interior.
Altnough this is perfectly true, if the plasticity is not just to be re-
stricted to the very surface layer but is to initiate deformation in the in-
terior as well, the surface dislocation has to travel inward and cut through
the remainder of the Frank network. Hence, there should be no reduction in
the yield stress of a large part due to sources on the surface.(16)

Fourie 34) has shown in a set of very careful experiments that in
single phase metals cnd alloys where strain hardening is a statistical
process of dislocation storage by mutual interactions and blockage, surface
layers are less efficient for such storage as they lack one half the dis-
location cross-flux that interior points see. This evolutionary process of
dislocation storage begins with the earliest phase of deformation in single
crystals and persists into all later stages. Although many assertions
have been made that under identical conditions of uniform strain, hard sur-
face layers develop in the process of strain hardening, (35 no direct and
unambigious evidence has ever been furnished to substantiate them.(38)
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There are, however, numerous well documented cases of hard surfaces
resulting from oxide layers, polycrystalline layers on single crystals,
composition gradients, etc. which have far-reaching influences beyond what
can be expected from their volume fraction. As in the case of the soft
layers discussed above, the disproportionate influence of hard layers re-
sults from their "catalytic" role in accentuating strain hardening.( 5) In
the case of surface sliding and wear, where plasticity can be very intensive
but only "skin deep," the cyclically deformed surface layers can retain very
large densities of well accommodated dislocations in very tight multipolar
clusters, which as a result should have little tendency to be extracted out
by the free surface. Such dense multipolar clusters should present no long
range stress but will pose strong obstacles to dislocations of the interior
and act as moderately strong layers which block the passage of some interior
dislocations before they give way and give rise to relatively sharp slip
bands. If such heavily deformed thin surface layers are removed by electro-
polishing, it is found that the usual slip band or slip line structure that
developes upon incremental deformation is far more diffuse. (39) This effect
is well known in crystal plasticity by researchers who have learned never
to perform fundamental experiments on slip distribution with mechanically
polished single crystals. It is most likely that the Beilby'layer, knownto metallographers, is nothing more than this layer just discussed.
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DISCUSSION

S. JAHANMIR, Cornell University: I would like to offer some explanation for
the strange behavior that was mentioned about the effect of load and sur-
face roughness on wear. The effect of surface roughness is present only
at the initial stages of wear. Once the original roughness of the surface
is removed by the wear process, the steady-state wear does not depend on
the initial surface roughness. As for the behaviors at different loads, we
observed that at low loads the behavior was controlled by the gradual re-
moval of the asperities. So the total wear of the surface which had the
highest roughness was larger than the total wear of the surface with the
smallest roughness. Of course, the steady-state wear rate of both sur-
faces was the same. When we increased the load, asperities of smooth sur-
face could n.)t support the load and thus were broken up very quickly in the
sliding process starting the steady state delamination wear processes im-
mediately. But for rough surfaces it took some time before the rough, hard
asperities could be removed and the delamination process could start. In
all cases, the steady state wear rate will not depend on the initial surface
roughness.

A. S. ARGON: I believe that is really what I said. Once the surface has
been worked into a steady state, the initial roughness is not very impor-
tant. I am sorry if I failed to mention your research on surface rough-
ness.

QUESTIONER: Most of the figures refer to the mechanical data obtained on
bulk materials. Are you suggesting that we can use the bulk properties
when the near surface properties might be quite different from the bulk
material?

ARGON: In effect I am making partly that suggestion. If we know the hard-
ness of the surface (this is not necessarily the bulk hardness of the
material) after it has been rubbed, after it has been cyclically deformed,
and after it has come to a cyclic steady-state of deformation resistance,
presumably the temperature and strain rate dependence can be scaled by the
deformation mechanism mapi. That is really what I am saying. But we want
to be cautious that we 1are some information about the state of deformation
of that material at that Varticular strain. Whether or not we have that
material in bulk or near the surface, I do not think it will matter all that
much.

SAME QUESTIONER: It matters very much because there is a coupling reaction
between the strain and the service mechanical properties.

ARGON: Well, I do not contest that, of course. I am just saying that as
long as the microstructure of the material (the state of the dislocation
arrangements, etc.) is the same in bulk and in the surface, the deformation
resistance of that material will be the same both in the bulk and in the
surface. We should be aware that the deformation behavior is not necessar-
ily obtained from a tension test. But may have to be obtained from a torsion
experiment, or under a great deal of compression, where we essentially get
that state of strain by compressing the material. So far as the micro-
structure of the rubbed region is the same as the bulk, it should not make
any difference. However, if you have an aggressive atmosphere, and if that
has penetrated into the surface in some manner, then it may be different.
Barring those things, it should make no difference.
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E. F. FINKIN, Allegheny Ludlum Industries: In one of your figures you de-
fine the wear process as the fracture of the asperities. I think that is
too confining because one can easily envision situations where the asperity
rubs on a relatively smooth surface in a cyclic fashion, like in rotating
specimens, and failure can take place due to the cyclic stresses in the
smooth body, not by the failure in the asperity region of one of the rubb-
ing asperities. To concentrate only on the fracture of the asperity is an
unnecessarily restrictive approach.

ARGON: Don't you think though that once you have the steady-state roughness
the asperities induce plastic deformation in the material by the rubbing
action? Those things I call asperity. Maybe that definition is not common.

FINKIN: Yes, you will develop an equilibrium roughness,which depends on the
dynamics of the system, but if you actually look at the sequence of events,
the coming together and breaking of junctions like in Archard's model, is
far too restrictive.

ARGON: No, I didn't mean that. I am just saying that when a surface of a
given roughness rubs another surface and repeatedly indents it, at some
stage during this process either on the surface or in the subsurface region
a crack is formed. When that crack propagates wear particles come out.
That is the picture I am sketching.

FINKIN: OK. I do not disagree with that; that is a broader view than just
the tearing out of asperities. Failure can occur at either surface and when
it occurs, it is not just an asperity failure.

ARGON: It looks as if I have used the word asperity in an overly general
sense,

FINKIN: I think so.

WATERHOUSE, University of Nottingham: Could you please comment on the dis-
sipation of energy in sliding, particularly where the amplitude is of the
order of a few microns as in fretting? We seem to get some correlation
between the wear damage and thermal conductivity.

ARGON: Well, I don't know really what to say there. The deformation work,
particularly when the material attains a steady state hardness, goes into
the specimen and it has to be lost in the form of heat. Depending on the
rate of deformation, there may be a temperature rise. I think the small
amplitude deformation may be particularly lossy and can raise the tempera-
ture quite high. Surface oxidation, oxide particle formation, etc. can
take place. Am I right?

WATERHOUSE: Yes, we do see a similarity between say pure aluminum and pure
copper which are of course widely separated if we think in terms of stack-
ing fault energy.

ARGON: Well, I am sorry I don't have any bright answers.

WATERHOUSE: Thank you.

R. DASKIVICH, G.M. Research Laboratories: A major premise that you used in
formulating the continuum mechanics approach is that the grain size be
sufficiently small. Could you give some examples of materials where the
continuum mechanics approach would work and where it would not. What I am
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looking for is a transition region.

ARGON: I think in heavily worked material the grain size is not important
any more because the dislocation structure is on a finer scale than the grain.
It is essentially the cell size which I emphasize. I think that will be the
scale that we have to take above which a continuum mechanics solution is
valid. Grain size will turn out to be an important parameter in initially
annealed and then lightly deformed materials where plastic flow may go from
one boundary to another boundary. Then the slip line length determines the

scale. Once the material is sufficiently worked, the deformation resist-
ance comes to a steady-state. Then the scale of the problem is very much
finer which is fortunate because that enables us to use continuum mechanics.
What that scale is I cannot say, although I have thought about it for a
very long time. You can have upper and lower bounds for it which may be
orders of magnitude apart. Surely that scale must be above any mean parti-
cle spacing, dislocation bow out spacing, and the cell size which is in the
range of 0.5 - 0.1 urm. In annelled material it may be as large as the
grain size. Hcwever, we can ignore those instances because they are not
very important in the wear problem. Once the surfaces is properly worn in,
then its deformation resistance is small and therefore the transition size
should be about 0.2 Um.
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ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
NEAR-SURFACE MATERIAL IN FRICTION AND WEAR

D. A. Rigney

ABSTRACT

Professor Argon's paper is a welcome contribution to the literature on
friction and wear. Investigators in these fields should be encouraged to
emphasize inelastic deformation and fracture in their tribological investi-
gations.

Comments in this discussion paper are designed to supplement those of
Argon on such topics as the use of the term "plowing", the role of suzface
finish, the nature of break-in and steady-state regimes, stacking fault
energy and microstructure, and controversies on crack origins and on hard
vs. soft surface layers.

DISCUSSION

Professor Argon's paper(1) is a welcome contribution to the literature
on friction and wear. The approach taken is one that is particularly
appreciated by workers in materials-related fields. ihough he is in Mechani-
cal Engineering, he speaks our "language," and fluently.

At the outset, Argon suggests that wear processes which are often
treated quite differently have certain features in common. In particular,
he suggests that inelastic deformation and fracture are the important uni-
fying features which should be considered if we are to advance in the under-
standing and control of friction and wear. I am in complete agreement on
this point. In fact, our own work has been based on the same founda-
tion.2,3).

I also agree with Argon that friction and wear do not really involve
new phenomena compared with the deformation and fracture observed in systems
subjected to simpler boundary conditions. The main differences arise from
the highly localized applied stresses which in turn cause high local strains,
large strain and temperature gradients, and changes in local microstructure.
We can and should learn from the vast body of knowledge already published on
deformation and fracture, and we should draw on this source inore regularly
for the specific conditions involved in friction and wear.

I agree with much of what Argon says in his paper. But there is one
section near the beginning that I find rather puzzling. It begins with the
following statement: "Furthermore, it is also known as an elementary fact
that the rate of removal of material with distance of slidinq is a linear
function of the tangential resistance to sliding, i.e., the average shear
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traction produced at the sliding interface."(M) Thus, the wear rate is
claimed to be simply proportional to the frictional force. I know of no
experimental data which supports tnis claim, unless the author is simply re-
ferring to the well-known load dependence, which is related to the tangen-
tial force through the friction coefficient. The paper cited(4) does not
clarify this question; therefore, further discussion by the author would be
appropriate.

In discussing his Figure 1, Argon has used the term "plowing" to dis-
cuss the plastic deformation resulting when a hard asperity moves across a
softer material. Traditionally, this term has been analyzed by assuming
simple geometric models involving the projected area of the indenting
asperity(5 ,6). Thus, plowing has been treated by defining an effective
yield pressure of homogeneous material. In this simple picture, local vari-
ations in structure and properties as well as deformatior below the wear
groove and to the sides have been ignored. A simple model of this approach
would consist of a pre-machined groove filled with a soft homogeneous mate-
rial like butter. The asperity simply pushes the soft material along the
groove without deforming the material which constrains it. Stich a model is
obviously not adequate, but it closely approximates the usual treatment of
plowing. Therefore, if the word plowing is to be used, I would prefer to
see it carefully defined so as to allow for all the deformation work
actually involved.

In addition to contacts which cause plastic deformation, Professor
Argon has listed contacts which behave in nearly reversible elastic manner.
I would simply like to add that if these were truly reversible, their con-
tribution to friction would be zero, because there would then be no energy
dissipated. Various inelastic effects would contribute to friction, but
true elastic contacts would not (7) .

Most of the early work on asperity contacts was restricted to situa-
tions involving normal forces. Green included tangential forces in his
impressive analysis,(B) but Argon quite rightly calls it a first order
analysis of the problem. Since Green used a model of adhesive junctions
and since he neglected local differences in microstructure, texture. and
properties, his analysis is unable to explain the observed topology of wear
surfaces or the details which metallography reveals.

The role of surface finish in friction and wear depends very much on
how long one runs a test. During an initial break-in period, the results
are sensitive to surface finish, but after this transient period, the
initial surface finish is irrelevant, as Argon indicates. Of course, in
practical devices, especially those with close tolerances, surface finish
can be critical. But for simple wear tests, if one waits for steady-state
conditions, the initial surface finish and even the initial microstructure
will not be important. Tests run during the break-in period (including any
single-pass experiments) will give highly variable results which are diffi-
cult to interpret. Tests run under steady-state conditions should be more
tractable.

We picture the break-in period as the time needed to deform surface
asperities and to create a constant (in a statistical sense) surface topol-
ogy and near-surface microstructure. Under certain conditions, this will
include creation of a dislocation cell layer of constant average thick-
ness(2).

When the microstructure near the surface remains constant, then the
wear rate and the nature of the debris generated should remain constant.
Conversely, if the microstructure changes character, the wear process
changes accordingly. If input conditions such as temperature or strain rate
produce changes in microstructure, such as cells going to sub-grains or
recrystallized grains, then the wear rate can change as well.
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As W. A. Glaeser and I pointed out at St. Louis last year, (3) the
microstructure and the imposed conditions can be interrelated by the use of
deformation mechanism maps, relatively new tools introduced by Ashby (9 ).
These devices may be considered as mechanical analogs of phase diagrams. By
using deformation maps to correlate temperature, stress, strain rate, and
microstructure, -t should be possible to predict the wear mode for a given
material subject to specific operatinq conditions. These maps should also
be helpful for predicting wear rate transitions when these conditions are
changed.

Argon has also called attention to the potential usefulness of deforma-
tion mechanism maps for friction and wear. He has, in addition, presented
an interesting discussion on the applicability of these diagrams. He con-
cludes that deformation mechanism maps are probably more representative for
situations involving cyclic deformation than for monotonic deformation,
because they are based on steady-state deformation, which in turn requires
opportunities for recovery to balance work hardeninq.

Before going on to the subject of crack initiation, I should like to
clarify the relationship between stacking fault energy and cross-slip. It
is well known that cross-slip of screw dislocations can occur readily in
materials with high stacking fault energy. Cross-slip in turn leads to cell
formation at relatively low strains. On the other hand, low stacking fault
energy metals such as silver or brass tend toward planar slip because of the
difficulty of cross-slip. However, if the strains are sufficiently large,
even these materials form weil-developed cells(1°O12). This is important
during wear, because the large strains needed for cell formation in these
materials are almost certainly present. Thus, for wear, cell formation will
generally occur near the surface. Other factors being equal, the stacking

fault energy will affect how soon the cells form and how thick the cellular
region will be.

Since wear generates loose debris, fracture processes are obviously
involved. As Argon has noted, there is disagreement as to the origins of
the wear cracks. Those who favor fatigue mechanisms believe that the cracks
begin at the surface. In fact, as Argon points out, "There are no known
cases of fatigue crack formation in single phase alloys below the sur-
face" (1). Of course, the usual fatigue tests involve more clearly defined
and simpler loading conditions than those encountered with wear tests, so

some exceptions may yet be found. The typical alternating stress patterns
in most fatigue tests are replaced for wear by cycles of compressive stress
followed by nearly complete unloading, without appreciable reverse loading.

A second group of workers includes Suh and his colleagues( 13 , 4). They
have referred to Hertz stress calculations to rationalize cracks nucleating
at some distance from the surface. In typical conciercial alloys or other
materials containing inclusions, interior cracks are to be expected because
of plastic compatibility problems at the particle/matrix interfaces. These
are the materials in which internal cracks are prominent. No one has
clearly demonstrated for sliding wear that cracks nucleate at depths con-
sistent with Hertz-type calculations in the absence of pre-existing voids
or inclusions.

Suh has presented the results of a computer calculation of the stress
field under a model asperity slidina on a homogeneous medium(15). His re-
sults (Figure 1) do show some small tensile stresses behind the slider, but

the stress orientations do not favor Suh's choice of the crack nucleation
site. Ris plot shows that the tensile direction is roughly parallel to the
sliding direction, and this of course favors fracture perpendicular to the
wear direction.

Whether wear cracks begin below the surface and eventually propagate
outwards or whether they nucleate at the surface and propagate inwards
should not be considered as mutually exclusive alternatives. We may find
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that one mechanism operates to generate one wear particle and the other
operates for a nearby wear event. A third possibility is that both occur
simultaneously, with the crack tips eventually joining below the surface
(see Figure 2). We should not be surprised to find such complications.
After all, when any of these cracks are formed, the boundary conditions will
be changed locally, and the stress patterns will differ from those predicted

* by simplified computer models.
One of the strongest arguments for preferring crack initiation at the

wear surface is that involving environmental effects. Argon has cor, ctly
pointed out that the existence of such effects indicates strongly that
cracks either init-ate at the surface or vent there. In the first case, the
aggressive environment could accelerate both the nucleation and propagation
of fracture. In the latter case, it would mainly accelerate the crack
propagation. If crack nucleation were known to be rate-controlling, the
correct alternative would be clear.

The fact that various etchants clearly reveal the existence'of a highly
deformed near-surface region may offer a clue to the nature of environmental
effects in many wear situations. Usually, the highly deformed region is
revealed by preferential etching. This suggests that deformation has

created highly defective regions, which, because of their relatively high
energy, are readily attacked by the etch solution. Cell walls would seem
to be reasonable candidates for such attack. Thus, it seems possible to
include environmental effects in a natural way in the cell model described
in reference( 2).

After discussing the nucleation of cracks, Argon has focussed attention
on the growth of cracks under fatigue conditions. The discussion of Stage I
crack growth may be relevant for the deformation at some depth into the
wearing material, but it seems unlikely that it will help us understand

(a) I

(b)

II
- _J

Fig. 2.-Three simple fracture paths for wear by delamination.
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processes closer to the surface, where identifiable grains are absent. In
that region, it is tempting to associate both nucleation and growth of
cracks with the highly-textured and fine microstructure. Specifically, we
have proposed a cell microstructure with fracture propagating parallel to
(and probebly within) cell walls(2).

It is interesting to note the discussion on whether the surface region
is harder or softer than the bulk material. Hirth and I have recently dis-
cussed the same controversy (3), because it is indeed relevant to the sub-
jects of friction and wear. I would like to suggest that part of the
problem lies in what we mean by the words "hard" and "soft." One can
question whether the near surface hardness, as measured by the usual pene-
tration microhardness test, is a relevant parameter for wear, which seems to
be associated with very high levels of highly directional strain. That is,
the word "soft" is ambiguous for a case in which structural anisotropy is
pronounced. Certain microstructures could exhibit very high microhardness
values and yet they could be "soft" in the sense that stresses in a selected
o cection could easily give large strains.

Finally, I would like to refer to Argon's discussion of the dislocation
structure of the heavily deformed surface region. He suggests that t,,is
region contains dense clusters of dislocation multipoles which are stable
even near the surface and which have no long range stress field. I agree
with this picture, but I would go further and suggest that at the high
strains typically encountered, these multipoles are arranged in cell walls,
and the traditional Bellby layer is probably a cellular region near the
surface.
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DISCUSSION

S. GANESH, Bendix Research Laboratory: In actual sliding there will be a
temperature gradient below the surface. G~ven that, it may be diffi,.':lt to
predict the dominant mechanism by deformation mechanism maps. Also because
of the same reason the effect of stacking fault energy in controlling the
wear may not be as important as you have emphasized. Could you please
comment?

D. RIGNEY: I would like to comment on the temperature first. The tempera-
ture gradient has recently been shown to be not as steep as people normally
thought it would be, the reason being that most estimates of the tempera-
ture and the temperature gradient have been based on the assumption that the
temperature source was at the surface. That is, the surface was considered as
a 2-dimensional heat source. As we all know, a localized heat source at
one place will give a spike there so the temperature and the temperature
gradient will be very high. Recent work at the Technion, published in Wear
last year, analyzes the problem as an extended h!at source over a volume, as
Prof. Argon and I would expect, since plastic defozmation is the source of
heat. Then neither the temperature nor the temperature gradient will be
high. I agree with you that high temperatures and temperature gradients
will affect just about all the properties, but I want to point out that it
is not as severe as many people think.

N. P. SUH, MIT: I would like to make a few comments. Certainly no one dis-
putes the fact that there are dislocation cells. But some of the data you
have shown should be analyzed carefully. If indeed mere dislocation cell
formation creates internal cracks, some of the soft thin metallic coatings
which were effective in preventing wear should never work. We have to
realize the fact that a complex relationship between deformation mechanisms,
state of stress (i.e., normal load and coefficient of friction) and the micro-
structure affects the wear process. Even in the case of stacking fault
energy a number of processes such as crack propagation rate, crack nuclea-
tion rate, etc. depend on it. There is a danger in trying to collect a
great deal of data from all sorts of materials and then trying to generalize
in terms of one parameter. If you try to categorize there are eight differ-
ent ways cracks can nucleate and propagate which I have shown elsewhere in
these proceedings.

D. RIGNEY: I do not mean to say that stacking fault energy is the only im-
portant property -- certainly not. There are many other important proper-
ties. This was one correlation that was experimentally noted by many
people in the past. John Hirth and I discussed why there might be such a
correlation. The model I give here is just one reason why this stacking
fault energy correlation might occur. I think that texture, which depends
on stacking fault energy, also has some effect on wear. Certainly the great
variety of cracking that occurs is also important.

You also cited the connection between friction and wear. There is no
simple quantitative correlation between friction and wear. I think there
is a very simple reason why that is so. Argon and X have both emphasized
two factors: plastic deformation and fracture. I believe there would be a
good correlation with the plastic deformation part if only we could separ-
ate it, but there is no reason why we should expect a correlation between

friction and fracture. The fracture events that produce wear debris have
very little to do with friction, except for the noise.
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ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
DELAMINATION WEAR

AND THE INITIATION AND GROWTH OF
FATIGUE CRACKS

IN ULTRAHIGH STRENGTH STEEL
R. 0. Ritchie

ABSTRACT

According to the delamination theory of sliding wear, wear damage can
result from cyclic shear deformation due to surface traction exerted by
asperities leading to sub-surface initiation and propagation of fatigue
czacks (under combined Mode 1 and II conditions). Estimates of the rate
of such fatigue crack propagation under sliding wear conditions in steels
have been found to be in the near-threshold regime (i.e., typically below
10-5 mm/cycle). Accordingly, the object of this work was to investigate
whether microstructures which are known to be highly resistant to Mode I
near-threshold fatigue crack propagation in an ultrahigh strength steel
(300-M) show similar resistance to sliding wear in environments of ambient
temperature air. Effects of tempering temperature and hardness were
specifically investigated. It was found that wear resistance in this
steel bore no direct relationship to crack propagation resistance, whereas
a direct correlation was found with resistance to crack initiation (or
more correctly the initiation and growth of microcracks). The significance
of these results are discussed in the light of the limiting mechanisms for
delamination wear in ultrahigh strength steels and the size-scale of the
events involved.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the delamination theory of wear (-) has gained in-
creasingly wide acceptance as one of th. basic mechanisms of wear when
sliding surfaces come into contact. The essence of the theory is that nor-
mal and tangential forces are transmitted through contact points dt asper-
ities between two surfaces by adhesion and plowing, such that the softer
surface experiences cyclic loading (at asperity-to-asperity and asperity-
to-plane contact points) when the asperities of the harder surface plow it.
The resultant accumulated cyclic plastic shear deformation gives rise to
sub-surface crack nucleation in the softer material, which on further de-
formation leads to crack propagation and coalescence parallel to the sur-
face at a depth governed by material and friction characteristics. Re-
moval of material through formation of wear particles is then achieved
when cracks shear to the surface generating long, thin, "delaminated" wear
sheets.

S--.~-~ -~-r-'
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Whereas the rate controlling mechanism for delamination wear may be
one of cyclic deformation, crack nucleation or crack propagation, recent
evidence has su gested that in many materials the critical step is crack
propagation. (1-4 Furthermore, estimates of the rate of growth of delami-
nation cracks in steels have indicated that propagation rates are less
than lO-5mm/cycle,(S) and are thus in a regime of growth rates (the so-
called near-threshold range) where the influence of microstructure becomes
of paramount importance (regime A in Figure l).(6) Accordingly, as noted
by Argon,(7) attempts have been made to directly correlate wear rates with
macroscopic fatigue crack propagation rates, measured under tensile open-
ing Mode I loading, but to date results have been somewhat unconvincing.(41

The object of the present work is to examine wear rates in a steel
where fatigue crack propagation behavior, particularly at near-threshold
rates (i.e., less than lO-5mm/cycle) has been extensively characterized. (6,8)
The rationale here is simply that, if near-threshold crack propagation is
indeed a rate-controlling step in the development of delamination wear
cracks, then microstructures which show superior resistance to fatigue at
extremely slow growth rates should similarly show superior resistance to
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Fig. 2.-Schematic diagram showing the variation of fatigue crack propa-
gation rate under tensile loading (da/dN) with alternating stress in-
tensly (t;) indz'ca'ing ,itLDry faiure !echani.ms. AKo is the threshold
stress intensity below which crack propagation cannot be detected, Kc
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The material chosen for study was an ultrahigh strength, aircraft-
quality (vacuum-arc remielted) 300-M steel, of composition in weight per-
cent shown below:

C Mn Cr Ni Mo Si S P V

0.42 0.76 0.76 1.76 0.41 1.59 0 002 0.007 0.10

The composition is essentially that of AISI 4340 modified with 1.3%
silicon.

To investigate effects of microstructure on wear and fatigue charac-
teristics in this material, specimens were austenitized for 1 hour at 870°C
and quenched into agitated oil to form martensite, yielding a prior aus-
tenite grain size of 20 um. Tempering was carried out for 1 hour at tem-
peratures of 1000, 3000, 4700 and 650*C to provide a wide range of proper-
ties. These treatments are hereinafter referred to as Tl00, T300, T470
and T650, respectively. The resultant microstructures were fully ch.rac-
terized with respect to ambient temperature mechanical properties from mono-
tonic and cyclic uniaxial tensile tests, plane strain fracture toughness
(K,,) tests, and fatigue crack propagation behavior over an extremely wide
range of growth rates from 10-8 to lO-imm/cycle. Full details of the ex-
perimental procedures used are described elsewhere.(6,8) Unlubricated wear
tests were performed on a lathe using a cylinder-on-cylinder geometry,
where the cylindrical specimens of diameter 6.4 mm, were rotated against a
similar sized stationary slider of AISI 52100 steel (R,=69). A lathe tool
dynamometer, connected to the slider, was attached to the carriage of the
lathe and the normal force applied by the tranverse motion of the carriage.
Normal and friction forces were monitored using a strain gauge assembly and
displayed on a Sanborn recorder. Tests were carried out using a 1 kg load,
for a duration of 30 minutes, at a surface sliding speed of 2m/min., cor-
respondirg to a sliding distance of 60 m. Wear rates were determined from
weight loss measurements using a chemical balance.

All tests were performed in ambient temperature air (230C) with rela-
tive humidity 45%, on specimens machined in the longitudinal L-T orientation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ambient temperature mechanical properties of the structures tested are
listed in Table I. All structures were typical of tempered lath martensite
with some evidence of twinning. The TI0 microstructure contained a high
dislocation density, autotempered carbides and roughly 6% retained austenite
distributed as thin, 200 A thick films surrounding martensite laths. Evi-
dence of s-carbide was seen in T300 structures, the retained austenite con-
tent being reduced to N4%. Interlath cementite replaced s-carbide in T470
structures, and the retained austenite content was below 1%. In the T650
structure, the cementite had spheroidized and all austenite had transformed.

Fatigue crack propagation data, in the form of growth rates (da/dN)
versus the alternating stress intensity factor (AK=Ymax-Krn), are shown
in Figure 2. The data presented represent behavior over the entire range
of growth rates from the threshold stress intensity (Ay,), below which
creck propagation cannot be detected, to final failure characterized by
KIc ki.e., 10-8-10-1mm/cycle). Measurements were taken for a load ratio
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TABLE I.--AMBIENT TEMPERATURE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 300-M

0.2% offset K R

Code Yield Stress U.T.S. Elongation Ic c

Monotonic Cyclic (% of 1 in.
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) gauge) (MPavm)

T100 1497 2107 2338 12.4 36 55

T300 1737 1486 2006 11.9 65 50

T470 1497 1198 1683 12.1 69 45

T650 1074 861 1186 18.1 152 37
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temperature is raised, the threshold AK, increases from 3.0 to 8.5 mPaV',
concurrent with a two-fold reduction in strength. Clearly, as the tensile
strength or cyclic yield strength of 300-M is decreased with increasing
tempering temperature, there is a significant increase in resistance to
near-threshold fatigue crack propagation.

Results from the wear tests are shown in Figure 3 as a function of
tempering temperature and hardness. The decrease in hardness resulting
from an increase in tempering temperature apparently does not affect the
steady state friction coefficient (u), which is observed to be approximately
0.5 for this steel. Wear rates, however, defined as the volume of material
lost per unit sliding distance, are dramatically increased by nearly an
order of magnitude as the tempering temperature is increased. Similarly,
the wear coefficient (k), defined from Archard's wear equation(9 ) and re-
presenting the wear rate normalized with respect to hardness, is almost an
order of magnitude larger in the softer T650 structure compared to the TlOO
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Fig. 3.-Friction and wear propetties of 300-M steel, quenched and tempered
between 100 and 6501C, as a function of Brinell hardness: a) friction
coefficient, b) wear rate, and c) wear coefficient. The normal load was
1 kg, duration of tests was 30 minutes at a sliding speed of 2 m/min.,
in environment of ambient temperature air at 45% relative humidity.
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structure. Thus as the tensile strength or hardness of 300-M is decreased
with increasing tempering temperature, there is a significant decrease in
resistance to unlubricated sliding wear.

A comparison of resistance to near-threshold crack propagation, char-
acterized by the threshold AKo, with wear resistance, characterized by the
reciprocal of the wear coefficient (k-1), in this steel (Figure 4) thus
indicates a total lack of direct correlation between wear and macroscopic
fatigue crack growth. In fact, microstructures which are most resistant to
crack propagation are least resistant to wear. However, if the wear resis-
tance is compared to the resistance to fatigue crack initiation, character-
erized by the smooth bar fatigue limit*, a direct correlation can be seen
between wear and fatigue behavior as a function of tempering temperature
(Figure 4).

Thus it appears that for ultrahigh strength steels, such as 300-M,
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Fig. 4.-Correlation of fatigue and wear properties of 300-M steel, quenched
and tempered between 100 and 6500C, as a function of Brinell hardness.
Wear resistance characterized by reciprocaZ of wear coefficient, near-
threshold crack growth resistance by threshold 6Ko value, and crack ini-
tiation resistance by smooth bar fatigue limit.
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wear rates cannot be directly correlated with representative Mode I fatigue
crack propagation rates, but rather with crack initiation behavior charac-
terizing the initiation and growth of microcracks less than a few grain
diameters in size. A possible reason for this is apparent if one examines
the size-scale of events involved. An estimate of the threshold defect
size, below which linear elastic fracture mechanics is not applicable, can
be obtained from

AK_) 2

a 0ath :T (1CT

where AK, is the threshold stress intensity below which macrocracks do not
propagate and o is the smooth bar fatigue limit below which microcracks
do not propagate and coalesce to initiate a macrocrack. For the T650
structure, for example, this threshold defect size (at,,) is of the order of
65 im, which is significantly larger than the measured wear particle sizes
in this steel of 20 um. Thus, if wear damage and the resultant production
of wear particles in this steel is assumed to be a consequence of sub-
surface propagation of fatigue cracks, it is clear that such delamination
cracks are too small to be treated as macrocracks and their growth rates
will not correlate with macroscopic fatigue crack propagation behavior
characterized by continuum mechanics parameters such as AKo. Rather sub-
surface wear damage in this steel must be related to the initiation and
growth of microcracks, and resistance to such fatigue damage is best de-
scribed by the fatigue limit. Since in ultrahigh strength steels micro-
structures which are most resistant to crack initiation (i.e., with maxi-
mum strength) are least resistant to early (macro) crack propagation,(8 ,10)
it is therefore not surprising that wear rates do not show a direct rela-
tionship with fatigue (macro) crack propagation behavior.

We conclude then that the rate controlling step for delamination wear
in this steel is not one of macrocrack propagation, but apparently one of
initiation and growth of microcracks. Wear resistance in ultrahigh strength
steels thus appears to be enhanced in microstructures which show good re-
sistance to fatigue crack initiation rather than near-threshold macrocrack
propagation and therefore correlation with macroscopic fatigue crack pro-
pagation behavior is not observed.

FINAL REMARKS

It is perhaps worth noting that any attempt to correlate wear rates
to fatigue crack propagation rates in tension (Mode I) cycling (e.g., Ref.
3) is somewhat artificial since sub-surface delamination cracks appear to
grow under additional shear (mixed mode) conditions.(1,11) However, where-
as crack growth rates under mixed mode loading may differ in absolute mag-
nitude to rates determined for pure Mode I loading,(12,13) it is unlikely
that microstructural influences on crack propagation behavior would sig-
nificantly differ. Hence, structures which show superior resistance to

*In strict terms, the fatigue limit represents the stress to initiate a
macrocrack (i.e., a crack larger than a few grain diameters) in such high
strength steels. In softer microstructures (i.e., T650) this occurs by
the initiation, growth, and coalescence of several microcracks to form a
"fatal" macrocrack, whereas in harder microstructures (i.e., 1T100) gen-(10)
erally a single microcrack forms and propagates to form the macrocrack.
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fatigue crack propagation under tensile loading are likely to show similar
superior resistance under mixed mode loading, and thus correlation pro-
cedures are not totally unrealistic.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on a comparative study of unlubricated sliding wear and fatigue
behavior in an ultrahigh strength steel (300-M), quenched and tempered to
a range of strength conditions, the following conclusions can be made:

1) As the hardness is decreased as a result of increasing tempering
temperature, resistance to macroscopic near-threshold fatigue
crack propagation is significantly increased, whereas resistance
to unlubricated sliding wear is significantly decreased.

2) The decrease in wear resistance is consistent with a decrease
in the smooth bar fatigue limit which infers easier microcrack
initiation and growth.

3) Because of the size-scale of the events involved, wear rates
cannot be directly correlated with bulk fatigue crack propagation
rates (of macrocracks), but rather with the initiation and growth
of microcracks.
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EFFECT OF MICROSTRUCTURE ON
FRICTION AND WEAR OF METALS

N. Saka

ABSTRACT

The effect of microstructure on dry friction and sliding wear of
metals at room temperature is examined. In particular those structural
parameters that control surface traction, subsurface deformation crack
nucleation, and crack propagation are considered. The effects of crystal
structure, grain size, solute atoms, precipitates, etc. on wear proper-
ties of metals and alloys are discussed. The need for further work on the
cast structures and metastable phases is emphasized. The usefulness and
limitations of deformation-mechanism and fracture-mechanism maps in the
understanding of sliding wear of metals is critically examined.

I. INTRODUCTION

In his review paper (1) on the effect of near-surface mechanical proper-
ties on friction and wear, Professor Argon takes an instructive overview of
the friction and wear behavior or metals in particular and of materials in
general. The paper displays the characteristic elegance of Professor
Argon's writings. It is a welcome contribution to the tribology literature.

Argon correctly points out that subsurface deformation crack nuclea-
tion, and crack propagation processes control the wear rates of materials.
He also emphasizes that the key to the understanding of friction and wear
processes lies in the solution of the elastoplastic boundary value problem.
This approach originally proposed by Suh, (2) has been the basis for a
detailed inquiry into the friction and wear behavior of materials by Suh and
his coworkers over the years.( 3) Although much progress has been made on the
analyses of the subsurface deformation, crack nucleation and propagation
processes, still much work needs to be done before the wear rates of
materials can be described by analytical expressions.

Meanwhile, however, the task of designing wear-resistant materials
cannot wait until such analytical expressions are obtained. Some practical
guidelines, even if qualitative, are very much desired. The key to estab-
lishing these guidelines lies in the organization of the existing informa-
tion on friction and wear as a function of the microstructure of materials.
Such a microstructural frame work, once established, also serves as a basis

. . . . . . ..- .. . . . .. .... .. . .
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for designing experiments and interpretation of results rationally.

Accordingly, this paper is aimed at a systematic description of the
friction and wear behavior of metals as a function of their microstructure.
In an earlier review of the subject by Suh,( 4) certain aspects have already
been covered. Only pertinent points of that review will be repeated here
for the sake of continuity. Although many results reported here were ob-
tained by the investigators at MIT, the results of other investigators will
also be quoted and interpreted freely. Further, this paper is aimed at
sliding friction and wear of metals only, although microstructure profoundly
affects other modes of wear also. Moreover, the effects of environment and
temperaturp are not discussed in detail here as they are covered adequately
elsewhere in these proceedings.

I. CLASSIFICATION OF MICROSTRUCTURE

It is unnecessary to rigorously classify the microstructure of materials
here. Standard works on quantitative metallography and stereology(5,6) have
devoted considerable effort on such a classification. Fortunately, such a
fine characterization is not warranted as friction and wear properties of
metals are independent of the finer details of the microstructure.

A useful classification of metals and alloys can be carried out with
the help of a binary phase diagram such as that shown schematically in
Figure 1. Metals can be approximately classified as pure metals, solid
solutions, two-phase alloys and composites (see Table 1). Pure metals in
turn can be classified in terms of their crystal structure, substructure,
grain structure, etc. Solid solutions can be further classified as inter-
stitial and substitutional solid solutions. Two-phase metals can be clas-
sified in terms of the shape, size, connectivity, etc. of the second-phase.
Composites are included as a separate group when the volume fractions of the
various phases are comparable. Eutetics and eutectoids belong to this
group.

T ~~ +a•

A x11---0 B
F'ig. l.-Schematic binary phase diagram.

The binary phase diagram includes many important structures as tt~a

amount of the solute is increased from 0 to 100 percent. Although many
structures, which can be found in more complicated phase diagrams, cannot be
represented by the binary phase diagram, this scheme still provides a reason-
able microstructural framework for organizing the scattered information on
the friction and wear properties of metals and alloys.

<Z -
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TABLE I.-.APPROXIMATE CLASSIFICATION OF METALS AND ALLOYS

A. PURE METALS

A.1 Crystal Structure
BCC, FCC, HCP, etc.

A.2 Substructure
dislocation density, arrangement, etc.

A.3 Grain Structure

N.3.1 grain size
A.3.2 grain shape

A.3.3 texture
A.3.4 grain boundary structure

(high angle or low angle)

B. SOLID SOLUTIONS

B.1 Ordered

B.1.1 Long Range Order
B.1.2 Short Range Order

B.2 Disordered

B.2.1 Substitutional

B.2.2 Interstitial

C. TWO-PHASE (AND MULTIPHASE) ALLOYS

C.1 Volume Fraction of Precipiates
C.2 Size of Precipiates
C.3 Shape of Precipiates
C.4 Particle/Matrix Interface

D. COMPOSITES

D.1 Size
D.2 Shape of various phases.
D.3 Orientation
D.4 Connectivity

The objective of this discussion is to determine how the microstructure
affects certain basic properties and how these basic properties in turn
affect the friction and wear behavior of materials. Since friction and wear
phenomena involve two bodies in contact, they are functions of the micro-
structures of both materials. While the number of combinations of micro-
structures to be considered is increased enormously, it also gives rise to a
rich variety of phenomena that are not observed in areas such as elasticity,
plasticity and creep. As a result it also offers many possibilities by
which friction and wear can be minimized.

It should be recognized at the outset that many objections can be
raised against this microstructural approach. An important one is that as
friction and wear are not reversible processes, the initial microstructure
is altered substantially during sliding to yield a completely different
steady-state microstructure. The steady-state microstructure is a function
of not only t- initial microstructure but also the friction and wear beha-
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vior of materials in the transition period. Thus, one has to follow the
microstructural changes from the time the materials are brought into contact
until a steady-state is reached. Further, as friction and wear are essen-
tiallv surface phenomena, large gradients in microstructure are possible.
Such gradients may affect some basic properties during sliding. For example,
migration of solutes can take place due to substructure gradients which may
affect the surface energy which in turn may affect, as we shall see, the
friction coefficient.

Despite these limitations, the task of relating friction and wear of
materials to the initial structure is not hopeless. Results obtained by
many investigators over the years indeed show a strong correlation between
the initial microstructure and steady-state properties. Accordingly, an
attempt is made here to summarize such correlations. Needless to say, this
approach should be refined further to account for the microstructural vari-
ations during wear.

I1. FRICTION

Friction is the resistance to motion (both initiation and continuation)
when two contacting bodies are set into relative motion. Since it is the
principal cause of energy dissipation and wear, the mechanism of friction
has been studied extensively and many theories have been advanced. Sur-
prisingly, the frictional behavior of metals as a function of microstructure
is not fully understood yet.

The overwhelming effect of friction on wear can be seen from Figure 2
where the wear coefficient increases almost exponentially with the friction
coefficient.(7) It is clear, therefore, that for a complete characteriza-
tion of friction and wear, both phenomena have to be observed simultaneously.
Indeed, the first step in minimizing wear, wherever possible, should be by
the minimization of friction itself.

Argon points out that when a very hard material is in contact with a
very soft material, plestic contacts are established. However, between two
materials of high hardness (on the scale of the modulus) many contacts will
be of the elastic type. In the latter case, he argues, the friction coef-
ficients are expected to be lower than that in the former. When SIG < 1o-3

(s = the shear yield stress and C = the shear modulus), the friction coef-
ficients will be high, wherea, when SIG is of the order of Io-2, the fric-
tion coefficients will be low. This argument oversimplifies the frictional
behavior of metals. Accordingly a brief review of the theories of friction
is in order.

The basic theories (8 ) of sliding friction proposed in the past are:
roughness, plowing, and adhesion theories. According to the roughness
theory, friction is caused by the interlocking of asperities of the con-
tacting surfaces; i.e., the Friction force is the tangential force necessary
to lift the asperities of one surface over the asperities of the other. The
roughness component of friction according to this model is given by

Pr = tan 0()

where o is the average slope of the asperities.

According to the plowing theory, friction is caused by the tangential
motion of the hard and sharp asperities penetrated into the softer material.
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The frictional force is assumed to be the product of the cross-sectional
area of the groove and the penetration hardness of the soft material. The
plowing coefficient of friction then is given by

lip = c (2)

The adhesion theory assumes that perfect adhesion occurs at the asper-
ity contacts, and that the tangential force n .cessary to shear those adhered
asperities when sliding occurs is the frictior.al force. If the average
shear strength of the asperities is assumed to be the bulk shear strength,
s, the softer of the contacting material, the adhesion coefficient of fric-
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tion from a limit analysis is given by

S=(3)

where p is the penetration hardness.

Thus the total friction coefficient, u, can be written as

11 = lrf r + jjpfp + 1af a  (4)

where fr, fp, and fa are the fraction of the contacts in roughness, plowing
and the adhesion modes respectively, and the P's are related by the equation

fr + fp + fa + fe = 1 (5)

where fe is the fraction of the contacts in the elastic mode. It is assumed
in Equation (4) that the elastic contacts do not contribute to the friction
coefficient.

For sliding contacts, the calculated values of )1r, up, and 0a are very
small (< 0.2) compared to the experimentally measured values (0.3 - 1.2).
This situation has been improved by considering the details of plastic
deformation by slip-line field analysis which leads to the following expres-
sion for the adhesion component of friction (9)

pa = 1/0 + r/2 - 20) (6)

where e is now the maximum flank angle. Equation (6) predicts a friction
coefficient in the range 0.4 - 1.0 (depending on the value of o) when all
contacts are essentially in the adhesion mode.

It is interesting to note that the roughness, plowing and adhesion
theories of friction described so far do not represent the microstructural
effects of materials on friction coefficient. A more realistic theory from
the microstructural viewpoint is due to Rabinowicz. (8) He refined the
adhesion theory by proposing that the energy of adhesion, Wab, influences
the normal load supported by the plastic contacts at the asperities.
According to this model, the friction coefficient is given as

L (7)
p 1 - 2 Wab • cot O/pr

where

Wab Ya + Yb - Yab (8)

and Ya, Yb, and Yab are the surface energies and the interfacial energy of
the contacting materials and r is the radius of the contact.

Now, Equation (7) represents the microstructural effects essentially
through Wab/p ratio, since both s/p ratio and the contact size are essen-
tially constant for all materials. It is clear, therefore, that s/C ratio
alone is insufficient to characterize the microstructural effects on fric-
tion.
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IV. EFFECT OF MICROSTRUCTURE ON FRICTION

As mentioned earlier, the effect of microstructure on friction coef-
ficient is essentially through its influence on Wab/P ratio. The contact
radius, r, and the slope of the asperities, o, are assumed to be constant
for many materials. In this section, the effect of various st.,uctural
parameters, listed in Table I, on Y,, Yb= Yab and p and thus on the friction
coefficient will be discussed.

A. Pure Metals

Rabinowicz and his coworkers( 11-13) have conducted thousands of tests
on commercially pure metals and reported friction coefficients for hundreds
of pairs (see Table II). It appears from their publications that there is
a systematic dependence of u on the crystal structure. Both BCC and FCC
metals essentially follow Equation (7) whereas HCP metals have markedly
different behavior. In the latter case friction coefficient was found to be
lower for c/a values larger than the ideal value. This is explained on the
basis of the s/p ratio. It is argued that when c/a is larger than the
ideal value, plastic deformation takes place at stresses below that given by
the isotropic yield locus when tne slip planes are favorably oriented.

Except for the deviation in hexagonal metals, Rabinowicz's results show
a remarkably close agreement with his theory. This lead to the definition
of the compatibility of metals. When the compatible parameter, defined as
Wab/(Ya + Yb), is close to unity, the metals are compatible and the friction
coefficients are high. (The compatible parameter of identical metals is
unity.) The compatibility of metals is explained in terms of the solid
solubility limits. Mutually soluble metals are compatible and, therefore,
exhibit large friction coefficients.

The substructure effects do not seem to be important in pure metals.

When metals are cold worked, the penetration hardness increases and hence
Wab/P should decrease. Accordingly the friction coefficient should also
decrease (cold work should not affect Wab term appreciably). Although no
systematic investigations were carried out on the effect of cold work, it
appears that the friction coefficient does not depend on dislocation den-
sity, arrangement, etc. In fact, the friction coefficient values obtained
on well-annealed metals after a substantial amount of sliding should be
strictly interpreted as that for cold worked metals because the material
deforms substantially (perhaps reaching full hardness in a short time)
during wear. In any case, since the Wab values are usually not known to
any reasonable certainty, it is difficult to separate surface energy and
substructure effects.

Grain size and grain shape do not seem to have substantial effects on
friction. This is understandable in view of the fact that both Wab and p
are essentially independent of these structural parameters.

Much work was done on the effects of crystallographic texture on fric-
tion.( 14,15 ) It is known, for example, that the surface energy is orienta-
tion dependent. Further, it is also known that the yield stress, or hardness,
of metals depends on the texture. It is not surprising, therefore, that
friction coefficient depends on texture, especially in HCP metals.

B. Solid Solutions

When alloying elements are added to pure metals, two effects are en-
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Fig. 3.-Friction coefficient as a function of atomic percent of solute of

copper-based 
alloys. (18)

countered. First, the hardness of the metal increases by the substitutional
or interstitial hardening mechanisms.( 16) Secondly, the surface energy is
decreased as the alloying content is increased.(1 7) Since it is known that
many impurities segregate to the grain boundaries and interfaces, the inter-
facial energy is also expected to decrease with alloying content. Although
it is not clear whether Wab remains the same or decreases. Wab/P is expected
to decrease and hence the friction coefficient should also decrease. Indeed,
experimental results on substitutional solid solutions obtained by Teixera,
Saka and Suh( 18) show that the friction coefficient decreases when the
concentration of the alloying elements is increased (Figure 3). Recent
data on a variety of steels obtained by Tohkai( 7) a.ii some results on oxide
dispersion strengthened alloys( 19) also indicate that the friction coeffi-
cient decreases when the solute content is increased. The solute effect
should be much more predominant in the interstitial alloys because of the
high hardening rates obtained in interstitial solid solutions.

Data on ordered alloys is scanty. Some unpublished work of Saka indi-
cates that short range order (SRO) does not have a large effect on friction
coefficient. Again this can be explained on the basis of WabiP. No syste-matic work was done yet on the long range order (LRO). It may be specu-
lated, based on the above arguments, that LRO alloys exhibit lower friction
coefficients than both solid solutions and SRO alloys, at least at the
beginning of the test.
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C. Two-Phase Alloys

While the hardness increases enormously with the amount of second-phase
particles, the surface energy should remain constant when the solubility
limit is exceeded. Thus, even though the surface and interfacial energies
of two-phase alloys are not substantially different from the corresponding
values of saturated solid solutions, according to Equation (7) the friction
coefficient should decrease as the volume fraction of the second-phase par-
ticle is increased. Further, for a given volume fraction, the hardness can
be increased by decreasing the particle size and interparticle spacing.
This process again should not change either s/p, or Wab. Thus, the friction
coefficient should decrease substantially in two-phase alloys when the par-
ticle size and spacing are decreased for a given volume fraction of the
second phase.

Unfortunately, the experimental results on a variety of commercial
steels,( 7) precipitation hardened alloys,( 2o) and oxide dispersion streng-
thened alloys(1 9) do not confirm this hypothesis. As can be seen from
Figures 4-6, the friction coefficient is essentially independent of the
volume fraction of the second phase and hardness of the alloys. Thus
Rabinowicz's theory, which is so successful in explaining the friction of
pure metals, breaks down in the case of two-phase alloys. At present, there
is no theory that can explain this anomaly.

It may be speculated that as metals are subjected to precipitation
hardening, dispersion strengthening, etc., hard particles are produced, and
these particles may plow the soft metals and contribute to plowing coeffi-
cient of friction. However, Figures 4-6 indicate that the friction coeffi-cient does not abnormally increase as the volume fraction of the second-phase

particles is increased. Although plowing tracks are observed in some
instances, the plowing component of friction calculated for these submicron
size particles is extremely low. This is due to the fact that these sub-micron particles act as inefficient abrasives.(21) Further, as the volume

fraction of the second-phase particles is generally less than 10 percent,
the plowing contribution can be essentially ignored. This fact is further
demonstrated by the observation that even highly oriented structures like
pearlite in steel do not unreasonably increase the friction coefficient.

0.8-W0o
z

0.7

LLI I I
10 101 102  103  10' 10

AGING TIME (min)

Fig. 5.-Friction coefficient of precipitation hardened Cu-Cr alloys. Note
that the friction coefficient remains constant as a function of the aging
time. The hardness increases initially, reaches a peak value and then
decreases. (20) See also Figure 18.

___________________________________
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D. Composites

Eutetics and eutectoids have not been studied extensively because of
to their brittleness. However, a substantial amount of information exists
on fiber reinforced polymer-based composites slid against metals. It has
been shown that the friction coefficient is minimum when the sliding direc-
tion coincides with the fiber direction and maximum when the fibers are
normal to the sliding surface.( 22 ,23) Further, the friction coefficient

A,
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depends largely on the nature of the reinforcing phase. Surface energy
considerations may be used for the fiber itself as the fiber generally gets
exposed during sliding. However, as the hardness of the fiber is much
larger than the matrix phase, Equation (7) cannot be used for interpreting
the results. In fact, plowing and elastic contact problems may have to be
considered depending on whether the mating surface is soft or hard.

Summarizing the microstructural effects in friction, Rabinowicz's
theory of friction, which takes into account the surface and interfacial
energies and the hardness of metals, appears to explain the friction beha-
vior of pure metals and solid solutions reasonably well. However, the theory
needs further improvements in the case of two-phase metals and composites.

V. WEAR

The wear volume, v, is generally expressed by

P'" (9)

where p is the normal load, z the sliding distance, and k is the wear coef-
ficient. Experimental evidence indicates that the wear rate of metals,
dV/dt, is approximately proportional to the normal load P. However, the
inverse dependence of dv/d on the hardness, p, is questionable. In the case
of pure metals, for example, the inverse dependence is approximately obeyed
as shown in Figure 7. However in the case of solid solutions, the wear rate
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was not found to correlate well with hardness as can be seen from Figure 8.
As we will see later, the disagreement in the case of precipitation-hardened
and dispersion-strengthened alloys is even more Pronounced.
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It should be recognized that only when k is a constant (i.e. approxi-
mately independent of microstructure), the wear rate dV/dt would be inversely
proportional to the hardness, p. Then the microstructural dependence of the
wear rate is determined completely by the microstructural dependence of hard-
ness, and hard metals will be more wear resistant than soft metals. On the
other hand, if the wear coefficient, k, is a strong function of micro-
structure, the wear rate, dV/dZ, would be a strong function of microstruc-
ture, too. Then the wear rate of materials will be determined not only by p
but also by k. As suggested rightly by Argon, "the understanding of the
entire wear phenomenon is in the mechanistic understanding of what governs
the levels of the coefficient k."

This writer agrees with Argon in that wear takes place (under normal
conditions of load, speed, etc.) by three sequential processes: subsurface
deformation, crack nucleation, and crack propagation. Therefore, we can
write symbolically

k = k (subsurface deformation, crack nucleation, crack propagation)

or
dc

k (S) = k [£ (S), (S) L ) (10)

where , ', , represent the subsurface deformation, crack nucleation,
crack propaga ion rates respectively and s the microstructure.

It is well known ti t a variety of microstructural parameters affect
all the three processes and therefore the expression for the wear coeffi-
cient, k, is expected to be a complex function of microstructure. Fortu-
nately, however, the above three processes take place at any given location
sequentially and the slowest of the three controls the overall wear rate and
hence the level of k. Further, as the temperature affects these processes
profoundly, Equation (11) can be rewritten as

k (ST) = k [ (ST); (SIT); dc (S,T)]

dn

= kI [ (S,T)) subsurface deformation controlled

= k2 [$ (ST)I crack nucleation controlled (11)

= k3 [dc (S,T)I crack growth controlled
dn

The key to an understanding of the microstructural effectz on k, then,
lies in the understanding of the deformation, crack nucleation, and propa-
gation aspects as a function of the microstructure, at least separately if
not together.

A. Subsurface Deformation

The mechanical aspects of subsurface deformation during wear have been
adequately discussed earlier by Suh and Sridharan(24) and Jahanmir and
Suh.( 25) These analyses emphasize that it is the cyclic plastic deformation
and not the uniaxial stress-strain behavior that should be considered in
wear. However, detailed information on cyclic deformation of materials is
not available as a function of the microstructure of metals at present. In
the absence of such information, we have to be content with the uniaxial
stress-strain data. Accordingly, the objective here is to investigate the
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Fig. 9.-Deformation-mechanism map for nickel.

influence of microstructure on the uniaxial deformation on the behavior of
metals.

Professor Argon points to an excellent source of such information: the

deformation mechanism maps published by Ashby and his coworkers.(
26 ) Accord-

ing to Ashby, different deformation modes operate at different temperatures

and strain rates, and these mechanisms in turn are microstructure dependent.

The commcn mechanisms are dislocation glide, dislocation creep, diffusional

flow (lattice ano grain boundary), and grain boundary sliding (Figure 9).

Complete maps are available for a variety of BCC, FCC and HCP metals, solid

solutions, and even many engineering alloys. From these maps, normalized

shear stress, sIG (in Ashby's notation as/i), can be obtained if we know the

strain rate, , at a given temperature or vice versa. As the normalized

shear stress can be converted to the hardness of the materials, subsurface

deformation rates can be calculated as a function of the hardness.

Now, it is necessary to emphasize a few aspects of these maps which

were not considered in Argon's paper. F..'st, as subsurface deformation

rates (and even crack nucleation mechanisms as we shall see shortly) are

dependent on the exact mechanism of deformation, it is absolutely necessary

to identify the mode of deformation under wear conditions. The mechanism of

deformation can be identified as follows. The size of a typical asperity is

about loom, and the sliding speed is about I cm/s (which is typical of speeds

employed in testing). Therefore, the contact time is about Ix1O-
3s. If the

asperity deforms by a few percent (which is a conservative estimate), the

strain rate is of the order of JO/s. From the '4iformation mechanism maps
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for nickel (Figure 10), for example, it is clear that for a strain rate of
lo/s only two mechanisms are possible. At temperatures far below the melting
point, the dislocation glide is the dominant mechanism; in the temperature
range 0.5TM - TM dislocation creep takes place. In fact, considering that
the estimate is extremely conservative, even the operation of dislocation
creep mechanism is doubtful.

The implication of the above conclusions are clear. In wear, nonlinear
dislocation glide controls the subsurface deformation rates making the
analysis extremely complex. And, to minimize subsurface deformation, the
material should be strengthened to impede dislocation glide by methods that
are used for room temperature strengthening such as solid solution streng-
thening, precipitation hardening, etc. Methods employed for high tempera-
ture strengthening such as grain coarsening will not be effective in
reducing wear.

Another important effect to be considered is the grain size effect. It
has been well-documented that small grain size metals exhibit high flow
stress by the Hall-Petch effect. Accordingly, the deformation mechanism
maps show large flow stress (at low temperatures) for small grain size materi-
als. Although this effect is observed in large macroscopic tensile speci-
mens, since the grain size of many engineering materials is larger than the
asperity size,such an effect can never be realized in wear.

Finally, the texture effects are not included in these maps. (These

~~L.
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maps are given for randomly oriented polycrystalline samples., As remarked
earlier, substantial texture develops during sliding and, therefore, tex-
ture effects are very important in HCP metals.

Nevertheless, the many advantages cited by Argon make the deformation-
mechanism maps extremely useful in unifying the subsurface deformation
chdracteristics of a variety of microstructures from O°K to thE melting
point for a wide range of strain rates. The usefulness of these maps will
become even more apparent when we consider the fracture mechanism maps
shown in the next section.

B. Crack Nucleation

Argon observes that crack nucleation in ductile single-phase materials
and brittle solids takes place at the surface unless the stresses below the
surface reach theoretical cohesive strength of the materials. He also
maintains that in heterogeneous materials, cracks can be initiated at the
interfaces of the second-phase particles. At elevated temperaLures, decohe-
sion and fracture of grain boundary particles can take place.

Crack nucleation at the hard second-phase oarticles and even fracture
of hard cementite plates have been metallographically demonstrated by Jahan-
mir, Abrahamson and Suh.( 27) There is no question about the location of
the crack nucleation sites in heterogeneous alloys: cracks nucleate at the
particle matrix interface. Although subsurface cracks have been observed it
commercially pure metals and solid solutions, the mechanism of crack nuclea-
tion in these materials is not clear at present. It appears that, at least
in ductile metals, crack nucleation still takes place below the surface
whereas in brittle materials the surface may act as a nucleation site.

In any case, recently published fracture-mechanism maps can be used to
clarify some of the above issues. Fracture-mechanism maps, (28 ) similar to
the deformation mechanism-maps, provide information about the mechanism of
fracture as a function of the homologous temperature, T/TM, and the nor-
malized tensile stress Un/E. As shown in Figures 11 and 12, several mecha-
nisms of fracture take place in metals depending on the temperature and the
applied normal stress and the microstructure. These mechanisms include
cohesive failure, cleavage, ductile fracture, transgranular creep fracture,
intergranular creep fracture, etc. Although all these mechanisms have
been observed in a uniaxially loaded tensile specimen, they probably will
not operate in a wear specimen. For example, rupture is a characteristic of
flow instability under tensile stresses. Therefore it should not operate in
wear where the stresses are predominantly compressive. Nevertheless, the
fracture mechanism maps help us to identify the various modes of fracture
and hence the location of crack nucleation sites.

However, some modes of fracture mechanisms may De eliminated using the
ideas presented in the section on subsurface deformation. For example,
diffusional creep fracture, intergranular creep fracture due to grain
boundary sliding, are not possible because these modes of deformation do not
take place as discussed earlier. However, crack nucleation at grain boundary
can still take place due to the deformation incompatibility even when dislo-
cation glide and transgranular creep are the dominant mechanisms of defor-
mation. It appears, therefore, that three fracture mechanisms are possible
during wear: cleavage, ductile fracture, and intergranular creep fracture.

The energetics of crack nucleation has been discussed in Argon's paper
and will not be repeated here. However, a point worth noting is that crack
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nucleation takes place readily in two-phase alloys which contain second-
phase particles.( 30) Even in the so-called pure metals, ductile fracture
takes place due to the presence of small amounts of inclusions. It is not
possible at present to speculate the crack nucleation mechanism in high
purity metals. However, such metals may not be used in tribological sys-
tems, although in the form of coatings they have been found to be extremely
wear resistant.(29) In brittle metals, cleavage is another mechanism by
which fracture can take place.
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C. Crack Propagation

Although the mechanism of crack advancement on the microscopic scale is
not clearly known, a wealth of accumulated literature suggests that a power-
law relation is obeyed in crack growth.

c (AK)m (12)dn

where dc is the crack growth rate, 8 and m are constants, and AK is the
change in the stress intensity factor. The crack growth aspects have been
adequately treated by Argon and Ritchie in these proceedings and are not
considered in detail here.

It is surprising to note that the crack growth rates are structure
insensitive for AK values that lie in the range where Equation (12) is
valid. If that is true, the crack growth rates in wear should also be
structure insensitive, leaving the subsurface deformation and crack nuclea-
tion mechanisms reflect the microstructural dependence. However, as Ritchie
points out, the crack growth rates are structure sensitive when the AK
values are either too low (in the threshold range) or too high (near K C).
Although some progress has been made in the calculation of AK values for
wc.r,(30) much needs to be done to compute exact AK values. Unless exact
AK values are known, it is difficult to point out the effect of micro-
structure on crack growth rates.

At high AK values, the crack advance mechanisms should be similar to
the static fracture mode. Cleavage, void growth in ductile materials, and
intergranular crack growth should be possible. Favorably oriented cleavage
planes, impurity and particle loaded grain boundaries should enhance crack
growth rates and the wear rates of materials. Again the fracture mechanism
maps can be used to identify the crack advance mechanisms as shown sche-
matically in Figure 13.

Even for low AK it has been reported that microstructure has some influ-
ence on the crack growth rates. For example, Ishii and Weertman(31) have
shown that the crack growth rates depend on the stacking fault energy (SFE)
of Cu-Al alloys. Similar effects have been observed.in titanium alloys.( 32)

VI. EFFECT OF MICROSTRUCTURE ON WEAR

It is clear from the previous discussion that the wear rate (or wear
coefficient) is a function of three sequential processes (subsurface defor-
mation, crack nucleation and .. opagation) which in turn are very compli-
cated functions of the microstructure of materials. More often than not,
many microstructural factors affect all of the three pr.ocesses in the same
way, thus making it impossible to isolate the exact rate controlling mecha-
nism. Further, the friction coefficient (which is strongly dependent on
the microstructure) affects all the three processes very significantly.
Nevertheless, certain gross effects of structural parameters on wear can
still be identified.

A. Pure Metals

Extensive work was done in the past on the friction and wea- of com-
mercially pure metals by Rabinowicz and his associates (Figure 7). It
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(a) Cleavage

(b) Ductile fracture

(c) lntergranular fracture
Fig. 13.--Schematic of crack advance mechanisms in wear.
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appears that the hardness and friction coefficients are the basic proper-
ties that affect the wear rate of pure metals.

(11-13)

As pure metals are softer than solid solutions and two-phase metals,
subsurface deformation is easier. Since BCC metals are in general harder
than FCC and HCP metals, the wear rate exhibited by BCC metals is generally
lower than the other two crystal classes. However as the wear coefficient
is a function of the friction coefficient, some hexagonal metals, due to
very low friction coefficients, exhibit low wear rate as shown in Figure 14.

An important effect in pure metals, at least in FCC metals, is the
effect of substructure on wear. The development of substructure depends on
the stacking fault energy of metals. Low stacking fault energy metals
exhibit planar slip whereas high stacking fault energy metals exhibit
cross-slip and cellular dislocation structure. It has been speculated by
Hirth and Rigney (33) that the cell boundaries would act as potential crack
nucleation sites and propagation paths. Although these speculations seem
reasonable, there is no direct proof to confirm them. Nevertheless, it
has been shown experimentally by Suh and Saka( 34) that high stacking faulty
energy materials indeed exhibit high wear rates. (More about this will be
discussed in the section on Solid Solutions.)

Grain size and grain shape do not have a large influence on the wear
rate. However, texture may have some influence on the wear rates of BCC
metals when the cleavage planes are favorably oriented to promote crack
propagation.

in summary the overall wear rate, is determined by the subsurface
deformation rate which in turn is controlled essentially by the hardness
and friction coefficients. The traditional view that hard metais are wear
resistant is in fact justified by pure metals only.

B. Solid Solutions

Addition of the solute atoms to pure metals generally increases the
hardness without enhancing the tendency of ciack nucleation. It has been
remarked earlier that the friction coefficient decreases with the increase
in solute content. Thus, the overall effect is that the wear rate de-
creases as the solute content is increased as shown in Figure 15. Both
interstitial and substitutional solid solutions are found to exhibit super-
ior wear properties.

The effects of ordering, clustering, etc. have not been studied in the
past in detail, and these studies are in progress in our laboratory. The
preliminary results indicate that SRO has no influence on the wear rate of
materials.

As pointed out earlier, the stacking fault energy (SFE) decreases the
wear rate of materials. In addition to raising the hardness of metals,
substitutional solutes reduce the SFE of FCC metals substantially (Figure
16). As shown in Figure 17, the wear coefficient of metals decreases sub-
S driLidijy by reducing the SFE. Thib eFffcL is essentially due to thp
reduction of crack propagation rates as discussed earlier.

Embrittlement and high wear rates may be observed when the impurities
segregate to grain boundaries, cell boundaries, etc. However, ro defini-
tive work has been done to date on these effects.
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C. Two-Phase Alloys

As pointed out earlier, the friction coefficient of two-phase alloys
ic independent of the volume fraction, size, and shape of the second-phase
particles. This is an important effect, for it enables us to clearly
identif; the rate controlling mechanisms in wear. The mechanics of crack
nucleation has been worked out by Jahanmir and Suh.(2 s) Basically. from a
microstructural point of view, we need to describe the effects of particle
morphology only.

When the mean free path of the particles is decreased, the hardness
increases and the subsurface deformation rate decreases. But the wear
rate may increase or decrease depending on the particle size and coherency
because these parameters affect crack nucleation rate. The coherency and
size effects have been investigated by Saka, Teixeria and Suh (20) in cu-cr
alloys and by Jahanmir, Suh and Abrahamson in Steels.( 27) As shown in
Figure 18, as the aging time increases, the hardness increases due to a
decrease in mean free path, and the wear rate and wear coefficient de-
crease (Figure 19). This was interpreted as due to the difficulty of crack
nucleation at the particle-matrix interface when the particles are coherent.
However, when the aging time is increased, the wear rate increases even
though the hardness increases; and with further aging, the wear coefficient
remains constant. These effects are interpreted as due to loss of
coherency and increase in the size of the particles.

When the particles are large (>i0oo), the coherency is lost and the
wear rate of two-phase metals increases even if the hardness increases.
Age-hardenable cu-cr alloys (Figure 20), spherodized steels (Figure 21),
and oxide dispersion strengthened copper alloys (Figure 22) indicate that
as the volume fraction of the second-phase particles is increased, the wear

- - -I__,___
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resistance decreases exponentially. In fact, the variation of the wear
resistance (Figures 20-22) is exactly similar to the variation of ductility
with respect to volume fraction of the particles( 35) (Figure 23). However,
this does not imply that ductility always correlates well with wear rates
of metals.

The effects of particle shape on the wear rate is not clearly known
at present although experimental evidence suggests that cracks can be
nucleated by particle fracture when the aspect ratio is very large (such
as cementite plates in steels).

D. Composites

Although much work has been done on polymeric composites, (22,23)
experimental data on metal matrix composites is scarce. However, certain
generalizations can be made based on the evidence available for polymeric
composites. In the case of particulate composites, crack nucleation should
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take place readily, but the wear coefficient can either be high or low
depending on the hardness.

Experimental results of boron reinforced aluminum composites( 36) indi-
cate that the wear rate is dependent on the orientation of the fibers with
respect to the sliding direction. When the fibers are oriented normal to
the contact interface, the wear rates are found to be very low. When
sliding takes place in the plane of fibers and normal to the fiber axis,
the fibers are pulled out by debonding. As debonding, fiber pull-out,
etc. are crack nucleation and growth processes, the fiber-matrix interface
and the orientation of the fiber with respect to sliding direction are
important aspects. Abrasion may also take place during the sliding wear of
composites because the fibers are generally hard and have high aspect
ratio.
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VII. OTHER MICROSTRUCTURES

As mentioned earlier, the classification of microstructures based on
the binary phase diagram excludes many important engineering materials from
consideration. Metallic glasses, metastable phases, cast alloys, etc.
belong to this category. One complication with these structures is that
they may transform to stable microstructures during testing because of
frictional heating. Nevertheless, a study of these structures is important
as some of them may possess the optimum microstructure for wear minimiza-
tion. Structures produced by laser and electron beam melting should also
be studied as these methods have many advantages over the conventional
induction hardening and flame hardening processes.

VIII, SUMMARY

The objective of this paper is to emphasize the importance of the
microstructure 3f metals on friction and wear. So far, the microstructural
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effects have been largely ignored by many tribologists due to the strict
adherence to the adhesion theory of wear. The delamination theory now
points the way to the study of tribological behavior of metals as a function
of the microstructure.

The effects of crystal structure, grain structure, solute atoms,
second-phase particles, etc. have been discussed in terms of friction,
subsurface deformation, crack nucleation, and crack propagation processes
that lead to wear particle generation. Although some important effects
have been uncovered in recent years, much is desired to be understood --
especially in the case of composites and metastable pnases. Only then
it would be possible to design wear-resistant materials for sliding appli-
cations on a rational basis.
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DISCUSSION

B. WILCOX, National Science Foundation: I am interested in your plot which
shows how the volume fraction of the second-phase particles influences the
wear behavior. Is it a ductile fracture mechanism?

N. SAKA: Yes, it is ductile fracture essentially. The cracks nucleate at
the second-phase particles. The more the number of particles, the more will
be the crack nucleation sites. The cracks do not have to travel too far
before they link up with the neighboring cracks to form large wear sheets.

WILCOX: In an another figure you showed the old Edelson-Baldwin plot of
ductility as a function of volume fraction. Is it basically the same
mechanism?

SAKA: Yes, it is the same mechanism. That is why the wear rate of disper-
sion strengthened alloys correlates very well with the Edelson-Baldwin plot.

D. RIGNEY: I just have one brief comment. You showed some correlations in-
cluding one with stacking fault energy. I would just like to say that when-
ever one shows a simple correlation he hao tn be extremely careful in that
he holds all other properties constant. On that stacking fault energy plot,
for example, there was tremendous scatter. All kinds of mate-ials are
there, some of which, for example, have very different hardnesses. There
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have been very few works in the wear field in which a series of materials
were compared making some effort to hold several things approximately con-
stant. I can think, for example, of work by f oore on abrasion and also
some recent work by Boas and Rosen in which they tried to hold structure
and hardness approximately constant. More of that type of work is needed.
The single correlations are fine, but you have to be careful to see that
all the other factors are held constant.

SAKA: That is absolutely true e..d nobody would dispute it. In fact I have
mentioned in the paper that when solute atoms are added to change stacking
fault energy, changes in surface energy and substantial changes in friction
coefficients may be brought about. Further, some times these solute atoms
can segregate, for example, to the grain boundaries. That can be a -urce
of large scatter in the wear coefficient as a function of stacking f; ±t

energy. Nevertheless, there appears to be a direct correlation bet , n the
stacking fault energy and the wear coefficients of materials. Howt, ., it
still remains to be investigated whether crack nicleatiun or propagation
controls wear in these materials.

Investigation of wear behavior of materials that have nearly constant
mi~rostructure and properties while changing one parameter at a time is al-
monet an impossible task. There is no way that one can alter the micro-
structure for one property without altering other properties. After all,
the properties we are dealing with are all structuire dependent. Under-
standing wear should be pursued not just by careful design cf experiments
only but by clever interpretation of the results also.
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DEFINITION AND EFFECT OF CHEMICAL
PROPERTIES

OF SURFACES IN FRICTION, WEAR AND
LUBRICATION
D. H. Buckley

ABSTRACT

Much of the data o; the properties of surfaces that have been used in
the past in analyzing, interpreting and predicting adhesion, friction and
wear behavior for solid surfaces is now suspect. With the advent of ana-
lytical surface tools, careful and complete characterization of surfaces
indicate that very frequently the outermost layers of solid surfaces are
markedly different in chemistry than had previously thought. These layers,
as will be shown, are extremely important in adhesion, friction and wear
behavior. Some of the properties to be discussed in the paper relative to
their role in adhesion, friction, wear and lubrication will include: (1)
adsorption, both physical and chemical; (2) orientation of the solid as well
as the lubricant; (3) surface energy; (4) surface segregation; (5) surface
versus bulk metallurgical effects; (6) electronic nature of the surface;
and (7) bonding mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

The properties of surfaces are extremely important in the adhesion,
friction, wear and lubrication of materials. This fact was recognized by
Sir William Hardy ( ) over a half a century ago! It has, however, only re-
cently been possible to define and fully characterize these surfaces. The
advent'of special surface tools has assisted in the characterization. These
include: field ion microscopy (FIM), the atom probe, low energy electron
diffraction (LEED), Auger emission spectroscopy analysis (AES), electron
spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA), ellipsometry and scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM).

Through the years from Hardy to the availability of these tools, con-
siderable research has been conducted relative to the physics, chemistry,
and metallurgy of solid surfaces, in general, and more specifically as re-
lated to tribological systems. Tn light of the current identification of
the real nature of solid surfaces many of the concepts, mechanisms and
theories previously held may have to be modified or discarded. This may be
particularly true where bulk properties have been used to predict surface
behavior.
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The objective of this paper is to review the importance of surface
effects and the need for a careful definition of solid surfaces in friction,
wear and lubrication. While in the past the physicist, chemist, and metal-
lurgist had well defined areas of activity with regard to the behavior of
materials it will become evident that the chemistry of surfaces to which
this paper is devoted will involve, of necessity, physics and metallurgy.
Some of the properties to be discussed in the paper relative to their role
in adhesion, friction, wear and lubrication will include, adsorption, buth
physical and chemical, orientation of the solid as well as the lubricant,
surface energy, surface segregation, surface versus bulk metallurgical
effects, electronic nature of the surface and bonding mechanisr.s.

REAL SURFACES

Until approximately ten years ago it was very common to find in clas-
sical texts on surface chemistry a nearly complete absence of the character-
ization of solid surfaces with which gases and liquids would interact.(2)
A wealth of literature has been developed through the years concerning ad-
sorption to solid surfaces, particularly chemisorption. Again, very little
attention has been paid to the nature of the surface of the solid involved.
Frequently M was used to designate the metal involved where adsorption
studies were conducted with metals. (4)

In the field of tribology, because of the importance of surfaces, the
presence of oxides and adsorbates has been recognized.( 5) Despite this
recognition it has been a common practice to consider solid surfaces, which
are usually metals, as reacting directly with the lubricants, indicated by
way of example in References 6 to 10. Frequently metal powders, particular-
ly iron have been used as the adsorbing surface for the lubricant.(6,7)
Metal powders have, however, been identified as being poor relative to gas
adsorption; they are poor with respect to both surface cleanliness and char-
acterization.(11) The same may be said with regard to liquids.

If the surface of high purity iron (vacuum zone refined) is examined
with Auger emission spectroscopy it is found to contain more than simply
iron as indicated in Figure l(a). In Figure l(a) in addition to iron,
oxygen, carbon, and sulfur are detected on the surfaces. These elements are
stable on the surface and resist techniques such as heating to 500 0C to
achieve their removal. The only method found effective in accomplishing
the removal of all the extraneous elements was argon ion bombardment.

Figure l(b) is an Auger emission spectrum for the iron surface after
argon ion sputter cleaning. The only element detected is iron. The surface
atoms of the iron however have been strained by the ion bombardment. If the
clean iron surface is then heated to 500 0C to anneal the surface, carbon
from the bulk diffuses to the surface and contaminates the surface. A LEED
pattern is presented in Figure 2(a) for this surface.

In Figure 2(a) the four brightest spots in a rectangular array are due
to the iron (011) crystal surface. The diffuse and less intense spots ap-
pearing in a circular pattern are due to the carbon contamination. TheAuger spectrum of Figure 3 indicates that the surface contaminant is carbon.

The removal of the carbon by argon ion bombardment results in the LEED
pattern of Figure 2(b). The diffraction spots are diffuse and elongated.
Heating at 200 0C for a very short period of time results in the LEED pattern
of Figure 2(c) for the clean annealed iron (011) surface.

_ _ _ __ __ _.i
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fal Before sputter cleaning.

IN After sputter cleaning.

Fig. l.-Auger spectra for an iron surface before and after sputter cleaning.
High purity iron vacuum zone refined.

The interaction of even the simplest of elements with the clean iron
surface becomes very involved and must be carefully followed to understand
the mechanisms of interaction. This is accomplished with the aid of sur-
face analytical tools. It has been very effectively done in the study of
the chemisorption and chemical reaction of oxygen with iron. (12-14)

The surfaces of most metals are not too different from that observed
for iron and usually there are a number of elements present on the surface
in addition to those of the metal. The role of these elements on the inter-
action of lubricants with the solid surface is not fully understood but
some of these reactions will be discussed lAter in reference to gas-solid
surface interactions.
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(a) CARBON CONTAMiNANTS. (b ARGON BOMBARDED.
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(C) CLEAN SURFACE (110 V).

Fig. 2.-LEED patterns of iron (011) surface with carbon present and after
argon iron bombardment.
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Fig. 3.-Auger spectrometer trace of iron (011) surface with carbon present
on surface.

SURFACE ENERGY

If one cleaves a crystalline solid along its cleavage plane, two highly
chemically active surfaces are generated. The cleavage process causes the
fracture of cohesive bonds across the cleavage interface and these frac-
tured bonds leave the surface in a highly energetic state. The energy of
the surface will be dependent on both the elemental nature of the bonds
broken and the coordination number of the atoms in the resultant surface
layers. As a result, surface energy will be a function of the material (15)
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as well as the surface orientation.

Ther, is no question but that surface energy is important in the tri-
bological behavior of materials. It will influence adhesive bonds for solids
in contact and hence friction and adhesive wear. In addition it will de-
termine the nature of the interaction of lubricants with solids. The lubri-
cant nay either: (1) physically adsorb; (2) chemisorb; or (3) undergo de-
composition, as has been observed for some hydrocarbons with a clean metal
surface. (22) Surface energy has been used in the formulation of an adhesive
wear mechanism.(23)

While surface energy Cdal be very helpful in understanding the adhesion,
friction, wear and lubrication behavior of materials, its present useful-
ness is very limited. The principle restriction has been the inability to
obtain accurate experimental surface energy values.

An examination of the surface energy literature reveals wide dispari-
ties in reported values for any one material. Table I indicates the minimum
and maximum surface energy values which can be found in the literature for
some of 1 he elemental metals. These data were taken from a summary byWawra '( ) I

TABLE I.-VARIATION IN VALUES OF REPORTED SURFACE ENERGIES*

Surface energy, ergs/cm2

Element max min Temp., 'C

Cu 4258 950 -273

Ag 2493 600 -273

Au 2540 590 -273

Fe 5267 1980 -273

Ti 2730 1330 25, -273

Cr 4061 1515 -273

W 9410 1497 3370

* H. H. Wawra, Radex R. H., 4(1973)602.

While the broad range of values obtained are of concern, the fact that,
for example, the minimum to maximum for some metals such as iron and chrom-
ium fall within the range found for tungsten are of even greater concern.
It would be difficult, based upon reported experimental data, to identify
differences in the surface energy for iron, chromium and tungsten.

As has already been indicated, the surface energy of solids such as
metals is sensitive to crystallographic orientation. Most researchers con-
versant in the subject of surface energy readily agree that this is the
case. Differences arise, however, when actual ;-esults are compared. The
research results of three different investigators who have measured the
surface energies for various planes of face centered cubic metals are pre-
sented in Table II. The results are presented as the ratio of the surface
energies for the various planes over that for the (111) surface. The re-
sults of Table II indicate that not only does the value vary with the inves-
tigator, but more importantly, the relative order of the metals as well.(24
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TABLE II.-STRUCTURAL DEPENDENCE OF SURFACE ENERGY

ON FACE-CENTERED CUBIC METALS

Winterbottom &
Gjostein

21  mykura
1 8

Plane Au, Ag, Cu, Ni Au Ni

(111) 1.00 1.00 1.00

(100) 1.047 1.072 0.95

(311) 1.119 1.065 1.00

(110) 1.15 1.047 1.01

(210) 1.16 1.055 1.00

One of the most significant reasons for the wide disparity in the sur-
face energy values reported by various investigators has been inadequate
control over the impurities in the materials. Small concentration of im-
purities in the bulk of a metal can markedly alter the measured surface
energy of a material. This is indicated in the data of Figure 4 for sul-
fur in iron. With an increase in concentration of sulfur, there is an ac-
companying decrease in surface energy, Figure 4.

1600

u 140

12M12W

1000

CS-77-151 0 .0 .16 .4 .32 .40 .48 .56
SULFUR, wt S

Fig. 4.-Dependence of surface energy of liquid iron on sulfur content (ref.
17).

Extremely small concentrations of bulk contaminant in a metal such as
iron can have a pronounced effect in contaminating a surface. For example,
as'little as 8 ppm of carbon in iron will diffuse to the surface, segregate
there and contaminate it.(25) This segregation will undoubtedly affect
measured surface energies.

The use of high purity materials and the careful characterization of
solid surfaces should result in the acquisition of meaningful surface
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energy values in the future. Surface analytical tools are currently being
used for the needed surface characterization. One which has proven espec-
ially useful in this regard is the field ion microscope.(20,26,27) When
used in conjunction with the atom probe, its contribution will be enhanced.
It gives the atom by atom structural arrangement on a solid surface, and
with the atom probe, an atom by atom chemical analysis.

ALLOY CHEMISTRY

In practical lubrication systems the mechanical components in solid
state contact are most frequently alloys rather than elemental metals.
The composition of these alloy surfaces are important in considering the
chemical interactions of such solids with other solids, with g and with
lubricants. Even where elemental metals are used, the surfaces hese
metals may have compositions entirely different from the bulk whicr, results
from impurity segregation.

The field of tribology contains a number of excellent texts. Many of
these books do not, however, discuss the real nature of the surface to be
lubricated (see, for example, Refs. 23, 28, 29 and 30). Much attention is
given to the chemistry of the lubricant, but little to the chemistry of the
alloy surface to be lubricated. In fairness to the authors of these texts
the identification of these surfaces with surface tools just began to emerge
at the time these texts were written. Future texts on the subject should,
however, not neglect the importance of the metal or alloy surface chemistry
and the interaction of the lubricant with that surface chemistry.

With elemental metals, the effect of small concentrations of impurities
such as parts per million carbon in iron have been shown to affect surface
chemistry. This was discussed earlier in this paper. Similar effects have
been observed with other impurity elements in a number of different metals.
Surface segregation has been noted for oxygen in platinum, 31) phosphorus
in iron, (3) sulfur and carbon in nickel,(33) sulfur in molybdenum,(34)
carbon in nickel,( 35 ) and even sodium in lithium.(36) The foregoing are
only a few examples. Other impurity effects have been studied and still
other systems, it is certain, will be studied. With some of these impuri-
ties the metal surface is completely covered by the contaminant which can
diffuse from the bulk and even form compounds with the metal itself at the
test surface. These compounds do not exist in the bulk.(34)

In lubrication systems, the rubbing off of surface oxides and adsorb-
ates because the solid surfaces are in contact under relative motion, is a
common occurrence. Frictional heating of the surface layers can promote
the diffusion of impurities to the surface under such conditions. The
presence of impurities in metals is therefore important to surface chemical
behavior of the materials in solid state contact. A foreign atom which may
simply be an impurity in the bulk can be an alluy constituent of the surface
or compound with it.(34)

When elements are alloyed, the segregation of one element to the sur-
face can occur and its concentration at the surface can exceed that in the
bulk alloy, Thus, for a given alloy the surface metallurgy can differ ap-
preciably from the bulk metallurgy. Such surface enrichment has been ob-
served with a host of systems. A few examples of such systems include
nickel in iron,( 37) silver in palladium, gold in copper,(39) copper in

nickel,( 40) silver in gold,(
41 ) aluminum in copper,(42) tin in copper,

(43)
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aluminum in iron,
(4 3) and platinum in osmium.

(44)

The amount of material which can be present on the surface of aloys
relative to the bulk concentration of the alloying element can be appreci-
able. This is indicated in the data of Table III for aluminum and tin seg-
regating to the surface of copper and aluminum to the surface of iron. The
surface concentration ranges from approximately 3 to 15 times the bulk con-
centration of the alloying element.

TABLE III.-MAXIMUM COVERAGE OF MINOR CONSTITUENT
ON ALLOY SURFACES

Ratio of surface
concentration Atomic size from lattice

to bulk nearest neighbor
Alloy concentration distance

Cu-I a/o Al 6.5 Cu-2.556 Angstrom-f.c.c.

Cu-5 a/o Al 4.5 Al-2.862 -f.c.c.

Cu-I0 a/o Al 3.1 Sn-3.022 -Tetragonal

Cu-l a/o Sn 15.0±2 Fe-2.481 -b.c.c.

Fe-10 a/o Al 8.0

Note: Atomic size gives a rough measure of the amount that the
alloy atom strains the parent lattice.

One theory relevant to the reason for the segregation of the solute to
the surface of the solvent metal is that involving lattice strain. It has
been postulated that if the solute atom is larger in size than the solvent
atom, it will strain the solvent lattice and therefore there exists the ten-
dency to squeeze the solute out of the solvent lattice. From the atomic
sizes presented in Table 4 it appears that the experimental results agree
with the theory. Still another theory involves the concept of surface en-
ergy reduction. The difficulties in using surface energies has, however,
already been discussed.

Surface segregation of alloy constituents has a very definite effect
upon the adhesion, friction, wear and lubrication of alloy surfaces. The
effect on the adhesion of copper base alloys can be seen in the data of
Figure 5. A fivefold increase in the adhesion of copper (.curs with the
addition of as little as one atomic percent aluminum. Further increases in
the aluminum concentration beyond one percent do not produce any further
change in adhesion behavior. In fact, the adhesion data for pure aluminum
in Figure 5 is approximately the same as that obtained for the copper con-
taining one atomic percent aluminum. The data of Figure 5 were all obtained
with metal and alloy single crystals having a (111) surface orientation in
order to eliminate orientation as a possible variable.

Both LEED and Auger emission spectroscopy were used to identify the
segregation of the aluminum to the copper surface. The surface structure
resulting from this identification is presented in Figure 6. From an exam-
ination of Figure 6 it can be seen that the outermost layer of the solid
consists of a layer of aluminum atoms. The density of aluminum atoms in
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Fig. 5.-Adhesive force of (111) gold to (111) surface of copper and copper
alloys as a function of bulk concentratLon.
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Fig. 6.-Surtace segregation of aluminum in copper-aluminum alloys.

this layer will vary with bulk concentration but the layer is always alumi-
num. It is for this reason that no difference in adhesion behavior was
detected from one atomic percent to pure aluminum.

The presence of some alloying elements can, upon segreqation, promote
surface chemical activity and thereby adhesion. Such behavior was observed
for aluminum in copper while with other elements chemical surface activity
and adhesion are reduced. Such a reduction effect is observed for tin in
copper.(43) If an alloy of tin (one atomic percent) in copper is sputter
cleaned, the adhesion behavior of the alloy is comparable to that for pure

________________________ _____________________ _____________
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copper as indicated in the data of Figure 5. The reason for this is that
sputtering removed the surface segregated tin. However, heating to 200%
causes the tin to segregate at the surface and brings about a reduction in
adhesion (Figure 5).

Among ferrous base alloys, both aluminum(43) and silicon (45) have been
found to segregate to the surface of iron. Aluminum in iron segregates to
the surface and increases adhesion. It also causes, in the clean state, an
increase in friction and wea,- over that observed for iron without aluminum. (46)

Alloy surface chemistry is therefore i:nportant to friction and wear as well
as adhesion. It should be indicated that, while increased surface chemical
activity of the aluminum-iron alloy produces an increase ;n adhesion, fric-
tiorn and wear for dry metal contact, it also results in increased activity
with lubricants which can be beneficial.(4G)

Silicon alloyed with iron behaves in a rather unusual manner. If a
silicon-iron alloy is heated, silicon will segregate to the surface.(45)
When, however, the alloy is cooled to room temperature the silicon returns
to the bulk. It is a reversible segregation. This is unlike the behavior
of other alloy systems where the segregation is irreversible. If, however,
the silicon is allowed to react with oxygen while on the surface, the for-
mation of silicon oxide prevents the return of the silicon to the parent
lattice from which it came.

In Figure 7 friction coefficient is plotted as a function of oxygen
exposure for iron and for an iron 3.5 percent silicon alloy. Prior to the

4.5

4.0

35

"IRON COMPLETE SEIZURE
3.0

25
zo

U 1.5

1.0-
IRON

.5 L- PERCENT$1UCON-IRON

C I I . I I
10-10 108 10- 6  104 10-2 uP 102 104

OXYGEN EXPOSURE. torr-sec

Fig. 7.-Coefficient of friction for iron and 3.5 percent silicon-iron i
function of oxygen exposure. Sliding velocity, 0.001 centimeter per
second; ambient temperature, 20OC; ambient pressure, 10-10 torr.

admission of oxygen, the friction coefficient is extremely high for the
alloy and the pure iron seizes completely. As the surfaces are exposed to

I I
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oxygen, the friction for both the alloy and 
the elemental iron decrease.

This decrease occurs, however, much more rapidly for the alloy than for the
iron. The difference is due to the segregated silicon and its interaction
with oxygen at the surface. The sliding process is capable of generating
sufficient frictional heating to cause the silicon to segregate at the
alloy surface. Auger analysis confirmed its presence.(45)

GAS-SOLID INTERACTIONS

Specie and Concentration

Almost all surfaces involved in tribological systems, with the excep-
tion of those operated in a good vacuum (e.g., 1010 torr), are exposed for
interactions with gaseous constituents of the environment. This is true for
lubricated as well as unlubricated systems.

Oxygen is probably the best "lubricant" available. It will reduce
friction coefficients for clean metals from complete seizure to values of
less than 1.0 (see data of Figure 7). Liquid lubricants will reduce the
dry sliding value from less than 1.0 to a value of approximately 0.1.

Extremely small concentrations of surface films can influence adhesion
and friction. For example, fractions of a monolayer of adsorbed oxygen
or chlorine on a clean iron, copper or steel surface will reduce static
friction as seen from the data of Figure 8. In Figure 8 static friction

2.5
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6
I/C'

o chlorine on copper
b chlorine on iron
m oxygen on iron
A oxygen on stell
* oxygen on copper (minimum 11s)

Fig. 8.-Static coefficient of friction )s as a function of inverse of ad-
sorbate concentration.

VA
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is plotted as the inverse of surface coverage to the point where the sur-
face is covered by a monolayer.(47) From these data the importance of gas-
solid interactions at the surface of the solid is readily apparent.

Interaction Mechanisms

There are three basic types of interactions between a gas and solid
surface: (1) physical adsorption; (2) chemisorption; and (3) chemical re-
action. Physical adsorpt~on involves weak bonding forces (van der Waals)
and are not specific. Because of the highly energetic state of clean metal
surfaces it is seriously doubted that such adsorption occurs on these sur-
faces other than with inert gases. The forces involved are comparable to
those involved in liquification.

(4 8)

Chemical adsorption or chemisorption involves very strong chemical
bonds, comparable to those for chemical reaction, and further are highly
specific. They play a very important role in adhesio j and friction as
indicated in the data of Figure 8.

Great care must be take.' in using chemisorption data which appears
in the literature. The current use of surface tools in the study of adsorp-
tion has indicated that earlier findings are incorrL'ct in many instances.
For example, earlier studies have indicated that gold does not chemisorb
oxygen.(49) More recent studies have, however, with the aid of LEED and
AES analysis, indicated that gold in fact does chemisorb oxygen.

(5° 'S)
Reference 49 indicates that nitrogen does not chemisorb to platinum while
Ref. 52 reports that it does. (The reason for the earlier study not ob-
serving adsorption of nitrogen to platinum can be found in Ref. 52). Nitro-
gen adsorption becomes significant only after any carbon contamination is
removed from the platinum surface by heating in oxygen and removing the CO
that forms from the system. Such results indicate the importance of using
analytical surface tools to characterize the adsorbing surface.

Orientation of Solid

Adhesion and friction are extremely sensitive to surface character as
already indicated. With various adsorbed gases, friction is not only a
function of the adsorbed gas but the surface orientation as well. In
Tables 4 and 5 friction coefficients are presented for various gases chemi-
sorbed to three different atomic planes of tungsten (see data for oxygen
and hydrogen sulfide, Table 4).

An examination of Table 4 indicates that even hydrogen will reduce the
friction of tungsten. This occurs on all three planes of tungsten with
only the magnitude of the reduction varying with the plane. Oxygen is more
effective than sulfur in reducing the friction of tungsten.

Molecular Structure

The data of Table 5 indicates that even the degree of bond unsaturation
with hydrocarbons has an effect on friction. The greater the degree of bond
unsaturation, the lower the friction coefficient for any given plane. It is
difficult to interpret these results in light of adsorption mechanisms pro-
posed for the adsorption of these gases to a tungsten surface. For example,
with the adsorption of ethylene whether the adsorption is a single or two
step decomposition process is in dispute.( 52) Disagreement exists even as
to the mechanism for the adsorption of the simple hydrocarbon methane to a
tungsten surface.(53) Hopefully future surface studies with well character-
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TABLE IV.-INFLUENCP OF VARIOUS CHEMISORBED GASES
ON FRICTION COEFFICIENT OF TUNGSTEN IN VACUUM*

Chemisorbed Coefficient of friction
gas (110) plane (210) plane (100) plane

None 1.33 1.90 3.00

H2  1.25 1.33 1.66

0 0.95 1.00 1.30
2
Co2  1.15 1.15 1.40

H2S 1.00 ---- 1.35
2

* Rider specimen, (100) atomic plane of tungsten; load, 50 g; sliding
velocity, 0.001 cm/sec; temperature, 200C; pressure, I0-10 Torr.

TABLE V.-INFLUENCE OF BOND SATURATION OF CIHEMISORBED GASES
ON FRICTION COEFFICIENT OF TUNGSTEN IN VACUUM*

Chemisorbed Coefficient of friction
gas (110) plane (210) plane (100) plane

Ethane (H 3C-CH3 ) 1.10 1.10 1.25

Ethylene (H2C=CH2) 0;88 0.85 1.20

Acetylene (HC-HC) 0.70 0.66 1.00

* Rider specimen, (100) plane of tungsten; load, 50 g; sliding velocity,
0.001 cm/sec; temperature, 20C; fmbient pressure, 10-10 Torr.

ized surfaces will resolve this conflict.

From the data of Table 5 there is no question that what is present on
the tungsten surface varies either in composition or structural arrangement,
otherwise friction differences would not be observed. This is true not only
with the adsorption of the various gases on a single plane but with differ-
ent planes of tungsten as well.

Much of the difficulty in the study of adsorption of gases, and liquids
as well, to solid'surfaces is the pronounced effect small conce crations of
bulk impurities can-have on the surface. This is true with metals such as
tungsten and even more so with metals like iron. Concentrations of 10-100
ppm of carbon, nitrogen or sulfur in bulk iron will segregate to the sur-
face and will have an effect.(54) When gases are adsorbed to well charac-
terized iron, pronounced tribological effects are seen.

Frictional Energy Effects

An area to which very little attention has been paid is the effect of
the interfacial frictional energies of two surfaces in rubbing contact on
gaseous adosrption. Some studies by the present author indicate that there

_________ __________________ _______________,_
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is an effect but it is a function of the chemistry of the adsorbate. For
example if methyl mercaptan is adsorbed onto a clean iron surface in the
presence and absence of sliding, differences in the quantity of sulfur ad-
sorbed are observed. These differences are indicated in the Auger spectro-
scopy data of Figure 9.

More sulfur is observed on the iron surface in the absence of sliding
(Figure 9). Frictional heating at the interface can promote desorption of
the sulfur; this and wear could account for the lesser amount of sulfur
observed with sliding. These data indicate that care should be taken in
applying static adsorption results to tribological systems.

If sulfur dioxide is adsorbed to a clean iron surface either in the
presence of or in the absence of sliding, no difference in adsorption be-
havior is observed. The Auger spectroscopy data of Figure 10 indicate the
same surface concentration of sulfur and oxygen under both conditions.

The data of Figure 9 indicate a sensitivity of adsorption to rubbing
with methyl mercapton while the data of Figure 10 indicate an absence of
such sensitivity. If sliding in Figure 9 causes desorption of sulfur, then
oxygen bonded to the sulfur must assist in resisting desorption, Figure 10.
This implies stronger bonding of oxygen to iron than exists for sulfur to
iron.

The relative stabilities of sulfur and oxygen on an iron surface can
be demonstrated with the aid of the data from Figure 11. The data of Figure
11 were obtained in experiments in which a well characterized clean iron
surface was first exposed to 10,000 langmuirs of hydrogen sulfide by the
present author. The hydrogen sulfide dissociatively adsorbs on the iron
surface leaving a surface saturated with a sulfide film. If that surface
is then exposed to oxygen, the oxygen will nearly completely displace the
sulfur. This phenomena of displacement is evidenced by the data of Figure
11.

An oxidized iron surface was exposed tc hydrogen sulfide. Sulfur did
not displace the oxygen on the iron surface. Thus, from these results one
could infer that iron oxide is more stable than is iron sulfide. It should
be indicated that the oxide is thermodynamically unstable relative to the
sulfide in hydrogen sulfide when no oxygen is present but the activation

energy hump must be overcome.

Effect of Mechanical Parameters

Mechanical effects other than simply sliding of the surfaces can have
an effect on adsorption and correspondingly on such tribological properties
as friction behavior. For example, increasing loads for surfaces in solid
state contact as well as increasing Oliding-velocity between such surfaces
will increase the generatdd interfacial energy. It is reasonable to assume
that such changes in energy will alter adsorption behavior.

Sliding friction experiments were conducted by the present author in
which an iron surface containing a normal surfgce oxide was operated in a
vinyl chloride atmosphere at a pressure of 1 - torr. In a series of ex-
periments, the load was increased and both friction force and Auger peak
intensities for chlorine monitored. The results obtained are presented in
Figure 12.

An examination of Figure 12 indicates that the concentration of chlorine
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Fig. 9.-Auger spectroscopy detection of sulfur adsorbed on clean iron sur-
face exposed to methyl mercaptan under static conditions and during
sliding friction. Sliding velocity, 30 centimeters per minute; load,
100 grams; ambient temperature, 230C.
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Fig. 10.-Auger spectroscopy detection of sulfur and oxygen adsorbed on a
clean iron surface exposed to sulfur dioxide under static conditions and
during sliding friction, Sliding velocity, 30 centimeters per minute;
load, 100 grams; ambient temperature, 230 C.
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Fig. 11.-Auger spectroscopy evidence for the displacement of sulfur from aniron surface by oxygen. Initial sulfide film formed by exposure of ironsurface to 10,000 lan gmuirs of hydrogen sulfide at 23C
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Fig. 12.-Coefficient of friction and Auger chloride peak intensity as func-
tion of load for vinyl chloride on iron surface. Ambient pressure, 10-6

torr of vinyl chloride; rider specimen, aluminum oxide; sliding velocity,
30 centimeters per minute; temperature, 23WC; normal oxides present on
iron surface.

in the wear contact zone is a function of load. Chlorine concentration
first increases with load as the friction coefficient decreases. An optimum
surface coverage is achieved at which point the friction coefficient is at
a minimum. Beyond this point surface coverage by chlorine decreases and
this decrease is accompanied by a corresponding increase in friction coef-
ficient. Very little wear occurs to the surfaces presented in Figure 12.
The concentration of chlorine at the surface is 10-6 torr and consequentially
corrosion or corrosive wear is not involved.

A considerable amount of data in the literature dealing with adsorption
of lubricating species to solid surfaces are the result of static exposures-
More data on the dynamic interfacial effects on adsorption are needed.

LIQUID-SOLID INTERACTIONS

In lubrication systems the liquid to solid interface and the chemical
interactions that take place at the liquid to solid interface are extremely
important. As a consequence considerable research has been expended in
understanding these interactions. The adsorption of liquids and the effects
of hydrocarbon chain length, functional groups, etc., were explored back at
the time of Hardy.

An area which has been neglected by the tribologist is the effect of
surface liquids on the mechanical behavior of solids. The materials scien-
tist-is very familiar with these effects. For example, some surface films
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produce mechanical strengthening of surface layers of the solid while other
produce a weakening or softening. (55) These effects must play a role in the
behavior of mechanical components of tribological systems.

Figure 13 illustrates surface effects in a typical stress-strain dia-
gram. With certain surface films (e.g., oxides) a surface mechanical
strengthening occurs called the Roscoe effect because it was first observed
by him in the strengthening of cadium crystals by its oxide.(56)

,-'TH SUFACE FLM(R OSCOE)

I-WITH SURFACE ACIVE

LIQUID IREl-BINDER)

LASTnIC UMIT

STRAIN

Fig. 13.-Schematic illustration of the principal extrinsic surface effects
(ref. 55).

In contrast the presence of certain liquids on the surface of solids produce
a softegpg effect. Many of these liquids are lubricants (e.g., oleic
acid.)( Rehbinder observed this surface softening on many solids in a
number of different liquids and it is therefore called the Rehbinder effect.

From the stress-strain curves of Figure 13 it is apparent that surface
chemistry can influence the mechanical behavior of solids. Films such as
oxides can strengthen the material while certain lubricating types of films
can increase plasticity. Such effects are important and should not be over-
looked in attempting to understand lubricated systems. These effects are
demonstrated in Figure 14 with data from friction and wear experiments.

The data of Figure 14 are from friction and wear experiments in which
films were examined on the surface of the basal (0001) plane of a single
crystal of zinc. Three surface states of the zinc were studied, a clean
surface generated by cleavage in liquid nitrogen, an oxidized surface and
a cleaved surface containing a layer of 5 percent hydrochloric acid in
water. The cleaved clean surface would be analogous to the normal surface
of Figure 13; the oxidized surface, strengthening by the Roscoe effect and
the acid solution, would-be a manifestation of the Rehbinder effect of
Figure 13.

The friction coefficient as a function of load in Figure 14 is greater
for the oxidized surface than it is for the surface lubricated with the acid

- - n - -7
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Fig. 14.-width of wear track and coefficient of friction produced with ruby
ball sliding on zinc single crystal (0001) surface in [1020] direction.
Sliding velocity, 1.4 millimeters per minute; temperature, 23WC; dry
argon atmosphere.

film. These results are as might be anticipated because, in a sense, the
acid layer is a lubricant. Chemical reactions with the surface leads to
the formation of zinc chloride.

The wear track widths are presented in Figure 14 for all three surface
states. These and the friction results were obtained some years ago by
the present author. (58) The greatest amount of surface deformation occurred
with the acid solution, the substance which produces surface softening
(Rehbinder effect).

The clean, "as cleaved" crystal surface produced intermediate amounts
of surface deformation with the least surface deformation taking place in
the presence of the surface oxide. Thus, surface chemistry is important
in the mechanical behavior of tribological surfaces.

The mode of deformation as well as the amount is affected by the pres-
ence or absence of surface films. In Figure 15 the zinc single crystal
surfaces are examined after sliding experiments with hexadecane present on
the sdrace. Figure 15(a) is for the surface without an oxide layer pre-
formed and Figure 15(b) is the wear track generated in the presence of an
oxide film. Without the oxide, aeformation is completely plastic via slip.
When the -oxide is present deformation twinning is observed as shown in the
photomicrography of Figure 15(b). A "ladder" of deformation twins is de-
tected in the wear track of Figure 15(b). These twins are completely ab-
sent in Figure 15(a).

64- ,
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SOLID-SOLID INTERFACE

The surface chemistry and bonding across an interface for two solids in
contact is extremely important in understanding the adhesion, friction and
wear behavior of materials. With metals and alloys, the materials which
have -eceived the greatest attention with respect to chemistry, varicus
properties have been found to affect their surface chemical activity. Such
properties include: (1) crystal structure; (2) crystal orientation; (3)
solid solubility; (4) surface segregation; (5) surface energy; and (6) d
bond character.

Crystal Structure and Orientation

The manner in which metallic atoms bond to one another in the bulk will
determine the crystal structure that results. Interfacial bonding of hexa-
gonal metals generally results in strong bonding at the interface but easy
shear along basal planes which allows for limited growth in the real contact
area, low adhesive bonding forces (because of easy separation along basal
planes) and low friction. (9)

Crystallographic orientations at metal surfaces are'extremely important
in surface chemistry and in solid to solid interactions. Generally in any
crystal system (e.g., C.P.H., F.C.C. or B.C.C.) the high atomic density
planes are the low surface energy planes and correspondingly the least
chemically active. Thus, when {111) planes are brought into contact for
face-centered cubic metals the adhesive bonding is less than when two llO
planes are brought into contact. Likewise, with hexagonal metals, bonding
is weaker between (O001} planes than it is between {lOlO} planes. This
orientation influences bonding effects, adhesion, friction, and adhesivewear.(59)

The foregoing discussion applies to metals in clean solid state con-
tact. When a metal is adsorbed on a solid surface of the same metal the
same interaction characteristics exist. Thus, for example, the bonding
energy for tungsten atoms is less on the (110) plane than it is for the
(111) plane.(6 -61) In Ref. 60 it is 121 kcal g atom-1 for the (110) plane
and 139 kcal g atom-1 for the (111) plane. Similar observations have been
made in adhesion and friction studies with tungsten;( 62) that is, adhesive
bonding (and correspondingly friction) are less on the (110) than on the
less dense atomic planes.

Solid Solubility

Through the years a number of attempts have been made to correlate the
solid solubility of metals (bulk) with adhesion, friction and wear of metal
surfaces.(63-67) Adhesion, friction and adhesive wear are largely the re-
sult of surface properties and consequently surface chemistry, rather than
bulk chemistry should be considered. Ample evidence exists to establish
differences between surface and bulk bonding of, for example, dissimilar
metals.

(68)

Tin, copper, and gold are completely insoluble in tungsten. De-
spite this bulk insolubility, these elements bond very strongly to the sur-
face of tungsten. With tin, there are two binding energies, a weaker one
comparable to the binding energy in bulk tin and a second energy which is
much stronger and'occurs in the first monolayer of tin where each tin atom
contacts four tungsten atoms. (60 ) This bond is unusually strong. With
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gold to tungsten, the bond is intermetallic in nature at the interface.(70)
Copper alloys with the tungsten surface.(71)

Adhesion experiments in the field ion microscope have revealed strong
adhesive bonding and transfer of gold to tungsten with surface compound
formation.(72) Adhesion and transfer of copper to tungsten has been ob-
served in sliding friction experiments.(59)

The foregoing caveat against using bulk properties to predict surface
behavior not only applied to metal-metal contacts but to metals contacting
nonmetals also. For example, gold has extremely limited solid solubility
in both silicon and germanium (less than 10-5 atomic percent).( 68 ) Despite
this very limited solubility, gold bonds very strongly to silicon and
germanium in adhesion experiments.(73)

Figure 16 is a photomicrograph of a silicon (111) surface after ad-
hesive contact with gold. Heavy transfer of gold to the silicon is ob-

Fig. 16.-Gold transferred to a clean silicon (1ll) surface after adhesive
contact. Load, 30 grams; temperature 23 0 C; pressure, 10- 8N/m 2 .

served. The amount of transfer is greater than is frequently seen for
metals in contact with other metals where complete solid solubility exists.l 59)
The gold cohesive bonds were weaker than the gold to silicon interfacial
adhesive bonds, thus resulting in fracture in the gold.

Strong interfacial bonding was also observed (Ref. 73) for gold to
germanium. Separation of the adhesive junction, however, fracture occurred
in the germanium rather than in the gold. The cohesive binding energies
of gold and germanium are nearly equal. Thus, where the interfacial bind-
ing is stronger than tne cohesive binding in the elements fracture can oc-
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cur in either. In the studies, of Ref. 73, it takes place in the germanium.
The cohesive binding energy of silicon, however, is stronger than gold and
consequently, fracture occurs in the gold for this particular couple.

The foregoing discussion indicates the importance of avoiding the use
of bulk properties to predict surface behavior. On the basis of the solid
solubility theory, very little adhesion and transfer should occur for the
particular couples discussed, yet the opposite result is observed. Con-
versely, beryllium is soluble in cobalt yet very little adhesive transfer
is observed.

Valence Bonding

The importance of surface segregation and surface energy in solid state
contacts has already been discussed. The role of d valence bond character
of metals on bimetallic adhesion and friction can be useful in predicting
friction coefficients for various metals in contact.(74) This concept gives
an indication of the relative amount of electron energy available at a free
surface for bonding based on that which is committed to cohesive bonding
within the metal itself. Recently, the concept has been applied to metal
to nonmetallic bonding, adhesion, and friction of metal to nonmetal
couples.(75)

SUMMARY

A critical review of the chemistry of surfaces indicates that much of
the interpretation of the data generated in the past may now be suspect
because of inadequate characterization of the surfaces. Analytical tools
are now available to assist in this characterization. They have already
revealed that many metal surfaces do not consist of metallic atoms but
rather atoms of bulk impurities which diffuse to the surface and contami-
nate it. It is now apparent that the wide disparity in the values of sur-
face energy may be a result of these surface contaminates. These surface
films are important because even fractions of a monolayer can affect ad-
hesion and friction.

Bulk alloy chemistry cannot be extended to the surface because equili-
brium segregation will result in a different surface alloy chemistry. The
adsorption of lubricating species on the surface of solids is highly
specific and not only dependent upon chemistry but orientation as well.
Mechanical surface activity influences the adsoprtion process in some in-
stances and mechanical properties, such as plastic deformation are altered
by the presence of adsorbates.

Strong interfacial bonding between dissimilar materials which are in-
soluble in the bulk occurs and in some instances the bonding and material
transfer observed is greater than seen with those materials which are com-
pletely soluble, one in the other. Such observations argue against the
use of bulk properties to predict surface behavior.

Adhesion, friction, wear and lubrication are highly dependent upon
surface chemistry and, therefore, surface rather than bulk behavior should
be used in studying mechanisms which are clearly surface related. Assuming
that bulk properties are also surface properties can be very misleading.
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONER: Do we use the right combinations of metals today? Are there
better combinations we could use such az soft metals against hard metals?

D. H. BUCKLEY: The answer is yes. There are a lot of properties that can
guide us in selecting materials. Many years ago it used to be a common ex-
pression amnong people in lubrication, and I have heard it from designers
many times myself, that dissimilar materials in contact should be used,
never like-on-like. That is not necessarily so. For example, I can take
beryllium-on-betyllium and cobalton-cobalt in the clean state and get mar-
kedly lower friction coefficients with complete absence of adhesion and
seizure of those materals. Any other couple that we might select would
give adhesion and seizuze in 'he clean state. That does not necessarily
mean that unlike combination Sannot be used. There are certain basic prop-
erties that influence adhesion, friction and wear behavior. For
example, through the years p~ople have established that crystal structure,
order - disorder reactions and textures haVe a profound influence on wear.
Certain surface taytures of a metal can give markedly lower friction and
wear than other textures. There are manry other propertie; of soltd surfaces
such .a cohesive binding which can be -used as criteria. Let us face that
adhcsion is adhesive wear. Every time we pull surfaces apart, even electri-
cal contact, we lose material frnm one surface. There are some basic
properties that we can use in selecting materials. Of course, we are hoping
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that as more people get involved, more of these properties can be identified
and someday we can catalogue various properties. Some day we can select
materials on a rational basis instead of simply saying, "Don't use like on
like."

B. BRISCOE, Imperial College: Do you find any correlation between the magni-
tude of the adhesive force and friction force and whether the factors which
influence one in general will influence ti.e other in a similar way?

BUCKLEY: That is a good question. In the case of contact between clean
surfaces there is a correlation; the friction behavior and the adhesion
behavior correlate fairly well. The materials that adhere strongly at the
interface will give very high friction and seizure. In the presence of
surface films, however, it is very difficult. Once the surface is contam-
inated, adhesion does not take place very effectively. The adhesive force
drops off rapidly with the monolayer from the contaminant film. We still
measure friction, no matter what is present on the solid surface; but we
may not be able to measure adhesion any longer. It is difficult to draw a
correlation between adhesion and friction because the adhesion, so to speak,
drops out of the picture. Of course, it has a small value but it is very
difficult to measure. I guess it is a qualified answer.

H. CZICHOS, Federal Institute of Materials Testing, Berlin: You made some
experiments sliding iron against germanium first in dry state and then in
the lubricated state and you got different patterns. First you observed
fracture and then more plastic deformation. My question is, is it due to
the different tangential forces or is it due to the change in the chemical
nature?

BUCKLEY: It actually is a combination of both. When you bring clean sur-
faces into contact, they are going to bind as soon as you put them in close
contact. Therefore, the tangential motion is resisted because of inter-
facial bonding. In the lubricated case there will be very little resistance
to tangential motion, and therefore friction forces will be relatively low,
and we should not see much fracturing. In one case we get fracture with
large amounts of energy and in the other case is the complete absence of
fracture, but we still have frictional energy involved because we observe
plastic deformation of the surface. But whatever frictional energy is in-
volved, it is remarkably less than the case of the clean system.

D. GODFREY, Chevron Research: Regarding the diffusion of alloying elements,
what is the driving force that would cause aluminum for example, to diffuse
to the surface of copper during sliding?

BUCKLEY: As we observed this effect in tribology, several others have
observed the same effect in other areas. Surface physicists call this
effect surface segregation. There is a controversy going on now about the
driving force for diffusion. We took a naive approach. If you look at the
appropriate table you see the lattice dimensions of the various species.
It is an indicator of lattice strain that is produced in the crystal lattice
when the impurity atom is present. Tin produ'es the greatest amount of
lattice strain, and its concentration is the highest on the solid surface.
Therefore, we proposed that it is a simple matter of lattice strain. The
greater the amount of lattice strain the solute porduces in the solvent, the
higher will be the driving force to diffuse to the surface. Since then a
number of other theories have been proposed and it seems that, in addition
to our own, there are about three other theories. No one was really proved.
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A. W. RUFF, NBS: I think it is also true that the energy of a surface is a
function of composition in many systems and therefore if you have a system
that minimizes the surface energy with a composition change, diffusion to
the surface may take place.

BUCKLEY: Dr. Ruff has just expounded on one of the other hypotheses. And
there are two others.

QUESTIONER: The wear rates we measure are very sensitive to the presence of
oxide film. I have great difficulty in maintaining a stable oxide film.
Were you going over the same wear track in your experiments?

BUCKLEY: In some experiments it was a single pass, and in others they were
multiple passes over the same wear track. It depends on the object of the
experiment. If the object of the experiment is to look at something which
one past ;:, 33tablz..'h, then single pass tests are used. If, for example,
absorpti-. -. lubic "0 species during sliding are studied as a function of
the nur':-r -f passes, we use as many as 200-250 passes and then compare the
absorT.-..-. of different species on the solid surface.
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TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
STUDY OF THE

INTER-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FRICTION
AND

DEFORMATION OF COPPER SINGLE
CRYSTALS

N. Ohmae

ABSTRACT

A high voltage transmission electron microscope study on friction-
deformed copper single crystals was conducted to clarify the relationship
between friction and deformation, since friction is dependent not only on
surface chemical or physical properties but also on crystallographic ori-
entation. It was found that the friction process resulted in a complex
deformation, i.e., a tensile deformation under compression. The work hard-
ened layer due to friction consisted of (i) {110} <211> texture, (ii) a
distorted region dependent on sliding direction, (iii) compressed zone, and
(iv) undisturbed matrix. The type of slip systems which acted during tex-
turing determines the friction property.

INTRODUCTION

The paper 'Definition and Effect of Chemical Properties of Surfaces
in Friction, Wear, and Lubrication' by Buckley emphasizes the importance
of surface chemistry in tribology. (1) The use of surface analytical tools
pioneered by Buckley has provided a new insight into tribology by charac-
terizing the surface. (2-4) It is widely accepted now that the tribological
properties are very sensitive to surface characteristics, both chemical
and physical. The present author's adhesion and friction experiments on
f.c.c. metals directly inside the Auger emission spectrometer have also
showed the importance of surface cleanliness, temperature, load, velocity,
and crystallographic orientations. (5-10) In addition to these factors,
this paper deals with the influence of crystallographic orientation on
friction. In addition, dislocation behavior in the deforming subsurface
material cannq:: be ignored. A number of research publicati6ns reported
anisutropic fr-ction due to crystallographic orientations both in air( 5-8 )
and in vacuum.(9,10) The discussion on the effect of dislocation may re-
peat the other review paper, but this paper aims to clarify the mechanism
of friction from the standpoint of crystallography.

One of the most powerful methods for observing microstructure is
transmission electron microscopy. However, the difficulties in preparing
a thin foil as well as the problem of electron transmission capability do
not make such an observation easy. In addition, the region observable with
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a conventional transmission electron microscope is so limited that the
obtained results cannot be extended to an overall phenomenon. In the
present study, the use of the high voltage transmission electron microscope
operating at 2000 kV enabled an observation of dislocation structure both
in the wear groove and on the ridges. Observations were carried out at
relatively low magnifications to cover a wide range of wear track. Disk
speciments employed were 99.99% pure copper single crystals grown by
Bridgman method(11) and 99.999% pure aluminum single crystals obtained by
strain-annealing.(1 2) Pin specimens were 99.98% copper polycrystals and
99.99% aluminum polycrystals with a shape of 1200 cone angle. Unlubricated
single pass sliding tests between similar metals (relative humidity 60±2%,
temperature 20±10C) were conducted in air at a sliding velocity of 10 um
per second. The results obtained at 1.5 x 10-1 N normal load for copper
and at 7.4 x 10-2 N for aluminum are presented in this paper.

ANISOTROPIC FRICTION AND CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION

It is well known that f.c.c. metals exhibit anisotropic friction be-
havior.(1 3) Table I summarizes the friction coefficients between similar
f.c.c. metals in air. Evidently, an anisotropy exists in the friction of
copper and aluminum. When friction is considered on the basis of plastic
deformation, the influential factors can be: (1) the type of slip system,
(2) the ease of crystal rotation, and (3) the degree of work hardening.
The interaction of the above mentioned factors is so complicated that the
mechanism of friction cannot be clarified simply. Friction, in an essential
sense, is a resistance to sliding. To rupture adhesive junctions, fracture
should occur either at interface or within bulk depending on the strength

of materials.

Friction is sensitive not only to surface conditions but also to bulk

deformation. When materials are brought into contact, adhesion takes
place. Then under relative movement, material at the surface undergoes
large plastic deformation. This plastic deformation further increases
adhesion. Thus strain in the contact region continues to increase, and
when the movement of dislocations is not able to ease the strain, fracture
will occur at the weakest point, such as pre-existing cracks, cell boundary,
voids due to dislocation pile-ups, precipitates and grain boundaries. Al-
though surface cleanliness, load, temperature and sliding velocity also
influence the friction behavior, friction primarily is a function of ma-
terial deformation. This will be discussed later.

One of the most important factors in the friction-deformation relation-
ship is the type of slip system at the surface of friction track. In order
to examine the orientational effect, friction experiments were conducted
with various aluminum single crystals slid in varied directions against
aluminum cones. The relationship between friction coefficient and the di-
rection of stress axis is shown in the stereographic standard triangle
(see Figure 1). In this case, the mean stress axis was assumed to be along
the resultant of the normal load and the friction force. Figure 1 clearly
sets the problem which should be studied in this paper. Friction coef-
ficients higher than 1.2 were obtained in the neighborhood of the sides of
the standard triangle, while friction coefficients less than 1.0 were main-
ly observed in the inner region of the triangle. This crystallographic
orientational effect indicates that the slip system which acted on the sur-
face of friction track is the basic factor in the mechanism of friction.
Multiple slip easily occurs at the sides of the triangle, while a single
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TABLE I.--ANISOTROPIC FRICTION FOR Cu AND Al (REFS. FROM 5 TO 9)

Friction
Disk Pin Atmosphere Load (N) Coeff.

Bailey & Sapphire [0011 0.23
Gwathmey Cu Hemisphere Air 0.25 (001)

(22 jim R) [1101 0.67

Diamond [100] 0.27
Stejn Cu Ifemisphere Air 0.10 (001)

(17.8 urm R) 110] 0.38

Cu [1001 1.0
Roshon Cu Hemisphere Air 3.9 (001)

(1.59mm R) [110] 0.8

(001) 40
1.3xlO- 9  0.49 (110) <110> 40

Cu Pa (111) 21
Cu Hemisphere (001) 0.60

(0.8mm R) Air 0.49 (110) <110> 0.40
Buckley (111) 0.21

0.08- (001) 1.3
Al 0.59 (110) <110> 1.0

Hemisphere Air (111) 0.7
(0.8mm R) 0.29- <100> 0.55

0.59 {1i0} <110> 1.0

(100] 0.8
CU (00i) [210] i.0

Cu Cone Air 0.74- [110] 1.25
Present (1200) 8.8 (001) 1.25
Author (110) <110> 0.9

(111) 0.4

Al
Al Cone Air 0.074 Random 0.8-

(1200) 1.4

slip occurs inside the triangle because of a high resolved shear stress of
the primary slip system. The surface texture caused by friction of f.c.c.
metals, is the llO} <211> texture, which is to be shown later for copper
single crystals. However, the type of slip systems which acted during the
formation of texture determines the relationship between friction and de-
formation.

Slip Systems

Slip bands iormed on the copper single crystals were observed by opti-
cal microscopy and optical interferometry. As slip system for f.c.c. metals
is {111} <110>, the active slip systems. for varied sliding conditions were
identified as shown in Table I. A schematic illustration of the slip
model is shown in Figure 2 for the slidings on the (001) surfaces in the
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P >1.2 (0)

1.0<)J1.2 (0)

j. <1.O (o)

Fig. I.-Relation between friction coefficient and direction of stress axis
shown on the standard triangle, the results obtained from friction ex-
periments with randomly oriented Al single crystals.

[100] direction, the [110] direction, and the [210] direction. It should
be noted that the slip systems tabulated in Table II mainly contribute to
the deformation of ridges. In some cases, a different slip system governs
the deformation inside the groove.

Optical microscope observations also showed that the slip bands flowed
in the direction of sliding particularly in the vicinity of friction track.
This suggests that a crystal rotation occurred around the axis normal to
the friction surface along sliding direction. In other words, dislocations
with screw component were introduced. Under such a complicated stress con-
dition, one of the techniques for the analysis of active slip systems is
the Schmid factor.(14-16) By calculating the relation between Schmid fac-
tors and measured friction coefficients,(17) it is possible to estimate the
most active slip system during the formation of friction-deformed structure.

MICROSTRUCTURE ON FRICTION TRACK

The difference in the microstructure due to varied conditions of
friction was studied by a high voltage transmission electron microscope.
The dislocation structure of the sliding on 'the (001) surface in the [100]
direction is shown in Figure 3. In the figure, the direction of stress
axis, which might act during friction process, is indicated. A high density
of dislocations was observed on the friction track, and an elongation of
cell structure to the direction of sliding was predominant. The appearance

- ~ -'
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E1001

I - (a)

, [210]

tool) ( b)

M:Slip Plane

> .:Slip Direction

Fig. 2.-Schematic view of activo slip systoms for thu slidings on Cu (001)
in the [100), (1101 and f2101 directions.

of the dislocation structure is not similar to that of copper single cry-
stals subjected to uni-axial tensile deformation or compressive deforma-
tion (18) but is similar to that of rolled copper at a heavy processing of
about 60%. (19) The slip system which first acted on the friction track was
estimated by the Schmid factor to be a double slip of (111) [Ol] and (T])
[Oll]. However, the fact that the elongated coll structure was obtained
signifies that the crystal rotation by a single slip on the primary slip
plane must take place. This can be explained by the effect of latent
hardening. (20) Thus the primary slip system preferentially acted. This is
also clear from the selected area diffraction pattern which shows that the
plane on the friction track is very near to (1101. A cell boundary was
found to be parallel to <211>. Therefore the {110)<211> texture was formed
on the friction track. This result is consistent with the rolling texture
reported by Wilman et al.( 21) The cell size perpendicular to sliding is
small (on the order of 0.5 ,im). This value is small compared to that of
copper deformed in uni-axial tension. An isometric cell structure was
found on the ridges. It appears that this cell structure is similar to the
tensile deformed structure of copper at Stage II or Stage Ill. (22) The
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isometric cell structure may be caused either by (111) [0l], (i) [Ol],
(111) [011 and (111) [011] slip systems or by (111) [011], (1TI) [OTT],
(1i) [Oii] and (111) [011] slip systems shown in Table II.

Figure 4 shows a dislocation structure on the (001) surface with a
sliding in the [110] direction. Cell structure developed on the two slip
planes forming a grid of parallelograms. The angle between the two cell
boundaries on the two slip planes was approximately 800, and was nearly
consistent with the geometrical angle between the two slip planes on {110
surface, 70.50. Since the direction of stress axis was on [001]-[111] -_

boundary, it is reasonable to mention that the primary slip system of (111)
[011] and the conjugate slip of (11) [101] occurred simultaneously. Thus
such a layered cell structure was accomplished. The elongated cell boundary
was nearly along the <211> direction. Densely tangled dislocations were
visible. The dislocition cell structure on ridges was isometric, which
might be caused by (111) [011], (11I) ll, (11) [011] and (111) [01]
slip systems or by (111) [101], (111) [011], (111) [101] and (111) [011]
slip systems.

Figure 5 shows the dislocation structure on the (001) surface .in whicn
a sliding was conducted along the [210] direction, the intermediate angle
between the [100] and the [110] directions. As is similar to the case of
the (001) [100] sliding, the elongated cell structure to the sliding di-
rection was predominant. It is therefore considered that the primary slip
system of (111) [011] preferentially acted. The cell size perpendicular
to the sliding direction was as small as 0.5 Pm, which is similar in size
to that of rolled copper.(19)

The dislocation structures on (10) surface are shown in Figures 6, 7
and 8 for slidings in the [001] direction, the [0] direction, and the
[ill] direction respectively. -Figure 6 shows a predominant cell structure
obtained for the sliding in the [001] direction. It is considered from.-this micrograph that a rotational slip on (110) plane occurred. The cell

structure showed a slightly elongated appearance which was parallel t <211>.
The cell structure on the ridges might be formed by (II) [110] and (111)
[110] slip systems.

The elongated cell structure obtained with a sliding in the [Tl0] di-
rection is shown in Figure 7. A fine cell structure developed. Since the
stress axis is close to [100]-[lll] boundary, a double slip consisting of
the (111) [011] primary slip and the (TIT) [011] conjugate slip would occur.
Either (111) [OTI], (111) [TO1, (TTI)JlO[l] and (111) [TO1] or (TI) [TOT],
(TII) [01I], (111) [011] and (111) [101] slip systems may form an isometric
cell structure on the ridges.

When sliding was conducted in the [11l] direction on the (110) surface,
a high density of dislocations and non-uniform cell structure were observed
as shown in Figure 8. Friction track appears to consist of elongated cells
and uniformly distributed dislocations. This structure may be obtained by
active slip systems of (111) [110] and (111)-[110]. An isometric cell struc-
ture, resulting from slip systems of (111) [110], (111) [TI10], (111) [I10]
and (1TI) [110], is visible on the ridges.

Figure 9 shows the dislocation structure in the case of friction on
the (111) surface in the [110] direction. A high density of dislocations
and elongated cell structure were found on the friction track, while an iso-
metric cell structure predominated on the ridges. The former might be
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-sliding direction-

4A

Fig. 9.-Elongated cell structure resulting from (111) [110] single slip;
sliding on the Cu (111) surface in the ([101 direction.

caused by the single slip of (1l) [110]. A wide cell boundary and a uniform
distribution of dislocations were observed on ridges.

Figure 10 shows an elongated cell structure when sliding was made on
the (112) surface in the [T ]. The single slip of (Tll) [101] may occur
to form this elongated cell structure, and the cell boundary was nearly
parallel to the '2ll> direction. The structure on the ridges suggests the
actions of (IMl) [O], (Tl) [70]], (U1]) [011] and (111) [101] slip sys-
tems.

Figure 11 is a plot of cell size obtained for each sliding condition.
In this case, an assumption was made that the shape of the cell was an
ellipse. For the slidings on the (001) surface, the largest cell size was
obtained in the [100] sliding, an intermediate one in the [210] sliding and
the smallest in the [110] sliding. It is accepted that the cell size is
inversely proportional to the degree of plastic deformation.(23) Therefore
the degree of plastic deformation will be described as a simplified expres-
sion of [llO]-[2l0]>[lCO]. Similarly on the (110) surface, it is possible
to describe the degree of plastic deformation in the order [Tll]>[llO].,[OO1].
It is clear therefore that the greater the number of active slip systems
which contributed to a rotational slip, the greater the degree of plastic
deformation. Attention should be given to the fact that the relationship
in the order of plastic deformation is exactly consistent with that of fric-
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1.0

(1101 (001)

05

0 05 1.0 1.5 20

0(10)

S1.0

001

C

05

' 0 05 10 15 20 25

Ix

1.0 

(ll)

0.5

0 S 05 0 I 5 20

Cell 5ize(Paraliel to Sliding Direction)[pm])

Fig. ll.-Plot of cell size for varied sliding conditions. Note that the
cell size on each plane is inversely proportional to friction coefficient
shown in Table III.

tion coefficient shown in Table III. It is therefore-reasonable to mention
that the process of plastic deformation determines the magnitude of friction.

MICROSTRUCTURES ON THE CROSS-SECTIONS OF FRICTION TRACK

The mechanism of deformation due to friction could accurately be
studied by observing the cross-sections. The results shown in Figures 12
and 13 were obtained with a sliding on the Cu (001) surface in the [110]
direction. Figure 12 shows the dislocation structure on the cross-section
normal to the sliding direction. A very fine cell structure was observed
at the region approximately 1-2 uin below surface. The appearance of cell
structure in this region is rather isometric with a mean cell diameter of
0.4 ,im. Therefore the cell structure at the surface may be cylindrical in

NI
(Ill)

6.I

. .. U ' " ; < , - ,. ' - ' . . .. .; - '+ -
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0 Fig. 12-Dislocation cell Structure on the cross-section norrml to the
sliding direction; sliding on the Cu (002) surface in the (1101 direction.
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TABLE III.-A SUMMARY OF FRICTION COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED

FOR THE CONDITIONS SHOWN IN FIGURES FRON 3 TO 10.

Plane Direction -_ Fiction Coefficient

(001) [100] 0.9
(001) (110] 1.25
(001) (210] 1.0
(110) (001) 0.8
(110) [1101 0.95
(110) (111] 1.4
(111) [110] 0.4
(112) [1O] 0.5

shape, when considering the cell structure shown in Figure 4. Figure 12
also suggests that the texture is limited to the surface region and that
the compressive deformation is predominant in the inner region. A, the
depth from surface increases, the cell size becomes large and the misorien-
tation between each cell becomes large too. The cell structures were also
observed around the ridges. However, they are large in diameter compared
to that around the friction track. Thus the degree of deformation is
relatively low on the ridges. At far below the surface, a dense clustering
of stacking faults was visible.

Figure 13 shows the dislocation structure on the cross-section parallel
to the sliding direction. The dislocation density below surface was ex-
tremely high and the formation of cell structure was predominant. The cell
size becomes large, as the depth from surface increases. A misorientation
between cells was large at the region of several micrometers below surface.
The appearance of cell structure exhibits a slight elongation to the sliding
direction in the region of approximately 5 pm below surface. In contrast,
an isometric cell structure was observed in the region away from surface.
The region of low dislocation density due to image force, postulated by
Suh, "(2 ) was not observed in the present study.

DEFORMATION DURING FRICTION

Figure 14 is a scheme of dislocation cell structure based on the trans-
mission electron microscope study in the foregoing sections. It has become
evident that a difference in the dislocation structures exists between the
friction track (groove) and the ridges, and that friction is primarily
dependent on the former. At the very surface of the'groove, the (110) <211>
texture resulted independently of the crystallographic planes and directions.
For the sliding on the (001) surface in the [100] direction, the primary
slip system predominated due to the latent hardening, although a double
slipzof (111) [011] and (111) [OT1] occurred. The texture was caused by
the r6tational' slipw For the slidingg on the (001) surface in the_[1]O]
direction, a double slip of (ITI) [011] primary slip and (11) [101] con-
jugate slip occurred. In the case of the [210] sliding on the (001) sur-
face, a single slip of (171) [01] acted first, then a double slip combined
with a conjugate slip occurred. As for the slidings on the (110) surface,
the double slips of the combinations; primary slip and conjugate slip,
primary slip and conjugate slip, and primary slip and conjugate/critical
slips occurred in the [001], [110], and [ill] directions, respectively.

__... , -. . -. -, - -- -
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Fig. 14.--A model showing deformed structure due to friction, as it is based

on the transmission electron microscope studies.

The slidings on the (111) surface in the [T]O] direction and on the (112)
surface in the [710] direction caused a crystal rotation by a single slip.
Thus higher friction coefficients were obtained when a double slip occurred,
while lower friction coefficients were frequently obtained when a single
slip took place. In the case where the latent hardening led to a predomi-
nant primary slip in spite of the action of double slip, intermediate values
of friction coefficients resulted. As shown earlier for aluminum, the
types of slip system do determine the friction.

The second layer is caused by a crystal rotation, the axis of which
lies on the surface and normal to the sliding direction. In other words,
the bending axis of the second layer is dependent on the sliding direction.
This layer is consistent with the deformation structure which has been
clarified by the existence of Laue asterism.(25)

The third layer consists of the compressed zone. Although the defor-
mation mode is a relatively simple compression, both the deformed region
and the degree of work hardening depend on the dislocation interactions on
each active slip system.

The fourth layer is undistorted matrix.

CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded from the present transmission electron microscope
study that the friction property primarily is dependenf upon the plastic
deformation at the very surface of friction track. T!- anisotropic fric-
tion behavior was explained by the relationship between the active slip
systems and the direction of stress axis. The deformation mode due to
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friction was defined as a complicated tensile deformation under compression.
Friction caused a work hardened layer consisting of the {llO} <211> texture,
a distorted region depending on the sliding direction, a compressed zone,
and an undisturbed matrix. In view of the experimental results, the point
to be emphasized is that friction depends both on the crystallographic
variables and on the chemistry of solid surfaces.
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DISCUSSION

D. 11. BUCKLEY, NASA: Did you look at the effect of impurities in the copper?
The impurities alter dislocation cell structure in copper.

OHMAE: That is true. We obtained the copper single crystals by the Bridgman
method. The Auger analysis showed impurities like carbon. In these obser-
vations by TEM at low magnification, it is rather difficult to show the
impurity pinning of dislocations there. Surely the impurity has an influ-
ence on dislocation cell structure. That is a good point.

S. RAMALINGAM, Georgia Institute of Technology: In one of your figures of
dislocation cell structure you show a crack. Quite far away from the crack,
you show clustering of stacking faults. It is surprising that you could

observe that in copper at these low strain rates, would please clarify?

OHMAE: Well, it is rather surprising to me, too. The misorientation between
the cell is very large in that area. Probably Frank Partials are respons-
ible for the clustcring effect.

A. W. RUFF, NBS: Was the speed so fast that there might be heating at the
interface?

OIIMAE: The experiments were conducted at relatively low sliding velocity
(10 jim per sec) to avoid heating.

RUFF: All right. Was there any evidence of structural changes near the
surface? I know you saw fairly consistent patterns of cells from the in-
terior material right up to the deformed surface. Although the size and
the shape of the cells are changing, neither deformation twinning nor voids
can be seen near the surface.

OHMAE: We saw voids. The dislocation of density is very high, around
1011/cm 2 or so. In these micrographs it is very difficult to distinguish
void because it is not clear. But by direct observation in the microscope
it is possible to detect voids especially in the cross-section.

RUFF: Finally, was there an oxide film on the surface and was that oxide
worked into the copper specimen during the sliding?

OIIMAE: Tha- is important. Using the electron diffraction technique in the
TEM we could not detect the copper oxide, but in some cases we did. We
are not sure whether this oxide is formed during the wear test or during
the preparation of thin foils.

QUESTIONER: What are the size and the misorientation of the cells of the
top layer?

OIIMAE: The cell size perpendicular to the sliding is about 0.5 pm. The mis-

orientation is three degrees as obtained by the TEM diffraction technique.

QUESTIOUER: Were the sliding experiments done with single pass?

OHMAE: Yes.
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STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE SURFACE
LAYER

DUE TO SLIDING AND THEIR EFFECTS ON
FRICTION AND WEAR OF MATERIALS

Y. Mizutani

ABSTRACT

Segregation, phase transformation, plastic deformation and xidation
in solid surface layers during sliding are discussed on the basis f the
results obtained by a combined use of AES, EPvA, X-ray and EM metnods.
It is emphasized in this paper that such changes play an important role in
the friction and wear behaviors of metals and alloys. This view is con-
sistent with that proposed by euckley.

INTRODUCTION

Very careful investigation of the sliding surface of solids is needed
to understand the fundamental aspects of tribology, since the nature of
the surface may strongly affect the friction, wear and lubrication of ma-
terials. Most of the subjects reviewed by Buckley (3) are concerned with the
basic surface science, i.e., studies on the outermost layer of solid sur-
faces in whizh highly purified single crystals were examined in a well-con-
trolled atmosphere under very low sliding speed and load. The use of sur-
face analytical tools has gradually revealed the basic phenomena on the
sliding surfaces of solids.

Detailed behavior of the solid surfaces at sliding contacts, even of
simpler types of sliding in conventional sliding tests and practical systems
is very complicated. A full understanding ef what happens at the contact
interfaces has not yet been attained. It is therefore desirable to corre-
late the basic knowledge with test results and investigate the changes in
structure and composition of solid surface layers due to friction, from both
macroscopic and microscopic points of view. For the microscopic observa-
tion, it is very important to use a proper combination of analytical tools
such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Auger electrun spectroscopy
(AES), electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) and X-ray diffraction techniques.

In this paper, some topics on surface segregation, phase transformation,
plastic deformation and oxidation in solid surface layers due to friction
will be discussed in relation to the subjects reviewed by Buckley.(1)
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STRUCTURAL CHANGES DUE TO FRICTION

As a result of relative motion of two surfaces in contact, "e of the
external work is dissipated, resulting in generation of hear, plastic &'-

formation and wear in their surface layers. The amount of energy dissipa-
tion depends on the surface and bulk materials in contact and the environ-
mental conditions.

Figure 1 illustrates the structural changes in the surface of metals
and alloys due to friction.(2) This indicates a mechanism by which fric-
tional energy dissipation results in structural changes; plastic deforma-
tion, surface segregation, phase transformation, precipitation and corrosion
(or oxidation). Thus, a careful investigation of the sliding surface layer
is very important for the understanding of friction, wear and lubrication.

St~uCtuf4| Chahne

to tye lariat, laye.

DRIoM1,N ,pto )----- of ..r... ) .....
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Fig. l.-Illustration of structural changes in the surface layer of metals
and alloys due to friction. (Mizutani, Ref. 2)

CRYSTAL ROTATION AND PLASTIC DEFORMATION

The surface orientation of crystalline solids may change due to cry-
stal rotation or plastic deformation during the rubbing process. Such
change may be associated with the change in surface energy, because the
surface energy is sensitive to the crystallographic orientation.(1)

The axis of crystal rotation due to rubbing is dependent on the rub-
bing direction.(3) Ito et al.( 4 ) utilized X-ray diffraction and AES tech-
niques to study the effect of gentle rubbing of 11os2 sputtered film. They
showed that in the surface layer the texture parallel to the surface changed
from (1010) to (0002) during the rubbing process (see Figure 2). They also
reported that the intensity of Auger spectra of the sputtered MoS2 filmchanged with the crystal rotation and the Mo/s intensity ratio coincided

with that obtained from a cleaved surface of MoS2 single crystal.
(4) The

formation of the (0002) preferred orientation in the surface layer might
lead to a decrease in the coefficient of friction. Such a rotation in
crystalline solids during friction should arise from the rearrangement of

I~~~~7 -________________7_______ __________________________________
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(1010)

(0002)10 

)

(Before sliding

I
After sliding
for 80 cm

After sliding
for 320 cm

I I I * I I

10* 15" 20"35 40- 45"
(28) X-ray: Co-Ka

Fig. 2.--change in X-ray diffraction profiles of sputtered MoS2 film with
rubbing. Thickness of the film; 0.7 urm, rubbing velocity; 5cm/sec.,
apparent pressure; 13 g/cm2 . (Ito, Ref. 4)

the surface layer so as to minimize the energy of deformation. (5)

It has been usually observed in metals and alloys that large plastic
deformation occurs in the sliding surface layer. Figure 3 shows a sliding
surface layer of SUS 304 Stainless steel (18Cr-8Ni) in which a plastic
flow is observed along the sliding direction.(6) In this case, the thick-

Fig. 3 .-Cross section through the surface of SUS 304 stainless steel (18%
Cr-8MNi) aftex siiding. Sliding velocity; 311 mm/sec., load; 3.15 kg
(6.3 kg/cm2). (Shimura, Ref. 6)

r777 7--
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ness of the deformed layer is closely related to the particle size of wear
debris (see Figure 4).

80
sliding -

S60 (D..

~/0
u mSUS 304 /0

$4 . 40 --
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20 SUS 430 .(_ _
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Thickness of deformed layer, t (pm)

Fig. 4.-Relation between thickness of deformed 14yer and particle size of
wear dcbris in stainless steels. SUS 430 (16%Cr), SUS 304 (l8%Cr-8%Ni)
and SUS XM5J1 (l6%Cr-12%Ni-4%Si). Slidinq velocity; 311 mm/sec., load;
3.15 kg (6.3 kg/cm2). (Shimura, Ref. 6)

Pile-up of dislocations has been observed in the surface layer of metals
and alloys after sliding.(7,8) In 0.3% carbon steel, the dislocation den-
sity varied with the depth from the sliding surface as shown in Figure 5.(3)
According to Cottrell,(9) impurity and solute atoms may interact with dis-
locations, and Cohen(lO) indicated that atomic migration may be promoted
by plastic deformation, owing to mutual interaction between moving dislo-
cations and diffusing atoms. Such atomic migration toward the surface may
cause a change of chemical composition in the surface layer, that is, "sur-
face segregation."

SURFACE SEGREGATION

Recently, surface segregation of minor components of metals and alloys
has been investigated by using surface analytical tools such as AES, LEED
(Low energy electron diffraction) and ESCA (Electron spectroscopy for
chemical analysis). However, the data on tribological properties is not
extensive despite the importance in understanding fundamental phenomena of
friction, wear and lubrication of materials.

Of earlier works, the following results are very instructive. Naka-
jima and Isogai(11) showed by using EPMA that the solute content in the
surface layer of Cu-Al, CuZn and Fe- si single crystal tends to increase due
to friction. They(12) also observed with the aid of electron diffraction
technique that during the break-in period, fine particles of graphite were
produced on the surface of a spinning frame ring (a plain carbon steel),
rotating around a ring traveler at about 30 m/s ec., resulting in a good
lubrication at the sliding interface. On the other hand, Ferrante and
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specimen Fe-0.3%C abraded at 7 cm/sec. under 700 g/mm2 . (Nakajima, Ref.
3)

Buckley (13) indicated that the adhesion force between Cu-Al and Au single
crystals was dependent on the composition of the surface layer, rather than
on the bulk composition of Cu-Al crystal. The surface layer was enriched
with Al, due to surface segregation.

Compositional changes in the sliding surface layers of metals and
allcys may be caused by friction-induced diffusion due to the generation
of heat and plastic flow during friction.(2,14) The diffusing atoms may
behave so as to form an equilibrium state, i.e., a state of the lowest free
energy in the surface. (2,13,15)

As is shown in the review paper,(I) the effect of heating on the sur-
face segregation is significant. For example, the intensity change of
Auger spectra of Sn on the surface of cu-5%sn alloy with temperature is
given in Figure 6. It is seen that the intensity of the Auger peak in-
creased with increasing temperature and reached a maximum after heating
at 300 0C for 30 minutes, which corresponds to about 8 times larger than the
original intensity. The present author(15.16 ) also observed a 'emarkable
surface segregation of Mo and s in' Fe-.do-s alloys, forming.a layer of
Mosl.8,a defective modification of MoS2 which was identified by X-ray
diffraction and EPMA,. It is seen In Figure 7 that the diffraction inten-
sity of Mos.8 in the surface- laye varies with temperature and time in the
vacuum heating; The-maximum layer thickness of 0.3 ,m-was obtained for
8000C, at which an optimum balance was maintained between the rates of
layer formation~and evaporation. According to Buckley et al., 117 ) the rate
of evaporation in Mo$2 increases with increasing temperature and decreasing
atmospheric pressure. It has been concluded that the formation of the
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Fig. 6.-Change of Auger spectra of Sn in the surface oi Cu-5%Sn as a func-

tion of heating temperature. Ambient pressure; 7 x 10-10 Torr. (Naka-
jima, Ref. 14)

molybdenum sulfide layer depends on heating temperature, heating time,
ambient pressure and degree of metastability; i.e., the more unstable the
initial structure is, the more the formation occurs. Figure 8 is an elec-tron micrograph of .the surface of M oS 2 8 layer prepared by the heating of

Fe-Mo-S alloy in vacuum, showing a mosaic-like structure.

Rubbing caused surface segregation of Sn in C-Sn alloy as observed
by AES( 14) and the intensity of Auger spectra was found,to increa'se with
rubbing and reach a value, about 3 times larger than the original one.

Figure 9 shows the effect of surface segregation in a Fe-Mo-S alloy
on the frictiondefficient. In specimen A, the coefficient of friction
decreases with sl-iding time, which corresponds to the formation of MoSl.8
layer during sliding, as shown in. Figure 10. In specimen B, the, thin layer
of MoSj 8, formed before sl'iding shows a good lubrication at the beginning
of the test. Th e, results suggest that heat generation during sliding
may play an importantf role in f6rming the molybdenum sulfide layer on the
surface;
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Fig. 7.-Intensity change of molybdenum sulfide (MOS1 .8 ) with isothermal
annealing in the surface of Fe-16.6%Mo-2.340S (as cast). Ambient pres-
sure; 31,5 x 10- 5 Torr. (Mizutani, Ref. 15)

Fig. 8.-Electron micrograph obtained from the surface of Fe-22.1%Mo-2.61%S

alloy annealed in vacuum at 900'C for 2 hours. (Mizutani, Ref. 16)

PHASE TRANSFORMATION

Surface segregation during friction is sometimes accompanied by phase
transformation or precipitation.

Oda et al.( 18 ) investigated the sliding surface of a multi-layered al-
loy bearing, consisting of over-lay (Pb-8%sn), second layer (Cu-28%Pb-7%Sn)
and back metal (a low carbon steel.), which was against a cast iron. It was
found that the content of Sn in the second layer was remarkably enriched
(25%sn), resulting in the formation of intermetallic compound, c-Cu3sn,
when the bearing was scuffed seriously after wearing off the over-lay. The
formation of c-phase might be cadged by friction-induced diffusion of
Sn from the over-lay into the second layer. A similar phenomenon was
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Fig. 9.-Variation of coefficient of friction with sliding time for Fe-22.?%
Mo-2.61%S on hardened 0.5% carbon steel. Sliding velocity; 7.9 m/sec.,
load; 18.75 kg (3 kg/cm2). Specimen A; as cast, Specimen B; annealed at
9000C for 2 hours in vacuum to form a thin layer of molybdenum sulfide on
the surface. (Mizutani, Ref. 15)
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partial decomposition of n-Cu6Sn5 into F-Cu3Sn. Sliding velocity; 78
cm/sec., load; 1026 g. (Nakajima, Ref. 14)

In carbon steels, martensitic transformation has been often observed
in the surface layer after sliding. This transformation is an allotropic
one without any change in the chemical composition, which is different from
that described above. The formation of the martensite suggests that the
temperature at the surface has risen enough to transform ferrite to aus-
tenite, since the martensitic transformation results from quenching the
austenite. (19) Although the hardness of the martensite structure is very
high, the effect of its hardness on the friction and wear property may
disappear with the temperature rise during friction, because of its retrans-
formation to austenite.

An attempt has been carried out to investigate a strain-induced mar-
tensitic transformation in austenitic stainless steels due to sliding,(6 )
but no meaningful correlation between the transformation and the friction-
al property was found.

It is thus concluded that the generation of heat due to friction plays
an important role in phase change in the surface and that, in some cases,
its change strongly affects the friction and wear properties of metals and
alloys. Much more data on this, however, is desired.

OXIDATION

It is a very interesting fact that oxygen is probably the best "lub-
ricant" available,(U) because oxidation does occur, more or less, on the
surface of metals and alloys during sliding in ambient air.

Figure 12 shows a well-known wear curve with sliding velocity in cast
iron and steel. (20 ) This wear curve consists of four regions; 1) Oxida-
tive wear region in which oxide wear debris such as Fe203 is formed, 2)
Abrasive wear region in which metallic wear debris predominates, 3) Oxi-
dative wear region in which Fe 304 Or FeO is formed and 4) Adhesive wear
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Fig. 12.-Variation of wear loss with sliding velocity in cast iron and
steel. Main constituent of wear debris in each wear stage is also
described. (e.g., Okabayashi, Ref. 20)

region. It is seen from this figure that formation of oxide on the sliding
surface can reduce severe wear of cast iron and steel.

Figure 13 indicates an interesting result to show the effect of oxide
on wear.(6) The result was obtained from the sliding tests of some steels
at the speeds less than 311 mm/sec. This graph reveals an obvious depen-
dence of wear on the amount of oxide. This oxide was identified by X-ray
diffraction as a-Fe2o 3.

The friction coefficients of the oxides as indicated in Figure 12
are different from each other. Both Pe 304 and FeO have a low coefficient
of friction, while Fe203 has a high value, -0.8, which is 2 or 3 times
larger than that of Fe3 04.

(2 1 )

According to Figure 12, the formation of oxide on the sliding surface
depends on the sliding conditions such as sliding velocity. This finding
suggests that the oxide once formed under a given condition may change into
another type of oxide under another condition. As a result of this change,
the friction and wear property may vary to some extent. Figure 14 is an
example of this change which was obtained in a sliding test of Fe304 film
against a hardened tool steel.( 22) The coefficient of friction of Fe304
is initially low, but with sliding time it increases rapidly and then
reaches a constant. It is found by carefulXmray diffraction that this
increase corresponds to the change of Fe304 to a-Fe20 3. It is also noted
in this diagram that such-change can be accelerated by increment of applied
load. Thus, it is pointed out that the oxidation phenomenon is closely
related to the frictional heat which is a function of applied load and
sliding velocity.(23)

As long as Fe3 04 or Feo is formed during the sliding process, a good
lubricating interface can be produced without the.ned for any solid lubri-

cant. In such a-case, oxide can be the best lubricant available for use,
as proposed by Buckley.(1)
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Fig. 13.-Average intensity of O-Ka radiation from the sliding surface vs.
wear rate in SUS 430, 304 and XM15JI stainless steels and 0.45% carbon
steel. Sliding velocity; 69, 138 and 311 mm/sec., load; 1.15 kg (2.3
kg/cm2) and 3.15 kg (6.3 kg/cm2). (Shimura, Ref. 6)
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Fig. 14.-Variation of coefficient of friction with sliding time in Fe 304
film against hardened tool steel . Sliding velocity; 1.13 m/sec., load;
'(A) 227 g, (B) -527 g and,(C)- 1027 g; (Mizutani, Ref. 22)
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DISCUSSION

K. TRIPATHI, IIT Research Institute: I am very impressed by your wokk on
surface oxide formation. Dr. Buckley used ESCA which detects monolayers or
fractions of monolayers, but you are using X-ray diffraction which pene-
trates thousands of monolayers. How do you correlate these two?

Y. MIZUTANI: I studied the outermost layer by using Auger and ESCA also.
Our data agrees with Dr. Buckley's data.

D. 11. BUCKLEY, NASA: Are you talking about the rotation of molybdenum di-

sulfide single crystal that you were sliding on, or a film of molybdenum
disulfide?

.. __________ .............. _________________
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MIZUTANI: This molybdenum disulfide is not single crystal.

BUCKLEY: I have a comment to make which is related to one of the comments
that were made on my paper. This is about the experimental conditions such
as load and speed, and other mechanical parameters. Many years ago, early
in the days of tribological research, practical systems were simulated in
the laboratory using high loads and high speeds. But one began to observe
that it was very difficult to identify what was happening at the surface
because many changes were produced by mechanical parameters such as load and
speed. As you point out, for example, just by changing load we can get re-
crystallization at the surface. I have been able to recrystallize tungsten
surface by changing the load and sliding speed. If you can recrystallize
tungsten, almost any other metal can be made to recrystallize by raising
load and speed. We also can bring about phase transformations; cobalt can
be transformed from hexagonal to cubic form by changing velocity or load,
and as a consequence, the friction coefficient can b echanged markedly. It
is not just due to the change in the sliding speeds or the load, but it is
due to the metallurgical transformation. Therefore, if we conduct the tests
at low speed and light loads and understand what properties affect friction
at those conditions, then we can increase the speed or load and see whether
any properties changed. When we have done that and seen, for example, that
we can follow the what change in crystal structure, order/disorder reactions
will bring about changes in friction processes. If you run at very high
speeds and high loads you will not be able to understand what is going on.

S. RAMALINGAM, Georgia Institute of Technology: I would add that in addition
to the mechanical conditions one should worry about the environmental con-
ditions also. We have, from what we have seen of the previous papers, very
fine cell structure being formed, cell structure as small as 1000 A? If we
therefore calculate the mobility of the ambient species through the grain
boundaries, as opposed through the lattice, we find extremely high mobility
through the grain or cell boundaries. Consequently the partial pressure of
the ambient gases is very important when the pressure is very high, oxida-
tion may take place; at low pressure we may observe only absorption.
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ON THE DEFINITION AND EFFECT OF
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

OF SURFACES IN FRICTION, WEAR AND
LUBRICATION
A. R. Lansdown

Dr. Buckley has emphasized in his paper the new picture of surface
composition which has emerged in recent years from the use of new techniques
such as SEM, ESCA and Auger spectroscopy. There can be no dispute about the
data which he presents, and which has in fact been confirmed by a great deal
of work in Swansea.

I would suggest, however, that it is possible to exaggerate Lhe in-
fluence of this new data on our understanding of what takes place in sliding
contacts. It is only our theories about mechanisms which need to be re-
assessed; our empirical data on the nature and magnitude of friction andwear still remain valid. Since our theories about physical and chemicalmechanisms have generally never been considered convincing or satisfactory,

it follows that this re-assessment is itself only part of a continuing
process of assessment and re-assessment.

During the past forty years there has developed a general awareness of
the chemical and physical complexity of surfaces(1,2) from the first evidence
of the importance of the surface oxide film( 3) to the effects of adsorbed
films. (4,5) In recent years when specialists have talked about, for example,
the relative sliding of two steels, it has been recognized that they meant
two steels with their more or lcss undefined oxide films and adsorbed
contaminants. Now we find that we must also include the presence of carbon
which we didn't realize was present, and surface enrichment or impoverish-
ment in one or more elements which we can much more accurately describe.

But to discount any of our previous understanding because of the new
information is to run the risk of throwing away the baby with the dirty
bath-water. The baby is alive and well, even if the skill of the dermatolo-
gist has improved.

Perhaps the greatest hope from this new information is that we may be
able to improve our design of lubricants and additives in a much more
scientific way than in the past. One difficulty will be in deciding how
far to simplify the surfaces which we are studying in ordcr to achieve an
understandable picture. The simplified surface (e.g. argon bombarded) may
be easy to dpscribe and understand, but its behavior is likely to bear no
resemblance to that of the dirty, complicated real bearing. We may find a
sort of tribologist's Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle operating.
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In our experience one major benefit from these new surface examination
techniques is in understanding the changes which have taken place in dry
contacts, such as in shears for polymers or slitters for paper or fabric,
where the surface is a little less complicated than with lubricated systems.
Simply by monitoring these changes, geometrically and chemically, we are
sometimes able to make useful progress in improving design and material
selection.
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INVESTIGATION OF LUBRICATED BEARING
SURFACES BY

X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON AND AUGER
ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPIES

I. L. Singer and J. S. Murday

ABSTRACT

Surface analytical tools such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS
or ESCA) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) reveai the species present
at the outermost layers of solids. These tools can therefore be used tc
examine the effects of various chemical and mechanical treatments on the
composition of solid surfaces. These same tools can also help in analyzing
more complex films formed on lubricated bearing surfaces in an air environ-
ment. In this presentation, we review recent surface analytical studies of

bearing steels which have been wear tested in lubricants containing several
widely used antiwear formulations. The consensus is that a sulfide is the
predominant sulfur specie formed on surfaces worn in most organosulfur addi-
tives. Other surface species suggested are B-O and P-O complexes from boron-
and phosphorous-containing additives, respectively. In several experiments
the concentration of certain surface species could be correlated with the
amount of wear, although the role a given species plays in reducing wear is
not yet understood. The influence of the oxide layer and other surface
species on the wear rate has also been examined. In view of these studies
and advances in surface science, the capabilities and limitations of surface
analysis on tribological surfaces are assessed.

INTRODUCTION

Surface science has been making rapid progress in its development of
new analytical tools and concepts which can be applied to tribological
studies. As with any analytical tools, the most complete characterizations
can be made on relatively simple surfaces, i.e., those with the least amount
of chemical or spatial heterogeneity. For the past ten years, Buckley has
studied the tribological properties of surfaces cleaned, i.e., stripped of
the native oxide layer, in an ultrahigh vacuum system and subsequently modi-
fied in a carefully controlled manner. Since.the chemical and physical
mcdifications are kept at a relatively simple and fairly well defined level,
surface sensitive analytical tools can contribute a good deal of inter-
pretable information. His comprehensive review of these studies, which
appears elsewhere in this volume,(1) shows one way in which surface analytical
tools can contribute to tribology: by elucidating a group of fundamental
interactions between sliding surfaces. An understanding of such interactions

.,7
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will ultimately lead to improved friction aud wear performance in practical
situations.

If these fundamental interactions are to be related to practical situa-
tions, it will be necessary to determine what chemical and physical modifi-
cations of bearing materials take place under wear conditions in the real
world. Bearings have metal components that are coated with a predominantly
oxide film which can incorporate other species as well. Lubricants, addi-
tives and ambient gases react with this surface, resulting in a very com-
plex film which buffers the interaction between two opposing surfaces. The
chemical properties of this film can also be probed by the surface-sensitive
analytical tools. While the information so gathered may be difficult to
fully interpret, it can provide valuable insight into the role of these
films in friction and wear.

Given the fact that the tribological roles of surface films, as well
as their composition, are complex, the initial application of surface
analysis to their study is more likely to be profitable when the film coni-
position and its change play a major role. This leads one naturally to
boundary lubrication as an initial tribological subject for surface analy-
tical study. Several other articles in this volume recognize this same
point. (2)

Boundary lubrication occurs most often when bearings are run at high
load or low speed. Most, if not all, of the load is carried by the con-
tacting surfaces, not by a fluid film. Certain reactive compounds contain-
ing sulfur, phosphorous or chlorine are known to reduce wear under boundary
lubrication conditions. These compounds are often called either antiwear
(AW) additives or extreme pressure (EP) additives (which technically de-
pends on their effectiveness at moderate or high loads, respectively) to
distinguish them from those organic compounds which operate effectively
only at lower temperatures. Although the wear effectiveness of these addi-
tives has been thoroughly investigated over the past 50 years (3,4) little
could be learned about how these additives modify the bearing surfaces until
the advent of analytical tools capable of examining the structure and com-
position of surfaces on a fine scale (microns or less).

In 1974, Coy and Quinn (s) presented results of a multi-analytical study
which sought to identify surface films formed on steel by organosulfur com-
pounds such as organic disulfides and dialkyldithiophosphates used as EP
additives. Using the tools available--glancing angle X-ray diffraction, the
electron microprobe and the scanning electron microscopy--they were able to
identify the presence of crystalline FeS and small amounts of ot-Fe20 3 and
Fe304 in the EP region of wear. They were unable to identify surface film
composition in the antiwear region. It was suggested at that time that sur-
face analytical tools such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, ESCA)
and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) could play a major role in examining
the films in the antiwear region. We will examine the XPS and AES work on
lubricated steel surfaces that has been reported in the intervening
years. (6-14)

One major point made by Coy and Quinn was the need for more than one
analytical approach to the study of boundary lubrication. As we shall see,
the use of XPS and AES, coupled with depth profiling, do add a significant
new approach but Qne which has not been fully exploited both because the
spectroscopies themselves are having growing pains (they are effectively
only ten years old) and because they really need to be used together rather
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than separately.

CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF WEAR RELATED SURFACES

The chemical characterization of a surface involves identifying the
elements present, establishing their stoichiometry, mapping out valence
electron distributions, and locating the atomic geometries. In addition
to establishing the chemical identity of the surface species, it is also
necessary to locate these species relative to the surface topography in a
three-dimensional picture. According to the above requirements, the com-
plete description of a surface composition involves a tremendous amount of
information, and no one analytical tool can provide all of it.

In their multi-analytical study, Coy and Quinn (5) utilized electron
microprobe analysis (EPMA) for elemental identification and stoichiometry
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to locate these species relative to
topography. Glancing angle X-ray diffraction probed the atomic geometries,
at least for crystalline formis. Both the diffraction and microprobe ana-
lysis sampled depths on the order of a micron. Identification of chemical
species located within this sampling depth had to be inferred from stoichio-
metry and crystal structure since the valence electron distribution could
not be examined directly.

In contrast, AES (15-17) and XpS (15'18'19) are more surface sensitive

techniques and do give directly chemical information about surface species.
AES and XPS typically probe 1-4 nm. Auger spectroscopy is the surface sensi-
tive analog to the electron microprobe. It detects all elements except H, He,
and Li, and can be made to give elemental images with a lateral spatial reso-
lution of 0.2 jm, which is slightly better than the electron microprobe reso-
lution. An added advantage of AES as compared to EPMA is that, whereas the
two are roughly equally sensitive to heavier elements, the electron micro-
probe loses sensitivity for such key lighter elements as carbon, nitrogen,
and oxygen. AES also provides a limited amount of chemical information,
none of which is accessible with commercial electron microprobes.

Chemical information as well as elemental identification can be ex-
tracted from XPS measurements. Further, XPS is a bit easier to quantify
than is AES and thereby lends itself better to establishing stoichiometry.
On the other hand, XPS presently requires a fairly large area for analysis
and cannot be related to finer scale topographic features. There are also
electron diffraction techniques, LEED aid RHEED, which are the surface sen-
sitive analogs of X-ray diffraction but unfortunately these techniques are
not as readily used as are AES and XPS. A comparison of AES, XPS, and EPMA
features relevant to tribological studies is made in Table 1.

The new analytical dimension which is added by the use of XPS, and to a
lesser but still significant extent by AES, is the ability to probe the
valence electron distribucions. Different valerice states of an element re-
sult in small but frequently distinguishable shifts in the kinetic energies
of emitted Auger or photoelectrons. In XPS, this "chemical shift" is a dir-
ect measure of the change in binding energy of the photoelectron; in AES, it
is a convolution of binding energy shifts of the three electrons involved in
the Auger de-excitation process. The spectral densities of the valence elec-
trons can also be observed directly with XPS and indirectly by means of line-
shape changes with AES. The two spectroscopies thereby provide a method for
chemical analysis which does not rely on the crystallinity of the surface.
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TABLE I.--COMPARISON OF AES, XPS AND EPMA CAPABILITIES

Techniques

Features AES XPS EPMA

elemental identifi-
cation (Atomic No. t) Z > 3 Z ' 2 Z > 4a; Z > !0b

sensitivity (Atomic %) 0.1 1 0.1

chemical information possible yes very difficult

lateral resolution 0.2 pm 1 mm 0.5 Jm

depth resolution 0.5-3 nm 0.5-3 nm 0.5-3 Um

+ X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES); often available with a scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM).

a Wavelength dispersive analyzer.
b Energy dispersive analyzer.

If XPS is to provide useful chemical information, then it must be
capable of resolving the various chemical states of the elements of interest.
For bearing steels, the surfaces will be basically iron oxides, and the ex-
pected active elements in the lubricants will be P, S, Cl, and 0. Surface
films which form under wear conditions might therefore include complexes of,
for example, Fe-O-S, each element being in one or many valence states.
Since XPS chemical shifts are sensitive to the valence state, different
ligand species or different stoichiometries will lead to slight differences
in the recorded electron binding energies. The measurement of binding en-
ergies with sufficient accuracy for chemical identification is, however, not
easy, and often inaccurate binding energy values for chemical states have
been reported in the literature. Their use in one boundary lubrication stu-
dy6 led to an identification of an iron oxide specie as a ferrous oxide when
it was most likely a ferric oxide.

Fortunately, several very careful XPS studies of the iron-oxygen system
have been reported recently.(20-22) These results are presented in Table 2 to
show that there can now be agreement to withon 0.4 eV between different
laboratories as to the iron binding energies in metallic iron, FeO, Fe203
and FeOOH. When sufficient care is not taken these binding energies can
vary considerably more than 0.4 eV as illustrated by other measurements
found in the literature(23-25) and quoted in boundary lubrication studies. (6,

10) Since these groups variously choose the FE2n3/2 or the Fe3p line to char-
acterize the chemical shift, the relationship between the binding energies of
the two lines is presented in Figure 1 to facilitate comparisons.

Whereas X-ray photoelectron spectra for the iron-oxygen system are well
characterized, the literature results( 6,9 ,23,26,27) for iron-sulfur systems,
presented in Table 3 leave'those binding energies open to considerable de-
bate. When it is considered that conclusions are often drawn from binding
energy shifts of 1 eV, the differences reported in Table 3 are quite substa-
tial. It is not safe to assume, as did Wheeler,10 that the reported binding
energies are good to * 0.3 eV. Nor is it possible to determine the valence
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TABLE II.-REPORTED Fe (2 P31 2 ) BINDING ENERGIES (IN eV) FOR IRON-OXYGEN
COMPOUNDS

McIntyre Asami and Brundle

Compound and Zetaruk
2 0  !ashimoto

2 1  et al.
2 2

Fe 706.9 706.8 707.0

FeO 709.5 709.7

Fe203  710.8 711.0 711.2

FeOOH 711.6 711.5 711.2

Spectrometer
Calibration Lines

Au (4f7/2 ) 84.0 84.1 84.0

C (is) 285.0- - -- - -

Cu (2P3/2) 932.5 932.5---

57.0 -I-

56.0

w
z
W 55.0
0

~z
54.0
4.0 X Ni Fe2 0 4

!53.0- 0 Fe AND Fe OXIDES
A Fe AND Fe OXIDES

52.0 I I I I I
706.0 707.0 708.0 709.0 710.0 711.0 712.0 713.0

Fe(2p 3 /2 ) BINDING ENERGY (eV)
Fig. l.-Fe(3p) vs. Fe(2p31 2 ) bindipg energies. Data taken from Ref. 20

(0, X) and ?ef. 21 (A).
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state of a specie from its binding energy alone. For example, for iron ox-
ides and iron sulfides, the binding energy of Fe in the ferrous (2+) state is
several eV below that in the ferric (3+) state; yet, ferrous sulfate and fer-
ric oxide have binding energies within a few tenths of an eV of each other.(

23)
Ionic compounds like the iron sulfates have higher binding energies than do
covalent compounds like iron oxides for the same nominal oxidation state.

Although XPS provides more easily differentiated chemical information
in most cases, AES can often be very useful in discerning chemical states.
For instance, Phillips et al. (11) observed that Auger spectra from wear sur-
faces with a ZDTP-containing oil showed new peaks in the vicinity of the
phosphorus LVV Auger line. They correctly assigned these peaks to a non-
phosphide form of phosphorus; we now know that the lineshape they observed
is characteristic of P-O ligands.(14) Furthermore, many elements, including
the antiwear species Cl, S, P, C, and B, show characteristic Auger line-
shapes related to oxygen ligands.(28 ) A comparison of XPS and AES lines from
several sulfur-oxygen compounds is shown in Figure 2. Note that while the

"4)
2 " XPS AES

N(E) dN
dE 4

(SO3)/ S ( "

I I o .(So

170 165 160 155 110 130 150 170

BINDING ENERGY (eV) KINETIC ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 2.-Sulfur lineshapes of several sulfur-oxygen compounds obtained by XPS
and AES. XPS spectra are taken from Ref. 7; the binding energy scale is
adjusted to the C(ls) value of 285.0 eV. Note the expanded energy scale
of the XPS spectra vis-a-vis that of the AES spectra.

XPS measurements would be a more convenient basis from which to ascertain
mixture compositions, the Auger lineshapes are sufficiently different to
provide an alternative. This capability would be important, for instance,
if small surface areas were to be examined. In other cases the AES kinetic
energy shifts are more sensitive to the chemical environment than are XPS
shifts. Bird and Galvin (9 ) took advantage of this fact in their analysis of
Zn chemistry in wear surfaces exposed to an additive containing Zn.

The surface sensitivity of XPS and AES, coupled with the ability to

- - - - -- -

a---------o--o-fimS__
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etch away surface layers by ion beam sputtering,(29) allows one to form a
three dimensional picture of surface composition. There are many concerns
associated with sputter etching, especially if one hopes to extract chemi-
cal information. The ion beam can be destructive to surface composition as
has been shown by Kim and Winograd(30 ) and by Brundle, et al. (22 ) for ion ox-
ides and suqgested by Bird and Galvin( for So4 - species. It is not really
known whether the ion beam disruption of oxide ligands will accumulate to a
significant level if only thin films of these materials are to be etched away.
On the positive side, McIntyre and Zetaruk (31) recently reported that ion
bombardment of an oxidized Inconel alloy (Ni-Cr-Fe) does not result in
chemical decomposition sufficient to distort a composition profile of a thin
oxide film grown on the alloy.

The use of XPS with sputter profiling also leads to problems if the
surface is heterogeneous on the scale of the area analyzed. For example,
Figure 3 shows scanning Auger micrographs of a severe wear area which has
been lightly sputtered. Some areas have been etched through to metallic
iron while other areas are still covered by an oxide. An XPS study of this
surface would show a composition averaged over both areas and would mask the
heterogeneity. The heterogeneity depicted by the SAM images is believed to
be characteristic of the surface composition in the example shown in Figure
3, but shadowing of the incident ion beam by rough surfaces, or angular
dependent etch rates, might also have led to compositional variations.

(29)

It should be noted, however, that in order to use any of these electron
spectroscopies, wear samples have to be cleaned and inserted into the spec-
trometer's vacuum chamber. At each stage, many of the materials in contact
with the wear surfaces may be removed; the remaining species are only those
sufficiently bound to the surface so as not to be removed by solvent washing
or volatilization. If these species play a significant role in the boundary
lubrication process, they should correlate in some way with the wear rate.

SURFACE COMPOSITION AND WEAR

There have been only a handful of studies of boundary lubrication which
have utilized the surface analytical tools. A summary of this work is pre-
sented in Table 4; note that a comprehensive multianalytical study in the
spirit of Coy and Quinn (5) has not yet been tried. The role of sulfur com-
pounds has been the subject of most of the work with B, P and Cl being ex-
amined to a lesser degree.

The main conclusion to be drawn from the studies to date is that the
lubricant-additive-surface interaction results in a limited number of de-
tectable surface species. Metallic sulfide (S2-), probably FeS, was found
on steel surfaces worn in oils containing organosulfur compounds.(6 "10 ) The
detection of a sulfide specie is consistent with the identification of FeS
by X-ray diffraction!5)albeit the surface sensitive tools detect the pres-
ence of sulfide before X-ray diffraction patterns do so. A zero-valent
sulfur specie (S*) was detected on surfaces worn in several of the least
effective sulfur-containing antiwear additives.(6-8) Sulfate species (S042"
were also detected, but only in immersion tests with selected sulfur com-
pounds and over a limited temperature range.(9 410) Wear tests with a variety
of boron compounds resulted in the formation of a single surface boron spe-
cie, likely a B-O complex.(8) The rather limited number of species formed
during wear is all the more interesting when one considers the variety of

bonding configurations assumed by the load-carrying elements. Examples of
sulfur containing additives which form sulfide surface species during wear
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TABLE IV.-REPORTED XPS/AES STUDIES INVOLVING ANTIWEAR ADDITIVES*

Sputter
Source Additive- XPS AES SAM Etching

Baldwin 6 ,7  S (11) W

Baldwin 8  S + B (7) W

Bird and Galvin 9  "S8 , DBDS, ZDTP" W/I

Wheeler I0  "DBDS" W/I /

Phillips, et al. I1  "ZDTP"

McCarrol11 2  S (2), Cl (2) W /

Shafrin and Murday 1 3  "ZDTP and TCP" W/I / /

Shafrin and Murday14  "TCP" I /

* Wear (W) or Immersion (I) experiments on steel surfaces.
Load-carrying elements and number of compounds examined (in parenthesis)

or compounds examined (in quotes).

are: Zinc Dialkydithoiphosphate (ZDTP), dibenzyl disulfide (DBDS), T-
Butylsulfenyl-N, N-Dimethyldithiocarbamate, and Benzyl mercaptan.

One class of sulfur containing compounds studied by several groups (6'9'
11,13) are the ZDTP's. The ZDTP's are known for their antiwear properties.
XPS and AES are particularly useful for surface modification studies in this
wear regime where the techniques of Coy and Quinn are rather insensitive.
Analyses of ZDTP-promoted surface films showed Zn, S and P present, but not
with the stoichiometry of the original compound. XPS studies indicated that
the sulfur is principally a sulfide,(6 ,9) but the phosphorous is observed by
both Auger(ll,1 3) and XPS(6,9 ) to hav.: oxygen ligands. Phillips, et al.( 11 )
found that the phosphous became a phosphide during sputter etching into the
depth of a wear area; on the other hand, Shafrin and Murday(13) found phos-
phorous retained its oxygen ligand lineshape with depth. These two observa-
tions are not considered contradictory since the sample preparations and wear
conditions were very different.

The actual compounds contained in the ZDTP promoted surface film could
not be positively identified. X-ray photoelectron spectra of the film,
however, could be likened to spectra of the original ZDTP compound depleted
of some sulfur. Bird and Galvin (9) suggested that some sulfur reacts sepa-
rately with the steel surface, a possibility consistent with depth profiles
from immersion samples. Further comparison of the surface film spectra with
the reference compounds provides strong evidence that several compounds
whose presence had been suspected are in fact absent.(9)

A second phosphorous containing additive known for its antiwear proper-
ties is tricresyl phosphate (TCP). Shafrin and-Murday(14) examined with AES
films formed on bearing steels soaked in heated TCP (neat) and found evi-
dence for both phosphide and phosphate-like (P-O) species. This work,
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however, did not examine any wear surfaces.

Several studies in which wear tests were performed showed clearly that
the concentration of detected surface species does correlate with the amount
of wear. The type of correlation, however, seems to depend on loading con-
ditions and, perhaps, on wear regime. For wear tests conducted at a fixed
load, Baldwin(7) observed that the amount of surface sulfide, S2-, correlated
inversely with the amount of wear. Similar concentration vs. wear curves
were obtained for an oil containing 11 different sulfur compounds and for an
oil diluted to several concentrations with a single sulfur compound. (Cata-
strophic wear resulted when no compounds were added.) McCarroll et al. (12)

also found that surface sulfur (and chlorine) concentrations were inversely
related to wear scar diameter at a fixed load. For wear tests in which the
additive concentration remained fixed but the load was increased, Wneeler( 0)
found a significant and increasing S2- concentration only when the loading
conditions passed from the AW (mild scar) regime to the EP (severe scar)
regime.

More intricate correlations were found by Baldwin for wear surfaces on
which more than one additive-promoted surface specie is present.(6-8) Whenamines were present in oils containing sulfur compounds, he observed a si2-

nificant concentration of surface nitrogen, a decrease in the amount of S -
and an increase in the amount of wear.(7) He(8) also determined the relative
antiwear efficiencies of three surface species (S2-, S', and B-0) found
after wear testing of boron-sulfur compounds. For equal concentrations, S2-
was approximately 50 times more effective than the B-O species. The zero
valent sulfur, So, on the other hand, appeared to have prowear behavior,
associated perhaps with corrosive wear. It would appear that antiwear prop-
erties can be associated with the concentration of a single surface species
even in the presence of other additive-promoted surface species.

These correlations, and the inability of the native oxide layer to pre-
vent wear, led Baldwin(6 ,7) to suggest that the concentration of the antiwear
species at the outermost atomic layer should be the most important in pre-
venting metal-to-metal contact. In addition, on the basis of some tenuous
interpretations of XPS data, Baldwin(6).concluded that a sulfide film forms
on top of the original oxide layer. This double layer picture was not, how-
ever, supported by the more direct observations of composition vs. depth ob-
tained by sputter etching.( 9-13) Results of XPS depth profiles on both worn
(10) and imersed(9) samples suggested that additive-promoted films probably
consist of mixed sulfides and oxides and that some of the sulfur may migrate
into the bulk of the sample. Scanning Auger micrographs, coupled with depth
profiles, should be us2ful to see if sulfide is uniformly spread across the
surface or if islands form which would give profiles with the appearance of
a mixed sulfide/oxide layer.

An accurate three-dimensional picture of additive-promoted films would
be very useful in determining their role in resisting wear. Baldwin(6-8)
suggested that a sulfide film reduces metal-to-metal contact either directly
or by providing adsorption sites for other molecules. Alternatively, the
sulfur may promote the formation of a thicker oxide layer. On the basis of
his depth profile studies, Wheeler(l0 ) concluded that. under mild wear condi-
tions, the native oxide film is thickened whereas under severe wear condi-
tions it becomes thinner. The results of Shafrin and Murday (13 ) and of Phil-
lips, et al.( 6) support the concept of thickening under mild wear. Here,
again, this conclusion must be tested by careful SAM work to better definehow surface heterogeneity affects this observation.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

XPS and AES in conjunction with sputter etching can provide new and
useful chemical information on modifications of surfaces resulting from wear.
The techniques probe the electronic structure of the outermost atoms on a
solid surface and are therefore more sensitive to composition changes asso-
ciated with early or mild wear than the analytical techniques (EPMA, SEM,
glancing angle X-ray diffraction) used previously. Recent studies on steel
surfaces lubricated with oils containing antiwear additives have provided
several examples of the capabilities of these techniques.

The composition of surface films, promoted by additives containing a
variety of sulfur, boron, and phosphorous compounds, have been examined. It
appears that only a limited number of surface species are formed, despite
the variety of bonding configurations assumed by the load-carrying elements
in the additive compound. The composition of the film, however, has not yet
been identified due, in part, to difficulties in interpretating spectra from
heterogeneous surfaces.

Correlations have been made between the presence and concentration of
additive-promoted surface species and the amount of wear. A metallic sul-
fide, probably FeS, appears to be associated with efficient antiwear perfor-
mance. Other species containing boron or nitrogen, which may compete with
sulfide for surface sites, appear to be less efficient. One specie, zero
valent sulfur, has been associated with prowear behavior. The role of
these surface species, or more generally, the additive compounds has not
yet been established, although there is some indication that the species
themselves or some precursor specie may assist in the formation of oxide
layers.

In future studies of wear surfaces, we expect to see more use of the
multi-analytical approach; in particular, SAM is called for on wear-scarred
surfaces. More careful analysis is also needed to establish the relation-
ship of XPS and, especially, AES lineshapes to the chemical compounds of
interest. Although XPS and AES are powerful tools they cannot be expected
to adequately examine the roles of the organic compounds in surface films.
For these molecules, other surface sensitive techniques such as secondary
ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS),( 32) and attented total reflection, Fourier-
transform infra-red spectroscopy (ATR/FTIR) 3  may be useful.
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DISCUSSION

D. H. BUCKLEY, NASA: I think we have to recognize that with Auger and the
X-ray spectroscopy there is a problem of degradation of the surface film
which you are actually analyzing. For organic films, there are other tech-
niques such as photoacoustic spectroscopy that we are working with now to
identify organic films. The.acoustic techniques do not damage the organic
films. The structure of the organic molecules on the surface can be ana-
lyzed without destroying them.

I
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Trhe other thing I would like to comment on is the work of Wheeler who
works at NASA with me. His work shows that the kind of compounds formed in
dynamic studies are not the same as those that form by immersion studies;
they are markedly different.

I. SINGER: It is valuable information.

J. F. HUTTON, Shell Research, UK: In your talk you mentioned the work of
G. D. Galvin. I should just like to say that this group, of which I am a
member, is continuing the work with ESCA, EPMA and other analysis. I would
like to point out that indeed the whole situation is very complicated. We
are not generally in favor of trying to solve the chemistry of the whole
apparatus. We try to vary the contact condition by a roller on a flat plane,
but even then the distribution of material on the surface is quite compli-
cated. And averaging techniques, that is techniques like XPS which give
you an average composition of the surface may be a bit suspect. But on the
whole the analyses we find are very similar to the analyses we find at con-
centrated area with EPMA. Yet the SEM shows quite clearly that some of the
EP additives are not all that uniform. The distribution of the film materi-
al is extremely patchy, and whether or not this is linked with the surface
topography is yet to be decided. Whether it is due to chemistry or perhaps
due to melting and spreading of the material and so on will have to be
decided also.

SINGER: I would like to point out that one of the researchers that I admire
is Galvin, who used saveral techniques, including the use of TEM to examine
the fine structure of the deposits on the surface.

D. GODFREY, Chevron Research: I would like to elaborate on what you said

regarding the use of XPS. I think the disadvantage is that it covers a
large area, and this consists of troughs which are the real load bearing
areas and valleys which are covered by junk. Observations of degradation
of the oil and the additives are not applicable to load carrying capacity.
And so, focusing on the real load bearing areas with small beams has muchmore importance in tribology.

SINGER: Obviously, it would be nice to have an X-ray laser. I think also
that we have to appreciate that these are new terrains that we are trying
to cover here. We have to be clever in the kinds of techniques we apply.
For example, it may be useful to have a sample rotating and examine it with
a sputter beam so as to errode away the junk constantly -- junk that might
not be erroded in the case of a stationary sample.

QUESTIONER: I would like to ask the speaker, in view of the many ways in
which lubricant can decompose on a surface, whether it occurred to the
tribologists to take a simple system like the single crystal and strain
it in some way or another and put the lubricant on it and develop a whole
new chemistry that is peculiar to tribology with its own rules and regu-
lations so that we do not have to refer to the principles of general
chemistry which we have been doing for so many years?

SINGER: I think some very good experiments can be planned along these .lines.

SAME QUESTIONER: Do you plan any?

SINGER: I would like to. I think that is a very good .pproach -- to take a
well-characterized surface, strain it and examine the chemistry for that
amount of strain. I think very good experiments can be donc that way,
especially using these sensitive surface techniques.

.- ---- _
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SURFACE EFFECTS IN CRYSTAL
PLASTICITY

R. M. Latanision

ABSTRACT

This paper includes discussion of not onZy the phenomenology and cur-
rent mechanistic understanding of manifestations of surface effects in crys-
tal plasticity, but also the application of these phenomena to technology.
At the outset, certain aspects of the surface chemistry and physics of
various crystalline inorganic solids are examined in order to illustrate that
the surfaces of such solids are likely to be structurally, chemically and
electronically distinct from the bulk. This is followed by brief discussion
of surface effects in uniaxidl plastic deformation, the influence of surface
films on mechanical properties, chemisorption-induced variations in the plas-.
ticity and fracture of metals and nonmetals, and surface effects in embrittZe-
ment phenomena. Throughout these discussion,; emphasis will be placed on areas
of controversy and an attempt will be made to invoke some of the principles
of surface chemistry and physics in describing each topic. The remainder of
the paper is intended to demonstrate that our understanding of surface effects
in crystal plasticity, imperfect though it may be, has been applied by various
investigators with remarkable success to such technological problems as metal
cutting, the machining of ceramics, the rapid excavation of hard rock, im-
provement in the fatigue life of various alloys, and, potentially, even to
the control of jarthquakes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fact that the mech.;,ical properties of solids are sensitive to the
environment to which these solids are exposed is, of course, not newly dis-
covered. I am reminded by Westwood (') that more than 100 years ago,
Reynolds (2) first associated certain detrimental effects on the ductility of
iron with the presence of hydrogen. Not only is hydrogen embrittlement still
a major industrial problem, it now seems that in the case of nearly every
major engineering alloy system there are some researchers who believe that
hydrogen is responsible, at least in part, for serious mechanical degradation.

It seems safe to say that in a mechanistic sense we still do not know what
hydrogen does on an atomic scale to induce this degradation. It was almost
50 years ago that the late academician Rebinder(3, in the Soviet Union first
reported that the plasticity and fracture of solids were remarkably affected
by surface-active media. Here, too, years of disagreement and uncertainty
in interpretation have followed that first report. More recently, an inter-
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esting and often spirited debate has developed over the role of the free sur-
face, in the absence of specific environments, in the plasticity of crystal-
line solids. Despite some very clear indications that the free surface does
play a role in determining bulk mechanical properties, it is nevertheless
true that surface effects have by and large been ignored in modern theories
of work hardening and in general discussions of crystal plasticity.

In what follows, an attempt will be made to establish objectively a gen-
eral sense of perspective, with due regard given to the interdisciplinary
character of these proceedings. Therefore, some of the phenomenology of sur-
face effects in crystal plasticity will be described pointing out areas of
controversy. Subsequently attention will be directed to a brief summary of
applications of this subject to areas of technology. Where possible emphasis
will be placed on areas in which an interdisciplinary surface science/materials
science approach might be useful in providing new insight into the mechanism
of some manifestations of surface effects in crystal plasticity. So broad a
treatment cannot hope to be comprehensive. My detailed views on many of the
issues treated here - as well as others that are not - are given in more
lengthy accounts.(4-7)

The logical starting place for this discussion is the surface itself.
There follows a brief account of some of the properties of surfaces, parti-
cularly those which may well affect mechanical behavior.

2. SOME ASPECTS OF THE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF SURFACES IN RELATION TO
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES*

The simple view of the surface or interface between a solid and its en-
vironment as a sharp discontinuity in an otherwise infinite continuum is
adequate for many purposes. In many cases, this simplification is invoked
in order to arrive at solutions to otherwise intractable analytical problems.
Perhaps the classic example here is the concept of an image dislocation which
has an electrostatic analogue. In fact, however, it must be recognized that
there is a region of finite thickness between any two media that may differ
structurally, chemically, and electronically from either. (For recent gen-
eral treatments, see References 8 and 9.)

Now, it is also recognized that the mechanical behavior of a crystalline
solid is determined principally by the generation, motion, and interaction of
dislocations. The fact that the plasticity and fracture behavior of such
solids can be affected by the environment suggests that the surface and its
condition must somehow affect dislocation behavior. Indeed, it has been pro-
posed over the years that the surface or near-surface layers may serve as
regions in which dislocations are easily generated or as barriers to the es-
cape of dislocations from within the solid and that these functions may be
modified by the presence of adsorbed surface-active species, charge double
layers, non-equilibrium concentration of solute atoms or vacancies, solid
surface films, corrosive (solvent) environments, and the like. In a impli-
fied form, the formidable path that a dislocation must travel as it approaches
the surface of a crystalline solid is suggested schematically in Figure 1.
Structural, chemical, and electronic perturbations at the surface are indi-
cated, for the purpose of illustration, as lattice parameters variations,
solute concentration gradients, and an electrical double layer, respectively.
By and large, the impact of these perturbations, particularly surface struc-
ture, on plasticity is poorly understood. In the next section, this situation

* An extended "ersion of this discussion is given in Reference 5.
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bi bs

Fig. l.-Schematic illustration of some of the structural, chemical and elec-
tronic perturbations seen by a dislocation as it approaches a crystal sur-
face (after Latanision).(

5 )

is discussed briefly.

2.1 Surface Structure

The model that is often used for the structure of crystalline surfaces
derives from the ideas of Kossel, (10 ) Stranski, (13) and Burton, Cabrera, and
Frank. This model which has been referred to as the terrace-ledge-kink
model (TLK) has been used extensively in discussions of crystal growth, evap-
oration, crystal dissolution, and surface diffusion. The TLK model, Figure
2, includes low index terraces and monatomic height ledges which are occa-
sionally displaced by atomic distances at kink sites. In considering such
models, however, it should be remembered that they represent an ideal sur-face. No allowances have been made, for example, for the relaxation of sur-

face atoms which seems analytically likely, particularly in the direction
perpendicular to the surface and, perhaps, as well, parallel to the surface.
On this point, there is a vast literature of relatively recent origin related
to the structure of crystalline surfaces. There is also a considerable un-
certainty in the interpretation of some information collected over the years
by surface analytical tools such as LEED.(1) Some of this uncertainty
appears to have been resolved by refined methodology and diffraction theory.
At any rate the general consensus based upon observations seems to be that
atoms in the topmost layer of many clean metal surfaces have the same arrange-
ment in the plane of the surface as atoms on parallel planes in the body of
the crystal, with perhaps only slight adjustment of the spacing of atoms nor-
mal to the free surface. The magnitude of this variation in lattice para-
meters seems uncertain and the many claims - some in excess of 10% pertur-
bations - are too numerous to mention here. Duke's opinion (13 ) is that this
variation (expansion or contraction) is not likely to be more than ±5% of the
bulk lattice parameters for most clean single crystal surfaces - not an in-
significant variation. There are exceptions, of course, and indeed crystal
periodicity and/or symmetry are sometimes reported to be perturbed at the
surface of presumably clean metals.(8,9) For example, phase transformations
have been observed on platinum surfaces as a function of temperature though

-
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Fig. 2 .-Schematic of the terrace-ledge-kink (TLK) model for a crystal sur-
face (after Latanision).(5)

similar transformations are not observed in the Lulk. Likewise a hexagonalsurface structure has been reported on the cube face of fcc gold. Althoughthere is some debate as to whether some of the surface strucutres reportedfor metals are the property of clean metal surface or associated with sur-face impurities, recent evidence tends toward the former view. In contrast,it is apparently well agreed that constructive rearrangements (reconstruction)
of varying complexity do, in fact, occur on covalently-bonded semiconductorsurfaces (Si, Ge, etc.); and surface superlattices with unit cells rangingfrom 2 to 8 times the unit cell dimension of the substrate have been reported.

One of the most surprising and exciting observations to come fromstudies of surface structure is the large effect small amounts of adsorbedgas atoms appear to have on the structure of otherwise clean surfaces. In-deed, it seems that in many cases, adsorbed gasses dislodge substrate atomsfrom their normal positions leading to reconstructed surfaces composed of
both substrate atoms and chemisorbed gas atoms in periodic arrays. Apparentreconstructive interactions following chemisorption have been observed inmany circumstances and are summarized by Somorjai.(9)

Despite all that is known about the structure of crystalline surfaces,very little consideration appears to have been given to the influence of sur-face structure on mechanical properties; Fleischer(14) has suggested thatthe gradual change in lattice spacing over 4-5 atom distances from the surface
may lead to the development of an obstacle to the emergence of dislocations

1.- "77-.
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from the crystal. It seems not unlikely that ledges or kinks 
on otherwise

flat surfaces may act as stress concentrators(15) and increase the probabili-
ty that dislocations sources may operate preferentially in the near-surface
layers. The potential catalyzing effect of vicinal surfaces on dislocation
nucleation ( ) may also play a role in determining the mechanical behavior
of crystalline solids. While there are some other possibilities as well,
the fact remains that, qualitatively and quantitatively, the influence of

surface strucutre on mechanical properties is virtually unexplored. It is
difficult to say now how significant these aspects of surface structure arerelative to mechanical properties. It does seem, however, that there exist

several good analytical problems worthy.of attention.

2.2 Chemical Segregation at Free Surfaces

In addition to the contamination of the surface by adsorption of impur-
ities from an external source, which was discussed briefly in the preceding
section, impurities which originate in the bulk of the solid may also accumu-
late at the free surface. In short, the segregation of bulk impurities may
occur at the free surface as at internal interfaces (grain boundaries, twin
boundaries, etc.) or at dislocations. The driving force o solute segre-
gation at a free surface may be thought of in terms of a axa:von of near-
surface elastic distortion by equilibrium or Gibbsian adsuiptio,. of solutes
of appropriate size. Alternately, in a thermodynamic sense, any solute which
lowers the surface energy of the solvent might be expected to segregate to
the free surface. In either case, this would lead to an enrichment or de-
pletion of solute over a few atom layers from the surface, since lattice dis-
tortion is thought to drop off rapidly with distance into the bulk and es-
sentially extinguishes by the fourth or fifth atom layer from the surface
as indicated schematically in Figure 1.

Aust, Westbrook, and co-workers (17 ,1 8) have also pointed out that non-
equilibrium solute segregation may occur because of the development of a
gradient in vacancy concentration near free surfaces, since the surface is
an effective sink for vacancies. In those cases where solute-vacancy inter-
actions are strong, it is suggested that the vacancies will diffuse toward
the surface dragging impurities with them, Figure 1. The vacancy-solute
couples dissociate at the surface, vacancies are annihilated, and a net ex-
cess of solute remains at or near the free surface. Extrapolating measure-
ments of segregation at internal interfaces to the free surface, one may
predict that non-equilibrium segregation near the latter may occur to depths
on the order of several tens of microns depending upon the system involved.

Solute segregation near the free surface may well exert an influence on
every aspect of surface properties and behavior, not the least of which is
mechanical behavior. It is perhaps more obvious, however, that thermionic
emission, surface diffusion, surface energy, surface structural transforma-
tions, catalytic efficiency, etc., are more likely to be affected by pertur-
bations in surface composition. On the other hand, evidence(17'18 ) for non-
equilibrium segregatio is considered to account for significant increases
(or decreases) in microhardness near grain boundaries and, in some cases,
near the free surface over distances covering about 100 pm. Hardening is
presumably due to the formation of solute clusters (17 ) or secondary vacancy
defects, ( 8) respectively. Considerable importance has been attached to
the equilibrium segregation of impurities at internal interfaces (grain
boundaries) in understanding various embrittlement phenomena.t19) In most
cases, embrittlement is thought to be due to solute-induced decrease in co-
hesion. More recent work by Latanision and Opperhauser,(20 ) however, has
indicated that segregation alone is not always sufficient to lead to embrit-
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tlement but that embrittlement may be a function of the subsequent inter-
action between the segregated impurities and the environment to which the
solid is exposed - i.e., to impurities and microchemistry.

It should also be appreciated that near-surface concentration gradients
may also affect the flow stress and tensile behavior of metals. Indeed, in
view of recent indications that yielding of metal monocrystals begins in tle
near-surface layers (see Section 3.1.1) recognition of the potential effects
of surface contamination becomes even more important. An indication of sen-
sitivity of tensile behavior to solutes may be seen by studying the effects
of cathodically-produi d hydrogen on the behavior of (impure) nickel mono-
crystal electrodes.i "  In Figure 3, the behavior of a crystal deformed in
air is indicated by Curve C, while B shows the effect of precharging with
hydrogen followed by simultaneous charging and deformation. The important
point to note here is that serrated yielding occurs when the specimens are
deformed and cathodically charged simultaneously, even if precharging is
eliminated. Serrated yielding implies interaction between mobile dislocations
and solute atoms, and it is significant that this occurs even though calcu-
lations indicate that the depth of penetration of hydrogen should not have
been greater than 15 microns and must have been considerably less in the early
stages of deformation. The implications of this work are, therefore, that
slip begins in the near-surface layers of the crystal and that the resultant
stress-strain behavior is dependent on the composition of the near-surface
regions of the solid. Other observations consistent with this view have
been summarized recently.(4,7)

2.3 Electronic Properties of Surfaces

In addition to structural and chemical singularities, it should be re-
cognized that at the surface there is in general an electrostatic potentiald ifference associated with some kind of charge double layer. (2 2 ) In the

case of a metal surface in a vacuum, for example, we know that quantum
mechanically t'here is a finite probability of finding an electron outside
the metal surfice. Hence, there is an electron excess just beyond the sur-
face and a deficiency in the near-surface region of the solid. The result
is an electrica double layer or dipole with its negative side outward - i.e.,
the double layer creates an electrostatic potential that is more positive in-
side than outside as indicated schematically in Figure 1.

While the above simplified illustration of a complex problem serves to
indicate that electrical double layers are characteristic of the interface
between almost any two phases, our major interest for the purpose of this
discussion is the double layer present at the solid-electrolyte interface.
I will return to this point later. It should be sufficient at this stage to
point out that because of the high density and mobility of conduction elec-
trons in a metal, interfacial electric fields cannot penetrate more than an
angstrom or so into the bulk of a metal crystal. For nonmetals, however,
because of the lower density and mobilities of the charge carriers involved,
the influence of such fields may be sizable and much greater depth (for ex-
ample, in excess of 1 lim for insulator materials). As we shall see later
(Section 3.3.2), changes in the space charge distribution appear to exert a
significant influence on mechanical behavior.

3. THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF SURFACE EFFECTS IN CRYSTAL PLASTICITY

In this section I will briefly describe some of the issues of importance
with regard to the phenomenology of surface effects in crystal plasticity,
throughout attempting to invoke some of the principles of surface chemistry
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S and physics in understanding these phenomena.

3.1 Surface Effects in Uniaxial Tension

The role of the free surface in the plastic deformation of homogenous
and presum,,bly clean* crystalline solids has been the subject of considerable

* It is now very obvious indeed that the mechanical properties of crystals
with ilean surfaces in a surface analytical sense have never really been
examined.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __7
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interest, particularly recently. The details of these many studies are com-
plex and often confusing and need not be treated here. These details have
been discussed elsewhere(4 ,7) and were presented throughout the course of the
NATO Advanced Study Institute (ASI).(4) In essence the centers of contro-
versy focus on two main issues: (1) the influence of the surface on dis-
locations multiplication, and (2) the distribution of dislocations and con-
sequent flow stress gradients which might be expected after large scale
yielding has occurred - i.e., the hard-versus-soft surface layer controversy.

3.1.1 The surface and dislocation sources

A carefully prepared and undeformed metal monocrystal typically con-
tains abous 106 cm of dislocation line per cm3, although wide variations are
possible. This dislocation density rises with increasing deformation, per-
haps to a value as high as 102 cm/cm 3 in heavily cold worked specimens.
The means by which d'islocation multiplication occurs is not surprisingly an
important aspect of the theory of dislocations.(23,24) From the point of
view of tribology, the effect of the surface on dislocation multiplication
is also a central issue. In short there are at present three models which
consider the role of the surface in this respect, each of which tries to
answer the question of whether the surface, in fact, performs in the role
of an easy source of dislocations, an obstacle to the emergency of dislo-
cation, or perhaps both.

The differences between each model are shown in Figure 4. In each case
the mechanism of dislocation generation is essentially that proposed by
Frank and Read in 1950(25) (and which now remains the most likely multipli-
cation mechanism) although the location of the source relative to the surface
differs in each model. Frank-Read sources have in fact been observed in
operation, the classic observation being that of Dash in 1956.(26)

In the debris layer model, Figure 4(a), first suggested by Kramer(27)
in 1961, some dislocations leaving the crystal in the early stages of de-
formation are presumed to be trapped in the near-surface region, forming a
zone of high dislocation density - the debris layer - which introduces a
back stress opposing the motion of the other dislocations in the surface
region. The near-surface layers thus act as an obstacle to dislocation
egress. Typically this debris layer is considered to be on the order of 50-
100 jim in thickness. It seems implicit in this model that dislocations are
generated by sources far removed from the surface - i.e., internal Frank-
Read sources. Presumably these sources lie outside the debris layer and,
hence, are elastically well removed from the range-of influence of image
forces which are considered important in Figure 4(b) and (c). Dislocations

are thus presumably generated somewhere in what might be considered the
core of the crystal and move toward the surface.

Others have invoked the suggestion by Fisher (28 ) that the free surface
provides an easy source of dislocations. The basis for this view is that
a dislocation line terminating unpinned at the surface, but being pinned
somewhere in the interior (at a distance L from the surface), behaves elas-
tically as a dislocation line in a uniform medium which is anchored by the
internal pinning point and its image above the surface. Thus, the effective
length of this surface Frank-Read source may be twice its actual length 's
shown in Figure 4(b). Since the stress required to operate such sources is
inversely proportional to the length of the dislocation segment between pin-
ning points, a surface (2L) should operate at some stress lower than that
required to operate an internal source of the same length (L) and, in fact,
at half the stress if the dislocation line happens to lie normal to the

" , .. .:;,. :' " ' ' ; L .. 
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Fig. 4.-Schematic illustration of (a) the "debris-layer" model, (b) a sur-
face source of dislocations, and (c) dislocation generation by a near-
surface source (afLer-Latanision). ( 5 )

surface. Half loops produced by such a source would then propagate from the
surface into the interior.

The third alternative, namely that the surface acts simultaneously s
both a-source and obst 154 was first suggested by Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf. 2

Latanisian and Staehle' 0  extended this argument and proposed that the most
likely dislocation generator in the early stages of deformation is a near-
surface source. This is pictured, Figure 4(q), as a source of the Frank-
Read type, which happens to lie near enough to the surface (on the order of
a micron 'away) so' that it operates inthe presence of its own image; but,
unlike the Fisher course, does not presume to have an arm swinging freely
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at the surface - i.e., both pinning points are within the crystal. The
image force diminishes as the reciprocal of the distance from the surface,
and, hence, the segments near the surface are strongly attracted toward the
surface while the motion of segments running into the interior is more weak-
ly resi t~d by a similar but proportionately smaller attractive image force.
Sumino ' had considered similar sources analytically in 1962 and showed
that these sources produced dislocations more easily than otherwise equiva-
lent internal sources. Such sou,-ces produce loops just as do internal
sources, but because of the proximity of the surface, the half loops nearest
the surface may either slip readily out of the crystal or be held up (i.e.,
the surface acts as an obstacle) depending upon environmental conditions,
while the remaining half loops move into the interior. There are sensible
reasons for believing that under normal atmospheric conditions the surface
of a crystal should act as an obstacle. Among others, surface films are
almost certainly present. Likewise, composition gradients (segregation)
are likely to occur near the surface of annealed single crystals, hence,
affecting the motion of dislocations into such regions (see References 4 and
7 for summary). One might therefore suspect that dislocations may accumulate
at the surface, much as Kramer(27) suggests, producing a back stress which
limits the operation of initially active near-surface sources. On the other
hand, if the surface is slowly but actively dissolved (i.e., in the absence
of surface films), potential barriers may be removed to an extent; and the
development of a back stress which would otherwise limit the operation of a
given near-surface source would be delayed. One might expect that in the
latter case a given source might generate a relatively unlimited number of
loops which upon emerging from the crystal would produce slip steps with
mucn greater than ordinary step height. Precisely this observation has been
reported by Latanision and Staehle.13) They found that in Stage II, for
example, step heights on 99.8% nickel monocrystals actively dissolved during
deformation were about 2000 : - more than an order of magnitude larger than
the crystals deformed in the absence of surface dissolution.

There is increasing evidence that in monocrystalline metals
(30'32-40 )

as well as nonmetals (41-43) yielding does in fact begin somewhere near the
free surface. There is reason to suspect that slip processes in the surface
grains of a poly-crystal are relatively less restricted compared to grains
in the interiur (44) and etch pitting studies by Vellaikal and Washburn(4O)
indicate that preferential multiplication of dislocations occurs near the ex-
ternal surface of copper polycrystals. It appears, therefore, that one must
izi w:ethvr the Fisher or near-surface models best account for these ob-
servations. My own view is that the Fisher surface source, while it is at-
tractive in principle, is not likely to operate in practice.(4,7) In the
first place, the mechanical properties of atomically clean surfaces have yet
to be examined. Specimens examined in the laboratory ambient are unavoid-
ably contaminated with adsorbed gas or, in most cases, oxide films. In such
situations one would expect that the free end of any potential Fisher source
would be pinned. Likewise, one must wonder about the possible influence of
segregates near the free surface. Moreover, even if it were possible to
produce and maintain a clean free surface on tensile specimens, surface
atomic relaxation and reconstruction may conceivably interfere with the oper-
ation of such sources. Tn short, the surface is not the simple discontinuity
that it is presumed to be in the Fisher source model; and it seems to me,
therefore, that the operation of classical surface sources is unlikely under
ordinary circumstances.

Fourie and Dent (33 ) have invoked the near-surface model in explaining
flow stress gradients in Cu-Al monocrystals, and others (38 ,40 ) have proposed
explanations for preferential yielding in the surface layers by models similar

_ ____ ___
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to that in Figure 4(c), but taking into account the possibility that the
active segment may be inclined to this surface rather than parallel to it.
In either case, the source operates in the presence of its image with both
pinning points just inside the crystal surface. At any rate, it seems safe
to conclude that the details of dislocation multiplication and the influence
nf the surface have yet to be clarified. Much of the debate on this point
has been summarized elsewhere (4 ) and need not be treated further here. The
view does emerge, hoviever, that in the early stages of plastic deformation
the net flow of dislocations is expected to be into the crystal from the sur-
face.

3.1.2 The hard-versus-soft surface layer controversy

The quesiton of what role the surface plays after large-scale yielding
has occurred is much debated. Again this has been summarized in detail
elsewhere.(4) In essence, Kramer(27lb]) has made the striking observation,
Figure 5, that the initial yield stress and work-hardening behavior of an
aluminum monocrystal could be recovered by chemically removing a I nu enve-
lope from the surface, the implication being that work-hardening in Stage I
is concentrated in the near-surface region. Moreover, continuous surface
removal during deformation was shown to affect the work-hardening charac-
teristics of fcc monocrystals, and similar observations have been reported
by Latanision and Staehle. (20) Kramer has interpreted this in terms of the
formation of a dislocation-rich (and, hence, hardened) debris layer in the
surface reaions of plastically deformed crystals, as explained earlier. The
debris layer is considered to impede the motion of subsequent dislocations
and serves as a barrier against which they pile up. The consequent debris
layer (back) stress is reportedly dissipated by dissolution or by allowing
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Fig. 5.-Effect of electrochemically removing 1 mm from the surface of an
aluminum monocrystal following 0.5% strain. Note recoverg of the original
yield stress upon reloading (after ,ramer and Dewer). (27[D )
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specimens to relax without dissolution for various periods of time. This
layer is presumed to extend to depths of about 60 In in aluminum and 100 1iin gold and iron, for example. Kramer has presented a recent review of his

work in Reference 45.

Kitajima et al.(34) also suggested that a hardened subsurface layer de-
velops just after yielding, consistent with his etch pit observation that
the dislocation density within 70 M of the surface in lightly deformed cop-
per crystals is higher than at a point further into the interior. By virtue
of the geometry of their crystals, however, Kitajima et al. conclude that
this result is not likely to derive from the accumulation at the surface of
dislocations emitted from internal sources, i.e.,-the debris-layer model.
Rather, they prefer the view that dislocations are generated by surface
sources and that the advance of primary glide dislocations into the crystal
is hindered by the creation of barriers developed through interacting near-
surface primnary and secondary dislocations, evidence for preferential activa-

tion of sources on conjugate and critical slip planes near the surface also
having been observed.

it is interesting that, based on the observation that work-hardening in
Stage I can be completely eliminated by removing the surface layers, Kramer

(46)

suggests that in Stage I additional internal dislocation obstacles are not
formed in sufficient numbers to affect mechanical behavior - i.e., the Stage
I work-hardening is confined to the surface region. Moreover, it seems
reasonable on this basis to suppose (46) that secondary slip systems may be
operative in Stage I deformation but only in the surface region. This implies
that Stage II deformation should begin first at the surface and propagate in-
ward since the transition to Stage II, on the above basis, seems more likely
in the surface than in the interior. What is inter ing is that this is just
opposite to the point of view develooed by Fourie, namely, thdL the tran- I
sition to Stage II occurs first in the core of deformed crystals. Indeed,
while Kramer proposes a hard surface-soft core model, Fourie imagines just
the opposite. As is also true of Kramer's view, considerable evidence is
available to support this view. In essence, Fourie has observed that flow
stress gradients develop during plastic deformation and that, indeed, the
flow stress near the surface is less than in the core. These dynamical flow
stress measurements are made by slicing larger (14 mm wide in the direction
of the primary slip vector) predeformed crystals into thin component crystals
(ranging from 0.065 - 0.6 mm in thickness) and then restraining these compon-
ents. One result is shown in Figure 6. Notice that in initially large crys-
tals, the soft surface layer appears to extend to distances into the bulk on
the order of 2 mm - comparable to the mean free path of edge di.locations at
the beginning of Stage I. Mughrabi,( 49) on the other hand, has observed evi-
dence for similar gradients in crystals with diameters not much larger than
the mean free path. Fourie(47) initially accounted for this flow stress
gradient on the basis of a model that assumed a uniform distribution of dis-
location( 3 rces throughout the crystal, but later with regard to Cu-Al mono-
crystals preferred a model based on near-surface sources.

In essence, it is expected that plastic deformation gives rise to a dis-
parity of dislocation signs between the surfece and interior, Figure 7.

(48)
Assuming that work-hardening occurs by a mechanism in which the transition
from Stage I to Stage II is initiated by the creation of dipole bundles,
Fourie suggests(47) that a deficiency of dislocations of either sign near
the surface would delay the onset'of Stage II hardening there. In contrast,
in the core or central region, the density of dislocations of both signs
might be expected to be abodt equal. Hence, on this basis, the interior of
such crystals should work-harden more rdpidly than the surface, and one might

----------
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Fig. 6.-The flow stress distribution in copper monocrystals plotted as a
function of the length of the glide path of edge dislocations, LE, which
has the value 0 and 14 mm at the original surfaces. Curve A is for an
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Fig. 7.-Model of near-surface source operation illustrating the action of the
free surface as a barrier to dislocation emergence as well as the disparity
of dislocation signs developed by the glide of dislocations into the bulk
from the near-surface layers (after Latanision). (48)
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envision that even in a crystal defomed macroscopically into Stage II, the
surface layer might still be deforming in a Stage I mode. Indeed, means
of transmission electron microscopy Fourie

(47) ana later Mughrabi(
4 - have

observed precisely that. For a crystal deformed into Stage II, the disloca-
tion distribution near the surface is still typical of Stage I processes;
Figure 8(a) - more single primary dislocations and isolated edge dipoles -

whereas the characteristics of Stage II hardening - cell formation, higher
dislocation density, etc. - are observed in the interior, Figure 8(b).

There is much more to be said regdrding the hard-versus-soft surface
layer controversy, but I believe the above represents the essence of tile
problem. This controversy has been much discussed recently (see discussion
to References 45 and 50, as well as References 7, 51, ano 52). While there
are clearly great differences in opinion, what is necessary now is to deter-
mine if apparently divergent experimental observations might be understood
from some rational perspective. More often than not, the experimental bases
for the various views which have been developed have been so dissimilar and
vague in the literature that direct comparisons have been quite impossible.
Various questions have been raised about the possible influence of (a) spe-
cimen bending in Fourie's dynamical flow stress measurelrcnts (see discussion
to Reference 50), (b) dislocation loss and rearrangement in thin foil searches
for the debris layer,(51) (c) solid surface films present on the surface of
electrode17uring electropolishing in regard to Karmer's surface removal ex-
periment,' (d) the injection of vacancies by dissolution and their effect
on mechanical behavior during surface removal experimefits, (5 2) (e) size
effects, (32) and many others that will surely be aired during these deliber-
ations. In the light of our improving understanding of the nature of crys-
tal surfdces, one must also now consider, for example, the role of near-sur-
face solute and vacancy concentration gradients in crystals deformed under
ambient conditions and, similarly, the removal of such gradients by dissolu-
tion prior to or during deformation. While it is true that surface removal
experiments such as those performed by Krasir ver the years and by others
as well( 30 ,53) are complex in the sense tha. t.iey do represent a moving
frame of reference,(47,32) those experiments which are done under carefully
controlled anodic crnnditions (Y 53,54) probably most closely approach the
deformation of a solid with a "clean" surface. It is interesting to note in
passing that the increased plasticity observed in such experiments is similar
in some respects to the Joffe effect. In the classic demonstration of
this phenomenon, a salt crystal is shown to be weak and brittle if deformedin air but remarkably ductile and stronger if deformed in water - i.e.,

while being slowly dissolved. Though still not yet well understood, the
Joffe effect has been attributed to d cmbination of factors - the dissolu-tion of pre-existing notches or cleavage cracks (Joffe's original explana-
tion) or brittle surface fjlms, removal or at least decrease in the active
length of surface sources, (42' etc. In any case, it seems reasonable to
expect that the near-surface regions of a crystal may act as both a preferen-
tial source of dislocations as well as a barrier to the exit of dislocations
at the surface. What remains in view of the conflicting observations, Ithink, is to decide the circumstances under which one of these competitive
;rocesses suppresses and dominates the other.

3.2 The Influence of Surface Films on Mechanical Properties

In 1934, Roscoe~5 6 ) discovered tiat thin oxide films on the surface of

cadmium crystals caused a significant increase in their yield stress. Simi-
lar observations have bpen rtported many times in various solid-film combin-
ations. Often such fi'.ms have been found to increase not only the yield

poiaits but also the rate of work hardening and it many cases the three-stage

IIi _ __ ____ ___ __
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Pig. 9.-Effect of nickel-chromium film on the stress-strain curve of similar-
ly oriented copper monocrystals: (1) unplated, (2) plated (after Garstone
et al.). (57)

work hardening behavior of fcc metals has been totally suppressed by films.
For reference, Figure 9 shows the influence of a 2 Pm nickel-chromium coat-
ing on a copper monocrystal oriented for easy glide, 5 1) There is now no
doubt that the presence of oxide layers, electrodeposited or evaporated
metal films, or alloyed layers can profoundly affect the mechanical behavior
of a variety of crystalline metals and nonmetals. There have been many ex-
planations for such phenomena - the pinning of surface or near-surface
sources, etc. - and many controversies remain. Over the years it has been
considered sufficient in many instances to imagine that such films act as
barriers to dislocation emergence and that this accounts for some measure of
strengthening. The means by which a surface film might serve as a barrier
in a mechanistic sense continues to be debated. Moreover, there are more
recent indications that surface films can, under certain circumstances,
induce softening rather than hardening of some solids (see below).

The mechanisms by which films affect near-surface dislocation bdiavior
in solids have been related to the elastic interaction of dislocations with
a film of shear modulus different from that of the substrate, the formation
of accommodation dislocation networks at the film-substrate interface, and
the existence of surface damage caused by film cracking due to residual
plating stresses. In what follows, I will briefly consider some indications
of the relevance of these parameters.

3.2.1 Elastic interactions

Dislocations theory (see Reference 58) predicts that if a dislocation
approaches a surface that is covered with a film whose modulus, 1j., is less
than that of the crystal substrate, v., then the dislocation will experience
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Fig. 10.-Schematic illustrating the possible means by which a surface film
may act as an obstacle to dislocation emergence.

an image force attracting it to the surface. Conversely, if IF > Ps the dis-
location will feel a long-range attraction and a short-range repulsion (over
a distance comparable to the film thickenss, t), the consequence is that a
position of stable equilibrium is expected at a distance of about t from the
film-substrate interface, Figure 10. The force between the dislocation .no
image in the film is given by

F 7s F S

where r is the distance of the dislocation from the interface and b the ?ur-
gers vector. When no film is present, the ratio of the moduli becomes unity,
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and the equation represents the attractive image force experienced by a dislo-
cation approaching a "clean" free surface. Notice that when pF < 1S the image
force is attractive but of a lesser magnitude than when no film is present.
For a dislocation to emerge from the crystal in the case where 1,> 11s, suf-
ficient stress must be applied in order to overcome the repulsive force dis-
cussed above (neglecting all other factors). Hence, the film acts as a bar-
rier or resistance to dislocation emergence, and one might expect to find a
dislocation accumulation just under the interface.

An elastically stiffer surface film should, thus, induce a certain
strengthening in the softer substrate as observed, for example, by Roscoe.

(56)

On this basis, the strengthening observed should be a systematic function of
the modulus of the film. Howee in a relatively few cases where this
prediction has been examined ' no such systematic correlation has been
observed. Moreover, it is difficult to imagine how softening effects obser-
ved in some cases(61,62) could be accounted for on this basis. In short,
some other factors must also play a rble in determining the influence of
surface films on mechanical properties.

3.2.2 Interfi mismatch or misfit

Evans ana Schwarzenburger (63) have pointed out that the transfer of
dislocations from a substrate to a surface film of the same crystal struc-
ture but different orientation is difficult because of the misorientation of
slip planes across the interface. This mismatch may thus serve as an obstacle
to slip. If the film and substrate are of different crystal structures, or
if one is a metal and the other a ceramic, the transfer of dislocations be-
comes even more difficult since changes in Burgers vector, stacking fault
energy, etc., must be accommodated. Even in a less complex case where the
film and substrate lattices are of the same structure and occur in parallel
orientations, the atomic misfit in lattice spacing between the film and
substrate may be accommodated by a two-dimensional grid 9f dislocations in
the interface, the mesh size of the network decreasing as the degree of mis-
match increases. The accommodation of such misfits, sometimes in part by
dislocations and in part as well by homogenous strains, is described in de-
tail by Van der Merwe. (64 ) An example(65) of such a misfit dislocation net-
work is shown in Figure 11. This interfacial dislocation network may serve
as an effective barrier to glide dislocations approaching the surface from
the substrate, Figure 10, and one might expect that the strength of this
barrier would decrease as the lattice mismatch decreases. There is some
evidence to support this view. (G6 16) On the other hand, there are cases(61,62)
where coatings exert a distinct softening, not hardening, influence on mechan-
ical properties. For example. Ruddle and Wilsdorft61 ) report that oriented
copper monocrystals coated with 600 A electrodeposits of nickel yield in
tension at approximately half the stress required for unplated crystals. In
this case, it is presuied that the misfit network acts not as an obstacle
to dislocations approaching the surface but rather as a source of disloca-
tions and, importantly, a source of stresses less than the macroscopic yield
point of uncoated copper crystals.

3.2.3 Surface damage due to residual stresses in films

Johnson and Block (59 ) report that chromium and rhodium films markedly
strengthen copper monocrystals. They also conclude that strengthening on
the basis of either a lattice misfit or elastic effects is incompatible with
their observations. Instead, they propose that strengthening is associated
with cracking of these coatings, either prior to or during deformation of the
composite, and the consequent local generation of dislocation-dense regions
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A,1

Fig. ll.-Transmission electron micrograph sho-wing long, stralght misfit c2as-
locations in a deposit of platinum on gold. The plane of the figure is
(Z00) and its vertical and horizontal boundaries are parallel to <110>
directiorn) 1Asfit, 3.9% magnification dbout 250,O00X (after mathews anG
Jesser).

through the stress pulses accompanying film cracking. Strengthening then
occurs as a result of interacton between dislocations approaching the surface
and the dislocation-dense regions near the interface associated with film
cracking as suggested schematically in Figure 10.

It is well known that electrodeposits and evaporated metal coatings as
well as oxide films often contain significant residual strains after growth.
While there has been disagreement on this point,( 68) it seems not improbable
that such stresses and their release could, in fact, contribute to surface
film strengthening as described above. On the other hand, it is not clear
why the injecticn of dislocations via the release of residual stresses in
the coating could not just as well lead to a softening effect - i.e., to
large-scale dislocation motion at stresses loM, than the yield point of the
uncoated substrate. Indeed, Sethi and Gibala find substantial decreases
in the flow stress and stress-strain behavior of niobium and tantalum single
crystals coated with anodic oxides and account for this observation in just
such a manner.

In summary, the influence of solid surface films on the mechanical be-
havior of crystal substrates is likely to depend, in a complex and inter-
related way, on such factors as the elastic properties of both components;
the degree of atomic misfit at the interface; residual stresses in the film;
etc. Bu while all of these factors (and probably others as well) contribute
to the effects of surface films on mechanical behavior, the important inter-
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relations between them remain to be established. It should be important, for
example, to determine under what conoitions during the deformation of a film-
substrate composite slip is transferred from the substrate to the film, in
which casn tne film may act as a barrier, or vice versa, in which case the
film may provide an easy source of dislocations.

3.3 Adsorption-Induced Changes in the Plasticity and Fracture of Metals and
Nonmetals

Adsorption-inauced reductions(in the hardness of nonmetallic solids were
first reported in 1928 by Rebinder ) and are known as Rebinder effects. In
the period of time since Rebinder's first announcement, many others have
reported that surface-active media (long-chain organic compounds, liquid
metals, etc.) affect the plasticity and/or fracutre of a variety of solids,
including metals, covalent and ionic crystals, molecular crystals, polymers,
amorphous glasses, etc. These are far too numerous to summa, ize here, but
there are several reviews which might serve as useful guides(4 ,69-72) in-
cluding tnose by Shchukin (71) and Macmillan.( 2)

While there have been a variety of explanations for Rebinder effects,
I will limit discussion in this section to the two that are best supported
by observation. The point of view developed by Rebinder and his colleagues
is that adsorption-induced softening and strength reduction occur as a re-
sult of the lowering of the specific free surface energy of the solid, i.e.,
the work of formation of new surfaces during deformation apd fracture. On
the other hand, the view of Westwood and his co-workers (73 is that such
phenomena - adsorption-induced hardening as well as softening - may be under-i stood in a conceptual way from consideration of the type, concentration,

mobility, and adsorption-induced redistribution of charge carriers in the
solid. In th~s context such phenomena might well be called Westwood effects.
While these views are at first glance quite different, they have in common
a basis for understanding which is derived from colloid- and/or electrochem-
istry. !n order to better understand this basis, the following section
begins with a discussion that itself began in Section 2.3, naimely, a des-
cription of the charge double layer present at a solid/electrolyte interface.

3.3.1 Solid/electrolyte interface

Let us first distinguish the metal/electrolyte interface from the semi-
conductor/electrolyte interface. The structure of the double layer in Lhe
former case is likely to take the form illustrated in Figure 12(a) for the
case of a dilute aqueous electrolyte. The compact double layer consists of
an excess or deficiency of electrons at the metal surface and a layer of
ions of charge oppostie in sign to that at the surface of the metal adsorbed
at the interface. rhis system of charges is known as the Helmholt7 double
layer (HDL). The locus of electrical centers of hydrated ions in contact
with the electrode surface is known as the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) while
the locus of centers of unhydrated specifically adsorbed ions in contact with
the electrode surface is known as the inner lelmholtz plane (IHP). The Gouy-
Chapman layer (C-CL) represents a distribution of charges in a space charge
layer with an excess of ions similar in sign to that in the outer Helmholtz
plane smeared out over a distance of up to about I um. Beyond this point,
the ions are presert in concentrations typical of thG bulk electrolyte. A
schiematic illustration of the potentia; drop expected across the double layer
is shown in Figure 12(b). There is a linear potential drop across the IML
and then a more Crdual exponential decay in the diffuse double layer. The
difference in potential between the OHP and the bulk electrolyte, i.e., the
rnntribution of the diffuse double layer, is called the electrokinetic or

iC
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Fig. 12.-Distribution of excess charge and corresponding variation of elect-
ron energy in the solid and potential of ions in solution at interfaces
between a metal and a dilute electrolyte (a and b) and between a semi-
conductor and a concentrated electrolyte (c and d) (after Latanision).(6)

zeta ( ) potential.

The relation between the charge distribution in the space charge layer
near the surface and the electrostatic potential change at the surface is
given by a Poisson-Boltzmann equation, the consequence of which is that the
thickness of the space charge layer is essentially a function of the density
of mobile charge carriers in each phase, i.e., solid or electrolyte. In
essence, as the carrier concentration increases the thickness of the space
charge layer decreases. In the case of a metal, the density of free electrons
is very high, so that all of the charge behaves like a surface charge. Hence,
the charge redistribution extends to only a fev, angstroms at the most beneath
the metal surface. The diffuse double layer becomes essentially compressed
into the OHP when the electrolyte concentration is sufficiently high. In
contrast, in semiconductors the density of charge carriers (electrons and
holes) is orders of magnitude lower than in a metal. In pure germanium,
for example, the concentration of electrons and holes at room temperature is
on the same order of magnitude as the concentration of u+ and on- in pure
water. Consequently, the space charge layer in a typical semiconductor is
on the order of i micron - 104 times thicker than in a metal. The double
layer present at the interface between a semiconductor and a concentrated
electrolyte is shown in Figure 12(c). A hybrid model showing the electron
energy levels in the solid and the potential of ions in solution(

74) is

given in Figure 12(d).

3.3.2 The space charge layer and the mechanical properties of nonmetals

It is possible to change the distribution of charge at the electrode

it[i
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surface by several means - by the application of an external field, by illumin-
ation with light, or of interest in the present context by the chemisorption
of charged ionic or polar molecules, for example. Now, is it possible that
adsorpticn-induced changes in the space charge distribution can affect mechan-
ical behavior? There are many good indications of this, perhaps the best
available illustration being the c-potential correlation studied extensively
by Westwood ad h(is colleagues at Martin Marietta Laboratories and summarized
by Macmillan. The c-potential correlation, which has been observed in a
variety of inorganic solids including A190 3, Aigo, quartz, as well as a vari-
ety of other minerals, is shc.:q schematically in Figure 13, which shows the
variations of C-potential witn solution concentration (a), along with the
corresponding variation in hardness (b) and dislocation mobility (c). The
c-potential is considered to be related in sign and magnitude to the surface
charge on the solids, i.e., as changes sign it must pass through a zero
point, and it is presumed that the surface is uncharged when = 0, although
this is perhaps only rigorously true when specific adsorption is absent.
The interesting correlation in Figure 13 is that the hardness is a maximum
when 4 = 0 and decreases with increasing magnitude of the -potential regard-
less of its sign.
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Fig. 13.-Schematic of the apparently generic correlation between -potenial,
hardness, and dislocation mobilitu observed in solids such as MgO, A120 3,

Si02, as well as a variety of rocks and minerals.
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Just how the c-potential correlation may be understood is not now clear.
In a general sense, the view dveloped by Westwood et al. 75 in order to
account for adsorption-induced changes in mechanical behavior is that these
phenomena are a consequence of the influence of adsorbed species on the mobil-
ity of near-surface dislocations. In short, adsorption-induced changes in a
near-surface charge distribution are thought to alter the state of ionization
of point and line defects in the near-surface region. Such changes induce
variations in the mutual interactions between dislocations, between disloca-
tions and point defects, between dislocations and the lattice, etc., and
these variations are in turn reflected in changes in near-surface dislocation
mobility or microhardness. Specifically, however, what one must account for
is the symmetry that is observed in the hardness about the isoelectric point
(i.e., when r = 0). One possibility has been suggested by Westwood and Mills
in the ASI proceedings.(76) Another which also has its origins at Martin
Marietta Laboratories has been proposed by Swain and Latanision.(77) This
is shown schematically in Figure 14. In essence, one expects that the charge
distribution in the space charge layer of the solid must respond to the charge
(in sign and magnitude) populating the solution side of the double layer,
Figure 12. For simplicity, it is assumed that this charge is localized in
the outer Helmholtz plane. Electron energy levels in the near-surface region
must bend up or down depending on the nature of the adsorbed charge'. An
electronegative adsorbate would induce upwards band bending while the con-
verse would be true in the presence of an electropositive adsorbate, Figure
14(a) and (c), respectively. Now, as mentioned earlier, the c-potential tells
us something about the surface charge. If one associates the flat band con-
dition of Figure 14(b) with = 0, one might then consider the possibility
that the hardness maximum (minimum dislocation mobility) observed in relation
to c-potential me urements may be typical of the flat band condition in the
space charge layer. kcugnizing that dislocations may be assigned energy
levels in the ba..- 1," '78) as shown in Figure 14, it is tempting to suggest
that dislocations in tLne space charge layer may also acquire an excess charge

.e., bands bend up or down) in response to the presence of adsorbates. If
this were true, then in addition to the force imposed upon near-surface dis-
locations mechanically by an indenter, electrostatic repulsion between ad-

jacent and like-charged dislocations - the charge acquired by adsorption -
would add a further dtiving force to thei.' motion. Admittedly, this neglects
electrostatic image forces, and other factors which should be considered.
Nevertheless, extept at a flat band condition, the mechanical and electro-
static forces would combine to give greater apparent dislocation mobility -
decreased hardness - as is suggested by the c-potential correlation.

While this explanation may not be the correct one - it is true that the
relation between the c-potential, surface charge, and electronic band struc-
ture is not well understood - the above model is susceptible to concerted
interdisciplinary examination by materials scientists and surface scientists.
The critical experiment in terms of the above explanation would be to examine
dislocation mobility while at the same time monitoring the distribution of
charge in the space charge layer. To an extent, this has been done via the
c-potential measurements. But, although the c-potential may be determined
by a relatively simple electrokinetic measurement, its interpretation is niot
always very direct or unambiguous. On the other hand, it is possible to
change the distribution of charge in the space charge layer by several means
as described earlier, one of which is by illumination with light. In prin-
ciple it would seem that if minimum near-surface dislocation mobility in
semicondictors (and presumably insulators as well) is associated with the
flatband condition, the means by which the flat band is reached should be of
no consequence. In this context I hope to soon begin a study of the mobility
of dislocations in cadmium sulfide monocrystals examined in such a manner
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Fig. 14.-Schematic illustrating a possible rationale for the symmetry observed
in the ?-potential correlation shown in rigure 13 based upon the contribu-
tion of electrostatic interactions between near-surface dislocations.

that the space charge distribution may be controlled by sub-band gar illumin-
atnon and monitored by means of surface photo-voltage spectroscopy SPS)
which has been extensively studied by Gatos and co-workers at MIT.(79) CdS
is a seemingly appropriate choice; the electronic characteristics of the
basal and priswatic surfaces have been recently studied and the band theory
for dislocation energy states in CdS has been evaluated by Elbaum and
Holmes.(80) 1. chemisorption-induced changes in dislocation mobility may be
related to coincident changes in band structure, the above surface analytical
approach is attractive, since through it both elements of chis problem become
accessible. A crucial experiment will be to dete,mine the dislocation mobili-
ty under flat band conditions, as identified by SPS, and to compare this with
the dislocation mobility observed when band bending is known to occur.

3.3.3 The double layer and the mechanical properties of metal electrodes

At this point, we might return to consideration of the double layer in
order to understand a possible rationale for the c-potential correlation
based on the Rebinder school's view of adsorption-induced changes in mechani-
cal behavior. This will then be extended to the case of metal electrodes
which are also known to be sensitive to changes in the surface charge density.

One hundred years ago Lippmann(81) observed the following relation
between the surface energy, y, the surface charge density, q, and %he applied
potential, 0, for an ideal polarized electrode:

% T,pIJi -q
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The Lippmann equation tells us that the surface energy of such an electrode -
for example, jig in aqueous alkali halide solutions - passes through a maxi-
mum when the surface is uncharged, i.e., when q . o, and, indeed, this has
been demonstrated experimentally on many occasions. The potential at which
the surface becomes uncharged is known as the potential of zero charge, pzc.
The above relationship may be understood physically by recognizing that be-
cause of electrostatic repulsion between the like charges in the surface
charge layer, the work required to expand the interface is smaller in the
presence of a net surface charge density of either sign than in the absence
of electrostatic interaction. Because many of the early experiments in this
field were done with a Lippmann capillary electrometer, the above is often
described as the electrocapillary effect.

The Lippmann equation in the form given above is valid only for liquid
electrodes (e.g., jig). In the case of a solid electrode, it is the surfacestress (the stress required to deform the surface) which passes through a

maximum when the surface is uncharged.(82; In essence, because the much
reduced mobility of near-surface atoms in a solid, as compared to liquid,
prevents the process of creating new surface from occurring under anything
like thermodynamically reversible conditions in a finite period of time,
some extra work must be done, and it is the sum of this extra work and the
surface energy which is maximized at the pzc. Hlence, even in the case of a
solid electrode, one may cautiously conclude that, except when the surface
is uncharged, electrostatic repulsion between like charges in the surface
charge layer will reduce the total effort required to produce unit area of
new surface.

It is possible to argue, therefore, that the symmetry of the dependence
of hardness on c-potential in Figure 13 could conceivably be attributed to
the electrocap~llary effect as has been ac noyledged by Westwood et al.(83)
and Shchukin.( Indeed, Shchukin et al. suggest that dislocation mo-
bility (hardness) becomes sensitive to adsorbed environments only when two
conditions are met: (1) surface steps are formed during dislocation motion
and (2) the environment causes large reductions in the energy of surface
slip steps formed during deformation. In short, hardness would be greatest
and dislocation mobility least when the surface step energy is a maximum.

While there are clearly many more facets to this difference of opinion
regarding the basis for understanding adsorption-induced changes in mechanical
behavior - i.e., electronic effects versus surface energy reduction - the
above represents the essence of this difference. Recently, Macmillan, Hunt-
ington, and Westwood (8 3) have shown that in vgo and Lir the mobilities of
both edge dislocations (which did not produce surface slip steps in the par-
ticular hardness test performed) and screws (which did) were environment sen-
sitive. This would seem to argue strongly against the surface energy con-
cept presented above, at least in the case of nonmetallic solids. On the
other hand, it seems possible that the contribution of the surface step
energy may be more significant in some other instances, particularly in the
case of metal electrodes. In contrast to semiconductors and insulators in
which the distribution of charge in a space charge layer that extends to
depths on the order of microns may well influence the mobility of near-sur-
face dislocations, the same argument cannot be invoked in the case of metal
electrodes. As explained earlier, because of the high density of mobile
charge carriers (electrons) in a metal, the charge in the solid consists of
an excess or deficiency of electrons within at most a few angstroms of the
surface. Correspondingly, any effect of charge density on mechanical beha-
vior must result from events occurring right at the metal surface.
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It has in fact been demonstrated the mechanical behavior of metal elec-
trodes is a function of charge density on the metal surface.(85-88) The
first reported studies of electrocapillary effects on mechanical behavior
were reported by Rebinder and co-workers.(8 ' They reported that the pendu-
lum hardness of metal electrodes (determined from the amplitude damping of
an oscillating pendulum) passed through a maximum at the pzc. However,
Bockris and Parry-Jones(89) later observed precisely the opposite effect in
pendulum experiments, using a smooth fulcrum rather than the ground glass
fulcrum used by Rebinder, and suggested that friction between the fulcrum
of the pendulum and the metal, rather than hardness, may be the underlying
physical property that is most affected by the cnarge double layer in such
experiments. While there is evidence to show that friction in such cases is
potential sensitive,(90) others have shown (86 ,87 ) that the creep rate of
metals passes through a minimum at the pzc, and it is clear that this could
not be related to frictional effects. The latter investigators have consi-
dered a contribution to the activation energy for creep arising from the
energy required to'create surface steps. Recent work by Latanision et al.(88)
on zinc monocrystal surfaces has confirmed the notion that electrocapillary
changes ir the charge density can indeed affect the motion of dislocations
producing slip steps. In these experiments the diamond pyramid hardness and
(etch pit) dislocation distribution about the indentation were monitored as
a function of applied electrode potential on the basal (0001) and prism
{1010} planes of zinc monocrystal electrodes. As shown in Figure 15, obser-
vable slip about indentations on the hasal plane occurs on second order
pyramidal planes {1122) and in <1123> directions. Hence, screw dislocations
on the pyramidal planes that intersect the basal plane have components of
their Burgers vector normal to the surface and slip around the hardness im-
pression exposes (1122) steps. The motion of such dislocations is resisted
in part by the work required to produce the slip steps left in their trails,
and one expects that at the pzc, where more effort is required to create
surfaces, the extent of glide of dislocations about a hardness impression
would be a minimum. Conversely, the hardness would be a maximum as observed,
Figure 16. It is therefore seemingly possible to harden or soften zinc sur-
faces by changing charge density. Note that the hardness maximum at -1200 mV
on Figure 16 corresponas well with the anticipated value of the pzc for the
{1122)slip plane as should be expectea, since the new area being formed by
slip is that of the (1122} plane. On the other hand, if one indents the
prism surface, in which observable pyramidal dislocations have their Bur-
gers vector in the plane of the surface, then such dislocations do not pro-
duce steps and are expected to show no sensitivity to potential variation.
This, too, has been observed, Figure 16.

We now have the situation that in the case of ceramics like Mgo, the
mobilities of oth edge and ISw dis loctions are enironment sensitive,
whereas in me is like zinc, gold, ) and leadA ) only the mobilities
of those disL:ations which trail slip steps appear to be sensitive. One
explanation for this difference between such metals and nonmetals may arice
because dislocation mobility in the latter is principally a function of
electrostatic interaction between dislocations and point defects - which
vary similarly with environment for both edge and screw dislocations - and
the additional resistance, if present, due to slip step formation is so
small as to be negligible. Alternately, one might compare the energy con-
sumed in creating slip steps with the energy consumed in sweeping out the
area traveled by the dislocations loops which produce those steps as a con-
sequence of9 astic deformation beneath an indenter. In this case one
would find( that only in materials with relatively high surface energies
and low yield stresses (some pure metals) would the surface energy contribu-
tions be significant and, hence, reflect changes in surface energy, however

- 7777i
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(a)
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(b)

Fig. 15.-vNonbasal slip about a microbardness indentation on (0001) zinc
surfaces showing second-order pyramidal slip systems and a schematic
of the dislocation distribution at an indentation (after Latanision

et al.).
(88 )

induced, in mechanical testing. Conversely, in materials of high flow
stress (ceramics, metallic alloys, etc.) or relatively low surface energy
(LiF, NaCI, MgO, etc.) or relatively low surface energy might not be re-
flected in dislocation mobility. In short, only if the surface energy and
plastic work terms were of the same magnitude could a ch3nge in one signifi-
cantly affect the other. This seemingly can only happen in the case of rela-
tively pure metals. At any rate, while it is true that the correlation
between hardness (dislocation mobility) and surface energy is poor for most
solids, it may be that this is more a matter of degree than a failure in
principle.

3.4 Surface Effects in the Environment-Sensitive Fracture of Solids

The Joffe effect, mentioned earlier (see Section 3.1.2) is one example

It

Ih
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of the remarkable influence that enviroinments -sometimes very 'innocuous.
ones ;; may, haIve: on the- f rcture. behavior -of- solids. n 'the, case, of ,th .e

Jof fed -eff ect, the piresehicd f, ordlnary/ water has- the stagger Iinrg I ffect of,
tirn i fija ,typ ical ly wea hid, biittle ma tera (e i KI) intoone with

- strength aind almost unbelievable ductilit, Thisi -eaiely
mou ts~of gonteujfeooherwIse (~ltvl)ductile6 jpn ply

crystfl-s lead to, a catastr* bpOii. loss of strength and d-,uctility,"hydr~oe
haasimlar effecton-alys, of iron, -nickel, et ertain; mi-ldly-cbrro-

si ye-electrolytes, can lead to the premature ,cracking of eti:(fernr
nia-y'ductile), allo1ys-(304 stainless steMi in ci- environment, etc.) YAt
stresses 'far below their normhal fractureq stresses,.and so on. :Ali -of these
embitt1-~meit, phenomiena - li'qu-id'' n'eta -enbrittlement,( 92 ) hydrogen ebrt-

tle1ebit(93)1 'stress -,corrosion cracig~ 4  -and- oheirs( 95) - have bee- the
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subject of recent reviews and conferences and will not be discussed in de-
tail here. Some of the issues of concern, particularly in relation to disso-
lution-related embrittlement, were treated by Engell(96) at the ASI.

In all of the above, the action begins at the interface between the
solid and the environment which surrounds it, and it should not be too sur-
prising to find that many of tne mechanistic models for these phenomena in-
volve film formation, adsorption of criLical species from the environmenv,
interfacial solute and vacancy concentration gradients, etc. However, we
know little about the possible influence of yielding initiation in the sur-
tace layer on the embrittlement of polycrystals. (20,97) Nor, for example,
do we seem to know very much about the influence of surface charge on crack
propagation in metal electrodes, or about the detailed atomic-order inter-
actions between embrittling species and strained crystal surfaces, or about
the atomistics of decohesion or about the electron distribution at & crack
tip (which has, however, received some attention). (98 ) Some of these will be
discussed briefly in this section.

In the previous section, evidence was presented to show that changes
in the surface charge density on metal electrodes appear to affect their
plasticity - the electrocapillary effect. It would also seem possible that
changes in the charge density on a metal electrode may affect its fracture
behavior. For example, an equilibrium crack in a solid subject to an in-
creasing force, Figure 171;will either propagate by cleavage or grow slowly
by shear, depending on whether the tensile fracture stress, 0, for the atom-
atom~bond or the shear stress, T, to cause dislocation motion on a favorable
slip system is achieved first. Hence, as the ratio of /T decreases,
cleavage becomes more likely and conversely, shear failure becomes more pro-
bable as the ratio increases. (99} As discussed earlier, the microhardness
of metals (and, hence, crystal plasticity, T) may be affected by changes in
the charge density, provided that glide dislocations produce surface steps.
On this basis, one anticipates that-the motion of such dislocations, Figure
17, away fr6m sources near'the crack tip may be inhibited (i.e., increasing
T) at the pzc encouraging cleavage. Likewise, because of the repulsion
between like charges, the bondostrength or cohesion between atoms in the sur-
face layer of-the crack tip, Figure 17, may also be affected -by the charge
density in the double layer. In this case onp expects that at the pzc, where
the surface charge is extinguished, cohesion of surface-atoms would be maxi -
mized i.e., cleavage would be discouraged.

Although it is difficult to predi't wh~ther the exp~ctedinfluence, of
eharge density on Tr6r on o shouldbe most significant, recent~straining
lectrbdd exPerimn_' °10 0) suggest that-in-"the caseof zinc moncrystal elec;.

trodes, the former may be quite important. In the~e experiments; cylindri
cal electrodes with their tensile axis normal, to the basal plane were de-
formed:at f(a) a constant strain rate (1-sec') or (b)-aTfixed load of 90%
of the-yiel dstres .and their fracture strain and time tof racture, respec-
tively, were measurd' t-a- function bf applied potential' 6ver the same
range of potentials as shown in!Figure.J6 In this, orietatin, the, lmited
slipwhich: does occur takes place on second-order pyramidal ,planes' allowing
correlatioh of fracture behaVior with the, known(88  plast'crespbise of
pyramidal, slip to electrode potential. Boththe ,fract'ure strain and:'time-
to-falur4rd&6 oberved, to.pass thr-ough -sh6arp-minimtia at-about10-mSE
i.e,, at the pzc'for the, (122) pl'ane. The 'latter is show" in, Fqure.18,.
This coincides, with the haldness, maximum-i,e., decreasedmobility of dis-
-1locations (Plasticity) which was observed inFigure 16 This suggests thatonce a crack is initfated, 'it may. be-expected to propagate most rapidly at
the pzc, since-,crack blunting, Via-disl-cation emission-ftom the craek tip,
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involves the 7cbnsecdtive rupture- of surfaceibonds, and dhemisorption, which-
is likely to involve some change in the distribution of-charges in the double
layer, may thus affect the bond- strength or cohes ion (perhaps as described
above) between the atoms constituting the crack tip. Liquid,,metal embrittle-
ment is a classic- example of this.(92) Note that in li~qid d~etal embrittle-
men t, the embrittlii, species is. considered, .to., be ad sorb~d directly 'on the
Solid surface and, -hence, strongly affects the strength of bonds between
surface atoms. Thus, the consecutive rupture of surface atomic'bonds, induced
by reduction 'in the cohesive strength of' surface,'atoms,. leads to- catastrophic
fracture. In- contrast, in aqueous electrol1ytes a~d 'in thd'absence'of s .pecific
ad'sorotion,, ions pr'esent in the' outer,Helmholtz plane, Figure 11, are effect-
ivel '§ie lded f 'bfnithe'§u~face by' water'molecules, and are less likely to,
ignificanftly_.intludice cohesive strength {iA.e.-, fracture). If -toccurs,
specific adsorption, ,dn the other'-hd (-or~exa I ple, o If Cl') , may lead to a
situation in an queous ~el~ctrolyte a-ppro,~imating. that of l-iquid- metal em-
dmbrittlem-ent. Ads§&ption-models-based. on this- premise have been proposed for
s ress. .corrosion &r acking.-(94) - At a-ny' rate, -1t should be appreciated that' a
and in 'some'cases -- ''ay both %be affe -cted- b' variatibfns iG, the charge; denisity
in the electrical dbublA l'ayer, redgardless of whethier the'-variations -are d~se,

exr 'ample, to th6' appliition.of exter'hl'potntiaj-or to-the ch~ins6rpti6n-
bFsurface" acive e s. It should be menti6ned:that-G31 iman' 101 ) has- also-

recehily considered',some" as'pects ,of -surface effects. -i'qe~brittlement- pheno;.
mena.-

While it is possible to describe liquid mnetal embivtt lement, hydrogen
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embrittlement, etc., on the basis of environmentally-induced decohesion, the
atomic scale interactions between the adsorbate (Jig, I, etc.) and strained
metal surfaces are not well understood. In this context, one interesting
electronic model of hydrogen embrittlement proposed in 1960 by Troiano
but never really examined experimentally, may now be tractable through the
use of available surface analytical tools. In this model, Troiano presumes
tha hydrogen behaves in an electropositive sense and donates its electron
to the unfilled d-bands of the metallic cores as shown schematically in
Figure 19. The increase in electron density leads to an increase in the re-
pulsive force between adjacent metal cores, or, in other words, a decrease
in the cohesive strength of the lattice, i.e., in a manner not unlike that
described in Figure 17. This may be studied by means of chemical shifts in
the Auger spectrum for iron, for example, due to the presence of adsorbed
hydrogen. If hydrogen does in fact behave in an electropositive sense,
iron's Auger peaks should undergo positive chemical shifts. The converse is
true if hydrogen-behaves in an electronegative sense, as is suggested in fact
by work function measurements.(103) Of course, there may be other ways of
understanding the atomistics of hydrogen embrittlement based on knowledge of
the charge transfer process which occurs when hydrogen is adsorbed on a suit-
able metal surface. For example, recognizing that the great cohesive strength
of the transition metals may be associated with their band structure, particu-
larly the filling of d-orbitals, it is tempting to suggest(10 4) that an elec-
tropositive adsorbate on iron, for example, donates its electrons to iron
surface atoms, allowing them to behave, at least insofar as cohesion is con-
cerned, rather like cobalt atoms. Conversely, in the presence of an electro-
negative amsorbate, iron surface atoms might behave as their neighbor in the
periodic chart with one less d-electron, namely, manganese; It is interesting
that cobalt has a reportedly(10 5) lower cohesive strength than iron, suggesting

in this context that the former rather than the latter is more likely to
occur, i.e., hydrogen behaves as an electropositive adsorbate. At any rate,
the nature of the charge transfer process which occurs should be accessible
and would provide-valuable insight into the mechanism of hydrogen dmbrittle-
ment as well as other presumably adsorption-induced embrittlement phenomena
such as liquid metal embrittlement. In short, we are now in a position to

Dnt3d Bond N(E) Additiono[.Electrons
of states 3d yoen

'N(E) ... ge
4s Sod 4s

Energy of Electrbns' E

rig. 19;-An electronic model ,for hydrogen embrittlement (after Troiano).(102)
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use surface analytical tools to study the atom-scale interactions between
strained surfaces and embrittling species (adsorbates).

In this brief commentary, I have not attempted to discuss the specific
and often excitingareas of controversy that have arisen in the studies of
environmentally induced embrittlement - for example, the role of hydrogen
(embrittlement), if any, in stress corrosion cracking.( 94) What I have
attempted to do, however, is to suggest some relatively unexplored means of
viewing environment-sensitive fracture, and an example of a surface analyti-
cal approach to studying the atomic-order processes which occur when em-
brittling species interact with crystal surfaces. Perhaps by means of such
experiments we may better understand the age-old question of why normally
ductile metals become embrittled when exposed to certain environments.

4. TECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF SURFACE EFFECTS IN CRYSTAL PLASTICITY

Generally, the effects of environments on mechanical behavior are con-
sidered to be adverse, ind to be sure, often that is the case. Stress cor-
rosion cracking, corrosion fatigue, hydrogen embeittlement, liquid metal
embrittlement, etc., are all examples of failure phenomena which take on
catastrophic consequences. Sometimes, however, the effects of environments
on the mechanical behavior of solids- are more beneficial and can. be used to
advantage. For example, we have already seen that through variations in the
surface or near-surface charge density on various metals and nonmetals, the
hardness of such solids may be-controlled - if, however, for different
reasons. Moreover, we- also know that the coefficient of friction may be
affected by changes in the-charge density. Hence, it should not be surpri-
sing to find that. much attention has recently been directed toward making
application of research on -the surface- and envir'onment-sensitive mechanical
behavior of solids inmetal cutting, the machining of ceramics,,rapid exca-
vation of hard rock, cominution, and even-in the control of-earthquakes,
all of which are related to such parameters as friction, flow, and the frac-
ture behavior of. solids. A detailed account of these effects in both the US,
and in the USSR was presented'by Westwood,( 76) Pertsov, (10 6) and others at
the NATO Advanced Study Institute. A superb review in this context has re-
cently been prepared by Westwood.(1) In any case, a brief commentary on
some of these follows. What is important to recognize now, however, is that
not only-are there many exciting. academic problems to tackle; but, despite
an admitted lack of detailed understand ing, we are ab-le.to,-apply this under-
standing with remarkablesuccess to technological problems,

Let's first consider metal cutting. In conventional'metal cutting, the
removal of material is considered to be governed, principally by two-parameters:
friction at the to6l-chip and' tool-workpieceinterfaces and the strength or
workhardening capacity Qf'the workpidce. Significantly,.both, the frictTonal
and mechanical behavior of metal.s-may. be made contr6llable 'in.the.presence
'of a-charge double layer Affect mechanical'b6havior,-.but.,the:presence of
anodic surface films, sUtrface 'dissolution, and the'generationof'the-'various
gases on the electrode surfacei a'realso known 'to affect mechanical and fric
tional, behavior. Hehce,'6neexpcts that machihing-of metals should be signi-
-ficantly affected by making the woekpiece an electrode in a suitable electro-

- lyte and then applying 'an electrode pqteitial,,which-imparts appropriate phys-
,ical and mechahical properties to the electrode.. 'Thus, in;this approach, metal
removal still 6ccur§' bycontactof a tool'.with the'workpiece;.however,.Afric-
tional. and:,mechanical beh'jviorof ,the'tol,-workpiece 'systemare cotrolled'
electrochemically. ,This technique, dev"eloped.'particula1'fo' r use, 'phih
ing. hard-t6-cut 611oys and patented- at. Martin Marietta Laboratories, 6T
under thename'of electromechanical machihing(EMM), is already being examined
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in a pilot-scale production operations.

The use of surface active environments in the machining of ceramic ma-
terials has its origins in the book "Hardness Reducers in Rock Drilling,"
published in the USSR.(108) Today surfactants are being examined for various
uses in the cutting, grinding,.and drilling of ceramics, minerals, and rocks -

both on the very large scale, as when driving a railroad tunnel into the side
of a mountain, and on the very small scale, as when manufacturing the A12o3
substrates for modern microelectronic components. By maximizing the surface
hardness through c-potential control (i.e., by changing the composition of
the surface active environments surrounding the solid), researchers at Mar-
tin Marietta Laboratories have been able to increase the rate of drilling
by factors of 6-10 in the case of alumina, up to 14 in the case of qua,'tz,
and 3-4 for various types of granites. From a practical viewpoint, the im-
portance of such improvements in drilling rate - which potentidlly represent
an enormous reduction in drilling costs - is that they may be achieved merely
by adding a very small amount of a relatively cheap and innocuous chemical to
the drilling water normally employed, for cooling, lubrication, and flushing
away of drilling debris.

A very different application for environmental control of the, coefficient
of friction may be a tool for reducing earthquake hazards. (109) In simple
terms, an earthquake occurs when the shear forces resulting from movements
in the earth's crust exceed'the frictional resistance alonga plane of crus-
tal weakness (a fault), and, this frictional resistance varies directly with
the coefficient of frictionh:etween the fault surfaces and inversely with
the pressure of any liquid present in the fault; One can therefore imagine
influencing-an earthquake-either by pumping hatural, pore, water (usually
brine) out of the fault, or by. pumping in some man-madefluids of suitable
chemistry, thereby changing the pressure tending to force the, fault surfaces
apart and/or varying the:coefficient of friction between them. In this con-
text it-might be possible to "defuse" a large and potentially destructive
earthquake by environmentally, ieleasing its stored strength and energy 'as a
succession of small and harmless,tremors.rather than as a less frequent but
large-scale and catastrophic release of strain-,energy., i.e., a major earth-
quake.

The above arejust-a:few.of several :exciting andpotentially useful. ap-
plications of the phenomenology of surface effects-in crystal plasticity to
real techntological problems.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

My :objective, in this paper-was to provide=a-general overView.of the,
Science add technologiqal applicat-i'ons of surface -effects in crystal plasti-
city. ' J-have"not discussed adhesion oxidation,.cata~ysis,,etd.; all, of,
which are-'dependent aswell on the surfaceand its condition. This effort
has been c6hfinedto inorganic-drystalline"so'ids,-thereby-'excluding-vitreous
an&polymenri'c solids whosemechanical properties,-are- also environment-sensi-
tive.

JI believe -that materials,1scientists -have-made:,considerable, progress, in
understanding surface, efects 'ih :Crystal .pl0asticity, but I alsobel.ieve that
th detajied i, atom scale underftanding that ,i 1] ilead, to-definitive' treatments
of 'tiese <phenomena,:and'to:. applicati on, on :a broad. ,scal &,demands, the cncerted
actig6ho.f mterialssciehtists:and,&surface sci'entists alike.,

______________________________________________ ..-.
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DISCUSSION

J. MECHOLSKY, NRL: The layers are very thin and yet they seem to affect the
bulk hardness.

LATANISION: The surface layer in the case of a semiccnductor or insulator is
about a.micron thick. If the environment is continually available as new
surface is being exposed, I would argue then that it can affect bulk prop-erties •

E. SAIBEL, Army Research Office: As I recall, Joffe gave the explanation
that he was removing defects, stress concentrations and so on from the sur-
face of" the crystal. Is this still valid?

LATANISION: I think it is a valid explanation. But others, for example
Mendelson, looked at this question from the point of view of surface sources.
The argument that developed from the dislocation etchpit studies by Mendel-
son is the following: first, plastic deformation takes place by the action
of the Fisher surface sources, one arm pinned and the other free to move in
the solid; and secondly, as the surface is removed by dissolution, the arm
length of that source became shorter. We would expect two things to happen.
The-first is thit as we remove the flaws the material is no longer brittle.
Secondly, as the length of the Fisher source decreases, the stress required
to operate the source increases. Therefore we observe tremendous plasticity
and an increase in fracture strength. Joffe's explanation is still a part
of the phenomenology, but more sophistication is involved in the understand-
ing of the whole picture.

SAIBL: It seems to me that there is a confusion. For example, if we give
a light wash with hydrofluoric acid to a piece of glass we strengthen it
because a lot of the imperfections, surface scratches and so on are removed.
But at -the same time ps-ople who cut glass would scratch it and then immedi-
ately wet the glass to 'ake it fracture easily. The effect of wetting ap-
pears to facilitate stress concentration.

LATANISION: -Not necessarily. In fact there is a phenomenon known as static
fatigue in giasses- which is comparable t6 the familiar stress corrosion
cracking of metals. Water is a stress cbrrosion agent for glass; it appears
to increase the sharpness of notches (similar to the chloride ions in the
stress corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steel). Uniform surface
dissolution which 6ccurs -when-we put stainless steel in sulphuric acid, or
glass in hydrofluoric acid is different fron- localized dissolutiofi which
occurs when we-put a stainless steel in a chloride environnient or glass in
water. The localized phenomenon leads to-stress corrosion cracking in the
case-of stainless steels-but static fatigue in the case of glasses.

MECHOLSKY: Uniform dissoluti0o.cah "take place- in glasses that are hygro-
scop i. -It is-actually rati' dependent. Y6, caneither dissolve the cracks
or sharpen them-'edpending on the -ratei of reaction. In fact, there have
been experimeits in which glass-that is susceptible to stress corrosion
cracking was put under water for a year and it came out stronger presumably
due to the roundifig of the cracks.

LATANISION: You are absolutely right. Actually, it is composition depend-
eat. My colmentswould -apply, o soda lime gliss which have a substantial
sodi "content and perhaps not thi others. We- find from the literature that
the activiation, en&ergy for crkpropagati6n corresponds to the activation
energy for the diffusion of sodiim ions- in. glass.- It ieaif that sodium is
somehow involved-in-the-process.
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D. A. RIGNEY, Ohio State University: The experiment of Fourie and Kramer

were for fairly simple loading conditions on very simple systems. The
conditions we have for typical wear experiment are more complicated. But a
Iar4 1rersus soft control-ersy cen arise in wear as well.

I think part ::Z tb- .-.-bl.,f is that the definitions "hard" and "soft"
are somewhat an.bi&;onous. T'r Ergument for hard layer uses microhardness
me&a;urements Th~se mc-':,,temests indicate that the near surface material
is 1rder thw: the :.-k. :n the other hand the soft argument uses response
to ':he shea= sires. Ile soe evkdrnce of large shear strain which indicates
that we hwe a fairly ao;t n.,ter.,Pl '.n tha sfense that it is ductile. We
are tiking about two vcy diiferent t!A qv' here when we apply the "hard"
P.L)d "'bcf" ideas to the case of :,ia&t.

LA.PANIS,'O.V: There have b,:en people w .'- rv-isuied the he-rdness as a function
;A depth and observed softening. On %±ne other hand, Zramer has rr-roved sur-
f!och materi"I and has sho'.Yr that the core is softer. There really is a

RIGs'NI': That could well depend on thi arc, c- . 11a0 which would change
rn s.:uctu.e. 1:. one case it could be so.t .,d in the other it could be

LATA9JdX-': *.es.

D. TABOR, Cambr_. :e Unxtersit£y May . just make a point. We carried out
some erv -. :n, itive A pe JLents usiny an indentor that has a very small
radius o . curvature and the scainnt.g electron microscope. We found that
when we did the experiments very quidckly, we did not get a hardness much
higher than the bulk hardness. We left the specimen in the eiectron micro-scope which is a .r1t4vely dirty instrument and gradually formed a thick

film of carbonaceous material, and w found"that the elasticstresses wereper'haps-fi4ve or ten t,ts thei bulk hardness. We were not happy with that
discrepancy. so we did this again with one of those ultra high vacuum
microscopes (10-10 Torr), with devices for cleaning the surface. We observed
that when the surfaces were cleah we did~not get any marked effect. The
point that surprises me is that the surface film is so thin And it still

shows a large increase in hardness.

TATANISION: An important -cint i .hat none of the experiments that -I de-
scribed has ever been done under tne conditions which would-satisfy a sur-
face physicist as being really clean. When you think about the Kramer-Fourie
arguments you must remember that Kramer ,did many of his experiments with
metals like iron and aluminum which are -easily oxidized. -N' one has
taken the time yet to look at really clean surfaces. In any case, I am not
surprised by the fact that very thin films may have large effects. I would
say that people,'had not done experiments quite as clean as yours before.. I
v.uld guess that the .surfaces were-much dirtier and had much thicker films.
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INFLUENCE OF SURFACE CHARGE ON THE
HARDNESS OF ZnO

J. I). Ahearn, J. J. Mills, A. R. C. Westwood
and D. A. Kallvoda

ABSTRACT

Past work has shown. that surface-active environments can influence the
hardness of such non-metallic solids as silver chloride, magnesium oxide,,
alumina, quartz, and soda-.line glass. Specifically, a maximum in hardness
occurs when the ;-potenitial, of these solids is zero. -This 1'r-correlation"'
has been taken to imply that surface charge can markedly influence hardness.
To examine this possibilit4 directly, therefore, the Oicroh'ardness and size
of dislocation rosettes oh' the (0001) and (261o)-surfaces oft ZnO were
measured as a function of applied potential, electrolyte p11, and time in
an electrolytic cell "- all of which. alter surface charge. The-results ln-m
dicate-that, 'for both' ZhO surfaces, a maximum in hardneas is produced not
when the surface charge is zero -- as expected -; but- rather when the -sur-_
'face is slightly positively charged (downward band'bending). Since earlier
interpretations of the cause of the 1"z-correlatioh" now appear to be -in-
appropriate for ZnO, an alternative mechanism, involving charge exchange
between. donor levels and the con'duction band near moving dislocations, is
suggested..

INTRODUCTION

In the previous review paper(' Dr. Latanition has discussed the 4-
poten tial. correjaior eg~ved- in insulating solids -such - al, -AgCi-(2)

~~A12O3~~~~ g! -aio , - ,oa-l ie g16SS(7712,adS'1' -ehs
'2 3', tNO(~ - quartz an'i 2.Hehs

correctly polnted-,,out the- lnfportance. df this- correlatioweat .aunifying- -
-principle -in the f-i6ld' f'd bhechanfic a' effects' Althouqh sdver l iuq-
gestionps havle been. offered 't.-~li-te kcreatl'io, ri6f dtlld
yndergtanding'has -yet been;'achiev~d. -RoWeer,, one 4feaure common,,:to:'re66nt
theories.is the concept that surface active s0ecies affect the "charge oni the
sol-id urfacej'thls being 'eVledby~chanq~s in the 4-potential-; 'Thit,
alt&-at~On'of 'Surf acO-'lhae ' , ~ hncons idered~to, chahge -ei thee the,
Charge-on-Opoint defects 'or~disl,Qcations-or the ,Peieris stress. Sin66e,--these
factors influbhce dislbcatidn behavior,- n~ar;-surfAce;diSIocat,ion' mobility,'i s
aftered(4). -

' The occurrence of'an dxtr6num .Ini 6meiech~niia.property, at zef6
- - ~~p6tcdntial;'- ca
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To examine the validity of this basic concept it would be best if we
could control, vary, and measure a directly. In practice, this is not readily
accomplished. Moreover, the 4-potential, which is readily determined,
does not directly measure a, but only the potential at the slipping plane
in the liquid double layer surrounding the solid(13). Furthermore, the re-
lationship between 4-potential and a is not always straightforward. For in-
stance, when the ionic strength of an aqueous electrolyte at a fixed pH is
increased, the 4-potential will decrease towards zero -- even though the
surface charge increases (see, for example, Parks and de Bruyn(14)). Thus,
while the 4-correlation implies that surface charge is intimately involved
in altering near-surface dislocation behavior, the direct link between
4-potential, surface charge, and a mechanically different surface region is
lacking.

With this problem in mind, therefore, recently we have examined the
variation of hardness, H, with a for the model material, ZnO, for which the
relationship between a and near-surface electronic band structure is reason-
ably well understood(15'16 ). In this contribution, we summarize the re-
sults of this work.

APPROACH AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

In -choosing a model system-for study, we were guided by two consider-
ations. First,-we wanted to study the effect of a on both polar and non-.
polar dislocation glide systems, add on point defect -dislocation inter-
,action§, dislocation-dislocation *interactiobs, 6nd the lattice friction
(Peierl's) stress. Second, 4k wanted to-control a directly and quantitatively
and, thereby, the extent and'direction of-bland bending at the surface.

Evidence in the 1iterature (1)suggests that basal slipl.,p6lar) in ZnO
is conifolbhdy-W h ntraction of, dislocations with, point defects. For

exapl,,c~ st ~-riefied.fo ba§61'--slip exhibit a relatively slow decrease
in yield stres s I() -with Jncrea~s1pg temperAture up to, -lO 0 Cj a temperature
findeoend~t -behalibL-6k~wvn 1_00 Arid 300'C, arid, a, further decrease at higher

tep trs(FfiutI ~ l(Cy.yttd s'Or--6td for prismatic slip.-behave
-luitediffrenttiy, ho6'weve'r (Figure 1(b)). '-Jhen this data forprismati-c slip
is replotted- dS log i vs l/.T, a lifiear-'r~l'ationship is revealed, (Figure
1(c)), -66ha'cteristic o,0f kin'k 'cortioled (iePei4-rls stress controlled)
di Oldatio6 miot ,Cnk(Y) Thus, two types- .of deformatippn controlling
mrechaisms ean ~be studied, in ZnO :-b- imply choosng: crystal orientations

fa ororisaticslip.
To. ontrl athe test crystal- was,,ld ,a working,,electrode, in an elec-;

trolytic 1i ell , and the apid ptnilyre aportey. o -ye
wid bndqapsencndutos uchasZn in -oncedntrated electroly tes, the

electicalpicture is ?particularly. simple '(De'd('.4 Ude sfien
anodic bis(eiod tYpsiie.the charqe _is fiegativ. at the surface,

the andsbendp~antespaice charqe reqo isdepleted, (Figure 2(i)).
The tiifac chrgem 'tay b qncrased tozro F'.g'r -2() )-afidthen'made

po sit fy e, (r ig ure 2() by hp1yn ls "a i odjc~a Thus-, banid-bendfing is
controjAed by fie app"Ie potetti al an h, jhn turnj a!.I'ows controlled'
alter 406on of _,the car densiy in thet con'ducio6n. and.'v 4i 6fce 'bands, A~nd

occup qcy, If. di"-ca' o a dfcTvl-In peca e ]ayer The,
inflience-of these changes ofrehna poerties can then be studi~ed'via

Theh2.h in~cstrngt ofth tt KC elctfoive cnlressds the double
~ ( ayerto h nn woe h lp'n 'ia_ cii1ej with the, outer Helm-

hQtpane. Hen e! 4 - at :Al ~a1 of H-

I4,
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BAND STRUCTURE AT THE SURFACE OF AN n'TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR
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To determine the applied voltage necessary to produce o = o, i.e., the
flat band potential, FBP, the capacitance-voltage (C-V) technique used
originally on ZnO by Dewald(19 ) was employed. The FBP was determined by
measuring C, plotting i/c2 vs V, and extrapolacing the straight line to
11c2 = o. (For further details, see references 19 and 20.)

The detailed experimental arrangement has been reported previously(15 ,16)
and so will be discussed only briefly here. The single crystals of ZnO were
either flat disks with (0001) and (OOT) surfaces or hexagonal rods with the
rod axis in the [0001] direction and flOO} side surfaces. To prepare these
specimens for hardness measurements, an ohmic contact was created by evapor-
ating indium onto one surface of the sample And mounting that surface on a
brass plate with conducting silver paint. Indentations of 10-s duration
were then made on the opposite parallel face of the crystal using a Vickers
diamond indenter with a l0-9 load. The capacitance of the crystal-electro-
lyte interface was measured on samples similarly mounted. The position of
dislocations around the hardness indentations was revealed by etching in a
saturated chromic acid solution for 30s at 500C followed by immersion in
phosphoric acid for 60 s.

In the experiments to be discussed, we have concentrated on measure-
ments at and near a = o (the FBP) since we-particularly wanted to clarify
the mechanistic factors responsible for the 4-correlation.

OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Hardness of (0001) and (o001) Surfaces

The microhardness of both the (0001) and (o00T) surfaces was measured
as a function of voltage and pH. Although variations in H with voltage were
observed on both surfaces, consistent data could be obtained only on (0001)
probably because of the'increased chemical- activity of the (0001) surface
compared to (0001) as noted -in the earlier etching studies of Heiland et
al.( 21). Data from (0001) surfaces are presented in Figure 3 for pH = 8.6
and 12.2. Another set of hardness measureents taken at pu1 = 8.5 and 11.5
over the limited voltage range (producing the hardness maximum at A in
Figure 3(a)) is given (Figure 4). Each timea maximum in hardness is observed
at --100 mV. Note that the maximum for pH = 11.5 is more pronounced than
that for pH = 12.2,. This may be related to dissolution and/or adsorption
kinetic effects, as will be discussed below.

A more senSitive, measured.of environmentaleffects on mechanical be-
havior than hardness is the-extent ofdislocation motion, L*, around a hard-
ness indentation (Figure 5(a)). And,.data obtained from a plot Of L vs V
(Figure 5(b) indicate n overall 6hange inL of -50% with changes in applied
potential. It is significant that the L-V durve exhibits a minimum in L at
about -100 mV, approximately-the same potential that produces a hardness
maximum in thdlH-V curves since this suggests that the maximum in-H and the
minimum in L are caused- by -the same effedt,. The minimum in .L does appear
broader than the--hardness maximum, Hmax,,-ound on the H-V curves. This maybe-.caused,,by the-higher sensitivity of L to, changes in ,dislocation m6bility,

as compared, wth, H..

*L is dete.rnineqdby3measuringthe extent,-6f glide of the leading disioca-

S--ti6ns-6n the, glide-'plane, away -ft6r the,,hard'ess indents.

,-jjjj 77 -7-7 -

+ -

? . - _ ]

----------------------------------------------
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300 -(a) pH 8.6
ZnO (0001) SURFACE1

280 -l10g LOAD

1 MKCI
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.B lAS VOLTAGE RELATI VE-TO: CALOMEL,,mtV)

Fig. 3.:-liardness of the, (0001)' ZnO surface'vs bias~ voleage in an eiedtrolyific
cell'. Indentlation -time, 10 9; load, 10 g. '(Fromn'Rdf. 15).

Hardness of' '(lT0)'Surfces-

iMThe. variation 'of hardness .6f the- (I(0T0) surface_,with.bias, voltage in a
IMKCI electrolyte buffered _to -',= 8.4 i's shown 'in Figuro6(a' The' pqak

in har~dness at -.300O mV i's' .iilustrated in' more det'ail in;F-igur66('), -which
present daa5bane sn maer'vol'tage intervals than those -used ,for
Figure 6(a)i (i.e., 50 mV in tead' of 100 mV)'

;Measuremnents 'me,§6iadeuvsiig. solutions atp H-=6.;5, 9.5, and 11.5
'(Figur6, 7) These'dat ,iay' a'lsq ihiplylthe existence of hardneqss-mxia as
ihd1c6ted 'by-,the 4r~bws~ in" Fit-e 7'; 'but r''''d''''e'easurbm''s,,w e
difficult to '6btaiin, -Oro6ebjy pe6use.'o6f 'eithei^'U the increased5solubility
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Fig. 4.-Hardness of the (0001) ZnO surface vs bias voltage in an electrolytic
cell. Indentation time = 10's; load 10 g.

of (IoT10) surfaces in solutions of pH < 8 and > 16(22) or, (2) adsorption
kinetic effects (distussed-below). As an example of the first, evident dis-
solution of the strained regionaround the indentation-was observed after a ZnO
crystal had been-immersed in solutions of Z3H = 6,.5 foe 30 min, the time
typically involved, in performihg,-a series of measurements. Such dissolution,
would alter the size of the indentati6n and', therefore, the measured hard-
ness value. Because of the-,hihe' stabiity of thie (lOTO) surfacej hoWever,
no significant dissolution dffedts Were observed ofithe r'su'ts -in Figure 6.

To verify the presence of hardnessmaxima in solutions with pH different
than 8.5, data similar to that Shown in, Figure 6(b)-,Were obtained-at pq =

9.5 and 11.5 (Figure, 8). These-data do appear to indicate maxima in-hard-
ness over particular voltaqe rangqs. In fact, it is- possible to ,fit, the data
at pH-= 8.5, 9.5, -and 11.5 ,(Figure 8) on one master curve by suitable
shifting~of thd ,voltagea.id hardness axes (Figure 9).

A s. ft inr the FBI" and presuiAbly,. the a0pl'i edtobtentidl producing .a,

hardness maximum, Vmax, 'of -59,mV for -eact pHf unit is expected from electro-
ch ,iistry ,thery,(7). Aithoughfhe voltage shifts -fiecessary to .produce -the
master-,curve-ofFigure-, are -ih -the di recti6n Predictd by the, theory, ,they-
are also .about twice as la~rje as-expected (-lO0,mV/IH ufiit-)'. This- apparent
discrepancy is not "nderstb6'. "

Theshift of the-hardness scale i als6 of importance. To produce
Fiqurd 9,.it was necessary, o -shift the:,curves obtained at pq = 8.5 and i.5
down ,reiaeive-'tdthat.-btaied,ai p1=, 9.5. Thus, there -appears to be -a
maximum in overall'. hardness at p1 = 9.5.
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(a)

45 - (b) DISLOCATION ROSETTE
ARM-LENGTH

4U

<U 35 I
-800 -600- -400 -200. 0- 20 400 600

:BIAS VOLTAGE RELATIVE TO. CALOMEL'(mV)

Fig. 5.-(a) Position of dislocations around a-hardness indentation in ZnO

reveaiedby etching in a saturated chromic acid jolution for 30 s at 50 0
C

followed by irmmersion iii phosphoric acid for -60- s. (b) Rosette'arm length,

L, on the s urface of (0001) ZnO vs bias voltage in an electrolytic cell.
Vickers indentation -produced w Ith a- load'-of 10 g aplied for 10 s;

Thi Is result may be- ratioi~liied from consideteatioih- of the dependende
ofZnO' §6lub ilIity- on , pH. Dis'ol ution niay- be' enhanc~d- h~ar a- hardness
impression, due,-to local mechanical strain, enlar~ginq thed imr ion~ad
ioweri'ng:-the ,apparenft hardness. The pH controls the-.dissolutioh Ate, and
miriimu'nsolubility is-exo~cied'at pit = qs,-th6 2erb point,6f chaeqof
Zno(22). Thus, disiolutidn effects should-be least 4in solutions of this-pH,
anhd -greater 'in sol utidris Wit-h> pi -8.5 and 11.5. In short, the- '4aveeaged
hardness -will' appear -to -be lesfor ZnO surfaces exp6sed to environ~ments of
pit 8.5 an-d 115 than 9.5, as.',6bserved.
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Mb (a) (161-0)

j 16 120pH 8.5
E 10

<~

< 140 10

<-400. -200 P

V.)

120

-1000 -800 -600 -400 -200 0 200

BIAS VOLTAGE RELATIVEt TO CALOMEL (mV)

Fig. 6.-H1ardness of a (1010) ZnO surface vs bias vroltage in IM--KCI. -Inden-
tation time = 120 s, load 10 g. (From-Ref. 16-.

It should be~emphasized that the dissolution-effect cannot be respon-_
sible for the observed maxima in hardfiess' on.theH-V curves since this would
require an unr-ealistically, abl-u~t discontinuity in dissolution-at a particu-
lar applikd voltage. Dissolution may .be imiportant under cathodic potentials,

but houd reultonlyin lower 6veral1 h6rdne's level, and/or a gradual
increase in the measured- hardness as V i's thage& from cathodic to anodic
po tentials.

-In character izing the §6i1id/electrolyte interface with current capaci-
tance versus .voltag-e neasureients, we-found-that th&e-,quilibrium- between the
splid1 and-liquid was not achieved instantaneously. -Accordingly, adsorption
ki eti c§ al so, m~y-,,bd a- f actor, i h- hardness'measuremenits; ' Th 'u -, in-addition to

~ ds~lutor- p~bem netioedabopo~ -rproducibility bf hardhes
data in electrolyt6§ at ,0R! s.otheiP -than 8.5 might be cautdd-by a time-
denendent surfade' chargeatfixedappliedvoltage.6 This could result in-
time- dependent-hardness ,values.

To examine this possibility,.we assumed that there is somie. s-urface
charge. densi tY , amax, established-by: a'pplying a' particular pOotential, Vmax,
-whi ch-does 'oduce -ai hardnk -. nagmin. 'We -al so assim6 & that ;to mainta-in
dmax i nay- be necessar y tb~alte .66 a~piled--pptential -(i.e.-, Vmax d6hanges

- ~with: tim6).' 46o eamlfr '(100-)- inb~ in,6ledtr6,lyte -t PH"= 9.5, we.
as suned that Vrnax -z5060 fm iidiat&l' after the: dl is switched--on, but
that it. shifts,-slowly to'ward _O- -vr 5l 1n ei Accordingly,
we M66s~ureOd H-- vs Im. for thre-time an& v6ltage-histbrid q 1) o
-Fiqu'elO(a), -the cell was :itched'_n :ai.0- m'V -iid.h nss (indent0).t-ors
wee i m -d 1 - - mYitea, f~rhr''i-'ns_
r, - medilately produced..-te adiOiinehvl, furhe -ds
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(a) pH 6.5

ZnO (1010) Surface
lOg Load

120 -I AlKC IIN

100-

(b) pH - 8.5
140

Z 120

140 -I.

140

12 (d) pH 11.5

100

-,~ 600' - 400, -200, 0,- 200

BIlAS VOLTAGE- ,RELATIVE ,TO CALOMEU (mVV

Fig. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u 6.~ades-f~e'00-sraes vs bas vroltage in 1 Y, kC.. Indeh-
- Itat2io n~ie 10,-s, load 10 gi a) p--.,b)' PH- 8.5 (Ref. 16)-,

9.5, d) PH=-5.-

" "Y
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(a) pH 8.5T
ZnO (1i1-0) Surface
10 g Load

120 -1M KCI

100/

E

1401

120(p)'pH 11.5

10 ;u

BIlAS. VOLTA GEIRE LAT I VEO'CA[OMEL (nW)

Fig., A fides4o the, (1010) Zn surface ts -bias vo tagein'1 m kc2. -in
defitation ,tid*-' - l.s, load IOg. a) pff= 8.5-, (Ref. 16), b) pit 9.'5,,

'- ~~C) pL U5
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PH 11.5 9.5 &5
ZnO (101O) Surface

120 - 10g Load
I2 lMKCI o PH - 85

* pH =9.5
130 -~ A PH =11.5

Jo Te T
110 -

4" ~150
E0T

120

0~0

~100 'I
140 -

L) 110

90 '3

400, .- 00 -200.
A I-- -_, 1 1.

-1000-800"' -600

B IASNOLTAGE RELATIVE TO CALOMEL OrN)

Fig. 9,*ste-cur~ve 6f hardnegg data -from iqe1.

indentations wee made, the cell 'wis'switched to -400 rnV,-and further inden-
'tdtions were. pOiduced at 5-min in'ter~As. These-data 'indicated a progres-

sIv6 decrease in hardne~s wheiVthe-cell was- swi ,tched-O6n at';500 WV, but an
Almos , 'st 'It hardness after it was-s'witch~dd; otcna - s r-t" -400 WV. These results
agr66 with- the -model, since-we' wouldl.expect- irdnd'ss,-obtAined with the de-1
set at 500 AnV, a plied' p6iontijl todecreaO with' time Jf Mma shifts

iit~lyrm~50i-towaf~60m . f,-T hrdhess at-400 mV is constant
since wew'ud o Axpct:'disloCation~rmbbi-lIt tbe senstiv tocages In
lui face charge -Ah this p6eta'~i~

in .th6 Akofid 6xp~rimet (Fiqqed. I10(b)-), -tevoltage was. s~t to -600 m,
and -hardns idniis,' dcainmi6di atelV--apd' at 51;miii intervals. 'Th& -

voltIage 'vas th'- swftch6d:tb --500, mV, And ,a finiar set of ind~ntatibns wer
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140 - pH 9.5fZnO (1C10) Surface (a)
10 g Load

130 ~ M~M KCI

120-ooV 40V

I1 I. I H

130 1 (b)

) 1201

1104
V)y 600mV~

(C),

k--1000mV500mV

;90 71 1
'0' 410 20 30 40

TIME (mn)

Fig. 10.-H ardness; vs time of (1010) zno urfade in, -1 V KCZ undezi three
volta§ e- hisioiies~ Xndehtation time =10 9 .o~d 10 g.

prod d' These data indicated--an- iniitial inci-ease in H with tirfie, followed
by a srnil t e t-60 Vada &frhi d ast iT H with timie after
the Volta~ie- w .swit 6hed Ut,,-500' Wb. Again, these- results agree with the,
model- since we wou~d%e9_pe' -ha-dhess obta'inedwi'th- ap'p1thd~ otential' set at
-600 WV -to in-i tialtly q1ncr~Ase wi th tihie at. iax shi fts -roi- -500' mfV' toward
;600 MV' Hardness decreases wit time afterthe applied oltaqe is switched
,to 500 i'W becdaus -ih6:iiaximhad hitdpa~t ,5O0- '-parnycn

tiudto-shift in -th -6&th~dic _diee~tt6fi"ad paetycn

-in' the final' expe iiiitI d(iue~ ()'), 0hec~llm'a~ helld at -1000 'W
for30mm ndthe ~tc~d~to-50 m.''Hardnedss inden6tations were p ro-

due' 6~idiafely nd'after 5.an'10 mm.i 'The-,h6-'d s nery constant.

due:lC ,,,an rns-a-dr
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This result confirms that, after a suitable time interval, Vmax had shifted
well away from -500 mV.

In summary, the results of these experiments on {OTO} ZnO conform with
the model that a hardness maximum exists in the voltage range -600 < Vmax
-50o, and that Vmax shifts slowly with time to more cathodic potentials when
the applied potential is held constant.

Current and Capacitance Measurements

The carrier density of the ZnO crystal, calculated from the slope of
the 1/C2 -V graphs was, as expected, independent of the voltage sweep-rate
and pH over a limited pH range. But the flat band potential was found to
depend on a number of parameters, including sweep rate, direction of sweep
(from positive to negative or negative to positive bias), and pH. Also, for
pH's other than those giving minimum solubility (pH 8-10), C-V curves were
difficult to obtain under certain circumstances. For example, linear 1/C2

vs V were not always obtained at pU = 12 for (1010) surfaces. Moreover, it
was difficult to record a.C-V curve at pH 6.5 for (1010) surfaces because
of non-equilibrium changes in the capacitance and current.

Another important observation is that the FBP on the (0001) and (OOT)
surfaces did not shift with pH under fast sweep rates, but did when sweeping
more slowly. For instance, for a (0001) surface at pH 8.5 and at a sweep
rate of 1 mV/s, the FBP occurred at -0 mV. At 0.2 mV/s, however, the FBP
,'c.urred at --110 mV. Similarly, for the same pair of sweeping conditions
and pH 11.5 the FBP occurred at O and -170 mV, respectively.

In the case of the (1OTO) surfaces, a shift in the FBP of -50 mV was
found when the sweep rate was changed from 1 to 0.5 mV/s. These variations
were examined by measuring the cell capacitance and current as a function of
potential and time. In the potential range from -1000 mV to -200 mV, both
C and current, I, varied slowly over a period of minutes, the direction (in-
creasing and decreasing) and the rate of change depending on the history of
the sample in the solution. These shifts in FBP, and the changes in C and I
with time, suqgest that equilibrium between the liquid and the space charge
region of the solid is not reached instantaneously, and that kinetic effects
are important when determining the FBP, and hence, presumably, the hardness.

The unexpected variation in FBP with sweep rate and sweep direction
presented a problem when trying to relate the C-V measurements to the hard-
ness results. This difficulty was overcome via the following procedure. As
noted above, the H-V curves were obtained by altering the voltage from
(1) -1000 mV to +200 mV in 100-mV increments at an average rate of I mV/s,
or (2) over a limited voltage range in 50-mV increments at an average rate
of 0.5 mV/s. Therefore, to match the conditions for the capacitance measure-
ments to those of the hardness, the voltage was swept from -1000 mV to +l00
mV at a rate of I or 0.§ mV/s, and the part of the C-V curve from 0 to +1O00
mV was used for the I/Ce -V plots (Figure 11). Values of the FBP obtained
in this fashion, along with the-carrier density and Fermi level (derived
from the carrier density), are presented in Table I for (0001b -) and (1010)S surfaces.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS TO THE MECHAISM OF THE ;-CORRELATION

The results described-dembostrate that -the microhardnes§ of.aZnO
crystal can be significantly changed by altering its ,surfacd charge via an
applied potential. Thereforb,,theexistence of a relationship between
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ZnO (0001)

8 pH 8.5

'-4

C~j
E

4-

-200 0 +400 +800

V (MV)
Fig. ll.-'rypical C-2 vs V plot for the ZnO-aqueous electrolyte system
employed here.

surface charge and hardness, presumed in earlier work on chemomechanical
effects. has now been verified for the ZnO-Aqueous electrolyte system. In
particular, the data of Table I reveal that &,mxinum in'hardness, Hmax,
occurs at potentials producing -a.slightly positive surface charge on both
(0001), an T)srae. Tus,,although the results confi rm the impor-
tance of surface charge in~chemb'mechanical effects, they do not exactly
confirm the 4-correlation as earlier conceived (namely, that hardness maxima
occur when 6 = o), at least for ZnO.

The-posit'1ins _of the rnaxima, have implications for the-mechanism of
chemomechanicAl effects-in ZnO. Accordihg to previous understandirig(5),
activeenvironments influence dislocation mobility, and hence hardness, by
changing -- throughf surface charge -- the nature of the interaction of-dis-
locations with (1)' the lattice (i.e., lch~ngip§ the' Pei~rls stress), (2)
point defects,, or- ('3)'themselves'.

A§,a basis foir discussing these possibilities,, consider theendrgy
'level'diagram in Fijur6 '12. 'Thi§ f-igUre-'was constructed using t~ie-valu6 of
the 'FBP and the Fet mi. 'level, derived' in 'the: present work, the 2h+ inter-
ftiti~l donor levels( 23 ), the conhductio'n and vale'nce band, rerq ies,_ and An
assume'd lodati'n 6f'the 4dislhc~tioh energy 1'evel'( 15 ),. 'From thi's dia-qram, it

can 'se-n ththevaehce,.band And.the dime0S'16caion iev"l' cannot change
occupancies ,under the, condiiioni',O-ur experiments (Applied volftages i6ear
the EBP) . Thus, m~chani sins I involving changes in i nterionic forces, i.e.,
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APPLIED
POTENTIAL MV Conduction Band Near

-3- Edge of Brillouin Zone

I (Bonding)

-2

Potential
-1- Ra nge Conduction Band Near

7 ExainedCenter of Brillouin Zone
(Anti- Bonding)

Flat Band
Potential Zn I ntertitial Level

0 
J

+1

Possible Location
of Dislocation -Level

+2 7

T3 Valence Bad(Bonding)

Fig; 12.-S6chematic locating electronic levels of interest relative to the
applied potential- -(in volts) expected to ,prqduce al teration in electron
occupand' of these levels.

changes. in thePelerls stress, cannot cause the observed -hardness maxima.
However, FTigue1,2 does reveal, that bqth",the,,-donor levdls and th6donduiction
band,.near- the .center of the Bill] 1ouin zoear expected' to change occupancy
under sp66ific appie votge6ear 'the'FP-, Accordingly, the, fol lowing
"charge-,exkhange lh- obthesis, i1nvopvvingdo nor Ile ,els and. thd conduction 'band;-
ha'.be'n d66loed ,1) o xpai -the-ieut

+Firsti :assume that both conduction~and valence bands..ar6, distorted. near
a dilcfli~gue1(a) Tis, di'storti6ri-might res§ult-,from: (1-):-;
psiitively -or~negatively charged :dislocation, witi 'asurr-oundihg9 §cteening-
cloud-of conduction eetrons orintrtt ;zn ions; (2)doup'ln-oth

o. .. .. irtr >i-zn i-ofsh
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conduction band edge and the Zn+ donor level). The consequence sheuld be a
decrease in dislocation mobility, and concomitant increase in hardness
because this amount of additional energy must b. supplied before dislocation
motion can occur. With further downward band bending, however, essentially
all of the donors in the space charge layer become neutralized, so that the
dislocation may again move without exciting donors. Hence, dislocation
mobility will be less for the situation illustrated in Figure 13(b) than
that shown in Figure 13(a) or 13(c). Similar arguments can also be used
when the band distortion near the dislocation is downward.

The degree of band bending necessary to produce a maximum depends on
the local distortion of the conduction bands, AE (Figure 13(a)). For a
positive AE (upward band distortion), a hardness maximum is produced by
bending the bands downward so that the donors far from the dislocation are
neutralized, but the donors near the dislocation are still ionized -- that
is, when the band bending, T, falls in the range (as measured from the edge
of the conduction band):

EF - (Ed + AE + 3 kT) > T > EF - (Ed + 3 kT).

When AE is negative (downward band distortion near the dislocation), a hard-
ness maximum is produced by bending the bands downward at the surface so
that the donors near the dislocation are neutralized, but the donors far
from the dislocation are still ionized -- that is, when the band bending, T,
falls in the range (as measured from the edge of the conduction band):

E, - (Ed + 3 kT) > Y > EF - (Ed + AB + 3 kT).

To predict the-position of Hmax onthe-potential axis, it is necessary to
assume a value for AE. Agreement between the, predicted potential range and
the range on the potential axis ij which Hmax is observed to occur can be
achieved by selecting AE = 200 m- for the dislocations controlling the hard-

- ness of the (1010) surface or -5- rneV for those controlling the (0001) sur-
faces (see Table I for a summary of this -comparison).

These -values of AE for the different types of dislocations can berationalized fr6' the expected properties of thesetypes of dislocations.

For example,.prismatic dislocations (the type of dislocation thought to con-
trol the hardness of the (0001) surface) are probablynotcharged, because
of the-non-pola# nature of the dislocation core.* Hence, there is probably
no band distortion caused by charge on prismatic dislocations. Indeed,
Carlson(1 7) explains the absence-of A photoplastic effect on the prismatic
slip system in ZnO as due to the uncharged nature of prismatic dislocations.
Band distortions near prismatic dislocation may, however, be caused by the
coupling of the-strain field and the bands through the deformation potential.
Calculations for Ge(25,'2 6) predict a downward band distortion-df 50-100 meV
near screw or 600 dislocations. -Although this effect has not -been, studied
for ZnO, if a similar distortion is present around prismatic dislocations,

*Although'kinks and jogs along-thedislocation line may carry positive or

negatioe charge, Hirth and Lbthe(24)o have pointed out that in divalent
solids such as ZnO, such charged may easily be neutralized by free electrons
or holes.

-7777--- . . .......

A%!
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then the assumed AE for the (0001) surface and that caused by coupling of
the dislocation strain field and the electronic structure through the defor-
mation pot~ntial are comparable.

For basal dislocations (th6 type of dislocation thought to control the
hardness of (OTO) surfaces), the charge on the dislocation due to the polar
dislocation core should be the major contributor to band distortion. One
problem 'in interpreting the results on the (1oTo) surface is that indenta-
tion on this surface is expected to generate both a- and $-type basal dis-
locations, which are expected to be oppositely charged. However, the hard-
ness results we obtained on (1010) surfaces cannot be explained by a charge
exchange mechanism involving downward band bending near basal dislocations --
as expected about a-dislocations -- but only by upward bending -- expected
about a-dislocations. As a result, this conclusion tends to imply that
8-dislocations, because they are so much less mobile than a-dislocations(27),
control the hardness of the (lOTO) surfaces -- as might be expected.
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DISCUSSION

H. E. HINTERMAN, LSRH, Switzerland: Do adsorbed species influence the mea-
surement of capacitance?

J. S. AHEARN: They do if they contribute to the surface charge. The measure-
ment of thecapacitance in strong electrolytes is only over the space charge
in the solid. The layer in the electrolyte is so thin that it contributes
essentially nothing. We assume that we have H+ or OH- as the controlling
charge species on the surface. Now if you have specifically adsorbed sur-
face charge impurities 'they will just affect the surface charge there but
they do not affect the capacitance measurement. The capacitance measurement
is blind whether the charge is H+ , OH', or impurities. It is only measuring
the semiconductor properties and not the electrolyte properties. We are
fairly confident about this technique. Originally ,it was used on zinc oxide
to study electronic exchange processes between redox couples and the solid.

J. SHEASBY, University of Western Ontario: Could you tell me what would be
the magnitude of current densities required to change the potentials?

AHEARN: In the upper band bending conditions th'e currents are minimal. You
get a barrier. In other words you bend the bands up iid what yoi have is a
negative surface charge and a depletion layer. You repel the electrons and
you get upward band beiding. The Zn interstitial donor levels supply the
space charges essentially and. there is very little chrient going through thecell. In the lower band bending ycnfigurationsy6u .dn get charge exchange
across the interface-.- The important thing, is -that you -'have to have -some-
thing ,inithe electrolyte to pick up the electrons. The current does increaseSbut generally not until, you get.d&wn t0 ,about ;.1.'2 v when "I ou' -start to get

gas . evoluti6n. The benefit of zinc ox'id is that it is -already 6kidized and
..bu t nlly .ng c i o a whe '

.>1i e______
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R. M. LATANISION, MIT: At the meeting in Germany it was suggested that there
may be another explanation for ,displacement ,of the hardness maximum relative
to the zero point charge. That had to do with the notion that dislocations
in ionic crystals are charged.

AHEARN: That is particularly relevant in univalent solids like LiF and NaCi.
In divalent solids like zinc oxide the kinks or jogs should carry a plus or
minus charge and they are easily compensated. We do not have any informa-
tion on whether the kinks and jogs in ZnO are charged. Yrom the fact that
we do have electrons and holes available to compensate those charges on adislocation I would assume that they are not charged by that mechanism.

W. NEEDELNAN, Pall Corporation: -Has 'there -been any work on the hardness of
particles in non-aqueous solutions?

AHEARN: A 10t of work was done in the alcohols which I would qualify as
non-aqueous solutions. Usually hardness was measured on macroscopic bodies
like Single crystals, but not on particles. This effect will be much more
significant for small particles than for bulk material.

7
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APPLICATION OF CHEMVOMECHANICAL
EFFECTS

TO HARD-ROOK DRILLING
J. J. Mills and A: R. C. Westwood

ABSTRACT

Adsorbed, surface-active species have long been known to influence the
microhardness, frictional properties, and laboratory-scale drilling behavior
of rocks and other nonmetallic solids. But the reliable application of such
chemornechanical phenomena to the field-scale, diamnond-bit drilling of hard
rocks requires that due consideration also be given to other less-obviousI factors, e.g., the mechanism-likely-to be involved (namely, chezromechani-
cally induced reductions in bit wear), the polarity and concentration of the
adsorbed species, adsorption dynamics, bit rotation speed, diamond failure
mode, etc. Given such perspective, drilling fluid s'can be formulated which

can increase bit life by a factor of four and substantially reduce drilling

INTRODUCTION

The -use- of additives with. cutting-fluids to enhance bit p~netration
rates has been studied 'and attempted in practice for over 40 years(1'2).
R16utine- field pplication -has been limited; however,'because-bf th un-
predictable or-unrel.iA 'ble. rdsults_ obtained' This s-itu~tion. has arisen-, we
believe, because the, numiber and 'comple6x. interactions, of the:-various. factors
involved. havet not been 46nPaly appreciated' 'Table 1 , ioi example-,.pre-
snts -some of the :_fUndti6n the cfrculati naf ~i'dQcooa ntI), must pefform
duoiino tihe.diano'nd-bi~t -drillindof a'hadd rock. ThdTabte lso-lists sbm'e
of the phys'ca,,properties-of th6-fluids on which these useful 'functions
-depend. Clearly, if an additive to the fluid causes any -chanqe in these
properties,, then the, etfidindy of one, or more of_,th6 functions of 'the
Tiquid-al'so will change, and drilling -performkne -may be -affected. Con-
e~ivably, ,'posit6t influences' on:'di -ffereit functions can.'lso occur, e.g,
on-bit <cbbljin4 and' debris bftal, leadinqtwhchto
diffiduit tt6,redict or e'kplain. bt'rfmacwhh-i

the chemical peoperties- of a cobldnt can a sb- markedly affect drilling
#prfbrtynant6, -&iid, whi~le-d Iiicih -cohd~nttatioii'of 'additive -Usual-ly is. re
quired-'-thahqe th6- phii-iprperties-,bf a-drlllJbig-fluid'-(tay 10-20% by--
volumte),, -th6 ' rdevant, che'mical; pi-opre ca-e-markedlY' altered' by-the
prfes~hc6 6f s'irfactant -.coiic natiois-a low adt s' 10-5 -m6ly~liter.. For ex~mple',

fatdy a' ddi ti V6s -ra -nrse d~jl linqgfiieiy by eiihancing,,:bit
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TABLE 1.-INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CIRCULATING FLUID ON
FACTORS INVOLVED IN DIAMOND-BIT DRILLING OF HARD ROCKS

Relevant Physical Property*

Functiont P T

1. Drill string lubrication yes yes no

2. Bit lubrication yes yes no

3. Bit cooling yes yes yes

4. Debris removal up the annulus.. yes yes no

5. Debris removal from under bit face yes yes no

6. Corrosion inhibition no no no

Influence On:

1. Rock properties none none none

2. Bit life yes yes yes

p = density of fluid

n = viscosity of fluid

K = thermal conductivity of fluid

tIn drilling for oil in.soft rocks, other functions, such as hole wall
stabilization and control of subsurface pressures, are also involved.

life (3). Presumablyi they adsorb to provide improved boundary-lubridation,
and hence-improve functions 1. anid 2 in Table 1-. .Ciemical'ly active additives
can, also alter-the surface. charge on -the particles- createdty drilling,
changing their-aggloreratidn-characteristjcs-and the' ease-with:which they
are flushed out of thehole. Another possibility is that ofaltering-the
fl6w, 'fracture, and 'frictional characteristics of rocks by- the use of chemo-
mechanical effects(2,4-7).

Ino:this contribution,,we consider how chemically--induced changes iR
rock'mechanicalp 6 erties.,can beneficially inf1ue6ce diaond-rbit drilling

' in, grahnitic ocks. We also discuss s6meb6f'the non-obvious factors 'in'olVed
in the practic-l applicatioh 'Of' ch6mpchanical,effectto r6k drilT'hg.

CHEMbMECHANICAL-EFFECtS IN DIAMOND-BiT DRILLING

In-earl i -'dp6tsfeomour Laboratbories, 7 it,.Was suggested!-that
chemis6rb t ipei i aiifc.,f itate'f racturdu rinq- dl i fng by di rect
influehin'qot he-ear'surfac6 flow -,presseiihat control hadihess. an(
brittleness While'rthis possbility isi still, viablef6r'softer n6nmetallic
Wslids, recent'studietl-withiiard rocks'ihdicate, that bftenthjVnore
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important environmental influence is a reduction in the wear rate of the
diamonds in the bit(8)• To illustrate this point, consider the data in
Figure l(a). In this experiment, the penetration obtained with a freshly
dressed bit, drilling into granite under water, is compared to that from the
same bit after redressing but drillinq under an active fluid, namely, lO-3
mol/liter aq. DTAB (dodecyl trimethyl ammonium bromide). Note that the
total penetration obtained using the active fluid is greater than that forwater. Next, using one bit throughout, the drilling envronment was alter-
nated (without redressing) between water and the aq. 10-1 mol/liter DTAB
solution (approximately the concentration that produces a zero c-potential
on the rock phases). The data, Figure l(b), reveal no abrupt change in
drilling rate with change of environment such as might be expected if the
cause of the differences in Figure l(a) were environmentally induced changes
in rock fracture behavior. On the other hand, the results presented in both
Figures l(a) and (b) can be understood if the primary role of the active
fluid is to reduce the wear rate of the diamonds in the bit. The argument
is as follows: when drilling is conducted in solutions that produce 4 = o,
the hardness of the rock surface is a maximum, and so the coefficient of
ploughing friction between the diamonds and the rock is a minimum. Con-
sequently, the heat generated by their impingement also i's a minimum, and
the diamonds run cooler. Since temperature is a prime factor in determining
wear of the diamonds, they now wear less and stay sharp longer. Therefore,
both the rate of penetration averaged over some common time period) and the
life of the bit are enhanced().

FACTORS INVOLVED 1N SCALING-UP FROM LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

Polarity and Concentration of Adsorbed Species

The correlation between the c-potential of a rock or mineral, its hard-
ness, and, its ease of drillinq with small diameter (<0.25 in.oo.d.) diamond
bits, shown in Figure 2, ha§'been termed the "-correlation"( 2). Since most
hard rocks are negatively charged in water, this correlation implies that
cationic surface-active agents should be most effective in chemomechanically
increasing drilling performance.

On theother hand, many surfactants are long-chain organic molecules
known to enhanceboundary layer lubrication and-so intrinsically likely to
improve bit performance. And, it might be ttiought that lubrication would
be the principal origin of their influence. However, it now appears that a
maximum in bit performance will occur whenever the ;-potential of the rock
is zero, regardless of-the type of chemical used-to-achievethat condition.
For example, a maximum in'bit performance similar to that shown in Figure
2(c) has been observed by--Appl(9) when using AlCl3 solutions to influence
the single point diamong-cutting of'grahite. Appl found that concentrations
of Al--r an inorganic. ion - close to,-those tbat:p~bdude 4 -= *oi maximized
normal and tangenti'al forces-on the diamondtand minimized diamond wear,
incidentally-reproducingthe-'results obtained by Rebinder et al. in their
earl'erwork( 1 )-. Of course, AlCl 3 is not a practicaladditive, being
corrosive, but the-results obtained-with-this inorganic ion atlow concen-
trations (10-5 ml/liier) emphasize the generic nature of the" 0correla;
tion."

Such chemical effects.should be disfinguished from.6ther effects caused
by chdnging thb # phicai;Vd berties bf-thed fuid, for examplej th-bsre-
portedby Selim-et al':(0 -f 6d ex periments using,.anionic surfactants-,
glycer.iieand 6thyl6e-glycbl,.:andby.-Uhger etal (11) from'studiesusing
anionic,- non-ionic, and-cationic surfactants.." Since the latter effects
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Westerly Granite
(a)

10 10- mol! liter
DTA B

5-

E
E

tz 1

c mol/liter

DTABA
HP

-100 200
TIMIE C:sec').

Fizgu6 1 ()-Pnetration Os fL me cu_-ves for 'freshly redresed bits drilliJhg
into Westerlyai't' under wat6: or 40 3 'zl/.Ziter DTAB. '(b) Pehetrationi
ivs time; for a 0.25 4h;~ o.d.. diirozid- be~~tdbit--rotatinrg at 209 rpin-
under a hutoE9 lb ihto-West~rlygaie k&^ htondngrgfoh

watir to a o 3 1 -c/liter, a. ~ t~~la-nhnil rn

slope occurs.,

occu ,--tfudh-higher additive cOncehtratiojs, they e less likely-to be
d6st;'.ffitiv. 'To exhibit th6-6f6ttial f6r-,PrIducing, .chemomechanica 1:
ef ev ,dr lin,'f efe ih. W4d tiVe ghould be of- trhe-correct
p61liitY-4fd- should-be Add~d'Ib-ndcien tijns- sufficient. to -eedk& the

.;pbtentialV to ero under the dqnaiiid& cohditiontpres entdu'ihg--dilhng_
(see WioW).'

-7--

- - -- - - - - - - -- ~ -- ------
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Type of Test

The test strategy adopted to reveal any influence of chemomechanical
effects in rock drilling must take into account the fact that such effects

(a) (C)j10 quartz
20-

-10
18- Cuart z

50 - ~Westerly Granitex ,

vestErly Grande,-

B1 z
150 _________ -8

6
is

2

7VAUER 5 -4 -3 -2 1 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2
LOG CONC, DTAB (moi / liter) LOG CONC; OTAB (mol I lier)

Fig. 2."Plots of (a) the 4-potential off Westerly granite and its major con-
9tituent, quartz, (P) Knoop-hardness of the (0001) surface of quartz; and
(c6) drilling rate after 200 sec, D(200), in Westerly granite and quartz
as a function of DTAB concentration. Note that both hardness and drilling
rate are greatest when C 0,O the slight shift to higher-concentrations

for drilling rate probably beifig~ associated with the dynamics of adsorp-
tion in~ a, non-equilibrium system.

wa.btn n ae i~ arirwrk xeients which measure drilling
.1 rates,-over oly a small, fraction of, the. total bit, life -(as an extremeI

pf xamolet, oe t6first 10-sec 'in,-Fiqure 1 a-,Wil I not reliably reveal-
differencibsf in th e -. '~i.jnsof v.rious -- enviteonm'ntsi Tests must be

-,- condu td -vera sinfi t frac novof ie-feote-iand. f
course, such externded 6x66rlmeli't culd.-b6very expensive- ifullbsize bits
were used -in field-sca!'e t ss. Fotnately, plots- of bit pendtration; rate
-Vs. -penetration distance can provid ceu al niain~ the

a -,- -, eal-niain6
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influence of drilling environment (12"3 ). For example, conz-,der the data
presented in Figure 3. Note that, after a settlin0-." t1 nce of about
0.3 in., the rate of decay of penetration rade with distance is max-,2.-1ly
less in the Aerosol C-61 solution than in water; but the initial drilling
rates are not significantly different.

Westerly Granite

E

0.6-

iojf102 mounlter Aerosol C-61
o 0.4
I,-

0.2 Settling-In . Water
distance

0 .I II
0.25 0.50 0.75 1.0

PENETRATION (In)

Fig. 3.-Penetration rate of a 0.25 in. o.d. diamond-impregnated bit into
Westerly granite as a function of penetration, illustrating the reduced
wear rate induced bY a 10 - 2 mol/liter Aerosol C-61 solution from that in
water; 13 lb thrust; 2000 rpm rotational speed.

In general the rate of penetration (D) of a bit is related to the dis-
tance drilled (D) by the expression(12,"):

; - D ()

where vo is the initial drilling rate and w a wear rate parameter. As
Figure I and 3 illustrate, vo is not significintly environment sensitive,
but w is(8). Thus, it is possible to define a parameter R, where

R = W(water) / W(surfactant solution). (2)

Because vo is essentially environment independent, R can also be defined as

R = Do(surfactant solution) / Do(water) (3)

where Do = v/w, 3nd is termed the "life" of the bit. Thus, a can be taken
as either the factor by which the wear rate of a bit is decreased, or as
that by which life of a bit is increased. This quantization of the environ-
mental influence is especially useful because, empirically, R appears to be
largely independent of both the flow rate of the circulating fluid and the
size of the bit(14).

PiI_
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The importance of bit wear has not been recognized in previous work,
as can be seen bY comparing the results of Selim et al. (10 ) with those of
Unger et al. (11 ), or earlier work from our Laboratories(s-7 ) with later
studies by Tweeton et al.( 15 ), Cooper and Berlie (16), and ourselves(8). In
Selim's work, plots similar to those in Figure 3 were employed, and the
chemicals used produced significant increases in bit life, largely due to
changes in the physical properties of the drilling fluid rather than to any
chemomechanical effect. Unger et al., on the other hand, measured the
average penetration rate over a significant, but not large, fraction of the
life of the d amonds. That is, as illustrated in Figure 4, they compared
the slopes of he lines O-P(2) and O-P(l). Consequently, the effects they
observed were smaller than those reported by Selim and coworkers.

In their early lab-scale studies, Westwood and coworkers (5'6 ) investi-
gated the effects of various environments on the rate of bit penetration
after 200 sec, D(200), see Figure 4. Because their bits wore out shortly
thereafter, this parameter proved to be a useful indicator of environmental
influences.., under their particular drilling conditions. In contrast,
although Tweeton et al.( 15) and Cooper and Berlie(1 6) used fluids capable
of reducing the c-potential of their selected materials to zero, they ob-
sorved little influence on drilling rates into marble, microcline, or
serpentine under drilling conditions apparently similar to those employed
by Westwood et al. However, since these minerals are relatively soft and
non-abrasive, the life of diamonc bits used to drill them was relatively
long. Since the bits effectively suffered no wear during the tests, no

E SLOPE - 0(200) ' Environment 2
•C

•z
0

and te rEnvironment .

0 _200

T IME (sec)

Fig. 4.-Characteristic form of relationship between penetration distance
and time for diamond bits drilling in different environments.
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significant chemomechanical influences were revealed. On the other hand,
when Tweeton et al. drilled into the much harder and more abrasive mineral
quartz using a solution producing c 2 o, a small but beneficial effect was
observed(1S). The improvement observed was smaller than those reported by
Westwood et al.( 5 ,6) because drilling rates were compared relatively early
in the life of the bits.

Cooper and Berlie (16) demonstrated yet another effect when drilling
Bohus granite in various n-alcohols. In their experiments, changing from
water to an alcohol produced an immediate and irregular increase in drilling
rate. This behavior suggests the possibility that the n-alcohols caused
some redressing of their bits, i.e., some physical property of the alcohols
caused the metal matrix holding the diamonds to wear away more rapidly than
when water was used. Accordingly, fresh, sharp diamonds were continually
exposed. Under such conditions, the n-alcohols would certainly increase
drilling rate, but perhaps only temporarily because bit life (defined in
this case as the number of dressings possible before all diamonds have been
released from the matrix) is likely to have been shortened. Bit redressing
also probably masked any chemomechanical effects that might have been ob-
served under other circumstances. For example, when Westwood et al.( 5 ,6)
drilled Westerly granite under n-alcohol environments, it is presumed that
the light loads used and the shallow holes produced did not cause bit re-
dressing; thus, the chemomechanical influences of the n-alcohols were more
clearly revealed.

In recent studies of the effects of dilute solutions of cationic sur-
factan s on the drilling of granite - i.e., concentrations sufficiently low
(Z 10"V mol/liter) that changes in density, viscosity, or conductivity of
the cutting fluid were unlikely - fourfold reductions in diamond-bit wear
rate have been observed(8).

Type of Diamond Drilling Bit

The two types of diamond bit in common use are termed impregnated and
surface-set. Impregnated bits use many small diamonds embedded throughout
a metal matrix, When these bits cease to cut at an acceptable rate, they
are redressed, i.e., resharpened either by drilling them a short distance
into an abrasive medium or by sand blasting to remove a layer of the matrix
metal and expose fresh, sharp diamonds. The data in Figure 5 indicate that
the interval between redressings for impregnated bits can be substantially
increased by chemomechanically active fluids. The curves in this figure
were produced using the same 2.375 in. o.d. bit, freshly redressed before
each test. If we assume that r~dressing would be called for whenever the
penetration rate fell below, say, 0.5 in./min then it can be seen that
the interval permitted when drilling under lO1: mol/liter Aerosol C-61 is
more than twice that for water.

However, impregnated bits are now frequently fabricated with a matrix
that wears at about the same rate as the diamonds so that new, sharp diamonds
are continually exposed. These are called self-sharpening bits, and for
these, even if diamond wear rate is decreased chemically, bit life is not
substantially improved because the-wear rate of the tmetal matrix is not
affected. To use the chemomechanical effect with these bits, they must be
fabricated with a more abrasi6n-resistant matrix to match the chemomechi-
cally enhanced diamond life.

Surface-set bits, on the other hand use relatively few, large diamonds
embedded in the surface of a metal matrix. When these diamonds are worn
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Westerly Granite: 2.375 in. o.d. impregnated bit

0 0

" 0. * 0 mlltrArslC6 7
E - 0

0- 0 

0 0 15 1022

ig. 5.-Infuence of a 102 mol/liter Aerosol C-61 solution on wear rate of

a BX impregnated bit rotating at its design speed of 300 rpm; 3000 lb

thrus t.

new matrix. Chmomechanicallytre activeuacufluids can t avhave ath profound influence i ee
othe life of such bits. For example, the results presented in Figure 6

were obtained with two comparable surface-set bits of 2.315 in. o.d., one
drilling under water, the other under a 0.25 w/o solution of tiarvansoft FBH,

acationic surfactant. Note that in these full-scale tests, the initial
drilling rates of the two bits were similar (-1.5 in./min) and typical of
the rates employed in the field for this rock. However, the FBH solution

enhanced the life of the bit 2-3 fold over that when using water (i.e.,
from -4 ft to .10 ft). Further, after drilling 3-4 feet, the rate of pene-
tration was some three times greater under the FBH solution than under
water.

To eliminate the possibility that the differences illustrated in
Fioure 6 are due to using different bits, the FBH Solution was replaced by
water at point A without altering any of the other drilling parameters. The
penetration rate prom~ptly decreased at a more rapid rate than under FBH
solutions, and the bit drilled only a few inches more instead of the several
feet that may have been achieved by continued drilling in the FBH solution.

Adsorption Dynamics

It is possible to select a surfactant concentration producing 0 ,
to carry out the appropriate test with the right kind of bit, and yet still
not observe any significant influence on drilling behavior either because
the surface-active molecules do not have time to arrive at a freshly frac-
tured surface before the next cutting edge arrives, or because, having

-" arrived, they do not dhemisorb quickly en6ugh;

The importance of this factor was first appreciated when it was ob-
served that, although certain very long Chain organic surfictants can, under
equilibrium conditions, produce € o andhardness maxima at concentrations
of lO 5 - 10-6 mol/liter, the concentrations necessary to maximize drilling
efficiency might be as large at lO03 mol/liter( 17). This shift was
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2.0 Rhyolite Porphyry: 2.375 in. o.d. surface-set bit

00
00

= '- * , 0.25 w/o FBH in Water
<1.0 Change

Water to w00

o

0 20 40 60 80
PENETRATION (in.)

Fig. 6.-Penetration rate vs penetration distance for BX surface-set bits
drilling into a rhyolite pprphyry rook. Test conditions were: 500 rpm;
15 gpm of either water or 0.25 w/o Marvansoft FBH solution; 3000 lb
thrust.

attributed to the inability of the 10-5 - 10-6 mol/liter solution to produce
= o under the dynamic and distinctly non-equilibrium conditions of

drilling.

The influence of adsorption dynamics was later studied(18 ) by drilling
Westerly granite with bits of three sizes at different rotational speeds
and under various concentrations of Aerosol C-61 bracketing the concentra-
tion producing 4 = o under equilibrium conditions, namely, 3.3 x 10

-4 mol/
liter. It was found that when the bit life parameter R (see eq. 2) was
plotted against the peripheral speed of the diamonds, a "master" curve
could be obtained for each surfactart concentration by shifting the curves
for each bit along the abscissa, .Figure 7. The shapes of the curves can be
interpreted as follows (18):

For granite in 10- 4 mol/liter C-61, 4 i's <0, but is not as negative as
it is in water. Hence, for slow drilling speeds (<10 in./min for a 0.25
in. o.d. bit), R > I but not as large as it would be if = o. Now, as the
bit peripheral speed, v, increases (plotted towards the ldft in Figure 7),
the'time available for adsorption before the next cutting edge arrives, te,
decreases (in fact, te - vr). Thus, fewer C-61 molecules adsorb in the
time available, and R decreases to its value in water, i.e., to 1.
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(a)
Westerly Granite T

2 -10" mollliter C-61
.L tEq< 0

()

- - 3
10" mol/liter C-61

t 4 - tEq> 0

3-
,.L.

2 -

3 -

0.375 in. o. d. u 100 60 40 20 105 2.

I a (c)I a

0.25 in. o.d. A-. 400 '200 120 80 40 20 10

B IT PER IPHERAL S PEED, v (ln.J min)

Fig. 7.-Variation in bit life parameter, R, foe diamond bits drilling into
Westerly granite induced'by three different con~entrations of Aerosol C-61
as a function of bit peripheral speed.

For granite in 10- mol/liter C-61, is slightly >0 under equilibrium
conditions, i.e., when v is low. Thus, R > 1, but again is less than it
would be if ; = o. 'As v increases and te decreases, however, the number of
C-61 ;molecules arriving in tim6 to affect cutting behavior decreases. In
effect, the concentration of C-61 available on the rock surface decreases,
initially back to that which-would produce ; = o under equilibrium condi-
tions (-10-3.5 mol/liter). For 'the 0.25 in. o.d. bit, this occurs when
V= 30 in./rnin, and R is then at its maximum value of 4-5. When v > 30
in./min, howev er, ;,'again becomes c0, andR decreases towards 1. Similar
behavior occurs for the '0.375 in. o.d. and the 2.375 in. o.d. bits, except

"=Eq ' N'>">0'~-.. * - -- " '~
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that in this case the optimum values of v are 15 in./min and 7 in./min.

For the 10-2 mol/liter C-61 environment, >> o when v is low, but, as
with the I0-3 mol/liter C-61 environment, as v increases, the effective
value of r -. o, and R increases to its maximum value. The maximum appears
to be located at a somewhat higher value of v than for the 10- 3 mol/liter
solution, however, as might be expected in view of the greater available
concentration of surfactant molecules. Finally, as v increases beyond -60
in./min for a 0.25 in. o.d. bit, t becomes increasinqly negative, and R
again decreases towards 1.

These experiments reveal, therefore, (i) the importance of bit rota-
tional speed in optimizing the use of chemomechanical effects in diamond-
bit drilling, and (ii) the existence of characteristic or "master" curves
for given rock-environment combinations. The significance of the latter
finding is its implication that lab-scale screening tests with small diam-
eter bits may be used to simulate in a reasonably reliable fashion full-
scale drilling tests. Thus, surfactant solutions that can produce = o
and also meet acceptable criteria for toxicity, corrosivity, and biodegrad-
ability could be rapidly and inexpensively screened for effectiveness in
the field.

Such an evaluation procedure has been used to select a drilling fluid
for a rhyolite porphyry, which is inexpensive (less than 3 per drilled
foot, assuming total loss of fluid), biodegradable, corrosion inhibiting,
and which increases the life of surface-set bits up to a factor of four.
Figure 6 presented some of the results obtained with this fluid, 0.25 w/o
Marvansoft FBH in water. The data of Figure 8 also reveal that the thrust
required to maintain a constant penetration rate of 1 in./min is only about
one half of that necessary when using water. The trends of the data indi-
cate that the bit operating in the FBH solution would have drilled at least
twice as far as the one in water before the thrust required to maintain
penetration rate reached 3,000 lb, the figure used to inaicate that the bit
has worn out.

Diamond Failure Mode

Another factor which, if not given due consideration, may confuse the
proper interpretation of drilling data is the mode of diamond failure.
During drilling, diamonds can fail either by wear, a process involving
abrasion, oxidation, and graphitization, or by fracture and disintegration.
If the diamonds fail by fracture, chemomechanically active fluids will have
only limited influence on bit life. For example, compare the data presented
in Figure 6 with those in Figure 9. In the former experiments, the bits
were used to drill about 50 in. into the porphyry under conditions of
gradually increasing thrust before the test thrust of 3000 lb was applied.
This procedure rounded off any sharp diamond points, allowing them to bear
better the 3000-lb load without fracture. In contrast, the bits used to
obtain the data presented in Figure 9 were first used to drill only about
6-10 in. under a thrust of 1000 lb before the bit load was increased to
4000 lb. After only a short settling-in, this high load caused shattering
of the diamonds, and a rapid, environment-insensitive, nonlinear decrease
in drilling rate.

SUMItIARY

It follows from the foregoing that drilling strategy -- which includes
all the factors discussed above -- should be carefully planned if the

1 7 >1~~~77'7 1-~f
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Rhyolite Porphyry

0.25 w/o FBH in Water
\\

X Water

E 6

I-

z
4--
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0~

I I I, I I I I I _

10 20 30 40

PENETRATION (in.)

Fig. 9.-Penetration rate v6. distance for BX surface-set diamond bits
drilling into a porphyry rock. Test conditions were: 500 rpm; 4000 lb
thrust; water or a 0.25 w/o solution of Marvansoft FBH; 15 gpm flow rate.

maximum beneficial influence of chemomechanically active fluids on diamond-
bit life is to be reliably achieved. Hill's (19) analysis of the relative
costs of drilling 3000 ft-deep exploratory holes into hard rock indicates
that the savings resulting from stch carefully-planned use of chemomechani-
cal effects shouldbe worthwhile. Given the assumptions that (i) fluid
chemistry influences bit life only (not particle removal, for example),
(ii) bit life is increased by a" factor of four (as is the case in Figure 7,
for example), and (iii) the unrecirculated fluid flow rate is 10 gpm, then
the potential cost savings are on the order of 50%.

We believe that such savings could be achieved provided due considera-
tion is given to the somewhat less than obvious- factors discussed in this
paper, together with others already well known-to the experienced drilling
engineer.
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DISCUSSION

G. F. HARDY, Celanese Research Company: Did you attempt to measure the -

potential under actual operating condition?

J. J. MILLS: No. We did a little calculation and found out that we would
have to measure within a millisecond. I could not see any way of measuring

-potential or any form of adsorption in such a short duration.

B. WILCOX, NSF: Did you measure the thermal conductivity?

MILLS: We did not measure the thermal conductivity, but we have measured
density and viscosity. We are talking about concentrations that are so
small that neither of those two change. Typical concentrations are lower
than one percent, and can get as low as0.01percent. Since viscosity is
related through kinetic theory to thermal conductivity, we assumed that the
thermal conductivity did not change either.

__ _ _V
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J. LARSEN-BASSE, University of Hawaii: Have you looked into the possibility
that the properties of the tool are changing?

MILLS: We did not do that because of other evidence. For example, the cor-
relation between hardness and drilling rate always appears at the zero -
potential of the material being drilled. We found this to be true for per-
cussive bit, carbide bit and diamond bit. We did not do that experiment
because the evidence strongly suggested to us that the properties of the
rock are being changed and not the drill bit.

QUESTIONER, Dow Corning Corporation: We did a study a number of years ago on
the effects of viscosity ind surface tension. We took a diamond saw and did
a number of cutting tests by changing the surface tension of the cutting
fluids. As we lowered the surface tension of the cutting medium, we got in-
creased cutting rates and also better blade lives. We also changed the vis-
cosity of the silicone fluids. When we decreased the viscosity, the cutting
,rates were lower.

MILLS: It sounds as if you are changing the physical properties. A lot of
work is being done on that sort of thing. What I am trying to show here is
that we can also get the same kind of things at much lower concentrations
by using these chemomechanical effects.

SAME QUESTIONER: The fact is, you do alter the surface tension.

MILLS: But aluminum chloride does not. And you do see the chemomechanical
phenomenon with simple aqueous solutions. I am trying to show that there
is a distinction between the two kinds of phenomena.

I

I, - _ _-
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ELECTRIC CURRENT TRANSFER ACROSS
SLIDING SURFACES

I. R. McNab

ABSTRACT

During recent years, considerable interest has been shown in developing
an improved understanding of the phenomena involved in the low loss transfer
of electric current across sliding surfaces. The requirement that a sub-
stantial electric current be transferred across a sliding interface signifi-
cantly complicates the more conventional processes of friction and wear.
Thus, in addition to frictional heating, electrical heating takes place at
the transiently contacting asperities, and within the body of the sliding
contact materials. The necessity for low electrical losses precludes the
use of an electrically conducting film of significant thickness at the
interface. However, the requirement for low frictional losses and low wear
rates generally ensures that metal-to-metal contact is unacceptable. Recent
work shows that an effective compromise can be achieved.when a thin (2 nm or
less) film is present on the sliding surfaces. This prevents the occurrence
of high adhesive forces but permits low loss electrical current transfer by
tunneling. Modern diagnostic techniques (SEM, Auger, etc.) are presently
being used to evaluate the topography and composition of suface films formed
by sliding metal-graphite composites against metal surfaces in controlled
atmosphere environments.

INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in advanced electrical machinery (1 3 ) have led to a
demand for material combinations which will permit the efficient transfer of
high currents across sliding surfades while simultaneously providing low
frictional losses and low wear. In the terminology of the subject, the
static component is generally called the "brush" (for historical reasons)
and the co,,cunterface against which it operates is the "slip ring" or "com-
mutator" for a rotating machine, or the "rail" for a linear system. In
traditional practice, the-brush is made of, or based on, carbon and the slip
ring or commutator is. made of copper, and ope 'atjon. is in the air. However,
many material 'combihations have been 'investigated and a number of interesting
new approaches are presently under develooment.
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Two major features distinguish modern electric current power transfer
systems from conventional friction and wear situations.* The first of these
is the requirement to transfer significant electric currents (tens of kilo-
amps or more) from the static brush to the moving slip ring. This condition
generally prevents the use of lubricant or oxide films which, although
beneficial for friction and wear, may provide a significant barrier to the
transfer of current. That is, the total (electrical plus frictional) losses
at the interface have to be considered. To accommodate the capability to
transfer tens of thousands of amps in a reasonable space also requires that
a very high operating current density should be used (1.5 to 15 MA/m2).
These electrical aspects of the sliding contact bring with them a whole
range of interesting, but complex, phenomena that are not present in conven-
tional friction and wear situations. The range of literature available on
this subject is considerable, and only an outline of some of these effects
is attempted in this paper. The books by Holm (4) and Shobert (5) provide
in-depth data.

The second feature that is present in modern electrotechnological ap-
plications of sliding contacts is not exclusively related to electrical
apparatus, but is relatively uncommon in purely mechanical situations. It
is that very high sliding speeds may be required(2). Thus, in rotating
machinery, sliding speeds up to 280 m/s have been achieved on a continuous
basis(6), with short-term operation up to 360 m/s(7). These values, and
any apparatus operating at speeds beyond this level, require very high
strength-to-weight ratio materials, and careful attention to mechanical
design criteria. In linear electromagnetic accelerator systems ("rail
guns"), sliding speeds over an order of magnitude higher than the above
(up to 5800 m/s) have been achieved on a transient basis, with simultaneous
current transfer (8 ).

The requirements for the simultaneous transfer of high currents with
low electrical and frictional losses and low weir rates at these ultra-high
speeds presents an exciting challenge which is leading to a re-evaluation of
the fundamental aspectsof sliding contacts. A related aspect is the avdila-
bility, in recent years, of greatly improved techniques for characterizing
surfaces, such as scanning electron microscopes, Auger electron spectro-.
scopy, etc.

INTERFACE PHENOMENA

The fundamental phenomena that take place at the sliding interface are
complex, and by no means fully understood at present. Some of the contri-
butory features are outlined below. Note that the great majo:rity of
traditional experiments relating to current transfer have been carried out
in air, although recent interest for high power applications has focused on
controlled environments where quite different processes may dominate the
sliding contact.

Brush and Slip Ring Materials

For many traditional brush applications, it is adequate to use a brush
made entirely of carbon or carbon-graphite. However, for high power-ppli-
cations, the relatively high-electrical resistivity of this material
(typically lOOP pQ cm or higher) would-cause unacceptably high electrical

*This paper does not discuss instrument type slip rings where only small
(< I amp) currenta are transferred.

77--
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losses. It is, therefore, more common to employ brushes which are composed
of a metal-graphite mixture. Such materials are generally made by powder-
metallurgy techniqucs, and metal roass fractions up to 0.96 are available.
Molten metal infiltration techniques have also been used at lower metal mass
fractions, the limiting factor in this case being the strength of the base
material to be infiltrated, Figure 1 shows surface micrographs (X200 to
X250) of several typical brush materials with metal mass fractions frnm
zero to 0.80. The significant variation in surface morphology is an

I
I

(a) Electrographite (b) 74 w/o Copper Powder Metallurgy
Product -

Ut.

(c) 41 v/o Copper Infiltrated (d) 80 w/o Eilver Powder MetallurgyProduce

Fig. 1.-Graphate-metal mixture brush materiaZ5.

indication of the wide variation in brush materials. This As undoubtedly a
major factor leading to the observed large differences, for example, in
brush wear.

The metal phase of conventional metal-graphite brushes is most commonly
copper-, although silver offers better electrical performance and may be used
if cost considerations are not Prohibitive. The natural or e]ectro-graphite
component may be partial 1-' or entirely 'eplaced by a dichb.Icogmanide for
operation in dry atmospheres or in space,, The dichalcogenide most commonly
used is molybdenum disulphide, although niobium diselenide has been used and
offers a lower electrical resistivity. A very wide range of brush materials
is prooucd, and many different imaterial combinations, methods of processing-
and addi'tives are available for use in particular cases.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Copper or a cnpper alloy is generally chosen as the slip ring material,
although steel is also fairly widely used. A limited but useful amount of
research has been undertaken on noble and refractory metals (such as silver,
palladium, rhodium, ruthenium), mainly for low or zero current apolica-
tions( 9), and further research is required in this area. In general terms,
the harder ring materials have an associated higher electrical resistivity
but lower frirtional losses, so that a choice of materials may be optimized
around the specific applications and loss requirements.

It is apparent from these studies that mutual solubility and the lat-
tice structure of the two metals plays an important role for purely metallic
systems. The influence of graphite in such a situation has yet to be fully
explored.

Area of Contact

Application of a load force (F) to the brush, either by means of a
spring or some other form of actuator, brings it into mechanical contact
with the slip ring. The resulting area of mechanical contact is determined
by a complex balance of elastic and plastic deformation of the metal com-
ponent of the brush, and elastic and crushing deformation of the brittle
graphite brush constituent at the microscopic asperities on the brush and
slip ring surfaces. For typical brush operating conditions (5-20 newtons),
the true area of contact appears to be about one hundredth that of the
apparent area (the brush face area). Whether the elastic, plastic, or
crushing deformation regime will be dominant depends on the brush composi-
tion and factors such as the brush history, period of operation, and surface
films. The initial contact may be controlled by plastic yieldin of the
softer (generally the brush) material, and for this case, Holm and
Shobert 5) recommend the use of the following equation to evaluate the true
area of mechanical contact:

At = 3F/H

where n is the Meyer (or contact) hardness of the brush (I0 ). Over a longer
period of operation, when the brush and slip ring contours have become
matched, elastic effects will control the behavior. In that case, it is
much more difficult to evaluate the true contact area, since a knowledge of
the surface geometry is required that is seldom available(11). With carbon
and graphite materials, there is significant evidence to show that film
build-up occurs on the surface of the base material( 12). The properties of
this thin and relatively soft film contribute to the determination of the
area of contact, although if the film is sufficiently thin, the elastic
modulus of the substrate will be the controlling factor. The extent to
which this effect is present with metal graphite materials is undetermined
at this time.

The area of contact is usually considered to be subdivided into a
relatively small number of randomly distributed contact spots which, as the
brush wears, move around the brush surface, covering all of the available
area over the brush life time.

Under circumstances of high speed and/or high current transfer, the
contact spot distribution may become unstable, with one spot growing ther-
mally from the substrate to such an extent that it lifts the remainder of
the brush surface from the slip ring. Once initiated, this situation will
persist, with one spot taking all the current and generating all the
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frictional heating, until it becomes worn away. Such phenomena have been
observed experimentally in high current brushes by Marshall( 13), and
analyzed in detail recently by Burton and Chen (14) .

Constriction Resistance

Depending on the material properties and the operating environment,
significant films may be present on the surface of the brush and the slip
ring. Depending an the electrical properties of these films, all or part of
the area of mechanical contact may be available for the transfer of current.
Common operating experience is with carbon brushes on copper slip rings in
air, and, in this case, most of the mechanical area of contact is covered
with a film which is largely composed of cuprous oxide and carbon wear
debris. Such a film is electrically insulating and conduction takes place
only at localized areas where the film is disrupted either by electrical
breakdown or by mechanical abrasion. In such situations, the area available
for current transfer may be as small as a tenth or a hundredth of the
mechanical contact spot area. In contrast, the elimination of a substantial
surface film by operation in a controlled atmosphere (e.g., non-oxidizing)
environment will permit the electrical contact area to approach more nearly
the mechanical contact area.

In most sliding contacts, two fundamental contributions to the electri-
cal resistance are present: (1) the constriction resistance, which is
aused by the channeling of all the brush current through the few small

contact areas and (2) the interface film resistance.

Solution of Poisson's equation in oblate spherical coordinates (first
derived by Maxwell) yields the constriction resistance for a single
symmetric contact:

Rc P
1 2a

where a is the radius of the contact spot (assumed circular in this simple
case and p is the material resistivity). For n multiple interacting spots,
Greenwood(15) gives

Rc~ = [1 1.081 a]
Rfn  2a

where a is the so-called Holm radius. Constrictions occur both in the brush
and slip ring, the resistivities of which are assumed equal in the above
derivation. If the resistivity of one material is markedly greater than the
other, it will dominate the total resistance, and the other may be ignored.
This is the case, for example, for a carbon brush on a copper slip ring,
although when a metal-graphite composite brush is used its resistance is
sufficiently small that the slip ring resistance has to be included.

In the case of sliding contacts, the contact areas are more likely to
be elliptical than circular; in extreme cases a line contact is a good
approximation (s ).

Film Resistance

The second major contribution to the'electrical resistance of the
sliding contact is provided by the film that is always present at the

• 
)T '
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sliding interface. Compared with some other aspects of sliding contacts,
relatively little is known about this film, although it is clear that it is
of a complex nature.

Where chemical reactions can occur with the brush or slip ring mate-
rials, reaction by-products sucn as oxide or sulphide films will be present.
In the case of copper, the oxides are harder than the base material. In
addition, there is known to be transferred material from the brush, both
graphitic and metallic in nature, and the slid ring wear debris. With
electrographitic brushes, it has been shown (1 ) that a carbon film is formed
first on the brush and, subsequently, transferred to the copper slip ring.
Initially, the graphite crystallites in the brush are not broken down, but
eventually a structure with a preferred orientation and a characteristic
detail of less than 6 nm was observed. The extent to which the graphite can
bond to the slip ring depends on the nature of the metal and the oxide,
either through physical or chemical attachment. There is some evidence to
suggest that graphite crystallites embedded in a soft copper slip ring sur-
face have a shingle-like structure aligned at a small angle to the slip

ring surface(16). Over all and/or dispersed within this will be physisorbed
and chemisorbed molecules from the surrounding gas atmosphere, both gases
and vapors.

The general expression for the film resistance is Rf = a/Ao where a
is the film resistivity and Ae is the area available for electric current
transfer.

When insulating films of significant thickness (of the order of 1O-lO
nm) are present at the interface, conduction will take place only when the
applied voltage becomes high enough to raise the local electric field
strength in the film to the breakdown value. When this occurs, metallic
"bridges" are formed through the film and, once formed, these conducting
spots may persist for many hundreds or thousands of slip ring revolutions
before oxidation or wear causes the current to be transferred to another
location(5). Disruption of the surface film by mechanical abrasion can also
occur, especially if the oxide film is harder than the underlying substrate,
as in the case of copper.

The persistance of such spots is, in part, due to a process (called B-
fritting by Holm(4)) in which the local electric field distribution at the
edges of the contact spot acts to enlarge the spot radius, opposing the
oxidative processes that tend to cover the spot with an insulating film.

The general characteristics of thick films of this type, mostly en-
countered in air operation of copper slip rings, are a non-linear current
voltage characteristic, generally with a significant difforence between
positive and negative polarities as a result of ion migration effects. The
non-linearity is a consequence of the breakdown characteristics.

In the absence of a significant film (or on stationary contacts) a more
ohmic characteristic is found. If the film thickness at the contacting
spots on the interface can be maintained at 2 to 3 nm, or less, electronic
conduction by quantum tunneling can be effective in transferring large
current densities with low losses. Recent experiments with Auger techniques
appear to offer direct evidence for such thin films at some parts of the
slip ring track (see Figure 2). At the same time, based on an estimated
sputtering time - depth calibration, film thicknesses up to about 1 om are
present in other areas, even on silver slip rings operated in non-oxidizing
(C02) atmospheres.
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Fig. 2.-Auger spectra of film on OFHC copper slip ring after operation under
an 85 w/o silver-graphite brush.
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Friction and Wear

The friction and wear behavior of brush and ring materials is dependent
not only on the materials themselves but also, and probably to a larger ex-
tent, on the solid and adsorbed surface films that are present at the inter-
face. Since these are complex, depend on external circumstances, and can
vary widely from one brush material to the other, the friction and wear may
also be subject to similar variations.

Factors such as the atmospheric composition are of major importance in

the behavior of brushes containing graphite or dichalcogenides, at least in
certain operating regimes.

In general, the frictional behavior of brushes is not subject to such a
large variation as the wear rate. Thus, despite the many phenomena that may
be involved (shearing of graphite platelets, shearing of metallic conduction
bridges, adhesive forces, viscous effects in adsorbed gas or vapor films) it
is relatively uncommon to find friction coefficients below 0.08 or above0.35. In general, the pure graphites, or low metal content brushes fall
toward the lower end of this range, and the high metal content materials
toward the upper end. However, depending on the specific material, there

may be significant variations.

There is evidence (12 ) to show that the frictional behavior of non-
graphitic carbons is virtually the same as that of graphite, at least after
a wearing-in period. This is a strong indication that the weak intercrystal-
lite bonding in the surface film, rather than shearing of the grdphite base
material crystallites, controls the frictional behavior. As described below,
the ambient atmosphere in which the brushes operate plays an important role
in the friction and wear process.

In contrast to friction, the brush wear rate is a sensitive parameter,
which may vary by two or more orders of magnitude with relatively minor
changes in conditions. Figure 3 shows that a variation by a factor of two
in the silver content of a metal-graphite brush can cause a 3 to 1 change
in the friction coefficient, but up to a 100 to 1 increase in the wear
rate (17). In part, it is possible that the surprisingly small variation in
the friction coefficient may arise as a result of compensating factors, such
as the action of the relatively large quantities of brush debris as ball or
roller bearings at high wear rates. Some authors (1 8) consider that the
conduction process may be dominated by this debris, although this is not a
common view.

Microhardness measurements indicate that despite the relatively easy
shearing, the individual graphite crystallite is hard and brittle. Thus, on
rough surfaces (e.g., in initial wearing-in) high wear may occur as local
stresses cause brittle fracture of the crystallites. However, if allowed to
continue, thi s process produces a smoother surface, both by destroying
asperities and by producing a surface film from the retained wear debris.
Under these conditions of low surface irregularities, elastic deformation of
the surface occurs and some authors (1 2) have observed evidence for a surface
fatigue mechanism in which the sequence: polishing - formation of a film
film blistering + wear flake removal - polishing, etc., is repeated
indefinitely.

A significant contribution to the friction and wear of carbon- or
graphite-containing brushes operating in oxidizing atmospheres is the
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Fig. 3.-Variation of wear rate and friction coefficient for silver-graphite
brushes operating on a copper slip ring in CO2 atmospheres at a current
density of 0.78 MA/m2 (silver mass fraction adjacent to data point).

catalytic oxidation of the carbon films or base material by metal oxides.
Certain metals, present in impurity quantities (Z 0.25 w/o) in the brush
may, therefore, exert a strong influence on wear processes. Lead oxide is
particularly bad in this context, causing the graphite ignition temperature
to be reduced by 3580C(19 ).

Temperature and Atmosphere

The influence of temperature and atmospheric environment are closely
interrelated through the adsorption of gaseous layers on the slip ring and
brush surfaces. Up to about 1800C, increasing the bulk brush temperature of
a brush operating in a humidified atmosphere generally causes a modest de-
crease in the friction coefficient, whether because of reduced material
shear strength, reduced "viscosity" of adsorbed gas or vapor films, or both.
However, at or near 180%, a marked change in the wear rate of graphite-
based brushes occurs, the change being by a factor of 1000 or more. This
relates to the desorption of gases and/or vapors from the edge sites of the
graphite crystallites, thereby allowing strong pi-electron bonds to be
developed.at the (now) unsaturated edge sites. Under these conditions, wear
rates can increase up to levels of cm per minute, a phenomena known as
dusting becatise of the production of large amounts of very fine (6 nm)
brush debris.
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In the case of graphite, a minimum amount of a condensable vapor or gas
is necessary to prevent the formation of these strong bonds and ensure easy
shearing. About 60 vppm of water vapor appears to be necessary in air(20 ),
for silver-graphite brushes, although values up to 6000 vppm have been
found necessary under other conditions (speed, material, temperature,
etc.)( 21), but lower concentrations of normal hydrocarbons having long
-CH2- chains are also effective in preventing wear. Figure 4 summarizes
the results of some recent experiments undertaken at Westinghouse on the
effects of hydrocarbon vapors on brush friction and wear(22) . The greater

1000 100

100 -

10 - 9

CX

1.0 0

0.1 ,.
6 8 10 12 14 16

Number of Carbon Atoms

Fig. 4.--Vapor pressure of hydrocarbon vapor required to ensure a contact
drop of 0.08 V (o) and wear rate of 11 mm3/Mm (A) for silver-graphite
brushes sliding on a copper slip ring in CO2.

efficacy of the longer chain length vapors apparently relates to the greater
bonding strength of the chain onto the graphite lattice, both of which have
a hexagonal structure, with similar lattice constants.

The extent to which water vapor is effective in preventing dusting-type
wear is dependent on the atmosphere in which the brushes are operated,
probably through a mechanism of competition or adsorptive activation of the
surface sites on the graphite crystallites, as discussed by Savage (23) and
found experimentally byPardee(20) .

With dichalcogenides, which are added to some brush materials in
moderate quantities (up to 10%), the reverse situation applies, namely,
that the materials shear most readily in the absence of'an atmosphere.
Aparin et al,(24) have suggested that the role of water molecules and
hydroxyl'groups on MoS2 surfaces is to increase the adhesion of MoS2 and by
accumulation at the grain boundaries during sliding prevent the orientation
of crystallites required for low friction. The choice of dichalcogenide for
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good lubricity is related to the crystal structure/lattice structure of the
lamellar solid( 25). Of the available materials, MoS 2 is most widely used,although the stoichiometric NbSe2 (63 w/o Se) has been used on a number of
occasions and is much preferable for brushes from an electrical conductivity
point of view, (Note that a change to 59 w/o Se increases the resistivity
by a factor of 50.)

Supertemperatures

The temperatures mentioned above relate to the bulk brush and slip
ring conditions. At the actual contact spots, much higher temperatures
undoubtedly exist on a transient basis. Methods for evaluating these "hot
spot" or "super"-temperatures were first developed by Blok (26 ) for fric-
tional heating. Holm (4 ) and Shobert (5) have extended that theory to allow
an estimate to be made for the additional electrical heating that occurs
under brushes. The usua!, though approximate, method used to solve the heat
flow equations for steady-state, and apply a correction factor to determine
the fraction of the steady-state temperature that may be achieved in a
transient contact.* lThe frictional and electrical supertemperatures are
added to yield the total supertemperature.

This technique permits an estimate to be made of how the asperity
supertemperature compares with the softening and/or melting temperatures
for the contact. With very high speeds or currents, the rate of rise of
temperature may be extremely high (108 OC/sec) but, since the period of con-
tact is limited to microseconds, the actual temperature rise may be quite
modest.

Since the contacting and current-transferring asperity contacts ex-
perience these supertemperatures, their influence may be of major importance
in friction, wear, and electrical current trangfer processes, although
direct evidence on this topic is very limited.

Speed Dependent Effects

At low or moderate sliding speeds, the heat produced at the interface
by frictional or electrical heating is equipartitioned between the two
bodies on the basis of their thermal diffusivities. However, as Jaeger
showed( 28), at higher speeds an increasing fraction of the interfacially
produced heat is transferred into an increasingly thin layer on the (re-
latively cold) incoming slip ring. Assuming uniform bulk contact, Jaeger
also showed that the temperature profile under a sliding contact was modi-
fied with increasing speed, with the maximum temperature shifting towards
the rear of the brush.

Aerodynamic forces and surface irregularities become increasingly
important at high sliding speeds. Although only limited experimental
evident is available(29), aerodynamic gas "wedges" under the brush face
may be the cause of observations in which low friction and high contact
voltages are simultaneously observed, Such effects may be reduced, if not
eliminated by the use of a spiral groove cut in the slip ring surface. A
second important purpose of such a groove is to reduce selectively at the
brush face by forcing all parts of the brush to carry current in turn.

*Note that the heat flow equations have the same form as the electrical cur-
rent flow equations only for steady-state conditions(27).

7 7
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Brushes operating on high speed slip rings are also sensitive to the
frequency and amplitude of slip ring imperfections and rotor vibrations.
Such effects are likely to be responsible for relatively rapid changes in
brush characteristics which have been observed over relatively restricted
speed ranges (30). An estimate of the conditions at which such effects be-
come important may be obtained by equating inertial terms with slip ring
accelerating forces(5,31 ). For very small disturbances, the brush elasticity
and speed of response (i.e., speed of sound) become limiting factors.

Electrical Effects

The transfer of electric current across the sliding interface brings

into play a range of phenomena which are not ordinarily present in conven-
tional friction and wear situations. These effects include:

(a) A mutual repulsive force at each point contact caused by themagnetic field distribution associated with the passage of

current through the constriction.

(b) Capacitative and inductive effects in any circuits in which
switching of current occurs. On a macroscopic scale, this
clearly occurs in commutative circuits; on a microscopic scale,
it may occur each time asperities make and break contact.

(c) Thermoelectric effects at the junction of dissimilar metals,
including Peltier and Seebeck effects.

(d) In some applications, for example involving superconducting
machines, substantial ambient magnetic fields may be present
in the vicinity of the brushes. Not only can this give rise to
substantial j x B forces on the body of the brush, but second
order effect?, s-ch as the Hall effect, could also becomeimportant.

(e) Polarity effects may be present due to a variety of electrical
effects. The most common is ionic migration due to the local

electric field in, or near, the brush-ring interface film.
Such effects are of major importance in causing the breakdown

of insulating films on the slip ring and establishing metallic
bridges. Measurements on thin silver sulphide films indicate
that a field strength of 2 MV/m is necessary for breakdown and
silver bridge formation( 32), although values up to 100 MV/m have
been quotedW4). For certain species, the electron wind can cause
ionic species to be moved in the opposite direction to that
predicted from electrostatic effects( 33). Jansen et al. (34) have
remarked that electromigration effects may be beneficial in re-
moving impurities or lattice defects from the contact region.

(f) The quantum tunneling process that appears to permit electron
current transfer through thin films has been referred to earlier.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Stringent demands are made on current-transferring sliding contacts by
the requirements of modern steady-state and pulsed homopolar machines and
electromagnetic rail guns. To ensure efficient machine operation and ease
the machine design, the total (i.e., mechanical plus electrical) losses,
and wear, have to be minimized. This ,ecessitates consideration of all of
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the complex and interrelated aspects of sliding contact behavior to ensure
that optimum solution is achieved for each particular situation. As a
consequence of these considerations, the operating constraints are appre-
ciably more severe than in normal friction and wear situations. For example,
the use of substantial lubricant films to reduce friction and wear is
unacceptable.

Although e fairly significant body of knowledge exists in some areas
of sliding current transfer, much still remains to be done to improve the
understanding of friction, wear, and electrical processes with metal-
graphite mixture brushes. The imaginative use of new surface analysis
techniques (SEM, Auger, etc.) offers the prospect of improving our under-
standing, and work along these lines has been initiated at the Westinghouse
R&D Center under Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency/Office of Naval
Research sponscrship. Material combinations and techniques other than the
conventional metal-graphite monolithic brushes offer the prospect of
significant improvements, although further research and development is
required.
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONER: What estimates of temperatures have you made and by what methods

have you estimated?

I. R. MoNAB: We only made theoretical estimates of the temperature based
on what we felt was the likely number of asperities or contact points pres-
ent under the brush. Attempts have been made to measure temperatures not
only byus but by other investigators also. I believe some have been suc-
cessful and some have been not too successful. In general, it is felt that
the local temperatures of the contact points should stay below what is called
the softening temperature for those materials. If they go above that it may
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not be catastrophic, but one certainly would not like to go beyond the melt-
ing point of the materials. And, of course, that depends on the materials
involved.

I. GOLDBLATT, Exxon Research: Did you observe any of these organic films
breaking down and forming a laquer and thus affecting conductivity?

McNAB: I would say that we have them. On the other hand, we have not made a

detailed study of those films. There is always some film that is present
except for the conditions I mentioned in the paper for which very light films
are formed. The influence of the hydrocarbon vapor is not noticeable up to
this point in time. It is not a marked effect even if it is present.

GOLDBLATT: Have you been able to distinguish between the wear that occurs due
to sliding and that which might be due to the making or breaking of the elec-
trice contact?

McNAB: Well, we have done some work on that although not as much as we would
have liked. There is no doubt that the passage of current does increase the
wear rate (see references 30 & 31 of paper). I think that has to be the
case because the local temperature of contact spots increases substantially
with high current densities. The extent to which the wear is increased
depends'upon the particular circumstances. I do not have the numbers. I
think for most operating conditions one sees increases in the wear rate
between one and ten for increased current transfer.

J. J. MILLS, Martin Marietta Laboratories: What is the effect of water vapor
on wear rate?

McNAB: I think with the water vapor we are only seeing the bottom part of
the curve. If it is continued we would see that the wear rate would start
to rise dramatically into an area known in brush terminology as dusting,
when one gets into wear rates of inches per minute. I think with the hydro-
carbon vapors we still have not gotten to that level. If we continue to put
lower and lower amounts of the vapor, sooner or later we would reach th*
point at which the insufficient hydrocarbon vapor cannot maintain the lubri-
city of graphite.

The water vapor and the hydrocarbon vapor operate by saturating the bonds
on the surface of the graphite crystallites, as we understand it at present.
If that does not happen, suddenly the edge sites of the graphite crystals
become very active and particles can stick to one another and this gives
rise to a kind of abrasive situation, The polar molecules such as water ad-
sorb on the edge sites. The hydrocarbon vapors seem to adsorb on the basal
planes. But in the end they seem to have the same influence,

S. GANESH, Bendix Research: Have you observed the slip rings after tests for
the nature of damage?

McNAB: We are trying to do that now. By looking at the slip ring after a
typical period of operation, which is many thousands or many tens of thou-
sands of revolutiofns, we see the damage, but we do not really understand all
the mechanisms that are involved in causing that damage. Wo are trying to
set up a system which could be used both in an Auger spectrometer and an
electron microscope so that we can actually operate brushes on a slip ring
and watch the film build up stage by stage. This is undoubtedly going to be
a bit tedious because one has to avoid operation in vacuum conditions. That
means alternately filling and purging, but we hope that in this way we can
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actually see how his film is laid down on these different surfaces. This is
the most interesting and the least understood area. Although some of the
work that Dr. Buckley has done on the films may be very relevant here, I do
not think we have a good enough understanding of that yet.

GANESH: Did anybody study the graphite films on metal substrates?

McNAB: Lancaster, for example, has done quite a lot of work on films and
with some interesting results. It turns out that wear rates under certain
conditions seem to be the same with quite different graphites or carbons.
And the implication is that it is not the shearing of the base material that
is important as far as the friction is concerned. Probably it is the shear-
ing that takes place within the interfacial layer that is formed which has
characteristics that are significantly different from those of the base ma-
terials. At the same time one needs to have some graphitic material present
to keep good operation.

- -A~-.
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FRICTION-ESPECIALLY LOW FRICTION
E. Rabinowicz

ABSTRACT

Although there have been a number of recent reviews of the friction
phenomenon, its causes, and the equations governing the magnitude of the
friction coefficient, these have tended to emphasize situations in which
high friction coefficients are obtained. However, practical interest is
mainly confined to cases where the friction is moderate or low. It is
shown that the lower limit to the friction of any sliding system is the
quotient of the shear strength of the interfacial layer, at a hydrostatic
pressure equal to the hardness of the softer contacting material, to the
softer material hardness. An examination of measured values of this quo-
tient suggest that friction coefficient values under 0.02 for boundary
lubricated or solid film lubricated sliding systems should be quite rare,
whereas in fact such value: are regularly reported in the literature. In
some cases, this discrepanco may arise from errors in measuring the friction
coefficient; however, in other cases, lubricants giving very low friction
deserve close investigation as their more general pplicacion may greatly
reduce energy consurption during sliding.

INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of friction is one which ancient man encountered very
commonly, and it is no surprise that some of his earliest activities in-
volved the reduction of friction when it was inconvenient or the use of
friction when this might be beneficial. In the first category we might
place such developments as the use of vegetable oils and animal fats as
lubricants, as well as the use of rolling motion to take advantage of the
low coefficient of rolling friction. In the second category belongs the
use of twigs rubbed together to start a fire, and, of course, this use s,,r-
vives today in the striking of matches.

Much later, there came various explanations of friction and the long
controversies between the roughness and adhesion theories, concluded in the
decade 1940-1950 by the almost universal acceptance of the adhesion theory,
although the roughness theory is still encountered, and often in unexpected
places.(1,2) The distilled essence of the adhesion theory is the expression
for the friction coefficient in the form

-7 '
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f = p()

where T is the shear strength of the interface between the two sliding sol-
ids and p is the penetration hardness of the softer of them.

In practice, this expression has proved to be a mixed blessing. First,
it predicts the wrong value for the friction coefficient (approximately 0.17
for unlubricated surfaces) whereas such surfaces generally give friction
coefficients in the range 0.3 to 1.0. To make things worse, a more elabor-
ate consideration of the conbined stresses prevailing at a junction (involv-
ing Mohr's circle) indicates that the actual friction coefficient could be
expected to be considerably less than 0.17, )whereas of course actual fric-tion values are found to be greater than 0.17.

This then has led to what might be regarded as a 'second round' of fric-
tion theories. In these theories, it is hypothesized that when sliding is
initiated, the first slip occurs when the friction coefficient is indeed low,
but friction then increases as slip develops. One prominent theory is the
surface film theory of Tabor,(4)which gives the friction coefficient f in
the form

f = .33 (k-2-1)-1/2  (2)

k is the ratio of the shear strength of the interface to the shear strength
of the softer material in contact.

This can give very high friction coefficients if k is close to 1.

Another theory along these lines is the Rabinowicz surface energy
theory,ts)which gives the friction coefficient in the form

wab. (1 abcote/rp) (3)

where Wab is the surface energy of adhesion

e is the roughness angle of the surface

r is the radius of the junctions.

Again, this can give very high friction values if 2 Wab cotO is close to rp.

The various theories of the friction coefficient are discussed in two
fine reviews, to which the reader is referred for further details.(6,7)

It should be noted that Lnis theoretical activity has been mainly con-
cerned with explaining why clean surfaces give such high friction and indeed
it has been shown that high friction values can arise rather easily in
such circumstances. Moreover, the models predict, and practical experience
confirms, the fact that these friction values canchange very drastically as
the surface conditions are changed slightly. And yet, from a practical point
of view this concern with the high friction of clean surfaces has been
largely of theoretical interest, quite far removed from practical engineer-
ing significance. As I think of my involvement with friction problems aris-
ing in industry in the past twenty years, they break down somewhat as
follows.

1. Very high friction (about 1.0) 2%. (A manufacturer of toy racing

____- ~ ~ 777F
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cars who needed a friction coefficient above 1.5 between tire and track,
and achieved it by using tires made of a very soft rubber).

2. Very low friction (below 0.10) - 18%. These were generally defor-
mation processing situations, in which a low friction allows optimum defor-
mation to occur. Also, a manufacturer of battery powered equipment has ex-
pressed a concern for achieving very low friction. Third, occasionally I
get a telephone inquiry from someone involved with winter sports.

3. Medium-high friction, around 0.25 (20%). These have mainly been
traction problems associated with slippage involving people or automobiles.

4. Interest in constant friction values, irrespective of magnitude
(20%). These were often situations involving brakes, clutches or the like,
in which case variations in friction would give poorly controlled motion.

5. Interest in avoiding stick-slip oscillations (-40%). This is a
persistent problem, and, of course, is related to the slope of the friction-
velocity curve rather than any specific value of the friction coefficient
itself.(8)

Note that there has been little interest in achieving low friction in
application involving steady sustained sliding. It is precisely in these
situations, of course, that friction dissipates such large amounts of ener-
gy (overall perhaps 5% of all the energy generated by mankind) and one might
have anticipated enormous con;ern in this area. The reason there has been
so little interest in low friction is doubtless associated with the fact
that energy has until recently been cheap, and furthermore that devices
sliding continuously are generally full fluid lubricated, in which case
there is much greater concern with wear occurring during start-up, which
from an economical point of view may cost an order of magnitude more than
friction.

Recently, however, thanks to the energy crisis, interest in low fric-
tion has increased. Accordingly, it seems sensible to consider in this re-
view

a) How we can achieve low friction in systems in which the sliding
materials contact, i.e. those that operate in the regime of bound-
ary lubrication.

b) What is the lowest friction that can be produced in such systems.

SLIDING OF BOUNDARY LUBRICATED SURFACES

There are a few substances like graphite, ice and teflon which give
inherently lower friction, for reasons that are more or less adequately
understood. But in most practical situations in which neither a full fluid
film nor rolling contact can be used, low friction is achieved by the use
of a bot,,,ary lubricant or of a solid lubricant.

The equation for the friction force arising from boundary lubricated
solids is in the form

F .Asm + (1- )AsZ (4)
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where a is the proportion of the surface where material-material contact
exists, A is the real area of contact, and, of course, (1 - a) is the pro-
portion of the surfaces for which the lubricant separates the surface!

St is the shear strength of the lubricant film, while sm is the shear
strength of the material-material interface.

Dividing this equation by the relationship for the normal load L in
terms of the hardness and the area of contact, namely

L = Ap (5)

we have the familiar two-term relationship for the friction coefficient

f = asM/P + (I - O)sZ/p (6)

We may use this relationship to discuss the experimental fact that a solid
lubricant like a metal stearate gave a friction coefficient of about 0.05
for metals ranging from soft ones like lead (p = 4 kg/mm2) to hard steel
(p = 1000 kg/mm 2). Since s is the shear strength of the metal stearate (a
constant), the second term in eqn. 6 will vary greatly, and so will f, un-
less the first term is larger. Thus we are led to the conclusion that a has
a constant value of about 0.1 for all metals, which, combined with a uniform
Sm/p value of about 0.5, will produce a friction coefficient value of 0.05foi- hard metals, and a somewhat greater value (about .07) for soft metals
like lead.

Later work with radiotracers showed that, with metal stearates as lubri-
cants, a values were likely to be less than .01, and thus the first term in
eqn. 6 was likely to be negligible in comparison with the second. Thus, for
well lubricated metals we have, putting a = 0.

St
i(7)P

According to this relationship, a constant value of f with soft and hard
materials could only be produced if st was a function of p, specifically if
s was proportional to p.

Consideration of the results obtained during high pressure studies make
this indeed a likely possibility. The argument, which dates back to Rabino-
wicz and TaborO) is that, if w% make a junction by pressing together two
asperities separated by a thick film of metal stearate, the fim wi!l tend
to become squeezed out, and initially each junction will look rather like
figure 1, in which the lubricant near the center of the junction is under a
hydrostatic pressure equal to the hardness of the softer of the two con-
tacting materials, and the peripheral regions are at lower pressure, down
to zero at the outside of the junction. If for simplicity we assume that
the central region is appreciably larger than the peripheral region, we have

if = (S )p/P (8)

where the notation (sz)o indicat!3 that the shear strength of the lubricant
is to be measured under the hydrostatic pressure p.

Two points should be made about eqn. 8. First, the value of friction
coefficient described there is a minimum. If there are sizeable numbers of
material.material contacts f will increase, and if a sizeable amount of the
ubricant is under a pressure less than p, f will also increase. Thus, eqn.
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Material 
a b C :1Ilm

"J ," ,. . . . .. . . . . . : .. . . . . . " ._ . ... .... . ..

Material B
Fig. l.--Schematic illustration of a junction involving a hard material B,
a somewhat softer material A of hardness p, and a very soft solid film
at the interface. In the region bc the film is under a hydrostatic
pressure equal to p while in the region ab and cd the pressure is between
p and zero.

8 represents a rock-bottom value for friction coefficient.

Second, it should be mentioned that the idea of postulating a shear
strength of lubricant that varied with hardness of substrate never appealed
to many eminent tribologists. Thus HolmP) produced a special section of
his monograph to argue against the idea, while Rowe(12 has produced a calcu-
lation in which only a numerical error hid the fact that the shear strength
of the lubricant must vary as p increased.

If we assume that eqn. 8 is correct, then in the search for low fric-
tion values we are led to a search for low (St)p/p values.

MAGNITUDE OF THE QUANTITY (s,)p/p

Comprehensive measurements of the shear strength of various substances
as a function of the hydrostatic pressure have been made by Bridgman,- 3,1 4)

by Boyd and Robertson(' and values obtained by other investigators are tabu-
lated by Godfrey. 6) My interpretation of this data is Figure 2, which shows
what appears to be the typical relationship between st and p. At low p
values st is independent of p (this indeed is the assumption contained in
the two normally used yield criteria, the Mises and the Tresca in applied
mechanics), 7 but at high pressures st becomes proportional to p. However,
this relationship is not obtained experimentally when sk is measured in the
normal way, by confining a small amount of the lubricant between two hard
anvils, applying a high normal pressure, and then measuring the shear force.
In that case, at low pressures the shear occurs between the lubricant and
one of the surfaces (the dotted line in Figure 2) and only at high pressures
does shear within the lubricant layer occur. Thus, the experimental data
follow the dotted line, at low p values, and the solid line at high p values.

For the solid line shown in Figure 2, Figure 3 gives the s /p ratio as
a function of p, starting with a value of p equal to 6 st, which is the
value that would be obtained when one of the two sliding surfaces is made
of a material with the same hardness as the lubricant layer. In this case,
there are high friction coefficient values when p is small, and a steady de-
crease as p is increased until eventually a constant sjp ratio is reached.

This finding is indeed paralleled by friction coefficient measurements
that have been made on effective boundary lubricants applied on a variety of
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Fig. 2.-Solid line-schematic representation of the shear strength of organic
substances, whose shear strength at zero pressure is so , as a function of
the hydrostatic pressure p. Dotted line - s/p ratio obtained in an anvil
shear test in which there is slippage when p is low. Dashed line - the
relationship s - .05p, which the experimental curve approaches asymtotical-
ly.

metal substrates (Figure 4). Typically, when the substrate is soft, the
friction coefficient tends to be high, but when the substrate is hard, the
friction coefficient levels off to a nearly constant value.(1  This agree-
ment between Figure 3 and Figure 4 suggests that we can use the high pres-
sure work of Bridgman and Boyd and Robertson in looking for potential low-
friction boundary lubricants.

Table I gives a listing of a few of the many st/p values, derived from
the work of Bridgman, and obtained at his highest pressure of .500 kg/mm

2.
Table II is a similar compilation from the work of Boyd and Robertson, who
worked at pressures to 280 kg/mm2, supplemented by three data points for
polymers, obtained by Towle. 9) It will be seen that these data provide a
fairly consistent picture, namely 'hat the s/p values for organic substances
are all in the range 0.05 to 0.10, while among inorganic materials, only a
few, mainly the soft metals, can go lower.

Perhaps some additional comments on the data shown in Tables I and II
are in order. The few substances that were tested in both series of inves-
tigations, namely boron, graphite, lead iodide, and silver sulphate, did not

-.
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Fig. 3.-Plot of the s/p ra(. o erived from Figure 2. As p is increased s/p
drops to a value of .05.

give very similar results, perhaps because the pressures used were not the
same, and some phase transformations may have occurred in the Bridgman testswhich were conducted at higyer pressures. Then, the measured shear strengths

were to some extent functioni of the rate of shear and the thickness of the
sheared layer. However, it is significant that the two investigations rated
the four substances mentioned above in almost the same order, and they agree
in finding that organic substaiices generally give (st/p ratios between .05
and .10, with extreme values of .029 and .119 except for one isolated data
point of .020 obtained by Towle.

The above evaluation of the Ifmiting values of the s/p ratio achiev-
able wi horganic lubricants is very similar to that of Briscoe, Scruton and
Willis, 0although there is some disagreement in the assumed slope of the
st/p function at low values of p.

APPLICATION TO ACTUAL FRICTION VALUES

It should be realized that, while the sx/p values listed in Tables I
and II are convertible to friction c6efficient values by the use of eqn. 8,
they represent minimum attainable friction coefficients. Only if the-sub-
strate is sufficiently hard, and if there is no material-material interaction,
will these values be achieved. Otherwise, the friction coefficients will be

__ -L
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Fig. 4.-Experimental friction values obtained with a copper palmitate solid
lubricant on metals of various hardness. The shape of the curve resembles
Figure 3.

greater.

In fact, there is reasonably good agreement between these friction coef-
ficient values and those reported by most worker in the field. For example,
Bowden and Tabor ae give comprehensive tables of friction coefficients cover-
ing a wide range of sliding conditions. They list 229 friction values in
all, and Figure 5 is a histogram of these values, which, as it happens, are
a reasonably close approximation to the friction values which I have obtained
over the years for a wide variety of sliding systems. As will be seen in
Figure 5, there are faive friction coefficient values of below 0.04, and allof these refer to systems involving ice. This anomalous behavior of ice can
readily be explained. Since water expands when it freezes, ice has an st
value which diminishes as p increases, and consequently the sx/p ratio does
not approach a limit, but continues to decrease.

The fact that Bowden and Tabor cite no friction coefficient va.ue under

0.04 for clean and '.aundary lubricated surfaces is paralleled by my own ex-
perience. I don't believe I have ever measured a friction coefficient value
under 0.03. And yet, it must be stated that lower friction valuei are regu-
larly encountered in the literature. For example, at a recent iiternational
conference on Wer of Materials22) three papers reported friction coeffi-

cient values of less than 0.02. At an international conference on Solid

yl
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TABLE I.-DATA OBTAINED BY BRIDGMAN
(1 3 ,1 4 )

A. Organic substances

Name sq/p at hig.aest p

Acetanilide .056
Alizarin .051
Amidol .078
Aniline hydrochloride .062
Anthraquinone .066
Dinitrotoluene .058
Guanidine .050
Picric acid .050
Tartaric acid .100

B. Inorganic substances

Aluminum .068
Boric acid .112
Boron .360
Cadmium ,038
Cadmium chloride .062
Cadmium iodide .014
Graphite .198
Indium .015
Lead .014
Lead iodide .059
Lead monoxide .048
Lithium fluoride .216
Magnesium ,174
Silver sulphate .011
Sodium .104
Tin .015
Zinc .037

Lubrication(23)some years ago, four papers were presented which cited fric-
tion coefficients of below 0.02. Beerbower( 24) in a search for anomalous
effects in boundary lubrication, cites two other cases of friction coeffi-
cients of 0.02 or below.

I can think of several reasons why such low values might be obtained

a) The experiment might involve a thick lubricant layer, which would
allow hydrodynamic lubrication, elastohydrodynamic lubrication, 'weepinq
lubrication' or the like.

b) The experimentermight be reporting minimum friction values
achieved during an experiment, rather than average friction values, and
have confuted "noise" of. his friction measuring apparatus with fluctuation
in the friction coefficient.

c) The apparatus might involve'a sliding-contact besides ,that at the
interface being tested, so that the actual.reported friction value repre-
sents a difference or a sum involving a measured-value and an applied

-C
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TABLE II.-DATA OBTAINED BY BOYD AND ROBERTSON(15) AND POWLE(19 )

A. Organic substances s/p at highest p

Capric acid .109
Castor oil .081
Grease (calcium base) .082
Oleic acid .119
Palm oil .075
Sperm oil .085
Stearic acid .029
Turbine oil .108

B. Inorganic substances

Boron .710
Graphite .058
Lead iodide .071
Mica .305
Molybdenum disulfide .033
Silver sulphate .054
Soapstone .306
Tungsten disulfide .037

C. Polymers

Polyethylene .020
Polyvinylidene fluoride .113
Polytetrafluoroethylene .051

correction. If the correction value is wrong, the reported friction value
may be too low (Figure 6).

d) The load in the experiment might be applied through some linkage
having friction, so that at light loads uncertainty in the actual load pre-
sent led to uncertainty in the friction (Figure 7).

e) There might possibly be unusual effects involving non-isotropic sub-
stances, such as layer-lattice materials, although I have seen few signs of
them.

DISCUSSION

As I have mentioned above, at least one investigator of unusual phenom-
ena associated with friction tests has mentioned low friction coefficients,
but low friction values as such appear never to have been regarded as a
separate category invgolving anomalous friction behavior H6wever, I think
that low friction-coefficients are unusual 'and'nomial6us. Equation 8, com-
bined with;Tables I and II, suggests that only in systems involving very
soft metal lubricants and very hard substrates are low friction values likely
to be encountered, and in fact there have been few reports of low friction
observed with such sliding'systems.

If it turns out that friction coefficient values below these derived

1117-7 -7
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Fig. 5.-Histogram of the 230 friction coefficient values tabulated by Bowden
and Tabor. 1 ) Five values were under 0.04, and all had ice as one of the
contacting materials.

F measured velocity

Fig. 6.-Schematic representation of a friction testing apparatus. If there
is any friction at a or b, then the friction force measured at the spring
will be too low.

F measured

velocity<-MVW o ,,.,i

\\a \ \ \\ b \ \

Fig. 7.-Schematic representation of a friction testing apparatus. If there
is friction at a or b, the friction force measured at the spring will be
too high, and sometimes too much allowance is made for this. If there is
friction at c or d, an erroneous value of the normal load will be obtained.
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from eqn. 8 can be obtained in boundary lubricated or solid film lubricated
sliding systems, then this important information should be widely documented,
not only for its great theoretical interest but also for its possible prac-
tical importance. However, I should reiterate the fact that I personally
have never observed friction coefficient values of below 0.03 (except per-
haps when slipping on a patch of ice) and am skeptical about their preva-
lence.

Perhaps a comment is in order about the curious fact that limiting
sz/p ratios, certainly for organic materials, seem to cover such a narrow
range, mostly between 0.05 and 0.10. CameronP5 has tried to explain this
by an atomic model involving attractive and repulsive forces. Perhaps this
should be followed uo.
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONER: Would you expect lower friction coefficient with pin-on-disc
apparatus or with flat-on-flat? Would you also comment on the interfacial
slip.

E. RABINOWICZ: The difference between having two large flat surfaces with a
thin film in between and a pin on the disc is as follows. In the case of
two flat surfaces the end region where the pressure drops from the hydro-
static pressure to atmospheric pressure is a small part of the total area.
In the case of a hemisphere on the flat, the transition region tends to be
a larger proportion of the whole region. When we work out the consequence
of that in terms of expected friction coefficient, it would be higher-for
the pin-on-disc than for the two flat surfaces. At the transition region
you get higher effective S/P ratio and therefore, in practice they are
either the same or we would expect higher friction for the pin-on-disc.

Now as to the question of interfacial slip, it is a fact that in the
early stages of these high pressure tests when slip takes place at the
interface, the friction coefficient is generally higher; it is about 0.1 as
opposed to 0.05. That is why we get the characteristic knee in the curve
which all the investigators comment on having observed. I suppose that it
turns out to be a lower net force in the initial stage, and I assume that
this is no longer true when the shear shifts to the bulk film. In other
words, the apparatus is always trying to do as little work as possible,
which means there is interfacial slip initially and then slip within the
film later on.

SAME QUESTIONER: How does anisotropy affect the friction coefficient?

RABINOWICZ: Structures of materials like graphite and cadmium iodide which
Bridgman studied are, of course, different from normal materials. But the
friction properties were either the same- or similar, especially for graphite.
In fact, if Bridgman had an anomalous effect, it was observed in some of the
soft metals like indium. The possibility that the anisotropic material
would behave differently is just a possibility and is by no means estab-
lished. There is no experimental data to suggest that they-will give fric-
tion coefficients below 0.02.
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SAME QUESTIONER: Would you please comment on the women's heel problem? Is the
friction coefficient of nylon higher or lower than rubber?

RABINOWICZ: Lower. The friction of nylon against typical ground materials
is about 0.3, for typical elastomer it is about 0.6, and that provides far
more margin of safety during walking when you hit, say, a grease layer
because the minimum amount you need for walking actually is about 0.20. You
do not have much safety margin with nylon.

SAME QUESTIONER: What happens with water film?

RABINOWICZ: Well,if you have a water film on the surface and you are moving
fast, then you can very easily get an effective friction coefficient under
0.20.

R. DASKIVICH, G. M. Research Laboratories: With respect to the s/p ratio,
do you know the values of the shear strengths of films such as sulphides
which might be formed on metal substrates?

RABINOWICZ: I don't offhand. I think Bridgman tested a few sulfides. He
did a whole series of tests on minerals and those sulfides that happen to
exist as minerals. But I am not so sure that they would behave the same
way as a sulfide layer formed on a metal surface which tends to include a
lot of oxides as well and have quite different composition. I do not know
of any measurements that have been made of that kind of film.

QUESTIONER: You have been talking about repetitive sliding on the same wear
track for measuring friction. Is that indeed the best way of measuring it?
Once you deform the track, any subsequent measurement of friction coeffici-
ent would be in error by the amount of deformation the surface has seen.
It is not indeed responsible for the scatter that you get? By using iden-
tically similar surfaces would it not be possible to minimize the scatter
in the data?

RABINOWICZ: I suppose it is the faith of the scientist that identical mea-
surements made on identical surface will give identical results. Since
friction values are not identical, obviously something is not identical.
There is, of course, an indication that repeated sliding has some effect on
friction. I doubt that that accounts for the major discrepancy in the
curve. We had occasion to conduct an elaborate study of surfaces lubri-
cated by water for high density nuclear storage pools, and I have seen very
little effect between the initial measurements and after some sliding.
Clearly it is an effect, but I don't think it is a major effect.

i_
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FRICTION WITHOUT WEAR
A. Beerbower

ABSTRACT

The status of non-adhesion theories of friction is briefly -xamined,
leading to the conclusion that the only promising one is the direct stimula-
tion of surface molecuies into thermal vibration. A means for implementing
this model, using the surface free energy and compressibility of the solid
film lubricant, is developed and illustrated for stearic acid. The rest-lts
compare favorably with experimental data from soveral sources, and also
with the quadratic relation of friction vo lubricant shear strength and
bearing metal hardness postulated by Rabinowicz.

NOMENCLATURE

ss - Isentropic secent compressibility (Pa
-1 )

OT - Isothermal secant compressibility (Pa-
" )

- Solubility parameter (Joules/meter
3 )0 .5

EI,E 2 - Energy of attraction of two molecules (Joules)

F - Coefficient of friction

y - Surface free enery (Joules!meter2 )

Ys - Surface free energy of solid (Joules/meter
2

AHV  - Hcat of vaporization (Joules/mole)

Na - Avrgadro's number, 6.024 x 1023 (molecules/mole)

- Pressure; hardness of softer metal in pair (Pa)

R - Gas constant (Joules/mol0 K)

S - Shearing stress (Pa)
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so  Shearing stress at ambient pressure (Pa)

V - Molar volume (cubic meters/mole)

X - Distance between molecules (meters)

INTRODUCTION

The title of this paper is lifted from the subtitle of Eudier's(l)study
on brake and clutch materials. The point is to emphasize that while all
wear causes friction, the converse "all friction is caused by wear" is defi-
nitely not true. The present purpose is at the opposite end of the friction
spectrum from Eudier's, but if his conclusions are sound, they should apply
to that minimum part of friction which remains when all kinds of wear are
eliminated--and help us see how large it is.

It is important to bear in mind that friction is a thermodynamically
irreversible process, converting work (free energy) into heat at essentially
ambient temperature. This is the principle used by Count Rumford to demoi-
strate the mechanical equivalence of heat, which led to the first law of
thermodynamics. In more mechanistic terms, this process involves conversion
of unidirectional motion (kinetic energy) int.o random molecular motion.
This can arise from:

• Viscous drag in a fluid

Vibration due to low frequency stick-slip

Vibration due to asperity interactions

MoiLcular vibration due to shear-plane sliding

(Two other tribological processes which result in stored free enerqy are, in
that sense, trivial. These are the increased surface free energy due to the
new surface of wear particles, and energy stored in elastic surface strains.)

THE CONVENTIONAL PROCESSES

In the present context, we may exclude fluid friction, though we must
be cautious not to accept "mixed film" lubrication as "boundary." In the
former, the troughs full of liquid between the asperities contribute enough
bydrodynamic lift to partially de-load the true boundary contacts.

Rabinowicz(2)has studied stick-slip as a part of the friction process,
and concluded that it can be eliminated by stiffening the system, without
doing much to reduce the energy conversion. Kilburn )made elaborate experi-
ments on the frequency spectrum of dr, sliding, and found that the vast
majority of friCtion was in the steady, unidirectional mode. Of course, his
equipment would not detect the molecular vibration at the 50 GHz level.
Rabinowicz(4)disparages the "roughness" theory, and rightly so. A case was
made for elastic asperity interaction as the basic cause for fatigue wear
and delamination by Beerbower,(5,6) but such interactions are reversible unless
suddenly released, to twang like tuning forks. It is hard to get much twang
out of asperities with only an 80 slope.

It appears that gross vibration is not responsible for much friction.

___________1 ..
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Indeed, a well-known but little used effect is that vibration can reduce
friction. We all have seen how a vibrating motor causes tools to walk off a
workbench. The only use made of this effect was in early jet aircraft,
where the cockpit meters tended to stick until a vibrator was installed to
simulate a reciprocating engine.

Eudier(l)used a composite material to deliberately induce vibration as

an energy sink, which is not very rele, ant to ordinary tribology.

VIBRATION DUE TO SHEAR-PLANE SLIDING

Since neither the low nor intermediate frequency range serves to ex-
plain the energetics of friction, we reach the fundamental molecular fre-
quency. This is the "relaxation oscillation," comon to all molecules re-
gardless of phase. From this viewpoint, the gas, liquid and solid phases
differ only in the number of degrees of freedom with which they can exhibit
thermal perturbation. Gases have six or more degrees; they can translate
and rotate on three axes, plus internal oscillations between their various
atoms. Liquids are less free, and solids have lost all except the oscilla-
tory modes.

The direct stimulation of molecules into thermal motion by unidirec-
tional motion is taken so much for granted in fluid mechanics that it seems
surprising so little attention has been given to its counterparts in solid
friction. Even a valid macroscopic friction theory would eventually have
to result in this conversion, because matter has no other way to contain
thermal energy. Its only other recourse is to emit infrared, and in most
tribological situations the difference from ambient temperature is so small
that radiation output and input are equal.

Rabinowicz(4)suggested further study of the model by Cameron,t) but it
did not stand up very well to criticism by van Battum.(8) In brief, Cameron's
approach was to quantify the variation of London-van der Waals energy of
attraction between molecules on the two sides of the shear plane. El was
the energy at closest approach of opposing molecules and E2 that when the
moving molecule was half-way between two fixed ones. This difference, divi-
ded by the average distance (X) between these two points, gave the tangen-
tial force. Since E2 was considered to be very small with respect to El,the shear stress was given by

S = E1/X (1)

remembering that El and hence S are functions of the load pressure P.

There were three criticisms by van BattumS8) The first took exception
to Cameron's method of numerical integration to obtain El. This was ad-
mittedly cumbersome and inaccurate, and could be done much better today with
a modern computer. In fact, Macmillan(9)has recently computed the materials
constants and shear plane orientation for solid argon and NaCl, with admir-
able accuracy as evaluated by Tyson.aO)

The second criticism was more serious, but more difficult to assess as
it concerned the question of whether E2 was really negliqible. I do not com-
pletely understand the argument, nor is it fully resolved by Macmillan, who
has not yet been able to assign a meaningful yield stress in shear in either
of his cases.

I
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The third objection was a perfectly logical one, which Cameron failed
to answer. It concerned his practice of using a constant coefficient of
compressibility. This is in direct conflict with the Lennard-Jones model,
in which the intermolecular repulsion increases inversely with the 12th
power of the intermolecular spacing. It also conflicts with numerous exper-
iments which show the coefficient decreases rapidly with increasing press-
ure.

Though he made no direct us of it, Cameron offered an alternative to
the integration problem. This'was to replace the controversial El - E2 by
the "cohesion energy," more properly the work of cohesion, which is equal
to twice the surface free energy. It is not an easy matter to explain,
plausibly and concisely, why it is appropriate to use a free energy to com-pute a heat. It hinges on the generally accepted fact that tensile failure

is a reversible process, indeed, the thermodynamic definition of "surface
tension" is based on tensile separation to infinity of a column of unit
cross section. In vacuum, the column would reheal on re-approach with re-
covery of all the work. In shear, however, the surfaces move in a tangen-
tial direction, and in rotary shear are not separated at all. Though the in-
put work is the same, there is no way to recover any work. Remembering that
each molecule is suspended in a double network of repulsion and attraction
"springs," it is necessary to visualize each molecule being agitated by the
alternating passage of zones of attraction and repu.lsion on the other side
of the slippage plane. This results in vibrational energy quanta called
"phonons"(" which propagate into the substrate and environment as heat.

METHODS OF COMPUTATION

The first step is to obtain the surface free energy (y ) of stearic
acid ExtrApolation of the values in Quayle's compilationO gives O.027J/m2

(27 ergs/cm ) at 200C for the liquid (y). Solidification involves a reduc-
tion in volume and a consequent increase in van der Waals forces; this aver-
ages 14% increase over y for the liquid according to work reported by Beer-

bower.(6) (It has since been learned that this factor does not apply to ionic
solids, whic have a larger contracticn on freezing.) The resulting value
is 0.030 J/m for y s.

The next step is assignment of an average sliding distance (X) by which

this energy must be divided to obtain the shearing stress. Cameron used the
square root of the area of the chain, but then illogically divided it by 2
to obtain "the distance between the positions of maximum and minimum attrac-
tion energy." he should have used the distance for a complete cycle. The
X-ray data he used for the area was from 1945, and more recent sources give
other values. It is more general to compute this from the molecular weight
and density. Beerbower5 ,6 used a spherical model, so that

X = (6V/rN) 3  (2)
where V is molar volume (m/mole), and Na is Avagadro's number (6.024 x
'4, ). Molar volume is molecular weight divided by density. For stearic

ici1 this is 0.2845/9.37 x 10, or 3.03 x lO-m 3 /mol, from which X = 9.9 x
10-lUm.

From these, the shear strength at ambient pressure is 2 x 0.030/9.9 x
10-10 or 6.1 x 07 Pa. This falls within the scatter of results by various
methods. Briscoea 2)showed about 4 x 106 Pa as the result of combining his
data with that from other sources. However, some unpublished experiments

t . . ....
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using the ASTM D217 penetrometer as a test iostrument indicated e yield
stress of around 7.5 x 107 Pa in bulk.

The third problem is the compression under high normal loads. No data
could be found on stearic acid, but Wright(3)published extensive charts for
the bulk modulus of all hydrocarbons with densities between 0.7 and 1.0 x
l03 kg/m 3 at working temperature (-18 to 260 0C), for pressures of 0 to 7 x
108 Pa gage. Since stearic acid is 84% hydrocarbon by weight (even more by
volume) and it {s that portion which is involved in shear, it does not seem
too far-fetched to apply Wright's correlation to it.

Cameron used the linear compressibility, apparently feeling that a
rigidly confined column was involved. This seems quite unlikely, so the
volume compressibility (reciprocal of Wright's bulk modulus) was used.
Since tribology is a rapid process and stearic acid a poor heat conductor,
it seemed necessary to convert the isothermal modulus (l/OT) to the isen-
tropic (I/8s). This involves multiplying by the ratio of specific heat at
constant pressure to that at constant volume. Based on many similar organic
materials, the ratio I.?') was used. The Wright charts produce the "secant"
modulus; that is, the - "qe from ambient to maximum pressure, exactly what
is needed.

Use of these compressibilities to adjust surface free energies involves

an equation discussed in detail by Beerbower (6)

y = 0.0715 V11362 (3)

where a is the Hildebrand14 solubility parameter

6 = I(AH V - RT)/V (4)

where AH is the heat of vaporization at temperature T, and R is the gas
constant. The effect of volume change is

d(ln3) = -1.25 dV/V (5)

We are interested in dS/dP. Combining Equations (1), (2) and (3), cancelling
V1/ 3, taking the natural log and differentiating:

d(lnS) = -d(ln6) = -2.50 dV/V (6)

Integrating this over the intervals S to S + AS and P to P + aP,

tS/S = -2.50 OsP (7)

where as is the isentropic secant compressibility (AV/VAP). With these
tools, it is easy to put together an expression for the shear stress

S = 2.28y(1 + 2.5 asP)/X (8)

Dividing through by pressure puts this into the "two part friction" form

F = 2.28y/XP + 5.700sy/X (9)

In this and subsequent expressions, P should be understood to represent
both the load pressure and the penetration hardness of the softer bearing
metal R) since the latter limits the former in tribological contacts. Up to
3.5 x 108 Pa, aT is read directly from Wright's chart, and 7 x 108 Pa can

7_
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be safely extrapolated as the chart is linear in that respect. Pressures
above that require non-linear extrapolation.

It should be kept in mind that not all the above parameters enter the
calculation with the same effect on the prec4sion and accuracy. Thus, un-
certainty in the assumed ratio BT/Bs = 1.30, or in ST, is worse than in V,
but less serious than in y or the ratio ys/y = 1.14. The combined uncer-
tainties seem to add up to no more than t 20%. Any problems beyond that
are presumably at the conceptual level.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Briscoe'sk2)experimentC study and data compilation is a standard by
which theories may be tested. His data for stearic acid are shown in
Figure 1. His Figure 5, upper line, representipg "monolayer retracted from
the melt," was plotted. The lower line, "monolayer deposited from solution"
is considered in a later section.

The Rabinowicz 4 Figure 4 data on copper palmitate are plotted for com-
parison. This curve will be discussed later.

MacGregor{15) edited into a handbook form most of the data obtained at
the IBM Corporation by R. G. Bayer and T. C. Ku. These included coefficient
of friction under boundary conditions for 418 combinations of platten alloy,
ball alloy and lubricant. Of these, 60 were run on a highly refined oil
containing 0.2% stearic acid. All experience indicates that this blend will
lay down a film containing at least 40% stearic acid.(6) The data are dis-
played in Figure 1, plotting the penetration hardness of the softer alloy as
P. In all the 26 points with the hard 52100 steel, the platten was softer.
The brass ball was softer for all 10 of those points, but the 320SS ball was
harder for 15 points and softer for-9. The beryllium copper platten actedin a quite anomalous way, with F = 0.35 against 52100 and 0.32 against
302SS, so those two points were not plotted. The results are somewhat
scattered, but confirm in a general way Rabinowicz'(4)prediction that the
hardness of the softer material does indeed affect.the coefficient of fric-
tion.

The predictions from Equation (9) are plotted in Figure 1. The shape
of the curve appears quite promising, but all values are well above the ex-periments. It is evident that both numerical coefficients need to be de-creased. Probably those derived above relate to static rather than kinetic

friction.

FITTING AN EMPIRICAL QUADRATIC EQUATION

RabinowiczO)proposes an empirical equation, which can be expressed as

F2 = (So/P)2 + Fp (10)

where So is the yield stress of the lubricant at ambient pressure, and F., is
the ratio of shear stress to pressure at very high pressures (approaching
infinity). He generalized F,, = 0.05, hut for specific cases it can be deter-
mined by regression analysis.

Simple two-point fitting of the points on Figure 1 leads to some inter-
esting conclusions:

-----------
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• The Briscoe2)data are fitted rather well by

F2 = (1.62 x .z06/p)2 + (0.050)2 (l1)

• The RabinowiczO)Figure 4 data cannot be fitted by this type of
equation. There is reason to suspect that thq P value of indium
is wrong. If the ys value indium of 0.63 J/m from Tyson's16)
compilation is plotted in Rabinowicz'() F*gure 2.14, the hardness is
predicted to be about 5 x 107 Pa (5 kg/m). When this value is
used instead of the ,, 1.7 x 107 Pa he plotted,

F2 = (2.2 x 106/p)2 + (0.06)2 (12)

gives an acceptable fit.

• The MacGregorAS)data are too scattered to provide much confidence,
so no regressic.i analysis was made. A visual fit to the lowest points
in Figure 1 gives

F2 = (3.5 X 107/p)2 + (0.0$)2 (13)

• The predictions of Equation (9) were surprisingly well fitted by

F2 T (6.. x 107p)2 + (0t065)2  (14)

The so = 6.1 x 10
7 value was calculated from y/X. It fits the pre-

dictions so closely that plotting in Figure 1 would show only one line.

EFFECT OF SURFACE FREE ENERGY

Briscoea2) also shows 5 other solid lubricants, and also calcium and
copper stearates. The latter resemble stearic acid too closely to be of
interest. The data are all plotted in his Figure 7. Since compressibili-
ties were not available on most of these lubricants, the frictions at the
lowest load used on all of them (3.16 x 10' Pa) were scaled from his graph.
The following sources were used for y:

Anthracene: Quayle" does not list y values for this, so his data for
phenanthrene were extrapolated to 250C.

Polythene: Values for ys and V were taken fr.n Wu.(17) No distinction
could be made between molecular mass 30,000 and 10,000 in parameters,
but the higher would tend to be less liquid-like. The ys value was
divided by 1.14 to put y on a common basis.

Polytetrafluoroethene (PTFE): Data on Y. and V from Wu, handled as
for polythene.

Sebacic 'cid: Estimated y by methods outlined by Beerbower(6)must be
considered quite rough as there was no previous experience with dibasic
acids.

The results are shown in Table I and they are not at all reassuring.
If the concept borrowed from Cameron were true, FX/y would be a constant.
However, it appears to be a function of (y/X). As shown by Equation (3),
this group is proportional to 62, the "cohesive energy density."

- >--~-----.---.-.-.-*-----. -
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TABLE I.-COMPARISON OF SURFACE FREE ENERGY WITH FRXCTION*

Lubricant Figure No.* 1010X(m) y (J/m2) 1 101 0 FX/y

Stearic Acid 5 Upper 9.9 0.027 0.10 36.7

Stearic Acid 5 Lower 9.9 0.027 0.07 25.7

Anthracene 7 7.6 0.041 0.44 81.5

Polythene 30000 7 4.6 0.031 0.35 51.9

Polythene 10000 7 4.6 0.031 0.18 26.7

Sebacic Acid 7 8.0 0.044 0.23 42.0

PTFE 7 5.3 0.017 O.15 15.6

* Briscoe£2) at 3.16 x 107 Pa and 200C.

The information in Table I was log-log plotted two ways--F versus
(y/X), and XF versus y. Both showed a similar trend but there were not
enough points to be decisive. They were supplemented by the 22 metals for
which RabinowiczO gave So values and TysorLe listed experimental ys values.
These were at or near the melting point, so they were adjusted to 25°C,
adding 4 more from recent literature. These were plotted as above, So ver-
sus (ys/X) and SoX versus ys. Both showed about the same moderate scatter
and identical slopes of 2.5. A plot of So verus Tyson's H(O)/V was very
definitely inferior, so a useful relation to 6 was not established. (Ty-
son's H(O) is equivalent to AHV - RT in Equation (3).)

The plots for organic solids were both well fitted with lines of 2.5
slope, but the better was

XF = 9.63 x 10- 7y2 .5  (15)

The fact that this is dimensionally unbalanced is an unpleasant reminder
that the model and all that follows from it are definitely oversimplified.
It also destroys any hope of salvaging the theoretical derivation of the
num-rical coefficients in Equation (9), but does provide a less scientific
approach.

AN EMPIRICAL ENGINEERING MODEL

To give due weight to all the lubricants in Table I, it would be neces-
sary to have their individual compressibilities. Only the polythene can
be read off Wright'sQ charts; by coincidence, it has the same density

(-0.95) as stearic acid. The charts do permit a guess at anthracene com-
pressibility, but nothing on sebacic acid or PTFE. It seemed best to use
the stearic acid data to evaluate the coefficients. The development was
essentially as for Equation (9) Aith the further assumption that the energy
barrier (El - E2 ) depends on (yL'/X). In its simplest form, this results
in

~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ......................., ,,.,
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F = (Y2 "5/X)(4.80/P + 1680 BS )  (16)

The constants were evaluated from the stearic acid film retracted from the
melt (upper line in Briscoe's Figure 5), at pressures of 107 and 3.16 x 108
Pa. It was assumed that these two data points could be extended to cover
the entire range of lubricants in Table I. The results are shown in Table
II, in comparison with the experimental data from Briscoe's Figures 5 and
7. It is surprising to see how closely this rather crude model predicts ac-
tual behavior. The compressibility of an oil of the same density as stearic
acid and polyethylene was used for all lubricants, though anthracene is
surely less compressible.

One feature of the stearic acid data not simulated by Equation (16) is
the tendency for the friction to rise again at very high pressures. This is
shared by calcium stearate (Briscoe's Figure 2, 0.1 and 40mm sliders only),
but none of the other lubricants. It seemed worthwhile to elaborate Equa-
tion (17) to simulate this behavior, by assuming that the 2.5 power "law"
extends to the compression term:

F = 111- (1200/P + 88200 02"5p1 "
5) (17)

X S

This showed excessive dip between the two reference points of 107 and
3.16 x 108 Pa, so was abandoned for

2.5 s 2.

F -X- (2.41 + 63.0 0sP)2.5 (18)

which seemed to have &bo,, tie required properties. The results are shown
in Table II, under those r Equation (16). One additional "experiment" was
tried--the compressibility of anthracene was lowered to 58% that of stearic
acid, based on the free volume theory. That led in the wrong direction, but
is shown in Table II as a warning.

Equations (16) and (18) seem to fit the data about equally well. How-
ever, (18) seems more lcgical, since at very high pressure lubricants tend
to become glassy and the friction should be high.

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF FRICTION

A severe test of any model is its ability to redict correctly the
temperature behavior of the real system. Briscoe 2)provided the data in
his Figure 8. All lubricants were tested from 200 to 80'C, so those were
taken as the key points. The y values were obtained as before: stearic
acid and phenanthrene from Quaylekl) polythene and PTFE from WuS 17) The
Briscoe data on sebacic acid are quite anomalous, so no attempt was made to
compare them with an estimate of y at 800C. No adjustment was made on X,
since it changes by less than 1%, but as was raised by 21%.

The results of Equation (16) and (18) are compared with the actual data

in Table III. The stearic acid from solvent data showed an anomaly above
500C and were omitted. Again, it is surprising to see ho well these models
respond to a situation not even contemplated when the 2.5 exponent was de-
rived from Table I. It is disappointing that the predicted decreases are
all less than the actual data, and ironic that the fit would have been much
better if the value of as had been left uncorrected.
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TABLE II.-PREDICTED VS. ACTUAL FRICTION AT 200C

Pressure (Pa) 107 3.16x10 7  108 3.16x108  109  3.16x109

Compressibility 3.98 3.72 3.19 2.23 1.35 -
(1/1010 Pa)

Stearic Acid

(12) Figure 5, 0.140 0.097 0.064 0.047 0.057 0.058
from melt

(12) Figure 5, 0.100 0.073 0.048 0.033 0.036 0.058
from so]vent

Predicted (16) 0.140 0.094 0.071 0.047 0.028 -

Predicted (18) 0.141 0.076 0.056 0.054 0.055 -

Anthracene

(12) Figure 7 0.73 0.44 0.31 0.22 - -

Predicted (16) 0.51 0.35 0.26 0.18 - -

Predicted (18) 0.58 0.28 0.21 0.20 - -

Predicted (8,= 0.53 0.22 0.12 0.09 - -
58%)

Polythene

(12) Figure 7, 0.54 0.35 0.29 0.24 0.17 -
30000 MW

(12) Figure 7, 0.32 9.18 0.14 0.12 0.07 -
10000 MW

Predicted (16) 0.42 0.29 0.21 0.14 0.09 -

Predicted (18) 0.47 0.23 0.17 0.16 0.17 -

Sebacic Acid

(12) Figure 7 0.30 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.13 0.11

Predicted (16) 0.58 0.39 0.30 0.20 0.12 -

Predicted (18) 0.65 0.32 0.24 0.23 0.23 -

PTFE

(12) Figure 7 - 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01 -

Predicted (16) - 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.02 -

Predicted (18) - 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 -

IJ
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TABLE III.-PREDICTED VS. ACTUAL EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON FRICTION*

Coefficient of Friction

Lubricant 200 C 800C Decrease

as (1/1010 Pa) = 3.50 4.20

Stearic Acid - y 0.027 0.022 -

Retracted from melt 0.088 0.035 68

Predicted (16) 0.083 0.058 30

Predicted (18) 0.056 0.039 30

Anthracene - y 0.041 0.038 -

Actual 0.39 0.25 36

Predicted (16) 0.3i 0.30 3

Predicted (18) 0.21 0.20 5

Polythene - y = 0.031 0.028 -

30000 0.301 0.120 60

10000 0.163 0.065 60

Predicted (16) 0.252 0.229 9

Predicted (18) 0.170 0.153 10

PTFE - y = 0.017 0.014 -

Actual 0.025 0.008 68

Predicted (16) 0.049 0.035 w29

Predicted (18) 0.033 0.024 27

* Briscoe,1 2)Figure 8 at 5 x 107 Pa.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may be drawn from this study:

A very good case can be made for friction arising from a non-wear
(non-adhesive) mode of sliding.

Rabinowicz' proposed two part friction equation can be fitted to much
of the data, but its quadratic structure does not relate well to mole-
cular theory.
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Cameron's suggestion on surface free energy does not work out as
stated, but has interesting implications for further work.

* The empirical y2.5model, in either of two forms, comes close to
fittinq all the data at 20'C, but is less satisfactory on the tem-
perature dependence.

* This limited success provides an answer to Rabinowicz' question--any
coefficients of dry friction below 0.02 at 20C should be considered
suspect.

* There is still incentive to perform Macmillan types of integrations
on these lubricants to produce a dimensionally balanced equation.
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DISCUSSION

D. TABOR, Cambridge University: I would like to congratulate Mr. Beerbower
for his attempt to formulate frictional properties of polymeric surface
films in terms of thermodynamic models. And I think that one of the prob-
lems here is really not so much the calculation as the model. It is the
model that worries me.

You consider that the energy required to pull the surfaces one atomic
spacing across is 2 Y. It seems to me that that model cannot be right
because in fact we are not removing the molecules to infinity. We are mov-
ing the molecules only a small distance away from the surface, sliding them
over, and then we put them back. Therefore one would think that the en-
ergy expended in the sliding process is not 2Y but only some fraction of
making it 1/4 or 1/10 of Y . :d where this becomes relevant in a differ-
ent sphere is, for example, in surface diffusion. If we look at the energy

involved in the movement of molecules over the surface, it is only 20 per-
cent of the energy required to remove the molecules from the surface.
Clearly, the energy required to remove the surfaces from one another is much
greater than the energy to move in a potential field of another surface.
From that point of view, I think, using 2 Y is a complete over-statement of
the energy involved. Now the amount you actually require may depend on the
geometry of molecules.

The second aspect that worries me is the application of thermodynamic
concepts to strength properties. This is by far the greatest weakness.
Certainly in crystalline solids, we cannot describe the strength properties
of materials in terms of its interatomic forces. Indeed we do need to know
whether dislocations are playing a part in the sliding process. If layered

materials slide one over-another, the forces involved will depend not only
upon intermolecular forces but upon imperfections in the layer also.

We have been doing a study at Cambridge on the shear strength of mono-
layers and the conditions where we know, first of all, the true area of
molecular contact, and secondly, the precise thickness of the area that is
being sheared. This is done by depositing a ranolayer of stearic acid and
then measuring the thickness by multiple beam interferometer. Since the
optical resolution of the technique used is better than 3R, we can measure
the thickness of the sandwich and it comes out to be 48R; and it is not a

bad guess for two of the hydrocarbon chains put in contact. We can then
load the surfaces together, pull them and measure the shear force as a
function of contact pressure. We can monitor the thickness of the film
while the shearing is taking place. And on those conditions we are able to
do the following: We determine the real area of material that has been
sheared so there is no question of trying to do calculations based on topo-
graphical studies ard assumptions. It is a direct measurement. The second
thing is, we can measure the thickness of the film so we know whether the
film is being destroyed or distorted and, on the whole, the film remains at
its original thickness to within about 10% which means, at the most, the
chain may be tilting over by a few degrees.

The results suggest that the difference between stearic acid and fluor-
inated stearic acid is the amount of disorder in the ,onolayer and the role
of, if I may say, dislocations that affect the shear properties of the
material. First of all, one needs direct experimental evidence on which
to base a theory - the more direct, the better. The second point is that
if one is trying to apply thermodynamics to strength properties, he should
think whether he really needs to know the role of disorder in shear
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properties of what is essentially a slightly disordered crystalline mater-
ial.

A. BEERBOWER: Your point is certainly a good one about the applicability of
thermodynamics to shear properties of materials. However, I would take some
comfort in the fact that Tyson correlates the strength of materials to Y
If you take the Macmillan integration you can get a very good Young's modulus
for solid argon. You can even get the direction of the shear plane. You
can do everything except get the shear strength. This was a warning but I did
not heed it. I also took some comfort in the fact that we should be able to
predict the tensile strength fro mY and we can generally guess the shear
strength from the tensile strength. But I know these are not by any means
rigorous. As I said at the end I hope somebody will take Macmillan's integ-
rations for the stearic acid. Frankly, I do not even trust the value of
Young's modulus for stearic acid. The ones I got for teflon and p~lythene
looked plausible compared with what I calculated. With stearic acid it is
anybody's guess.

QUESTIONER, C. S. Draper Laboratories: I wonder if I can ask Professor Tabor
to elaborate a little more on the fluorinated stearic acid. Is that a mix-
ture of fluorine-containing stearic acids?,

TABOR: The bottom half of the molecule was stearic acid and the top half is
fluorinated material. It did not have a fully fluorinated molecule. It 'is
a question of what ,one can get.

D. f. BUCKLEY, NASA: I have a ,coment to make on the presentations of both
Professor Rabinowicz and Mr. Beerbower. Both advance surface energy con-
cepts; Professor Rabinowicz uses hardness terms. When I look for the hard-
mess value of a particular material, I get six different hardness values
from six different references.

Now about the Surface energy, I would' like to indicate a word of caution.
Much of surface energy data that has been obtained in the past is useless so
to speak. This is~not only my opinion; ,it is t)e opinion of the people who
are conducting current research on the surface energy values. For example,
the results of Wawra.published. a few years ago clearly indicate that we
shouldexercise caution in using surface energy values in our calculations.
It may be that we are using values that are not reliable trying to explain
friction and wear data. Part of the' reason for this may be impurities.
Many years ago when people did experiments like these, lot of attention was
paid to the purity 6f" thi mt~rial. In all frankness, the high purity
materials just were not available in those days and it was very common to
'assume 99% purity is high purity. 'Since' then pebple have found that very
smail- concentrations of impurities in the metal can markedly alter surface
energy.

Alan Beerbower said that he was correct in using the liquid surface.
energies anid obtainin the solid surface energy by extrapolation from thi
liquid surface tension. Data for iron shows that the surface energy falls
off draSitically with small doncenh'trations of sulfur in iron 4S' discussed
in myp aper'in. these proceedings. I am sure some '5 you .are Iaware that
small, 6oncentratio'of impurities can,settle on the surface-and' vastly
alter' surface energies. Wehav'e" tobe very careful in using these Values
,in, mikngoalCk aiions.sigteevls

BEERB&WER: I would like, to explain something4abOut Wawra's data. His table
represents-calculated--vaiue ,from "the' 1920!s-and'30'.s for maximum values,

Af
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-and other data from obsolete handbooks for the minimum, values. In addition
his correlation based on the elastic constants of the crystals, which he
assumes to be a single constant value and applies to everything, is not
valid. Compressibility depends on three other variables so that anything
that 'Wawra says is not suspect; it is wrong. What Dr. Buckley neglected
to say is that by the time we have so much sulfur we no longer have iron,
but iron sulfide on the-surface. And I would suppose a value of 900-1000
ergs/cm2 would be the surface free energy of iron sulfide.

In Tyson's paper that I mentioned, we find screened values representing
the consensus of perhaps a hundred recent inveztigations on the surface
free energy of solids. I have checked these against the interfacial energy
of the melt against the solid, and the surface free energy of the liquids.

As far as I am.concerned, they are quite consistent. However, the data on
organic solids should be further refined. The surfac-- energy values of the
alkaline 'halides are also in excellent condition. If we look at the recent
data instead of the data from the 20's and 30's, we find that the surface
energy values 'are really in good shape.

BUCKLEY: I disagree with that statement. Surface physicists believe pres-
ently that there is no-reliable surface-energy data.oavailable in the liter-
ature and they are now trying to find ways of generating it. We will see
it generated- in the coming years, -but presently we do not have good ,suiface
energy measurements for metals.

'I _ ____ ___ _ __ _______ __

~ ~-- - -- -' _ ____
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FRICTION OF BOUNDARY FILMS
W. A. Glaeser

ABSTRACT

Boundary lubrication conditions exist in many practical engineering
situations, as Rabinowjcz points out. Therefore, low friction. values, are
often .encount~ered in, solid surface contact. The friction levels~ encountered.
appear to-be-associated with the plstic lw:rpris fvr thin su -r
face films., Recent work at Bat tel'le, has shown that solid fiirn friction., can
be detected when, clean metal, surfaces are wet with a dilute solution of a-
fatty acid. The impl-ications 6f~hese'results are that boundary lub~rication
by fatty acies is not based' on rh6nolayeis-,but on disordered mul'tilayered'
thin films. These thin~ films show -an Increase in-'shear strengvth with con-
tact pressure, a decrease in-shdar strength with increasingsurface tempera-
ture and sensitivity to sliding velocity - or a-quasi-viscous-response, to
shearing. Behavior of these' films is linked' to the combined effects- off
pressure, shear rate,, surface temperature,, and film, growth/dissolution
chiracteri.§tics.

INTRODUCTION.

Low friction is often encountered-under lubrdcatedtonditions and-tis
acqompanidd-,Oy donitiodbus-mi'ld' wear*. These "boundary, 1Ubrizcatio'n" conditions
presume' that, a- §ol'i d f ilmof' sof t mter~i a support'a' 1 ar§e portion: of' the'
load, and Vt tfhttioii f~rdes- ar'e:,f'm'lasic defkfiibtion,6f the film'
during slidihg., Ev-en. if ,som6 l6_d' support occurS:-by ,d6ntacting, aspeities,.

tehariiio th(s juc'tiorfis. ,6ntribtit6s% -an,-1mbst.n~gli'gij"Th am~ount :to,
the.,total frictiii:f6c6 at the',hf~ Thi's. fact-comes,.ev4 de~ht it"
onecalculates the- for6e- to shea a.,V6 'sm-iial t6ti~ a~perity, 6fit~ci and,'
compares it to the shear force to yield-the remaining,-solid: film, area-to,
be' sheared.

'I f o6 kccpts the predominancde of the' solid filmiin"b'oundary l'ubri ca-
t~d, frict'i~o'n, ph'enomen'a, thedn, the i-.e'ch'a'nica1 propervti'es'of th'e 'boundary

film nd'sdar mpran e-earch'involving .thn-e m'e'asufrement, of mech -

-anidal' 'p~6ite o oi ogn"ms-rdsotmtllc im on, ha~rd,
subiir&tes,i- been ,under *way ,,for many ears Brgisce, Scr-uton and W,,ill-i5.,(1)'
f6&'itsa66,_ have meaurd the e6ffkt. of~pressure,'64on the, yibldi strength ifn.

shear of" otflsdpstd, ongass substrates andfoud that-the, yiel&,
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point increases with pressure. The rate of increase with pressure varies
with material species--like pressure-viscosity phenomena.

BEHAVIOR OF BOUNDARY LUBRICANTS AS SOLID FILMS

Research at Battelle (2) has shown that solutions of fatty acids in long
chain hydrocarbon solvents will act much like solid films deposited on
metal surfaces. Using an iron-coated glass surface, the shear strength of
surface films generated from the solution have been measured. The shear
strength-pressure characteristics of fatty acid solutions have been compared
with similar data for solid films and similar trends were found. These
findings are summarized in Figure 1. The two lines labeled "Briscoe Stearic

109

Battelle lourlc acid
in dodecane

S0 aBattelle stearic acid

a _ In octodecanea.

I/ Brlscoe'stearic ocid

U "Brlscoe Co stearate

to 1 A I 1 I 10 I I I J
'toI

,Cantdct 5frisi,:Po.

F4g. l .,-Comin-oh ,of;:RbOn-'Tembefituke.- gheai strength, o. Fatty A~id ,Filins
as a 'kbhc~oi2 "of Pies§bdre ,foi B ell e's, Data "(riqu&,S~lon) an ris

Da!~tSa ?Abtr. tdcftig Filni).

Acid" and "Briscoe CA Steatate" are from data on shear strength of solid
films depoited on ,glasgsby .the Langmuir Bl6dget*t:iechniq ue, fr6m,work.,by
Br 'coeandto-workers , () The two, rmaining lInesare from Battel6edata
for -iquid' solutibns of fatty; acids 6Te data -in F igFue I sh6w' that ,there
is a simi.il arity in shear 'stre'ngth pessure ch~atrsis o oh h

--

slf ad'the liquid ...sio . Note .h6- 6 ,lssimi arity for steari&
acid ,solld film -and s§tearic acid in ,Octadecan& 4Wn addition, F rut 1 h~s

tht he-presence o -slvn ad adven s'peties 'pji5d4&rf to c~iuI eshar
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strength. The Battelle research has indicated that boundary films developed
from the fatty acid solutions are more than monolayers of adsorbud polar
molecules. The boundary films appear to be molecularly-oriented, multi-
layered films several layers thicker than monolayers. Evidence for multi-
layered ordered films on metal surfaces covered with liquid solutions of
fatty acids has been found in the Battelle experiments using multiple-
internal-reflection infrared spectroscopy. (3) Very pure iron and chromium
substrates were used to form in situ boundary films from liquid solutions
containing fatty acids.

The "low" friction characteristic of boundary lubrication essentially
can be related to the low shear strength of the organic film formed from
the liquid solution. The only contribution made by the substrate material
in boundary lubrication is asperity contact. The total area of asperity
contact is very small compared to the total area of contact involving a
soft organic film; however, asperity contact is presumed to be the source of
the wear that usually accompanies boundary lubrication. Although the ex-
tent of surface film action at the interfaces between asperities is at
question, it may not be significant since the asperity deformation at con-
centrated contacts (plowing or asperi'ty-sperity clashes ) is the source of
wear particle generation.

Friction coefficient should be related to the shear properties of the
solid boundary film. What'happenswhen the contact pressure is increased
and the shear of strength Of the film-increases? The approach of Briscoe
and Tbor(4) for thin polymer films, can be used to answer that question.
Assuming' that the film separates twoContacting surfaces, that the elastic
deformation of the substratedetermines the true area of contact, and that
friction derives from shearing of the'separating film, the coefficient of
friction may be related to material properties as

p = F/w

AT = T

where , = coefficient of friction

w = normal load

TO = shear strength of the film at atmospheric pressure

a pressure coefficient

A = contact area

H-= plasticyieldopressur6 of substrate

F = Frictional force

Biscoe ,and Tabor assume for most m~talt thatH-is much,#eater than To and
therefore, the frictioncoefficient is approximately equal to the pressure
66efficient, a. Therefore, p is indep~ndent 6f'.1oad, This may be, true so
long as the yJield point of the substiate' is not-exceeded.{(thii limiii the
maximum p ressureo dh the, boundary film)., In addition, 'temperature :will -re-
duce the film yield' strength d tii - .that shear Orope-
tieb of fatty acid.bbundary fiIms:have some ,qpasiscouspoperties and
therefore,.may4be influenced by slidi g velocity. :All of these effects can
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influence a and therefore change friction coefficient.

The dynamic response of very thin organic boundary films during sliding
is not well understood. The Battelle model assumes an ordered multilayered
structure for a quiescent film in the presence of a fatty acid solution.
Once this film is stressed, it may become highly disordered and may, to some
extent, disintegrate. In recent experiments at Battelle, the wear debris of
copper lubricated with a solution of 1 per cent stearic acid in dodecane was
found to contain about 20 per cent copper particles and 80 per cent plate-
lets of an organic solid, presumably the metal soap formed during Lontact
of the lubricant with the copper surface.
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SOME PROBLEMS IN THE ADHESION
THEORY OF FRICTION

Y. Kimura

ABSTRACT

Although a, majority of practical friction problems are concerned with
the case of moderate or low friction, as Rabinowicz pointed out, high
friction~alsoposes some~problems in practice (which appear as catastrophic
failure of sliding surfaces) and i-few remarks on our understindiiz4 off
general friction phenomena ire in.order. As iswe.4 known, the adhesion
theory proposed by Holm succeeded in ~ekplainii'y the so-&alled-dry friction.
It wa further devielbpedto elucidate a wide- iange of values the coefficient
of friction can take, wherb'the junctioi;-growth concept was introduced. it
is interesting to-note-that the early xeietlei~c-upre-h

wlsicltery. However, as the technjiques to obtain well- defiined clean
surfaces wer eveloped, it-has -been found that extremely strong adhesion
takes place botween-clean surfaces-which cannot be predicted from-simple

mechi~ic~ &bri.zid ion. A ftifther iriestigati6h is clearynee~t
provide a quantitative representation of the f rictional'behavior.

INTRODUCTION'

As usual, Profbssor-Rabinowicz has written very clearly. It is so-
clear that~we are tempt~d to b~lievethat the two term relationship (i.e.j-
Eq. 6, in- his text' 'Wi'l' suffice in explaining the. frittional !behavi~r
ordinarily 6n~ounteed- irf.brace

-Indeed,, it may,, b.*the-cas6. Ordifiary friction valuesoprcia
interest are rdltiv~lyl6J -i;-,and arf so oid i fusd practical

Profes~or-Rabiwi z8showed at W 2l0-tdryfriction, values,
-obta-ined fi-6f-vaio6u &' 'nbin~tions, of 20 elemental m -etalsi, fell between'0.4

~hdO For hes~ ases t canbe said- that the two term r~l~ti6nsi~hp may
provide an, approximatio6n of a su ficie'fit accuracy, and that the'adhesibn-
theory-could-.successfully explain friction phenomena. This-miaht.Jhave re-
sulted in-a situationin hwhich tlhe wild-.660hU~siasm'frsuyit frito

mehaimsamos coold down. So-,the discusser would ike to ask.whether
thee are.-no impor Ita nt problems le6ft awaiting solution. Onheshould find the

anser f tis onferenceeis to acomplishi its-major purpose.
-the discusse'r does 'not -lack .appreciatio 6_of the geineral validity-bf the

adhesion theoryi Neverthel61'ess, he, thinks. tome problems.-should, be -Clar-ifid-
futerfra syst emaf t'ic* un dest and in~ o0f fi dctio0n p heno6m en'a
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ADHESION THEORY OF FRICTION

The adhesion theory of friction is well known and it might not be neces-
sary to state it here. However, a brief description of the discusser's
understanding would serve to confirm our common knowledge.

Research on the mechanisms of friction originated in an attempt to
elucidate the values of the coefficient of friction which we commonly obtain
from measurements in air, the so-called dry friction. The concept of dry
friction has considerable practical importance. For example, we refer to
its value when some mechanism is designed, and conveniently we can find them
in tables and in handbooks. It is also widely known that the values usually
differ unlike other physical quantities such as density or elastic con-
stants. However, it would be important to recognize that they are rarely
higher than 1.0 or lower than 0.04 as suqgested in the review. A reasonable
explanation by the adhesion theory has been provided for these values in the
past, which may be regarded as a rough approximation to the problem.

The history of tribology would have been plain but for the development
of techniques to obtain cleaner and well-characterized surfaces. Seemingly,
however, history does not like such plainness. When Holm first introduced
an equation for the coefficient of friction, such as Eq. 1 in the review
paper (1 ), along adhesion theory, it was already known that the friction-co-
&fficient increased infinitely if the surfaces were properly cleaned(2). A
series of experiments conducted with "cleansurfaces" have shown that the
coefficient of friction can. aCtually exceed 100 in some-cases , and that a
slight change in surface states can cause A marked change of its values even
with a specified pair of~materials( 3-B). Table I presents a partial listing
of these results obtained for Cu/Cu. This behavior was explained when the
junction orowth theory'was introduced, by Tabor(9) in the "second round,"
which-reduced to the classicl adhesion theory, if the junction growth was
prevented: by.contamination (Figure 1). Probably from such a point of view,
dry friction is defined as. "an imprecise term frequently used to. indicate
friction under nominally unlubricated conditions" by the OECD group(10).

TABLE I. ;COEFFICIEN! OF FRICION' BETWEEN CLEAN COPPER SURFACES.

Coeff. of
.Authoks,, Sh&pe,&fSpecimens Pieparation Atmosphere Friction

Bowden and, cylinder/cylinde heated in vacuum 4.8
Hughes(3 vacuo (106 tokr)

Simon et 'cylihder/V-shaped heated in N2 and-He 1;3
ai. (4)  groove vacuo

Gwathmey et sphere/plane reduce'din H2  >100
H2

Takagi and spher/planie reduced in, H2 31-147
Tsuya(6) 'H 31-147"

Kimuira( 7 ) -cone/plane reduc~din H2 201i40

hroifi and sphere/pblne heited iia- vacuum- 3.5;4.8,

'B oitbV,(8  - (09 to±r

_
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Fig. 1.-~coefficient of friction as a function of k, after Tabor(9 ). a is a

constant appearing in the criterion of plastzc flow.

THEORETICAL PROBLEMS

An important consequence of the Junction-growth theory is that the co-
efficiefit of friction can be given as-a. function-of k,,,the ratio of the
shear strdqgth, of the interface to that off the. material sin, contact. -It is
no more-a quantity 6culiar to the mAterial combiinations. Thus, a table of
dry friction should.-be regarded as -one- showing -the values of k.

Then- our interes~t should, naturally be focused, on the parameter k for
various, sliding systems;. ie. we mutko ht~raefilsr orm~d on
sliding surfades,- An& their-mechani 'al pr operties'. hsis o so much<
pr6bl6m.,of f riction, as 'b~uzidary lubrication. .Unftrtunately, however, rfe-
searchers in A -th e fiel1d 6f boundai~y luObri cati onar -msl wcbm ho have
little AI nterest ii ncniS :so' that 'surface ,film'~ at hardly discussed in
-connection wit* "h -f rictin -As,-a~ cqnseque, lit'bkonao mechi-
-cal behavior 'ofsurfa6e films. 'A mechanism-prbp6s~d by-.Rabinowi~cz for the

l.w frcion,, aso-te'&wit *a ciange --in -the-shear strdn§th-of lubricating
fil -ha an import"t 'pi*)lcatiidr) in-thi s, pect., -When -i t, jis i nterprte

in terms of k,the-di~cusser q ,uestibons-*whethe l-thdpressure-'als6. ha .an
effect 'on the sli6ar sirength bf thd su'bstrate. Furthe- cooperativ'e- work is
rdqaiiedAon c6hem'ical andniehanical as~kts- 6f this-problemn.

EXPERIMENTAL POBLMS'.

Thezre is abundant evidence which- shbw§. that adheition- i ndeed takes place
at c6ntacts' Fdrther, i't pl §, db~iihht 'ro 6. in'fridc'ion.- 'Nevdte~s'
there is stiU aj_,i6blem -in; its quirtheless

'Onc McFarlan6,d idaborrrited thtaliia-eationship was ob-_
served- bewn "nmaYla.ndf6o- heinrvar V Figure-. TheY,

' described. that 6t he' surfaces, w-re frs -rom asiiterbu 01ldb
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Fig. 2.-Adhesion of steel spheres on indium, after McFarlane and Taboraul).

covered with thin films of oxide or absorbed gas from the atmosphere. From
our present knowledge they cannot be said to be "clean."-It -is very inter-
esting that such-a linearity -was found with the surface of, strictly
speaking, uncertainc66nditiofi§. this gave a strong- support for an explana-
ti6fi-of dry friction iwith 'the' adhesion theory.

Recently various -technijqu6s were -developed'by which we can obtain
atomhically clean- surface's -and cn identify clearly, the state' -of -the sur-
faces. Buckloy-dondudted a series of_ experiment' in high vaduum. He
prepared clean surfaces, examined their state with-LEED an-d'AES, and ob-
taineddresults as shown in Figue j(12),. He- reportedl-that'simple touch
conitact-of the clean iro n was "suf ficienit to -iv dxtremjely, strolig -adhesion
whi'ch exdedded the measu'ring-ca-pbilities of the apparatus, 'If-iv6-d6fifi6
-the coefficie'nt of-adhesioin as thde-raio of ft6e -of adhesion to normal -load,.
the-freirgwl imply that- it ten~ds' -to infinity. EVen 'in the-,case of
slightly cit~mir~ted s§urfaces, .the, linearity-,cafi no longe-r b found. W4hen
no foreighi~r~f-m-xs ikieracion~-betwden the'atoms --lihg-on both

-srae-wudnd:d no -normal, loa 0d. It is,-g~bmieitr, notd mechani,-iitha
i-trmfibt the f6rcd o6f adhesilofi- ",Ne~erthdlds, W61l1ost a q uan Ititative

-fo'ndAtion on which- the fric'tional- lehavior- should, be initerpreted.

-CON(LUDING REMARKS

As Professor-Rabinowicz stated, a majority of practical -frictioni
r-blems -are concernfed with' the- case of nodrate'or, low friction. Friction

s lo- important in,-other tibological phnpnme sucha easufig.1
seizure; occasibnal-lythey _caus6-datastr~Aiic fiueo ldn ytm.
Nevertheless, the ,possible ,ro1 f-,6,frictibri -in S- hen6omena - have,,not 'been
p r 6 6r y i&l yied i n -t~ 6m,6ff und~menta 1 und~rsfndhd~ of frldtibn. -

:Furthe iVesiain is.,e ~yneded-tib 6*plain and o bntrol ~feitiori.
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Fig. 3.-Adhesion of iron single cryistals, after Buckley(12). Data for
atomically clean surfaces are not shown (far above), oxygen and sulfur
make partial monolaydrs of,.6 .25 atomic percenit in surface -concentration.
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DISCUSSICN

D. TABOR, Cambridge University: I would like to have heard a little more
about the things that are taking place at the interface. Bascially you
were describing results and not telling us very much about what is going
on at the contact. For example, the junction growth equation is irrelevant
in a way. It is the physical picture that is important. When junctions
are formed and are subjected to tangential stress, the combined stress pro-
duces increased plasticity and increase in area of contact, whether we can
express this process in that simple equation or not is of Seconda-y impor-
tance. Certainly thq clean surface is pulled together by the tangential
and normal force. That is why we get large friction coefficients which will
depend on the geometry of the surface and for very clean surfaces you will
get coefficients of friction which may range from 1.0 to 100. The result
is not confusing in terms of the physics of what is taking place at the
interface. If we have surfaces which are contaminated, the interface has
different physical properties. Probably it lacks ductility, and therefore
we get much clearer failure criterion than in the case of clean surfaces
and extended plasticity. But there again the physics of what is going on
at the interface is important.

I enjoyed your talk very much, I would have liked to have heard a
little more about what you think is really taking place at the interface.

Y. KIMURA: Thank you very much for your generous comments. You may say
that the numerical value is of secondary importance, but we have observed
this consistently.

TABOR: I -agree. And this is really the difference between the- practical
man who has to make things work and people like me who just try to find out
why.

May I just make another point. Some time ago a paper was published in
the Soviet Union on the friction of molybdenum sulfide surfaces in vacuum
where the surfaces were irradiated and then exposed to air, and then evacu-
ated again. Coefficients of friction of the order-of 0.002 werequoted and
this seems to me is very hard' to understand. Tsuya -has -published some -rk
in which-she has got not only co0ffidients of friction of 100- for clean-
surfaces but also in her PhD thesis she has somecoefficients-of friction
of sulfide surfaces of 0.005 or so. There are systems where very low
friction occur, and I would like to know why.

KIMIRA: I am aware of Tsuya's results. I do not know how, to interpret such
low values.

D. H. BUCKLEY, NASA: I think that the concept of clean surfaces is what
matters. To use'an equation or to °try to put numbers on, I think, is mean-
ingless. Between any two.well-characterized clean surfaces.in contact ad-
hesion always occurs instantaneously. I think, as-Professor Tabor rightly
indicated, the mingnitude of the contact area is unimportant. What is going
on at the interface is important. At the interface you can have adhesive
bond of like metal to itself or. dissimilar-metals. For example, with two
perfectly matchd d single -crystals of bope With-the, planes and- direc tionsi
identical across the interfkce, we no longer have two separate single
cysstals but: one continuous crystal. There is, no such -thing a.s a, boundary
seprating 'them. It will" be one c6itinuous piece of copper.. When we, talk
of very -clean suirfaces, the, numnbers bce.maigs.
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XIMURA: I thought that phenomenologically we can understand the result.

D. A. RIGNEY, Ohio SLate University: When we take ductile materials and put
thm together instaistaneoun.Ly, we get some plastic deformation also.

BUCKL1Y: Of 'c Ars-, .! cannot match two crystals; it is impossible. However,
if we cou] C) thAt wit ;o-ild lose the interface, and cohesive binding takes
plaue a(,rnas the irco-fac,, In the real situation, the equivalent at best
Ttay be r. grain i'ourtda..y. There will be lattice distortions when we try to
matn the surfaces.

:. F. FZNiIN-, Al'.LegUny Ludium Indur-:2.1s. A paper published by K. L. John-
cn a year ago ofters an a ~ttiv,, ez:.!anation why when junction growth
takes place, the ca.cuiatad coeff.ci.nt of friO;Ion by the adhesion mech-
an.am is very low. A possibl .eu.A-iente.1 reason is that the surface en-
eccy is responsible t:% suk-sta,,U.4. Lncrease of the contact force beyond1 the applieO force. There will be a agnification of real area of contact
her ts~t .f the surfaci energy. it is not tlat junction growth does not
count. I cati get fouer or five..Lies .r' Lcrease, in the real area of con-
tact by thib effect. Furtheriore ths ef *.,, t bs critically dependent on
th', surface *-nergy which explains why 'hr surface films are so effective in
d, :eaiig f cicion. If we pat u.. these t::gether we have a much better
explaZat.oz. Th,. r-ason for the co.0fuslcn in the literature is that not
ezuu..,h t; tht majo- factor, have been i6c;ntified. This is a new major fac-
tox taiat sho.i..d be con-;,,- ed.

3. J. 7f. SCOEt r :/&l Cc "lege: The paper which you state isabout v- !asto-
mori of low surface enezrg - id low modulus. It is true that the surface
energy can be correlate, with- an 9increase in the area of contact. For soft
elastomers, one can predict w.d miasure that there will be an area of con-
tact even at zero load. And you can extend the argument further'by taking

the magnitude of the adhesive force to pull the material away from the sur-
face. If you Lock at £he liteiatire, there are precedents-dating back to

4 10
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PLASTIC DEFORMATION AND SUDING
FRICTION OF METALS
D. A. Rgeny and J. P. Hirth

ABSTRACT

A model is described for the source of friction during the steady state
sliding of metals. It focusses on the plastic work done in the near surface
region, described in terms of work hardening, recovery, and the microstruc-
ture existing during steady state sliding- The model is closely related to
a model for sliding wear which has been presented earlier.,

PLASTIC DEFORMATION AND SLIDING FRICTION OF METALS

Rigney and Glaeser have described a wear model (!) in whichattention, is
focussed on-steady state wear. They enphasized plastic. deformation near ,the
surface, articularly' in the highly deformed, region which has,a very fine
microstructure and a highdegree of.preferredorientation. 'In metals and in
some ceramic materials, this near;surface,microstrdctire consists of dislo-
cation cells developed during an initial break-in period. Under'steady-
state .conditions--the average cell structure.at a given distance from the,surFice remains'constant and ,the average thickness, t, of the cell region

is -a constant that depends on material -pr6perties and on, the details of the
sliding we~rtest.

In 'this.preliminary report,(2) the ideas applied, earlier to wear-are ex-
tended to apply to friction as well, In, each. case.we are suggesting an al-
ternati e to traditional theories, such~as those.which emphasize the local
-shear of adhesiv, junctions.

With the,,assumotions that the frictional force arises from plastic de-
format'ion and. thatmest of the deformation-work is oenfinedto the-cell re-
gion, oi6 can develop an expression for the rection coefficient using a
model that i.s ,consistent with the-wear-model-of reference,(1 ) and with the
steady 'tiate- rnicr osi uctures.'dscribed.v I -eferdncs._(q;-)

Since steady state."friction is, assumed'.to depend on, a steady state
micrbstuture, all ,ofthevplasticowork Ai disi~ated~as-heatand none 'is

the~f,* e" ne&alrelady stored 'in. hm~~ ucue
The simplest c eis, that in-which-one,cdmpqnent of-a sliding pair is

- - -.
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much harder than the other, so that plastic deformation is essentially con-
fined to the near-surface region of the softer material. Then the plastic
work per unit volume is given by the product of the shear stress, T, in the
cellular region and in the sliding direction, and the average strain per
cycle, c.

The total work is then given by (Volume, V) (iT). For a virtual dis-
placement, 6x, the frictional work is just Fsx, where F is the frictional
force, and these two expressions for frictional work must be equal:

VTC = F6x (1)

The volume is equal to wt~x, where w is the width of the highly deformed re-
gion (approximately equal to the wear track for a pin on disk geometry).
Since the friction coefficient is defined by P=F/L, the following expression
for the friction coefficient is obtained:

LwtT- (2)
All four terms in the numerator are material properties or'are closelyrelated to material properties. Three of the terms (w, t, L) in equation

(2) are directly measureable and readily available for a given sliding situa-
tion'. The ,shear stress T is',hot. the bulk value that might be available fromsimple stress-strain curves. 'However, it could be estimated from appropriate
tests o ',Severely cold rolled~material ,with similarly-textured cell micro-
structure. The average strain per cycle, e, is, somewhat more difficult to
measure. Perhaps a chemical markertechnique could.be used together with
Auger analysis to measure: the variation of strain wi'th depth in the near
surface region.

At first sight, equati6n (2) seems ,to give the result that U dependson the-&Tad-, 'H6weer_,b6thw and t sfiould increase. withth load,. If the
pro'duttWt is y6igh1& pro r, t oh i-,tol l.d- then Amde, tons' familiar, firs~tlaw is ,obey'd:. i..., ihe friction coefficient ,is inideperdent of the' load.
If the relatibnshi'bdtween'Wtand L is,'not quite' iihear, then there would
be some e of) the'f ictioncoefficient on the load.

Sihce s-tres s fal - off rapi-dly near- the surface, one would expect that
the-thickness of',the highlydefored (cell ;layeir ould vary with load by'S, sme:Io4r les than one. " That is,. itiwould indr se, with load, but in- such'a W6y'-that strain is concenitraied-iear ihe-sur fa6 and- t does not reach
large values. Limited"data for copper(8) indicatethnt t where

'It -is reasopable to expect that the withw would,,als be Lm' with'm<I. :n t fc , dat a ohi the YVckers Hardnes Nudmber 'VN,(9 Which is roughly
proportional, toload/area , bOJdindicate that W.:, ith perhaps a' somewhathigher, value. at vry, ligt .lads. However, one can..do better than to use
this, plausiiiibill3 orgument, since- Tsdya( hs als measured' track idth' vs.
AQad.,;for4§pper', anid s1e-findg

-nboth', i and m= equa (2) describes a friction coefficientthat Is dpoxiate ly 'indepien.dent of lo , ad Weh (+m), thereis'soe de-
p nce o6f%, golod, asi ti iies ob6serV e eprimental:ly. (10, 1

The -,pretced-hgAder.fvation and discussion_ were based on the siipie case
" of aL hardmaErialsl.dng on sotermaterial, in which plastic, work, is'1" :'-'°largelY conffied to theceli lyers In- the softer material . However, Since

n , , s o t e I 6 v r , s i cc"i'16i'n 't ,r C ,i h, mor. ifia - cconriutonstofrton fromi r thn, one rion ar adtve, ,6ne- a

W> 7 .. 7 7

N'' " v '-..,. 2k :L -.6~' '2 7T ->V'T "
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extend equation (2) to other cases of practical significance. In fact,
whenever plastic deformation is largely confined to a well-defined region
of a material in a sliding system, an expression like that of equation (2)
applies for that region.

EXAMPLES

(1) If metal A slides against a piece of the same metal A, each develops a

cell region of thickness t, and the friction coefficient is given by
p=w(2t)TC/L. This is the case treated by Tsuya.(

8)

(2) If a thick metal film is applied, and the substrate does not deform at
all, then p=wtrC/L applies, but t, T, and-e characterize the cell re-
gion of the metal film.

(3) If the metal film is.fully cellular, and the substrate also develops a
cell layer, then a 2-term expression is needed for friction:

WtSTS CS wtfTf2 f

L L

where s refers to the-substrate and fto. the film. Solid lubricants
couldbe., treated by a similar 2-term expression, one term representing
the lubricant layer and the, other term representing the substrate.

(4) A 2-termexpression also-results if twodissimilar materials-slide
against each other:

*wtji1  + vt:2 T2 C2p= +
L L

(5) For a composite.with a. lamellarstructure, if the lamellae.,bedome
alignedq.parai,ldl, to the-sili'diig surface,-,then aoseplat term"can be
written for each lamella in.which plastic shear israppreciable. A
multi-term-expressi6n is"then'appropriate for the friction coefficient:

Wtjt1CIj + Wt 2 T 2 2 + .. + !lz'ncn.
L L

In all these-cases, the contributions to-friction from deformation be-
low the "easy" shear region are neglected. The w6dk of Tuya(8 ) -sh6sthat
,this approximation is reasonable,rsince most of the deformation' is localized
near the surface. Therefore, the. erro inyo1ved inwusing this -simplified
model is small.' Of course, duing the-breakin, period, thesecontrbutions
Would be& moie, imp6rtant,but -the-moddl described- here, and iV references( 1 , 2 )
-is -notmeant -to -apply before- steady-stat6e con iti ons-,are. estab ished.

ESTIMATES OF FRICTION, COEFFICIENTS

The, quanities w,. t,. andiL canr-be, measured:directly for a gien test
system; Thie-quitities 'T ai6d, :irenot directly available6. H6wevei,.f.it ispossible e from data, pblis'hed*in, the literature.
Therefore, it is possiblt _,4tiite, frici'n-c6eff-iient§o; -

As an example,,we,'hv selefted the- case of an-OFHC, copper sampte tested-
in ,. LFW ,mabh 9'witha- 440'C, ri g in aigon Tfhe load W iv-20A4 kg (4l b. )
an0,,'theslidihg seedwas§0.,O5 mse&. Since ,the 1440,C.allby is-'mbch harder
than-'th coper,m 6st dfhe deformation.,should be in ,the copper, and the
simple one tem, expression-'can 'be ued -for the- frction-,ebeffiacent, ii'e,,.--

7 7
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P - (wtTc)/L. The resulting track width was the width of the sample block,
or 6.3(5) mm. The value of t was determined from a transverse sectfon of
the copper sample, so that a proper average could be obtained. The approxi-
mate value for tavl12W.

Since the textured microstructures generated by large reductions during
cold rolling (6 ) and those generated during sliding(7) are similar one can use
tabulated strength data on cold rolled material to estimate T.(d2) Assuminq
that the preferred orientation of the near surface material is that which
allows easiest shear, then T should be approximately half the ultimate
tensile strength (UTS). For copper, the appropriate UTS is about 416 MPa
(60,000 psi); therefore T z 208 MPa (30,000 psi). Since dislocation cell
size is known to vary with distance from the sliding surface,-(7, 13) T probably
varies also. Therefore, the value used here is an estimate for an average
value of T.

Suh ati co-Workers 1) have used, an intercept method, described by Dau-
tzenberg ':,$ 7 toobtain approximate strain piofiles for copper sam-
pies. whe it is not clear that this method can be used directly when the
reference region-has a qualitatively different microstructure from the de-
formed region,'Suh's value of e z io willbe used here, The resulting calcu-
lated valoe, of the friction coefficient is p = 0.78. For cbmparis6n-, the
measured-value was 0.7(5) ± 0.1. Theageement is iiuch-better than might be
expected from-the use of'so-many approximatevalues.

It is int estingto estimate the ,range of frictioi-cbefficieits that
might beexpected-for a wide variety of metal systems. If oneexcludes, for
now, the low melting point4-etals which recrystallizeeadily near room
temperature, then areasonable range forT 'is 70 to 1000-MP (10,000 to
150,000 psi). Then, using 5 to 20'fore and 5-toi50 m.for t, one-predicts
a-range of friction coefficients*-from roughly'OI otd 30*for bfilubHat~d
metal-to-metal, sliding Smi ll6r viflues, 6f p could pObbably- b, traced, to
surfacefilm~s 6f reacti6n',prducts or lubricant. The-higher values ob-
served,'in' a,hi~h-,vacuumtenviroment haveb66hee nxplainbd by 6itih§ the ab-

"en'd-of such fiIMS.-(1 6) .uofa'e-films 'Th ouimodel affect the way in which
stress, is transferred from ones urface'to ahothe -in -a, §liding, system.

FRICTIONAL'HEATING.

For, the steadye-tate, model of friction describnd, inthis -paper,, most
of the def6rmatiohnenerg -is dissipated' in regionhiof thickness t' below
the wea surrai;b. -This-meahs that th6 fricti6nal hat sourcde it not 6 -'two,
dimensional-heat soUrce localized,,at the sirface. -Instead, tMeheet 'source
is dispersed6ver a volume. This has important implications for esotimating
-surface'-temperatures, which are often difficult to measure directly.

.It is wel- lkhowfithatsolutions of the heat flow equation with local-
ized heat'-scUres, ind~'a thighh~axi Umtmeratur6s-than solution's 'for
m6revdispersdheat s§oues, Te hiefoi-e, it :is ,nb6t ur'p"rising thiteiderfce
for high'fface tempe atures,.ca not always-be, f6JUnd-i nSidig sIstems,.(17)-
Of[ course, under apprprJiatedbnditions. hIgh,-teperat ures,-can-,eSi irom
either type of-heat source,- but the dispersed heat s6 ui ustalwaysgive-
-a -6iueothe;condjtjons
are copr~l,_ j~q--

. ~ - - - - -- 7 - 7 -,.-- - -
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The existence of a steady state r~egime in friction and wear tests in-
dicates that the material near the surface has a low net work hardening
rate. It seems reasonable that an ideal material for low friction would be
one which has a low work hardening rate near the surface and a high work
hardening rate in the interior. This would force deformation toward the
surface, reduce friction, delay fracture, and minimize the size of wear
particles. The highly deformed layer which develops near the surface ap-
pears to be the result of nature's attempt to reach that set of conditions.

The model presented in this paper involves friction as a continuous
process. Wear, on the other hand, is more complicated than friction, be-
cause it involves plastic deformation plus localized fracture events. These
discrete events contribute in a random manner to friction, but they are not
required for frict-ion. That is, one can have friction between wear events
or even without wear. Thus, friction and wear are related, but not in a
simple way. It is no surprise that dependable correlations of friction and
wear have eluded those who have been tempted to draw them too closely
together.
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DISCUSSION

Y. KIMURA, University of Tokyo: I think your model is a reasonable one. How
do you explain the variation of the friction coefficient with time?

D. A. RIGNEY: I am talking about average friction here, leaving out the
noise. There are- all kinds of things that are responsible for the varia-
tions including the wear debris when it cores loose.

N. OHMAE, Osaka University: Do you have any idea how to distinguish the cell
layer from the deformed layer in an experiment because the deformed layer
has some cells in it too.

RIGNEY: Yes, I agree. It is certain that if we go deep enough we will find
the bulk structure. It may 1r may not have cells in it depeoding on the
prior p reparation. Now as we move toward the surface,,we will get to higher
and higher strain levels and in some regions -cells will come in earlier than
others, dipending. oh ;ith local microstructural details As we, approach the
surface-the whole regi~n will be. cellular, an& if-w get, close to ,the sur-
fice it iill beflner. I agrtee that it will be cellular beiow that layer
in some places. Theceliswill not be as well-formed, and they will not be
as highly oriented- (the preferred direction' will not be as striking).

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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WEAR OF MACHINE ELEMENTS
F. T. Barwell

ABSTRACT

The common machine elements-.-pistons, cranksh hafts, gears, cams, valves,
electrical commutators, ball and roller bearings are classified-from the
tribblogical viewpoint; and the forms of wear encountered are-described and
quantified where possible.

Various manifestations of wear,-for example scuffing, pitting, fretting
and abrasi6n are-discussed in relation to their causes-and prevenhtive-meas-
ures. The effect off environment, the relevance- of the mode of lubrication
and the selection of materials is reviewed. The state of-,the artz Is assessed
and an attempt is made- to identify those areas where fundamental knowledge
is insufficient to enable the-achievement of practical results.

h-mdsof wear knw-to-occur in-actual machines are then related to
fundamental-concepts. Thus thb-adhesive wear concept,, whilst relevant in
extreme casesrhaj- only limited application, to machines which are required
to have a normal life under the influence of naturally occurring'environ-
ments.

The, surface is regarded- as -being-stressed mechanically and thermally,
is-well bs being prone ,to chemical and-electrical attack' The iiature and
intensity of these aggressive agencies-.determines the-nature-and extant of
wear. The dimensional scale-of the various actions is contrasted. Thus'
degradatioz-due to small-.scalhstresses-on the-same-scale-as asperities may
lead- to IdelaminationI whereas more Iintense stress,c related -to the Hertzian
contact aiea, can leiad~to-pitting tailure" whichrnayeg~ty aI eeae

corrogi on. However, -some-forms-of-bxidatiohna e&e
ficial.

Mosit tribblogicai situatibns- involve the, concentration, of a, gr~eat deal
of, enqrgy,.in toasmall quantity -of iha.tter so that, .thernal consideiations-are

potiua implfiortant.. Sich phenomena -asscfngad teil -zsig
can-be ritica uner ighs~ed-tansentcondions.

klhctrical. wear -&an take p.e slmuitaneously,,with -the. hemical weii
and re-&nt advances,,notably thp-eff66t of nidr&--rcing, -are described.,
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The implications of progress in tribology for design are discussed with
particular reference to elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication and to the avail-
ability of wear-resistant materials.

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF WEAR

Wear has been defined as "the progressive loss of substance from the
operating surface of a body occurring as a result of relative motion at the
surface.'(1) Examination of machine elements which have suffered wear in in-
dustrial use indicates, however, that the action is rather more complex than
the phrase 'loss of material' would indicate. In some cases the material
may be lost in such a way that, although the size of the machine element
may change, its shape and its fundamental effectiveness may be very little
affected by the removal of a considerable quantity of material. In other
circumstances the change in shape of a component, accompanied by the re-
moval of a very small amount of material, may seriously affect the func-
tioning of an appliance.

Whilst wear can be regarded as the result of the surfaces being stress-
ed mechanically, thermally, chemically or electrically, the actual mode of
removal of the-material therefrom-may take one of a number of forms depen-
dent on the composition of the surface and the nature of the stress system.
Thus it may be expected that different types of machine element may give
rise to different manifestations, of wear.

Wear may be characterized in two ways. It can- be dealt with phenomeno-
logically; that is, the-terminology of the workthop-m~y be used to describe
the'appearance of w6rn parts. Or-alternativelyj the basic-mchanism' where-
by material is -removed from the :surfaCe caf,be -identified and the wear
system designated-acc6rdingly.

The most important- classification-of interacting-surfaces arises from
the definitions derived from the science of mechanics of machines.(2) Inter-
acting surfaces, known as 'pairs,' fall into two categories-,'owerpairs'
and 'higher-pairs." The lower pairs are characterized by sliding such as
may occur-when two- planes, are in c6ntact o when twd -losely-fitted'cylin-
ders move one relative to-anbther Apart, from an- ihtermediate form .iden .
tified as ,the screw pair, all other pairs are 'higher pairs' -isofar as
they permit relatiVe, rotation of-the'two components irrespective, of whether
or not there is relativesli'ding. This implies,,nominal'spint ' or'line'
conta~t. Of,-cours4, -anY attemptto transmit.a force"throdgh, a p6int or line
having zero.area will resu.lt in'infinitestress. Accordihgiy,-all b6dies
-made of real miterias will deform eithr'elastically orplasticaliy-so-as
fto give riseto, a finite-a4rea'of contact. Naturilly', if a cbmpdhent is in-
tended to reta in, its sha e-it must be made sufficiently hard for the -lo6d
to be distributed without permanent efdrmation,-that is lastically. The
fir stcalculati'ons':quanti'fying,.th'e-dotact of semi-infinite bodies were
publishedrby Hertz and-these are, therefore, known as Hertzian'contacts.

The-essential difference between the lower-and,-the higher pairs is,
of course, that it' is -p6ssiblein a lower pair for 'the rtwo sdrfaces to con-
form together-whereas.in -the hig6er pair the surfaces are n6h 6ofrmihg or
counter-formal. The nature of prcti'ld surtfades' is that they' re never
.atomically'smo6th and,'in the case-of'the lower-pais, contact takes;place
between-many- asrities. Because the two-su'faees 'are -macroscop'ital , c6 n-
forming, the,-poihts- 'df-6ntact eare diitributfd :oVe ' &i areaw,- and, -

-thfefbre can,:be: referred-t.agas 'disesed- cntact,' Because of the.

--------------------------------------,-
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relatively large area, contact stresses may be low and the soft materials
can be used, preferably for only one of the two elements of the pair. In
these circumstances asperities will deform plastically thereby enhancing the
degree of conformity.

In most common arrangements of bearing systems one of the elements of
the pair is stationary and the other moves. It is, therefore, generally
preferable for the moving co'mponent of a journal bearing to be made of hard
material and the stationary -paet of a soft material so that the latter be-
comes bedded-in to suit the shape of the cylindrical portion..

In addition to the shape and the intensity of loading characteristic of
the interacting surfaces, it is also important to consider their relative
motion. When surfaces are closely conforming but not quite perfect, the
combined effect of the motion, gebmetry and viscosity.of the fluid can cause
the generation of hydrodynamic pressures sufficiently high to-separate the
surfaces. This is known as 'hydrodynamic lubrication.' and the force-which
can be generated to separate the surfaces is proportiohal to the viscosity
times the effedtive, velocity, together with- geometrical, factors characteris-
tic of-the bearings. When the two surfaces move relative to some refereice
plane (often for convenience taken as the direction of the forces applied to
the plane) the effective velocity is the sum of the two velocities measured
in the same direction. This is also a measure of the amount of fluid in-
duced to flow between the surfaces.

A critical factor in-almost all tribological applications is the deri-
vation and dissipation of- frictional- heat. Frictional heat is quantified
as the product of the load, the coefficient of friction and the relative
velocity between-the two-surfaces (where both surfaces are moving, this
represents their-difference). In the absence of fluidlubrication, the
heat generated-at any -int~rface has to be conducted-through the material.
When the zone of contact in--an-element of a kinemat-ic pair moves over the
face of that element, the thermal-conditionsare-not as severe as when it is
stationary because it moves over a,relatively cool material. Thus the sys-
tem can be characterized from a thermal point of view by a ratio'known as
the 'slide sweep ratio' defined in, Eq~iation i as follows:

U1 - U2 for bodp, I aid ul-- u2 for body 2 (1)

The numerator representsthe heat input to the surface represented by
the difference in,velocities and the denominator represents the speed at
which new material" fi 'ssed to the surface. Thus the simple journal bear-
ing wherein the, housing is- stationary gives a, figure of unity -for the shaft
andihfiniity for the stationarybush -This signifies the high thermal load-
ing associated with the Stationar' y part from which-all 'heat-must'be removed
'by conductior. Figure V shows a--bearing which-,has failed-by overheating.

The configUration6f-a bearing-system, i.e., whether counter-formal or
conform6aliwillnot only determinethe select-ion-of materials used, in its
-constructioh but-will- also -influencethe mode of lubrication, if a6y, as
well: as ultimatly determining-the--form ,to"-be-taken by zwear. In the case
,of counterFformal contacts, the inteusity-ofpressurd ,in the regibhof-coh-
tact is such.,that cl§sical -concepts of hydrodyfiamic lubrication cannot
apply. Neverth6eless. components-'such -6 sspr-gears have dpdrated for many
years-and are quiteclearlyeffetivel--lubricated. It appeared fromcoh-
sideration-of the vi'scosity-of -the -lubricant thit some-other prbpertywas
-responsible f6rthe-effectiveness of the lubrication and this led to the
introduction 6f ,the term 'boundary lubrication.' 'Rece nt work( 3 )Yhas shown
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Fig. 1.-Bearing seized due to overheating.

that the effective lubrication under these conditions may indeed be hydro-
dynamic but is made possible by two factors not taken into account by the
early workers. The first is that, due to the deformation locally under the
action of the Hertzian stress, the surfaces conform to. a greater degree than
assumed in the simple hydrodynamic theory. The second is the fact that the
viscosity of the petroleum lubricant is increased many times as a result of
the applied pressure. Indeed it has been shown recently(4) that in many cir-
cumstances-the lubricant may assume a glassy state.

MODES Cr WEAR COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED IN MACHINE ELEMENTS

Figure 2 attempts to display the design characteristics and the form of

wear encountered by a selection of comon machine elements.

Plain Bearings

These occupypride of place inmost texts on lubrication. When allowed
to operate-eccentrically the journal bearing-develops a hydrodynamic film
which separates the surfaces andpromotes acopious flow-of lubricant which
prevents overheating. Similarly the Plane thrust bearingembodies a wedge
action. In.these circumstances wear does not take place. This ideal ,situa-
tion is not always achieved. Sometimes misalignment (either inherent in the
way the-machineis assembled or of a transient nature arising from-thermal
or elastic distortion),may-cause metal-to-metalcontact to occur, rubbing
may occur-at the instant of starting before the hydrodynabic-film has had
an opportunity to develop-, the ,bearing may be overloaded&from timet6time
and most probably particles of foreign-matter will' be-introducedJhto the
film space. In some appliances, diesel-engines for example, acids and other
corrosive substances may be formed during combustion-and-transmittedby the
lubricating oi. so-as to induce a chemical attacko.on aisurface. lhecontih
ual application and removal of hydrodynamic stress on the shaft may dislodge,
loosely-held particles. It is, howeverithe particles of-foreign matter
which are responsible for-most wear. Sometimes these can-exhibit attrition

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . ..
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in the vicinity of the duct through which oil is supplied to the bearing.
Most commonly, however, the particulate matter is trapped between the jour-
nal and the bearing. Indeed it is a characteristic of white metal that it
can allow particles to become embedded, thereby relieving the situation.
However, it has been shown (5) that the hard shaft of an engine often wears
more rapidly than the nominally soft bearing metal. This is attributable to
the embedment of hard particles within the soft material to constitute a
lapping system. Generally, however, the wear of hydrodynamic bearings can
be regarded as mild and attributable to occasional abrasive action. Chro-
mium plating of crankshaft bearings is successful in-combating abrasive and
corrosive attack.(6)

Piston, Piston Rings and Cylinder Bores

One of the most common machine elements is the piston within the cylin-
der which normally forms part of an engine although similar arrangements are
encountered in pumps, hydraulic motors, gas compressors and vacuum exhaust-
ers. The primary function of a piston assembly is to act as a seal and to
counter-balance the action of fluid forces acting on the head of the piston.
In the majority of cases the sealing acti6h is achieved by the use of piston
rings although these are sometimes omitted in fast running hydraulic
machinery finishedto a high degree of precision.

Pistons are normally lubricated although in some cases, notably in the
chemical industry, specially formulated piston rings are provided to func-
tion without fluid lubrication. It has been shown(7)that lubrication is
hydrodynamic, the viscosity of the lubricant is therefore critical from the
point of view of maintaining and lubricating fi.lm:andof carrying out its
main function which is to act as a sealing element.

LloyO has, shown that piston-rings tend to wear-in so as toassume a
paraboli' profile and Hamiltn, andUMoore(9, 1o) have measured :film thickness
and pressure in runmingengines. They confirmed the existence of hydro-
dynamic ,action but measured ,film thickness of fpr. when theory indicated
lOom.

Failure of a piston system to function properly is evidenced by the
occurrence of blow-by and eventual-loss of compr'ession; Design must be a
matter of compromise insofar as a very effective piston assembly (operating
with a -thick oil'film, low friction and no 'blow-by') -could produce un-
desirablyhiqh-oil.fconsumption. On the other and it has shown that most
wear occurred 'hithp vicinity of the top dead-centre where the combination,
of pressu6ie', velocity and temperature are leest favorable to the operation
of a hydrodynamic film. Conditions in the cylinders of an internal com-
bustion 6ngihe, for eample, can b& seriously corrosive due_to the presence
of sulphur and other harmful elements present in the fuel oil. Corrosion
can be particularly harmful before an engine has warmedup When the cylinder
walls are bel6w'the dew'-ointof'the acid-solution. Wakuri and:Ono(11) have
reported the-occurr6Ce of-abno6mal w6ar which was attributed to conditions
established duringthe'initial iUnning;.in process. Serious edge-loading
of piston rings- caused scuffing which was accompanied by accelerated wear
occasioned.by larq'-size worn particles scraped' from'the cylinder liner.

The normal euning-in process can be completed during the period of
the-,works trial .fftr which'the;.wear rate tends to fall as time goes on.
High alkaline oil is rr6 apt to cause abnormal wear and this is attributed
to a'lack of spreadabilityat high'temperature. Machined finishes are re-
garded as haviigm6r'e resistance to scuffing than ground finithes because

'I¢
''
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of the oil retaining characteristics of the roughened surfaces. The use of
taper face-rings is effective in preventing scuffing by relieving the edge
load in the earliest stages of the process. A high-phosphorous lining is
somewhat better than a vanadium lining in preventing scuffing and Wakuri and
Ono (11) recommend the use of a rotating piston mechanism to enhance the'resis-
tance to scuffing.

Some difference in viewpoint exists regarding the prevention of scuf-

fing of engines, some designers maintaining that this is no problem as far
as they are concerteqd whereas others admit to having difficulties. It is
general experience that, provided an engine type can be run-in satisfactor-
ily, scuffinq is unlikely to occur during normal running.

Being a term used to describe the appearance of failed components there
is some ambiguity regarding the meaning of the term 'scuffing.' The OECD
glossary(l) describes it as follows:

"Scuffing -

Localised damage by the occurrence of solid phase welding
between sliding surfaces without local surface melting.

1. in the UK scuffing implies local solid-phase welding
only;

2. in the USA scuffing may include abrasive effects;

3. in the USA the term 'scoring' is sometimes used as
a synonym for scuffing."

If we accept the definition based on the-concept of solid-phase welding
then we mustclassify scuffing as being a manifestation of adhesive wear.
It is probably the most frequent example of this mechanism encountered in
ordinary engineering practice.

The incidence of scuffing in engines must be associated with the break-
down of hydrodynamic conditions'. It is.the writer's view that insufficient
attention has been given to the importance of temperature-of the ring belt
and it is understood that some manufacturers have removed-this to a position
lower down the piston where it is cooler andhave-thereby avoided all diffi-
culties.- In' a comprehensive review of piston-ring scuffing Neal'e( 12) proposes
two main methods by which the problems may be attacked as follows:

1. to improve the design of therings and- their operating
environment so that they operate with increased-film-
thickness iat the criticaliperiods of the cycle, and'

2. to-leave the-ringdesign andloperating-conditions
basically, unchanged, so, thatthe film'thi'ckness-remains
low but ,to6.use materials and finishes for: the surface
of' the rings, and cylinders, whichhave-great resistance
to scuff-ing.

As- previously indicated,. the. enhahcement Of6the film thickness as en-
visaged, 1inMethod 1- may very,,well result in, a prohibi tive increase:in- oil,
consumption. Nevertheless, a reductibn in-temperature-at theingblt might
produce-6an effective compromise between film--thickness and oil consumption.

A --
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As regards materials there is considerable evidence (13) that scuffing is
associated with drastic metallurgical changes. Micro-hardness determina-
tions of scuffed material show it to be very hard, and taken in conjunction
with the very fine structure revealed by the electron microscope, indicate
that any process of fusion and solidification has taken place with great
rapidity.

ling and Mayer(14) conclude that the cylinder bore wear pattern for re-
ciprocating engine can be predicted analytically by considering the hydro-
dynamic lubrication of the piston rings, gas blow-by through the ring-pack,
piston ring elastic characteristics and the lower limit of the film lubri-
cation.

Whilst the ring pack dominates the situation, the piston side thrust
force contributes to the uneven wear along the major and minor thrust sides
of the cylinder wall. The largest bore wear occurs at the upper end of the
cylinder and is evidenced in two peaks. The first peak arises from the high
gas pressure behind the top ring at the onset of the power stroke and the
second peak results from the accumulation of wear due to each individual
ring rubbing over, that point. The-wear tapers Off at-the middle of the
stroke and then increases at the bottom of the stroke.

Wi-ln and Brett (15) conclude from experiments in a mechanical rig that
scuffing failure is sensitive to speed, load and temperature and that for
a particular temperature condition failure levels are related'by pU7/16. A
test on actual engines indicated that themetallurgical characteristics of
cast-iron lining materials such as graphite-structure, phosphorous content
and free-ferrite content had arelatively small influence, on performance.
Special ring and liner materials and surface treatment could, however, give
,up to 75% improvement in performance. Bore finish was particularly critical
and a diamond-honed finish gave a result which, was .only 35% of that of the
normal finish treatment.

Phosphate treatment of the bore of cylinders, is beneficial particular-
ly during the running-in period.

Chromium'plating;of cylinder bores leads to reduced wear rateparticu-
larly under corrosiveconditions. Surface-texture is important and two
variants are available. The bores may be provided-with adense chromium
layeewhi'ch; isthen. honed. and, 'honey-combedt using eddy-cur'"nt etching, or
the initial' plating;m~y be-carried,,du't S6 as to. provide a-'porous surface,

When Jones et al'(1 6) heated the ferrograms from a series of tests taken
with a diesel engine,duringrunning-,intheyobtained'the surprising result
that initiallyoly' 40 9of the lYarge6rarticles were cast iron' and. 60% were
carbon steel. Thisp, e ntage' graduall y' ch pged'until' after f-ive hours test
running 20%_6f theparticlbswere ca'St-irofhand 80% carbon-steel. During
the period 74 -and ll1-3 hous, 6dlyl%,of the particles' were',cast iron' This
result appears to suggest that a high proprtion'of the wear damage during
running-~j)"aroseA fr n mne'ts made'of steel sbch as 0the c'rankshaft, gear
trainand oil pumpprather tha' within the-€ylihder bdre" itself. It, was
characteristic of the cast iron ,that it generatedsall fragmentedparticles
in 'the sub-micron-size range indlcatingthat the norma' modeof wear can
best be 'd §cJbds -'1m'i'ld ,-ea, ' 'Further ',investi at1bn, is 'necessary, to
eluci'datethe cha 'u i d weabutAi is 4prrbably 'based'on faa-
ti gue' a&ti >anlagous t9'th t pro'os'd: in the del ami nati On;' theory of wear..

,5+
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Worm Gears

The worm gear is somewhat anomalous because of the degree of conformity
which is greater than any other type of gear, and it is best classed as
representing a screw pair within the family of lower pairs. However, it
represents a fairly critical situation in view of the very high degree of
relative sliding. Practically the only suitable combination is phosphor7
bronze with hardened steel. Good finish and accurate, rigid positioning is
essential. Lubrication is critical and Wilford( 17) has shown that either a
cas%6r oil or a castor-oil synthetic ester blend was necessary for effective
operation. Wea is mild and probably corrosive as a result of the action of
the boundary lubricants.

Auiger electron micrographs of the bronze pins which have been rubbed
against steel in order to simulate the action of worm gears have been pub-
lished byJones in 197.(18) An interesting feature,of this method is that
progressive removal of the.surface layers-by bombardment with Argon ions
whilst in the Auger spectrometer reveals how the composition of the surface
film may vary throuah the thickness. The value unity in-Figure 3 representsthe compjpsition~of ithe~buik mat erial which in this case'was commercial qual-

Ity 5% tin phosphor bronze. When plain mineral oil was used as the lubri-
2-0

KB, plain mineral oil
+ 5% sulphurised sperm oil

.5

L

0

N A, plain mineral
C

1 0- oill

,0, -
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Tirme ;of Arg6n ion, 'bdfnbgdfment (mintes)
Fig. 3.Ratio of 'Tin/Copper concentration. peaksi bulk material taken as

Uni' ty. .

cant the6rwa iittle variation- in, fil in--content. hen, howdyer, 5% .by
V um4 f comeri qulity;:ulphUrised tooim-.oil ;was, added to-his i the
reu'Ists weie'a, sh'own in cuBveB" The rea§66g for this'ehavior'are not yet
fqlly uhderstood, bUtit iis clearly assodi~ted with -A diffef'itial -rate of
reactiob-of the sulphurisedoi ,lwi.th,'t'the tin. and copper respectively. This
is. clearly, an ire wi ch warrants further inVestigation, -both fr6m the point

,-!, -,7,77
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of view of practical application and for the elucidation of the fundamental
mechanism of certain classes of extreme pressure lubricants.

Brakes and Clutches

Brakes and clutches are usually constructed so that a continuous metal
member is in sliding contact with another member which is sometimes discon-
tinuous. The continuous member is usually made of steel and the secondary
member of a non-ferrous material; or, if it is made of a ferrous metal, the
secondary member is of a very different composition from the continuous'
member. Thus in railway braking, blocks of cast iron are forced against a
continuous tyre made of carbon steel.

Because the function of a brake is to convert mechanical work into
frictional heat, a first requirement of brake lining material is heat re-
sistance. Consequently, the-most common form of brake linings for auto-
mobile use are based on asbestos which is held together in-various resin
formulations. In order that the rate of heat generation must be distribu-
ted evenly over the surface,, brake lining materials require a high degree
of compliance. Even so, the tendency exists for the-distribution of tempera-
ture to become unstable because of the thermal expansion of the heated as-
perity regions.(1 9) Although aircraft braking materials are subject to a less
complex duty cycle than those used for automobiles, conditions during rela-
tively infrequent brake applications are very much more severe and the
materials used for liners are usually copper-based composites which contain
silicon oxide and aluminum oxide to resist wear, and graphite to maintain
constant frictional properties. TingLong HO(20) has--sEudied the wear of
frictional pads of conventional copper-based'brake-material contained in a
steel cup. This composite material, contained by volume about 31% copper,
22% mullite, 32% graphite and 15%'friction modifiers such as iron, lead or
tin. Wear debris from this material was metallic and heavily oxidized and

consisted of flat plates of average size about 4x3xO.3x10l4m.

The formation of these particles resulted from three distinct modes of
crack generation. The generation of the three cracks was attributable as
follows:
1. cracks across the sliding direction were due to tensile failure in the

surface layers as a result of the frictiobal force.

2. Longitudinal cracks in the operating surface arose through the thermo-
elastic and thermo-plastic instabilities-in sliding-as a result of what
is referred to as the 'Barber' effect.

3. A third k-ind ofcrack which arose in the sub-surface-region initiated by
some stress raiser such as-,a large particle, embedded in the, surface
layer and'acd~leratedby oxi'dation.

The effect,of termperature on the wear rate is therefore two-fold. Ih
the first place it can set up fatigue action due to volume ihstability and
secondly, i. can-increase the rate of oxidatioi Further studies are neces-*
sary in od&r to assess the effectsof various possibl 'ic'l'iohs§ in, the
wear resist"fice -of- th6Zbrake-mterial.

Commutitor and-Sl ipRings
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Essential features of most electrical machines, these components im-
pose the conflicting requirement of provision of a low-friction low-wear
surface with intimate contact. The most common material for the continuous
element is copper although stainless steel has been successfully used for
slip rings. The stationary discontinuous elements known by the traditional
name of 'brushes' now consist of carbon blocks containing various additive
materials. Successful operation depends on the development of a suitable
patina on the metallic commutator or ring surface which consists of an ad-
mixture of metal oxide and carbon flake. Electrical contact and conduction
only occurs over a small proportion of the area and the mechanism involved
is different accordinq to whether the current passes from the ring to the
brush or vice versa. It is believed that metallic spots are necessary in
both cases but in the case of flow of~electrdns from the ring to the brush,
a contact spot is formed on the moving part which is traversed across the
face of the brush. In the converse case it is believed that detached metal-
lic particles become embedded in the stationary brush.

The effect of the ambient atmosphere has been shown to be of critical
importance, attempts to operate in avacuum leading to a disintegration of
the protective surface film accompanied by hig rates of wear. Special
additives are incorporated in brushes Which are required to operate in the
partial vacuum conditions, for example, in-aircraft required to operate at,
high altitudes. In addition to ohmic contact through minute metallic asperi-
ties as indicated, Llewellyn Jones(21 ) points out that an effective resistance
of less than 10-3 ohms is required-,when kilo amps are required to be passed.
This is made possible by-a quantum me6hadial tunnel' effect in which elec-
tronic conduction takes place over distances o.f one nano-metre under the
influence of electric fields of the%0rder of gigaovolts per metre through
films of matter which in bulk would be insulating. The tarnish oxide layers,
which-have been found necessary for the satisfactory tribologidal operation
of commutators, fall within this-category A naturally occurring film which
can also protect the elements from excessivewear and yet conduct by the_
tunnel effect is a layer of absorbed gas molecules. Under vacuum conditions
supply may be maintained by occlusion from the bulk graphite'which-can ab-
sorb a high content of gas.

It has also been noted that the-temperature of commutator segments on
machineswhich are run without electric power, i.e., railway traction-equip-
ment during a period of 'coasting, is, higher than, whencurrent is flowing.
This may-suggest the possibil-*-that metallic contact areas-may melt and
provide-an element of hydrodynamic lubrication. Indeed the sliding electric
contact r6presents a tribological systemabo6t which a great deal has still-
to beleaned.

Fixtures'Subject to Vibration

A f6rm-of wear frequently encountered between-componentswhich are,not
intended to move one relative to the other is "fretting corrosion. ' In
addition to the degradation of the surfaces resulting from this.-phen6mena,
its odcu'rrence may. cause the initiation Of fatigue cracks.(22  Fretting
corrotion is very, much, affected-,by ehvirppmental condition6. There, appears
to beno-way of eliminating it_apart frompr-evehtingthe-,reiitive.niotioh of
the interacting-surfaces. by;:better-fitting:6.rKt-ihe ihtroducti6n6- of inter-
fidne fits. Pal'iaives'a e- the avoidance of metals which formhaedaba-
rasiV6 oxides,, Phosphitinb, the surf6ce 'and providing suffiint 1ubricait. to
Preveintthe ing-.,e 4,-oxyg6n 1 1 f

nCe s -. o;g -

-------------------------------------------------------
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Rolling Contact Bearings

These bearings typify the widest class of tribological system, that
which embodies Hertzian contact. From the practical point of view they are
dividedinto two broad classes--ball and roller bearings, although the nature
of the contact and the laws governing friction and wear behavior are common
to both classes. Although the contact is basically a rolling action, most
bearings involve an element of sliding and this is particularly the case with
certain types of roller bearing, notably the taper rolling bearing where
sliding occurs at point A, Figure 4. Any rolling contact bearing is charac-
teristic numbers, 'the static load rating' and the L10.

Fig. 4.-Critical trib6logical region,in tapered roller bearing.

Static load rating

The concept of 't66 static load carrying~capacity' is used to denote
the load that dan,be applied'-to a bearing,which is either stationaryor
subject to slight swivellingmotion without impairing itsrunhing.qualities
for the subsecent.rotation. In .practice this is taken as the loadwhich
results in-the combined deformation.of the rollig,element and rae -ways at
any point not exceeding lO00th of the diameter of the rolling element, Most
manufacturers' rate peniiissable static 16ad on a maximum Hertzian stress of
2.6 GPa (380,000 psi). Hartnett (23) maintains that these ratings are ex-
tremely conservative. It would appear to, be a, matter of some importance to
detef nine what the rating should be in the light of modern materials and
manufcturingmeth.ds,.

-Running load.,capacity

It is accepted that t4e 1.ivesof rolling contact bearjngs'are subject
to a wide-dispersal-due to.,the random incidence of-fatigue failure. The L10
life is-defined -asth'atwh16h ca6,be- stoodby 90.6ut-o 1,00,,bearhg
without failure. Thus a, designer has to determine. the exected lfe of a,
bearing. ar6a&ls& t6-.pec-fY the- reliability, J:.e., the .probabi. ity-that the,
machine will: c6ntinue to -bperate, fb .thatli. e1 With6t, its performance being
impaired by bearing failufe. It is customary to 66tain the abpropriate in-
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formation from manufacturers' catalogues. In recent years better under-
standing of rolling element bearing design, materials, processes and manufac-
turing techniques has permitted general improvement in bearing performance
as measured by a higher bearing reliability or longer life in a given set of
circumstances. The implication of these improvements has been studied by
the Rolling Elements Committee of the Lubrication Division of the ASME and
recommendations have been published in an engineering design guide.(

24)

The expected bearing life may be related to the calculated rating life

by LID or to the concept C, the basic load rating, as shown in Equation 2.

La = (D)(E)(F)(G)(H)L1 o

S()(B)(F)(G)(H)V/PI (2)

where (D) to (H) are life adjustment or bearing design factors

C basic load rating

P static equivalent load

n load-life exponent; either 3 for ball
bearing or 1U/3 for roller bearing.

Materials factor,(D)

A number of investigations into the dispersal of life characteristics
of rolling contact bearings-have been carried-out and the results are such
as to lead the ASME Committee to-assign the value 2 as a materials factor
for the AISI 52100 steel.

Processing factor (E)

Fivemethods of control of the meiting-process were considered as
follows: Air, Vacuum-Induc6tion, Consumable Electrode Vacuum Remelt, Vacuum
De-Gassing and EleCtr6-Slag Remelt. Consumable Electrical. Vaduum Remelt in.
particular enabled bearing -life -to be extended, beyond the present-day data-
logue Value. So e investigators have shown an improvement of up to 13
times, but the Committee recommends a -factor of 3 as a conservative figure.

Lubrication, f ctor :(F)

Under the, intense.Hetzian conditions characteristic of rol.ling, contact
bearings.; elastrhydrodynamic lubricati6n may be expected to occur. In, this
system the.Dws nHigg-ns- formula( 26) indicates the effect -of speed is sig-
nificant,.-but that variationin loads leads to very little variation An film
thickness (additional load leadifig to a commensurate increase in area of
contact) as folloWs:

h- 1U__,,_G 0 -5 4 '

-hm=- minimumn filmthickness

U, i-speed parameter n6, !(Ul + 12) /E 1 R
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W1 = load parameter P/ER

G = materials parameter a El

where a is the index in the expression n no

= for similar materials
12/

where El and E2 and yi and y2 are the Young's moduli and Poissons ratios of
the materials of the two inte'racting bodies respectively. Curves are pro- j.
vided in the design guide to enable the factor (E) to be determined for any
given set of circumstances.

Speed effect factor -(G)

This may be an adverse effect due to the importance of the centrifugal
force in modern bearings which may be required to operate at much higher
speeds than heretofore. Tabulated data -is provided-in the design guide.

Misalignment factor (H)

Misalignment is regarded as being more-detrimental to the operation of
roller bearings than of ball bearings. The design guide suggests that mis-
alignment in radians should be limited to the following values:

spherical 'bearings 0.0087
ball bearings 0.0035-0047

cylindrical and taper roller bearings 0.001

Provided misalignment does not exceed these limits, it can be ignored
in calculations.

In,view,-of the importance of roller contact bearings in.engineering
pract ice.ltiWould seem'to:be-essential'thatthe poss'ible improvement of
ratings-should be, kept under continuous review:

Clean]in'ess ,in lubricant

In a recent investigation( 26 ) special: precautio.s were-taken to ensure
cleaniiness of the lubricant. This resulted ,in the absehce of failures
within aeperiod Which in normal circumstances would have been appropriate
toproduce a number-of failed bearings'. It is therefore clear that debris
of vrioU.s types in the-oil can result in the initiation of' failure~and
quantification of this effect wouldappea to-be an important~subject, for
future study..

Involute'Gears

-At-the instant where the iine of contact crosses, the common tahgent to
the bitch circles, involute g~ar teeth-j oll 6o-ver the--other without slid-
ing, 66t duridig the remainderof the intra6tio i6i.e., when the contact
zone--i; i'th' addend~mAd &dendum-, a crtain amount of relaive sliding

-Thrf6r I- to, be n ,the if laive sliding
oc~ _ T er, e , pift'ingis,-ostj', f6und- nh -pitch line whereas

U, -

____ ___ ___ ~ .- '-- -"-'~7
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scuffing is found in the addendum and dedendum region. A certain amount of
clarification is still required to elucidate the precise conditions for the
commencement of scuffing. Some work on pitting of metallic and non-metallic
gears is reported by Krishna Murthy.,(27)

Rozeanu and Grosberg(28 ) show that with good quality hardened gears.
scuffing occurs at the point where' deceleration and overload combine to
produce the greatest disturbance. However, before reaching the scoring,
stage, another type-of damage is ohce.-ved which is located in the vicinity
of the tip of both-pinion-and gear teeth. This -type of damage is believed
to be due to abrasion by hard debris detached from the tip wedge.

Brigger, Daus and SchultZ(29) provide data on the fatigue life of gears
and provide clear evidence of sub-surface fatigue due to Hertzian stress.
They draw attention to the growth of fatigue cracks in relation to the effect
of lubricant trapped in an incipient crack during successive' cycles.

Hypoid Gears

Hypoid.-gears are mainly encountered- jn right -angl6 drives associa ed

wi th the- axles of aujtoiobil es: footh-actI oni§ cbmbi ne the rolli11ng action
characteristic of spiral-bevel -gears with' a degr~ee of sliding whi'ch-makes
this type of-qear ci~ti cal from a point of vTwf surfdc l loading. To'Me
and Graham(30) list fiV inodes -6f fWltre-by' urface damage-by automobile
gears, notably 'rippling,' 'ridging,' 'pitting,' 'scratching' and 'scuffing.'
Successful operation of hypoid gear i§ dependent on- the provision of the so-
called extreme pressure oils. U. S. military specifications Mil.L2105 and
Mil .L;2105b define -the -properties. requir~d- for-acceptable-axle o ,il -s. 'Al;;
though thes6 are aljl ,basdd on" milita-ry i'e'uiiremen ,ts- they, are-d &so -used,.for
civil~-i- purposes. rhe, a re,,sveia, tye"6 "'dtv~~ copUndind
hypoid lobri'cants. -Lead-sop, acti 6sulphur 6dditivds'may ,preV'e~t scuffing
in final drives-,hici.*fiv hot yet been r-i, ptcLTry whn the giers
have ii6t-been .hbsphated. -They are-noitstisfact6ry.,und6r high torque but
are df-fecti ,ve for , high' speeds. :Lead iulphur chlorine -typles are. generally
satisf66to''y under hgh~tbrque -lov-speed~cnditinsbut-arc sometimes lts
so at high spe6ds-i -Figure 5 illuitr~tes exampls-of 'scuf-fing,' 'scoring,
and 'riplng.

Friction- Drivds

Friction, drives Which are' b~ing used& incrd'asingly in- iniicyvari-
able g'ears,,&r-th6 coniverse of-hypoid-.6ears insofar as it-As thie-iiitentin-
that., tWa0' sm66th rnchin -eldm~nts shouldi-roll-togdthee without' slidi hg:.Whi-lst
being'6paI516. of trans-mitting 'a' -prpirl fe -fo' ft:h other
Piroblenis- b fritidn, dr~ive. "" ,f". ' ''hav led- t6-a Wtn~eiK f inve' ig ati ons of th-
drag- forc~i in e iasito------- br a ion 1 .. ,ad 'odAa - of 'Work
was r6 po0rt Ied ,by -Crook(~ - 'wh6, ih c6mmio6, with the, majority, 6f -Wo~kets 'in'the
field of e~soy-66dnmi lub ric~tibn -used fwo- ylinders- to -represeht the

itat-ng e emet ' '- ith -this Arrangern~nt, slide-roli- ratio, can be- varied
and m~i~-e~hb i'a~~ani-eimekst embbdyig 0j~ -_,inr cy~ers may be-

'If frictional- traction is plotted against relative sliding three- prin-
cipal modes may- be identified-as inh Figure 6; First there is the linear
mode in which-traction.* -is proportional to the rel'ative velocity of sliding,;
then there is the transition zone during which a maxi -mum is reached, and

- ~-- - -~--~- - ~ --7 ~ - - -
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(a)

ii 5 .Iiyvoid Gear: (oast Side)

(a).ffe'-dgear 
flan

(b) scored gear flank (drive side)

(C) Rippled gear
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Non-linear region

I
.2 Linear region

LL
U

Thermal region

Sliding speed
Fig. 6.-Frictional traction in elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication.

finally a third zone with a failing characteristic. The initial region can
be shown to relate to the rheological properties of the oil, viscosity being
of predominant importance.(34 ) However, a certain mystery surrounds the fact
that a maximum value is observed in the second zone. It is now-believed
that under appropriate circumstances a lubricant within a film under the
intense pressures of the Hertzian contact becomes a glass-like solid, which
in common with other solids, has a limiting-strength corresponding to the
maximum value of traction( 4) Regarding the third zone, the falling off in
traction is attributed to the fall in -its-viscosity associated with increase
in temperature of the lubricant. Odl-Owei and"Roylance(35) investigated con-
tacts- ih,which one of the surfaces was~stati6ihary. They applied-Crook's
theory to the situatioh-iandshowed that if'appropriate allowance was made for
variation -in the thickness of the,film occasioned--by diminution of viscosity
with temperature,..exc'llent 'agreement wasit6obe found between theory and ex;
perimenlit (Figure 7). A difference 'in6traction perfomance of different
lubricants was noted and was shown to-be directly related to lubricant prop-
erties notably the base visc6sity and the temperature coefficient of vis-
cosity.

Cam and Cam Followers

ArY often quoted instance of the-benefit-resulting from use of el~stoz
ahydrodynmic the6rywaspublishedbyMulier;(36)He indicated-thaite ca-1cu-

latio,' 6f Hertziahistees4s, al 6 & 4 6Ulbe misleading -and that .- was necessary.
to-take-the meAnrolliAg speed into accbint.' 'He-showed th~t4-6:reddctioi innose' adiusbf acam which increased Hertziah stress,- so inreasedth "

relative Vel6city'and thus the oil film thickness' This was shown-.to be an
-advantagebecause thdecam with the thicke film operated satisfatorily in,
servi eewhereas the one' with the -thifirier film failed-,prematurely.

temperature 1imi.tationsareikelyt& be importait in the cseof cams
required tooperate under'1iit6nsecnditions, ard,,it has+n- sfiown.by
Watson andMilkinS 37 ) that scuffing i imost l-ikely-to- oct,' ;at speeds removed
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Slidinij speed., rn,

Fig. 7.-Correl'ation of theoretical tradti2n with experimental data (HVI 650).

from -the design speed. Th& loading-,ot cams is never steady'and an impor-
t66it devb1oomient of the elastohydeodynamic theory must be towards the evalu-
ationof ~ti.ani6nt Thdcidtbi.V~a~-id o~- 3 and'Vichaid( 39)
have demonstrated that a~seeIcmoe , Y-6b~e-c ifithi§ resoet
P606 4ahd.:Cl rk (40 )' hive revie46d the 'sel eti6n of mate~ials fo' us iri cams.
Relatively thi~k c6~ig -a hvisagdd -in'tder 'tb&embi'~ the region of
maxIm Um-'HeVftzian:ishear stress,

Wheel, on Rail F
4~n- -Oar'a c-'et2iP stresses, ar6 high-ii tM- ode6f lo

N/rn2 ) and-6 a ertain amount 'bf work ha'dening occurs in .tti early -life oi-j t~he -cnffilpornt. When 6 i~pia'1 wheel1 load of 16 d 4N s~l~,df~tb

xio 'isaip'fl'~d efl1ti~

7________ T'-
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of the contact zone will be .1 of a millimetre so that the contact region
can-itself be regarded as a spring. Association with the mass of the axle
can give rise to vibration and, as demonstrated in a disc machine,(41) to a
form of wear known as 'corrugation.' Experience of corrugation on the track
does not necessarily correlate with laboratory experience. In Johnson's
laboratory tests the pitch of the corrugations was approximately 50mm,
whereas on the track, the wave length varies because of the resilience ofthe rail and of its support on sleepers and ballast. Johnson and Gray(41)

consider that friction and wear'on the rail head are more signifi.ant in the
generation of corruqationthan plastic flow of metal.

Other forms of rail wear are associated with oxidation and for many
years it was considered that this was the predominant mode.(42) Recent work
by Clayton(43) has shown the importaice of severe plastic working particularly
where route alignments are sharply curved. The evaluation of the relative
importance of corrosion, and plastic deformation waits further investigation.

Electrical Switchgear

Electrical switchgear involving the-making and.breaking of electrical
circuits by bringing conducting components into contact with or without a
degree of relative sliding (wipe) is of importance, not only because. of-the
limitation in the life of equipment due. to,'the wear of the contacts, but
also in the -interests of safety. If, for instance, contacts became welded
together so that when it was: desired to switch off current, the circuits,
did, notseparate, disaster would result. The physics of electrical con.
tactsha' been studied recently, notably by Llewellyn Jones'(44) w6o defines
the functions of a contact as being. to, carry out the following sequence:

a. to close the-circuit

b. to allow the currentto pass for a specified time

c. to open the circuit.and terminate the current.

This sequence must be repeatable on demand.

Continued operation leads to deterioration of the surface or loss of
material, so that eventually the system must be taken out of service. The
underlying cause of this deterioration is the electrical process rather than
ordinary mechanicalwe6ar.

When two charged conductors Approach :e~ch 6ther, highcelectrostatic
forces are set up in the vicinity of-microscopic protruberances. Thus
c6nduction-may commence even before-physical' contaict is made; Once the
circuit -has been completed,, contaminating films -or rough surfaces may Con-
cehtrate the areas of true contact'so that melting.occurs. 'If, for any
.reasOn, current ceases to 'flow before-an attempt is made to-open' the switch
it may -become welded. Normally, however,, as contact pressure 'is reduted;
so is the number of contact areas, until the high-current densities. operate
from a very small area. This leads/to the, formation of. molten -bridges as
'described in, Section.El'edti~cal' Damag e.

'SOME WEAR,,.MEtHANiSMS
Mild- and Severe-Wear-

|. ....... -
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The terms 'mild' and 'severe wear' were first introduced by Hirst in
order to describe the sudden transitions Which were observed in wear experi-
ments.(45) As such they denoted qualitative differences and the use of quan-
titative terminology to describe a qualitative difference is in the view of
the writer somewhat unfortunate.

Kragelskii( 46) refers to 'internal' and 'superficial' friction. Super-
ficial friction occurred when the interface between the rubbing surface was
weak so that sliding could take place therein with relatively little damage
and comparatively no friction. When the bond between the surfaces (whether
produced by penetration of asperities or by adhesion) was stronger than the
underlying pairs, failure would occur in the bulk of the material. This in-
ternal friction will affect larger volumes of material causing considerable
roughening and damage to'the surface. Lancaster(47) explains the transition
from mild to severe wear as arising from competition of two opposing dynamic
proces§6s. One of these is the formation of fresh metal surface and the
other is the formation of surface oxide film by reaction with the surrounding
atmosphere. The transition from one mode to another, ostensibly d&, to
changes in load of speed can generally be attributed to a change in tempera-
ture. Severe wear conditions are usually intolerable in machinery and when
they, occur the general deterioration in the surfaees may lead to a catas-
trophic worsening of the situation and eventually to seizure. Mechanisms
which leave the surface relativly unaltered such as delamiiation wear (see
Section:-Delamination-Wear) can lead to an adequate life in practical mach-
ines.

Effects of lubrication

If thezheights of asperities are randomly distributed, some inter-
actions may be expected to be so severe as to cause intense but localized
surface damage whereas others will be accommodated by elastic deformation.

Whether or not deformation will be primarily plastic will be determined

by the value of the plasticity index ' as defined in equations 4(a) and 4(b).

E 4(a)

or X .6 l 4(b)

where ,T= +
RE 1  E7

and El and E2 and yj and Y2 are the Youngs moduli of elasticity and Poissons

ratios of.the materials of bodies .1 and 2 respectively;

= standard deviation of asperity height distributions

r = asperity radius

=H, hardness

L = correlation distande.

The effect of x on the occurrence of mildor severe sliding conditions
has-been investigated by Hirst and Hollander(48 ) using a stainless steel ball
-0*f'ihardties 500 vpn and 12.7m diameter whichowas arrn6ed -toIide-over
flat'plates made of the same material but of hardness value 180 vpn. Differ-
ent surface finish characteristics of the flat plates were obtained by using

1jq- _____ _____
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different grades of abrasive paper in the finishing pro,:esq. Values of a
ranged from 0.Olpm to 2pm and of L from 2pm to 30p.m. Lubricant was a 1%
solution of stearic acid in white oil.

The tests revealed a sharp transition from smooth sliding to irreguiar
motion accompanied by high friction values. For any given load it was
possible to determine 'safe' and 'unsafe' regions as indicated in Figure 8.

From Equation 3(b) for a given combination of materials and a given
value of X, a plot of a against L will represent a straight line. A series
of such lines, each relating to a particular value of X, is shown in Figure 8.
For a large part of the diagram these lines are parallel to lines reDresen-
ting the transition from safe to unsafe conditions for loads of 2.5, 10 and
50 N respectively. The variation for a twentyfold increase in load is not
great. Thus it can be concluded that the transition from smooth to rough
sliding is dependent on the value of X, that is, whether asperity deformation
is primarily plastic or elastic.

Another important conclusion to be drawn from Figure 8 relates to the
limiting value of a (just below 0.02pm) below which all surfaces failed
readily under test indicating that surfaces may be too smooth to be lubri-
cated effectively. It is also apparent that L must be above a certain value
for smooth sliding to occur.

0
N/ormalfoc

2.51

0.2 Ua

X=2,

jo.
Ei

0.04,0 15

0-02
0.02 ,mafe

2 6 8 10 20

L(V m)

Fig. 8.-Effect of surface texture on study of lubricated stainless steel

(after Hirst and Hollander)

Pitting

This is the characteristic mode of failure of rolling contact bearings

- -K, U''.' ,
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as illustrated in Figure 9 and also occurs in other Hertzian contacts such
as the faces of involute gears particularly in the vicinity of the pitch
line. Compressive Hertzian stress falls off rapidly with distance from the

Fig. 9.-Pitting failure of 0.5 in. diameter steel balls.

surface in contrast with the shearing stress which increases to a maximum
within the bulk of the compacting material. Maximum shear stress depends
on the maximum compressive stress. The depth below the surface at which
maximum shear stress occurs is related to the major semi-axis of the ellip-
tical contact by a factor which varies between 0.78 for a line of contact
to 0.475 for point contact. The maximum shear stress changes sign within
the contact for every passage of a loaded element so that the loading cycle
may be compared with the direct stress test in which the cycles consist of
compressive and tensile stress symmetrically above and below zero stress.
The onset of plastic yielding will be determined by the Von Mises - Henky
criterion but for practical purposes the 'maximum shear stress' criterion is
more convenient and gives virtually the same result. Thus elastic limit is
reached when maximum Hertzian stress equals 1.7 times the yield stress in
compression. There is thus a region within the rolling element which is
particularly subjected to fatigue and cracks may be expected to start from
any inclusion acting as a stress raiser. These cracks may spread parallel
to the surface until other points of weakness are encountered so enabling a
flake of material to become detached so as to leave a pit in the surface.
There is some controversy as to whether or not the initiation of the cracks
is at the surface or in the region of maximum Hertzian shear stress. Evi-
dence is conflicting.

A number of investigators have observed spherical particles about lp
in diameter which appear to be formed within the growing fatigue crack.
Further work is necessary to elucidate the mechanism of formation of these
spherical particles (Figure 10).

Evidence exists that the presence of lubricant affects the initiation
of pitting failure and the slide/roll ratio may have an important effect.
Further clarification of this aspect is also important.

Scuffing

Scuffing (sometimes known as 'scoring' in the U.S.A.) is a character-
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Fig. lO.-Spherical wear particle.

istic form of damaqe usually associated with a combination of stress con-
centration and relative sliding. The following definition adopted by the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers in 1957 namely "gross damage character-
ized by the formation of local welds between sliding surfaces" is not en-
tirely adequate because it presupposes a mechanism. Similarly the O.E.C.D.
defines scuffing as "localized damage caused by the occurrence of solid-
phase welding between sliding surfaces without local surface melting."

Scuffing is usually characterized by the transfer of material between
the interacting surfaces, in general material being transferred from the
faster moving surfaces to the slowing moving surface. Whether or not melt-
ing and welding occur, there is ample evidence of drastic metallurgical
change. Phase transformations occurring in the vicinity of the surface
consistent with materials having been heated and rapidly quenched.(49 ) An
important aspect of scuffing failure is the relative ease with which this
can be prevented by the use of extreme pressure lubricants.

These usually contain sulphur, halogens or phosphorous and can be shown
to react chemically with the surface to leave a non-metallic layer. Prior
phosphating of the surface of gears has been shown to have similar results
to extreme pressure lubrication. The temperature of operation appears to be
of crucial importance in determining the incidence of the scuffing. It also
appears to be the triggering agent initiating the action of extreme pressure
lubricants.

A tentative theory of scuffing failure is put forward for discussion
as follows:

"There-will be occasional points of intimate contact between the sliding
surfaces particularly if-particles of a size greater than the minimum film
thickness exist in the lubricant. At these points of interaction 'the pres-
sures and the coefficient friction will be high and considerable heat will
be generated. At low loads and speed (depending on the coefficient of fric-
tion and other factors) the relative heat generation would increase so as to
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bring about an unstable thermal system wherein the temperature rose until
the melting point of one of the materials was attained."

Fiaures 11 to 14 show initiation and development of scuffing damage.

Scoring or Gouging

Gouging wear is associated with the intense ploughing action of indivi-
dual particles or asperities as shown in Figure 15. This is obviously the
result of intense contact stresses giving rise to plastic deformation or
cutting of material. It is more often encountered on the working surfdces
of material as opposed to the elements of the mechanism of the machine,
particular examples being the effect of flint being embedded in the ground
interacting with a plough share or blade of earth-moving equipment. It may
be expected to be resisted by materials such as manganese steel which
possesses good work hardening capability.

Fretting

This form of wear results from very small oscillatory displacement be-
tween surfaces. It represents the interaction of several forms of wear,
being initiated by adhesion, amplified by corrosion and having its main

Kig. o

i Fig. ll.-Electron-micrograph of iniiJation of scuffing.
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Fig. 12.-Growth of scuffing in.crossed cylinder machines.

Fig. 13.-Initial scuffing.

effect by abrasion fatigue. The corrosion effect was illustrated by
Wright(50 ) who demonstrated the effects of relative humidity. Hurricks(51 ,52)
also stressed the effect of environment and considered that the main agencyof surface degradation was micro-fatigue.

At temperatures above 200'C the fretting pf mild steel diminished with
temperature until a second transition temperature was reached between 500-
600% above which wear rate increased. Above 3800C the proportion of Fe304
to Fe203 increased with a corresponding reduction in the rate of wear. FeO
appears to be the most harmful form of oxide. There appears to be no way
of preventing fretting apart from eliminating the relative motion by in-
proved fitting,, use of interference fits, etc. Palliatives are the avoid-
ance of metals which form hard abrasive oxides, phosphating the surface or
providing a sufficient lubricant to add as a barrier to the supply of oxygen
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Pig. 14.-Developed scuff.

Alm

Fig. 15.--Gouging type wear.

to the fretting surfaces.

'RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DEGRADATION OF MACHINE PARTS AND THE FUNDAMENTAL
CONCEPTS OF WEAR

Adhesive Wear

When clean metal surfaces are 'brought into contact a strong chemicalbond is formed between them. Ferrante and Smkith( 53) have reported calcula-tions of adhesive energy and conclude that the range of strong chemical bond-
ing is O.2nm.
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At greater separations than this bodies in close proximity are attrac-
ted to each other by Van der waal's forces. Depending on the atomic struc-
ture of the interacting bodies two groups of forces exist known respectively
as the 'retarded' and the 'non-retarded' forces. When the distance between
the interacting bodies is below 10-8m the retarded forces operate and the
attraction forces are determined by the square of the distance between the
surfaces. When the spacing is in the range lo-

8m to lO-7m a transition takes
place. The 'non-retarded' forces act at separations above lO-

7m when the
van der Waal's forces fall off according to a cube law (See Figure 16).

10"5

i0
-6

Range of elosto- hydrodynamic
film thickness

t
1071 Non retarded forces (Cube law)

0 Transition range of Hirst and Hollander's

- > Van der Wool's forces limit (see FIg 8 1

108 Retarded forces (Square law)

Limit-of chemical bond

10-9

:17"0 Ohe Angstrom unit

Fig. 16 .-Range.of operation of surface forces.

___________

-a----o
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Strong experimental evidence has been obtained of the importance of van der
Waal's forces, notably by Israelachvilli and Tabor (54) who studied the inter-
action of cylindrical surfaces of clean mica, Johnson et al(55) who experi-
mented with rubber and gelatine and Kohno and Hyodo (5 6) who brought stylii
with tips of small radius made of tungsten or fused quartz into contact with
optically flat steel surfaces. All these investigators showed evidence of
powerful adhesion between the contacting surfaces. Sometimes the forces re-
quired to separate the surfaces were orders of magnitude higher than those
initially applied in forcing the surfaces together. There is thus a power-
ful argument in favor of an adhesive mechanism of wear in which material
can be torn from one interacting body and made to adhere to another. This
implies a rather special form of wear where materiai is transferred from one
surface to the other rather than being removed completely from the inter-
acting system. Whilst examples of this form of wear can be observed in, for
example, systems operating at high vacuum, it is not usual in lubricated
machine systems for two reasons. Firstly, the surfaces are covered by oxide
layers to say nothing of absorbed gases or lubricant molecules of the same
order of magnitude as the range of the van der Waal's forces and secondly,
because the irregularities of the surface texture are usually at least of an
order of magnitude higher. Thus the intimate contact necessary for powerful
adhesion does not exist.

Pollock et alB59 ) record high values of adhesion for clean surfaces and
noted that sometimes separation took place at the interface and'sometimes
within the bulk of one of the samples. In the latter case, evidence was
provided of ductile extension of the material.

It is possible for intimate contact to occur as a result of the inter-
action of asperities representing a tiny fraction of the nominal area and
it is here that the junctions envisaged in the classidal adhesion theory of
wear would occur. The-area of junction was assumed to be proportional to
the applied load divided by the flow pressure of the solid and frictional force
to the area of the junction multiplied by the shear strength of the material.
In isontropic materials-having normal properties this would have resulted
in a coefficient of friction of about 1/6th for unlubricated metals, a value
which is much lower than anything experimentally observed. The theory, was
refined by assuming that, as tangential forces were applied, the area of the
junction grew until friction corresponded with'theobserved value.

The writer is not convinced that this mechanism is important in rela-
tion to the mechanical engineering systems required to operate for consider-
able 'periods of time. The mechanism has a great deal in common with scuffing
and, if the frictional heat is taken into account, it could well lead to an
unstable system. Thus as the interactingimetals became heated, their flow
strength would be reduced and the junction area increased. It is a matter
for discussion whether in fact adhesive wear and scuffing are not the same
phenomena. Steady state adhesion wear appears to be the exception rather
than the rule because of the inherently unstable thermal system involved.

Abrasive Wear

Writers in the English language restrict use of the term 'abrasion' to
those situations wherein material is removed from one body by the interaction
with another body ,which is harder or by the intervention between two bodies
of harder particulate material. However, in the Preliminary Standard"DIN
50320(November 1953) the German term "Verschleiss" is translated as "Abra-
sion" (Mechanical Effects). The term "Wear" is'used therein as the transla-

-- ... .. 7 I . . .
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tion of "Abnutzung" which is employed as a generic term covering chemical
and/or electrochemical effects (corrosion), thermal and other effects in
addition to mechanical effects. In this article the word "Abrasion" will be
used in the restricted sense defined above and the German word "Verschleiss"

will be translated as "Wear." This is consistent with the usage of the
provisional revision of this standard dated November 1976.

Abrasive wear may be defined as damage to a surface by a harder mater-
ial. This harder material may have been introduced between two surfaces
from outside (three body wear), it may be formed between them by some chemi-
cal process such as oxidation or it may be part of the material forming the
second surface. Tests of abrasive wear under realistic practical conditions
are extremely difficult and many investigators have used test arrangements
embodying abrasive paper or cloth. Careful work by Kruschov(58) reveals soma
anomalies in the effect of hardness in resisting abrasive wear. When the
hardness of the test materials had been obtained by a work-hardening process
prior to test, a simple relationship between hardness and wear rate did not
exist. A possible explanation of this result may be that the relative wear
resistance is a measure of the hardness of the material in a fully work-
hardened condition, it being immaterial whether the work-hardening action
took place during the abrasive process or prior to the commencement of the
test. '6imilar difficulties arose in the case of heat-treated steel. In the
annealed condition a range of steels gave results which were entirely in
accordance with, the linear relationship between the wear rate and hardness
but when these'steels were quenched and tempered a different coefficient of
proportionlity resulted. In no case was increase in wear resistance re-
sulting from quenching-and tempering commensurate with the enhanced hardness
which resulted from these processes.

The development of materials with enhanced resistance to abrasive wear
is of obvious economical importance. It is very difficult, however, to de-
vise test methods which are representative of the conditions in industry and
yet at the same time are amenable to rigorous analysis. Whilst it can be
argued that abrasion is simply a cutting process which should be amenable
to stress analysis it is nevertheless a dynamic process during which the
properties of the materials are changing as a result of strain and tempera-
ture. N6 doubt progress will be made in the immediate future by various
forms of empirical testing; nevertheless, the evolution of a sound theory of
abrasive wear is well overdue.

Delamination

Friction must be considered as a means of converting mechanical energy
into thermal energy. However, the adhesion theory which presupposes that
all action takes place on a plane of cleavage does not suggest a very power-
ful m.ans for absorbing the work of friction. Indeed the only energy re-
quired in this theory is that involved in the creation of a new surface.
However, if wa accept that shear forces are applied to the surface of an
order of magnitude comparable with the shear strengths of the junctions,
there is no reason to assume that the plastic deformation resulting from
these forces should be confined to the surface. we may expect strain to
take place within the body of the material, albeit in the immediate vicinity
of the material ifi contact. Microscopic evidence of surfaces whichhave been
sheared'provide evidence of plastic gtrain to a considerable depthand Fig-
ure 17 sh6ws eVidence of ext6nsi~e slip-linds in a friction ,test. It-is,,
therefore,' th'e writer's view that plastic deformation plays a More important
part in the mechanism-of friction than adhesiop.

_ "-
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Fig. 17.-6lip-lines indicating plastic working of substrate.

Rigney and Glaeser(59) state that the repeated ploughing of asperity
contacts over a mating surface can produce high dislocation densities. This
brings about an eventual change in the microstructure which assumes a
cellular pattern characteristic of heavily deformed metals. This structure
presents many favorable sites for sub-surfac- crack generations and the
eventual release of thin wear flakes.

If it is assumed that much frictional energy is dissipated by plastic
strain within the material then it is necessary to presuppose some other
mode of wear to take the place of adhesive wear in the general theory of
our subject. Such a theory has been put forward by Suh and his co-workers
known as 'delamination theory of wear.' A quotation from a recent paper bySuh(6 0 ) is as follows:

"The delamination theory of wear described the following sequential (or in-
dependent, if there are pre-existing sub-surface cracks) events which lead
to wear particle formation:

1) When two sliding surfaces come into contact normal and tangential loads
are transmitted through the contact points by adhesive and ploughing
actions. Asperities of the softer surface are easily deformed and some
are fractured by the repeated loading action. A relatively smooth sur-
fade is generated, either when these asperities are deformed or when
they are removed. Once the surface becomes smooth, the contact is not
just as asperity-to-asperity contact, but rather an asperity-plane con-
tact; each point along the softer surface experiences cyclic loading
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as the asperities of the harder surface plough it.

2) The surface traction exerted by the harder asperities on the softer sur-
face induces plastic shear deformation which dccumulates with repeated
loading.

(The increment of permanent deformation per asperity passage is small
compared to the total plastic deformation per passage which is almost
completely reversed. This accounts for the dissipation of energy).

3) As the subsurface deformation continued, cracks are nucleated below the
surface. Crack nucleation very near the surface is not favored because
of a triaxial state of highly compressive stress which exists just below
the contact regions.

4) Once cracks are present (either due to the crack nucleation process or
pre-existing voids), further loading and deformation causes cracks to
extend and to propagate, joining neighboring ones. The cracks tend to
propagate parallel to the surface at a depth governed by material prop-
erties and the coefficient of friction.

5) When these cracks finally shear to the surface (at certain weak posi-
tions), long and thin wear sheets 'delaminate.' The 'thickness of a wear
sheet is controlled by the location of subsurface crack growth, which is
controlled by the normal and the tangential loads at the surface."

Evidence in support of this theory is the production of thin plate-like
particles of wear debris. The wear'rates associated with delamination wear
are low enough to be tolerable in mo~t machinery and it can be assumed that
crack propagation in the surface region is the predominant mechanism of
mild wear.

When conditions become too severe for this mild form of wear due to
high stress leading to plastic flow or to high temperature leading to oxida-
tion, other forms of wear emerge. It is possible to arrange forms of wear
in sequence of intensity starting with delamination wear, passing on to oxi-
dation wear and finishing with severe wear or scuffing, the detailed sequence
depending on the application and, in particular, on the environment.

Fatigue

In most sliding sysems it is p6sible 'to identify elements in the sur-
face-which are subject to periodic variation in stress. These may be on the
macro scale, for example rotating shaft of a hydrodynamid bearing will be
subject to'the hydrodynamic pressures generated in the oil film. In the case
of steady- load these will be fixed in space so that each element on the shaft
surface passes through. a cycle of-stress on each load. Alternativel they
might be on-a micro-scale wherein a-succession of asperities might pass
across an element in .the stationary surface. In a real system there may
well be a num6er of stress -sy~temisoperating simultaneouslywhich can lead
tom6drethan one fatigue sys Item.The'mode of failu6 which, actually then
occur will ' bed&trmi ed-by compettion between the respective systems.
Thus Berthe61oisinguihe btw6en th'-circumstaces givjng rise to miicro-
pitting -rnd those ldadilg tO'te convnti,6n6l pttig failurewhich occurs
in co-formity With the'H-toapurs
inh hofi y wisuth th -tah, str'ess applied to the sytem. Table I dis-
p1ay his -results.
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TABLE I.-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MICRO AND MACRO PITTING (AFTER BERTHE)(61)

Lubrication
Factor Stress Factor

Po/K <1 Po/K >1

El + E2 -q.4 No failure Subsurface crack
hm

El + EZ

1.4< El <2.5 Surface cracks Surface and sub-surface cracks

E_ + E2 >2.5 Micro-pitting Micro and macro-
hm pitting

El and Ez are half peak to valley heights of the two surfaces respectively.
hm = minimum thickness of lubricant film.
Po = maximum Hertzian compression stress.
K = 'shake-down' value of yield stress of material as defined by Johnson and

Jefferies. (62)

The micro-pitting may well be related to the stresses arising from asperi-
ties at the surface whereas the macro-pitting clearly relates to the
Hertzian stress. However lubricated context the quality of the surface
finish becomes of importance and can be related to the nominal film thick-
ness by Equation 5:

A h (5)

where h is the film thickness and a, and 62 the relative respective r.m.s.
roughnesses of the interacting surfaces.

There is evidence(63) that the onset of pitting is related to this factor.
If, as propounded in Section-Worm Gears, pitting originates in the zone of
maximum Hertzian stress which is well within the surface it is very difficult
to see how surface roughness can affect pitting. This problem can be re-
solved if it is assumed that different modes of failure are in competition.
In some circumstances of speed, load, and lubricati6n, the failure may ori-
ginate in the subsurface region; whereas in other circumstances, a low value
of A, for example,.a superficial mechanism may intervene to cause earlier
failure. Some support for this view is provided by Vaissen and Gee(64) who
used a disc-iachine to investigate th' effect-of rolling contaft fatigue on
maraging steels.

Because of the difficulty- of experimenting with actual gears most pub-
lished work on fatigue 6elates t6,tests on disc machines. It is unfortunate,
as evidenced by Onions and Ar chard(65) that the y ".fe of actual gears; may be

considerably less than that assumed from tests on discs., This differeice
may arise from the difference in 'haradter of load as'between the tooth
flank ahd the disc systems. In the-i& fi case the load will be dynami' in
character, idi6ulsively, applied and of short duration, as contrasted wilth the
steady state. The difference may also be due to the transient nature of the
film forming process and the conditions of lubricant supply may also be of
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importance. In this connection there is some evidence that slide-roll ratio

may also have some effect on the incidence of pitting-type failure because

such a sharp transition occurs as this ratio passes from negative to posi-

tive values. As long ago as 1935 Way(
66? produced evidence of interaction be-

tween the lubricant and the growing crack which raises problems which have

not yet been fully resolved.

Kragelskii has put forward a general equation of fatigue wear based on

the depth of penetration of asperities and their radii.
(67) The equation is

as follows:

Lr Z - Pa Ki (6

S R P2 m (6)

S - distance of sliding. At - height of worn layer.

- depth of penetration. R - radius of asperity.

PaP2 - nominal and real pressure.

K1  - parameter of distribution of asperity (usually 1.12-0.15).
at t

m - number of cycles m = -

up, - strength of material.

K2  - coefficient of tensile stress acting on surface
layer (usually for elastic material - 3, for
brittle - 5).

am t

t 5 5 6or7

Corrosion

Some form of chemical attack must be expected on all interacting sur-
faces, oxidation being the most probable effect. The oxidative wear process
can have,'a dynamic character as evidenCed~by the work-of Kerridge(68) who

showedthat an equilibrium situation could be established between transfer
of material and its removal. The mechanism suggestedby these results is as
follows:

Metal is- trasferred from the soft pinto the harder ring. This metal
was oxidized rapidly until the oxidized filmlimited the further transfer of
material. As this oxide'film was rubbed off a further steady amount of
transfer wea' becaiepbssible.

In the case-of-automobile-cylihders the wear can be accelerated by the
presence of acid-bearing moisture condensed onto the cylinder Walls when the
engine is operating at low temperature, particularly during start-up periods
when the-cylinders'wal-ls'may beostarved'o oil. A"number of ac0ds1 formd
as a7 result of the co'hbusti6n of hydro-carbbni, maY act as corrosive agents,
(also pr6dts, 'f-combu'it6n of sulphUr).

I-I:'
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As indicated in Section-Fretting the action of oscillatory motion is
greatly accelerated by corrosive wear, not only by removal of oxide debris
but in providing a grinding mechanism where this oxide is harder than the
basic material.

Oxidation under mild wear conditions has been quantified by Quinn and
Sulivan.(69) They describe the system where oxidation first occurs when an
area of contact cracks and breaks off to leave a virgin met31. During the

early stages of its life this area will oxidize at surface temperature
until it becomes one of a few new areas of contact. Such areas are deter-
mined by plastic deformation of the materials constituting the interacting
surfaces. The oxidation of the area of contact will proceed at an increas-
ing rate until a critical oxide thickness is reached. The film then cracks
up due either to dissimilarities in the crystal of the metal or its oxide
or dissimilarities in their expansion coefficients.

Oxidative wear may occur by spalling of oxide flakes from a substrate
which shows little evidence of deformation. This is to be contrasted to
metallic wear which may occur by plastic deformation and fracture on a
massive scale. Shivaneth and Eyre(70 ) have investigated the wear of binary
aluminum alloys containing up to 20% silicon. They confirm the Pxistance
of the two mechanisms described above and, in a series of pin-and-disc
machine experiments, demonstrate that a transition from oxidative to
metallic wear occurs when the load is increased beyond a critical value.
This value is increased in accordance with an increase in the silicon con-
tent of the aluminum alloy.

Electrical Damage

As an electrical contact begins to open, the current streamlines be-
come concentrated at fewer and fewer points of contact until they are finally
concentrated at d single microscopic area. Finally the resistance across
the contact becomes almost eitirely due to the constriction resistance.
The temperature can therefore rapidly reach the boiling point of the metal.
This provides a molten globule which extends as the two surfaces separate
until it evaporates. It may even explode. Llewellyn Jones (71) set out two
important problem areas embodied in this general process. These are (1) the
mode of formation development and final rupture of this molten metal bridge

and (2) the 6nsequenc of the conditions thus produced as far as the ini-
tiation and-subsequent development of micro-plasma. Both these sets of
phenomena have important practical consequences as far as electrode-wear is
concerned. Detailed analysis of the fracture of the micro-bridge yields the
following succession:

a. A small gap (1O 6m) is set up between the twoelectrodes.
b. Each contact spot is at a hightemperature and is there-

fore a high thermionic emitter.
c. There is a gaseous atmosphere containing metal vapor.
d. The metal vapor-.may exceed atmospheric gas density and

its ionization potential must be even lower than that-of the-atmosphere.

A seld-inductance of the local circuit can setup a pulse of voltage
sufficient -to produce ionization of-the gas or metal vapor, The occurrence

- . of a micro-arc is therefore practically-certain in most cases of-practical
importance and may be a primary source of electrical wear.

---1 _ _

___________ 2 .
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QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS OF WEAR

A number of possible ways of quantifying wear is enumerated in DIN
50321 dated March 1961. These comprise Linear absolute amount of wear,
Linear rate of wear, Specific reference linear amount of wear, Line ratio
amount of wear, Volumetric absolute amount of wear, Volumetric rate of wear,
Specific reference rate of wear, Volumetric ratio amount of wear, gravimetric
absolute rate of wear and gravimetric rate of wear.

Whilst the selection of the most suitable measure must depend on the
method of measurement and the application, it appears to the writer that the
most generally applicable is the ratio of the loss in dimension of the test
piece measured in the direction perpendicular to the face of interaction to
the total amount of relative~motion.

The value of this result would depend on the stress acting at the
interface, the shape of the interacting bodies as well as the temperature
and other environmental factors. The wear resistance of a material might
then be computed by an expression such as Equation 7.

S Po
Wear resistance = L + -o x A x B

where A = shape factor

B = environmental factor

Kharach and Kragelskii (72) define a quantity which they designate as
'Wear Intensity' as follows:

Dh DV X ) : -rD (7)
A RDS - p AADS. W(

where (in our notation)

I = Wear intensity

h = linear wear

V = Volume wear

g = loss of mass (gravitational wear)

D = operator d

S = distance of sliding

p = density of material of worn component

AR = real (frictional) area of contact

AA = apparent area of contact
AA

A
A R

F = Force of friction

r = specific nominal force of friction = F

W = Work of friction = SF
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They define Wear Class as given in Table II.

TABLE II.-SCALE OF WEAR RESISTANCES

Class Linear Wear Intensities = height of worn layer
sliding distance

0 10-12 - 10-13

1 10-11 - 10- 12

2 10-10 - i0-1I

3 10-9 - 10-10

4 10-8 - 10 - 9

5 10 -7  - 10-8

6 10-6 - 10- 7

7 10-5 - 10-6

8 10- 4 - 10- 5

9 10- 3 - 10-4

Some practical cases are given in Table III.

TABLE III.

Machine Machine Part Class

Excavator Chain gear 1
shovel teeth 9

Automobile cylinder liner 1-0
Engine piston ring 1

crank pin 1

Lathe guides 3

Shaper tool slides 1-0

Disc brakes friction parts 5 to 3

Automobile tire tread 4 to 2
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TECHNIQUES OF INVESTIGATION

The advancement of a knowledge of wear can take place on three inter-
related fronts. (1) the development of theory (such as that of elastohy-
drodynamic lubrication), (2) the improvement of instrumentation enabling us
to make observations which were not previously possible and (3) developments
in practice.

It is the view of the writer that theory should not run too far ahead
of experiment. Conversely attempts to explain experimental results can be
a very fruitful source of inspiration to theoretical workers.

Rapid proqress may be made in idealized situations, both mathematical
and experimental, leading to results which whilst true are not relevant to
any particular industrial situation.

A greater need is for the study of wear of actual machines operating
under representative industrial conditions. It is fortunate that this de-
mand coincides with the economic demand for 'condition-monitoring' by vari-
ous means of which perhaps spectograph oil analysis and ferroglaphy are
likely to be the most revealing from the point of view of increasing our
knowledge of the wear processes. Thus in addition to engineers using the
data for the purpose of making maintenance decisions from day to day, pro-
vision should be made for collecting data for the benefit of research and
developnent scientists, whose objective is to understand the wear process
and to devise means by designs or materials to reduce the incidence of
wear in the interests of the economy as a whole. As was pointed out by
Professor Blok many years ago, this is particularly important for develop-
ing countries whose limited rate of capital formation must be devoted to
expansion rather than replacement of worn-out machinery.

CONCLUSION

In order to keep this review within a manageable size, attention has
been confined to machine elements which operate under moderate environment-
al conditions. The importance of different modes of wear is, of course,
determined by the application. Thus adhesive wear may be expected to occur
more frequently in mechanisms operating in high vacuum or in inert gases
which preclude the regeneration of oxide films.

Another important range of tribological problems arises with machine
components, usually characterized as tools, where contact is made with
material which is constantly renewed or whose shape is changed during the
period of contact. Operations such as cutting, rolling, forging and wire-
drawing impose severe requirements for wear resisting materials and machines
for handling minerals such as mining or earth-moving machinery require the
application of a wide variety of wear resistant techniques. For treatments
of these wider implications of wear, reference must be made to other reviews
in this conference and to a collection of reviews edited by Scott.(73) Never-
theless, even within the restricted field selected for this review numerous
topics for further investigation have been identified, and it is contended
that progress will be more satisfactory if this research can be pursued as
part of a consistent body of theory of wear rather than as isolated studies
of particular machines and situations.
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DISCUSSION

H. CZICHOS, BAM, Berlin: You gave a very good compilation of various modes
of wear. One of your tables includes the term fretting. Could you say a
few words about the machine elements that are prone to fretting?

F. T. EARWELL: My first experience with fretting was on high-speed rolling
contact bearings wherein the inner race was secured to the shaft by a press
fit. Because these bearings operated faster than had been the previous
normal practice centrifugal force caused a loss of grip between race and
shaft with consequential fretting. This was overcome by applying hard
chromium plating and increasing the interference fit. Another case of fret-
ting commonly occurs between the backs of steel-backed sintered bearings
and their housings due to. vibration if they are not fitted properly. A
third and very serious case may occur on railway axles where the wheel is
pressed on. If this is-not done correctly fretting takes place which can
lead to fatigue, derailment and disaster.

1
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D. GODFREY, Chevron Research: One mechanism of wear that was not shown in
your table is cavitation damage. In my experience, especially with hydrau-
lic systems, this is a very significant kind of wear. Would that fall into
some other group in your table?

BARWELL: Cavitation erosion is not included in Fig. 2 and this is a serious
omission. Thank you for drawing my attention to it. I have not come across
it very often which may explain its omission from the table. It sometimes
occurs in the wet liners of internal combustion engines when vibration
forces predominate. Hydrodynamic bearings subject to loads which fluctuate
rapidly in magnitude or direction depend on the existence of a squeeze film
which may sometimes cavitate with consequential damage of the bearing lin-
ing. Of course in the design of hydraulic machinery cavitation is on of

the primary design parameters which limits the output of equipment.

GODFREY: At the wear conference in 1977 at St. Louis I was impressed with
the example on cavitation that occurred to the sluiceways in dams. Tre-
mendous quantities of concrete are removed due to the cavitation of the
water coming down the sluiceway at very high velocity. Another case which
is quite serious is the cavitation damage to the diesel cylinder liners on
the coolant side. I know of a case in which the cavitation of the cylinder
lead to the squirting of water into the piston area.

T. F. J. QUINN, University of Aston: I would like to ask Prof. Barwell what

forms of wear he thinks are involved in the wear of rails.

BARWELL: In the Standard Handbook on Lubrication I had cited the wear of
rails as an example of the interaction of abrasion and corrosion. This was
based on the work of Loach who drew attention to the great effect of en-
vironment on wear as evidenced by the greatly different rates of wear in
tunnels depending on whether steam or electric traction was employed.

However, in recent years there has been a considerable increase in the
intensity of operation of railways which has introduced problems of side
wear in curved track in particular. In these circumstances rails have to
be changed after several months in service as compared with a normal life
of twenty years in straight track. Severe wear conditions occur when there
is relative sliding between rail and tyre in association with high Hertzian
stress. It appears that the best criterion for judging the performance of
steel under these circumstances is that based on the cumulative plastic
strain derived from a monotonic tensile stress strain curve.(I) The form of
wear which occurs resembles plastic extrusion which can be included in the
Chart under the heading 'Severe Wear'.

(1)Clayton,P. (1978) 'Lateral Wear of Rails on Curves', Proc. J. Med. E.
Convention on Tribology, Swansea, April, 1978.

7 - -7. :
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WEAR MECHANISMS: AN ASSESSMENT OF
THE STATE OF KNOWLEDGE

N. P. Suh

ABSTRACT

The literature on friction and wear is often less than clear in eluci-
dating the fundamental mechanisms. The causality for friction and wear is
often misunderstood, the rate determining process in wear is not explicitly
identified, the transition from one wear mechanism to another is not clearly
comprehended, and even the scientific terminology varies from publication
to publication. An attempt is made in this discussion paper to establish
the state of understanding of various wear mechanisms and outline the areas
that require further research.

INTRODUCTION

Tribology is still a burgeoning field of science. As such it offers
challenges and at the same time suffers from the over-abundance of unfiltered
and undigested information. Often the uninitiated reader forms an impression
that all the wear mechanisms cited in the literature are equally importantin a given situation. He also tends to believe that the wear behavior of

materials is independent of the frictional behavior. This confusion is a
reflection of the current state of knowledge that is unable to discriminate
the validity of various claims and counterclaims.

In many situations there is often only one rate controlling mechanism,
although under some conditions several wear mechanisms may operate simul-
taneously. The identification of the rate controlling mechanism from all the
plausible wear mechanisms is of prime importance in tribology. This enables
us to isolate the most critical wear mechanisms and eliminate them from being
operative in a given application. It has been possible in the past to mini-
mize the wear by simply dealing with these rate controlling mechanisms.
Therefore, it is imperative that the future advances in tribology enable us
to identify and quantify the rate controlling mechanisms from a complex set
of possibilities.

Professor Barwell has made a comprehensive and critical review of a
very difficult subjct. (1) His comments on the validity and limitations of
various theories provide a new insight into the problems of tribology. The
purpose of this paper is to supplement the review paper by Professor Barwell.
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In particular, an attempt will be made to identify specific rate determining

wear mechanisms, the relationship between delamination and abrasive wear,
and the wear caused by chemical dissociation of materials at high tempera-
tures.

THREE ASPECTS OF TRIBOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

The phenomena occurring between two contacting bodies in relative tan-
gential motion may be divided into the following three aspects:

1) Chemical and physical interactions of the surface with lubricants
and other constituents of the environment.

2) Transmission of forces at the interface through asperities and loose
wear particles.

3) The response of a given pair of solid materials to the forces at
the surface.

These three aspects are interrelated. The understanding of this interrela-
tionship and the ability to describe each one of the three aspects quanti-
tatively are the prime requisites of tribology. Changes in any one of these
aspects can drastically alter the wear process.

The chemical and physical interactions of the surface with the environ-
ment are important because they affect the surface tractions which, in turn,
control the response of the materials. It is well known that the same pair
of sliding materials wear differently in vacuum than in air. The major ef-
fect of the interactions of the surface with the environment is, in many
cases, the reduction of surface traction by eliminating metal-to-metal con-
tact and by redistributing the applied normal load. Even oxidation, which
is the best known chemical reaction occurring at the surface of most metals,
affects the wear process by changing the surface traction. The wear of
metals is rarely a direct consequence of surface oxidation under normal
sliding conditions.(2)

It is important to recognize that, depending on the magnitude of the
surace traction, the rate controlling wear mechanism may, for example,
change from delamination wear to other types of wear. The magnitude of the
forces transmitted and the contact area across which the force is transmit-
ted determine the state of stress in the material being worn, which in turn
activate different wear mechanisms. Since the surface interaction affects
the traction, the sliding velocity can affect the wear process by changing
the surface temperature and the species present at the surface. (3)

Surface topography is important in characterizing the nature of the
forces transmitted and t~ius the resulting wear mechanism. For example, when
the force is transmitted through 'sharp abrasive particles, the induced stress
field may'be such that the cutting and plowing components may predominate
the wear process. However, the surface topography under the actual sliding
conditions has not usually been characterized and, therefore, the asperity
contact size and the load distribution are not exactly known. The elaborate
studies of asperity contacts in the past were normally made under static or
quasi-static conditions. These measurements do not provide information on
the actual load transmission, because the soft asperities undergo plastic
deformation under the load exerted by the sliding action and'even the hard
asperities undergo a continuous shaoe change. Only through a realistic

* -~ - - I'- ,.*.
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characterization and modeling of the surface interaction can we hope to
understand the genesis of frictional force.

Although the surface topography is important, because it determines the
surface traction, the appearance of the worn surface should not be considered
as the indicator of the basic rate controlling wear mechanism. For example,
both the so-called mild wear and severe wear may be consequences of the de-
lamination wear mechanisms; the differences in the number of surface craters
being due to the difference in loading conditions for a given pair of
metals.

Due to the forces transmitted at the surface contacts, the material
experiences cyclic loading as the asperity contact moves along the surface.

(4)

Depending on the mechanical behavior of materials, the material will deform
plastically and/or fracture under the influence of the cyclic load. The
cumulative damage experienced by the material eventually leads to loose wear
particle formation.(b,6) In this sense, the wear phenomenon is a consequence
of materials response to the applied cyclic load at the surface and theoreti-
cal prediction of the wear process can be made only when the stress and the
velocity boundary conditions are known at the surface contacts. It was sta-
ted that when the sliding velocity and the applied load are low, the temper-
ature rise is small( 3) and its effect on wear is mainly through surface
traction.(2) However, as the sliding velocity increases, chemical stability
of materials and diffusior: of elements across the interface may become the
rate controlling process due to the high temperature at the interface. For
example, when cemented carbide tools are used to cut steel, the wear rate
of carbide tools is contr( led by the chemical stability of the tool ma-
terials.(7 ) Under exactly identical conditions chemically stable aluminum
oxide tools wear by mechanisms controlled by its mechanical behavior.

The important points to be reiterated are:

1) It is useful to separate tribology problems into three interrelated
aspects in identifying the rate controlling mechanism.

2) There are only a few (often one) rate controlling wear mechanisms
under a given condition and, therefore, it is important to identify
them in a specific situation.

THE EFFECT OF SURFACE TRACTION AND SLIDING VELOCITY ON FRICTION AND WEAR

The genesis of the frictional force is not clearly known at present.
Although it is commonly assumed that adhesion and plowing are major contri-
butors to the surface traction, the frictional force cannot be predicted
based on existing theoretical models. As Barwell(1 ).pointed out in his
review paper, the adhesion theory predicts values which are much smaller
than those.measured experimentally. Even a more serious defect of the ad-
hesion model is that the prediction becomes increasingly worse as the sur-
face is made cleaner and cleaner to satisfy the conditions assumed by the
theory.

The plowing component of surface traction is also poorly understood.
An understanding of plowing will also enhance our understanding of the ad-
hesion component of the surface traction by clarifying the nature of the
metal-to-metal contact. For example, if plowing enables a cleaner metal-to-
metal contact, the frictional force will be affected. In 'act, it is likely
that the forces generated at asperity contacts may be different from contact
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to contact; the freshly-generated surfaces due to wear and plowing give rise
to much larger surface traction. Certainly it is a great challenge to be
able to predict the frictional force from the first principles.

The effect of surface traction on wear is different depending on the
behavior of materials, temperature, and sliding velocity. They may be clas-
sified as follows:

Case 1) When the material is perfectly elastic with little resistance
to crack propagation, the cracks formed will be simple ring cracks perpen-
dicular to the surface when the coefficient of friction, p, is zero. When
v is greater than zero, the cracks will form perpendicular to the surface
behind the slider (Figures 1 and 2).

Case 2) When the elastic solid of Case 1 has internal cracks and voids
and when P is greater than zero, sub-surface cracks can propagate parallel
to the surface (Figure 3). These brittle materials can also wear by gen-
erating small wear particles due to the large number of cracks running in
all directions, especially when there are many defects in the material.

Case 3) When an elasto-plastic solid is slid against another surface
with a coefficient of friction larger than zero, plastic deformation of the
surface layer will occur which will in turn cause sub-surface crack nuclea-
tion and pPopagation leading to delamination wear.(81 Cracks can also form
at the surface perpendicular to the surface. These cracks will be blunted
when plastic deformation occurs. Also these cracks cannot penetrate too
deeply into the material since they will soon be in ,a compressive state of
loading (Figure 4). Both the plastic deformation and the state of stress
may change the crack propagation direction, when the metal cannot heal the
crack. It should be noted that the crack propagation can only occur when
the stress intensity factor at the crack tip is larger than the threshold
value of the material.

Case 4) The special case of the elasto-plastic solid with P=O leads
to the case of the so-called shake-down load when the normal stress at the
contact is equal to four times the shear flow stress (Figure 5). In this
case the plastic deformation may occur at the maximum shear stress (Hertzian
stress) zone below the surface. However, it quickly reaches an elastic
state as a consequence of the residual stress remaining in the material
after initial plastic loading and unloading.(9) When the normal stress is
larger than four times the shear flow stress, there is always a finite
plastic deformation.

Case 5) When an elasto-plastic solid is subjected to a small finite
oscillatory displacement at the surface, cracks normal to the surface can
form, especially when the material has low fracture toughness (Figure 6).
When the displacement is large, sub-surface cracks can nucleate and propa-
gate parallel to the surface. This is often referred to as fretting.

Case 6) When hard carbide tools are used to cut steel at high speed,
the wear can occur by chemical dissociation of carbides.(10) Wear occurs
when products of dissociation are transported away by the chip through the
formation of a solid solution (Figure 7).

Case 7) Although it does not occur with Group IV-B and Group V-B car-
bides while cutting steel, wear at high temperature can be controlled by
diffusional processes when the temperature is sufficiently high and/or if
the change in the free energy of dissociation is very small (Figure 7).

__ _ _ _ .,--*
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asperityI/

Fig. 5.-Elastic-Plastic Solid with P=O.

Case 8) When abrasive particles are present on the surface of elasto-
plastic solids, wear can occur by cutting and plowing actions when the a-
brasive particles are much larger than about 1 m,,but it occurs by delami-
nation mechanism when the particle is less than about 1 pm (Figure 8).

ON WEAR DICTATED BY MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF MATERIALS

The discussion of the previous section indicates that the wear mechanism
is likely to be controlled by the mechanical behavior of solids at moderate
sliding speeds. The so-called adhesive wear mechanism does not seem to con-
trol the sliding wear in most practical cases. The presence and absence of
adhesion has significant effects on the surface traction which in turn con-
trols the delamination wear mechanisms, when the coefficient of friction is
relatively high.

Barwell stated in his paper that the mild wear is caused by the mech-
anisms postulated by the delamination theory of wear, whereas other wear
phenomena such as severe wear are not. That may not be true. The difference
between the severe wear and mild wear is simply the difference in the rate
of removal of wear sheets for a given pair of materials. In the case of

mild wear the number of wear sheets coming off at a given time is small due
to smaller numbers of sub-surface cra,;ks propagating at a slow rate. When
the applied load and the frictional force are increased, the number of wear
sheets coming off at a given instant will significantly increase. Since
the number of cracks and the sub-surface crack propagation rate depend
strongly on the micro-structure, the transition from "mild" to "severe"
wear depends on material properties as well as the loading conditions.

(7)

The delamination wear mechanisms were operative even in carbon steels
when the sliding speed and load were very high.(2) Because of the high
interface temperatures, the wear rate was high with a great deal of metal
transfers. However, the cause for wear was again by the nucleation and pro-
pagation of sub-surface cracks. The only possible exception to the wear
caused by sub-surface crack nucleation and propagation was when phase trans-
formation and corrosion were present. In the latter case, pitting and the
change in crack propagation rate in the presence of corrosives also affect
the wear rate.

The delamination wear occurs in many materials. There is sufficient
evidence that it occurs in a variety of metals,(7) polymer/glass fiber com-
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posites, (11) and even in aluminum oxide.
(12)

A few words of caution on delamination wear are in order. Delamination
wear does not always involve crack propagation parallel to the surface.
When the surface traction is so small that the stress intensity factor is
less than the threshold value, crack propagation cannot occur. In this case,
the wear process will be extremely slow since the wear rate is controlled
by the crack nucleation mechanism; a large number of cracks must be nucle-
ated for loose wear particle formation when the surface traction exceeds
the strength of the material connecting these cracks. This may be the case
when the coefficient of friction is very small.

Another commonly recognized wear that is controlled by the mechanical
behavior of solids is abrasive wear. Abrasive wear has been a popular sub-
ject of wear research as indicated by an extensive literature. However, the
work done in the past was incomplete and could not explain some of the crit-
ical experimental observations. The two most critical deficiencies are:

(a) The theoretically predicted wear coefficient for abrasive wear is
approximately 1. (The wear coefficient may be interpreted as a
ratio of the work done to remove metal in the form of chips to
the total external work.(1 3)) This value of wear coefficient is
at least an order of magnitude larger than the experimentally ob-
served values.

(b) The dependence of the wear rate on grit size cannot be predicted

by the exist ng theories.

Recent MIT work(14 ) seems to explain the basic mysteries of abrasive
wear. The reason that the experimentally observed values are smaller than
the theoretical value is because of the plastic work done to deform the sub-
strate and the repeated plastic deformation the cut chips are subjected to
before they separate as a loose particle. That is, the plowed or cut ma-
terial does not come off loose from the surface until the cumul-ative strain
(imposed by the asperities) exceeds a critical fracture strain. This argu-
ment leads to the conclusion that the abrasive wear coefficient should be a
function of both ductility and hardness. Hardness alone is an insufficient
characterization of the material.

The grit size effect in abrasive wear is due to the changes in the
"apparent" sharpness of abrasives as the size of abrasive particles decreas-
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es.( 14) When the grit size is large, the grit resembles a conical cutter,
whereas small grits resemble a spherical cutter. In the latter case, a
greater portion of the external work done is consumed to deform the surface.
When the particle is very small, the relative ratio of the depth to the
width of penetration is so small that all the external work is consumed in
deforming the surface.

There are still many unknowns related to delamination and abrasive wear
which need further clarification. They are:

1. Fracture mechanics involved in wear, especially under a combined
state of loading

2. The wear behavior at low coefficients of frictior

3. Crack nucleation and propagation process in single phase metals

4. The mechanical behavior of materials very near the surface

5. The prediction of the wear coefficient as a function of micro-
structure, loading conditions, and the environmental interaction

6. The wear mechanism of very lightly loaded cases.

WEAR DOMINATED BY CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR OF MATERIALS

At high velocity and high loads, the interface temperature eventually
exceeds a critical temperature at which different wear mechanisms control
the wear rate. One such wear mechanism is that controlled by chemical
stability of materials. In the case of cemented tungsten carbide tools the
carbide dissociates and the dissociated elements form solid solutions with
the chip which is then transported away by the chip from the interface by
convection.(10 ) Based on this model the wear rates of various Group IV-B
and V-B carbides were theoretically predicted based on the kinetics of
chemical dissolution at the interface. Oxide tools do not wear due to
chemical instability; their wear is controlled by mechanical processes due
to their extremely low free energy of formation.

In highly oxidative environments the oxidation may be the rate con-
trolling wear mechanism at extremely high temperatures. The oxide layer
may flake off if the oxide formed is not mechanically stable at the surface
or may be scraped off by the sliding action. Despite numerous papers on
this subject, there is no evidence that at moderate temperatures oxidation
is an important wear mechanism. Its effects are mainly manifested through
surface traction when the temperature rise is moderate. Oxides normally
lower the surface traction.

Other forms of corrosion can occur and affect the wear process. (is)

However, presently very little is known about the synergistic effect of
corrosion and wear. Further research must be done to understand this very
important subject.

CONCLUSIONS

1) In understanding and solving wear problems, it is more instructive
to think in terms of rate controlling wear mechanisms under a given set of

- ---- ---
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surface traction and displacement boundary conditions, rather than in terms
of gross wear phenomena (e.g., abrasive wear, mild wear, etc.).

2) The basic mechanisms postulated by the delamination theory of wear
are operative in a number of seemingly different situations such as mild
wear, severe wear, and some cases of abrasive wear.

3) One of the major tasks of tribology is the cuantitative prediction
of friction and wear behavior of solids based on the relationship between
surface traction, temperature, materials properties and wear mechanisms.

4) At high sliding speeds wear can occur either due to the chemical
instability of materials involved or due to the mechanically controlled
wear mechanisms. The dominating mechanism is indicated either by the sol-
ubility or by diffusivity of elements at the sliding temperature.
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ON THE WEAR MECHANISMS AND THE
WEAR EQUATIONS

S. Jahanmir

ABSTRACT

Various types of wear such as delamination, adhesion, abrasion, fret-
ting, corrosion, erosion, impact wear and surface fatigue 

wear are discussed

It is shown that the fundamental mechanisms of all types of wear are similar
in nature. In general, either one or a combination of delamination, ad-
hesion or abrasion mechanisms controls the wear behavior. The basic nature
of these wear mechanisms are discussed and their similarities are indicated.
Based on these similarities a general wear equation is proposed in which the

worn volume is inversely proportional to the specific wear energy. (The
specific wear energy is a material property and it is the amount of energy
expended for wear of one unit volume of material.) The specific wear energy
is composed of a number of components; mainly, the plastic strain energy,
surface energy, cutting energy and plowing energy. The contribution of each
component Lo the specific wear energy depends o: the wear mechanism, but in
most cases the plastic strain energy for subsurface deformation predominates.

INTRODUCTION

One of the least understood and yet important branches of tribology is
that dealing with the wear of materials. Wear may be defined as the removal
of material from solid surfaces as a result of relative sliding motion at
the surface. Wear is controlled by the type of interacting materials, the
environment, the loading condition and the type of sliding interaction.
Various terminologies have been used to characterize different types of wear.
Sliding, adhesive, delamination, scoring, gouging, scuffing, pitting, mild,
severe, abrasive, erosive, fretting, surface fatigue, corrosive and diffusive
wear are only some of the terms which are used. This type of terminology is
rather unfortunate since their use is often arbitrary.

In this paper a number of wear situations are considered and their
underlying mechanisms are described. Basically, most types of wear are
similar in nature since they occur as a result of an interaction between two
surfaces. In each wear process, one of the surfaces applies a set of normal
and tangential loads to the wearing surface. This surface traction deforms
a surface layer elastically or plastically and causes wear particle genera-
tion. A number of mechanisms may occur independently or simultaneously to
cause material loss in each wear process. The purpose of this paper is to
describe and identify the mechanisms which occur during each type of wear.
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It is proposed that an energy analysis may be a useful tool in identifying
the wear mechanisms.

WEAR TYPES AND WEAR MECHANISMS

Wear may be characterized based on the appearance of the worn parts or
based on the mechanisms and conditions which prevail during material removal.
Such classifications as mild wear, severe wear, scoring and scuffing are
based on the observation of worn parts. However, other terminologies such
as adhesive wear, delamination wear, erosive wear, etc., are based on the
mechanisms of material removal or the conditions which exist during the wear
process. The phenomenological characterization of wear may be useful for
workshop but it does not provide a fundamental understanding of the wear
mechanism or the previous history of the worn part.

In this paper wear is classified according to the wear mechanisms and
conditions. Based on this classification the wear types are,

i) adhesion
ii) delamination

iii) fretting
iv) abrasion
v) erosion

vi) impact wear
vii) surface fatigue
viii) corrosive wear
ix) diffusive ie-r"
x) electrical contact wear

The first seven types occur by mechanical interactions, whereas the last
three types are largely influenced by special environments or conditions.
The wear types which occur as a result of mechanical interactions are con-
sidered here. The other wear types are described elsewhere in these
proceedings.

Adhesion

Adhesive wear occurs as a result of relative sliding between two sur-
faces under a normai contact load. It is assumed that when asperities come
into contact, they adhere strongly to each other and form asperity junctions.
Subsequent separation of the surfaces occurs in the bulk of the softer
asperities. This process generates particles of the softer material which
adhere to the harder surface.

There are a number of important criticisms of the assumptions of the
adhesion theory of wear:

1. For generation of transferred particles, complete adhesion should
occur at the junctions, and the interface must be stronger than
either material. This interface cannot be stronger than the con-
tacting materials since it may contain vacancies, impurities, or
oxides. Therefore, complete adhesion and material transfer is a
very rare event, except for some selected materials under very
special conditions (e.g., seizure in vacuum or writing with a
chalk).

2. The adhesion theory implies that the harder surface should not wear
at all. This is contrary to the experimental evidence. The theory
is modified to explain the wear of harder surfaces by stating that
the hard material has some "weak spots" inside some of the asperi-
ties, and occasionally fracture takes place in these weak regions
rather than in the softer metal (l). This explanation, however, is
overly simplified.
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3. The adhesion model suggests that transferred particles are genera-
ted only through asperity-asperity interactions. This suggests
that the steady state wear rate should depend on the surface rough-
ness, which is contrary to experimental observations (2).

4. The adhesion theory only considers the formation of adherent
particles. It is a matter of general observation that wear occurs

by loss of materials from the system. Rabinowicz(1 ) introduced a
model to account for generation of loose wear particles. Accordinq
to this model, loose particles are generated from the adherent
particles when the stored elastic energy in the particle becomes
greater than the adhesion energy of the particle to the surface.
This model, however, implies that only particles larger than about
1 um become loose.

5. The maximum work required to generate a aiven volume of wear
particles by the adhesion mechanism as given by the upper bound
solutions of plasticity (assuming a Green's (3 ) type of solution)
is two to three orders of magnitude smaller than the external work
done. This point is explained by the proponents of adhesion
theories by considering a very low probability factor (i.e., wear
coefficient) or by stating that the particles transfer back and
forth between the surface a number of times before becoming
loose(1).

6. The adhesion theories ignore the controlling effect of friction
force on the wear rate; yet wear depends stronqly on the friction
force().

7. The adhesion theories do not consider the structure and the mechani-
cal properties of materials. It is known that the behavior of
materials uider load depend sensitively on their microstructure
and the metallurgical parameters. Therefore, these factors cannot

be ignored in a physically realistic model for sliding wear of
metals.

These remarks indicate that the adhesion models have neglected to in-
clude many importa..: fictors. Nevertheless, the experimental evidence(1 ,5 )
is sufficient to co,,clude that adhesion may occur in some sliding wear
situations. The adh ive wear is perhaps the controlling wear mechanism
under vacuum, inert dtmospheres or when the asperity flash temperature is
large to promote asperity adhesion. Under many practical situations the
presence of contamiates on the surface or in the environment retards ad-
hesion. Under these conditions adhesion may occur but it cannot be the
controlling wear mechanism.

Delamination

Delamination wear takes place as a result of relative sliding between
two surfaces unde- a normal contact load. The delamination process occurs
by the following set of mechanisms(6):

a) When two sliding surfaces come in contact, normal and tangential
loads are'transmitted throt-gh the contact regions by adhesive and
plowing actions. The asperitics of the softer surface are easily
deformed and some are fractured by the repeated loading. A rela-
tively smooth surface is generated, either when these asperities
are deformed or when they are removed.

b) Once the surface becomes smooth, the contact is not just an
asperity-to-asperity contact, but rather an asperity-plane contact;
edth point along the softer surface experiences cyclic loading.
The surface traction exerted by the harder asperities on the softer
surface induces plastic deformation which accumulates with repeated
loading.
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c) As the subsurface deformation continues, voids are nucleated below
the surface. Void nucleation below the contact is controlled by
two factors. Deformation by the shear component of stress promotes
void nucleation, while the triaxiai state of compressive stress
opposes nucleation. Since the compressive stress is a maximum at
the surface, voids cannot nucleate at the surface. However, below
a certain depth, where the deformation induced stress exceeds the
compressive stress, void nucleation becomes possible. At depths
far away from the surface void nucleation cannot occur since the
stresses die off very quickly. In materials which contain hard
particles (e.g., second phase or inclusions) void nucleation is
preferentially initiated at the particle-matrix interface.

d) Upon further deformation and repeated loadings, cracks eytend and
propagate, joining the neighboring ones. Presence of voids or
small cracks, however, does not guarantee crack propagation. Cracks
can only propagate in the regions where criteria for propagation
can be satisfied. For example, the tensile state of stress ex-
isting below the surface right behind each moving asperity could be
responsible for subsurface crack propagation. Cracks tend to
propagate parallel to the surface since the state of loading is
repeated along the surface.

e) When these subsurface cracks reach a critical length they become
unstable and propagate to the surface, generating thin wear sheets.
The thickness of the wear sheets depends on the material properties
and the magnitude of the normal and tangential loads at the sur-
face, since they control the magnitude and the depth of the maximum
tensile stress behind the moving asperities.

Since the delamination process is controlled by deformation, void
nucleation and crack propagation, the microstructure of the material and the
state of stress are two important parameters of the wear behavior. Such
microstructural parameters as hardness, number of second phase particles or
inclusions and the morphology of hard second phase particles affect the wear
process since they control the mechanical behavior of materials. Jahanmir
et al.( 7), Pamies-Teixiera et al.( 8) and Saka et al.( 9) have shown that as
the hardness of metals without hard particles or with coherent second phase
particles is increased, the wear rate decreases because of the reduced
plastic deformation and void nucleation. Jahanmir et al. (7) and Saka and
Suh (10) have shown that the wear rate increases as the number of incoherent
second phase particles or inclusions is increased. The increase in the
number of hard particles which act as the void nucleation sites, increases
wear because of the accelerated crack nucleation and ease of crack propaga-
tion. Therefore, a solid-solution metal with a high hardness or a metal
containing small coherent second phase particles is the most suitable
material for sliding applications.

The effect of second phase particle morphology on wear has been inves-
tigated by Jahanmir et al. (7) . Among the various structures studied for
AISI 1095 steel, a coarse pearlite and bainite had the lowest and the
highest wear rates, respectively. It was also found that the spheroidized
steels had larger wear rates than peralitic steels. The wear rate depends
on the morphology of second phase particles because the mechanism of void
formation depends on the shape of the particles. Voids nucleate from
equiaxed particles by particle-matrix separation. However, for the case of
plate-like particles, such as pearlite, subsurface voids generate by
particle fracture (7 ).

The processes of void nucleation and crack propagation have beenanalyzed by Jahanmir and Suh (11) and Fleming and Suh(12), respectively. In

both studies a continuum mechanics approach was used to investigate the
mechanics of void nucleation and crack propagation. In the void nucleation

~ ~777T7%:T.77
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model, it was assumed that voids nucleate when the tensile stress normal to
the particle-matrix interface reaches the bond strength. This void nucle-
ation criterion was found to be satisfied only at characteristic depths
below the surface. This depth increases with friction coefficient and normal
load. It was also shown that void nucleation in metals with partially
coherent or incoherent particles can occur at early stages of the delamina-
tion process.

In the study of mechanics of crack propagation during delamination,
Fleming and Suh(2) showed that the tensile stress which exists below the
surface and behind each moving asperity can cause subsurface crack
propagation. The calculations showed that there is a characteristic crack
propagation depth below the surface which increases with increasing co-
efficient of friction. In addition, the change in stress intensity factor,
and hence crack propagation rate, increases with increasing coefficient of
friction.

Fretting

Fretting wear arises when contacting surfaces underqo oscillatory
tangential displacement of small amplitude. This type of wear occurs by
interaction of several wear mechanisms. Fretting wear is initiated by ad-
hesion and when wear particles are oxidized, abrasive wear is combined with
the adhesive process. Corrosion has a strong influence on fretting wear,
especially on oxidation of wear particles which produce abrasive action.
According to Suh (6) and Waterhouse (13) delamination is responsible for the
final generation of fretting particles. In some material systems, adhesion
may be absent and the delamination process controls the fretting wear
particle generation(14). It is not surprising to find that subsequent fret-
ting particle generation is by delaminations, since in fretting similar to
sliding wear a set of tractions is exerted on the surface. This surface
traction can result in subsurface deformation, void nucleation and crack
propagation(6).

Abrasion

Abrasive wear occurs when a surface is in contact with harder particles.
These particles may be loosely held between two sliding surfaces, or they may
be a part of the second surface. The mechanism of abrasive wear has been
shown to be microcutting of small chips by the harder particles acting as
cutting tools( 15,16). However, consideration of the input energy and the
energy needed for metal cutting( 7) indicates that microcutting is not the
only mechanism. Portions of the input energy may be used up in surface or
subsurface deformation of the wearing surface. Some of the abrasive
particles do not have the required cutting angle for producing micro-
chips,18 ). These particles slide and deform the surface and the subsurface
by plowing. The subsurface deformation could result in the process of sub-
surface void and crack formation similar to delamination. The delamination
process may not lead to material removal in the form of wear sheets, but it
could damage the surface layer such that the microcuttin. action can proceed
faster. Some experimental evidence has been published on the existence .of
subsurface damage in abrasive wear(1 9,20). However, the effect of.Subsur-
face damage on the abrasive process has not been tested experimentally.

Erosion

Erosive wear by solid particle impinigement arises from impact of hard
abrasive particles on a target surface. Erosion is, believed to occur by a
combination of two mechanisms, mainly cutting or abrasive wear and

* '(i&l
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deformation wear (21 '22). The cutting action by impacting abrasive particles
dominates at smaller impact angles; whereas the deformation mechanism domi-
nates at larger angles of impact. Erosion by the cutting action takes place
similar to the abrasive wear process. The exact nature of the deformation
mechanism has not been explicitly explained in the literature. Some pro-
posals have been made such as cold working and fracture after repeated
impact, fatigue crack generation and final fatigue failure of wear particles,
etc.(21), but none have been shown to be correct.

Recently Suh (19 ) suggested that the process of delamination which
occurs in sliding wear of metals may take place in erosion. This suggestion
was supported by subsurface examination of eroded samples which showed evi-
dence of subsurface cracking. Some recent experimental evidence obtained
elsewhere(23) has also shown the possibility of delamination in erosive
wear. The requirement for initiation of the delamination process is the
formation of subsurface voids and cracks after ,epeated deformation of the
surface layer. This is possible in view of the following concepts. First,
only some of the impacting particles are capable of removing material by the
cutting action, because they may not have the correct cutting angle or a
sufficient energy. These particles will slide on the surface, after impact,
and plow the surface material. Secondly, the particles which remove
material by cutting, slide on the cut surface before leaving the surface.
Therefore in both cases the impacting particles slide on the surface and
plastically deform the surface layer. These concepts are, however, valid at
shallow impact angles, lower than 500, since at large angles most impacting
particles rebound after impact.

The possibility of subsurface void nucleation in erosion has been
checked analytically(24). The iesults indicate that void nucleation from
inclusions or second phase particles occurs in specific regions below the
target surface, and that the voids nucleate more readily at lower impact
angles. It should be pointed out that the effect of subsurface void nucle-
ation in erosive wear is not on the generation of wear particles similar to
delamination wear, but rather subsurface void nucleation weakens the surface
material and makes its removal easier by the cutting action.

At larger impact angles where the abrasive action of the impacting
particles is reduced the wear process occurs by the deformation mecha-
nism (22 ). The material removal mechanism at these impact angles is probably
by generation of subsurface cracks at locations of maximum shear streqs (in
ductile metals) and propagation of these cracks by a fatigue mechanism,
Presence of inclusions or hard second phase particles could accelerate the
erosion rate, since crack nucleation becomes possible by matrix/particle
separation. This process is similar to the delamination mechanism, the
difference being the motion of the interacting surfaces. In delamination
wear, the two surfaces are in a sliding interaction, whereas in large impact
angle erosion the two surfaces are in an impact interaction.

Impact Wear

Impact or percussive wear arises from repetitive impact of two surfaces.
Impact wear differs from erosive wear in the sense that erosive wear occurs
by impact of small solid particles on the surface, whereas impact wear
arises from repetitive impact of two solid surfaces. The most-common mecha-
nism of impact wear is by-formation and propagation of subsurface cracks in
ductile materials and by forwation and propagation of surface cracks in
brittle materials(25 ). This mechanism is similar to erosion mechanism at
large impact angles.

7-
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Surface Fatigue Wear

Surface fatigue wear is generally associated with surfaces in a rolling
contact where the friction coefficient is negligible. The wear mechanism is
by formation of surface or subsurface cracks and fatigue crack propaga-
tion( 26). The subsurface crack nucleation is associated with inclusions
located at regions of maximum shear stress. Especially, in overloaded con-
tacts the crack nucleation occurs in the plastic deformation zone which is
located at a characteristic depth below the surface. The crack nucleation
process in surface fatigue wear is similar to the delamination process. The
main difference is that in sliding wear the plastic deformation zone extends
to the surface (at friction coefficients larger than 0.35) but in rolling
contacts the plastic zone is surrounded by elastic material.

The foregoing description of the various types of wear indicates that
these types of wear are basically similar in nature. In all cases the
wearing body undergoes a cyclic type of deformation which is the result of
the cyclically applied surface tractions. The deformation is either elastic
as in the case of surface fatigue or elastic-plastic as in the case of de-
lamination. In all the wear types the wear particles are separated from the
surface by a fracture process which is controlled by the material properties,
loading condition and the environment. The various wear types differ from
each other in the shape and type of contact (i.e., elastic or plastic),
surface tractions (i.e., the magnitude of normal and tangential loads) and
the motion of the surfaces (i.e., rollint, sliding, or impact). These
conditions are summarized in Table 1. The differences in conditions of the
types of wear give rise to the different wear mechanisms which control each
type of wear. A close examination of each type of wear indicates that only
three mechanisms are responsible for wear: adhesion, delamination and
abrasion. In some types of wear, one of these mechanisms is the controlling
process, in some others wear occurs as a result of interaction between these
mechanisms. For example, in delamination wear, the controlling mechanism is
delamination; whereas in erosion a combination of abrasion, delamination and
perhaps some adhesion interact to cause wear particle generation. The wear
mechanism for the types of wear considered here are summarized in Table 1.

TABLE I.-THE MECHANISMS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF WEAR

". tr Type of Contact Motion Wear Mechanism

Adhesive wear Elastic/Plastic Sliding Adhesion

Delamination wear " " Delamination

Fretting wear " Oscillating Adhesion, delamina-
tion abrasion

Abrasive wear Sliding Abrasion, delamina-
tion

Erosive wear i Impact/Sliding Abrasion, delamina-

tion

Impact wear " Impact Delamination (tatigue)

Surface fatigue wear Elastic Rolling Fatigue

.1l
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Sliding wear may be defined as the wear occurinn between two sliding
surfaces in the absence of abrasion. The adhesion and delamination are the
basic mechanisms for sliding wear. The adhesion mechanisms may be the rate
controlling process under conditions where strong adhesion between two
sliding surfaces exists, such as inert atmosphere, heavy contact loads or
high sliding speeds. Under normal sliding conditions the adhesion tendency
is low and the adhesion mechanism may not control the sliding wear process.
Under these conditions, delamination may be the controlling mechanism. The
adhesion mechanism can occur under normal conditions only on surface regions
where the subsurface has been weakened by the delamination process and the
weak adhesive forces are sufficient to complete the final fracture process
and wear particle generation. Therefore, a few transferred wear particles
are expected '.o be observed on wear surfaces, but the adhesion mechanism is
not the controlling process under normal sliding conditions.

The removal of material from metallic surfaces by any wear mechanism
occurs by deformation and fracture of wear particles from the wearing
material. Therefore, the wear rate must depend on such mechanical proper-
ties as the flow stress, hardness, strain hardening capability, ductility
and toughness of the wearing material. The effect of hardness has been the
subject of many experimental investigations. As a general rule, the ad-
hesion, delamination and abrasion rates are inversely proportional to the
hardness. This relationship, however, only holds if the increased hardness
does not grossly affect other mechanical properties. It has been observed
that increasing hardness by introducing many inclusions or hard second phase
particles may increase delamination rate, because the hard particles act as
void nucleation sites (7). The effect of ductility and toughness has not
been studied extensively. It may be expected that an increase in ductility

should decrease the wear rate. However, this may not be observed since by
increasinq the ductility, the hardness of the alloy decreases, which may
increase the wear rate.

The lack of a simple relationship between the wear rate and some of the
mechanical properties is partly due to the interdependence of mechanical
properties and partly due to the difference in the state of stress during
wear and during mechanical property testing. Most mechanical properties are
obtained in simple tension, compression or shear; whereas the state of
stress in a wearing body is fairly complex and consists of tension and shear
or compression and shear plus hydrostatic stresses(11 ). Moreover, the
stress distribution in a wearing material is not uniform and may contain
sharp stress or strain gradients(1 1). Therefore, a simple and independent
relationship may be absent between wear rate ana some mechanical properties.
The other factor which complicates the issue is that in most wear processes
the surface traction is applied cyclically. A closer relationship may exist
between cyclically determined properties and wear rates. This has been sub-
stantiated experimentally for delamination wear (27) by the dependences of
the wear rate or, the fatigue crack growth rate.

WEAR EQUATIONS

Wear arising from the three basic mechanisms of adhesion, delamination
and abrasion has been found to be proportional to the applied normal load
and the sliding distance. In the case of abrasion and for some materials
under adhesion and delamination, an inverse relation has been found between
wear and hardness of the wearing body, i.e.:

W K C 4N
C(1)

II

• • .
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where: w = worn volume
N = Normal load
S = Sliding distanceII = Hardness
K = Wear constant
C = geometrical constant, equals 1 for abrasion and equals 3

for adhesion.

Since both hardness and wear constant depend on the microstrcuture of mate-
rials, they should not appear independently in the equation. Therefore, tne
wear equation can be written as:

W= k N.S (2)

where k wear factor. Although both equations 1 and 2 can be derived by

considering the basic mechanisms of adhesion, delamination or abrasion(1,6) ,
the constants must be determined experimentally. A wear equation must be
capable of predicting wear based on the basis mechanisms in each wear situ-
ation. Such an equation is not available and it appears to be in a distant
future.

In any wear situation a specific amount of energy is expended through
the interaction of surfaces. It may be assumed that all of this energy is
used in wear particle generation, and that for any unit volume to be worn a
specific amount of energy is required. Therefore, the worn volume can be
found by:

Energy input (3)
Wear energy/unit volume *

The energy input is the total energy expended in the surface interaction.For adhesion, de'lamination or abrasion the energy input is equal to the ex-

ternal work done; i.e., (Tangential force) x (sliding distance). The wear
energy per unit volume or the-specific wear energy, is the energy expended
in removal of one unit volume of material. The magnitude of the specific
wear energy depends on the wear mechanism involved in a particular wear
situation, the material properties and the environment. The specific wear
energy is composed of energy Lomponents required for each energy dissipation
mechanism involved in a given removal process. These components are:
specific energy for adhesive wear, specific energy for cutting (abrasion),
specific energy for plowing, specific energy for subsurface deformation
(delamination) and specific energy for generation of new surfaces.

The specific energy for adhesive wear particle generation can be calcu-
lated based on the adhesion mechanism. Since wear particle generation by
the adhesion mechanism occurs as a result of shear in the softer asperities,
the specific energy for the process must be equivalent to the toughness of
the material under shear fracture or,

U :TY f (4)

where u specific adhesion energy, r- = shear fracture stress, and -f =
shear fracture strain. In normal torsion testing yf is generally less than
one for most metals. However under large hydrostatic pressures which exist
under contacts yf can be as large as 10. The shear fracture stress is on
the order of the hardness of the material. Therefore,

n < u < lol (5)

where H = hardness of the wearing material.
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The specific energy for cutting by abrasive particles can be understood
by analogy to the machining of metals. In metal machining chip formation
occurs by shear in the shear zone, and the specific cutting energy is the
plastic strain energy expended in the shear zone(28). During cutting with
sharp cutting tools it has been found that the specific cutting energy is on
the order of the hardness of the material being cut (28 ). Therefore,

u (6)

where u,= specific cutting energy. In abrasive ear process the cutting
action is similar to metal machining, but it takes place on a much smaller
scale.

In the plowing process the abrasive particles form grooves on the sur-
face without any material removal. It has been found that the width of the
groove is proportional to the hardness of the material and the specific
plowing energy is approximately equal to twice the hardness of the material.
Therefore,

u 2H (7)pI
where up is the specific plowing energy.

The specific energy for subsurface deformation or delamination is equal
to the total plastic strain energy expended in removal of a unit volume of
material by the delamination process. This energy component may be approxi-
mated by,

Q "Wo ave (8)

where ud = specific subsurface deformation energy, m = ratio of total
equivalent strain par cycle to the net plastic strain per cycle, Go = the
equivalent yield stress, and c-P = the average subsurface equivalent
plastic strain. The vilues of m for cyclic tension-compression testing is
generally between 100 to 500(29). The yield stress is approximately equal
to one third of the hardness. The average subsurface equivalent plastic
strain depends on the surface tractions and material properties. The 'Value
of the c; e is much larger than the tension fracture strain value due to the
large hydrostatic pressure under the contact of two surfaces. The average
subsurface equivalent plastic strain may range from 1 to 50(30 ). Therefore,
by assuming that :n equals 300,

100 11 < ud < 5,000 H (9)

The specific energy for the generation of new surfaces is in general
much smaller than the other energy components considered for wear particle
generation. Theref6re, the ef"=:t of surface energy on wear particle
generation may be neglected. Table 2 summarizes the value for the specific
energy components for various metalp. The hardness of most engineering
metals ranges from 50 to 5,000 MNm-Z. In determining the specific energies,
the largest possible strain has been considered for the softest material and
the smallest strain has been considered for the hardest materials, to be
consistent with-the mechanical behavior of materials. The table shows that
the specific energy for subsurface deformation has the largest value; this
is to be expected since the subsurface deformation is a cyclic process and
a large amount of energy can be dissipated in a cyclic deformationprocess (29) •

* - - K - 1- --
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TABLE II.-CALCULATED VALUES OF SPECIFIC ENERGIES

Specific Energy
Mechanism MN m/m3

2 3
adhesion 5 x 10 - 5 x 10

cutting 5 x 10 - 5 x 103

plowing 1 x 102 - 1 x 104

5 _ 5deformation 2 z 10 - 5 x 10

The experimentally determined values of snecific energeis for delamina-
tion, abrasion and erosion for various metals are listed in Table 3. The
mechanism of material removal in each of these wear situations may be under-
stood by comparing Tables 2 and 3. The specific enerqies in Table 3 have
been calculated for various metals tested by different invest~gators. It is
observed that the specific energy for delamination is in the "ange of ex-
pected values for subsurface deformation. This indicates that the primary
mode of energy dissipation in delamination is substirface defcrmation. In
fact, Suh and Sridharan(30) have shown that the delamination wear rate can
be related to the energy dissipated by subsurface deformation.

Comparison of the specific energies for abrasion and for cutting indi-
cates a one to three orders of magnitude difference. This large difference
suggests that cutting is not the only mechanism which occurs in abrasion of
metals. It was discussed in the previous section that some abrasive
particles are not involved in the cutting action and cause surface plowing.
The plowing specific energy is one to two orders of magnitude smaller than
the abrasion specific energy. The n+ er mechanism for the dissipation of
energy in abrasion is subsurface dc-oriiation by the abrasive particles.
This process is-similar to deformation during delamination with the ex-
ception that during abrision some of the deformed layer is removed by the
cuttinq action. Therefore, the total accumulated subsurface strain is much
less in abrasion than in delamination. In fact, subsurface examinations of
abraded samples have shown a very small value of strain( 19 ,20 ). Therefore,
equation (8) can be used for the case of abrasion, since the deformation in
this case is also a cyclic, process. If the average subsurface strain of 0.5
to 1 is used for abrasion the specific enerqy for deformation in abrasion
ranges from 5 x l03 to 2 x lO MN m/m3. Addition of cutting and plowing
specific energies to the deformation energy, increases the specific energy
of abrasion to the range of experimental values.

TABLE III.-EXPERIIENTALLY DETERMINED VALUES OF SPECIFIC ENERGIES

Specific Energy
T Type of Wear MN m/m3  Reference

5 6
Delamination 10 - 10 7-9, 31

Abrasion 10 - 105 1, 16, 32

Erosion 105 - 106 20, 23

Ai
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The specific energy for erosion, in Table 3, is on the same order of
magnitude as the specific energy of subsurface deformation. This indicates
that cutting or abrasive action alone cannot be responsible for energy
dissipation under erosive conditions, and that the subsurface deformation
is the main energy dissipation process. This conclusion agrees with sub-
surface observations of eroded samples( 23). Tne subsurface deformation and
the number of cracks observed in eroded samples is, in fact, much larger
than in the abraded samples.

CONCLUSIONS

The energy point of view appears to be a useful tool in understanding
the wear mechanism involved in various wear situations. Even though the
analysis was very approximate, the preceeding discussion indicated that the
main wear mechanisms are adhesion, delamination and abrasion. In each type
of wear one or several of these mechanisms are responsible for wear particle
formation. The specific energy for wear is composed of energy components
for each mechanism involved in the particular wear situation. The contri-
bution of each component to the specific wear energy depends on the wear
situation, but in most cases the plastic strain energy for subsurface
deformation predominates.
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A REVIEW OF WEAR MECHANISMS AND
RELATED TOPICS

S. L. Rice

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses Barwell's review of wear of machine elements and
related topics. Barwell's paper is a comprehensive survey of wear mecha-
nisms arising in machine elements, and well reflects the complexity of this
subject.

The discussion paper focuses on the nature of contact and resultant
stress systems, and on the importance of material temperatures occasioned in
machine elements. It further elaborates upon Barwell's taxonomy, including
discussions of characteristic modes of damage and on basic wear mechanisms.

The significance of material substrates -n wear is highlighted, and
illustrative experimental results from impact wear studies are reported.
Suggestions are offered for a more unified framework from which future wear

research might be conducted. 

INTRODUCTION

Professor Barwell's review(1) of the wear of machine elements is com-
prehensive and well reflects the complexity of this subject. While details
of his taxonomy will be debated, there are no substantive ideas with which
this reviewer takes issue. Accordingly, this paper will present reactions
to those of Barwell's points which prompted the same, and will then propose
some lines of investigation which may lead to further progress under a more
unified framework.

NATURE OF CONTACT

The classification of machine elements as kinematic pairs is useful in
establishing a context for discussion. Barwell notes that, theoretically,
conformal pairs give rise to dispersed contact while counterformal surfaces
lead to Hertzian contact. He further points out that in lubricated systems,
a higher pair can be effectively transformed to a lower one. Thus, while
this classification is potentially useful, it likewise is potentially mis-
leading. This is so because the essential determinants of wear are not
whether surfaces are theoretically conforming but rather include the spe-
cifics of the stresses applied to the material and the environmental factors
surrounding their application. In most contacting systems leading to wear.
both "dispersed" and Hertzian stress systems operate. That is, in either
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dry or lubricateea systems, individual asperities are subject to different
stress levels than is the material which constitutes the relatively gross
Hertzian contact zone.

SLIDE/SWEEP RATIO

The concept of slide/sweep ratio is helpful in categorizing the thermal
"loading" to which machine elements are subjected. Unfortunately, no corre-
laticns between this quantity and wear are suggested. Presumably this is
because the essential determinant of wear is not relative surface velocity
or fixity but rather the surface and subsurface temperatures which the
stress-affected material achieves. Often, these temperatures are not easily
calculated or measured, but if correlations with wear behavior are sought,
such analysis and experimentation should be performed.

CHARACTERISTIC MODES OF DAMAGE

Barwell cites six "characteristic modes of damage": mild wear, severe
wear, pitting, scuffing, scoring or gouging, and fretting. He pays special
attention t definitions of most of these terms. In particular, he
notes that t,4o _: ;nitions which have been advanced for scuffing presuppose
a mechanism. He then discusses scuffing in some detail, and sets forth an
explanation with which this reviewer aqrees.

There is a weak point, however, in Professor Barwell's utilization of
the terms mild and severe wear. He cirrectly points out that these terms
denote qualitative differences observable in some wear studies. He then
suqgests, however, that these words constitute "quantitative terminology".
In this writer's view, the terms are qualitative descriptors. But more
importantly, if these terms are to he utilized to identify wear damage
arising in a variety of circumstances, adequate definitions should be put
forth. For example, mild wear might be defined as that which occurs to pro-
duce no observable surface degradation. This definition would allow for
subsurface damage (not observable as surface damage) and also for a polishing
or smoothing of surfaces (not degradation). Accordingly, this term would
then adequately describe the condition of most machine elements following
run-in and followina service under normal operating conditions. As such, it
assumes no greater (or lesser) significance than terms such as pitting or
gouging. That is, it allows for a qualitative characterization of wear,
without reference to any mechanism. In concert with this definition, severe
wear miqht be described as that which occurs to Droduce observable whole-
field surface degradation. The modifier "whole-field" is included to dif-
ferentiate from localized (yet severe) surface damage as in cases of pitting
and scuffing.

BASIC MECHANISMS

In discussing adhesive wear, Barwell makes the statement that this form
of wear implies material transfer from one surface to another without
material being removed from the interacting system. Adherents to the ad-
hesion point of view would argue that enactment of this mechanism does not
preclude material removal. This simply eollows the adhesive action, and can
be due to subsequent abrasion of adhesively transferred particles, etc.

Barwell's comments concerning the role of frictional heat in adhesive
action are well taken. Many discussions of adhesive phenomena seem to over-
look the importance of thermal effects. However, the sugestion that ad-
hesive wear and scuffinq are the same phenomenon is somewhat mis.leading.
Barwell's explanation of scuffing, which is quite plausible, goes only so
far as to suggest that melting of at least one of the materials occurs.
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Followinq this, adhesive action could serve to transfer material. But ex-
plaininq scuffinq in terms of a sequence of events which includes adhesion
does not serve to make adhesive wear and scuffing into the same phenomenon.
Indeed, scuffing is best reserved as a term which characterizes a mode of
wear damage; adhesion is a basic physical mechanism by which material
transfer may occur.

In discussing delamination, Barwell makes further reference to adhesion,
stating that the adhesion theory presupposes that all action takes place on
a plane of cleavage. Again, this is not a necessary supposition of a theory
of adhesion, although some workers have made the cleavage plane assumption
in attempting to account for frictional work.

As to delamination itself, the now well known work of Suh is briefly
referenced (2 ) While the importance of this theory cannot be too strongly
emphasized, it is +1e writer's view that.delamination is better classified
as a characteristic mode of damage than as a basic mechanism of wear. Thus,
delamination is identified by flat, sheet-like particles and by subsurface
crack propagation. The basic mechanism is fatigue.

With these observations, Figure 1 is offered as an alternative classi-
fication to that presented in Barwell's Figure 2.

CHARACTERISTIC BASIC
MODE OF DAMAGE MECHANISM

MILD WEAR

ABRASION

FRETTING -- FATIGUE

PITINGCORROSION OR
OXIDATION

~ELECTRICAL

Fig. I.--modes of damage and basic mechanisms in wear.

THE SUBSURFACE

One of the major contributions of the delamination theory of wear is
the attention .it focuses on the subsurface of wearing elements. By now,
considerable evidence has been accumulated to substantiate the occurrence
of subsurface plastic deformation, void and crack nucleation and propagation.
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In our own work in the area of impact wear, we observe strikinqly dif-
ferent subsurface features between different materials and under various
experimental conditions. Figures 2 - 6 show subsurface features from five
different metals. In each case, the material specimen has been repeatedly
impacted against a transversely moving counterface (compound impact). The
counterface material is 17-4 PH stainless steel of initial surface roughness
of approximately 0.2 um CLA. The impacting specimen is a flat-ended
cylinder so that planar strikes are achieved. With the impulse measured by
means of a piezoelectric force transducer, peak normal impact stress levels
are monitored and maintained constant over a given experimental run (3).

Thus, on each figure, the transverse (relative) sliding velocity (V) is
'given, as is the nominal peak normal impulsive stress (a) and the number of
impact load cycles (N).

While differences between materials are apparent in these figures,
there appear to be (at most) three characteristic zones beneath the surface.
The zone farthest from the wear surface ranges from unaffecteu micro-
structure toward observably deformed "qrains". The intermediate zone con-
sists of material which has been subject to exceedinqly high plastic defor-
mation, but the basic "grain" structure is still observable, although de-
forming and refining into flow lines. The near-surface zone is still more
plastically deformed, and probably consists of material both from the speci-
men and that deposited from the counterface. It appears to be highly
refined and homogenized, and preliminary TEM r2sults indicate that it is
crystalline.

Investigations by other workers have recently been conducted on such
near-surface layers arising in sliding wear. Bill and Wisander (4) and Van
Dijck (5) find this zone to be crystalline, as distinct from the amorphous
Beilby layer which results from polishing and is often noted in the litera-
ture. In particular; Van Dijck findsothe smallest grains ever measured,
ranqing in thickness from 200 to 600 A. Moreover, the plastic deformations
in this layer are likewise the largest ever measured, ranging up to strains
of 230.

Thus, considerable work remains to be undertaken to characterize and
understand the formation of subsurface zones. When the subsurface contains
zones of markedly different character, is the delamination model adequate to
describe the wear process? -Subsurface voids and cracks are found in some
materials, but not in others. Yet all materials contain regions of high
plastic deformation, and most contain a near-surface zone with apparently
markedly different properties from the base material. Further research is
needed to elucidate the similarities and differences between subsurface
zones in materials subject to various types of surface loading. Where
possible, stress levels and surface and subsurface temperatures should be
quantified in concert with such research.

CONCLUSIONS

As Professor Barwell notes, progress in future studies will best be
made if pursued from a consistent framework rather than as isolated studies
on particular machines and situations. It is this writer's view that future
work should include the following:

1) experimental studies should be conducted with systems in which
stress levels are determinant; these stress levels should be
reported in concert with any results on wear resistance or with
any discussion on wear mechanisms.
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~ ~A ~subsurface

~ingdi rec't'O 0 '~i
Si"' iS'ding

Modified HY180 High Strength Steel
V = 3.7 ni/s
a =42.0 MPa
N = 150,000 cycles

Fig. 2.-Subsurface zones in impact wear of modified HY 180 high strength
steel.

Ilk Titanium Alloy, IMI 685
V = 5.3 rn/s
= 10.6 MPa

N =500,000 cycles

Fig. 3.--Subsurface zones in impact wear of IMI 685 titanium alloy.
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zone2

A~1

Titanium Alloy, RMI 5522SI

N 200,000 cycles

Fig. 4.--Subsurface zones in impact wear of RMI 5522S titanium alloy.

LTc So Ira e i

______ f

Aluminum Alloy, 2124
V =5.3 rn/s
0=4.2 MPa
N =150,000 cycles

Fig. 5--subsurface zones in imPact wear of 2124 aluminum alloy.
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subsuYace

Aluminum Alloy, 2011-T3
V = 2.7 m/s
o = 16.9 MPa
N = 250,000 cycles

Fig. 6.-Subsurface zones in impact wear of 2011-T3 aluminum alloy.

2) exi. 'imental and analytical studies should be conducted to
determii.. urface and subsurface temperatures occasioned in
va -- j-. .. ,r systems.

3) experimental and theoretical work should focus on the forma-
tion and characterization of subsurface zones.
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DISCUSSION

F. T. BARWELL, University College of Swansea: I have always had some diffi-
culty with the terms "mild" and "severe" wear. The example I quoted from
Kragelskii was, I think, a good example of the description of "mild" wear --
a situation in which we have an oxide film on the surface as tested by elec-
trical resistance methods. In the other case we get metal-to-metal contact
with low resistance. Racently a lot of our thinking has been conditioned by
the study of wear particles, but again one recognizes the mild wear condition
where thin fla)e-like particles come oft as opposed to more intensive con-
ditions in wh.xc4h we get many more much thicker particles.

Now when it comes to quantitative k factors and so forth, ave never
been able to use a % factor. The best I have ever been able (and I

think Prof. Czichos mentions this in his slstems approach) is tu . up in
a laboratory a test rig which represents a real machine which simulates the
important process. I think Prof. Czichos makes his check when he gets the
same appearance of surface under the electron microscope in the laboratory
as he geta in the field for a meaningful test. All I have been able to do
(having got many variables, different steels, etc.) is to have a standard.
Then I report the relative wear resistance on the different materials and I
do not think the k factor means very much.

I would like to add one other point about your comment on the delamina-
tion wear. I may have put it in the wrong place out of respect for the
chairman. When Prof. Suh published this, it did seem something of importance
in the physical world which one should put alongside of adhesion and abra-
sion. I knew it was a fatigue mechanism. I think we could argue for a long
time, but the reason I think I put it where I did is because I give consid-
erable importance to it. I think that a lot of the mild wear takes place by
the delamination process.
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THE CLASSIFICATIONS, LAWS, MECHANISMS
AND

THEORIES OF WEAR
T. F. J. Quinn

ABSTRACT

This paper critically examines the current classifications, laws,
mechanisms and theories of wear, in an attempt to provide a cohesive ap-
praisal of the whole field of the fundamentals of wear. It is shown that
the "mild" and "severe" wear classifications proposed by Archard and Hirst
in 1956 are sufficient for most purposes, being based only on observable
phenomena such as contact resistance, surface topography and analysis of
the size and composition of the wear debris. The Laws of Wear are compared
with the Laws of Friction, the aim of this comparison being to show how
still incomplete are the current "explanations" of the Laws of Friction.
Under the heading "Mechanisms of Wear," the mild (oxidational) wear mecha-
nism is discussed in some detail, since it is proposed that "severe wear"
is what happens when "mild wear" processes cannot occur. It is suggested
that the most prevalent form of severe wear mechanism is the delamination
mechanism recently proposed by Suh and his co-workers.

Finally, the oxidational theory of mild wear and the delamination
theory of severe wear are discussed in terms of their ability to provide an
expression for the K-factor of the so-called "Archard Wear Law" (w = KA).
It is pointed out that both theories contain some ill-defined parameters
and further work is needed to elucidate these parameters. Some details are
given of the recent experimental verification of the mild (oxidational) wear
theory by work being carried out at the author's laboratory.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this proceedings is to establish the state of fundamental
knowledge in Tribology and to assess the major program areas for future work
in this subject. It would seem that the fundamentals of lubrication and
friction are fairly well covered by Professors Cheng and Rabihowicz and by
Mr. Godfrey. The review paper by Professor Barwell is concerned with how
the practicing engineer can classify and deal with his particular wear
problem rather than fundamentals of wear. Whilst this is a very important
aspect of wear, there is surely a need for a review in which most of the
current classifications, laws, mechanisms and theories of wear are criti-
cally examined from the point of view of how much is known about the
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fundamentals of wear. The aim of this paper is to attempt to satisfy this
need.

DEFINITIONS

Before starting on the main theme of this paper, it will be worthwhile
to consider what is meant by the words "Classifications," "Laws," "Mecha-
nisms" and "Theories."

A "classification" is a method for grouping together items which have
at least one feature in conon. In crystallography, for example, it is
possible to classify all the many possible shapes and forms of crystals into
just seven crystal systems, using their basic minimum symnetry properties as
a means of classification. Similarly, a classification of wear should be
made on the basis of observable quantities, such as contact resistance or
surface topography. Quite often, classifications are made in situations
where there is insufficient experimental or theoretical knowledge to pro-
pose laws or theories. Classification is the first step towards the
eventual scientific description of a phenomenon.

The word "law," when applied to, scientific research, refers to the con-
cise description of the general behavior of a large group of subjects under
certain well-defined conditions. Typically, the word relates to a state-
ment connecting dependent and independent variables, all of which are
measurable quantities. For instance, the friction and wear laws are state-
ments about the dependence of the frictional force and the wear rate upon
the normal load and the independence of these quantities of the apparent
area of contact. The so-called "Archard Wear Law"1 is not truly a law,
since it involves the dependence of the wear rate upon the real area of
contact, a parameter not susceptible to experimental measurement in all but
the most artificial circumstances.

A "mechanism" is literally the way a machine works, but when applied
to scientific research, it is clearly intended to provide a framework upon
which to base an explanation of the "Law" discovered (usually) by empirical
means. A friction or wear mechanism is one which explains the friction or
wear laws. It should lead directly to a friction or wear "theory" (see next
paragraph). It should not be included in friction or wear "classifications,'
since these should be based on observable characteristics.

In scientific research, a "theory" is typically a mathematical ex-
pression from which the experimental "laws" can be seen to be derived. It
normally involves some mechanism (which is normally a gross over-simiplifi-
cation of what rp bably happens) without which the theory could not have
evolved. Someti -s, the law and the theory become inextricably entwined,
especially when the theory is shown to be successful over a wide range of
conditions. Sometimes, theories emerge without any basic laws having first
been discovered, but this is a rare occurrence in the complex world of sur-
face interactions.

Although these definitions may not be of universal validity, the author
intends to use them for the remainder of the paper, since he is convinced of
the need for some clarification of these terms when applied to Tribology.
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CLASSIFICATIONS OF WEAR

Although there have recently appeared some new classifications of wear

according to the type of wear particles (Bowen and Westcott2), these are
strongly related to the more general classifications proposed by Burwell and
Strang(3) in 1952 and Archard and Hirst (4) in 1956. These classifications
have existed independently for the past 20 years or so, with most researchers
favoring the Burwell and Strang classifications. More recently, however,
it has become evident to the author that some attempt should be made to
reconcile these two classifications of wear, as a necessary preliminary step
before formulating a definitive wear theory. This section describes the
author's own ideas on how to make this reconciliation.

Essentially, it is maintained that the Archard and Hirst classifica-
tions4 are the most basic and easy to apply to any given wear situation,
since they are entirely pV.2nomenological IOn the other hand, it is main-
tained that most of Burwell and Strang's 3 j classifications are special cases
of ihe simpler classifications proposed by Archard and Hirst, (4) namely
those of mild wear or severe wear. It is not always appreciated that these
classifications are based on (i) measurements of contact resistance (severe
wear is characterized by low contact resistance whereas mild wear provides
surfaces which give mainly high contact resistance), (ii) analysis of the
wear debris both as regards size and composition (severe wear debris nor-
mally consists of large, i.e., - 10-2 mm diameter, metallic particles,
whereas mild wear debris consists of small, i.e., - 100 nm diameter parti-
cles which have been produced by reaction with the ambient atmosphere or
fluid) and (iii) microscopic examination of the surfaces (severe wear pro-
duces rough, deeply torn surfaces whilst mild wear produces extremely smooth
surfaces, often much smoother than the original surface finish). These
classifications do not specify a range of wear rates for each class of wear--
in fact, it is often possible for mild wear processes to occur at a rate
equal to severe wear processes. In general, however, the severe wear pro-
cesses are much more "efficient" at removing material from the sliding
surfaces.

Let us now consider the classifications proposed by Burwell and Strang
in 1952. Their first class was assigned the name "Adhesive Wear." This
title clearly implies a mechanism, namely adhesion between the surfaces,
and was probably proposed with the Bowden and Tabor "cold welding" mechanism
of friction (see The Laws of Wear and the Laws of Friction) in mind. Bur-
well and Strang3 envisage parts of one surface beinq pulled off to adhere
to another. These fragments then either break away to become wear particles
or may be transferred back to the original surface. It is pertinent to ask,
how does one know that a given pair of surfaces have been worn in this way?
Optical microscopy will reveal rough surfaces exist, but not whether trans-
fer or back transfer has occurred. Radioactive tracers have been used to
test whether back transfer has occurred, but this is only discernible after
much experimentation. Ai far as this author can find out, the "Adhesive
Wear" classification of Burwell and Strang is no different from "Severe
Wear" as defined by Archard and Hirst, except for the difficulty with which
one can assign the classification "Adhesive Wear" to any given situation.

"Corrosive Wear" is another classification proposed by Burwell and
Strang in 1952. Again, a mechanism seems to be envisaged by the authors,
since they suggest that in this type of wear, in which sliding takes place
in a "corrosive" environment, the products of corrosion form a film on the
surface which slows (or prevents) further corrosion. However, the action
of sliding removes the film, thereby allowing corrosive attack to continue.
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The implication here is that the sliding has a deleterious effect on the
formation of protective surface films. It is not clear whether e- not the
action of sliding, and the temperatures involved due to frictional heating,
have any effect on the type of film formed. In fact, if the "corrosive
environment" were the air (or a lubricant, in which air is always found in
large quantities) it is possible that the interaction of the surface with
the oxygen in that air will have beneficial effects (see The Mechanisms of
Wear).

It seems that Burwell ard Strang (3 ) had a severely corrosive condition
in mind when they proposed the classification of "corrosive wear" i.e. one
in which "severe wear" is maintained by removal of the surface film formed
by reaction with the corrosive environment. If, however, they had in mind
the more beneficial conditions of "mild wear," in which protective oxide
films are formed due to interaction at the slidinp: temperatures of the
interfaces (or protective films are formed by int~raction with the "extreme-
pressure" additives often found in lubricants) it is not clear from their
publication. This author suggests that the "corrosive wear" classification
is so difficult to assign, that it would be better to use the "mild wear"
classification for the beneficial form of wear whilst sliding under a corro-
sive environment and the term "severe wear" for the deleterious form in
which the environment is truly "corrosive" in the normal meaning of that
word.

Burwell and Strang (3) also propose "surface fatigue wear" as another
classification. This is the form of wear which occurs after many millions
of repeated loading and unloading cycles at a surface asperity, when sub-
surface cracks eventually reach the-surface and form large pits in the
surface. Although the words "surface fatigue wear" imply a mechanism, it
is clear that this form of wear is characterized by observable features,
namely the pits which can be seen in the surfaces of roller and ball bear-
ings, in gear teeth and in cams and tappets. Clearly, the authors had the
"pitting wear" of such practical geometries in mind when they proposed this
type of wear. It is suggested, however, that surface fatigue is a mechanism
by which "mild wear" occurs (e.g. see the crack formation in Figure 2.13 of
reference 5) and could be involved in "severe wear" also (if one assumes
that Suh's "Delamination Wear Mechanism" (6) relates mainly to this form of
wear). It is a mechanism, which happens (in the case of geometries in which
both sliding and rolling occurs) to manifest itself in the form of charac.-
teristic surface cracking and eventual pitting, features which are, of
course, readily discerned in the surface. It does not replace "mild" or
"severe" wear classifications.

"Fretting," sometimes also known as "Fretting Nrrosion," was thought
by Burwell and Strang3 to be yet another type of wear. In fact, it is
clearly a form of "oxidationil wear," occurring under conditions where small
oscillatory tangential motion occurs, between two surfaces which are held
together in such a way that the oxide wear particles cannot escape, thereby
causing severe'stresses to be set up in the constraining mechanism (e.g. in
the bolt holding together two plates subjected 'to vibrations with extremely
small amplitude (of the order of microns). As will be seen in a later sec-
tion, "oxidational wear" is a form of "mild wear" occurring when sliding
takes place in a-oxidizing environment. Hence, "Fretting" can be classi-
fied as a special form of "mild wear."

Burwell and Strang (3) also maintain that "Abrasive'Wear," "Erosion" and
"Cavitation" are separate wear clas-ificatiOns. It is the view of the au-
thor that these are all forms of wear which occur when a rough hard surface

,__________________________________________ _________________________n.
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(or hard particle for "Erosion," or bubbles of liquid for "Cavitation")
slides (or impinges at high velocities) upon a softer surface and causes a
series of grooves (or large holes) to be formed in that surface. They are
all forms of "abrasion" which in itself is a mechanism rather than a classi-
fication! Abrasive mechanisms can occur in different stages of both "mild"
or "severe" wear (see later section on "wear mechanisms").

Having shown that the clas.ifications of "mild wear" and "severe wear"
as proposed by Archard and Hirst (4) can be readily applied to actual wear
situations by observations of the topography, contact resistance and the
structure of the wear debris, without recourse to any wear mechanisms, let
us now deal with the experimental laws which both "mild" and "severe" wear
have been found to obey. It will be instructive, however, tc deal with the
Laws of Wear in conjunction with the Laws of Friction, since some very
interesting conclusions can be drawn regarding their dev,'2Dment since dis-
covery and their general acceptance by the scientific and technical world.

THE LAWS OF WEAR AND THE LAWS OF FRICTION

The laws of wear are a comparatively recent (1950) description of the
general wear behavior of surfaces which interact during sliding. They
should be compared with the well-established laws of friction, Vhich were
first discovered by Leonardo da Vinci in the 15th Century. In fact they
are so similar that both the wear rate and the force of friction during
sliding are proportional to the load applied normal to the direction of
sliding, and both are independent of the apparent area of contact. The
proportionality of wear rate with load is only true provided the nature of
the surfaces does not change. Apart from this, the similarity is most strik-

ing, leading one to believe that, since the friction laws have been "ex-
plained" in terms of elastic and plastic deformation of the surfaces, it
will only be a matter of time before the wear laws are also "explained" in
these terms. However, it should be clear from Professor Barwell's review
(in so far as it relates to the fundamentals of wear) that the wear laws
are a long way from being explained to everybody's satisfaction, especially
the practicing engineer. From the abundance of investigations of the wear
of various materials under various conditions of load, speed, distance of
sliding, surface hirdness, surface roughness, ambient temperature, lubri-
cating oil (and its additives) and specimen geometries, a very confused
picture of the wear behavior of sliding systems has emerged. The only work
which has revealed any systematic wear behavior (3,4) has been carried out
under conditions often far removed from conditions existing in any practical
wearing system. For this reason, the laws-of wear which describe this sys-
tematic behavior have not been so widely accepted as the laws of friction.

Why are the laws and -mechanisms of friction so much less controversial
than those of wear? To answer this-question, we must review the sequence of
events which led up to the current theories of friction It is interesting
to note that this:was an instance in.which the "laws" came first. (In fact,
as far as.the author is aware, there are no "classifications" of friction in
the same way as there are classificationsof wear, which is strange, when
one recalls the tenacity.of the belief that friction and-wear must be re-
lated). These laws have-beefi-shown to be-valid,(to a first approximation)
over an-extremely long period (about 500-years). During that time, several
hypotheses have beer, propbsed regarding the mechanisms of friction. Amon-
tons '1663-1705),-for :examole,produced 3 possiblemechanisms. One involved
the work doie in lifting- ne:surfae over th roughness of the other, anoth-
er relatedfriction tothe bending down of the roughnesses, whi-lst the third,
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I 74) and t fi merhan Im Proposed by L..] le (1766- IRV?) It, whic h the tric-
l liol force wa s re lated to the worl done In deformlinq tht. surfnce of one
Itidy by the rotughnes% of another. If. turns out that all these hylgwtl.se's
lad vlen.t:. of truth in them, In much the SaM way as AIl the var loris wear
1yI)oth(',%f,, (:urrently being proposed probably have sonme re I eva ne to %(Oie
'ituatlone. However, It wa, not until the 1940's that a mw, chanism was
pripoed which led to a "satisfactory" theory of friction. This was the
"cold welding" mechanism of friction proposed by Dowden and labor,"1 1 who al-
-.a mVaintalned that the coefficient of friction (G) between metals was given
1y the ratio of the shear strength of the softer material of a sliding pair
to thr' yield pressure of that material. This theory was supported by results
with many combinations of materials. It should be noted, however, that the
vales of the coefficients of friction did not change widely with changes
in material or speed. Bowden and Tabor explained this by pointing out that
the- shear strength and the yield pressure will vary In the same way as the
temperature varies (due to sliding). It should also be noted that many of
the experiments were carried out on a Bowden-Leben (linear sliding) machine
ot fairly low speeds over short friction paths.

in the 1950's, the work of Archard and Hirst ( '" indicated that, for many
combinations of materials and speeds, the surfaces of the specirens showed
ro signs of welding as would be expected from the Bowden and Tabor Theory.
Archard and lHirst(4) used pins loaded against rotatinq disks, so their re-
sults are probably more relevant Lu the repeated contact conditions found
in rotating machinery. One might suggest that Bowden and Tabor's experi-
ments related to the initiaj .taqcn of sliding whereas Archard and Hiirst's
vxperiments related to oqullbrum condlitionH. Archard(") has attempted to
explain the Friction Laws in terms of purely elastic deformation and a sur-
face asperity model which he claimed approached the complexity of real sur-
faces. This explanation was not widely received due mainly to its inability
to give a clear picture of what causes friction between surfaces suffering
elastic deformation only. The surface model has sometimes been criticized
as being unrealistic. In fact, however, Archard must be credited with being
one of the first people to propose a surface asperity distribution (in fact,
a uniform distribution of surface asperity heights with depth) and use this
distribution to obtain important information about the real areas of contact
due entirely to elastic deformation.

Apart from Archard's attempt to explain the frictional force in terms
of completely elastic deformation of the surface asperities, there have also
been modifications proposed to Bowden and Tabor's(7 ) original theory due to
the increased interest, in recent years (i) in the friction and wear proper-
ties of polymers sliding against metal counterfaces and (ii) in the effects
of surface films formed during sliding. The interest In polymers has led to
a, revival of interest in the "ploughing component" of friction, which I, ac-
tually related to the force required to move an asperity of the harder
material tangentially through the asperities of the softer material. The
simple theory of Bowden and Tabor (7 ) assumed that this component could be ig-
nored for most typical metal-metal combinations. Any attempts to Include
this mrm.cIhanlum leads to a Theory of Friction which involves other (less well-
defined) parameters than the two strength properties of the softer material.
The increased interest In "extreme-pressure" and oxide films, formed on sur-
face asperities during sliding by interaction with the lubricant or the at-
mosphere, led Bowden and Tabor J)tomodIfy their theory such that the coeffi-
cient of friction was sald to be the ratio of the critical shear stres% at
the interface (si) and the plastic yield pressure of the underlying metal
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(Pm). The inclusion of the mechanism of film formation during sliding into
the Bowden and Tabor (7) simple theory of friction also leads to an apparently
unresolvable situation since at any given time, it is almost impossible to
know whether to use (si) or the strength of the underlying material (Sm) for
any given asperity at which the interface may be a thin film of boundary
lubricant, an oxide film, or possibly a film formed by interaction between
the "extreme-pressure" additives in the lubricant and the metal exposed by
the sliding processes.

Thus, we see that the simple mechanism of friction in which "cold
welds" are made and broken during sliding has limited application when con-
sidering situations outside those simulated in the early Bowden and Tabor
experiments. Nevertheless, the simple theory of Bowden and Tabor (7) has been
retained in the literature of friction because it indicates how to affect
friction (by altering the yield pressure of the underlying material or the
critical shear strength of the interface) rather than how to predict the ab-
solute value of the friction coefficient. Another reason for its retention
is that it is very difficult to obtain much variation in friction coeffi-
cients beyond the range 0.1 < p < 1.0, so that any deficiencies in the pre-
dictions made on the basis of the theory are never very far from the actual
measured values. Finally, it has been retained because it gives a physical
interpretation, which the elastic deformation mechanism of Archard has
failed to give, although private communication with that authir reveals
that he envisages the frictional energy to be related to the work done in
taking asperities through a hysterisis loop in the stress-strain curve asso-
ciated with the elastic deformation of real materials.

From all the foregoing, we see that the fundamentals of friction are
not so "satisfactorily" explained in terms of current mechanisms and theor-
ies as the text books would have us believe. In fact, the position in
Friction is almost as confused as that in Wear. This should not prevent us
from perservering in our attempts to produce definitive theories of both
friction and wear, based on mechanisms with some factual foundations. In
the next section, some of the more important wear mechanisms will be dis-
cussed, mechanisms which, in the opinion of the author, have some chance of
leading to definitive theories.

THE MECHANISMS OF WEAR

In this section, we will describe only those mechanisms relevent to
'mild wear" and "severe wear," since we have already seen that these are
the basic classifications in respect of which all other classifications may
be described. "Mild Wear" mechanisms will be discussed first, since it
appears that "severe wear" is what happens when "mild wear" processes cannot
occur.

"Mild Wear" clearly involves reaction with the environment, in particu-
lar with the oxygen in the environment. It is not always appreciated that
"mild wear" can occur even under lubricated conditions due to the large
amounts of air entrained in'all typical lubricants. If the conditions of
sliding involve lubricants containing "extreme-pressure" additives, it is
probable that the dominant reaction will be between the newly-exposed metal
and the additive (or, more likely, the reactive parts of the additive mole-
cules). Most typically, however, "mild wear" will involve reactions with
oxygen, i.e. "mild Wear",occurs. mainly through an "Oxjdational Wear Mechan-
ism." This mechanism, which, has gradually evolved over the past 16 years or
so (see references 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15), can best be summarized as

- ,-. -- ,. r- ,- ., --
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follows:

After the initial (severe wear) stages, the surfaces will have achieved
a measure of conformity, so that large areas of both surfaces come into con-
tact during sliding. At any given instant one of these areas will bear most
of the load. This area then thermally expands in a direction perpendicular
to the plane of contact between the specimen (in a manner similar to that
proposed by Barber)(16) so that one has a plateau of contact which will tend
to remain in contact until it is removed by wear. If the slidinq speed is
too low, however, the frictional heating-will be insufficient to produce the
required expansion, so the mechanism cannot proceed. Given a sufficient
amount of frictional heating, however, there will occur a certain amount of
oxidation of the surface of the particular plateau in contact, this oxida-
tion mainly occurring at the temperature of the interface between the areas
of contact on the plateau and similar areas on the opposing surface. These
plateaux have been observed by many investigators (for example, see refer-
ences 6, 12, 17). They are extremely smooth with fine wear tracks parallel
to the directions Rf sliding. Typically they have an area approximately
equal to about 1O-4 mm4 and heights of about 2 or 3 x 10-3 mm. The plateaux
often show surface cracks perpendicular to the direction of sliding. Occa-
sionally, it is possible to find an area within a plateau where clearly a
flake of material has been removed between adjacent cracks, showing the vir-
gin surface beneath. Sometimes, at the trailing edge, flakes can be seen
which are about to become detached (e.g. see Figure 4 of reference 6 and
Figure 2.9 of reference 5). The surface surrounding the plateaux is rough
and packed with wear debris and contains no wear tracks. It can only be the
interface between plateaux which became detached at an earlier stage and the I
bulk of the metal. There is very little wear debris on the surface of the

plateaux.

The area of these plateaux (A) has been shown to be about what would
be expected if all the load (W) were borne at one of these plateaux and the
area was formed by a stationary plastic contact enyisaged by Bowden and
Tabor(7)the hardness (Pm) of the bulk metal being used to provide the value
for the area from the equation A = W/pm. It seems unlikely that every
plateau/plateau interaction between opposing surfaces will take place along
the whole of the surface area of a plateau. It is much more probable that
there are several sub-areas of contact on each plateau and that these are
the regions of actual contact at which oxidation occurs. Under the oxida-
tional wear mechanism, the areas of contact are the sites for oxidation at
the temperature generated by frictional heating (Tc). The oxide film builds
up until it reaches a critical thickness (c)', at which time the-film be-
comes unstable and is removed. When all the sub-areas of contact have been
removed from the plateau, then another plateau elsewhere on the surface be-'I comes the operative one. The virgin surface beneath the original plateau
is now clear of the contacting surfaces and hence can only oxidize at the
general temperature of the surface (Ts). Without external heating, the
amount of oxidation at a typical value of Ts of (say) 80C is orders of mag-
nitude less than the amount at the typical Tc values of (say) 400*C. Hence,
the original plateau sub-surface region will not oxidize significantly until
it becomes the dominant area of contact once more.

This mechanism is-based on actual microscopic evidence. Before one
can use it-to predict wear rates, one-mu'st know the oxidation characteris-tics of the metal,-the value- ,of Tc (which is assumed to be not very-differ-ent from To, the temperature at which the contacts oxidize), c, and the

number of contacts' (N). The oxidational wear theory, which is based on this
mechanism, will be discussed-in the next section. 'Let us how briefly deal

- 7" . ......... ....
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with "severe wear" mechanisms.

Before "mild wear" starts, there is always a period of "severe wear"
known as "runninq-in." Clearly, this is the time when the surfaces are
being made to conform to each other. This must be through some adhesive,
abrasive, or ploughing process. If the abrasion or adhesion is so severe
that conformity (on the microscopic scale revealed by electron microscopy
of "mild wear" surfaces) cannot occur, there is no opportunity for an area
to become the dominant one. Similarly, if the ploughing is severe (such as
in metal-cutting processes), removal of metal will dominate over any oxida-
tion process. Obviously, for an unreactive material, such as a polymer,
there is no opportunity for mild wear to occur unless, of course, one of
the sliding pair is a metal which readily oxidizes. In effect, this para-
graph says that if one has microscopic&lly non-conforming surfaces, or if
one has unreactive surfaces, then severe wear must ensue by plastic defor-
mation and subsequent removal, perhaps in the manner described in the
"Delamiration Mechanism" proposed by Suh and his co-workers. (6)  It would seem
that most of their work relates to "severe wear," although this is not ex-
plicitly stated in their publications. This is nst one more example of how
the basic classifications of Archard and Hirst(4 seem to have been overlooked.

THEORIES OF WEAR

In much the same way as the friction theories depend on relating the

frictional force to the real areas of contact, theories of wear must relate
the volume removed per unit sliding distance (i. e. w, the wear rate) to the
real area of contact (A). The so-called "Archard Wear Law"(1) is just an
attempt to express the wear rate in terms of the real area of contact,
namely,

w = KA (1)

Archard18 interprets K as the probability of producing a wear particle at
any given asperity encounter. If K is independent of load, then one could
say that Eq. (1) leads to the Wear Laws, since A = W/pT (where Pm is nor-
mally taken to be the hardness.of the bulk of the material beneath the areas
of contact and is, of course, independent of the load). Using this value
for A,Archard(19 )showed that Kcan vary from 10-2 down to 10-b dep6ndent on
whether one used mild steel upon mild steel (for K = 10-2) or Stellite upon
tool steel (for K = io-5), all other operating parameters being~maintained
constant. It is this wide variation of K-factors (which sometimes even
occurs merely by changing the load by a few per centabove or below a tran-
sition load, see reference ?0) which'makes wear results more difficult to
analyze than friction results.

It is clear to this author that the understanding Of the factors in-
flu~ncing the K-factor should be given the highest priority in our research
into the fundamentals.of wear. For mild wear, the,,oxidational wear theory15
leads to the followihg .expr'ession, for the wear rate (w).:

"-'O P . 7 Q ... .
[ 2. p 2 x P:j2 - / R o ) U (2 ).
c o

-£

where the p6rtioh, inside the backets is the expression for the K-factor.
po is the densitytof the-oxide,- f is the fraction~of the,6xide which is
oxygen,, U Js the linear slidig speed, d is the distance of a sliding con-
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tact during which oxidation occurs at a temperature To, Ap is the Arrhenius
Constant for parabolic oxidation during wear, Qp is the Activation Energy
for oxidation and R is the Gas Constant.

For "severe wear" it would seem that the delamination theory is the
most relevant one. Engel2l shows how Suh's mechanism leads to the ex-
pression:

w = + ] A (3)

where again, the expression within the brackets is the K-factor; hl is the
removed layer thickness from one surface and h2 is the thickness removed
from the other surface; dc, and dc2 are the critical plastic displacements
for each surface; B1 and B2 depend mainly on topography and are not very
well defined.

It must be emphasized that neither of these 2 equations can be used
to predict wear rates without making further assumptions about a surface
model. It is suggested, however, that Eq. (2) and (3) could form the basis
of a concentrated attack on the fundamentals of wear. There have been other
wear theories proposed over the past few years, but none has received the
amount of substantiative research as these two theories. It is time to
concentrate our efforts on trying to relate our new results to these 2 ex-
pressions for "mild" or "severe" wear, or at least to make some attempt to
relate to previous work in this field. This subject seems to have suffered
from a lack of really definitive papers over the past few years, so possibly
the time is ripe for such endeavors. In the final section of this paper,
some details are given of the efforts of the Tribology Group in the Physics
Department of the University of Aston in Birmingham in searching for a defi-
nitive treatment of the oxidational theory of mild wear.

EXPERIMENTAL VERTIFICATION OF THE OXIDATIONAL THEORY OF MILD WEAR

All theories stand or fall by their ability to predict experimentally
obtained results. The theories relating to mild (oxidational) wear and
severe (delamination) wear are not yet sufficiently developed for this to be
done. However, it is clearly worthwhile to use these theories, together
with the experimental wear results, to predict the surface model which is
most compatible with these results. This has been done for mild (oxidation-

al) wear and a full report Will be given at the Wear Conference in Dearborn
in 1979 (see reference 21). The essence of that report will be given in the
remainder of this paper.

Essentially, the heat flow along a steel pin has been measured whilst
the pin was sliding against a-r6tating disk of the-s~me material. The divi-
sion of heat at the interface (6expt), the surface temperature (Ts) and the
wear rates of the pin (wexpt) have all been determined by suitable measure-
ments. If one now supposes that on the operative plateau there will be N
areas of contact, each of area ira2 (where 'a, is the radius of the area of
contact which, for convenience, is assumed to be ciftblhr), then we can ex-
press d (the distance of each wearing cdntact) as being equal to 2a, where
N1ra 2 = A = W/Pm, i.e. d = 2 VRwNitp. Furthermore, it is assumed that on
each of thde-c6nta~ts, a-6ritical oxide film thickness (c') builds up
during the timifor (1/K)' dondadts'o-6cur. This step, is based on Ar-
chard'sl interpretation of~the Kaacto, ramely that'(1/K)' encounters are
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needed (on the average) for a wear particle to be produced. The presence of
this oxide film will, of course, affect the theoretical division of heat
(Stheory) at the sliding interface, as also will the assumption that there
are N areas of contact. Since the excess temperature (Om) over the surface
temperature (Ts) also depends on 6theory, this means that To (which is
assumed to be equal to (Ts + em)) also depends on N and c"

From the last paragraph, we see that Eq. (2) does not indicate a monon-
tonically increasing wear rate with increasing speed (as stated by Saka,
Eleiche and Suh)( 22) since the speed (U) appears explicitly in the denomina-
tor and implicitly in To (see Equation (15), (14), (13) and (12) of refer-
ence 14). The effect of speed upon the wear rate is not readily deduced,
without evaluating the constants upon which To depends. Furthermore, it is
likely that increases in speed will take the oxidation temperature To be-
yond the range for which Ap, Qp, po and f will apply for a given type of
oxide. Clearly, there is no point in discussing how Eq. (2) will vary with
operating parameters U and W, without getting some ideas regarding the appro-
priate values of N, c, Ap, Qp, Po and f to use.

We have just carried out some experiments on a low carbon steel (EN8)
at 2.0 m.s-1 in which we have measured the wear rate, the division of heat,
the average friction coefficient and the surface temperature for a range of
loads from 4 newtons up to 40 newtons. (21 ) We have also analyzed the debris
by X-ray diffraction. The graph of wear rate versus load (not shown in this
paper) reveals definite transitions at about 15 and 30 newtons, indicating
changes in K-factor at these loads. The 15 newton transition appears to be
connected with the first appearance of Fe304 (magnetite) in the debris,
whereas the 30 newtons transition seems to correlate with the appearance of
FeO (Wustite).

It was decided to use the computer search technique mentioned in ref-
erence 14 to deduce the appropriate values of N, gc and To which will satis-
fy Eq. (2) for the wear rate and Eq. (14), of reference 14, for the division
of heat, remembering, of course, that T appears in Eq. (2) of this paper
and is related to the division of heat ?hrough the expression

70 (6theory TP) + Ts (4)

where Tp is given by Eq. (10) of reference (14) and is the "fictitious"
flash temperature, assuming all the heat generated at the sliding interface
is supplied to the pin.

There was a real problem involved in finding the appropriate values of
Ap and Qp to insert into Eq. (2),. Although the various publications rela-
ting to bulk (static) oxidation agree about the value to-be assigned for Qp
(the, Activation Energy) for ironoxidation, there are large differences in
the values for Ap-(the Arrhenius constant). These differences are, of cours%
due to many factors-, some of which relate to the experimental procedure used
by the various -authors. We decided to- use the. Qp values of Caplan, and
Cohen,(23) and insert these values, into -the, computer search programme-used in
reference 14,-except that, now we were;looking for consistent Ap values in-
stead of consistent Qp, values. Th.s referencerelates to medium-carbonsteel
specimens whidh had been-worn on the same apparatus, so it was considered'
these Ap values would also be appropriate to our-low-carbon steel experiments
The "appropriate"-values are-giyen below:

For To < 450-C, Ap 1016 kg2.m-4.s "I , Op = 208' kJ,,. mole-'

4~I .........,- -
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For 450*C <To < 600'C, Ap = 103 kg2m-
4s-I Qp = 96 kJ. mole

-1

For To > 600
0C, Ap = 108kg2.m

- 4 
. s-  Qp = slO kJ. mole

- i

The changes in the values of Ap and Qp are clearly related to changes
in the structure of the oxide. For T < 4500C, the oxides would be expected
to be mainly a - FeZ0 3 (the rhombohedral oxide). For 450C < T < 600'C, we
would expect the oxides to be both a- Fe20 and Fe3O4. For T > 6000C, one
could expect the oxides would be mainly Fe. Using the appropriate values
of f and Po for each of these ranges, and rejecting any To values thrown up
by the search technique lying outside the range of temperatures for which
Ap Qp f and po are valid, it is possible to get 3 sets of values of N, &c
and To for each experime.nt.

It is necessary now to choose which set of N, gc and To are relevant
to each experiment. The criterion to be used is the analysis of the wear
debris. Accepting only those sets which correlate with the expected oxides,
it is possible to produce a table of results (Table 1) in which only those
values of N, c and To consistent with the wear debris analysis appear. Al-
though these, and other analyses are discussed in great detail in reference
21, it is interesting to note that before the transition in the wear rate
versus load graph occurs at about 15 newtons, the wear is mainly through
a-Fe203, with N (the number of wearing contacts) remaining approximately
constant at about 120, c approximately constant at about 1.5um, and To
also approximately constant at about 280C. The value of c = 1. 5um is con-
sistent with electron microscope evidence regarding typical plateaux heights.
12,17 Between the transitions at 15 and 30 newtons, wear seems to be
through the formation of both a-Fe203 and Fe304. The value of c is about
the same as before, but N has reduced to about 60 and T has increased to
about 420C. Above the 30 newtons transition, wear is through mainly FeO
formation, with N now reduced to 30, c about lm and To about 600

0C.

The above values for N, c and To are somewhat different from the
values quoted in reference 14. Although that reference relates to the wear
of a medium carbon steel, the differences are probably due to the fact that
inappropriate values of Ap and Qp were used, that is, values inappropriate
to the temperature at which the oxidation of the wearing contacts was
occurring rather than inappropriate to the type of steel. Unfortunately,
without any definite analysis of the wear debris formed in the experiments
in reference 14, there is no way in which the computer analysis can be
repeated.

The above results obviously need to be discussed in relation to other
experiments with different steebi at different speeds, This is, in fact,
done in reference 21. For our purposes, however, it is sufficient to point

out how complex the analysis of mild (oxidational) wear can be. Unless one
has all the measurements of surface temperatures, division of heat at the
sliding interface, wear rates, friction coefficients and the analysis of
the wear debris, one cannot hope to. understand mild-wear processes. It is
suggested that a similar all-inclusive-set of measurements and analyses
should be.obtained before attempting:to use the delamination mechanism to
explain "severe wear",in an equally self-consistenttheory. Too much tri-
bological research, including the early work of the present author, has been
concerned with just one particular aspect of the surface-interactions, for
example, the wear rate. This paper will have served a useful purpose if
the only "message" received by the reader is that he (or she) should always
aim to provide facilities for measuring all the parameters involved in sur-

-7]
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face interactions before embarking on a particular tribological research
project, rather than have to repeat the experiments to obtain the data
which only became of obvious relevance at a later date.
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DISCUSSION

H. CZICHOS, BAM, Berlin: I would like to make a comment. I think the vari-
ous aspects discussed by Professors Quinn and Barwell should be combined to
give a classification of wear. Let me explain this by considering analogy
between strength characteristics and wear characteristics of materials. In
strength characteristics we have to distinguish first the external type of
stress -- bending tension and so on. Then we have a fracture mechanism,
ductile fracture or brittle fracture. Finally, a measure, say, yield stress.
If we extend the analogy to wear, we should distinguish first the type of
external attack; this can be the type of motion -- rolling, sliding, impact,
oscillation, etc. Secondly, we should distinguish between the modes or
mechaniums such as adhesion, dslamination and abrasion. Third, we need a
measure. This is where the classification "mild" and "severe" comes in.
To be unambiguous, the-e three things should be combined as it is done for
strength characteristics of materials. In my opinion, such an approach
should be used to characterize wear.

T. F. J. QUINN: It is very difficult with wear because we do not have just
one material; it is an interaction of two materials. This is a very great
difference and this is what is causing all the problems. The constant of
proportionality in wear depends also on the interaction of surfaces.

CZICHOS: All right. We can take specification of the material combination
as a prerequisite and then go on further. t

QUINN: I am familiar with your approach to the subject and I agree that it
is important to take these factors into account. But I am interested in
trying to be quantitative about this from. a fundamental point of view. I
feel that we should reduce the number of classificatins and mechanisms and
this is moving in the right direction.

A. W. RUFF, NBS: There is a considerable body of information on the oxida-
tion of metals, for example steels uhder fairly static conditions. The
problem is, of course, extremely complex because of the environmental effect.
However, one can determine the type of oxides that are produced, the rates
of oxidation, etc. and then get activation energies and pre-exponential co-
efficients.

Have you been able to obtain a quantitative connection between the
activation energies, pre-exponential factors, etc. in the oxidative wear
data that you presented and the static oxidation data? Or do you think it
is possible to make that kind of a simple connection?

QUINN: That is a good question. We found it very difficult to establish
such a simple connection between the static oxidation data and wear data.
We are convinced that the oxidation that occurs in a wear situation is no-
wher.-3 near the static case. So we have the two parameters Ap and Qp which
we use to fit theory to our experiments.

In short, we cannot use all of the static bulk oxidation data, but we
think we can use part of it.

I. L. GOLDBLATT, Exxon Research: I would like to pursue %hat Prof. Czichos

was saying a while ago by pointing out one aspect with regard to wear stud-
ies. In simulated wer -test, we usually have a pin sliding on a flat disc.
The slider is -continuously loaded whe,-eas the disc is loaded cyclically.
The kind of wear phenomenon which we would expect under cyclical conditions
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is different from the monotonically loaded case. An analysis of the wear
debris (whether it is oxide, what type of oxide, etc.) without any distinc-
Lion of where it is -oning from is not going to give an indication of the
node of wear. .\nykkind of wear classification has to be done
with the reco;itiot, tiat the test members themselves should be looked at
very careful l-. ITh'.' ty,% of wear each member is subjected to has to be
eva]uate;. Only by doIrC this, vill one be Able to get a wear mechanism
iehich is tescript.'vr.A c, the actual phenomenon occurring at the curface.

QUIhV: vas, that Es a y-,od 'ini. I do agree that we should ta}L. into
accou.,c tIe wear :-tt.t o! bctil .emberz. Iu our work we measured the weight
loss of both membe¢7 tnd found khat '. ujxe often the wear rlLes are approxi-
matey the same.

- :-- '
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FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF ABRASIVE
WEAR

N. P. Suh, H-C. Sin and N. Saka

ABSTRACT

The classical theory of abrasive wear differs from the experimental
observations in two significant aspects: (a) the predicted wear coefficient
is one to two orders of magnitude larger than the experimentally observed
values and (b) it cannot predict the effect of the abrasive grit size on the
wear coefficient. A semi-quantitative model is presented which takes into
account the geometric shapes of the abrasive grains, the cutting and defor-
mation aspects, and the ductility of the abraded materials. It is found
that the wear mechanism undergoes a transition from cutting to sliding wear
as the grit size is decreased; when the grit size is less than about 1pm,
wear is controlled by sliding wear mechanisms. The implications of this
research on abrasive wear are that in lubricated systems abrasion caused by
hard particles can be eliminated by continuously filtering particles larger
than 1'pm and that in designing two-phase materials for abrasive wear re-
sistance the size of the hard particles should be kept below lpm for minimum
wear.

INTRODUCTION

As mentioned in Barwell's review paper (l), abrasion is generally
idealized as a simple cutting process, but in reality it is far more com-
plex. The classical theories of abrasive wear are oversimplified and cannot
fully explain many details of the abrasion process. The purpose of the
present paper is to review briefly various theories of abrasive wear and
discuss the reasons for the discrepancies between theories and experimental
results. Also, a semi-quantitative model is presented to explain the depen-
dence of abrasive wear rate on the abrasive grit size.

ABRASION THEORIES

Traditionally, abrasion has been idealized as a simple cutting process
with the assumption that abrasive-particles have such- simple hapes as
sphere, cone, or pyramid,., Usirgte simlemodel'of ar~gid conical asper-
ity (Figure I),, Rabinowi, and, cow6rkers.' 2 , 3) derived quantitative- expres-
sions for abrasive wear. For an asperity carrying a load L, the force

-. I
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Abrasive grain

w

S

Pig. I.-Idealized abrasion model in which a cone removes material from a
surface.

equilibrium requires that

L =p -E , (1 )

where p is the hardness of the abraded material based on the projected area
of indentation and w the diameter of contact of the cone. The groove area
A ,which is the projected' area of the penetr~Ating cone in the vertical
p~ane, is given by

A1 1 w 2tari8= L aO(2)

where 0 is the slope angle of the cone measured from the plane of the sur-
face. Thus, when the cone moves through a distance s, 'Wt will sweep out a
volume v given by

V tan6 (3)

Comparing Equation (3) with Archay-d's wear equation, an expression for the
wear coefficient x is, derived as-

The. total. friction coefficient pi for this conical, model is expressed in
ter 1is of the adhes-ion- cbnipoient vi and the plowing component pp as

-a P 7

where s is the hear strenh'th of the abr~d~d-mat~ri~l'. 7or tihe simPle cut-
ting miodel the friev~n' ob fidrt A, be aproxii d a s

(6)

77 " JAC . _ _ _
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From Equations (4) and (6) we get

K Z 3P (7)

The specific energy, u, defined as the energy expended in removing a unit
volume of material, according to this model, is given by

U= L I S Us*___ (8)
v tane p

Although the conical model is oversimplified, the above expressions provide
a reasonable theoretical basis for abrasion in the absence of any sub-
surface plastic deformation.

In abrasion it is reasonable to assume that the real area of contact is
minimum when the normal stress at each asperity is equal to the hardness of
the abraded material. This has been well confirmed experimentally by
Larsen-Basse (4) (see Figure 2), and recently by the authors.( 5) Figure 3
shows that the real area of contact estimated from the grooves formed on
PMmA specimens agrees with Equation (1) within 50 percent for a variety of
grit sizes.

60 /1
GRIT 60 I

Io SCr- ,4o - 320 /_ 120z

U 240
<30

Z X
0

20 0400

,600

to

-0 So 10I60 1500

APPLIED LOAD, 9

Fig. 2.-The contact area, calculated as Z (w ) wheie-w is the groove width,
as a function of the applied load for various grit sizes.(4  "

__ __o_ __ __,i
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/0 /  -
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Fig. 3.-Number u.4 contacting particles times the square of the average
groove width a. a function of the applied normal load (Nw2 is proportional
to the real contact area).

When abrasive particles slide over a. specimen, it may be argued that
the indentation must become deeper to support the same load becatise the con-
tact interface is only on the front half of the -particle.(6) Then the
groove area A should be twice as large as that given by Equation (2). How-
ever, for mosi materials a raised ridge is formed around the abrasive par-
ticle during sliding, as ,shown by Tsukizoe and Sakamoto. (7) The geometry of
this ridge depends on.material and, the shape of the slider. qevertheiess,
it maybe assumed that the groove area given by Equation (2) still holds
good within a factor of .two. F6r particle6 with positive rake angle, how-
ever, Sedriks and-Mulhearn (8'9) have shown that experimental results agree
well ,with the expressions for the, groove area derived from the mechanics of
cutti'ng (se Figure 4).

ii' •__ .,--- -
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0
C) .003.
0
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NOCz
0

ATTACK A NGLE (deg].)

Fig 4.-Tanstin fomrubbing to cutting. Curves I and II represent the
theoetiall cacultedcross-sectional area of groove with2 attack anglefor cutting and rubbing respectively. The black circles represent experi-

mrental values for copper. ( 9)

As long as Equation (2) is valid, the groove volume can be obtained by
multiplying the groove area by the sliding distance s. Therefore, Equation
(3) represents only the groove volume and not the wear volume, unless all
material from the groove is removed and becomes loose. Contrary to the
assumption in this theory, only a fraction of the groove volume becomes
loose, and the remaining is plowed to ridges at the sides of the groove.
Stroud and Wilman(lO) measured the real groove area after a short distance
of sliding and have shown that only 10-40 percent of the groove volume is
removed. On the other hand, it may be argued that Only particles whose cut-
ting face is aligned at an angle larger than a crtca atack angle do cut.
Mulhearn and Samuels( 11) obtained an expression for the removal volume
through this critical rake angle approach, in terms of the fraction f' of the
particles that cut as

v--f "L "s (9)
kp

where kp is a constant which relates the contact area to the square of the
half width of the grove, and 4 the ratio of the half. width to the depth of

- -the groove. They have shown that the fraction of cutting particles is

1-1
- .-U' '
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relatively small (-15%).

Considering the randomness of shape and orientation, there are diffi-
culties in determining the fraction f. If the cutting face is not perpen-
dicular to the sliding direction, only a portion of the groove volume
will become loose even when the angle is greater than the critical attack
angle. As shown in Figure 5, the results of cutting tests with diamond
conical tools indicate that indeed only a fraction from the groove is re-
moved and, therefore, the cutting efficiency of the individual particle
should also be considered.

Equation (3) predicts that the wear volume is directly proportional to
normal load and sliding distance, and inversely proportional to the hardness
of the abraded material. These predictions have been well confirmed experi-
mentally, and the results summarized in recent review papers.

(12 ,13)

Khrushchov (14) has shown for pure metals that the abrasive wear rate is
treated metals exhibit some anomalous effects. (This anomalous behavior may

be due to changes in plastic properties brought about by heat treat-
ment.(15,16))

The wear coefficient K given by Equation (4) is only dependent on the
slope angle, e, of the abrasive. The actual wear coefficient is much less
than that predicted by Equation (4) since the wear volume is not equal to
the groove volume as pointed out earlier. Results of cutting tests with
conical tools shown'in Figure 6 clearly illustrate the point.. Because the
particle shape does not depend on grit size (as will be seen .later), the
wear coefficient given by Equation (4) also predict§ that K is independent
of the grit size. Further K should be independent of the properties of the
abraded material.

As for the friction coefficient, there are several models. Three typi-
cal theories are compared with the results of cutting experiments in Figure

1.0 I I i I

V 0.8

E

L n0.6 T
0 -I

15 25 35 45
Attack Angle, degrees

Fig. 5.o-Ratio bf',the voluie rehbipid"-tothe calculated groove volun'e as a
fiiction-of attack angle. Material: AZISI *2095 steel, applied normal
load: 4.4?N, cdttih!- seed: 16-6m/s.

.1

- rL- - - ~--
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Fig. 6.-Removal coefficient as a function of the slope of the cone in cut-
ting tests of AISI 1095 steel.

7. From this figure it can be seen that the friction coefficient predicted
either by, Equation (5) or by'Equation (6) is too low, and that experimental
results agree with theories of Goddard and Wilman(

6) and Hisakado (17) within
a limited' range. 'Equations (5) and (6) predict too small values of friction

coefficient And also ignore the-.grit size effect.

It is well established that when a metal is cut by very sharp cutting
tools which leave little plastic deformation on theworkpiece, the specific
energy u is equal to-the hardness of the workpiece.

(18 ) This is also true
in abrasion when the material from the groove is removed without leaving any
plastic deformation. Using, Equations (4),-(7) and (8)j it can be easily
shown that, for the model considered, the external- work is completely ex-
pended in removing material. However, in an actual case, abrasive particles
leave large plastic deformation: at and' below the surface during abrasidn.

(1 9)

Figure.s 8-and 9 show the plastic deformation of plowing and subsurface
deforiacin, respectively. -For-this'reasbni the specific energy is much
higher 'ha-,the",hardness',of the -abraded-material. *From Figure'lO it can sbe
seen that the spifcic energy is-,at ,least ten t-imes higher 'than, the -,hardness
of the "miterial ie'sted.

In sOmmiary,.although-,the classical theory provides a simple under-
standing-bf abrasion pricess, several important experimental results still.

.............
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Fig. 7.-Friction coefficient as a function of the slope of the cone surface
in cutting tests of AISI 1095 steel. The value of Pa = 0.1 was used in
Hisakado's expression.

cannot be explained. First, experimentally observed values of wear coeffi-
cient are at least an order of magnitude smaller than the predicted values.
Second, the dependende-of friction and wear coefficients on the abrasive
grit size (see Figures 11 and 12) cannotbe predicted. Third, since the
wear equation contains only hardness as a material property, the effect of
hardness has been overemphasized. And finally, attention has not been paid
to other properties sUch as ductility.

,A model is developed here to take into consideration some of the above
factors topredict the abrasive wear'rates of materials.

WEAR COEFFICIENT - COARSE GRIT

As discussed,.earlier,, if all material ahead of the abrasive particle
becomes, loose Without leaving ,iy surface and subsurface plastic deforma-
tionthe externalork-is completely expended-in removing material. How-

ever, Mulhearn and Samuels(10) and Strbud and Wilman(11) have shown that
only 15 percent of the total gr66ve volume is removed for cold-drawn steel,
10-40 pbrceht for silver; In-additioh, abrasive particles leaye large
plastic deformation' at and~be,6w'te worn surface. These effects seem to be
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Fig. 8.-Surfaces of worn OFIIC copper specimen for different grits:2 (a) 60,

(b) 180, (c) 600, (d) 4/0. The normal load was 39.2 N.

Fi. .Opicli ogrph f ope sburf acefo diern
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Fig. 10.-Ratio of the specific energy to the hardness as a function of the
abrasive grit size.

dependent on material and need further systematic study.

At present it is impossible to treat abrasion in a purely analytical
manner even, if. the abrasive is assumed to have such simple shapes as sphere,
cone, etc. The randomness of the shiape ands'orientation of abrasive parti-
cles makes the problem even more difficult. However, a dimensional analysis
approach makes it possible to quantify the wear problem approximately. In
abrasion: the wear coefficient k may be written as

K s 3 I Vp - (10)

Since 3p = 1, it is then seen that the wear coefficient K is the ratio of
the work done to generate wear particles in the form of chips to the total
external work done. (20) Therefore, when the extenal ,work is completely
consumed ,to cut the surface, the wear coeff icient should-be nearly equal to
1. Howeveri-the4xl erf netAlly -observedweardoefficients are.much less
than I (0.2for PmvA and AISI 1095,§teel, 0.06 for nickel, and 0.07 for
OFHC 6opper),. indicating that. &rasJve wear particles are not generatkd_,by a
simple'cutting§ medhanism and'that efirgy is dissipated through other"
mechanisms such as. plastic deformation of the surface material'.

I'n fact, th& pattern- of-pl sti'c,,i-low-& ifi;aterial around .the abrasive
particle will determihe the .chijp-volume rem6ved.' If the:materiail"is duc-
tile, it flows easily around the abrasive particle without appreciable wear

- I and forms ridges which are subsequently removed after extensive repeated
deformation. For this reason, the wear "coefficient depends on the ductility

-- an-om igswiharrusqety eoe atrethierpae

_ _ __ __ _ __ -- -
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Fig. ll.--Friction coefficient as a function of the abrasive grit diamter
for different normal loads: (a) PMMA, (b) nickel, (c) AISI 1095 steal.

of the material as shown in Figure 13. It is seen that less ductile
materials such- as PMMA and-AISI 1095 steel have generally higher wear coef-
ficients than more ductile materials such as commercially pure nickel and
copper.,

It can-be concluded-,-therefore,, that the experimentally observed values
of the wea£ €oefficie'hi area4ti;'- t. an ord~r,:6f magn itude, smaller than the,
theoreti al val ues, nsi ce oly 4,ialT fr 6tion:-of material f rom, the groove
becbes1oose.:wear particles. Thework "done by 'abrasi ve partiles isexpended as, 'arge pr1&sti6 def11.ti'o id-theductiyof mdterials also
-has an important infuence i.,dtrming the war coefficient;

A, the wear. 
< 
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Fig. 12.-Wear coefficient versus ab;:as.Lvp grit diameter for different normal
loads (symbols are same as in the previous figure): (a) PMMA, (b) nickel,
(c) AISI 1095 steel.

GRIT SIZE EFFECT ON FRICTION

Experimental results of friction coefficient (Figure 11) show that ini-
tially it increases slightly as the grit size is increased, up to about 80
)im, -and then levels off becoming essentially constant. Investigations have
been-made in the past tb-determine the grit size effect on friction coeffi-
cient. The decrease in;the coefficient with a decrease in grit size has
been attributed to-clogging of the interstices(21 ) and an increase of plow-
ing component-of friction with decreased grit size. (22)

Theories of friction for such simple shapes as spheres, cones and
pyramiidS(6 ,17) show that the plowing component of fiction is strongly

117
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Fig. 13.-Wear coefficient as a function of ductility for 60 grit. Applied
load was 39.2 N.

dependent on the shape of the abrasive, and experimental results agree
fairly well with these theories. (3.7,23-25)

For a spherical asperity, the adhesion component lia and the plowing
component U,, of the friction coefficient can be exressed as(6 )

4s D 2 w 2 1/2

la rtp W Dg
. (11)

2 D 2 w D 2 1/2

4)- sin -I- - I._ - ] }
g

where D is the diameter of the sphere and w is the groove width. Figure 14
shows the'variation of the friction coefficient as a function of the ratio
W/Dg with the value of 1/6 for s/p, and the experimental results of Hisa-
kado(17 ) and Lal and Shaw.(25) In abrasion the ratio wDq is about 0.3 and
the friction c66fficients are 0.5 -,0.7 (Figure 11), while this model pre-
dicts the friction coefficient of about 0.24 for this value of w/Dg. There-
fore, the abrasive particles cannot be modeled as spheres; they are angular,

AJ as clearly seen from Figure 15.
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Fig. 14.--Friction coefficient as a function of the "ratio-of-groove width to
diameter of sphere.

For conical particles the friction coefficient can be' calculated using
theories of Rabinowicz(3), Goddard and Wilman(6) and Hisakad. 17)- The
Hisakado equation is expressed as

tane + E 1a (see + i) +.... (12)
- 1 tan8
2 a

and the Goddard-Wilman equation is given as

ji=2 scn + secO] (13)

In Figure 7 results of simulated cutting tests with conical diamond tools

are compared with these theories, and they show agreement only for a limited
range of e values. For the range of 8 - 25-- 40 degrees, the'Friction
coefficient varies from 0.5 to 0.7 which is-similar to the friction coeffi-cient in abrasion tests (Figure 11). TherO fde, it~ma~y be assumed that
abrasive particles are conical in shape withrthis range of slope ingles.

- .

These theoretical models -:,edict that tie-frtction coefficient is
independent of grit size when the grits are geomettzcally similar. But the
experimental results show that initially the fri"ctioncoefficieht slightly /
increases with the increase of the grit sizeup toabout880 Um) and then
levels off tn essentially a constant Value (Figu4e-,l)Z-This clearly indi-
cates that the abrasive grains can neither be tr-ead.as .spheres nor as

-- "' + '""''_ _ _ __.... ...-_ _ _ _ _ -_ . .. . " + +++ i -~ '+ -+" " . . . ... ." . ..'-++ " 
-'

- , ":+ " + ""
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cones. Assuming that the particles are conical with hemispherical tip of
radius r, the friction coefficient can be calculated usinq the method of
Goddard and Wilman.(6) The adhesion and plowing components of the friction
coefficient are expressed respectively as

4s -2 1/2

lp 2r - 2r (4

w 2 -- 2 1/
up sin 7r - I 1

when w 2z sine, and
2

2s) 4sin 2
O

2 () [8 (1-cosO6) *- -- rI
l~ r cos e

(15)

VP 2tanO 4 (taUne-O)
p IT tanO r

whier w >2r sinO.

Figure 16 shows the friction coefficient according to this model as aI
functiui vf w,&, the raztio of the groove width to the tip radius. Assuming
that r- is about 1-5 jim (i.e., Ithe radius of a very sharp machining tool),
the ratio w/r is 1-5 for 600 grit, 3-15 for *320 grit and 14-70 for 60 grit
(Figure 17). It can be seen from Figure 16 that for 320 and 600 grits it
falls on the transition region (sphere + cone); therefore, the friction

0.8L -~

IP r 40

U.- 25 . ,.
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Fig. 17.-Groove width formed on PHMA specimen versus abrasive grit diameter.

coefficient decreases with decreased grit size. Since the ratio w/r is a
measure of relative dullness at the contact region, it can be concluded
that the increasing dullness of the particle due to decrease of the depth of
penetration is the main reason for the decrease of friction coefficient with
grit size in abrasion.

GRIT SIZE EFFECT ON WEAR

Several arguments have been proposed in the past for the grit size
dependence of the abrasive wear rate of materials. They include clogging
of the interstices between fine abrasive grits( 3,23) , deterioration of the
abrasive(26) , pickup of abrasive particles by wearing surfaces(27) and
elastic contact(4) theories. Although those arguments provide plausible
explanations for the size effect, no definitive evidence has been given to
support the conjecture.

During abrasion chip formation, plowing and subsurface deformation
occur simultaneously; therefore,, the relative significance of these mecha-
nisms will determine the wear rate. .However, the estimation of the wear
coefficients is difficult based on the available knowledge. The magnitude
of the plastic work done in the subsurface layer can be estimated only

approximately. The extent of the plastic.work depends on the load exerted
by an abrasive particle on the surface and the abrasive particle size.

b a a p -
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Although the actual plastic deformation of the subsurface under a given set
of surface tractions exerted by an abrasive particle can be determined
approximately, the plastic deformation associated with chip formation and
plowing cannot be predicted analytically. Nevertheless, the variation of
wear coefficient as a function of grit size can be explained semiquanti-
tatively by using the analytical result of Kragelskii (28) and geometric
reasoning similar to those used in discussing the friction coefficient.

Kragelskii (28 ) has proposed that, when a spherical asperity of radius
R slides on a metal surface and indents it to a depth h, various types of

* asperity-surface interactions occur depending on the value of h/R. In the
case of ferrous metals, for h/R<O.01 only elastic deformation takes place;
for O.OZ<h/R 0.1 plastic displacement, and when h/R>O.l cutting occurs.
This criterion can be generalized for an arbitrary geometry using Shaw's
interpretation of the wear coefficient.( 29) From Figure 18 the plastic area
A2 is proportional to the area A, and, therefore, the wear coefficient K is
expressed as

A A
Volume worn away g - - (16)

K U Plastically deformed volume A2  A1

Thus, the wear coefficient is proportional to the ratio of the groove area
Ag to the contact area Al. Therefore, this ratio characterizes the inter-
action for arbitrary shapes as h/R does for a sphere.

Assuming that the abrasive particle is cnnical with hemispherical tip
of radius r, as in the case of friction, the groove area A can be calculated
as a function of the groove width w.

For w > 2r sine, the geoove area A. is

w~tanO 4(tane-9) w 2 (17)
(1 tan ( r

and for w < 2r sinO,

2 1/2
w - W

A = w2 { ( ) sin- (- (18)g 2r 2 [t }(8

In Figure 19 contact geometry, mechanical interaction, and wear mode are
shown as a function of w/r for different slope angles. With the assumed
value o¢ r of about 5 aim, this model clearly explains the grit size depen-
dence of abrasive Wear as in the case of friction. This combined model also
shows that for extremely small grit sizes wear is controlled~by the sliding
wear mechanisms. Therefore, the grit size dependence can be regarded as a
transition from'abrasion to sliding wear. Rough estimation by Kragelskii's
criterion shows that the sliding wear regime is below the grit size of
about lum.

This model also explains semi-quantitatively the variation of the
energy comp6nents -- cutting, plowing, subsurface deformation " due to the
change of groove geometry With grit size.

From Equation (11) the-wear coefficient k-can be expressed as

?7
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Fig. 18.-Indentation of plastic material: E = elastic region, P = plastic
region. (29)
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K Z: (19)i K [%W + W + WSc p s

where w, is the cutting energy, Wvp the plowing energy and ws the subsurface
deformation energy. This implies that the relative values of energy com-
ponents in abrasion determine the wear coefficient. Since the friction
coefficient changes only 20 percent with the grit size, the total external
work done can be regarded as independent of the grit size, i.e., wc + Wp +Ws z constant.

By applying the method of Suh and Sridharan(30 ) to abrasion, the sub-surface deformation energy can be calculated approximately. As shown in theAppendix, this energy per unit sliding distance is given as

w p

S 10

where m is the ratio of the total equivalent strain to the net plastic
strain per cycle, L the applied load, a the half width of contact, and A ?P
the incremental plastic strain per cycle at y. The integral can be approxi-
mately calculated by using the result of Jahanmir and Suh. 3 1) This calcu-
lation shows that the subsurface deformation energy is independent of
abrasive grit size and therefore, wc + Wp z constant.

As discussed above, not all groove volume is removed in the form of
chips. The fraction of this removal volume is dependent on the contact
geometry and determines the relative amounts of energies; the larger the
fraction, the more the cutting energy. At present, no rigorous solution
for this removal fraction exists, but results of cutting experiments with
spherical tools( 32) show that it increases with the increase of the ratio
h/R, and so does the cutting energy. The ratio w/r for the model of a
conical tool with hemispherical tip is more or less equivalent to h/R SO the
cutting energy will decrease with the decreased w/r and, therefore, with the
grit size as shown schematically in Figure 20. Accordingly, the wear coef-
ficient will decrease with the decrease of grit size.

OTHER ASPECTS

The grit size effect in 3-body abrasion can be explained in terms of
the relative bluntness of abrasive grits and the particle motion on the
effective "rake" angle. In addition to being "relatively blunt," the
abrasive particles of a given size have a much larger negative rake angle
due to their rolling motion, i.e.. small 0, Since the effective 0 is the
angle between the plane of the surface and the abrasive-workpiece inter-
face.

The relative hardness between the abrasive and the specimen also

determines the critical gritsize. As shown by Richardson(33), the wear
resistance of the material increases when its hardness exceeds about 80
percent of the abrasive'hardness. If the hardness of the wearing material

is comparable to the abrasive hardness, the wear rate is no longer con-
trolled by abrasive mechanism. Under a given load, the particles cannot
penetrate d~ep and, therefore, the contactinq geometry becomes duller even
for coarse grits. Therefore, increasing hardness of material or aecreasing

_7
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Fig. 20.--Schematic of energy components in abrasion.

hardness of the abrasive will accelerate the transition from abrasion to
sliding wear.

The dependence of the abrasion behavior of materials on the grit size
has practical significance for wear prevention. Since the small abrasive
particles are less harmful than larger dnes, the entrapment of large parti-
cles is more desirable in oil filtration. Also it is obvious that very
small wear particl6s (smaller than 0.1 pm) may not act as abrasive parti-
cles, eliminating the need to filter these particles. From the metallurgi-
cal point of view, it is imperative that the hard second-phase particles be
less than 80 pm in the event that they are dislodged from the matrix if the
material is to be used in wear applications.

CONCLUSIONS

1) The wear coefficient predicted by classical theories of abrasive
wear is of the order of unity,,whereas the experimentally measured values
are at least an order of magnitude smaller, because a large fraction of
the external work is expended for plastic deformation and little in actually
removing the material by a simple cutting process.

2) The abrasive wear coefficient of brittle materials is larger than
that of ductile-materials, indicating that ductility controls the rate of
loose chip formation.

3) The relative bluntness of the abrasive particle is the major cause
for the dependence of friction and wear coefficients on grit size. An
idealized model of the abra~ive particle as a cone with hemispherical tip
can describe semi-quantitatively the variatior of both friction and wear

____ _ _=F
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coefficients with grit size, including a transition from abrasion to sliding
wear with the decrease in abrasive grit size.

4) The grit size effect should be utilized in designing filters for
lubrication systems and materials for wear resistant applications.
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APPENDIX

Energy Dissipation by Subsurface Deformation in Abrasion

As in the case of sliding wear, deformation is accumulated in abrasion
by cyclic loading, each cycle corresponding to the passage of an abrasive
grit. Compared to sliding wear, the rate of removal of the surface layer
is much faster. This makes the computation of energy dissipation by sub-
surface deformation extremely difficult. However a very approximate
analysis can be given as in the case of sliding(23) by neglecting the
material removal aspect.

The stress-strain history of an infinitesimal volume of material below
the surface depends on the depth. For the elastic semi-infinite solid
under a moving concentrated load, the Boussinesq solution states that the
material very near the surface experiences a reversed compression-tension
stress whi-le the material below it may only experience compressive loading
and unloading. Even for the elastic-plastic case, the material undergoes a
similar loading history. A plausible stress-strain history is shown
schematically in Figure A.

The energy dissipated by subsurface deformation, ws, is obtained by
summing the work done over many cycles for the entire loading history as

N p!

iS 0 0

where n is the number of grooves, b the average width. of the groove, £ the
length of the groove (or approximately the diameter of ,the specimen), F the

equivalent stress and T. the equivalent strain in the ith cycle.

As a first approximation to the problem, one may assume that

and (A-2)

C. =Y.
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Fig. A.-Stress-strain history of a cyclically loaded zetal; the ith cycle is
shown by the solid line.(

30 )

where s is the shear yield stress and 7. is the shear strain. Substituting
these into Equation (A-i), it may be written as

W = nbk E f f s d~yj) dy
i=l 0 0

(A-3)
Nf

= nbk E f s yi dy
i=1l 0

Let the ratio mi of the total equivalent strain y to the incremental
plastic strain per cycle ACiP be defined as

m. - (A-4)

As an approximation let mi = m, where m is a constant independent of both y
and i. Substituting Equation (A-4) into Equation (A-3), we obtain

W =nbkm Nf f sCYVdy

(A-5)

= nb a m N: :e ' S A d( )f

where a is the half width of contact.

From FigureB, it can be seen that p d() is constant for a given
friction coefficient u. Since p does noi change much with the grit size, it
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may be assumed that A ?-P d(&) is approximately constant. If this integral
is denoted by io, then Equation (A-5) becomes

W =nb P a m N s I (A-6)
S if 0

From the relationship between the real contact area A and the number of
contacting particles Nc, the number of cycles Nf is given by

s /2

N = L (N)

= a (A) = 2 /2(A-7)

where s is the sliding distance, L the applied load and p the hardness of
the abraded material. Substituting Equation (A-7) into Equation (A-6)
gives

W nbsrr L 1/2 L *Ls- o a2 (A . -8)s - 0 0

1/2since n = (Nc) , b = 2a and s/p = 1/6. Therefore, the ratio of this
energy to the external work we is obtained as

OA
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j# 1.0
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0- 0.2
C po'4S
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Fig. B.-The steady state residual shear strain per pass, for .ifferent
friction coefficients, normalized with respect to the maximum applied
normal stress p. = 4s, divided by the shear modulus G (from Reference 31).
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w mI LS mI(
ws 12 JLS 12 (A-9)

e

which states that the fraction of the external work dissipated by subsur-
face cyclic plastic deformation is independent of the grit size.

A numerical example may be given using the abrasion data and Figure B
with the relationship p. = 4p/r. For OFHC copper under the applied load of
39.2 N, the friction coefficient is approximately 0.5. Using G = 4.5 x 1010
N/m2 and p = 4Jo Pa, Io It 2 X 10-3 from Figure B. For m = 500, the ratio
is approximately 0.2, indicating 20 percent of external work is expended in
the subsurface deformation. Although the value of m is for AISI 1045 steel,
the analysis seems to predict the right order of magnitude value of thesubsurface deformation energy.

Of course, this order of magnitude type analysis does not consider
many important details of abrasion process. For instance, the effects of
the material removal from the surface layer and the variation of contact
geometry with the grit size, etc., have not been considered. Further. it
was assumed that the history of cyclic deformation is similar for all y. As
for the friction coefficient, the separation of the coirp.nent responsible
for the subsurface deformation from the total friction coefficient is
required. A rigorous analysis which takes these details of abrasion process
into consideration is very much desired.
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DISCUSSION

J. LARSEN-BASSE, University of Hawaii: I notice that you say some of the

previous theories are not fully valid. I agree with you. However, I wonder
if you can extrapolate wear coefficient to 1 pm. In my work using the abra-
sive paper, I always found that there was a good deal of scatter. The work
done in Australia. shows that there is chip formation even below 1 pm grit
size.

N. P. SUH: Obviously there is scatter because we are not using grits of
uniform sharpness. The important point here is: what size particle should
be removed from filtration systems? The ideal thing is to remove everything.
Once you zemove particles below 1 pm, or thereabouts, abrasive wear will not
be a serious problem. Then wear takes place by subsurface deformation, crack
nucleation and crack propagation processes.

LARSEN-BASSE: In our experiments we found that the abrasive grit size effect
was really a test effect. It depends on the size of the specimen.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF TWO-BODY
ABRASIVE WEAR

H. H. Hirano and A. V. Levy

ABSTRACT

An investigation of two-body abrasive wear utilizing a pin specimen on
a rotating SiC abrasive paper test device is described. The test materials
were 7075 aluminum and 430 steel which were thermally treated to attain a
range of hardness, fracture toughness and yield strength values. Wear resis-
tance is seen to correlate directly with hardness and yield strength for both
materials. For the 4340 steel the wear resistance is inversely proportional
to the fracture toughness; for the 7075 aluminum, the inverse proportionality
is dependent upon the microstructure. The effect of an increase in hardness
by heat treatment of an alloy is much less pronounced than when the wear re-
sistance of pure metals of differing hardness are compared. Scanning electron
microscopy of abraded surfaces was used to examine the removal mechanisms
involved in abrasive wear. The meaning of the observed mechanisms in terms
of a model arc assessed.

INTRODUCTION

Many methods for producing liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons from coal oper-
ate continuously above atmospheric pressure. The development of dry coal
screw feeders has shown that abrasive wear problems may be a limiting factor
in design. In addition, abrasive wear is a problem in coal transportation
equipment as well as in mining machinery. These aspects were the motivation
for the present study of abrasive wear.

This paper is devoted primarily to a study of two-body abrasion as a
first step in developing a more comolete understanding of abrasive wear in
coal conversion equipment. However, some comparisons are made with three-
body wear results.

Considerable amount of work has been done in the area of two-body abra-
sion, much of it involving testing a wide range of materials and correlating
the wear rate with other mechanical pr2perties. The principal contribution
of this type is the work of Kruschov. For pure metals and annealed steels,
he found thatthe wear resistance was directly proportior.al to the Vicker's
hardness of the material. As a steel was heat-treated to increase its hard-
ness, the wear resistance also increased. However, the increase in wear re-
sistan:e was not as dramatic for a heat-treated steel aa was the increase in

I
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wear resistance of pure metals or annealed steels for thk ame increase in
hardness.

In the case of cold-worked materials, little or no change was distcrned
in the wear resistance although the hardness increases due to cold-working.
Kruschov concluded that the degree of strain hardening which occurs during
the abrasion process is much greater than any initial work hardening and that
this value of work hardening corresponds to the maximum level of hardness
preceding destruction of the material.

Rabinowicz (2 ) developed a simple expression for the volumc of materia!
displaced by idealizing abrasive grains as being conical in shape. He sim-
ply calculated the amount of material which would be displaced if the abra-
sive grain is dragged along the metal at some depth of penetration. Then,
by noting the similarity between his expression and that for adhesive wear,
he derived the following relation:

kLx
311

where V = Volume displaced
L = Load
x = Distance travelled
H = Hardness of base metal
k = Dimensionless abrasive wear coefficient

While this equation is based on a simplified model, it does express
some of the basic observations of both two-body and three-body abrasive
wear. The volume of material removed is directly proportional to the 1oaa
and distance travelled by the harder abrasive particle and is inversely
proportional to the hardness of the softer abraded material.

Rabinowicz used this expression to compare the results obtained by a
number of experimenters for two-body and three-body abrasion. The values
of the abrasive wear coefficients were approximately an order of magnitude
less for three-body than for two-body abrasion.

In addition to the simplification of the shape of the abrasive grain,
the expression describes the total amcvnt of material which is displaced
from its original position in the softer mvterial as being removed from the
surface. This displaced material is not necessarily detached from the base
material, as under some conditions it may be plastically deformed.

Mulhearn and Samuels (3) investigated the manner in which material is
displaced. They identified ploughing and cutting as the primary modes of
material displacement. The term "ploughing" is applied when material is
plastically deformed by the abrasive grain. "Cutting" describes the situa-
tion where a chip is formed, as would be if the abrasive particle were re-
placed by a machine cutting tool. As a method of material removal, plough-
ing has a low efficiency, whereas almost all the displaced material in cut-
ting is removed in the form of a chip.

Mulheari and Samuels modeled the abrasive particle with a cutting tool
and studied the effect of the orientation angle of the tool to the base metal.
The critical value of this angle, which they termed the "critical attack
angle," determined whether cutting or ploughing occurred. Angles greater
than the critical value resulted in ploughing; whereas cutting occurred for
smaller angles. From their tests, the critical attack angle measured from
the plane of the abraded surface to the tool face was found to be 90'.
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Mulhearn and Samuels also speiit a good deal of time characterizing abra-
sive grains and the abrasive papers used in two-body abrasion tests. Among
their results is the number of abrasive grains which contact the surface of
the abraded material and actually cut. They determined this number to be
12% for the loading and particle size distribution they studied.

Numerous other investigations of abrasive wear include studies of the
hardness ratio of the abrasive to the abraded material; 0 ,4 ) the effect of
speciien size;(5) and the effect of abrasive grain size16 ,

7 ) and shape.(8)

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Wear Tester

The abrasion tester used in this work is the simple pin on disc machine.
Abrasive, normally in the form of abrasive paper, is fixed onto the top sur-
face of the rotating disc. The head of the pin specimen is held against the
abrasive by dead weight loading. As the disc is rotated at a fixed speed,
the head of the specimen is abraded. In most cases the pin is allowed to
traverse radially inward during the course of the test. This allows the pin
to be continually exposed to fresh abrasive. A strain gauge ring was also
included to allow measurement of the friction coefficient during sliding
abrasion. For most of the testing, Carbimet Silicon Carbide Abrasive Papers
with Pressure-Sensitive Adhesive backing were used.

Unless otherwise noted, the specimens were dead weight loaded with 500 gm
against 120 grit silicon carbide abrasive paper. All of the tests comprising
this investigation were performed at the same, constant speed of rotation of
the disc (20 rpm) for 45 seconds.

The mechanism which controls the radial traversing of the specimen was
adjusted so that all of the specimens travelled from 1.8 inches radius to .54
inch radius in the 45 seconds. Thus, all of the specimens were abraded for
the same distance which was determined to be 2800 mm. The average velocity
of the abrasive relative to the specimen was 6.2 cm/sec. The abrasive paper
was changed before each test and examination of the wear track on the paper
indicated that the radial traversing speed was adequate to insure that the
specimen was continually exposed to fresh abrasive.

Wear rate was reported as volume of metal lost per unit distance travel-
led, in mm2. The inverse of this number was used in the curves to designate
erosion resistance.

Wear Test Specimen

The specimens were 0.25 in. diameter by 0.70 in. long. The end of the
specimen which was to be abraded was machined hemispherical to discourage
any initial effects due to misorientation. After machining, the specimens
were lightly buffed with 600 grit silicon carbide abrasive paper.

The primary materials of interest for this investigation were 7075 alum-
inum and 4340 steel. Both of these materials were heat-treated to various
levels of hardness and fracture toughness to study the effect of these mech-
anical properties on abrasive wear resistance.

Thie 7075 Al was obtained from two previous investigations of the effect
of heat treatment on the fracture toughness of the alloy.(9 ,10 ) The fracture
toughness specimens used in these investigations were 20 in. x 10 in. x 1 in.

B7Q,
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plates which were differentially heat-treated by means of strip heaters. In
this manner, heat-treated conditions in both underage and overaged from the
optimal T-6 condition were obtained.

The wear specimens made from the eight overaged conditions tested in
this program were machined from the grip ends of broken tensile specimens.
The values of fracture toughness and yield strength used for this investi-
gation were as reported by Pujari.

(9)

In the case of the underaged material, four conditions were selected.
Tensile and wear specimens were machined from the original fracture speci-
men. The specimens were machined suc& hat the cylindrical axes were trans-
verse to the rolling direction of the plate, in order to be consistent with
the overaged material. The fracture toughness values used were as reported
by Shenai, (10 ) while the yield strength values were obtained from the ten-
sile specimens. To perfori hardness tests on both overaged and underaged
material, a 0.25 inch thick slice of material was removed from the wear
specimens. The mechanical properties of interest for the 7075 Al wear
specimens are listed in Table 1.

The 4340 steel was obtained in the form of Charpy specimens from a
previous investigation. These notched bar specimens were first heat-
treated at 675°C so that they could be machined. The wear specimens were
then machined from this material to 0.040 inches oversize on the diameter.
The oversize specimens were austenitized at 870C and then oil quenched.
Four tempering treatments were selected: 2000C, 3500C, 5000C, and 650°C.
The tempering treatment was performed in a neutral salt bath followed by
a water quench. Following the tempering treatment, the wear specimens were
ground to the final dimensions. The mechanical properties of interest for
the 4340 steel are listed in Table il.

TABLE I.- VIECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 7075 ALUMINUM WEAR SPECIMENS

Aging Vicker's Yield Fracture
Temperature Hardness Strength Toughnes

(OF) (Kg/mm2) (Ksi) Kc(Ksi-in4 )

Underaged: 202 158.0 66.8 61.0
209 163.0 68.6 58.0
223 167.0 69.1 51.0

Overaged: 250 180.5 78.5 23.0
254 181.0 77.1 23.0
264 179.5 76.8 23.5
305 167.0 73.5 25.0
318 134.0 70.4 25.0
332 122.5 67.5 26.0
359 106.0 50.2 29.0
371 102.0 46.2 31.0

Yield strength and fracture toughness data for overaged material
obtained from Reference 9.

Fracture toughness data for underaged material from Reference 10.

.---.
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TABLE II.-,ECIIANICAL PROPERTIES OF 4340 STEEL WEAR SPECIMENS

Tempering Vicker's Yield Fracture
Temperature Hardness Strength Toughness

(1C) (Kg/mm2 ) (Ksi) Kic (Ksi-in )

200 602 233 39

350 498 208 40

500 407 164 89

650 318 ill 160

Yield strength data from Reference 11.

Fracture toughness data from Reference 12.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Load and Abrasive Particle Size Effect

Several tests were conducted to compare the wear data obtained in this
investigation with values observed by other experimenters. The wear rate
was, as expected, directly proportional to the load applied on the specimen
(Figure 1). The graph connecting the data points does not pass through the
origin. This is attributed to the specimen support arm of the wear tester
not being in perfect balance. While attempts were made to reduce this ef-
fect, all of the later testing on the heat-treated 7075 Al and 4340 steel
were conducted at a large enough load level so that the error due to the un-

i I i i I I i i I
7075 T-6 Aluminum Specimens

1.0-

S
S0.8 -

E
Z D 0.6-

0.4- Test Conditions:

Speed 20 rprn
Distance 2.8 m
Abrasive II 5pr

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Load (kg)

XEBL 7711.6440A

Fig. 1. -Effect of Load on the Wear Rate of 7075-T6 Aluminum.
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I I I I I I I i [ T

5.0- 7075 T-6 Aluminum Specimens -

4.0 -
0'0

01 0E A

0 0

0

.012.0- Abrasive
-0 0 Silicon Carbide

1.0- A Aluminum Oxide

0 I .
0 100 200 300

Abrasive Particle Size (FmL

X8L7711-Ci4l

Fig. 2.-Effect of abrasive particle size on wear rate of 7075-T6 Ail.

certainty in load was less than ten percent.

The effect of the abrasive particle size is an interesting one which has
received some attention. The particle size above which no significant effect
is seen was 1 100 pm (Figure 2). This is the same size which has been noted
by others for two-body abrasion. (7) The same result has also been reported
for erosion. (13) The weight loss measured when using - 265 Im sic abrasive
particles may have been affected by the bonding technique used in the abra-
sive paper. Therefore, that data point was neglected in establishing the
general trend discussed above.

This is an important effect to consider and warrants an investigation of
its own. For the purpose of investigating the effect of the mechanical prop-
erties of the base metal, it was decided to simply use a fixed abrasive size
for all the tests. This Si7C (- 115 pm) was chosen to lie in the region for
which no grain size effect is expected.

Effect of the Mechanical Properties on Abrasive Wear

The wear resistance of 7075 Al is shown as a function of hardness, yield
strength and fracture toughness in Figures 3, 4 and 5. The same information
is shown for the 4340 steel in, Figures 6, 7 and 8.

For the purpose of establishing any kind of correlation, hardness and
yield strength seem to be good measures of the wear resistance. For 7075 Al,
there was less scatter in the general trend of the data with yield stress than
with hardness. However, one would expect the general trends associated with
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_ 7075 M~uminumn
Test Conditons:

Speed 20rpm
3.0- Load 500 gm _

0 Distance 2.8 m
Abrasive 115 w.r

jr)

0
x

Cu-
E 2.0 0 92

00 0
U

C o 0

a, 00

1.0

* T- 6 Condition
0 Overaged
&. Underaged
o Pure Al
0 Pure Cu

0 I I I I

0 100 200

Hardness (kg/mm 2)

XBL7711-6435

Fig. 3.-W4ear resistance of 7075 Al vs. hardness.
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7075 Aluminum
Test Conditions-,

0 Speed 20rpm 0
Load 500 gm 0
Distance 2.8mr Abrasive 115/Am SiC

0

0 T-6 Condition
L" 0 Overoged

A Underaged

I I I I I I I
0 20 40 60 80

Yield Strength (ksi)
XBL 771 1-6439

Fig. 4.-Wear resistance of 7075 Al vs. yield strength.

I II I I
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_ Speed 20 rpm
" -_Load 500 gm

4- 2.0- Distance 2.8m
E Abrasive 115pr SiC

E

Qz:
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0 Overaged (Pujari)
A Underaged (Shenai)

0 I i I I I

0 20 40 60
Fracture Toughness, Kc (ksi-iny2)

XBL 7711-6438

Fig. 5.-{Wear resistance of 7075 Al vs. fracture toughness.
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14- 4340 Ste'eI -
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XBL7711-6446
Fig. 6.-Wrear resistance of 4340 steel vs. hardness.
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Fi.7.-Wiear resistance off 4340 steel vs. yield strength.
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_2 4340 Steel

12-

If)I

E
E8-

4 Conditions:
Speed 20rpm
Load 500 gm
Distance 2.8m
Abrasive ll5/am SiC

0 I I .I I I I I
0 100 200Fracture Toughness, KIC (ksi-in.V)

XBL 7711-6445

Fig. 8.--Wear resistance of 4340 steel vs. fracture toughness.

hardness and yield strength to be similar since both quantities are measures
of the resistance to plastic flow in a metal. No single correlation could
be seen as a function of the fracture toughness for the 7075 Al. It appears
from Figure 5 that the averaged and underaged structures each has a different
relation between fracture toughness and wear. The wear resistance of the
4340 steel also has a correlation with the fracture toughness. It is inter-
esting to note that the wear resistance decreases ith increasing fracture
toughness, the opposite effect of what one would suppose. The implications
of this require further study. The difference in hardening mechanism and
microstructure between the two types of alloys is significant and could
account for the fracture toughness correlation difference.

Figure 9 shows the wear resistance of the 7075 A] and 4340 steel as a
function of hardness. From this figure it can be seen that the general ef-
fect on the wear resistance due to increases in hardness as a result of heat
treatment for the 7075 Al is remarkably similar to that for the 4340 steel.
This effect is consistent with that reported by Kruschov for heat treated
steels. While the wear resistance does increase with hardness, the amount
of increase is much less than for the same increase in hardness in pure
metals. In the case of the 7075 Al, doubling hardness resulted in an increase
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-Kruschov
i (Bpm) Avient etal.(40-150pm)

I /2 - /Spurr et al.11

I /
T- 6 Aluinu

W o 7075 Overoged

a 4340 Steel
I ,P0 Pure Al

I / 0 Pure Cu

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
Hardness (kg/mm2 )

Pig. 9.-Comparison of wear resistance of 7075 Al and 4340 steel.

in the wear resistance of - 35%. For the 4340 steel, doubling the hardness
increased the wear resistance - 30%.

Using Rabinowicz's model and the values of the abrasive wear coefficient
which he calculated using the data which other workers reported for many
materials (Table III), linos representing this data are also included in
Figure 9. For comparing to the data of this investigation, the line repre-
senting Spurr should be better since the abrasive particle size is above the
critical size for no size effect, and the size is approximately the same as
the 115 jim particles used in this investigation. From these lines, it is
seen that for the many materials studied by Spurr a two-fold increase in hard-
ness would result in an increase in the wear resistance of approximately the
same magnitude.

TABLE II.-ABRASIVE WEAR CONSTANTS REPORTED BY 
RABINOWICZ(

2 )

Investigator/Material Studied Abrasive Size (vm) k(xl0 -3 )

Kruschov/Several 80 24

Avient, et al./Several 40-150 120

Spurr, et al./Several 110 150

- -o---'.-
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SEM Examination of Wear Specimens

Aghan and Samuels (14) compared abrasive polishing (fine abrasive smaller
than 8 Fm) to abrasion (abrasives larger than 10 pn). Among their conclusions
was that the mechanisms of material removal were similar, 'nly the scale dif-
fered. From Figures 10 and 11, it is easy to justify expanding this conchl.-
sion to two-body abrasion in general. The specimens in bot; figures were
7075-T6 Al tfsted under identical conditions with the exception of the abra-
sive particT9 size. The specimen in Figure 10 was abraded against - 14 pm
particles while that in Figure 11 was abraded against - 115 lin abrasive. In
Figures 10 and 11 the horizontal lines represent wear tracks which start at
the juncture of those lines and the vertical polishing marks.

Figure 12 shows a 4340 steel specimen whose hardness is approximately
three times that of the 7075 Al. The test conditions f,)r the 4340 sample
were the same as that of the 7075 Al specimen in Figure 11. From close exam-
ination of these three figures it can be seen that the basic material removal
process is the same. Returning for the moment to Rabinowicz's simple model,
decreasing the abrasive particle size would indicate the same material remov-
al mechanism but on a smaller scale. This is consistent with the observations
of Figures 10 and 11. Increasing the hardness of the base metal would mean
that the abrasive particle should penetrate less into the base metal for the
same loading of the pin. This also indicates that the same type of material
removal mechanism occurs, but on a smaller scale.

Rabinowic7's model assumes that when material is displaced, it is cleanly
cut away, with no chips remaining and no plastic deformation. However, from
Figure 13, at least three very obvious mechanisms of material displacement
can be identified. These are: plastic flow, cutting and gouging. The plas-
tic flow mechanism is indicated by the raised ridges found at the edges of
the grooves. The presence of cutting chips indicates that a cutting process
occurs and the large pit in the lower portion of the photo testifies that a
gouging mechanism is responsible for at least some of the material removal.

Figure 14 is of a specimen abraded under the same conditions as that of
Figure 13 with the exception that the load was doubled to 100 gm. Both of
these photographs were taken at the trailing edge of the specimen. Because
of the location it is probable that the gouging which is seen occurs when
abrasive grains are fractured or pulled out of the paper, embedded in the
softer material and pulled out by succeeding particles which are still at-
tached to the paper. Figures 10, 11 and 12 were taken at the leading edge
of the specimen and do not show signs of gouging. Generally, gouging does
not appear until somewhat past the leading edge.

Plastic flow at first appears to be the only mechanism present if one
examines the leading edge of a specimen. Figure 15 shows the leading edge
of the same specimen as shown in Figure 14. Any cutting chips which may be
formed at the leading edge are either removed or continued to the trailing
edge.

It is also interesting to compare Figure 15 with Figure 11. Both
specimens were abraded under the same conditions with the exception that the
load of that in Figure 15 is twice that of Figure 11. Figure 15 shows much
overlapping of the grooves, possibly due to the increased number of abrasive
grains contacting the surface and actually deforming it. Since there are
more contacting grains over the same area, the grooves are much closer and
overlap to a much greater extent than for lighter loads.

~, 7
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Fig. 10.-7075-T6 Al abraded on 14 Jim abrasive.

Fig. l1.-7075-T6 Al abraded on 115 Jim abrasive.

-- - 7~ - - - - - -~ ~77--
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Fig. 12.-4340 steel abraded on 115 ju, abrasi..

•PIT

Fig. 13.-Evidence of cutting, plastic flow and gouging on 7075-T6 Al speci-

men loaded by 500 gm.
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Fig. 14.-7075-T6 Al (loaded by 1000 gm) at the trailing edge.

20,um

j Fig. 15.-7075-T6 t~l (loaded by 1000 go) at the leading edge.
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Figures 16 and 17 are of a 7075 Al specimen which has been cross-se:-
tioned transverse to tne abrading direction. The figures show cutting, as
seen in the V-shaped grooves, and ploughing where the materia! from one
groove has been extruded over the top of a neighboring groove.

Figure 18 shows a sic abrasive particle which is embedded in the speci-
men. Johnson( 15) has studied this and found that some embedded particles
may lie beneath the surface. If the embedded particle protrudes above the
surface, it will be exposed to other abrasive grains still attached to tile
paper. As it is pushed along, large pits may form (Figure 19). Although
this may appear to be strictly a three-body wear phenomena, this type of
interaction is bound to occur in two-body abrasion as the abrasive particles
are fractured or pulled loose.

Figures 20 and 21 show another form of degradation caused by loose par-
ticles. In this case, what probably occurred is that the loose abrasive
particle did not become embedded in the soft material as in the case where
deep gouges were formed. Rather, the loose abrasive particle rolled along
causing a large plastically distorted region. The abrasive grain size for
this specimen was - 50 wn, which is approximately the width of the pit. By
comparing the size of this pit to the surrounding grooves, one can see that
only the tip of an abrasive particle contacts the base metal in a two-body
situation.

Figures 22 and 23 are examples of the chip cutting mechanism which
Mulhearn and Samuels concluded was the most effective removal process.

Modelling of Two-6fody Wear

The development of an analytical model for two-body abrasive wear re-
quires that a mechanism (or mechanisms) be defined that is conducive to analy-
tical representation such as the concept of micro-cutting developed by
Finnie( 13) to account for low impingement angle erosion behavior. The mech-
anisms of material movement that have been observed in two-body wear are:

1. ploughing or extrusion of material ahead of and alongside
the tiack of abrasive particles through the material being
abraded (Figure 15);

2. micro-machining of chips of material from the surface of
the abraded material (Figure 23);

3. embedment of abrasive particles that have separated from
the abrasive disc in the surface of the abraded material
protecting the material under it (Figure 18);

4. gouging out of vulnerable partially embedded abrasive
particles by collision with subsequent particles still
bonded to the abrasive disc, removing abraded material
with them to form pits (Figures 13 and 19);

5. abraded material removed upstream adhering to downstream
surfaces, adding to its surface and protecting it (Figure
14);

6. adhered upstream material taking welded-on downstream
materials with it when it is abraded off tne surface
(Figures 13 and 14).
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Fig. 16. -7075-T6 Al cross-sectioned transverse to abrading direction.

Fig. 17.-7075-T6 Al cross-sectioned transverse to abrading direction.

. - - - .- - -. -
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PARTICLE

Fig. 18.-Embedded SIC abrasive particle.

Fig. 19.--Large pit formed in 7075-T6 Al.
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Fig. 20.-Evidence of plastic flow in gouging.

Fig. 2l.-Largor magnification of Figure 20.
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i4011m

Fig. 22.-Cutting chip formation on 7075S-T6 Al.

Fi.23.-Example of -ut ting chip in 7075-T6 aluminum.
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It is difficult to establish a single mechanism or even a number of mechanisms
that can be addressed analytically that would adequately represent all of
the above mechanisms.

As an alternative, one can look for material property variations that
directly relate to wear rate as has been done in this investigation, i.e.,
hardness, yield strength, and fracture toughness; and establish a simple
dependence ratio embodying the material property that shows a regular rela-
tionship to the wear rate. The use of a coefficient of proportionality com-
pletes the analytical representation of the relationship. Kruschov did this
for hardness and the modulus of elasticity E in reference,(1) developing sim-
ple and effective equations for each property for relating pure or annealed
metal behavior to wear resistance.

= bl and C = Cl E

where E = relative wear resistance
b = coefficient of proportionality for if
11 = indentation hardness
C1 = coefficient for proportionality for E
E = modulus of elasticity

Similar expressions can be used with the data obtained in this investigation.

It has been observed in solid particle erosion of metals( 16) that the
wear rate could be related to the relative proportion and distribution of
hard second phase material in the softer matrix phase. The greater the con-
centration of the hard phase, resulting in more continuous ductile matrix
phase, the more resistant to metal loss the alloy was. In that investigation
AI-4.75%Cu alloy was used; its microstructure is somewhat similar to that of
7075 Al used in this study.

From the curve of fracture toughness vs. wear resistance of 7075 Al
(Figure 5) it can be seen that there are two distinct behaviors, one for
the overaged material where the harder phase precipitate is consolidating
with increasing aging temperature, and the other for the underaged material,
which is progressing towards maximum distribution of the hard phase with a
minimum of soft, matrix phase between hard precipitate material. The over-
aged material has the largest amount of ductile matrix phase between the hard
precipitate. It can be seen in Figure 5 that differences in the fracture
toughness of the overaged material cause significantly greater changes in
the wear resistance than do changes in the underaged material.

CONCLUSIONS

As a means of estimating the abrasive wear resistance of a material by
its mechanical properties, hardness and yield strength seem to offer the best
correlations. However, the Vicker's hardness test is a measure of flow prop-
erties of a material at low strains whereas abrasion involves high strains.
For annealed, pure, FCC metals the stress-strain curves should be similar;
therefore, one would expect a good correlation between wear resistance and the
Vicker's hardness. For cold-worked or heat-treated materials such as 4340
steel, the stress-strain curves are much flatter than for annealed metals.
This implies that the flow pressure at high strains would be overestimated
by the Vicker's hardness. Thus, the increase in werr resistance for a given
increase in the Vicker's hardness is less for cold-worked or heat.treated
materials than for pure annealed metals. This is seen as the flatter slope
in Figure 9.

.~ .... ........ 7 7 7,... ...7.
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The 4340 steel demonstrates a level of correlation of the wear resistance
to the fracture toughness. The 7075 Al has two distinct relationships between
wear resistance and fracture toughness, each related to the type of micro-
structure.

The observed mechanisms of abrasive wear are plastic flow, cutting and
gouging. All three mechanisms are likely to exist during two-body abrasion;
however, one may dominate. The extent of gouging depends on the fracture
properties of the abrasive and the manner in which it is fixed to the abrasive
surface in the two-body condition. Whether cutting or plastic flow occurs
depends largely on the angle of attack of the abrasive particles. Therefore,
for situations where the abrasive is very much harder than the material being
tested, the dominant wear mechanism probably depends primarily on the charac-
teristics of the abrasive (i.e. angle of attack, fracture behavior, bonding
technique).

The development of an analytical model for two-body abrasive wear will
require the integration of several mechanisms of material movement-removal
with pertinent material properties and morphologies.
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DISCUSSION

S. A. KARPE, DTNSRDC, Annapolis: When you increase fracture toughness, the
wear resistance is going down. Do you have a plot of the friction coeffici-
ent versus fracture toughness?

A. V. LEVY: This is just the first data. I really wanted to show you that
we were trying to get the mechanical property relationships, but the thing
that intrigues me most was the microstructure. Presently I do not have any
data other than what I showed.

KARPE: What do you plan to do with the model? Are you going to specify the
material properties?

LEVY: I hope to relate the model to alloy design or use it as predictive
means; but it appears to me that it is much more complicated than erosion
which is complicated enough.

QUESTIONER: I am wondering what you can do with this model. I do not know
anyone who would deliberately operate without lubrication. You are ignoring
the effect of delamination, chemical reaction, and so on. All those numer-
ous chemicals we have include phosphates, esters, silicones, and each of
them operates differently. They are not all the same and I am just wonder-
ing what relationship this is going to have in actual practice.

LEVY: Now that I have gotten this far and seen how complex it is I have the
same question. That is why I made the comment that the challenge is to
develop a theory. It is a great challenge to find the way to be able to
predict from a set of operating conditions what kind of wear rates we would
have, and to know a combination of properties of a metal that would produce
very low wear rates and to be able to design a metal to reach that goal.

J. LARSEN-BASSE, University of Hawaii: On the point of lubrication, I do
feel that there are a lot of unlubricated situations such as mining, cement
handling, and so forth, where abrasive wear is a serious problem.

QUESTIONER: We mold dry silicon carbides at pressures of several tons per
in2. We observe abrasion on steel and tungsten carbide under these condi-
tions. I would very much like to have a model or a basis for selecting
materials to improve abrasive wear conditions under these circumstances.

LEVY: I am attempting to do this, but I am also looking for help.

R. A. DISKIVICH, General Motors Research Laboratories: On one of those fig-
ures that you showed (and I also seen in my own work), there is an apparent
imbedment of a silicon carbide particle in the workpiece. Would you make a
conjecture as to whether or not that particle was imbadded in a void, or was
it already there, or did it create a void of its own?

LEVY: The one that is appearing in that picture looks like it was imbedded
in a void that was already there because the void dimensions are different
in size and configuration from the particle that is caught in it.

C. S. YUST, Oak Ridge, National Laboratory: In some of your early ploughing
and cutting photomicrographs of the abraded surface, you made a distinction
that is not clear to me. Wohxld you define it more precisely?
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LEVY: In the interpretation that I give, "cutting" is the smooth portion of
the wear track; the "ploughing" is the material that was lifted on either
side of an area that looks smooth down the center of it.

R. A. BURTON, Northwestern University: Professor Shaw published a paper some
time ago on grinding. According to him when the tool makes an angle larger
than a critical angle (I can't remember the exact value, but something like
60 degrees) with the surface, we would have a little chip going up. Below
that angle we would get just ploughing and the material is pushed aside.

P. A. ENGEL, IBM: I would like to know about the abrasive particle size
effect. People have found threshhold mechanisms in the past.

LEVY: I have shown that in the paper. We get a lower abrasion rate (or
erosion rate) depending on the size of the particle.

!17"
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II

UNIFYING FACTORS IN EROSION AND
WEAR OF MACHINE ELEMENTS

C. S. Yust

ABSTRACT

Erosion is a complex phenomenon which may involve the simultaneous ac-
tion of other basic wear mechanisms, i.e., abrasion, adhesion, fracture, and
corrosion. Although these wedr mechanisms appear to be diverse, they have
many common features. 4 study of these common features in various wear sys-
tems may lead to the rn.cessary background for the development of the unified
wear theories as suggested by Barwell.

This paper presents evidence for the opetation of various wear mechanisms
during the erosion of ceramics. Abrasion is recognized by the ploughed paths
and tool-like cutting action of impinging particles. Adhesion is demonstra-
ted by the evidence of bonding of the impinging particle and the surface, and
the removal of surface material with the particle. Fracture is observed over
a wide range of impingement angles and evidence is presented which demonstra-
tes that the fracture mechanism varies with erosion angle. Plastic deforma-
tion of the surface and the bulk material surrounding the imp mct site is also
observed in these results.

The features of erosion discussed in this work confirm that identical
mechanisms are operative in erosion and in the wear of mbny machine elements.
This may contribute to the development of a unified theory of wear.

INTRODUCTION

It is indeed important, as suggested by Barwell, that research on wear
"be pursued as part of a consistent body of theory of wear rather than as
isolated studies of particular machines and situations." '1) It is in this
spirit of seeking common factors in wear processes that this paper presents
some observations of erosion in ceramics and discusses these observations in
terms of basic wear mechanisms. In particular, the damage introduced at
single. particle impacts on several ceramics will be presented and discussed
in terms of the operative wear mechanism(s).

Typically, erosive wear rate is measured in terms of mass loss per unit
time or mass loss per unit mass of eroding particles directed at the target.
Wear rates measured in this way not only yield data on the specific wear
resistance of given materials under particular circumsta,,ces, but also have

1.7
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been used to infer the mechanism(s) by which material is removed from the
damaged surface. By means of observations of typical impact pits rough es-
timates can be made of wear depth and sliding distance in a single erosion
incident. Assuming a worn layer 0.25 lim deep (2500 9) corresponding to a
sliding distance of -25 m, a typical wear intensity (i.e., the ratio of the
height of the worn layer to the sliding distance) derived is 10-2. This
corresponds to a wear intensity value of class 9, the maximum shown in Table
II, by Barwell .'1  Although the very short sliding distance (as compared to
sliding distances in other wear processes) over which an impinging eroding
particle acts is responsible for such large wear intensity numbers, this
estimate does demonstrate the magnitude of the wear problem in erosion. This
wear intensity evaluation can also be applied to the total process of ero-
sion which is the summation of many individual class 9 impact events. The
only application cited by Barwell as having a comparable wear intensity is
that of excavator shovel teeth, which are subject to the same type of im-
pact damage as that experienced in erosion circumstances. By this kind of
intensity measure, the significance of erosion as a wear process is readily
recognized.

THE COMMON MECHANISMS

All the wear mechanisms cited by Barwell as contributors to the degra-
dation of machine elements may also be active in the erosion process. This
has been noted by others; for example, by Rabinowicz (2 ) in his description
of erosion as a complex wear phenomenon which may involve simultaneous abra-
sion, adhesion, fracture, and corrosion contributions. The delamination
and fatigue mechanisms mentioned by Professor Barwell can be categorized
as fracture me:hanisms.

The operation of the various wear mechanisms during erosion can be ob-
served by close investigation of specific impact sites. The examples which
will be presented and discussed are taken from the author's recent studies
of erosion of commercial refractory oxides, selected polycrystalline oxides,
and single crystal alumina. The refractories and the polycrystalline speci-
mens were eroded by a steady stream of 240 pm diameter silicon carbide par-
ticles carried by argon gas at a velocity of 24 m/s. The single crystal
alumina sample was exposed to a single batch of 240 lim diameter silicon car-
bide particles accelerated by a compressed air gun to a velocity of 55 m/s.
All the specimens were eroded at room temperature, and corrosion was not a
factor in any of these experiments. The impact sites were examined by
scanning electron microscopy.

A significant proportion of the material removal in erosion occurs by
abrasion, although particles which cause erosion damage are not always
harder than the target material, as in the case of liquid droplet erosion.
As examples of hard particle abrasive damage, consider the damage produced
by sic particles on polycrystalline Mgo (Figure 1) and on glass (Figure 2).
The photomicrographs show a distinct ploughing path due to the passage over
the surface of a sharp corner of an impinging particle which acted as a
cutting tool. The specific mechanism responsible for material removal must
be comparable to that involved in machining processes; note the apparent
"chip" of glass in Figure 2. The abrasion process is active at moderate to
low impingement angles.

Particle impact sites are of n observed to be regions of extensive
surface shear. Hutchings et al.M have demonstrated that spherical parti-
cles impacting a metal surface obliquely will shear the surface layers, and
that adhesion of the surfaces is significant in this process. Figure 3 is
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Fig. l.-Polycrystalline MgO eroded at 4700 C and 450 impingement angle by
240 Jm diameter silicon carbide particles. The particle velocity was 24
m/sec. Note gouging of the central part of the area shown.

Fig. 2.-Glass eroded at room temperature by 100 pm diameter silicon carbide
particles. The particle velocity was 55 m/sec; the impingement angle was
150. Note the chip machined from the surface.

evidence for the operation of such a mechanism in crystalline nonmetals, in
this instance in polycrystalline mullite (3A12 o3 * 2si 2). The surface shear

may also be accompanied by deformation of the volume of material surrounding
the impact site, as shown by transmission electron microscopy studies of
erosion impact pits in alumina (A1 203 ) by Hockey et al.

(4 )
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6.6 m

Fig. 3.--Surface shear deformation at an impact site in mullite (3A1203
2Mi02 ). Eroded at room temperature by 240 Jm diameter silicon carbide

particles at 250 impingement angle. The particle velocity was 24 m/sec.

Fig. 4.-The eroded surface of a high alumina (A1203) brick consists princi-
pally of fracture surface. The sample was eroded at 900 impingement angle
at room temperature by 240 tim diameter silicon carbide particles. The
particle velocity was 24 m/sec.

Fracture is a commonly observed and anticipated feature at particle im-
pact sites in brittle, ceramic materia:s, Figure 4. At high impingement
angles, i.e. 75-900, particle edges art as surface indenters. Tensile com-
ponents of the stress field generated beneath the indentation lead to crack-
ing a-ound and beneath the impact surface.( 5) Fracture is not limited to

L} __
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high impingement angles, however, and is not always due to the indentation
L stress -ield alone. Cracking often accompanies low-angle impacts, and, in

adu;tion to the indentation stress field, may be due to secondary deformatio,,
processes. (Evidence for deformation associated fracture processes will be
presented in the next section.)

Finally, corrosion is always a possible contributor to the erosion pro-
cess. just as it is to the wear of machine elements, although it was not a
factor in the experiments described here. Erosion-corrosion is a very com-
plex wear process, which has not been closely studied, and about which much
remains to be learned.

It is clear, therefore, that erosive wear and the wear of machine ele-
ments occur by the operation of common mechanisms and our understanding of
both depend on a more detailed comprehension of the specific mechanisms.

IMPACT SITE OBSERVATIONS

It is well known that the rate at which material is removed from a sur-
face by erosion varies with the angle at which the eroding particles strike
the surface. In ideally ductile materials the rate is maximum at 20-300 im-
pact; in this angular range the magnitudes of the shear and normal forces
maximize the removal of material by shear processes. In ideally brittle
materials, the wear rate is greatest at 90° impact, when the shear force is
zero, the normal force component is maximized, and the energy available for
crack formation and propagation is at a maximum. Most materials exhibit be-
havior intermediate to these extremes. Oxide refractories subject to erosion,
for example, do not behave in a completely brittle manner, despite the limit-
ed ductility of the bulk form. The eroded surface of alumina and mullite re-
fractories show evidence of both brittle and plastic responses to erosion
impacts, Figure 5. In some areas of this photomicrograph fracture surface is
evident, while the central portion shows the characteristic surface shear as-
sociated with plastic deformation procEsses.

Fig. 5.-Both shear deformation (central area) and brittle fracture are evi-
dent on the eroded surface of a mullite refractory brick. The rample mls
eroded at room temperature by 240 ui diameter silicon carbide particles
at 250 impingement angle. The particle velocity was 24 n/sec.

________________________________________________________________________________________
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Fig. 6.-The eroded surface of an inhomogeneous refractory body becomes very
irregular, and the particle impact angle depends on the specific impact
site.

The simultaneous operation of both brittle fracture and plastic defor-
mation in oxide refractories is due, in part, to the irregularity of the
surface shape developed during erosion of these inhomogeneous bodies. Typi-
cally, the refractory body is compo,;ed of dense aggregate particles of vary-
ing size bonded together with a secood phase. As the body is worn by the
impinging particles, the bonding material may be selectively removed and/or
void spaces between the aggregate particles opened to the surface, Figure 6.
Subsequently, the eroding particles will strike the surface at a wide range
of impact angles. Since the operative damage mechanism varies with impact
angle, each ot the anticipated mechanismis may be expected to operate con-
currently over the face of the refractory.

The generation of heat is a critical factor in most tribological systems,
and such systems can be thermally characterized by means of a "slide sweep
ratio."I 1 ) Application of this concept to the single particle impact shows
that heat generation at an impact site occurs almost entirely in the eroding
surface, very little temperature rise occurs in the colliding particle. If
enough energy is exchanged at a sufficiently high rate in a body of relatively
low-thermal conductivity. local temperatures at the impact site may become
quite elevated. Soch an "adiabatic shear" process has been described and
analyzed by Recht. (6 Our recent observations( 7) have shown that in alumina
single crystals er'jded by sic particles at room temperature, melting occurs
at particle impact sitns, Figure 7. Further evidence of local melting has
been detected in single crystal alumina, Figure 8, where ejected wilten ma-
terial is apparent at toe edge of the impact pit. Electron microbeam analy-
sis confirms that the coottt of the ejected material is aluminum (a.nd pos-
sibly species of atomic number lower than 12). In these cases, the particle
and the eroding surface were in close contact for the duration of the impact
event, and material was removed by the colliding particle. Although this
dynamic situation produces only a transient contact, the nature of the con-
tact and the removal of material by the particle satisfies the criteria ex-
pressed by Barwell for classification of this material removal process as
adhesion.
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Fig. 7.--Melting has occurred at this particle impact site on mullite. Ero-
dta at room temperature by 240 pm diameter silicon carbide particles. The
particle velocity was 24 m/sec and the impingement angle was 250.

Fracture may also be observed at low impingement angle (<30°) impact
sites in single crystal alumina. Under the low-contact angle conditions
fracture appears to develop from two mechanisms, one of which is related to
the high impact angle mechanism. (At high impact angles, the stress field
generated in the eroded body at the point of impact is very similar to that
resulting from a single point indentation.) A particle striking the surface
at a low angle develops a surface stress state which is better simulated by
a moving indenter. The stress field of the moving indenter contains ampli-
fied tensile stresses in the path ahead of the moving object which are
oriented in such a way that cracks will be initiated perpendicular to the
course of travel, Figure 9(a), and these cracks may propagate into the sur-
rounding material, Figure 9(b).

A second mechanism for low-angle fracture is associated with the defor-
mation of the lattice volume adjacent to the impact. The deformation must
occur by the motion of dislocations on lattice planes and if the crystal
structure does not provide a sufficient number of independent slip systems
to permit a general shape change, the insufficiently accommodated slip may
lead to severe stress concentratiens which result in crack generation. An
example of this behavior is shown in Figure 10. In this instance, slip has
occurred on the basal planes of the hexagonal alumina lattice. The stress
and temperature conditions have permitted slip on only this single plane.
As a consequence, cracks are created to accommodate the inhomogeneous plas-
tic displacement.

TOPICS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

The observation of local melting at impact sites in alumina and other
ceramics suggests further topics for study. The shear process which pre-
cedes melting proceeds by means of a deformation mechanism which is not well
defined. This is especially true for the strain rates imposed by typical
particle impacts, which are several orders of magnitude higher than those
usually considered in deformation studies. The influence of compositional,
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Fig. 8.-A particle impact site in single crystal alumina. Melting was in-
duced at the impact site and caused the ejection of molten alumina at the
exit side of the pit. Eroded at room temperature by 240 om diameter par-
ticles; particle velocity was 55 m/sec; impingement angle was 15*.

and consequently microstructural, variations on the erosion process is also
a largely unanswered quesLion. It is evident that careful and extensive
study will be required to resolve all the unknowns concerning specific ero-
sion mechanisms under various erosion condit;ons.

CONCLUSIONS

Erosion is a complex process, which has not as yet been fully analyzed.
It can, however, be treated as a wear phenomenon having many features in com-
mon with other wear processes. The results discussed in this paper support
Barwell's suggestion that progress will come only by the development of
broad and consistent theories of wear.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.-A particle impact site in single crystal alumina. In (a) the origin
of the cracks in the sheared material is evident; in (b) the cracks are
seen extending into the surrounding material. Sample eroded at room tem-
perature by 240 Jim diameter silicon carbide particles. The particle velo-
city was 55 m/sec; the impingement angle was 15'.
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Fig. 10.-Slip traces adjacent to a particle impact pit in single crystal
alumina. Slip on only one set of planes leads to crack generation. Note
melting at exit edge of pit. Eroded at room temperature by 240 Pm dia-
meter particles. The particle velocity was 55 m/sec and the impingement
angle was 150.
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DISCUSSION

N. P. SUH, MIT: We also observed what appears to be melting type phenomenon
when we did erosion experiments on aluminum. We saw in some cases an indi-
cation that something flew up in the liquid form and we tried to understand
what happened. Have you taken any pictures of what is happening underneath
the surface?

C. S. YUST: We are planning to do that. That is not a trivial problem.
Professor Waterhouse referred to that in his paper about the TEM samples
from the fretted samples. We are dealing with rather friable specimens

>77 ...... ____
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which do not lend themselves to the mechanical processes of grinding, thin-
ning, etc. in preparation for the ion milling which we ultimately want to do.

I am interested in what happens immediately beneath the surface. I
think we can deduce some of it in terms of the slip traces, and we have in-
dications that there is clear plastic deformation associated with the im-
pact. We need to be concerned with the strain rate effects also. I do not
know whether the deformation processes that we observe here are comparable
to what we are accustomed to on the basis of normal strain rate experiments
in bulk ceramic samples. I would like to look at that. So I endorse your
suggestion that we should investigate the subsurface damage in some detail.

J. J. MECHOLSKY, NRL: I think your work supports previous models on impact
erosion of materials in that you can explain chipping, cracks at various
angles, etc. Basic indentation models, although modified, are also applic-
able to machining, scribing, etc. Does the same model work for glasses as
well as polycrystalline materials? It is hard to explain slip or dislo-
cations in glasses, but you still get the same process just from the stress
field.

YUST: That is right, but we are also talking about the temperat. ris'! at
these impact sites. There is nothing that says that a glass that is wacmed
up will not flow into form as a viscous liquid.

MECHOLSKY: I am not arguing about the flowing.

S YUST: As a matter of fact, in the written version of the paper I have in-
cluded a photo-micrograph of an impact pit on a piece of glass as an example

of an abrasion type of mechanism. I think that the particle edge has come
along and cut out a piece of glass and left the chip on the surface right at
the edge of the impact. I do not know precisely what the mechanism is.

MECHOLSKY: I was referring to the shear track.

YUST: I hope to distinguish between abrasion and adhesion. In many in-
stances, these things are not quite clear; one blends into the other.

QUESTIONER: I would like to know what the relationship is between the single
impact event and multi-particle erosion mechanism where you dig out the
cement from around the aggregate particles and the particles fall out.

YUST: I think the quickest thing to say about it is that we are dealing with
two different phases there and each behaves differently. Two different ma-
terials are eroded there. In my view one erodes much faster than the other,
and that leaves the more erosion-resistant phase behind. In some circum-
stances some of those phases will be removed as bulk pieces.

SAME QUESTIONER: Are single events primarily in the binder?

YUST: Yes. After all that is coming out first. When the hard phase pro-
trudes, it will be eroded away.

P. A. ENGLE, IBM: Do you have wear rates for the ceramics?

YUT: Yes, I have some wear rate numbers for the commercial ceramics.

ENGEL: As a function of velocity, and so forth?

YUST: Yes, it is limited data. I have some data for mullite, alumina and
commercial refractories.

.----- - -..- '--,--- J - . . . . - . ...
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FLUID PARTICULATE CONTAMINATION,
COMPONENT WEAR AND PERFORMANCE

W. M. Needelman

ABSTRACT

The relationship between wear of component surfaces and the service
life performance of components is discussed. Since fluid particulate con-
tamination is present in all lubrication, pneumatic and hydraulic systems,
it can lead to component wear in these systems by a variety of mechanisms.
The manner by which suspended particle contamination related wear influ-
ences component performance is then examined, with several illustrative
examples cited from the literature.

INTRODUCTION

The major wear mechanisms responsible for deterioration of component
surfaces in mechanical system-, nave been discussed previously (l,  These
surveys are in basic agreement with the review by Barwell(3 ). A Wear Chart
found to summarize this information conveniently is included in Reference
2, a simplified version of the chart is shown in Figure 1. It is the pur-
pose of this presentation to study the various modes of wear in fluid wetted
components from the viewpoint of component operation, as well as to examine
an operational parameter having a major influence on component wear: fluid
particulate contamination.

FLUID PARTICULATE CONTAMINATION AND WEAR

The effects of particulate contamination on the wear of fluid-wetted
component surfaces were highlighted in previous reviews (1 ,2 ). Some of the
major features of these surveys are condensed here.

1. There are three classes of particle interaction producing mechani-
cal wear. In three-body wear a loose particle makes simultaneous contact
with two moving surfaces. Two-body wear involves an abrasive particle
embedded in or adsorbed on one surface making contact with a second compo-
nent surface. In particle erosion a particle carried in the fluid impacts
at high velocity against a component surface.
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2. Two mechanisms of particle produced wear have been established. The
first is severe abrasive wear. It is the surface deterioration associated withj abrasion, and passes under various labels including polishing, cutting, lap-
ping, and abrasive rubbing. It is characterized by a rigid particle penetra-
ting a softer component surface, cutting away material on a single pass (Figure
2). The wear rate of this mechanism is proportional to the number of particles

MILD ABRASIVE WEAR SEVERE ABRASIVE WEAR

ABRASIVE PARTICLE

STRESS RISERS

PARTICLES
40_;: - GENERATED

FAULTS

Fig. 2.-Two mechanisms of abrasive wear.

coming into contact with the surface, particle hardness, and particle size
(the width of the wear scar). The second wear mechanism occurs when par-
ticles plough through or dent a surface producing substantial amounts of
plastic deformation, without the removal of surface material. The large
number of dislocations generated makes a significant contribution toward re-
ducing the binding of the surface material, actually a form of accelerated
surface material fatigue. Furthermore, the raised material along the
edges of the furrow or pit are subjected to increased stresses on subspquent
contact with another surface, causing surface fatigue of the adjacent com-
ponent material.

3. Both mechanisms can occur in the lubricated contacts between sur-
faces. I.,irger particles entering the contact zone between lubricated sur-
faces will cause more surface damage than smaller particles of similar com-
position. The wear rate will also increase with particle hardness.

In order for particles to cause surface deterioration in these contacts
they must be at least the size of the minimum lubricant film thickness.
The surface damage produced by both the severe and the milder wear mechan-
isms will increase with increasing concentration of suspended particles
greater than this minimum lubricant film thickness. As the mfnimum film
thickness decreases, the percentage of ti.e suspended particle population
meeting this crition increases.

, 7 ,
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4. Particle erosion involves the impact of a surface by particles
possessing kinetic energies larger than the forces binding the surface
material. The rate of erosion increases with the particle kinetic energy.
Thus, the rate of wear increases with particle weight, and with the square
of the flow velocity of the carrier fluid. The erosion rate also increases
with the ratio of particle hardness to component surface hardness.

Soft ductile particles release a pressure pulse into the solid upon im-
pact. This sudden release of energy causes material deformation and the
generation of dislocations. This is a case of wear by the surface fatigue
mechanism.

In addition to producing dislocations, hard particles can also cut away
surface material by the severe wear mechanism. Thus the rate of erosion is
maximum when hard particles impact at glancing angles, during which long
furrows are cut through the surface material.

COMPONENT PERFORMANCE TIME-LINES

Two types of component failures account for most component losses. A
catastrophic failure occirs when a component is operated under intolerable
conditions, rapidly causing failure. Examples are complete lubricant star-
vation of a bearing, or a rock passing through a gear pump. The second
type, deterioration failure, is characterized by a period of component op-
eration (service life) during which wear gradually leads to component fail-
ure. Only deterioration failures will be discussed here.

Component life may then be considered as a succession of distinct
phases of operation. The initial phase usually involves a break-in period.
This is typically followed by a phase of normal (satisfactory) performance.
The terminating point is component failure. Component failure is defined
here as a loss of performance to a level below that considered satisfactory.
The criterion of failure may be the inability of a component to complete
its required function, the necessity of component removal during scheduled
maintenance (overhaul), or perhaps a monitoring device reaching a predesig-
nated, output., .

The performance behavior of operating components suggests that compo-
nent performance can be conveniently grouped into two categories. Each
category of performance may be represented by the Component Performance-Time
lines, as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, each category of component per-
formance is associated with characteristic types of component wear.

CATEGORY I - PROGRESSIVE PERFORMANCE DETERIORATION

The characteristic feature is component performance deteriorating pro-
gressively with operation, Figure 3(a). Wear mechanisms leading to this
type of performance decay would be expected to produce a contim.ous attri-
tion of surface material. Performance declines monotonically with the wear
parameters responsible for the wear mechanism. For example, the increase in
leakage rate (performance decay) by the removal of material from the meter-
ing edge of a servo-valve by hard particle erosion (wear mechanism) would
depend on the concentration of suspended hard particles (wear parameter).

1-77'
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Although performance decay is related to the dominant wear parameters,
the functional dependence may be a complex relationship.

Using the following definitions

P = Component performance

x = Wear parameter

d P = Component performance decay

We can formally state that component performance and performance decay
are functions of the wear parameter.

P = P (X)

dP= dP (x)

A Taylor expansion of component performance in terms of a wear param-
eter shows to a first approximation that small changes in performance will
be linearly related to the wear parameter.

rd _ [d2 PX XP(x) = P(xa) + I Px) dx + 1 2 ~) x
L dx .J.2.

X__ L dx x-

Therefore for small changes,

dP (x)1
dP(x) [d-rx dx = constant . Ax

x=a

for any arbitrary point a on the Component Performance-Time line.

CATEGORY II - CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE DETERIORATION

The essential feature is component performance showing negligible decay
over an extended period of operation, followed by a phase of rapid decline
in performance until failure. This is shown by the Component Performance-
Time line of Figure 3(b).

Surface wear under these conditions will likely occur by the crea-
tion of surface and subsurface defects during operation. When these defects
have accumulated to a critical level, gross and rapid surface deterioration
occurs leading to component failure. The wear parameters responsible are
those processes leading to surface and subsurface defects.

Since only negligible changes in performance are observed during Phase
2 of the time-line, performance does not have a meaningful functional rela-
tionship to wear parameters. However, component life (operating time until
failure) does depend on these wear parameters. Therefore component life
can be expressed as a cumulative survival probability having the general
form of a Weibull distribution.

7
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S = exp (-A. m)

S = percent population surviving

where
m = Weibull slope

A. = parameters showing life depending on operating
variables, material, and wear factors

The component life will be related to the wear parameters through the
Weibull parameters m and A...1

COMPONENT WEAR, PERFORMANCE, AND LIFE

Several examples demonstrating the relationship between both types of

Performance-Time lines and various wear mechanisms will now be examined.
Because fluid particulate contamination is present in all operating fluid-
wetted systems, and may contribute to both categories of component perform-
ance behavior, examples will be cited which show the effects of particulate
contamination.

EXAMPLES OF CATEGORY I - PROGRESSIVE PERFORMANCE DETERIORATION

A recent study by Fitzsimmons and Clevenger(4) shows several aspects
of Category I component performance. The removal of material from the
edge of a tapered rolling bearing was measured. As material is removed,
the amount of play in the bearing increases, ultimately leading to the need
for replacement. The mechanism of surface wear was abrasive removal of
material from the roller edge during sliding contact, Figure 4(a). The
wear parameter studied was lubricant particulate contamination. When the
particulate contamination was maintained at a given level, as is typical
of operating systems, material was progressively removed from the bearing
edge - characteristic of Category I behavior. Furthermore, the study
showed a linear increase in the amount of material removed with an increase
in particulate contamination over a wide range of contamination levels,
Figure 4(b). As also shown in Figure 4(b), the rate of material removal
increased with particle hardness.

Different size ranges of particles did not lead to significant differ-
ences in wear rate(5 ). This was probably because most particles in any of
the size ranges examined would have to be ground down before they could
enter the edge lubricant film of about 0.2 pm (8 p in.). A parameter that
was found to accelerate edge wear was the concentration of anti-wear addi-
tives. It is believed this was a synergistic effect of surface chemical
attack by increasing amounts of additives and abrasive attack by particles.

Several other examples of progressive performance decay can be found
in a study by Black(6) on hydraulic servo-valves. One case involves an
increase in spool leakage. The wear mechanism was abrasive removal of
material from the sliding spool surfaces analogous to the bearing edge wear
previously discussed. The wear parameter was particulate contamination in
the 0-10 micrometer size range.

..... . :i
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Fig. 4.--Particle contamination related roller bearing edge wear.

(q) Tapered roller bearing showing rib/roller lubricated contact.
(b) Relationship of bearing wear to contaminant particle concentration
and hardness.
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Another case examined in this study was the increase in null leakage
flow due to contaminant particle erosion of mete-ing orifices. The wear
parameter was the size of contaminant particles. Figure 5 shows that the
performance declined more rapidly when larger particles were present in the
contaminated hydraulic fluid. This is expected since the kinetic energy

.2- O-80Lm

LAJ

Z"U
oO-O1.m

WW

30 60 90
TIME EXPOSED (min)

Fig. 5.-Hydraulic servovalve static spool erosion test.

released on impact by different size particles of the same composition
carried at the same velocity in a fluid eam i- linearly proportional to
particle mass.

As a final example of rategory i behavior, some results from a program
in progress at tha Basic Fluid Pcwer Research Program at Oklahoma State
University will be briefly described. Hydraulic pump performance is mea-
sured as the output flow at a prescribed pressure. When operated with high
concentrations (300 mg/liter) of suspended hard particles composed of vari-
ous size cuts of AC Fine Test Dust pump performance is found to decrease
rapidly when operated with increasing larger size particles( 7). The wear
mechanism is probably abrasive removal of mavLirial increasing clearances
between moving pump surfaces. Tests at lower contamination levels show a
progressive loss of pump performance with operating time (8 ), as shown in
Figure 6.

EXAMPLES OF CATEGORY II - CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE DETERIORATION

Ball bearing fatigue life has the Performance Time-line of Figure 3(b).
Negliqible performance change occurs for most of the bearing operating life,
as may be measured by load bearing ability or vibration monitoring. Near
the termination of service life spalling commences to lead rapidly to bear-
ing failure. A recent series of papers19,10) indicates that surface damage
originating from suspended particles entering the elastohydrodynamic film
at the contact zone ha; a major effect on fatigue life under typical oper-
ating conditions. In Reference 9 several models are presented which give
possible associations between lubricant particulate contamination and roll-
ing contact fatigue life:

k

i-
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Fig. 6.-Hydraulic gear pump performance loss.

Case I: Pre-existing number of defects on roller bearing contact sur-
face which does not change throughout operating life.

Case II: No initial defects; a pre-existing and constant population of
solid contaminants in the lubricant, which produce microscopic
surface "dents" throughout operating life.

Case III: No initial defects; no pre-existing contamination; a steady
increase in populaticn of contaminant particles which produce
microscopic "cunts" throughout operating life.

Case I would occur if contaminant particles did not affect fatigue
life. Case II and Case III could'occur if contaminant particles reduce
fatigue life by causing surface damage leading to spalling. The contamina-
tion level described in Case II is representative of the equilibrium number
of contaminant particles greater than size = x maintained in a system by a
filter controlling particles of size x. Case III is typical of particle
contaminant build-up when the filter cannot control the particle size range
of interest, or when no filter is present. Case I is, by hypothesis, in-,
sensitive to the presence of contaminant particles.

Reference 10 compared a number of bearing tests with these models. No
good correlations were found with Case I. Good correlations were obtained
between Case II and ball bearing LlO fatigue life in recirculating filtered
lube systems. Grease lubricated (no churning) ball bearing L1o life cor-
related well with Case III.

This strong relationship found to exist between ball bearing fatigue
life and lubricant particulate contamination was convincingly demonstrated
by a third paper of this study("1). When deep-groove ball uearings were
operated under "ultraclean" lubricant conditions, they lasted for more than
40 times the theoretical Llo life without any failures. The tests then
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had to be terminated because of time limitations.

Another example of Category II behavior, a rapid performance decline
after a period of service, is the breakage of gear teeth. One commonly
accepted mechanism is the direct (severe) abrasive removal of tooth material
by large particles or high asperities in the contact region. Over a period
of operation enough material is removed from the tooth to appreciably re-
duce its load-carrying ability, leading to breakage

(13,14).

It is proposed here that several other gear tooth failures can be pro-
duced by a related wear mechanism. Smaller and/or softer particles 2nter
ing the contact region may not be able to remove abrasively the base ater-
ial of the gear. However there is evidence that particles bridgin( .he
lubricant film between opposing gear teeth can break up the protect,,
boundary layer material formed by the action of dissolved oxygen or anti-
wear additives commonly found in gear oils. For example, two helicopter
transmissions operating with different contamination levels were examined
after 100 hours testing at high power spectrums. Bevel gears operated at
the higher contamination level had complete removal of the gear teeth parco
lubrite coating, while the transmission bevel gears operated at the lower
contamination level (maintained with three micrometer absolute filtration)
had "less than normal wear as evidenced by the incomplete removal of the
parco lubrite coating"' (15).

Deterioration of the protective boundary layer exposes fresh metal (12),
which can lead to microscopic welding, adhesion, and scoring. Furthermore,
over an extended period of operation enough tooth material could be lost by
this mechanism to cause gear tooth breakage,

CONCLUSIONS

1. Fluid particulate contamination can produce both severe abrasive
wear and milder accelerated material fatigue wear of component surfaces.

2. The operating performance of a component may be described in terms
of one of two types of Component Performance-Time lines:

(a) Category I: Progressive Performance Deterioration - progressive
loss of performance until failure.

(b) Category II: Cumulative Performance Deterioration - negligible
performance loss followed by a phase of rapidly decreasing
performance until failure.

3. Fluid particle contamination can be responsible for loss of co,,pon-
ent performance by continuously abrading away substantial amounts of com-
ponent surface material (Category I).

4. Fluid particle contamination can lead to a variety of surface de-
fects responsible for Category II performance behavior, significantly re-
ducing the service life of components in operating systems.
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j. . WILSON, Mobil Research and Development Corporation: What methods did

you use for establishing your particle size distribution?

W. NEEDELMAN: They were done with both optical microscope counts where we
looked just at the longest dimension and with an automatic particle size
analyzer that used the light scattering property, and therefore we were
looking at the cross sectional area. I think that is close enough.

WILSON: We have some serious doubts about the way these are done. I think
a lot of people have lost some very early work done by St. George back in
1938-1940 when he gave some very definite particle size ranges for abrasive
and non-abrasive silicas, and other abrasives. I think we tend to general-
ize too much about silica as an abrasive. There are certain sizes and types
of silica that are not abrasive. I think we have to be careful in defining
the abrasiveness of silica.

NEEDELMAN: Several studies were done that used silicon dioxide. Freshly
crushed contaminant was used that had sharp edges and certainly it has been
found to produce a lot of wear. There is another point that has to do with
the size ranges. We would expect two or three-body interactions to occu.
when the particle size is at least the thickness of the lubricant film and
when the particle is able to get into the lubricant film. There are some
situations in which the big particles do not seem to be able to work their
way in. In the case of a ship journal bearing which has 25 Um thick film,
10 um particles may not affect it. High performance components tend to have
a tenth of a micron film thickness.

WILSON: From the practical viewpoint, .1 think we have to be somewhat dis
cerning about what is considered abrasive and what breaks the lubricant film.
Particles smaller than the film thickness can be abrasive. There are other
types that are very small, but they will never be abrasive.

-7-
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THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT IN WEAR
PROCESSES

AND THE MECHANISMS OF FRETTING
WEAR

R. B. Waterhouse

ABSTRACT

Barwell's paper deals comprehersively with problems of wear in machine
elements. One of the factors which is mentioned several times in his re-
view is the influence of the environment on wear processes. This aspect of
wear is considered in more detail in the present paper, or more correctly,
its antithesis, i.e., the effect of the mechanical action of wear on the
chemical processes occurring on the bearing surfaces. This is related to
the specific topics of wear of mechanical seals operating in sea water and
high temperature fretting wear of gas turbine components. The wear mecha-
nisms dealt with in Professor Barwell's paper are discussed in relation to
fretting wear together With recent evidence of dislocation structures and
formation of subsurface voids in the fretted region.

INTRODUCTION
Professor Barwell's paper is a comprehensive review of the occurrence

of wear in practical situations, in particular that of machine elements, and
forms a valuable compilation of existing knowledge for the practicing en-
gineer. He also reviews various mechanisms that have been proposed to ex-
plain the wear process and details the factors which are of importance in
contributing to their application. It is apparent that a particular mecha-
nism may be relevant to some situations and not to others. For example, the
process which produces metallic debris in the more catastrophic, and thus
intolerable, forms of wear such as "wire-wool" failures, is obviously very
different from the process occurring in the milder forms of wear in which
the debris is a metal oxide. The latter is much more common in practice
and represents a slow process of attrition. One area where this can be seen
is in the wear of railway lines; the supporting sleepers and ballast are
covered with a brown dust. In underground railways the walls of the tunnels
and the cables running along them are similarly covered. The production of
debris in the form of a compound indicates that the environment has a role
to play in the wear process, and this factor is mentioned several times in
Barwell's paper particularly relating to corrosive products in lubricants
and the effects of lubricants in limiting access of the atmosphere. The
purpose of this paper is to look at this aspect of wear particularly in re-
lation to fretting wear, and to offer some evidence of the possible mecha-
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nisms of wear based on my own experimental observations.

FRETTING WEAR

Fretting wear is a form of mild wear in which oxide debris is produced.
The main difference between it and other wear situations is that one is con-
cerned with microslip, i.e. , the relative movement is occurring over only
part of the areas in contact. The movement is oscillatory and the ampli-
tudes are relatively small, generally below 25 jm. At higher amplitudes
where slip occurs over the whole of the contact area, conditions appear to
change, the wear rate increases and can be represented by one of the well
known equations relating .ar rate to distance travelled and normal load. ( )
In the early stages intimate metallic contact undoubtedly occurs resulting
in very severe damage which is, however, on a minute local scale. Figure I
shows a typical example of a ruptured local weld with evidence of metal
fracture. Obviously such a defect wculd be a likely source of initiation

h1

Fig. I.-Adhesive damage in the early stages of fretting on a 0.20C steel
surface--amplitude 12 aim.

for a fatigue crack if, as in this case, the movement were caused by fatigue.
There is ample evidence that fatique cracks are initiated early in the pro-
cess. (2) However, in circumstances where fretting wear predominates, fatigue
failure is usually not a serious problem. Measurements of the progress of
frettinq wear with number of cycles show that after an initial accelerated
wear rate, corresponding to the initial adhesive wear, the process settles
down to a steady sta. 3 At this stage measurements of electrical resis-
tance across the contact show a very high value indicating that metal-to-
metal contact is no longer occurring.(4) It was therefore thought that the
continued formation of debris was by abrasion by the existing debris, which
being an oxide is invariably harder than the metal from which it originated.
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This would argue an accelerating rate of wear unless debris were able to es-
cape from the contact and cause no further damage. In this case a steady
wear rate could be achieved. However, examination of debris and damaged
surfaces under the scanninn. electron microscope (SEN) shows that the shape
of the debris is plate'ikel5)and this is thought to indicate that the re-
moval of material is by delamination. The delamination theory of wear is
based un the formation of subsurface dislocations by a shear stress trans-
mitted across the surface. The presence of a compact layer of debris on the
surface would still allow this to occur. Further evidence of the role of
delamination in fretting wear is presented later in the paper.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Unidirectional Sliding

Since corrosion and tribology are surface phenomena, the occurrence of
both of them simultaneously leads to interesting possible interactions; the
presence of non-metallic corrosion products will have considerable influence
on frictional behavior, while the sliding action is likely to disrupt other-
wise protective oxide films and stimulate further chemical attack. The
latter effect can be so marked in atmospheric air that it has merited the
term tribo-oxidation.(6-8) In experiments where slip occurs between a driven
and a baking roll in contact, considerable plastic deformation of the sur-
faces occurs, resulting in the stretching and rolling of the surface grains
of the material which in this case was a variety of steels and an aluminum
alloy. Enhanced oxidation occurs by penetration of oxygen down the grain
boundaries, which are much increased in area, and the greater reactivity of
the deformed material. This is a case of severe wear. Another example is
the sliding wear of titanium in various gaseous environ•ents. 9) The wear
rate in dry hydrogen was greater than in dry nitrogen or dry air. SEM ob-
servation revealed that in hydrogen there was considerable surface cracking,
which was attributed to a reduction in the fatigue properties of the surface
material due to hydrogen penetration. In this case the environment under
the influence of the sliding action has a deleterious effect on the mechani-
cal properties of the material rather than increasing chemical activity.
The presence of water vapor can result in the combination of both effects
since the more reactive metals such as aluminum and titanium react with
water molecules forming an oxide film and liberating hydrogen. Under normal
static conditions the oxide film acts as a barrier to hydrogen penetration
of the metal but this is not so under sliding conditions. The wear rate of
titanium in moist gases is the same irrespective of the nature of the qas
and is greater than in dry hydrogen.

Environmental effects are also manifest in aqueous solutions. There is
the added interest in the case of an electrolyte of the possibility of vary-
ing the electrochemical conditions. Tjzermans (10 ) found a low wear rate of
stainless steel guides in sliding contact with yarn in an aqueous electro-
lyte under conditions of cathodic protection, but at higher potentials in
the passive region the wear rate increased due to continual scrapinq off of
the normally-protective passive oxide film. Similar behavior has been found
in the wear of stainless steels sliding in contact with an alumina block in
dilute sulphuric acid.(11,12) The corrosion current in the passive region in-
creases directly with the applied load as does the wear, assessed gravi-
metrically. This is to be expected since the real area of contact is di-
rectly proportional to the applied load and h3nce the area over which the
oxide is heing scraped off and reformed as the surface repassivates (giving
rise to the corrosion current) is also proportional to the applied load.
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Secondary effects such as the stirring action which reduces concentration
polarization have much less influence. However, in a case where a hydro-
dynamic fluid film is developed between sliding surfaces the stirring effect
assumes greater importance. This has been found to be the case in our work
on the corrosive wear of bonded carbide surfaces sliding against graphite
in artificial sea water. An annulus of graphite containing a small propor-
tion of white metal was loaded in contact with a disc which was coated with
a highly polished nickel bonded tungsten carbide layer in aerated 3% sodium
chloride solution. Figure 2 shows polarization curves obtained with the
graphite annulus static and rotating at 1500 rpm. The stirring action

ESLIDING .. I

_ 400

0

-400 - STAT I -

-1200

LOG CURRENT DENSITY A/cr 2

Fig. 2.-Polarization curves of a nickel bonded tungsten carbide surface in
contact with a graphite slider in aerated 3% sodium chloride solution--
static and sliding.

caused by the sliding movement results in a large increase in the cathodic
current density (the lower parts of the curves) and a consequent rise in the
corrosion potential from -730 to -300 mV vs SCE. The upper parts of the
anodic :urves are identical. This material shows no evidence of passivation.
The peak on the static curve at -460 mV arises from the grpphite material.
A polarization curve constructed with the graphite annulus rotating out of
contact with the bonded carbide surface gives essentially the same curve as
the sliding curve which indicates that the two surfaces are separated by a
hydrodynamic liquid film. The stimulation of the cathode reaction by slid-
ing results in increased pitting corrosion of the binder phase in the bonded

- -. -- ~ ~
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carbide.

Fretting

Fretting in most practical engineering situations occurs in air at room
temperature, where the major corrosive agents arc oxygen and water vapor.
Their respective influences on the fretting corrosion of mild steel have
been well investigated in the past twenty years( 3) In recent years cases of
fretting have been reported in more exotic material. and in more corrosive
environments, for example. hiqh tempe- ture fretting in gas turbin' engines,
fretting between components of orthopaedic implants in the humaa body, and
fretting at high temperature in carb3n dioxide in the advanced as cooled
reactor.

There is much evidence that fretting wear and fretting fatigue d;:mage
is less in a protective atmosphere or vacuum than in an oxidizing atmos-
phere.113) A recent example which illustrates how reactive a fretted surface
is given in Figure 3, which shows the damage suffered by a vibrating conta(.t
between iron-nickel alloy components after one million cycles -t 50 Hz in a
nominally pure hydrogen/nitrogen gas mixture. Despite the presence of mere
traces of oxygen the formation of oxide in the contact zone is considerable

Fig. 3.a.-Fretting damage to an iron-nickel alloy surface after 1 x 106
cycles in nominally pure hydrogen/nitrogen gas.

In some cases, however, an oxide film may be formed which has adequate
thickness and mechanical properties to withstand the fretting action and act
as a protective coating. This was found in the case of fretting mild steel
at elevated temperatures in air.(14) The wear rate fell to approximately one
tenth of its room temperature value at temperatures above 140'C. The author
has found similar behavior in a nickel base alloy, Inconel 718, although in
this case the effect of fretting was assessed by its effect on the fatigue
strength. The results are shown in Table 1. The conclusion is that the

At
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Fig. 3.b.-Eiectron microprobe picture of the area in Figure 3a showing oxq-

gen distribution.

TABLE .-F;.LL;UE STRENGTHS IN MN/r2 AT 107 CYCLES AND STRENGTH REDUCTION
FACTi !?S f[f) OF INCONEL 718 TESTED WITH A MEAN STRESS Or 550 MN/m2

Temperature No fretting Fretting SRF

R.T. 275 120 2,29

2801C 325 120 2.71

540 0C 325 275 1.29

much improved fatigue strength under fretting conditions at 5400C is due to
the protective action of the exide film. Figure 4 shows that over much of
the surface a smooth glaze oxide is formed.

Another possible hazard associated with fretting of normally corrosion-
resistant materidls at high temperatures is that the disruption of the pro-
tective oxide layer leaves the underlying surface depleted in the particular
element which confers oxidation resistance and the material is likely to
oxidize more rapidly. This has been found to be the case in fretting of
austenitic stainless steels in carbon dioxide atmospheres at 600 0C.(19) Fig-
ure 5a shows the damage to the surface oxide film. Figures 5b and 5c are
electron microprobe pictures of the same area showing the chromium and iron
distributions respectively. The protective oxide is chromium rich (Cr203)

*1
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Fig. 4.-Surfa~e of nickel base alloy, Inconel 718, after 1 x 106 cyjcles of

fretting at 540'C, showing glaze formation--amplitude 10 Jim.

whereas the underlying material is deficient in chromium and has inferior
corrosion properties to the material as a whole.

Fretting of metal surfaces in aqueous electrolytes has been shot-n to
result in fall of surface potential which in the case of the reactive metals
such as aluminum and titanium can be several hundred millivolts with con-
sequent large increases in corrosion current.(16 ) This has consequences in
the construc:ion of certain orthopaedic devices within the human body.
Metal-to-me I contact occurs between screws and bone-plates and in some
all-metal hip replacements. The change in potential which occurs when the
austenitic stainless steel 316L, much used in orthopaedic applications, is
fretted against itself in simulated body fluid, is recorded in Figure 6.
This increase in activity accelerates the removal of material from the sur-
face and may inititte a fatigue crack.

In many designs of an artificial hip, the femoral component is cemented
into the femur with polymethylmethacrylate bone cement. The bond between
the cement and the metal stein is not particularly strong and if debonding
occurs local movement causes rubbing marks on the stem. Such areas in the
scanning electron microscope show an increased thickness of oxide which is
cracked and delaminating, Figure 7. Samples of 316L stainless steel were
fretted against bone cement in simulated body fluid and the potential drop
measured. The results are shown in Figure 8. It was found that the poten-
tial dropped on switching on, but soon recovered during continued fretting,
in contrast to the metal-on-metal case. These specimens had a similar
appearance to Figure 7 in the scanning electron microscope. The rubbing
action of the bone cement appears to stimulate the growth of oxide leading
to the rise in potential without producing severe surface damage. It had
little effect on the fatigue strength of the material. However, if the
growth of oxide becomes sufficiently thick that it starts to crack arid flake

_ -i-
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Fig. 5.a.-Surface damage on 18Cr-lONi stainless steel after 1.8 x 106 cycles
of fretting in carbon dioxide at 6000C - amplitude 25 ;im.

Fig. 5.b.-Electron microprobe picture of area in Figure 5a showing chromium
distribution.

Fig. 5.c.-iectron microprobe picture of area in Figure 5a showing iron
distribution.

________________ ________
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Fig. 6.-Potential change on fretting 316L stainless steel against itselt in
Hanks' solution - amplitude 25 um.

Fig. 7.-SEM picture of a rubbed spot on the stainless steel stem of a femoral
component of a total hip replacement which was removed from the patient
after four years.

off, it may result in an increased wear rate. It should be said that the
device shown in Figure 7 had been in the patient for four years and surface
breakdown appeared to be just beginning.

The conclusion to be drawn from this section is that unidirectional
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Fig. 8.-Potential changes on fretting 3l6L stainless steel against Simplex
RO AKZ bone cement in flanks solution - amplitude 25 ;:m.

sliding and fretting stimulate chemical reaction at surfaces by disruption
of oxide films leading to an increased rate of oxidation with possible pene-
tration of the surface by other species such as hydrogen. In some circum-
stances the oxide film can confer some protection on the underlying surface,
e.g., in the high temperature wear of some alloys and rubbing of a non-metal
against a metal.

THE MECHANISM OF WEAR

Professor Barwell details six specific types of wear in his paper. It

is proposed now to see how certain of these apply to the case of fretting.

(a) Adhesive wear

Intimate intermetallic contact resulting in surface roughening as local
welds are formed and broken, undoubtedly occurs in the early stages of
fretting producing the type of damage shown in Figure 1. In some cases,
particularly in a protective atmosphere, measurable adhesion develops be-
tween the surfaces.(17) With the more noble metals, such as copper, measur-
able adhesion can be developed in quite corrosive environments such as
sodium chlcride solution. With most alloy systems fretting in air m3cro-
scopic adhesion soon falls off as debris begins to form and accumulate.
This initial adhesive wear period is not thought to contribute seriously
to the overall wear rate although it may have a part to play in initiation
of fatigue cracks propagating into the interior of the material.

(b) Abrasive wear

There is some controversy as to whether the continuing and most impor-
tant phase of fretting wear, after adhesive wear has ceased, is the result
of abrasion by the developing oxide debris. In one of the earlier studies



of fretting of mild steel
18  the formation of debris resulted in the co-

efficient of friction falling to tile low value of 0.05. The debris was
described as having a "ball-bearing" action between the surface . In the
author's experience abrasive wear is only found in situations % ere the am-
plitude of movement is rather high, i.e., between 75 and 150 um. It can be
recognized in the scanning microscope by a repeated "scallop" pattern. In
low amplitude fretting abrasive wear is not thought to be a significant
factor.

(c) Delamination

When surfac. which have undergone many hundred thousands of cycles of
frettinq are examined in the scanning electron microscope a very commnon pic-
ture is seen. It resembles crazy paving with the occasional stone missinq,
as in Fiqure 7. The wear products appear t) be initially formed by the
release of plate-like particles some 50 im 'n diameter and 1 to 2 I in
thickness. Subsequent rolling to and fro ketween the surfaces may signifi-
cantly alter their shape before they escape from the contact area, and so
examination of debris may not always reveal a plate-like shape. The scannirg
electron microscope observations have strongly suggested a delaminated type
of mechanism and additional evidence is continually being sought. Fiqure
9a shows a fretting fatigue failure produced by a Ti-6A1-4V alloy bridge
clamped on to a Ti-6AI-4V specimen. The lower part of the picture is the

II
Fig. 9.a.-Ti-6A1-4V bridg, in contact with fractured Ti-6A1-4V after 1.1 x

106 cycles of fretting.

fracture surface photographed with the bridge still clamped on to it. Ex-
amination of the interface, Figure 9b, shows a plate-like particle in pro-
cess of formation. Some fretted surfaces have been examined by the tapv.r
technique developed by Dr. T. Eyre of Brunel University. It is possible by
this means to examine in the scanning electron microscope both the damaged
surface and the sectioned material below the surface which is polished and
etched in the normal metallurgical manner. Such an area is seen in Figure
lOa, which is of a 0.2C steel after 100,000 cycles of fretting. The upper
part is the fretted surface and the lower the underlying structure. Grain

j~M
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Fig. 9.b.-Part of the interface between bridge foot aid specimen shown in
Figure 9a at higher magnification showing the formation of a plate-like
particle.

Fig. l0.a.--Taper section showing fretting damage to 0.2C steel surface after
105 cycles of fretting.

boundaries and areas of pearlite are visible. The area outlined is shown
at higher magnification in Figure lOb. At point A a sub-surface crack is
visible. There is a possibility this may be part of a crack initiated in
the surface and propagating below the surface, although there do not appear
to be any such cracks visible in the surface in Figure lOa. It is thought
that this could be a delamination type of crack. The two large pits below
the surface are probably inclusions torn out during the polishing process.
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Fig. 1O.b.-Enlarged area of Figure lOa showing sub-surface crack A.

The other approach which has been used is to thin down specimens by
electropolishing and ion bombardment which have been taken from fretted
areas. One technique is to cut a thin slice of material at right angles to
the fretted surface by spark machining and to thin it by ion bombardment.
Although no specimens have yet been produced for examination by transmission
electron microscopy they have been examined in the scanning electron micro-
scope. Figure 11 shows a section through the fretted surface of a Ti-6AI-4V
alloy showing a subsurface crack running parallel to the surface. Other

"--.z

Fig. ll.-Section through the fretted surface of Ti-6A1-4V alloy fretted for
104 cycles.
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specimen: have been prepared parallel to the surface by cutting off a thin
slice of the surface and thinning by electropolishing from the back face.
This means that any pits in the fretted surface go into holes first. It was
possible with such specimens to examine areas in the fretted region by trans-
mission electron microscopy. Such an area is shown in Figure 12, which is
of a Ti-6A1-5Zr-l/2Mo-1/4Si (IMI 685) fretted for 2 x 106'cycles in air.

ap'

Fig. 12.-TEM picture of thinned area in the fretted surface of Ti-6Al-5Zr-
i/2o-i/4Si alloy after 2 3 106 cycles of fretting showing twinning and
areas of high density of dislocation.

The wedge-shaped area across the middle of the picture is a prominent twin.
Areas of high dislocation density are visible but since this is a view
through a section parallel to the surface, subsurface cracks would not be
visible. An interesting feature was observed at the edges of the holes.
The polishing technique left surface oxide protruding into the holes. These
were observed in many cases to have a lath-like structure as in Figure 13.
Electron diffraction of such a lath indicated strong preferred orientation,
Figure 14. It should be said that the specimen when examined in the scan-
ning microscope showed the normal fretted surface apart from the few holes
produced in the thinning process. The polishing technique had not modified
the surface in any way. Surface oxide from areas away from the fretted re-
gion show the usual polycrystalline ring pattern. This indicates that fret-
ting either results in developing preferred orientation in the outer surface
layer of the metal which is preserved on subsequent oxidation, or that it
encourages the epitaxial growth of oxide.

The results shown in this section clearly support a delamination pro-
cess, in fretting wear, but there is as yet no indication as to how the sub-
surface cracks initiate and propagate. It is hoped in the near future that
satisfactory specimens of sections through the surface for examination in
transmission will be prepared, in order to determine the dislocation arrange-

!7
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Fig. 13.-TEM picture of lathlike oxide penetrating into a hole polished in
the thin film of the specimen shown in Figure 12.

Fig. 14.-Electron diffraction pattern of the lathlike oxide shown in
Figure 13.

ments and their relation to the surface and features such as inclusions and
grain boundaries, and hence to verify the ideas in Suh's original theory.(19)
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The question of corrosion and wear has been dealt with earlier in the
paper. Local surface fatigue obviously plays a part in fretting, particu-
larly in the development of propagating fatigue cracks which result in ulti-
mate fatigue failure. In the wear process delamination may be a form of
fatigue failure. As indicated above this has yet to be established.
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DISCUSSION

S. GANESH, Bendix Research: To support the delamination theory you showed
some micrographs that contain fretting cracks running parallel to the sur-
face. I have seen numerous cracks running perpendicular to the surface in
Ti-6AI-4V. How would you explain that?

*R. B. WATERHOUSE: We found that the initiation of fatigue cracks that
propagate across the specimen occurs in the very early stages of the fret-
ting process and in particular they seemed to form at the slip-nonslip
boundary. In actual contact slip does not occur over the entire contact
area and where you get the boundary between the slip and the nonslip areas
you get the formation of a crack and that never runs parallel to the sur-
face; it is always inclined to the surface. Even when it gets out of the
influence of the fretting action, it goes across the specimen. But the
parallel cracks are always associated with the wear process. They become
visible in the later stages of the process when it is mostly wear. We have
never seen one of those turn into a fatigue crack.

GANESH: What concerns me is that too much emphasis is given to the delamina-
tion theory of wear. It is a good theory and does explain a lot of phenom-
ena. I have seen instances where cracks run parallel to the surface and
emerge at the surface. However, it cannot explain that the crack started
below the surface and then propagated to the surface; it could be the other
way around.

WATERHOUSE: Yes, I think in the case of fretting the cracks definitely start
in the surface. We see them opening up; they are usually wider at the sur-
face and then narrow down to a crack. Certainly the surrounding atmosphere
can have quite an influence on the fretting behavior.

A. W. RUFF, NBS: I want to ask a general question about the passive film
forming metals in aqueous Saline solutions. We have been looking at stain-
less steel, titanium and several titanium alloys. The nature of the film,
i.e., the thickness and properties, depends on the pH of the solution and

the oxygen level for those systems. In fretting there seems to be a com-
petition between the mechanical processes and the chemistry. In the case
of restricted access, for instance, we find that low pH and low oxygen levels
that develop in crevices severely affect the corrosion characteristics of
titanium. I would think that the fretting geometry would lead to restric-
ted access to the solution so that when you do a fretting corrosion experi-
ment you are really looking at both the mechanical and the local chemical
problems. Perhaps there is a whole range of chemical conditions that you
have to study before you can really assess the fretting behavior. When you
vary the pH and perhaps the oxygen level, do you get a different fretting
corrosion response?

WATERHOUSE: Certainly with stainless steel we have looked at the effect of
lowering the pH and there was a large increase in the corrosion current when
we got down to pH of 3 and lower. The fretting situation is usually also
the crevice situation where we would expect crevice corrosion and I should
say that the crevice corrosion depends on oxygen depletion. There is a
certain amount of movement in fretting which could reduce that polarization
and enable oxygen to migrate perhaps more easily to the site.

S. A. KARPE, DTNSRDC, Annapolis: What parameters do you use in selecting
materials to prevent fretting?

-3'* 5,,;W -___ _ -* -,-.*-- . 7
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WATERHOUSE: Presently this is very much a matter of looking at the situation
and trying it out. Some one asked, "What would be a good material for hav-
ing contact with titanium and sea water?" - a question of condenser tubes
passing through a baffle where there may be vibration. Well, I can't say
offhand what will be the best combination. I think it has to be tried out.
Usually you have very little choice; if it is corrosive environment both
surfaces should be corrosion resistant and that is the main limitation I
would say.

KARPE: The problem I am particularly concerned with is about bronzes used
in a controllable pitch propeller hub system running against steel in an
oil environment which may not be corrosive in the sense that you are talk-
ing about.

WATERHOUSE: Well, in a situation like that you might be able to get over it
by altering the surface with some suitable coating. There is no doubt that
coatings are one of the answers. We found, for instance, that sprayed mol-
ybdenum coatings can be very beneficial. But there is no one answer to
this. I think one has to look at all the possibilities; probably Prof.
Czichos' method should be applied to this to come up with an answer.
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A NEW INTERPRETATION OF THE
MECHANISM OF FRETTING

AND FRETTING CORROSION DAMAGE
E. S. Sproles, Jr., D. J. Gaul and D. J. Duquette

ABSTRACT

Fretting experiments were conducted in air at room temperature on 4130
steel in the annealed (spheroidized) and quenched and tempered (martensitic)
conditions. The mechanism of material removal is similar in both condition&
Examination of the fretted surfaces revealed that metallic material is re-
moved from the fretted surfaces in the form of flakes. Cross spctinns

through the fretted regions revealed severe plastic deformation of the
surfaces. The observed mode of metallic material removal suggests wear by a
delamination mechanism rather than by an abrasive wear mechanism or by a
welding and material transfer mechanism. Oxide debris formation resulting
from oxidation of metallic debris or from the formation and subsequent
scraping away of a thin oxide film from the metallic surface is consistent
with experimental results. No evidence was found to support the in situ
formation of thick surface oxide films such as those which form by oxidation
at elevated temperatures.

INTRODUCTION

Debris generated by fretting of metals or alloys may alter the physical
properties of the surfaces in contact. For example, simple discoloration of
the surfaces may occur, contact resistance may be increased, seizing of
machinery parts may result, or, in the extreme, premature fatigue crack ini-
tiation may develop if cyclic stresses are imposed. A graphic example of
the latter case is sometimes observed under rivet heads in aircraft wings
where the cyclic stresses are imposed by elastic deformation. In order to
devise methods to reduce fretting damage, the mechanism of material removal
from the fretting surfaces must be understood.

In oxidizinq atmospheres, fretting of most metals results in both
metallic and oxide debris, and thus distinctions between the two must be
made since different mechanisms of debris formation are most likely involved.
A number of possible mechanisms of debris generation in the fretting of
metals have been proposed. Adhesion, welding, or mechanical interlocking of
surface asperities have been suggested as processes which cause fracture of
surface layers of the metal, and thus result in the formation of loose
metallic wear particles.(1-6 ) Oxidation of these loose metallic particles

~7~7'~~ ~i7 7i~i~i~
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has been suggested as an origin of oxide debris. (1 -7  Abrasive wear of metal
surfaces by this oxide debris has also been suggested as a possible mecha-
nism of metallic material removal.0,4,6,7) The scraping of oxide from one
surface by asperities on the opposite surface followed by the rapid reoxi-
dation of the freshly exposed metal has been proposed as still another
possible mechanism of material removal and oxide debris formation.(8 )

The basic concepts in the mechanisms describad above were proposed in
the 1950's and little further refinement has occurred. There is, however,
a need to reassess the validity of such mechanisms, both to increase under-
standing of the fretting process and to develop useful engineering data on
the performance of specific materials. The purpose of the present study is
to evaluate the applicability of the various proposed mechanisms to the
fretting of steel in air, and to extend or supplement such models as re-
quired by experimental observations.

EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments on the mechanism of fretting are part of a general study
of the role of fretting on premature fatigue failure. Fretting was in-
duced in the interface of a flat fatigue specimeii and a fretting "pad"
pressed against the side of the specimen with a measured normal force. The
fretting fatigue test fixture is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.
Fretting occurred at the flat specimen-pad interface due to the movement ofthe specimen relative to the pad, the specim'en movement being caused by

elastic deformation of the specimen during the cyclic loading. By varying
the position of the pads along the specimen it was possible to vary theinterfacial slip independent of the normal load on the pads and the cyclic

load on the specimen. Slip was measured optically, employing a strobe lamp,
microscope and scale with 10 micron divisions. Normal load was measured by
measuring the length of a co-linear array of disc springs through which the
normal load was applied.

The material used in the experiments was commercial 4130 sheet steel of
2.7 mm thickness. The material was tested in two conditions to investigate
the influence of microstructure on the fretting mechanism. The first micro-
structure consisted of an annealed spheroidized structure, i.e., spheroidal
carbide particles in a auctile ferrite matrix. The second microstructure
was produced by annealing at 9500C for 20 minutes, quenching in water and
tempering at 450 0C for 60 min, i.e., tempered martensite.

The experiments were conducted in laboratory atmosphere at room tempera-
ture at 15 cycles per second until the fatigue specimen failed, or until an
arbitrary number of cycles was reached, generally 5 x 106. The Fretted
areas of the fretting fatigue specimen and the fretting pads were examined
by optical and scanning electron microscopy. Cross sections through fretted
areas were prepared by plating the sample with copper or nickel, then sec-
tioning the sample and preparing a metallographic specimen by standard
techniques.

RESULTS

The free surfaces of (a) annealed and of (b) auenched and tempered
steel specimens fretted in air at room temperature are shown in Figures 2
and 3, respertively. No significant differences were observed between the
specimen and pad surfaces. Relatively large metallic flakes are distributed
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Fig. 1.-Schematic diagram of fretting fatigue test fixture.

at random orientations on each of the surfaces of both specimens. Further
investigation has shown that these flakes can be easily dislodged by probing
with tweezers or by stripping plastic replicas from the surface.

Typical cross sections through the fretted regions are shown in
Figures 4 and 5. The distortion of grains near the surface is, indicative of
the large amount of plastic deformation sustained by the material inmediate-
ly below the fretted interface. Other evidence of plastic deformation of
the surface material was found in microhardness measurements with the region
within 15 microns of the surface being measurably harder than the material
deeper below the surface. Examination of metallic debris particles" in the
SEM disclosed extensive secondary cracking in particles removed from the
annealed surfaces.

i 7 I
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Fig. 2.-Free surface of annealed 4130 sLfel subjected to fretting fatigue
for 5 x 106 cycles showing dislodged platelets, secondary cracks and non-
parallel surface grooving.

Fig. 3.-Free surface of quenched and tempered 4130 steel subjected to fret-

ting fatigue for 5 x 106 cycles showing platelets and surface cracks.
Note similarity with Figure 2, independent of microstructure.

7 NOI
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g.4.--Cross section of annealed 4130 steel subjected to 5 x .106 ckicles of
fretting fa~iyu& sP~owing the boundary between fretted and non-fretted
arnan. Note Pxtensi-?e plast;- dcoform~alion, removal of metal and oxide on

Fig. 5.-Cross section of quenched and tempered 4130 steel subjected to 5 x
106 cycles of fretting fatigue. Note extensive plastic deformation of
martensite platelets, surface connected cracking and oxide wedging of
cracks.
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In addition to metallic flakes, copious amounts of oxide are generated
at the fretted surfaces. The majority of this oxide is a loose, non-
adherent powder, which is exuded from the rubbing surfaces. A small propor-
tion of the oxide adheres to the surfaces in a random fashion and appears
as dark areas in Figures 2 and 3.

The thicker oxide layer appears to hav& resulted from agglomeration
of finely divided oxide and metal debris, and appears to be made up of many
small grains, predominantly dark in color. A few bright particles are
present and are assumed to be metal.

An area of a fretted surface is also shown ir. Fiqure 6 where the sur-
face condition varies from practically bare metal to oxide of sufficient
thickness to be opaque. Of particular interest is an area of oxide where

Ai

Fig. 6.-Surface of annealed 4130 steel subjected to 5 x 106 cycles of fret-
ting fatigue showing areas of rubbed bare metal and areas of adherent
oxide.

a crack in the metallic surface is visible through the oxide layer. Since
the oxide film appears to be continuous even across tl;e crack and contains
metallic particles, the film must have formed by agglomeration.

DISCUSSION

The results of the fretting experiments include several observed fea-
tures which relate directly to the mechanism of the fretting process. These
features include:
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1. A layer of heavy plastic deformation below the fretting surface.

2. Metallic flakes which cover extensive areas of the fretting surface.

3. Opaque oxide layers whicn appear to have been formed by aqglomeration

of debris rather than by in situ oxidation.

4. Closely interspersed areas of exposed metallic surface and surface

covered with an opaque oxide layer.

Metallic Debris

Ther are two possible ways that the fretted surface can become covered
with metallic flakes: a) the flakes could have formed in situ by the break-
up of the metallic surface or; b) they could have been transferred from the
opposing surface as a 'result of one of the adhesion or welding wear mecha-
nisms. Experimental results indicate strong support for the former case.
The evidence is at least twofold. First, the flakes show grooves parallel
to the slip direction which continue from one flake to another, indicating
that several flakes were once a continuous surface. If the flake-like
material is transferred between surfaces, it must be transferred as a large
flake and then break up into many smaller flakes after transfer, otherwise
the cracks and grooves would not match between flakes. Although such a
mechanism is possible, it requires the assumption of a more complicatedmechanism than the breakup of an existing surface into flakes. The second

argument for the in situ formation of flakes is still more compelling. If
material is transferred from one surface to the other, some of the observed
surface must be the reverse surface of transferred material. Some of the
flakes were dislodged by probing with tweezers or by stripping replicas
from the surface, and the reverse side of the flakes examined. The reverse
side lacks regular parallel arooves and has more relief. This surface
morphology is not observed on the fretted surface except in the bottom of
pits, thus the flakes are not the result of material transfer. It is con-
cluded, on the basis of experimental observations, that the primary mode of
metallic material removal in the fretting process is the breakup of the sur-
face into flakes and the subseguent removal of those flakes from the fret-
tinq surfaces.

Additional support for flake formation, in situ, is provided by the
following observations. First, metallographic cross sections through the
fretted region indicate that the surface material is severely plastically
deformed. Second, microhardness measurements on such cross sections indi-
cate some hardening of the surface region, as would be expected by the
introduction of cold work. THird, plastic replicas stripped from the fret-
ted surface remove some of the flakes, indicating that they are very weakly
attached to -the surface. In some areas, repeated stripping of replicas from
the same area resulted in the rcmoval of several layers of weakly attached
metallic material. In other areas of the fretted surface, no material was
removed by the replicas, indicating that only certain areas had reached the
point where metal]ic flakes could be easily removed.

The experimentzA observations fit more closely with wear of the metal-
lic material by the delamination theory of wear than with any other pro-
posed iRechanism.(9"11) The delamination mechanism may be applied to tk, fret-
ting situation in the following manner. During any given period in the
fretting cycle, there are some small areas of contact between thc surfaces.
As the surfaces move back and forth, the material in those areas oif conte-,t
undergoes plastic deformation and eventually breaks into flakes. The flakes
are gradually wo;'ked out of the contact areas by the motion of the surfaces,
allowing otner areas of the sufaces to come into contact. Th5us, the de-
lamination mechanism accounts for the flake-like morphology of the metallic

%71K
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wear particles. The delamination theory, however, does not address the for-
mation of several layers of loose flakes in a sinqle area. This observed
departure from the single layer delamination theory is undoubtedly a result
of the cyclic nature of fretting. Repeated wear of the surfaces leads to a
kind of contact fatigue where multiple crarks are initiated in the near sur-
face regions. These multiple cracks can accordinqly link up to form a three-
dimensional flake configuration.

Oxide Debris

There are two possible modes of formation of the oxide debris:
(a) oxide may form by the in situ oxidation of the fretting surfaces and/or;
(b) loose metallic wear debris may oxidize. Although.experimental results
indicate (Figure 6) that the thicker oxide layers are formed by agglomera-
tion of smaller particles, the origin of these particles is not certain.

For example, oxide may form as a thin film which is subsequently
scraped away, in a manner similar to that proposed by Uhlig.(8) The Uhlig
model proposes that an asperity contact scrapes away a thin oxide film, and

I the bare metal so exposed quickly reforms a thin oxide film which is again

scraped away the next time that ar, asperity contact rubs this region of the
surface. The oxide scraped from the surface could agglomerate into the
thicker oxide films or could migrate out of the interface and appear in the
loose debris. Oxide formed by the oxidation of loose metallic particles
could also agglomerate into thicker oxide films or could migrate out of the
interface and appear in the loose debris. Similarly, oxide formed by the
oxidation of loose metallic particles could agglomerate into the observed
oxide layers.

The evidence in support of the formation and subsequent scraping away
of a thin oxide film follows. First, all areas where the metallic surface
is visible in the fretted area are slightly discolored in comparison to the
free surface of the fretting fatigue spec-imen. This discoloration is
slightly yellow or red, and probably is due to an oxide layer. Second,
the wear rate can readily be explained by a simple model of the asperity
scraping process. If it is assumed that during each half cycle of fretting,
one monolayer of iron oxide is scraped from the entire fretting surface, and

another monolayer forms and is scraped away during the next half-cycle, tne
calculated wear rate is much greater than the observed wear rate. If it is
assumed that the monolayer is removed only from an area equal to the calcu-
lated area of contact, the calculated wear rate is slightly less than the
observed wear rate. Since much of the wear occurs as removal of metallic
flakes, the simple model just described is surprisingly accurate in pre-dicting the quantity of oxide produced in fretting.

There is little evidence available to either prove cr disprove the con-
cept of oxide debris originating from the oxidation of metallic debris. The
morphology of the debris which falls from the inter'ace suggests certain
limitations on the way in which such a mechanism could operate. This debris
is a mixture of metal and oxide particles. The metallic portion consists
of bright flakes and smaller particles of sizes ranging down to the resolu-
tion limits of optical microscopy. The morphology of the oxide portion is
best described as a network of very small particles joined to each other in
such a way that spongy structure is produced. The individual particles in
the debris are generally much smaller than the metallic flakes seen on the
fretting surface. As a result of the presence of metal and oxide in the
debris, a mechanism involving oxidation of metallic debris must account for
the fact that some metal particles oxidize while others do not. As a result

-. V.
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of the relative particle sizes, such a mechanism must include the breaking

of the metallic material into smaller pieces before or during the oxidation
process. The experimental observations suggest that if oxidation of metal-
lic debris is important, most probably the metallic flakes are broken into
finer metallic particles and these smaller particles undergo oxidation.
Such a mechanism could account for the presence of larger metallic parti-
cles mixed with the oxide and for the extremely small dimensions of the
oxide particles. The mixture of sizes of metallic particles observed and
the fact that cracks are observed in the metallic particles would support a
mechanism requiring the mechanical breakup of the larger metallic particles.

The results of the fretting experiments do not conclusively prove or
disprove either oxide debris formation mechanism. They do, however, place
some limit- ,,s '., the -tails of the mechanisms, especially on the
mechanism .' oxide Gpbri; formation by the oxidation of metallic debris.
Such limi,'.;tion,. r.ust be carefully considered in the construction of a
model of '',e dntire fretting process.

Based oa the observations of the present experiments, a model of the
mechanism of material removal in the fretting of steel in air may be con-
structed. Figure 7 schematically shows a cross section of an asperity con-
tact in a fretting situation and the breakup of the contacting surfaces.

OX IDE SLIP DIRECTION

Fig. 7.-Schematic model of fretting phenomenon showing production of
metallic platelets, bare surfaces and surface oxidation.

In the region of sliding contact, the surfaces break up into flakes, and
some of the flakes become detached from the surfaces and escape from the
sliding interface, leaving pits in the surfaces. Beyond the region of
contact, oxide and metal debris collect into a relatively thick layer. In
the region of sliding, little oxide can collect, thus accounting for the
appearance on the fretted surface of closely interspersed areas of metallic
surface and thicker opaque oxide.

CONCLUSIONS

Detailed examination of the surfaces of 4130 steel specimens subjected
to fretting in air and cross sections through these surfaces has yielded
significant new information on the mechanism of fretting. The metallic
surface is severely deformed and eventually fails by breaking into metallic

It
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particles of a platelike morphology. It is concluded that wear by a
delamination mechanism is the predominate form of metallic material re-
moval in fretting. Abrasive wear or wear by adhesion, welding and material
transfer are at best of minor importance in the fretting case studied in
these experiments.

No evidence has been found to support the in situ oxidation of the
surface to form a thick oxide film. It is found, however, that oxide debris
formation either by the formation and subsequent scraping away of thin,
translucent oxide films or by the oxidation of metallic wear debris is con-
sistent with the experimental results. It is also found that oxide debris
agglomerates into relatively thick layers in some areas of the surface.

The microstructure of the steel has been shown to have little effect
on the mechanism of material removal in fretting. Both the ferrite with
spheroidized carbides and tempered martensite structures fail in fretting
by a delamination mechanism.
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DISCUSSION

S. JAHANMIR, Cornell University: I would like to offer an explanation for
the multiple layers that you observed on the surface. In general the forma-
tion of subsurface cracks, or the propagation of these cracks does not occur
at only one depth below the surface; it occurs within a region below the

surface. In many materials we observed cracks at different layers which
were very close to each other. When a wear particle is formed there is a
possibility of stripping off a number of layers at the same time rather than
by the removal of just a single layer.

E. S. SPROLES: While reading the papers on delamination theory, it was not
clear to us how that could occur. I think in fretting we may have a very
special situation in that the two regions of contact remain in close con-
tact many cycles and therefore, it may be a case in which we usually remove
a pre-existing layer. We can easily form a number of layers there.
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QUESTIONER: In our study of fretting corrosion from the standpoint of for-
Pmulating lubricants to prevent fretting corrosion or reduce it, we found

that the mechanism was different for different machines. The end result
might have been the same, but in our study we found that the lubricants that
reduce fretting and corrosion in one instance would not do so in another
case. For example, rolling contact fretting corrosion was different from
sliding contact. We concluded that although the end result was probably the
same, the mechanism by which it reached that end result could definitely be
different.

SPROLES: Did you come to any conclusions as to whether adhesion or delamina-
tion appeared to be occurring?

SAME QUESTIONER: I think adhesion was probably the primary mode of failure
in the rolling contact bearing. Presently we are conducting some research
and it will be published soon.

SPROLES: I think the point is very well taken. Each case has to be studied
individually and I think that is where a careful examination of the surfaces
and the microstructure is really very important in understanding fretting in
a given situation.

R. B. WATERHOUSE, University of Nottingham: What is the amplitude of slip in
your experiment set-up and also what was the effect of fatigue strength on
fretting?

SPROLES: The amplitude of slip in one case was about 60 pm and the normal
load was 2000 psi. In another case the slip was somewhat like 50 pm. I
realize that you believe that the slip amplitude shou]A be less than 5pm
for it to be considered as fretting.

WATERHOUSE: By increasing the amplitude, which of course gives you more wear
debris, it is convenient to measure wear by weight loss. Some of the ex-
perimental investigations have gone to rather high amplitudes to take ad-
vantage of that. However, when you have these higher amplitudes and increase
the amount of wear, actually you can improve the fatigue situation and you

find that it does not have any effect on the fatigue strength. According
to 3ne much publicized idea you initiate a fatigue crack and then wipe it
out in the next moment never giving an opportunity for the fatigue crack to
get going.

SPROLES: In our experience with fatigue we found that the most damaging slip
region is in the neighborhood of 25 pm for both structures of AISI 4130
steel. We did not observe great differences in the appearance of the sur-
faces although I showed the microstructure for 70 pm slip. We believe it is
very similar even at 25 pm, although it appears to be on a somewhat finer
scale and thus it is harder to take a micrograph.

S. A. KARPE, DTNSRDC, Annapolis: I hear many people talking about wear as
weight loss or volume loss. Some of the systems that I work with really do
not have weight loss; but we observe large globs of material being trans-
ferred, large cavities in the bearing surface and transfer of a lot of ma-
terial to the rigid counterface. I do not understand why everyone talks
about weight loss. In other words, wear does not have to occur by weight
loss; destruction of the original geometry without weight loss can be con-
sidered as wear.

, '" - WI,-
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Did you use like or unlike combinations in your experiments, i.e., tem-
pered vs. tempered, or tempered vs. annealed?

SPROLES: Most of our experiments were conducted with annealed against an-
nealed, or tempered vs. tempered. We did some specific exploratory experi-
ments with other combinations and did not find significant differences in
fatique life. There were differences in the appearance of the fretted
surface in that we get more wear from the softer s-irface.

D. GODFREY, Chevron Research: This is just a comment and I thought that some
people might be interested in it. We made a study of the fretting corrosion
in the presence of mineral oil and there we observed something completely
different. It results in a highly polished but undulating surface free of
cracks and pits. The properties of the oil that affect this fretting are
its oxidation characteristics. An artificial oxidant in the oil will in-
duce more wear with a greater area of pitting and conversely an oxidation
inhibitor reduces wear. X interpreted this to be that the fretting debris
in this case is actually finely divided Fe304 of the order of 100 and it
is sufficiently abrasive to polish off the tarnish caused by the acids that
are formed in the decomposing oil.

SPROLES: We did some exploratory experiments in which we used an argon at-
mosphere and noticed the characteristics of the surface which indicated that
perhaps adhesion was a signficiant problem. The explanation obviously would
be that the oxide particles are holding the pieces apart and, as you say,
we got very polished surfaces.

R. DASKIVICH, G. M. Research Laboratories: Is the normal pressure on the

pad 2000 psi?

SPROLES: For the particular microstructure I showed that was the case, but
the pressure varies from test to test.

DASKIVICH: Did you look at the surface topography before the test, or by
what process were the pads prepared?

SPROLES: Both the specimens and the pads were surface ground by the machine
shop and then they were wet polished on 600 grit paper with the scratches
parallel to the slip direction. The original surface was quickly lost. long
before the structures shown in the figures were obtained.

%
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FRACTURE THEORY OF WEAR
Y. Kimura

ABSTRACT

Wear can be considered as surface fracture and, therefore, the fracture

theory of wear involves the analysis of actual forces acting on the surface,
evaluation of accumulated damage in the surface and subsurface, together
with matzeial properties which represent the resistance to fracture. A pre-
liminary approach to this procedure is outlined.

INTRODUCTION

Professor Barwell presented an impressive and comprehensive review of a
complicated subject (l). However, many sections of the review of the wear
phenomena close with expressions such as "further investiqation is neces-
sary." It shows clearly the limits of our present understandinq and the
need for further investigation of the wear phenomena. Paradoxically, wear
assumes increasing complexity rather than simplicity as invesitgation pro-
ceeds.

Barwell also states that theory should not run too far ahead of experi-
ment. On the contrary, it must be said that the theory at present lags too
far behind experience, although there are a number (indeed a surplus number)
of theories which allegedly explain the mechanisms of wear. Therefore,
there is a need to examine the validity of the current theories of wear.

Many authors claim the validity of their theories by explaining some
specific experimental results, qualitatively of quantitatively. Although it
is a necessary step to show the usefulness of a theory, it is not the suf-
ficient condition for its general applicability to wear phenomena. Usually
the desiqn of an experiment is simplified to avoid effects of factors which
are not considered essential. However, there are a number of factors which
may affect wear in practical situations, and the factors which have the
critical influence may vary from system to system. The simplification may
sometimes exclude these critical factors and results in placing emphasis on
less important factors.

Then we may ask, what is a reliable criterion of validity? We should
also ask whether practical wear problems can be solved by a logical ex-
tension of a theory. From such a point of view, the current theories are
quite insufficient. Practical lubrication, for example, has almost nothing
to do with the fundamental theories of wear.
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ADHESIVE WEAR CONCEPT

As one of the predominant modes of wear in moderately clean environ-
mental conditions the so-called adhesive wear has long been under discussion.
It seems, however, that there is some confusion about the implications of
the term. In a wider sense of the term, a wear process is generally called
'adhesive" when it is neither abrasive nor corrosive. Metallic wear, in
not-intentionally lubricated systems (or even in systems lubricated with
non-added oils) falls into this class. In such cases, the Holm's law, or
the Archard's law, is approximately obeyed. One feels relieved to classify
a phenomenon as adhesive wear when he fi:.ds it obeys those laws, although
nothing is learned by doing so.

Barwell made an important statement on this point. A question is
raised about the adhesive mechanism of wear in which material can be torn
from one interacting body and made to adhere to another. He states that
this implies a rather special form of wear, and that this mechanism is not
important in relation to the mechanical systems required to operate for con-
siderable periods of time. Clearly he defines the term "adhesive wear" in a
narrow sense.

The author is in agreement with this understanding of adhesive wear.
One should avoid the unlimited use of the term. This does not'mean that
adhesion plays no role in the wear process; it can assume a limited role
under moderate environmental conditions. Such a view seems to gain in-
creasing support. Typically, it is interesting to note that no "adhesive
wear particles" were found in Ferrographic analyses. Consequently we must
look for an alternative explanation for wear mechanisms.

FRACTURE THEORIES OF WEAR

Wear is defined as the gradual removal of material from solid surfaces.
Removal must be the result of some breakage, or fracture. In other words,
an explanation of wear must include a fracture process. This is a promising
starting-point for an alternative theory of wear.

Basically, two approaches are available to understanding the wear pro-
cess which was once considered as adhesive. One possible way is to modify
the adhesive theory of wear where some physically meaningful interpretations
are introduced. The other is to construct entirely new theories incorpo-
rating all the steps from contact to removal of the wear particles. Before
discussing the fracture theory of wear in detail, a brief review of the
former approach will be made.

Feng(2) criticized that the adhesion theory failed to explain the
presence of the loose wear particles. According to the theory, shearing of
adhesive junctions results in either breakage at the original interfaces or
transfer of material. He postulated that the interface of contacting
asperities was roughened due to plastic 6eformation, and its interlocking

effect led to fracture along the weakest section giving rise to loose
particles, Figure 1.

Kraghelsky (3
) classified the wear process into three categories:

microcutting, elastic and plastic fatigue. According to him, wear results
from stresses and deformation, its value dependin on the geometrical
factors and adhesion forces. He also related the probability factor in the

linear wear law with the expressions for fatigue curves in the latter two
classes.

This fatigue concept was adopted by several investigators, and recently
a considerably sophisticated model was proposed by Halling(4 ), who tried to
predict wear behavior coupling the Manson-Coffin low cycle fatigue relation,
the Archard's contact model, and Greenwood and Williamson's probabilistic
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Fig. l.--Ain asperity interaction model of Feng Fracture occurs along the
weakest section rather than the original interface resul.ing in formation
of a loose wear particle.

model of asperity interaction. This treatment was further developed by
Finkin (5), who replaced the rather restrictive assumption of Archard's model
with a generalized one, and took into account the individual contributions
of elastic and plastic contacts.

CONTACT PROBLEMS

There is a comon way of studying fracture and wear problems. Let us
compare a wear experiment with material testing, Fi(iure 2. In material
testing, the shape and the size of specimens are defined as well as the
nature and magnitude of the load to be applied. Fracture can be discussed
only when these variables are properly defined. This is true in the case of
wear also, but the parameters that control wear are not qenerally known.

One might argue that even in wear experiment the shape and the size of
specimens and the load to be applied are well-defined. It is important to
note here that the significance of shape and size in wear are completely
different. In the case of material testing the conditions for expected
fracture are almost completely described by macroscopic variables. By con-
trast, the macroscopic variables in wear experiment can never define such
conditions. It is the magnitude of the forces and the contact mechanics
that govern where and how fracture occurs. The "true specimen" in wear
experiment is not a wear specimen itself. It can be envisaged that a
wearing surface carries on it a number of "true specimens" as shown in
Figure 2(c). What wo. porceive as wear particles are "broken specimens."
Thus, it is clear that contact problems are of prime importance in wear
processes.

We may find a basic agreement as to the importance of asperity contact.
Though it loses a direct connection with the formation of wear particles as
in the Archard's model, the forces which cause fracture are no doubt con-
centrated on it. Then we must know the magnitude of forces acting on in-
dividual contacts, and the scale of fracture to take place which determines
the size of wear particles. These quantities are closely related with

7-i 77v- *
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GRIP

PARALLEL SLIDING
IPORTION SURF'ACE.

(a) TENSION TEST (b) WEAR TEST (c) "TRUE" SPECIMENS

Fig. 2.-Specimens in material and wear testing showing the difference in
what they signify.

surface topography, but the topography is often generated through the wear
process itself. This makes the process more complicated. However, in some
cases it is observed that the wear behavior is predominantly governed by the
contact mechanics. Figure 3 shows an example in which force on contacts
determines the thickness of deformed layer which has a definite correlation
with the mean size of wear particles, and the change of wear amount is due
to the change ir. the particle size (6'7).

The role of lubrication also must be discussed in this context. Its
primary effect is on the coefficient of friction which alters the magnitude
of actual forces. Another important effect of lubrication on contact
mechanics, in the author's opinion, is that it results in a smoother topo-
graphy on sliding surfaces which minimizes the size of individual contacts,
thereby minimizing the magnitude of forces acting on them. It is well known
that only minute wear particles are usually observed in wear process under
proper lubrication.

RESPONSE OF MATERIALS

When the contact mechanics is learned we can inquire how the materials
behave in response. This phase of the wear process has received more atten-
tion than the contact problem. The delamination theory (8) is a typical
example of the analytical work in this phase.

A characteristic feature of wear process is that forces act on asperi-
ties repeatedly. As sliding continues damage accumulates in the material
which ',eads to eventual fracture. This is nothing but fatigue failure.
Here we s,.ould invoke the pioneeri ,g work of Kraghelsky(3). However, his
theory must be extended to incorporite an important fact that the substrate
is also fatigued, which requires more sophisticated formulation( 9 ) than seen
in Archard's theory.

It seems clear, therefore, that the property representing the resis-
tance of materiais to wear is the resistance to fatigue failure, no matter
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Fig. 3.-A mechanical aspect of wear(5,6). Normal load changes thickness of
deformed layer, mean volume of wear particles, and thereby wear amount.
Sliding of Ni/Ni in dry air. Sliding speed 168 mm/s, sliding distance
20 m.

what model is employed. It is generally known that fatigue resistance ofmaterials is more sensitive to environment when compared with other proper-

ties such as tensile or shear strength. Probably this contributes partly to
marked effects of lubrication on wear. Figure 4 provides an example in
which a clear correlation was observed between fatigue resistance and the
rate of formation of wear particles having substantially constant meansize(1o) .

It is interesting to note the similarity of the process of wear parti-cle formation to rolling contact fatigue (pitting, flaking or spalling).
The diffarence between rolling contact fatigue and wear seems rather
arbitrary. The particle size and the marks left on the surfaces are far
larger in the rolling contact fatigue necessitated by its contact mechanics.
In the case of wear, minute particles usually allow the system to operatefurther on. This difference has, however, nothing to do with their basicmechanisms. Much can be learned from analyses of rolling contact fatiguewhich have been conducted under more clearly defined conditions.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The necessity for further investigation of wear phenomena, as suggestedby Professor Barwell, implies that the approaches which consider the whole
wear mechanisms as a single black box are insufficient. We must try new
approaches in which plural black boxes are introduced to take the details of
every stage of wear process into account, and thereby allow for the inherent
complexity of wear process.

- 7* -77 . 77,--
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Fig. 4.--Response of materials (9). Increasing atmospheric pressure reduces
fatigue resistance of Ni, and thereby increases the formtion rate of we.r
particles in ANi/Ni sliding. Wear experiment: "normal load 260 g, sliding
speed 168 m/ls, sliding distance 50 m. Fatigue experiment: reverse
bending at 16.7 nIz, initial maximum strain 0.077%..

The fracture theory of wear as outlined above will present considerable
complexity. However, as long as wear process includes fracture, it cannot
be expected to be less complex than fracture itself which has its own
complexity.
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONER: I was impressed by your correlation between regular or severe
wear, wear and atmospheric pressure. I wonder what the correlation would be
for mild wear. Did you try such a correlation?

Y. KIMURA: I have not tried it, but I think it is completely different. In
the case of mild -,ar, there will be predominant effect or surface films as
it may Thange the actual forces on the asperity. In the results shown the
actual force is almost similar to that at atmospheric pressure and therefore
such a correlation is observed. But in the case of mild wear I am not sure.

N. P. SUR, MIT: Professor Rabinowicz and Dr. Ohmae were doing experiments
with pure metals and they got good correlation between wear resistance and
hardness also. And the point I would like to make here is that if you start
with multiphase metals with different microstructure, they are not going to
give you good correlation with hardness. This is very important to recog-
nize. Just because there is some kind of correlation with single phase
metals which are unique (many of the engineering materials are not single
phase), one can easily be mislead. If you plot wear rate as a function of
hardness or fatigue life you can get a correlation. Some times these cor-
relation schemes are very simplistic because the process is very complex.

KIMURA: Why doesn't a correlation exist in the case of two-phase metals? Do
you think it is a completely different mechaniar from fatigue?

SUM: Well, you are asking a question which would take some time to answer.
Let me simply say the following. The extrusion and intrusion ideas Profes-
sor Argon metnioned in his paper in these proceedings do not occur in the
case of wear. The kind of things that happen in uniaxial fatigue are very
different from those that happen in the wear. Wear, as we all know, is very

complex.

In the case of two-phase materials, much internal stress develops around
inclusion which is responsible for crack formation. To believe that single
phase materials, which do not have inclusions, behave in the same way as the
two-phase materials, is not correct.

The other point I would like to make is that the problem is not simply
correlating wear with ductility. In steels treated to yield pearlitic and
spheroidal structure, we find that uniaxial tension tests give different
ductility; the wear resistance is exactly opposite to the uniaxia ductility.
The point I am trying to make is that one cannot take uniaxial tension test
results and try to predict wear rate. That is a very difficult thing to do.

KIMURA: There are two problems. The first is the contact mechanics. If the
contact mechanics is varied, the correlation would not be the same. But
when the contact mechanics is the same, then I do not agree with your state-
ment. It is a problem of relative size of cracks in the substrate to that
of the inclusion. If the second phase is very small compared to the ex-
pected damage such as a crack, I'think basically the same reasoning will hold.

S. GANESH, Bendix Research 1 .boratory: I think we are talking about fatigue
crack initiation and propagation. We accept fatigue as one of the mechan-
isms for the wear damage. In pure material you have to initiate cracks and
propagate it. The fatigue life is perhaps longer. In multiphase materials
with inclusions and other phases, we have built-in cracks, and we do not have
to initiate a fatigue crack but we have to make that crack grow. In that

*7
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sense the fatigue process is still there in multiphase material, but we are
possibly eliminating the initiation process. Otherwise they are both the
same.

SUH: We have done a substantial amount of work on crack nucleation and prop-
agation in wear. One of the things we looked at first was the dumber of
cycles needed to nucleate a crack, both in single-phase and two-phase ma-
terials. We then asked how a crack propagates in wear and how does that
differ from the fatigue case. One difference that comes out very obviously
is that in the case of normal fatigue, the stress intensity factor increases
as the fatigue test procecds. In wear test that does not happen because of
the geometric configuration and loading conditions. There are some basic
differences. There are differences in crack nucleation mechanisms as well
because of the very high hydrostatic pressure. One cannot simply look at
the uniaxial tensile data and predict wear behavior from that. If we could
do that it would be great, but we cannot.

KIMURA: I do not think that the direct comparison is always possible. Of
course, fatigue should be compared on the basis of mechanical conditions,
that is, tie same stress intensity factor. But in my opinion this differ-
ence does not prevent correlation of wear data with fatigue data.

iI
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INTERFACES OF WEAR AND FATIGUE
R. A. Smith

ABSTRtiCT

Wear, leading to svrface deterioration, Ln co:.ponents subjected o
heavy concentrated loads, is examined as a fatigu, process.

The background of fracture mechanics and its application to fa igue
crec- .. opagation is revit'wed. Some of the theories proposed to predict the
direccion of growth of cracks subjected to mixed mode loading are discussed.
New ex2orirrental results on fatigue crack growth under compressive loading
are piesented. The cracks are shown to extend in i shear mode, whilst
spherical wear debris is produced by the r.peated sliding action.

Previous reported attempts to examine crack propagation in contact
type stress fields are discussed and the areas of uncertainty o, this type

of analysis are outlined.

INTRODUCTION

Wear in some types of components may be regarded as a fatigue process if
the load is applied repeatedly and the mechanism of wear involves some degree
o f crack propagation. The review by Barwell (1) cites examples of failure in
roller contact bearings, gears and rails subjected to wheel loads.

For some time the generally held view has been that the mechanism of
failure involves the initiation of cracks (at a sub-surface stress concen-
trating feature) by the maximum local shear stresses generated by the ap-
plied Hertzian type loading. (2'-) Subsequent propagation of these cracks
towarcs the surface leads to flakes of material becoming detached, and the
rapid onset of failure. In other cases cracks might be initiated on the
surface and their progress accelerated by entrapped oil. Traditional ap-
proaches to fatigue assessment of ball bearings have been based on semi-
empirical endurance predictions, typically by combining a stress/life
material relationship with the Hertz shear stress, to yield a strong power
law relationshit between bearing load, P and life of the type, Nf:

S(con )
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However, more recently the emphasis of fatigue research has tended
towards the study of crack propagation. By using the tools provided by
this more quantitative approach, we may hope to predict growth rates and
directions of crack advance in cracked components subjected to repeated
Hertzian (perhaps modified by rolling, slipping and plasticity effects)
loading conditions. This paper aims to discuss and review the basis of
fracture mechanics and to discuss recent theoretical and experimental ap-
proaches to the Hertzian cracking problem.

PRINCIPLES OF FRACTURE MECHANICS

The so called 'Fracture Mechanics' approach depends on the simplified
description of the stresses near a crack tip. The linear elastic solution
for the stress field around a crack shows that the stress components aii are
always of the same form; in terms of polar co-ordinates r, 0 from the crack
tip, they are

K

0i(',O) = f j() + 'other terms' (2)

If the point (r,e) is sufficiently close to the crack tip then the singular
nature of the stress field dominates and the 'other terms' can be neglected.
The stress intensity factor, K, is a function of the loading applied to the
cracked body and its geometry. For a loading system tending to open the
crack surfaces (Mode I), we define the stress intensity factor as:

K a= a 0W (3)

where a is a geometry correction factor which modifies the solution of
central crack in an infinite plane solution to account for more realistic
boundaries and loading configurations, a is the remote applied stress and
a the work length. An analogous factor KI1 is used to describe loadings
tending to cause the crack surfaces to slide in the plane of Lhe crack
(Mode II). Physically, the stress intensity factor Kr mnay be identified
with the 'force' being applied which tends to cause cracking.

It is assumed, and confirmed experimentally, that a g. yen material is
only able to sustain a limited stress intensity factor before the crack
advances catastrophically. This maximum value, the critical stress inten-
sity factor, associated with plane strain deformation, is called the frac-
ture toughness of the material, Krc. A suitable review of these concepts
can be found in a report by Pook(4), whilst the techniques used to measure
fracture toughness are described in several other publications.(

5-7) It
will be realised that real materials are unable to sustain the infinite
crack tip stresses predicted by Eqn. 2 and some plastic deformation occurs.
We are still able to use the simplified description given above if this
plastic deformation is limited compared with the crack length and other
specimen dimensions. Full discussion of these limitations is given in the
references.

APPLICATION TO FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH

At values of applied stress intensity factor less than the .fracture
toughness of a material, sub-critical extension can occur by fatigue and/or
corrosion mechanisms. It has been well demonstrated experimentally that
the range of stress intensity factor, AK = ((max- ndn) /7a, can be used to

d
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correlate crack growth rates. A typical relationship is shown in Figure 1 -
the majority of data can be represented in the form:

-a = C'(AK) (4)dN

where c and m are material c.onstants, m for steels being typically 4, al-
though somewhat higher values have been reported for harder materials.(8) A
minimum value of stress intensity factor, below which fatigue crack growth
does not occur, and associated with the minimum amount of crack tip elasti-
city needed for crack growth, is termed the threshold stress intensity
factor, AKTH.

We might note in passing that the observations outlined above indicate
that in ball bearings the traditional, ufp 3 = constant, relationship, Eqn. 1,
can only arise if the life is initiation rather than propagation controlled,
otherwise from the integrated form of Eqn. 4, a relationship much less
dependent on load, Nfp4/3 = const, would result. On the other hand, propa-gation might well dominate the situation of growth from existing flaws in

rail heads.

PREDICTION OF THE DIRECTION OF CRACK GROWTH

Most of the experimental data referred to so far has been collected for
pure Mode I loading, i.e. tensile stress perpendicular to the crack surfaces.

Fracture or
Plastic Instability

O-I

10-2
Stablegrowth
do

l 0 3 -, WN

Growth Rate, m=4 I
do (mm/cycle)o.

4

i-s

1KTH 10 50 100

Stress intensity factor, AK MN/M 2

Fig. l.-Generalised relationship between fatigue crack growth rate and
stress intensity factor range for metals.
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The question of the direction of crack advance does not arise, as the crack
is assumed to extend in a self similar manner. However, when the loading
is pure Mode II or a combination of Modes I and II, which is of particular
interest in contact fatigue problems, the prediction of the direction of
growth is important. Much recent work has centered on this problem without
yet reaching a satisfactory conclusion.

Briefly, the main approaches, reviewed in detail by Swedlow (9), have
involved the calculation of either local stress or energy quantities on
contours surrounding the crack tip. The simplest criterion is to calculate
the direction of maximum hoop stress, e.g. Erdogen and Sih (10 ), the crack
then extending under local Mode I control. Most efforts to obtain pure
Mode II loadings on cracks, Jones and Chisholm (11 ), Pook(1 2), have resulted
in cracks tending to orientate themselves in a Mode I direction. An alter-
native approach, in some respects an extension of the Griffith energy
method, is to calculate the direction in which strain energy density is a
minimum, Sih.( 13,1 4) In the case of applied tensile principal stress, both
methods lead to similar results; all the local field quantities have very
shallow maxima or minima with respect to angular position from the crack
tip, a fact which is reflected in the considerable scatter of experimental
results. No clear distinction between the rival criteria can therefore be
made on the basis of experimental comparison.

Very 1'ttle data exists for the compression principal stress case. The
most serious -bjection to Sih's hypothesis here is that no distinction is
made between t.,nsion and comrnession strain energy density. Other difficul-
ties arise in the modelling ut the contact between the crack surfaces; a
slender ellipse has been used to avoid this problem, otherwise some coeffi-
cient of friction must be added to a line crack model and the Mode I stress
singularities dropped. Finally, most of the debate has centered around
monotonic loading extension of a crack in brittle materials. Perspex or
PMMA have been the materials used in experimental investigations. Little
attention has been paid to the problem of mixed-mode sub-critical fatigue
extension under cyclic loading:.

EXPERIMENTS ON ANGLED FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH

Tanaka (15 ) has tested angled cracks in commercially pure, near iso-
tropic, aluminium plate of 3.2 mn thickness. Fatigue cracks were grown
from initial saw cut slots, by loads applied normal to the slot direction.
Several mm of crack extension at either end of the slot resulted in an
overall slot + crack length of about 15 mm. Low fatigue loads were used togive growth rates in the order of 7 x 10-6 mm/cycle. New smaller specimens

were then cut at an angle to the initial crack direction (for details see
figure 2), and the specimens were then annealed to remove crack tip damage
for 2 hours at 270 0C. The resulting angled crack specimens were then sub-
jected to tensile fatigue loads. The angles of crack extension, 00, mea-
sured as a function of the inclination of the crack, p, are shown in Figure
3.

A further set of experiments on the same material, using the same
preparation procedure and testing machine were performed by the present
author. For these experiments a wholly compressive fatigue load was applied.
A balance had to be made to apply sufficient load range to cause crack ex-
tension, yet not enough to buckle the specimens. The main difference be-
tween the tension and compression cases was that the compression cracks all

began to extend in their own direction, then stopped. This is a case of pure
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Pre-cracking

/ \
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P0

Sow slot

Fatigue pre-crack

Fig. 2.-Details of pre-cracked inclined angle fatigue specimens. (Material
- 3.2 mm thick, Aluminium plate).

Mode II extension before arrest, presumably caused by an increasing friction
retardation as a greater length of crack surface came into contact. On con-
tinued cycling, angled cracks grew from the ends of the saw slots. The
angles are shown in Figure 3.

Too few results have been obtained to arrive at firm quantitative con-
clusions. That there is a considerable amount of scatter is obvious, as is
the need for some free surface movement for the start of the angled crack
growth, which in the compression case was from the ends of the saw slot,
rather thdn the longer fatigue cracks. It must be realised that fatigue
crack gro.;th is a consequence of the magnitude and direction of the irre-
versible plastic deformation at a crack tip. Although the elastic stress
intensity factor approach gives us a good correlating parameter for growth
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Tensile Loading Compressive Loading:-
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Initial crack Extension angle, ()0 (degrees)
angle 4 (degrees) Tensile load Compressive load
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60 - 56

45 49 76"5

30 23 {3030 52 63

Fig. 3.-Details of the extension directions of angled cracks subjected to
tensile and compressive fatigue loadings.

rates, its major achievement is that it de-focusses attention from the
crack tip by using bulk parameters. Work is now in hand to investigate the
nature of crack tip plast'c fields subjected to various loading combina-
tions, and hence to predict the direction of crack growth.

Examination of the fracture surfaces under a S.E.M. showed that the
angled cracks demonstrated features typical of fatigue cracks grown by ten-
sile stresses across the crack surfaces, see Figure 4. The Mode II cracks
however, showed considerable deformation typical of rubbing surfaces and a
surprisingly large amount of wear debris in the form of spherical particles,
Figure 5.

SPHERICAL WEAR PARTICLES

The presence of these particles was gratifying evidence of the rele-
vance of these experiments to the rolling contact problem. As mentioned by
Barwell(1), a number of investigators have observed these particles (16-19) ,
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Fig. 4.-ypical fracture surface of the tensile extension caused by com-
pressive loading.
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Fig. 5.-ATypical fracture surface of the shear extension caused by corn-
pressive loading.
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which are so characteristic of rolling contact fatigue, that their presence
in lubricating oil can form the basis of a powerful diagnostic tool for thedetection of ailing bearings. 20°)

Various mechanisms have been suggested for the formation of these
particles - sub-surface deformation between two parallel cracks (21) , defor-
mation of slivers of metal caused by build-up of lubricant pressure in the
fatigue crack(20 ) and local high temperatures sufficient to cause melting
and spheroidization.(22,23) Rabinowicz (2 4) has suggested that adhesive wear
particles are trapped in cavities in the sliding surfaces and become smooth
by burnishing. He derived a criterion:

d < x.k (5)

where d is the maximum diameter of the spherical wear particle, x is the
total sliding distance and kb is the wear coefficient for burnishing,
typically 10-6 for unlubricated metals. Pv using the near crack tip stress
field/displacement equations (Appendix) 'or the geometry of our aluminium
speciman subjected to a compressive load range of 1.5 tons, then for a 450
angle crack, the displacement per cycle is in the order of 2 im. The sur-
faces were examined after 106 loading cycles, giving a total movement of
2 m. Thus x.kb is of the order 2 x 10 - 6 m and the particles were of 1 i'm
diameter, in agreement with the inequality of Eqn. 5.

It would seem likely that the melting mechanism is not applicable in
this case, since the sliding velocities are very low; certainly there is no
lubricant interaction, so a mechanical rolling action is the most probable
candidate for the production of the particles. The lack of cylindrical or
cigar-shaped particles amongst the debris is remarkable - given the one
dimensional niture of the relative movement of the surfaces. One must
assume that the highly irregular crack surfaces force the debris to follow
an almost random path during the rounding process. From the S.E.M. evi-
dence, very few particles seem to be restrained by 'sockets' as required by
the Rabinowicz (24) model.

Summary of Reported Work

Finally, a brief summary will be made of some of the recent work re-
ported in the literature which is of direct relevance to this problem.

Gervais and McQueen( 25) simulated the fatigue of rails by repeatedly
pressing a hardened steel cylinder against a steel plate. The sub-surface
dislocation rearrangement was studied as a function of number of loading
cycles, but even after 80 x 106 cycles, no sub-surface micro cracks were
observed. The same authors later published (2 6 ) a numerical analysis of the
same problem which predicted the location of maximum shear stress amplitude
to be the same as the regions of maximum structural change of the experi-
mental specimens.

Shieh( 27 ) has specifically designed a specimen to produce compressive
maximum shear failure in Mode II. Both the fracture initiation stress and
the crack propagation rate, with respect to stress increment (not fatigue
loading cycles) were determined for a 52100 bearing steel. Tail and paral-
lel multiple cracks, features often noted in rolling contact problems, were
observed.

Suh's delamination theory of wear(28) depends upon the i,.ultiple initi-
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ation and propagation of sub-surface cracks on paths parallel to the surface.
Sheets of material delaminate when the cracks finally shear to the surface
(at certain weak positions). Jahanmir and Suh (29), Fleming and Suh (3°),

analyse respectively the mechanics of initiation and propagation of such
cracks. An approximate form of the stress intensity factors generated by
an elliptical distribution of loads at the surface was used. A model was
constructed for the correlation of crack propagation and wear rates which
was shown to be in reasonable agreement with experimental values in alumini-
um alloys.(31) However, although the growth rates were shown to fit an
equation of the form of Eqn. 3, da C(AK)m , it was not clear in what mode
these cracks were propagating.

On the rail cracking problem McClintock (32) has reported a boundary
integral relaxation method used to calculate the plasticity at the tip of a
small horizontal crack in the rail head. A wheel passage was shown to give
initial sliding, followed by locking, squeezing of the plastic zone, re-
versed sliding, locking and finally unloading. The flow was shown to be
primarily shear along the plane of the crack indicating the likely direction
of growth to be the same as the crack direction. It was concluded that the
problem could be approxir'ated with reasonable computational economy.

CONCLUSIONS

Many features of the problem of contact fatigue still await investiga-
tion by fracture mechanics methods. The main areas in which further know-
ledge is required are:

(i) The details of the initiation of cracks from second phase
particles or inclusion either on or below the surface.

(ii) Mode 1I (sliding) type of crack growth, particularly when the
crack surfaces are simultaneously subjected to compressive
loads.

(iii) Nature of the criteria governing the direction of extension
of cracks subjected to mixed mode fatigue loading.

(iv) Solutions for the stress intensity factors of arbitrarily
inclined sub-surface cracks subjected to the passage of
Hertzian type loading.

(v) The limiting cases as these cracks approach the free surface,
since this event'will mark the rapid approach of failure.
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DISCUSSION

N. P. SUH, MIT: We all agree that crack propagation is a major factor in
wear. I would like to suggest one thing. It may also steer your research
in a way that we could made use of the crack propagation data. When we cal-
culate the crack propagation rate per cycle,it is almost in the threshhold
regime of the stress intensity factor. My colleagues tell me that micro-
structure, environment, etc. are very important in that regime. If you
could run an experiment at small AK, it would be very interesting.

The reason spherical particles are observed in ball bearings and not in
sliding situations is because of the following reason. In normal sliding

situations, the way the compressive loading iz applied does not slip ve~ry
much along the crack. I think mode I! is important and I agree with you.
The question is what happens when we have mode I and nde II combined.

R. A. SMITH: That was the object of using angle cracks Lecause that is an
easy way of combining mode I and mode II loading. What we really want to
do is to try to go for the simplest geometry we can and really understand
the simple situation with uniform loading conditions. We cannot get much
simpler geometry than an inclired crack; but even that is cuite difficult.

S. GANESH, Bendix Research Laboratory: You showed spherical particles and
they looked a little different in terms of the color compared to the frac-
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tured steel surface. Did you do any X-ray spot analysis on those particles?
Were they oxide particles?

SMITH: We did think that they might be oxide particles. If they were oxide
particles we might expect the same particles to be in other cracks as well.
But they were completely absent from the other cracks. The difficulty about
the microprobe analysis is that the oxygen is a very light element and it is
difficult to distinguish the trace oxygen from the aluminum.

D. SCOTT, Paisley College of Technology: You mentioned that you consider
crack initiation in rolling contact fatigue is more important than crack
propagation. Yet from service data and experimental results we find that
lubricants in the form of environment can reduce bearing life by consider-
able amounts (about 1/5). This clearly shows that propagation is really the
important process in rolling contact fatigue. Secondly, you talk about crack
initiation and crack propagation, but how do you differentiate between when
the crack initiates and when it propagates? In other words, when is b crack
not a crack? The third point is that if you get the spherical particles
forming at the cracks below the surface and then when it opens up, you get
them out where do these particles come from below the surface and what is
the original shape of the particles before they are rolled into balls?

SMITH: The first point was about initiation. That can be affected by the
environment very severely. The cracks are coming from the surface and the
lubricant will affect them. The second point or question -- when is a crack
not a crack? It is just impossible to give you any sensible definition. In
some simple cases we can say initiation is finished when slip bands have
developed and the cracks start propagating; they always seem to be propagat-
ing to begin with in this mode II shear growth before the tensile stresses
take over. Obviously that is not a useful definition for this sort of ex-
periment. The spherical particles come from the rubbing surfaces. I can
not see where else they can come from.

GANESH: How do they form into spherical shape?

SMITH: By mechanical working. That is the only reason I can t *nk of in
these experiments. If you take two flat plates with a piece , plasticine
in between and roll them around it becomes a sphere.

J. L. TEVAARWERK, University of Waterloo: Do you have any ide-i of the rela-
tive motion between the two surfaces right at the crack tip? is it about
two or three diameters of the particles or less than that? 7 mean it must
roll at least once.

SMITH: Right at the crack tip, the relative displacement is zero.

TEVAARWERK: Therefore, they form behind the crack tip.

SMITH: Yes, they form at some distance from the crack tip. About 25 to
50 Um depending on the load.

TEVAARWERK: When you broke your specimen apart, did you notice any particles
very near the crack tip or was it too small a dimension to observe?

SMITH: We have some information on that. They spread fairly well over the
whole fracture surface with a tendency to get high density away from the
crack tip, but I wouldn't be toe specific, we have not yet done enough ex-
periments.

7 7, ° 7 --
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THERMOMECHANICAL EFFECTS IN
SLIDING WEAR

R. A. Burton

ABSTRACT

When sliding occurs with significant frictional heating, thermoelastic
detormation may lead to a transition from smoothly distributed asperity con-
tact to a condition where the surfaces are supported by a few thermal asperi-
ties. This circumstance may be associated with a transition to a condition
of severe wear because of the elevated cor ict pressure and temperature, and
also because of production of tensile stresses. This seicond stress component
may lead to heat checking whereupon the rough checked surface acts to abrade
tb - mating material.

The factors influencing transition are discussed, including wear, cool-
ing, and hydrodynamic lubrication. The transition state is also discussed
as to stress distribution, rate of movement of the contact patches and tem-
pera tures.

NOMENCLATURE

b parameter in heat equation

c speed of movement of contact pa'ch along surface

E Young's modulus

E* modified modulus for two body contact- l/(l/E l + 1/E2)

h axial length of sealing ring

E film thickness in seal

k thermal diffusivity

K thermal conductivity

z half-length of contact patch

p pressure

q heat flow through unit area of surface

Q total heat flow through contact patch

R radius of curvature of surface

t time

I ~ ~ ~ 7 -77 -~7T7
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T temperature

v surface normal displacement

V sliding speed

v* critical sliding speed

w wear coefficient
w* critical wear coefficient

x coordinate along direction of sliding

Y coordinate normal to surface

Pe Peclet number

Pez Peclet number of contact patch

a coefficient of thermal expansion

t heat transfer parameter

T1 viscosity

K wave number

X wave length

u friction coefficient
dummy variable

(') implies amplitude of wave

( ) implies mean value

INTRODUCTION

lhe process of transition from nominally flat to highly deformed sur-
faces may be spoken of as thermoelastac transition. (1 9 )  It may sometimes
occur in a sequence of stable, continduusly related states as operating con-
ditions are changed. At other times, however, the stably evolving behavior
of the sliding system crosses a threshold, whereupon a sudden change of con-
tact conditions occurs as the result of an instability. This involves a
feedback loop which comprises: localized elevation of frictional heating,
resultant localized thermal bulging, localized pressure increase as the re-
sult of the bulging and further elevation of frictional heating as the result
of the pressure increase. This process, when it leads to an accelerated
change of contact stress distribution, is spoken of as thermoelastic insta-
bility (TEl).

The ultimate result of growth of the thermal disturbance is the parting
of the surfaces in some portions of the nominal contact area, with gap
height being several times the roughness-asperity height. As a consequence
of reduction of the nominal contact area the remaining contact patches ac-
quire elevated stress.

Contact patch formation can occur in lubricated as well as dry contact

, IT
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and is influenced by wear, cooling, materials properties, and macroscopic
constraints on the contacting bodies. The physics of thermoelastic transi-
tion, thermoelastic instability and contact patch behavior have begun to re-
ceive serious attention only in the past few years, and the exolanation of
many important effects is not generally well known. For this reason space
must be devoted here to a brief introduction of the phenomena involved,
before discussion may proceed to problem areas needing further research.

H ISTORI CAL BACKGROUND

Long before the introduction of the concepts of thermoelastic transition
Ling and Mow (10 ) developed an influence function for surface displacement for
high-Peclet* number sliding of bodies in plane strain, and outlined the pro-
cedure for treating a moving contact patch on the surface of a slab, also
for high Peclet number. Mow and Cheng (11) have examined the companion pro-
blem of thermal stress in plane elastohydrodynamic contact. Early investi-
gations of thermoelastic effects on lubricated sliding were reported by Korov-
chinsky (12) for the change of contact stress of a ball with frictionaliy
heated contact, and by Nica (13) for radius change of journal bearings with
fixed external radius. The bearing work has been broadened (14 ,15) to in-
clude cooling effects and more realistic boundary conditions for fluid-film
bearings, and also to show that similar phenomena exist for rolling contact
bearings. (16) Most interesting here is the tole of thermal expansion in the
catastrophic chain of events of seizure of the bearing.

Sibley and Allen( 17). carried out a series of experiments on seal ma-
terials, developing a criterion for thermal checking and showing photogra-
phic evidence of systematically moving hot patches in the contact zone.

Interest in contact instabilities and patch formation was accelerated
by the work of Barber (18- 20 ) who has demonstrated the phenomenon experi-
mentally and has provided analyses which partially explain his observations,
as well as fundamental contributions to the field of thermoelasticity.

His explanations draw upon the modification of asperity contact by
frictional heating and wear. His initial interest was in explaining hot-
spot effects in railroad brakes.

Dow (21 ,.22) addressed the problem of a scraper sliding perpendicular to
its edge on a conductive slab and showed that (1) instability would be pre-
dicted in the absence of wear and (2) would be modified by wear which would:
(a) raise the instability threshold and (b) sometimes give rise to oscil-
lating pressure. He carried out a numerical simulation(23 ) which predicts
the formation of contact patches, and their translation along the edge of
the scraper as the result of wear. More recently he has carried out experi-
ments which vividly display patch formation.(24) The onset of such patches
is close to his theoretical critical sliding speed for instability for dry
contact; but, although qualitatively similar, it is only poorly predicted
for wick lubricated contact.

Kennedy and Ling attacked the problem of severely loaded aircraft
brakes drawing upon numerical analysis,

(25) later followed by experiments.(
26)

They postulated a wear model which suggests the milo-wear/severe-wear transi-

• Peclet number is a dimensionless measure of speed of movement of a heat

source, being of the form cZ/k, where c is speed of movement, £ is a
characteristic length (patch length) and k is thermal diffusivity.
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tion, assuming that no wear occurs until a critical shear stress is reached
in the material. For sandwiches of moving disks, altarnated with stationary
ones, they find contact reducing to a band at the outer radius, then moving
inward, only to repeat the sweep again several times in a typical "stop."
The confinement of the disk brake causes material properties and operating
parameters to interact differently than for the "floating" scraper.. Further-
more the appearance of patch contact in the brake may be a transient pheno-
menon rather than an instability in that there is some evidence that the sweep
would ultimately die out as the brake wore-in. This cannot be tested since
the overall temperature rises severely even in the brief runs reported, and
thus limits the time of operation.

Nerlikar (27) has addressed the problem of ring contact in an idealized
face seal sliding tangentially, and has shown that the relative conductivities
of the two bodies strongly influence instability. The least stable is the
thermal conductor on insulator; and the most stable is a material sliding on
its own kind. This has been extended (28) to show that extremely thin conta-
minant, solid-lubricant or oxide films can play a major role in determining
instability. Nerlikar has also explored the influence of roughness on in-
stability,(29) and has calculated the gap width and contact temperatures for
seals in the contact-patch configuration.

Lebeck (30 ) has improved the model for sealing-ring contact, allowing for
thin-beam bending, and showing how to account for cooling from the sides of
the rings.

Kilaparti has addressed the problem of patch contact in the absence of
wear( 31) and with wear( 32,33) developing an improved influence function
similar to that of Ling and Mow, 34) and discovering that there is a criti-
cal wear coefficient above which instability will not occur.

Banerjee has treated the idealized seal with liquid lubricant in the
hydrodynamic short-bearing regime.(35) He has predicted a range of insta-
bilities, modified at the thin film extreme by elastic deformation under
contact pressure, and at the thick extreme by convection of heat in the film.
He has carried out experiments (see Figures I and 2) which show the insta-
bility to occur where expected. (36) More recent work (37) has modified his
model but does not alter the basic conclusions.

Closely related to this work is that of Hahn and Kettleborough, (38)

Ettles (39) and Tanaguchi (40 ) on thrust washers, where only thermoelastic
deformation can explain the load support of notched rings in lubricated,
wide-bearing contact. Why these rings (and for that matter sliding systems
such as engine pistons) do not show thermoelastic instability is a question
yet to be answered. We can only note here that Banerjee predicted a sta-
bilizing effect from increased fdce width.

Heckmann( 41) has reassessed the ring and scraper instability problems
from the point of view of controlling-dimensionless-groups, there being w/w*
a wear measure, and H and 4 two groups for cooling. He has also extended the
seal and scraper problem to line contact on a slab 4 2  thus bringing three-

dimensionality in to replace the earlier two-dimensional models. An axially
symmetric contact patch on a slab has also been treated elsewhere.(43 ) Heck-
mann's studies show that, except for quantitative differences, a cylinder
sliding in line contact with a slab is substi~ally the same as Dow's
scraper. Indeed, Dow's experimental pieces, simulating Wankel seals, lie
somewhere between scrapers and cylinders.

7
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Wangkrajong (44) has carried out high speed sliding experimeiits for car-
bon-graphite on mild steel, where at 400 ft/sec and higher the evidence sug-
gests extremely small contact area. Work in progress on high speed turbine
blade and labyrinth seal rubs not only suggests patch contact, but calls for
analyses to treat bouncing and vibratory compliance of the contacting mem-
bers.(4s) Although this high speed (1000 to 1500 ft/sec) contact represents
a spectacular application where thermoelastic instability is inevitable, one
should remember that the ohenomenon is also found at speeds as low as 10 ft/
sec in some geometries. 

4

THERMOELASTIC TRANSITION OF NOMINALLY FLAT SLIDING CONTACT

Face-seals represent one of the best definable examples of thermoelastic
transition. Such seals are ordinarily in the form of rings meeting at a
plane perpendicular to their axis, with contacting surfaces lapped to quarter-
light-wave smoothness, and supported by bellows or O-ring arrangements to
make them self-aligning. At times they may operate with no lubricant, or
they may incorporate solid lubricants, boundary lubricants or even liquid
lubricants which provide hydrodynamic support.

An experiment (36 ) which simulates the frictional contact of a face seal
is illustrated in Figure 1. A cylindrical cup of metal is inverted and sup-
ported by an axial stem in the chuckf a drill press. The circular edge of

I THERMOCOUPLE
WELL

PROBE B W

GLASS
DISC

INNER RING

OF GIMBALS .PROBE A

Fig. l.-Cross-section of apparatus where ring contact occurs between an in-
verted cup and a glass plate. Probe A reads surface profile of the cup,
while B indicates overall rising or bouncing.
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the cup is pressed against a flat glass plate whicl, is supported in gimbals
to permit. a self-aligning, almost-unVorm contact. Wnether the surfaces are
lubricated or dry, as the cup turns about its axis, one will find a tempera-
ture rise which is determined by speed and load but is typically only about
100°C. As the speed is increased, one may observe the interface frn below,
looking through the glass plate; and at a characteristic, som,,.hat reprodu-
cible speed he will observe red light flashing from the contact.

If the glass and cup are inverted, so that the glass turns and the cup
is sfationary, the event of light evolution will be found to corresnond to
the appearance of two or three discrete spots on the cup, which glow orange-
red and twinkle slightly. When operation is continued the spots move slowly
from their original p( tion at a rate of about 10' per minute. 'nus even
though the glass may be turning at 2000 rpm the hot spots will take roughly
half an hour to make a circuit around the circumference of the cup. Typically
they will remain as two spots 1800 from one another, although for short times
more spots may appear and later vanish.

Examination of the metal cup inediately after the formation of a hot

spot shows evidence of some plastic flow and a darkened or "burned" patch on
the metal. If examination follows a longer period of operation, it will show
tracks on the surface over which the spots have traversed.

Although the spots are red-hot the general temperature of the cup re-
mains moderate. Damage is not catastrophic because only a shallow layer of
metal is affected. Nevertheless there is evidence that prolonged operation
in this regime may significantly effect the wear rate and can produce surface
cracking.

The first explanation that comes to mind is that the contact is at the
peaks of roughness asperities. However, when one measures the contour of the
metal surface in the deformed state he finds the hot spots may be associated
with pimples on the surface, as high as 10- cm while the roughness is about
2.5 x 10"5 cm and initial waviness is 10-" cm or less (see Figure 2). More
interesting is the fact that if speed of sliding is reduced, the pimples
shrink back into the surface and in some cases are replaced by slight de-
pressions.

To explain this we may postulate a thermal expansion which produces the
pimples. Then, because thete is concentrated contact on their peaks, fric-
tional heating is concentrated there so as to maintain the local t;,ermal ex-
pansion. Since frictional heating is speed dependent, it would be reduced
upon reduction of speed, and would ultimately be insufficient to maintain the

height of the pimples, hence the collapse back to flat surface contact.

CONDITIONS FOR SELF-SUSTAINING PATCH-CONTACT

To show the factors which permit the existence of patch contact, let us
assume that the edge of a plate rubs against a rigid thermal insulator, and
that the contact patch is 2Z wide on the edge of the plate. Not, at this
point, knowing the contact pressure distribution we assume it to be the uni-
form ; thus if the sliding speed is v and friction coefficient is V, the
heat input per unit of area is

q = v (1)

It has been shown that the curvature of the edge of a plate is related to
heat input such that

(48)

-.77, 7
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bouncing is indicated as this goes over the probe indentation. Upon low-
ering speed (plate 6) the thermal asperity disappears except for a tiny
wear scar.

...A+, ,
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d2v aL (2)

where R is radius of curvature, v is normal displacement and K is thermal con-
ductivity. At this point we may ask what contact pressure would be required
to flatten this curvature across the contact zone, and turn to the well known
relationship for Hertzian contact

ZIR = 2.3 PIE* (3)

Eliminating R between Equation 2 and Equation 3 and substituting for q from
Equation 1

2.3K
k E 2..l_ (4)

More exact studies bear out the essential correctness of this finding,
which shows two interesting features:

(1, the sliding speed required to sustain a patch of a particular
is independent of the loading.

(2) there is nothing to prevent there being one, three or any num-
Der of contact patches on a given sliding edge, thus posing a
problem of uniqueness.

Comerting on one first, we note that a load influence could appear in the
physical problem if 1i, F, a. Y depend on temperature or stress level. Com-
menting on the second, there is a problem of uniqueness which disappears
when a second consideration is introduced, this being the stability of the
solution under smell disturbances. A test for this can easily be introduced
at the present level of argument.

Nerlikar's work (29 ) showed that if the contact load on a patch is in-
creased the surfaces will move further apart in the region between patches.
This paradoxical effect causes leakage to increase with increased face load
on a seal. It also gives rise to an instability which causes the number of
contact patches to reduce to the minimum number consistent with mechanical
equilibrium. For a self-aligning seal the minimum is two patches; for one
where tilting is constrained one patch is the minimum.

To visualize this we note that the seal can be developed into an infinite
plate, where contact patches are cyclically repeated. !f alternate patches
are reduced in load the others must experience load increase. These load
shifts give rise to displacements which further increase the load changes

until ultimately the patches with decreasing load break contact.

THERMOELASTIC INSTABILITY

The question arises now as to how smooth contact evolves to the patch
configuration. This may be posed as a stability problem, where the condi-
tions may be found for run away growth of a small departure from uniform
pressure. If the edge of the cup is allowed to have a circumferential wavi-
ness, and if the waviness is pressed flat by axial loading, the contact pres-
sure may be represented by

p: + cose + cosKX (5)

Ii
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where e is a measure of angular position and x is a curvilinear coordinate
along the edge of the cup, the pressure h, will be spoken of as the "pres-
sure perturbation." Frictional heating will occur according to Equation 1,
but the uniform portion produced by pbv will not affect waviness, only caus-
ing the cup to flare out a small amount. The perturbation will give rise to
a distribution: 4 cos Kx. This may be inserted into Equation 2 and inte-
grated to produce a waviness:

V r COS Kx (6)

From elasticity theory it is known that the pressure required to press flat
a sine wave of displacement , is

EKV (7)
2

Hence, if the displacement increment from the heating is held flat it will
supplement the initial perturbation by an amount

EC( COS KX (8)Pth = 2KK

3,it the heating perturbation will now be determined by

= pV(h + pIh (9)

Inserting this into Equation 8 yields

ELE_ ( + P~h (10)Pth = 2KK t

Let us draw upon the convenient grouping of variables v* to simplify Equation
10; where v* = (2KK)/(Etp)

Pth = (V - V*)

It is now apparent that if v = v*, p h "* irrespective of the size of .

This suggests that v* is the critical sliding speed for transition; since
ultimately the negative portion of the Pth wave would exceed T and the sur-
faces would part, thus initiating patch contact.

Table I is a list of thermal and elastic properties of some typical
materials- When the material aluminum, for example, is selected for the
cup, one finds that for 11 = 0.1, K = 2 rad/cm.

V* = 0.64 ir/sec (12)

This corresponds to about 150 rpm for a 75 mm diameter cup; yet no major
transition has been observed in actuality up to about 2500 rpm. Clearly
the analysis is incomplete. Indeed, wear and other factors will be shown
to have dominant effects upon the growth of waviness.

Although this analysis predicts a critical speed at which waviness is
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TABLE I.-PROPERTIES OF REPRESENTATIVE MATERIALS

Cast Silicon
Aluminum Iron Carbide GraphiLe Glass

E(MPa) 6.8 x 105  1.2 x 105 8 x 1 O.b8 x 10" 8 x i0

ot(0/PC' 17 x 10- 6  11 x 10- 6  4.7 x 10-' 4.7 x 1 - E 5.4 x I(-"

K(N/sec °C) 227 50.4 18 13.5 0.9

k(cm 2/sec) 83 x 10- 2  11 x 10-2 6 x 10-2  7.9 x i. 0.31 x 10-

greatly multiplied in amplitude it also predicts thaz at higher speeds the
amplitude will drop; and extremely high speeds would be associated with im-
proved smoothness. This would at first appear to be something like the re-
sonance phenomenon of synchronous whirl, where machines regularb operate
above the critical speed; but more careful analysis will show an important
difference. I
CONDITIONS FOR EXPONENTIAL GROWTH OP SURFACE WAVINESS

The existence of steady state solutions as in the previous section does
not assure that the system will be bound to these if they are themselves un-
stable to small disturbances. A test for such an instability of a solution
may be made in several well established ways, one of which is to hypothesize
an exponentially growing waviness and to test for the circumstances under
which tnis can exist. The argument behind this would be that if (1) the
system were disturbed and if (2) the disturbance contained a time dependent
component corresponding to exponential growth, then such growth would con-
tinue hio matter how small the initial disturbance. Thus a grain of dirt or
a temperature fluctuation could trigger the growth process.

Before proceeding with such a test, let us review the initial analysis,
noting that sinusoidal waves of contact pressure were accompanied by sinusoi-
dal waves of frictional heating and thermal expansion. Further examination
of the equation for heat transfer in the tube would suggest also that there
is a corresponding sinusoidal temperatur2 prpturbation, proportional to P
and having its peak where ^ is maximal. ( ' Let us therefore postulate
a temperature perturbation of the type

T = Te-by : o e- -by (3T e cosKX = T e(13)

Then contact pressure will be given by

p = E0OT (14)

Here it is again assumed that the axial load is sufficient to assure full sur-
face contact.

Returning to Equation 13 we find the heat flux through the surface will
be

A,7
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q -K (TK bT (15)

Let us requir.' now, that for a self-sustained wave to exist the fric-
tional heating Pvp aust correspond tL the heat passing through the surface
as given in Equation 11. It follows chat

KbTs = ;iVMYT (/b K) (16)

Drawing ulon the definition of v*, this reduces to

(1 + b/K) b/< = 2v/v,* (17)

If the temperature distribution in Equation 13 is to satisfy the Fourier heat
flow equation,

,72,= .1 aTK a " (18)

then, the following relationship must prevail, where b must be positive to
satisfy distant boundary conditions.

b = + 1/,k (19)

Substituting this into Equation 17 and simplifying, one finds

V* (20)

Examination of this equation will show that i may be replaced by a real,
positive number when

v/v* 1!

Hence the condition for a self sustained exponentially growing perturbation
is that the speed of sliding exceed v*.

Again we note that the rationale behind this test is that if such a con-
dition can exist, it may be triggered by fluctuations in operating conditions
during extended periods of nominally steady operation. Obviously if such a
pressure perturbation continues to grow it will reach a condition where the
negative lobes exceed the initial contact pressure provided by the axial
loading. This will lead to regions of parting between the surfaces. As has

been shown this condition ultimately stabilizes the contact in a new confi-
guration, where contact is in patches spaced around the edges of the cup.

Returning to the definition of v* it is seen that the transition speed
is dependent upon wave number K, which is jT/X, and X is half the wave length
of the perturbation. Since small K (or large wave length) has the lowest
critical speed, it follows that upon advancing speed up from zero, instabili-
ty will first be reached for the longest permissible wave length. If the
glass and cu, are stiffly mounted to prevent tilting, the critical wave
length will correspond to one cycle around the cup. If, however, the glass
is held in gimbals it will tilt so as to make the existence of p = cos 0
impossible. The next longest wave length would be that for p = cos 20 and
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would have two pressure maxima 1800 apart. In experiments such a disturbance
tends to dominate, in that hot spots (or contact patches) 180' apart are fre-
quently observed.

As a word of caution, these derivations apply to the cup described, or
to relatively stiff rings. Lebeck (30 ) has pointed out that slender ringc,
which obey beam theory, are more compliant and provide a stabilization of
long wave length disturbances. They may also give rise to more contact
patches than the ninimum mentioned above.

e rning to Equation 11 the equation for critical speed may be rewrit-

ten as

V*= 41/EI

where X is the wave length. For very thin bearings the longest wavelength
permissible is 3.7 h, where h is the axial length of the ring. As speed is
raised, longer wave lengths or spacings between contact patches will be toler-
ated, the length rising as v11 3 , until the number of patches reaches the
above stated minimum permissible number.
EFFECTS OF HEAT CONDUCTION AND WEAR ON INSTABILITY

Because uniform heat flow down the axis of a ring or tube does not lead
to wavy displacement in the axial direction, flat contact instability is in-
dependent of this factor. Patch contact is, however, influenced by the over-
all heat flow. In both cases the reldtive conductivities of the contacting
bodies are of major importance. Fo the tube-on-tube geometry, Nerlikar(27 )
has carried out a theoretical study a.llowing both bodies to have the proper-
ties of aluminum, with one having hypothetically altered conductivity K (the
effect of this on diffusivity is also accounted for). Results for critical
sliding speed are as shown in Figure 3, as a fonction of the ratio of con-
ductivities, and the friction coefficient. Except for high friction, the
curves turn upward at KI/K = 1, and the critical sliding speed goes to infin-
ity for material sliding on its own kind. Another effect of differing con-
ductivities is that the perturbation wave is not stationary in either body,
but moves more slowly relative to the more conductive body. Even when both
bodies are of the same material, the asymmetry necessary for instability can
arise from thin insulatino films on one or either of the two bodies.

Such a film will offer m,ch less resistance to heat flow for low-speed
disturbance movement than for high-speed movement. Consequently a condition
can arise where a disturbance is nearly stationary in one body and has high
relative speed on the second body, and the apparent resistances of the booies
can be such as to lead to instability at low sliding speeds. Calculations
for aluminum-on-aluminum with a glassy film of thickness A show that for in-
finite film thickness on one body the critical speed approaches that of con-
ductor on insulator whereas films of reduced thickness lead to increased
critical speed (Figure 4). There is however no critical speed for zero fiim
thickness or zero friction coefficient.

Figure 4 is based on calculations where frictional heating is assumed
to take place at the interface. It is possible, however, that some of the
heating may be due to plastic deformation below the surface, and thus the
film would not impede the flow of this heat component into the material.
This question would bear further investigation. It does nci, however, obscure
the fact that even if only half the generated heat is affected by the film,
instability would be called for; yet it would be absent without the film.

4 " I
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Fig. 3.-Critical disturbance velocity in the less conductive body for a
range of friction coefficients and for aluminum with hypothetical reduced
conductivity sliding on alumin,.n.

J (42,22)When war is present it may be treated in terms of Archard's wear
law in modified form, dv/dt = wpv, where p is contact pressure, v is
sliding speed. The quantity w is an empirical wear coefficient which is
influenced by material properties, temperature and other environmental fac-
tors. The wear coefficient may be nordimensionalized upon dividing by w*,
a group of variables which may be called critical wear coefficier.t.

-2,k/K (21)

For conductor sliding on insulator, when wlw* >_ 1 in the conductor, insta-
bility will not occur for finite sliding speed. The critical sliding speed
in the presence of wear, vw, is approximately

V* = V* [1/(! - 1.2 wlw*)] exp (w/w*) (22)w

Dow ( 2 2 ) has treated the case of a scraper running against a conductive
drum, with wear. Heckmann (41) has generalized these results in terms of
dimensionless quantities as shown in Figure 5. The critical sliding soeed
is set in ratio to v* for the scraper for several values of the conduction
parameter C. The physical quantities incorporated into r are those of the
scraper except for k, the diffusivity of the drum. Cooling from the sides
of the scraper (and also circular seals) was also investigated; and for
reasonable values of convection heat transfer coefficient the effects were

found to be small.
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INISTt, BI'ITY IN A HYDRODYNAMICALLY LIIBRICATEO SEAL

The instability illustrated in Figure 2 took lace in a seal with suffi-
cient oil present to assure hydrodynamic, short-bearing support fvr the faces,
which were self aligning and supported a fixed axial load. Banerjeet35) has
investigated the stability of seals with constant mear film thickness and
found the critical sliding speed to be

I? cri t =K %m' m1)(23)

where metal runs against rigid insulator as in the previous illustrations.
Strikingly good experimental confirmation of this result was obtained. An
improved model, where the constant T, condition is relaxed, has been investi-
gated and has led to the paradoxical conclusion that quasi-equilibrium states
of the system approach, but do not cross the stability threshold. Because
of the approach to the conditions of Equation 23 it is not surprising that
the equation is satisfied. Recent experiments confirm that steady operation,
with great care, can be carried out without transition.

Turning now to Dow's results for a scraper running on a drum, Table 2
compares the measured wear coefficient w and that required to predict the
observed transition speed, w Note that for combinations run dry, agreement
is good except for the steel on steel which may have been influenced by over-
all heat transfer through the contact after the transition. For the lubri-
cated runs prediction is poor but the transition was observed to be qualita-
tively t;,. same as for the dry contact. Actually, it was the deformed patch-
contact -tate that was observed as evidence of transition. In view of this
it is possible that the friction coefficient and wear coefficient on the hot
patches would be nearer to dry contact than for the smooth sliding of lubri-
cated material. If that is so, then the similarity to dry contact behavior
can easily be explained..

PATCH CONTACT WITH HEAT TRANSFER AND WEAR

Both the experiments of Dow and Banerjee, cited above, suggest that if
the deformed state can exist, it may exist. In the earlier studies of con-
ductor on insulator the condition for patch contact to exist was shown to be

TABLE 1I.--IEASURED AND CALCULATED WEAR COEFFICTENTS

Friction Measured Calculated
Drum Blade coef., 1. V*(m/sec) w w

AlI2 03 Al 0.38 7.11 14 x 10-'0  13 x 10-10

AlI2 03 Brass 0.16 8.13 9 X 10-10 1.7 x !0- 10

Al203 Steel 0.26 5.08 2.5 x 10-'0 1.1 x 1011

Steel Steel 0.25 12.20 13 x 10-10 0.5 x 10-10
Lubricated

Steel Alum. Graphite 0.026 32 0.26 x 10- 0 <0

Steel Alloy Steel 0.051 23.90 0.54 x 10- 10  1 x 10- 13

" .; .:: " :,, r ""' ': . . . .' .. , .. .... .. -
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the same as for thermoelastic instability. When more realistic models are
considered, however, the formation of patches is strongly influenced by over-
all heat transfer from one body to another, whereas idealized flat surface
instability is not, being oependent only on the growth of zero-average waves -
at least for the case of the axisymmetric ring configuration. This can be
demonstrated by referring back to Equation 2 and adapting it to the case of
heat flow from one body to another. If both are of the same material the one
losing heat will curve inward and the one receiving heat will bulge outward
the same amount. If they are different there will be a relative curvature
change (see also Reference 49)

d '
jre

l 
= i- a' q (24)

Depending upon the sign of the heat flow and the materials, this influence
may greatly alter the patch size. It may also give rise to patch contact
for normally flat surfaces even in the absence of sliding. For these rea-
sons, patch contact observations require knowledge of heat partitioning for
their full interpretation.

Although study of the stationary patch with or without wear has pro-
vided considerable physical insight, it can easily be shown that the patches
must be moving relative to both contacting surfaces when wear is present,
and each body is a thermal conductor. Even at low Peclet number the nature
of ( stress distribution is strongly affected by this movement. Kilapar-

ti " has examined the case of the uniformly heated patch (q = constant),
and has shown that, as the patch moves, wear causes a reduction of outward 4
displacement v from leading edge to trailing edge. At the same time receipt
of heat causes a rise in v over the same distance. Hence, if the patch is
in contact with a rigid body these two effects must cancel one another. It
follows that speed of traversal goes up with wear rate, and must exceed in-
finity for wear coefficient exceeding w*. Even cases of so-called severe
wear of several abradable materials lie below w/w* = I. A more detailed
study( 50 ) has shown that the pressure distribution on the contact becomes
nearly triangular as wear rate is increased; but the study was limited to
modestly high Peclet number because the numerical scheme requirea an ex-
cessively finT~gid for higher values. A third study directed toward higher
Peclet number' has reviewed the work of Ling and Mow (10 ) and suggested a
simplified relationship for surface displacement:

fL° 2( QC fx2 (kL3/2  q(2d= 6(x) (25)

X

Derivations drawing upon this function have supported the earlier prediction

of nearly triangular contact pressure distribution.

CONTACT STRESS

Recent calculations show that a tensile stress may appear at the edge
of a moving contact patch with uniformly distributed heat input, this being
given by

Gh = Q (0.8 Pez) (26)
xth =K(I-U)

1777r,-
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where Pe = c,/k!T. In one example where the contact patch was virtually
stationary in the carbon of a carbon/cast-iron contact, the rate of movement
c relative to the iron would be approximately the sliding speed. For both
budies close to ambient temperature in the bulk, almost all of the frictional
heat would be expected to pass into the iron, hence o - Av. Under these
circumstances Equation 26 becomes (foz = 0. , and ;/. - 1)

X 1.i4: 'l*I L (27)

and for v in m/sec and o in bars one finds upon substituting the proper-
ties of cast iron xth

0xth = 26,394V
2

obviously this can lead to large stresses.

On the one hand this gives an easy explanation of surface heat checking
where patch contact passes over the surface. At the same time it raises the
question as to why heat checking is not observed more often. One possible
explanation may be that the depth affected is shallow. It is possible also
that the numerical magnitude may be reduced by substituting a different dis-
tribution of heat input on the patch. Whatever the modifying factors may be
they offer an attractive problem for further investiqation.

An llustration of such heat checking is shown in Figure 6, which is an
enlarged photograph of the band of contact of a large seal. The light color-
ed band is over 2 mum wide and lies on the face of a hard brittle alloy which
has been run against a carbon ring with a raised nose. The tiny hairline
cracks run across the contact band and are believed to be the result of tan-
gential tension. Evidence suggests that the thermal asperity forms and moves
slowly on the carbon, and that the above described tension arises in the metal
as it passes through the contact patch. There is nc evidence of gross heat-
ing, and such heating is not necessary to produce the stresses necessary for
cracking.

DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

One of the troublesome problems left unsolved in the above reported work
involves delineating the path from stable operation to patch contact. When
this is understood we will be in a better position to avoid the formation of
patches with their severe effects. Undoubtedly, along the way we shall learn
a great deal more about the mechanisms of lubricatmon and wear in general.

In particular this is of interest in the case of lubricated contact
where predictability is the poorest. We should find out when flat sliding
surfaces (such as the sides of pistons) develop the thermal asperity, or
else discover the mechanisms which prevent this.

Although journal bearings have been investigated as to radial clearance
loss due to thermal deformation, this writer knows of no investigation of
ellipticity or multilobar deformation patterns which miq.t be thermally ex-
cited and could lead to catastrophic failure.

In other bearing configurations such as tilted pads one can visualize
a thermal asperity forming at high speed. Again, we should determine whether

"'7- 77!
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Piq. 6.-Radial hairline cracks across the contact band (light area) on the
metal face of a seal, after running against a carbon ring at high peri-
pheral speed.

or not this actually happens in practice.

It is this writer's opinion that even the minimum film thickness cri-
terion of bearino failure should be re-investigated with a thermoelastic
analysis of the thin film region to determine the possibility of a load-con-
centrating temperature rise and thermal breakdown of the film.

It is clear that thermoelastic effects distort gas bearings, but as far
as this writer can determine no stability analysis has been made of such
systems. Furthermore, although ball bearings have been shown to be possibly
subject to thermoelastic seizure processes, the study of thermoelastic effects
in catastrophic failures is in the most primitive stage of development and
should be extended.

Thernmoelastic deformation of supposedly non-contactina jet engine shaft
seals appears on initial investigation to have a strong likelihood of occur-
ring, and could lead to thermal dsperities on the seal face or concentration
of load or, two or more pads with attendant increased leakage, and possibly
failure. The mating rings may also deform significantly.

The high-speed rubs of turbomachines in the form of blade tip contact
and labyrinth seal contact are already under investigation. Further inves-
tigation of thermoelastic deformations brought about by such contact may
help to provide guides to improve designs.

Granting that thermal asperities do appear in important applications
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such as seals, it is essential to understand the thprnioplastic behavior of
the patches and to estimate the stresses, metal working, and fatigue mechan-
isms in such contacts.

In conventional face seals, where the effects are most easily demonstra-
ted, the complex interactions of tilt, nutation and other motions associated
with thermal deformation can only be conjectured; yet experiments which have
been made, suggest that these interactions are complex and closely inter-
coupled. Stress analysis for the thermoelastic regime for hard materials
should be undertaken and the conditions for stress cracking (heat checking)
should be defined.

Turning now to physically different problems, Marshall( 51) has reported
contact patch formation in high-current electrical brushes. It appears that
current as well as friction can produce the deformed state, and the combined
effects of these should be studied to determine their influence upon wear as
well as the limits of operation of brushes.

Although no publications have appeared on the subject, this writer has
been told that thermoelastic instability, involving roller deformation, sets
the limit for speed of rolling of thin sheet. Rollers may be undercut to
compensate for "barreling out" as a result of heating. However, at some
limiting speed this is no longer effective in assuring uniform sheet.

Recently Quinn (52 ) has given evidence for the thermoelastic oscillation of
asperities in a concentrated, rider-on-drum contact, and has provided esti-
mates of the number of asperities in contact at one time. On the basis of
earlier theories thermal augmentation of asperities would not have been ex-
pected in the small dimensions involved; but the evidence is compelling.

Summarizing, it is this writer's opinion that thermal deformation and

the formation of the thermal asperity are not isolated phenomena to be en-
countered in special circumstances. They appear and sometimes become pre-
dominant in quite ordinary applications. Indeed, it is believed that neg-
lect of accounting for them has needlessly complicated the interpretation

of many friction and wear observations. Increased understanding has led
to improved tools for use in studying these effects. To apply these to some
of the obvious problem areas listed above should provide, in some cases, im-
proved physical understanding; in others, design guides; and in a few, aclearing of the air by showing that such effects are under control.
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DISCUSSION

S. GANESH, Bendix Research Laboratories: What kind of probe did you use to
detect thermal asperity?

R. A. BURTON: We reviewed almost everything possible and ended up with
a Bentley probe. We were able to get a very small Bentley probe made for
us. It was about 1/32 thick. It worked well for the dynamic passage of
the surface waves; but, in the measurement of static film thickness it was
subject to drift because it did not expand at the same rate as the glass.
However, we were able to run the apparatus, get it stabilized at some oper-
ating condition and then if we wanted to know what the mean film thickness was,
we would turn off the rotor very quickly and see it descend rapidly. We would
see a step in the output of the probe before it changed temperature and we
could get quite reproducible results. We added half of the waviness to the
descent to get the mean film thickness, and it seemed to be correct.

QUESTIONER, Dow Corning Corporation: Did you see any difference between con-
cave, convex and flat surfaces?

BURTON: No. Experiments done a long time ago at Battelle by Sibley and Allen
are interesting in this respect. They pressed a disc brake puck against a
disc to study seal materials and they came up with a thermal cracking cri-
terion. Unfortunately, that paper was never published. It appeared as a
pre-print for some reason. We could see the hot disc material passing out
from under the puck and we could see streaks of light which everyone thought
were due to thermal asperity formation. These would sweep back and forth.
Sometimes there would be more than one, and sometimes they would be sta-
tionary. The original purpose, therefore, was to explain the flat sur-
face contact. When Dow started his work, he couldn't handle three-dimen-
sions and he decided to do it as a two-dimensional scraper, with a line
contact. Later Heckman looked at these scrapers and asked what if the
scraper was part of a cylinder just touching in Hertzian line contact? He
found that it would go unstable.

In tha brush contact problem Dr. Marshall of Westinghouse Research Lab-
oratory has observed little blue patches on the surfaces of brushes that
indicate that under certain conditions of pulse current, they go to this
kind of contact. It is easy to see how it could happen.
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A. BEZRBOWER, UCSD: Professor Blok was convinced that this was the mode by
which gears went into sudden failure -- a thermal spike followed by vapor-
ization, and running in a bubble which leads to scuffing.

P. A. ENGEL, IBM: Is it possible to contaminate the surface to cause delib-
erately such thermoelastic instability?

BURTON: Well, there are cases. For example, as I showed you, metals might
be stable; but when we put a thin surface film on them that insulates, it
could make them qo unstable. A naradoxirl c'a 4Q ,. .. ,'l, -

film on the surface might actually lower friction, but by affecting the
partitioning of the heat it causes instability. Within the instability phen-
omenon, the interactions are complicated and we cannot really determine any-
thing at the outset. We have to look at each case and ask what is going on.
Some of these are almost completely beyond my ability to visualize.

GANESH: You mentioned thermal spikes moving around. What is causing that?
I find it hard to visualize.

BURTON: When we turned the metal cup and we looked up through the glass, all
we could see were red flashes. Then we changed things around. We turned
the glass and held the metal cup still. When the transition took place, we
saw two spots opposite each other (sometimes three) on the metal. They were
0.01in., glowing red (approximately 15000F) patches and they would move

slowly. The movement is due to wear and the heating. They wear off from
side to side; they acquire heat, and these two things come into balance. in
fact, this is one of the few places where you can check the theory approximately.
(Of course, Dow did an extremely good job). Because of the sensitivity of
many of these interactions, it is difficult to predict exactly at what speed
this thing is going to occur. But if you know the wear coefficient you can
predict how fast the patches will creep around. Indeed, the speed at which
they creep around is just about the same as we predicted.

Now I want to say something in favor of asperities. A patch is more
like what one would think of as being a Hertzian contact between a ball and
a flat. There are still asperities inside it.

J. R. Barber did some very provocative experiments. He made three little
pins and put them in a bar and loaded them down against a drum. These pins
would lift up alternately one after the other, symetrically. When one
of the pins is a little longer than the rest, it would take all the load and
heat up. Then it would wear off to the point where the next one would ccn-
tact. It would then draw back and the next one would then take over the
load. Thus the load is shifted around uniformly. In his model of what took
place in the contact zone (he was interested in railroad wheel brakes at the
time) these asperities would stick out and draw back like pins. In what we
have been working with, we did not see that; but that does not mean it does
not take place. There is another place for some needed research; namely,
when do we get a sort of patch that moves along with asperities passing in
and out of it and when do we actually get asperities drawing back and stick-
ing out? I think Quinn's work at least matches that model.

T. F. J. QUINN, UniVersity of Aston: Do you see these at low speeds?

BURTON: Definitely. We get them at moderate speeds. I am talking about
2000 rpm, the kind of speed we have in an ordinary motor or a seal.
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WEAR MECHANISMS IN METAL
PROCESSING

M. C. Shaw

ABSTRACT

Many metal processing operations involve surfaces in sliding contact
and therefore friction and wear are important considerations. This paper
discusses the special conditions encountered in rpocessing and how they
differ from those of ordinary sliders. Special emphasis is given to wear
behavior and mechanisms that have been proposed to explain this behavior.

INTRODUCTION

The mechanical processing of materials involves the change of shape of
a part which is usually accomplished in one or more of the following ways:

Joining (+)

Plastic deformation (o)

Material removal (-)

Molds, tools, or die surfaces are employed in most of these processes
and consequently tribology plays an important role. Since the major objec-
tive of these processes is to accomplish a change in shape this usually
involves a change in the apparent surface area of the part and this results
in a more severe set of tribological problems than those associated with
sliding contacts that are relatively lightly loaded.

In joining, material is added to a basic structure by welding or braz-
ing macroscopic pieces, or even on an atomic scale as in electroforming.
In plastic deformation processing material is neigher added nor removed but
is moved from one point to another by plastic flow. In material removal
operations unwanted material is removed by cutting or qrinding on the
microscopic scale, or by processes such as electrochemical machining on the
.atomic scale.

Tribology is most important in deformation and removal processing
operations and the discussion here will be confined to these areas.

tI
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PLASTIC DEFORMATION PROCESSING

Typical deformation processing operations are forgoing, extrusion,
rolling, and drawing. Common to all of these processes is the movement of
a fully plastic material over a harder elastically loaded tool surface.
The fact that the entire subsurface is plastic is an important consider-
ation that gives rise to the following departures from the behavior of
ordinary friction sliders:

1. Amonton's law does not apply and the coefficient of sliding friction
decreases with an increase in the mean contact pressure (load
divided by apparent area of contact, A).

2. The new surface area generated is substantial.

3. Surface temperatures play an important role (particularly in hot
forming operations that are carried out above the strain recrys-
tallization temperature of the metal.)

4. The sliding speed and the rate of deformation play an important
role.

5. The mean tool face pressure is higher than in the case of ordinary
friction sliders.

The reason Amonton's Law does not hold has been discussed in reference
(1). This is due to the fact that the real area of contact (AR) is no
longer proportional to the applied load when the areas of plastic flow
beneath individual asperities uoin up. Figure 1 illustrates this point.

A

, ,o)

Pi p~ 1 Pa (b)

Fig. l.-Plastic behavior of a) lightly loaded and b) haavily loaded surfaces.
P = plastic and E = elastic regions.

--. 7
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Figure la is for a lightly loaded siider where only the tips of asperities
are plastic while Figure lb shows the onset of fully plastic subsurface
flow. Figure 2 shows the variation of coefficient of friction for three
regimes of AR/A , which correspond to the following:

I Lightly loaded slider

II Heavily loaded slider

III Internal surface where AR = A.

It is somewhat paradoxical that the coefficient of friction decreases with
increase of pressure on the tool face. This is consistent however with

AMONTONS' LAW MATERIALS
OF DRY TEST

r B FRICTION CHARACTERISTIC
C 0

Fig. 2.-Variation in sheaf stress (T ) with normal stress (s)
:,:-?,ficient of friction f = T/s.

the fact that the coefficient of friction for a lightly loaded slider will
be 0.1 to 0.4 while the same surfaces in a deformation process the coeffic-
ient of friction will be 0.01 to 0.04. This does not mean however that
friction is less important in deformation processing than with lightly
loaded sliders. The fact that the normal stress is very much higher on
die surface than for ordinary sliding surfaces tends to offset the lower
coefficients of friction associated with die surfaces.

A very important consideration in deformation processing is the con-
straint factor (c) since it has a major influence on the mean stress on
the die surface and hence on the coefficient of sliding friction and
further- on the frictional energy associated with the process. The con-
straint factor c is defined as follows:

mean stress on die face (l)
uniaxiaxal flow stress

The quantity in the denominator is the mean stress required to cause plas-
tic flow of a completely unconstrained specimen such as the block of
material shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the manner in which c varies
with the degree of constraint (2  as measured by the nondimensional ratio

771
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tw
Fig. 3.-Uniaxial compression test.

h/b (where h = thickness of sheet and b = iateral extent of the punch).
Fiqure 4 is for two dimensional (plane strain) punches that are about 10
times as wide (perpendicular to the paper in Figure 4) as dimension b.

3

--- -- -- -- p/2ry= I+ W/2-

2-

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
h/b

Fig. 4.-Variation of constraint factor (C) with ratio (h/b). ra£ter
Ref. 2)

When h/b * this corresponds to a hardpess test. The theoretical value
for this case is 2.57 for a two-dimensional indentor (3) and 3.0 for an
axysymetrical indentor(4). The reason a constraint factor is involved is
due to the fact that plastic flow is hampered when the plastic zone be-
neath the indentor is surrounded by elastic material (elastic constraint)

or when it is caused to flow in a particular direction that depends on the
geometry of the situation (flow constraint). Reference (5) discusses the
differences associated with these two types of constraints.

MIT -I
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A consequence of new area qenerated in materials processing operations
is that the newly generated surfaces are highly active and tend to form
strong bonds with the mating surface. This is not only due to the fact
that a newly generated surface may be clean but also due to the fact that
a new surface will tend to be out of equilibrium relative -to electron den-
sity. An internal surface (A, = A) has a certain desnity of electrons
associated with it. These act in conjunction with positively charged ions
to give rise to the cohesive forces that hold materials together. When a
free surface is generated there will be an excess of electrons which leave
the freshly generated surface. These are called exoelectrons and have been
discussed in an interesting article by Rabinowicz(6 ).

After the new suraace has achieved its new equilibrium level of elec-
tron density the surface ions will have a slightly greater spacing than in
an internal surface and a somewhat lower energy content. The difference
in equilibrium energy level for an internal surface and a free surface is
called surface energy. If a new generated surface contacts another surface
before its nev equilibrium electron density level has been reached by the
emission of exoelectrons, the excess electrons present will tend to promote
the formation of strong bonds w' th te mating surface. If some contaminat-
ing film (lubricant) is present in tne vicinity of the newly generated sur-
face it may spread over the newly formed surface and screen it from the
mating surface to prevent the formation of strong bonds. A somewhat differ-
ent function of excess electrons has been proposed in a recent paper(

7 ) to

explain the formation of spherical "wear" particles when extremely thin
layers of metal are sheared from a surface at very high speeds.

The speed of sliding normally plays a negligible role for lightly
loaded sliders and hence the Archard -quation(8 ), which does not involve
the speed of sliding, correlates well with experimental results. The
Archard equation essentially states that the following nondimensional wear
number(9)will be a constant

N = 1 (2)

Where B = Volume worn away

i = Hardness of softer member of slhding pair

= Normal load

z = Sliding distance

This equation applies to abrasive wear as well as attritious wear (10 ), but
only as long as thermal softening is not a factor. For lightly loaded
sliders thermal softening is not encountered o/er a fairly wide rdnge of
speeds. However, in materials processing, speed normally plays an important
r-le unless the duration of contact is so short that thermal softening does
not occur as in some grinding operatioais.

In general, the consequences of new surface generation are far ,ess
severe in metal forming operitions than in metal cutting. 'This is probably
due to the fact that in most metal forming operations the new surface is
formed by extending an existing surface rather than by the generation of a
nascent surface, as in cutting. As long as the original surface is coated
by a tenacious film, very little clean unscreened surface will be generated
in metal forming operations. This is often achieved by coating the metal
to be deformed with a porous phosphate or oxide that is impregnated with a

771 -7_ _ 
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surface active lubricant capable of extension during the metal working
process. The result is that the rate of wear of forming tools is either
much lower or less significant than the wear that occurs with metal cutting
tools. This results in a tool life that is one or more orders of magnitude
greater for forming tools than for cutting tools. Since tool wear is gen-
erally more important in cutting operations than in forming operations, the
remainder of the discussion will be directed to wear mechanisms involved in
metal cuttinq.

METAL CUTTING

Metal cutting tools remove unwanted metal by the process of concen-
trated shear shown schematically in Figure 5. As metal approaches the

/
F1 E.- SECONDARY

CHIP I SHEAR ZONE
B D

TOOL
V C

A
Fig. 5.-Schematic representation of metal cutting process.

cutting edge, essentially nothing happens until line AB is reached. Then,
the material undergoes extensive shear strain as it moves from AB to CD.
Beyond this point we have a chip which passes off essentially without fur-
ther deformation. The chip leaves contact with the tool at point E and
there is frequently some evidence of secondary shear (in a direction normal
to that occurring in shear zone ABCD.) in the secondary shear zone AEF
extending along the tool face.

There are, thus, two r"-ions of importance that associated with the
primary shear process (zone ABCD) and that associated with friction between
chip and tool (zone AEF). Essentially all of the energy dissipated in
cutting is associated with these two zones. About 3/4 of the total energy
is involved in primary shear (zone ABCD) while 1/4 of the total energy is
associated with secondary shear (in zone AEF).

It is important to realize that the two basic processes involved
(primary shear and friction) cannot be considered independently. This may
be seen by considering the chip as a free body (Figure 6). Resultant
forces R and RI must be equal for a continuous cutting process. Hence,
anything that occurs along the tool face to change the magnitude or direc-
tion of RI will cause a similar change in R and vice versa. This fact
makes it difficult to identify cause and effect. For example, if an
improved cutting fluid is used that lowers friction on the tool face this
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CHIP
B R

Fig. 6.-Free body diagram of chip.

will not only change the magnitude and direction of R1 but will also cause
a decrease in shear angle # which in turn controls the mean shear strain
associated with zone ABCD. The latter action will significantly reduce
the specific primary shear energy, and since the primary shear process is
energetically predominant, the main action could be assumed to originate
with a change in the shear properties of the material instead of being
associated with te')l face friction. The reverse situation is also encoun-
tered in which a change in shear properties give rise to a change in the
direction of R which appears to be due to a change in the coefficient of
tool face friction. The primary action of carbon tetrachloride as a cut-
ting fluid is very difficult to identify because of the above noted inter-
action between shear and frictional actions(11 ,1 2).

Another complication issociated with cutting tool action is the so-
called built-up edqe (BUE). This is a wedge of metal that forms at the
cutting edge and changes the effective rate angle a of the tool. The BUE
is believed to form as a consequence of the temperature-shear strength
behavior of steel in which strength is greater at a temperature of about
550 F than either at room temperature or temperature above 550 F. When the
gradient of temperature from B to A (Figure 5) is appropriate, the metal
within the chip may have a strength lower than that at the tool - chip
interface due to thermal softening. When this occurs, shear takes place
within the chip and a BUE forms. (Figure 7). An increase in cutting

".. __TOOL

Fig. 7.-Schematic representation of metal cutting
process with built-up edge (BUE).
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speed will cause the plane of thermal softening to move closer to the tool
fdce thus qivinq rise to a smaller (BUE). When the speed reaches a value
where the temperature on the tool face is sufficiently high to give thermll
softening there, the (BUE) disappears. A reduction in speed below that to
qive the masimum (BUE) will also tend to eliminate thermal softening of the
chip, in which case the chip wil" shear closer to the tool face as a result
of the stress gradient that is present in the chip. Thus, the size of the
BUE is apparently due to a combination of thermal softening and the stress
and temperature gradients across the chip.

The main complications associated with the BUE are due to its insta-
bility leading to a variation in its size and shape with time. In general,
a BUE will increase the rate of tool wear due to the abrasive action of
small pieces of hiqhly work hardened material periodically shed by the BUE.

A very important aspect of BUE action is its influence on the rough-
ness of the finished surface. This is caused by the fact that BUE grows
slowly in size but decreases in size abruptly. The result is a character-
istic surface roughness as shown in Figure 8.

44 V

Fig. 8.-Characteristic surface roughness resulting
from a built-up edge of variable size.

TYPES OF CUTTING TOOL WEAR

Wear in general has been classified as follows:

adhesive wear
abrasive wear
corrosive wear

fatigue

All of these are believed to be present in cutting situations in combina-
tion, the predominant wear mechanism depending upon cutting conditions. In
addition to the above sources of tool failure, the following also pertain.

microchippinq
gross fracture
plastic deformation

These however are usually readily identified and the solution is apparent.
The fracture modes result from subjecting the tool to too high a cutting
force, operating with too large a BUE or using a tool material that is too
brittle. Plastic flow of the towl tip arises when the temperature is too
6igh relative to the softening point of the tool material. When plastic
flow occurs at the tool tip, tool clearance is lost, the temperature rises
abruptly, and total tool failure occurs rather rapidly. The obvious solu-
tion to the latter difficulty is to use a lower cutting speed or a tool
material that is more refractory. While cemented tungsten carbide is a very
refractory material, even this material will suffer from plastic flow at

_ _ _ _ _ _ ii
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the tool tip if the temperature is too high (-3 .

Cutting tools wear predominantly in different ways, depending on cut-
ting conditions (principal ly cutting speed, V and undeformed chip thickness,
t). Figure 9 due to Opitz ( ) shows the principal types of tool wear, to-
gether with the approximate ranges of values of V and t w~ere each type of
wear is predominant. At low values of the product (vt " ) tool wear con-
sists predominantly of a rounding of the cutting point and a loss of tool
sharpness. This is the main type of tool wear in the broaching operation
where both V and t are small. As the product (Vt0.6 ) increases, the pr,-
dominant type of tool wear shifts as shown in Figure 9. The most important

a) Nose Wear
Vt6< II

W F b) Tool Face Wear
6

II < Vt < 17

1 
6Wear-Land Wear

17 < Vt*6< 30

d d) Cratering
6

Vt. >'30

Fig. 9.-Types of tool wear for AISI 1045 steel as influenced by cutting
speed (V) and feed (t) in a single point turning operation with a tung-
sten carbide tool. w = wear land, d = crater depth, a - chip-tool con-
tact length. Depth of cut, 0.08 in. (Opitz,(14)).

types of tool wear for single point turning tools is wear land formation (9c)
and crater formation (9d). Crater formation is apt to be more important
than wear land formation in situations where cutting temperatures are high.

CUTING TOOL TEMPERATURES

The results shown in Figure 9 are primarily due to the eact that the

temperature on either the wear land or tool face vary as the product (vta.6 ).
This may be shown by performing a dimensional analysis with e (tool face or
tool flank temperature) as the main dependent variable. Table 1 lists the
variables of importance. The product (kpc) for the work material is used
in place of k (thermal conductivity) or pc (volume specific heat) alone since
It is the product that enters moving heat source problems(1 s). After

----------------------------------.-
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TABLE I.-DIMENTIONAL ANALYSIS FOR CUTTING TEMPERATURE

Symbol Quantity Dimensions*

6 Tool Temperature 6

V Cutting Speed LT-

t Undeformed Chip Thickness L

u Specific Cutting Energy FL-
2

2 -2 -1 -2
kpc (Thermal Conductivity X F L T 0

Volume Sp. Ht)

F = Force, L = length, T = Time, e = Temperature

performing the dimensional analysis we have

0.5
UL- T] -const (3)

It is found experimentally that in single point turning operations (1 6)

St-0 .2  (4)

combining equations (3) and (4)

e _____ r Fvt 1 0.5 V .5,.0.3 (5)t 0 .2  Lkpcj

or 82 vt

Thus, it is seen that the product (vt0"6) is proportional to 62. This
suggests that the classification of wear types (Figure 9) due to
Opitz( 14) is of thermal origin.

TAYLOR TOOL LIFE EQUATION

Tool life (T) is generally found to vary with cutting speed (v) in
accordance with the following equation initially suggested by F. W.
Taylor =6)T= c (6)

where n and c are empirical constants depending upon tool and work material
and the undeformed chip thickness (t) which are held constant in equation
(6). Representative values for n are g ven in Table II. Thus, for a
high speed steel tool, tool life T - V and from equation (5) T - 820. This
confirms the observation made previously that whereas speed is relatively
unimportant for lightly loaded sliders, it plays a very important role for
cutting tools. The above discussion also suggests that the major cause
for the strong dependance of tool life (T) on cutting speed (v) is due to
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TABLE II.EPRESENTATIVE VALUES OF TAYLOR EXPONENT (n)

Tool Material n

High Speed Steel 0.1

Tungsten Carbide 0.2

Ceramic (Al 203) 0.4

tool temperature (0).

The very hiqh dependence of tool life on tool temperature (T - 020) is
consistent with other thermally induced chemical reactions. For example,
in elementary chemistry a rule of thumb frequently cited is that the rate
of a reaction doubles for each 10 C (18 F) rise in temperature. This is
for aqueous chemistry where the temperature level is approximately 100 F
(560 R). Thus, for this case

1 578 x
= . = 2 (6)r 2  560

where r and r are two reaction rates and x = 22 is the appropriate ex-
ponent elatini temperature and absolute temperature levels. This suggests
that the reaction rate varies as the 22 power of the absolute temperature
in the case of the simple rulp of thumb from elementary chemistry. If we
look on the attritious w.ir 'rocess for a cutting tool as a process in-
volving chemical bonding, it is not unreasonable to expect a similar expo-
nent. The closeness of thE exponent 20 for a high speed steel tool
(T - 020) and 22 for the sanple wet chemistry reaction rate situation
suggests that the role of temperature in metal cutting wear is largely of
chemical origin where the rate process will depend upon the amplitude of
thermal vibration, which in turn is proportional to temperature.

By use of equation (5) the Taylor equation may be generalized as
follows for cases where both v and t vary

VTn t n 2 =  C (7)

where n> n.. This equation may in turn be generalized to include a vari-
able depth of cut (b) as follows.

n 1 n 2n 3

VT t b =C (8)

where nI < n 2 < n 3

Typical values for nI , n, and n. for a high speed steel single point cut-
ting tool are:

n = 0.10 n 2 = 0.17 n = 0.25

.1 ~ ~ ;7~771 7<:ztI-
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WEAR LAND TOOL WEAR

This is probably the most important type of wear for single point
tools that are well matched to the material being machined. When the ex-
tent of the wear land is plotted versus cutting time at i constant rate of
metal removal, curves such as those shown in Figure 10 are obtained. The
wear rate is high at the beginning and at the end of the test.

W

INC V
t

Fig. 1O.-Typical wear land (w) versus cutting time (t)
curves for different cutting speeds (V).

For a lightly loaded slider (which the wear land approximates), the
real area of contact (AR), and hence the wear rate, will be low as long as

V (9)
A

where w = load on wear land

A = apparent area of wear land

H = hardness of work material

This will not be the case at the beginning and end of the test. At the
beginning A will be small and at the end H will be small due to thermal
softening of the work material - not the tool. Hence, at the beginning and
end of a wear land tool life test, we should expect a greater rate of wear
than in the intermediate region, as shown in Figure 10.

Wear land wear is primarily attritious when the real area of contact
(AR) on the wear land is small relative to the apparent area (A), which is
usually the case for the wear lana.

Reference (18) discusses an interesting case in which HSS tool life,
when cutting stainless steel, was significantly improved by addition of very
finely divided A120 . While the presence of AI203 in a work material nor-
mally decreases tool life substantially, due to an increase in abrasive
wear, (A1203 is one of the principal abrasive materials used in grinding
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wheels), the opposite is the case when the alumina particles are sub-
microscopic in size. The positive function of the alumina when finally
divided is to make the work material more refractory so that the onset of
thermal softening is postponed, thus making it possible for the tool to be
used to a larger value of wear land before the onset of rapid wear (Figure11).

W
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Fig. ll.-Different wear curves for a) work material that has a relatively
low softening temperature and b) work material that is more refractory.
In both cases T is the tool life corresponding to a certain value of
wear land. (W*).

CRATER WEAR

The volume of wear that may be tolerated on the wear land is very much
less than that for the allowable crater on the tool face. This is fortun-
ate since the temperature on the tool face is very much higher and hence the
volume rate of wear is much higher on the tool face. The maximum tempera-
ture on the tool face which occurs at about the midpoint of the contact
length between chip and tool is usually sufficient to give thermal soften-
ing and a relatively large real area of contact for the tool face. The
crater that forms has its maximum depth at the point of maximum temperature
and, hence, the crater develops as shown in Figure 12 with its maximum
point at approximately a constant distance from the cutting edge. Tho rdte
of crater formation depends on the stability of the constituents of the
tool, the rate of diffusion of the products of decomposition and their in-
fluence on the strength of the work material.

When a tungsten carbide tool is used to cut a low carbon steel, the
rate of crater formation is very high. This is because the iron on the
surface of the chip has such a high affinity for carbon it causes the WC

• 7
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Fig. 12.-Manner in which crater develops on the tool face with its maximum
depth at an approximately constant distance from the cutting edge.

particles to decompose, resulting in a high wear rite. Thir war not the
case when machining gray cast iron since the presence of excess caruir in
the form of graphite prevents WC from being decomposed. Thus, it was not
possible to machine low alloy steels with straight tungsten carbide tools

for a whole decade after their introduction in hhe late 1920's. It was not
until near the beginning of World War II that Mr. Philip M. McKenna found
that a steel cutting grade of carbide cculd be produced by substituting
TiC and TaC for some of the WC present in the original tools that could only
be successfully used to machine gray cast iron and nonferrous metals(19).
The so-called steel cutting grades of cemented tungsten carbide revolution-
ized the machining operation and made it necessary for machine tool builders
to design and manufacture higher speed, moee rigid machine tools of greater
power.

SPECIAL DEOXIZED STEELS

An important development that was pioneered in Germany(20 ) and later
extended in Japan( 21 ) and the USA(22) is the use of special deoxidation
methods to produce steel that has a lesser tendency to cause carbide tools
to crater in high speed machining. This technique involves the use of
calcium and ferro silicon as deoxidizing materials resulting in a relatively
low melting ternary inclusion which spreads over the tool face in high speed
machining and acts as a diffusion barrier.

HYDRODYNAMIC ACTION

It has been suggested(23) that hydrodynamic action is possible on the
tool face. However, this is not a result of penetration of a liqui film
of cutting fluid between chip and tool, but rather due to the formation of
a wedge shaped liquid or semi-liquid layer between chip and tool due to
thermal softening and spreading of an ingredient in the work material. The
shape of such a liquid film will be as shown in Figure 13a. At first glance
it may be concluded that the inclination present is such as to give a nega-
tive rather than a positive hydrodynamic pressure. However, as explained
in reference (23) the resultant motion of the solid portion of the chip will
be parallel to the tool face (AE) and not to the inclined surface of the
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Fig. 13.-ilydrodynamic Pressure Generation in metal cutting a) cutting tool
in operation with wedge shaped molten film of material between chip and
tool, b) kinematical equivalent of a) and c) developed view of tool
face - :ear land combinat-on.

molten layer (AF). This gives rise to a squeeze film action that more than

offsets the sliding action associated with the negative inclination present
to provide the generation of a positive hydrodynamic pressure between chip
and tool. An alternative way of looking at this problem is to draw the
kinematically equivalent diagram shown in Figure 13b where it is immediate-
ly clear that a positive pressure will be generated.

Figure 13c shows a developed view of the rake and clearance portions
of the tool which suggests that the role of the wear land is to provide a
composite bearing confiquration and shroud action. Composite bearings are
discussed in reference (24) as is the action of a parallel surface bearing
correspeodi:g to the situation on the wear land.

While the role of the inclusions present in specially deoxidized
steels is generally believed to be that of a diffusion barrier for carbon,
it could also tend to act as a thermal diffusion barrier just as the glass
layer in the Sourjonet process used in hot extrustion of steel( 25 . In
this case a hot billet is coated with glass powder which metls to provide
a continuous glass coating on hhe surface of the material to be extruded.
An important funcion of the glass is to decrease heat transfer between the
hot billet and the cold die. Similarly, the molten layer of oxide coming
from the specially deoxidized steel would provide a poor thermal conducting
layer that would tend to decrease heat transfer from chip to tool.

It has been reported that specially deoxidized steels tend not only to
reduce crater formation on the tool face but also to reduce the rate of
wear land formation. However, this is not believed due to a diffusion bar-
rier action, since the temperature on the clearance face is very much lower
than that on the tool face. A possible alternative explhnation for the
beneficial effect of oxide on the clearance surface is a hydrodynamic one -

one associated with the liquid oxide that would leak past the cutting edge
(Fiqure 13c).

A
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It is possible that a hydrodynamic action is also responsible for the
imoroved machinability of steels containing such free machining additives
as lead and bismuth. These materials which are insoluble in steel will be
squeezed from the chip to provide a thin wedge-shaped liquid layer on the
tool face as in the case of the complex low melting oxides in spccially de-
oxidized steels.

Analysis of the hydrodynamic aspects of metal cutting is extremely dif-
ficult since the inclination angle of the fluid wedge is not predetermined
by the geometry of bearing surfaces but by a melting action that depends on
the rate of heat generatinn, the rate of heat transfer and the rate of melt-
ing. From this one might expect the existence of an optimum cutting speed
for each tool-work-inclusion system. If the cutting speed is too low, the
energy level will be insufficient to cause melting; whereas if it is too
high there will not be time for melting during chip-tool contact. This is
obviously an optimization problem that is best approached experimentally
rather than analytically.

It has been reported (20 ) that an optimum cutting speed does exist for
specially deoxidized steels.

COATED TOOLS

In the late 1960's it was found that crater formation could also be re-
tarded by the vapor phase deposition of a very thin (0.0002 in.) coating of
TiC on a steel cutting grade carbide tool. It was later found that such
coatings also tended to reduce the wear-land wear rate. Tool wear mechan-
isms are rarely of one type but generally consist of a combination of mech-
anisms. In the case of wear land wear there will be a component of wear
associated with diffusion and it is this component that will be reduced by
the presence of a thin TiC coating.

A TiC coating in contact with the iron chip is less likely to give up
its carbon than WIC. Use of such a coating avoids the tool weakening effect
associated with relatively large additions of TiC or TaC to the tool in
bulk.

Tools have also been coated with A1203 and this material is thought to
function as a diffusion barrier which is one of the mechanisms believed re-
sponsible for the success of the specially deoxidized steels.

In addition to TiC, other coating materials in use include TiN, HfC
and HfN. All of these appear to provide a more stable material in the pres-
ence of hot iron and at the same time act as diffusion barriers. A TiN
coating gives lower tool face friction than TiC when cutting a low alloy
steel. Although TiC is more stable than WC there will be some decomposi-
tion of TiC. The carbon that is released will be absorbed by the low car-
bon steel, thus strengthening it and causing an increase in tool-face
friction. TiN does not appear to be as good a diffusion barrier as TiC,
but when it decomposes the nitrogen released does not have as great a
strengthening action on the steel as does carbon. This results in lower
tool-face friction for a TiN-coating than for a TiC coating(26).

One carbide tool manufacturer markets a tool having three coating lay-
ers. Next to the carbide tool is a 0.0002 In. layer of TiC. This is
followed by a 0.0008 in. layer of titanium carbonitride and then a 0.0002
in. layer of TiN. The TiC is apparently the ultimate diffusion barrier
and the TIN layer provides coupling material for the inner and outer layers.

7~ ~~- - 7~~i
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The subject of too' coating is a rapidly developing one and is akin tc
the solid lubrication of sliding surfaces. Important development in both
of these fields are expected in the future.

CUTTING FLUIDS

Cutting fluids have a dual role - cooling and lubrication. In high
speed cutting operations where the tool remains buried in the cut most of
the time, such as in turning, the function of the fluid is primarily one of
cooling. In low speed operations involving intermittent cutting, such as
in broaching or tapping, lubrication is important. Both water base and oil
base lubricants are used, the former are generally the better coolants while
the latter are better lubricants. There are many secondary considerations
associated with cutting fluids such as chip disposal, corrosion prevention,
health and safety considerations, etc. A discussion of these aspects of
cutting fluid technology is to be found in reference (27).

It is unlikely that anything but a vapor can penetrate the interface
between chip and tocl during a continuous cutting operation. This is due
to the near perfect contact between chip and tool and the normally high
speed motion of the chip counter to fluid penetration. From the latter
point of view it is likely that any penetration will be from the side of the
tool (i.e. parallel to the cutting edge).

GRINDING

Grinding is a material removal operation involving very small chips
removed at very high speed. The tribological aspects of grinding opera-

* tions are extremely difficult to interpret and anticipate since times in-
volved are so short as to preclude equilibrium conditions. Since most of
our technical experience involves equilibrium, we have little to go on in
interpreting grinding mechanisms.
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DISCUSSION

N. P. SUH, MIT: I would like to make a comment for the benefit of the audi-
ence. Said Jahanmir in his Doctoral thesis here at MIT worked out exactly
the state of stzess as the tangential and normal loads slide by a reference
point. In addition to the stresses set up during unloading, the material

experiences stress below an asperity due to the loading by a nearby asperity
also. As we follow the history of what happens in front of an asprity,
we find that the crack tends to nucleate due to shear deformation which
creates a tension around the inclusions. When we look at a large number of
asperities moving tangentially, we observe the unloading tensile sttess
Prof. Shaw is referring to and the applied stress that together create a
very complicated stress field. We find that the area behind the asperity
is in complete elastic state of loading, even though in front of the asper-
ity it is in complete plastic loading.

M. C. SHAW: I might mention that thare is a very interesting film by Dr.
Bush who did his Doctoral thesis at Hanover. He shows diamond and agate
spheres sliding over a glass surface and he looks at it through the micro-
scope and photographs it. There is clear evidence of plastic flow even with
glass, because the deformed area is very small. Cracks form at the trail-
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ing edge. The explanation is that in unloading these spheres, the tensile
stresses (normal to the surface! that develop fo:m these horizontal cracks.
To explain these subsurface cracks, it is not necessary to have a horizontal
force. I tharefore think you can explain the horizontal cracks based on the
plastic flow that occurs during unloading.

QUESTIONER: I enjoyed your talk very much. In brittle materials, Lawn/
Wilshaw, and Evans recently observed radial cracks perpendicular to the sur-
face luring indentation. Upon unloading they will open up and lateral
cracks almost parallel to the surface will form due to this stress condition.
Numerous investigators have looked at the surface by sliding -harp objects
or blunt indenters and they observed the same type of fracture. These rad-
ial cracks are elongated because of the sliding but you get the same type
of crack distribution that you would frcn the indentation process.

SHAW: I think that instead of concentrating on the classica Hertz problem
of a sphere with load vertical, we should have the load reversed and see
what happens then.

SAME QUESTIONER: We should actually do it both ways. I didn't mean to imply
that there is plastic deformation in the sinne sense that you are talking
about, but there is a non-conservative process that takes place.

SHAW: I think that even with glass, if the load is light enough, we will
observe plastic flow as in the case of Bush's experiment.

SAME QUESTIONER: I didn't maj% a distinction between blunt and sharp inden-
tors. There are distinctions. You sill get permanent impressions, but
whether it is densification or plastic deformation is still being debated.

D. H. BUCKLEY, NASA: When you indez.t a sphere (:. 3 surface, ha-e you tried
repeated cycles of loading and unloadii.g to sQ" .f the crack grows? Does
the growth stop at some point after a numb.)r of cycles?

SHAW: We haven'u done that yet. That is a very good .;uggestion. I might
mention one instance related to shakedotm stresses that may be of interest
to the group. In some fatigue work where we had very heavily loaded mater-
ial under the ball that was cyclically loaded the hardness apparently de-
creased with the number of cycles. In other wards, the plastic indentation
got bigger with each cycle up to a thousand cycles. It was approximately
an exponential decay to a lower value of .parent hardness. How-.ver, when
we measured the microhardness of the curved surface at the bottom of the
indentation, the hardness was actually greater. The :ay I could explain
this appears to be as follows. Actually the material itself is increasing
in hardness but when you cycle a load on the sphere, relaxation of some of
the residual stresses (that are normally there when you just load it once
and unload it) takes place. In other words, it is a change in the residual
stress pattern which iz causing the apparent reduction in hardness, whereas
t!e actual hardness is increasing because of strainhardening as the dent
gets big~e-. But T do not know whether that is related to what you are
talking about. We did not study the influence of cycling on crack growth.
That would be very interesting.

I
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WEAR MECHANISMS IN MACHININ,
S. Ramalingam

ABSTRACT

This discussion paper addzesses the basic issues in too! wear during
machining discussed in the review paper. The feasibility of adhesive, dif-
fusivc, and abrasive tool wear are examined in detail. Difficulties en-
countered in .nvoking adhesive wear and diffusive wear as formulated in
.iterature are discussed. The data and arguments presented here stress the
importance of .brdsive wear in machining.

Physics oJ wea' and wear mode change in tool materials prone to brittle-
ductile transtiaon are used to account for differences in abrasive wear in
the crater and rhe flanA w'ear regions of the cutting tool. Plausibility of
tribo-cnemical wear involving decomposition reactions is also examined.

INTRODUCTION

In metal removal by machining larqe specific surface areas are gener-
ated. The increase in specific surface area produced depends on the proper-
ties of the work and tool material, tool and process geometry, cutting
conditiors and so on. The significance of surface area production becomes
clear when it is recognized that machining may be described as a process of
helical or serial sectioning of the parent body. Characterized in this form,
machining is seen to be a orocess of intensive, internal samplinq of the
work material by a mechanical sampling probe.

Structure sampling is carried out by a small part of the cutting tool
which mechanically penetrates into and displaces the sampled material.
Strains in the range of 1 to 5 and strain rates in excess of 104 secI pre-
vail during sampling. The sampling debris, the chip, remains in contact
with the tool over a small d,,tance. High normal stresses, shear stresses
and elevated temperatures occur in this contact region due to the strains
and strain rates imposed durina sampling. The contact conditions are suf-
ficiently severe to induce secondary shear in the chip in many instances.

The survival characteristics of the sampling Probe under these sliding
wear conditions depend on its structu,.p and properties ds well as its res-
ponse to the thermal, mechanical and thermodyramic conditions encountered incourse of sampling. Invariably material loss occurs from the sampling probe

surfaces and when it reaches some limitina value, it is at the end of its
useful life. This point determines the tool life. Process ecunomy in
machining depends on the rate of material loss from the sampling surface and
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the resulting tool life.
Metal removal by machining as recast here preserves all the phenomen-

ology relevant to machining buit allows one to focus on the structural
questions connected with the work and tool material. It calls attention to
the severe tool-work contact intensity pecdliar to machining. It recognizes
the fact that while the sampling .,robe is at a steady elevated temperature,
the sampled material traversing across it only suffers transient heating,
typically for a milli-second or less. That the "friction" encountered in
machining is not adequately described by coulombic processes is also recog-
nized. With this alternate modelling, the problem of tool wear and
machinability can be Pxamined from another perspective.

SOME GENERAL COMIENTS

Professor Shaw hds enumerated and discussed the tool wear mechanisms in
an earlier paper (1). Since under steady state machining conditions, tool
failure is primarily by wear land formation and by crater formation (Figure
9, Reference 1), tool failure by fracture is not of interest. This dis-
cussion will address tool failure by adhesive wear, diffusive wear, abrasive
wear, corrosive wear and by micro-chipping.

That tool wear process is thermally-activated is widely conceded. Some
combinations of tool and work materials are more resistant to crater forma-
tions than others (1). Tool materials yielding higher crater resistance do
not necessarily, and usually do not, exhibit higher flank wear resistance
also. Intrinsically harder materials and tool materials which are thermo-
dynamically more stable are generally known to permit higher metal removal
rates (2). Little beyond this connected with tool wear can be supported with
unambiguous physical evidence which can withstand rigorous scrutiny.

WORK MATERIAL STRUCTURE AND TOOL WEAR

In a machining process, there are two participants, a work material and
a tool material. Dynamic interactions induced between these materials
during me:hining generates tool wear. The importance of considering the
material is seen when it is recognized that the temperatures generated in
the thermally-activated tool wear oriqinate as a result of the stresses and
strains imposed on the work material to detach a portion of matter from it.
Flow stress of the work material is hence an important parameter in tool
wear processes.

The stresses and thermal fields imposed on the tool are generated by
the shear dissipation in chip formation and by the frictional dissipation
involved in overcominq flow restraint at the tool chip-interface. All of
the power required to enforce metal removal are transmitted to the work
material through a small tool-chip contact area.

Power dissipated in shear is larger than that to overcome flow re-
straint but proportionately more of it is transported away within the bulk
of the chip. This dissipation is also farther removed from the tool surface
than the frictional dissipation which occurs in direct contact with the
cutting tool. Hence the thermal field generated in the thermally-activated
wear process is dominated by the process at the tool-chip interface.

Chip formation is a problem in partially-constrained plastic flow (3 )

where the geometry is established dynamically. Boundary conditions in-
volving stresses and contact length are so established that the resultant
force R on the tool is equal to resultant R' acting across the shear region
ABCD (Figures 5 and 6 of the paper by Shaw (1 ) in this volume). A decrease
in flow restraint increases the shear angle to establish a new equilibrium
cutting geometry (4 ) where smaller shear strains are obtained (5,6). Hence a
decrease in apparent friction at the tool-chip interface not only decreases
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frictional dissipation but also lowers the tnermal energy input into the
tool from the shear znne. Larqe wear rate reductions are thus possible with
a small decrease in tool-chip "friction".

Accordinq to the sampling mndel introduced here, tool-work contact in-
tensity in machining is high. By in(orporating small volumes of a second
phase in the matrix of the work material, it should then be possible to
modify the frictional processes at the interface quite effectively. De-
pendinq on the characteristics of the second phase incoroorated it should be
feasible to enhance or lower the tool wear in machining.

Free machininc alloys attempt to, and succeed in lowering tool wear
rate by the addition of such soft phases as lead, manqanese sulfide, etc.
In fine grain steels on the other hand, the additives such as aluminum, nio-
bium and vanadium are usually present in their combined form as oxides,
nitrides and other refractory phases. Tool wear rate is enhanced and lower
machinability is then said to exist. Since the volume fraction is small but
sufficient to induce changes in machinability, one should not expect changes
in bulk mechanical properties in such circumstances.

It is seen that work materials can influence tool wear in machining
both by their inherent resistance to chip formation (governed by flow
stress) and by the dynamic interactions that can be generated by the second
phase particles contained within their matrices. Ample evidence is avail-
able in the machining literature showina that (a) Tool wear rate is raised
as the flow stress of the work material is increased (except by strain
hardening), (b) Tool wear rate can be lowered by the judicious selection and
incorporation of small quantities of a second phase within the material,
(c) Tool wear rate is sensitive to the dispersion narameters associated with
the second phase (7,8 ,9) and, (d) In the case of steels, tool wear rate is
deDendent on and can be altered by controlling the deoxidation prac-
tice(°,'11).

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES RELEVANT TO TOOL WEAR MECHANISMS

With the recognition that tool wear processes in machining depend on
the properties of both the participants involved in this sliding contact
wear problem, the relative importance und significance of the various wear
mecnanisms enumerated by Shaw (l) can be examined. As in any wear study,
wear debris analysis can materially assist the identification of the dominant
wear mechanism. In tool wear tha total quantity of wear debris produced by
the time the tool reaches the end of its useful life is less than 10-3 gm
per mm of the width of cut. In typical laboratory machining studies, the
width of cut ranqes between 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm. The sub-milligram quantities
of wear debris produced hence call for soohisticated wear debris analysis.
Unless the wear debris is collected and concentrated, even EPMA (electron
probe micro analysis) techniques are of marginal value.

Quantitative radio-active wear studies, auto-radiography, micro-chemical
analytical studies and electron diffraction analysis are among the few ex-
perimental techniques that are adequate to obtain corroborating physical
evidence to identify wear mechanisms when wear debris available is as small
as in the present instance. A number of radioactive wear studies and auto-
radioqraphy studies connected with tool wear have been carried out( 2-15).
Some micro-chemical analytical studies( 16 ,17 ) have also beea carried out.
The available physical evidence can be summarized as follows: (a) The
material detached from the tool surface duriliq crater formation is trans-
ported away on the underside of the chip, (b) The material detached from the
tool surface during wear land formation is transferred on to the work sur-
face, and in some cases appears on the upper side on the chip, (c) Auto-
radiography and micro-chemical analytical studies indicate that substantial
amount of wear debris is transported away as discrete wear debris,
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(Professor Cook, based on his own auto-radiography finds a nearly uniform
smear of tool material on the chip surface in the case of WC-Co cutting
tools), and (d) The wear debris is weakly bonded to the chip surface to
which it is transferred.

Preponderant pivisico- evidence thus strongly favors the view that
material loss occurs discretely with the largest wear debris dimension con-
sistent with the dimensions of the individual carbide qrains within these
powder metal compacts.

Any wear mechanism advanced to account for tool wear durinq machining
must (c) be thermally activable, (b) be consistent with work material inter-
actions known to occur and discussed earlier, and (c) be able to account for
discrete wear debris formation that is found to occur in almost all in-
stances. There is one other requirement that must also be met. The wear
mechanism must also be able to account for the distribution in tool life
that is usually obtained under production machining conditions (when tool
wear is primarily by crater formation life distribution is log-normal).
With these requirements, the wear mechanisms enumerated (1 ) will now be
examined.

ADHESIVE WEAR

Adhesive material transfer from one body to the other in two-body wear
is well documented in literature. However, in almost every instance the
material transfer is from the softer of the two bodies in contact. Tool
material is invariably chosen to be harder of the two materials in machining.
Thus, even if the softer of the two bodies, the work material, were allowed
to transfer on to the tool surface, there is a fundamental difficulty in
justifying how material loss occurs from the surface of the tool.

For material loss to occur from the surface of the harder body, co-
hesive failure must take place within its bulk and not failure at the inter-
face between the adhered body and the tool material. This is possible, if
the "weld" shear strength is high and the tensile fracture strength of the
harder body is low. In the present case, the-harder body, usually a
cemented carbide, is weaker in tension. But the state of stress at and be-
low the tool surface in the region of contact between the tool and the chip
is bi-axial compression of considerable magnitude (18 ). In the presence of
this bi-axial compression, it is not realistic to expect cohesive failure
within the tool material.

Zhilin and Tkachev (14) have moreover found that the wear debris from the
tool is poorly bonded to the chip. Hence, adhesive wear, while it is con-
sistent with discrete wear debris formation, is difficult to justify as a
significant mechanism of tool wear.

The plausibility oi adhesive tool wear can be more directly addressed,
if the tool-chip interface can be observed during the machining process.
Horne, Doyle and Tabor (19), using Sapphire cutting tools have observed the
tool chip interface during a machining operation. By direct observation and
by cinematography, they have been able to demonstrate that in the so-called
"seizure zone" of the tool-chip contact region, there is a continuous move-
ment of the chip material. This experimental observation that "seizure"
does not take place also poses fundamental difficulties to the adhesive
tool wear theory.

DIFFUSIVE WEAR

In tool wear literature diffusive matter transport is held to be a
principal source of material loss from the tool surface during marhining.
There is hardly any direct evidence to support this wear mechanism. With
the exception of the activation energy measurements of Cook (20 ) and
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Nayak ('") , there is no quantitative data. Even the identity of the dif-
fusinq atomic species is a mattE;- of dispute.

Shaw ( l ) suggests that the principal diffusina species is Carbon.
Cook(20, 2 1 ) believes that diffusing Iron atoms control the wear rate.
Trent (22 ) suggests that carbon, tungsten and cobalt diffusinq simultaneously
and with the same m- bii into the chip control tie wear rate.

Many relevant questions have not been considered in postulating the
diffusive wear model. These need to be resolved before the applicability
of the diffusive wear mechanism to tool wear can be admitted.

As mentioned earlier, while the tool is at a stationary elevated tell-
perature, the work material only suffers transient heating. Consider a low
carbon steel machined wit a carbide cutting tool at 180 meters/minute with
a chip thickness ratio oi 0.66. The chip traverses across the tool at 2
meters/minute, and if the traverse time across the tool surface is taken to
be iO- 3 seconds (corresponds to a hot zone dimension of 2 nin) and the mean
tool-chip interface temperature 800 C, the expected work material heating
rate is between I and 8 x l05 "C/second.

The work material matrix initially consists of ferrite and cementite.
As the material traverses across the "hot zone", if the ferrite is not
transformed to austenite by the rapid heatinq, the ferritic phase is either
supersaturated or nearly so. Carbon diffusion from the tool surface can
then be not invoked. If the ferrite does transform, only massive trans-
formation (2 3) can be expected leading to the formation of non-equilibrium
austenite. The validity of applying equilibrium diffusion model to a couple
where one of the participants is not in thermodynamic equilibrium is then
open to question.

Furthermore the non-equilibrium austentite produced has a much larqer
specific interfacial area with cementite than with the carbide constituent
in the tool material. The cemencite is thermodynamically more unstable
compared with the carbide, say WC, in the tool material (Free energy of
formation of Fe3C and WC at 298 K are +5.3 and -9.1 kcal/mol. respectively).
It is therefore more appropriate to expect austenite to pickup carbon from
the cementite than WC. This thermodynamic consideration casts considerable
doubt on carbon diffusion model of tool wear.

Sectioned chips, even those produced at high cuttinq speeds, only ex-
hibit deformed pearlitic structure when steels are machined. Thus, even the
formation of non-equilibrium austenite considered in the last paragraph is
very much open to question. Hence, the theoretical underpinning for the
diffusion wear theory, the static work material - tool material diffusion
couple data, is simply not relevant.

Published diffusive wear models assume that the non-zero concentration
gradients across the interface provide the driving potential for diffusion.
In polycomponent diffusion cooples the rate of matter transport is governed
by the gradients in chemical potential. Diffusion against a concertration
gradient, the so-called "uphill diffusion" is feasible and has been shown to
occur, especially for carbon diffusion in Fe-Si-C alloys. Diffusive wear
models connected %ith tool failure have so far failed to recognize this.

When gray cast irons are machined, straignt WC-Co tools do not fail by
crater formation. Yet when spheroidal cast irons of the same total and
combined carbon are machined, these same tools fail by crater formation.
If carbon, iron, tungsten and cobalt, either singly or in some combination
are responsible by a diffusive wear mechanism for tool wear, it is not clear
what mechanism can be invoked to account for the extraordinary influence of
graphite type on diffusional processes.

In the discussion of diffusive wear presented so far, the transverse
velocity of the chip (velocity normal to the direction of diffusive matter
transport) has been ignored. Since Horne, Doyle and Tabor by direct
examination have confirmed continuous movement, this cannot be ignored.
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In the diffusion couple involved in machining, the atomic mobility for any
diffusing atom across the interface is many orders of magnitude lower than
that mechanically impressed parallel to the interface. At such ratios of
atomic mbilities, it is impossible to qenerate sufficient enrichment of
atomic concentrations in the movinq body to require the application of the
transient diffusion equation to account for matter transport.

Tool vear under these conditions cannot be governed by the diffusion
equation but by the atomic jump orobability from the tool surface on to the
movina chip surface. While this can be a thermally-activated process, it
does not involve diffusive matter transport. The time-dependent recession
of the tool surface giving rise to the formation of the crater is then
governed by the atomic jump frequency from the stationary body to the moving
one. Under these conditions, the crater formation is akin to a "dissolution"
process rather than a diffusion process.

It is possible to attempt to rationalize the diffusive wear model by
suqqesting that the chip material is transferred to the tool surface with
particle dimensions that are too small to be resolved by the optics used in
the Horne, Doyle and Tabor(19 ) study. In intimate contact with the tool and
at the prevailing tool-chip interface temperature. one or more atomic
species may then be said to diffuse into the adhered body to account for the
mass loss from tool surface. If such a two step diffusive wear model is
invoked, it is difficult to account for the subsequent detachment of the
adhered body. For reasons cited earlier, cohesive failure within the tool
is unlikely. By diffusive transport, the adhered body must become solution
hardened. Failure of the "weld interface" is then not permissible. Only
layer by layer erosion of the adhered body can be visualized.

There are some additional consequences in the two-step diffusive wear
model. Taking the tool as an infinite source and that tungsten diffuses
from the tool surface into the chip, it is possible to estimate the time
required for a specified depth of diffusion of tungsten, for example 14%
tungsten, to a depth of one micron from the interface.

The diffusion parameters, diffusion constant and activation energy, for
tungsten diffusion into a carbon steel (0.9% C: 0.9w Cr) have been deter-
mined by Gurevich, et al.( 24) as 1.2 x 102 cmisec., and 78 kcal/mol
respectively. The activation energy for tungsten diffusion reported by
Gurevich, et al. is consistent %.,ith the determined by Kieszniewski( 25 ; in
carbon steels containing 0.56% carbon and 0,23 carbon (80.3 and 77.5 kcal/
mol respectively). The calculated times for diffusion of tungsten such that
there is "14" tu jsten one micron from the interface at a series of tempera-
tures is as follows:

Temp °C 900 1000 1100
Time (sec) 7.2 x l03  5.2 x 102 55.2

(26)Since Shirakashi and Usui , while machining a medium carbon steel with a
carbide tool at 250 meters/minute report a peak tool-chip interface tempera-
ture of approximately 11500 to 11800, computations up to 1100C is suffi-
cient for cutting at about 210 meters/minute used by Trent(22) in a recent
study.

Trent (22 ) in the study referred to finds it possible to produce a 50
micron deep crater in 30 sec'mnds while cutting at 213 meters/minute. The
estimate presented here casts '.onsiderable doubt that even a two stage
diffusive wear mechanism can account for the reported wear rate. The wear
rate obtained is too high.

This discussion of the diffusive tool wear mechanism is closed by
noting that there still is no unanimity of view regarding the diffusing
species for a qiven tool-work pair. The thermodynamic foundations of the
diffusive wear model are not satisfactory and are in need of closer scrutiny.

)
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Despite years of experimental study, hard evidence is still lacking to
support the postulated diffusive wear model. Available experimental data
such as that of Trent( 22) are insufficient to account for the observed wear
rate. The model is inconsistent with preponderant auto-radiography and
micro-chemical wear debris analytical data showing discrete wear debris
formdtion. The diffusive wear model is unable to account either for the
tool life scatter or the accelerated tool wear when parts per million quan-
tities of aluminum, vanadium and niobium are added to steels (base chemistry
of steel remains essentially unchanged and these additives do not form
glassy phases to produce "protective" or anti-diffusion layers). Finally,
the diffusive wear model does not attempt to even examine land formation
(Flank wear) problems.

ABRASIVE W4EAR

Of the wear mechanisms capable of discrete wear debris formation, only
abrasive wear remains to be considered. The considerable indirect evidence
tending to support the plausibility of abrasive wear has been summarized in
recent papers(2 7-3O). Controlled machining studies carried out on powder
metal compacts of iron and carbon containing varying volume fractions of
abrasive phases (alumina and silica) strongly support the abrasive wearmechanism(7,8).

In abrasive wear theory, the hard (and usually) non-metallic inclusions
contained in the work material are considered to indent (interpenetrate)
the tool surface and to detach the interference volume during relative

motion between the chip and the tool. The tool is considered to be at a
steady elevated temperature during machining, while the non-metallic
particles traversing across the tool surface are only considered to undergo
transient heating during their passage across the shear zone. It is sug-
gested that since traversing non-metallics only suffer transient heating,
they will still be hard. But the tool, at a steady elevated temperature

will have lost its hardness. Plastic indentation and abrasive wear are then
not only possible but must occur. Discrete wear debris formation is attri-
buted in the abrasive wear model to the dispersion of non-metallic species
within the alloy matrix. Since machining involves intensive internal
sampling, it is suggested that larqe volume fractions of non-metallics are
not necessary to induce abrasive wear.

By examining the dislocation structure at and below the cr.ter region
of alumina-chromia tools, it has already been shown (31 ) that plastic flow
can occur on hard tool material surfaces. Since alumina ceramics are mor,
refractory than carbides, the possibility of and the occurence of plastic
flow in carbides will have to be admitted. An analysis of the structure and
properties of transition metal carbides also supports this view.

The transition metal carbides used to fabricate cutting tools rely on
metallic binding for their transport properties, ionic binding for their
crystal structure and covalent binding for their mechanical properties (32 ).

Recent band calculations( 33) support the dominance of covalent bindinq in-
voked to account for the high intrinsic hardness of transition metal
carbides. Despite their high room temperature hardness, these carbides lose
their mechanical properties with increase in temperature more rapidly than
even pure covalent solids such as silicon and germanium. Attention to this
anamolous behavior initially reported by Williams(34) was called by Atkins
and Tabor (35).

Elevated temperature hardness measurements by Platov(36-38)
Dzhemelinski, et al. (39 ), Westbrook (40 ) and others confirm the precipitous
drop in hardness with temperature. TiC, for example, with a room tempera-
ture hardness of 3200 kg/mm2 possesses a hardness of only 400 to 600 kg/mm2

at 800'C. It is such large decreases in hardness and flow properties of
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transition metal carbides at the tool-chip interface during machining that
permit transiently heated abrasive inclusions in the work material to plow
the tool surface to generate the wear debris. It is thus seen that crater
wear can be satisfactorily accounted for by invokino abrasive wear.

Further analysis of the mechanical behavior of transition metal car-
bides at lower temperatures suggests that abrasive wear mechanism can also
account for flank wear in machining. It should be noted that during any ma-
chining process, the flank tempera,ires are lower than those that prevail dt
the tool-chip interface by a few hu.Jred degrees. "Indentation fracture" by
traversing hard inclusions is then possible. The same process is also ex-
pected to occur at the crater surface at lower cutting speeds. In both
instances, indentation fracture or micro-chipping will yield discrete wear
debris. The physical basis for indentation fracture is as follows.

From the strain rate sensitivity observed in flow stress studies on
TiC at elevated temperatures, Williams (41) has deduced that flow properties
of transition metal carbides depend on Peierl's barrier climbing by dis-
locations (thermally activated kink motion). Activation vol me measurements
made at "low temperatures", l000'C are of the order of 1000 h3, consistent
with the Peierl's barrier (42 ). The transition metal carbides, hence exhibit
an exponential decrease in flow stress and hardness with increasing temperd-
ture. Such an exponential dependence of flow stress is also consistent with
the creep studies of Dawhil and Frisch(43) on tungsten carbide compacts.

When any material exhibits a strong dependence of flow stress on tem-
perature, a critical temperature must exist at which the stress required to
enforce plastic flow equals that necessary to induce stress relaxation by
fracture. This is the ductile-brittle transition temperature TDB. At
temperatures lower than FDB, brittle fracture is the primary mode of

failure. Many BCC materials exhibit this behavior at low temperatures. Due
to the strong dependence of flow stress on temperature and the weak dpDen-
dence of cleavage stress on temperature, transition metal carbides must also
be expected to behave analogously. A definite ductile-brittle transition
temperature can then be'expectea for each carbide. Toth (44) has estimated
the brittle-ductile transition temperature of TiCo.95 at 800'C, of ZrCo.9 as
9000C and NbCO.76 as 10000C. It is, thus clear that flank wear occurs pri-
marily in the brittle fracture temperature region of transition metal
carbides.

When a brittle material is indented by a blunt body, hertzian cracks
are formed if the contacts stresses are sufficiently large. If a tangential
traction is applied to the indentor in addition to the normal force, the
contact geometry is not greatly altered but the maximum radial tension at
the trailing edge of the indentor is markedly enhanced (45). If now the
indentor is traversed, the circular symmetry of the conecrack is lost, the
cone is developed farther, and the inelastic deformation encompasses larger
vG:jmes, extending the crack laterally( 46). Wear tracks are produced (due
to micro-plasticity) with periodic transverse crack traces across the in-
dentor track. Thus, as shown by Billinghurst, Brookes and Tabor (47 ), the
sliding process can be a fracture-inducinq nrocess in brittle bodies
leading to fragmentation and corMmunition of the brittle solid whenever
blunt indentors are made to traverse across their surfaces.

Lawn and co-workers(48) have carried out ouantitative studies of in-
dentation and fracture of brittle solids. They have verified that the
critical load for ring crack initiation, when a brittle solid is indented
depends on the indentor dimensions - the so-called "Auerbach's law". Powell
and Tabor (49) have shown that Auerback's law also holds for titanium carbide
compacts indented with hardened steel spheres. Experiments carried out
under sliding contact (49 ) show that the fracture load is roughly propor-
tional to the radius of the indentor. Thus, the feasibility of traglenta-
tiorn and wear debris formation when brittle solids are subjected to indentor
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traverse (abrasion) is well established and the indentor dimensions have
been shown to have a role in the process.

In the particular case of tungstan carbide, Buckley (5°), by indenting
and traversing a WC body with a 50 micron diamond stylus within a scanning
electron microscope, was able to observe and show all the processes dis-
cussed in the previous paragraphs to occur at room temperature. By careful
polishing and etching of worn carbide drill bits, Pons (5 1) has shown that
indentation fracture by the abrasive wear mechanism dlso occurs in rock
drilling with tungsten carbide tools.

It is therefore seen that abrasive wear is a viable tool wear mechanism
at temperatures lower than TDB. In this instance material loss occurs by
fragmentation (micro-chipping) of the carbide due to indentation fracture.
Since Auerbach's law has been found to hold, abrading body dimensions have a
role in determining wear rate. In contrast with this, when abrasive wear
occurs at temperatures greater than TDB, due to geometric similarity in
plastic plowing, indentor (abrading particle) dimensions have no effect on
wear rate.

Machininq tests on powder metal compacts containing silica and
alumina(7,8 ) provide the principal experimental evidence in support of
abrasive tool wear theory. Test results obtained when alumina containing
compacts were machined(B) show that crater wear rate is independent of
alumina particle size and depends only on the volume fraction of abrasive
phase within the work material. The flank wear rate on the other hand is
depenoent both on the volume fraction and on the particle size. Machining
test results would thus appear to support abrasive wear by plastic plowing
for crater wear and by indentation fracture for flank wear. Additional and
more detailed st lies are necessary to establish the details of the abrasive
wear process.

DECOMPOSITION RckL.T L

Although the abrasive wear mechanism is able to satisfactory account
for both crater wear and flank wear and is supported by machining tests on
carefully prepared test samples(7,85 , it cannot be invoked to account for
the correlation between thermodynamic steoility and tool life shown to exist
by Suh, Cook and co-wJrkers. The fine scale trdnsfer of nearly uniform
films of WC possessing "atomic dimensions" on to the chip surface when
steels are macnined with WC tools (20) is also difficult to explain. A
problem of wear mechanism also arises when hypothetical, ultra pure mate-
rials containing no abrasive phases art machined. It is therefore necessary
to postulate that other thermally activable mechanisms in addition to
abrasive wear may also exist. One such may well be the decomposition re-
action(59).

A decomposition reaction is formally defined by the chemical equation

A(solid) - B(solid) + C(gas) (1)

Due to the high temperatures at the tool-chip interface and the inability
of the ambient atmosphere to penetrate into tnis contact region, an ideal,
high temperature "reaction vessel" can be said to exist at the interstice
between the tool surface and the sliding chip surface. This dynamic "re-
action vessel" exists only in a transient form and due to the sliding motion,
the reaction products (B solid + C gas) can be exoected to be depleted con-
tinuously. Irreversible decomposition reactions may then occur to
continuously decompose solid A. As a result, the surface of solid A recedes.
If the decomposing solid is the tool material, surface recession rate of
solid A is synonymous with crater formation rate.
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When such a decomposition reaction occurs, the surface recession rate
is given by:

j

yj 7 (2)

where 7 is the flux of A leaving the surface, m. is its mass and , is its
specific gravity. The flux of A depends on the decomposition rate, which in
turn depends on the heat of reaction, reaction temperature and ambient
pressure of gas c produced.

Flux j is proportional to (P, - P,), where P, = o is the initial Rr-
tial pressure of c in the reaction vessel and P, is the equilibrium -4
pressure of c at the specified temperature. Flux 7 is then qiven by

PC (3)

(2 m k T 1
C

where rc is the mass of c. Here k and T have their usual meaning. Surface
recession rate than becomes:

o mA P
S. c(4)

S(2 k T)1/2

Since the equilibrium partial pressure of c depends on the entropy and
enthalphy change connected with the reaction, equation (4) may be written
as:

V = T1/2 - exp (S/R) exp(5)

where p accounts for all the constants in equation (4). Crater wear rate is
then dependent on the heat of formation of the decomposing solid. To a
first approximation, the temperature dependence is given by:

d[ ogL(- ) = _ _ (6)
d[1,,'T] R

This preliminary analysis of the decomposition reaction suggests that
thermodynamically more stable compounds will yield lower crater wear rates.

It is possible that due to the low thermodynamic stability of WC. WC-
based tools do decompose rapidly to yield the thin films of WC on chip
surfaces that were observed by Cook ( 0 ).

Although several studies of decomposition of TiC to yield Ti(gas) and
C (graphite) have been carried out( 52 ,5 3) at temperatures in excess of
2000'K and the vapor pressure of Ti(gas) determined, no such data are
available at lower temperatures. Similar studies have also been carried
out on ZrC(54,55), where decomposition is believed to occur congruently.
It should be recognized that in all decomposition reactions, the reaction
rate is very sensitive to the stoichiometry of the base compound. Thus,
whether the tool wear is due to decomposition reactions or to the abrasive
wear mechanism, carbides used in the tooi materials need to be as close to
stoichiometry as is feasible.
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SUMMARY

The various mechanisms that have been advanced to account for tool wear
in metal machining are examined in this discussion paper. A critical ex-
amination of the adhesive wear model and the diffusive wear model suggests
that the physical foundations of both these models are weak. Clear-cut
experimental evidence to support both these models is still lacking.

Tool wear studies carried out on Fe-C-Si0 2 and Fe-C-A1203 powder metal
compacts strongly support the abrasive wear model. Radio-active tool wear
studies and micro-chemical wear debris studies lend indirect support to the
abrasive wear model. Detailed examination of the structure and properties
of transition metal carbides show that abrasive wear model can be invoked
to satisfactorily account for crater wear and flank wear of carbide cutting
tools.

Tribo-chemical wear involving decomposition reactions is briefly ex-
amined. It is found that the need for high thermodynamic stability can be
adequately accounted for by decomposition reaction model of tool wear. It
would appear that the transfer of tungsten carbide as particles possessing
"atomistic dimensions" can also be accounted for by the decomposition re-
action. Attention is called to the lack of decomposition data for carbides
in the temperature range of interest in metal machining.

We close by noting the following. The abrasive wear theory of tool
wear supported by the powder metal comoact machining studies rely on rela-
tive hardness reversal between the cutting tool carbide and the abrasive
inclusions in the work material as a result of large energy dissipation
during machining. Such a process has also been advanced to account for
drill wear in rock drilling by Osborn (56). Larsen-Basse (57 ) also invokes
the same mechanisms to account for the high wear rate when rocks containing
silica are drilled with carbides. Blombery and Perrott (58) also suggest
that the rate controlling mechanism for drill wear in rock drilling may well
be "localized crushing and transgranular fracture of the carbide grain
beneath the path of indentation". The reader should recognize that in rock I
drilling, the loose drilling debris erodes the cobalt binder and thus re-
leases the surface carbide grains from their residual compressive stresses
to facilitate easier indentation fracture.

The abrasive wear model advanced here thus is seen to parallel that
thought to operate in rock drilling. A iinified theory of wear of carbides
thus appears feasible.
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DISCUSSION

K. C. TRIPATHI, IIT Research Institute: I think we are not asking the rele-

vant question: what is the predominant and rate-determining process? In
the work we have done, grinding wheel wear was lower when workhardened
metals were ground than in the case of soft metals. Could you please ex-
plain the anomaly?

S. RAMALINGAMi Grinding is a complicated process. It has been shown pre-
viously that the specific energy of machining coldworked metals is lower
than that of annealed material and the difference was found to be exactly
equal to the energy put into the material during coldworking. What we are
in effect doing by the coldworking operation is reducing the power dissi-
pated during machining. Therefore, we are dropping the temperature which
is a critical factor in machining. As a result, we will be able to obtain
the high tool life. In the turning operation the tool wear is lower in the
case of coldworked metals and that has been documented.

In the samples that we made by distributing different volume fractions
of alumina we have identical bulk mechanical hardness. We varied the volume
fraction by a small amount 0.2 to 0.4 percent. If we obtain such a large
variation in tool wear, it stands to reason that abrasive wear is taking
place. Furthermore, with leaded steel (say 0.1 percent lead) and the steel
without lead which has the same bulk hardness, we get very large variation
in tool wear. The phenomenon that is involved here is the modification of
the process at the tool chip interface that changes the tool wear phenomena
and the tool life.

QUESTIONER: Since you rule out diffusional processes, and by that I think
also of microwelding processes between toll and chip, how do you explain
the beneficial behavior of certain refractory carbide, nitride, and oxide
catings? Can that be explained solely on the basis of thermal stability of
these layers?

RAMALINGAM: That is what I would suggest. The principal observation we
should pay attention to, when we rule out diffusion as a mechanism, is that
with low chemical stability we always (with the exception of tungsten car-
bide) obtain wear patches -- discrete patches of material removed. And the
spacing between the patches is as small in some instances as 10.0 pm. For
a machining speed of 1 m/s the spacing between patches is 10.0 pm and the
time involved is 10- 6s. It is impossible by any diffusional processes to
remove in 10-6s several thousand angstroms to produce a patch.

SAME QUESTIONER: Would you rule out any chemical interaction between the
layers and the workpie~e?

RAMALINGAM: I am very glad you raised this issue. Many of these layers have
been detected using electron microprobe techniques which are inappropriate
for this thin layer. I do not rule out the possibility that one might pro-
duce layers which preclude chemical decomposition reactions. I do not be-
lieve that they are diffusion barriers. They might be chemical barriers to
prevent decomposition reactions.

M. C. SHAW, Arizona State University: I do not think anybody would deny that
abrasive wear is important in machining. However, I think that the danger
lies in claiming that it is the only mechanism or the key mechanism in a
wide variety of situations. How do you explain that thin coatings of the
order of only 0.5 Vm, can have dramatic effects in terms of abrasive resis-
ance. Secondly, why did we have to wait until 1940 to machine steel with
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carbide when the carbide that was used before that time was more abrasion
resistant than the carbide we now use for machining steel. The point I am
making is that the problem is very complex.

No single theory, such as an abrasive theory, is going to answer the
question. It may be the predominant situation for one set of circumstances,
but it certainly wi£. not explain why we use triple carbide for steel and
why the very thin layers of these diffusion barriers are so effective in
promoting tool life in carbides.

RAMALINGAM: There is no data that is trustworthy in the literature document-
ing diffusion phenomena. In the case of graphitic cast irons, it is entire-
ly feasible to machine with tungsten carbide but if you take the very same
cast iron and change the free graphite into nodular form we are unable to
machine it with the same tungsten carbide tool, despite identical chemis-
tries. There again diffusion theories are in trouble. I would suggest that
in the graphitic iron you do drop off graphite flakes on a hot surface. It
burns there, produces a back pressure of carbon monoxide which prevents the

decomposition of the tool. I do not imply that all wear is purely abrasive.
I say in the upper end of the useful range, tool failure is either by abra-
sive mechanism or by a chemical stability mechanism. We cannot conceive of
how one can account for an adhesive failure of the hard tool surface.

• ,7 77i
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ABRASION MECHANISMS-DELAMINATION
TO MACH!NING
J. Larsen-Ba2e

ABSTRACT

The relationship between the abrasive wear rate of a metal and its hard-
ness relative to the abrasive is examined in some detail, p:imarily in the
light of experimental results obtained in the author's laboratory. It is
shown that the abrasion process basically embraces mechanisms from machining
to delamination wear, corresponding to abrasion by relatively hard and by
relatively soft abrasives, respectively.

Hard abrasives act like cutting tools of rounded shape and remove metal
in a complex plastic deformation process. The rate of metal removal depends
closely on the plastic properties of the metal--flow stre;s, strain
hardening, ductility, and strain rate sensitivity--and on the ability of
the abrasives to indent and cut, as indicated by properties such as abrasive
hardness, crushing strength and self-sharpening tendency.

Soft abrasives damage the metal surface by repeated loading and mate-
rial as removed by surface and subsurface fatigue cracking, in a process
which is similar to, or identical with, delamination wear. Hard and brittle
particles in the metal surface may be removed by gradual fragmentation or by
uprooting from the matrix.

The transition between the two regions is generally located at an
abrasive hardness value of 20% above the metal surface hardness. However,
soft abrasion mechanisms may be encountered for very hard abrasives under
certain circumstances. These are basically conditions where the individual
abrasive grains are insufficiently loaded for their cutting points to indent
the metal to a sufficiently high plastic strain. They include abrasion by
fine grit sizes, low humidity abrasion by certain abrasive-, and fine grit
or low load abrasion of cemented carbides.

INTRODUCTION

Shaw's review paper (1 ) has largely concentrated on the wear of cutting
tools in metal machining operations, i.e., on situations involving dynamic
contact between two materials of which one is much harder than the other.
The purpose of the present paper is to give a view of the process of
abrasive wear which shows that this process has mdny traits in common with
machining. It also shows 'that as the hardness of the abrasive is decreased
below 120% of the hardness of the metal surface the mechanism of material
removal changes from a machining-type of mechanism to a contact fatigue-type

r177 _r
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of mechanism similar to delamination wear. The point of view presented is a
rather personal one, being based primarily on work done in the author's
laboratory and it should be pointed out that much work remains to be done,
especially with relatively soft abrasives, before a complete picture of the
abrasion process emerges.

THE EFFECT OF ABRASIVE HARDNESS

It is well known that the rate of metal removal in abrasive wear de-
creases drastically when the hardness of the metal, i,, approaches the
hardness of the abrasive, u1a(2- 4 ). The critical value has been estimated
as RaIlm = 1.6 by Kruschov and Babichev(

2) while Richardson(3) has used a
value of 1.2. Since the bulk hardness value was used for ii by the former
investigators and the deformed surface hardness value was used by the latter,
the results are probably in basic agreement. Tabor(5 ) has shown that the
ratio between successive hardness values on the Moh's scale of scratch
hardness for minerals is 1.2, i.e., that in order for one material to
scratch another it must be 1.2 times harder. This obviously supports the
findings of a radical change in wear rate at zia/,m = 1.2 and suggest a
corresponding radical change in wear mechanism.

WEAR BY HARD ABRASIVES

Macroscopic Property Relations

Indentation hardness is the only commonly measured materials property
which correlates well with the resistance to abrasion by hard abrasives.
This general relationship has been known for many years and when Brinell
developed his hardness test around the year 1900 he even substituted an
abrasion test for the indentation test for materials which were too hard for
measurements with a hardened steel indentor (6). Rabinowicz (7) has presented
a simple model of the abrasion process which shows that abrasion resistance
should be proportional to metal hardness. The general validity of this
approach was demonstrated by Kruschov (8 ). He found that the abrasion re-
sistance of pure metals and annealed steels is, indeed, proportional to
their hardness, while linear relationships of lower slope were obtained for
hardened and tempered steels, intersecting the line for the pure metals at
the location of the data for the annealed state of the steel in question, as
illustrated in Figure 1. Avient, et al. (9 ) pointed out that the hardness
value to be used in this correlation really should be the hardness of the
work hardened abraded surface, rather than the metal bulk hardness, and this
has been confirmed by the present author (10-12 ). However, it has been
pointed out (11) that if the relationship between the two hardness, values is
reasonably similar for the different metals--and it generally is--then it
really does not matter which of the hardness values is used.

Microscopic Observations

In two-body wear by hard abrasives the fixed abrasive plows a groove in
the metal surface. The material from the groove is partly pushed into
ridges at the sides of the groove and partly removed directly as a
conventional-looking machining chip, see Figure 2. Due to the triaxial
stress system it is possible to form chips for even quite brittle materials
and it has been suggested that the mechanism more closely resembles ex-
trusion than cutting (13). In three-body abrasion, where loose abrasives
are used, the material removal process is quite similar, except that the
number of grooves formed is relatively small. Instead, the abrasives form
craters in the metal surface and remove material in a backward extrusion

7 17
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PURE METALS
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Fig. 1.-Sketch of the abrasion resistance-hardness relationship for various
alloys for abrasion by hard abrasives. After Kruschov(2, 8 ) and Larsen-
Basse(lO,ll).

process. The same material removal mechanism is found even for quite
brittle materials such as cemented carbides, see Figure 3. These alloys
may lose some additional material by brittle fracture but this seems to be
relatively rare.

The metal surface is work hardened by the metal removal process. The
depth of deformation for normal abrasion of copper by silicon carbide
abrasives has been determined by microhardness measurements to be about
80 um with an extrapolated surface strain of around 0.25(14). The average
groove depth for the same conditions is approximately 15 pm(14,15 ). This
means that the subsurface material undergoes an average of 4-6 stress cycles
with strain increasing from zero to 25% before it is removed as a chip at a
much higher strain. Andthis means that material is removed in wear by hard
abrasives in a process which essentially is severe plastic deformation.

Relationship with Plastic Flo~w Properties

If the cutting force in abrasion is divided by the cross sectional area
of the grooves a specific cutting pressure, p, may be calculated. The cal-
culation is more simply based on wear rate and cutting force:

p(Pa) = cutting force (N)/wear rate (rn/n) (1)

(n* ST E I'__
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Fig. 2.-Formation of machining chip and pushed-up ridge in short-stroke
abrasion of a polished copper surface by 120 jim silicon carbide abrasive
papers.

and p may eq-ally be considered as a soecific work term (J/m3 ). Since the
cuttinq force does not vary greatly the specific cutting pressure is
essentially proportional to the abrasion resistance. With this in mind, the
following general model for the influence of plastic flow properties on
resistance to abrasion by hard abrasives has been proposed(10), see Figure
4. The bulk hardness is approximately 3 times the flow stress at a strain
of 8-]0%(16) and the abraded surface hardness is presumably a similar

!

Fig. 3.-Crater formation and backward extrusion of heavily deformed material
in three-body abrasion of WC-11 v/o Co alloy by 150 jim B4C abrasives.
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Fig. 4.-Sketch of the relationship between flow stress and strain and bulk
hardness, abraded surface hardness, and abrasion resistance values for
abrasion by hard abrasives. After Larsen-Basse(l0).

measure of the flow stress at a strain corresponding to the surface deforma-
tion. The abrasion resistance is related to the flow stress at a strain of
abrasion, Ca, i.e., it is determined by the hardness, the coefficient of
work hardening, n, and the ductility of abrasion, ca.

This model allows a qualitative explanation of the results shown in
Figure 1(10). Since n and Ca do not differ qreatly between'different pure
metals the abrasion resistance is proportional to bulk, or surface, hardness.
For hardened and tempered steels n is lower and consequently the abrasion
resistance increases less rapidly with hardness for these materials. By the
use of bulk and surface hardness measurements and by assuming a deformed
surface strain for steels equal to the 0.25 found for copper 14) a value of
4.8 was estimated for Ca for tempered steels( 12 ). In a different
approach(17) the model was used to explain the effect of sliding velocity as
a strain rate effect and values of Ca obtained in this case for very pure
metals fell in the range 4.1-6.7. These Ca-values appear reasonable in view
of the severity of the chip formation process for tools with highly negative
rake angles.

Correlations of abrasion resistance with microstructure parameters also
indicate that a material's abrasion resistance is closely related to its
flow stress at high levels of strain(10-12 ) and it seems reasonable to
assume that the model has considerable validity.

WEAR BY RELATIVELY SOFT ABRASIVES

The most commonly occurring natural abrasive is quartz which is a hard
abrasive relative to most metals, including hardened tool steels. This is
probably one of the reasons that little interest has been shown in wear by
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soft abrasives. Another reason may be that it is much more difficult to
obtain experimental data with soft abrasives. Actually, wear by soft
abrasives probably occurs in many more operations than is generally realized.
Examples include wear of cemented carbide bits in rock drilling or in
machining of sand castings, wear of dentists' drills by calcium phosphate,
and wear of hot work tool steels by iron oxide scale.

The wear rate for t'a/Im < 1.2 is extremely low for ductile metals,
while brittle materials such as cemented carbides show some material loss
even in this range, as sketched in Figure 5. Richardson (3) found grooves on

SOFT HARD
ABRASIVES RASIVES

RS SLOPE DEPENDS
It ON MATERIAL

4

0 1.2 Ha/Hm

Fig. 5.--Sketch of the influence of relative abrasive hardness on wear rate
of brittle and ductile materials. After Kruschov and Babichev (2 ) and
Larsen-Basse and Tanouye(2 5 ).

abraded steel surfaces and suggested that soft abrasives also remove material
by groove formation but that these abrasives are more susceptible to attri-
tion and fracture and consequently give a low wear rate. Work in the
author's laboratory(1 8) has confirmed the existence of grooves on abraded
steel surfaces but has shown that these grooves are formed by carbides
pulled from the matrix and rolled over the surface. A typical surface
appearance is shown in Figure 6 which, in addition to the grooves, shows
cracks formed perpendicular to the direction of sliding. The cracks extend
below the surface, see Figure 7, and clearly resemble the contact fatigue-
type of cracks described for delamination wear in metal-to-metal systems (19).
Similar cracks have been found in worn dental drills and in cemented car-
bides abraded by quartz. For the cemented ca.'bides the process includes not
only the contact fatigue mechanism(20) but also very small scale deforma-
tion--gradual extrusion of the binder and associated fatigue fracturing and

kv 77'19
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Fig. 6.-Surface of hardened tool steel abraded by glass abrasives.

removal of carbide grains as the supporting binder is extruded, see Figure
8.

Much work needs to be done in the area of wear by relatively soft
abrasives in order to clarify effects of microstructure and environment, to
determine crack nucieation and propagation iiechanisms, etc.

Fig. 7.-Section through the surface of hardened tool steel abraded by glass
abrasives shown in Figure 6.

7I- ,I7
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Fig. 8.-Section throuqh the surface of WC-12.5 v/o Co alloy abraded by 100

um quartz abrasives.

THE TRANSITION REGION

Closer study of the process of abrasion by hard abrasives shows that
even in this case a large fraction of the abrasives are in contact fatigue-
type of interaction with the surface rather than acting as cutting tools.

There are generally sufficiently many cutting abrasives to remove the sur-
face material relatively rapidly and the surface details which are typical
of delamination and contact fatigue do not have sufficient time to b- come
well developed. A few examples which illustrate this are given below.

It was found in abrasion of pure copper, aluminum and iron by silicon
carbide abrasive papers(17 ) that the cutting work, w, is given by

n+1

w= L+R 0 R (1 + K Zn v) (2)
n+1

where u is the coefficient of sliding friction between the abrasive and the
metal surface, L is the applied load, R is the metal removal rate, K is a
materials constant, and v is the sliding velocity. The first term on the
right hand side represents the contribution from abrasive grits which are
not removina mate,-ial, i.e., the contribution from aelamination-type of
contacts. This term represents as much as 70-90% of the total even in this
case where 1 la/nm falls in the range of 5-10 and the abrasive consequently is
a very hard abrasive. The second term includes the plastic deformation in
chip removal discussed above, with a velocity-independent and a strain rate-
dependent component.

Another example is the effect of small grit size. As the size of hard
abrasives is decreased past a certain value, which depends on metal hardness,
specimen size, and applied load, the metal removal rate drops towards zero.
The effect probably has a number of causes but the prime reason for the
behavior is the increasing fraction of abrasive grains which do not indent
the surface sufficiently to remove material, while they support an in-
creasing fraction of the anplied load( 15 ,21 ), i.e., they are in delamination-
type of contact with the surface.

i
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A third example illustrates that abrasive hardness is not always a
reliable indicator of the transition between machining and contact fatigue
wear. It had been found that the metal removal rate for SIC abrading much
softer metals increased strongly with increasing atmospheric humidity

(22).
It was determined that the effect was due to moisture-assisted fracture of
the abrasives which resulted in their continual self-sharpening(22 ,23). For
extremely dry conditions, on the other hand, the abraded surface showed al-
most no extrusion craters or grooves but instead a series of contact fatigue
cracks( 23).

A final example is drawn from the work on cemented carbides. These
materials have bulk hardness values in the range 0.9-1.5 MPa while the hard-
ness of the individual carbide grains is around 2.8 MPa. SiC abrasives of
approximate hardness 2.4 MPa act as hard abrasives when the operating condi-
tions allow them to indent the material like a bulk hardness indentor. For
low loads or small grit sizes the individual abrasive grain contacts only
one carbide grain at a time and it consequently acts as a soft abrasive
under these conditions(24).

CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that the micro-chip formation process in
abrasion of metals by relatively hard abrasives is closely related to the
plastic flow properties of the metal. Abrasion by relatively soft abrasives,
on the other hand, is very poorly understood. It is primarily a contact
fatigue mechanism which is similar to, or perhaps identical with, the mecha-
nism of delamination wear. It has also been demonstrated that the same
mechanism is active in most situations involving abrasion by hard abrasives;
it is usually not noticed because the chip forming process removes the

surface material before noticeable surface fatigue damage appears. It is
suggested that a closer study of the process of abrasion by soft abrasives
and the effects of operating conditions, environment.and microstructure could
yield considerable engineering and scientific benefits.
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DISCUSSION

K. C. TRIPATHI, lIT Research Institute: Would the absorption of water

affect stress corrosion cracking of the silicon carbide grit?

J. LARSEN-BASSE: Yes, We measured the fracture strength values in a roller
crushing device and found a tremendous difference in the fracture strength
as a function of humidity. Also the grit fell into a large number of small
fragments at high humidity. We also found that for aluminum, zinc, and
glass the effect is much more pronounced and we take that to mean that there
is also some effect of the surface properties of the material, an additional
factor which I did not include in this paper.

M. C. SHAW, Arizona State University: From your paper one is inclined to
infer that as long as we have a hardness ratio of 1.2 between the abrasive
and the work piece, everything is fine. That is not so. A very important
consideration is economics. If we want to grind a piece of steel with a
wheel that was made of glass even though the hardness ratio was 1.2, the
wear rate of the wheel would be so great that we would go out of business
very quickly. In order to do things in a practical way in production, the
hardness of the abrasive must be at least double, and preferably four times,
the hardness of the work piece. Now, the hardest steel had hardness of
about 1000 kg/mm 2. Aluminum oxide which is normally used to grind the steel
has a hardness of the order of 2200 kg/mm2. The abrasive really is not
enough to do a good job even at a ratio of 2.0. We would do much better
with cubic boron nitride (hardness nu 4500 kg/mm 2. In the case of tungsten
carbide the hardness is of the order of 1400 kg/mm2. To do a decent job on
tungsten carbide we need a hardness of 6000 kg/mm2 which means that we have
to use diamond. I would say, therefore, that the ratio of the hardness
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practically should be at least double and preferably of the order of 4 to
5 for high met4l removal rates in processing.

Another ,tint i; 'aumidity. I think you said that the wear was reduced
when '-rs hurVI :y w'4s low. Are we talking about the wear of the abrasive
or the or,p±- ee We might want ht wear o! the workpiece to go up because
ve want ;o m!cine it, wherez!. the wear of the abrasive should go down. We
fund the wnee. -,,ear and the forces of grinding correlated with humidity in
the shop, Ilul.h the wheel wear was less when the atmosphere was dry as
,jtposed to hzvit,:, a niqb humidity, say 50-70 percent.

LARSEN-BASSC-: T think yo.t. pzinr i. well taken in that if we are looking for
fast materiaj xemoval v,' :c nee. a nard abrasive. The wear rate of carbides
versus hardn.-ss ratio shcx:..4 a very rapia .ncrease. That is, when we use
cubic boron nitride we t.t-'e 1.', on the line and thus it checks very nicely.

SIAW: I think this work is verl v:luablo for three-body wear (for rating
hrd fpcing mat-arials and h-ingz l.ke that) as opposed to production in the
woekahop, That is the poizi I mm '

UARSEN-BASSE: My poine also was ., .:ewhat directed towards the testing that
4.s heirnq ztandardized for L v.-.ig 'emented carbides using alumina. I think
w3 %tee on tar efl,:uit of humxitj and we have the same sort -f results.

-,'i~ ~*~7V
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WHEEL WEAR IN GRINDING AS A
FUNCTION OF ENERGY CONSUMED

G. Werner

ABSTRACT

Prediction of the grinding wheel wear is a decisive prerequisite
the selection of favorable grinding conditions. Independent of the ph. ical
and chemical nature of wear, four mechanical criteria are used to des, :e
the grinding wheel wear. These criteria are: average contact pressuz -er
grain, sliding velocity, average contact time, and contact frequency. ii
comprehensive grinding wear function is derived relating these criteria to
the energy consumed in the process. The model is in close agreement with
results of wear tests and enables the determination of cost-optimal grinding
condi ti ons.

INTRODUCTION

In grinding, material is removed from the work piece as well as from
the grinding wheel. The ratio of the work stock removal to the wheel wear,
called G-ratio, is used as an efficiency measure of the grinding process
v,ith regard to grinding tool cost. To a certain extent, however, the wear
on grinding wheels is necessary to achieve and maintain steady state opera-
tion, marked by constant grinding forces, sharp wheel surface, constant sur-
face roughness of the work piece, and constant wheel wear.

For optimal steady-state grindinq, knowledge of the relationship be-
tween wheel wear and the pertinent process parameters is required. By
superimposing the wear criteria at individual cutting edges, a comprehen-
sive wheel wear function can be derived as a function of the relevant pro-
cess parameters. (1,2)

DEFINITIONS OF EDGE WEAR AND RADIUS WEAR

It is known from practice, especially in high-efficiency grinding, that
both radius and edge wear increase progressively with metal removal rate,
Z', which is proportional to the work speed, vw, and the depth of cut, a,
as shown in Figure 1.

Any comprehensive wear model should describe these relationships and

S 77
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P'ig. 1.-Applicatic'n of Wear PModel to Experimental Results in External
Plunge Grinding.

should also consider the influence of the wheel diameter ds, the work dia-
meter,' d~j, and the specific metal removal V. ?urthennore, it should also
take into consideration wheel specification, work material, dressing method,I cooling fluid, etc. which determine a specific grinding process.

in plunge grinding, the total wear area, W, is composed of the radius
wear area, SWr, and the edge wear area, WL, as shown in Figure 2. Both types
of wear can be attributed to the same causes. As the mean life of the indi-
vidual grits is shorter at the wheel edges, due to the diminished support,
it-leads to an edge rounding which is approximatey circular. (1,2) The re-
sult is a greater radial wear intensity on the wheel edges.

In the literature up to the present time, the radius wear, Ars, has been
specified by a dimension of length, while the edge qIear, Wk, hdis been charac-
terized by the wear cross section with the dimensiun of area. For exact re-
conditiorviog of the wheel profile, the grinding wheel must be dressed down to
a depth of Ar ,which is the sumn of the radius wear, ars, and the radius of
the edge rounting, rv (Figure 2):

-~Ar --~Atrs +2, rv Ars + rk()

+C T7V771 1 7-771 7 77
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~Area of

Ars Radius Wear Wr

TT

Edge Wear Wk

Dressing Line

A . Area of
Aa'.. Total Wear W

Fig. 2.-Definition of Grinding Wheel Wear.

where

Ar. = Wr/bs (2)

Ark = Wk/ (1-Tr/4) 1/2 (3)

bs and Wr are grinding width and wear cross section, respectively.

EMPIRICAL DESCRIPTION OF GRINDING WHEEL WEAR

The basic wear profiles indicated in Figure 2 can only occur in plunge
grinding where the wheel is continuously in contact with the work piece. In
this case the radius wear, Ar , increases linearly whereas the edge wear,
Ark, saturates with grinding iime, tg (Figure 3). The normal practice, how-
ever, is the intermittent plunge grinding operation as demonstrated in Fig-
ure 4, where the wheel plunges into a work piece until it reaches a depth of
se. Then it is withdrawn and the same operatic. is performed with the next
work piece. Even under these conditions, the radius wear, Ars, remains a
linear function of the grinding time, t . The edge wear, Ark, however, ap-
proaches a constant value, Ark*. The r~ason for this behavior is that the
lateral sections of the rounded wheel edges come into contact with the work
piece much later than the straight cylindrical part of the wheel surface.
This is also the reason why in practical plunge grinding the worn wheel edge
shows an elliptical rather than a circular shape.

X.
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a) Continuous and Inter-
mittant Operation,

Radius Wear 6r s f(t 9
b) Continuous Operation,

E Edge Wear Ark = f(ft9)

Is k

Ar~
k

c) Intermittant Operation,

Edge Wear Ar const.
3k

Grinding Time ta (sec)

Fig. 3.-Wheel Wear Varsus Grinding Time.

b el

Finished Part Beginning of Subsequent Cut

Fig. 4.-Intermittent External Plunge Grinding.

The relationship between grinding forces and wheel wear is an important
subject. Figure 5 is a schematic of the principal relations. In the case
of steady state wear (case a), when the number of cutting edges in the ac-
tive wheel surface remains constant, the cutting force, F, is constant, and

1 -•
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the radial wheel wear,r s5, increases linearly with qrinding time with rapid
increase at the beginning. During this phase the number of cutting edges
increases with time resulting in greater wear resistance and higher grinding
forces. The main reason for a non-steady state wear is that the wheel hard-
ness is too high in relation to the average force per individual cutting
edge. Consequently, the grits are held too long in the surface of the
wheel and tend to develop excessive flattening which contributes to increas-
ing grinding forces. When these forces reach a certain magnitude, the wheel
surface structure collapses, resulting in progressively increasing wear and
a simultaneous drop in grinding forces (case b). In practical grinding this
is a signal for dressing the grinding wheel.

THE WEAR MODEL

When the grinding wheel cuts into the workpiece, several processes
connected with friction and wear occur simultaneously (Figure 6). Local

; : : :Grain

Ft he i etwe h w ois

Internal Fricaions

qa n Pressure Fuse t
External Frction Layer

Fig. 6-Friction and year on the Cutting Grain Surface.

contact areas are formed in the course of the motion between the two bodies.
Thereby, particles are separated from one of the two surfaces depending on

their mechanical properties, the environmental conditions, (such as lubri-
cant and type of atmosphere) as well as such other parameters as pressure,friction coefficient, speed and temperature.(4, 5)

During high-efficiency grinding with high metal removal rate, high

quality grinding wheels are used. In this case, the largest amount of wear
occurs at the cutting grains by the attrition of the outer layers. (6) The
grains break off only when the individual cutting force increases as a re-
sult of excessive wear when the fixture of the grain in the bond is weakened,
and when in addition, the grain contact area has been under alternatina
stress for a long time.

The friction process at the grain is characterized by the high pressure
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actinq on the whole contact area and by the high contact temperature. These
conditions lead to two different wear mechanisms that operate simultaneously.

The temperatures occuring with dry friction in the surface layers dur-
ing the contact period lie between 12000 - 1800-C.(6) At these high tempera-
tures oxidation and diffusion processes can cause great changes in the mech-
anical properties of the grain material within the affected volume. Then
tfis layer is attrited by the mechanical stress which acts on the surface.
The subsequent contact is also the pre-requisite for the formation of a new
layer (Figure 5). In the literature (6) this process is known as pressure
fusing. The layer thickness and therefore the wear intensity depend on the
induced heat which increases with the contact time, the contact pressure and
the speed.

With high efficiency grinding, a second wear mechanism - the fatigue of
the crystalline bond caused by the mechanical and thermal alternating load -
is of equal importance. In defect areas, which are present in every solid
body in the form of lattice imperfections, grain boundaries, impurities,
differences in hardness and internal stresses, fatigue cracl's nucleate and
grow with alternating load in the surface layer (Figure 6). The rate of for-
mation of these cracks depends on the characteristics of the loaded materials,
on the contact pressure and on the contact frequency.

The fine fatigue cracks which deepen and increase numerically with in-
creasing contact frequency cause very small crystalline wear particles which
are released from the surface if, under the effect of the external forces,
the closure of a crack chain occurs. This so-called "fatigue-adhesive wear"
is not identical with the grain break-off as mentioned above during which
large portions of the grain are separated at the end of a wear cycle. How-

ever, such a macro-fracture process can be initiated and/or promoted in an
advanced state of wear by fatigue effects. It should be remembered in the
following considerations that the fatigue-adhesive wear increases with tem-
perature and mechanica. load, i.e., with contact time, the contact pressure
and the relative sliding velocity.

Both types of wear, pressure fusing and fatigue wear, occur simultaneous-
ly. Thus, an interaction is possible as cracks can be closed by intense lo-
cal heating. Therefore, a clear-cut separation of both wear processes is not
possible and even not necessary because the intensity of both wear processes
is equally affected by the three contact parameters: pressure, tim? and
speed, determined by the grinding parameters and material characteristics.

The effect of coolants for reducing wear and friction should also be
taken into consideration in this connection.(7) Lubrication is based on the
fact that a third body is inserted between the two friction bodies and/or
generated by chemical processes. In cases of high normal loads this third
body shows minimal resistance to tangential displacements. The surface tem-
perature is reduced as the friction work is diminished and therefore the
application of a suitable lubricant reduces wear by pressure fusing. A total
elimination of wear originating from temperature effects cannot be expected
because the lubrication layers are themselves subject to wear(4) and lose
their -rotective effect in the course of grain contact.

Similar reactions occur with adhesive-fatigue wear arising from alter-
nating load. While the temperature is reduced, alternating normal forces
which are less diminished despite lubrication, will still lead to the forma-
tion of fatigue cracks. The effect on these cracks may be even further in-
creased due to the reduced temperature. Thus, it may be stated that the
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application of cooling lubricants in grinding can reduce wear but cannot
fully eliminate it.

From the above description the following four criteria can be deter-
mined as the most important parameters for the average wear intensity at
the individual cutting edge:(1,2)

1) contact force per grain, Fg : contact pressure, ps

2) relative sliding velocity, vc

3) contact time, tc

4) contact frequency, hc.

In order to derive an explicit function for the grinding wheel wear,
it is necessary to define these four criteria as a function of the qrindinq
parameters and to assign them to the wear process, based on relevant physi-
cal relations. The basic kinematic and mechanical functions required for
this task have been derived and described by the author earlier.(1,8) They
result in the followinq expressions:

- F 1. V C a e/2
Fg=-= K <C<l (4)

(5)

tC = 1 mI/2 VS-1 (6)
vs K2 vS

hC = n * t9 = S. • t9  (7)

Where F, total grinding force, N total number of active cutting edqes,
v. is work speed, vs is wheel speed, a depth of cut, D = w • d/(aw ± ds)
is the equivalent wheel diameter, dw = work diameter, ds 

= wheel diameter,
z /579 = contact length between wheel and work piece, n = number of revo-
lutions of grinding wheel, tg = grinding time.

The average energy per cutting edge ag can be expressed in terms of the

previously mentioned four wear criteria.

Ug= =g • (Vc • tc  hc) (8)

where the product vc • tc hic represents the average frictional path of a
cutting edge, and as a consequence the energy a is defined as the product
of force times path of an individual edge. Using this fundamental physical
model, and assuming that at steady state conditions the total grinding wheel
wear is proportional to the average wear of the individual cutting edge, the
wheel wear equation can be given as

Ar = k Fg t . VC i . to e hc h (9)

In the above, grinding wheel wear is interpreted as an exponentially- )
I
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modified expression of the actual grinding energy. The modifying exponents
(t,i,e,h) can approximately be assessed from friction and wear investiga-
tions (4,5,7). They all must be positive; h has values near 1.0 because theedge wear increases proportionally with the contact frequency 11c; the expo-
nent e represents the time-related influence of thermal energy on the edge

wear and should take values clearly above 1.0; the exponent i reflects the
influence of sliding speed and acquires values between 0.5 and 1.0 dependinq
on the properties of the contactinq materials; and t describes the influence
of the contact pressure and will attain values above 1.0. All other in-
fluences, like chemical reactions, lubrication and specific properties ofthe wheel structure are represented by the proportionality factor K, and to

a minor deqree in the specific numerical values of the four exponents.

The grindino time, tg, can easily be expressed in terms of the specific
material removal, V', and the specific material removal rate z' = a-vw:

V. It 5 = V (10)
' &V[w

The equivalent wheel diameter D, is composed of the wheel and work diameter:

D dw  •ds D = -- (11)
dw  ds

Here the plus sign refers to external grinding, whereas the minus sign is
valid for internal operation. Inserting Equations (4) to (7) into Equation
(9) and using equations (10) and (11) results in two basic equations for
both the radial wear Ars and the edge wear Ark valid only for steady state
wear conditions. For normal external grinding conditions the wheel diameter
ds is significantly larger than the work diameter dw; therefore, with
d, > 5d, the resultant wear equations are:

ms-h s  hIs+is-es-ms es/2+ms/2-h s.
Ars = ks5 Vw) [Vsl [a) (12)

eS/2-ms/2-hs  hs
Id5) (V'J

Ark =Kk mk-hk hk+ik-ek-mk [ k/2+mk/2-hk (13)

ek/ 2-mk/2-hk hk
[ds] [V')

The subscripts "s" and "k" indicate the respective model parameters for rad-
ial wear and edge wear. The exponents ms and mk are obtained from the
product of the exponents c and t of equations () and (9). Both equations
have the same structure and reveal a rather complex interaction between the
process variables (vw,V ,a,dsx,V') and the resulting wheel wear. If, for
example, the wheel speea, Vs is changed, the wheel wear is influenced by all
four wear criteria represented by the four exponential coefficients h,i,e and
m. With increased wheel speed vs, the wear intensity goes up due to increas-
ed contact frequency and higher speed. On the other hand, contact pressure
and contact time are decreased resulting in a reduced wear intensity. Thesecomplex interrelations are described functionally for the first time by this

model, which was proved to be in close accordance with practical wear

* I
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measurements. (2)

APPLICATION OF THE WEAR MODEL

From Equations (3) and (10)

wk = ( -/4) . Ar k 2 (14)

a =Z'q (15)
Vs

where q = vs/v , = speed ratio. Inserting these functions into equation (13)
a special version of the we;ir model is derived, the variables of which
represent those working parameters (q,vs,Z' and V') which are applied most
commonly in external plunge grinding. In addition an initial amount of wear
Ak is taken into account, which is present in practice always due to the
finite dimensions of the ab-asive grains and due to the dressing process.

ok -ik 2hJ +2 i k- 3 ok -inkWk - Ak = kw • 191 •km .IV,)2As i} 3km

-[Z ' ek+mk-2hk. [V 1
2h k 

(16)

This equation fits exactly the conditions of the practical wear investiga-
tions as presented in Figure 1. Assuming (from Reference 7) that ik.= 0.5,
the three remaining exponents ek, hk, and mk can by multiple regression be
calculated from the measured values (2)

ik = 0.5

e k = 1. 28 (17)

mk = 0.96

hk = 0.5

Inserting these values into the model equation (16) results in the followinq
explicit wear model valid for the given practical results;

Wk - Ak = Kw . q 0.32 vs -2.80 Z' 1.29 V' 1.0 (18)

For a given combination of work material, grinding wheel, grinding machine
and cooling fluid, the equation describes the edge wear Wk as a function
of the main process parameters. Wk decreases significantly with increasing
wheel speed, v increases progressivelV with metal removal rate Z' and de-
gressively wit5speed ratio, g, and is proportional to V', the amount of
material removed per unit of grinding width.

The specific wear function (18) is compared with the practical measure-
ments in Figure 1. It allows any intermediate value to be determined, and
it also enables the extrapolation beyond the limits of the reproduced experi-
mental results as demonstrated for the wheel speed vs = 125 m/s.

Experiments( 1°) show that the effect of the depth of cut, a, is gen-
erally greater than that of the work speed, vw, on wear. This becomes evi-
dent if the parameters a and vw are varied such that the product z' = a .v
remains constant as demonstrated in Figure 7 for surface plunge grindinq of

!1
- - -
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three different high-alloy steels with a resin-bonded grinding wheel. With
zI = a , v, as a constant, the corresponding wear functions from equations
(13), and (3) can be written as:

ek-m k

k  k = Kk [a])

Wr - Ar = KS [a] s -S (20)

As the wear curves in Figure 7 increase with depth of cut, a, the expo-
nential terms in (19) and (20) must be positive. This means that the time-
and-temperature-related coefficients ek and es must be greater than the
force-related coefficients mk and ms. Furthermore, it is remarkable that the
slope for the edge wear curve in Figure 7 is only half as large as that of
the radius wear in all three cases.

These findings are of special interest for the interpretation of wheel
wear at the extreme conditions of creep feed grinding operations. While
the conventional method is characterized by small depths of cut, a, and
large table speeds, vw, creep feed grinding is a new method performed on

l.O- I
mm2 X 210 Cr 12

o - X0CrNiWMzTi O 110

S 0.2

0.1 Grinding Wheel: EK 100 P Ba
Wheel Speed :vS60m/s
Specific Metal
Removal Rate Z'=lOmm3/mm.s

0.05 Specific Metal
Removal V'=lOOOmm3 /mm
Grinding Width: bs=l0mm
Cooling Fluid : Oil

- ._I I

0 I cr,

0,2XICNoJII

"' S 6--2
0,o 0O 2 0,05 0,10 0,50 um 1.0 2.0

Depth of Cut a

I I I I I IL 1
500 200 100 20 mms 10 5

Work Speed vw

Fig. 7.-Radius and Edge Wear in Surface Grinding.
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specially designed machines and characterized by very slow table speed, v.,
and extremely large depth of cut, a. Thus, deep profiles can be machined
out of hardened steels in one single pass.(11)

The practical results in Figure 7 together with equations (19) and (20)
indicate that at creep feed conditions wheel wear is higher for the materials
tested. This effect is less pronounced for the edge wear Wk than it is for
the radius wear Wr, resulting in a relatively good profile stability in
creep feed orinding.

CONCLUSIONS

Superimposing the effects of the wear criteria - contact pressure,
sliding velocity, contact time, and contact frequency - a comprehensive
function for radius wear and edge wear of grinding tools is derived. This
wear model can be interpreted as an exponentially modified expression of the
grinding work, and it was proved to be in close accordance with the results
of practical investigations.

The model, originally derived a few years ago, (1 ) is now being used in
adaptive-control grinding processes to optimize external plunqe grindinq
operations with regard to cost-optimal working condition.(12,13) Further-
more, it is a useful tool to analyze wear in grindi,,g on the basis of thewheel and work-piece properties, and provides the base for functional des-

criotions of grinding cost and G-ratios.(2,12)
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONER: In our work wi-ch wheel manufacture we have shown that the
addition of certain solid lubricants to grinding wheels increases the metal
removal rate, reduces wheel wear and gives better finish to the part under
given conditions of speed and pressure. I wonder how we could fit this into
your model to optimize the solid lubricants we have been adding. Could it
be done?

G. WERNER: It fits very well. By using a certain cutting fluid or by put-
ting a solid lubricant into the wheel, or improved bonding, we influence
the behavior of the four basic criteria. In the models I presented, cutting
fluids, solid lubricants, and so on, are considered in teras of the specific
numerical values of the model parameters.
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THE ROLE OF TRiBOLOGY IN GRINDING
C. P. Bhateja

ABSTRACT

From a review of the grinding process the vital role of tribology in
grinding is identified. It is shown that the two fundamental aspects of the
grinding process, namely, the stock removal action of the grinding wheel and
the sui face texture of the ground workpiece are governed by tribological
phenom'.:. involving the interaction between the cutt.Lng surface of the wheel
and the workpiece.

The wear of both the wheel and the workpiece in grinding, which involves
almost every known tribological wear mechanism, is discussed. The inflares
of the various mechanisms of grinding wheel wear on the wheel's effectiveness
as a metal removal tool as well as on the ground surface are identitied. In
view of the fact that ground surfaces in practice are perhaps the most com-
monly used in tribological applications, several processes inherent in grin-
ding which control the topographical characteristics of these surfaces have
been discussed. The fact chat the surface texture - an important tribologi-
cal characteristic of the grinding wheel - controls its apparent hardness in
grinding which is a vital factor determining the grinding action of the wheel
is considered to be especially sigi.ificant.

INTRODUCTION

Of all metal removal and finishing processes in use today, grinding is
perhaps the most interesting from the tribological point of view. The very
grinding action of an abrasive wheel comes from the interaction of the cutting
surface of the wheel with the workpiece, thus making grinding synonymous with
Tribology - "the science and technology of interacting surfaces in relative
motion and of related subjects and practices." Evidently, grinding is in-
herently a tribological situation, the objective of which is to produce abra-
sive wear of some work material by means of a composite, rotating, multipoint
cutting tool having a complex topography of its cutting surface.

The above fundamental requirement of a grinding operation is apparently
contrary to the usual purpos, of the application of tribology, viz. to reduce
wear of the two bodies in contact. A tribological analysis of the grinding
process should be directed towards the identification of the conditions w'iich
promote abrasive wear and would therefore lead to some improvements in the

4..
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metal removal potential of the process. In addition, the analysis should
also be directed to help improve the process capability with regard to the
economic production of certain desirable surface texture features on ground

surfaces.

It is interesting to note here that in spite of the significant role of
tribology in grinding as identified above, grinding has received surprisingly
little attention from tribologists. Tribological investigations (I-5) which
may be considnred somewhat relevant to grinding have been mostly on the abra-
sive wear of metals in a 2-body or 3-body type abrasion system. The funda-
mental requirement common to abrasion and grinding is that both involve a
hard, rough surface moving under pressure against a soft surface. In the
majority of the studies of abrasion, material removal or "abrasive wear" has
been assumed to occur through ploughing of the softer material by the hard
asperities. Theoretical and empirical models of the abrasion process based
on some known geometries of the asperities, have been proposed. A relation-
ship of the form

o- x FnZ (1)
11

has been found to cover a wide range of abrasion situations, (6 ) where Q is
the total volume of material displaced per unit distance traveiled, p.., the
normal load, n, the hardness of the softer material and K, an abrasive wear
constant.

From an examination of the grinding process, several major aspects of
the process in which tribology plays vital roles in governing both the nature
and the output of the grinding process way be identified. In fact the role
of tribology in grinding is so significant that, as shown in Figure 1, tri-
bology may be looked upon as the very medium which helps transform the pro-
cess input elements and variables into the desired output parameters of a
grinding operation. The following are some of the major aspects of the grin-
ding process in which tribology is especially relevant:

a) The mechanism of metal removal in grinding.
b) The topography of the grinding wheel's cutting surface and its

relationship with the workpiece surface.
c) The wear mechanisms of the grinding wheel.

These aspects of the grinding process will now be discussed in some detail

together with some influences of tribology in other sections of the total
egrinding system.

TRIBOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE GRINDING PROCESS

The Mechanism of Material Removal

The linear tribological relationship of Equation I for abrasive wear
has been confirmed in grinding.(7) However, contrary to the metal removal
through ploughing assumed in abrasive wear, as shown qualitatively in Figure
2, the material removal may occur predominantly through either ploughing or
chip removal, that is, cutting process depending upon the magnitude of the
normal force intensity between the wheel and the workpiece in a grinding
system. Naturally, for reasons of production economics and of part quality
in grinding, the mechanism of cutting is usually preferred to ploughing.
Therefore, the operating conditions are selected to induce and encourage the
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chip removal mechanism in grinding. It has been shown (8) that in spite of
the presence of significant amounts of ploughing, the chip formation by the
individual cutting edges on the grinding wheel surface predominates in grin-
ding. Samples of grinding chips presented in the scanning electron photo-
micrographs of Figure 3 collected during the surface grinding of a bearing
steel show strong resemblance to the chips in metal machining with a single
point cutting tool.

I ! I

I I

0.025 MM

Fig. 3.-Grinding chips.

Even though grinding chips show marked primary shear which may consume as
much as 75 percent of the total energy in a metal machining operation,( 9) the
typical "grooving" action of the grinding wheel cutting edges (Figure 4) seems
to suggest that the ploughing and side displacement of work material may con-
sume an appreciable portion of the total energy in grinding, particularly
after some wear has developed on the grinding wheel surface.

711 -7
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(A) SHARP GRINI)ING WHEEL (B) WORN GRINDING WHEEL

l25AM

Fig. 4.-Ground surfaces showing the ploughing and side displacement of work-
piece material in grinding.

In view of the predominance of the chip removal mechanism in grinding
as shown by the grinding detritus of Figure 5, the majority of the comments
regarding the balance of the forces on the chip due to the processes of pri-
mary shear and friction and the possible changes in these forces caused by
the grinding fluids made by Shaw(9) for machining should also be valid for
grinding. However, contrary to the common occurrence of the built-up edge
in machining, owing to the large negative rake angles of the cutting edges
in grinding and the high cutting speeds, a stable built-up edge is not com-
mon. In addition, the presence of the spherical particles in grinding det-
rius, which has been proposed(8 ) to be due to cooling under surface tension
of the somewhat molten work material due to the intense heat in grinding,
also indicates conditions not conducive to the stability of the built-up edge.

The high relative speeds between the cutting edges on the grinding wheel
and the uncontaminated, freshly cut metal surface at the localized high tem-
pe-ature conditions in grinding naturally encourage wear of the work material
through the adhesion mechanism. The deposition and growth of work material
,ayer o, the grinding wheel cutting edges, which would be a characteristic of
adhesive wear,(10) has indeed been established in grinding.(11) Moreover, as
would be common in such adhesive wear situations, the work material layers
deposited on the cutting edges may be later transferred back onto the ground
workpiece surface. Figure 6 shows that this process of adhesion and back
transfer of work material increases as attritious type wear develops on the
grinding wheel surface, it may occur to some extent even with a reasonably
sharp grinding wheel.

.. .... - ---------- . - --
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(A) WITHOUT GRINDING (B) WITH GRINDING
FLUID FLUID

0.1 MM

SPHERICAL PARTICLES

0.025 MM

Fig. 5.-Grinding detritus showing chips and spherical particles produced in
the surface grinding of steel.

The surface of a back transferred particle after the subsequent passage
of grinding wheel cutting edges may be seen in Figure 6c. Apparently, the
extrusion and smearing action of the cutting edges may cause some microcracks
on these particles. These microcracks together with the repeated reworking
of some particles trapped between wheel and workpiece and their possible work
hardening (Figure 7) may in effect mean some superficial metallurgical damage
of the ground surface. It is important to note here that in grinding these
back transferred particles may often be work hardened and form loose oxidized
abrasive particles in use. These particles may therefore be extremely unde-
sirable on ground surfaces for critical applications in tribology.
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125 125 /LM
(A) REASONABLY SHARP (B) WORN GRINDING WHEEL

10 Am
(C) SURFACE OF A BACK

TRANSFERRED PARTICLE

Fig. 6.-Back transferred particles on ground surfaces resulting from adhesive
wear in grinding.

Surface Topographies of the Grinding Wheel
and Workpiece and the Relationship Between Them

The characteristic of the grinding process which makes it synonymous
with tribology is the interaction between the topographies of the grinding
wheel and the ground workpiece surfaces. The ground !;urface, being the de-
sired product of the grinding operation, is perhaps the most commonly used in
tribological applications and therefore has far reaching implications in prac-
tice.(1O) However, in the grinding process itself, the ground surface has
been found to be closely related with the grinding action of the wheel itself
under the operating conditions. (8,12,13,14,15) The ground surface can there-
fore be of tremendous value for both diagnostic and process evaluation pur-
poses.

_ZAo -
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Fig. 7.-Examples of reworked back transferred particles on ground surfaces.

MI

125 /SM
Fig. 8.--Ground surfaces showing the influence of the grit fracture mechanism
of wheel wear.

The microscopic disposition of the ground surface has been shown to re-
flect some of the mechanisms of metal removal and wheel wear in grinding.
Figure 8 presents the crater formation which may be caused by fragments of
fractured abrasive grits during the initial rapid wear of the grinding wheel
after dressing. The ability of the ground surface to reflect the influences
of dressing and grinding wheel wear mechanisms is also demonstrated by the
distributions of the asperity peaks and valleys and the bearing area charac-
teristic of the workpiece surface profile presented in Figure 9. Apparently,
when using single point diamonds for grinding wheel dressinq, the dse of
coarser dressing leads results in the improvement of the bearing area of
ground surfaces. Although, this fact may be used quite advantageously when
grinding surfaces for critical load bearing applications in tribology, it

I ... V.
"
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Fig. 9.-Cumulative distributions of asperity peaks and valleys and the bearing
area characteristics of ground surfaces (showing the influenceb of grinding
wheel dressing and wear).

must be pointed out that excessively coarse dressing may result in the appear-
ance of periodic dressing lead patterns in the surface profiles (8 ) which can
be detrimental and therefore extremely undesirable in such applications.
Hence, careful judgement is necessary to make full use of this influence of
the diamond dressing lead on the ground surface texture.

As to the grinding wheel surface topography, it is tribologically again
an important characteristic of the wheel. It has been proposed 16) that cut-
ting surface topography determines the inherent stock removal and surface
finishing abilities of a grinding wheel. On the basis of the metal removal
action of successive cutting profiles on the active surface of a grinding
wheel, it has been suggested that two quantifiable functional parameters of
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the wheel', viz. the successive profile contribution characteristic and the
metal removal function, may be derived from the wheel surface topography.
One of the special merits of these parameters is their ability to reflect
realistically some of the grinding behavior patterns of the wheel not accoun-
ted for otherwise. Such patterns include an increase in the apparent hard-
ness of the grinding wheel and a reduction in the ground workpiece surface
roughness with either an increase in the wheel's rotational speed or a de-

crease in the workpiece speed. Thus a wheel's surface topography - an impor-
tant tribological feature of the wheel, affects its apparent hardness which
is a vital grinding characteristic of the wheel. Moreover, it also accounts
for the dynamic nature of the hardness of the grinding wheel.

The Wear Mechanisms of the Grinding Wheel

The wear of the grinding wheel is undoubtedly an important factor influ-

encing its performance in any precision grinding operation. Although, gener-
ally the main emphasis in industrial grinding operations is on the amount of
wheel wear, it is extremely important to remember that all wheel wear occurs
through some tribological mechanisms which control directly the rate, the
total amount and the uniformity or distribution of this wear on the wheel sur-
face..*Thus, the cuilitative aspects of the grinding wheel wear are perhaps
more impol-tant than its quantitative aspects which may well determine the
performance of the wheel with regard to its ability to maintain size, consis-
tency of the ground surface finish and, above all, the frequency of dressing
which in turn determines the economics of the operation.

It has been shown (
17

) that the wear of the grinding wheel under condi-

tions of constant material removal rate follows the pattern of Figure 10 and
that the three stages of wear identified in the figure are associated with
the predominance of different mechanisms of wheel wear. These mechanisms
have been classified into two main types, namely fracture and attrition.
Fracture includes both the partial or microfracture within the abrasive grit
itself and the fracture of the bonding material resulting in a complete dis-
lodgement of the whole grit. Attritious wear of the grinding wheel charac-
terized by the slow, consistent and gradual dulling of the abrasive grit.
Although attritious wear may be preferable to fracture type wear, it can re-
sult in a serious deterioration in the effectiveness of the grincing wheel as
a metal removal tool.(7 ,18)  It should also be noted here that these wear me-
chanisms also have some, what may be called as indirect influences.'19)
These indirect influences are caused on the workpiece surf;.ce by tie changes
in the physical and topographical characteristics of the wheel sur'ace re-

sulting from the different wheel wear mechanisms (see Figure 9).

In grinding, although the attrition mechanism may account for only a
small fraction of the measured wear, it usually affects the cutting action of
the grits appreciably and therefore, is of considerable significance. Owing
to the extremely high temperatures encountered in grinding(20) some of this
attritious wear is only an apparent wear brought about by the deposition of a
layer of the work material on the grinding wheel surface thus giving the ap-
pearance of dulling.

Certain chemical and diffusion type processes have also been identi-
fied( 2 1 , 2 2 ) as two major mechanisms of wheel wear in grinding. For example,
although both boron carbide and silicon carbide are harder than aluminum ox-
ide, yet both dull more rapidly on steel than the latter. This difference is
believed to be due to the greater solubility of the carbide abrasives in
steel. 01 the other hand, when grinding glass aluminum oxide dulls at a rate
too high to be explained by the relative hardness of the abrasive and glass.

77
_ _ _ _ _ _
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Fig. 1O.-Typical pattern of grinding wheel wear.

The penetration hardness of glass is much lower than that of aluminum oxide.
In fact, it is even lower than that of hard steel which, as just noted, is
ground more efficiently with aluminum oxide abrasive. Again, the cause of
the dulling seems to lie in the greater solubility of aluminum oxide in glass.
Thus usually, because stock removal is the chief concern, aluminum oxide is
used to grind steel and silicon carbiae tn grind glass. Recent studies of
the apparent attritious wear of silicon carbide (23) have revealed some com-
plex physical and chemical phenomena at work during the grinding of high co-
balt and nickel alloys. It was found that the mechanisms involved may in-
clude some preferential removal of surface atoms on the abrasive by oxidation,
dissociation of silicon carbide at high temperatures, diffusion of silicon
into the work material and the formation of metal silicides and diffusion of
carbon into the work material and formation ef unstable metal crbides to-
gether with some cleavage type microfractures ef silicon carbide crystals.

It is evident from the above therefore, that the chemical and diffusion
mechanisms of wheel wear influence heavily the selection of the right abra-
sive for a given work material. Generally, the abrasive wear of any work
material does depend upon the hardness of the work material and it decreases
with increasing hardness. This is consistent with the tribological relation-
ship of Equation 1. Perhaps it is important to note here that in general
the grinding of softer steels requires the use of harder grinding wheels and
vice versa. This is attributed to the tendency of the softer materials t?19)
produce an early occurrence of bond fracture type wheel wear in grinding. 1

The hardness of the work material as identified abovw s evidently an
important tribological property of the work material which dffects the grind-

-Tr 71- "'I In",: ':'>
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ing process significantly. Although the precise mechanisms may not have been
identified, it has also been suggested(7 ) that work materials inherently may
be classified into two different types for grinding purposes, namely easy-to-
grind (ETG) and difficult-to-grind (DTG). The difficult-to-grind materials
require larger threshold force intensities and higher ploughing-to-cutting
transition force intensities (

2
) than the easy-to-grind materials. Examples

of the ETG materials may include AISI 4150 and 52100 steels and those of the

-DTG materials include many steels in the M and T categories (e.g. M4 and T15),
titanium alloys and high nirkel steels.

TRIBOLOGY IN OTHER ASPECTS OF THE GRINDING SYSTEM

It is important to mention that the role of tribology in grinding is not
limited to the localized interaction between the wheel and workpiece only.
It is also vital to the success of the total grinding system in many other
ways. An extremely important application of tribology occurs in grinding
systems with friction type workpiece drives and work support mechanisms. Ex-
amples of these may include internal and external grinding systems with the
workpiece supported on rolls or shoes and driven by maanet;c chucks and car-
riers. It is widely known that the proper type and the positioning of the
shoes to maintain a condition of part stability under the frictiop and grind-
ing forces is essential in microcentric external grinding operations. Simi-
larly in infeed or through feed centerless type production grinding operations,
it is important to ensure a consistent part rotation under the control of the
regulating wheel and the friction at the work rest blade to obtain good part
geometry and roundness. As a matter of fact, it has been suggestedJ24) that
improvements in workpiece roundness may be made simply by suitable control of
the friction forces between the blade and the workpiece in relation to the
force field of the grinding dnd regulating wheels. In addition, the abra-
sive wear of the workpiece support blade in a centerless grinding system de-
termines the setup life and hence influences significantly the economics of

the operation.

CONCLUSIONS

The various aspects of the grinding process which are significantly in-
fluenced by tribological phenomena have been identified as follows:

a) the mechanism of material removal

b) the interaction between the grinding wheel and ground workpiece
surface topographies

c) the wheel wear mechanisms during grinding

These aspects have been discussed in some detail pointing out how tri-
bology determines the output of a grinding operation.

It is also indicated that although grinding may be simply looked upon as
the abrasive wear of the workpiece material, several apparent tribological
anomalies exist in grinding. First, abrasive wear as generally referred to
in tribology implies a lack of its desirability whereas in grinding, material
removal is not just desirable, it is necessary. Second, contrary to the nor-
n..-l laws of tribology, softer steels, in general, tend to produce larger
wear of grinding wheels than harder steels. Finally, unlike most tribologi-
cal situdtions where the hardness of each of the two interacting surfaces is
a static characteristic, the apparent hardness of a grinding wheel is a dy-
namic characteristic and it depends upon both the grinding conditions and the
surface topography - an important tribological feature of the wheel.

..... _____ _____..... ... ...... ..... .... __ ____
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DISCUSSION

G. WERNER, MIT: According to one hypothesis, the spherical particles are
formed in grinding due to the high temperatures produced. Tiny metal par-
ticles solidify as small spheres with sizes ranging from several hundred
micrometers to several micrometers. Incidently, this phenomenon is not con-
fined to grinding only.

Your observation that surface roughness goes down with increasing wheel
speed and goes up with work speed is similar to a model presented by Shaw
in 1959 on titanium grinding. There is one difference; the surface rough-
ness does not increase linearly.

2 . y
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C. P. BHATEJA: In the range of speeds that I have used, it is very much
linear; but if we go to very high speeds I really do not know what happens.
For speeds up to 200-300 feet per minute (say 6000 surface speed of the
wheel itself) I think it is fairly linear. Now if you go to speeds like
500-600 or 1000 feet per minute which we use in industry, I am sure what
the relationship would be. Perhaps non-linear.

WERNER: You said depth of cut has no influence on the surface roughness,
at least if you go deep enough. Is that true?

BHATEJA: Yes. But I did not mention anything about the depth of cut as such
in my model.

M. C. SHAW, Arizona State University: Regarding the spherical particle for-
mation, we published one possibility about a year ago in Philosophical
Magazine. And that has to do with surface energy approach to electron den-
sity.equilibrium for newly generated surfaces.

BHATEJA: I noticed this first in 1968. Since then I was hoping that someone
would come up with an explanation. It is nice to hear that somebody has.

tI
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AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO TOOL
WEAR PREDICTION
B. Kramer and N. P. Suh

ABSTRACT

An analytical technique that allows quantitative calculation of relative
wear rates in high speed cutting from thermodynamic data is preseited. The
technique is based upon the identification of the rate controlling mechanism.
It is shown to be an accurate predictor of wear rates for the important class
of carbide cutting tools. Broad applications outside this class are
indicated.

INTRODUCTION

The following analysis treats those wear processes in which dissolution
of the tool material in the material being cut is required, the so-called
"atomistic wear processes." Mechanical wear processes in which the tool
material is removed as large particles consisting of many atoms are not
treated. These wear processes are discussed elsewhere in this pro-
ceedings (-3).

Trent( 4,5 ) described wear by dissolution of the tool material in the
material being cut qualitatively in his work. But he had difficulty in
explaining the observed wear rates on the basis of the diffusion of tool
constituents from the interface, and he settled on a mechanism in which
melting occurs at the interface.

As can be seen herein, the flow properties and mechanics of the material
in this region critically control the dissolution wear rate. However. the
mechanics of the problem presents theoretical difficulties that make its
solution inaccessible at the present time. In this paper, the critical
quantities relating to the mechanics of the metal cutting process are in-
ferred from the experimental data.

Autoradiographic studies by Cook and Nayak (6) clearly show that
tungsten carbide-based tools wear by the dissolution of tungsten carbide in
steel. Suh (7) has emphasized the importance of chemical stability in deter-
mining the solubility of the tool materials in the material being cut, and
has suggested the free energy of formation as an index of chemical stability.
The present work refines this treatment to allow for chemical reactions
between the tool and the material being cut. For the first time, quantita-
tive prediction of the relative wear rates of tool materials from their
cheical properties is possible.
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

With reference to Figure 1, the flux of tool material away from the
tool may be expressed as

V K D c + Cv 0
wear

Where:

V r = the wear rate of the tool material (cm/sec)

D the diffusivity of the slowest diffusing tool constituent
atom in the material being cut (cm,/sec)

c = the concentration of the tool material in the material being
cut

c = solubility limit of the tool material in the material being cut

acethe bulk velocity of the chip material at the tool-chip inter-v face

= the ratio of the molar volumes of the tool and the workpiece
materials

The first term is the diffusion flux. The driving force for diffusion
is the concentration gradient ac/ay. The concentration gradient is strongly
influenced by the velocity profile within the chip. In practice, it is
known that the chip material in contact with the tool is slowed down as it
,'.es along the tool face, forminq the so-called "secondary shear zone."
As a consequence, continuity considerations require that there be a compen-
sating flow of chip material away from the tool. This flow is responsible

V% CHIP

CHP-TOOLT.4

CONTACT LENGTH TOOL

Fig. I.-Schematic illustration of chip flow geometry.

i7, - 7
9 -~ ~ ~ 9 ft
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for the second term in Equation (1), the flux due to the bulk flow of the
chip material. It will be seen that this term predominates in most cases of
practical interest.

i THE MECHANICS OF CHIP FLOW,

Available information suggests several features of chip flow. Near the
tool tip, the chip slides along the tool face and there is a velocity dis-
continuity across the interface. Heat is generated at the interface. 4s
can be seen in Figure 2, after Bothroyd(8), the locus of the points of
maximum heat generation shifts from the chip-tool interface into the chip
as the chip traverses the tool face, the transitiun occurring at the arrow
on the figure. This would be expected if a transition from sliding to

I
9 

1

21

(8)Fig. 2.-Heat generation within the chip (arbitrary units) after Boothroyd

sticking occurred at this point. Similar behavior may be seen in Figure 3
for the locus of maximum temperature points.

It is reasonable to expect that the maximum deceleration of the chip
material will occur in the region where the transition from sliding to
sticking occurs. This will result in the greatest bulk velocity perpendi-
cular to the interface and, consequently, in the greatest solutiorn wear
rate. Figure 4 shows a cross-section of the crater of a hafnium carbide-
coated insert after penetration of the hafnium carbide surface layer. It
can be seen that the steel chip begins to adhere to the tool near the
maximum wear point.

There is no doubt that much can be learned from a detailed study of
chip flow patterns at high magnification. Suh and Agustsson (9 ) have con-
ducted such a study for the sliding wear of metals that helped to illuminate
the near surface deformation patterns. A detailed electron microscopic
study of the chip might yield similar informative results.

At the present time, it is impossible to predict the transition point
from sliding to stickinq from basic material properties. Even the related
problem, prediction of the chip-tool contact length from basic material

7 , 7
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F~ig. 3.-T1emperature distribution within the cutting zone. The materiaZ being
cut is mild steel, preheated tv 6110C. ?,fter Boothroyd(8).

Adherent Workpiece Material

Fig. 4.-Section through the crater of a hafnium carbide-coated insert showing
adhesion of workpiece material near the mayimum wear point.
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properties, has not been solved. These difficulties coupled with the general
dearth of experimental determinations of those nateriai properties that are
known to be of importance. pose an awesome cnallenge to analysis. Numerical
analysis is in order, and more than currently available computational power
may be required.

ESTIMATION OF THE RELATIVE WEAR RATES

Because of our inability to determine v,, only relative wear rates are
calculated here. If vy is similar for different tool materials under simi-
lar cutting conditions, the relative wear rate will depend only on the
solubility of the tool material in the work and the molar volume ratio, K.
Fortunately, relative wear rates provide all the information that is re-
quired to choose among the various potential tool materials for a given
application.

In this study, solubilities have been estimated from thermodynamic
properties. Approximate values of the solubilities of potential tool mate-
rials in body-centered cubic iron at 1,600 K, estimated from available data,
are listed in Table 1. The techniques used to estimate these solubilities
are discussed briefly in the following section. The reader is referred to
Reference (12) for details concerning the techniques used in estimation.

It is believed that the characteristic short time of the cutting pro-
cess does not allow sufficient time for the sluggish body-centered cubic to
face-centered cubic transformation in iron to occu,. While the highly
strained material in the cutting zone defies proper structural description,
it is believed that it is best approximated as metastable body-centered
cubic iron.

If dissociation is required, at equilibrium:

AGij = AG. + AG.

where:

AG.. = the free energy of formation of the tool material,

Aam = the relative partial molar free energy of solution of
component i, and

AG: = the relative partial molar free energy of solution of
3 component j.

The relative partial molar free energy of solution of component i can
be expressed in terms of the relative partial molar excess free energy of
solution, the excess free energy:

AG = AGX + RTlnc.

7;
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TABLE I. -ESTIMATED AND REPORTED SOLUBILITIES OF POTE% TIAL
T,.L MATERIALS IN :t-Fe AT 1,600K

Potential Free Energy Estimated Exp. Results
Tool of Formation Equilibrium (11] Extra-

Material (cal/mole) Concentration polated to
(solubility) 1,600-K

ZrO2  -190,300 3.60 x 10
- 8

Al203 -278,300 5.55 x 10
- 7

Ti2 03 -260,800 8.22

TiO 2  
-156,300 1.52 x 10

- 6

TiO -91,020 1.40 x 10
- 5

-4
HfN -52,604 1.53 x 10

HfC -49,122 1.97

ZrN -51,356 2.93

TIC.75 0.25 -52,395 5.42

ZrC -42,714 8.42

TiN -45,150 1.04 x 10

TaC -34,604 1.41 2.1 x 10
- 3

TiC(iron) -39,520 1.86 6.1 x 10
- 3

NbC -32,236 2.01 6.6 x 10
- 3

BN(graphitic) -26,100 9.65

WC -8,144 -- 2.6 x 10
- 2

-2
VC -23,416 -- 3.2 x 10

TiC(nickel) -39,520 2.24 x 10
- 2  6.3 x 10

- 2

Diamond -- 9.30

Si3N 4  -51,850 9.50

6-SiC -14,548 4.30 x 10-
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where:

c, :the concentration of component i, and

xs = the relative partial molar excess free energy c5 solution of
component i.

If the solution obeys Henry's Law, the excess free energy will remain con-
stant with solute concentration at a given temperature.

Calculated constant values of the excess free energy for the tool
constituents of interest are listed in Table 2. The assumptions and tech-
niques employed in calculating these values are discussed in detail in
Reference [10].

To calculate the solubility of TiC in a-iron, at equili'rium:

-M +-M
AGTiC Ti +L C

From Table 2:

-14AG -6,900 + RTlnCTi cal/mole

and

AG = +7,600 + RT!ncC  cal/mole.

For TiC, CTi = cC . Therefore, with reference to Table 1:

-39,520 = 700 + 2RTlnCTiC

TABLE II.-ESTIMATED EXCESS FREE ENERGIES OF SOLUTION
OF TOOL CONSTITUENTS IN a-IRON.

Tool S
Constituent (calories/mole)

Ti -6,900
Ti (Ni) -26,800
Zr -5,000
Hf -2,100

V -9,100

Nb -100
Ta -200

Al -10,700

Si -16,700
B -2,100
C +7,600
C (Ni) -11,600
0 -12,600
N +5,700

x *:&--
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Therefore:

C = 1.86 x 10 at 1,6000.

Data concerning the solubility of refractory materials in the iron-group
metals is scant. The data of Edwards and Raine (10 ) which is the only
systematic study of the solid solubilities of the carbides in the iron-group
metals, is reproduced in Table 3.

TABLE III.-'HE SOLUBILITIES OF THE CARBIDES IN THE IRON-GROUP
METALS AT 1,5230 K

Solubility in wt.% (mole 4)

Carbide Cobalt Nickel Iron

WC 22(7.9) 12(3.9) 7(2.2)

TiC 1(1.0) 5(4.9) <.5(<.5)

VC 6(5.6) 7(6.6) 1(.53)

TaC 3(.93) 5(1.6) .5(.15)

Dawihl, et al.(ii) cite conclusions made by Pfau and Rix in the German
literature to the effect that, when tungsten carbide goes into solution in
cobalt, tungsten atoms substitute for cobalt while carbon atoms fill inter-
stitial sites. This will undoubtedly be the case for tool constituents
dissolving in iron.

Table 4 shows a comparison of predictions of the relative wear rates of
selected carbides with test results from inserts coated with these carbides
by a patented process developed at MIT (13).

DISCUSSION

The discrepancy in the wear rate of TiC is explained by the pick-up of
oxygen from the steel workpiece. As pointed out by Carson (14), the number
of oxygen atoms per unit volume in normal steel exceeds the number per unit
volume at normal atmospheric oxygen partial pressure. Suh, Carson, and
Leung (15) have noted little difference in wear rate between sputtered
coatings of TiC. 750 25 and TiC. The predicted wear rate of TiC.7 50 25 is
included in. Table 4. Titanium and niobium are the only metals of interest
that form siable monoxides.

The data clearly show that the wear of alumina is not controlled by the
solubility of alumina in iron. This is encouraging for tool development
since the mechanical properties of materials can be subjected to far greater
manipulation than the chemical properties. The fact that the solution
hardening of alumina increases tool life, suggests that plastic deformation
operates in the wear process. Kane and Hasselman(16 ) show strong evidence
of plastic deformation in alumina tools in steel cutting and suggest that
dislocation pile-up may nucleate cracks. Carson(1 7) shows photographs of
microcracking at sub-micron intervals in alumina-coated inserts.
Subramanian (18) has also noted microcracks. The work of Suh and Fillion (19 )
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TABLE IV.-COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS WITH
TEST RESULTS. WEAR RATE OF 11fC IS TAKEN AS UNITY.

Temperature (01K)

Test
Carbide 1600 1500 1400 1300 Results

HfC 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

TiC 7.65 8.82 10.6 12.8 2.59

TiC 750.25 2.26 2.41 2.61 2.86 --

ZrC 4.44 4.87 5.47 6.20 5.74

TaC 6.33 7.19 8.39 9.98 10.4

(9.43) (10.7) (12.5) (14.9)

NbC 9.13 10.6 12.7 15.6 16.7

(31.0) (36.0) (43.1) (52.8)

WC (107.0) (153.0) (215.0) (332.0) 237

Terms without parentheses are calculated on the basis

of the solubility estimated from thermodynamic proper-
ties. Terms in parentheses are calculated using the
reported solubility (see Table 1).

on metal-bonded oxide tools is a new approach to improving the mechanical
properties of oxides.

Accurate determinations of the diffusivities of the elements of interest
in 6-iron would settle the issue of the role of diffusion in tool wear.

*Lack of experimental data also makes it impossible to preclude the
possibility that wear is limited by the kinetics of the separation of tool
atoms from the tool lattice, a parameter related to the self-diffusivity of
the tool material. This is the question of whether tool wear is an equili-
brium process.

Explanation of the inversion in the relative wear rates of titanium
carbide and tungsten carbide when cutting steel and nickel is extremely
difficult if wear is controlled by the kinetics of separation. The
phenomenon is explained by the greater solubility of titanium carbide in
nickel. This result is expected from thermodyn&mic considerations and is
due to the lower relative partial molar free energy of solution of titanium
in nickel.

Thermodynamic analysis has broad application to cutting tool develop-
ment outside of wear rate prediction, as has been demonstrated by truly
revolutionary tool microstructures produced through spinodal decompos..ion
reactions by Rudy(20 ). The major advances of the coming years in tool
development will undoubtedly be through thermodynamic insight.

-77 :- , - 71
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DISCUSSION

J. T. BLACK, Ohio State University: Could you tell me a little bit more

about solution wear?

B.* KRAMER: The basic tenet is that tool materials are soluble in the work
piece. The method for calculating the solubility is given in detail in the
paper. Basically, the free energy of solution of the tool material is used
as the activation energy for solution. Then the solubility of the tool ma-
terial in the workpiece is calculated, and this will give a reasonable solu-
bility if the free energy change is the controlling factor.

Now, since the chip is slowing down as it comes along the tool face, it

must flow perpendicular to the tool surface in order to maintain continuity.
Any tool material that dissolves at the interface will be carried away Ly
his flow. The velocity of this flow could be estimated from the cutting
data. For materials of interest at temperatures which are encountered,
this velocity term dominates over diffusive terms and accounts for the wear.

M. M. BARASH, Purdue University: On a historical note, I think it was in
1951 that Trent published a classic paper explaining why tungsten-titanium

I
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carbide can cut steel and tungsten carbide cannot -- because of the difzer-
ence in the solubility. It is rather surprising that for so many years
nobody touched it.

D. H. BUCKLEY, NASA: I have a question about the calculation of free energy
of formation. You have to take into consideration the relative concentra-
tion of the two species involved. How did you select te concentration
here?

KRAMER: I calculated the relative concentrations from the free energy
change.

BUCKLEY: You assumed the solution at the interface was an equilibrium situ-
ation. I would like to know how you arrived at that. I visualize the cut-
ting operation as anything but an equilibrium from thermodynamic standpoint.

KRAMER: The interface between the cutting tool and the chip is a very small
distance. I cannot see why equilibrium couldn't be establ.shed over thesei small distances.

BUCKLEY: Do you have any evidence to support this? I would infer just the
opposite. If I could visualize any system at all as being non-equilibrium,
it would be the cutting operation.

KRAMER: Well, equilibrium is a function of distances and times. Because of
the small distances I feel equilibrium can be established. The evidence
I have is that by doing this analysis and treating the problem as if equi-
librium had been established, I get an excellent correlation between experi-
mental results and predictions. I take that as confirmation of the fact
that equilibrium was established.

D. TABOR, Cambridge University: The chip that is coming off is very highly
distorted metal. Isn't it conceivable that many of the properties are
rather different from the properties that you have been assuming based on
textbook numbers about diffusivity, reactivity and so on? May this be a
factor that changes the rate at which things occur at the interface?

KRAMER: In some cases it could be factor. In certain cases, e.g. high
speed steels, the physical properties of the highly deformed material with
a large number of voids and interstices may be important in the wear.
However in these carbides the chemical properties are fairly similar, re-
gardless of the mechanical state of the material.

R. VISWANATHAM, Martin Marietta Laboratories: Are most of your comments in
the paper for coated tools?

KRAMER: Yes, the tools that were accessible to me for these tests were
coated tools.

VISWANATHAM: Would you also take a similar approach for uncoated materials?

KRAMER: I would.

VISWANATHAM: Shall we then ignore completely the role of the binder? The
reason I am saying this is because if the temperatures at the tool chip
interface are indeed as high as you say, 10000 C and above, we are approach-
ing temperatures where the stress rupture properties of the binder must have
some role to play.

- A. 7
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KRAMER: I was interested in an approach that would show why the various
tools wear at different rates without complicating the problem. For mater-
ials with binders, you have to look at the preferential removal of the
binder, the carbides, etc. and that is a complex problem. I was interested
in looking at the chemical wear.

M. C. SHAW, Arizona State University: Our largest carbide manufacturer uses
three layers of materials. I asked them about this and they were not clear
about it. But they found that this worked better than just a titanium ni-
tride. They used titanium nitride on the outer surface and on the inner
surface, next to the carbide tool, they have titanium carbide and then an
intermediate layer of carbonitride for coupling. They suggested after some
inquiry that the titanium nitride gave lower friction between chip and toolbut that titanium carbide was a better diffusion barrier.

So we set out to see if that was really the case. In diffusion couple
.xperiments we anticipated, as suggested by Professor Tabor for example,
that the material in the diffusion couple should be highly deformed. We
built an apparatus with which we could study diffusion between a coated
carbide and a work surf&,7e in a case where the work surface was plastically
defyrmed in the expeviment. We found that titanium carbide was a superior
diffusion barrier to titanium nitride. We then did a series of experiments
in %;hich we measured the friction between the freshly machined work material
and the coated tool surface and we found that titanium nitride gave a con-
siderably lower friction coefficient than titanium carbide. Then we looked
at the surface of the rubbed material using the Auger spectroscope and we
found that in both cases there was evidence of carbon on the surfaces of the
work piece when we had titanium carbide, and there was nitrogen in the case
of titanium nitride.

The only conclusion we can come to is that the carbon that transfers
from decomposition of the titanium carbide and transfers onto the asperities
of the work material gave more strengthening than nitrogen does. So we came
to the conclusion that the outer frictional characteristics of the titanium
nitride as opposed to titanium carbide was due to the lower strengthening
effect of the nitrogen that was released when the layer decomposed. It is
an extremely thin layer that deposits on the material, but apparently it
changes the interfacial characteristics of the material. The point I would
like to make in this connection is that it is to be expected that maybe one
coating is not enough. If we have more than one objective (as in the de-
sign of bearing materials in which we are interested in low shear strength
in a superficial layer and high hardness in the bulk) we cannot get those in
one material. Why not try to get the best with these coatings where you
have low friction and high diffusion barrier. Titanium carbide for some
reason stands as a better diffusion barrier for this particular application.
The whole problem is very complicated, but I just mentioned this as I thought
it might be of interest.

-j
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THE SLIDING WEAR OF POLYMERS: A
BRIEF REVIEW

B. J. Briscoe and D. Tabor

ABSTRACT

This Paper presents a short review o,1 -,he sliding wear of polumers
under the two headings of deformation wear and interfacial wear. The sec-
tion on deformation wear mainly reports the work of other investigators and
we have chosen a selection of classical and more recezit papers to exempl:fu
what we believe are the main features of this type of wear process. They
involve primarily abrasive and fatogue wear mechansms. The second main
section deals with interfacial wear, the main emphasis bezng placed on ad-

hesive or %.ransfer wear. Here we cite mainly our own work and that of our
colleagues. Naturally it is somewhat biased towards our own conception of
the important features of this wear process, but we have tried to balance

this with reference to otil ;r studies. Ths section also contazns a bri.ef
summary of chemical wear but only in so far as it influences the nature of
adhesive wear.

A prover understanding of poyr.e.r wear demands a detailed knowledge of
the surface and bulk properties of polymers. Currently polymer science can-
not provide this information and we must iccept, for the present at least,
rather tentative connections betweer polymer wear and material properties.

THE BASIC MECHANISMS OF WEAR

Many mechanisms are involved in the wear of pollymers. Lancaster (I}

has cited and discussed five mechanisms in the context of polymers; abrasive
wear, erosive wear, fatigue wear, corrosive (or chemical) wear, and adhesive
wear. Abrasive wear occurs when a hard sharp particle cuts or displaces
material from the specimen. Erosive wear occurs in polymers when, for
example, slurries are pumped through pipes or conduits. The process resem-
bles abrasion and we shall not deal with it further. We may, however, note
that in some cases high speed liquid drops can remove material from plastic
surfaces (rain drops on radomes) and this is a type of erosion which is
associated more with impact cracking than with abrasion. Fatigue wear, as
its name implies, results from the repeated stressing of a given volume ele-
ment of the specimen and, as we shall see, it often overlaps the abrasive
process. Corrosive wear is usually associated with the influence of a chem-
ically active medium in the presence of an applied stress. We shall deal

-7
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with this only in the course of discussing otner wear mechanisms. Finally
adhesive wear involves strong intermolecular forces at the interface such
that when sliding occurs, fragaents of polymer are plucked out of the sur-
face. rhese mechanisms have been studied in experiments deliberately de-
vise( to isolate them as individual wear processes. In most practical situ-
ations however, wear arises from a complex interaction of a number :)f these
- and perhaps other - mechanisms.

In this review we shall consider the sliding wear of polyme-s under
two broad neaaings basea on our understanding of fhe origins of the friction
force. Like wear, friction arises from many mechanisms, but to a first
approximation we shall assume that two non-interacting basic processes are
involved(. 4), Figure 1.

Ploughing Wear Interfacial Wear
Fig. 1.-lwo basic processes or ciasses of Wear.

The first energy dissipation process involves the ploughing or grooving of
hard asperitites through the softer surface; the second process is the
shearing of adhesive junctions formed in the contact. In general the
ploughing mechanism of friction involves relatively large volume deforma-
tions, small 3trains and rates of strain. The second component, the ad-
hesive term involves much larger shear strains and rates of strain in a much
thinner interfacial layer. In ddition, as virtually all the mechanical
work ultimately appears as heat(, ), the surface layers are subjected to
higher temperatures than the more extensive subsurface zone. For conven-
ience, we may tre3t wear as arising from either the deformation or the
interfacial shearing processes and neglect any mutual interactions. This
is clearly an oversimplification and may in some cases lead to artificial
distinctions and misleading conclusions.

It is also useful at this stage to classify polymers according to their
response to the deformation in the contact regions. (6) This is done briefly
in Table I. There are three basic types of deformation properties and
failure modes; elastic or viscoelastic with tearing failure; plastic or vis-
cous flow and necking failure; and brittle failure accompanied by fracture.
These processes are generally influenced by the temperature and the rate of
deformation; in addition'several of them are sensitive to the chemical
nature of the environment.

uENORMAIiuN WEAR

I. Elastomers

Schallamach (7-9) has studied the damage produced when a hard slider is
dragged over the surface of a rubber specimen. Two types of behaviour are
observed. If the slider is needle-like and penetrates deeply into the rub-
ber the rubber surface is stretched as shown in Figure 2a and tensile

_.____._.. . . . . ._._. .___M. . . . .- ',-. t -..
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TABLE I.-DEFORMATION CHARAC7ERISTICS OF POLYMERS

Class Example Tg*/OC Temp State Failure

Amorphous PS 100 >T viscous
(un cross- fluid
linked) PMMA 106 ..-. ilassy Small strains

to brittle
fracture

Amorphous Rubbers T g elastic High strains
(cross- cispolybutadicne -108 to fracture
linked) transpolybutadiene -18 or tearing

Resins decom- <Tg glassy Small strains
pose to

below Tg fracture

Semi- PTFE - >Tg plastic Average (20%)
crystal- PE -85 strain to
line PP ductile

failure
(nccking)

* Th, glass transition temperature is a function cf pressure and the rate

of deformation. The values quoted are for low rates of strain and atmos-
pheric piessure.

failure occurs at approximately right angles to the direction of sliding. (7)

When the rubber frees itself from the slider it recovers elastically, and the
tears are observed in the surface in the direction of sliding (figure 2b).
A small lip is often formed above the level of the original specimen and
some rubber may be detached during the sliding process. If on the other
hand the slider is relatively blunt and does not penetrate deeply into the
rubber, surface damage depends primarily on the frictional traction; this
produces a much gentler distortion of the rubber.(10,11) Nevertheless at
the rear of tne contact region the frictional traction may produce a tensile
stress large enough to rupture the rubber (figure 2c), an array of tears is
generated at right angles to the direction of motion and a lip of rubber is
"teased" out of the specimen ahead of each tear (figure 2d). Virtually no
rubber is removed in this process though with subsequent traversals the lips
may be torn away (see below). In practical situations these two processes
merge into one another and abrasion results from a mixture of both. Evi-
dently abrasion involves surface tearing and the availability of surface
flaws. These investigations provide a very helpful approach to our under-
standing of the way in which rubber surfaces are damaged durinq abrasion;
however they do not specify in detail how the wear fragments are actually
detached.

In another set of experiments in which a rubber specimen was slid over
fesh garnet abrasive paper, Schallamach showed that there is a close con-
nection between the abrasive wear rate and the bulk tear strength of the
rubber.(9) His data are shown schematically in Figure 3 where the velocity
dependence of the reciprocal of the abrasive wear is compared with the rate
dependence of the ultimate tensile strength. Ignoring the possible effect

7 7",- r -/ n -m
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lips tears

(a) (b)

raised lips

4 tear tears

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.-(a) and (b) Tearing of rubber by a needle (after Schallamach). (a)

Deformation Contours. The rubber fails in tension behind the needle in a
direction perpendicular to that of the maximum tensile stress (dotted
line). (b) After the needle has passed-on the tear rotates through almost
90*; the surface is covered with intermittent tears parallel to thte slid-
ing direction with a small zaised lip or some material may actually be
removed. (c) and (d) Tearing of rubber by a sphere where surface traction
due to friction is the main factor. (c) Profile showing that tear is
generated at rear of contact region. (d) The tears are almost normal to
the direction of sliding. A raised lip is "teased" out of the surface
but no removal of material occurs.

of frictional heating the power law for the two processes is similar. These

experiments were described by Schallamach as intrinsic abrasion. They were
obtained by periodically changing the relative sliding direction during the
wear measurement. If the wear direction is fixed, a rather different type
of wear is observed, and "Abrasion Patterns" are observed on the rubber.
The patterns appear as striations on the rubber surface normal to the sliding
direction of the saw in the opposite direction to the sliding direction.

This unidirectional wear is greater than that observed in "intrinsic abra-
sion" and Schallamach suggested that it arose from "undercutting" effects.
The tractive force simply pulls the teeth over, a crack propagates into the
rubber and produces a lip which may be readily detached producing a large
wear particle. This is a major source of wear in automotive tires. Recent-
iy Ciidmp eL di. (12" have studied this process in more aetail usinq the two
dimensional analogue (a razor blade) of the original Schallamach needle ex-
periments. These authors modelled the stresses acting on the saw-tooth as
a simple "trouser" test specimen under a cyclic load. In this way they were
able to establish a relationship between the penetration of surface cracks
in a bulk elastomer and the wear rate, the emphasis being on the generation
of surface cracks rather than on the mechanism of wear-fragment formation.
Lancaster has reviewed a similar approach based on a simplified empirical
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0 abrasion resistance /

-0.4- X ultimate tensile strength X -1.6 ',

'E
X/U

E -0.5 - 1.5
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u -0.6- 1.4

C -0
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x/
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Fig. 3.-Log of Abrasion resistance (reciprocal of the wear rate) or log of
U.T.S. plotted against the log of the Sliding velocity or the log of the
Deformation rate for SBR rubber (Schallamach). T12e two sets of data have
the same power law.

relationship for describing fatigue used by Kragelskii. As with Schalla-
mach's and Champ's investigations this fatigue model does not specify either
the periodicity of the pattern or the precise nature of the detachment
process. It is also interesting that natural rucber, wnich strain crystal-
lises in tearing tests does not appear to strain crystallise under the
asperities. Champ et al. argue the rubber that is deformed by the asperi-
ties does not have time to crystallise during the transient deformation. It
is possible that friction heating also plays a part. As we shall note later
this is just one example where our understanding of bulk response is not
completely mirrored in the behaviour of the polymer under contact conditions.

To summarize: although an extensive amount of work has been devoted to
the abrasive wear and mechanical properties of rubbers the detailed nature
of this wear process is still poorly understood. Nevertheless, it appears
that this aspect nf the wear of polymers is better understood than the other
areas reviewed later in this paper.

II. Glassy Polymers

Polymers are relatively brittle at temperatures below their glass trans-
ition. This is also the case with highly cross-linked resins which do not

L77 -177777 75
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exhibit thermally stable phase transitions. Under compressiv~ 1goj loading,
however, appreciable plastic flow may occur prior to fracture and
radial and circumferential cracks may be formed. If a tangential stress is
applied this greatly facilitates the formation of cracks.(14-21) With a
typical inorganic glass( 20), a critical mean Hertz contact pressure is re-
quired to create a cone crack. During sliding, however, there is generally
an additional tensile component behind the contact and with a coefficient of
friction of 0.3 this critical pressure is reduced to about one third of the
static value. The onset of cracking in normal loading also depends on the
coefficient of frrf-inn ,nd thf 2, ,

This damage due to tensile stresses in the surface may be regarded as similar
to that observed by Schallamach when styli are slid over elastomers. These
are fracture processes and are sensitive to stress crazing and cracking
agents.(23-25 ) It is also worth noting that a ductile and brittle transition
can be ,nduced by the application of a hydrostatic stress.(26-29) This has
been reported for polystyrene (PS)(25), polyimide (pl)(

2 7
), Polysulphone 4

(Pso)(2 ,) and Polymethylmethacrylate (P u.A)(25 ). With PnqA and Ps at room
temperature the ductile - brittle transition occurs at 3 x i0 7 

Pa in the
absence of environmental effects. At low strain rates crazing occurs while
at higher strain rates brittle fracture is observed.* In the presence of
many fluids, for example silicon fluids, brittle behaviour is maintained up

to much higher contact pressures. It is clear that the prediction of brit-
tle failures at the surfaces of polymers, particularly in the presence of
fluids, is a very uncertain exercise.(

30'

Lancaster and Evans( 31) have made a comprehensive study of polymer-
fluid interactions in relation to wear in which they studied the effect of
various solvents on the wear of PMMA and polyphenylene oxide (PPo). Under
dry conditions (load ION, sliding velocity ca b.2 m/s) the surface of these
polymers showed extensive plastic flow indicating appreciable thermal

softening. In addition the surface layers showed extensive delamination of
the type described by Suh (32) and the wear debris consisted of clusters of
lamellar plates. No transverse cracking was observed. The combination of
high contact temperatures and pressures presumably inhibits brittle tailure.
However, Lancaster and Evans were able to show how certain liquids in-
creased the wear of the PMMA and PPO by enhancing their susceptibility to
crazing. Other solvents decreased the wear by perhaps plasticising the
surface layers of the polymer, Figure 4. In certain fluids transverse
'striations were observed in the surface of the polymer. These features
qualitatively resemble the abrasion patterns observed by Schallamach. These
effects were not restricted to crazing and fracture enhancing solvents. The
sliding wear of glassy polymers appears to involve extensive plastic defor-
mations with perhaps thermal softening, although there is an indication that
crazing and brittle failure may play a role particularly when thermal
softening is not important. In contrast to semicrystalline polymers little
transfer of polymer to the counterface is observed (see later).

High temperature polymers such as polyphenylene sulphide and epoxy
resins might be expected to show more pronounced brittle failure particu-
larly when they are mixed with hard fillers. These materials have been
studied in composite form but the nature of the surface failure has not
been reported in detail.

* The crazing process is still not fully understood but is associated with

gentle tensile deformation across the interface. At high rates of strain

gross brittle failure occurs and crazing is not so apparent. In rolling
contact fatigue crazing is observed in subsurface regions (see later).

-- -?
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A log relative wear rate)
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Fig. 4.-The effect of various fluids on the relative wear rate of PM'A. The
relative wear rate is the difference between the dry and lubricated wear
rates. The fluids are not named but are plotted according to their solu-
bility parameters. The solubility parameter of PMRA is shown. Some
fluids increase the wear, presumably by causing crazing, others reduce it,
perhaps by plasticising the surface layers of the polymer (after Lancaster
and Evans).

Surface tractions and thus excessive surface thermal and tensile
stresses can be avoided in rolling contacts. Archard and Wannop(33) have
investigated the rolling contact fatigue of PMMA and observed acute subsur-
facing softening and subsequent failure at depths below the counterface con-
sistent with calculations based on viscoelastic energy dissipated (34) in the
bulk of the polymer beneath the contact. Similar mechanisms lead to the
degradation of lignin in the fibrillation of wood pulp (35) and in the blis-
tering of automobile tires.

11. Ductile Polymers

A hard sharp asperity may act as a miniature cutting tool when it is
slid over the surface of a ductile polymer: wear produced in this manner
may be described as abrasion. A simple theory(36) of abrasive wear may be
developed if asperities are modelled by one parameter; their mean slopes,
0. For a conical indenter of slope 0, the frictional force F is

F tanO

,Ir
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This energy is dissipated in aeformation ahead of the asperity. If the

area being deformed is, i; then

A 2w tane/i!

where ii is some time-dependent hardness. If we assume that the volume of
the deformed region is proportional to A31 2 and that the probability of this
volume creating a wear particle is K, then since the number of contact re-
gions of area A per unit distance is proportional to A_- , the wear per unit
sliding distance is proportional to A3/2.A "  and we may write:-

Z = K w tan0/ll (l

Equation (1) is a general case if 0 is an average slope of the asperities.
Whitehouse and Archard( 37) have reviewed the significance of the mean slope
0 and its relationship to other topological parameters. Tabor (38) has shown
that

tanO (o/2R and tane = a/B* (2)

where o, S5v, 9* are respectively the standard deviation of asperity
heights, t e average radius of the asperities and an autocorrelation dis-
tance. Whitehouse has reviewed these parameters and their properties else-
where in this proceedings.

Before applying equation (1) to published data, a number of points are
worth mentioning. First, this model applies to single traversals of asperi-
ties over the polymer surface. However, most abrasive experiments of the
type we discuss here consist in sliding the polymer over a rough counter-
face. Thus, although in "single-traversal" or "single-pass" experiments
the polymer traverses the counterface only once, many asperity interactions
may occur at one and the same region of the polymer so that it may be sub-
jected to fatigue as well as to micro-cutting. Multiple traversals over the
same wear track enhance the fatigue process. We shall deal with this later.
In the present context the more important feature is that wear debris accu-
mulates on the rough counterface significantly reducing its effectiveness as
an abrading surface. Invariably this leads to lower wear. Figure 5 shows
this effect for high density polyethylene (DPE) sliding on abrasive
papers. (39) Secondly as 6, 8* and Ray are generally obtained from surface
profilometry the absolute values of 0 are often independent of the scale of
the roughnesses.(40,41) Finally we note that this approach, like that
described for the fatigue wear of elastomers, does not specify the details
of the wear mechanism.

Figure 6 shows data from Hollander and Lancaster(42) for the single
traversal abrasive wear of nylon, polyethylene and polypropylene. Clearly
the wear is proportional to (0/Ray). Recently Warren and Eiss have studied
the influence of mean slope and its standard deviation on the high-load
single-pass abrasive wear of polyvinylchloride (Pvc), nylon 6:6 and poly-
chlorotrifluoroethylene. Using scanning electron microscopy they observed
that when polymer was transferred to asperities on the counterface, it did
so by depositing polymer behind the asperity. The upper surface of this
deposit made a reasonably constant angle with the horizontal datum for a
given polymer. The greater the angle the less the wear as monitored by
neutron activation analysis. This work also confirms the suggestion.
originally proposed by Lancaster(44 ), that there is a minimum asperity slope
below which no abrasive wear is observed. In addition these authors also
found the now quite well-established relationship between the abrasive wear

717 77 _t 77 7 777
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Fig. 5.-Wear against the number of traversals (see text) over the same wear
track on abrasive paper (Briscoe, Pogosian and Tabor).

rate and the reciprocal of the work to rupture of the polymer. This cor-
relation was probably first proposed by Ratner and his collaborators.( 45)
Figure 7 shows data taken from Lancaster(l), where the single pass wear is
plotted against the reciprocal of work to rupture for various polymers. The
agreement is very good and somewhat surprising when one realizes that no
attempt has been made to compare the deformations under comparable condi-
tions of hydrostatic stress, strain rate and with polymers of similar
morphology. The K factor in equation (1) may be considered as containing
the reciprocal of the work to rupture. It is interesting in view of the
general relationship between wear rate and the rupture energy, to note that
the failure process is probably similar for many polymers which exhibit
ductile abrasive wear. Unfortunately equation (1) also follows from a sim-
ple model of brittle fatigue failure as might occur in glasses and rubbers.
The different gradients of PMMA and the ductile polymers(42) when wear rate
is plotted against 0/Ray as shown in Figure 6 might reflect this difference
in failure processes. However, in general, it has proved extremely diffi-
cult to differentiate between abrasive and fatigue wear. In some cases
environmintal sensitivity (see earlier) provides an indication of the nature
of the failure process. The experiments described above refer to single
traversals. Most practical applications involve multiple traversals and in
addition many polymers used in practice contain comparatively hard and
abrasive fillers. The effective surface topography often changes markedly
during the initial stages of wear. Often the transfer of polymer debris and
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Fig. 6.-The unlubricated wear rate as a function of the man asperity slope
(o/R ) for nylon, polyethylene, polypropylene and P&MA.

av

polishing by the fillers reduces the roughness.(46) It has been reported
that the wear in a prolonged experiment may be minimised by the choice of a
suitable initial counterface roughness. For PTFE this roughness has been
quoted as being about 0.5 pn c.l.a. (see later).

A rather different type of 'wear' which involves large volume deforni-
tions is caused by gross thermal softening and the subsequent loss of
dimensional stability. Tanaka and Uchiyalna( 47) have made a comprehensive
study of surface melting and its influence on the friction and wear of a
number of seni-crystalline polymers. For example in the case of high
density polyethylene sliding at I m/s under a load of I Kg against steel the
molten layer is about 15 um in thickness. Similar experiments by Kar and
Bahadur(48 ) show that, at comparable sliding speeds, surface melting occurs
with HDPE and polyoxymethylene but not with PTFE. This is not entirely in
agreement with an earlier paper by Tanaka et al.( 49 ) on the high-speed
transfer of PTFE.

In Tanaka and Uchiyama's work where surface melting of HDPE is well
established they were able to show in a semiquantitative way that the fric-
tional force can be accounted for by the viscous flow of the polymer in the
molten layer. Two mechanisms of wear are suggested when repeated traver-
sals are made over the same wear track. In the case of low density poly-
ethylene a relatively thick coherent layer of molten polymer is transferred

I _ _ _ ii--7
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various ductile polymers.

to the counterface. Other polymers such as high density polyethylene,
polyacetal, nylon 6:6, and polypropylene transfer a much thinner molten
layer. The first mechanism of wear involves the removal of this layer by
subsequent passes of the slider. In this respect it is similar to the
mechanism of adhesive wear to be described in the next section although the
transferred layers are probably thicker when surface melting takes place.
A second novel wear process, tentatively suggested by these workers, in-
volves the extrusion of molten polymer out of the contact region. We have
examined this process with a glassy polymer, PMmi, and observed the forma-
tion of extruded polymer at the rear of the contact. This extruded material
has an interesting layered structure and it is attached to the rear of the
polymer specimens (Figure 8).

INTERFACIAL WEAR

In the previous section we have considered energy dissipation proces-
ses which occur primarily within the bulk of the polymer beneath the inter-
face. The nature of the countersurface and the surface of the polymer has
been considered in the context of surface roughness and thermal conducti-
vity but no direct mention has been made to the adhesion between surfaces
except in the case of the tearing of elastoiers and the tran-verse cracking
of glass where surface tractions may be involved. Such tractinris arise from

I! '3IM
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Fig. 8.--The wear of PAIM11 at high sliding speeds. The sliding direction is
clockwise. The molten polymer layers accumulate at the rear of the con-
tact and form layered or fibrillaz debris.

the adhesion between the surfaces. In tnese wear processes surface flaws
and the surface morphology are also certainly of importance. In this sec-
tion we will consider those wear processes that may be regarded as mainly
interfacial in origin. There seem to be two types: adhesive or transfer
wear and chemical wear. These processes involve relatively thin layers of
the polymer surface and as a consequence higher strains, strain rates and
temperatures are involved than in the regime of deformation wear.

A. "Adhesive" or "Transfer" Wear

A good deal has been written on adhesive wear. In summary, the process
involves the formation of adhesive junctions between the polymer and the
counterface followed by bulk failure in the surface layers of the polymer in
response to the applied shear stress. Polymer is consequently transferred
to the counterface and repeated traversals of the polymer specimen over this
layer detach the film which is then ultimately displaced from the contact.
A further layer is transferred, the process is repeated and the polymer
gradually wears away. The process may be rather more complex. For example,
there is evidence for multiple film transfer upon previously transferred
layers during repeated traversals of the polymer specimen. There are a
number of important features in this mrechanism that may be discussed sepa-
rately. They include (1) the nature of the initial adhesion between the
polymer and the counterface; (II) the mode of failure at the junction and
criteria for film transfer; (Iil) the structure and thickness of the trans-
ferred layer; (IV) the bonding between the transferred film and the counter-
face; (V) the mechanism of film removal and the displacement of the debris
from the contact region. We will deal with these aspects in turn.

_____ _____77
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I. The initial adhesion between the polymer and the countersurface

With organic polymers the adhesion arises from two sources. One is
Coulombic electrostatic forces. The importance of this type of bonding has
been the subject of dispute.(50 -53) The other process involves van der
Waals forces which are present irrespective of the nature of the interacting
atoms.(54) There may also be in addition hydrogen bonding between the
polymer and oxygenated or hydrated layers on the countersurface. If the two
surfaces adhere strorgly the work of adhesion may be very much greater than
the thermodynamic work o- adhesion because of the large amount of work in-
volved in ductile and visco-elastic losses. This applies to polymers and
elastomers above their glass transition temperature. With these materials
the work to separate the polymer from the interface may be greater than the
energy required to tear out a lump of polymer. As a result appreciable
transfer may occur. On the other hand, with polymers or rubbers below their
glass transition temperature, the adhesive failure is largely brittle and
the work of adhesion and the tendency to produce polymer transfer will be
very much smaller.

II. Junction failure

Under the application of a tangential stress, the adhesive junctions,
as indicated above will fail either at the original interface or within the
polymer. With clean elastomers on smooth surfaces the elastomeric junctions
appear to fail at the interface itself and no coherent transfer occurs.
Some transfer at a submicroscopic level may be formed but most experimental
methods are incapable of detecting the polymer itself as distinct from some
low molecular weight impurity. This point is reminiscent of the arguments
which surround the distinction between cohesive and interfacial failure of
adhesives. Elastomers wear by "large" volume fatigue or tearing and some-
times by chemical degradation. Glassy polymers also do not appear to trans-
fer polymer to the counterface except in isolated patches. At high sliding
speeds surface heating may increase the interfacial temperatures above the
glass transition temperature and then quite gross, but again patchy, trans-
fer is observed.(54) These observations are consistent with the low adhe-

sion of glassy materials. Highly cross-linked resins often appear to form
thin coherent transferred layers but, as mentioned above, this material may
be low molecular weight impurities which diffuse to the surface or they may
be the residue of thermal degradation.

III. Transferring polymers: the nature and structure
of the transferred film

Ductile polymers (semi-crystalline polymers above their glass transi-
tion temperatures) often transfer bulk polymer to the counterface although
during the transfer process there are marked changeg in morphology sometimes
accompanied by a certain amount of chain scission.( ') When transfer occurs
there appear to be two types of behaviour which depend upun the polymer and
the sliding conditions. The most general ("normal") behaviour is the forma-
tion of a "lumpy", relatively thick, ca. o.1 to 1.o lm, film which contains
quite highly oriented material.(5 6- 35 ) This behaviour is found in low den-
sity polyethylene, polypropylene and nylon 6:6. Good transfer is aided by
clean substrates and there is evidence that mild surface roughness ca 0.5 pin
or less, may improve the transfer. (66 ,67 ) However structural. studies on
these layers are difficult. The most widely used method which is electron
diffraction is restricted because of the ease of radiation damage in poly-

mers.
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The other class of behaviour is only shown, as far as we know, by high
density polyethylene (IIDPE), PTFE, and as the more recent experiments by Kar
and Bahadur show by polyoxymethylene. (68) In this case the transferred film
may be much thinner c. 10 nn to 50 nm(60) and more highly orientated with
the major axis of the polymer chains aligned in the direction of slid-
ing.(6 0 ,69,70) This rather special behaviour of HIDPE, PT.FE and Pom appears
to be restricted to low speeds, intermediate temperatures and smooth counter-
faces. (57) Outside these, as yet, ill defined limits "normal" lumpy trans-
fer is thought to occur. At higher sliding speeds, as pointed out earlier,
there is evidence for frictional melting of HDPE and of Pom but not of
PTFE.(48)

The mechanism of thin film transfer is not clear. It certainly in-
volves large plastic shear strains and we may say that transfer occurs when
the interfacial shear strength is greater than that of the bulk shear
strength of the polymer close to the interface. Pooley and Tabor have shown
that prior to thin film transfer reorientation of a surface layer of the
polymer occurs for HDPE and PTFE. It is likely that this material will have
a lower shear strength than the isotropic polymer.(7 1,721 Reorientation of
surface layers, prior to transfer is not as important with "normal" ductile
polymers which show lumpy transfer and higher friction. These observations
are consistent with the observed thin film shear strengths of polymer films.
For a given set of contact conditions the shear strengths of HIDPE and PTFE
are less than those of nylon, low density polyethylene and polypropylene which
are again less than those of glassy polymers such as PALVIA and polysty-
rene.(72) In the case of the glassy polymers little reorientation is likelyand true interfacias sliding may take place. (7 3) These observations also

broadly agree with a number of interesting experiments which have been re-
ported, where various polymer combinations have been slid over one another.
Transfer takes place from the polymer with the lowest cohesive energy den-
sity (64 ) or critical surface tension of wetting. (63 )  In general reorienta-
tion and segmental mobility favour transfer and this is reflected in the
relatively poor transfer of rddiation cross-linked polymers and ultrahigh
molecular weight polyethylenes.

In the transfer mechanism energy i dissipated within relatively narrow
zones; it is possible that adiabatic shear may be involved. Adiabatic shear
bands are seen in certain metals (74) when they are deformed at very high
rates of strain and the process is also thought to occur in some polymer
fibre drawing processes.(75) The mechanism of transfer seems to have some-
thing in common with fibre drawing. Both seem to involve a reorientation of
lamellae and the subsequent alignment of amorphous material as well as the
pulling out of chains from the crystalline regions. What is difficult to
account for in the transfer process is the observed range of film thickness.
It may be controlled by the position of adiabatic shear plarnes and thus re-
lated to the thermal properties of the polymers. Tanaka et al.(62), how-
ever, have suggested that the thickness may be governed by the lamella size
of the crystalline portion of the polymer. In the work of Pooley and Tabor,
where they observed film thicknesses much smaller than those of the lamel-
lae, to some extent conflicts with this view. In addition they found that
morphology had little effect on the friction and the transfer.

It is evident from this discussion that the factors controlling film
thickness are not yet established. The way in which the film is laid down
may be determined by some characteristic morphological dimension or by the
position of an adiabatic shear plane. What is certainly required for trans-
fer is a fair degree of drawability with its associated requirements of seg-
mental ibobility. in the section below we will be considering the use of
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fillers in improving the wear of polymers. We will note here that fillers,
particularly those with high aspect ratios, may significantly hinder the
reorientation process as well as changing the morphology of the polymer.
Steward (76 ) has shown for example, that mica-filled high density polyethylene
requires a significantly longer distance to establish a loa friction regime
than the pure polymer. This suggests that the fillers, with their rela-
tively low mobility, interfere wit,' the alignment of the polymer cnain into
directions of easy shear. We might guess that these effects might be more
important with platelets and fibres. If reorientdtion is a prerequisite fcr
transfer, fillers may reduce the rate of transfer as well as modifying the
polymer-counterface interactions as outlined below.

IV. The bonding between the transferred layers and the counterface

In the absence of chemical degradation the bonding wi;l be Coulo-lbic
and van der Waals. The electrostatic forces in this case seem to be larger
than those in (1) as can be seen if a transferred layer is stripped from a
counterface. Whether this frictional electrification significantly enhances
the adhesion of the film is unknown. However, t,.e adhesion of these films
is generally quite poor. The films can cften De removed with adhesive tape
or during cellulose acetate replication prior to transmission electron
microscopy. The films are also highly strai'ed and wetting them with aque-
ous deterqents may detach the film as well as causing it to curl at its
edges.(60, It is not surprising that multiple traversals of the polymer can
readily displace the film. During these multiple traversals it is not
established how much additional film transfer can occur on top of previously
deposited films. The work of Pooley and Tabor (6 °) suggests that this is not
an important effect at low speeds with PTFE and HDPE. At higher speeds
where frictional heating and adiabatic shear may be more important, thicker
films form with these polymers but it is not clear whether these layers are
characteristic of "normal" transfer or multiple thin film transfer. Work in
our laboratory tentatively indicates the latter can occuir.

Later work(39), suggests that the adhesion of the first layer to the
counterface is of critical importance in governing the long-term wear of
11DPE and PTFE. The evidence indicates that certain inorganic fillers help
to reduce the wear of polymer by increasing this adhesion. This enhanced
adhesion mechanism seems to be restricted to HDPE and PTF and the fillers
do not seem to significantly reduce the other mechanisms of wear. A number
of experiments demonstrate this enhanced film adhesion. First the trans-
ferred polymer layer formed against a ferrous counterface by a glass or car-
bon-filled PTFE composite is extremely difficult and often impossible to
detach from the counterface by the simple means described above. Second,
this transferred layer (or one like it formed from HDPE in the presence of
lead and copper oxides as fillers) will act as a low wear counterface for
pure DPE until the film is eroded away after which the wear rate of pure
IIDPE is observed. Typically these fillers will reduce the wear of PT:S and
11DPE by a factor of i03. 39 ,77) Fillers do not appreciably change the total
energy dissipated (the friction force) or markedly alter the thermal proper-
ties of the specimen and it has been suggested that they act as stress or
temperature intensifiers in the contact. This is consistent with the obser-
vation that those fillers which cause abrasion of the counterface are also
effective in reducing the wear of the polymer composite.(78) How this local
intensification of stress and temperature improves the adhesion of the
transferred film is not properly understood. In the case of PTFE composites
there is no strong evidence for significant chemical effects,. Powever,
early work by Pratt (77 ,79) noted the formation of coloured debris when
PTFE/Copper/Lead composites were slid against steel. A similar type of
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debris is seen wnen mica-filled Prr: is slid against lead bronze. Again
Pocock and Cadman(Su) have studied the thermal stability of PTFr com;posites
and detected some chemical reactions that might be responsible for chemical
bonding. More recent work by Steward ( 76 ' has failed to identify any pro-
nounced catalytic effects using similar composites. On the other hand, in
the case of H.P. filled with lead and copper oxides the evidence for chemical
effects is stronger. This is based on the observed synergistic action of
lead and copper oxides in reducing the wear of the polyner. These fillers
are thought to promote a mild gas phase oxidation of the polymer. This
aspect is dealt with further in the next section. In addition to possible
contributions from valence bonding, the fillers acting as temperature intenl-
sifiers in the contact zone may locally melt the polymer, ar ealling out
stresses and creating more intimate contact between the film and the counter-
face.

It should be stated tnat another school of thought exists on the role
wnich fillers play in reducing wear. Tanaka (81) and Arkles et al.( 82) sug-
gest that a filler-rich surface layer is formed at the interface and the
particles, :ihich have low wear rates, effectively support the load and sepa-
rate the polyner from the counterface. The polymer acts as a boundary
lubricant. Excess filler con e. trations are generally observed at the sur-
face of the composite, and witn scmie types of fillers, the wear of the fil-
ler particles can be readily observed, Figure 9. The two mechanisms are not
mutually exclusive and both may play a part in the wear process. Other
factors may also be important. In an earlier section we noted that there is
evidence that a certain scale of surface roughness gives a minimum wear.
This roughness may act as the critical stress intensifier which strengthens
film adhesion without producing excessive abrasion. In addition, many ef-
fective fillers abrade the counterface and the fillers may thus act to pro-
vide an optimum surface roughness. Recent work (7 3 ; on glass filled compo-

Fig. 9.-Th worn surface of a PTFE composite filled with glass spheres. The
glass spheres show pronounced wear.
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sites indicates that the filler particles can, given sufficient tiie, pro-
duce a counterface roughness close to the optimum value almost irrespective
of the initial counterface roughness.

The use of fillers is a 'alI-)le method for improving the wear resis-
tance of polymers when they are si,d against reasonably smooth surfaces and
when their transferred layers are formed on the counterface. These fillers
seem to be less useful in reducing deformation wear such as abrasion and
fatigue. The mechanism of filler action is not well understood but the
requirement of some gentle abrasion of the counterface is a good empirical
rule. There do, however, appear to be some exceptions. For example,
Arkles et al. (83) have shown that two high temperature polymers, poly-
phenylene sulphide and polyimide, are very effective fillers for PTFE. Al-
though these workers did not report data on counterface abrasion, we presume
that it did not occur. Nevertheless, factors such as the concentration,
shape, size, aspect ratio and the relative hardness of the filler and the
counterface can affect the wear rate. Direct correlation between these vari-
ables and the wear rate is often difficult to establish because of tie
breakdown and accumulation of the filler particles (78 ,81 ) in the contact
zone and because of the work hardening of the counterface.(84) many of
these composites show pronounced environmental sensitivity which can some-
times be attributed to specific interactions with the filler particles such
as the oxidative wear of carbon. In other cases, for example at high humi-
dities, it seerms that the mechanism of enhanced adhesion is severely in-
hibited. The development of polymer bearings which can operate effectively
in aqueous media is an area of renewed research interest. Unfortunately
the film transferring polymers which are used as dry bearings and sometimes
as marine bearings are intrinsically unsuitable for this purpose.

V. The mechanism of film removal

Little systematic work has been carried out on this complex problem.
In some cases patches of the film are puiled out of the surface of the
transferred layer by the tractive stress (39), Figures 10 and 11. This film
debris can sometimes be observed adhering to the surface of the polymer.
This process of "back transfer" is important and it is often responsible for
the influence of contact geometry on the wear rate. This is particularly so
when the debris cannot be readily displaced from the contact region as in,
for example, a journal bearing. Ahroni(8 5) has suggested that the detached
layers may form into rolls prior to displacement. This behaviour may be
seen in thL micrograph of a PPFE transferred film, Figure 11. Roll forma-
tion was originally proposed as a mechanism for the wear of rubbers by
Reznikouski and Brodskii 86 ), but this may be the result rather than the
cause of wear. Fatigue ,'ollowed by delamination (32 ) may be a useful model
for the detachment proc s but clearly the removal process is extremely com-
plex.

B. Chemical Wear

High temperatures are generated at sliding contacts. Ductile polymers
such as HiDPE, PTFE, nylon and polypropylene and brittle polymers such as
PMMA and polystyrene melt or soften without significant chemical decomposi-
tion. Resins, certain high polymers and elastomers suffer appreciable
chemical degradation without becoming viscous. For these materials chemical
wear is important. For example we have all seen the blue smoke evolved from
automobile tires. Here some softening occurs, as is evidenced by the trans-
fer of rubber to the road.
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Fig. 10.-The buckling of a PPFE transferred layer. The layer was formed by
a carbon-filled PTFE Composite sliding against steel. Sliding direction
iert to right.

Fig. 11.-A lesion in a transferred film presumably caused by abrasion. A
roll of film is formed at the right of the picture.
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Systematic studies of chemical wear are few and they take different
forms. Richardson( 87 ) has briefly reviewed this field. Rhee and his col-
laborators(88) have applied the approach established by Quinn for the oxi-
dative wear of ferrous metals to the study of the chemical wear of a class
of brake materials based on high temperature resins. The contact tempera-
ture may be estimated as a function of the sliding variables and the chemi-
cal wear rate is then described by an Arrhenius equation. The activation
energies calculated correspond to those typical of chemical degradation. A
rather different type of experiment involves sliding polymers and composites
in vacuum and monitoring the concentration and type of gaseous species
evolved using mass spectroscopy. Buckley and Johnson( 89) have studied the
chemical decomposition of filled apd pure PPFE in sliding contacts using
Auger and mass spectoscopy. With the pure polymer the major products were
cF+ and cF2 + ions. With the glass filled polymer the major product was F+

indicating that higher temperatures and stresses existed in the contact.
This is in agreement with the intensification-of-stress arguments described
earlier. Copper fillers produce much lower concentrations of CF+ and CF2+
indicating that there is less stress concentration with this filler. Cop-
per-filled PTFE has a higher wear rate than that of glass-filled PTFE at
similar filler concentrations. Professor Belyi's laboratory in Goiel has
carried out similar experiments but on less stable polymers such as substi-
tuted polycarbonates and polyalkylmethacrylates. They suggest that the gas
evolved in these cases may provide effective "gas" lubrication of the poly-
mer. More recent work( 90  on PTFE shows that the wear by chemical decompo-
sition may be very large in vacuum and the loss of material may be compar-
able with the adhesive wear observed under open laboratory conditions. Ap-
parently the catalytic activity of clean metal counterfaces can significant-
ly increase chemical decomposition. This type of catalytic decomposition
may be responsible for the high rates of wear that are observed with filled
PTFE when sliding occurs in very dry pure inert gases.( 91) Here presumably
the protective oxide films naturally present on the counterface are worn
away.

An alternative approach which provides some insight into chemical wear
is to examine the thermal decomposition of polymers and composites in vari-
ous environments using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and gravi-
metric analysis. For example, Hauser (92) has shown that the particular
combination of lead oxide and copper oxide fillers which gives a minimum
wear of H1DPE also promotes a mild low temperature decomposition of the poly-
mer. Whereas the role of the lead oxide is uncertain, it seems that copper,
or one of its oxides, acts as a catalyst for the gas phase oxidation of
polyethylene. For example, copper is known to catalyse the oxidation of
polyethylene-coated copper conductors. (93) Similarly Pocock and Cadman (80 )

used DSC to investigate the oxidation of PTFE and showed that copper had a
catalytic effect. In contrast Steward (76) using a thermal balance has found
little enhanced reactivity with glass and carbon fillers though they are
very effective in reducing the wear of PTFE. Clearly these DSC and thermo-
gravimetric studies must be interpreted with some caution. The role of
clean surfaces and their catalytic effects may render invalid any comparison
between static tests and sliding wear experiments. In addition it is pos-
sible that large stresses, or rather large strains, may themselves reduce
the activation energy fo, the decomposition (94 ) at the interface.

Various workers (95) have indicated that mild oxidation can improve the
adhesion of polymers to metals. This may well account for the enhanced ad-
hesion of transferred layers in the presence of fillers. The evidence for
chemical effects in improving the adhesion of transferred films is still
somewhat inconclusive.
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CONCLUSIONS

The wear of polymers involves a variety of complex and interacting
processes. It is at least as complex as the wear of metals and perhaps
more so because of the wide range of mechanical properties found in poly-
mers, their marked dependence on temperature and strain rate and the pro-
nounced environmental sensitivity of their failure processes. in another
sense they are less complex because their surfaces are less susceptible to
chemical and mechanical damage. In comparison with metals and high strength
solids their wear is thus more influenced by mechanical than surface proper-
ties. This is one of their virtues in dry bearing applications.

At a fundamental level we can often account for the wear of polymers by
considering their mechanical failure characteristics in bulk specimens. We
can, for example, correlate the wear of rubbers with their fatigue life.
The energy input during sliding creates a certain amount of fatigue damage.
However the connection between damage and weight debris cannot be given. We
cannot for example, predict the size of the wear particles. The same situ-
ation holds for abrasive ard chemical wear of brittle and ductile polymers.
The mechanism of transfer wear is even less well developed. The subject of
polymer wear is thus more of a speculative art than a definitive science. I
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DISCUSSION

G. HARDY, Celanese Research Company: I believe it is implicit in the excel-
lent papers I just heard that we should pay more attention to the fact that
the mechanical and other properties of high polymers are extraordinarily

sensitive to temperature in a range that very often does not concern the
metallurgists. These effects can be of great importance because the proper-
ties of the material at the interface where the sliding is actually occur-
ring will be quite different from the bulk properties. In many cases, very
thin layers of adsorbed materials on the surface of a polymer (even on a

metal) can affect its frictional behavior. The small temperature rise that
occurs during rubbing is going to desorb these layers and perhaps wetting

and adhesion can occur where it would not have otherwise. More importantly
these polymers will change their rheological properties drastically with a
very small temperature rise. They will melt if they are semi-crystalline
and wher they resolidify again they maynot be in the crystalline state they

were in before melting. We will have a material of rubbery properties, quite
different from semi-crystalline polymer we started with. Finally there are
orientation effects in both crystalline and non-crystalline polymers. If
the plane of orientation of the high polymer is parallel to the gross inter-

face, it leads to a substantial drop in the energy for fracture. It is com-
mon to observe a preferred fracture plane parallel to the interface due to
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the tractions that are exerted during sliding. I think that all of these
items have to be considered very carefully before we can interpret the re-
sults of polymers sliding against each other or sliding against metals.

B. J. BRISCOE: I agree.

S. GANESH, Bendix Research Laboratory: You showed a plot for high density
polyethylene where drastic reduction in the wear rate with the addition of
30 percent lead oxide and 5 percent copper oxide was observed. Is this im-
provement independent of the counterface material? Is it independent of the
load, sliding speed and so forth? What is the mechanism by which you achieve
this improvement?

BRISCOE: We spent a great deal of time trying to answer problems of this
type. The choice of the filler depends on the counterface against which the
polymer is slid, the sliding conditions, and particularly the environment
and the surface topography. This material was modeled on a commercial ma-
terial. It is very effective for rubbing against smooth, ferrous surfaces
at low humidities. That particular comFisite batch is not produced any more
because it would not work on rough surfaces at intermediate humidities.

As regards the mechanism of wear, the answer is: we do not know. In my
talk I tried to make the point that the filiers in some way increase the
energy dissipation locally within the transfexred film, and thus enhance the
adhesion of the transferred film to the counterface thereby reducing wear.
What is the mechaaism of that process? Is it simply melting? Reduction in
the area of contact? Reduction in the stored elastic strain? Or is it
perhaps a modification of the surf4ce topography? Ve do not have the answers.
We know from adhesive technology that if we can create specific valance bonds
between polym6r and sabstrates by mild oxidation, for example, we can en-
hance the strength of the adhesive junction. With that th -ng, one wonders
whether the fillers carn modify locally the chemistry of the "ce of the

transferred film and the substrate to generate strong valance ..... nical
bonds. This work was put together because we considered that copper acts as
catalyst for the oxidation of the high density polyethylene, and lead is an
agent for the transport of oxygen. In that way we hoped to establish, by
changing the environment and the relative ratio of these materials, strong
chemical effects. They must not be too large or we will get gross chemical
degradation. If the temperatursE are too high one will catalytically cor-
rode the material. In a companion paper by Dr. Cadman, et al. hypotheses of
this sort of mechanism are tested. They used very sophisticated analytical
tools to prove or disprove the point that there is local degradation of the
polymer which might in some way facilitate the enhanced adhesion. The fil-
lers intensify the enerqy dissipation, incruase the temperature, and in that
way, accelerate mild chemical reaction which can improve the adhesion of the
film.

D. A. RIGNY, Ohio State University: Could you tell us something about what
is going on below the surface? Could you compare what you see in polymer.s
with what is seen in the case of metals?

D. TABOR: The answer really depends on the system. There are systems in
which you get subsurface damage due to the generation of high shear stresues
just as you do beneath the Vickers and Brinell indentations. Underneath
those regions we get high shear stresses and that will produce heating which
will produce failure. For example, Archard has shown that in the rolling of
polymer discs, we can actually get subsurface damage due to energy dissipa-
tion at the region of maximma shear stress below tl- surface. The other
type of experiment, of course, is by Tanaka; he ,showed that at high sliding
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speeds, we can get surface melting and the smearing of a relatively thick
film on the counterface. Therefore, the answer depends on tne system. We
can get quite appreciable damage extending beyond the surface layers.

S. A. KARPE, DTNSRDC, Annapolis: I would like co make a comment based on
some of the work I have done on the friction and wear of polyethlenes. In
some of the figures presented by the authors we see just P.E. We heard ref-
erence to pure High Density Polyethylene. In many of the papers in the
literature there is very little description of what material is used. Poly-
ethylene, or polyethylene-like can be as different as stainless steel and
mild steel. I suggest that we should identify the polymer carefully.

Now a question. I would like to know the influence of mechanical inter-
locking at the sliding interface instead of pure London or van der Waal for-
ces, on film transfer. What surface finish is best suited for minimizing
wear?

BRISCOE: I agree that it would be desirable to specify more carefully not
only the molecular weight, but also the molecular weight distribution of the
material and perhaps its thermal and strain history, orientation, and so
forth. These are certainly important. I think, in addition, it is very
important to specify the nominal purity of the material, as many materials
contain oxidation inhibitors. Clearly, the presence of an oxidation in-
hibitor may well modify the chemistry at the interface. To answer your
question, our opinion is that the molecular weight influences dynamic re-
sponse of the material. Polyethylene is a good example. At low molecular
weight, it is essentially a ductile material. If one radiation cross-links
it, or uses ultra-high molecular weight materials, because of the entangle-
ments in the long-range order, one would turn it into a material of rather
different mechanical properties and it would show some features of brittle
response.

KARPE: I would like to say one thing about the brittleness of ultra-high
molecular weight polyethylene which has a molecular weight of about a mil-

lion: it is a ductile material, not brittle.

BRISCOE: I said that we changed its features from ductile towards brittle.
In this context the polymers do not bQhave with wholly brittle response.
What I am saying is that it will in some way modify the transfer process.
It is more difficult for the material to show the necessary segmental mobil-
ity to allow tranafer and adhesion to occur. Certainly one would rot expect
to go into brittle regimes of wear.

TABOR: The only bit of work I know which has b6en concerned with molecular
structures in relation to the frictional properties is this. We did some
work, not on high density polyethylene but on PTEE. The interesting thing
we found was that PTFE has a capacity for adhering to clean surfaces not too
strongly, but just strongly enough to draw out a very thin film which is the
order of perhaps 20 R thick in which the molecules are all oriented in the
direction of sliding parallel to the surface. Now this film is the one on
which subsequent sliding occurs and gives very low friction. We then tried

some changes both in molecular weight and in the chemistry of the VTFE. We
put in bulky side groups -- such as hexafluoropropylene and so on. As soon
as we put bulky side groups into the chain, we found that we lost the ability
to produce the thin transferred film and low friction. Apparently what was
important in the low frictional properties of PTFE is the ease of drawing of
the molecular chains. It looked as if a smooth molecular profile was an
important feature in providing a material that gave thin film transfer and
low friction. We have ;iot done that systematically with polyethylene, but
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certainly the low density polyethylene has straggling side groups. It shows
high friction and transfer in lumps. As soon as you get rid of those strag-
gling side groups you get a material which gives you smooth transfer and
relatively low friction.

N. HOLLAND, CTI Cryogenics: T am concerned with a very practical problem,
namely, wear and friction characteristics in a reciprocating seal in an inert
atmosphere such as helium gas. Was any research done in this field? If so,
would you please comment on it?

BRISCOE: This is a very interesting area of research. The reason is that
these materials -- polymers and their composites -- are often used in con-
ditions in whcih there are no lubricants. One does not want to use a metal,
for example, when he is pumping pure rare gasses. These environments have
very low oxygen concentrations and very low humidities. A number of cases
are recorded in the commercial literature that are not in the scientific
literature. When sliding systems are inert, that is, any oxygen or water
vapor has been scavenged from the system, there is a pronounced increase in
the wear of the material. There is much speculation as to whether this can
actually be generated in a laboratory experiment. We have not been able to
do it. My opinion is that in equipment such as pumps and gas compressors
working for protracted periods in the presence of dry argon, active ingredi-
ents such as oxygen and water vapor are scavenged from the system. One
approaches the situation which is very similar to ultra high vacuum with
clean surfaces. Transition from transfer mode to a gross form of chemical
corrosive wear of the material is possible. The amount of debris is far
more severe in the case of filled systems than in the unfilled systems. This
supports the argument that temperature and stress in the contact are intens-
ified by the fillers. When the surfaces are too clean and too active,
degradation of the polymer takes place.
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MECHANISM OF FILM FORMATION IN
POLYMER-METAL SLIDING

M. K. Kar and S. Bahadur

i

ABSTRACT

Sliding experiments between a polymer disc with radial abrasion marks

and a steel indentor were performed at a low speed to study the mechanism of
film formation at the rubbing surface. The extraction replicas from the
sliding tracks were examined in a transmission electron microscope. It was
found that thin films were stretched across abrasion grooves in case of the

semicrystalline polymer polypropylene. In the case of anrphous polycar-
bonate, ho~wever, fragmented films were found on the polymer sZidang surface.

Electron diffraction revealed that the films 'belonged to the respective
polymeric materials. On the baszs of these studies along with others re-
ported earlier by the authors, the possible wear mechanisms are suggested
for low speed sliding. These involve shearing across amorphous regions be-
tween lamellae and drawing of the latter into thin films for seracrystalline
polymers and deformation of nodular structure for amorphous polymer.

The possibility of softening oF the polymer surface during high speed

sliding is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In the sliding of polymers against metal and glass surfaces, the wear
of polymers seems to be dominated by the transfer of softer polymeric
material to the harder counterface material. The material transferred mmay
be in the form of lumps or thin films, as reported by several workers.(1 -6 )
The transfer of Polytetrafluoroethylene (PT-'E) to clean glass surfaces has
been reported by Makinson and Tabor (l) and Pooley and Tabor.(2) The latter
workers also observed the lumps of high density polyethylene on sliding
steel surfaces. Among others who detected that thin PTFE films are produced
in sliding were Bowers et al. (3) and Steijn. (4) They used transmission
electron microscopy and electron diffraction to identify the fil,,s.
Brainard and Buckley (5) have also observed using Auger emission spectro-
scopy the transfer of a uniform and continuous film of PTFE to a metal sur-
face. According to Tanaka et al.(6), the formation of thin PTFE films is
due to the slippage between crystalline slices of the banded structure of
PTFE. Tanaka and Miyata (7) have also reported the presence of thin films of
semicrystalline polymers other than PTFE when sliding was performed between

TF
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abraded surfaces of these polymers and a clean glass plate. However, there
was no attempt made to identify these films by electron diffraction. Based
on their recent studies using transmission elecLon microscopy, Kar and
Bahadur (8) reported the formation of thin films of the polymeric material in
the case of sliding between high density polyethylene, polyoxymethylene,
PTFE and a steel indentor. In all the cases, the films were identified by
electron diffraction and were found to be of the polymeric material involved
in sliding.

The present work is a follow up of the above studies(8) with respect to
two more polymers--semicrystalline polypropylene and amorphous polycarbon-
ate. The mechanisms for the formation of film in low speed sliding have
been proposed. In addition, some observations have also been reported for
medium speed and high speed sliding conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL

Sliding under low speed conditions was performed between polymer discs
inscribed with radial abrasion marks (figure 1) aad a steel indentor in a
tribometer described elsewhere in detail. (9) With the disc rotating about
its center, the sliding direction was at 900 to the abrasion marks. The
sliding conditions chosen consisted of a load of 16oo g, a speed of 0.002
m/sec and a time of 20 min. Replicas suitable for transmission electron
microscopy were made from bot!. the sliding track and out-of-the Lrack por-
tions. The repliaction technique involved shadowing the polymer surface in
a vacuum with Ge, sputtering with c, depositing a thin layer of a 3% aqueous
solution of polyacrylic acid and removal of the dried layer from the polymer
surface which was later floated on distilled water to dissolve the poly-
acrylic acid. The final replica thus consisted of shadowed Go with a back-ing of carbon. The replicas were examined in a transmission electron

microscope to investigate the mechanisms of film formation under low speed
sliding conditions.

Sliding under mediumi speed (0.5 m/sec) and high speed (2.5 m/sec and

_" ABRASION MARKS

POLYMER DISC

REPLICATED AREAS

WEAR TRACKS

1-0 7.3 cm DIA

Fig. l.-Sketch of polymer disc showing the abrasion marks, wear tracks and
replicated areas.
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higher) conditions was performed in a pin-and-disc type of wear apparatus.
Here the circular end of a stationary, cylindrical polymer Din was loaded
against the cylindrical periphery of a rotating steel disc.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sliding at a low speed of 0.002 m/sec was performed on polypropylene
and polycarbonate discs. Except for the formation of a shallow track,
there were no other effects visible on the surface by optical microscopy.
As such, extraction replicas f-om the polymer sliding surface were prepared
ard examined in a transmission electron microscope. Referring to the micro-
graph for polypropylene in Figure 2, it is seen that thin films are bridging
across the abrasion groove. A selected area electron diffraction pattern
obtained from the circled location in the film is inserted in the top left
corner of the micrograph. Since the monoclinic form is more common than the
hexagonal form for isotactic polypropylene (10) , the indexing of the diffrac-
tion pattern was performed presuming a monoclinic crystal structure. With
increasing diameters of diffraction spots, the corresponding planes are
(110), (130), (041), (150), (060) and (200). The diffraction from these
planes has earlier been reported for polypropylene by Binsbercer and
DeLange (11) and Bahadur.

Contrary to the results obtained by the authors for PTFE, polyethylene
and polyoxymethylene in the previous studies (8) and polypropylene in the
present work, films stretching across the abrasion grooves could not be ob-
served when the replicas of polycarbonate (Bisphenol-A) sliding surfaces
were examined in a transmission electron microscope. In this case, merely

Z.4

Fig. 2.-Transmission electron micrograph of polypropylene sliding surface

and electron diffraction pattern from the encircled portion in the top-left

corner. Sliding conditions: time 20 mn. Load 1600 g; speed 0.002 m/sec.
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the fragmented films appear to be scatcered around on the surface (figure
3). The electron diffraction pattern, given in a corner of the micrograph,
was obtained from one of these films. It shows sharp diffraction spots.
The appearance of such diffraction spots from an amorphous polymer may raise
some questions. However, research in recent years on the morpholo-y of
amorphous polymers has shown that these polymers consist of small domains
(about 30-100 A) with local order in them. These domains are described in
terms of the nodular structure in an amorphous polymer. (13) The random
coil structure concept used in the past to explain the morphological struc-
ture of amorphous polymers is losing ground rapidly. To date, nodular
structure has been observed in several polymers, namely, polycarbonate,
poly(etrylene terephthalate), natural rubber, isotactic and atactic poly-
styrene and poly(methyl methacrylate).(1 3,14) It is possible that severe
deformation at the polymer sliding surface orients these locally ordered
regions of nodules thereby c.eating an induced crystal structure. If it is
so, a diffraction pattern of the type obtained in this work would be expec-
ted. Yeh and Geil (15) observed that when a thin film of poly(ethylene
terephthalate) was stretched (drawn), the nodules aligned therselves in
short rows in the direction of drawing. The electron diffraction pattern
from such a film indicated that a three-dimensional crystal slructure had
developed.

The examination of transmission electron micrographs of ":he sliding
surfaces of snmicrystalline polymers, viz., PTFE, high density polyethylene,
polyoxymethylene in the previous work (8) and polypropylene in the present
study, led us to conclude that low speed sliding between a smooth metallic
indentor and an abraded polymer surface produces thin polymer films. The
latter are stretched across abrasion grooves. These films are produced by

NZ.~

showing fragmnted films and electron diffraction pattern from one such
film -in the top-left corner. Sl~ding c-.onditions: sawe as in Figure 2.
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drawing, caused by the stress applied in the direction of sliding due to
the frictional resistance. Since the films have an estimated thickness of d
few A and are highly oriented, it is anticipated that these are Produced as
a result of shearing in the amorphous regions between laniellae. This is
illustrated in Figure 4(a) which shows two adjacent lamellae consisting of
folded molecules separated by the amorphous region wV'h serves as a weak
connection between the two. A strong adhesive bond between the metallic
indentor and polymer surface produces shearing action in the polymer sub-
strate so that a sheet of th= polymeric material roughly equal in thickness
to the interlamellar spacing is produced. This is subjected to the stretch-
inn action in the direction of sliding.

Thin films were found even on the sliding surface of polycarbonate
which is an amorphous polymer. They were highly fragmented and exhibited a
high degree of orientation in the direction of sliding. The films are
formed due to severe deformation produced by adhesive bonding at the sliding
interface which possibly results in the shearing of nodules followed by the
alignment of molecules in the direction of sliding. The mechanism of film
formation in the sliding of an amorphous polymer is explained in Figure
4(b). Here the molecules A, B and C in the nodule before deformation get

AMORPHOUS
REGION

FOLDED SHEARING
MOLECULES ACROSS THIS

FILM THICKNESS

' SLIDING
DIRECTION

(a)

SLIDING
DIRECTION

NOULSC-- RED REGIONS IN

NODULES DUE TO

/DEFORMATION

BEFORE SLIDING AFTER SLIDING

(b)

Fig. 4.--Schematic of the proposed wear model; (a) crysta~line polymers,

(b) amorphous polymers.
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aligned in the direction of sliding to A', B'. and C' after deformation,
thereby producing a better order in their arrangeirent.

Contrary to the case of low speed sliding described above, irregularly
shaped polymer wear particles could be seen escaping from the interface when
sliding was performed at a " edium speed of 0.5 rn/soc in a pin-and-ring type
of apparatus. The shape and size of these wear particles was studied by
optical microscopy. It was followed by a theoretical analysis considering
two situations--a wear particle may escape from the sliding interface of nay
get entrapped between high points of the sliding surfaces. In the latter
case, the particles formed would get bonded again to the previous v "orned
layer resulting in the agglomeration of worn material. Dependinc 1pon the
criterion used, the thickness of the ellipsoidal polymer wear pail. le was
found to vary by a factor of about 6-12. The thickness of the i.F wear
particle, Lstimated from this analysis, was found to lie roughly between
5000 A and 55,000 A, which agrees with the values reported by Briscoe et
al. (16) The details of this analysis are yet to be published.

The experiments involving high speed sliding (2.5 m/sec and higher)
between high density polyethylene and polyoxymethylene pins and a steel
disc at the authors' laboratory showed drawing of softened fibers through
the rear edge of polymer pins. () Such a phenomenon has also been reported
by Tanaka and Uchiyama.(17) The differential thermal analysis revealed
lowering in the melting point of the fibrous material (8) which indicates
that the worn material had undergone some changes in its morphological
structure.

In a recent study to be published later, involving the measurement of
the temperature rise at the sliding interface, it was found that the tem-
peratures just prior to the failure of high density polyethylene and poly-
oxymethylene pins sliding at high speeds against the metal disc were 114C
and 168 0C, respectively. Since these temperatures are close to the melting
points of the respective polymers, it appears that the failure of the poly-
mer specimens occurred due to thermal softening. On the other hand, the
measured interface temperature for PTFE sliding against a metal disc was
well below the melting point of the polymer. These observations further
support our earlier conclusions( 8) that softening results in catastrophic
wear failure of high density polyethylene and polyoxymethylene pins in high
speed sliding. However, such is not the case for PTFE.

CONCLUS IONS

Transmission electron microscopy of the abraded sliding surfaces, of
several polymers revealed that thin, oriented films, several hundred k in
thickness, are produced in low speed sliding of polymeric materials against
a smooth metal surface. The films of semicrystalline polymers are large and
seem to bridge across the abrasion groove more or less continuously, whereas
those of the amorphous polycarbonate are highly fragmented. The probable
mechanism of film formation for semicrystalline polymers is shearing across
the amorphous region between lamellae and drawing of the lamella into an
oriented film. In the case of an amorphous polymer, the film is produced
due to the deformation of nodular structure which produces an ordered
arrangement of the molecules.

In the case of high speed sliding, therc is enough evidence to support

the conclusion that the likely mode of catastrophic wear failure is thermal
softening for high density polyethylene and polyoxymethylene but not so for

7 77' 7 77
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P7'FE.

Depending upon whether the particle is able to escape from the in-
terface or whether it gets adhesively bonded to the sliding surface, the
analysis shows that the thickness of wear particles formed under medium
speed sliding conditions may vary by a factor of 6-12.
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DISCUSSION

S. GANESH, Bendix Research Laboratories: You gave an estimate of the film
thickness and said that it is about the order of lamellae thickness. I
believe it is about 30OR to 400R. How did you estimate that?

M. K. KAR: The films are curled at the edges of the grooves. We measured
the curled edge aid found that to be about 300 to 400 angstroms. It is a
technique which had been used earlier by Stei'n.

GANESH: As it was so close to the lamellar distance I was wondering how much
confidence you have in the estimate?

KAR: Well, I would say that it is a very crude technique. It has some va-
lidity, but it is not a perfect way to measure the thickness.

J. S. WOLLMAN, C. S. Draper Laboratory: I am interested in the material that
you picked up on the slider. You said that the melting point was lower than
the bulk material. It seems to me there are two possibilities: one is
leaching of t w melting fraction during the sliding process and the
other is that "ht :erial is highly stressed. Did you repeat melting point
measurement? 1 think that would differentiate betdeen those two.

KAR: We repeated the measurements quite a few times and it was reproducible.

WOLLMAN: That would indicate that you were extracting a lower melting frac-
tion in the wear process. Do you concur with that?

KAR: Because of the heating and cooling action at the interface the morpho-
logical structure was changed altogether. That is why we got the reduction
in the melting point.

B. J. BRISCOE, Imperial College: I would like to comment on this problem of
the film thickness. Historically, it was suggested by Makinson and Tabor
that there was some relationship between the film thickness as observed under
these conditions and the morphology of the polymer. In later papers, other
things were found to be important. Having thought about this problem and
looked for analogies in bulk response, as so often one tries to do in this
work, we can see the closest analogy is fiber drawing. As you all probably
know there is a good deal of literature on the changes in the morphology of
semi-crystalline polymers when they are subjected to very high strains. The
models of drawing essentially involve the stretching of the amorphous region
first and then the drawing out of the cystalline lame]lae, and then there
are all sorts of long-range order problems which lead to scission. So
what we would like to think of is that the film thickness is not governed by
the morphology but by some process which is involved in fiber drawing. If
one looks at fiber drawing phenomena, particularly at high rates of strain,
he finds that adiabatic shear (because of the defects that occur in this
sort of system) is very likely. If one is prepared to take the analysis a
little further he arrives at the possibility that this layer is governed by
the way in which energy is dissipated during this process. It could be con-
sidered as a type of adiabatic shear of thermal local weakening. One need
not invoke very large temperatures. Now if one does this analysis (of course,
there are so many parameters that he can get essentially what he likes), the
figures are consistent at least with the spectrum of film thickness values
that one sees. I think the data on thermal conductivity can be put into this
sort of argument. It is a very complicated problem.

It.
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S. BAHADUR: The thickness of the drawn film is going to depend upon a number
of factors. We all know that if the rate of drawing is smaller, the thick-
ness of the drawn film will also be smaller. So we fully realize that the
thickness is going to depend upon the sliding speed. We have tried to give
a little t.ought to it and all we can guess is that probably the smallest
thickness that we can come up with is equal to the interlamellar thickness -
not the lamellar thicknees. There is another possibility: some unfolding
of the molecules, or at least partial unfolding may take place. But all the
evidence that we have based on the crude measurement technique suggests that
we are possibly in that region. I mean that we are getting a th4.ckness of
the film which might be 400 to $00 angstroms which is, in effect, the inter-
lamellar thickress.

D. A. RIGNEY, Ohio State University,: From the wear debris how do you dis-
tinguish which particles have come loose right away and which have been
reprocessed by being stuck in there and transferred and spread out? Is it
the thickness of the particles, aspect ratio, appearance of the surface of
the particle, or some combination of this?

BAHADUR: We could not distinguish between the two. We have carried out a
large number of measurements on worn particles by changing velocity, load,
and so forth. We have found that there was a large distribution, and it is
very hard to say whether a particle that just formed has been separated from
the interface of the particle or it came from the interface as a result of
agglomeration. We estimated the thickness and tried to measure it and there
seemed to be scm.e correspondence. That is the best I can say about it. There
is no way we can tell what sort: of history the particle has gone through just
by looking at the wear particles.

BEN SU, MIT: Do you have an estimate of the total strain produced in the
transfer film? With that amount of the total strain, do you think the
orientation in the transfer film is really due to the orientation of the
molecules or is it only the ordering of the crystal-like lamellae in the
sliding orientation? Can this strain actually be compared to the very high
strain in the fiber drawing process?

BAHADUR: We realize that in a sliding motion there are very high strains in-
duced and the smaller the thickness of the film coming out, the higher the
strain rate to velocity ratio. But we have also to realize that there is a
special situation in this fiber drawing or the extrusion and that is the
hydrostatic stress state. So 2Z do not think that you can try to connect the
two things together directly. All we can say is we are aware that there are
high strain rates involved, and we are able to see some of the extruded films.
The thickness of the film turns out to be of the order of interlamellar di-
mension. Can we say that there is some unfolding or is it intermolecular
arrangement? Of course, both processes occur in che extrusion. There is
some arrangement between the molecules taking place which leads to the
ordered arrangement and at the same time there is some unfolding of the mole-
cules occurring; amorphous regions are being stretched. As a matter of fact
a multiplicity of processes is going on and the end result is oriented film.
That is the best I can tell you.

QUESTIONER: You mentioned the possibility that the structure of the amor-
phous polymer that you worked with was nodular and attempted to explain the
events that you observed on that basis. I would like to remind you that in
the last five years in several laboratories around the world it has been
shown that results of neutron diffraction studies on several amorphous
polymers, in particular polycarbonate, are not consistent with the idea of
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a nodular supramolecular structure in amorphous polymers.

BAHADUR: Well, all I can say is that we have some faith in the approach that
has been taken by Prof. Geil at Case Western Reserve University. You may be
familiar with the fact that Geil and his associates have been doing a lot of
work and they have been pleadina for nodular structure.

KAR: Professor Geil has reported that if a polycarbonate or PMMA sample is
drawn we get an orientation effect. He explained that also in terms of this
nodular structure. Of course 'that drawing process was not sliding; it was
drawn mechanically just to see what sort of effect is produced because of

the drawing. So it is merely a conjecture.

I
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SLIDING WEAR MECHANISMS OF
POLYMERS
M. Clerico

ABSTRACT

The wear mechanisms of two polymeric composites and three commercially
pure polymers sliding against a metal were experimentally investigated by
varying the sliding distance, normal force, and sliding speed.

Microscopic observations showed that the mode of wear of the two com-
posite materials was almost the same. Subsurface deformation, crack nuclea-
tion at the matrix-hard particle or matrix glass fiber interface, crack
propagation parallel to the surface at a depth corresponding to the friction
coefficient, and cracks shearing to the surface were found in both com-
posites. Furthermore, the wear particles were very often thin sheets.
These observations suggest that thu vear mechanism is delamination similar
to that observed in metals. Since film transfer greatly influences friction
and wear, prediction of wear of polymeric composites must take into account
such a film in addition to the crack nucleation and propagation mechanisms.

Microscopic observations of surfaces and subsurfaces of pure polymers
showed that wear was caused by continuous deformation together with thermal
softening or melting of the surface.

INTRODUCTION

The paper by Briscoe and Tabor is a very comprehensive review of the
literature on the sliding wear of polymers. From this review it follows
that, although many wear mechanisms have been proposed for ductile polymers,
no distinction has been made to date between the wear process of ductile
polymers and that of the same polymers filled with fibers or particles of
some other material. The purpose of this paper is to describe the wear
mechanisms in polymeric composites(l, 2) in terms of sliding distance, normal
load, sliding speed and the wear effects on the subsurfaces. Also, new re-
sults on the wear behavior of commercially pure polymers are reported.

It was previously found(1 ,2) that the wear of polymer composites is
essentially a fracture process due to cyclic loading, not confined just to
the contacting asperities. The wear mode of these composites is similar to
that of the delamination theory proposed by Suh (3 ). The wear rate depends
on the friction coefficient, flow stress, microstructure of the materials,
etc. If the temperature due to the high normal load and sliding speed is
large, the film tranifer may decrease the friction coefficient and thus
the wear rate.

_7,
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Experiments on ductiie ooymers without fibers or particles also dis-
close that the wear process is not confined to the contact asperities. They
deform continuously due to the surface traction. In addition, it is likely
that an extrusion process of molten polymer out of the contact region takes
place(4). Adhesion, as well as abrasion, theory may be valid for polymer
wear only at the start of the sliding.

Film transfer is the most striking phenomenon which differentiates the
polymer from the metal in friction and wear (5-7 ). The role played by this
film is not clearly und&-;tood to date. It is claimed that the film can
smooth out the metal couu..erface and reduce both friction and wear rate, as
the sliding condition changes from that of polymer sliding on metal to one
of polymer sliding on polymer. The friction and wear behavior is also
affected by the film thickness which is related to the temperature and thus
to the sliding speed and normal load. Knowledge of the chemistry of the film,
and the nature of degradation products (due to the very high temperature in
local spots of the polymeric sliding surfaces and the presence of metallic
counterface), might be of help in understanding its role ir, friction and
wear.Thus, an understandii.g of polymer wear must take into accourt the
spreading and the subsequent removal of any transferred film and its chemi-
cal changes, in addition to mechanisms like fracture due to cyclic loading
and continuous deformation, together with surface thermal softening or

melting.

EXPERIM1E;NTAL

Ultramid A 4, Ultramid A 3R (U.N.), Ultramid A 3WG5 (F.N.) (BASF, West
Germany) are all nylon 6/6. The first one was commercially pure; the second
one, specially prepared for reducing friction and wear, contains particles
of different size harder tnan the matrix; Ultramid A 3WG5 (F.N.), used for
bearing cages, is filled with randomly oriented glass fibers k25% - wt).
Hostaform C 9021, and Hostaform C 9021 K (Hoechst-West Germany), specially
prepared for reducing friction and wear, are unfilled acetal copolymers.
Other details about the materials are given in Table 1.

TABLE I.-PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

Yield Tensile
Specific Hardness Strength Modulus

Material Gravity (Rockwell) (daN/mm2 ) (daN/mm2 )

3ltramid A4 1.14 8 2 (RL) 5.5 170

Ultramid A3R (U.N.) 1.11 51(R H ) 5 165

Ultra.id A3WG5 (F.N.) 1.28 75(R H ) 10 700

Hostaform C9021 1.41 74(R ) 7.3 350

Hostaform C9021K 1.44 73(R H ) 7.2 350

Steel 38NiCrMo4UNI (S) 7.8 6 6 .5 (RA) 85 21,000

Bronze B 14UNI (B) 8.7 41(RA) 13 11,000

V-
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Specimens were prepared by machininq from extruded bars. The surface
roughness was varied by grindini as well as by turnina in order to get pre-
liminary information about the influence of surface texture.

The tests were conducted using a modified Amsler apparatus (Figure 1)
in a standard laboratory atmosphere. Cylindrical polymei specimens were
slid aqainst metal cylinders. Specific slidina factors were 1.662 for the

(Metal)

(Polymeric composite)

Fig. 1.-operating conditions and specirnen diznsions.

metal and 2.511 for the polymer. The apparent contact area, A, and the
maximum normal stress, Omax (both depcnding on the normal load) were
approximately dete'mined from the Hercz's Formulae. The test conditions
are given in Table 2.

RESULTS

Pure Nylon

Figure 2 shows the effect of load on the friction coefficient and wear
of pure nylon (8). At higher load, the wear increases very raoidly with the
normal load wherc.s the frictional force increases up ti a maximum, beyond
which it decreases.

Worn surface and subsurface characteristics are shown in Figure 3.
Though its mechanism is not clear yet, wear seems to be caused by continuous
deformation together with surface thermal softening or melting (3,4).

Composites

General observations

The initial surface texture of the metal cylinders does not signifi-
cantly affect the friction and wear results. Profilometer tracings after
the test show that all the sliding surfaces became smoother, especially if
they are free from wear particles. Values of the normal force (5,15,25 daN)
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TABLE II.-TEST CONDITIONS

Sliding Sliding Normal Apparent Maximt=
Materials Distance Speed Load Contact Area Normal Stress

of the Pairs (104m) (s - I ) (daN/mm2 ) (mm2 ) tdaN/mn2 )

Ultramid A4 5.5 0.75 2 to 25 3.1 to 11 8 to 2.8
Steel

Ultramid A3R 0.25
Steel

or 11 0.50 5,15,25 5.0,8.f '.1 1.2,2.1,2.8
Ultramid A3R
Bronze 0.75

Ultramid A3WGS 0.25
Steel

or 11 0.50 5,15,25 2.4,4.2,5.4 2.5,4.4,5.7
Ultramid A3WG5
Bronze 0.75

Hostaform C9021
Steel

or 5.5 0.75 2 to 40 2.2 to 10 1.1 to 5.1
Hostaform C9021K

Steel

for tests on the polymeric composites were chosen frogi the results of refer-
ence 8 (Figure 2), where different types of wear (low, medium, high)
according to the normal load and the contact temperature were postulated.

The steady state friction coefficient and the wear volume of both the
nylon composites sliding against steel versus the sliding distance for a
load of 5 daN and for the three tested speed levels are shown, as an example,
in Figure 4. The wear volume of nylon as a function of sliding distance
does not show the three characteristic stages, i.e., the initial stage of
large wear rate, the intermediate stage of imperceptible change in volume
and th, last stage of catastrophic wear. It seems that there are just two
stages, as if the normal load is large enough to produce catastrophic wear
after the short initi.l period of "running-in", when the metal asperities
deform and cut off the polymer asper;ties. A normal load of 5 daN is indeed
large enough to cause sizable wear in pure nylon (Fioure 2). Finally,
although there is no substantial difference in the wear rates of U.N.
against bronze and against steel, the wear of F.N. against bronze is much
more catastrophic than that of F.N. against steel.

Although bronze always wears when it is against F.N. (it wears like the
counterpart), a small amount of nylon adheres to its sliding surfaces. A
polymeric film also transfers to the steel surface which also slightly wears.

The wear rate of U.N. sliding against steel (Figure 5) and bronze in-
creases with decreasing friction coefficient, whereas, that or F.N. de-
creases. Large loads and/or high sliding speed produce very high contact
temperatures, sizeable wear rate, and low friction coefficients (Figure 6).
The actual temperature in the contact regions must be so high that the nylon
(probably also the glass) transferred to the metal surfaces softens and
develops chemical compounds with metal which decrease friction. The glass
fiber composite at high temperature seems to act in an analogous way to some
E.P. additives that give low friction but not low wear.

* ' - '-I
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F~ig. 2.-4Wc'ar volume and friction coefficient. off Ultramid A4 versus normal
force(8 ).
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Fig. 3.-florn surtace and subsurface of Ultramid A4.

Characteristics of worn surfaces

SEMI micrographs of worn surfaces are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Polymer
surfaces (Figures 7a, 8a) become very smooth; the initial asperities are
completely smeared over the surface and wear tracks are plowed by the hard
asperities on the surface. The worn surfaces also exhibit wear craters
(Figure 7b), wear sheet formations (Figure 7c), and cracks orthogonal to the
sliding direction (Figures 8a and c). Polymeric wear particles containing
glass fibers adhere to F.N. surfaces sliding against steel (Figure 8c).

SEM micrographs of bronze and steel counterfaces show that large
amounts of polymer adheres to steel (Figures 7d, 8d); if the polymers is
F.N. (Figure 8d), the film holds broken glass fibers. Their edges are made
round like stones in the ocean. The small amount of polymer adhering to
the bronze counterface (Figure 7b) forms a very thin and uniform film. The
wear as well as the friction is more than in the composite-steel pairs.
The relatively smooth surfaces of the metal and the wear tracks on the
bronze surface (after eliminating polymeric debris) demonstrate that both
of the met specimens wear, though different extents.

Characteristics of subsurfaces

Subsurfaces of both of the polymers show cracks (Figure 9) which
nucleate (Figure 10) at matrix-hard particle or matrix-glass fiber inter-
face. These cracks propagate parallel to the surface (Figure 9) at a depth
which depends on the normal load and sliding speed. When a critical length
is reached, they shear to the surface producing wear sheets (Fiqure 11).
Both polymeric composites behave the same way.

The proportion of fibers beneath the F.N. sliding surfaces does not
increase during the wear process as was found by Tanaka (9) on carbon-filled
PTFE or polyacetal. Bronze and steel counterfaces (Figures 12 and 13) wear
by the delamination mechanism( 3). Crack propagation depths normalized to

.. ..- ...-..-. - -
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Fig. 4.-4ear volume and friction coefficient of steel-nylon composite parsversus sliding distance(d ) .

the contact half length versus friction coefficient are nlotted in Figure
14.

Wear particles

Wear particles of different material and shape wemre collected: parts
of the harder particles found in the U.N. matrix, squashed glass fibers or
nylon pieces (Figure 7d), filamentary nylon particles, sheets from U.N|.,
F.N. (Figures 15b, c and 16a), bronze (Figure l6b) and steel. The metal

particles are seldom free from polymeric film as weli as the nylon particles
from metal residue. In the ferrographs shown in Figure 16, the brown-

black color indicates polymer and the red-brown particles are metal covered
by polymer film.
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Fig. 5.-4vear rate of steel-composite pairs versus friction coefficient (1).

UNFILLED ACETAL COPOLYMERS

The wear and friction coefficient versus normal force of the tested
unfilled acetal copolymers sliding against steel (Figure 17) are quite simi-
lar to that of pure nylon (Figure 2). The polyacetal Hostaform C 9021 K
wears less than the Hostaform C 9021, whereas its friction coefficient is
negligibly larger. They ca',not compete with nylon for the low wear.

Worn surfaces exhibit a layer with evident marks of shearing (Figure
18), similar to the sea oaves generated by the wind, as if the frictional
heat generated during sliding accounts for the surface softening or melting
of polymer. The layer thickness seems to depend upon the normal force, it
varies from 3 to 5 um for a normal force of 5 daN, increases till about
10 um at 20 daN (Figures 19-22). The material of the surface layer is more
brittle and more deformed by shearing than the bulk material. There are
not cracks underneath the layer as in polymeric composites, just deformation
(Figures 21, 22). It is likely that softened or molten polymer is extruded
out of the contact region (Figure 21).

77 71
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Fig. 7.-Worn surfaces of U.N. -metal pairs (the normal force was 15 daN):
(a) Worn surface topography of U.N. sliding against bronze at 0.75
m s-1(2 ); (b) crater in U.N. sliding against steel at 0.75 m s-1; (c)
sheet formation in U.N. sliding against steel at 0.25 ma s-1 ; (d) worn
surface of steel (the sliding speed was 0.50 ms-.
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Fig. 8.-Worn surface of P.N. -metal pairs (the normal force was 15 daN and
sliding speed was 0.25 m/s-1 ): (a) F.N. surface and (b) bronze counter-
face; (c) P.N. surface and (d) steel counterface.
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Fig. 9.-Crack propagation in F.N.: (a) sliding against steel 1)(the normal
force was 5 daN, sliding speed was 0.50 m s-1 ); (b) sliding against
bronze(2 ) the normal force was 25 dahN, sliding speed was 0.50 mn s-1.

331im411Mac
a rtib

Fig 1.-rak uclatoninpoymriccopoits liingagint roze

(a). U.N.,a b nc heo inomefric wamsi5daN sliding agspee waso0.75

m S-1(2).

ab
Fig. ll.--Sheet formation in the same specimens of the previous figure( 2 ).
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Fig. 12.-Crack propagation in steel sliding against U.N. The normal load

was 15 daN, sliding speed was 0.50 ms-()

Fig. 13.-Crack propagation in bronze sliding against U.N. The normal load

was 25 daN, sliding speed was 0.75 ms12)
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Fig. 14.-The crack propagation depth as a function of friction coo ffi-
cient (2).
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I

Fig. 15.-iear particles generated from F.N. specimens sliding against steel.
The normal force was: (a) and (c) 15 daN', (b) 25 daN. The sliding speed
was: (a) 0.5 m s - 1. (b) 0.75 m s - 1 , (c) 0.25 m s - 1. IhI

I1

Fig. i6.-Ferrographs of wear particles. (a) F.N. sliding against steel.

The normal force was 15 daN, sliding speed was 0.25 m s-l, (b) Bronze
covered by polymeric film. The normal force was 15 daN, sliding speed
was 0.25 m s-1.

A
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E a Hostaform C 9021
N -6 - Hostaform C 9021 K

I 4
E4-
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001 I
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Fig. 17.-Wear volume and friction coefficient of acetal copolymer versus

normal load.

Fig. lB.-TWorn surface of flosta form C 9021 K. The normal force was 20 daN.
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Fig. 19.-Subsurface of Hosta form C 9021. The normal force was 5 daN.

IT

Fig. 20.--Subsurface of Ilosta form C 9022. Tile normal force was 20 daN.

Fig. 21.-Subsurfaces of ilostaform C 9021 K. Thle normal force was 5 daN'.
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I

Fig. 22.- Subsurface of Hlostaform C 9022 K. The normal force was 20 daN.

CONCLUSIONS

The two polymeric composites essentially exhibit the same wear
mechanisms:subsurface deformation, crack nucleation at the matrix-hard
particle interface or matrix-glass fiber interface, crack propagation paral-
lel to the surface at a depth from it correlated to the friction coeffi-
cient, and crack shearing to the surface. The final result is a thin wear
sheet.

Bronze counterfaces also wear (about the same as composites filled
with glass fiber) whereas steel wears negligibly compared to F.N. Metal
subsurfaces show substantially the same kind of d.mage found in composite
subsurfaces.

These results lead to the conclusion that wear mechanisms of semi-
crystalline composites are similar to the delamination wear of metals.

Differences in the behavior seem to derive from the amount and the
nature of the forming film which can decrease friction more than wear.

Continuous deformation dissipates energy at the sliding surface con-
tact. As a result, the surface material softens or melts depending on the
normal force. Extrusion of molten polymer out of the contact region seems
to be involved in wear process of unfilled nylon 6/6 and polyacetals.
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DISCUSSION

G. F. HARDY, Celanese Research Company: Am I right in assuming that your
composite plastic specimens were cut from extruded rods?

M. CLERICO: Yes, they were extruded.

HARDY: Did you examine the specimens with a microscope to see if the fibers
were randomly oriented? Is it possible that you have a preferred orienta-
tion of fibers relative to sliding direction?

CLERICO: They were not examined very carefully. It is possible that fibers
in polymer extruded rods are not quite random. Also, the fiber orientation
should have some effect on friction and wear. I would like to determine
this effect.

HARDY: I must say it is very difficult to get truly random fibers in that
kind of material.

BEN SU, MIT: In wear tests on polymers which generate very small particles,
we usually found that these particles were redeposited on the surface.
Especially with fibers, all these particles may accumulate between fibers
and press together. I was wondering how you could differentiate betwee.
these back t-ansferred particles and the wear sheet that was supposed to
have generated from the original polymer surface.

CLERICO: I have made micrographs showing also this kind of particles; some of
them are still adhering to the surface. Since they melt in addition to
press together, their aspect is quite different.

* 7- 7r
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APPLICATION OF ADVANCED LIGHT
SCATTERING TECHNIQUES

TO THE STUDY OF POLYMER PROPERTIES
J. M. Schnur, P. Schoen and S. L. Wunder

ABSTRACT

It has been well established that a polymer's propensity to wear is
related to its toughness or viscoelastic properties. Unfortunately, the
specific variables contributing to a material's 'toughness' are neither well
understood nor easily measured. This presentation will discuss the types of
relaxation phenomena and relaxation times that are Important to the visco-
elasticity of a material, their molecular basis, and the various optical
techniques available for the characterization of these properties. Speci-
fically the opplication of Raman, Brillouin, and correlation light scat-
tering techniques to the characterization of solid polymeric materials will
be discussed with particular emphasis placed on the relationship between
types of information one can obtain from these light scattering experiments
and the strength of polymerid materials.

INTRODUCTION

Single component polymers can vary in molecular weight, dispersity,
crystallinity and morphology, all of which affect material strength and
wear. Indeed, a polymer can manifest a range of macroscopic properties
(density, tensile strength, etc.) while its chemical composition, molecular
weight and molecular weight distribution are kept constant. This is possi-
ble because the microscopic properties of molecular conformation and orien-
tation profoundly affect macroscopic properties. Thus if we are to under-
stand fully the mechanisms of strength and wear in polymers we must be able
to probe them on the molecular level.

The response of a polymeric material is dependent on the frequency of
the applied load, making it important in polymer characterization to measure
material properties over a wide frequency range. Information on time scales
not measurable by available techniques is typically obtained by making use
of the time/temperature superposition principle (which implies equivalence
of frequency and temperature for some systems); dynamical mechanical mea-
surements made over a limited frequency range at a series of temperatures
are converted to plots spanning a wide range of frequencies at a single
temperature. It is clearly preferable to be able to measure a material's
response in real time, thereby avoiding the assumptions inherent in time-

VIM" .7-*~'%*
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temperature superposition. Recently, progress has been made towa-ds this
goal with the application of light scattering techniques to the problem of
polymer characterization.

Information about the internal dynamics of a polymer is obtained from
the frequency changes light undergoes when it is scattered. A single fre-
quency f, of light from a laser strikes a sample and is scattered with a new
frequency or frequencies. The change in frequency ff is characteristic of
some process in the sample. Thus Af may be a doppler shift caused by re-
flection of the light from a moving particle, or else it may be the fre-
quency of a sound wave in the sample or of a molecular vibration.

Light scattering can be divided under the broad subheadings of correla-
tion, Brillouin, and Raman scattering according to the ranges of the fre-
quency shifts involved. Figure 1 indicates the frequency ranges spanned and
the molecular processes expected to occur within those frequency domains.

Correlation spectroscopy de~ls with the lowest frequencies detectable
by the light scattering technique. The name, correlation, refers to the
electronic technique of processing the detected optical signal. The re-
sulgint correlation function can be fourier transformed to give its fre-
quency spectrum (the range is roughly o.1 Hz to 1 Mz). As indicated in
Figure 1 this range corresponds to the slow, diffusive motions of large
polymer chains and chain segments. The technique is used to observe the
Brownian motion and rotation of polymer molecules in solution (light scat-
tered from the moving particles is doppler shifted) and slow relaxations in
solids near the glass transition, TG. It also can be used to determine
therral conductivity, viscosity, and other transport properties through the
local density fluctuations these processes cause.

At higher frequencies interferoetric means can be used to measure
frequency shifts. The lower frequency limit is about 1-1o Miiz (depending on
laser frequency stability). The upper limit is usually about loo GHz al-
though there is no reason in principle why one could not work at frequencies

several orders higher than this. Figure 1 shows that this range deals
mainly with Brillouin scattering, i.e. scattering due to sound waves. The
technique determines the elastic moduli for in fluids, the compressibili-
ties) governing sound propagation. In turn these moduli depend on high
frequency collision-induced relaxations. In fluids the tumbling of smaller
molecules, depending upon high frequency viscosity, falls into this range,
as does the vibrational motion of small molecules and molecular segments in
crystals and plastic crystals.

In Raman scattering, dealing with the highest frequency shifts, 1o10 to
1014 Hz, spectral information is measured by diffraction grating. In this
regime, light scattering is a true molecular probe, as shown in Figure 1,
revealing the motions of atoms relative to each other, and sensitive to
crystallinity and molecular conformation. In the lower end of this region
are found the so-called longitudinal "acoustic" ,nodes (LAM's) whose fre-
quencies are inversely proportional to the length of straight molecular
chain segments in polymers. There is currently much interest in LAM's be-
cause of the information they yield about molecular conformations.

Optical measurements have the additional useful properties: (1) we can
see the part of the sample that is being probed by the light beam, (2) the
beam can be focused to a spot as small as a few microns if desired for
looking at very small samples or regions of samples, and (3) light scatter-
ing can be done remotely on samples located inside pressure cells, tempera-

'17
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ture baths, or even at great distances such as the tops of factory smoke-
stacks...

The typical sample has many processes occurring within it which cause
light scattering so that there is usually a great deal of information avail-
able in a spectrum. Interpretation of this information is the chief task of
the spectroscopist. Light scattering is used in combination with X-ray
diffraction, neutron scattering, deuteration and other isotopic substitu-
tion, chemical labeling and substitution, computer modeling and other tech-
niques to classify and identify spectral features seen in different circum-
stances in different compounds and classes of compounds. Since the disci-
pline of light scattering is mature, a considerable library of information
is now dvailable that can be brought to bear upon new problems. The art of
sorting out the details of a spectrum- drawing upon this pool of techniques
and past work, has advanced considerably. Today there is the potential of
utilizing this experience in the pursuit of a fuller understanding of the
observed macroscopic properties of polymeric materials.

CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY

The correlation technique (1 2) has been used in light scatterin.
about fifteen years. The technique has had broad application to pro eis
both biological and physical. Among the first uses were investigat, is of
transport properties of fluids near their critical points (2-4), and the
diffusive motions (translational and rotational) of large macromole. !s
and viruses for the purpose of determining their sizes and shapes.(1' , 5 )
Another type of experiment has been measuring chemical reaction rate con-
stants by observing fluctuations in the fluorescence of reacting species.(6)
Liquid crystal dynamics and viscoelastic constants have also been ob-
served.

Correlation spectroscopy has been used to measure doppler shifts
caused by blood flow in the arteries of living animals(7), to determine
particle velocities in wind tunnels and jets(B), and to obtain the vis-
cosities of lubricants by measuring the velocity with which a slug falls
through the viscous liquid.( 9) This last technique is quite new and ex-
tends the range of viscosities which can be measured by the falling slug
method by one or two orders of magnitude (to about 1o poise), while re-
ducing the time required for the measurement from hours to minutes. To
determine still higher viscosities (up to loll poise) correlation measure-
ment of the distrubution of fluid structural relaxation times (the diffu-
sive "Mountain mode") has been shown to give good results in lubricants
subjected to very high pressures and characterizes the dynamic viscosity
over a range of frequencies. (i10 ) Figure 2 shows the distribution of relaxa-
tion times for a pair of lubricants whose short time lubricating abilities
differ sharply because of the difference in their short time relaxation
behavior.

A substantial amount of the work done by correlation spectroscopy has
been in the area of determining relaxation times for polymer chains in
dilute solution.( 11) The relaxation times for depolarized light scattered
in the forward direction from polymer molecules were measured and extrapo-
lated to infinite dilution. The relaxation times obtained were compared
initially to the predictions of the Rouse-Zimm model and found in general
to disagree, except for the longest wavelength internal motions.( 1i) It was
found, again contrary to prediction, that the local diffusive relaxation of
fluctuations in position of small polymer segments in a large random coil

i x
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Fig. 2.-Correlation functions 0(t) for a polyphenyl ether (0) at 1.2 kbar

pressure and for a short chain methyl phenyl siloxane (A) at 2.1 kbar.
The two curves illustrate relaxation functions for liquids which have the
same low frequency, long time scale viscosity. The latter polymer will
quickly relax a suddenly applied stress whereas the former will not.

(Permission of C. Montrose (ref. 10) to reproduce this figure is grate-
fully acknowledged.)

resembled that of independent small molecules. Recent measurements by
Caroline and Jones(13) show good agreement with an improved theoretical
model.

All of the above cases have involved fluids or suspensions of particles
in fluids. Use of a correlator with solid materials is rare because of the
strong stray light scattering from such samples. However, recently the
method has been used to measupe low frequency motions in PMMA (1 4'15 ) as a
function of temperature near the glass transition. Two relaxation times
were observed of order .1 sec and .01 sec. The shorter time changed as a
function of temperature beiow 2,g. Its activation energy was found to be
lower than that assiyneo to the side-chaiRn molecular reorientations from
dielectric and NrMR measurements. The internal motion observed from the
correlation speftrostopy experiments was thus thought to arise from a
coupling of this side-chain notion with the low activation energy process of
torsional oscillations of the chain segments about thei" equilibrium posi-
tirns. The lQnger relaxation time observed ': temperature in;ensitive
below .P, but merged with the bac:bone main-chain rela;:ation at T . The
measurements of this internal relixatibn mode above T in the bulk phase by
correlation spectroscopy agreed reasonably well with Those obtained by
mechahical and di1ec:ric measuremeifts. The relaxation below Tg, which has

o , ,, U
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not been observed by other techniques, was thought to represent a rearrange-
ment of free volume or of "configurational entropy."

BRILLOUIN SPECTROSCOPY

Brillouin spectroscopy (16) is light scattering caused by high fre-
quency (10 MzZ to 100 G@z) sound - i.e. random thermal oscillations which
are always present in a sample with a non-zero temperature. The mechanism
of scattering resembles that of Bragg X-ray diffraction, with a sound wave
causing diffraction instead of crystal layers. As with Bragg scattering,
the scattering angle determines the sound wavelength observed, but since the
sound wave is moving, the scattered light is doppler shifted in frequency
relative to the incident frequency. From the doppler frequency shift one
can determine the velocity of sound. The absorption of sound is determined
from frequency broadening of the scattered light. In turn one can then find
the viscoelastic moduli of the sample and relatedtransport properties, such
as viscosity, thermal conductivity, and diffusion coefficients.(1 ,17 ) We
note here that processes at such fast rates - on the nanosecond time scale -

are difficult or impossible to obtain by ultrasonic methods and that X-ray
and neutron techniques which do go to such frequencies are considerably less
accurate and more difficult, expensive, and damage the sample.

A very large amount of work has been done on a wide variety of fluids
and solids to determine their moduli, transport properties, and relaxation
times. We will restrict our attention to a few examples chosen from the
field of polymers. Energy in such systems is exchanged between molecular
internal vibrations and external translational motions. (18) Processes which
occur faster than such energy exchange encounter considerably different
compressibilities and viscosities, for instance, than slower processes
do. (1,19)

Paraffin oils have been examined in depolarized Brillouin scatter-
ing. (20) The tumbling of such chain molecules produces a spectral line
whose width is related to viscosity. Linewidths were measured as a function
of chain length and temperature and the values of the rotational relaxation
time were compared with those obtained from flow birefringence. The values
were similar but not identical, indicating a possible change in paraffin
chain flexibility with longer chains. The relaxation times exhibited an
Arrhenius temperature dependence and yielded rate-activation energies which
had a chain length dependence.

Brillouin spectra have been obtained for poly (dimethyl siloxane)
(PDiMs) of molecular weight 7.7 X 104 and reveal four relaxation peaks in
the hypersonic absorption as a function of temperature.(21) This data with
microwave and dielectric relaxation times show Arrhenius type behavior for
higher temperatures and WLF behavior below, with a sharp break at - 18ooK.
The authors suggest this to be the Debye temperature of

The amorphous polymer poly (methyl acrylate) (PMA) appears to be one of
the few solids in which a frequency dependent ;,ypersonic relaxation has been
observed.(2 2) Frequency dispersion in solid polymers often occurs at con-
siderably lower frequencies than are encountered in Brillouin scattering so
that the parameters obtained, such as the velocity, are generally the infi-
nite frequency values. For PxA the glass temperature is - 60c. Relaxation
is observed at temperatures above 850c in both the hypersonic velocity and
attenuation, and the size of the relaxation phenomenon is frequency depen-
dent. Using a single relaxation time theory the infinite frequency velocity
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and the relaxation time were determined. The value of the activation
energy (7 Kcal/role) suggests the relaxation is of the B type (side chain).

The Landau Placzek (LP) ratio - the ratio of the elastically scattered
(zero frequency shift) light intensity to the Brillouin intensity - is
often used as a probe of solid polymer behavior under stress. The Brillouin
intensity should be relatively constant, as it is an intrinsic property of
the material. The elastic scattering on the other hand is sensitive to
impurities domain boundaries, strains, inclusions, etc. Mitchell and
Guillet (23; and Coakley et al.( 24 ) have studied the effects of annealing
upon the LP ratio and they have suggested that as the temperature of a
sample is dropped the naturally occurring fluctuations in the material are
"frozen" in below the glass temperature. The LP ratio then is related to
the -ru:, stroin energy stored in the glass.

One c, the dirTiculties of Brillouin scattering in amorphous solids is
"c~r.%ir.t," the ability of the spectrometer to distinguish the Brillouin
lines, which are weak, from the nearby elastic scattering peak, which is
very strong. In recent years considerable progress has been made in im-
proving contrast by the technique of multipassing( 25) which increases con-
trast by many orders of magnitude. Dil et al.( 26) and, very recently,
Sandercock'27) have reported use of 5 and 7 pass systems to observe Bril-
louin scattering in metal surfaces. Since the penetration depth of light
into a metal surface is small, the technique yields elastic moduli for the
region within a few hundred angstroms of the surface. Other phenomena such
as the propagation of Lamm acoustic waves in thick films also can be ob-served.(27)

RAMAN SCATTERING

In the Raman scattering process (28'29 ) the motion of an atom relative
to its neighbors in a molecule or lattice, causes fluctuations in the atomic
or molecular polarizability. Since the first observation of the effect
almost 50 years ago Raman spectroscopists have used a variety of techniques
to determine the nature of the molecular motions which give rise to the
Raman spectral lines. This has involved the use of infrared spectroscopy,
crystallography, symmetry, substitution of isotopes of different masses onto
molecules, and calculations using computer models of molecules and molecular
force fields.

0, body of work of particular interest in the polymer field has been
the application of Raman spectroscopy to the study of crystalline polymer
morphology. Many polymers crystallize by folding their long chains into
short segments which lie side by side like stacks of soda straws or sheaves
of wheat, forming lamellae. The frequency shift of one of the banks of the
Raman spectrum, the LAM, is a function of the lamellar thickness. Initial
work was done on polyethylene and the n-paraffins.( 30,31) The latter were
used to determine the proportionality constant between the Raman frequency
shift and the inverse of the straight chain length as a function of the
number of carbon atoms. Frequency shifts obtained from polyethylene samples
having lamellar morphology could then be correlated with lamellar thickness
assuming that the Raman band corresponded to chain segments whose fold
length was that of a similar n-paraffin. (31) For polyethylene single crys-
tals where the tilt angle between the chains and the lamellar surface could
be determined independently, lamellar thicknesses determined by the Raman
method agreed fairly well with those obtained using small angle X-ray scat-
tering (SAXS).(32)

77777
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Comparison has been more difficult for samples crystallized from the
melt, since the tilt angle is generally unknown. Recent work has focused
on the effects of the gauche (twisted) segments in the amorphous loop re-
gion( 33), and of conformational( 34) and mass defects (35) on the frequency of
the LAM. This data has yielded information on the nature of the chain fold
in polyethylene.

Despite initial difficulty, LAM's have now been observed in the helical
polymers polyethylene oxide (36), isotactic polypropylene(37 ,38), polyoxy-
methylene( 38) and in the copolymers (random) tetrafluorethylene - hexa-
fluoropropylene(39) and (block) polyethylene oxide - polypropyleneoxide( 40),
making it possible to use this Raman band in the study of the crystalliza-
tion and structure of polymer lamellae. It should be noted that the advan-
tage of the Raman scattering technique is that it does not depend (33) on the
regularity of the lamellar stacking as is necessary for SAXS. This has
permitted the observation of dodble lamellar populations.(

32)

If the polymer chain is regarded as a uniform rod the proportionality
constant between the LAM frequency and the inverse of the chain length is
the sound velocity along the rod, v = (E/p) , where B is Young's modulus
and p is the density. Thus, if an estimate of the tilt angle in the lamel-
lar crystal is made, SAXS long period measurements can be conined with
Raman frequency shifts to determine the ultimate Young's modulus of a poly-
mer chain. Reports thus far (38 ,39) indicate that estimates made in this way
agree with those determined from inelastic neutron scattering, but are sub-
stantially larger than those determined from wide angle X-ray scattering.

One particular class of problem which has received a great deal of
theoretical attention for the past 30 years or so has been the mode struc-
ture of long chain molecules of the polyethylene type.(41,42) Considerable
progress has been made in this effort and, of particular interest to us, not
only have the normal modes of the ideal straight chain been identified but
also the effects upon the spectra of chain kinking have begun to be under-
stood. In addition to the LAM's which give information on the length of
straight segments between kinks, spectral features have been identified
(see Figure 3) which reveal the relative number of gauche and trans bonds
(the "optical skeletal" bands)(43), and the ordering of chains and chain
segments relative to each other (the "methylene stretching" bands(4 4) and
crystal field splitting(45)). These bands have been used to investigate
the effects of annealing on polymer lamellae thicknesses(46), the relative
elastic moduli of crystalline and amorphous polymers(47), the effects upon
chain order in model biological membrane chain molecules caused by phase
changes and other perturbations(48), the effect of high pressure upon poly-
mer structure and crystallinity(49), and the effect of high pressure upon
chain kinking in the liquid alkanes.(50) In the latter rase it has been
seen that high pressure (up to 20 kbar) causes short chain alkanes (heptane,
octane) to kink up and longer chains (polyethylene) to straighten out to
the "super extended" chain phase. Work of this nature is continuing now to
try to determine the relation between lubricant chain conformation and
"lubricity," polymer structure and strength, and the influence upon these
properties of perturbations such as temperature, pressure, chain length
and dispersity, sample history, etc.

CONCLUSION

We have discussed briefly correlation, Brillouin, and Raman spectro-
scopies and have attempted to demonstrate in a general way their use and
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range of applicability. We have tried to show some of their unique abili-
ties while at the same time em~phasizing the need to employ them in concert

with other spectroscopies and mathematical modeling techniques. We believe
that light scattering is unusual and exciting because it is both new and
old; new in the sense of new and dramatically improved instrumentation and
lengthening list of materials and fields in which it is finding use, and
old in the sense of being a mature science with a great store of information
and technology available to help with experimentation and interpretation.
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DISCUSSION

R. A. DASKIVICH, General Motors Research Laboratories: I was happy to see
that at the end of the talk you brought up the subject of a material that is
of some interest in engineering -- polyethylene. In working with this ma-
terial, what approximately would be your signal to noise ratio, or the
effect of signal to noise ratio that you have to play with?

J. M. SCRYUR: We are working with molecular weights ranging from 16,000 to
about one million. We are really concerned about purity in specifying ma-
terial properly. In the materials that we annealed for a very long time,
some decomposition occurred alt;.ough the DSC gave us purities of 99.5% which
is bringing our signal to noise ratio down to about 3 to 4 for these low
frequency modes. However, in the French samples which were not annealed,
we found some very interesting characteristics. We were able to get a
signal to noise ratio of 20 to 100 with the interferometer coupled to the
double monochromator. The signal counts were quite low and we had to count
for a long time, but the signal to nosie ratio was quite good. If we do
not use the interferometer, in both cases we do not see anything at all.
We are enhancing contrast from 1012 to 1013 with the double monochromater by
itself, to about 1017 with the interferometer coupled in there; that is,
105 times increase in contrast.

I
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X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPIC
STUDIES OF P.T.F.E.

AND GRAPHITE FLUORIDE SURFACE
INTERACTIONS

P. Cadman and G. M. Gossedge

ABSTRACT

Polytetrafluoroethylene (P.T.F.E.) and graphite fluoride polymers have
possible applications as dry bearings due to their low coefficient of
friction and "unreactive" nature. Reactions of these polymezs with tin,
cadmium and indium, by either heating the mixture of metal/polymer together
at temperatures up to 5000C, or evaporation of the metals onto the clean
polymer surface, have been found to produce fluoride ions and elemental
carbon. Rubbing P.T.F.E. onto both nickel and stainless steel also prodluces
fluoride ions.

Diffusion of P.T.F.E. molecules through the surface layers of the
polymers occurs at a significant rate and may be important ir the mode of
action of bearings of this material. P.T.F.E. in two differing forms has
been found transferred to the counterface after rubbing with polymer in both
vacuum and air.

INTRODUCTION

The paper by Briscoe and Tabor (1) has comprehensively reviewed the
current state of knowledge of the tribological interactions of polymers and
has highlighted the areas where many questions remain unanswered. In this
paper we should like to discuss further, certain aspects mentioned in that
review: namely, the mechanism of polymer transfer, the occurrence and
importance of possible chemical reactions between fluorinated polymers and
metallic counterfaces, especially in regard to P.T.F.E. and graphite
fluoride.

Relatively little attention has been shown in the elucidation of the
importance of possible chemical reactions that may occur in tribological
processes even though the increasing utilization of polymers(2'3) and poly-
mer based composites (4) as solid lubricants has generated a need for such
basic information. Pratt (5 ) believes the action of lead/bronze/P.T.F.E.
composites is connected with the reaction that occurs between this polymer
and lead or lead oxides above 3000C. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic
(X.P.S.) examination of lead - P.T.F.E. mixtures heated at 5000C in nitrogen
atmosphere showed that partial decomposition of the P.T.F.E. had occurred
with the concomitant production of fluoride (F-) ions.

Polymer-metal interactions such as suggested by Pratt (5 ) have been
found at elevated temperatures (6 ) (less than 5000C) such as might exist on
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the atomic scale at surfaces during rubbing. These reactions were found by
heating mixtures of the polymer with metals and metal oxide powders in a
Differential Scanning Calorimeter (D.S.C.) and are shown in Table 1. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopic examination of the residues from D.S.C. showed
the presence of fluoride ions and the visual appearance of the residue was
that of a black carbonaceous mass.

Recently (7) we have found other reactions of metals with P.T.F.E. by
heating the mixtures of the powders in aluminum pans (1:1 ratio by volume)
in the D.S.C. to 497°C in nitrogen atmosphere. These results are shown in
Table 2. Thermal events which cound not be assigned to phase transitions
were exotherms at 3900C for cadmium/P.T.F.E. Indeed one such reaction of
cadmium with P.T.F.E. when heated in gram quantities under a vacuum was so
exothermic that it caused violent explosions (8 ).

Another fluorinated polymer which has a low coefficient of friction is

graphite fluoride. This polymer is prepared by the action of fluorine on
graphite at temperatures above 400'C. The unsaturation and planar structure
of the graphite is changed to a puckered ring structure with fluorines
substituted alternately above and below the rings (9). Mixtures of metals
with graphite fluoride were heated in the D.S.C. under similar conditions to
those above. Reactions were found for cadmium/graphite fluoride, tin/
graphite fluoride and for indium/graphite fluoride (Table 3).

The black residues left from the reactions of P.T.F.E. and graphite
fluoride with the metals mentioned above were examined by X.P.S. The pres-
ence of fluoride (F-) ions and elemental carbon was found together with un-
decomposed polymer and the metal. Such spectra are shown in Figure 1.

TABLE I.-BINARY SYSTEMS CONTAINING METAL AND P.T.F.E.

Metal* Thermal Behavior Comments

Cu (75%) P.T.F.E. transition peak only No reaction occurring between
only Cu and P.T.F.E. up to 5000C or

after soak at 450 0C

Sn (65%) Sn melting peak and P.T.F.E. No reaction between Sn and
transition peak P.T.F.E. scanning up to 500*C

Pb (65%) Pb melting peak and P.T.F.E. No reaction between Pb and
transition peak superimposed P.T.F.E. scanning up to 500 0C

after soak at 450 0 C

Ag (70%) P.T.F.E. transition peak No reaction between Ag and
only P.T.F.E. scanning to 500*C

or after 450 0C soak

Fe (60%) P.T.F.E. transition peak No reaction between Fe and
only P.T.F.E. scanning up to 5000C

Zn (55%) Zn melting peak and P.T.F.E. No reaction between Zn and
transition peak only P.T.F.E. scanning to 5000C

or after soak at 4500C

Sn (72%) Large exotherm after pro- A reaction is evident at this
longed soak at 4500C temperature between Sn and

P.T.F.E.
*Percentage in brackets is metal composition.
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j TABLE IZ.-BINARY SYSTEM4S CONTAINING METAL AND P.T.F.E. HEATED IN D.S.C.

Metal Thermal Events Comments

Al P.T.F.E. transition No reaction up to 430
0
C

Cd Cd mpt. + P.T.F.E. transition Reaction at 390
0
C

exotherm at 390*C black residue

Cr P.T.F.E. transition No reaction up to 430
0
C

Cu

Fe

Mg

Sn Sn mpt. P.T.F.E. transition Reaction at 400*C

exotherm at 4001C black residue

Zn mpt. Zn P.T.F.E. transition No reaction up to 430
0
C

TABLE 111.-BINARY SYSTEMS CONTAINING UETAL AND GRAPHITE FLUORIDE

HEATED IN THE D.S.C.

Metal Thermal Events Comments

Ag None No reaction up to 5000C

Al

Cd Exotherm 410
0
C mpt. Cd Reaction at 4100C

black residue

Cr None No reaction up to 5000C

Cu

Fe

Ni I

Pb Pb Mpt.

Sn Exotherm 4600C mpt. Sn Reaction at 4600C
black residue

Zn Zn mpt. No reaction up to 5000C

iTn In mpt. Exotherm at 3000C Reaction at 300 0
C

black residue

"'
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(b)
Fig. l.-(a) Cd-PTFE DSC residue, F(ls) s ectrum.

(b) Sn-CF DSC residue, F(Os) spectrum. Heating Cd and Sn with PTFE and
graphite fluoride, respectively, fn the DSC produces chemical re-
actions and concomitant fluoride formation.

To further illustrate the chemical reactivity of these binary systems
and to eliminate any.possible interference/catalytic effects of surface
contaminants; tin, cadmium, and indium were separately evaporated onto a
"clean" polymer surface. "Clean" polymer surfaces were prepared by scraping
with a razor blade. X.P.S. characterization of these surfaces prepared in
such a manner have shown that less than about 5% of monolayer impurities
are present after such treatment (7). An atomically clean layer of the
metals was deposited onto the polymer surfaces. This was done for tin and
indium under ultra high vacuum (10-8 Torr) in a preparation chamber directly
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attached to the X.P. spectrometer. (For practical reasons the cadmium was
evaporated in Edwards evaporator at 10-6 Torr.) Table 4 shows the results
of these evaporations. Fluoride ions were again detected and were most
probably present at the metal-polymer interface.

Although experimental conditions in the above results were such as
might possibly occur in tribological situations, such reactions have also
been found for iron-graphite films run to failure (12) where fluoride ions
have been detected. We have detected the presence of fluoride ions at the
metal polymer interface(lo) when P.T.F.E. was rubbed against stainless steel
and nickel counterfaces under atmospheric conditions. Transfer of P.T.F.E.
to the metal counterface occurs (detected by X.P.S. examination) and ob-
scures the interfacial region. Argon ion etching of the surface film re-
moved the polymer layer but unfortunately depth profiling by the etching
itself produced fluoride ions and elemental carbon. Instead the polymer
layer was removed by careful scraping with a razor blade. X.P.S. examina-
tion showed the presence of fluoride at the interface as well as P.T.F.E. on
the metal surface (Figure 2).

Similar treatment for graphite fluoride rubbed onto stainless steel and
nickel under atmospheric conditions also revealed metallic fluoride at the
metal-polymer interface.

The relative importance of such processes in adhesion, friction and
wear of bearings involving such polymers is still uncertain, but the occur-
rence of such chemical reactions should at least be considered.

Clean P.T.F.E. (prepared and characterized as above) has been rubbed
separately a9inst lead and tin counterfaces in U.H.V. These metals were
evaporite" on to cleaved basal plane graphite substrates at less than 10-8
Torr and the surfaces of the atomically clean and unoxidized metal.

TABLE IV.-EVAPORATED METALS ON A POLYMER SUBSTRATE

Metal Fluoride F(ls)*
Metal Polymer Peak Position (eV)

Tin P.T.F.E. 4

(CF1 .0 )n 3.5

Cadmium P.T.F.E. 6.5

(CF1 .0)n 6

Indium P.T.F.E. 4

CF 4

Silver P.T.F.E. Fluoride not found

Lead " 4.5

Gold o Fluoride not found

*Position-at higher K.E. relative to P.T.F.E. F(ls).

,T,
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697 693 689 685II
697 693 689 685

(C)

697 693 689 6A5

BINDING ENERGY, eV

Fig. 2.-Stainless steel rubbed with PTFE.
(a) Initially rubbed with PTFE, C(ls) spectrum, (L.II.S. of peaks x 3.3).

Left peak is PTFE peak. Other peaks are C(ls) contaminator, shifted
due to oxide.

(b) Initially rubbed with PTFE, F(ls) spectrum. Left peak does not move
with applied bias. Right peak moves with applied bias. (L.H.S. of
peaks xl1).

i (c) Rubbed with PTFE and scraped with razor blade, (x 3.3 on L.II.S. of
peak). Blown up peak arrowed F (x 10 on L.II.S. of peak and also peak
below it).

(d) After rubbed with PTFE and scraped with razor blade, sample is argon
etched. Peak arrowed F remains, (x 3.3 on L.fl.S. of peak).
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P.T.F.E. tranfers very readily onto such surfaces. X.P.S. examination
showed the presence of two differing forms of P.T.F.E. on the metal counter-
face (11) when an electrical bias of about 40 volts w.v. applied across th,
sample (Figure 3). One pair of carbon (Is, and fluorine (Is) peaks moves
with the bias and one pair does not. We shill call these two tyoes of
P.T.F.E. as "charging" and "nun-charging" d:though the termis are relative.

' I I I I I I

698 694 690 686

BINDING ENERGYeV

(a)

charging

non-charging

, - I I I I I I

698 694 690 686

BINDING ENERGY, eV

(b)

Fig. 3.-Lad fiZm rubbed with PTFE under UHV conditions.
(a) Initial rubbing teith PTFE, F(ls) spectrum. Rubbing metals with PTFE

produces two Polymer species (charging and non-charging) on the
counterface.

(b) Additional ribbing :rich PTFE, F(ls) spectrum. Left peak arrowed as
"charging", right peak arrowed as "non-charging".
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It is to be expected that the "non-charging" P.T.F.E. is in more intimate
electrical contact with the metal such as in the form of thin layers while
the "charging" P.T.F.E. is in less close electrical contact with the metal
and perhaps is in the form of lumps. These types of transfer have been
envisaged by Tabor (13) and by Tanaka et al.( 14) occurring in the polymer
transfer mechanism. Variation of the angle of the sample w.r.t. the
electron energy analyzer enhanced the signal from the non-charged layer
relative to the charge one in support of such an assignment (Fioure 4).
The relative intensities of the metal substrate together with a knowledge
of the "average" depth from which the electrons escape in P.T.F.E. (15) are
compatible with a thickness of the layer of the order of 60 R, well w~thin
the range postulated earlier(13,14). There was no firm evidence for any
chemical r actions in these cases but the thickness of the polymer layer
made the detection of fluoride ions difficult.

Removal of the samples from the spectrometer and application of the
"Cellotape test" showed that this film was quite strongly adherent to the
metel counterface.

The mode of action of P.T.F.E. composite bearing materials is thought
to be due to the fact that P.T.F.E. transfers to the counterface on rubbing
and so interaction is P.T.F.E. on P.T.F.E. rather tha P.T.F.E./metal. In
our experiments involving argon ion etching of P.T.F.E. it was noticed that
although this process preferentially removed the fluorine from -CF2- groups
leaving residual carbon and -CF, on standing the X.P.S. signals associated
with P.T.F.E. gradually reappeared over several hours, suggesting that the
polymer molecules were labile enough to diffuse to the surface at a signifi-
cant rate at room temperature. Such a process may have important signifi-
cance in the regeneration of P.T.F.E./P.T.F.E. surfaces in bearings.
Whether these polymer molecules are low molecular weight species present in
the surface layers as suggested by Schonhorn(16) in adhesion studies, low
molecular weight species produced by chain scission from the X-rays used
for analysis, or even high molecular weight species which are more labile
than may have been thought, is not clear at present.
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DISCUSSION

D. TABOR, Cambridge University: I would like to say that I liked the way you

have tackled this problem. But I have a question. If you were to take the
wear properties of a piece of PTFE against two metals, one which gives no
chemical change and the other which gives this change in chemistry, do you
find any substantial difference in the wear properties or not? One needs to
know all the things you have been describing, but one would also like to
know what effect it has on the wear properties of that combination.

P. CADMAN: Well, it is something we could perhaps do together. Your set-up
in yolr laboratory for these wear properties we always set up to examine
the sort of interfacial regions. If we come together perhaps we could answer
that question.

D. H. BUCKLEY, NASA: You mentioned that your thin PTFE film is approximately
60A. Maybe I missed it, but what technique did you use to establish that?

CADMAN: Very approximately. There were some other measurements on these
fluorinated polymer films. We actually measured what we call escape depth.
This is an average, if you want to put it very crudely, of how far beneath
the surface the electrons come from. With Auger we know it is between five
and ten angstroms perhaps with XPS it is probably more. I could discuss this
afterwards because it is not something I could answer in a minute. We
measured these escape depths for polymers like polyethylene, polysterene,
PTFE, and graphite fluoride. We found it to be of the order of 30 to 60
angstroms, althou-'i I might say there is some controversy over these values
at the moment.
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MONITORING OF WEAR
V. C. Westcott

ABSTRACT

Using Ferrography it is possible to monitor wear by analyzing debris

generated by the wear process. Techniques used to identify various alloys
and the use of morphology of the wear particles in indicating the mode of
wear are discussed. Ferrography is more accurate than other monitoring
methods since it is only concerned with the product of wear rather than the
entire wearing system.

INTRODUCTION

It is fair to say that one of the most difficult problems in the design,
operation and maintenance of machinery is the assessment of wear. If the
factors which influence wear rate are to be evaluated accurately, it is
necessary to test mechanisms and even complete machines under realistic con-
ditions. Although the problem is different for actual machines, as distin-
guished from wear test rigs, in both types of tests accurately evaluating
the nature and amount of wear has remained a problem.

With the exception of measurement of the radio-activity of lubricants
as the result of the wearing away of parts that have been made radioaciive
artificially, such evaluations have been'based on the measurement of the
dimensions, weight loss, or the size of the wear scar of the worn part.
Such measurements have two inherent disadvantages: they are based on the
measurement of a large object in order to evaluate a small quantity and they
qenerally require the disassembly of the machine. As a result, the mea-
surements are usually made only after a prolonged test that provides enough
wear. Therefore, only a few measurements can be made during a test. This
is analogous to evaluating the performance of a power house in terms of
weekly readings of a watt-hour meter. Usually there are insufficient data
to detect and study the "break-in" of the parts and the onset of failure
modes. Equally important is the fact that each disassembly and reassembly
of a machine results in a new "break-in" cycle, so that a test often cannot
be followed progressively. It is this fact that results in such wide vari-
ations, particularly in the case of rolling fatigue.

The development of Ferrography has made it possible to base measure-
ments of wear on the debris rather than on the part. It is analogous to

7, ____ 5,
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measuring the size of a saw cut from the sawdust rather than from the tree.

The quantitative assessment of wear from the debris in the lubricant
requires:

1. The existence of a functional relationship between the amount of
debris in the oil and the total wear (or the wear rate depending
on the mean lifetime of the particles).

2. The ability to obtain a representative sample of the oil.

3. The ability to recover the wear particles from the oil and distin-

guish them from associated non-wear particles either by selec-

tively precipitating only the wear particles or by distinguishing
them from non-wear debris after precipitation.

4. The ability to measure the quantity of wear debris.

5. The ability to distinguish the types of wear particles to identify
the part wearing and the mode of wear.

The following paragraphs take up each of these issues in the order
they are listed.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CONCENTRATION OF WEAR DEBRIS IN THE OIL
AND TOTAL WEAR OR WEAR RATE

It is natural to assume that as a machine wears, debris enters the oil
and the concentration of debris in the oil increases indefinitely as the
wear progresses. In other words, as wear continues the oil would have a
progressively higher concentration of wear particles in it. However, this
is usually not the case.

For example, an oil filter would set an upper limit to the concentra-
tion. As the concentration increases, the rate o.' loss of particles to the
filter increases until a concentration is reached where the loss rate equals
the generation rate. The more effective the filter, the sooner such an
equilibrium is reached.

There are other ways in which particles are lost and, in fact, all
machines exhibit such an equilibrium even when there is no filter present.
Particles are lost by a variety of mechanisms such as settling to the
bottom of the oil sump, sticking in gelatinous coatings on the parts, being
ground down into smaller and smaller particles by the moving parts of the
machine and by being swept out with oil that is lost to the system.

If it is assumed that the probability of a particle being lost is inde-
pendent of the presence of other particles, the loss rate for a particular
type and size of pafticle is proportional to the concentration of that type
and size. Once a ge6eral equilibrium is reached, an equilibrium for all of
the sizes and types being considered, it is possible to write an expression
for the loss rate.

Assuming that the volume of oil circulating in the machine is constant,
the loss rate under a given set of circumstances may be expressed as:

Loss rate = KCV

"Im1
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where c is concentration in grams/m
3

v is volume in m
3

K is proportionality constant of the machine expressed
ir qrams/gram/sec or sec-1

If the machine is operating under steady state conditions and the wear
rate, i.e. the particle generation rate, is constant, the concentration of
particles in the oil will rise until equilibrium is reached. At equilibri-
um,

Wr = KMC

where wr is wear rate expressed in grams/sec.

Therefore, the wear rate is proportional to the concentration of wear
particles in the oil.

When first started up, machines that have been serviced with relatively
particle-free oil show an exponential iihcrease in the concentration of wear
particles, the slope of which is dependent on the average lifetime of a
particle in the oil. Time constants for typical machines range from a few
minutes to several hours. For example, the time constant for a jet engine
might be twenty minutes.

Figure l(a) illustrates the relationship of particle concentrations of1 to 2 lim particles vs time for machine that has been broken-in and operates

in a normal benigh wear mode. - The oil was clean and relatively particle
free at the start. Such a simple concentration vs time relationship is not
always exhibited. Frequently the machine will go through a break-in period
in which the waaring surfaces conform to their mating members and the par-
ticle concentration shows a rapid rise followed by a fall oo equilibrium,
as illustrated in Figure l(b).

A consequence of the relationship between loss rate and concentration
is that machines that have long equilibrium time constants are those
machines that operate with a high concentration of particulate matter in
the oil. Oridinarily machines that operate with few particles in the oil
have a short probable particle life and must, therefore, reach an equilib-
rium quickly. The actual wear rate of hhe machines does not play a partin determining the time to reach equilibrium.

OIL SAMPLING

In order to obtain a sample of the lubricant that is representative of
the wearing condition it is necessary to consider two general questions -

the time the oil is taken and the place from which it is taken.

If the oil sample is taken while the machine is running, good mixing
can be obtained. Even the largest particles will not have time to settle.
In general, it is good practice-to obtain "live" samples if practicable.
However, there is one complication: the particle density in the oil raiidly
follows any changes in the operating parameters of the machine. For example,
gas turbines have been-observed to have more particles in the oil during
acceleration to the maximum~throttle setting than during deceleration -toward
idle. Significant changes can be observed to occur in a matter of a minute
or two. One explanation of this behavior is that such engines "hide" oil

-V~~ La;-
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Fig. I.-Graph of. Particle concentration vs. time starting with new clean oil.

in cavities in the engine. The amount of oil hidden depends on the engine
speed and may be as high as 30 to 50% of the total volume of oil in the tank.
In such a case the rapid return of the-oil on slow down inf iences the par-

ticle concentration., Figure 2 is a recording of the mass ., oil in a gas
turbine tank as a function of time. It is to be expected that similar
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Fig. 2.-Plot of oil mass and engine R.P.M. vs. time for a gas turbine.

complexities may be experienced in other machines but in general those that
have been observed are of a lesser magnitude than with gas murbines.

If the oil is to be sampled during running, a simple T connection to
an oil return line from a sump may be sufficient. However, it is important
to allow a small quantity of oil to flow before taking the sample so that
trapped particles are flushed away.

The other alternative is to sample after the machine is shut down.
Usually the oil is taken from the oil tank. Figure 3 illustrates several
methods of doing this. The use of a permanently installed stand pipe is
to be preferred because the possibility of human error is minimized. Cau-
tion should always be exercised to prevent scraping up particles from the
bottom of the tank since they may be very old and unrepresentative of cur-
rent operating conditions.

When test rigs are sampled it is often feasible to remove all of the
oil at each sample time. For example, tests have been run in which the oil,
about 200 cc, has been changed every 15 minutes. In such a case the parti-
cle concentration is not necessarily in equilibrium and it may be feasible
to measure the total wear in. the interval rather than the wear rate.

The time between machine shut down and the taking of the sample is
usually not critical providing the sample is taken at a point sufficiently
below the surface(l ).

7 J, ,
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Machine

Filter

Valve

- Sump

(a)

5UMP

(b)

5UMP -

(c)

Fig. 3.-0i Sampling Methods. (a) Sampling from a valve. Be sure to allow
oil to flush out valve before taking sample. (b) Use clean glass tube or
clean metal tube to sample from middle of sump. Use thumb on top of tube

to create partial vacuum to support fluid column in tube. (c) Plasti-c
tube and plastic bottle with bellows.
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In many cases in the laboratory, and in most cases in the field, wear
particles are mixed with a miscellany of particles from other sources, such
as dust from the air. In the case of some types of farm machinery, for
example, the quantity of siliceous particles sucked into the engine may ex-
ceed the number of wear particles by several times. Figure 4(a) is a
photomicrograph of the surface of a membrane filter through which 2 cc of
oil from an automatic transmission has been filtered. Even this relatively
clean oil leaves a deposit of metallic wear particles. Figi.:e 4(b) shows
the entry deposit of a Ferrogram after processing 2 cc of oil from the same
source(1). The siliceous contaminants have passed over the Ferrogram leav-
ing only ferrous particles or particles that have rubbed against ferrous
surfaces. In addition, plastic particles and particles of friction polymer
deposit as a result of ferrous metal or oxides embedded in the matrix.

Figure 4(c) shows friction polymer that was so deposited.

MEASURING WEAR DEBRIS

The quantity of wear particles on a Ferrogram is determined by measur-
ing the fractional area covered by particles at different positions along
the Ferrogram. if the fractional area covered by the particles is measured
in a given field of view in the microscope and the average height of the
particles determined with the focusing mechanism, the volume of the parti-
cles in -view may be determined.

Figure 5 shows a cross calibration with a Quantimet television type
particle analyzer. Since the television system is absolute in the sense of
counting the area of particles that are indicated (by the equipment) it is
possible to study the performance of the densitometer when viewing various
types of particles.

The quantity of particles that are present in a given field of view on
a Ferrogram are measured in terms of the percent area covered by the part-
icles.

The measurement is made in terms of the amount of light that is blocked
by the particles. If the particles are opaque, as they are in -the case of
metals, the reduction in light intensity is proportional to the fraction of
the area covered by the particles. An optical densitometer mounted on the
microscope is calibrated to read directly in percent area covered by theparticles.

As mentioned above, the product of the average height of particles in
any one field of view times the area covered by particles can be used to
determine the volume of particles present. If this is done over the whole
area of a Ferrogram, the total volume present may be estimated. This is
usually very tedious; but f6tunately, in most cases, more than 90% of the
volume of wear particles present is located at the entry deposit; so that
if the volume of .the entry deposit is estimated, the total volume present
can be judged. The measuring procedure is discussed in Reference 2.

In actual use it is seldom of value to estimate the volume of particles
directly, the percent area covered by selected-particles being a more versa-
tile index of the concentration of wear particles.

When machines are running in a stable mode, most of the wear particles

are of a type called rubbing wear particles. They are thin flakes, usually

7 7
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Fig. 4.-(a) Photomicrograph of membrane filter through which 2 cc of auto-ma tic transmission oil has been filtered. (b) Entry deposit of a Ferro-
gram. (c) Ferrogram of Fric~tion polymer.
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having a maximum dimension between 5 and 15 micrometers for steel. Typical
rubbing wear particles are shown in Figure 6. Their morphology has been
compared with corn flakes and indeed they are often curved like corn flakes.

V,

Fig. 6.-SBM photomicrograph of rubbing wear particles.

The rubbing wear particles are the result of the sliding of metal sur-
faces under hydrodynamic or boundary lubrication(3). Sliding wear in the
two regimes of wear, Regime I and 2, results in these thin .;ear particles.
They are generated in the shear mixed layer. The flakes ore composed of
crystallites having a range of order of about 20 nm (200 A) or less. It is
down and the surface layer mixed by the shearing action of the opposing

surfaces.

The shear mixed layer can migrate tangentially thousands of times the
thickness of the layer. In this respect the metal smears like butter and
is observed to cover over scratches and other details of the original sur-
face topography, Figure 7.*

If the load on the opposing surfaces is increased or if the oil film
becomes too thin, the sliding surfaces begin to adhere and much larger par-
ticles are generated, Figure 8. Such particles, from steel surfaces, often
have maximum lengths of 150 to 200 Vm and are sometimes 50 to 100 Jim wide

*The author wishes to acknowledgo the courtest of Prof. Nam P. Suh for
supplying the original photograph.
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Fig. 7.-Photomictograph of shear mixed
layer covering over a scratch.

II

Fig. 8.-Regime 3 wear particles.
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and 5 to 10 um thick. They are generally longer than they are wide and the
corresponding cavities in the wearing surface from which they are torn are
seen to be longer in the direction of motion. The particles are torn out
by the motion.

Two regimes of oxidative wear and a very severe wear mode in which the
metal fails in volume can also be exhibited with sliding motion.

It will be noted that all of the severe wear regimes, 3, 4, 5 and 6,
along with the serious fatigue wear modes, generate particles that are much
larger in dimension, particularly in their volume, than the rubbing wear
particles of regimes 1 and 2. Therefore, the sudden appearance of much
larger particles in the oil is symptomatic of the inception of a severewear mode.

An empirical quantity referred to as the severity of wear index IS is
obtained from area covered readings on a Ferrogram. The index has the
property that it increases rapidly at the inception of a severe wear mode.
Thus:

2 2
1s L (A+A s ) (ALAs) = AL -As

where AL = percent area covered at the entry deposit of the Ferrogram(See Figure 9).

As = percent area covered at 50 mm (Fig. 9).

APPROX. 56 mm.

.~~ 50m

II

LOCATION OF 1 TO 2|om STEEL PARTICLES /

ENTRY DEPOSIT

Fig. 9.-System of specifying locations on a Ferrogram.
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For steel the major dimension of particles at the location of AL is
usually 5 pm or larger. At 50 mm, the location of the AS reading, the sizes
of the particles are usually between l and 3 pm.

The term (AL + As) is indicative of the concentration of wear particles
while the term (A - As) reflects the bias toward large particles. The
quantity (AL + A~3 represents the intensity or amount of the wear rate
while (AL - As) is a measure of its severity.

The wear mechanisms may be such that (AL + As) is large but (AL - AS)
approaches zero or is even negative. Such is the case if the machine has a
high wear rate but does not generate large particles. This means that no
surface is exfoliating large pieces of metal. The wear is, therefore, dis-
tributed and is of a general nature. Examples of such wear occur when sand
enters the oil and when the oil becomes corrosive.

On the other hand, if the wear rate is high and if one or only a few
surfaces are contributing the wear, large particles must be generated in
order to result in the high volume of wear. In such a case AL will be
larger than AS , and the product of the two terms of IS will be large.

The severity of wear index is unfortunately not independent of the di-
lution of the o.il and it is, therefore, nec6ssary to take into account the
amount by which the oil is diluted before making a Ferrogram. It is common
practice to dilute the oil sample sufficiently before making a Ferrogram to
prevent overloading the Ferrogram with particles. As a machine is failing
it may be necessary to dilute the oil by 10, 100 or even 1000 times. In
such cases AL and AS are reported as the readings observed on the optical
densitometer multiplied by the dilution factor. The result is that AL and
AS may be larger than 100%. On occasion the severity of wear index may
climb into the thousands.

BREAK-IN WEAR

After assembly, when a machine first starts to run, very large irregu-
lar particles enter the oil. Undoubtedly some of these are the direct re-
sult of machining operations. Others are generated as high points are
stripped or broken off, Figure 10(a). Even the rubbing wear particles are
larger than normal, e.g. about 15 um max.

In addition, a variety of lonq particles from the shear mixed layer are
seen, Figure 10(b). These particles are generated on the top of grinding
marks and other long parallel ridges. They are not generated after break-
in.

As the machine wears, the generation rate of these larger particles.
drops precipitously. The quantities AL , AS and IS , drop. IS decreases
rapidly and usually assumes a low value characteristic of the design of
machine.

The concentration of wear particles as expressed by AL and AS and the
severity of wear index IS indicates quantitatively the wear state of the
machine, but it does not contain all the information to determine how a
machine is wearing or what its condition is. The problem is that the
usual machine is much too complex to be adequately quantified by two or

777o777
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(b)(a)(b

Fig. 10.-(a) Severe wear particles, break-in
(b) Long break-in wear particles.

three numbers. Ordinarily the quantities AL , AS and IS are used to deter-
mine whether further analysis is desirable and worth the effort. In those
instances a Ferrogram is made and examined to determine the types of parti-
cles present. This is the area where the recognition of the types of par-
ticles is valuable.

Too much has been published on these matters to make it desirable to go
into the details here, but it can be pointed out that certain classes of
particles make it possible to distinguish rapid catastrophic wear from se-
vere but less dangerous wear and even benign wear. This ability is in-
valuable in preventing unnecessary tear fowns of expensive machines and, of
course, the prevention of teardowns adde to reliability by eliminating the
infant mortality rate associated with the reassembly of machines.

IDENTIFYING STEEL, HIGH ALLOY STEEL, CAST IRON

Ferrograms may be heated to cause certain classes of ferrous wear par-
ticles to be distinguished. For example, the Ferrogram may be heated for

7C Or
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90 seconds on a hot plate at 3300 C thus causing all low alloy steel parti-
cles to turn bright blue. Cast iron, stainless steel, certain other cate-
gories of ferrous particles and nickel remain close to their original color.
Further heating of the Ferrogram to a higher temperature for 90 seconds
causes cast iron particles to become speckled blue somewhat like an Easteregg while the low alloy steel particles return to their original color(1 2).By estimating the percentage of each particle type present in combination

with measuring the percent area covered by all metal particles in a given
field of view, it is possible to track the amount of wear of each of low
alloy steel, cast iron, nickel, stainless steel and certain other ferrous
metals. Aluminum and bronze behave in a characteristic manner when present
on Ferrograms that have been heated.

The technique of heating Ferrograms has been adapted to the monitoring
of diesel engines. Here the wear of low alloy steel parts such as the
shafts, cams, etc., has been separated from wear of the cylinder liners (5 ).

Frequently, specific types of wear such as fatigue spalling of gears
and ball bearings, generate particles that are characteristic of the mecha-
nism. Gears generate fatigue particles that often have scuff marks on
their surface. Ball bearings, on the other hand, may generate tiny steel
spheres ranging from I to 5 pm in diameter in micro cracks that precede
fatigue spalling. In some cases such spheres are generated by the millions.

Cutting wear particles represent one of the easiest types to classify
and, if present in quantity, are the harbingers of failure because one sur-
face must penetrate another to generate them. They are not confined to wear
by abrasives but may be generated when any hard surface interpenetrates an-
other, as might occur when gears are out of line. When abrasive particles
lodge in the soft metal of a journal bearing they may cut the shaft and gen-
erate cutting wear particles.

Curiously the presence of abrasives such as sand does not always result
in cutting wear. If the abrasive rolls, or shatters, rubbing wear may be
increased. This is a much less dangerous condition than the generation of
cutting wear.

The interpretation of Ferrograms is too extensive a subject to be dis-
cussed in detail here, but a class of organic particles deserve special
attention. In addition to metallic wear particles, the oil often contains
copious quantities of various organic wear products. They are deposited
because steel wear particles and particles of the oxides of iron become em-
bedded in them. Their type and quantity are often of great significance in
diagnosing the operation of a machine. Friction polymers, debris from
gaskets including the abrasive fillers in gaskets, worn plastic parts and
gel-like deposits from the plasticizers in plastic hoses are seen. In one
case the presence of particles of a birefringent plastic signaled the wear
of a plastic gear in the machine. This was a significance because prior to
the detection of the particles of plastic it was not recognized that such
parts were in the machine. Extensive literature about the particles of
wear exists and photographs of the most significant types has been embodied
in an atlas of wear particles(6). Work continues on this project and addi-
tional sections of the Atlas will be available in the future.

QUANTITATIVE FERROGRAPHY

It is tempting to try to compare readings of the density of particles
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on a Ferrogram (usually expressed in percent area covered) with other
methods of measuring the quantity of wear debris in oil especially spectro-
metric readings. Usually such attempts fail, primarily for two reasons.
The first is that Ferrogram readings represent the concentration of specific
sizes of particles. For the same total weight of particles per unit volume
of oil, the readings change if the size distribution changes. Secondly, in
the case of direct comparison with spectrometers it is found that spectro-
meters are less sensitivw to metals in the form of large particles than to
the .-,ler particles. Cenerally speaking the spectrometers undervalue
meta' in the form of particles larger than 3 to 5 )jm in major dimension. On
occast:n, however, most of the wear particles of a metal may be large. This
is the case when, for example, a gear train contacts its aluminum housing.
In such cases the strong bias of the size distribution of the aluminum par-
ticles toward large sizes (> 10 Vm) will cause the spectrometer readings to
be low by a substantial ratio, sometimes by as much as an order of magni-
tude. On the other hand when the wear particles are small and particularly
if they are of the rubbing wear type (flakes) gravimetric and spectro-
metric estimates of the particle concentration of steel, agree closely (?).

The question arises as to how repeatable Ferrographic readings may be.
Figure 11 shows a series of D. R. readings taken on oil samples, each of
which was taken from the same bottle of oil. However, such repeatability
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c-4 0 -

X Y Y x- X'----X- x X-x' '

20- "S" READINGSf!

0 I I I I I
0 2 4 6 8 10 12

SAMPLE NUMBER

Fig. l1.--Successive readings of samples taken from
the same bottle. (Full scale = 100 DR units).

is not obtained easily. It is vitally important to understand how to ensure
that the wear particles are in fact dispersed evenly in the container from
which the samples are taken. Frequently particles adhere to the walls of
the bottle, trapped in a gel or wax. Heating the oil to 650 C, combined
with vigorous shaking will disperse the particles adequately in most cases.
Without heating virtually no amount of shaking will dislodge some of the
particles. Once an oil sample is heated it may usually be used for one or
two days at room temperature without further heating.
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Figure 12 shows the results of a gravimetric calibration of a D.R.
Ferrograph. The lines shown are the result of a linear regression analysis

100 I I I I
x

FOR X POINTS
80- N =8

r 0.965 I
z Y:15.9X+QO

60 o FOR 0 POINTS2 POINTS- N = 5
, 0 r =0.993

4-0 - Y = 13.7 X -0.6

20-
x0 2POINTS

0
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

METAL CONCENTRATION, PPM

Fig. 12.--Gravimetric calibration DR Ferrograph.

of two sets- of readings corresponding to two independent dilution sequences.
Wear particles from a transmission were first separated using the D.R.
Ferrograph as a separator. They were washed to remove other particles so
that they could be weighed and redispersed in oil. Specific concentrations
were obtained by diluting samples of this oil.

The "L" readings are the result of the deposit of the largest particles,
mostly larger than 5 um. The "S" readings, Figure 13, are the result of
measuring the deposit in the location where particles of 1 to 2 Jm are lo-
cated. The scatter of readings is greater for the large particles than for
the small ones, partially as the result of the smaller number of large par-
ticles resulting in poorer statistics for the population. Fewer of the
larger particles are-needed to generate the readings and, therefore, random
variations in this smaller number produces a larger scatter of the "L" read-
ings. The divergence of the two lines implies that the number of large
particles differed in the two samples used for the dilutions.

The "S" readings vs. concentration on the other hand shows much more
uniformity which provides evidence that the scatter in the "L" readings is
a genuine reflection of the populations since the same electronic apparatus
was used to measure both sizes.

Figure 14 shows a similar calibration of an emission spectrometer vs.
gravimetrically determined concentration. The data were obtained on sam-
ples submitted to a standard oil analysis (S.O.A.P.) station. More details
about the method of sample preparation, results, etc., are given in Ref. 7.

177 _7_____- _ _ _ _ _ T1~
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SUMMARY

In summary, the quantitative monitoring of wear is feasible. The
quantative size distribution and concentration of the wear particles issignificant in determining the state of the machine and any likely failures.

The types of particles present is a function of the type of part wear-
ing and its wear mode. In a sense, the quantitative size distribution re-
flects how fast the machine is wearing and how severe the wear is. The
direct observation of the particles, on the other hand, gives information
on the type of wea: and often on the kind of part that is wearing. Fre-
quently the direct observation of the particles is crucial in determining
what action is required to correct the machine or whether the machine
should remain in service.
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DISCUSSION

A. W. RUFF, NBS: In an engine or a mechanical system we are not only inter-
ested in wear volume but also in the particle size distribution. Did you
find any problem in recovering large wear particles from complicated sys-
tems? There may be sinks where the particles may be trapped from the lub-
ricant.

V. C. WESTCOTT: That is absolutely the case. Indeed, one has to consider
the effects of the filter. Filters that are capable of removing particles
larger than 3 jim are quite efficient. When we use these filters the density
of the larger particles is extremely low, as one simply gets the particles
that are on their way to the filter. Nevertheless, by increasing the size
of the oil sample we get a representative sample for the analysis. This is
done very often and it works. The other thing that one may do is to use a
sampling filter. The practice should be to use a small high gradient mag-
netic filter (such as the one developed by Sala Magnetics) so that one can
quickly remove the element and recover the wear particle from the element.
We are presently working on that and we hope to get a proper filter. There
are, of course, questions such as how one should connect the filter to the
oil system.

K. TRIPATHI, IXT Research Institute: When we work metals by hotrollina.
grinding, and so on, we produce an oxide film of the order 15 to 50 R'thick.
I am wondering if these oxides you are seeing are, in fact, produced a!, you
take the debris out of the oil and expose it to air.

[7
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PIESTCOTT: No, I do not think so. These particles are much thicker than
anything you have nentioned. I do not think that we are looking at that
thin s'rface oxide at all. I believe it is too thin to produce interfer-
ence colors and we would ordinarily not see it.

TRIPATHr: Interference colors can be produced with 5 to lO thick films.

WESTCOT2': If you were to produce interference colors it is evident that the

wave length of the light is in the visible spectrum. Since the refractive
index of red iron oxide is about 2.5, I would be very surprised if you could
get interference colors fr)m films much less than a quarter wave length of
visible light.

1
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MONITORING OF MACHINE WEAR BY USED

OIL ANALYSIS
J. H. Johnson

ABSTRACT

The overall factors chat need to be considered in the oil analysis of
debris in operating machines are reviewed. Particularly significant is
the fact that the filter of a machine contains the most significant debris
that characterizes the machine's mode of wear. A comparison of the para-
meters that spectroscopy, Ferrography and radioactive tracer wear measure-
mnt methods detect is outlined. Ferrography is shown to be an advantageous
measurement method since it is able to separate particles by size. The
Issues related to the use of Ferrography are discussed.

BACKGROUND

The advancement of technology has resulted in lubrication systems
that contain complex wear processes. With the development of systems such
as gas turbines, reciprocating internal combustion engines, hydraulic sys-
tems, gear boxes, etc., monitoring the wear trends of the internal compon-
ents in these systems has become necessary. Much of the earlier wear re-
search, due to the complex nature of the subject and the lack of sensitive
oil analysis procedures, has been limited to a simple bench system or com-
ponent analysis basis. Often this research has been conducted with the
parts or lubricants highly stressed beyond their normal operating conditions.
Ferrography now provides engineers with a new tool to analyze the debris in
complex lubrication systems under realistic conditions.

As background information, it is useful to summarize the types of en-
gineering situations where it is desired to study the effect of machine de-
sign and operating variables on wear. These types of situations are as
follows:

1. Laboratory performance tests
2. Laboratory durability tests
3. Field engineering tests - performance and durability

4. Field data from typical user operations.

It is also useful to break down the various variables of a machine that
affect the wear rates and the resulting debris analyzed in the oil. These
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variables are as follows:

1. Design variables, i.e., bearing-loads, diameters, materials,

lengths, etc.

2. Operating variables, i.e., loads, speeds, oil temperatures, etc.

3. Filtration system design, i.e., type of filter, filter media, full-
'-j-PaS;, V, ;, ,,1,-y- e lUriddry fiiters, etc.

4. Lubricants, i.e.. viscosity Lharacteristics, additives, engine or
machine performdnce characteristics, etc.

From an engineering viewpoint, there is concern about two basic charac-
teristics in a complex lubricated machine system. First, it is desirable
to achieve low friction and hence high efficiencies. Second, there is a
requirement of long life, with a high degree of reliability, i.e., no ma-
chine failure due to abnormal wear at any of the wearing surfaces. Oil
monitoring is a useful tool to help achieve these characteristics.

In considering the problem of oil monitoring, four types of particle
contaminants are present in various systems. These are as follows:

1. The metal wear particles
2. Organic wear particles, i.e., friction polymers, gasket debris,

plastic parts, etc.
3. Silica particles from dist ingestion
4. Exhaust soot particles in diesel engines.

Any oil analysis method must be sensitive to the particles that affect the
performance and durability of machines. Oil analysis is carried out for
three basic reasons. First, to monitor the condition of the lubricant/
additives. Second, to monitor the cundition of the metal wearing surfaces
in the machine. Third, to monitor any outside contaminants that might af-
fect either the lubricant or the machine's wear surfaces. Table I shows
various oil analysis methods in relation to the types of debris or additives
that are being monitored.(1)

In a general sense, oil monitoring will find application in three
broad cases. First, for developing improved bearing, lubricant, and fil-
tration system performance by using either component bench or full scale
short term laboratory tests. Second, to indicate maintenance of the
machine, i.e., oil replacement, additive additions, oil or air filter re-
placement, air leaks, coolant leaks, abnormal bearing wear, etc. Third, the
onset of wear rates that will lead to a catastrophic failure which will in
turn lead to costly machine downtime or to extensive damage to a greater
portion of the machine than the par-t that will fail. Oil analysis to date
has largely been applied to the last two cases although Ferrography opens
up the possibility of oil monitoring for short term laboratory tests. It
is this application of Ferrography that will be discussed in greater de-
tail with particular emphasis on the monitoring of the metallic wear debris
in eiesel engines. This paper will largely expand on and be complementary
to the basic review paper by !Westcott.( 2) The effect of a filter in the
machine's lubrication system needs more discussion; and in fact, the filter
stores (with loss of time memory) the debris that has the most important
information for monitoring the mode of wear of the various machine surfaces,
i.e., the large (>5 rim) particles.

I7
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TABLE I.-OIL ANALYSIS METHODS IN RELATIONSHIP TO WHETHER xACIHINE (m)

OR LUBRICANT (L) IS MONITORED

Contaminates

S

$4 riL 0 U

(ASTM U M 83 fu )
W~ t'3 $4 10 1

1 a U 4

Qid Analysis Method (V 0 U-)

Insolubles Content
(ASTM Method D 893) 14 14 1 L

Acidity (TAN)
(ASTM Method D 664)L

Alkalinity (TBN)
(ASTM Method D 664 and
D 2896) L

Elemental Analysis*
(Emission Spectrograph
Atomic Absorption and
X-Ray Absorption) M M

Chemical Identification J
(Infrared Spectroscopy) L

Viscosity Determination M L

Dispersancy Characteristics L

Ferrography M 1

Particle Counting M1

*Other than C, H, and 0.

In summary, the need to develop standardized oil sample collection pro-
cedures including Ferrogram preparation, analysis and parameter calculation
procedures for various applications is outlined. The information presented
here is drawn from our publications on the application of Ferrography to the
study of diesel engine wear in the laboratory under short term performance
tests.(3-5)

THE MACHINE AS A COMPLEX PARTICLE GENERATOR

The diesel engine (or any modern oil lubricated machine) is an intri-
cate system with many wear surfaces making wear analysis of the system even
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more complex. Figure I shows the engine in schematic form as a series of
wear particle generators with various particle production rates (given as
mass flow rates -i). Therefore, the total production rate a is given as

N

where i = the individual surfaces and
N = total number of surfaces generating metallic particles.

Examples of these particle generating surfaces include cylinder liner, pis-
ton rings, main bearings, crankshaft, camshaft, valve guides, etc. In

M~ PARTICLES*
trih PARTICLES

(total)- rh PARTICLES)
(stored)

rh PARTICLESx Erh,
(total) ia1

(Where N'number of OILOI

wear particles)

SUMP CrOA PARTICLES
mhc~ 'CONSTANT (stored)

---- OIL SAMPLE COLLECTION

Fig. l.-Schematic of the diesel engine as a particle generator including the
concept of the filter as a particle storage reservoir.

addition, non-metallic particles can also be added at several locations in
the system. Particulate matter contained in the exhaust products (soot)
can be absorbed into the oil film on the cylinder wall. These particles
are largely carbonaceous in composition, but have also been known to con-
tain various acids formed during the combustion process. Dust (primarily
silica) can also be added to the oil system via the intake air in much the
same manner as the soot particles. If exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is
used as a means of NOx control, additional soot particles also have the
potential of being absorbed into the oil during the intake stroke. With
EGR, exhaust gases are re-introduced into the engine which increases the
potential of particle loading of the oil. Without EGR, primarily "clean"
air is in contact with the oil film and engine parts. The soot particles
can adsorb various additives in the oil such as zincdithiophosphates (ZDP's)
which affects the life of the lubricant and causes higher valve train wear
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in diesel engines as in gasoline engines. (6) This paper, although studying
particles found in the oil system, will concentrate only on the metallic
particles generated at the various wear interfaces.

The mass flow rates, of course, are made up of a vast assortment of
sizes and shapes of metallic particles and, therefore, have a characteristic
size distribution of particles for each wear surface. Equation (2) ac-
counts for the range of particle sizes:

. : (2)

where a the various particle size categories and j=i represents the
soluble metal.

K the total number of particle size categories.

Ideally, the particles when mixed with the oil (particle carrier) by

the constant circulation of the oil, yield a homogeneous mixture of par-
ticles from all the wear surfaces. Assuming constant particle production
rates, the resulting equation for system particle production is simply a
function of time as indicated below:

N N Kin i h. F in .
!= I i i. j= 1 2

f()I operating variables = const. (3)

Retaining the assumption of the homogeneous mixture of wear particles
in the oil, the concentration of particles may be calculated for any given
instant of time.

For an idealized case, it can be assumed that the in is constant with
time and the various particle production rates are constant. In an actual
application, however, the oil consumption (particle and oil removal) and
oil additions (particle-free oil additions) have a great deal of influence

on the concentrations that are seen to exist. Break-in of new surfaces or
parts, start-up and shut-down and the various operating variables have
also been found to have an effect on the actual particle concentration in-
dicated in the oil. The particles also have a tendency to settle or plate
out either as deposits or sludge during actdal engine operation or during
engine shut-down. Another system, probably the most influential on par-
ticle concentration, is the filtration system. Due to the close machining
tolerances in a majority of the engine components and the general size of
the wear particles produced, the interaction of the particles in the wear
interfaces has a tendency to cause greatly accelerated and often catastroph-
ic wear. il filtration has, therefore, become an accepted concept in
diesel and other engines.

With the use of filters comes another complication for our idealized
system analysis. The general oil filter acts as a particle removal mechan-
ism and, as expected, is a function of many factors. A wide variety of
filters are commercially available, ranging from the very crude filter,
catching only the largest of particles, to the very efficient, removing
everything in the oil including particles down in'.o the sub-micron size
range and often the oil additive package. Proper selection of filter is
often very complicated with a number of aspects to be considered. One
aspect of importance to our ideal system analysis is the particle removal
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efficiency of the filtration system. The particle removal efficiency is a
function of the filter matrix material, shapes and sizes of particles,
types of particle materials and the flow rate of the oil through the matrix.
Relating this to our idealized system:

Particle Removal Efficiency =

f(particle material, oil flow rates, particle size
r",~i'? -r~-~ (4)

and would be expected in general to be a decreasing function for smaller and

smaller particle sizes as shown in Figure 2.

100

60z

-J

40

IxI
0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .... K: TOTAL NUMBER

PARTICLE SIZE CATEGORY (j) OF CATEGORIES

Fig. 2.-Particle filtration efficiency versus particle size.

From the complete system shown in Figure 1, the filter removes some
fraction of the particles for each pass of the oil through the filter.
For some large particle size categories, it would remove practically all
particles. The fact that the large particles are removed from the oil by
the filter is also important from the viewpoint of oil analysis since the
important particles for understanding the wear situation and predicting
impending failure are the large particles (> 5 im). The filter in effect
removes and stores important information about the particles being genera-
ted at the individual wear surfaces. This causes a loss in sensitivity for
the oil analysis methods that measure the particle concentration suspended
in the oil. It is also possible that those particles that are not removed
are then circulated through the engine, again subject to various grinding-up
and breaking-up processes as the particles pass through the wear interfaces.
When the particles are again pumped through the filter, they are then subject

7777r" -T
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to a certain probability that they will be removed. Each time they are
successful in passing through the filter, they have a higher probability of
staying suspended in the oil, since in general, filtering efficiency de-
creases with decreased particle size. Improved filtration of small par-
ticles would also tend to cause further losses in oil analysis sensitivity.
These time varying processes are quite complex and consequently an equili-
brium particle concentration (by size and chemical composition) might never
occur in a machine/oil system as complex as the diesel engine.

From the discussion of the idealized wear particle generator, one can
quickly realize how complicated wear analysis of an actual operating diesel
engine or other machine can become. Any change in the operating variables
has the potential to change the nature of the wear process. Considerable

caution must be taken therefore in interpreting even the most carefully
controlled laboratory experiment dealing with the various wear phenomena.
Because of this, the methods of wear measurement must be very accurate and
extremely sensitive to changes in the wear conditions. One must interpret
the data from the various wear measurement methods in order to obtain mean-

ingful results.

The next logical step in this discussion is the wear measurement tech-
niques and how they relate to the study of diesel engine wear. As mentioned
earlier, the four most common wear measurement methods used in wear re-
search, both in the laboratory and in field wear studies, are the radio-
active tracer method, particle counters, spectroscopy and Ferrography.
Each of these methods will be discussed in the following section. A com-
parison of the advantages and disadvantages of each technique when used in
measuring diesel engine wear is also included.

FERROGRAPIIY AS COMPARED TO OTHER OIL MONITORING METHODS

The different quantities of wear debris measured by spectroscopy, Fer-
rography and the radioactive tracer method are illustrated in Figure 3
which shows the basic generated concentration versus time of a given element
from a number of surfaces of a wearing system. Spectroscopy measures in
principle this total concentration and it can he seen that this one number
contains the summation of all the concentrations from the individual sur-
faces. In addition, all of the size distribution information is contained
in this one concentration number. This concentration would in practice
be reduced by the lack of sensitivity of spectroscopy to the particles
larger than 1 urm in size. In addition, the filter can significantly reduce
the total measured concentration because of the removal of the larger size
particles.

Figure 3 also shows in schematic form the advantages of the Ferro-
graphic oil analysis technique in that it is possible to analyze the larger
(> 1 vm) particles from the individual surfaces and to give a size ordered
distribution of the particles. A disadvantage of Ferrography is that meth-
ods are only available to quantify these particles by taking percent area
covered readings on the glass slide rather than the more basic parameter of
particle concentration. Another disadvantage of Ferrography is that it does
not measure the soluble metal. These two disadvantages are not serious
since the large metallic particles are felt to be the most important infor-
mation relative to the interface wear mode prediction. The filter will also
affect the sensitivity of Ferrography due to the reduction of the concen-
tration of the larger particles.

.7 7
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Figure 3 shows how the radiotracer method is able to measure the in-
dividual surface wear rate. Its main disadvantage is that no size distri-
bution data are generated. Its other disadvantage is related to the fact
that the filter must be removed from thr system and this could result in
increased wear rates over a filtered system.

The particle counters would basically measure the number of particles
per volume of oil in each size category with particles from all surfaces
summed together in this number. The particle counts would only be avail-
able for size categories j = 7 -10 since present particle counters usually
measure particle sizes greater than 1 om because they are based on the scat-
tering and attenuation of a very sharply defined beam of light focused
through a sample cell. Counters for diesel engines or other machines that
have soot particles in large numbers would appear to be difficult to use
because of the large counts that would be contributed by the carbonaneous
material. The other disadvantage of counters is that they do not discrimi-
nate the particle counts by surface.

FURTHER AREAS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR FERROGRAPHY

One of the areas that needs additional research and development is
accurate and repeatable quantitative data from the analytical Ferrography.
The basic appraoch is as follows:

(4 ,5)

1. Measure percent area covered versus distance down Ferrogram, i.e.,
entry - 55, 50, 40, 30, 20 and 10 mm locations.

2. Calculate a severity index (Is) based on the area covered at the
entry (AL) and the 50 mm location (As).

3. Calculate the Area Under the Curve (AUC) as a measure of the total

debris in the oil sample.(5)

4. Heat the slide (HFA - Heated Ferrogram Analysis) for 90 seconds
at 6250F and measure the approximate fraction of the area covered
by the cast iron (brown), low carbon and/or alloy steels (blue)
and the unoxidized metals such as lead, aluminum, copper and
tin.(4,5,7)

5. Assess the quantity of various types of particles using four
descriptive words, i.e., none, few, moderate, heavy.

The direct reading and real time Ferrographs only use fiber optics to
read the percent area covered at the entry (larqe particle) and the small
particle locations of the precipitator tube.

All these approaches to quantitative Ferrography need further defini-
tion. Data for items 4 and 5 above are fairly well defined in the litera-
ture and can be developed into fairly standardized engineering practices.
The assessment of the quantity of various types of particles is dependent
on the volume of oil passed across the slide or the amount of dilution of
clean oil used to get an acceptable density of particles on the slide.
This raises a basic need in Ferrography: to define a "standard oil samDle
volume"& (SOy) when using it on practical machines since various situations
result in various particle concentrations in the oil.

It is important to make a basic assessment of what fundamentals are

IP v
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in effect when the concentration of particles per volume of oil and the
total volume of oil passed across the slide is varied at a zonstant oil
volume/fixer volume ratio. !e can hypothesize a general family of curves
of particle concentration versus the total volume of oil passed across the
analytical Ferrogram as shown in Figure 4. From our research we feel that

100 I I !

8o //
/ / OIL VOLUME CONSTANT0 FIXER VOLUME

8O

///
wu. II /
> L60

/ / / INCREASING NUMBER OF PARTICLES
/ IN GIVEN SIZE RANGE PER ml OF OIL (N)

W " 40 T _
> O RECOMMENDED

2 OPERATING

< 20 RANGE

1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

VOLUME OF OIL ACROSS SLIDE (ml)

NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN GIVEN SIZE RANGE/ mm 2 OF SLIDE

SOV= STANDARD OIL VOLUME

Fig. 4.--Schematic of percent area covered at given location on slide for
Ferrography as a function of the volume of oil passed across the slide
for various concentrations of particles in the oil.

the region 10-40% is a good recommended range for operating since it ap-
pears that it is linear up to 40% and the lower limit of 10% provides good
accuracy and precision relative to background zeroing problems and instru-
ment zero drift. As the volume of oil passed across the slide increases,
the number of particles per unit area of the slide in a given size range
increases. This size range is based on the field of view of the micro-
scope and the magnetic drag forces on the particles. As the particle con-
centration or the total oil volume across the slide increases so that the
percent area is greater than 40%, a non-linear response occurs. This is
due to the piling up of particles on top of each other and the possible
deposition of smaller particles at each slide location than would occur
with lower than 40%. It is for this reason that a "standard oil sample
volume" (SOV) must be used for various machine applications for determining
the percent area covered along the slide and in calculating a severity
index (Is) from these readings. .he SOV for the high concentration systems

17 17
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should be such that the percent area covered readings will not be greater
than approximately 60% (slightly greater than linear region) and for low
concentration systems such that percent area covered readings will not be
less than approximately 4% (greater than background and zero drift effects).

To support the need for SOV's, two cases of the use of Ferrography
will be outlined along with the basic equations that describe the percent
area covered versus the volume of oil across the slide. Experiments with
a large diesel oil sample run for 12 hours in the VT-903 engine test set-up
were performed.(5 ) The oil/fixer volume ratio was set at 3/1 and the
volume of the oil used to make Ferrograms was 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, and 36 ml.
Figures 5 and 6 shows these data at the entry location (AL 

= 55 mm) and
at the 50 mm locations (As) including the least squares fit through the
data. It should be noted that these data indicate an intersection point
at the zero oil volume. Figures 7 and 8 show similar type of data with
the real time Ferrograph for a bearing and disc tests with a 25 .mi filter.(8)

We can then write equations describing these experimental results and
develop equations describing the dilution of highly concentrated debris
sampleT with clean uncontaminated oil. These equations can then be used
in conjunction with SOV's to calculate percent areas covered at the stand-
ard oil sample volume and in turn a severity index at the SOV. This pro-
cedure will provide the means to develop percent area covered readings and
severity indexes that are comparable, repeatable and accurate for various
oil sample particle concent-;tions and various oil volumes across the
slide.

Therefore,

A = M V, + b (5)

IAL = ML V0 + bL (6)

As = Ms Vo + bs (7)

where A = percent Area Covered at location on slide

AL = percent Area Covered at entry (= 55 mm)

A = percent Area Covered at 50 mm
S

M = Slope of oil volume curve, %/ml 

mS = Slope of oil volume curve at entry %/ml

M Slope of oil volume curve at the 50 mm location, %/ml
5
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Fig. 5.-Percent area covered at entry (= 55 mmn) as a function of oil volume

across slide for Cummins VT-903 diesel engine.
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Fig. 7.-Percent area covered for large particles versus volume of oil flow
through real time Ferrograph. (8)
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Fig. 8.-Percent area covezed for small particles versus volume of oil flow
through real time Ferrograph. (8)
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b = Constant (A intercept at v = o) percent0

b = Constant (A intercept at v = 
3), percent

L L 0

b = Constant (A intercept at v0 = 0), percent

V = Volume of oil passed across slide or through precipitator tube
0 in direct reading or real tine Ferrograph, ml

The slope of the curve, m, will be a function of the oil viscosity,
the oil/fixer volume ratio, the particle size distribution, the types of
particles, and probably several other variables. The remaining discussion
will concentrate on applying these equations.

There are basically two cases that need to be considered. The first
is the case of highly concentrated particles that at the minimum feasiblP
oil volume (3 ml) would result in percent area covered readings above 40%.
This is referred to as Case I. This oil sample needs to be diluted with
clean oil so that the diluted concentration brings the percent area covered
reading below 40%. If it is assumed that the undiluted particle concen-
tration of the total range of particle sizes or an individual size category
can be expressed as

N s = n/Vou (8)

where n = Number of particles (total or individual size category -j) in
oil sample

VU = Volume of undiluted oil in sample

If this oil sample is now diluted with clean uncontaminated oil, the fol-
lowing equation holds

ND D n/(Vou + VOD) (9)

where vod = Volume of clean oil in diluted sample.

Dividing Equation 8 by Equation 9 gives

U + VD (10)
ND VOU

Figure 9 shows in schematic form this case and is an extension of Figure 4.
The general procedure involves finding by trial and error the volume of
clean oil (VoD) required to bring the concentration of particles down so
that the minimum feasible quantity of oil can be run and the percent area
covered readings are within the 10-40% range. An example is shown in
Figure 9 where an undiluted oil sample concentration (Nu) would give a
response above 40%. A dilute mixture of 2 ml of the contaminated (used)
oil was mixed with 10 ml of clean oil to give NUIND ratio of 6. From this
diluted oil sample a Ferrogram was prepared using 3 ml of the diluted oil

and 1 ml of fixer. This mixture gave a 33% area covered reading at the
entry location. Next, it was assumed for simplicity that the constant bL
was equal to zero. This calculation could have been carried out with a
value of bL from Figure 5. The slope MLD was then calculated as MLD =
11/m1. The percent area covered at a SOV of 1 ml was then calculated to

A'
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,-CALCULATED PERCENT AREA UNDILUTED
FOR 3ml OF OIL (WITHOUT USE OF STANDARD
OIL VOLUME): A,

198[1 • I

C CASE I- UNDILUTED OIL SAMPLE
AT LOWEST OIL VOLUME GIVES

. PERCENT AREA READING ABOVE 400.
1O

CALCULATED >-
%/AREA WITH 0- 80 OIL VOLUME

UNDLUTD z= 3/1UNDILUTED Z FIXER VOLUME

SAMPLE AT ,

SOV OF lml :Au-< /

AE 60 /Nu

MEASURED > ND//NDAREA WITH O

DILUTED 040- -
SAMPLE = ALO-W' - REOM ENEir RECOMMENDED

OPERATING
20 RANGE

CALCULATED ------~~% AREA WITH

DILUTED 0 --
SAMPLE ATsoSOV OF ml=ALs 1 10 20 30 40 50 60

O m1 VOLUME OF OIL ACROSS SLIDE (ml)

RUN 3ml OF
DILUTED OIL

Fig. 9.-Percent area covered at eztry versus volume of oil across slide for
Case 1, i.e., undiluted oil sample at lowest oil volume gives percent
area covered reading above 40%.

be 11%. This is an equivalent or diluted standard oil volume value of
percent area covered at entry for 1 ml of oil across the slide. The undi-
luted standard area covered at entry is then calculated assuming a linear
relation between concentration and percent area covered, or which is com-
puted to be 66%.

This value is above the 40% linear region and slightly beyond the 60%maximum recommended earlier and points out why a SOV of .3 or .5 ml mightbe required for some high particle concentration systems.

It is useful to consider the case where the concentrations of the un-
diluted samples are below 10% area at the minimum oil volumes. For this
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case, the volume of the oil passed across the slide is increased until a
value of AL is reached that is greater than 10 and less than 40'_ An ex-
ample of this case is shown in Figure 10. For this case 30 Inl of oil was

C

L CASE H UNDILUTED OIL SAMPLE
C 80 AT STANDARD OIL VOLUME GIVES

PERCENT AREA READING BELOW 10%

F- 60 OIL VOLUME
z FIXER VOLUME 311

MEASURED 40 1% AREA WITH cQ R i

UNDIL' TED MRECOMMENDED%CACUATDSMPE: 'u- ) 0 ARE, iT - ' 2 ANF OPERATING

UNDILUJTED O l I
SAMPLE AT SOV 0 o 2

OP l0ml A1us  vOLuME OP OIL ACROSS SLIDE (rnl)

RP4 3OralOF,DUNDLLUTE5 O1

Fig. 10.-Percent area covered at entry versus volume of oil across slide
for Case I1, i.e., undiluted oil sample at minimum oI volume gives per-
cent area covered reading less than 101.

run across the slide and a percent ALU = 24 was detc-mineel. A SOV of 10 oil
was used for this calculation since for this type of case, a low SOV such
as 1 fl would put The ALu within the region of tackg ound lod zero drift
uncertainty. Therefore, the slope assuminq br, = 0 is determined to be

l 2 .824 /ml and A MLU VOS = .8(00) = 8%
LU 30 LLS L

This is the equivalent or standard oil volume percent area covered at
entry (ALus) where Vos = Star.4Ard 00i Volume, Pil. The slope of the curve
could also have been used to represent the debris concentration and for this
case it would have been O.8%/ml.

This same procedure can then be used down the complete slide to get
percent A readings at a SOV. The AL and A, readings can then be used to
calculate a severity index (z,) at the SOV'. This brings LID another conce n
in the literature and that is the large number of different severity in-
dexes. Hopefully, a standard is can be agreed to in a standardized Ferro-
graphy procedure. Several of the rs's in the literature are as follows:

A

s - A L(11)
s A

S
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A (A-A.) (12)_SAS

i = (A +A ) (A-A) A 2

S A (1L3L)

We have standardized on the form of is shown in Equation (13) and found it
satisfactory. Reference 8 also expresses a preference for Equation 13.

Once a percent A curve at the SOV versus the slide length has been
determined the Area Under the Curve (AUC) can then be calculated as a
measure of the total debris on the slide at the SOV. The AUC data have
been found to generally correlate quite linearly to spectroscopic concen-
tration data for iron as was indicated in Reference 4. The linear corre-
lation is believed to be a result of the generally constant thickness of
the wear particles at a qiven Ferrography distance for different ennine
operating conditions (thickness ranged from 1.0 um at entry to 0.2 jm at
the 10 mm location) and for the range of particles studied by Ferrographic
techniques (particle sizes ranging from 0.1 um to 7.5 nm). Therefore, it
was concluded that a factor for our diesel engine work (approximately a
constant) in the AUC to account for the thickness of the particles was not
necessary for developing comparative AUC data. The AUC parameter from
Ferrography is felt to be a number proportional to the total iron particle
concentration and in conjunction with the is parameter provides useful
quantitative data from Ferrography. Further work needs to be carried out
to see if a particle thickness factor should be developed at each slide
location to multiply by the percent area covered reading in order to de-
termine a parameter that is proportional to the volume of the particles.
The area under the curve (AUC) would then be the area under the curve of
the multiple of percent A x particle thickness sunned from entry to 10 mm.

Other areas of further research in Fjrrography are: (a) the compari-
son of the percent area covered readings of the analytical Ferrograph to
those of the direct-reading (DR) Ferrography(1O) (b) the development of
procedures to correct percent area covered readings for oil additions and
oil consumptions. (1 1,12)

As mentioned earlier, the other important variable that must be con-
sidered in Ferrography is the effect of the oil filter on the percent area
covered rea'ings. The AUC data are really the data of interest in deter-
mining what the effects of filtration are on particle concentrations in the
oil. From our recent laboratory diesel engine studies the AUC data with
and without a filter for .perating the engine for 6 hours at a given engine
operating condition is -v.wn in Figure 11. It can be seen that there is
approximately thirteen times more material deposited on the Ferrogram from
an oil sample taken from the system operated without filtration as from the
filtered lubrication system. Reference 8 has shown that the Real Time Fer-
rograph is ineffective in indicating failure for both the disc scoring and
bearing fatigue tests when the filtration system ratings are lower than
40 uim. Additional research work should be carried out to overcome this
limitation of Ferrography.

We have recently completed a diesel engine laboratory test set-up to
overcome this problem. This test set-up includes a High Gradient Magnetic
Separator (HGMS) which will be used in the by-pass mode to collect metal
wear particles as shown in Figure 12.(13) The experimental approach will
be to operate the engine for a fixed time period at a given operating

- I ~T -77
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Fig. ll.-Comparison of the total AUC data with and without filters for the

same m7oderate wear condition (2600O rpm/70% rated load/1800 F inlet oil

temperature/18 0 F outlet coolant temperature - Cummins VT-903 diesel

condition. The HGMS magnetic field is then shut-off and fresh oil is back
flushed through the HGMS for a fixed time period. The particles that were
stored during engine operation are then suspended in the fresh oil. A sam-
pie of the oil IS then used for the preparation of a Ferrogram. Note that
this approach provides the means to study the large particles (> 3 urn) gen-

oil.e by the engine while still protectinq the engine with highly filteredoil.
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STANDARDIZED FERROGRAPHY TEST PROCEDURE

It is clear that Ferrography is a powerful research and engineering
oil analysis technique. It complements other machine and lubricant oil
analysis tests as shown in Table I and extends the ability to study the
metallic debris by size distribution. Its measurement sensitivity is af-
fected when increased levels of filtration are used. Other methods are
also affected in a similar way. Ferrography has the ability to be semi-
quantitative in an indirect way by the use of the percent area covered
readings at various locations on the slide. These data can then be trans-
lated to additional parameters such as the severity index (i.), Area Under
the Curve (AUC) or volume of particles at the entry location. It can also
be used to observe the type and quantity of particles for the purpose of
identifying the mode of wear taking place in the machine. This approach
to analysis is outlined in the Wear Atlas (14) and is an excellent guide
for this aspect of Ferrography. it is an extremely sensitive method which
can be used to study oil samples with high debris concentrations or low
debris concentrations from normally wearing machines. The ability to study
these low concentration samples quantitatively is only possible by in-
creasing the oil flow across the slide while the high concentration samples
can only be studied by diluting the used oil samples with clean oil as pro-
posed in this paper. It is also proposed that Standard Oil Volumes (SOV)
be developed so that the data can be made comparable and physically mean-
ingful.

Researchers can obviously use Fbrrography to develop meaningful and
useful data to further extend the theoretical and experimental understand-
ing of the oil analysis area of Tribology. Ferrography is a powerful
analytical technique to study machine generated wear debris without cool-
plete disassembly of the machine. To extend Ferrography to a routine user
and engineering analysis method clearly needs additional research and
development and will require the development of a standardized test pro-
cedure which will develop the percent area covered data to be accurate,
repeatable and comparable between laboratories.

This test procedure needs to contain detailed guidelines for: 1)
Taking the oil sample, i.e., size and type bottle, how full, etc., 2) Pre-
paring the slide, i.e., proper oil to fixer ratio for various viscosity
oils, dilution of high concentration oil samples to be within the linear
and accurate 10-40% area covered region, increased oil volume across the
slide for low concentration oil samples, heating and shaking of oil sample
bottle, etc., 3) Standard means, locations, and magnification to read per-
cent area covered including accurate and repeatable zeroing procedures,
4) Standardized oil samples and standard slides for checking calibration
and accuracy of complete system, 5) Calculation procedures to correct
readings to the SOV's including guidelines to standardize on SOV's for
given applications so as to minimize need to correct data to the SOV, 6)
Procedures for calculating a severity index (hopefully only just one), 7)
Procedures for calculating a AUC, 8) Procedures for carrying out the HFA,
9) Procedures and guidelines for assessing the quantity of the various
types of particles using the standardized data sheet and the four descrip-
tive words, i.e., none, few, moderate, heavy, 10) Specific procedures for
taking (exposing) good Polaroid pictures, 11) Procedures for plotting and
doing trend analysis with data including guidelines on interpretating the
data, 12) Procedures to correct data for oil addition and oil consumption,
13) Guidelines for the proper use of the DR Ferrograph in relation to the
analytical Ferrograph including calculation procedures to get percent area
covered and a severity index from the DR Ferrograph.
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Once a draft procedure has been prepared, it then must be used in an
extensive interlaboratory test program using known standardized oil samples
and slides and unknown oil samples from a variety of different type machines
and of different particle concentrations. The oil samples should also be
taken from systems with different levels of filtration which in turn will
result in various particle size distributions. This cooperative program
should use a standard reporting format.

With draft procedure also comes the need to develop an accurate and
extensive data base which can be used as input for developing better guide-
lines for interpreting the oil analysis data from Ferrography.
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONER: You said that the correlation between SOAP and Ferrography is
very good and for that reason you think it can be extrapolated to total
metal content in the lube system. I think experience has shown that SOAP
generally disregards large particles. The reason is not so much the samp-
ling effect which can be taken into account by taking a sample at the right
time with the right technique. It is that the number of large metal parti-
cles would be very small and the probability of trapping them in a given
sample is very low. Therefore, I think this large particle end of the spec-
trum influences the total metal content data to a very large degree. SOAP
has this potential weakness and I do not think that you can extrapolate to
the metal content in the lubo system by looking only at the small particle
end of the spectrum.

J. H. JOHNSON: I do not really see that there is a correlation with SOAP. If
you have a wear situation that is producing a lot of small particles that
are in the grinding-up processes, I think the area under the curve is a pa-
rameter that you can get out of Ferrography which can guide us. I do not
want to say that it exactly correlates with SOAP. I would guess that there
are too many complexities in the spectrometric methods in terms of the re-
sponse to large particles and sample collection.

E. A. SAIBEL, Army Research Office: I would like to make a short comment
which I think will not be out of place in this audience. That is, there is
another reason, a-. a very good one, for knowing the distribution of sizes

and densities of t',e wear particles. One of the effects of the particles,
like the effect of z.Aditives, is to make the fluid non-Newtonian. Now as
far as I know most c -culations on bearings -- pressure distributions fric-
tion, oil flow and so on -- are based on linear viscosity formulas and these
are obviously inadequate. Now if we have a knowledge of the particles --
the distribution of size and so on -- I believe that it is possible to work
out these important factors in an engine. After all we do have to know the
load-carrying capacity and we should be able to calculate the friction. Just
giving a number for viscosity is not enough for those calculations.

F. T. BARWELL, University College of Swansea: I ant addressing the question
of sump filtration. Professor Johnson was not particularly disturbed by
this question because he takes oil sample immediately upstream of the fil-
ter. Basically if you consider steady-state conditions you are collecting
the particls generated in that interval of time represented by clean oil
leaving the filter going through the engine. As point of fact, the filter
will allow some smaller particles to go on circulating. So you have pos-
sibly got a background or a noise. I think those particles are deposited
well down the slide in the Ferrogram and if we are considering the first two
spots they are not particularly important. Would you not agree that the
right place to take a sample is immediately before the filter.

Now as far as Dr. Saibel's point was concerned, I am not particularly
worried about the effect of the particles on the viscosity. But I do con-
sider it very important that their size should be small in relationship to
the various clearances in the engine. Therefore I think it is important to
relate the calculations to some information about particles.

i7
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JOHNSON: You will notice that we take the sample from the sump, that is be-
fore the filter. We observed 15 to 20 lJm particles in an unfiltered system.
With a filter the particle size was 3 to 4 um. You can still work with
Ferrography, I think, and get some information. Presently we are working
with a magnetic filter where we hope to back wash and collect these particles
and suspend them in new oil to get a better feeling of what we are really
losing.

I agree with Dr. Saibel. I think that the wear particles might act like
additives. As there is a high concentration in a diesel engine, they may af-
fect viscosity, and load-carrying capacity. Unfortunately, we have not done
enough experiments to prove it conclusively.

J. W. WILSON, Mobil Research and Development: I think it is important to
realize that the severity index is an empirical value and not statistically
sound. If you have a wide range of distLibution particles, you seem to be
producing useful information by accident. However, it is important to real-
ize that automotive transportation lubricants comprise only about 50 percent
of the lubricants that are used. When we get into something like steam tur-

bine oils we observe uniform particles. In that case the severity index is
not a useful parameter. Therefore, statistical handling of the data is

much needed in the immediate future.

D. GODFREY, Chevron Research: You briefly mentioned the corrosive wear ef-
fect. I think it should be emphasized more because in Ferrography only mag-
netic materials are identified. In many diesel engines and other engines
after the break-in, the mode of wear is considered to be essentially corro-
sive which produces sulphates or sulphides of iron. Ferrography may not be
able to identify these particles. My suggestion is that in any standardiza-
tion we should adopt both Ferrography and other techniques for non-magnetic
particles.

JOHNSON: All these methods are really complementary and I think we have to

be careful in the choice of the technique, application, the kind of infor-

mation we obtain, and so on.

V. C. WESTCOTr, Foxboro/Trans-sonics: May I just make a very short comment
on the corrosive wear products. It is quite common on Ferrograms to see
substantial fractions of these particles. They are converted to oxides and
chlorides. They are sufficiently magnetic so that they do precipitate. I
think that what we lose are the solubles. Seifert and I examined a number
of oil samples by filtering them through 0.45 Um filters. We found that
both the spectrographic and Ferrographic methods indicated virtually zero
iron content. We have examined a jet engine in Sweden in which a sizeable
amount of soluble iron was found, but I think that is the only case we have
found.
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MONITORING WEAR IN HYDRAULIC
SYSTEMS

R. K. Tessmann

ABSTRACT

Life and reliability have always been important considerations in the
application of hydraulic systems. As component loading, system investments,
and maintenance costs have risen, the need for highly reliable and long-
lasting hydraulic systems has become very important. In order to accurate-
ly assess the probable life of such systems, it is necessary to measure the
wear rate exhibited by the system under various conditions.

The intent of this paper is to discuss the concepts and viewpoints of
a review paper, entitled "Monitoring of Wear," by Vernon C. Westcott, as

those ideas apply to hydraulic systems. The important topics covered are:
(1) the relationship between wear rate and debris concentration, (2) system
sampling, (3) wear debris recovery, (4) wear debris measurement, and (5)
interpretation of wear debris analysis. While there are many other aspects
of wear monitoring which could be discussed, it is felt that these are very
critical subjects.

INTRODUCT ION

The need for high-pressure, high-performance hydraulic systems has
focused considerable attention on the life and reliability of such systems.
Because of their extremely high power-to-weight ratio and versatility,
hydraulic systems are gaining widespread application. In addition, modern
technology has improved both the power-to-weight ratio and the operational
efficiency. Unfortunately, the initial cost of modern hydraulic components
is high, and this cost added to that of maintenance, downtime, and repair
has created a great demand for hydraulic system- which can survive the
rigors of field operation for long periods of time. The field Service life
of hydraulic components is assessed through the degradation in their per-
formance; For example, a hydraulic pump is considered "worn out" when it
no longer provides sufficient flow at desired operating pressure.

Wear is one of the most costly phenomena which occurs during the use
of devices in the world today. The U.S. Navy has reported (1) that the
cost of wear control in air.raft and surface ships is approximately 2/3 the
cost of the fuel. In many wear processes, especially those occurring in
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oil-wetted components, abrasive particles serve to accelerate the deleteri-
our attack upon critical internal surfaces. In some cases, ergineers have
learned to harness this phenomenon for the benefit of ndustry. For ex-
ample, various manufacturing processes (such as grindirg, lapoing, sanding,
etc.) make qood use of abrasive particles in controlling the rate of mate-
rial removal and the texture of the finished surface. However, when such
processes are undesirable, as is the case in a hydraulic' system, abrasive
particles become a contaminant.

Three basic modes of failure have been defined for nydraulic system
components (2,3) - transient, catastrophic, and performance deg.-adation.
Transient failures are characterized by a temporary malfunction (such as an
excessive pressure overshoot or a momentary hesitetion in response).
Normally, such unsatisfactory performance is caused by th? presence of con-
taminant particles lodged in critical clearances of a comoonent, causing
increased drag forces or a temporary configdration change between mating
parts. Catastrophic failure, on the other hand, occurs suddently and is
of a permanent nature. This type of failure may be typified by a complete
locking of moving parts. When the condition occurs becausa of the presence
of particulate contamination, it is referred to as contamilant ioak (4) .
However, a catastrophic failure can also result from a los; of a hydro-
static or hydrodynamic balance accompanied by a breakdown in thE, fluid film,
causing severe surface contact.

While both transient and catastrophic failures certainly reduce the
life and reliability of hydraulic systems, it is almost impossible to treat
them as wear processes. Performance degradation is the only basic failure
mode which predominantly occurs as a result of a wear proce;s. Such a
failure results when the performance of a hydraulic component is impaired
to such an extent that it must either be repaired or replaced. The char-
acteristic feature of this failure mode is the gradual but persistent
deterioration of critical surfaces within the component, as evidenced by a
similar loss in performance capabilities.

The destruction of critical surfaces within the hydraulic component
will produce two related phenomena. First of all, the leaka.je paths within
the component will be enlarged; and, second, wear debris will be generated.
The debris generated during the destruction of these surfaces will be
added to the particulate matter already entrained in the system fluid.
Therefore, it should be obvious that wear in fluid power components can be
measured by a change in the performance or the amount of debris generated.
In order to assess performance degradation, the component must be operated
in a controlled manner while critical performance parameters are evaluated.

Wear analysis of debris generation is not a new idea; however, the
development of the Ferrograph (5) has made it possible to study the char-
acteristics of the debris as well as to evaluate its concentration. Uspful
interpretation of a wearing situation by use of the debris entrained in
the fluid relies upon the following five aspects (6):

1. The functional relationship between debris concentration
and wear rate

S2. Fluid sampling

3. Wear debris recovery

4. Wear debris measurements

5. Interpretation of wear debris measurements

I7
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This paper discusses each of these aspects as they apply to hydraulic
systems.

DEBRIS CONCENTRATION IN TERMS OF WEAR RATE

In modern hydraulic systems, particulate contamination is extremely
harmful. Therefore, a diligent effort is normally made to remove such
injurious material. There are three sources of particulate matter in most
fluid systems. Contaminant particles can be ingested by the system from
the external environment, through seals, breathers, etc. In addition, even
with extreme care, manufacturing residue can be left in the system during
fabrication. Finally, the wear of components will introduce particles into
the system - normally called generated contaminant.

Since a constant contamination addition from one or all of these
sources would cause a progressively increasing contamination level, a filter
is used in a hydraulic system to control the particle concentration. There-
fore, the system filter is a controller, just as a relief valve is a pres-
sure controller. In other words, the amount of contaminant present in a
hydraulic system is a function of the material being introduced and the
material being removed.

By assuming that the only particles being added to a fluid system are
produced by wear, a mathematical relationship can be derived for the con-
centration of wear debris. Such an analytical expression is based upon a
fundamental material balance (7, ). On an idealistic basis, such a balance
could be written as follows:

GS(t) = G 0 + fgd at - f gR t()

where: G (t) = debris concentration at any time, t, upstream of the
filter (mg/litre)

v U system volume

G = initial debris concentration

Sw = wear rate (mg/min)

gR = debris removal rate (mg/min)

This equation states that the concentration of wear debris at any time,
G (t), measured upstream of the system filter times the system volume equals
tfie initial concentration, Go , times the system volume plus the amount of
debris added due to wear minus the amount of debris removed by the filter.
Equation I can be simplified by realizing that the debris removal rate is
a function of the efficiency of the filter, which can be developed analyt-
ically as follows:

gR = (G (t) - Gd(t) Q (2)

where: Gd : debris concentration at any time, t, downstream of
filter (mg/litre)

___ .7 _ ____ -
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o : flow through filter (litres/min)

and: Gd(t) = (1 - 0) G (t) (3)

where: C = filter efficiency

Substituting Eq. 3 into Eq. 2 and simplifying produces:

gR= cQ Gs(t) (4)

Then, substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 1 yields the following expression:

G°tMV = GV S+ Jgdt- JQG()dt (5)t

Dividing through by the system volume, Vs , integrating and rearranging
produces the differential equation which describes the wear debris con-
centration in a hydraulic system as follows:

If it is further assumed that the parameters of Eq. 6 are time invariant,

then it is possible to obtain a closed-form solution, as shown below:

GS= 9W[I e - EQ t (7)

From this equation, it can be seen thtt the final debris concentration
achieved after the system has reached equilibrium is directly proportional
to the wear rate and inversely proportional to the product of the filter
effienency times the flow rate. The speed at which the debris concentra-
tinn attains a steady value is a function of the filter efficiency and the
ratio of flow divided by the system volume or the turnover rate. Thus, it
should be apparent that two hydraulic systems which have exactly the same
wear rate would exhibit different debris concentrations if the filter
efficiency were different between them.

Equation 7 can be graphically represented, as shown in Figure 1. As
can be seen in this figure, it was assumed that the system was initially
filled with "clean" fluid. Therefore, the initial concer.t,'ation, Go , was
taken as zero. In cases where the system fluid contains significant
amounts of riebris so that the initial concentration cannot be ignored, Eq.
6 will still apply; but, the solution given by Eq. 7 will not be accurate.
The curve shown in Fig. 1 has assumed a constant wear rate for the system
of interest. In some cases, such an assumption is not correct. For
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Fig. 1.-Debris Con.centration as a function of time for a tiltered system.

example, new systems will exhibit a break-in period during which the in-

ternal surfaces of the components are aliqning themselves. The wear rate
may be quite high at the beginning of this period and decrease exponentially
throughout the break-in phenomenon. Here again, Eq. 6 applies, but a solu-
tion under this constraint will be different than that given by Eq. 7.

FLUID SAHPLING

Without a doubt, fluid sampling is the most important and often over-
looked aspect of fluid analysis. In order to obtain a meaningful interpre-
tation of a wear situation through Ferrographic analysis or any other fluid
analysis technique, it is necessary to have a representative sample. In
this case, representative means that the contamination level in the sample
is the same as the system fluid during operation. Basically, there are
three critical considerations in acquiring a representative fluid - the
condition of the container into which the sample is placed, the time the
sample is taken, and the place from which it is removed.

., ,'r
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The degree of cleanliness required of the sample containers (9) is
associated with the contamination level of the system fluid. That is, if
a hiqh concentration of contaminant is in the fluid, then a small amount in
the container will never be noticed. In addition, the degree of cleanli-
ness of the sample containers depends upon the type of analysis which will
be conducted. For example, since the Ferrograph is capable of separating
component wear debris frcm environmental dust, some of this dust in the
sample container is of little concern. However, if a particle count is to
be made, such a container would produce erroneous results.

Basically, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has
defined two simple types of samplinq methods - dynamic and static. Dynamic
fluid sampling is defined as the extraction of a sample of fluid from a
turbulent section of a flow stream. Conversely, static fluid sampling is
defined as the extraction of a sample of fluid from a fluid at rest. Al-
thouqh it is possible to obtain a representative sample through static
sampling of the reservoir fluid, great care must be taken to insure against
particle settling. A device for acquiring a reservoir sample is shown in
Fiqure 2. The ISO recommends that the dynamic sampling method (10 ) be

F
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employed to obtain a representative sample. A typical field type sample
device is shown in Figure 3 from the ISO standard.

WEAR DEBRIS RECOVERY

In most hydraulic systems, the amount of extraneous material entrained
in the oil far exceeds the concentration of the wear debris. Therefore, if
a conventional laboratory membrane is utilized to filter the contamination
from a sample of fluid extracted from a hydraulic system, the extraneous
particles (environmental dust, filter fibers, frictior polymers, bits of
rubber, etc.) would cover the wear debris, making any analysis difficult if
not impossible. As another example, the contaminant sensitivity of hydrau-
lic components is a critical consideration in their selection and use(1 1).
In order to determine the contaminant wear resistance of a hydraulic pump,
a test is conducted using a controlled contaminant 1,.vel of 300 milligrams
per litre of various particle size ranges of test dust obtained throt'gh the
classification of AC Fine Test Dust. In order to analyze the contaminant
wear process induced during this test, the wear debris must be adequately
separated from the test dust.

Ferrographic oil analysis has been successfully applied to examine the
contaminant Near of hydraulic pumps. Typical results from these studies
are shown in Figures 4 and 5(12). Figure 4 shows the results of using the
same gear pump tested at various contamination levels, while Figure 5 shows
the data acquired using various pump outlet pressures. The most important
aspect to note from these figures is that the Ferrographic analysis method
was sufficiently sensitive and discriminatory to show small changes in wear
rates caused by parameter variations.

WEAR DEBRIS MEASUREMENTS

The Ferrog-aphic oil inalysis method has been successfully applied to
the measu-ement of wear debris from hydraulic .:omponents and systems. To
the author's knowledge, no other method is currently available which has
enjoyed anywhere near the degree of success as the Ferrograph. Therefore,
it is only natural that a section concerned with the measurement of wear
debris from hydraulic systems would be restricted to a discussion of the
Ferrographic technique.

Of primary importance to the use of any instrument is data scatter or
repeatability. In any case of the Ferrograph, two types of data are ob-
tained. Quantitative data are obtained through optical desnity readings
from the Ferrogram. The preparation of a Ferrogram is adequately dis-
cussed in Refs. (5) and (6) and will not be addressed here. The second
type of information is subjective in nature and acquired by visual obser-
vations of the debris particles through the use of the features available
on the bichromatic microscope. Therefore, repeatability is only a con-
s'doration in the quantitative data de-ived through che use of the optical
dOensitometer.

In order to appraise the repeatability and saturation characteristics
of the Ferrographic method, a sample of fluid was extracted from a hydraulic
system in which cont&dhi"3nt wear had been induced. Three Ferrograms were
made from each of the following sample volumes - 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.0, 2.0,
and 3.0 millilitres. The density readings obtained from these 18 Ferro-
grams (at the 54 m'll;metre position) are shuwn in Figur- 6. These data
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Fig. 6.-Repeatability and saturation char-
acteristics of ferrographic technique.

clearly show that some type of saturation occurs at a density reading ofabout 40 at the 54 mil imetre position. In addition, the maximum co-
efficient of variation exhibited by these data is about 5% (using the range

to estimate the standard deviation).

INTERPRETATION OF WEAR DEBRIS

It is the firm belief of this author that all wear measurements-should
be interpreted in terms of performance degradation. This is not a simple
task, since a device is seldom considered "rorn out" by a user until its
performance is no longer satisfactory. In some hydraulic components, a
relationship has been derived and verified which expresses wear debris con-
centration in terms of the degradation in a critical performance parameter.
This has not been attempted on all hydraulic components, but it i, b ieved
that the task is very similar.
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Basically, it is necessary to rationalize that the result of any wear-
ing process in a hydraulic component is the destruction of critical sur-
faces. The secondary result of this destruction is both debris generation
and performance degradation. Therefore, if the generation of debris can be
mathematically related to the amount of surface destruction, then the
amount of surface wear can be used to calculate performance changes. While
the transformation can be expressed in words fairly simply, it is most
difficult to achieve. Howev er, until such relationships are derived and
verified, scientists and engineers must continue with parameter influenced
measurements and trend analysis.

CONCLUSION

The development of the Ferrograph has been a tremendous breakthrough
in the area of wear in hydraulic systems and components. Up to the intro-
duction of this powerful technique, about the only reliable method employed
to study wear '

- 
'luid power components was direct performance parameter

changes. It i-, that a succinct relationship can be derived to de-
scribe the inteiaction between wear rates, degris roncentration, and hydrau-
lic system operating parameters. Such an expression renders debris analysis
of hydraulic systems a feasible meth.d of diagnosis.

Tribologist must begin to equate himself with the medical doctor. The

fluid system is the patient, and they must learn what parameters to monitor
in order to make a successful diagnosis. The medical doctor has heartbeat,
blood pressure, skin color, blood counts, etc. to use in the diagnosis of
the human system. All of the critical parameters of a fluid system must be
discovered. In addition, norms must be developed so tribologists know when
a parameter is too high or too low. Finally, the professional must learn I
what to do when an unsatisfactory diagnosis is made. That is, if the wear
rate is too high, tribologists must develop "cures".
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONER: In the tests that you are doing you do not pick out particles in
the range 70 to 80 Pm. Rather you are using 0 to 80 wm particles. As a re-
sult you do not know what the concentration of 70 to 80 Um particles is and

*what influence that particular size has on wear rate.

R. K. TESSMANN: First of all, we do know the concentration of particles as a
function of the particle size for the whole range. There is a more funda-
mental consideration that you are missing entirely. How many practical sys-
tems are subjected to 70 to 80 pm particles? In hydraulic systems, about
75 percent of the contaminants are environmental contaminants. They come in
through breathers and seals. The particles have full distribution. A little
bit of analytical interpretation tells us what was caused by 70 to 80 pm
particles if we know what happens with 0 - 70 pm and 0 - 80 pm particles.
When we ran a full distribution over 1000 to 1500 hrs., we fbund that the
estimate was 50 percent lower than the experimental values. I think that is
great.

SAME QUESTIONER: But unless you are sure that the size distribution and
level of contamination and io on are the same as in practice, you cannot
predict the efficiency of the pump from your laboratory test results.

TESSMANN: Well, we use nine different contamination levels and I will guaran-
tee you that at least one of them will be close to the one in the field. Of
course, every practical system will give a different particle size distri-
bution, depending on the operating conditions, filters, and so on.

4 ,'-
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SAME QUESTIONER: If we break the size distribution down to narrow size
ranges, we can then superimpose the results to get any size distribution
we want.

TESSMANN: We worked for twelve years trying to do that without much success.
The problem becomes extremely difficult when a narrow size range is used.
It is also prohibitively expensive.

J. L. TEVAARWERK, University of Waterloo: I would think that most industries
would have a fairly standard distribution of particles. We could possibly
classify them with a mean value and a standard deviation for which the test
would be valid. All we have to do is to take a sample of that particular
concentration and distribution.

TESSMANN: Yes, you are absolutely right. But the standard distribution is
only the forcing function of what we have in our system. We also have to
consider what the seal does, what the breather does and what the filter does.
For example, if we test ten filters we will not get the same performance out
of any one of them. We get stochastic distribution of performances.

I W. NEEDELMAN, Pall Corporation.. How are you filte3ring out materials like

copper alloys that seem to be coming out of hydraulic pumps? You mentioned
that filters do have a big effect on the type and distribution of wear par-

ticles. Are you considering doing any work when there is a filter in the~system?

TESSMAN: The point I am trying to make is not how to measure contaminaticn
wear. Rather the object is to show that under a heavily contaminated en-
vironment the Ferrograph produced very important information.

NEEDELMAN: In many systems the predominantly wearing particles are steel.
Hydraulic systems seem to be different.

TESSMANN: I have seen several articles published which say that very little
steel particles come out of the hydraulic system. I have been running tests
for four years and in my experience steel particles came out of everything
I have ever tested. These include piston pumps, gear pumps and so on.

IT
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CONDITION MONITORING OF GAS TURBINE
BY FERROGRAPHIC TREND ANALYSIS

D. Scott, P. MVCullagh and G. Mills

ABSTRACT

The application of Ferrographic trend analysis to machinery condition
monitoring has been investigated. The most informative method was found to
be cumulative plots of the total wear and the severity of wear on the same~graph. Convergence of the curves gives an early warning of uncharacteristic
trends which should be investigated by full Ferrographic analysis; a cross-
over of the curves indicates that urgent action is required. Monitoring of
engines on the test-bed gives an indication of subsequent service performance.
Evidence of deterioration of components in the gas stream can be indicated
from Ferrographic oil analysis procedure. qonitoring of both lubricant
washed components and components in the gas stream may be most informative.

INTRODUCTION

Westcott'l ) has emphasized that wear assessment is a difficult problem
in the design and operation of modern complex machinery and in the develop-
ment of lubricants essential for the successful operation of such machinery.
He has described the use of Ferrography(2) to monitor wear by examining and
measuring the debris generated by the wear process.

To aid the application of Ferrograp,.ic analysis to the condition moni-
toring of gas turbines, a program of trend analysis has been carried out

(3)

to assess various methods of using data provided by the DR and the Real Time
Automated Ferrographs, and to investigate by analytical Ferrography and com-
plementary techniques the significance of trends in values of specific para-
meters. As trend analysis depends on recording values of significant para-
meters to indicate uncharacteristic changes, it is essential to monitor an en-
gine throughout its complete service life. Samples of lubricant similar to
those taken for SOAP were obtained periodically from 100 gas turbine engines
of a single type used in the fleet of a single operator. Engines on the test
bed prior to service installation were also sampled, followed by sampling in
service to assess the value of test bed monitoring as a guide to expected
service performance.

As monitoring wear and deterioration of non-lubricant washed vital com-

ponents such as turbine discs, seals and blades in gas turbines is considered
an even more difficult problem than the monitoring of lubricant washed com-

I
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ponents, a simple technique of sampling wear particles deposited from the
gas stream on to surfaces in the j~s path has been developed for use with
rerrographic analysis procedure. Several of the engines in the Ferro-
granhic trend analysis program were monitored from both the lubricant and the
gas path.

Monitoring of Lubv icant Washed Components

From the investigations the *ist informative method of condition moni-
toring was found to be cumulative plots of the total wear and the severityof wear from DR Ferrograph readings on the same graph. (3) For a satisfactory

engine there appears to be a steady increase in both cumulative total wear
(DL + Ds ) and cumulative severity of wear (DL - Ds) as shown in Figure 1.
For a suspected deteriorating engine, Figure 2 shows that initially there is
a steady increase in both total wear and severity of wear, then the severity
of wear curve tends to rise toward the total wear curve before eventually
intersecting the latter just before both increase rapidly in gradient. It
was found that engines which performed satisfactorily in .ervice gave low DR
Ferrograph readings on the test bed. A few engines which gave high DR Ferro-
graph readings on the test bed continued to give progressively high readings
in service prior to premature in-flight shut down.

From the exploratory trend analysis it appears that a satisfactory en-
gine provides steady, well-separated curves for total wear and severity of
wear. When the severity of wear curve tends to approach the total wear
curve, it indicates an uncharacteristic trend, and full Ferrographic analysis
should be carried out to investigate possible causes.

300

ENGINE No 57

S(DL+ DS)

200 I(DL-DS)j-I(,--.

100- SO

0

200 400 600 800 1000

TOTAL FLYING TIME-h
Fig. I.-Trend plot of cumulative total wear and severity of wear for a
satisfactory engine.
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Fig. 2.--Trend plot: of cumulative total wear and severity of wear for a
deteriorating engine.

Ferrograms from satisfactory engines generally contained small rubbing
wear particles, Figure 3, and Ferrograms from lubricant samples from the
same engines on the test bed were similar.

With deteriorating engines, Ferrograms from the initial satisfactory
running period showed principally small rubbing wear particles. However, a
Ferrogram prepared from an oil sample at the point of intersection of the
total wear and severity of wear curves showed massive cutting wear (Figure
4), indicative of a change in wear mode and impending failure. Ferrograms
from lubricant samples from an engine on the test bed which gave a poor short
service life showed fine cutting wear particles. The size of these increased
to severe cutting wear particles end large severe wear particles just prior
to engine withdra6al, Figure 5.
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Fig. 3.-Small rubbing wear particles from a satisfactory engine.

rig. 4.-tMassive cutting wear particles from a deteriorating engine.

~~N

Pig. 5.-Large score wear particles from an engine just prior to failure.
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Fig. 6.-Pypical debris collected from the gas stream of a deteriorating
engine.

Fig. 7.-Typical debris collected from the gas pa2th of a deteriorating engine.

7, - - '7 -77-
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Summarized data indicates that DR Ferograph readings should provide
satisfactory operating bands of wear. In the type of engine monitored, it
appears that in satisfactory condition the normally quoted severity of wear
index (io) should be below a limit of 150. Generally the readings for DL
and Ds as well as the total wear (DL DS) and the severity of wear (DL - DS)
should be in the ratio of 2:1. If it falls below 2 and approaches unity, the
curves converge and a more severe wear mode is indicated and a full Ferro-
graphic analysis is advised.

Wear Particles From the Gas Stream

Particles carried by the gas stream of a gas turbine engine, which im-
pinge on surfjces contacted such as the tail pipe, can be removed with ad-
hesive tape. (  Solution of the adhesive on the tape, or even the tape it-
self, by a suitable chemical provides a liquid sample containing debris
which can be precipitated by Ferrography. Samples were obtained from several
of the engines being monitored, by pressing adhesive tape onto the inner sur-
face exhaust outlets.

Figure 6 shows typical debris collected from the tail pipe of a deteri-
orating engine by adhesive tape. This engine was eventually removed for sus-
pected turbine blade damage. The debris consisted of miscellaneous types
of particles which by X-ray energy analysis were of varying composition in-
dicative of turbine blade and seal material.

Figure 7 shows debris collected from the tail pipe of a different de-
teriorating engine which was withdrawn from service and found to have gear-
box trouble. It is interesting to note that much of the debris was of analy-
sis indicative of gear-box material including large flake-like particles of
Al-based material similar to that found in the oil samples. It thus appears
that debris from deteriorating oil-washed components has leaked into the gas
path.

CONCLUSIONS

DR Ferrographic trend analysis appears potentiaily attractive as a
simple, economic means of machinery condition monitoring. Convergence of the
curves for cumulative total wear and severity of wear give an early warning
of some uncharacteristic trend which should be investigated; cross-over of
the curves indicates that urgent action is required. Monitoring of engines
on the test bed can give an indication of service performance. Monitoring
of both lubricant-washed components and components in the gas stream appears
to be the most nformative, as deterioration of one can greatly influence the
rate of wear ( the other.
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONER: In figure 2 the point where convergence took place was at about

1400 hours. Then the curves were together for about 200 hours and then di-
verged again. The duration for which these two stayed together was nearly
200 hours and then afterards the engine ran another 400 hours. Was the
engine reconditioned at this point? Or, did the engine operate another 400
hours until it was taken off the wing after the indication that it would
cause problems?

D. SCOTT: Several thousand samples collected over a period of time from the
various engines were delivered together for analysis. When the trend of
the engine in question was established the operators were notified but the

engine was eventually shut down in flight having sustained considerable
damage which necessitated very expensive overhaul.

A. BEERBOWER, UCSD: I am interested in the convergence of the curves. Is
this a reflection of the shape of the particles. Do you still put some cre-
dence in the characteristic shapes of particles as a diagnostic tool in the
determination of the mechanism of wear.

SCOTT: The trend plots are prepared from simple DR readings and when the
trend of results justifies further investigation analytical Ferrography is
carried out. Convergence of the curves is usually due tj an increase in
the number of large particles generated.

BEERBOWER: Does that mean that you still use morphology of the particle as
a diagnostic tool for wear mechanism?

SCOTT: Yes. Particle size usually indicates the severity of wear and parti-
cle morphology indicates the operative wear mode.

BEERBOWER: So it is your early warning system.

SCOTT: Yes. The simple DR Ferrograph and trend analysis indicates any un-
characteristic trend which is investigated by analytical Ferrography to
provide information on the initiation of a more severe wear mode and the
component which is in distress.

R. K. TESSMANN, Oklahoma State University: Let me add a comment in support
of DR Ferrograph. If we are not able to bring the Ferrographic technique
out of the laboratory into the field as a real time monitoring device, it
will remain an academic tool. For example, what I am doing with the Ferro-
gram now is essentially academic. The industrial sponsors are now particu-
larly uneasy about the fact that it takes 30 minutes to get a single read-
ing from the Ferrograph.

SCOTT: One objective of the simple DR Ferrograph is to allow condition moni-
toring on site by relatively unskilled personnel. The automated on-line
Ferrograph is also being developed for continuous condition monitoring.
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D. H. BUCKLEY, NASA: What filtration was in the system and from where do you
take the samples? When did it occur to you that the engine was in a rela-
tively unstable condition?

SCOTT: The normal filtration system was in use and samples were taken before
the filter. The slope of the trend graphs indicates the rate of debris
generation and any acceleration in wear rate which should be investigated.

BUCKLEY: How about the sampling technique?

SCOTT: The sampling technique is important and requires careful considera-
tion. This will be particularly so for the on-line Ferrograph. However,
for the results reported samples identical with those used for SOAP were
used.

QUESTIONER: How did you collect these samples from the gas stream?

SCOTT: For the exploratory investigation adhesive tape was pressed on to
the interior of the tail pipe after flight and thermocouple sheaths were
rinsed clear of impinging debris after removal from the engine. Other
methods have been considered and a small removable filter in the thermo-
couple sheath may be employed.

As we had several thousand samples sent from the engines in service the
Ferrographic analysis was well behind the sampling.

7 "r
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DEBRIS ANALYSIS OF EROSIVE AND
ABRASIVE WEAR

A. W. Ruff

ABSTRACT

Debris particles have been recovered from dry abrasion and erosion
studies of AISI 1015 steel specimens. The size and morphology of the debris
particles have been related to the worn surface topography. In both cases
it appears that the principal wear mechanism involves removal of plastically
deformed, exposed material from the lips of impact craters (erosion) or sur-
face grooves (abrasion). Theoretical models that consider cutting processes
on flat surfaces do not appear to properly consider the steady state mor-
phology actually involved. The advantage of obtaining information from
studies of both worn surfaces and debris particulates has been demonstrated.

INTRODUCT ION

Analysis of wear debris is frequently carried out in connection with
lubricated wearing systems in order to determine the system condition and the
wear rate. However, the techniques used there can also t ,applied to a wide
range of different wear problems as reported by Westcott% (for xample,
artificial implants and prosthetic devices) and by Scott et al. 2 on air-
craft turbine engines using particulates recovered from the exhaust system.
This paper will present some results obtained at NBS concerning the dry wear
processes of solid particle impact erosion and two-boay scratching abrasion
on a mild (AISI 1015) steel. The experiments were carried out to examine
the mechanisms of erosion and abrasion under similar conditions, and further,
to compare the microscopic processes involved in debris formation.

Wear debris analysis develops an additional-source of information con-
cerning the wear process beyond that provided by wear surface analysis and
subsurface examination. It is important to study the process by which material
is actually removed from the wearing surface as contrasted to the processes
that lead to only surface damage and deformation. Relatively little charac-
terization has been done of debris resulting from steady state, multiple
particle erosion, according to a recent survey.(3) However, information de-
veloped from debris analysis can furnish guidance for theoretical develop-
ments and an imporved understanding of erosion. Studies of abrasively worn
surfaces produced under various wear conditions have been reported previously,
inciud!ngdiscussions of possible wear mechanisms and theories of wear
rates. Under two-body wear conditions with the abrasive par.ticles

-- r 7-.
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Fig. l.-Abrasive particles of 5011m A1203 used in erosion and abrasion
studies.

rigidly fixed during contact with the opposing surface, the contact inter-
actions involve local processes of cutting (material chip removal), plowing
(material aisplacement and deformation), and a load bearing function. It is
reported that cutting contacts are a small proportion of the total number of
contacts, from 12% (5? to about 50%. (7) Further, even though surface groove
formation is the prominent process used in theoretical modeling, it has been
estimated that less than 40% of the groove volume is removed as wear debris.(8)
It seems likely that careful study of debris can provide further insight into
the details of the abrasive wear mechanisms involved.

EXPERIMENTAL

The abrasive used in these studies was a commerical grade of alumina,
A1 203 , of nominal size 50pm. A photograph showing the shape and angularity
of a collection of these abrasive particles is shown in Figure 1. Fragmen-
tation of some of the particles during erosion and wear tests is known to
have occurred from the debris analysis results (to be described). The hard-
ness of the particles (about 2100 kg/mm2 {20 GPaJ) was considerably greater
than that of the steel specimens (about 100 kg/mm2 0980 MPaI). The erosion
equipment used has been described previously. 9) It consisted of a pressur-
ized gas supply, a particle mixing chamber, and a delivery nozzle. Specimens
were positioned at a working distance of 1 cm from the nozzle and exposed for
a period of 2 min to a particle concentration of 1 g/l of nitrogen gas. The
particle velocity was 40 m/s at an attack angle of 30 deg. The two-body
abrasion experiments were carried out in reciprocal dry sliding on a surface
of abrasive particles embedded in epoxy adhesive. A load of 2.2N and a velo-
city of about 5 cm/sec were used. After sufficient abrasive wear to achieve
steady state conditions, the debris particles were removed from the A1203-
epoxy surface using a clean lubricating oil wash. The oil-debris mixture
was then magnetically separated to obtain the debris particles. In the case
of the erosion experiments, a portion of the abrasive particles was collected
after impacting the specimen surface. That dry mixture of abrasive particles

-7
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Fig. 2.-Scanning electron micrographs of the eroded surface on 1015 steel
specimens. Individual particle impact craters can be identified.

and metal erosion debris was then mixed with clean oil in order to recover
the metallic debris using the ferrographic technique. The wear debris col-
lections (on glass slides) were subsequently coated with a thin Au-Pd layer
in a sputtering system and examined in a scanning electron microscope.
Stereo-pairs of photographs were taken (stereo angle of 7 deg) in many cases
in order to determine the size and shape of both debris particles and sur-
face features after wear and erosion tests.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The appearance of the eroded surfaces of the 1015 steel specimens was
generally that shdwn in Figure 2. Two significant aspects of the observed

.7,e,
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Fig. 3.-Metallic erosion debris particles recovered after exposure using
the ferrographic method.

surface morphology were: (1) impact crater sites with distinct walls or lips
of plastically displaced metal, and (2) an overall surface layer of deformed,
distorted material containing embedded abrasive particle fragments along with
many small craters and cavities. Metal debris particles recovered afler ero-
sion had the appearance shown in Figure 3, where the clustering of inJividual
particles results from the magnetic field associated with the recovery method.
The debris particles were about 1 pm to 5 pm in size. Stereo viewing of the
debris revealed that the particles were generally smaller in the third dimen-
sion, that is, they were somewhat disc-shaped. Comparison. of the metallic
debris with the eroded surface morphology suggests that many debris parti-

cles arise from the deformed material comprising the edges of the impact
craters. One characteristic feature of the debris particles was small, rag-
ged edges that suggested a ductile tearing process associated with their for-
mation. As far as this particular steel was concerned, there were no particle

.. ,.,A...~~ Aj~_4 .....____ _ __ _
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Pig. 4.-Schematic illustration of particle impact during erosion. Particle
with velocity, V and attack angle, a, impacts surface at point P. Material
is displaced (sh.i ed region) until particle leaves surface at point Q.

features that suggested that brittle fracture processes were involved.

Theories of ductile material erosion (I0 ) generally depict the processes
of plowing and cutting of surface material by the incident particle as shown
schematically in Figure 4. Undoubtedly many of the incident particles inter-
act in this way. However, from the size and shape of the wear particles, it
seems likely that the affected volume of material (shaded area, Figure 4) is
deformed ana displaced rather than removed as debris from the target surface.
Subsequent particle impacts with the more exposed crater lip material prob-
ably produce most of the debris recovered in these experiments, based on ob-
servations of the debris size and shape.

The abraded specimen surfaces had a characteristic appearance that can
be seen in Figure 5. Long grooves representing displaced metal were found
aligned in the sliding direction. Plastically deformed metal comprised the
lips of material that were produced at the edges of these grooves. Stereo
photographs of the surface topography suggested that much of this lip material
was being removed subsequently in the form of wear debris. Studies of the
recovered debris particles (Figure 6) indicated that their size and shape was
consistent with the nature of the exposed surface material. Only relatively
few examples of long chips of metal were found (e.g., Figure 6b). The pre-
dominant size and shape of the wear particles suggested that, much as in the
case of the erosion damage, the exposed (and deformed) surface features were
a principal source of the wear debris.

In the case of two-body abrasive wear, most theories (I ) involve a
rigid particle cutting process as depicted in Figure 7. The groove volume
of material (shaded) is equated with removed material, as wear debris. How-
ever, observation of the surfaces and the debris particles in these experi-
ments involving 1015 steel suggest that the groove material is, for the most
part, deformed and displaced into more exposed positions above the surface.
Subsequent abrasive particle motion across the surface then removes that
material as debris particles. Preliminary studies of particle size distri-
butions in these two modes of wear have been carried out. Figure 8 indicates
that a difference exists under present conditions. The erosion impacts tends
to produce a somewhat larger mean particle size and a lower frequency of par-
ticles 1 Pm and smaller. Further studies of debris size and shape character-
istics are in progress.
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Fig. 5.-Scanning electron micrographs of the two-body abraded surface on
1015 steel specimens illustrating the surface deformation and topogra-
phy produced.
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Fig. 6.-n~letallic wear debris particles recovered from the dry two-body
abrasion studies using the magnetic recovery method.

/ / \

QP

Fig. 7.-Schematic illustration of the abrasive particle wearing geometry
during abrasion.i') The relative velocity, V, in the presence of a
normal load causes a volume of displaced material (shaded) to be formed
over the length PQ.
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Fig. 8.-Debris particle size distributions obtained from cutting abrasion
and erosion studies on 1025 steel.

SUMMARY

Debris particles have been recovered from dry abrasion and erosion
studies of AISI 1015 steel specimens. The size and morphology of the debris
particles have been related to the worn surface topography. In both cases
it appears that the principal wear mechanism involves removal of plastically
deformed, exposed material from the lips of impact craters (erosion) or sur-
face grooves (abrasion). Theoretical models that consider cutting processes
on flat surfaces do not appear to properly consider the steady state mor-
phology actually involved. The advantage of obtaining information from
studies of both worn surfaces and debris particulates has been demonstrated.
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONER: Could you elaborate on the method by which you recovered the

particles and the Ferrogram preparation technique?

A. W. RUFF: I do not want to go into all the details here. Basically the

particles were suspended in oil after the experiments. We had suspension

of both the metallic and abrasive part3cles and ther it was run in a routine

way. We had a lot of abrasive particles on the Ferrogram with transferred

metal on them. This is also an advantageous technique for looking at

abrasive fragmentation and metal transfer because it depositr at least some

abrasives that have received a transfer film of iron.

The sampling problem is very complicated. Normal filtering techniques

or sieving techniques would give a different population. If one is inter-

ested in mechanisms in relation to surface topography, it is necessary to
capture as much of the metallic debris as possible.

QUESTIONER: Did you find any difference in the amount of abrasive on the

Ferrogram in the different modes?

RUFF: Well, in these experiments the stress per particle was not controlled.

What we want to do is to compare abrasion and errosion with the same stress

per particle. Th- higher stress levels would involve more metal transfer

and possibly more fragmentation of the abrasive. I could not conclude any-

thing useful right now, but that is of interest to us.

D. SCOTT: You are comparing abrasion with erosion. Abrasion seems to be a

very inefficient means of metal removal. Can you comment on this?

RUFF: I think that there is a lot of information in the literature on this.

There is probably a need to do some more experiments under simple conditions.

We hope to make a comparison in the same system under the same loading con-

ditions. It appears that they are similar mechanisms; they both involve

ploughing as well as cutting. The theories that I am familiar with are not

complete in that they describe, to a large extent, the surface topography

that develops but not the actual production of wear debris. In many in-

stances abrasion is one percent effective and erosion is even less than that

particularly for low particle velocities. The missing aspect is that the

wear mechanism really has not been studied. I think one needs to develop

models that really describe the process of wear debris formation.

7"PSOR
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STATUS OF WEAR PREVENTION
M. B. Peterson, M. J. Devine and A. J. Koury

ABSTRACT

A review of the literature in the field of wear has been carried out to
determine areas where additional information is necessary to improve our
ability to predict and prevent wear in service. Areas covered are: under-
standing the effects of certain variables, materials, design, wear predic-
tion techniques, and environmental effects.

INTRODUCTION

Wear is an applied science. Developments should eventually be measured
against their contribution to prevention of wear of service equipment.
Accordingly, it is often useful to review our ability to prevent or correct
excessive wear of a given piece of equipment. Such an exercise not only
illustrates the practical barriers to wear prevention but also defines- areas
where additional research and development is necessary. This might be
called service-oriented research, where the studies are directed not to
solve specific problems but to fulfill a general need for information.

The authors, for a period of three years, were involved in a wear con-
trol program for naval aircraft. The purpose of this program was to assess
the status of wear control technology and to make recommendations for im-
provements. Specifically, the aim was to determine what new developments
in the field of wear could be usefully applied to reduce the maintenance
costs and extend the service life of naval aircraft.

The program consisted of several phases. In the first phase, informa-
tion was gathered relating to the cost and consequences of wear in order to
determine the magnitude of the problem. Secondly, a technology review was
undertaken to accumulate recent technical and materials developments which
might be applied to wearing aircraft components. Visits were then made to
naval facilities to isolate areas of potential improvement to which these
developments might be applied. Once component problem areas were identi-
fied, solutions were proposed, evaluated, and introduced into service.
Although the objective of this program was to prevent wear of specific com-
ponents, the results of the program serve a second objective, the evalua-
tion of the status of wear prevention technology. This is the subject of
the present paper. Our ability to solve service problems is evaluated here.
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In making evd ,iation, ue attention must be paid to practical consider-
ation,, .. very oten override technical solutions. Economics, timing,
and ,.icertair'y a'.e strong motivating forces for maintaining the "status
qur '

,iEAR COSTS ArL CONSEQUENCES

it s e.n'nize1 that improvements can be made in almost any manu-
lactured nrotc'--e-peoAdlly 't; products which see service for 20 years, as
many airc-eft, do. Dur',c, ,his .ervice life, many new technical develop-
ments are conceiveu dn2 *.)4ner-iai zed which were not available during the
design of t,;e aircraft. The oiiestion to .ae answered is whether such im-
provements arn significi:t enugh to justfy the retrofit; or, put another
way, whethet the problcns are severe eno.gh to justify a detailed analysis.
In order to rswer slich quesonc. certain cost information was assembled
for illustrat;v . purposec. In addciion, other qualitative information was
:sserbled whicr :,lustrat~ze t, ',se"..: tf wear. These data are pre-
sen:ed in the fol lowi., yecg ...

Cost of Wear - Attack Aircf.-.ft (A Case Study)

In orier to .-Lain quantitazhve wear cost data, all maintenance

actiis or one -'"t ware acquired through one tour of dut,. This in-
".'.d boh orqaniration 'evel maintenance and eventual rewor.

The costs ass. ted with malfunctions for this aircraft for a two-
year period 1974 and 1975, are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the
wear costs total $lv/ ?er flight hour during the selected period. Fuel
costs ftr the same period were anproximately $376 per flight hour. Seventy
percent of these costs for wear were incurred at the squadron level, 66 per-
cent cf t1l cost. btia associated with labor and 34 percent with materials.
Almost ail ot the costs were either in the airframe or avionics systems.
Only about 5 percent were engine related.

TABLE I.-OPERATIONAL WEAR COSTS*

S/Year $/FH

Component Maintenance $ 40,400 $140
(unscheduled)

Component Maintenance 16,450 57

Total (Wear) s 56,850 $197

Total (Fuel) $216,000 $376

i4

*575 Flight Hours.

!t

~vT~'.~ k ~i-~ I 4/ ~> ,~'4 t~t.;) yI
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TABLE 1I.-COMPONENT REWORK

Malfunction Rework Hours Remove/Install. Hours Total

Wear 201.03 248 $11,226

Cracks 122.52 292 10,363

Corrosion 121.00 213 8,350

FOD/Torn 46.2P 106 3,807

Test 26.09 27 1,327

Electrical 22.54 --- 564

Clean 5.16 --- 129

The rework costs for the same aircraft are given in Table I. In
Table II the total rework hours for Components have been categorized into
seven major malfunctions along with the hours required to remove those com-
ponents from the aircraft. For wear, a total of 449.03 hours was required.
Assuming a total of $25 per hour, the total cost of component wear was
$11,226. The cost due to cracks was $10,363.

Similarily, data were obtained on the costs of malfunctions on the
aircraft itself (as distinguished from components which are removed); from
engineering changes made to overcome some deficiency in the design; and the
materials purchased to accomplish the rework. These data showed essential-
ly the same trend as that shown in Table II; that wear is the predominant
rework cost, followed closely by cracking (fatigue and corrosion). Costs
of other malfunctions were significantly lower. A summary of all costs is
iven in Table Ill. Thus, the total wear costs associated with this air-
craft during its two-year tour of duty (exclusive of the tire wear) is
$2M5 per flight hour which is almost two thirds the fuel costs. The main
conclusion drawn from the data was that a good deal of money is spent each
year on wear and some steps should be taken to control it. Some further
analyses of these data are useful. The total cost of ownership of such an
aircraft is $5842 per flight hour of which $4329 is the cost of operation
and $1513 for amortizing the aircraft. Of the $4329, $883 is for per-
sonnel, $505 for spare parts, $62 for engine repair, $308 for depot main-
tenance, $820 for component rework, $768 for fuel and other expenable items
and $971 for indirect costs associated with this aircraft. Thus, the total
cost of maintenance is approximately $2000, of which wear is roughly 11%.
The total cost of wear is small in comparison with the cost of ownership;
however, this is the major malfunction cost and should be reduced as far as
possible. lhis cost of wear can be increased substantially if down time is
included. The aircraft mission is programmed so that the aircraft is opera-
tional at least 70% of the time. If it is not, then a high price has been
paid for a service not rendered. For this aircraft, down time amounts to
approximately $2000/day. Thus, for each day the aircraft is "down" greater
than 30% of the time, the total cost of wear must be increased by $2000.
For this aircraft 1076 maintenance actions were performed for wear at an
average of 3.3 hours per action, equalling 3540 hours.

17 :1 1

R, I" 71M_
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TABLE III.-TOTAL COST OF WEAR*

S/Year $/F11

Operational

Unscheduled $ 40,400 $140.00

Scheduled 16,450 57.00

Overhaul

Component 5,633 20.00

Discrepancies 488 1.70

Tech Directives 3,700 12.87

Materials 3.30

Bearings 612 ---

Seal& 86 ---

Gears 42 ---

Hinges 10 ---

Total (Wear) $ 67,600 $235.00

Total (Fuel) $108,000 $376.00

2-Year Period

Thus, in a 24-month period, it was maintained for wear 20% of the time the
3.3 hours representing oniy one man. Since a number of maintenance actions
can be performed at the same time, it could not be determined if the 30% was
exceeded.

Another cost factor should be mentioned. If the aircraft were lost due
to i wear failure, the remaining down time left in the aircraft must be
added.

As seen, maintepaice for wear is expensive. However, it is not just
the cost of the part and its replacement, but also the fact that a mainte-
nance staff must be available at all times to respond, This increases the
direct cost of wear. Even though the economics of the situatior, itself
suggests that better wear control be exercised, .here are several other
reasons which in, themselves justify action.

Fir;t of all, for various reasons parts and materials are in short
supply. It ,)as been found. that equipment is out of service for longer per-+ iods of time awaiting part,,, This incre&ses the amount of down time for a

giv6n malfunction. Bectuse of this, wear control is more significant for
omplex purchased par_'s than for simple, Pastly repaired parts.

I- ,

NQ

- ,~ *'', ,
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Secondly, worn parts cause many secondary problems such as increased vi-
bration which leads to fatigue damage, shock loading, mi3alignment, and ac-
celerated wear. Worn parts also cause a deterioration in performance which,
although acceptable, is certainly not desirable.

High wear costs, even though economically justify a change, are often
not a sufficient reason for change. The change itself costs a large amount
of money since the supply inventory must be changed, the maintenance man-
uals revised, procedures modified, etc. There is also a large resistance to
change because it introduces major new uncertainty and risk. It is often
much safer and less expensive to live with a poor, well-understood system
than to introduce a better ill-defined one.

In addition, labor cost is much higher in comparison to materials.
Accordingly, it is often deemed cheaper to consistently change parts than to
try to resolve a problem.

In any case, wear prevention is a policy decision and two approaches are
possible: (1) accept a certain level of wear and provide sufficient numbers
of parts and manpower to maintain an acceptable level of machinery avail-
ability, or (2) reject wear and apply new technology for improved relia-
bility. rhe choice of a course of action is an economic decision, but it de-
pends to a large extent on the confidence in the technology.

TYPES OF WEAR

Wear, as previously stated, is not a single process but a variety of
processes which can take place independently. To understand wear and its
control, each of these processes must be isolated and studied independently.
In the past, wear has been categorized in a variety of different ways. Most
lists, however, include the following: adhesion, abrasion, corrosion, fa-
tigue, fretting, erosion, cavitation, attrition, gouging, and lubricated
wear. Actually, these are not independent types of wear, but rather pro-
cesses which occur under a defined set of circumstances. For example,
erosion occurs when hard particles, fluids, or gases strike the surface of
a solid. Abrasion occurs when particles or a rough surface scratches
another surface. For the purposes of research and understanding phenomena,
it is felt more advisable to classify wear according to the mechanisr, of
particle removal.( 1 ) Such a classification is as follows:

Adhesion and transfer Surface fracture

Corrosion film wear Surface reactions

Cutting Tearing

Plastic deformation Melting

Fatigue Electromechanical

Here the major types of wear are listed in the left hand column while
those on the right refer to special cases. A brief description of each wear
process is given in Table IV.

,7

77T;M,77
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TABLE IV.-rYPES OF WEAR

Adhesion and Transfer Material welds at sliding asperity tips, is
transferred to the harder member, grows in
subsequent encounters and is eventually re-
moved by fracture or fatigue.

Corrosion Film Wear A film formed by reaction with the environment
or the lubricant is removed by sliding.

Cutting A sharp particle or asperity cuts a chip.

Pi:I'L. ,.r, in The surface es worked plastically. Cracks
form, grow, and coalesce forming wear parti-
cles.

surface Fracture If nominal stress exceeds the fracture stress
of a brittle material, particles can be formed
by fracture.

Surface Reactions One material dissolves or diffuses into
another.

Tearing Elastic material can be torn by a sharp
indenter.

Melting High velicities can cause wear by melting,

Electrochemical The difference in potential on the surface due
to a moving fluid can cause a material to go

into solution.

Fatigue The surface is worked elastically. Micro-
cracks form, grow, and coalesce forming wear
particles.

In the following list, some of the conventional wear descriptions are

given in terms of the suggested types of wear:

Abrasion Cutting and deformation

Fluid erosion Deformation and fatigue

Solid erosion Cutting and deformation

Cavitation Deformation and corrosion

Lubricated wear Adhesion and corrosion

Dirt abrasion Deformation and fatigue

Filing Cutting

Sanding Cutting and deformation

>1
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Unlubricated metal wear Adhesion and deformation and
corrosion

Unlubricated plastics wear Adhesion and deformation

Unlubricated rubber wear Tearing and fatigue

Carbon wear Fatigue

Wear of Ceramics Fracture

The above list of wear types is not considered final and would be modi-
fied as new insights are obtained. However, they represent a logical clas-
sification of the basic wear processes which can be isolated, studied, and
related to the basic material properties and processes.

Reduction of Adhesive Wear

Adhesive wear usually results from an inadequate supply of lubricant to
the contact area or from a poor choice of materials for the operating con-
ditions. If the wear debris shows large metallic particles and the surfaces
are damaged with material transferred from one surface to another, then the
amount of lubricant reaching the contact area should be investigated. Often
with large contact areas, sufficient lubricant passages are not provided and
unlubricatea regions result. This initiates the failure process. Thus, the
first step is either more lubricant or better distribution. If this does
not appear to be the cause of the high wear, improved materials should be
considered.

Adhesive wear is the result of high attractive forces of the atoms com-
posing each of the sliding surfaces. In sliding, two surface asperities
come into contact, adhere, and are deformed under the action of the normal
and tangential stresses. As this process continues (if the bond is strong
enough), a break will occur in the weaker member and a particle will be
transferred to the harder surface. The stronger the bond, the greater the
probability of forming a particle; the greater the ductility of the softer
metal, the larger that particle will be. This transfer does not produce a
wear particle; however, in subsequent passes, portions of the film are r(-
moved from the surface. The greater the rate of transfer, the greater tlte
rate of wear. Thus, adhesive wear rates are proportional to the bond
strength and the ductility. It is not possible to calculate actual bond
strengths between metals; however, research has indicated that certain tech-
niques may be used to indicate weak bonds. The two most widely used tech-
niques are solubility and atomic size. If Fhase diagrams indicate low solu-
bility, adhesion will be low. Rabinowicz (2 has shown that under such cir-
cumstances wear will also be low as indicated by his data shown in Table V.
Generalizing on these results and applying it to comon aircraft materials
of aluminum and steel would indicate that material of limited solubility in
those metals would give minimum adhesive wear. Such metals are listed in
Table VI from test results of Reference 3.

Of the soluble materials, a series of high-speed, high-load sliding
tests (100 ft/sec, 60 lbs., 120 psi) were run using a variety of pure metals
against stu . It was found that the least surface damage resulted with CU,
W, and Mo.' j

'4 ' '
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TABLE V.-4VEAR COEFFICIENTS

Metal Pair Solubility Wear coefficient (X 10
- 4

Cu-Pb No .10
Ni-Pb No .21
Fe-Ag No .68
Fe-Pb No .69

Al-Pb No 1.4
Al-Zn Yes 3.9
Al-Fe Yes 1.0
Fe-Cu Yes (Min) 19.0

Al-Al Yes 30
Mg-Mg Yes 3b
Fe-Mg Yes (Min) 38
Fe-Fe Yes 77
Cu-Ni Yes ,81

Yes 130
Yes 290

Low sliding speed tests at light loads on iron showed that the mater-
ials which gave the least damage were tne following: Mg, Ag, Sn, An, Pb,
and B,.

It should be noted, however, that these materials may be poor for other
forms of wear. For other techniques of selecting low adhesion materials,
the reader is referred to Reference 1.

In many instances wear prevention techniques are directed toward in-
creasing the hardness (lower ductility) and too little attention is given to
improved lubrication and improved materials.

Prevention of Corrosive Wear

Unly a very thin, solid film is needed for effective lubrication. If
more is formed, it is quickly worn away. This is illustrated in Figure 1
where the wear rate is plotted against film thickness. With very thin films,
appreciable metal contact and adhesive wear result.

TABLE VI.-INSOLUBLE PAIRS WITH GOOD OR FAIR SCORE RESISTANCE

Aluminum Steel

Cd C
In Ag
Pb Cd
Bi In
Zn Sn

Pb
Bi
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ADHESIVE WEAR CORROSIVE WEAR

W

W_

J J I I I I

REACTION FILM THICKNESS

Fig. 1.-Effect of reaction film thickness on wear.

With increasing film thickness, the adhesive wear component i, reduced until
the optimum film thickness is obtained. Greater film thickness means great-
er wear. As previously discussed, it is believed that all of the excess
film is removed (above the optimum) during each sliding cycle. Thus, the
wear rate would be proportional to the rate of film formation. To reduce
this wear rate, one must reduce the rate of reaction. The most generally
used approach is to use more corrosion resistant materials or surface treat-
ments; however, less reactive lubricants will have the same effect. Here it
is not necessary for the treatment to increase the surface hardness; thus,
many simple corrosion resistant treatments may be useful in reducing wear.

Prevention of Cutting Wear

Cutting wear is usually the result of adhesive dirt particles in the
fluid. If such are identified in the oil, the first step is to either pre-
vent their entry or remove them by more rigorous filtration. If this is not
possible, then improved materials are suggested.

In cutting wear a hard particle or asperity cuts a chip from the wear-
ing surface. As sliding takes place between the surfaces, two independent
deformation processes can occur; either a chip is cut, or material is plas-
tically or elastically deformed about the particle.

If a chis is cut, exceedingly high rates of wear will result as pre-
viously discLssed. Fortunately, a chip will be cut only under very special
conditions shown by Equation (7) Reference 1. High-friction materials and
lubricants mean less cutting Wear since fewer cutting edges are involved.

Also, to cut a chip the particle or asperity must be firmly attached to
the surface. Rolling particles have from 0.01 to 0.10 times the wear of

7 7'"-7''7:'
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rigid particles. Furthermore, to cut a chip, the material must not be
blunted by the sliding process; materials and lubricants which dull the cut-
ting edge will suffer less wear.

As previously shown, the most important factor is the hardness of the
cutting agent. To cut, it must have a hardness greater than 1.2 times the
material being cut. Since sio has a hardness of approximately moo it , the
wear resistant surface should gave a hardness of 1200. There are veryVfew
metals and surface treatments which can reach this level of hardness. Chrome
plate (if carefully controlled) is one. Others are boriding, plasma sprayed
cermets like tungsten carbide-cobalt and ceramics, and certain forms of
electroless nickel. More use should be made of such materials in abrasive
situations.

Various correlations have been attempted between abrasive wear and
material properties (hardness, modulus, hardness-modulus ratio, strain
energy, plastic work, etc.) without much success when a large variety of
metals and alloys are considered. However, for pure (homogeneous) materials
(ceramics, metals, plastics), cutting wear resistance is directly propor-
tional to hardness. Thus, to reduce cutting wear, higher hardness materials
should be selected. Although it cannot be used in the selection process, it
should be remembered that it is not the static hardness but rather the
dynamic hardness after sliding (cold work) which is important.

Hardness becomes less significant with duplex structures since hard-
ness is only resistant to indentation while cutting requires independent
penetration of both the hard and soft phases. It has been shown that if the
cutting particles are large, the overall or average hardress applies; while
if the particles are small, structure effects become significant. Important
material factors under these conditions are the relative hardness of the
matrix and the included phase, the spacing, and the bond between them.
Application of these principles generally means fine grain, small particle
size, fibrous structures are more wear resistant to cutting.

Deformation Wear Reduction

Deformation wear consists of continual plastic working of the surface
until cracks form, grow, and coalesce; and a wear particle is produced. If
the stresses are high, wear tracks are produced, the plastic working is
severe, and large wear particles can be produced in only a few cycles. In
this case the wear particles are ridges or lips from the edge of the wear
tracks. At lower stresses (still in the plastic range) plastic working pro-
duces small surface spalls within the contact area. This suggests that
lower loads or larger contact areas be used if this type of wear is identi-
fied.

Very few fundamental studies have been conducted to obtain~definite
correlation with material properties; however, it seems clear that there
should be a correlation between deformation wear and some fracture mechanics
property sucn as the rate of crack growth, fracture toughness, or elongation
at fracture.

Such a correlation has been established for plastics . The wear rate
is plotted against the product of tensile strength and elongation (a crude
estimate of the toughness). It is shown that the wear resistance does in-
crease as the toughness increases.

The best materials depend very much on the operating temperature;

o -s
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however, at room temperature the following order of increasing wear rate was
found:

Polyethylene
Nylon 6/6
Polytetraflouroethylene
Polypropylene
Nylon 11
Polyactal

A correlation has not been obtained for ietals; it is generally agreed
that high toughness is necessary to resist deformation wear. Values for
this product (strength x elongation) are given for some common metals in
Table VII. Although this list corresponds qualitatively to the deformation
wear resistance as shown by their use in certain applications, more precise
information would be desirable based upon some stress/time impact cycle.

There are several sets of conditions where deformation wear predomi-
nates in machinery:

(1) in dirt abrasion where wear or metal transfer has dulled the
abrasive particles so it will not cut.

(2) During conditions of impact loading between the two
surfaces.

(3) During conditions of erosion, either fluid or solid, with

high angles of impact.

(4) In well-lubricated sliding where a surface with smooth,
hard asperities slides against a softer material (minimum
transfer and cutting wear).

Under these conditions where deformation wear predominates, it is a
common fallacy of wear control to try to improve the wear resistance by
increases of hardness. Usually this has just the opposite effect.

Prevention of Fatigue Wear

Fatigue wear is the result of repeated vibratory stressing of the sur-
face of a body. Microcracks form, usually at inclusions, and are trans-
mitted throughout the surtace. Eventually these cracks coalesce and wear
particles can be formeo (6 ). Although the overall stress is within the
elastic range, the stresses at the crack tip are intensified and fracture
can take place. This type ot wear is more prevalent in rolling contacts
such as bearings and gears; however, it is becoming increasingly apparent
that fatigue wear is significant in sliding contacts where other more
severe types (cutting, adhesion, plastic deformation) have been eliminated.
Furthermore, fatigue wear requires a given number of stress cycles and often
predominates after a part has been in service a long period of time. Since
the fatigue wear rate is greater than the adhesive wear rate, the prediction
of its onset would be a very valuable contribution to wear prediction and
wear prevention.

The important fact is that there has been found a definite correlation
between the fatigue resistance of the material in fatigue tests and in
wear tests on different rubbers.

S777n n
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TABLE VII.--METAL PROPERTIES

6
Metal (Strength x Elongation (X 10 psi)

Stainless Steel 304 (Annealed) 5.1
12 Mn Steel 4.5
Martensitic SS 431 (Heat Treated) 4.1
A-286 3.6
AISI 4340 (Hardened and Tempered) 3.0

Nitralloy 135 2.8
13 Carbon Steel 2.3
AISI 1020 Steel 2.3
AISI 440C (Annealed) 1.5
AISI 440C (Harderied and Tempered) .57

Cobalt Alloy L650 8.7
200 Ni (annealed) 3.2
Inconel x 750 3.4

Inconel 718 4.7

1100 Al (Annealed) .52

7075 Al (Annealed) .56

Cu (annealed) 1.6
Al Bronze (Hardened) 2.9

Mg 6.1

Ti6Ai6Va 1.9

This not only confirms the presence of fatigue wear but shows that fatigue

resistant materials can be used in fatigue wear situations.

Effect of Hardness on Wear Prevention

It is very common to make contacting surfaces of similar metals (i.e.,
Steel on steel, aluminum on aluminum) and the same hardness (e.g., Hc 45 on
Rc 45). it hds been found that this is undesirable and to be avoided for a
number of difterent reasons.

The abrasive wear of metal combinations with different kinds of abra-
sive was shown by Hirano and Ura (7) to depend on the metals' relative hard-
nesses. By making a hardness difference between the surfaces of at least
50 points Vickers or Brinell (or about 3 to 10 points Rockweil C) either up
or down, the wear of both metal surfaces can be significantly decreased.
This is on important finding for it is relatively easy to change the hard-
ness of steel parts by this amount. It is doubtful, however, that the bene-
fit would be obtained with aluminum alloys as they are precipitation hard-
ened and do not obey the same rules as steels.

Another reason for a hardness difference of at least 50 points
Vickers is to prevent surface distress. Welsh (8) studies the surface dis-
tress ot steel rollers and found that a positive hardness difference with
the surface of 50 to 60 points Vickers develops with many cycles of opera-
tion. This can lead to surface distress and rippling unless one of the
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surfaces exceeds the other in initial hardness by this amount. This phenom-
enon has also been observed in gears and is now explainable on this basis.
It would be good practice, therefore, to require all heavily-loaded sur-
faces (cams, latches, hinges, rollers, etc.)to have a hardness difference
between mating surfaces of at least 50 points Vickers.

The effect of the relative hardness of bushing and bolt materials on
the wear of nonlubricated Tiction pairs was the subject of a study by
Matveevskii and Khrushchov . They established that if the bushing and
bolt materials are of the same hardness, the wear of both elements sharply
increases--reaching the maximum possible wear values. This study again
shows that metals of the same hardness should not operate together as a
friction pair.

ihe dry ruboing of steel surfaces generally exhibits one of two kinds
of adhesive wear phenolena: severe wear in which large metallic fragments
come from the wearing surfaces, giving rise to a high degree of surface
damage and a high wear rate; and mild wear in which the surfaces wear by the
formation of a tenacious oxide layer and its subsequent removal in the form
of very small oxide particles, thereby producing negligible surface damage
and a very low wear rate.

EMYstive and thorough research on the adhesive wear of carbon
steels has shown that the prevention of the transition from mild wear
to severe wear in rubbing components and thereby the prevention of a catas-
trophic wear situation depends on maintaining a minimum surface hardness.
This hardness represents the ability of the surface to successfully resist
the failure of its oxide film. Welsh found that the critical Vickers hard-
ness needed to maintain the mild wear form of wear was related to carbon

content as follows:

Percentage Carbon Critical Vickers Hardness

0.12 >457
0.34 >433
0.52 >436

As a Vickers hardness of 460 corresponds to a Rockwell C Hardness of
47, by requiring only one of the two rubbing steel surfaces to have a mini-
mum of Rc 50, it should be possible to prevent the occurrence of catastrophic
severe wear.

This means that both surfaces do not have to be heat treated to high
hardness. As long as the oxide on only one of the surfaces resits failure,
severe wear is prevented.

A study to prove the validlly)of this proposition was carried out by
Calabrese, Peterson, and. Chiang . They obtained data for combinations of
the alloy steels SAE 4340, SAE 4140, and the tool steel FSU2. They found
that mild wear could be obtained if one of the surfaces was hardened to Rc
bO or better, while the other surface had a minimum hardness of Rc 30.

By not heat treating both surfaces to high hardness, significant savings
can be realized.

In many friction pairs, one component moves while the other experiences
no movement. Some examples are hinges and hinge pins and bushings and bolts.
If such a system is to be made of materials with different hardnesses, the
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question of which component to make harder.

Tests (for aircraft hinge pin purposes) on steel over a range of hard-
nesses from 24 Kc to 48 Rc, comparing pairs consisting of soft bushings and
hard pins and for pairs consisting of nard bushings and soft pins, show that
the total wear of the former is approximately three times greater than that
of the latter(12); i.e., it is more advantageous to combine a hard bushing
with a soft pin than a soft bushing with a hard pin.

Filtration

Most hydraulic systems, pneumatic systems, reciprocating engines and
compressors, bearing systems, and other machinery have their flowing lubri-
cating oil and air filtered to remove abrasive contaminants. The concen-
tration and size of the abrasive particles allowed to pass these filters is
important to the wear life of these systems. However, the degree of fil-
tration selected was usually done quite arbitrarily without real attention
being paid to the consequences of this selection.

Only recently (13-16) has the meaning of filtration quantitatively
emerged. Tests showed that the abrasion of chrome plated surfaces, typical
of those found in hydraulic systems, rapidly diminishes with decreasing
abrasive particle size when the abrasive is smaller than 5 to 7 microns.
The abrasion caused by 5 micron particles was five times greater than that
caused by one micron particle. Filtering to obtain the smallest, practical
ly-achievdble contaminent particle size is, therefore, highly advantageous.

These studies also show the importance of abrasive contaminant concen-
tration (by weight%). Above an extremely small critical concentration, a
significant increase in abrasive concentration only leads to a modest in-
crease in wear rate. For example, tests on a series of particle sizes from
I to 10 microns found that an increase of eight fold in abrasive concen-
tration (from 0.05 to 0.4 wt. percent) caused only a doubling of wear rate.

This explains the conon industrial observation that in many cases the
clogging or removal of filters from machinery does not seem to have any
effect. In these situations, clearly the minimum concentration of abrasive
present in the fluid when the filter is operative already exceeds the mini-
mum required for abrasion. The logical action in such a situation is to
either greatly improve the filtration system or dispense with it entirely.

NEW SURFACE TREATMENTS FOR WEAR CONTROL

A review of the surface treatments in use at the rework facilities has
indicated that primarily chrome plate, electroless nickel, and anodizing are
used for most wear resistant applications. Plasma spraying is also used but
it is limited to a tew engine components and has not found the general use
of which it is capable. This capability should be expanded to include many
other possible applications where improved wear resistance is desirable.

Over the years a large number of materials and treatments have been
developed for wear control. These are quite well known to most materials
engineers and are described in detail in reference sources such as the.ASM
Metals Handbook. However, in recent years a number of new treatments have
been proposed which have certain advantages over previously used techniques
either with regard to their ease of application or their superior perfor-
mance. An extensive review of the technical and commercial literature was
made to select such treatments. These are described in the following
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sections. Tne intent here is merely to describe the treatment.

Teflon Filled Anodizing

Anodizing has been used to impart wear resistance to aluminum and other
light metals. Recently a treatment has been developed and commercialized
whereby the pores in the hard anodize are filled with teflon. In this way a
solid libricant is combined with a wear resistaht surface. It can be used
wit h or without a fluid lubricant and provides some degree of corrosion pre-

vention. It is generally used on lightly-loaded aluminum surfaces such as
hinges, sliding tracks, and guides. This treatment is commercially avail-
able trom a number of sources.

Boron Diffusion Coatings

Industry is finding increasing uses for boron diffusion treatments as
both a wear control treatment and as an aid for lubrication. It is almost
exclusively used on carbon steels where case depths from 0.5 to 10 mils can
be obtained. Since it is a high-temperature diffusion process, the parts
must be heat treated (where necessary) atter the wear treatment is applied.

Microhardness trom 70 to 80 Rc can be obtained. Recent research has
indicated that in lubricated sliding, borid surfaces become polish.d
which increases the probability of fluid film lubrication. It is best used
for lubricated sliding on applications where nitriding might be considered.
Several different treatments are used.

Sprayed Molybdenum

One of the present'authors (M.J.D.) first pointed out the advantages of
the use of molybdenum when lubricated sliding surfaces are being considered.
Since that time others have noted its effectiveness in unlubricated sliding
at high temperatures as protection against fretting damage, for improved

brake material, and for gun barrel erosion. The advantages of molybdenum
and its alloys are their good resistance to galling (due to lack of ductil-
ity) combined with the fact that under conditions of sliding they form
lubricating oxide films. Facilities for spraying molybdenum are readily
available. It should be used primarily for the reduction of adhesive wear

since high hardness levels are not obtained- lhe following references give
further evidence (17-20).

Chromium Plate

Chromium plating is widely used for wear resistancr,~trposes and has
been so used for many years. Several rec:nt development. indicate that
under certain conditions, highey wear resistance can be -ichieved. Studies
show that the hardness and the wear resistance of chrome plate vary con-
siderably depending upon the plating condition. A maximum hardness of
1186 Kg/mm2 (80 Rc) was obtained at a temperature of 113 F and a current
density of 4 amps/in2 . The significant point here is that this hardness
level is about 1.2 times that of SiU 2 which as previously stated should
eliminate cutting wear. Secondly, channel type chrome overcomes the non-
wetting characteristics of chromium plating and provides good surface oil
retention which is important to low-wear-rate, long-life components (hydrau-
lic systems, for example). Soviet work( 21 ) has shown that the channels
have an optimum number of islands per area for minimum wear rate. Ihis
should be an important quality control specification for deviation from the
optimum eads to significant increases in wear. The optimum is 12 to 25
areas/mmi .

7" W
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gurrent military specifications call for plating hardness of 800 to 900

Kg/rimm. Higher hardness will, of course, make the plating less ductile and
could affect other properties. However, this may riot be significant in

certain applications.

Since chrome plate is widely used and understood, this approach merits
further consideration. Evaluations are necessary to determine the impact
resistance and adhesion of such chrome and if it could be consistently plat-
ed for wear applications. It could be then evaluated in those applications
where abrasion is a problem (bushings, slat tracks, actuators, and valves).

Electroless Plating

Electroless nickel plating is widely used in industry and at the Naval
Rework Facilities for wea- and corrosion protection. This treatment depends
upon phosphorous as a hardening agent. There are several new developments
in the field of electroless plating which may find application in the re-
work of aircraft.

Electroless nickel-boron has been developed and introduced commercially.
Its advantage is that the deposits. are harder than Ni-P and can reach levels
of greater than 1200 Kg/mm -

. Thus, it may find application where
abrasion resistance is needed. It can be applied to a wide variety of sub-
s tra tes.

Electroless cobalt baths have been developed . For sliding appli-
cations, cobalt is known to have better sliding characteristics than nickel.
This is attributed to its hexagonal structure. Thus, it may be more wear
resistant than the corresponding nickel bath.

Spark Hardening

Using a small, inexpensive, bench type device, a thin film of carbide
can be applied to a metal surface. Essentially the film is formed by vi-
brating a rod of the carbide against the surface while an arc is struck
between the carbide and the metal surface. A coating up to two mils thick
is applied with a hardness of 1500 Vickers. It is used mostly on tool sur-
faces, but should be equally applicable to all metals. A study by Welsh(24 )
indicates that it does have superior wear resistance under sliding (ad-
hesive) wear conditions using a coated pin sliding against a steel disk.
Spark hardened steel, titanium, and nickel gave lower wear under these con-
ditions than case-carburized steel, high speed steel, stellite 100, and
sprayed Ni-Cr-B. This technique should prove useful in many special situa-
tions where it is desirable to apply an in-shop wear resistant coating, for
example, on small surfaces such as are found in the fuel or hydraulic
systems on aircraft.

It was also felt that it might be possible to use this technique to
apply soft metal coatings in the field. For example, it might be used to
apply corrosion resistance cadmium coatings to the fasteners of aircraft and
in the filling of corrosion pits on aluminum.

The overall approach o spark coatings is very attractive for field
work. At the present time it is being primarily used for carbide coating of
tools. There are no technical reasons why it cannot find wider application,
Much more work would be necessary to establish the correct conditions of
application for each metal combination and their value in preventing and
controlling wear.
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Teflon 954-101

These products referred to as Teflon S are a single coat finish based
upon fluorocarbon resins and modifiers dispersed in an organic solvent. The
coating can be applied to clean aluminum and steel. Best results, however,
are obtained when these metals are grit blasted or with chromate treated
aluminum or phosphated steel. The main advantage of this coating is the
ease of application and its low temperature cure (4500F). It can be applied
by air spray, electrostatic spray, or dipping. The resulting product is a
film approximately one mil thick which gives adequate resistance to sliding
wear (106 cycles at 50 psi) and good corrosion resistance (1000 hours in
salt spray) on grit blasted aluminum. These results suggest its use on
simple sliding applications such as hinges and latches exposed to the atmos-
phere.

Powder Coating (Nylon 11)

An investigation of plastic powder coatings has indicated that plasma
or electrostatic sprayed nylon 11 had considerable potential as a wear and
corrosion rtsistant coating for aluminum (25 ).

Nylon 11 has a low melting temperature, 3670F, high toughness, and low
friction coefficient. The low melting temperature allows it to be appliedto aluminum and magnesium without overaging. The further advantage of this

method of coating is that it eliminates the use of solvent carriers.

The application of Nylon 11 has been propsed to solve many critical air-
craft problems such as:

Spline wear
Surface fatigue
Dirt and sand abrasion
Wheel corrosion
Antenna corrosion/erosion
Tie down chains

Maintenance Tapes

Recently a wide variety of adhesive backed tapes became commercially
available. They consited of a variety of filled and unfilled plastic materi-
als. Although they are not necessarily designed to be wear resistant, they
might be usable for many simple, lightly-loaded applications in aircraft re-
work. In most instances the cost of application is almost negligible com-
pared to applying a solid film lubricant or plating. Accordingly, an ex-
tensive industrial survey was made to select those designed for sliding
application. Unfortunately, wear data for such products are almost non-
existent although other properties are given. Such information is necessary
before they can be considered for a wide variety of potential applications.

Maintenance Putties

The simplest technique for rebuilding a worn surface is to use a putty-
type material which can be applied by hand, is air dried, and then finished
to the desired size. These materials are generally epoxies filled with
metals, carbides, and solid lubricants. As was the case for the tapes, wear
data was almost non-existent. With these data many new applications could
be considered.

77
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Forma flex

Formaflex is a technique for applyi.!g tungsten carbide coatings on
irregular surfaces. A flexible sheet o, teflon containing ne carbide and
a self-brazing nickel alloy powder is attached to the surface and heated to
high temperatures. The resultnt coating is a carbide-nickel composite from
5 to 6 mils in thickness with }jorosity levels of less than five percent. The
advantage of this coating technique is that a metallurgical bond is formed
between the coating and the substrate. Accordin.,ly, it can be used on flexi-
ble substrates when bond failures are prevalent. It is applicable to all
metals whicn withstand the high forming temperatures (not aluminum, titanium,
or magnesium).

Co-Deposition

Probably one of the most significant advances in the field of wear re-
sistant coatings is being made in the area of co-deposited platings. Basi-
cally, the process consists of suspending small particles (.01 to 10 micron)
in conventional electroplating baths, introducing agitation to keep the
particles suspended, and plating in the normal manner. Using this tehcnique,
platings such as nickel, copper, nickel chromium, and cobalt have been de-
posited with a variety of additives such as MoS2 ( 2'), teflon( 2 ) , graphite(28)
oarium sulfate (29), silicon carbide (30), diamond (3" ), refractory metals (32),
zinc sulfide ,), and others. Limited evaluation has shiown twat these com-
posites yield lower friction, increased load capacity, and reduced wear.
Future developments should see platings (adhesion resistant msetals) madeI brasion resistant with hard particles (carbides) containing lubricants
(MGS2, teflon, and graphite). Such coatings have the further advantage of
being applied with conventional plating equipment at low temperatures so the
mechanical properties of the substrates are not destroyed. Another advantage
is that the coating can be tailored to the actual application. Further
development of such coatings would be very desirable.

Solid Intermetallic (Tribaloy)

A series of metals have been deveioped primarily for use :n fuels, hy-
draulic fluids, water and synthetics. They can also be used effectively,
in certain applications, unlubricated to temperatures. These materials con-
sist (f an intermetallic compound (Co-Mo-Si) in a metallic base (bronze,
nickel, stainless steel, molybdenum, cobalt, etc.) producing a wide variety
of compositions. The material can be fabricated into solid shapes by cast-
ing, or by powder metallurgy techniques, or sprayed on the surface as a
coating. The intermetallic compound can also be used as an additive to
plastics or metal plating solution for co-deposition. A composite consisting
of the intermetallic in molybdenum has been found to be effective as a high
temperature brake material. In a nickel base, effective sliding was found
against aluminum and anodized aluminum in water and oils at high tempera-
tures.

Teflon Filled Polyurethane

Polyurethanes are finding increasing use as wear resistant films for
applications like sand erosion where large amounts of sliding are not in-
volved. Recently, to provide a low iriction surface for sliding applica- I
tions, teflon has been added. The resulting film has found aplolication as an
antichaff coating on commercial and military aircraft. It generally has a
white color, although other colors can be formulated. It could find many
areas of use in military aircraft.

_Y_
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Lubricant Adjunct Coatings

It is well documented in the lubrication literature that a variety of
coatings will greatly improve lubrication. Such coatings allow better run-
ning in of the surfaces to obtain conformal geometries, hold lubricant in the
contact area, reduce wear and metal transfer, and increase the load capacity.
They are particularly beneficial for use in fluids which are poor lubri-
cants. In spite of the many advantages, the practice is not widely ased by
industry and should be expanded. Some specific examples are as follows:

Application Reference

Use of wax impregnated phosphate films 34
as a fretting inhibition.

Use of sulfiding to increase load 35
capacity and extend lubrication.

Use of soft metal flims to reduce wear 36
and increase load capacity in hydrocarbons,
silicones, and diesters.

Phosphating of aluminum to extend 37
lubrication of aluminum.

Use of tin plating to prevent 38
piston scuffing.

Use of molybdenum as an aid to lubrication. 39

Soft metals diffused into aluminum and 40
titanium surfaces to improve lubrication.

Improved Nitriding

In the past ten to fifteen years considerable work has been carried out
which has resulted in improved nitriding. One of the most significant has
been in the ability to nitride stainless steel and nickel base alloys.
Although the case depth is not as thick as that which can be obtained with
the nitralloys, it is sufficiently deep (several mils) to protect the sur-
face from sliding surface damage. The process consists of diffusing
nitrogen into the surface at a temperature of approximately 10000F. Case
hardness of 58 Rockwell C can be obtained for treatment times of 6 to 48
hours.

AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS FOR IMPROVED WEAR CONTROL

The selected aircraft components that exhibit high wear rates and thus
require rework are shown in Table VIII.

These components then became candidates for the application of the
improved wear control techniques and treatments previously discussed. Not
all components were studied or studied to the same degree. Fasteners and
erosion surfaces were not considered since they were the subjects of other
investigations.

In the following sections each of these components is considered sepa-
rately. The maiQ purpose of the review is to consider the adequacy of the

m ,7'
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TABLE VIII.-COMPONENTS REQUIRING IMPROVED

WEAR CONTROL

Hinges
Hydraulic Actuators
Bushings
Servo Valves
Fairing Surfaces
Splines
Door Flanges and Latches
Bearings
Seals
Fits

technology to reduce wear in this given situation. In the original work(41),

of course, the emphasis was on selecting and evaluating specific solutions.

To reduce wear in a given application the following steps are necessary:

(1) Identify the type of wear and its cause.
(2) Determine the operating parameters of the system.
(3) Propose technical solutions which have some degree

of creditability.
(4) Determine practicality of the solutions.
(5) Select a method for efficiently affecting a change

in an established rigid system.

TABLE IX.--WEAR PREVENTION LIMITATIONS

Wear
Causes Type Materials Technology Practical

Hinge * *

Actuator

Fairing *

Hydraulic Valves *

Splines *

Flanges *

Bushings * *

Seals

Valves *

Fits

!1
II
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Hinges

Piano type rolled hinges are used in a variety of aircraft locations.
Essentially they consist of an aluminum hinge and a stainless steel pin. The
pin can be cadmium plated, chrolie plated, or sprayed with a solid film lubri-
cant. The aluminum hinge can be anodized for additional protection. In
service the hinges are lubricated with VVL-800 at frequent intervals. Often
this lubrication is neglected or is ineffective. As a result, many hinges
are either seized, corroded, broken, or worn when the aircraft arrives for
rework. They must be cut off the aircraft and replaced, a process which re-
quires a large amount of time. Examination of the surface indicates that
adhesive wedr was taking place; however, there was considerable evidence of
salt, dirt, and wear particle contamination in the hinge clearance. In this
instance the most logical approach was to provide for more effective per-
manent lubrication in the form of a coating. Many such coatings are avail-
able; however, the dilemma is that most of these would be rather useless if
the initial cause of wear was the dirt which destroyed the meager lubrica-
tion that existed. Because of this uncertainty, one desired both a hard
coating and a lubricating one. Since the pin is small (90 mil diameter) and
flexible, a hard coating is not practical and attention must be directed to
the aluminum hinge. However, a uniform complex coating inside a long small
hole poses many application problems. After some evaluations it was found
that teflon-filled anodizing performed satisfactorily; however, the best
solution turned out to be using a spray can of teflon on the pin. The
rather thick coating, inaccurately applied, acted as a seal and kept the
lubricant in and the dirt out.

For this application the dilemma was not a lack of technology or ma-
terial availability but rather a lack of understanding of the wear sequence
and the practical limitations of coating hinges.

Hydraulic Actuators

Hyrdraulic actuators :,epresent a major rework expense. The actuators
in either the control system or in the brake system are subjected to abra-
sive wear due to small p-articles of dirt which become trapped in the clear-
ance between the piston aod the cylinder or between the piston rod and the
end cap. Actually, the trapped dirt particle makes a scratch in the cylin-
der which allows leakage. This situation is most prevalent with aluminum
cylinders tather than steel. Present practice requires that the cylinder be
honed to remove the scratches. If the cylinder is then out of tolerance, it
is usually discarded; however, some rework facilities have rebuilt the
cylinder with electroless nickel or installed a liner. This problem is
common to most aircraft and is accentuated by the fact that these actuators
are complex configurations. This means that they are expensive and have long
waiting times for procurement. Thus, the cause of wear and the type of wear
could be determined. The materials and the technology were also adequate.

The criteria for coating selection was that previously discussed. To
prevent scratching a coating of hardness 1100 to 1200 Vickers would be
needed. A survey was made and the following were selected:

Tungsten carbide (fine grain - low porosity)
Chromium plate (applied to insure maximum hardness)
Electroless nickel boride.

A second approach would be to apply a soft coating on the cylinder to
embed the dirt particle as is usually done with journal bearings.
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Electroplated tin is a possibility.

The real dilemma of this application was the mechanics of applying,
grinding, and lapping coatings on the inside diameter of a small (2" to 4")
long (1' to 4') tube. Although this can be done at outside facilities there
is considerable reluctance (because of purchase procedures and short lead
times) to start an actuator flow. Although they cost several thousand
dollars each, it is cheaper to purchase new ones.

Fairing Wear

There are many locations on an aircraft where one surface slides against
another; for example, on the A7, where the horizontal stabilizer rubs
against the fuselage. This is not just a cosmetic problem since the removal
of the paint can cause severe corrosion in that area. A survey was made of
commercially available products which could be simply applied in the field.
The previously described maintenance tapes were particularly directed to
this application. Thus, the polycohr tape which had the longest wear life
in the tests was suggested for these kinds of wear situations. A second
approach which seemed feasible but was not evaluated was the use of a tef-
lon filled polyurethane paint. This is often used by the airlines to pre-
vent skin damage and is now being used on the F14 aircraft. It is, however,
somewhat more difficult to apply.

This is an example of a straightforward problem. Adhesive wear and
galling results when aluminum rubs on aluminum. Since the conditions are
not severe it appeared that the solution would be adequate; however, be-
cause of a lack of wear data, the life of the solution was in doubt.

Hydraulic Spool Valves

Hydraulic valves require close clearances for proper operation. Even
small amounts of wear will cause leakage due to the high pressure and im-
proper operation. This affects the safety of the aircraft. A literature
search was conducted and discussions held with various valve manufacturers.
In addition, new and used valves were inspected. The wear problem concerns
two parts: the spool, which slides in a cylinder; and the flapper pin,
which moves the spool. As the spool moves, grooves on its circumference
open and close ports which direct the fluid. The flapper pin has two hemis-
pherical tips which fit into a groove to move the spool. The movement of
the flapper is controlled electrically. Wear takes place on the lands and
on the tips of the flapper pins. The literature search revealed considerable
information concerning the operation of the valve, but almost nothing re-
lating to the materials or their relative wear behavior. A metallurgical
analysis revealed that the material was within specifications as to comfosi-
tion (440C stainless) and hardness (6ORc). Studies of the wear tracks show-
ed highly polished surfaces, and wear rates were estimated to be typical of
the lubricated condition. Thus, it appears that the wear is not an unusual
or failure type situation but typical of these materials under these condi-
tions. Accordingly, new materials or improved wear treatments are necessary
if better wear resistance is desired.

Discussions with the manufacturers and processors of valve parts re-
sulted in the following information. The spool and sleeve must be of the
same material to avoid differential thermal expansion problems. They are
lapped to fit; the edges are then ground for ports. Thus, thin coatings
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would be ground off and brittle coatings would leave an uneven edge. A
surface treatment applied after grinding and lapping would be most desirable,
however, this must not distort the spool or change the surface dimensions.
Although nitriding would improve the wear resistance of the 440C, intricate
experiments would be needed to determine if it could be successfully applied.
A more feasible approach for the present valve would be to change the mater-
ial to either T15 tool steel or carbides. Adequate attention, however, must
be given to determine if these materials have sufficient corrosion resist-
ance. The increased costs of the carbides could be justified based upon the
present rework expense. Changing the basic materials of the valve would re-
quire requalification. of the system paid for by the one suggesting the
change. This is extremely expensive but would be justified if there were
reasonable assurances of success. Since these (wear rates of these ma-
terials under these conditions) were not available there would be little
interest in the evaluation.

Splines

Wear of splines is one of the major wear problems in naval aircraft.
Efforts are being devoted to develop new spline geometries; but in the
interim, some technique is necessary to improve the wear behavior of exist-
ing configurations. Research and evaluation of spline lubrication and wear
technique is being investigated by Southwest Research Institute (42 ). Accord-
ingly, it was not studied in this investigation. However, based upon the
review of wear techniques, certain recommendations were made.

The problem arises due to misalignment of the spline. As the spline
shaft turns, a fretting action takes place on the spline teeth which re-
sults in wear if suitable lubrication is not provided. The amount of wear
is directly proportional to the amount of misalignment so any reduction in
misalignment is desirable. However, splines are supposed to compensate for
misalignment so other solutions are required. Adequate lubrication is
necessary, so low-viscosity lubricants are desirable. However, the most
satisfactory solution has been to use wear-resistant coatings and treatments.

With splines, the fact is usually ignored that wear takes place by
different modes and that different treatments are required for each mode.
From visual examinations of spline wear and from reviews of the literature,
it is concluded that the following treatments are most appropriate for the
conditions described:

(1) Lubricant Depletion. If the lubricant is unable to reach the
fretting contact area, adhesive wear and galling will result. The
surfaces will appear severely damaged with transferred metal visible.
In such circumstances, it is desirable to use treatments to hold the
lubricant on the surface (sand blast, phosphate, etc.) or adhesion-
resistant materials (silver plate, chrome plate, carbides, etc.)
which can withstand periodic lubricant interruption.

(2) Minimum Slip. If the motions are small, it may be desirable to
add an elastic coating (nylon 11) where all the slip motion may be
taken elastically.

(3) Abrasive wear. If the slip motion genetates abrasive oxide films,
these can accelerate wear. Materials harder than their oxide films are
beneficial here (nitriding, boriding, carbideb, etc.) or corrosion re-
sistant materials or treatments (electroless nickel).
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(4) If tcrsional or other vibrations impose an impact loading
between the spline teeth, a coating with sufficient impact resistance
must be selected.

It is clear that for splines the cause and type of wear and its rela-
tion to the motions in the system are unknown. As long as this situation
exists solutions will be good guesses.

There are applications in splines and other components where impacts
result. Hard coatings are of no use since they readily fracture. Here a
treatment is needed to add toughness to the surface. Although hard facing
can be used, it is too thick for many applications. Some diffusion treat-
ments to toughen the existing surface would be most welcome.

Door Flanges

Aircraft access doors are made of aluminum and close against a thin
flange of aluminum, mounted on the aircraft skin. During operation of the
aircraft, fretting can occur between these surfaces and severe qear results.
This is especially true when the door becomes loose due to hinge wear. In-
spection of a number of aircraft showed that in a number of instances the
flange was almost completely worn through. When this happens, the only re-
pair technique is to remove and replace either the skin or the structure.

In this application the motions are severe due to the flexing of the
structure so damping of the motions is not possible. Either an elastic
gasket material or a lubricated coating is desirable. A wide variety of
materials are available but there is insufficient information to determine
which will be satisfactory. Once a satisfactory coating is selected there
appears to be no serious practical problem in its application. This, of
course, is always easy to say before the coating is selected.

Bushings

Bushings are used in a variety of aircraft applications such as wing
folds, landing gears, flaps, etc. They are usually made of 4340 steel or
aluminum bronze sliding against chrome-plated steel. Many of these are re-
placed at rework due to excessive wear. The wear usually results from lack
of lubrication or dirt abrasion. The problem is essentially the same as
that for hinges except that the bushings are much easier to replace. Wear
data has been developed for the existing materials combinations and for
selected other materials and some improved materials have been suggested.
For an improvement the material must be tough enough to resist the high im-
pact loads of the application, be hard enough to resist abrasion from dirt,
and be adhesion resistant. Although the desirable properties to resist a
single kind of wear can be estimated, not enough is known to optimize for a
combination of types of wear. Furthermore, not enough information is known
of the causes of wear to determine which type predominates. Practical pro-
blems exist in that maintenance people are accustomed to replacing bearings
and see little advantage in improved wear behavior.

Seals

Seals, or rather leaking seals, are the main reason for removal of air-
craft from service. Leakage is caused by seal wear but it is also caused by
a variety of other causes such as misalignment, distortion, improper dynamic
operation, deterioration of the material, coking and clogging by the lubri-
cant, corrosion and probably several other reasons. Accordingly, at rework
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all seals are automatically changed so most wear problems are avoided. Where
wear problems exist it is usually the result of abrasion by dirt or corrosion
of the seal face. Since the seals are purchased as a unit, it is not easy to
make simple material changes and one usually finds a different type of seal
more suitable to the existing situation.

Pneumatic Valves

A number of installations have reported wear of high-temperature pneu-
matic valves. Very little attention has been given to this problem in de-
sign. The wear problem concerns dirt abrasion of the aluminum housing by
the stainless steel flapper. Ideally, the aluminum should be coated to pre-
vent iis damage using one of the same coatings recommended for aluminum
actuators. However, a simpler solution, more practical for rework, would be
to coat the flapper with a soft coating such as silver plate so that it
wears rather than the aluminum. In rework, it would then be necessary only
to replate the flapper. However in this case, as in most others, insuffi-
cient information is available on the nature of the problem or on the wear
rates of materials to predict success. It becomes more or less "propose and
evaluate".

Fits

One of the most untalked about wear problems concerns the fits or com-
ponent locating surfaces. They are not supposed to move but do, as a re-
sult of vibration. Since they can't be lubricated (that would make them
slip more) and they can't be locked (they must be disassembled), other solu-
tions must be sought. The cause of wear is usually adhesion because one of
the surfaces is a soft structural material. Many damage-resistant coatings
exist but they are difficult to apply to a small area of a large structural
part. As a result, liners are used which can be increased in size to com-
pensate for wear. Thus, wear prevention is limited by practical considera-
tions.

SUMMARY

Considerable knowledge exists on the nature of wear and how various
materials behave under specific wearing conditions. The types of wear are
known and materials properties which resist these types are generally known.
A lot of qualitative information exists on the effect of certain variables
on wear but quantitative information is lacking. Furthermore, a great
variety of materials and coatings are available for use in wear prevention.
However, one encounters a great deal of difficulty in making practical use
of these data when confronted by a specific wear problem. From examining a
variety of wear problems the reason for this dilemma is somewhat clearer.
It appears that too little is known of the causes of wear and the conditions
under which wear takes place in a variety of applications. In many cases
the nature of the motions are not sufficiently understood or the specific
sequence of events which lead to excessive wear are not clear. What is
needed are more component studies or service wear examinations under adverse
operating conditions so that a specific chain of events can be defined. For
a given component for which there are wear problems it is desirable to know
what forms of wear exist and what are the conditions which cause them to
exist. Does wear debris generated in the bearing represent a significant
form of wear or does it not. If it does, then it would be easy to develop a
material with soft wear debris. It is this type of vast uncertainty which
limits adequate wear control.
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However, even where this can be done, other technology barriers exist.
For any given proposed solution sufficient knowledge of wear rates is not
available so that success can be assured. It becomes an endless matter of
evaluating possible solutions in test rigs (whose extrapolation is question-
able) or in the application itself (which can be disastrous). More specific
information is needed on how changes in a given material property affect its
wear rate so that appropriate compromises can be made to accommodate differ-
ent forms of wear and the different requirements of materials (corrosion re-
sistance, strength, etc.)

Even in the best of situations, where known treatments will cure known
diseases, there are many practical limitations which must be overcome. One
of the main ones is that alternate solutions for wear prevention and compen-
sation have been developed. These include readily changeable parts, inserts,
liners, etc. Their economics and effect is known and planned. Supply
systems are filled with required parts and people know that certain parts
must be changed at times. It is all arranged and it has a great deal ofinertia. To make a change takes some major crisis.

Other practical limitations usually include such things as initial
costs, machining difficulties, thermal expansions, and lack of adequate in-
ternal facilities. Purchase costs are usually much more than the cost of
the item.

One of the main material limitations is that most of the wear problems
are caused by dirt. The hard surfaces necessary to resist this type of wear
are brittle and are damaged by impact loading. Since most wear surfaces

have impact loads, solutions are very limited. Some new approaches to
abrasive wear resistance are needed.
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DISCUSSION

J. G. HANOOSH, Foster-Miller Associates: I would like to make a comment.
Beyond just disseminating information, other :j Ids can also contribute ma-
terials for different wear applications. For eample, materials developed
for injection molding of glass-filled plastics have provided highly abra-
sive wear-resistant materials for coal gasification systems, essentially off-
the-shelf. So if you have a problem you should also look into other tech-
nological areas which may initially seem to have no bearing on your problem
but may provide useful information.

M. B. PETERSON: That is correct. Indeed, careful classification of the
types of wear allows you to do this. For instance, instead of your calling
a certain kind of wear "fretting" which many may not understand, you call
"fretting" fatigue wear (and it turns out that is what it is), then the whole
field of fatigue opens up to us. It may not be applicable as a wear predic-
tion technique, but we certainly know what materials are fatigue-resistent.
By classifying wear in a certain way rather than by calling it by some ob-
scure name, we can readily make use of this kind of information.

S. A. KARPE, DTNSRDC, Annapolis: If I call it fretting several other fields,
adhesion, abrasion, surface fatigue, etc., open up for us. What do we do
then?

PETERSON: Well, what I am trying to say is that under certain kinds of mo-
tion, we can identify a certain kind of wear based on the way the particle
is removed. In fretting the material is wearing by fatigue and thus you
identify it as fretting fatigue.

KARPE: It does not wear by fatigue; it wears by many other modes. Fretting
defines just a type of motion -- reciprocal sliding. Maybe we should define
wear by the state of stress, mode of motion and the environment instead of
calling it adhesive wear, abrasive wear, or fatigue.

PETERSON: We can also work out a system based on what you proposed. My main
point however is not what we call it. Somehow we should agree on what we
are going to call things and stop changing back and forth.

0. KNOTEK, University of Aachen: As you indicated there are problems in in-
troducing a new solution. We should think of coatings during the design of
the product itself not just as a tool for repair and maintenance.

PETERSON: Yes, of course, the time to solve the problem is when you build
the airplane. Then you could use appropriate materials and workout a whole
methodology of predicting wear before the faqt.

E. S. SPROLES, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute: I would like to comnent
that in the area of fretting and fretting fatigue the important parameter is
often not the amount of material removed. In fretting wear, the worst prob-
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lem is that the fretting initiates a fatigue crack which causes the part to
fail regardless of how much material has been removed.

PETERSON: That is right. What I have tried to do in wear prevention is to
define wear as the removal of unwanted material by chemical or mechanical
action. Failure processes are quite different. Under this sort of classi-
fication you can get fretting-fatigue failures and yox can get wear; you
have to decide which one is important in a given situation.

H. CZICHOS, BAM, Berlin: In the aircraft wear prevention program, what mon-
itoring techniques are mainly used and for what components in the aircraft?

PETERSON: As far as I know, spectrographic oil analysis, magnetic plugs and
measurement of temperatures of the fluid are employed.

2
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DISCUSSION OF STATUS OF WEAR
PREVENTION
E. F. Finkin

ABSTRACT

tion are identified and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The economic penalty that people are willing to pay by ignoring a
branch of technology depends on their perception of the magnitude of the
potential economic benefit which can be achieved by using that technology.
For example, structures were made very thick with little detailed stress
analysis, as this was the conventional approach. Now the optimal design
evolves thorough stress analysis involving highly complex computer programs.
This is an example in which the perception of the economic benefit of
utilizing a branch of technology -- stress analysis -- has come to be wide-
spread.

Could the same thing happen to wear technology? Perhaps. Wear tech-
nology stands roughly in the same position that stress analysis did seventy
years ago. The fundamental principles are reasonably known and much de-
tailed knowledge exists. This knowledge is, however, by and large ignored.
The heart of the status cf wear prevention, and all technology for that
matter, is therefore economic.

For a third of a century the world has sustained a substantial rate of
economic growth. To support and participate in this economic growth
industry has focused its attention on expansion. This meant emphasis on
product development, emphasis on addition of manufacturing capacity, and
emphasis on adoption and development of improved manufacturing practices.

-By contrast, those activities which are not growth oriented, but rather aim
to preserve and extend the life of existing assets and reduce their oper-
ating costs have received less attention.

As economic growth decreases, profit margins shrink. As a direct
consequence, the emphasis on cost reduction increases. Presumably, the
consequence of this is that the relative importance of activities focused
Oh the future and on the present will shift more towards the latter.

4-F
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Consumer products, machinery and transnortation equipment are designed
and developed to perform a function at a reasonable cost. Reasonable cost
is determined by the marketplace. Secondary issues include life, reliability,
and operating cost, and the norms for these also are generally set by tile
marketplace. It is when performance measured against one of these norms is
inadequate that development attention is focused on it. This inherently

means secondary attention will be applied to such fields as fatique,
corrosion, wear and vibration.

The present state of affairs reduces product development cost and re-
duces the time needed to commercialize a product. Unfortunately, it also
increases operatina costs compared to what they could be if development
attention had been paid to these fields, by reducinq product life, decreasing
reliability, and increasinq maintenance, downtime costs and parts replace-
ment costs.

Is this trade-off satisfactory? It must be at present, or the market
wouldn't cause it. The reason the situation is economically satisfactory
is that it reduces business risk. Firms developing consumer products,
machinery and transportation equipment do not really know how many of the
specific items being developed will sell. If none is sold the development
costs are a total loss. To minimize the business risk due to sales un-
certainty, a product must be brought to market for the lowest reasonable
expenditure. This inherently implies minimizing attention to all techno-
logical areas secondary to the purpose of the product. Wear, therefore,
will always be a step-child discipline.

AFTER THE FACT

What happens when a product is already commercialized? If the value of
the product is high enough (e.g., fleets of ships, airplanes or bulldozers),
the owner may have sufficient economic incentive to reduce operating costs
to warrant his devoting money to this purpose. Such was the case with Mr.
Peterson's studying ship engines and naval aircraft.

Even there the resources available for re-enqineering the product, to
properly take wear into account, were so insignificant compared to the
resources devoted to developing the product, that little could be
accomplished -- or could hope to be accomplished.

Mr. Peterson has been seeking an answer to the question of why wear
specialists could not accomplish more in solving the wear problems they
identified in naval aircraft. The answer to this question is that knowledge
of principles is not enough. Resources (men, money, equipment and time) are
needed and these are not forthcoming in sufficient magnitude.

• -L i
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ON THE STATUS OF WEAR PREVENTION
P. M. Ku

ABSTRACT*

Many wear processes take place simultaneously rather than independently,
complicating the analysis of wear problems. The wear of many selected parts
are discussed to illustrate the point.

INTRODUCTION

The authors have stated that "wear is not a single process but a
variety of processes which can take place independently." Viewed indepen-
dently, the various wear processes or modes, as classified by the authors,
appear logical and easy to comprehend. However, even in controlled labora-
tory experiments, it is not unusual for several wear processes to occur si-
multaneously, and to isolate and study them independently is not necessarily
a straightforward matter. Broadly speaking, different wear modes are af-
fected differently by the contact geometry; the lubrication process; the
physical and chemical properties of materials, surfaces, lubricant, and en-
vironment; as well as the operating variables. Many of these variables are
mutually interacting. What is even more exasperating is that some of the
wear modes may more than simply compete, but also interact with one another.
Thus post-mortem examination of the failed specimens, without the benefit of
careful and often sophisticated monitoring of the wear history, may -ot
yield complete insights. The complexity of the problem is such that tne
"systems approach" would appear to be in order. But systems approach is
difficult to apply at least at this juncture, since so many of the causes
and effects have not been satisfactorily isolated and quantified. For these
reasons, the authors' broad, critical appraisal of available wear data an-
swers a real need in wear technology, and their plea for development of ad-
ditional systematic wear data is equally timely.

When it comes to the practice of wear control in a design office, the
problem is more challenging than wear study in the research laboratory. The
designer seldom has complete freedom in design, nor has he control over how
the equipment will eventually be used and serviced. Even if he does, the
basic information available is, as said before, incomplete and the stakes

*By editors.
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are high, so that the tendency against innovation is understandable.

The maintenance engineer must somehow cope with the legacy of the de-
signer, and be further handicapped by other constraints so eloquently enu-
merated in the paper, to such an extent that his option has been character-
ized by the authors as a "policy decision." This is essentially what it is,
although some policy makers might prefer to regard it as being based on a
"life-cycle cost analysis."

All this is fine if we know enougi- about the inputs and the input-out-
put functions for wear and life-cycle cos'i analyses; but we certainly do not
at this time. Meanwhile, machines do break down and need to be repaired one
way or another. It is against this background that the authors have per-
fcred a worthy service in sorting out some general guidelines and in re-
lating their experience in dealing with a variety of specific aircraft ser-
vice problems. It is hoped that the remains which follow will help to em-
phasize some of the points the authors have made or implied.

LUBRICATION PROCESS

The lubrication process to be provided a machine element is basically
the prerogative of the designer, but the maintenance engineer does have a
role in ensuring that adequate lubrication is maintained in service.

Where other considerations are not overriding, the designer probably
prefers the use of recirculating liquid lubrication for the critical, heavy-
duty machine elements. Whether it be conformal bearings such as plane or
journal bearings, or counterformal bearings such as rolling-element bearings,
cams, or gears, the maintenance of a minimum fluid film thickness sufficient
to prevent rubbing of surface asoerities and with solid contaminants is
aiways helpful. This tends to .Iiminate most mechanical types of wear (i.e.,
except corrosive and electrochemical, if present), and greatly minimize
though not necessarily eliminate surface fatigue altogether. Thus, when
liquid-lubricated bearings have failed, it is useful to make sure that an
adequate supply of lubricant, which is required to maintain an adequate
fluid film and to provide cooling, has not been somehow impeded in service.

Some of the actions over which the designer often has no direct control
are the "upgrading" of equipment to perform more severe tasks, and the
"streamlining" of maintenance procedure to lengthen the overhaul period or
dispense with some maintenance operations. Have these steps been such as to
encourage the accumulation of deposits so as to cause lubricant starvation
or inadequate cooling, or to help retain at the rubbing sites wear debris
generated there and solid contaminants entering from outside? Can a change
to a different oil help? Are filtration and sealing adequate? Can some
means of facilitating oil circulation help? These are some ways to prevent
wear short of a major design change, rather than accepting wear as inevi-
table.

MATERIALS AND SURFACE TREATMENTS

Of course, not all bearings are fluid-lubricated, for a variety of
reasons. Indeed, many bearings, by virtue of their functions or locations,
need not or cannot conveniently be so--and that is especially true of the
aircraft for which weight is at a premium. Such bearings operate in the
boundary or dry wear regimes, thus material compatibility, surface treat-
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ment, and hardness control are, as emphasized by the authors, of paramount
importance. In fact, even fluid-lubricated bearings must encounter transient
operating conditions when fully-developed hydrodynamic or elastohydrodynamic
lubrication is not achieved. Thus, even here, material compatability, sur-
face treatment, and hardness control are also important.

The authors have referred to the effect of hardness differential on
rubbing wear rate. In the practice of this technique, it is sometimes ad-
vantageous to allow the more expensive or less accessible part of a rubbing
part to wear minimally, and let the less expensive or more easily replaced
part to serve as the sacrificial member. In this manner, the time and cost
of replacements may be less in the long run.

MISALIGNMENT

Misalignment is virtually impossible to avoid even in original equip-
ment, and inevitably gets worse in service. Yet its effect on wear is e-
normous. In machine elements of "open configuration" such as most gears
and cams, misalignment alters the contact stress distribution but not the
imposed load, unless some unusual dynamic conditions are involved. In
machine elements of "closed configuration" such as roller bearings and
spline couplings, the danger of increased imposed load due to misalignment
is ever present, and this aggravates the contact stress distribution even
more. The increased maximum contact stress generally tends to decrease
rubbing wear life more or less linearly if a constant wear coefficient is
assumed, but it decreases surface fatigue life by a powerful exponential
function. There is no question that every repair shop should keep a sharp
eye on misalignment and have the proper means to measure and minimize it.

A not-infrequent misconception that this discussor has observed is the
indiscriminate use of the term "average contact stress." When any mis-
alignment is present, average contact stress is basically meaningless; it is
the local, maximum contact stress that controls the lubrication and wear
behavior.

The discussor has encountered cases, when excessive wear due to mis-
alignment is experienced, that proposals are made to increase the face width
of spur gear, increase the length of bearing journal, or increase the length
of spline coupling--all with the thought of increasing the "contact" area
and reducing the average contact stress. It is clear that, if the misalign-
ment is not changed, such a scheme will not significantly alter the contact
stress distribution in bearings of open configuration, and will only ag-
gravato the contact stress distribution in bearings of closed configuration.
Indeed, if a bearing of closed configuration is otherwise adequate in
strength (and this is not infrequent) and if the misalignment cannot be
easily corrected, shortening the bearing should be considered to reduce the
extra loading caused by the misalignment and thereby reduce the maximum con-
tact stress. For bearings of both open and closed configurations, the more
expensive means of crowning may also alleviate the problem. In some other
cases, a more flexible or elastic member may be introduced into the system
to accommodate the imposed misalignment.

SPLINE COUPLINGS

Spline couplings are widely used to transmit power or drive accessories,
or to operate components within accessories. Their principal advantages are

I-7
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mechanical simplicity, compactness and lightweight, and low cost. Although
spline couplings have a reputation of being able to accommodate some mis-
alignment, their closed configuration is such that tooth fracture and fa-
tigue may occur if misalignment is large, and fretting wear is inevitable
even if the misalignment is seemingly insignificant. The authors have re-
ferred to an early work i) from this discussor's laboratory. References
2-6 report some other interesting findings. It is neither possible nor
necessary to discuss our work in detail here, but a few salient points will
be made to round out the authors' perceptive treatment.

In principle, the best way to lubricate a spline coupling is by a re- I
circulating oil system. This not only prov~des good boundary lubrication,
but also enables the wear debris and hard oxides to be carried away from
the contact zone and be subsequently removed by filtration. Under these
conditions, the wear problem is generally minimal. This is indeed usually
done for splines located in the engine compartment or adjacent to it.

We have found that with splines operating in liquids such as an oil
or a fuel, wear reduction can be achieved quite effectively by improving
the liquid's boundary-lubrication capability; by using suitable antioxi-
dants; by suitable choice of metal combination and relative hardness; and
by certain surface treatments. (2 ,4o5) Of course, changing the liquid com-

position has limited practical application because the liquid, be it an
oil or a fuel, has other requirements to satisfy. Still, any engine oil
is a much better performer than a grease. In any case, metal and hardness
changes and surface treatments can readily be accomplished in the mainten-
ance process.

The advantages of recirculating liquid lubrication notwithstanding,
the lubrication of "interface splines" i.e., those used to drive accessories,
is a problem of different practical character. The problem is serious be-
cause interface splines are so numerous (typically about 100) on a modern
aircraft. (3) The use of oil recirculation entails considerable penalties
in terms of weight and mechanical complexity. On new aircraft, a reasonable
compromise is to use the "wet pad," which is, in effect, a recirculating
oil system (with circulation facilitated by centrifugal action) of limited
reservoir capacity. However, on many existing aircraft, retrofitting of
interface splines with wet pads is not always possible, mainly due to space
or other limitations. Such splines are usually grease-lubricated, and con-
siderable studies on greases, metal combinations and relative hardnesses,
and metallic coatings, have shown that their effects are much more modest
than in liquid lubrication.( 6) This is because the vigorous fretting action
raises the temperature of grease in the very limited clearance space between
the spline teeth, so that the grease actually solidifies. Grease solidifi-
cation prevents the metal surfaces from intimate contact with fresh grease
and thus impairs effective boundary lubrication. It also retains the wear
debris and hard oxides at the rubbing sites to cause abrasive wear.

Solid-film lubricants have proved no help at all, mainly due to the
vigorous fretting action involved.( 5) Plastic coatings tend to separate
and tear from the metal surfaces due to the fretting action, (3) and we have
not seen conclusive evidence of their benefit for spline application.

It should be emphasized that the real culprit of spline wear is mis-
alignment. Due to the closed configuration, the detrimental effect of mis-
alignment on spline wear life is exponential. (5) Accordingly, any scheme
that reduces the misalignment or reduces the effective slip amplitude will
help greatly. One very effective way is to interpose a high-strength, self-
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lubricating plastic "muff" (such as one made of a polyimide) between toe
metal members, and otherwise dispense with lubrication altogether.(6) With
such a scheme, and even with uncrowned metal and plastic teeth, the muff

divides the total imposed misalignment between two rubbing interfaces, and
thus effectively minimizes wear at both interfaces. Moreover, wear of the
metal teeth is virtually nil, and the plastic teeth experience mostly
plastic deformation rather than rubbing wear. This plastic deformation
serves to accommodate the imposed misalignment, i.e., to reduce the effec-
tive misalignments at both rubbing interfaces more than a metal muff can
provide. Finally, if the muff ever needs replacement, it is a simple mat-
ter to do so.

The use of a plastic muff an be a very effective maintenance scheme
for relatively large spline units (about 3-cm outer diameter and over).
Where still larger units can be accommodated, a coupling with a specially
formed plastic muff and a crowned inner spline, which gives even better
performance, is now accepted practice.(7) For smaller units, the use of
a plastic outer spline to engage a metal inner spline appears to be a prac-
tical compromise.(6)

Of course, where high torque-transmitting capacity is required, and
at high operating temperatures, the use of a plastic spline component is
not viable. For such applications, the use of a metal muff can provide
partial relief, particularly if it is designed to take up the major share
of the wear and thus serve as an easily replaceable item.(6)

CONCLUSION

It would be remissness not to emphasize once again that the authors
have performed a noble service in presenting their views in general and
their experiences in aircraft maintenance in particular. Despite the nu-
merous constraints they have encountered, improvements have been made.
One cannot measure their efforts on an absolute scale, for there is none.
Any tangible improvement, however arrived at, is a success.

Although the authors' goal is practical, their approach is as funda-
mental as current knowledge appears to indicate. The implications of their
work is far-reaching.
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WEAR PREVENTION
0. Knotek

ABSTRACT

The dependence of wear resistance on various properties of materials
used for wear prevention is discussed. The volume fraction of the hard
phase and the corrosion resistance are important in many cases. Methods of
application of wear resistant surface coatings are discussed. Because of
the numerous possibilities (diffusion, PVD, CVD welding, etc.) cost is a major
consideration in the use of coatings against wear and corrosion. Therefore,
welding processes present the best solution with respect to metals and alloys.
Examples of wear resistance on the welding parameters of several alloys are
given. Most hard alloys used for welding (spraying) are based on Fe-Cr-C,
Co-Cr-W-C and Ni-Cr-B-Si. The structure of recently developed boron free
hard nickel alloys and electroless nickel boron alloys are discussed. The
increase of wear resistance by boronizing is shown in the case of boronized
cobalt alloys and cemented carbides.

INTRODUCTION

If a wear resistant material is not used by itself for a tool or mach-
ine part, wear prevention is accomplished by a combination of two or moredifferent materials. The wear resistance of materials is based mainly on

the resistance against (a) chemical reactions (wear occurs by continuous
removal of reaction products), (b) the diffusion of the wearing agent into
the base material (cratering of machining tools), and (c) plastic deforma-
tion, chipping and fatigue caused by the wearing operation. At least one
of these three basic wear phenomena can be observed in many cases. Wear
resistance is a property of the whole system, and it cannot be described
by a sinqle property like the hardness.

It is clear, therefore, that wear protection has to be based on those
three basic possibilities. For instance, corrosion is observed in many
wear problems and many wear resistant materials are indeed good corrosion
resistant materials.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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SURFACE COATINGS

Coatings can b, used as diffusion barrier (e.g. Ti(C,N) coatin on car-
bide tools). The protection itself can be done by diffusion or by the .'ppli-
cation of coatings. For a long time various welding operations were the pre-
ferred techniques for coating against wear. The vacuum metallurgy and elec-
tronics industry have most recently made new coating procedures possible.
These physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
processes can be operated very well. The coatings are thinner than welded
layers but the possibilities are vast. The properties of the substrate may,
however, be influenced by the coating operation (heat generated by welding).
This has to be considered in the coating process.

In CVD, a gas reaction on the surface of a heated substrate forms the
coating Jesired. Hard compounds like carbides, nitrides, borides and oxides
are produced. The most common CVD coatings are TiC/TiN and A1203 on car-
bides and steels. The problem of most CVD-processes is the high substrate
temperature, which limits the substrate material, the reaction of the reac-
tive gas mixture (i.e. TiC1 4 + C114 4 Pic + 4 HCI) with the substrate and the
gasflow. The new developments are in the direction of lower reaction temper-
atures.

The most simple PVD process is the evaporation. Here, as in the case
of all other CVD and PVD processes the coatinq achieved is thin and should
not exceed a few tens of micrometers. For wear resistant coating the ad-
hesion of a simple evaporated coating is not sufficient for many cases. A
glow discharge has to be added and, in many cases, the substrate is heated.
Electronbeam guns permit evaporation of high melting compounds.

An example for the use of evaporation or plasmatron sputtering is the
turbine blade coating of MCrAlY alloys (M = Ni, Cr, Fe) aqainst corrosion
and wear. The plasma spraying of same alloy powders is in use also.

Recent techniques employ higher substrate temperatures, reactions in the
gaseous phase, acceleration of the gas particles in the direction of the sub-
strate. The results are the ARE process(l) and the ion plating. Dense
TiC-coatings of more than 100 pm can be produced by ARE on steel. Evaporated
titanium reacts with acetylene according to the reaction 2Ti + c2H2 -* 2Tic +
H2 . The substrate temperature is far below that of the common CVD-process.

The evaporated titanium particles can be pushed by ionized argon at
in an electric field. This "ionplating" results in better adhesion, pri-
marily by biasing the substrate. But the coating rate is low and the control
of the process is not easy. If a reaction is introduced to form hard com-
pounds (MT + N2 + 2TiN) it works well with one reaction product (Figure 1).
(2) If a second product appears, difficulties grow quickly (2M1 + C -2

2TiC + H2 ) because of disturbance of the electric field applied. But various
tools are coated now by ionplated TiN. A scheme of structures achieved (3) is
given in Figure 2.

To date, for many cases welding processes permit the best solution for
metals and alloys. This is the most important area of practical use. oe
amount of wear tolerated at many machine parts is larger than the coating
thickness achieved by several other coating methods. The chemical deposition
of chromium and boron nickel produces economic results in cases where it can
be applied.

Diffusion processes using carbon, nitrogen, aluminum, and chromium, are

V_
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also conon. The diffusion of boron was introduced recently. So the follow-
ing discussion of wear prevention will deal with welding and briefly with
chemical (electroless) deposition of nickel boron and boron diffusion on
special substrates.

In the early days hardfacing by welding was used for repair and main-
tenance. Within the past decade, surface treatment of components and in
particular the hard facing of engineered parts has become commonplace with
the manufacture of original equipment. Parallel to these developments, the
economiks of the welding operation has changed markedly due to increased
labor costs and to the difficulty of having a sufficient number of skilled
welders to achieve reproducible results of hardfacinq. Generally, the hard-
facing process needs more welding ex;perience than the joining by weldinq.
This has caused the development of automatic and semi-automatic welding
equipment which permit high deposition rates and an increase in the perfor-
mance-cost ratio.

For hardfacing alloys a proven scheme is based on the matrix metals
iron, cobalt and nickel. Tables 1-3 give the composition of common iron,
cobalt and nickel hard facing alloys. 14) Hard phases are formed by addi-
tion of carbon (in Fe, Co) or boron (in Ni). Examples of the ternary and
quarternary systems (5-7) are shown in Fiqures 3-5. Intermetallic Laves
phases are used as hard phases in special cobalt and nickel base allows for
powder spraying also.

The welding process plays an important role in the formation of the
structure of the welded deposit via cuoling rate. It is impossible to
transform every hardfacing alloy in every kind of consumable due to their
inferior mechanical properties. Many of the alloys shown above can be pro-
duced only as cast rods or powders.

The welding processes employed for hardfacing are:

(a) gas torch welding
(b) manual arc welding
(c) submerged arc welding
(d) gas shield welding
(e) open arc weldinq
(f) thermal spraying
(g) fusion treatment
(h) plasma spraying
(i) transferred arc plasma
(J) flame plating
(k) deposition processes (electroslag)

Table 4 shows an example of the relation between welding process, dilu-
tion, coating thickness and kind of consumable used. Figures 6 and 7 show
structures of iron base alloys at different welding conditions. Wear re-
sistance of welded overlays are shown in Figure 8.

The volume fraction of hard phase is very important for the wear re-
sistance in a welded overlay. Figures 9 and 10 indicate the deRendL,,ce of
wear resistance on the volume fraction in cobalt-based alloys. ( ) Often
there is no proportional dependence and the best wear resistance is not
achieved for the highest hard phase concentration.

In many applications the behavior of hard alloys at elevated tempera-
tures is more important than the room temperature behavior. (Figure 11).
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TABLE I.-IRON BASE HARDFACING ALLOYS

Composition wt %
(rest iron)

C Cr Mn Si Others Welding Method

1 0.1 0.8 1 Ti E UP MIG

2 0.15 1 2 Ti E UP MIG

3 0.1 1.5 1 1 0.9Mo UP OA MIG

4 1 2 2 1.6 E

5 0.1 3 1 E UP MIG

6 0.1 5 1.5 0.6Mo O.5v E UP MIG

7 0.3 6 1.5 1.1 0.8Mo UP OA

8 0.5 9 0.5 3 E UP

9 0.5 9 0.5 0.SMoIV E UP

10 0.5 9 2 1.4 1.8Mo UP

11 2 13 A E WIG

12 0.75 15.5 6 1.75 UP OA

13 1 17 0.5Mo E

14 1 17 16Mo 6.25Co
1.9v AE

15 0.1 18 6 8Ni WIG MIG E

16 5 20 lOV A WIG E

17 2 23.5 2 2 UP OA

18 3.? 28 1 0.75 3Co 0.75B UP CA

19 0.15 29 0.5 9 Ni If UP OA MIG

20 3 30 AE

21 3.5 32 2 UP OA

22 4 34 0.5 1 E

23 3.75 10Mo A

24 0.6 16 1.75 4.5Ni E UP OA
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TABLE I.-RON BASE IIARDFACING ALLOYS (CONT.)

Composition wt %
(rest iron)

C Cr Mn Si Other, Welding Method

25 0.3 2.3 2Co 0.3V
8.8W A E WIG

26 0.65 1.6 0.7Mo 1,3V
0.5W + Ta/Nb A E WIG

27 0.8 3.7 8.5Mo IV
.8W A E WIG MIG UP

28 0.8 4.3 4.8Co 0.9Mo
1.6v 18W A E WIG

29 60-70W 2C A E OA
WC

30 80WC E

31 70WC

10Cr3C 2  E

A: Gas Welding

E: Electric Arc Welding

UP: Electroslag Welding

OA: Open Arc Welding

WIG:
Inert Gas Welding

MIG:

Figures 12 and 13 show results of corrosion and wear resistance tests and
the influence of the alloying elements.

Due to the availability of different matrix metals, formation of hard
phases within, and the variety of welding processes, hardfacing by welding
permits the solution of a variety of wear problems. On the one hand, there
are the powder welding techniques with low heat influence to the base metal
(less prone to martensitic tempering or few machining problems after sur-
facing) and on the other hand, high deposition rates almost in the range of
casting. There-are even techniques where solid carbide powder is put into
the molten pool and so on. The joining presurfaced parts to a component is
also used.

I _ -7 7___ ___-
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T4BLE II.-COBALT BASE HARDFACING ALLOYS I
Composition wt %
(Rest Cobalt)

C CR W Mo Ni Nb Others Welding Method 

1 1 26 5 A E WIG (MIG)

2 1.8 27 9 A E WIG (MIG)

3 2.- 29 13 A E WIG

4 1.7 26 12 20 WIG

5 2.2 25 15 WIG

6 .8 30 3.5 8 5 .5Cu WIG

7 Matrix Nr. 6 3OWC WIG

8 Matrix Nr. 6 40WC WIG

9 1.7 27 6 30Fe

• See Table I.

TABLE .II.-NICKEL BASE HAFDFACING ALLOYS

Composition wt %
(Rest Nickel)

C Cr Mo W B Si Others Welding Method*

1 0.1 15.5 16 3.7 5.3Fe E UP ?'G

2 0.6 15 3.5 4 4Fe A

3 0.4 12 2.5 3.5 3.5Fe A

4 0.3 10.5 2.8 4 3.5Fe A

5 Matrix Nr. 4 70-80W2 C/
WC j,

6 Matrix Nr. 4 80WC 1OPe WIG

S See Table I.

PVT7I 1,0
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Fig. 7.-icrostructure of an Fe-Cr-C hard facing alloy.
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TABLE 1V.-IARDFACING WIT CO-ALLOYS

Deposition !Iinimum Thickness
Process Rate Dilution of Deposition

kg/h tm

Gas 1.8 1 0.75

WIG 2.3 10 2 0

Plasma 3.2 2 0.25

MIG 5.5 30 3.0

MIG + Cold Wire 25.0 20 4.5 -

ELECTROLESS DEPOSITION

The electroless chemical deposition of nickel and nickel phorphor are
well known. Although the deposition of nickel boron is ten years old, the
break through came only recently. After deposition the nickel matrix con-
tains about 4%13 by weight. This boron forms Ni 3B during the following heat

treatment. The treatment can be done at 50-320C from 2 hours up to 40
weeks. A hardness of 1200 - 1300 Hv can be achieved by a 2 h treatment at
310'C Maximum hardness of 1600 to 2000 [V was observed. The formation of
Ni3B in the deposit during the heat treatment has been proved. We think that
during deposition the NiB]2 is formed and stabilized by impurities which
are present. The pure NiB12 is unstable. A little increase of temperatures
of only 50% initiates the formation of the stable Ni3B. One of the nost
interesting findings is the mobility of boron at this low temperature.

BORONIZING

Boronizing can be carried out in a gaseous atmosphere, in a liquid
(molten salts) and by powder packing or brushing a paste. We chose the last
two possibilities because of the easy handling.l10) Mixtures of boron car-
bide, silicon carbide, amorphous boron and potassium boron fluorate (acti-
vator) were used at temperatures of 800, 900, 1000 0C. Boronizing time was
4,8,12h. Pure cobalt, hard cobalt alloys (i.e. Co-Cr,Mo) and cemented car-
bides were boronized. The layer on pure cobalt (900C, 8h) consists of
Co2B.

For boronizing cemented carbides the limit of temperature is about
1000C due to the cobalt-boron eutectic. Up to 1O00°C the carbide phases
are not boronized. Cemented WC shows a formation of WB (HV 3700) at 1200'C.
At 14000 and 3 h exposure, WB and W2B5 could be observed. At boronizing
temperatures of 1O00°C the cobalt binder phase is changed only. Three zones
were found. CoB, C2B and C03B. At temperatures from 900% to 1000% an
additional zone containing WCoB is formed. A nomogram for estimation of
boronized layers on cemented carbides is given in Figure 14. Fiqure 15
gives the hot hardness of a boronized steel, cemented carbides and Figure 16
the microhardness of boronized layer on WC-CO-carbides.
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Fig. 17.-Crater and flank wear Of boronized TiC coated and untreated cemented
carbide.

A variety of convnercial cemented carbides were boronized, CVD coated
or used untreated for machining cast iron. The results are given in
Figure 17. The crater and flank wear is similar for boronized and CVO
coated tools.
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DISCUSSION

I. AITCHISON, Atomic Energy, Canada: You. presentation is very interesting.
Everybody seems to know how to deposit Stellite 6. But the nickel-based
alloys seem hard to deposit. We are interested in these alloys for nuclear
applications where we cannot use cobalt. i wonder if you have any remarks
on the technology and the practical difficulties of applying nickel-based
alloys.

0. KNOTEK: The reason for the development of nickel-based alloys is to avoid
boron and in some cases cobalt in the nuclear power generation equipment.
Generally speaking, nickel and cobalt are chemically very similar. But with
cobalt we always form very complex carbides. The solubility of silicon in
nickel is much higher than in cobalt. Therefore, we can play a little bit
more with the carbon-silicon ratio in the nickel alloy than with a cobalt
alloy. We can go up to 5 percent silicon in the nickel alloys.

This alloy was prepared by plasma melting, sand casting and machining.
Then it was cleaned in a pickling bath which contained hydrofluoric acid.
No other alloy would withstand that. But high silicon nickel alloy can
withstand that. On the other hand, silicon stabilizes different carbides
in the as cast condition. M2C and sometimes M3C 2 carbides are stabilized
which may give different properties to the plasma sprayed coating. We made
cast alloys and used them for turbines and heavy motors in Europe. It cow-
pares very well with Stellite 6. So far we were unable to make powders of
this alloy at our university.

i I
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REVIEW OF USEFULNESS OF NEW
SURFACE ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS

IN UNDERSTANDING BOUNDARY
LUBRICATION

D. Godfrey

ABSTRACT

Thr7 literarure from 1967 to 1977 was reviewed to determine the useful-
ness of new surface ana1j-tical tools in boundary lubrication. The scann2ng
electron microscope permitted significant advances in understanding fatigue
and delamination wear, diffusion of alloying elements and the nature of
corrosive wear. Electron probe microanalysis, electron spectroscopy for
chemical analysis, and Auger electron spectroscopy revealed the concentra-
tion and distribution of elements and fragments of compounds from Z-ubri-
caring oil additaves in boundary lubrication films on metal surfaces. Other
instruments such as low energy electron diffraction showed the transfer of
tlements during adhesive contacts and the ,,xchange of elements during
;,lidina.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to assess the present understanding of
boundary lubrication (BL). The author has chosen to determine what useful
knowledge tribologists have gained in the last ten years by the use of
modern analytical instruments, such as the microprobe. The literature has
been surveyed back through 1967, and the results have been classified and
evaluated. The most useful instrument was the scanning electron microscope
which has provided new concepts on the shape of surfaces and wear fragments.

In the last ten years, there have been BL reviews by Tabor ( ), God-
frey( 2), Campbell( 3) (with 210 references), Clayfield and Galvini(4),
Fein(5), Beerbower(6 1), and Rowe(8). The writing of another similar re-
view seemed unnecessary if not repetitious. All reviewers have concluded
that we do not know the details of the mechanisms in BL. In particular,
more research is needed to reveal the conditions of the formation and the
nature of films on the areas of real contact.

A concise sunmmary of the state of knowledge of BL as revealed by the
reviewers may be useful.

1. BL is a complex phenomena involving metallurgy, surface roLghness,
adsorption, chemisorption, corrosion, catalysis, temperature effects, and
time of reaction. In practical machines, BL rarely occurs in a pure state

J,
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and is mixed with or intermittvntly replaced by hydrodynamic lubrication.

2. Th. most important factor in BL is the formation of a surface film
on metals to minimize damage during solid-to-solid contacts.

3. Film formation is determined by the chemistry of the film former
and the chemical properties of the surface. Films can be composed of ad-
sorbed long chain molecules, chemisorbed soaps such cs iron stearate,
deposited solids such as zinc sulfide, resins or "friction polymer," laminar
solid., and plastics.

4. Lubrication effectiveness is determined by the physical properties
of the film including thickness, shea:- strength or hardness, cohesion, ad-
hesion, melting point, and the solubility of the film in the base oil.

5. Other environmental species such as oxygen, water, and competing

surfactants affect film formation.

6. The mode of operation of machines with surfaces in relative motion
determines the success oi BI. Speed, load, and rate of loading with or
without break-in, constant le~d, cyclic loading, temperature, rate of
heating or cooling, recipr'ocetion or unidirectional sliding, all affect
performance.

The complete characterization of a thin film on a boundary-lubricated
surface is a difficult and expensive task. The principal difficulties are
the recognition of the load carrying part of the film, the identification
of the composite structure of a complex-layered film, and the recognition
and characterization of amorphous material.

It is clear from the literature that the use of any one surface
analytical technique is insufficient to characterize a surface (9,10 ). For
example, the use of diffraction only would miss all amorphous material in a
film. The answer is to use many techniques of analysis.

METHODS OF SURFACE ANALYSES USEFUL IN BL

There was no attempt, and the author was not qualified, to review the

methods of surface analyses in detail. The highlights of the application
of some newer selected methods to tribology will be given.

Others have reviewed surface analysis techniques. Quinn wrote a
paper(11 ) and a book (12) on physical techniques in wear with emphasis on
electron microscopy as well as on electron and X-ray diffraction.
Haltner(1 3) reviewed techniques for studying and characterizing solid
surfaces. In 1976, Furey and Eiss put on an advanced ASLE course on the
"Physical, Chemical, and Topographical Characterization of Surfaces." The
lectures included chemical characterization by energy emission. The book,
"Characterization of Solid Surfaces," by Kane and Larrabee( 14 ) was used for
tne course and is a good reference for details of many techniques to be
discussed. Buckley, a pioneer in the use of surface analysis instruments
in tribology, recently reviewed the methods for the study of wear (15).

A few examples from the author's files of analyses of surfaces related
to BL are presented.
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TECHNIQUES WHICH REVEAL STRUCTURE

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

This older useful method reveals the structure of crystal line material
from which compounds can be identified. When a good diffraction pattern is
obtained, the identification of the compound can be positive. No other
technique provides such an analysis. A modified technique using glancing

angle of X-rays is useful for surface films in situ. XRD can be used to
identify wear fragments, corrosion products, deposits, films stripped or
scraped off or pulled off with tape. X-ray crystallographers can now
analyze micrograms of material. XRD wi l also identify the presence cf
amorphous material.
Electron Diffraction (ED)

A diffracted electron beam gives structure and composition of crystal-
line material similar to XRD. The shorter wave length of electrons compared
to X-rays allows its use for smaller crystallites and thinner films. ED can
be used on a film in place on a surface by directing the beam at a glancing
angle. Films removed from the surface can be examined by transmission
selected area electron diffraction. ED is also useful in the study of wear
fragments and corrosion products. One danger in ED is that the intense beam
may alter, if not destroy, some organic-type specimens. Another problem is
that spot or incomplete patterns may be obtained, some of which cannot be
identified with certainty.

Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED)

LEED utilizes a low energy electron beam which is diffracted by
molecules regularly arranged on a surface. Usually, the surface is a
single crystal in the shape of a pin point and examined at high temperature
in a hard vacuum. LEED reveals the location of atoms and the structure of
surfaces even less than a half a monolayer. LEED has been used to study the
structural changes and kinetics of interaction of iron and water and the
fundamentals of tribological surfaces. In one case, wear experiments on
cermets were observed in action in an SEM(16). LEED requires very good
vacuum with idealized uncontaminated specimens. There may be difficulties
in interpretating the spot patterns.

TECHNIQUES WHICH REVEAL TOPOGRAPHY AND SHAPE

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

SEM provides photographs of dramatic three-dimensional quality because
of its great depth of field and wide range of magnification. A focused
electron beam is caused to scan a specimen which emits secondary electrons.
The emitted electrons strike a collector from which an image can be ob-
tained. The depth of field is 300 times greater than the light microscope.
SEM was compared back to back with electron and optical microscopy (17 ).
Eyre and Dutta ,18 ) described the method and its varied use in wear studies.
A large working distance permits the analysis of large specimens such as
gear teeth. If a specimen is too large for an SEM apparatus, replicas of
the surface can be used. The replica technique has been used to follow the
wear of gear teeth during a run(19).

SEM also provides the opportunity to view a whole wear area, for
example, wear scars on balls from a four-ball machine. Often one can learn

/ ~ ~ T ~ * ~ -
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more from this low magnification macrograph than from a high magn~fication
micrograph of one small area, such as obtained from the electron microscope.
SEM has been used with closed-circuit television to observe wear in action
in a vacuum (20 ).

Figure I demonstretes the great depth of field of SLM at hiqh magnifi-
cation. The pits are due to the absence of graphite on the surface :f
nodular Last iron in an engine. The work suggested that oil cavitation
removed the graphite. Figure 2 shows the Hureiulite crystals of a conmer-
cial phosphate coating on a new cast iron camshaft.

METHODS WHICH GIVE CHEMICAL ANALYSTS OF SURFACES

Electron Probe Microanalysis (EPMA)

X-rays emitted from an element which is bombarded with an electron beam
provide information on the location and concentration of the element on and
in surface layers. rPMA does not give direct information on the compounds
in a film; however, associations of elements are supporting evidence. Fo-
example, the finding of iron associated with oxygen would certainly suggest
iron oxide. The element identification and distribution data can be in thp
form of total counts on a computer or as a spectrum on graph paper or on
film as white dots on a black background. In BL these X-ray images are very
useful in associating elements with particular microfeatures shown by SEM.
For example, the element sulfur may be associated with a stress corrosion
crack. Rough surfaces present a problem, and the method is essentia!ly
qualitative for BL but can be semiquantitative for thicker films or deposits.

Figure 3 is an example of the use of EPMA. In this case, it identif;ed
inclusions in metal. The specimen is the cast iron foot of a new commercial
hydraulic valve lifter. It has been shown that cracks originated at these
inclusions and led to contact fatigue. The correspondence of the black
particles in the sample current image and the element X-ray images shows
that the inclusions are a manganese silicide and not graphite as might have
been expected in cast iron. Figures 4 and 5 further exemplify the combined
use of 3EM and EPMA, showing salt as the cause of the corrosive wear
(rusting) of the cast iron sides of a piston ring from a locomotive run on a
seacoast line. Figure 4 shows the X-ray images of sodium and chlorine in
the pits. Figure 5 shows the element tracings across the ring and the
intimate association of sodium and chlorine. Figure 6 shows how the micro-
probe can help determine if scuffing has occurred. The X-ray image of iron
shows that iron is present on the chromium-plated surface of the piston
ring, proving transfer from the cast iron cylinder wall.

Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA)

ESCA determines the elements on a surface by measuring their binding
energies. A surface is irradiated with X-rays. Electrons are emitted from
the atoms in the surface and collected and separated according to their
energy. From the energies, the binding energy is deduced to identify the
elements emitting the electrons. The binding energies vary slightly with
chemical state of the element. These chemical shifts allow identification
of valence state of the element and thus its possible association with other
elements. For example, ESCA will show the oxidation state of iron.
Another example in BL is determining the form of sulfur on a lubricated
surface. The technique will determine if the sulfur is in the form of
elemental sulfur, sulfate, sulfide, or as a sulf-oxide. A proolem is deter-
mining the association of elements, for example, if zinc, iron and sulfjr as

.....
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Fig. 2.-Scanning electron micrographs of new phospha ted cam.
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~rea Examined

Scanning Electron Micrograph

Shows two pits, due to
.absence of graphite; one

with white salt.

Element X-Ray Images of
Same Area

Sodium

Chlorine

Fig. 4.-Scanning electron microprobe analyses of top side of locomotive
piston ring.

sulfide, are present, one cannot say if the compound is zinc sulfide or iron
sulfide. ESCA analyzes only the extreme outermost layers of surface mate-
rial, 2 nm. Contamination is a problem. The beam covers large areas
because the specimen is excited by flooding the surface with X-rays and,
therefore, the spatial resolution is poor. The method is nondestructive

and gives useful chemical information but offers poor elemental sensitivity.
Details of analytical ,.'oblems with ESCA are given in Reference 21. Depth
profiles and thickness can be determined with ESCA by removing layers by
ion bombardment. An ESCA method has recently been reported

(2 ) which has a

resolution of 15-20 pm. It uses a small electron beam focused on aluminum
foil with the specimen on the backside. This technique would be suitable

Sfor a stripped film.
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Sodium

-Chlorine

Direction of Scan

Back Fdge CI 2.1% Na 1.2%
of Chromium Face

Top Side

f,, Chromium

Fig. 5.-Electron microprobe element tracings across top side of worn piston
ring.

Figure 7 shows an example of the sue of ESCA in film analysis related
to BL. The specimen is the surface of the lobe of a used cast iron cam run
in an automobile for approximately 50,000 miles with an oil containing
sulfur in the additives. The spectra presented show that sulfur in the

surface layers is present as a sulfide, possibly a metal sulfide. Also pre-
sent were two species of oxidized sulfur, possibly as sulfite, and as
sulfate. The results are similar to those in Reference 22. The specific
chemical compounds could not be identified.

Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES)

AES is a method which permits analysis of the surface layers for very

small areas of a surface. The method analyzes all elements heavier than
helium. The surface is irradiated with a small finely focused electron bean)
which provides good spatial resolution down to 1 pm. AES can show the
change in the ratio of elements on a surface. Also, as in ESCA, ion bom-
bardment is available for depth profiling and elemental imaging. AES can be
combined with LEED and SEM.

In BL, it is particularly useful for detecting the important elements --
carbon, sulfur, nitrogen, phosphorus, and oxygen. A detailed description of
this and other methods is given in References 23 and 24. One disadvantage
of AES is that the intense electron beam may damage the surface being
analyzed.

Scanning Auger Microscopy (SAM)

SAM is a technique of scanning with AES and ideal for the detailed
characterization of a nonhomogeneous surface, such as a worn surface. In
SAM, the scanning electron beam is a small spot and thus small areas such as
a film on a microplateau can be analyzed. Thus, SAM provides high resolu-
tion in the form of SEM imaging combined with elemental mapping.

____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ____ ___
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Scanning Electron Micrograph Chromium X-Ray Image

Iron X-Ray Image Sulfur X-Ray Image

Fig. 6.-Electron microprobe analysis of scuffed area on face of chromium
plated piston ring.
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Si. Sulfide
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Binding Energy, eV

rig. 7.-Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis. Film on cast iron cam
from automobile run 50,000 miles.

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS)

SIMS is an older technique more widely used in other fields. Its
features are high Plenental sensitivity and th~e ability to detect hydrogen
and molecular fragmrnc . The surface is irradiated by a beam of incident
ions which destroys the film on the surface. However, less than 1/100 of a
monolayer provides a .able signal. Depth profiles are possible. The chief
advantage is I nalysis for fragments of compounds such as sulfate SO-2 or
phosphate PO-  from a small area. A disadvantage is that the analysis is
not quantitative.

Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence (EDXRF)

This method detects elements heavier than sodium by exciting the
specimen with X-rays and detecting the element's characteristic X-ray. It
is rapid, nondestructive, and capable of simultaneous multielement analysis
in the ppm range. The method can be quantitative if standards are used.X-rays are emitted from the top 10 1m of the film so surface sensitivity is
usually not great enough for depth profiling. EDXRF is very useful in BL
for detecting elements in metals, in films on metals, in corrosion products,
in oils, and in wear fragments. It is particularly useful in identifying
oxygen, phosphorus, sulfur, and chlorine. Some instruments allow analysis
of various sizes and shapes of specimens in a few minutes' time.

Figure 8 is a demonstration of the use of EDXRF for film analysis. A
steel strip was immersed in hot oil to promote film format~ion by additives
in the fresh experimental crankcase oils. The results show that the ratio
of phosphorus, sulfur, and zinc in the films formed by the two oils were
different.

7777- 0
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Fig. S.-Energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence of films formed on iron during

ammersion in crankcase oils.

Reflection Infrared Spectroscopy (RIS)

In this method, the infrared beam is reflected several times between
two parallel polished metal specimens on which the unknown film is present.
The method is also known as attenuated total reflectance infrared techniques.
It was first applied to BL by Francis and Ellison(25).

Inelastic Electron Tunneling Spectroscopy (IETS)

The detection of whole organic molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces is
not provided by any of the methods already described. IETS, however, can
do this by measuring the vibrational spectrum of monolayers or organic
molecules on a metal oxide surface. For example, it can detect fatty acid
monolayers important in BL (26 ). The specimen must be sandwiched between
two metal films and measured at liquid helium temperatures. There are no
known applications to BL, but it appears promising.

Field Ion Microscopy (FIM)

In this method, the polished tip of a needle-like single crystal is
subjected to very high potential. The image is projected at high magnifica-

tion and gives the locations of molecules on the crystalline planes with aI
resolution of 2-3 nm. In tribology, it is most suitable for the study of
adhesion due to contact.j
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Other Method3

Other methods of surface analysis have been used in other fields of
science but no papers were found where they were applied to tribology.
These include: ion microprobe, secondary ion spectroscopy, scanning
electron stimulated desorption, pyrolysis mass spectrometry, ultraviolet
photoemission spectroscopy, Massbauer spectroscopy, electron energy loss
spectroscopy, ion scattering spectroscopy, and neutron activation.

RESULTS

Adhesion

A combination of LEED and AES has been used to study the transfer of
clean metals to clean iron or nickel during normal contact in vacuum(15 ).
The amount of transfer and adhesion is related to the physical properties
of the metals and the presence of oxide films. AES has also been used in
combination with a sliding experiment to monitor rider metal transfer to a
disk in vacuum (27). In the first passes, silver, aluminum, and copper were
transferred to the oxidized steel disk. EPMA has been used to measure
transferred metal during sliding (28 ).

Wear Mechanisms

SEM is widely used in tribology to show new, worn, or damaged surfaces,
pits, cracks, corrosion, and delamination. SEM has been an important tool
in the development of the delamination theory of wear because it shows
cracks and lifting of fragments not otherwise visible(29). In one case,
involving the study of lubricated machined surfaces( 30), the author concludes
that SEM is more indicative of the true condition of the surface than are
surface roughness measurements. SEM shows detailed features, such as pits,
grooves, and dimples, not revealed by a surface roughness apparatus. The
SKF Rolling Bearing Damage Atlas (31) has used many SEM's to show surface
features. Also, SEM has revealed the size and shape of crystals of phosphate
coatings(32) which affects antiscuff properties of metals. (See Figure 2.)

SEM has been used for the topography of wear scars on balls from four
ball machine lubricant tests (33). SEM clearly reveals the details of the
failed surfaces in relation to the whole scar.

SEM has permitted the use of taper microsection which exposes the sur-
face, subsurface material, and the base metal structure all in one photo-
graph. This clever technique has been demonstrated by Eyre and his co-
workers( 18 , 4,35) and in one case, shows the running-in and the depth and
extent of the white carbide phase formed during scuffing of cast iron piston
rings. Eighty-three SEM and microprobe photographs are used to show the
effect of cylinder bore finish on piston ring scuffing( 36). One set shows
chromium particles from the ring embedded in and associated with abrasion
furrows in the cast iron bore. The surface detail exemplified by this study
was not obtainable by any other technique. One or more eletent EMPA line
scans are superimposed on SEM's of taper sectioned specimens to show the
unlubricated wear of aluminum alloys(37) . The change in alloy concentration
on the surface, the subsurface and the bulk metal was seen in one photograph.
This is a useful combination of techniques.

The adhesion of polytetrafluoroet'sylene (PTFE) to metals during normal
contact and subsequent sliding wear by embedded metal particles in the PTFE,
has been revealed using FIM, AES, and SEM (16). The authors demonstrate how

7.",..
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PTFE can machine an aluminum disk. SEM has shown microscopic pockets in
rolled aluminum that had been formed by a very viscous lubricant. The
aluminum oxide film was ruptured( 38).

SEM has revealed that wear of wet and dry human cartilage in a pendulum
m:achine is due to detachmept of fibrous strands on the surface (39 ).

Wear Fragments

SEM is superior to optical microscopy for revealinq the nature of wear
fragments. Side-by-side photographs are shown in Reference 17. SEM has
revealed spherical metal particles in wear debris from roflin contact
fatiaue (40 , cavitation( 40), fretting (41), and pitted gears (43). Spherical
particies are now established as a symptom of fatigue. Wear fragments
collected from a pin on ring apparatus run in an ester oil were identified
by XRD as a mixture of Je 203, Fe304 , and FeO. The condition represents
poor lubrication and a severe form of oxidative wear(l0 ). EP14A and SEW have
been used to characterize wear fragments collected from oil out of rear
axles run for 50,000 miles (4 3 ) . The auth,. again showed the superiority of
SEM over optical microscopy and the elcments associated with the fragments.
Titanium dioxide from gear-marking ccinounds and some silicon dioxide con-
taminants were found. Wear fragments from unlubricated cast iron, slidinq
under mild conditions, were found tc be flat plates of Fe304

(44) by SEM and
XRD. SEM of wear fragments has provided an understanding of the wear of
steel(45).

CHEMISTRY OF FILMS IN BL

Oxygen

Oxygen is an important element in BL. Microanalytical techniques have
shown that dissolved oxygen reacts with the super refined mineral oil and
the metal surface to form organometallics which reduce friction and wear(46 ).
XRD has also been useful(47) in deducing the temperatures during unlubr.cated
sliding of iron surfaces by analysis of the oxides found in the wear frag-
ments. EPMA was used with SEM in Reference 48 to show the presence of

islands of less oxidized iron on a worn oxidized surface. The X-ray Plement
tracing was matched with the SEHl to clearly show the chanqe in the amount of
oxide with location. In a wear study (49 ) of HgO sliding on steel, EPMA has
shown that a solid solution of FeO and lgG had formed on the sliding surface.

Sulfur

Forbes first reported the use of SEM and EPMA(o° 51) in BL with the
distribution of sulfur from various sulfur compounds (and oxygen from air)
on four-ball wear scars. This work reveals the risks of analyzing rough
scuffed surfaces where elements are in nonrubbing, depressed areas. The
material in depressions may be nonfunctional varnish-like deposits from the
lubricant rather than load carrying reaction products in fllms on the
plateaus. In similar work (52), sulfur concentration is increased only with
"seizure" and reaches concentrations up to 30% of the surface. Films fromsulfur and chlorine containinq additives cn four-ball wear scars are

examined by AES( 53). The higher load carrying sulfur additives form thicker
films than the chlorine additive, and the sulfur content increases with
load. Sulfur on scuffed four-ball scars has been found to occur on the high
plateaus and as iron sulfide (with iron oxide) by glancing XRDV52). XRD of
su-face films formed by sulfur compounds in the presence of air are composed
of a mixture of iron sulfide and iron oxide S4,55). Films of mixed
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composition protect the metal from excessive sulfidation and provide better
lubrication. Buckley was the first and only user of AES( 56,57) for sliding
surfaces. He has demonstrated that sulfide films on iron surfaces are dis-
placed by oxygen and that sliding inhibits the adsorption of H2S and methyl
mercaptan to an iron surface.

ESCA (labelled XPS in the paper) has been used to analyze unfailed
films on Falex machine steel pins run in 16 different organo-sulfur corn-
pounds in oil(58) All the additives produced the same metal sulfide.
Sulfide concentration showed a correlation with wear. Other elements from
the additives were present.

Phosphorus I
EPMA aligned with SEM's of surfaces run in V tricresyl phosphate in

mineral oil has shown iron and phosphorus in the film. XRD of the filn
formed on a hot wire in the same oil identified the film as a mixture of
iron phosphates (59). In another study with a series of amine phosphates(Go),
EPMA has indicated low concentrations of phosphorus on four-ball scars.
EPMA has been used effectively to resolve the composition of anttwear films
formed by dialkyl phosphates(61). Tne films contain iron-organo-ch.sphite
formed by hydrolysis. Under more severe sliding conditions, fuIter hydrol-

ysis occurs to form an iron-inorgano-phosphite film. XRD also irdicatesthat iron phosphates are the crystalline constituent in films formed in

various organo phosphate compounds in the hot wire method, 62 ) and in sliding
experiments(63). The microprobe is used to associate film composition with i
film failure during sliding in a four-ball lubricant tester(64 ,65). The
authors show that iron oxide and iron phosphate from tricresyl phosphate
promote high load carrying capacity by smoothing a surface and enhancing
elastohydrodynamic lubrication.

The nature of the crystals in iron manganese phosphate coatings on
steel have been revealed by SEM. The size and shape prove to be related to
antiscuff performance(66).

Wear scars on Timken blocks run in sulfur-phosphorus type EP oils have
been examined by EPMA (67). In the early high wear stages of the run, the
u;v?e pert of the film was rich in sulfur; and the lower part was rich in
phosphorus. In the later low wear stages of the run, the element concen-
trations are reversed. The reason for the reversal is not clarified.

ED is used to show the chemical composition of wear fragments formed
during sliding of tensile stressed and nonstressed specimens(68). The
unstressed fragments from the base mineral oil were composed of a mixture
of FeO and Fe3O4 , whereas with tensile stress present, the fragments were
only Fe203. The tensile stress promotes oxidation corrosion. With TCP
present, Fe304 is fouid for both conditions. With dibenzyl disulfide
present, a mixture of Fe304 and FeS2 is found for both conditions. For all
oils, wear is greater with the tensile stress imposed than without.

Zinc Organo Dithiophosphate (ZDTP)

The films .formed by the antiwear additives zinc organo dithiophosphates
is of great interest in practical lubrication. ZDTP is probably the most
abundantly used lubricatirhg oil additive in the world even though its
mechanism is not known with certainty. The authors in Reference 10 suggest
that the additive is decomposed because of the distribution of zinc,
phosphorus, and sulfur in the film is different than in the additive.
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Neutron activation has been used with chromatography to study the antiwear
properties of zinc dihexyldithiophosphate (69). The authors conclude that a
phosphite type of impurity originally in the coimercial material or formed
during its decomposition, is the effective antiwear agent. EPMA combined
with SEM has been used to determine the additive elements in films on the
scars of the four-ball machine(70 ). The data show that the zinc and phos-
phorus (and a small amount of sulfur) are present in the film ,inder mild as
well as severe conditions of sliding.

Rounds(7174) used X-ray fluorescence to monitor element concentration
in films on various steel ball specimens run and heated in ZDTP and other
sulfur-, chlorine-, and phosphorus-containing lubricating oil additives.
His results suggested that ZDTP reaction products react with the metal sur-
face to form the antiwear film. ESCA has also been used to identify the
compounds formed on steel surfaces by EP additives in oil( 22). Zinc
dialkyldithiophosphate forms a polymeric film which occurs in patches on the
surface. Also, the concentration of zinc, sulfur, and phosphorus decreases
as the film is etched away. When a specimen worn in ZDTP is subjected to
tensile stress, wear is decreased. XRD has been used to identify the film
and corrosion products(75) .

Chlorine

The exact mechanism of lubrication with chlorine additives is also
unknown. The role of chlorine in BL has been studied by sliding clean iron
in vacuum with traces of organic chlorides. AES analysis has been used to
monitor the chlorine, oxygen, and carbon in the films. Results show the
effects of chlorine concentration in the film, chemisorption of chlorine
compounds, and polymerization on sliding(57) .

Solid Lubricants

The use of solid lubricants such as molybdenum disulfide, graphite, and
polytetrafluoroethylene, when finely divided and dispersed in oil is in the
regime of BL. EPMA, SEM, and EDXRF have been used to identify MoS2 on
engine parts (76). These tests as well as infrared reflection spectroscopy
and ED were used on films on Falex and LFW-l specimens. By deduction, the
author concludes that MoS2 was present on engine valve parts. In the same

paper, it is shown that zinc pyrophosphate forms a phosohate film the same
as does zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate, and Ca(OH)2 in trifluoropropylmethyl
siloxane forms a film of CaF 2.

Alloy Element Diffusion

EDXRF has been used to show the diffoasion of alloying elements in

bearing materials due to sliding( 77). The data .how that in an automobile
journal bearing consisting or a lead-tin alloy overlay on a second layer of
a copper alloy, running causes tin to diffuse into the second layer and
formi the mntermetallic compound E-Cu3zn (by XRD). The Z-Cu3Sn is associated
with high wear and seizure. EPMA has shown that tin segregated from a
copper-tin alloy and concentrated on the surface(78 ).

Polysiloxanes

The BL abil ity of polysiloxanes is of interest because of the attractive
stability of the fluid. Reflectance infrared was used to demonstrate the
growth of films on steel at high temperatures and with a static
charge( 79 ,8o).
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Corrosion

In a study of the corrosion of copper-lead bearings, the authors
(81 )

have shown that SEM can resolve which metal phase is being corroded. Be-
cause of the great depth of field, the SEM provides photographs that are
more readily interpreted than light microqraphs; for example, one can
clearly see that the lead phase is missing.

Friction Polymer

The role of "friction polymer." a material associated with sliding sur-
faces during BL, is of current interest. Friction polymer from glycol
derivatives which was shown to reduce wear has been pvrolyzed in a mass
spectrometer and has revealed a mass of 294 and high thermal stability(82).
In measuring the durability of monolayers of stearic acid, an "agglomerate"
has been found on the sliding surfaces which affected friction and wear (8 3).
The material reduces friction, is tenacious and insoluble in acetone, and
has a melting or decomposition point greater than 2800C. The authors con-
clude that it was a polymer from the fatty acid. SEM and ESCA have been
useful in identifying undesirable stains, possibly "friction polymer," on
cold rolled aluminum184,85) . The stains consist of patchy films of a
"gluey" polymer in which wear fragments and aluminum are entrapped.

SUMMARY OF ADVANCES IN BL AT'iRIBUTABLE TO NEW ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

1. The use of SEfi, ESCA, and EDXRF have contributed the following
advances in BL.

a. Improved understanding of the nature and defects in new surfaces I
including the differences in phosphate coatings.

b. The diffusion of elements in and near sliding surfaces.

c. The existence of spherical wear fragments from fatigue,
platelets being lifted during delamination wear, and loosened fibrous
fragments from cartilage wear.

d. The nature of corrosion of copper lead bearings.

e. Films formed by static immersion are not the same composition
as films formed during sliding, and in the latter they occur in microscopicpatches.

2. ESCA, AES, and LEED contributed to understanding BL.

a. Sulfur in films is sometimes in the form of sulfites and
sulfates as well as sulfides and varies in concentration with the depth in
the film, and the severity of sliding.

b. Oxygen can convert sulfide films to oxide.

DISCUSSION

Despite some significant advances, particularly in the fields of SEM,

ESCA, and EDXRF, the contributions of the new analytical instruments to BL
has been less than expected. The results have demonstrated the distribution
of elements in a film, but the full composition has not been resolved. The
problem may be that most tribologists including the author have not yet

• -q
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applied them to definitive experiments or have not asked the right ques-
tions.

The author recommends the analysis of films oa unfailed sliding sur-
faces from practical machines such as a gear set, thus relating compo-ition
to proven performance.
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DISCUSSION

J S. WOLLAM, C. S. Draper Laboratory: I would like to know how you analyze
for boron. Also you talked about the measurement of the hardness of a thin
film. That is a very tricky area and I would like to hear more about that.

D. GODFREY: We used scanning Auger to measure boron. It is much more sensi-
tive than the electron microscope. The hardness of the films was measured
by scratch hardness test.

S. A. KARPE, DTNSRDC, Annapolis: I feel it is quite difficult to mea Are
physical properties of thin films because you are forming the fizs a a
substrate which may control these properties. There is no point in =-asur-
ing the shear strength without doing some friction tests. In other wo:ds,
it is more appropriate just to evaluate the properties in service instead of
trying to measure properties of isolated films.

GODFREY: I agree with your corments, but in an isolated state I think they
could be measured. For example, if the film is on a surface of interest,
take the part and slide riders over it, and measure its coefficient of fric-
tion. At light loads it should represent the shear strength of the film.

R. DASKIVICH, G. M. Research Laboratories: I agree with you that we should
now be looking for the physical pxoperties of films. At present the SEM is
an extremely useful tool. The thing we sometimes forget is that the SEM is
at best a semi-quantitative device. Are there any attempts being made to
calibrate, if you will, so as to quantify film thicknesses we are measuring? j
GODFREY: I welcome your impression on that. There is no place in the tri-
bology literature where this attempt has been made.

DASKIVICH: There was a small attempt in that direction a few years ago at
NBS.

GODFREY: Wns it published?

DASKIVICd: I am not sure. The project was on plating teeth.

D. H. BUCKLEY, NASA: All these instruments have limitations. They are all
man-made and man is not perfect. We should recognize the limitations of
those instruments and use them. If properly used they can supply a consider-
able amount of information that is useful in interpreting what is on the
surface which is very important for us.

You suggest that we should measure the physical properties -- physical
properties of what? We do not have the tools that tell us what is on the
surface -- What its composition is, what its chemistry is, and what the
physical properties are.

In one of your figures you showed cavitation damage with cracks. What
is the mechanism of fracture?

GODFREY: Those were not cracks; those were the exposure of the flake type
graphite. This was a mixture of graphite in the nodular form and the flake
type; it was exposure of the edge of the flakes.

Now in regard to your first point, my philosophy is that we should look
at the films on the surfaces of practical machines where a failure has not
occurred. Because they demonstrate the desirable property, they are the
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good films. I do not believe in looking at scuffed surfaces. We should
look at surfaces which show low wear, low friction, or whatever good prop-
erty you want. So I have gotten away from static specimens, immersing cou-
pons in oil and so on. I would like to find a low wear specimen out of a
practical machine-tooth, piston ring, a segment of a cylinder wall, raceway
of a ball-bearing and so forth.

A. BEERBOWER, UCSD: We seem to have two kinds of tribologists. Those who
look at the surfaces and throw away the particles, and those who look at the
particles and throw away the bearings. We seem to be throwing away half the
evidence all the time.

GODFREY: I think I mentioned very briefly that wear fragments represent at-
trited films in the case of boundary lubrication. They represent the reac-
tion products from the surfaces. Sometimes it is easier to see their com-
position (if you can collect them) than the film on the surface.

E. RABINOWICZ, MIT: I have always felt that research is not a rational activ-
ity anyway. Godfrey makes clear that in research expensive instruments drive
out cheap instruments. Gresham's Law that bad money drive out good money is
demonstrated here.

QUESTIONER: You talked about the observation of films in the SEM with energy
dispersive analysis and electron microprobe. But we are interested in the
actual surface and not in the bulk film.

GODFREY: I do not agree that that top 20 angstroms, or the monolayer is ne-
cessarily the important factor in boundary lubrication. I think we should
look at the whole film. As the asperities ride on the film, elasticity and
the plasticity of the film to give, relax and resist penetration are impor-
tant.

P. ASHLEY, ALCAN, Canada: I find that Mr. Godfrey is directed to information

which has been obtained over fifty or sixty years of good wet chemistry. No
doubt about it. But for thos, of us who are working with materials like
aluminum, aluminum alloys and titanium, these particular instruments that
you said really do not show you very much, are of great value right now. The
reason is that we are able to get information faster than we ever did with
your wet methods. And for that reason alone, I find that that kind of in-
strumentation is worth the investnent even though expensive.

GODFREY: I do not mean to degrade those instruments for basic wear phenomena,
but I just do not see their usefulness in boundary lubrication.

N. P. SUH, MIT: Is the organometallic ccmpound a chelated compound? If it
is, is there a possibility that it may undergo a transition as it gets
squeezed between the surfaces?

GODFREY: I do not think it is a chelating compound. Its lubrication mechan-
ism is very clearly related to its decomposition. It just starts popping
out various things that are useful to the surface -- a little hydrogen sul-
phide, phosphoric acid-type derivatives that will phosphate the surface to
a degree. In the end, when it is all decomposed, it is precipitating zinc
sulphide. Basically the decomposition is responsible for its lubricity.

I. GOLDBLATT, Exxon Research: Much of the chemical research has hepn done
to try to identify what kind of film is formed. Clearly, that is nut very
interesting because the important thing is to have the film there, rather
than to know what the particular film is. The intent of the chemist should

- _
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be not merely to identify a compound, but to know and to understand how it
forms. By understanding how a compound forms, he should be able to relate
this to other potential reactions, and then modify those reactions. Unfor-
tunately, much of fhe chemical research that has been done in tribology has
not been of this kind. I contend that there is a lot of work that should
and could be done in that area to further the area of tribology.

GODFREY: That is the justification for my work, i.e., to determine what is
on the surface so that the chemists can make better additives that will form
the good films more readily. But in the tribology literature there is noth-
ing like that revealed.

I. L. SINGER, NRL: When I started to investigate these tools for studying
antiwear additives, I asked a chemist when it was first realized that an
iron phosphate film was formed. He estimated it to be fifteen years. Accord-
ing to my literature search, the first time iron sulphide film was identi-
fied positively on the surface in the antiwear regime was about two years
ago. Speculations were made as to what kind of films was formed based on in-
ferences from 4cal reactions. Furthermore, a number of studies about
eight years aco w-- performed which identified sulphur and sulphide films
by X-ray diffraction, but those were very thick films. The antiwear films
which are 10 or 50 angstroms were never fully identified until ESCA and XPS
came into wide use.

GODFREY: I am sorry I disagree with that. Larson, Williams and others clear-
ly identified iron sulphide by X-ray diffraction a long time ago.

D. SCOTT, Paisley College of Technology: I do not think you should be too
pessimistic about the use of these instruments. Professor Rabinowicz says
that expensive instruments replace the cheap ones. They do not really, you
know. One thing people forget about these expensive instruments is that
they help improve the cheaper and useful instruments. For instance, once
people can see something in the electron microscope they realize that they
will be able to see something of that size in the optical microscope. And
today we have refined optical microscopes which people never thought about
years ago. An example is a polarizing microscope to identify particles.

*'*~*-sr,
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ON THE FUNDAMENTALS OF BOUNDARY
LUBRICATION

T. Sakulai

ABSTRACT

Mechano-chemical activity of worn surface is an important, as well as
interesting, problem in the field of boundary and extreme pressure lubrica-
tion. This paper discusses various techniques employed in the research on
the subject. The techniques include monitoring the amount of exo-electron
emission, ESCA, cad examination of the reactions of EP additives and vinz,l
monomers with the worn surfaces.

Dr. Godfrey has reviewed the usefulness of new surface analytical tools
in boundary lubrication (BL). He pointed out that tne results of surface
analysis are very important to know the chemical reaction between mati.n
surfaces in BL.

The purpose of this paper is mainly to discuss the chemistry of films
formed in BL. Godfrey demonstrated that the results of XRD and ED of sur-
face films formed by sulfur compounds in the presence of air were composed
of a mixture of iron sulfide and iron oxide.(1) He pointed out that oxygen
is an important element in BL.

It has been revealed by many researcher4 2-5)that oxygen plays an impor-
tant role as one of reactants in BL and EP lubrication (EPL). In sulfuriza-
tion reaction, the presence of oxygen considerably affects the reaction be-
tween metal surfaces and sulfur compounds.

In the hot wire method, the sulfurization reaczion has been retarded
remarkably in the presence of iron oxide films (^ IO00A in thickness) on the
iron surface in argon atmosphere. On the other hand, when the iron wire was
covered with thinner oxide films, it was severely sulfurized in Ar!6. These
sulfurization experiments were conducted at the same temperature. Such in-
teresting results have been obtained in the dynamic condition by Buckleyf7,8)
He has demonstrated by Lsing AES that sulfide films on iron surfaces are
displaced by oxygen.

The tribochemical reaction seems to be not the same as the chemical
reaction under the static condition because the reaction temperature of com-
pounds with metals may be lowered during sliding becausc of the higher acti-
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vation for the reaction system. From the DTA results, Meyer has demonstrat-
ed that the decomposition temperature o,? organic sulfide is decreased when
the activated iron powder is used. (9)

It has been found that the adsorption of surfactants on metal surfaces
is more important in BL. Rowe has revealed that the adsorption energy is
theoretically related to wear in BL. 10) The author has demonstrated by using
the autoradiography that Cl4-stearic acid adsorbed predominantly on iron
sLlfide surface and not on iron oxide surfaceS 1 ) From the results of the
measurements of cumulative heat of adsorption, it was found that some sur-
factants adsorbed strongly on FeS and Fe304 surfaces compared to -Fe.O 3
surface as shown in Figure 1. The effect of adsorption of stearic acid onto
the various surfaces on wear(12 ) is shown in Table 1. The predominant effect

TABLE I.-EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERE AND SUR)'ACTANT 01 YEAR*

Wear Volume, X 10-6mm 3

Atmosphere In Air Tn Argon

Stearic Stearyl Methyl Stearic Stearyl Methyl
Additive None. Acid Alcohol Stearate Nonet Acid Alcohol Stearate

Sulfidized 19.1 0.2 8.2 11.5 12.5 22.6 22.5 22.5

ball

Steel ball 19.8 5.5 17.3 13.9 15.7 6.6 6.2 10.3

• Ball-on-disk friction machine, sliding distance 8.5m, 201C, 1 kg., 0.1

weight per cent additive. I± Base oil: hydrofinished oil, viscosity 32.2 x l0 6m2 /s (32.2 cSt) at
37.8C, 5.3 x 10 6 m /s (5.3 cSt) at 98.90 C. All experiments were repeated I
three times. The average values are shown.

of stea.ic acid on the wear of sulfidized balls could be explained by its
strong adsorption and possible reactivity. These results also suqgest that
oxyqen has a pronounced role of reducinq the wear of sulfidized balls with
surfactants compared with that of the unsulfidized balls.

It seems that surface defects may be created by mechanical working.
The tensile stress promotes oxidation corrosion and the amount of wear is
greater than without tensile stress for all FP additives apolied when a
tensile stress is imposed on the specimen

(13)

From the results of film analysis by EPMA and observation of surface
roughness, it was found that some EP additives promote the high load carry-
ing capacity b smoothing a surface and enhancing partial elastohydrodynamicI ubri cat ion. (14

There is an additional result in which the presence of oxygen is veryimportant in BL and/or EPL, Many friction machines are employed to estimate

the performance of EP oils. A four-ball machine is generally used for the

_ __
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Fig. l.-Cumulative Heats of Adsorption of Stearic Acid fz',m n-heptane onto
FeS, a-Fe203, and Fe304 powders.

estimation of EP oils. As shown in Table 2, the different results are ob-
tained even though the same friction machine and the same EP oils are used
when two different testing methods are applied for Shell four-ball machine 1 5)

These results may indicate the different chemical reactions occurred
depending on the contents of oxygen on interface during sliding. The con-
tents of oxygen between lubricated surfaces seems to vary in BL conditions,
depending on pressure, temperature, film thickness and capability of oils as
an oxygen carrier.

It is clear that in severe conditions, lubrication should be kept in
the lubrication regime I or 11 which is indicated by Salomon

3) EP oils may
be required to have following properties: anti-wear, oxygen carrying capa-

city, capability of smoothing a surface, suitable decomposition temperature
and mild corrosivity for metals.

Finally, precise analysis of surface films will be required to under-

iJ -" i 'a m ,. *-, "-J'" " mJ , : •
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TABLE II.-THE ORDER OF THE LOAD CARRYING CAPACITY O EP OILS

Tcsting Method Order of Load Environments
Carrying Capacity

Step-load test* DPDS>DBDS>Eb Air

Standard test ES >DBDS >DPDS Air

Standard test ES zDBDS >DPDS Ar

* The conformed surface was prepared in a lubricant without additives before

testing.

DPDS; diphenyl sulfide, DBDS: dibenzyl disulfi.le
ES: elementary sulfur

stand the chemical reactions in BL, especially in dynamic conditions. In
the BL system, the chemical reaction between solid surfaces and lubricants
occurs to form metal salt films or metal complex films. These films such as
sulfide, chloride or phosphide are generally more stable than any physically
or chemically adsorbed film. However, the chemisorption of surfactants on
lubricated surfaces may be important for the effective BL. The surface
films are believed to function by their properties of low shear strength
but of high melting point. The mechanism of EP lubrication is that the
films on metal surface reduce metal-to-metal contact by their smoothness and
that shear occurs within the film. However, the mechanism of BL or EPL has
not been fully understood. To approach the mechanism of BL or EPL, it may
be important to know the chemical components of surface films and to andlyze
the kinetics of chemical reaction during sliding.
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DISCUSSION

T. F. J. QUINN, University of Aston: Oxygen in the air and lubricant are im-
portant in the wear behavior. Do you have any idea about the temperatures
in your experiments?

T. SAKURAI: I have no idea. It is very difficult to estimate the tempera-
tures.

D. GODFREY, Chevron Research Company: I would like to add a remark regard-
ing the effect of oxygen. It is very important to use deaerated oil because
just using argon over an oil system does not get rid of the dissolved oxygen
in the oil. The amount of dissolved air in the oil amazes me. I think we
would get larger differences in the additive rating by deaerating the oil.

A:'
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ROLE OF MECHANOCHEMICAL ACTIVITY IN
BOUNDARY LUBRICATION

Y. Tamai

ABSTRACT

Mechanochemical activity of worn or sliding surfaces is one of the

most important problems of boundary and extreme-pressure lubrication. Exo-

electron emission phenomenon seems to give the required information on this

activity. Application of the eyo-electron emission was made for milling of

silica, aluminum and iron powders. The mechanochemical reaction of milled

powder with vinyl monomer was examined in comparison with exo-electron

emission. By means --f ESCA evidence of mechazochemical activity in the

reaction between stel and organic sulfur compound after mild cutting is

also presented.

INTRODUCTION

In the Drevious paper Mr. Godfrey reviewed and pointed out the useful-
ness of r-Jern tools to analyze solid surface in order to increase the

understar ding of the mechanism of boundary lubrication. In general his
opinions are correct. lherefore, the aim of this discussion paper is to
add another method, i.e., exo-electron measurement to determine mechano-
chemical activity of solid surface during or after milling and an example
of ESCA application to show the role of mechanochemical phenomena in bound-
ary or extreme pressure lubrication.

EXO-ELECTRON MEASUREMENT

Exo-electron, discovered by Kramer,) is considered to play a signifi-
cant role in mechanochemicdl activity. Exo-electron emission is measured
in many ways, for example, by a Geiger-Muller counter of open-window type.(

2)

Using this device we have conducted research in which milled powders cf
silica, aluminum and iron were brought into contact with vinyl monomers of
acrylonitrile (AN), methyl methacrylate (MMA), styrene (ST) and vinyl ace-
tate (VAc), and the activity was monitored by exo-electron emission from
these solids. The details are as follows.

The powders (about 100 mesh) of 15 g were vibromilled in a cylindrical

glass jar (120 mm dia. and 120 mm height) containing 25 glass balls (12 mm

- -7 t 1
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dia.) at 1200 rpm with an eccentricity of 5 mm for 1 hour (for exo-electron
measuremEnt) and 2 hours (for chemical activity examination). Both samples
were divided into two parts, and kept in air after working for 10 minutes
and 120 minutes, respectively.

Exo-electron emission was measured with an open-window Geiger counter
illustrated in Figure 1 at 30C with argon (150 torr) and methanol (10 torr)
quenching. The cathode voltage was 1260 V and the grid voltdge was 100 V.

GRID -Z ATHODE

IECIMEN

Fig. 1.-Schematic of Exo-electron Counter.

The powders were put in the specimen dish. The results are listed in Table
1. The emission intensity decreased when the powder vas exposed to air.

TABLE I.-XO-ELECTRON EMISSION INT.7NSITY FROM MILLED POWDERS

Powder Emission Intensity (c/s, 300 C)
(after 10 min) (after 120 min)

Aluminum 50 15

Silica 5 2.5

.- r V -
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The mechanochemical activity was determined by polymerization of vinyl
monomer on the powder surface. The powder was immersed after working for 2
hours, into a liquid pool of monomer at 200C. The wetted powders were taken $
out and dried under high vacuum and the weight increase of the powder was
measured. The results are shown in Figure 2 for silica, aluminum and iron
powders and methyl methacrylate, and in Cigure 3 for silica powder and four
vinyl monomers together with benzene.

0 ALUMINUM
0 0 SILICA

I IROIJ0

U,

(--

10 120 NO WORKING

TIME AFTER MILLING (MIN)

Fig. 2.-Mecha,iochemical Polymerization of MethyL Methacrylate on Milled
Powders.

It is clear that the measured activity is not due to high temperature
created by frictional heating and high pressure at the colliding contact,
because the activity was tested after milling. From Figure 2 the activity
decreased with time after milling, suggesting some relation to the exo-
electron emission which also decreased after milling. From Figure 3 the
order of polymerization is in agreement with the order of anion sensitivity
in polymerization, which also suggests the role of exo-electron in this re-
action.

In an earlier work by Smith$ 3)the role of exo-electron was already con-

!K
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Fig. 3.-Mechanochemical Polymerization of Vinyl Monomers on Milled Silica.

sidered as accelerating soap fornation of fatty acid with metal. Goldblatt(4
)

also imagined exo-electron to produce anion radical of condensed aromatics
in explaining the effect of aromatics for wear reduction. The author(5) re-
ported the relation between exo-electron emission and adsorption of hydro-
carbon onto steel surface. Recently so-called friction polymer covering of
sliding surface is attracting more attention introducing potential polymer-
forming additives.(6 ) In this sense, the exo-electron measurement should be
one of the powerful means of surface analysis.

As another example of mechanochemical activity, the reaction between
mineral oil solution of di-t-dodecyl polysulfide and mild steel was inves-
tigated under light cutting at the speed of 45 m/min and of 15 mm width and
6.I mm depth. Two kinds of specimens were prepared. The one was cut in the
flow of mineral oil containing 1% of sulfur compound. The other was cut and
lubricated with plain mineral oil. In both cases, the cut surface of the
steel rod showed no color change and the chemical analysis of the surface
was impossible with usyal methods.

After cutting, the first specimen was immersed in the sulfur containing
oil for 10 minutes at 200C and then washed with cyclohexane. The second
specimen was first dipped in the plain oil for 5 minutes and then followed
by a 10 minute sulfur-containing oil immersion and successive cyclohexane
washing in the same way as for the first.

These specimens were brought under ESCA examination. The spectrum for

-t
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sulfur is shown in Figure 4. According to Bird( 7) simple thermal reaction

CUT IN

- SULFUR OIL S2-

PLAIN OIL

C-

C)

%I

# %

170 160

BINDING ENERGY (EV)

Fig. 4.-ESCA Spectrum of Worked Steel Immnersed in Sulfur Compound Solution.

cannot give the existence of S2.The present results indicate that VI~C
inechanochemical reaction does exist in cutting and this activity remains
even after machining, which is quite similar to the results on vinyl poly-
merization. This shows again the importance of mechanochemical phenomena
in boundary lubrication.

T# TV
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DISCUSSION

R. S. SPROLES, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute: It is proposed that exo-

electrons are the cause of the formation of friction polymer over the pre-
cious metal surfaces. Would you comment on that.

Y. TAMAI: Indeed the purpose of my experiment was to show how important exo-
electron emission is in friction polymer formation. Yes, I agree with that
hypothesis.

D. H. BUCKLEY, NASA: Do you think it is the mechanical activity that pro-
duces the exoelectrons or the generation of a clean surface?

We did some experiments in a vacuum chamber, using single crystals of
aluminum with (110) orientation and magnesium with (0001) orientation. Exo-
electron emission was monitored from the surface of annealed and strained
crystals while looking at the surface by Auger also. There was no exoelec-
tron emission from both surfaces -- the strained and the unstrained surface.
When we bled a small amount of oxygen into the system, we observed the exo-
electron emission go up and both surfaces have indentical emission rates.
Simultaneously we observed an increase in the concentration of oxygen by
Auger spectroscopy. After the large peak exoelectron comes off you get a
smaller peak which is due to a secondary exoelectron effect. I believe that
the first peak is associated with adsorption of the oxygen on the surface
giving rise to exoelectron emission whether the surface is strained or un-
strained. The secondary peak is the chemical shift in Auger spectroscopy
for the aluminum and the formation of aluminum oxide. The first peak is due
to adsorption and the second one is a chemical compound formation of the
surface. None is due to mechanical working at all.

TAMAI: My experiment was done after cold working and the chemical reaction
occurred after that. I guess your experiment with exoelectron is almost the
same as ours. You performed the experiment under high vacuum but we pre-
pared the sample by cutting or grinding to remove the surface oxide which
was originally there.

,+.~
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SELF-GENERATED VOLTAGES UNDER
BOUNDARY LUBRICATED CONDITIONS

I. L. Goldblatt

ABSTRACT

A program has been carried out to determine the relationship between
Self-Generated Voltages and wear under Boundary Lubricated Conditions. The
voltages generated between wearing members are shown to be unrelated to such
factors as fluid conductivity or fluid viscosity. These voltages are shown
to be associated with the wear process itself. A relationship has been ob-
tained between wear and Self-Generated Voltages and has been found for both
a steel-on-steel system and an aluminum-on-steel system under dry air blank-
eting. Under these conditions, at low wear, the measured voltaqes are
several millivolts in magnitude, and they decrease as wear increases.

A preliminary mechanism to explain how the voltages are generated under
Boundary Lubricated Conditions is discussed. It is suggested that two pri-
mary electrochemical processes occur under Boundary Lubrication Conditions,
an electron transfer process and an oxidation process.

INTRODUCTION

Tribology is a technology largely based upon empiricism and, as such,
currently possesses only a limited capability to predict what will occur
when operating conditions are varied. Recently several models have been pro-
posed which have been used to explain a portion of the body of tribology.
(1-6) These models fall into two broad categories. Some are purely chemi-
cal, involving primarily the lubricant, and others are metallrgical or phys-
ical, often involving a mathematical description of the phenomenological
process being modeled.

In order to adequately describe the real nature of tribology, a model
incorporating both approaches will be necessary. However, in order to do
this, relationships between the metal surfaces and lubricants are required,
and these relationships could well be defined by electro-chemical processes
which take place at the surface involving both the lubricant and the metal.
Such understanding may thien be used to relate the purely chemical models to
the metallurgical and physical transformations which have been described.

It will be shown that a relationship between self-generated voltages

-- 1 7~~~:
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and wear may exist which could serve to fill this role. Furthermore, it
will be shown that a detailed investigation of some of the chemical para-
meters involved in the lubrication process tend to support the idea that
self-generated voltages might be related to fundamental electrochemical
processes which can in turn be related to the wear mechanism.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental program has been carried out using the Ball-on-Cylinder
device, which has been described previously.(7,8) The device, Figure 1,
consists of a stationary ball which is loaded onto a rotating cylinder.

0

BALL
(STATIONARY
MEMBER)

A*

00 CYLINDER
(CYCLICALLY
LOADED MEMBER)

Fig. 1.-Schematic Diagram of the Ball-on-Cylinder Device.

Both are enclosed in a small environmental control chamber, which under lub-
ricated conditions, serves as the lubricant reservoir. This reservoir may
be blanketed with various atmospheres through the use of an attached gas in-
let system. Heaters, embedded in the base of the reservoir, permit opera-
tion up to bulk fluid temperatures of about 2000C.

The fluids which have been employed include several highly refined
saturated petroleum white oils, a lightly refined bydrocarbon base stock,
several ester base stocks, as well as several pure hydrocarbons, Table 1.
An antistatic agent, ASA-3, a proprietary antistatic agent sold commercially,
was also used for some tests.

Two combinations of materials have been employed in this study, a 52100
steel ball (Rc 62-64) sliding on a 52100 steel cylinder (Rc 20) and an AMS
2017 aluminum ball (Rb 58) sliding on a 52100 steel cylinder.
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TABLE I.-LUBRICANTS USED IN THE TEST PROGRAM

Per Cent Concentration
Unsaturates + Viscosity

Lubricant Saturates Aromatics (mPa.S)

Decane 100 0.859

Dodecane 100 1.37

Tetradecane 100 2.06

Hexadecane 100 3.09

LVWO 100 2.43

IVWO( 2 ) 100 17.7

HVWO (3 )  99.8 0.2 35.8

HVLRO(4) 65 35 37

Toluene 100 0.536

Mesitylene 100 0.855

1-Methylnaphthalene 100 2.69

1-Chloronaphthalene 100 3.14

Di-2-Ethylhexyl Sebacate 100% Ester 17.1

Hercolube J 100% Ester 39.4

(1) LVWO = Low Viscosity White Oil.
(2) IVWO = Intermediate Viscosity White Oil.
(3) HVWO High Viscosity White Oil.
(4) HVLRO = High Viscosity Lightly Refined Oil.

Electric Potential Measurements

In order to measure the magnitude and polarity of the Self-Generated
Voltages (SGV's), the ball and cylinder were thoroughly insulated from each
other, from ground, and from the rest of the BWll-on-Cylinder device. The
test balls were insulated by mounting in special adaptors fabricated eith:r
from "Lexan" (polycarbonate) or "lucite" (polymethacrylate). Electrical
contact with the ball was then effected using 0.07 m stainless steel wire.
A special collar to lock the balls was machined from nylon. Steel spindles,
shielded with a nylon sheath 0.083 mm thick, served to insulate the cylin-
ders. Electrical contact with the cylinders was obtained through a conduct-
ing set screw via a mercury contact cell. The ball mounting adaptor and
shielded steel spindle are shown in Figure 2.
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ADAP NYLON COLLAR,
AD P O .. - - - .- ......: . .

- NYLON INSULATED SPINDLE

Fig. 2.The Ball Adaptor and Nylon Covered Steel Spindle for InsuZating the
Ball and the Cylinder.

Measurements of potential were made using a Keithsy Model 602 Solid
State Electrometer. The output from the Keithlv was fed to a Hewlett-
Packard Model 7100B Moseley Strip Chart Recorder.

It should be noted that it is not necessary to establish the absolute
polarity of either of the test members relative tc ground. Only their rela-
tive polarity is required. The convention that will be adopted for report-
ing the polarities of the SGV's will be the polarity of the cylinder rela-
tive to the ball.

Experimental Method

The procedure followed throughout this program consists of starting the
cylinder rotating and at the same time purging the lubricant and blanketing
the test chamber. After purging the system for about 15 minutes, the ball
is loaded by dead weight upon the cylinder. For tests in inert atmospheres,
the test chamber is blanketed for 30 minutes and the surrounding dry box
filled with a dry nitrogen atmosphere. Test duration, in* general, is 32
minutes, during which time the friction force and the SGV's are recorded
continuously. At the conclusion of the experiment, the cylinder is stopped,
the contact potential between the ball and the cylinder measured, and the
ball unloaded. The~ball is thenv removed and is replaced by a new ball. It
is retained for visual examination and wear measurement (wear scar diameter).

The sample reservoir is then emptied of its contents, in the case of
lubricated studies; the chamber is thoroughly rinsed.with hydrocarbon sol-
vent such as hexane or heptane, and is air dried. Next, the cylinder is
moved along its axis by about 1 rm to another track position, ano a sample

j,-
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of fresh lubricant is introduced. After completion of about 8 to 12 tests,
the cylinder is removed, and the surface profile is recorded, from whichthe track wear is assessed.

RESULTS - GENERAL SYSTEM VARIABLES

The experimental program was designed to investigate the relationship

which may exist under boundary lubricated conditions between wear and Self-
Generated Voltage (SGV). In order to relate the SGV's to wear models
currently in use, it was decided to determine the influence of certain opera-
ting and chemical parameters upon both SGV's and wear. Included among these
parameters are load, moisture (water), temperature, metallurgy, atmosphere
(oxygen) and chemical nature of the lubricant.

Prior to investigating these parameters, however, it was necessary to
investigate the influence of several other germane nonreadily controlled or
measured general system variables, namely, lubricant conductivity, fluid
motion and lubricant film thickness. Each of these variables could influ-
ence the voltages generated and thus confound the detection of relationships
between wear and SGV.

Before describing the experimental results in detail, a brief descrip-
tion of the general characteristics of the time dependent variation of the
SGV's will be presented.

General Characteristics of the Time Dependence
of the Self-Generated Voltages (SGV's)

In this study, two general types of time dependences for the SGV's have
been recognized. Both are characterized, usually, by an initial break-in
period, during which the magnitude of the SGV increases (Figure 3). Differ-
ences in behavior can be encountered after this initial period. The first
type of response, illustrated by the results obtained in dry air, is typi-
fied by a brief decrease in the magnitude of the SGV after the break-in
period, in this example to 1.2 mv (Figure 3). There is then a gradual ap-
proach towards a higher asymptotic value of SGV, in this case about +4. 5 mv
after 32 minutes. The second type of behavior is exhibited under wet blank-
eting in which an initial rise in the SGV to about 0.9 mv is observed. This
falls to about 0 mv, increases to about 0.3 mv, then decreases to the point
where the polarity of the cylinder relative to the ball changes. The SGV
at the end of a 32 minute test period is about -1.5 mv.

The behavior of'other lubricant and/or metallurgical systems are, in
general, similar to one of the above examples. The actual magnitude and
polarity will depend, however, upon the particular system under investiga-
tion.

General System Variables

Influence of Fluid Conductivity

The first parameter to be investigated was lubricant conductivity. Lub-
ricant conductivity is recognized as being important in the static charging
of flowing liquids since fluid conductivity influences the charge relaxation
process and thereby the magnitude of charge buildup. In order, therefore,

-----~~---------------- -M., { ~~U2 §i~ ~7;~W j.
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Fig. 3.-Time Dependent Variation of the Self-Generated Voltage (Test Condi-
tions: Ball-on-Cylinder Device, hi'O, 1,000 g Load, 240 rpm, 25

0C, 32
minutes, 52100 Steel-on-Steel, Atmo:.pheres as Noted).

to establish the relationship between SGV and wear under boundary lubricated
conditions, it is of importance to determine if changes in charge relaxation
or fluid conductivity contribute to the measured voltage.

Evaluation of the influence which fluid conductivity has upon the volt-
age measured is best performed under experimental conditions in which the
wear parameters remain essentially constant while only conductivity is
varied. Such conditions may best be achieved by using very potent commer-
cial antistatic agents at very low concentrations (under 20 ppm).

By using several different concentrations of the proprietary antistatic
agent ASA-3 in a low viscosity white oil, the fluid's conductivity may be
altered by about five orders of magnitude, while its wear characteristics
are not changed, as may be seen from the measured cylinder and ball wear
(Table 2). Correspondingly, the magnitudes and polarities of the measured
voltages at the 500 g load used in the tests are similar for all of the
fluids at the conclusion of the 32 minute test. Traces showing the time
variation of the average measured voltages for the runs listed in Table 2
are presented in Figure 4. From the data presented, it is clear that there
is no substantial difference between the measured voltages for the oils
under similar test and wear conditions.

Fluid motion effects - streaming potential

The next aspect to be considered is what voltages might be generated due
to the flow of oil between a separated ball and cylinder, i.e., streaming

7-7797 , % 77 
I7
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TABLE II.-THE INFLUENCE OF FLUID CONDUCTIVITY MODIFIED USING ASA-3 ANTI-

STATIC ADDITIVE UPON THE MEASURED VOLTAGE

Ball Wear
Additive to Load Conductivity Volume Cylinder Wear Measured

Bayol 35 (g) (Picosiemens/m) (cm3) (2) Volume (cm2) Voltage (my)

None 500 0.017 3.77xi0- 7  0.08 x 10- 5  + 0.5

0.05 ppm ASA-3 500 4.59 2.64xi0 - 7  0.08 x 10- 5  + 0.6

0.4 ppm ASA-3 500 50.51 2.64xlO- 7  0.12 x 10- 5  + 0.6

1.5 ppm ASA-3 500 215.0 3.77xlO - 7  0.09 x 10- 5  + 0.2

15 ppm ASA-3 500 2066.0 2.41x0 -7  0.008x 10- 5  + 0.7

(1) Test Conditions: Ball-on-Cylinder device, Loads as noted, IVWO as base
fluid, 240 rpm, Dry Air Atmosphere, 25'C., 32 Minute, 52100 Steel-on-
52100 Steel.

(2) Ball Wear Volume calculated as 7.73 x WSD4 xlO-2 (cc).

+6.0 t

0.4 PpM 15 pp

0 p 00p
54.0

0.05 ppm

_

2.0

M

0.0r

0 10 20 30

TIME (min)

Fig. 4.-Influence of the Antistatic Agent ASA-3 Upon the Time Dependent
Variation of the Measured Voltages of the LVWO (Test Condit ons: Ball-on-
Cylinder Device, 500 g Load, Dry Air Atmosphere, 240 rpm, 25*C, 32 minutes,
52100-on-52100 Steel).

potential effects. The magnitude of the streaming potential effect was es-
timated by measuring the potentials developed during tests in which oil
flowed between relatively large ball and cylinder separations of about 0.55

il--I
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mm and 0.25 mm (Figure 5).

+ __.5 b 1 0__ ___

S0.55 mm SPACING

W

I- 0
0

0 +0.5- 0.25 mm SPACING
J0

w
a 0.0

-0.5 1 1 1 1
0 200 400 600

SPEED (rpm)

Fig. 5.-Measured Voltage Generated Due to Flow of Fluid Between a Separated
Ball and Cylinder (Test Condition: Ball-on-Cylinder Device, Herrolube J,
Dry Air Atmosphere, 250C, 52100 Steel-on-52100 Steel).

These measured voltages at the higher speeds were found to compare
favorably with the values calculated using the Equation below.(9)

Vaxis - Vwall : SR2/4 eco  (1)

V = Voltage (V)

S = charge density (C/m3)

R = distance between core of fluid and wall (taken in this case as the
distance between the ball and the cylinder)

co = the absolute dielectric constant of a vacuum (8.85 x 10-12 A.S/V'm)

= the relative dielectric constant (N2.0)

Since the equation above appears to predict the magnitude of the stream-
ing potential due to the flow of relatively thick films, the magnitude of
the streaming potentials to be expected using the various fluids employed in
this program may also be computed using this equation. In general, it is
found that the streaming potentials computed are less than 10-2 my. This
value is small as compared with the measured voltages. Hence, the recorded
.oltages are probably not related to streaming potentials.

Lubricant film thickness

Another parameter which may affect the measured voltages is lubricant
film thickness. Experimentally, it was decided to vary lubricant viscosity
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and thereby film thickness, and thus probe the influence which lubricant
film thickness has upon measured voltages. This has been done using two
white oils, the LVIJO and the IVWO, having viscosities of 2.43 mPa.S and
17.7 mPa.S, respectively, and mixtures thereof. The metallurgical combina-
tion selected in order to ensure nearly constant wear rate over the range of
film thicknesses (or viscosities) investigated is an aluminum ball on a
steel cylinder. It is clear (Table 3) that the measured voltages are essen-
tially independent of film thickness and/or viscosity over a reasonably
broad range of the film thicknesses. As may be seen from Table 3, both ball
and cylinder wear are virtually identical for all of these fluids.

From the above series of tests, it is evident that the measured
voltages, under conditions in which wear rates (and presumably wear mechan-
ism) are similar, are not affected by changes in film thickness.

RESULTS - TEST VARIABLES

It has been demonstrated that the voltages generated under boundary
lubricated conditions are not due to fluid conductivity, streaming potential
or changes in fluid film thickness. The voltages generated are therefore,
presumably, associated with surface damage and wear.

Gathered in Table 4 are the calculated wear and measured SGV's for
tests with 52100 steel under dry air blanketing at room temperature using
several base stocks, including paraffinic hydrocarbons, aromatic type hydro-
carbons, mixtures of aromatics and paraffins, the HVWO, the HVLRO and esters.

Included in Table 4 is a parameter labeled the Surface Fatigue Demerit
Rating (SFDR) which reflects the nature and character of the track surface
profile. This rating system is illustrated in Figure 6. A relatively
smooth track, showing no apparent cracking is assigned a demerit rating of 1.
One which exhibits some damage is assigned a value of 2. A surface profile
which exhibits extensive "cracking," is jagged and non-symmetric, is assign-
ed a value of 3. A rating of l indicates slight damage within the wear
track.

Presented graphically in Figures 7 and 8 are the relationships between
SGV's and both cylinder and ball wear. In general, the magnitudes of the
SGV's decline rapidly with an increase in wear under dry air blanketing.

A relatively large body of data has also been gathered under conditions
of wet air blanketing, Table 5. The data show no general trend. It should
also be noted that the polarities (and magnitudes) of the SGV's for the HVWO
are different from those for the other base stocks investigated under this
atmospheric environment.

The relationships between wear and SGV seem to exist at elevated temper-
atures also. Increased temperature, under dry air blanketing, leads, in
general to increased wear and either relatively more negative or unchanged,
negative, SGV's, Table 6. This data is also included in Figures 7 and 8.

Data are also available for aluminum-on-steel using the HVWO, HVLRO and
mixed aromatic-LVWO base stocks under dry air blanketing (Table 7). The
general relationships which emerge using this combination of materials,
Figures 9 and 10 for cylinder and ball wear, respectively as a function of
SGV's, are generally similar to those presented in Figures 7 and 8, namely
that higher SGV's give rise to lower wear.
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TABLE IV.-MEASURED 'EAR AND SELF-GENERATED VOLTAGZS UNDER DRY AIR BLANKETING

FOR AISI 52100 S'EL BAlS SLIDING ON AISI 52100 STEEL CYLINDERS
( I )

Surface Self-
Wear Volume Fatigue Generated

Load Cylinder Demerit Voltage
Lubri .-,,-, (g) Ball (cc) (cc) Rating (mv)

HV.4O 'K 0.,13Y0 - 7 0.11xiO- 5  1 +6.3
.. 3ane " 6. ,-jx13- 7 0.05xlO 5  2 +0.21
Dodecane, 'O 20.77xlO- 7 u. 18xO - 5  1+ +0.20
',etradecarie " ".2.18x10- 7 0.2xlO- 5  1 +0.24

VVO 50o 3..7:-101 7 0.08xlO- 5  1 +0.50
Hixadecane 500 2.64x10- 7 0.26xi0- 5  3 +1.65
i- 't,. Inaphthalene 5un  I, 0.50xlO- 5  ] +3.0
H" 5,, I.4±. .1) A O ';:2 0-5 1 +4.9

5C3 1. 1$0. ) 0.1 *4.0 - 5  
1 +2.6

2C/~') Tolue:ne/LVWO 1000 i% I 0.33x0 -5  3 +0.15
2,I/0.esiye:e/LqO I00. ; 02x±CC7  0.22x0-5  1 +0.40
LVW i00"c, 5.io 7 0.30xlO-5 1 +0.18
H%-.-Irl 1000 0.1 ; Jo0 O.50x10 5  1 +4.3
HVLRO 100o u.3Ox.0- 7 0.40xlO -5  1 +2.3
20/80 i--- hylnzphtnalen ./ 100-' i.16x10- 7 0.17xlO- 5  2 .-3.0

I ".,0

P0/80 1-Chlorunaphthaler, 10('0 8.16x10- 7 0.42x0 - 5  1 +4.0
I,VWO 2000 27.17xi0 - 7 0.45xi0- 5  3 -0.0520/80 1-Methyinaphhalene/ 2000 4.83xi0 - 7  1.l1x1O - 5  3 -0.15

LVWO
20/80 l-Chloronaphthalene/ 2000 16.53x10- 7  1.83x10- 5  3 +0.8

HVW0' 2000 O. 92xi0- 7 0.54xi0 - 5  I+ +0.55

Di-2-Ethylhexyl Adipate 2000 0.7xlO- 7  .25xo -5  1 +0.20SHercolube J 2000 0.63xi0-7 0.50YlO-5  3 +1.50
HVLRO 2000 i. 61x10''7 1.15xl0-5  3 -0.06
20/80 1-Chloronaphthalene/ 4000 31.6r;,10 -7 2.31xlO-5  3 +0.45
LVWO

HV14O 4000 3.77xi0 -7 2.35xi0- 5  3 -0.30
HVLRO '. 00 j 1,)xlO- 7 2.82x10- 5  3 -0.24

Test Conditions: Ball-on-Cylinder Device, Loads as noted, 240 rpm, 250C,
32 min.

The influence of oxygen availability upon the development of SGV's wa.
ifJ .Lt IAted by studying systems uner Argon or partially inerted atmos-
pheres, fable 8. Oxygen availability is clearly necessary for the develop-
ment of SGV's since, in its absence, the SGV's are all nearly zero, even
though wear may be substantial.

DISCUSSION

Relationships Between SGV's and Wear

S-.7
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SURFACE FATIGUE DEMERIT SURFACE FATIGUE DEMERIT
RATING I RATING 1+

SURFACE FATIGUE DEMERIT SURFACE FATIGUE DEMERIT
RATING = 2 RATING = 3

Fig. 6.-Surface Profiles Which Illustrate the Surface Fatigue Demerit Rating
System.

With increased wear on either the ball or the cylinder, there is a gen-
eral decline in the magnitudes of the SGV's for the steel-on-steel system
under dry air blanketing, Figures 7 and 8 and for the aluminum-on-steel,
Figures 9 and 10.

The relationship between ball wear and SGV's for the steel-on-steel sys-
tem in Figure 8 is particularly striking. The relationship between cylinder
wear and SGV's for the steel-on-steel system in Figure 6 is not as clear,
part:cularly because low values of cylinder wear may be associated with
either high or low values for the SGV's. However, it should be noted that
the systems which comprise the data base clustering in the low cylinder
wear - low SGV's region, all exhibit large values for ball wear. This char-
acteristic, high ball wear, low cylinder wear is typical of systems under-
going severe corrosive wear. There is, therefore, reason to believe that
the systems which comprise this set of data are different from the rest of
the data presented in Figure 7. The smooth curve drawn in Figure 7, there-
fore, disregards these values. In so doing, the relationship between SGV's
and cylinder wear for the steel-on-steel system is reasonably good.

For the aluminum-on-steel system, there is also a general trend that
increased wear leads to lower SGV's. There are again several systems which
lie substantially away from ,the smooth curves drawn in Figures 9 and 10,
namely, those for the LVWO, and the 20/80 blends of toluene and mesitylene
in the LVWO. The reason for this failure is apparent, however, upon elemen-
tal analysis, performed using EDAX, of the aluminum balls employed in these
particular tests (Figure 11). The major elemental component at the surface
of the wear scar in these cases is found to be iron rather than the aluminum
metallurgy of the t1al (Figures lla-llc). Presumably, considerable metal
transfer from the cylinder to the ball has taken place, essentially convert-
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TABLE V.-MEASURED WEAR AND SELF-GENERATED VOLTAGES UNDER WET AIR BZffKETING

FOR AISI 52100 STEEL BALLS SLIDING ON AIS.P 52100 STEEL CYLINDERS
" "

Surface Self
Wear Volume Fatigue Generated

Load Cylinder Demerit Voltage
Lubricant (g) Ball (cc) (cc) Rating (my)

-7 1-
IIVWO 200 0.48xi0 0.08x1O 5  1 -0.84
Hexadecane 250 24.46xi0 -7 0.04x1O-5  1+ +0.09
HVWO 350 0.92xi0 - 7 0.12xlO -5  1 -1.50
LVWO 500 10.70xlO- 7 0.33xi0 -5  1 +0.20
Hexadecane 500 44.28xi0- 7 1.06x10 - 5  3 +0.09

-7HVWO 500 1.16x10 0.24xi0 -5  1 -1.80
l-Methylnaphthalene 500 6.10xlO 7  0.37xi0 -5  1 +2.9
HVLRO 500 0.63xi0

- 7  O.13xlO
5  1 +2.8

Di-2-Ethylhexyl Sebacate 500 0.26x0 -7  0.15x10 -5  + +0.69
11VWO 700 1.45xi0 -7 0.22xi0- 1 -2.19

-7 -5l-Chloronaphthalene 1000 83.67x0 -7  0.59xi0 1 +0.6
LVWO 1000 24.46x10-7 0.95xi0 - 5  3 +0.15
20/80 Toluene/LVWO 1000 44.28xi0- 7 0.32xi0 - 5  3 +0.0
20/80 Mesitylene/LVWO 1000 44.28x10- 7 0.79xi0 -5  2 +0.01
20/80 1-Methylnaphthalene/ 1000 15.58xi0 -7 0.59xi0 5  1 +0.18
LVWO

20/80 1-Chloronaphthalene/ 1000 241.87x0 - 7 0.59xi0- 5  3 +0.02
LVWO

HVWO 1000 1.98x0 - 7 0.33xi0 -5  1+ -1.38
HVLRO 1000 0.63xi0- 7 0.69xi0-5  1 +0.66
Di-2-Ethylhexyl Sebacate 1000 0.30xO - 7 0.24x0 - 5  + +0.57
HVWO 1500 1.61xlO - 7 0.53xi0- 5  1+ -0.90

LVWO 2000 323.32xl0-7163.68xlO-5  3 +0.06
HVWO 2000 2.41xi0- 7  1.02xi0 -5  1+ +0.15
HVLRO 2000 1.80xlO- 7 0.90xl0- 5  1 +0.46
Di-2-Ethylhexyl Sebacate 2000 0.48x10- 7 0.25xi0- 5  1 +0.24
Di-2-Ethylhexyl Adipate 2000 0.92xi0 -7 0.71xlO- 5  3 +0.06
Hercolube J 2000 0.81xlO- 7 0.49x10- 5  3 +1.41
1-Chloronaphthalene 4000 160.29xi0- 7 6.07xi0 -5  3 0.0
HVWO 4000 6.10xl0- 7 4.54xi0 -5  1+ +0.30
HVLRO 4000 3.46x10- 7 1.97xi0 -5  1+ +0.09
Di-2-Ethylhexyl Azelate 4000 1.45xi0 - 7 2.55xi0 5  1+ +0.24

Test Conditions: Ball-on-Cylinder Device, Loads as noted, 240 rpm, 250 C, 32
minutes.

ing the test metallurgy from aluminum-on-steel to steel-on-steel. Indeed,
the SGV's measured for the above named systems are close to those noted for
the steel-on-steel case, Table 4. Typical surface analysis of the worn balls
from some of the other test systems are shown in Figures lOd-lOf where it is
noted that in contrast with Figures lla-llc the dominant element observed is
aluminum Since the three special cases discussed above represent circum-
stances closer to steel.-on-steel wear rather than aluminum-on-steel, it is
readily understood-why they do not correlate with the relationships presented

Y, T
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TABLE VIII. -MEASURED WEAR AND SELF-GONERATED VOLTAGES UNDER DRY AIR BLANKET-
ING FOR ALUMINUM BALLS SLIDING ON STEEL CYLINDERS (1)

Surface Self-
Wear Volume Fatigue Generated

Load Cylinder Demerit Voltage
Lubricant (g) Ball (cc) (cc) Rating (my)

HVWO 200 0.63xl0-72 O.0xlo-52  1 +10.8

20/80 Toluene /LVWO 500 l.16x10-7  0.llxl0o-5  1 +5.8

HVLRO 500 0.63XIO-7  01llXl0-5  1 +3.6

LVWO 1000 2.41x10-7  0.264105  3 +0.45

20/80 Toluene/LV11O 1000 2.644107  0.13x105  1+ +0.48

20/80 Mesitylene/LVW0 1000 2.41x107  0.29xl0- 3 +0.45

20/80 l-Methylnaphthalene/ 1000 2.41X10-7  0.17x10- 1 +2.6

LVWAO

11VWO 1000 l.45x10 72 <.124l0-s 1 +4.9

HVLRO 1000 1.03410-7  0.134105  1 +3.1

HVWO 2000 2.904l0-72  0.,8x,0-52  1 +3.8

HVLRO 2000 3.77x10-7  0.30xl0-5 1 +1.9

20/80 l-Chloronaphthalene/ 4000 15.584107  1.74410 5  3 +0.24
LVWO

HVLRO 4000 4.83x10-7  0.59x10-5  1 +0.7

HVWO 4000 4.834107  0.46x105s 1 40.7

(1) Test Conditions: Ball-on-Cylinder Device, 240 rpm, 250C, 16 minute tests
(see Note 2).

(2) Measured wear after 32 minutes of Testing, Self-Generated Voltages as

read at 16 minutes.

in Figures 9 and 10. Disregarding these three values, the smooth curve re-
lationships presented in Figures 9 and 10 are fairly good.

For the steel-on-steel system under wet air blanketing, Table 5, it is
apparent that little correlation exists between wear and the SGV's. There
are two difficulties associated with this wet air system. The first is that
the SGV's at low wear for the HVWO are much lower in magnitude than (and
opposite in polarity from) the other Systems investigated. The second dif-
ficulty stems from the fact that several of the systems investigated undergo

77 ;7 7 77
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severe corrosive wear, and hence, for example, low cylinder wear may be
associated with low SGV's. It is, therefore, obvious that because of the
commingling of competitive wear mechanisms under the wet air, steel-on-steel
conditions, it would be difficult to obtain a general, unambiguous relation-
ship between wear and SGV's.

Based upon the evidence above, it appears that a relationship between

wear and Self-Generated Voltages exists under dry air blanketing conditions.
Under dry air conditions for the steel-on-steel system, it was pointed out
that there are instances in which low cylinder wear is associated with low
SGV's. If these data are excluded from the smooth curves presented in
Fiqures 7 and 8, the relationship which is suggested is seen even more
clearly, Figures 12 and 13. It shoulG be noted, however, that only a limited
portion of the data obtained under wet air blanketing may be fit to this
relationship.

Relationships Between SGV and Wear Mechanism

Mechanism of voltage generation under boundary lubricated conditions

It is also of interest to determine if relationships between wear, wear
mechanism and SGV's exist. It is of particular interest to deterine whether
surface fatigue wear, a process in which microcracks form either at, or near,
the surface and thereafter propagate due to the repeated stress cycling,
leads to the development of potential differences between the stationary and
cyclically loaded members of a lubricated system. This would be consistent
with, and therefore tend to confirm that the electron transfer process, de-
picted schematically below is an important controlling primary electrochemi-
cal process for surface fatigue wear.

Al - Mex + X e (2)

Lubricant + e- 4 (Lubricant- e)- (3)
In the above scheme, M is the metal surface, and the reaction is written as

libratng"x"eletr n Ithish suggesteddthatethese assoelectronshare

removed from the free electron-cloud in the metal. They need not be removed

state, thus essentially demetallizing the surface. In this scheme, there-
fore, metal ions need not be formed and, therefore, need not enter into solu-

tion. As a result of such transfer of electrons from an unbound metallic
state to a surface bound state or at times even to a free state, within an
adsorbed layer, a surface may appear to act as an electron source and, as a
consequence, would assume a negative polarity relative to a non-reacting
surface.

Based upon the above scheme, the cylinder which is under cyclic stress,
and is undergoing surface fatigue wear is expected to assume a potential
which is negative relative to the ball. Indeed, it is found that the cylin-
der potential becomes negative relative to the ball with increased wear and
that at the higher loads studied under dry blanketing, the cylinder poten-
tials are often negative. Furthermore, it is found that the SFDR's generally
increase as the cylinder potential becomes relatively more negative. This is
consistent with the assumed relationship between surface fatigue wear and
SGV's generated as a consequence of the electron transfer process.

It is noted, however, that increased wear does not always lead to rela-

tin.sars1 fsc rnfrofeetosfo nubudmtli

stt to a urac bon tt ra ie e oafe ttwti an
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tively more negative potentials. This suggests that the scheme by which
SGV's are developed under boundary lubricated conditions may be more complex
than described above.

The idea that the single reaction scheme above is not sufficient to ex-
plain how SGV's may be developed under boundary lubricated conditions is
furthermore supported by the fact that under similar operating conditions
the SGV's under wet air blanketing are in general of different polarity from
those observed under dry air blanketing. The fact that the polarities of
the cylinder are negative at light loads under wet air blanketing, a condi-
tion assumed to be associated with enhanced oxidative or corrosive wear, and
then become relatively positive at higher loads indicates that an oxidative
electrochemical process should also be included in the reaction scheme.
Such an oxidative electrochemical process leading to negative potentials of
the reacting surface would probably be controlled by the electrochemical
processes outlined below, reactions 4 and 5.

- ma' + aa- (4)

2ae + 2 02 + alt2 0 - 2a01- (5)

E'ectrons are liberated via reaction 4, the metal oxidation step. The
surface undergoing this process assumes a negative polarity since it behaves
as an electron sink. The electrons may be consumed via a reduction step
such as reaction 5. Under conditions in which the metal ions are not free
to migrate away from the surface, an oxide/hydroxide film would grow on the
metal surface. The net consequence of this oxidation-reduction process would
be to cause the reacting test member to assume a negative polarity relative
to the nonreacting surface.

There are, therefore, at least two primary electrochemical processes,
the electron transfer and the oxidation processes, whereby SGV's may be
developed under boundary lubricated conditions. These as indicated above,
are ;sociated with two competitive fundamental wear processes, the surface
fatigue wear process and the corrosive wear process, respectively. There-
fore, in a wearing system both primary electrochemical processes may be
operative simultaneously. Furthermore, it might be expected that the pri-
mary electrochemical process responsible for the cylinder wear and, there-
fore, the cylinder potential would be different from that encountered on the
ball. The potential difference which is measured between the ball and the
cylinder is, therefore, the resultant of the single cell potentials for each
member. Since systems, in general, do not exhibit a single unique wear
mode, it is readily understood that the correlation between wear and SGV's,
the latter a function of the combined single cell processes, would exhibit
some scatter. Furthermore, a clear relationship between SGV's and any
single wear mechanism would be difficult to establish.

Oxygen effects upon SGV's

The fact that Argon tests lead to near zero values for the SGV's may
also be explained in the following way. It may be assumed that a thin in-
sulating oxide film is necessary in order to measure the SGV's. With such
a film as might be formed under oxygenated atmospheres, a pseudostationary
level for the SGV may be measured. However, under inerted atmospheres, the
oxide films are sufficiently thin so that voltage discharge between the
test members occurs frequently, and a measurable pseudoequilibrium value for
the SGV is not established. Since SGV's cannot be measured under these con-

-.- ,- 7
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TABLE IX.-SELF-GENERATED VOLTAGES FOR SYSTEMS TESTED UNDER SIMILAR OPERATING

PARAMETERS EXHIBITING SIMILAR WEAR

Surface Self-
Fatigue Generated

Load Wear Volume remerit Voltage Table
Lubricant (g) Ball (cc) Cylinder (cc) Rating (my) No.

Metallurgy: 52100 Steel-on-52100 Steel

1-Methylnaph- 500 1.16xlO - 7  0.50x10- 5  1 +3.0 4
thalene

HVWO 500 0.41xlO- 7  0.24x10- 5  1 +4.9 4

HVLRO 500 0.18x10- 7  0.24xi0- 5  1 +2.6 4

20/80 1-Methyl- 1000 1.16x1O- 7  0.17xlO- 5  2 +3.0 4
naphthalene/LVWO

1VWO 1000 0.71xlO- 7  0.50x10- 5  1 +4.3 4

HVLRO 1000 0.30x1O- 7  0.40x10- 5  1 +2.3 4

1VWO 2000 0.92x]0 "7  0.54xi0- 5  1+ +0.55 4

Di-2-Ethlyhexyl 2000 0.71xlO- 7  1.25xi0 -5  1 +0.20 4

Adipate

Hercolube J 2000 0.63x10- 7  0.50x10- 5  3 +1.50 4

HVLRO 2000 1.61xlO- 7  1.15xO -5  3 -0.06 4

HVWO 4000 3.77xi0 - 7  2.35x0 - 5  3 -0.30 4

HVLRO 4000 4.10x,0- 7  2.82xi0 -5  3 -0.24 4

Metallurgy: 52100 Steel-on-Aluminum

20/80 1-Methyl- 1000 2.41x0 - 7  0.17xlO-5  1 +2.6 7

naphthalene/LVWO

HVWO 1000 1.45xi0- 7  0.12x10- 5  1 +4.9 7

HVLRO 1000 1.03xlO - 7  0.13xlO-5  1 +3.1 7

HVWO 2000 2.90x,0- 7  0.18xlO- 5  1 +3.8 7

HVLRO 2000 3.77x10- 7  0.30x10-5  1 +1.9 7

HVWO 4000 4.83x0 - 7  0.59xi0- 5  1 +0.7 7

HVLRO 4000 4.83x0 - 7  0.46xi0- 5  1 +0.7 7

'kll;

mop kr I_____
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ditions, no relationship to wear can be established, even though electron
transfer procesccs may sLill be important.

Sevc-ral reports have appeared describing the relationship between exo-
electron emission and wear in general and fatigue in particular.(10-12) One
striking similarity between the two phenomena of exoelectron emission and of
SGV's is that, in general, both require the presence of air (or oxygen) for
their observation. Electron activation during the oxidation step is used to
rationalize the need for oxygen in order to observe exoelectron emission.
Perhaps, therefore, an alternate explanation for the absence of SGV's in
inert dtmospheres is that oxygen is necessary in order to activate and free
the electrons via chemical reaction.

Effects of chemical parameters upon SGV's

Another set of data consistent with the relationship between wear mech-
anism and SGV's is obtained by determining the effects of variations in the
chemical nature of the lubricant while maintaining the test system under
otherwise similar conditions. A selection of data, taken from those pre-
sented in Tables 4 and 6, for several different base stocks which exhibit
similar (although not identical) wear under identical operating conditions,
Table 9, indicates that molecules which are better electron acceptors ex-
hibit relatively more negative cylinder potentials.

The HVWO is the poorest electron acceptor and it, in general, exhibits
the highest relative potentials. The polycyclic aromatics (present for
example in the HVLRO) which behave as strong electron acceptors appear to
lead to the lowest relative potentials. Of the esters tested, Di-2-Ethyl-
hexyl Adipate, leads to potentials intermediate between the HVWO and the
aromatics while the ester of pentaerythritol alcohol, Hercolube J, leads to
more positive potentials. Of the two tested, the HWrcolube J is expected to
be the poorer electron acceptor at a freshly abraded surface because it i:
more sterically hindered and hence cannot adsorb upon the metal surface -s
strongly as the other ester. Possibly unexpected is that the Hercolube J
leads to more positive potentials than the HVWO, perhaps reflecting some
additional chemical influences at the surface. Thus, it appears that the
relative magnicude (and polarity) of the SGV's are associated with an elec-
trochemical process.
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DISCUSSION

P. ASE:LEY, ALCAN Research Center, Canada: When you were running the aluminum
on steel or vice-versa, did you look at the steel surface? It is very seldom
you can run aluminum on steel and not transfer the aluminum to the steel.

GOLDBLATT: I was running an aluminum ball on a steel cylinder. I looked at
the steel cylinder and I did not get the transfer of aluminum to the steel
under those conditions.

N. SAKA, MIT: Did you measure the friction coefficient simultaneously?

GOLDBLATT: Yes, we do that routinely.

SAKA: Was there a large difference in friction coefficient?

GOLDBLATT: No. It was basically very similar. It was about 0.13 t 0.02,
except under conditions of extreme wear when the friction coefficients are
substantially higher.

QUESTIONER: Can you apply the potential in the opposite direction and change

the wear rate?

GOLDBLA7T: Indeed you can. This sort of thing has been demonstrated under
conditions in which there was a conducting fluid such as water. We have
been able to do it with a lubricant also.

R. A. DASKIVICH, G. M. Research Laboratories: Every series of experiments
has base line experiments. What is your reference system?

GOLDBLATT: As I pointed out, the high viscosity white oil under wet air con-
ditions performs somewhat differently from all the other fluids. It is very
sensitive to any impurities and gross changes in metallurgy and so on. I
used that system as a reference system to make sure that the test conditions
were reasonably well produced.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF
ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC CONTACT

PHENOMENA
H. S. Che,..

ABSTRACT

hlastohydrodynamic phenomena in lubricated concejcrated contacwts are

reviewed in three parts. The first part covors major analytical and exeeri-

mental develooments in full-film EHD were the surfaces are completeZy supa-
rated by a lubricant film. Emphasis is given to the mechanism of film gen-
eration, film prediction, and other secondary effects on film formability.
Correlations are presonted between calculated film thickness and that
measured by; capacitance and optical methods. Principal features in film
and pressure distributions in lne and point contacts are described, and re-
cent experimental confirmations on film and pressure profiles are discussed.
Attention is drawn to effects of surface and film temperature rise on film
thickness, pressure, and friction in the conjuncti )n. Detailed dis :ussions
are given to the important developments leading to succesful predictions of
traction behavior i2n sliding END contacts. The second part reviews devel,,p-
ments on partial-EUD where tho load is shared between fluid pressure and as-

perit contacts. Attentio is given to surface characterization and methods
of determination of the average hydrodynamic pressure and asperity contact
pressure in the conjunction. Discussions are also given to proposed mechan-

isms of lubrication breakdown in partial-END. The last part gives a brief
review on micro-elastohydrodynamic lubrication which deals with the local
film thickness and pressure fluctuations around an asperity or furrow.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a relatively short period of a quarter of a century, elastohydrody-
na nic lubrication (EHD) has grown from a relatively unknown and obscure sub-
ject to a well-recognized regime of lubrication in the field of tribology.
In this past period, some have regarded EHD as the most important development
in tribology since Reynolds work on hydrodynamic lubrication. Yet, others
have considered that the developments in EHD have grown out of proportion,
and they appear to serve little purpose other than to enable some academe-
cians to perpetuate cheir own kind. Regardless where EHD would eventually
settle in the history of tribology, present trends indicate that EHD theor-
ies already have been uscd not only as a researcth tool for studying lubrica-
tion performance but also as a tool to establish new design criteria in lub-
ricated contacts. As the field expands, there is a continuing need to review

~,,z7T"T2'~n7_ prj.
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the understandinq of major variables in EHD lubrication, which include de-
tailed film, pressure, temperature, and traction distribution in lubricated
Hertzian contacts. There are at least two major comprehensive reviews con-
tributed by Dowson(

1 ) and by McGrew, et al.(2)

The objectives of this presentation are to update the recent findings
on EHD fundamental phenomena, and to discuss the possible relations between
EHD and the failure processes in lubricated concentrated contacts.

In hydrodynamic lubrication, the deformation of bearing surfaces is
normally negligible in comparison $o the film thickoeis,. a d! one.only needs
to s61q6'the Reynolds'equation for the pressure distribution to determine

the lubrication performance. In lubrication problems involving either low
modulus bearing materials or counter formal contacts, the surface deforma-
tion can approach and often exceed the lubricant film thickness. Under these
conditions, the surface deformation must be considered as an unknown quantity
which must be solved together simultaneously with the Reynolds equation.
Examples of lubrication problems involving low modulus materials include
compliant journal bearings, elastomeric seal lubrication, tire hydroplaning
problem, foil bearings, lubrication in synovial joints, etc. While the ex-
amples of compliant bearings bring out many interesting aspects of the EHD
problem, they are not the primary reason for the rapid development in this
field. The main factor behind the surge in EHD development is its applica-
tion to lubrication in concentrated contacts which, in many cases, seem to
limit the performance and life of mechanical equipment. For this reason,
papers included in this review will be confined mainly to EHD in concentrated
contacts.

Work on lubrication in EHD contacts can be further classified into two
main categories, namely, full-film EHD, and partial-film EHD. In full-film
EHD, the average film thickness everywhere in the concentrated contact is
assumed to be well above three times the composite r.m.s. surface roughness
of both contacting surfaces; as depicted in Figure la. Theories of full-
film EHD are based on the assumption of smooth surfaces, and are substan-
tiated by experiments with highly polished surfaces separated by a thick
lubricant film. Developments on full-film EHD are reviewed in detail in
Section 3. Unlike hydrodynamic sliding bearings for which full film lubri-
cation is customarily considered as a necessary condition for smooth per-
formance, EHD contacts can operate quite satisfactorily even if the film
thickness falls below three times the composite surface roughness. In fact,
it is believed that the majority of EHD contacts do operate in the regime
of partial-film EHD in which a thick lubricant film is interrupted occasion-
ally by the presence of asperities. The condition of partial-film EHD is
depicted in Figure lb. Because of the difficulty in incorporating the sur-
face roughness effects, progress on partial-film EHD has been slow in spite
of early recognition of its importance by Christensen( 3) and Tallian et al.
(4) Recent advancements in surface roughness characterization by William-
son,(5) Nayak,(6) and Whitehouse and Archard,(7) have triggered further
progress in this area. A detailed coverage of partial-film EHD is re-
viewed in Section 4.

Full-film EHD studies enable one to determine conditions for ideal lub-

rication performance, end partial-film EHD studies provide information on
surface roughness effects on average film thickness and pressure. However,
they do not fully provide the basis for understanding the mechanisms of
lubrication breakdown where there are severe asperity interactions. For
this understanding, it miqht be more fruitful to study the local fluctua-
tions of pressure and film thickness around a single asperity as it passes
through the conjunction. Such problems are known as micro-elastohydrodyna-

1J.;
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Fig. 1.-Full-Film and Partial-Film £fD Contacts.

mic lubrication. Developments in this area are recent, and they are dis-
cussed in Section 5.

2. EHD GEOMETRY

Considering a general case of a lubricated Hertzian contact between two
bodies as shown in Figure 2, the geometry at the point of contact is charac-
terized by the principal radii, Rxl, R I for body 1 and Rx2, Rv2 for body 2.
In general, the principal planes conta'ning Rxl and R 2 may nol coincide;
however, for most EHD contacts, such as roller or ball bearings and gears,
the principal radii Rxl and Rx2 do lie in the same plane. These surfaces
can be classified as convex, concave, or saddled, depending upon whether
Rx and Ry are both positive, both negative, or mixed. Thus, contacts be-
tween two convex surfaces such as roller-inner race contacts or gear teeth
contacts for external srur gears are counter-formal. Contacts between one

17
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Fig. 2.-Geomaetrg of' an ERD Contact.

convex and one concave surface such as roller-outer race contacts or gear
teeth contacts for interral spur gears are conformal. For contacts between
one convex and one sadGled surface such as deep-groove ball-inner race con-
tacts, the result is conformal in one direction and counterformal in the
perpendicular direction.

In these heavily loaded contacts, the normal load is distributed over
an elliptical area approximately conforming to the Hertzian ellipse of a dry
contact as shown at the top of Figure 2. In most cases, the direction of
rolling is along the minor axis of the ellipse with surface velocities u1
and U2 for bodies 1 arid 2, respectively. The degree of sliding is measured
by a quantity known as the slide to roll ratio denoted by s = 2(u, - u2)1
(u + u2) with s = 0 corresponding to pure rolling and s = 2 to simplesliding.

3. FULL-FILM EHD

3.1 Problem Description

The behavior of an EHD contact, such as that shown in Figure la, opera-
ting in the thick-film regime can be characterized by the distributions of
film thickness, lubricant pressure, surface stress, surface temperature, and
film temperature, within the elliptical conjunction. The major task in full-
film EHD is the accurate prediction of these quantities with a given set of
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input data which include:

ul1 u2  - surface speeds

W - contact load per unit width

El ,E2  - Young's moduli

Vl,V 2  - Poisson's ratios

PlIP2 - density of the solids

cl,c 2  - specific heat of the solids

kl,k 2  - thermal conductivity of the solids

0o- inlet viscosity of the lubricant

a,a,y, etc. - lubricant parameters relating viscosity as a
function of pressure and temperature

Pf,cfkf - density, specific heat, and thermal conduc-

tivity of the lubricant

Rxl,Rx2,Ryl,Ry2 - principal radii at the contact.

After two decades intensive efforts, the EHD phenomenon in the full-film
regime is now reasonably well understood. Even though in reality most con-
centrated contacts are elliptical or point contacts, their basic phenomena
do not differ greatly from those developed for cylindrical or line contacts.
In fact, most of the significant results were obtained with two-dimensional
analysis for line contacts. Reviews in this area will include earlier work
describing the mechanism of film generation and other major results on the
behavior of film shape, pressure, temperature, and traction.

3.2 Film Generation

3.2.1 Rigid roller lubrication

Consider the case of two rigid rollers shown in Figure 3. The lubri-
cant transported at any point along the film is

2  h - 1211 dx

Let the lubricant flow rate be 1/2(u]+u 2 )h*, where h* is the gap where dp/dx
is zero, then the continuity of flow gives

1 (Ul+U 2 ) (h - h*) (2)

dx ( 2-1 h3

It is seen that on the left of h*, dp/dx is positive resulting in a hydro-
dynamic pumping action. On the right of h*, dp/dx is negative resulting in
a sealing action. Thus, given h*, one can readily solve Equation (2) for
the pressure distribution hence the load and film thickness relationship.
This was accomplished by Martin (8) for an isovicous lubricant. The result

7.
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Fig. 3.-Lubrication Between Rigid Rollers.

was that the film thickness was far too small for roller dimensions com-
parable to gears and rolling element bearings.

After Martin's work, many believed that the increase of viscosity with
pressure can give higher load capacity hence greater film thickness. In-
cluding exponential pressure-viscosity relation

e= e p  
(3)

in Equation (2), one obtains

- .. = 6 (u+u21 hh (4)
ep dx

By introducing a reduced pressure

.1 - e
-e

Equation (4) can be simplified to

= 1 (u1 -u2) h- h* (5)dx h+ 3

Equation (5) can be readily solved for q which leads to p and the load
capacity. This was accomplished by Gatcombe, (9) Block,&l) and McEwen.(11)
The results showed some improvement in film thickness, but it is far from

r, - 77
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being enough to suggest a full-film hypothesis in roller lubrication.

3.2.2 Line contact film thickness analyses

It was Grubin (12) who assumed the inlet film shape h(x) conforming to a
deformed Hertzian shape, and provided the first convincing evidence of full-
film EHD lubrication.

Essentially, Grubin succeeded in solving Equation (5) for a Hertzian
shape shown in Figure 4. He determined ho for the reduced lubricant pres-

PWx

hi

h~xx

Fig. 4.-Inlet Geometry of Grubin-Type EHD Line Contact.

sure q to reach 1/a (or p -) -o) at x -4 -b, that is at the entrance of the
Hertzian conjunction. Once ea(P approaches zero, It becomes ver-y large in the
conjunction.. A very minute change in film thickness in the conjunction
would cause enormous change in pressure. Therefore, for heavily loaded
contact9, the gap in the conjunction is practically uniform. Equation (5)
was solved by Grubin using the Hertzian inlet film profile.

h x) =h + ( x _ I - Zn ( I +vxi1 6

where 1/ED = 1/2 (1-v 2)/E + (1_V2)/E and 3F= x/b. Empirical fitting
yields the following 4quaiion for the film thickness.

h 8111
.(GU)(7

* • . ..--, ,

- - - - - --- - -- - - -- - -

!Y
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Po a

where G = QED' u = 2 (ul+u2)

w}
and R = RXlRx2/(RXI+Rx2)

The accuracy of Grubin's formula for predicting ho holds well for a

reasonably wide range of conditions. It becomes less accurate when one of
the following conditions occurs: 1) G < (lubricant with a small pressure-
viscosity dependence or material of low modulus), 2) U is large enough to

cause a significant loss of viscosity due to inlet shear heating, 3) Insuf-
ficient lubricant supply at the inlet to cause a starvation effect.

Solution of ho for the full range of G from 0 to 5000 was obtained by
Cheng( 13) and more recently by Ford.114) The effect of lubricant compress-
ibility was also included in Reference 13.

When U is large, the reduction of viscosity due to shear heating must

be taken into account by solving the energy equation simultaneously with
Equation (5) in the inlet region. This was achieved by Greenwood and
Kauzlarich,(15) Cheng, (16) and more recently by Murch and Wilson.( 17) Re-
sults led to a thermal reduction factor, T, which can be multiplied into
the Grubin film thickness for the actual h It was shown in Reference 16
that T varies slightly with W, and the lugricant parameter. As a first
approximation, one may use the curve shown in Fiqure 5 to determine the value

of T"

1.0 r' . . .r

" .8

0 .6

z 4
0

0.3

Li
15

.i_ 2 5 LO 2 5 10 2 5 102

m kf

Fig. 5.-Thermal Reduction Factor.

The starvation effect introduces still another reduction factor of the

: Va
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Grubin film thickness. The starvation reduction factor is shown by Wolv-
ridge and Archard(18 ) as a function of the distance between the inlet film
meniscus and the entrance edge of the Hertzian conjunction. Figure 6 shows
the variation of the reduction factor with the starvation parameter.

1.0 -- -- -- -- -- ------

0.8

p*o.6

0.4

0.2

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Fig. 6.-Elastohydrodynamic Theory Expressed in Practical Form (Ref. 18).

3.2.3 Line contact film thickness measurement

Measurements of film thickness in line contacts have been reviewed
thoroughly by Archard.(19) Only a brief coverage of the significant re-
sults will be given here.

The first successful experimental confirmation of Grubin's film pre-
diction can be credited to Crook (20 ) who deduced the film thickness from
the measured capacitance between two discs. The second significant film
measurement was by Sibley and Orcutt.(21) With the exception that Sibley
and Orcutt's results show a slight load dependence, their data are in good
agreement with Crook's capacitance data.

After Crook further capacitance film measurements were made by Ar-
chard and Kirk,(22) Christensen,(

23) and Dyson, Naylor, and Wilson.(
24)

The refined technique used in Reference 24 produced an excellent correlation
with a line contact film thickness formula given by Dowson and Hiqginson.

(25 )

More recently, optical film thickness for line contacts were also made avail-
able by Wymer and Cameron.(26) The agreement between the predicted filla
with that measured by either capacitance or optical techniques can be seen
in Figure 7.

3.2.4 Point contact film thickness analysis

The Grubin type of analysis can also be carried out for spherical con-
tacts with a circular conjunction. This solution was provided by Archard
and Cowking.(27) They solved the two-dimensional Reynolds equation outside
the oircular conjunction region for a film thickness distribution compatible
to the Hertzian solution for an unlubricated contact. They ". ed a Grubin
type boundary condition, q = 1/a, around the circumference oi the circular

7P
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-0 Mineral oil
40- Mineral oil /

- 5- Phenyl 4-Ether
o Halocarbon oil

20-® Krytox fluid
0 V Silicone fluid

Z 10 - .. Capacitance
- 8 toyson trPo/) 4
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I ! t t I )I I
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Hi (Dowson and Higg inson) x 10"5

Fig. 7.-Minimum Thickness at Exit and Capacitance Measurements Comparedwith DOWson and Higginson Theory (Ref. 26).

conjunction. Their results gave the following film thickness formula for
circular point contacts in terms of maximum Hertzian pressure po.

ho  0.4(po\-0.22
2 .37 (GU)0"4P '

For point contacts with an elliptical conjunction, analytical solution isnot feasible, and numerical solutions have been contributed by Cameron and
Gohar (28) and Cheng. (29) The results in Reference (29) gave

ho nl(,Po n2R-= (GU) E (9)

where C, nl, n are tabulated for four values of ellipticity ratios of theconjunction, ab, (b - semi-axis in the direction of motion, a - semi-axisnormal to the motion).

aF C n

2 -.209
S 1.415 0.725 -.174

0. ii ii ii0.688 -.066
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Predictions of ho using Equations (8) and (9) would gradually become
inaccurate when the rolling speed becomes excessive. In the high speed re-
gion, both the inlet heating effect and the starvation effect can cause a
reduction in ho * The inlet heating effect for elliptical point contact has

not been investigated; however, it is believed that the thermal reduction
factor obtained for line contacts may also be applicable for point contacts.

More recently, full computer solutions for point contacts were made
available by Hamrock and Dowson ( 30 - 3 3) for flooded as well as for starved
contacts. Based on their calculations, the film thickness formulas f3r the
flooded contacts appear as

I =cF  = 2.69 UO
6 7GO 5 3 W G 0 6 7  (1 - 0.61e-0.73k) (10)

11minF 3.63 UO.68G O (i e ) (11)

where

c,F 12c,F/Rx

hc,r central film thickness for flooded contacts

Hmin,F  = hmin,p/Rx

hmin,1 = minimum film thickness for flooded contacts

k = elliptical parameter, k = 1.03 (RY/RX)0"64

RX  = RxlRx2/(Rxl+-Rx2)  ; RY = RylR,,2/(Rgl+R,2)

W = w/(Ea2() ; w = total load

For the starved contacts, the formulas are

m-10.29

11c's ~ m =11' 0.25 (2

Hmin's = I1minF ml ) (13)

where the subscript s refers to the starved contacts, m is the distance of
the inlet meniscus from the center of the contact, and m* is the inlet dis-
tance required for achieving the flooded conditions. m* can be expressed as

,(a Hix ] .58

m" = 1 + 3.06 [), ,cFJ (14)

where b is the semiminor axis of the elliptical conjunction in the rolling
direction.

So far, in most of the starvation analysis, the location of the inlet
miniscus is considered as known. However, in reality this quantity is not
known beforehand, and is dependent on the lubricant supply rate and the
system configuration. The reduction in film thickness due to starvation,
treating rolling element bearings as a system, has been studied in consider-
able detail by Chiu et al.( 34) They concluded that the starvation effects
in most rolling element bearings are considerably greater than the inlet
heating effects.

-7
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3.2.5 Point contact fii , thickness measurement

Film thickness in point contacts using capacitance method was reported
ty Archard and Kirk (22) and Archard (19) with a cross cylinder apparatus.
They found the side leakage effects are not large ;n point contact. Thus,
line contact theories can be used to estimate the central film thickness for
point contacts.

The introduction of optical technique in measuring film thickness(28)

enables many to gather extensive data for point contact film thickness and
to make correlations with the point contact film analysis. Good agreement
were found by Wedevan, (35) Westlake and Cameron (36 ) and others. Typical
results given in Reference 36 are shown in Figure 8.

10
-'o & K ¢k-3 C~Men1

WEst Wo4Ye P oat

1O-Ia 10-9
UN DlOIMENS N. ShEED

Fig. 8.-Theoretical and Experimental Central Film Thicknesses Versus Speed
Parameter U* (Ref. 36).

Extensive film thickness data by X-ray transmission were also obtained

with crowned rollers by Parker and Kannel.(37) The X-ray film data showed
a much stronger load dependence than that predicted by EHD analysis at
maximum Hertzian pressures beyond 1 GPa(150,000 psi). This disaqreement was
explained by Gentle et al.( 383 as possibly due to a combination of thermal
and surface roughness effects. The point contact EHD film theory at extreme
pressures (up to maximum Hertzian pressure equal to 2 GPa(300,O00 psi)) was
also validated in Reference 33 by using a sapphire disk and a tungsten car-
bide ball.

3.3 Film Shape and Pressure Distributions

3.3.1 Line contact analyses

Grubin's method can predict a film thickness at the inlet region, but
it is not capable of yielding a detailed film thickness and pressure distri-

--
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bution. For these details, it is necpc;,y to solve the coupled ktj,,:Ids
and deformation equations.

Because of the inherent difficulty associated with the high compliance
and the non-linear pressure-viscosity reiation, these two coupled equations
have been proven to be not too feasible for either analytical solutions or
conventional numerical methods. However, limited success have been achieved
by Dorr, (39) Weber and Saalfeld, (40 ) and Stephenson and Orsterle.(41) These
solutions are limited to maximum Hertzian pressure well below U.14 GPa
(- 20,000 psi), which is one order of magnitude lower than the pressures in
gears and rolling element bearings.

The first numerical solution for a limited number of heavily loaded
cases was reported by Petrusevich. (42 ) The full numerical results did not
appear until quite a few years later when Dowson and Higginson (43) succeeded
in obtaining the full END numerical solution.

Their results revealed, for the first time, the main features of the
film and pressure profiles ab functions of dimensionless speed, load, and
lubricant parameters. The most distinctive feature of their solution is the
existence of a sharp pressure spike accompanied with a film constriction at
the conjunction exit, as shown in Figure 9. At first, these striking re-

44

-4 -3 -Z -' X, pounds

W- 3 x10 "  G =05OO

Fig. 9.-Pressure Distributions for a Compressible Lubricant (Ref. 43).

sults were received with considerable skepticism particularly among machine
designers. Not very much later, results of Dowson and Higginson were con-
firmed by Archard, Gair and Hirst. (44) Similar features were also found
later in other isothermal EHD numerical solutions. (45 -48)

The minimum film thickness at the constriction was shown to be approxi-
mately 70-75% of the inlet uniform thickness. Dowson and Higginson's data
provided the'following well-known empirical formula for predicting the mini-
mum film thickness.

I-. ' ~ 1- - S
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h1 0.54 0.7

R =2.65 013 (15)

3.3.2 Line contact film shape measurement

The first positive experimental evidence of the exit constriction was
seen in the circumferential film profile measured by the X-ray technique. (49)

This was later followed by a much more satisfactory film profile measurement
by the optical interferometry due to Gohar and Cameron. (28) Figures 10 and
11 show a series of optical film profiles for line contacts measured by
Wymer and Cameron. (26) While their measured nominal film shows good corre-

Load 168.5Stb Load 3491b
ao.
70. _7

60L ONT Z))
40-

30-

INLET OULT NE0OTE

6 4 2 0 2 4 6
iitonce from centre-line

in x 10",

Fig. lO.-Film Profiles at Mid-Point in Direction of Rolling (Ref. 26).

lation with EHD theories, the measured ratio of minimum film to nominal film
appear to be considerably smaller than .7 to .75 as predicted by EHD ana-
lysis. The reason for this discrepancy is still unknown. Their results
also show some interesting features of film variation at the edges of roller
contact as shown in Figure 11. These features are currently not predictable
analytically.

3.3.3 Line contact pressure measurement

Early pressure measurements were conducted by Dowson and Longfield (50)

-V.,17 V77 717i _1
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3491b

Distance from roller end
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Fig. 2l.-Film Profiles Through End Closure in Axial Direction (Ref. 26).

by using a large rotating disc in a simple sliding contact. Because of the
large area of contact in a conformal contact, no secondary pressure peaks
were detected. Subsequent attempts were made by Orcutt (51 ) and Kanne](52)in measuring pressure profile in heavily loaded contacts by means of a tiny

vapor deposited manganin strip. The confirmation of secondary pressure
pikes in EHO line contacts can be seen in Figure 12 taken from Reference 52.
The trend of the effect of load on the location of the pressure spike agrees
with that predicted analytically.

More recently, Hamilton and Moore (46) obtained even more convincing
evidence of the EHD secondary pressure spike by using a similar technique
used by Orcutt and Kannel. As shown in Figure 13, the observed pressure
peak appears to be more pronounced than those shown in Figure 12.

3.3.4 Point contact numerical solution

Even though the film shape of EHD point contact was measured optically
(28) as early as 1966, successful numerical solutions for point contacts did

7-77 , ,- 7377.77 ?
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Fig. 12.-Measured Variation in Pressure Profile with Disc Loading (Ref. 52).

not appear until 1970 when Jacobson (53) succeeded in obtaining the first
numerical solution for spherical point contacts treating the lubricant as a
solid-like substance inside the conjunction. Unfortunately, his results did
not lend themselves to a direct comparison with existing point contact film
thickness formulas. However, limited comparisons were made in Reference 53 f
between the author's own optical film measurement and the calculated film

shape. Close agreement was found.

The second numerical work on point contact film and pressurE shape was
contributed by Ranger (54 ) who obtained results up to 0.53 GPa(- 80,000 psi).
Convergence difficulties were found beyond this load. His results substan-
tiated all aspects of optical film shape measurements with only one excep-
tion. Ranger's results of central film thickness show a load dependence
contrary to that observed in practice. The reason is yet to be found.

A more complete set of point contact numerical solutiors appeared re-
cently in a series of papers by Hamrock and Dowson. (30-33) Tney employed
a direct iterative procedure, and solved the two-dimensional Reynolds and
elasticity equations. Figures 14(a) and (b) show typical contours of film
thickness and pressure in a circular contact. The pressure and film profile
along the central strip reveal the same features as those found in the line
contact theories. The minimum film thickness, in most cases, occurs at the
sides of the contact.

Hamrock and Dowson's results confirm quite well the film thickness for-
mulas based on the existing Grubin-type point theories. They also provide
a much needed complement to the optical EHD film measurements. The impact

y
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Fig. 13.-Synchronized Pressure and Shape Photograph Obtained from a Gauge
with Very High Resolving Power (width of pressure sensing element 7.6im).
Load 100.3 k/m, speed 1.35 m/s. (Ref. 46)

of these point contact numerical solutions may even be greater ii future
interest will be directed to asperity lubrication. Since asperities are
most conveniently modeled as elliptical contact, point contact numerical
solutions will be inpediately applicable. This point will be expounded
further in Section 5 on micro-elastohydrodynamics.

3.3.5 Point contact film shape measurement

In studying the film shape in point EHD contacts experimental efforts
have preceeded the theory. This was largely due to the optical interfero-
metric technique which was explored initial] by Archard and Kirk( 55)and
later fully developed by Gohar and Cameron.( 8) For studying the film
shape in point EHD contact, the method involves observation of the inter-
ferometric map at the contact between a highly polished steel ball and a
transparent plate. By identifying the successive fringes, a constant thick-
ness contour can be mapped.

The development of lubricant film in a point contact as the rolling
speed increases can be shown in Figure 15 taken from Reference 28. It is
seen that the minimum film for heavily loaded cases occurs at the two sides
instead of at the exit. The ratio of the minimum film thickness to the cen-
tral film thickness obtained by Foord et al.( 56) and Westlake and Cameron (36)

is lower than 70-75% predicted by the line contact theory, particularly for
the thin film cases.

........
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II

(b)2lb U=2c/e (b) j =32c/e

(c P = 2 lb U = 7 cm/sec (c) P = 16 lb U = 28.6 cm/sec

Fig. 15.-Rolling Point Contacts (Ref. 28).
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3.4 Film Thickness Chart

The minimum film thickness of EHD line contacts may be determined from
a survey diagram contributed by Moes. (sT) He demonstrated that the film
parameter hmin/R, the speed parameter uo u/E'R, load parameter, and the
lubricant parameter OE can be regrouped to form an implicit relation among
only three independent parameters. Thus only one family of curves is needed
to relate the film thickness parameter with other parameters. As shown in
Figure 16, this family of curves covers a wide range of loads, speeds, and
lubricant parameters. It includes the Martin's results as an asymptote for
the rigid/isoviscous case, and Herrebruch (58) results as an asymptote for
the elastic/isoviscous case.

3.5 Temperature

3.5.1 Thermal analyses

Since viscosity is strongly influenced by temperature, thermal effects
are expected to play a role in EHD performance particularly for sliding con-
tacts. The enerqy equation in Hertzian contacts was considered first by
Crook (59 ) and by Bell et al. (60 ) Crook developed a simplified theory in
determining the mid-film temperature by neglecting the surface temperature
rise, the viscous heat dissipation due to the Poiseulle flow, and the heat
convected by the lubricant. His method yields a reasonably accurate mid-
film temperature within a moderate speed range. Crook's theory has been
used widely in estimating the sliding friction in EHD contacts. Bell et
al.( 60 ) also developed an analytical solution of the energy equation which
revealed the relative significance of heat due to sliding, rolling, and
compression. Both theories indicated that lubricant film temperature rises
significantly even for cases of moderate slip. These results suggested a
need to include the energy equation in the full-EHD solution.

The numerical solutions of the full thermal-EHD problem were contribu-
ted by Cheng and Sternlicht (45) and Dowson and Whittaker.(61) It was hoped
that the incorporation of temperature in the full-EHD analysis might have
led to a significant reduction of the pressure spike. Results in both ana-
lyses indicated that at least for EHD contacts lubricated with mine~ral oils
the basic features of the pressure spike and the exit protrusion are not
significantly altered by the thermal effects.

3.5.2 Temperature measurement

Measurement of surface temperature in EHD contact has proven to be a
rather difficult task. Orcutt(51) used a platinum wire as the temperature
transducer, and obtained temperature profiles for a moderately loaded line
contact.

A continuous effort has been exerted by Kannel( 62,63) in improving the
surface temperature measurement in line contacts usin' a titanium wire de-
posited over a silica layer on the disc surface. Figures 17 and 18 show the
effects of 'oad and speed on the surface temperature. In general, the tem-
perature level is considerably higher than that measured by Orcutt.

Recently, Bartz and Ehlert (64) has also used vapor deposited trans-
ducers to obtain extensive data on pressure, temperature, and film thickness
profiles. The qualitative features of their measurements confirm the re-

_______________-,.--.7
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V =2,500 rpm, Slip =1 in/sec, Ph =1,000 MN/rn2 (150,000 psi ),T =2C/ div.

Fig. 17.-Pressure-Temperature Traces for Synthetic Paraffinic Lubricant
(XRtI-109) (Ref. 63).
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Fig. 18.-Corrected Temperature Profile for Steel Disks (Ref. 63).
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sults obtained by previous investigators. However, the surface temperature
measurements for pure rolling cases are considerably higher than those ob-
tained by others.

While the technique of using vapor deposited probes for surface temper-
ature measurement is yet to be perfected for a satisfactory agreement with
calculated temperature, an entirely new technique has been developed by
Nagaraj and Winer (651 in measuring the surface as well as film temperature
in circular contacts using an infrared probe. At least for the surface
temperature measurement, the data obtained so far has been remarkable.
Figures 19 and 20 show traces of surface and film temperature along the
center strip of the circular contact. Figure 21 shows the comparison be-
tween the measured temperature and that predicted from the Jaeger-Archard (66 )

Agreement is far better than the limited correlations between the titanium
or platinum wire temperature data and the circulated temperature data for
line contacts.

S 3.6 Friction

Sliding friction in concentrated contacts is perhaps one of the most
intriguing aspects of EHD. The basic features of sliding friction are re-
vealed most clearly in the friction curves taken from a two-disc machine. (67,

68) A typical family of friction curves, taken from Reference 68 is shown
in Figure 22. In the low-slip or linear region, the friction increases
linearly with slip similar to the behavior of a Newtonian fluid. As slip
increases, the friction would gradually taper off and would eventually
flatten out. This is labeled as the non-linear region because the stress
is believed to be no longer governed by the linear constituative relations.
*The region beyond is characterizea by a decreasing shear stress with an in-
reasing slip, and is labeled as thermal region because of the strong ther-

mal influence on the fluid properties at high sliding speeds.

Behavior of sliding friction in these regions are quite different, and

are reviewed separately in the following sections.

3.6.1 Low-slip friction

A simplified view of the lubricant behavior as it passes through the

high pressure conjunction with a minute slip can be depicted in Figure 23.
An elemental fluid, represented by a rectangle ABCD at the inlet, deforms
into a parallelogram A'B'C'D' at the exit due to a slightly faster velocity

of the bottom surface. Part of the strain e, shown in Figure 23, is elastic
and recoverable. The remainder due to viscous flow is permanent. The ratio
of the recoverable to the permanent strain can be estimated by the quantity

1U/Gb, known as Deborah Number. If this number is very large, the traction
will be governed by elastic deformation. At the other extreme, the traction
will follow the law of viscous flow.

Crook (671 and Dyson (69) have employed the linear viscoelastic model to
correlate with the measured effective viscosity, or the initial slope of the
tractive-slip curve. The agreement was not satisfactory.

One major question in the Maxwell viscoelastic model is whethe- the
viscosity and shear modulus would reach an equilibrium value when the fluid
is subjected to a high pressure during a short time interval. The transient
viscosity model was explored by Harrison and Trachman(70 ) with remarkably

7 7 7
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Fig. 23.-Characteristics of Low-s Up Traction.

good correlation with the measured effective viscosity by Johnson and
Cameron.(68) This was accomplished, however, without considering the shear
elastic strain.

More recenty, Johnson and Tevaarwerk( 71) devised a soin-roll point
contact rig to discern whether the fluid under high pressure would deform
like an elastic solid or visccus liquid. They have shown some convincing
evidence that the oil under a high pressure and a short transient time
tends to deform more as a solid. However, the values of shear modulus de-
doced from the low-spin tests are about one order of magnitude below the
known equilibrium shear modulus under high pressure.(7 2) They attributed
that this discrepancy in shear modulus is due to transient effects under a
suddenly applied pressure.

Very recently, Montrose et al.( 73) developed perhaps the most complete
viscoelastic model to d~scribe the low-slip traction behavior. In this
model, the shear elastic, strain is considered in the same manner as the
conventional viscoelast;c theory. However, instead of using the actual
local pressure for the viscosity a fictive pressure is used in order to
account for the transient viscosity effects similar to that considered in
(71). The fictive pressure is determined from an exponentially decaying
structural relaxation function. Preliminary results appear to be quite
promising. It is quite possible that a more complete correlation with the
observed traction using Montrose's model might provide an answer to why
there is such a large discrepancy in the shear modulus in Johnson and
Tevaarwerk's work.

To summarize, the low-slip friction can be characterized by the conven-
tional Maxwell viscoelastic model. The deformation of lubricant in the
conjunction under high pressure and at high speed is predominantly elastic.
However, nonrecoverable viscous flow is not totally negligible because of
the inability of the fluid viscosity to respond fully to the local pressure.
The model described by Montrose et al.( 73) appears to hold the best promise
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for accurate prediction of low-slip friction in EHD contacts.

3.6.2 High-slip friction

As the sliding velocity increases, the slope of the friction curve
'4.adually decreases to zero, and, in many cases, becomes slightly negative
dt very high sliding speed. Under these conditions, the fluid undergoes a
large shear strain usually in the mid-plana of the lubricant film, as de-
picted in Figure 24. An elemental fluid ABCD is severely sheared to the
shape A'B'C'D' as it reaches the exit section.

D C ~.Ua D C

A B U A" B"

T

Fig. 24.-Characteristics of High-slip Traction.

Crook first predicted the trend of the friction curve in the high-slip
region for moderately loaded contacts (PHZ < 0.5 GPa) on the basis of a
Newtonian liquid. Results agree with the measured Iriction only in trend,
but not in magnitude particularly at the friction peak. The same conclusion
was also found in (74) based on a thermal-EHD numerical solution. The in-
adequacy of the Newtonian model was finally firmly established by Johnson
and Cameron( 68) in Figure 25, which shows that in heavily loaded contacts,
the Newtonian model would yield a friction force almost one order of maqni-
tude higher than the measured value.

The use of a non-Newtonian model for friction in high-sliding region
was first analyzed by Bell et al(75) on the basis of a shear dependent Ree
Eyring liquid. Later, Dyson (69) postulated that the liquid possesses a
limiting shear stress under a large strain and strain rate. He provided a
semi-empirical function of pressure and temperature. As demonstrated in
j76), prediction of high-slip friction using Dyson's formula appears to work
well over a wide range of conditions.

The limiting shear behavior at high sliding speed was explained by
Smith(77) on the basis of a plastic solid. This concept is gradually gain-
ing more acceptance because most high sliding EHD contacts operate at a high

7 t - , 7- -1
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Fig. 25.-Variation of Traction Coefficient with Sliding Speed Calculated by

Crook's Theory, at Various Contact Pressures (Ref. 68).

pressure level where the lubricant most likely would shear like a solid
rather than a non-linear liquid.

Johnson and Tevaarwerk(71) proposed a most interesting friction model
which is capable of describing linear and nonlinear viscous, linear and
nonlinear viscoelastic, as well as elastic/plastic behavior in a single equa-
tion. This model is depicted in Figure 26 and is expressed as

, . 1ldt

= d + F(T) = e 
+ 

v

F(Te) =() sinh(Te)

where - = total strain rate

elastic strain rate

YV viscous strain rate

I
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Te = equivalent stress

To = repzesentative stress, a fluid property

= viscosity

G = shear modulus

r0o n, and G are fluid properties to be deduced from traction tests. Limited

IT

T FF)r)

viscous shear rate,t

Fig. 26.-Non-linear Maxwell fluid with zero-shear-rate viscosity and in-
finite-rate shear modulus G.F(T) denotes the nonlinear viscous function
(Ref. 71).

values of these properties are given in Reference 71 for five oils. Good
correlations were found with data taken from spin-tests as well as side-slip tests.

Very recently, Winer et al. (78) developed a new method to measure the
yield stress and shear modulus of glassy lubricants under high hydrostatic
pressure without reliance on any EHD traction data. Preliminary results
are very encouraging. It appears before long there will be considerable
primary data of the fluid properties available to predict high-slip traction
based on the elastic/plastic solid concept.

3.7 Summary (Full-Film EHD)

For heavily loaded EHD contacts in ordinary rolling element bearing,
gears, and cams, the film thickness is essentially uniform over most
of the Hertzian conjunction. The uniform gap is reduced significantly
along the exit edges to form a minimum film either at the central exit
edge or at the two sides. Optical film measurements have verified that
present EHD theories are remarkably accurate in predicting this uniform
gap for a wide range of speed and for load as high as 2.5 GPa(350 ksi).
However, some discrepancies still remain between the calculated and
measured minimum film thickness at the trailing edge or at the two

4b 4' A ,'/C U. - '
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sides. Formulas are also available to determine the reduction in film
thickness due to inlet shear heating effects, but its accuracy is yet
to be fully substantiated. Film reduction due to a starved inlet can
also be predicted accurately if the inlet meniscus position is given.

The pressure distribution in moderately loaded EHD contacts confor.s
largely to a Hertzian distribution except that it contains a well-
publicized spike in the exit region. This pressure peak can now be
considered as an experimentally confirmed phenomenon. However, the
measured peak sharpness is much reduced possibly because of the inabil-
ity of the lubricant to reach the extreme shear stress at the peak.
Temperature effect was found to have little effect on the sharpness of
the peak.

Friction in EHD contacts increases ifitially linearly with slip in the
low-slip region. The initial slope of the friction curve is predict-
able on th basis of a Maxwell substance. For speeds and loads en-
countered in most Hertzian contacts in practice, the lubricant deforma-
tion is found to be largely elastic. Both the viscosity and shear
modulus show signs of not being able to reach its equilibrium value un-
der a rapidly applied pressure. Method is available to predict the
transient effective viscosity based on the structure relaxation con-
cept. No method is yet available to predict the transient shear
modulus.

Friction in the high-slip region can be modelled as a shear dependent
fluid or, in more heavily loaded cases, as elastic/plastic solids. Pre-
diction of friction can be made for elliptical EHD contacts for a rea-
sonable range of sliding, rolling, and spinning speeds based on fluid
constants either deduced from EHD friction experiments or from another
independent primary experiment.

Both surface and film temperature predictions based on Newtonian fluid
is not sufficiently accurate in a sliding EHD contact. Models, includ-
ing a shear thinning viscosity and a pressure-temperature dependent
yield stress for the lubricant in the glassy state, are needed to
determine the temperatures.

4. PARrIAL-EHD

Partial-EHD is recognized as the regime where the average film thickness
becomes less than three times the composite surface roughness. Under this
condition, the local film would become extremely thin or interrupted at the
tip of tall asperities. Understandings of the lubrication process in partial-
EHD are essential because a majority of Hertzian contacts in gears, cams, and
rolling element bearings operate in this regime. A complete understanding of
this problem would go a long way to predict the performance and failure of
these contacts.

As suggested by Tallian,( 79) who contributed the first theory on partial-
END, the quantities which describe the phenomena in partial-EHD may include:

a. the average film thickness
b. the ratio of the EHD load to the asperity load
c. the average friction.

The main tasks in partial-EHD are to devise methods to predict the above
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quantities with given input data on contact geometry, material, lubricant,
operating conditions, and surface roughness parameters.

4.1 Surface Characterization

For years. the roughness of bearing surfaces has been characterized by
a single parameter, namely, the standard deviation of the roughness ampli-
tude from a mean plane. This is commonly known as a, the r.m.s. value of
roughness. The value a gives an indication of the roughness level, but not
the roughness texture. For instance, two surfaces may have the same a, but
entirely different asperity shape. One surface may have long sharp asperi-
ties, and the other deep valleys.

The surface roughness texture can be described by two statistical para-
meters, namely, the height distribution and the auto-correlation function,
a.c.f. The height distribution has been studied extensively by Williamson.
(5) It war found chat for surfaces finished by an abrasive process the
height distribution is approximately Gaussian. For running-in surfaces,
the height distribution is slightly skewed from Gaussian.

Auto-correlation function is essentially a measure of the wave length
structure of a surface profile in a given direction. It is defined as

R, = (X) (x).6(x+X)dx (16)

where X is the correlation length, a is the height function along the x
direction, and Rx() is the a.c.f. in the x direction. Whitehouse and Ar-
chard(7) concluded that the a.c.f. for most engineering surfaces is an ex-
ponentially decaying function. Others (80-8 2) have used a linear function
as an approximation for the a.c.f.

Many engineering surfaces have roughnesses which are directionally
oriented, i.e., it contains long wave lengths in one direction and short
wave lengths in the normal direction. The directiunal properties of rough-
ness can be conveniently described by a surface pattern parameter y, first
introduced by Kubo and Peklenik.(83) It is defined as the ratio of x and y
correlation length

p 0.5 x 
(17)Y = O0.5 g

where X0.5 x is defined as the correlation length at which the a.c.f. of theprofile is 50% of the value at the origin. y may be interpreted as the

length-to-width ratio of a representative asperity. Purely transverse, iso-
tropic, and purely longitudinal roughness patterns have y =o,i,= respective-
ly. Surfaces with y > longitudinally oriented.

For determining partial-EHD performance, the following surface rough-
ness parameters are required for each surface.

1. a - r.ra.s. 3urface roughness

2. height distribution function

3. XO.5 x, X0.5 y - 50% correlation length in x and y direction

4. a.c.f. - aute correlation function

-
Tii
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4.2 Average Film Thickness

The average film thickness as affected by pure longitudinal or trans-
verse roughness was first explored by Johnson et al.(83 ) for pure rolling
contact based on Christensen Stochastic Theory.(84) They developed a Grubin
type solution, valid for a << h only, and concluded that for EHO contacts,
where the load is primarily carried by the fluid pressure, the effects of
roughness on the average film thickness is minimal.

The cases for h/a > 3 and for rolling and sliding contacts were studied
by Berth6(8 5) and by Chow and Chenq.(86) The results show that:

1. For pure rolling contact with pure transverse roughness, the average
film thickness is higher than that predicted by the smooth surface EHD
theory. This effect is greatly enhanced as h/a approaches three. For
sliding contacts with one surface smoother than the other, the roughness
effect is enhanced if the smoother surface is faster, and retarded if the
smoother surface is slower.

2. For pure longitudinal roughness, the average film thickness is lower than
that predicted by the smooth surface theory. Superimposing of sliding
on rolling has little influence on the roughness effect for pure longi-
tudinal surfaces.

Very recently, Patir and Cheng(82) developed a method known as the
average flow model to handle surface roughnesses of any arbitrary surface
pattern parameter y. This method enables one not only to investigate the
effect of more practical surface roughness texture, but also to extend the
results to h/a below 3 where part of the load is shared by asperity con-
tacts. Figure 27 depicts the flow pattern for longitudinally oriented (y >
1) and isotropic roughness (y=1). Typical results are shown in Figure 28
where the actual film thickness ratio Ho=ho/a is plotted against the film
parameters A = hmoeh/a. It is interesting to note that the roughness
effect for a realisc longitudinally oriented roughness, y=6, is consider-
ably smaller than the pure longitudinally roughness y--. The case of iso-
tropic roughness only shows a slight increase in the average film compared
to the smooth surface theory. Even for the case of y = 1/6, the effect is
not as overwhelming as that suggested by the pure transverse roughness
theory.

4.4 Asperity Load to EHD Load Ratio

The average asperity contact pressure in a partial-EHD contact is a
function of the ratio of the compliance to the composite surface roughness
h/a. Here the compliance is the distance between the two mean planes based
on the undeformed surfaces. Such functions are generally known as the load
compliance relationships. For Gaussian surfaces, Tallian 79) has derived
the asperity load as a function of h/a for both plastically or elastically
deformed asperities. Typical load sharing ratios were also presented in
(79) for a constant maximum EHD pressure.

The load sharing ratios in circumferential ground EHD contacts (longi-
tudinal roughness) can be obtained by a full numerical solution given by
Chent and Dyson(87) for discs with known surface roughness characteristics.

A
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Fig. 27.--Typical contact areas for longitudinally oriented, isotropic and
transversely oriented rough surfaces 

(Ref. 82).

4.5 Average Friction

Once the ratio of the asperity load to the fluid pressure load is de-
termined, the total frictional force in partial-EHD, as suggested in (79)

can be readily evaluated by

F aa a EH EHD

where F =total frictional force

Pa,'EIID =the coefficients of friction for the asperity load and

hydrodynamic load respectively

Qa'QEUD 
= asperity, hydrodynamic loads

For most partial-EHD contact, the value of 11a is believed to be between .1
0.2. The value Of EHD can be taken from frctional coefficients for full-
film EHD contacts.
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Fig. 28.-Comparison of center film thickness obtained for rough surfaces
with the EHL film thickness obtained for smooth surfaces.

4.6 Partial-Film EHD Breakdown

When the load is increased to a certain level in a sliding partial-EHD
contact, a transition would take place, and is associated with a sudden in-
crease in friction and wear rate. This transition is sometimes known as
scuffing, or the change from mild to severe wear.

Mechanisms of scuffing in partial-EHD sliding contacts have been re-
viewed by Dyson 88 ) and are still considered as an unresolved problem. A
widely accepted explanation for this transition is the critical temperat';re
concept which states that scuffing occurs when the maximum surface tempera-
ture of a contact exceeds the critical temperature of a given lubricant.
This concept appears to be in harmony in most gear failure tests, but in
discord with a number of major disc experiments.

Recently, an alternative explanation(87 ,89) has been given for partial-
EHD scuffing. It is based on the postulate that scuffing would occur if the

average lubricant pressure PEHD reach a state where

S- P HD  << 1.

This hypothesis appears to agree well with tne scuffing data for at least
one set of disc experiments,19°) but does not seem to be in accord with
simple sliding scuffing tests.
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4.7 Summary (Partial-EHD)

Surface roughness parameters affecting the performance of partial-EHD
include: G1,0 2 , the r.m.s. roughness of the two surfaces; y, the as-
perity length to width ratio; the height distribution, and the auto-
correlation functions in two mutually perpendicular directions.

Methods are now available to predict the average film thickness in par-
tial-EHD contacts based on the average flow model approach for three-
dimensional surface roughness. Both the transverse oriented (y=1/6)
and isotropic roughness (y=l) tend to raise the average film from that
determined by the smooth surface theory. Longitudinal oriented rough-
ness seems to have little effect on the average film thickness.

Ratio of asperity load to EHD load in a Hertzian conjunction is pre-
dictable by numerical solution for partial-EHD contacts. However, the
accuracy of this load-sharing ratio depends critically on the validity
of the load and compliance relation which is somewhat uncertain par-
ticularly for deeply penetrated asperities.

Partial-EHD breakdown can result from an excessive temperature on one
of the contacting surfaces or from the loss of pressurized viscosity in
the valleys. Successful correlation have been found with both mechan-~isms.

5. MICRO-ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION

Micro-EHD (91) deals with the local pressure and film fluctuations
around asperities and furrows within a macro-EHD conjunction. Problems in
this area can be classified into three aspects: 1) the normal approaching
of a single asperity at the inlet section; 2) the sliding of a single as-
perity; 3) asperity-asperity collision.

For pure rolling EHD contacts, local pressure and film thickness dis-
tribution at asperities are qoverned mainly by the normal approach action.
As a deep ellipsoidal asperity approaching the opposing surface, the lubri-
cant is first pressurized at the asperity center to a piezo-viscous condi-
tion, i.e. e-'P-*O. Subsequently, the lubricant is entrapped to form a cen-
tral pocket as it travels through the Hertzian conjunction, as shown quali-
tatively in Figure 29. The asperity film thickness for the lubricant to be-
come piezo-viscous is predictable for both lonqitudinal and spherical asper-
ities, (91-93) but the entrapped film thickness is currently not predictable
and a more sophisticated normal approach analysis is required.

For pure transverse ridges, the normal approach action in a pure roll-
ing process causes the lubricant in the Hertzian region ahead of the as-
perity to reach the piezo-viscous state. Subsequently, the asperity be-
comes nearly frozen together with the lubricant and is transported through
the Hertzian conjunction as an integral unit.(94) The micro-EHD film h*
corresponding to the lubricant reaching the piezo-viscous condition is pre-
dictable by a Grubin-type analysis for surfaces with a transverse ridge at
the i.nlet.(91)

For sliding EHD contacts, micro-EHD film thickness h* is controlled
largely by the sliding entrainment of the lubricant at the inlet of an as-
perity. For transverse asperities, a lower limit of h* can be estimated by
using the classical EHD film thickness formulas to a sliding asperity in a

11X - 4 i lii _t4 Iulln la i l6II n
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Fig. 29.-Normal Approach of a Longitudinal Asperity at the inlet of an VID
Contact (Ref. 91).
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Fig. 30.-Pressure and Film Thickness Around a Sliding Asperity (Ref. 91).

low pressure ambient. For longitudinal asperities, very little is available
to estimate the minimum "ilm thickness in the micro-EHD contact. Further
work is needed.

Micro-EHD of a sliding deep stationary transverse ridge or furrow can be
studied by using an existing EHO computer code. (13) Figure 30 shows that
typical micro-EHD pressure and film characteristics at an asperity containimilar features found in the classical EHD theories.

For a pair of transverse asperities colliding in a lubricant of low
ambient pressure the micro-EHD film thickness can he estimatpd r.esonably
well with existing theories.Olu-81) If the collision takes olace in a high
pressure ambient, h* would increase but cannot be predicted quantitatively
at the present time.
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ADDITIONAL ASPECTS OF
ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION

B. J. Hamrock

ABSTRACT

Professor Chengt is to be congratulated for doing an outstanding job in
presenting an up-to-date review of the varying aspects of elastohydrodynamic
lubrication. The purpose of the present paper is to add some material which
was not covered in Professor Cheng's paper, in particular, some recent work
on elastohdrodynami,- lubrication of materials of jow elastic modulus and on
hydrodynamic lubrication. Both topics will be applicable for contacts with
any ellipticity parameter (ranging from a circular contact to a line con-
tact). These two studies will be combined with same previous work to supply
film thickness contours for the different regimes of lubrication as a
function of the elasticity and viscosity parameters. From these studies the
lubrication reyime and the minimum film thickness within the contact can be
easily determined.

NOMENCLATURE

a semimajor axis of contact ellipse

b semiminor axis of contact ellipse

E modulus of elasticity

F1 2E' 22

VA B1- + -
iB

EA EB

C elliptical intpqral of second kind

F normal bpplied load

G dimensionless material parameter, aE'

i dimensionless film thickness, hIR

±These proceedings.
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ii dimensionless film thickness, n(w!r) 2

h film thickness

k ellipticity parameter, d,/h

m dimensionless inlet distance

m* dimensionless inlet distance at boundary between fully flooded and
starved conditions

R effective -adius

- radius of curvature

u dimensionless speed parameter, u, oiE'R2 0Iu surface velocity in rolling direction, (uA u )2

W dimensionless load parameter, F/E'R2

x

pressure-viscosity constant

6 R/Y RRy/x

q0 atmospheric viscosity

v Poisson's ratio

+ T -B

Subscripts

A solid A

B solid B

E elastic

F fully flooded conjunction

I isoviscous

min mi n I rium

R rioid

s starved conjunction

v viscous

x,y coordinate system

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 points out the difference between hydrodynamic and elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication (EHD). Hydrodynamic lubrication normally deals

-- . -. ,-
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with conformal contacts while elastohydrodynamic lubrication deals with non-
conformal contacts. Elastohydrodynamic lubrication can be divided into
materials of low and high elastic modulus. Note the maximum pressure is
three orders of magnitude less for materials of low elastic modulus as Com-
pared to that of high elastic modulus. Also, the minimum film thickness is
the smallest for EHD of materials of high elastic modulus and next smallest
for EHL of materials of low elastic modulus and the largest for hydrodynamic
lubrication contacts.

Lubricant in elastohydrodynamic lubrication of hhig elastic modulus
materials enters a typical contact with atmospheric pressure, is subjected
to a maximum pressure of approximately 300,000 psi, traverses a passage one
thousand times longer than its height, and is _hen ejected into the atmo-
sphere within a time span of about lO- or 10- second. The viscous
character of the fluid changes drastically while passing through the con-
tact, going from an easy flowing liquid to a pseudosolid and back to an easy
flowing liquid in less than a fraction of a millisecond.

Lubricant in elastohydrodynamic lubrication of iow elastic modulus
materials enters a typical contact with atmospheric pressure and is sub-
jected only to a maximum pressure of 3 x 102 psi due to the elastomeric
nature of the material. For such materials the distortions are large even
with light loads. Another feature of EHD of low elastic materials is the
negligible effect of pressure on the viscosity of the lubricating fluid.
Therefore the viscous character of the fluid does not change while passing
through the contact.

EHD FOR MATEIALS OF LOW ELASTIC MODULUS

The work prpented by Professor Chenn related only to materials of high
elastic modulus (e.g., steel). The work that I would like to present in
tnis section is for materials of low elastic modulus (e.g., nitrile rubber).

Engineering applications in which elastohydrodynamic lubrication is impor-
tant for low-elastic-triodulus materials include seals, human joints, tires,
and elastomeric-material machine elements.

The problem of fully flooded line contacts has been solved theoret-
ically for low-elastic-materials by Herrebrugh (l), Dowson and Swales(2), and
Boglin and Archard (3). The solutions of References 1 and 2 were obtained
numerically and are based on simultaneous solutions of the hydrodynamic and
elasticity equations; the analytical solution of Reference 3 relied on the
assumption of a simplified form for the film shape in the contact region.
Biswas and Snidle(4) used the approach of Reference 3 to solve the point-
contact situation. Reference 5 presents, to the best of the author's
knowledge, the first complete numerical solution of the problem of fully
flooded isothermal elastohydrodynamic lubrication of elliptical contacts for
low-elastic-modulus materials. Reference 6 extends the work of Reference 5
by studying the effect of lubricant starvation on pressure and film thick-
ness within the conjunction. This section of the present paper will utilize
the work of References 5 and 6.

Reference 5 produces the following dimensionless minimum film thickness
for fully flooded elliotical contacts for materials of low elastic modulus

{mif,.FIE = - 085 0.31 k) 0.65-0.21()
7.3( -0.85 o- U

The subscript rE refers to the isoviscous elastic lubrication condition
which is the condition that exists in dealing with materials of low elastic
modulus.
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CONFORMAL CONTACT
HYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION

(1880'S, REYNOLDS, TOWER)

F

U

hmin "

PmaxZ 103 psi

hmin (F, u, RX, Ry)
hminzl0" in.

NO ELASTIC EFFECT

NONCONFORMAL CONTACT

ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION
(1940'S, PErRUSEVICH, GRUBIN)

+F

hmin

(a) LOW ELASTIC MODULUS (b) HIGH ELASTIC MODULUS
MATERIAL (e.g., NITRILE MATERIAL (e.g., STEEL).
RUBBER).

Pmaxz 3X102 psi Pmaxz 3x10 5 psi

hmin f(F, u, 7o Rx. Ry. E') hmin • W, u, 710, Rx, Ry, E', a)

hmin z 10-4 in. hmin z lO-5 in.

ELASTIC EFFECTS PREDOMINATE ELASTIC AND VISCOUS EFFECTS
BOTH IMPORTANT

Fig. l.-ilydrodynamic and elastohydrodynamic lubrication.
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It is interesting to compare the equation for materials of low elastic
modulus (eq. 1) with the corresponding equation found in Reference 7 for
materials of high elastic modulus, namely:

minF = 3.63(i - e-O'68k)UO
6 8

W-OO
7 3GO 4 9  (2)

V,A'

The powers of u in equations (1) and (2) are quite similar, but the power of
w is much more significant tor low-elastic-modulus materials. The expres-
sions showing the effect of tne ellipticity parameter is of exponential form
in both equations, but with quite different constants.

A major difference between equations (1) and (2) is the absence of a
material parameter in the expression for the minimum film thickness for low-
elastic-modulus materials. The reason for this is the negligible effect of
pressure on the viscosity of the lubricating fluid for low-elastic-modulus
materials.

When the elliptical contact becomes starved, the dimensionless minimum
film thickness for materials of low elastic modulus (6) can be written as

0.22

{min'I,E = I,E m jJ
where m is the distance of the inlet miniscus from the center of the con-
tact, and m* is the inlet distance required for achieving the fully flooded
condition. From Reference 6 m* can be expressed as

2 10,16

=* 1 + 12.07 [(min,) 2 (4)

where b is the semiminor axis of the elliptical contact.
To make it easier to calculate the semiminor axis of the contact

ellipse (b), the elliptical integral of the second kind (j), and the ellip-
ticity parameter, the approximate expressions developed in Reference 8 will
be used and are given below as

= [ 6F 11/3 (5)

x Y

3R

+ _3R (6)

0.64

R
x

where

2 1_+ 1 (8)
RX r, x r Bx

~ ,. -- 4
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2 (9)
= .. ~+-

y At; rBy

The approximate expressions (eqs. 5-7) enable one to easily calculate these
terms within 3 percent accuracy without resorting to charts or numerical
methods.

To explain more fully what happens to the film thickness in going from
a fully flooded to a lubricant starvation condition for materials of low
elastic modulus, Figures 2 and 3 are presented. Figure 2 represents a fully
flooded condition and Figure 3 a severely starved condition. In these
tigures the symbol + indicates the center of the Hertzian contact. Because
of the way the coordinates are made dimensionless, the actual contact
ellipse becomes a Hertzian circle regardless of the ellipticity parameter.
The Hertzian contact circle is shown in these figures by asterisks. At the
top of these figures the contour lable and its corres-nding value is given.
The inlet region is to the left and the exit reg*or. , t the right.

It is observed in these figures that the cent. pow on of the film-
thickness contours has become parallel for the severely starved condition
(Figure 3). The minimum film thickness area is closer to the exit region
for the severel starved condition. Note also that the values of the film
thickness contours for the severely starved condition (Figure 3) are much
lower than those of the fully flooded condition (Figure 2).

DIMENSIONLESS GROUPING

The dimensionless group tn, u, w, G, and kl used in equations (1) and
(2) have served a very useful purpose in aiding the understanding of the
results found in References 5-7. Several authors (e.g., References 9 and
10) have noted that the examination of the dimensionless representation of
governing equations shows the above set of dimensionless group can be re-
duced by one without any loss of generality. Although Johnson's paper (10 )

does not consider elliptical contacts, it does state what the nondimnensional
parameters would be, namely,

Dimensionless film thickness

2

min min 6 ) (10)

Dimensionless viscosity parameter

3
GIV'l 2 -
U

Dimensionless elasticity parameter

V3= 2
U

The ellipticity parameter (k) remains a parameter as discussed in equation
(7). Therefore, the reduced dimensionless group is { min, g1 ' g3 " and k.

17 %
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DIhNSIONLESS
FILM THICKNESS.

H - hIRx
A O0DB .0 0

C AM
0 .0640
E .O6?0
F .00 20
G .009 0
H .O 0 O

/I-RTZIAN CIRCLE

cojnto for mtrasolweatim ols

\.

DIMENSIONLESS
FILM THICKNESS.

H \ hIR,

A DE O29

C .0032
D .00034

F .00040
G .00D43
H .OD46
,(IHERTZIAN CIRCLE

Fig. 3.-Contour plot of dimensionless film thickness is a severely starved

conjunction for materials of low elastic modulus.
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FILM THICKNESS IN ELLIPTICAL CONTAC;S FOR FOUR LUBRICATION REGIMES

Reference 11 makes use of the reduced dimensionless grouping to give
the film thickness equations for four fluid film lubrication regimes found
in elliptical contacts. These regimes are distinguishable by the influence
or lack of influence of elastic and viscous effects. The film thickness
equations for the respective regimes come from earlier theoretical studies
on elastohydrodynamic (5 and 7) and hydrodynamic (12) lubrication of con-
junctions of elliptical form.

Isoviscous Rigid Regime

The influence of geometry on the hydrodynamic film separating two rigid
solids was investigated in Reference 12. It was found that the minimum film
thickness had the speed, viscosity, and load dependence as the classical
Kapitza (13) solution. However, the incorporation of Reynolds condition re-
sulted in an additional geometry effect. Therefore, from Reference 12 the
dimensionless minimum film thickness for the isoviscous riqid lubrication
regime can be written as

fu.} =1286-i 2 [1.68 tan-1  + 0.1 2 (13)
1,R,

I _,R L

where
R 1/0.64

_Y_ ( k(14)
R 1.03

x

In equation (13) note that the dimensionless film thickness is strictly a
function of the geometry of the contact (R /R x).

Viscous Rigid Regime

Making use of Blok (14) while adding a geometry effect for an elliptical
contact as discussed in Reference 11, the minimum film thickness for the
viscous rigid regime can be written as

,l 1.66 g/
3 
(1 - e

- 0 "68
k) (16){min }  .6g

V,R

Isoviscous Elastic Regime

Expressing equatioi (1) in terms of the reduced dimensionless group

(Hmin, gl, and k) from Reference 11 the dimensionless minimum film thick-
ness for the isoviscous elastic regime can be written as

0.67 -0.31 k{ m n = 8.70 (1: - (o.8 a o(7
min I.P"

7 7"" s
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Viscous Elastic

Expressing equation (2) in tens of the reduced dimensionless group
(1min' g1 g93  and k the minimum film thickness for the viscous elastic
regime can be written as

4 g0.49 0.17 1 _ e- 0.68 k
{lmn}13.45 gl g3  (8)

V,E

Having defined the dimensionless minimum film thickness for the four
lubrication regimes in equations 13, 16-18 these equations were used to
develop the dimensionless film thickness contours for the different regimes
of lubrication. Reference 11 shows these maps on a log-log grid of dimen-
sionless viscosity parameter and dimensionless elasticity parameter for
ellipticity parameters of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. Fiqure 4 shows a sample of
these results for an ellipticity parameter of 1. The four lubrication
regimes are clearly indicated in this figure. In this figure we see that

Hmin

2F 10000./
106 6M VISCOUS RIGID -

2 - 2500 "' '105} -  150 VISCOUS") l Of

10- I
6o4 IN ISCOUS

4

101 2 461022 461032 461042 46105
g3

Fig. 4.-A map of the regimes of lubrication with dimensionless film thick-
ness (11min) contours on a log-log grid of the dimensionless viscosity
parameter (gl) and the dimensionless elasticity parazeter (g3) for an
ellipticity parameter of one (k = 1).

the transition between the viscous rigid and viscous elastic is nearly smooth
whereas the transition from the isoviscous elastic and viscous elastic is
not as good. One might speculate that the transition from the isoviscous
elastic and viscous elastic might produce sligntly lower dimensionless film
thicknesses than those in Figure 4. Similar results are shown for other
ellipticity parameters in Reference I1.

-,0
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Therefore, given an ellipticity parameter (k), the value of the vis-
cosity parameter (gl), and the elasticity parameter (g3 ), one can determine
the lubricating regime as well as an approximate value of the dimensionless
minimum film thickness. Knowing the lubrication regime a more accurate
value of lmi, can be obtained using the appropriate dimensionless minimum
film thickness equation ((13), (16), (17), or (18)).
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DISCUSSION

H. P. EVANS, University College of Cardiff: I like to ask what you have done
about the variation of the film thickness with the ellipticity parameter, k.

I would like to point out k is independent of the load; it depends on the
geometry of the situation. I find it difficult to believe that the variation
of film thickness with the shape of the contact is going to be independentof the load and the speed.

B. J. HAMROCK: In changing the ellipticity you consider what effect it has
by keeping the other parameters constant.

EVANS: Yes, I agree with you. What I am getting at is that you are assuming
that the effect of it is going to be the same for all U, u, etc.

B. J. HANROCK: The ellipticity parameter is the last one you consider. You
first study what the effect of dimensionless speed ic. You can do that
directly without affecting the other parameters such as load and materials.
Then you consider the effect of geometry. You incorporate that effect into
established exponents for these. You then try to find out an expression
that would best fit this inZormation. We went through a number of different
forms and we found that indeed the elliptical form seemed to fit the data
much better.

'17
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TOPICS RELATED TO THE FUNDAMENTALS
OF EHD PHENOMENA

J. Pirvics

I!
ABSTRACT

This material comments and expands on professor Cheng's survey of
recent developments in the analysis of elastohydrodynamic contacts. Appli-
cation within general mechanical system simulation software is noted. Some

analytic advances in "soft" VID contact performance assessment are described
and comments are offered on recent efforts in the description of the
"elastic" interaction. A brief note is also made of a correction to the

published literature on asperity load sharing.

INTRODUCTION

Professor Cheng's paperT is a timely and comprehensive update of the
state of the art in EHD contact phenomena. Additional references, detailing
more investigations, within the categories noted under the heading of con-
centrated contacts, are available, but do not redefine the substance of the
mptter he presents.

rhe following contains brief discussions of some topics which are re-
lated to "The Fundamentals of EHD Phenomena". The material:

* takes note of the implementation of existing EHD analyses within

mechanical system simulation software

• describes some analytic advances in "soft" EHD contact assessment

* comments on recent efforts in the analysis of the "elastic" inter-
action, and

• advises of a recent correction, as yet not in the public literature
concerning the computation of the asperity-borne portion of a con-
centrated contact load.

APPLICATION WIrHIN SYSTEM SIMULATION SOFTWARE

The past years, during which effort has been devoted to the detailing
of individual EHD contact behavior, have also witnessed the emerging

fThese proceedings.

4-\~-
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confidence to place such models into mechanical system simulation computer
proqrams. The complete range of contact behavior analysis from full to
partial films, under varying thermal, load, and lubricant supply conditions
have been used. Reference L11] contains papers by Gupta, Sibley and Pirvics
which note programs containing EHD analysis for rolling contacts.

An example of such software is SHABERTH. The mechanical system ad-
dressed starts with a flexible shaft which is supported by a number of
bearings. The suaft BEaRing analysis logic is Tiermally coupled to lubri-
cant flows, contact heat generation and housing heat dissipation. System
performance is computed with consideration of detailed individual contact
behavior.

A particular example of such system analysis by software is that by
Crecelius et al. (2) for the input pinion of a helicopter transmission. The
type of contact behavior encountered is seen by examining the nodal maps
used by SHABERTH, Figures 1 and 2. Successful performance simulation is
found in corroboration with experimental evidence. Table 1 displays the
steady state nodal temperature map. Figure 3 illustrates the time transient
temperature behavior of a particular outer raceway within a ball bearing
after loss of lubrication.

Further confidence in the validity of current EHD contact behavior
assessment is found in the experimental/analytic work performed by Coe and
Zaretsky (3) on high speed ball bearing performance.

The correlations obtained have established confidence in the analytic
tools to guide hardware commitment. This has been done for thrust carrying,
flange loaded, cylindrical rolling element bearings. The prototype gener-
ated and its performance are reported by Morrison et al. ( . Ceramic rol-
rolling element contact performance has been explored similarly within a
mechanical system simulation to reveal solutions for high speed, high
temperature use.

ANALYSIS OF "SOFT" EHD CONTACTS

Cheng's review of EHD fundamentals restricts itself to the efforts
which relate to the study of concentrated contacts. Other developments,
within the broader definition of the discipline, merit attention. Specifi-
cally the behavior of compliant surface fluid film bearings is mentioned
here.

Benjamin (5 ) has addressed the general three dimensional, finite
boundary, elasticity problem. A Green's function approach is used in the
analysis and it results in a procedure which eliminates the problem
occasioned by mathematical singularities present when Poisson's ratio ap-
proaches 0.5. The elasticity formulation has been coupled with a variable
film thickness Reynolds' equation and the resulting set of nonlinear
equations solved. The specific applications considered by Benjamin address

thrust as well as self-acting journal bearings, Figure 4. Both have a
compliant layer on the bearing surface. The computed deflection profiles
reproduced in Figure 5 reveal the conservation of material volume which is
characteristic of deformed elastomeric layers. The self sealing and thus
self imposed lubricant flow restriction as well as elevated load carrying
capacity are clearly displayed for this elastohydrodynamic bearing. Figures
6 and 7 are offered as examples of available simulation of EHD performance
within such practical applications as main shaft bearings of ships.

Pirvics and Castelli (6 ,7) formulated and explored inertial and visco-

elastic effects of finite thickness compliant surface layer EHD behavior in
slider and journal confiqurations, Figure 8. Elasticity and fluid mechanics
representations are coupled and solved by a multidimensional Newton-Raphson
iteration on Fourier coefficients. Numerical computation indicates that
layer inertia effects become significant as the shear wave speed defined

7 7 , ,
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Fig. 3.-Outer raceway temperature.

Mach number exceeds 0.5. Particular attention is directed to the extent of
the displacement profile outside of the defined load zone. Implications are
raised for successive slider coupling through unrelaxed elastomer deforma-
tions in these "soft" elastohydrodynamic bearings, Figure 9.

THE "E" IN EHD

Most current analyses of EHO concentrated contacts employ a Hertz

definition of the interacting body problem and assume purely elastic be-
havior to exist within an unstrained homogeneous material. Many practical
materials, geometries and loading conditions do not respect this desire for
computation simplicity. Some additional recent efforts which address the
"elastic" part of elastohydrodynamic lubrication are noted in the following.

Asperity-film and asperity-asperity interactions produce tangential
forces. These tangential loads interact with those in the normal direction
to redefine contact shape as well as subsurface stress strain states.
Tallian, et al.( 12) comprehensively investigated the effects of asperity
slope and surface traction. The results z::x noteworthy for their ability to
relate traction coefficients to experimentally observed metallographic
changes in the subsurface. Specifically, a rotation of the Martin angle of
deformation bands is observed to vary with film thickness/roughness ratio.
This rotation is related to an effective traction coefficient. The authors
are presently examining the altered non-"Hertzian" stress-strain state to
refine the accepted formu. tion for bearing life to include traction/surface
effects in the contact.

A continuing effort, seeking characterization for the formation of
residual stress/strain states and their interaction with surfaces has been
underway by Chiu(8-11 ). Figure 10 illustrates a half pane subjected to
changes in the applied moving load. Here, only a 10% increase in the maxi-
mum "Hertz" pressure creates a trailing sdbsurface plastic deformation band
where none had existed previously. The zone, Figure 11, has linear
dimensions in the order of the contact area and begins within a quarter of
the contact width beneath the surface.

I_
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Fig. 4.-(a) Thrust bearing geometry. (b) Journal bearing geometry.
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When a moving concentrated contact has passed, leaving such a strained
state, the free surface for subsequent load passage is permanently altered.
Fiqure 12 illustrates the permanent displacement from a given reference
plane within a half space containing a strained element. Dilatational as
well as unidirectional strain elfects are presented. These results indicate
a procedure for computation of material "shakedown" due to the repeated
passage of a concentrated load.

ASPERITY/EHD FILM LOAD RATIO COMPUTATION - A CORRECTION

Tallian (13), within the literature cited by Cheng, prescribed computa-
tion procedures for calculating asperity to EHD contact load ratios. A
correction (14), as yet not in the public literature, has been formulated.
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Fig. 10.-A coordinate system (x',u) moving with load and di~,cretizing
(rectangular and semi-infinite) eleme~its for the plastic zone in a hale
plane.
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Fig. 12.--urf " !eformaticn due to residual strain.

The author of that work has revised his original manuscript to conjlude
that the total load carried by the Hertz contdct should be expressed as the
sum of

a. the area integral of the ccntact pressure causing asperity de-
flect.on plus the EHD pressure acting over all asperity contact
areas, and

b. the area integral of EHD pressures acting on areas within the
Hertz contact that are not occupied by asperity contacts.

The correction also stipulates that the sum of the ambient film and
asperity deflection pressures is to be used in computing the normal load in
calculating boundary lubrication traction. In consideration of micro-EHD
effects without boundary lubrication, the pressures of macro and micro-EHO
are to be superimposed to generazte viscous traction. Here macro-EHD
traction must be calculated only over areas not covered by asperity contacts.

This change in computation assumes obviotis significance for thin films
and high slip regimes. Practical experience offering lower than theoreti-
cally predicted indications of sliding in some rollig bearing applications
substantiates the validity of the corrections proposed.

ZVI 77F 77i
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DISCUSSION

J. L. TAVAARWERK, University of Waterloo: I congratulate you for your ex-
cellent presentation considering the complexity that one can get into in
these elastic-plastic topics. You showed the time-temperature trace. Where
does most c. the heat cane from? Is it from the churning of the lubricants
in these s,stems or is it actually in the slip and spin losses in the con-
tact?

J. PIRVICS: The case shown indicates behavior in the absence of lubrication,
however, slip, spin, churning and drag effects are considered in the soft-
ware. It has been shown, particularly by some of the NASA work which has
just come out, that the assumed volume of lubricant within the bearing
cavity plays an extremely significant role in the correlation between experi-
ment and theory in predicting temperatures. Correlation is very sensitive
to churning.

TEVAARWERK: This is what I expected.

PIRVICS: The effect of the lubricant present within a bearing cavity upon
heat generation is in a gray area which can be bounded because experiments
are available which give an idea about the temperatures generated. You can
bound the input for analysis, but by no means is it an accurate calculation.

TEVAARWERK: But for the first order approximation one could just simply look
at the churning losses.

PIRVICS: It varies from running condition to running condition. But you can
have as much as half of it going into churning.
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TEVAARWERK: So the statement sometimes is made that by reducing the slip
losses in EHD one can make contributions to the energy ccnservation. It is
a bit of a fifth order effect.

eIRVICS: I would not say a fifth order.

TEVAARWERK: But it can be a secondary order.

PIRVICS: Yes.

H. S. CHENG, Northwestern University: I am really very delighted to see that
some of the things that we have been talking about are now really incorpor-
ated in these series of programs that you have at SKF. I am interested to
know whether you have other programs besides SHABERTH in your series that
deal with gears and other elements. j

PIRVICS: We have programs that deal with general systems such as SHABERTH.
We have specific programs which go into the details of starvation effects.
We also have programs which look at particular bearing types. I estimate
there are twenty or thirty different programs which go into various degrees
of detail concerning the EHD contact itself.

CHENG: One particular aspect which I am interested in is the starvation
effects. According to Y. P. Chiu, it comes in much earlier in the rolling
element bearing systems than inlet heating effects.

PIRVICS: Yes, there is a program which specifically addresses that and the
starvation effects are included within SHABERTH.

I5
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THICK FILM AND TRANSIENT
ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC

LUBRICATION PROBLEMS
S. M. Rohde

ABSTRACT

The mathematical formulation of the E1D problem is discussed togethor

with methods for obtaining approximate solutions. Research related to the

normal approach, transient, and "soft" VID pioblems is reviewed. Particular
emphasis is placed on compliant hydrodynamic bearings.

INTRODUCTION

In the previous review paper, Professor Cheng has given an illuminating
account of some of the research efforts that have been underway in the area
of concentrated contact elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHD). Indeed, that
area has developed rapidly during the past twenty years.

In parallel with that development, several other related ElID areas have
also progressed rapidly. These areas include the normal approach EHD prob-
lem, the more general transient EHD problem, and the class of "soft" EHD
problems (steady state or transient). These problems arise in the study of
the lubrication of gear teeth, tne lubrication of natural and artificial
biological joints as well as mechanism joints, compliant slider and journal
bearings, elastomeric seals, and the viscous hydroplaning of tires. It is
precisely the significance of these areas from an engineering point of view
which has motivated the development of this area of EHD.

This paper will review research related to the normal approach, tran-
sient, and "soft" HD problems. Before doing so, and because this class of
lubrication probl . is so intriguing from analytical point of view, the
general mathematiLal formulation of the EHD problem will first be briefly
discussed together with methods for obtaining approximate solutions. The
reader who is not interested in such "details" may proceed directly to
Section 3 where the steady state compliant hydrodynamic bearinq problem is
discussed. In Section 4 the normal approach problem is reviewed together
with the more general transient EHD problem.

Although a considerable amount of research has been directed toward the
solution of these problems, more work remains to be done. Some of the areas
for future research will be outlined in the appropriate sections of this
pager. Finally, the author wishes to emphasize the fact that no attempt was
made to make this review complete. The author's intent was, rather, to give
the reader a "flavor" for this branch of EHD and some of its applications.

F 7_
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MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS OF ELASTOHYDRODYNAMICS LUBRICATION THEORY

Elastohydrodynamic lubrication theory is concerned with the solution of
a complex fluid-solid interface problem for the creeping flow of a viscous
fluid between deformable boundaries. The combined continuity and momentum
equations for this configuration is the famous Reynolds equation of hydro-
dynamic lubrication theory. For an incompressible lubricant having constant
properties across the thickness of the fluid film, Reynolds equation can be
written as:

j. L) 3 (Ul + U2 ) * lh. (1).
12;. ~ 2

In equation (1) p is the pressure generated in the fluid film, ui and u2 are
the tangential velocities of the top and bottom bearing surfaces, . is the
lubricant viscosity, and i2 is the film gap. The region over which equation
(1) is to hold is the bearing surface area and the boundary condition on p
is (usually) that p has a specified value on the boundary of the region.

In equation (1), Th/It represents the rate at which the bearing surfaces
are approaching each other. For steady state operation this term vanishes
identically whereas for dynamically loaded bearings, it is precisely this
term which governs the pressure levels and allows the resultant of the pres-
sure on the bearing surface to remain iii equilibrium with the applied load
at each instant of time.

If h is a given function of position and time, we see that, depending
upon whether : is a function of pressure or riot, a linear or nonlinear
boundary value problem results, respectively. If, however, the film thick-
ness, h, also depends upon the film pressure, a highly nonlinear (typically
an integrodifferential equation) results. The solution of this equation is
the central mathematical problem in EHD studies.

Before proceeding to outline methods to solve the .HD problem, we first
note that although the deformations of the boundinq bodies in EHD theory may
be iarqe when compared to the fluid film thickness under consideration, they
are small when compared to the dimensions of those bodies. Hence linear
elastic theory is applicable and we may write the deformation field, d, due
to the pressure field, p, as:

d Lp (2)

where L is a linear operator. The simplest form of L is a constant, i.e.,
we assume a Winkler solid. In any event, the film thickness h can be written
as

h(x,y,t) - h (x,y,t) + d = h (X,y,t) + L p (3)
g g

The function hg does not depend upon pressure, and for a large number of
cases can be written as

h (X,Y,t) = ho (t) + hp (x,y) (4)
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where , is the undeformed geometry of the gap and h can be viewed as
deternihnng the nominal separation (and can be negative). By substituting
(3) into (1) we observe that the character of the equation may change, i.e.,
an initial value problem in pressure results for the nonsteady state case
(completely analogous to the corresponding situation for an unsteady gas
lubricated bearing).

Turning now to the actual solution of the EHD problem, we first con-
sider the steady state problem. The most natural iteration scheme for that
problem is the so called "direct" method in which an assumed value of film
thickness, ho, is substituted into Reynolds equation and a pressure distH-
bution p0 is obtained. From po a film thickness hl is obtained using (3)
and the process is repeated. Schematically this process may be written as

hn2 = fl(hn) (5)
11n+1 f1 ()n)

or

Pn = (Pn)

Unfortunately, this process typically diverges as EHD effects become impor-
tant. To overcome this convergence difficulty, numerous investigators
introduce a damping factor, 6, and write for example:

h+ ! = Bf (h n ) + (1-8)h n  (6)

Introduction of such a damping factor can, indeed, lead to an increased
range of convergence as shown, for example, by Stephenson and Osterle(l).
The manner in which a damping factor works can be illustratea by a very
simple example. Suppose we wish to solve the equation x = ax, 1 / 1. We
set f(x) = ax and write

n+1 nfl 1
X n+1 = n(Xn) = an~ Xo (7)

if x0  o, we see that xn -> o, the solution, if Iojie. On the other hand,
if IjaI> or a = -i the scheme diverges or oscillates, respectively. Although
this is a trivial example it does reflect the type of behavior we obtain
using a scheme such as (I) to solve EHD problems. In the latter cases,
however, the relationship between the operating conditions and geometry and
the convergence is nCt as transparent as in our example. Now let us intro-
duce a damping factor into simple problem. We obtain

Xn+1 = 1Bf(x n ) + (1-8)xn = Iaaxn + (1-0)xn = [1 + B(c-l))xn

= [1+8(a -l))n+ x = yn+ x (8)

Observe that for a>1 there is no positive value of a which allows 14<i.
Hence the scheme would diverge. In this case, however, we can set 8 < o and
recover convergence. This amounts to weighing previous estimates more

________________________________________________7__7__77____________ ;i?-?-1 *i
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heavily (i-p>i) and probably accounts for the reason that schemes such as
presented by Huebner and Oh( 2) converged. On the other hand if :&<-i we see
that S>o can always be chosen so that 1h,<1. In so-lie EHD problems the cor-
responding "a" is probably changing from iteration to iteratior o)r (and)
o<t-1 so a must be chosen to be extremely small as Dowson and Na:mrock ( 3 )
have done.

A critical aspect of this iteration scheme is the question of when to
terminate the iteration. Typically, the iteraticn is terminated when

e : I P - P H H P" H (9)

where is a norm, e.g., the integral of the square of the function in
brackets and e>o is a small number. If our iterative process is converging
slowly as it typically is in EHD direct iterative approaches in which we are
forced to set azo, we should replace (9) by something of the form

< I P n I I I( 1 0 )

en-
!

Expression (10) accounts for the slow convergence as the reader can verify

by studying a geometric series with a ratio near one. By using (10), we
will not terminate the process too soon.Due to the slow convergence, or lack thereof, of the direct method for
EHD problems other methods were devised. For steady state dimensional prob-
lems the inverse iteration scheme devised by Dowson and Higginson (4) was
found to give satisfactory results. This scheme, however, makes essential
use of the fact that the one dimensional Reynolds equation can be inverted.
This, as well as certain other assumptions, preclude the use of the method
for two dimensional problems.

One of the most powerful schemes for solving nonlinear equations of
virtually any type is Newton's method and its variations. Several authors
have used the Newton-Raphson method (Newton's method applied to systems of
algebraic equations) to the algebraic problem resulting from the discretiza-
tion of (or part of) the EHD problem. In particular we cite the work of
Cheng and Sternlicht (5) and Pirvics and Castelli (6 ). More recently Rohde
and Oh 7) have applied Newton's method directly to the steady state EHD
equations. Linear integrodifferential equations were obtained for the
pressure correction term. A sequence of these linear problems are then
solved (usually) by numerical methods. In particular, finite element
methods have been found to lead to efficient computational schemes(7).

Another method which has been found to be effective for a class of EHD
problems is the use of regular perturbation methods. These methods, when
applicable, allow simple expressions (e.g., polynomials) for the lubricated
contact performance characteristics to be derived. Unfortunately, however,
the range of applicability of these techniques is rather limited as dis-
cussed by Dowson and Taylor(8) and Rohde (9).

Turning now to the numerical treatment of the transient problem, we
remark that far legs work has been done in this area. As mentioned pre-
viously, we note that the character of the EHD problem changes in this case.
Recent work done by Rohde et al. (10) outlines an effective scheme for
treating this class of problems. Essentially all time derivatives are
first discretized at time t. Implicit representations are used. The re-
sulting nonlinear integrodifferential equation for the pressure distribution
at time t is then solved by Newton's scheme previously discussed. The
nominal separation can either be a-priori given or ho(t) can be determined

-I-
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by specifying the load on the bearing at each instant of time. The latter
requires the "adjoining" of a "constraint" equation to the EHD system and

solving simultaneously for p(x,y,t) and ho(t) (or hg(x,yt)). Inclusion of
this constraint causes no difficulties. For additional discussion and de-
tails pertaining to the solution of lubrication problems, and in particular
EHD problems, the reader is referred to Rohde (13 )

One area in the mathematical and numerical analysis of EHD problems
which requires more research effort, is the treatment of free boundaries.
Such problems typically arise in cases in which a nominal diverging film
gap is present. The effective incorporation of Reynolds boundary condition
in such problems remains an open question, It is the author's contention,
however, that thit problem should be attacked from the point of view of
variational inequalities.(46)

COMPLIANT HYDRODYNAMIC BEARINGS--STEADY STATE OPERATION

Compliant hydrodynamic bearings are of practical interest for a number
of reasons. First, in a large number of fluid film bearing installations,
hydrodynamic pressures are sufficiently high to distort the bearing com-
ponents--although the latter are not intended to deform. Such situations
exist, for example, in internal combustion engine bearings, and heavily
loaded slider and thrust bearings. In other cases a compliant bearing
geometry is intentionally incorporated into the design. This may be done
to obtain favorable bearing dynamic response characteristics, to attain a
high level of insensitivity to dirt in the lubricant or to non-ideal bearing
geometries, to drastically reduce the lubricant flow requirements, or to
reduce the cost to manufacture. Regardless of whether intentionally de-
signed into the bearing or not, the resulting hydrodynamic bearing--in which
the bearing components deform--leads to an EHD problem.

In 1964 Carl(12) published the results of an experiuental investigation
which showed that elastic distortions of journal bearings can be important
even at relatively low pressures (14 MPa.). Carl found that the oil film
extent increased, the peak film pressure was reduced, and the point of
minimum film thickness moved toward the point of maximum film pressure
because of elastic distortions. At about the same time Higginson (13)

examined the EHD bearing problem for a journal bearing with a thin elastic
liner. An infinitely long bearing was assumed. Furthermore, the bearing
shell was assumed to behave as a Winkler solid, simplifying the problem
considerably. Among the results he obtained, was the result that the co-
efficient of friction was reduced due to the deformation of the bearing
shell.

A significant contribution to the study of the EHD journal bearing
problem was made by O'Donoghue et al.( 14). They obtained solutions for the
EHD journal bearing problem assuming an infinitely long bearing and a
bearing housing which is infinite in extent (in the rafial direction). The
latter assumption, they claim, is valid for cases in which the outside
diameter of the bearing shell is greater than about 3.5 times the shell
diameter. This assumption, however, does seem a bit restrictive, particu-
larly from the viewpoint of automotive engine bearing design. Nevertheless,
their results are extremely interesting and reflect experimentally observed
trends. Figures 1 through 5 show some of their results. Note how the
presence of elastic deformations allows the eccentricity ratio to go beyond
one. For a given load on the bearing, we also note that the minimum film
thickness is increased and the peak film pressure is reduced. Hence from
these results one may conclude that elasticity effects can be beneficial
for this class of problems as they are in concentrated contact situations.
Future research in this area should, perhaps, be directed toward purposely
incorporating compliance into journal bearing housing design.

V 7T 7M--7
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One of the first analytical treatments of a finite compliant journal
bearing was performed by Benjamin and Castelli (15 ). Their analytical
investigations, directed toward bearings having a compliant elastomeric
layer as shown in Figure 6, led to interesting results such as a rapid de-

crease in attitude angle with increasing eccentricity ratio as shown in
Figure 7. The latter result, they report, is due to a "poolin?" of the
fluid near the minimum film thickness. A large portion of(15) is devoted
to a discussion of the numerical procedures used. Essentially the EHD prob-
lem is solved using a Newton-Raphson scheme.

At about that time finite element methods (FEM) were blossoming. These
methods were thus naturally applied to lubrication problems beginning with
Reddi (16,1 7). The paper by Huebner and Oh 2 ) contains an application of FEM
methods to the finite EHD journal bearing problem. A three dimensional
finite element model of the geometry shown in Figure 8 was constructed.
Although somewhat idealized, this geometry is canonical to the geometry of a
connecting rod in a reciprocating engine. The coupling of the elasticity
and fluid equations described in their paper followed a direct iterative
scheme and thus required many iterations and a considerable amount of com-
puter time for convergence. Nevertheless, several interesting results were
obtained. A typical result is shown in Figure 9. This result is in quali-
tative agreement with previous work. Unfortunately no minimum film thick-
ness data was presented.

More recently Fantino et al.(18) have constructed a finite element
model for a connecting rod and have coupled that model to the fluid film
equation (again directly). They obtain the interesting result that, for a
given load, although the eccentricity ratio may increase beyond one, the
minimum film thickness does not vary significantly from the value corres-
po:,ding to a rigid bearing. The minimum film thickness, however, decreases
due to elasticity effects as shown in Figures 10 and 11. The fact that the
film thickness corresponding to the rigid and elastic cases are close,
fortunately, adds credibility to standard bearing design practices.

An analysis of a compliant journal bearing operating with a compressible
lubricant was given by Oh and Rohde( 19). They considered a thin foil shell
as shown in Figure 12. Higher order finite elements were used together with
their Newton scheme (7 ) to obtain approximate solutions. Numerical results
were presented for a number of different operating conditions and geometri--
cal parameters. A decrease in attitude angle over the corresponding values
for the rigid bearing case was again found and offered as a possible ex-
planation for the improved dynamic stability characteristics associated with
these bearings. The configuration considered can be regarded as a more com-
plex form of the classical foil bearing problem. The latter class of
problems although EHD, will not be discussed here. The reader is referred
to(2 0-23) for additional information.

Like journal bearings, slider and tbrust bearing components can deform
due to' pressure and (or) thermal loads. Such situations may again exist
either intentionally as with elastomeric bearings or unintentionally as in
the design of heavily loaded or (and) high speed thrust bearings.

Experimental and analytical investigations of a compliant hydrostatic
thrust bearing were almost simultaneously published by Castelli et al.

(24)

and Dowson and Taylor(8 ). Both sets of investigators studied the con-
figuration shown in Figure 13. The motivation for studying this configura-
tion is provided by the fact that an entrapment (and hence reduced flow)
"phenomenon" is present in this configuration. Furthermore, this configura-
tion is simpler to analyze and has practical significance in the design of

hydrostatic bearings. In(24) a complete elastic layer model was studied as
well as a column or Winkler model whereas in(8) only the latter nmodel was
considered. In both cases, however, reasonable agreement between theory and
experiment was obtained as shown in Figures 14 and 15. More recently the
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Fig. 8.-Bearing structure and coordinate system (Ref. 2).

EHD problem corresponding to a heavily loaded hybrid bearing was studied by
Rohde et al. (25) . A typical result from that investigation is shown in
Figure 16.

Although the fact that slider and thrust bearings can distort in opera-
tion has been known for a long time, it is only within the past fifteen or
twenty years that invesitgators have been able to quantitatively character-
ize these distortions. An early contribution in this direction was provided
by Sternlicht et al.(26) who analyzed a centrally pivoted thrust bearing
pad. Thermal and elastic effects were included in their analysis. A plate
model was used for the bearing components. From the cases considered by the
authors, they concluded that elastic deflections of the pads can be several
times larger than the minimum film thickness and must be included in a
realistic analysis.

A discussion of a more complete numerical scheme to treat the tilting
pad EHD problem (including thermal effects) is given by Castelli and
Malanoski (27). Included in their paper are some charts for designing
tilting pad thrust bearings including thermal and elastic effects.

In a number of practical situations, deformations of the bearing com-
ponents due to thermal loadings are significant. An extreme case which
demonstrates the significaiice of thermal deformations is provided by the
parallel surface (or centrally pivoted) thrust bearing. Fogg( 28 ) first ob-
served that parallel sliders can support a load. This phenomenon, termed
the "Fogg effect" stimulated much research into fluid film bearing behavior.
Many years later, Hahn and Kettleborough 29 ) showed that Fogg's results can
be explained as resulting from thermal distortions of the bearing

-77
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components. Hahn and Kettleborough considered the full thermohydrodynamic
(THD) solution for an infinitely long slider bearing. (By THD we indicate
that in the analysis: a) temperature variations across the fluid film
thickness are considered as well as along the film extent, and b) heat
transfer to the bearing components was accounted for.) They also conclude
that the effect of thermal distortions is greatly reduced in the case in
which the slider profile has a nominally converging region.

The first complete thermoelastohydrodynamic (TEHD) analysis of a finite
slider bearing was provided by Rohde and 0h0 0

). The configuration they
analyzed is shown in Figure 17. Both mechanical and thermal distortions
were included in their analysis. Plate models and semi-infinite half-space
models were used to compute the deformations of the bearing components. For
the cases they considered, the thermal effects dominated the elasticity
effects as shown in Figure 18 and Table 1. These results are in complete
agreement with the results of Reference 29.

Recent experimental verification of the load generating mechanism in
parallel surface thrust washers can be found in the paper by Taniguchi and
Ettles (31) who studied parallel surface sector bearings. Included in their
paper are results from a thermo-elastic analysis similar to that contained
in (26). Reasonable agreement between theoretical and measured minimum
film thicknesses were obtained as shown in Figure 19. The differences,
however, between the film pressure distribution resulting entirely from
analysis, and that obtained by substituting the measured film thicknesses
into the film equations as shown in Figure 20, cause one to speculate as to

the relative significance of the chamfer and the thermal distortions.

77 7
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Fig. 12.-Schematic diagram of the shell bearing analyzed (Ref. 19).

In a subsequent paper, Ettles (32) outlines an analysis technique (or
rather a computer program) for predicting the performance of sector tilting
pad thrust bearings including the effects of thermal and elastic distor-
tions. The analytical results are compared to experimental results obtained
by Robinson (33). Figures 21 and 22 show typical results obtained in this
study. The improved agreement between theoretically and experimentally
determined minimum film thicknesses as the unit pressure is increased is
somewhat surprising, particularly in view of the increasing disparities in
temperature rise.
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Fig. 13.-Bearing geometry (Ref. 24).
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'n extensive experimentai ,tvestigation of the performance of tilting
pad compliant surface thriost bea;'i:g , was reported by Rightmire et al. 34

A compliant elastomeric layer wab affixed to a rigid backing in their ex-
per'iments as slown in Figu~re 23. Pressure and film thickness traces were
both taken for a wide variety of speeds, loads, and pivot locations. From
their ini,.stiyatiCI. , the authlors conclude that compliant surface pivoted-pad
thrilst bearings can support loads at much lower speeds than can be realized
with rigid shoes, can start and stop under load, can self-align, and can
provide vibration attenuation.

h hO

U
rig. 17.-Schematic diagram of a slider bearing (Ref. 30).
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TABLE I.-DESCRIPTION OF CASES CONSIDERED

Fluid Solid Film mechanical Thermal Solid Center of

Case Bndry Cond Temp Dist Inc Dist Inc Model Load Var Press

1 iso iso no no rigid 0.068 0.58

2 iso var no no0 rigid 0.041 0.56

3 thd var no no rigid 0.029 0.57

4 iso iso yes no inf 0.056 0.59

5 iso var yes no inf 0.037 0.56

6 thd var yes no inf 0.027 0.58

7 iso iso yes nO plate 0.065 0.62

8 iso var yes no plate 0.040 0.58

9 thd var yes no plate 0.030 0.60

10 thd var no yes plate 0.029 0.57

11 thd var yes yes plate 0.030 0.60
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In recent thesis by Eidelberg (35) , a finite element approach to the
poro-EHO problem is presented. A slider like geometry is considered. Both
the geometry and the physical parameters considered are representative of
those found in natural biological joints (see Figure 24). Numerous results
for different parameter values are given by the author. These results ex-
tend those presented by Eidelberg and Booker(36) for the rigid porous
problem.

In summary, although a good deal of work has been done in the compliant
hydrodynamic bearing area, more re nains to be done. In particular, more
effort is needed to understand and to quantify the effects of deformations
on bearing performance. More realistic geometries should be considered in
the analyses. Ultimately, the results of such research efforts should be
directed toward the design process.

NORMAL APPROACH AND TRANSIENt EHD PROBLEMS

Research related to the normal approach EHD problem began with the
early work of Christenscn'37). H9 considered the pr)blem of the normal
approach of two infinitely long cylinders separated by a viscous fluid. An
analysis and numerical scheme were presented for this problem. The rate of
deformation term (ad/3t), however, was omitted from the analysis, impli-
fying the pr'oblem, Results obtained showed the developmqent of "bumps" in

fhe film thickngss distribution which tend to move toward the ends of the
contact region as the cylinders are moved toward each other. bimultaneously,
the resulting pressure distribution approaches a Hertzian distribution.
These result3 are shown in Figure 25. Qualitative verification of the
analyt.lcal predictions was provided by expet'imental results obtained by the
author: Since those experiments were performed, using a ball rather than
cylinder, qualitativd areement is all that ove can expect.

195
N1 m
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Fig. 20.-Film pressuwe vs. position (Ref. 31).

Herrebruqh (38 ) gave an elegant formulation of the normal approach
problem as an integral equation in the film thickness. Assumptions similar
to (37) were made and results were presented only for the isoviscous case.
An interestinq discovery by the author is the existence of a bifurcation
point for solutions to this problem.

The same year Christensen(39 ) analyzed the normal approach of spherical
bodies. His previous analysis and conclusions for cylinders were thus ex-
tended to spheres. In addition he reports a "transition" film thickness
where the behavior changes from "rigid" to elastic. For values of film
thickness above the transition film thickness, he concludes that elastic
distortions can be neglected. Furthermore, in this region, the effects of
pressure on viscosity were found to be more important than elastic distortion
effects.

The first investigation which included the deformation rate term in the
normal approach problem was conducted by Lee and Cheng 40). They considered
the normal approach of infinitely long cylinders. Arbitrary variations of
viscosity and density with pressure were accounted for in their analysis.
In addition, a considerably more effective numerical scheme was incorporated
than had been used previously. The latter allowed results for a larger
range of parameters to be studied. In particular, Lee and Cheng were able

~ _ _ __ __ _ __ __ __j
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to study the final stages of normal approach. Significant results obtained
by the authors indicate that, due to the presence of the defomation rate
term, a pocket of fluid is entrapped in the center region of the contact as
shown in Figure 26. The pressure in this center region does not decrease
in the final stages of descent as reported previously, but rather begins to
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Fig. 26.-Pressure and deformation profiles, straight exponential lubricant,
G = 3180, Po = 1.5 x 103 psi (Ref. 40).
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rise again as the film thickness is further reduced. Hence the authors

conclude that the pressure profile does not approach the Herrian distribu-
tion.

The fact that the deformation rate term can become significant was also
shown by Conway (41). He studied the problem of a rigid roller on an elastic
layer (assumed to behave as a Winkler foundation) and concluded that the
deformation rate term can become important in the case of high approach
velocities, thin films, or oils whose viscosity increases substantially with
pressure.

The normal approach problem is a special case of the more general
transient EHD problem. The latter class of problems arise in the study of
seals, biological joints, and the viscous hydroplaning of tires. Motivated
by these applications, some recent research has been concertrated in this
latter area.

The work of Rohde et al.( 10 ) is specifically directed toward the more
general transient EHD problem. Figure 27 shows the geometry they considered:
a rigid indenter moving into a deformable (soft) half-space separated by a
thin layer of lubricant. Because deformation rate terms are included, the
associated mathematical problem is explicitly shown to lead to an initial
value problem. The authors considered the case in which the indenter
velocity was a-priori given as well as the cases in which the indenter
velocity (as a function of time) was computed so that either the center
point film pressure or the load supported by the film has a specified time
history. Among the results found by the authors, was an entrapment of fluid
as shown in Figure 28 and a dramatic increase of the rate at which the
indenter approaches the half-space due to the elasticity effects. Figure 29
shows a typical result of this kind. These results are in qualitative
agreement with the experimental data of Gaman et a.( 42 ).

In a subsequent paper by Browne et al. (43), the specific application
of the above methods to the viscous hydroplaning of tires was made. In
particular, the slip term was included in their formulation. The deformable
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RIGID INDENTER
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j-.hoItI

ZZ -1 -*---LUBRICANT

DEFORMED ELASTIC HALF-SPACE
SURFACE PLANE OF THE
UNLOADED HALF-SPACE

FRONT VIEW

Fig. 27.--Elastohydrodynamic squeeze film geometry (Ref. 10).
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Fig. 28.-Centerline film profile as a function of time, ramp center point
pressure; scale = 1.2, P00 / " = 0.1 (Ref. 10).

solid was assumed to be a three dimensional rectangular parallelopiped which
modelled a tire tread "element" as shown in Figure 30. The elastic behavior
of the tread element was shown to be capable of dramatically altering
analytical traction predictions. The effect of slip, on the other hand,
was shown to be quite small unless one is considering speeds of over 100 mph
as shown in Figure 31.

Differences in Predicted Behavior
W cc 1.0 - Rigid Tread Element Analysis

FlexibleTread Element Analysis

E. E

ECU

C 0.0 -
0.001 0.01 0.1 f 1.0 10.0 100.0

Descent Time
(Nondimensionalized)

Fig. 29.-(Ref. 43) A comparison of time histories of minimum fluid film
thickness, obtained with the rigid and flexible element modesl. Shown is
the vastly different descent behavior predicted by the two models.
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Fig. 30.-(Ref. 30) As the tread element descends, fluid is trapped between

its doformed surface and the pavement surface.

A further extension of the above analysis by Whicker etal. ( con-
sidered the motion of a squeezing, rotating, sinking element descending
through a viscous fluid. The configuration studied is shown in Figure 32.
The analytical results obtained were compared with the experimental results
of Moore (45). Figure 33 shows this comparison together with the results of
an ad-hoc theory given by Moore. As can be seen reasonable agreement was
found.
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Fig. 31.-Centerline film thickness distribution as a function of slip
velocity Ul hmi n =5.5 X 10, W =0.4, D = 17 (Ref. 43).
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Future work in the area of transient EHD problems should concentrate
on the application and extension of previously derived methods and techniques
to various areas. In particular, applications to the lubrication of natural
and artificial biological joints should be pursued. Likewise, the squeezing
out of an entrapped pocket of fluid in situations such as the viscous
hydroplaning of tires should be studied.
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DISCUSSION

E. A. SAIBEL, Army Research Office: This is really a very short comment to
put things in historical context. In 1957 Osterle and I did a paper in which
we had the interaction of hydrodynamic and elastic effects. We had to work
out the problem of the elastic half space with the slider bearing on it. It
was fun for me because it was the first usage of the digital computer in our
locality. Osterle was elected to go down to the Mellon Bank at two in the
morning and work until six in the morning to get the things done. I enjoyed
that.

And the other thing is that in Herb Cheng's review this morning he left
out what I think was the first paper on the treatment of the film as a Max-
well fluid. T. S. Chow and I did that about ten years ago. Maybe when the
Big Book is written someday it will be included in that.

S. M. ROHDE: It was not a delibeta.. intention to delete your name from the
brief review. Because of space limitation, no attempt was made to write a
complete review, but rather to give a flavor for some of the work that has
been done. We apologize.

7 7 7 '!]!.g 4" 3
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TOWARDS A REFINED SOLUTION OF THE
ISOTHERMAL POINT CONTACT EHD PROBLEM

H. P. Evans and R. W. Snidle

ABSTRACT

The existing full numerical solutions of the point contact elastohydro-

dynamic lubrication problem are reviewed. It is concluded that, while these
solutions are important in establishing the viability of a straightfor ¢ard
iterative technique of solving the problem, further refinement of the numer-

ical techniques is required before the point contdct problem can be said to
have as firm a theoretical basis as the corresponding line contact problem.
As a contribution towards this effort some of the recent techniques are

described.

A technique for the evaluation of elastic deformation is described with
which it is possible to achieve high accuracy when using the relatively
coarse finite difference grids which must Le used in this problem. Higher

order finite difference methods for the solution of the hydrodynamic -qta-

tions have been developed for the same reason and are also desclibed .a. e-
tail.

Some of the problems which occur in the stra ghtforward iterative method

of solution are described and the importance of .,nvergence critezia is dem-

onstrated. Results are presented showing typicat pressure distributions a'd

film shapes for high elastic modulus conditions ,hen using an exponential

viscosity/pressure relationship. The use of more realistic viscosity/pres-

sure laws such as that due to Roelands is discu-sed in relation to work which
is now in progress.
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NOMENCLATURE

c Parameter in pressure viscosity relationship

d Elastic deformation

E Elastic modulus

E' Et;ective elastic modulus

G Non-dimensional material 'parameter

h Film thickness

ho 0 Film thickness at coordinate origin

K Parameter in pressure-viscosity relationship

p Pressure

Po Maximum Hertzian pressure for dry contact

q Transformed (reduced) pressure

r Radial coordinate

R Radius of sphere in sphere-plane contact

u Hydrodynamic velocity of surfaces

U Non-dimensional speed parameter

W Non-dimensional load parameter

x, y Cartesian coordinate

QPressure coefficient of viscosity in Barus equation

Equivalent a value for non exponential pressure-viscosity

relationship

TI Viscosity

no Viscosity at zero pressure

v Poisson's ratio

p Density

6, iym ,0 t 9_0
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1. INTRODUCTION

In his review paper on the funaamentals of elastohydrodynamic contact
phenomena Professor Cheng has discussed both past and present developments
in the field against the background of line contact EHD. It is, of course,

appropriate that line contact should be the reference condition since most
of the experimental work has been done using this configuration and, in addi-
tion, the corresponding fundamental theory of line contact EHD is now well
understood and accepted. In many engineering situations, however, it must
be admitted that nominal contact between l-bricated machine elements occurs3
not along a line but at a single point. The nominal contacts in spherical
roller bearings and hypoid gear sets are obvious examples of single point

contacts. Even in line contacts the nominal contact area becomes divided
into multiple point contacts under conditions of partial EHD, wi.ich, as Pro-
fessor Cheng points out, is probably the regime under which the majority of

EHD contacts operate in engineering practice.

A fundamental understanding of point contact EHD is therefore important
in both c-tending EHD theory to full film point. contacts and in contributing
to our understanding of partial EHD in the general case.

In this discussion paper our aims are, first, to add to Professor
Cheng's detailed review of some of the recent developments in the area of
fundamental theory of point contact EHD and, second, to indicate the ways in
which some of the theoretical problems involved in a full solution to the
point contact problem might be tackled in the future.

2. REVIEW OF EXISTING NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

In this section we examine some of the assumptions made and techniques
adopted in the tIT full solutions to the point contact EHD problem obtained
by Ranger et al.'' and Hamrock and Dowson (2 - 5 ) .

These solutions are similar in that both use a straightforward re-
iterative scheme in which an initially assumed pressure distribution is modi-
fied in the light of the hydrodynamically generated pressure which corres-
ponds to the deformed film shape resulting from the application of the assum-
ed pressure to the elastic, lubricated surfaces. For point contact solutions
this type of approach is adopted because of the obvious difficulties in find-
ing an inverse solution oi the hydrodynamic equations considering side leak-
age. Although both solutions referred to above use the same basic approach,
there is one quite important difference between them as can be seen from
Figure 1 which shows simplified flow diagrams for the two solutions. In
Ranger's solution the elastic deformation is calculated only once per main
(outer) iteration whereas in the solution of Hamrock and Dowson the calcu-
lation of elastic deformation is included in an inner loop and must therefore
be calculated more than once per main iteration. Ranger's approach would
appear to be preferable on the grounds that since calculation of elastic
deformation is the most time-consuming aspect of the problem, it is desirable
to minimize the number of times the calculation is performed.

The two solutions also differ in the way elastic deformation is calcu-
lated. Ranger replaces the pressure distribution by overlapping "pyramidal"
elements and calculates the contribution to the deformation at a point due
to a pressure pyramid by analytical means. Hamrock and Dowson use a similar,
if much more straightforward, technique and calculate the deformation aris-
ing from blocks of uniform pressure.
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INITIALISi GRID
STRUCTI -X AND

PRESSURE DISTRIRL'TION

CALCULATE

ELASTIC DEFORHATION

CALCULATE VISCOSITY, DENSITY AND

COEFFICIENTS IN REYNOLDS' EQUATION
CORRESPONDING TO ASSUMED PRESSURE.

CALCULATE TRANSFOR;CtD PRESSURE, 0,
BY ITERATIVE APPLICATION OF REYNOLDSEQUATION

UPDATE ASSUMED N PRESSURE
PRESSURES GOP CONERCE

YES

CALCULATE LOAD
SUPPORTED BY THE
CONVERGED PRESSURE

UADJST CE TR L..... LOAD
1FILM T781CKESr AS REQUIRED

YES

OUTPUT CONVERGED

RESULTS

(a)

Fig. la,-nY ,mplified flow diagrams for Hainrock and Dowson.
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INITIALISE GRID STRUCTUREE

AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

INITIALISE HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE

CALCULATE DENSITY AND COEFFICIENTS
IN REYNOLDS EQUATION CORRESPONDING

TO HYDRODYNAM|IC PRESSURE

CALCULATE REDUCED PRESSURE, Q, BY
ITERATIVE APPLICATION OF

ISI
REYNOLDS EQUATION

RELAX HYDRODYNAMIC NOPRESSURE
PRESSURES LOOP CONVERC

YES

S RELAX ASSUMEDNODE

PRESSURE TOWARDSHYRDNMCPESE
HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE AREWT SUE RSUE

OUTPUT CONVERGED
RESULTS

(b)

Fig. lb.-Ranger's method of solution.
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In both solutions the Reynolds equation with side leakage is solved by per-
forming Gauss-Seidel relaxation on transformed values of pressure. Ranger
uses the reduced (i.e. isoviscous) pressures and Hamrock and Dowson adopt the
Voghelpol transformation. The smoothing of the pressures achieved by these
transformations is desirable because of the pressure dependence of viscosity
and because of the steep pressure gradients which occur near the exit from
the contact. The reduced pressure transformation gives a greater degree of
smoothing, but care is needed because of the prediction of infinite pressures
when the reduced pressures reach a value of 1/a" (where ri is defined in
Section 4).

Ranger assumed an exponential vtscUsjty/pressure reJationship whereas
Nm~ock a6d Dowson adopted the Roelands(b) equation. In both these solutions

a second order (5 point) finite difference representation of transformed
pressures was adopted in the Gauss - Seidel relaxation procedure.

As will be discussed later, because of the time required to perform
evaluation of elastic deformation it is necessary to adopt relatively coarse
finite difference meshes (much coarser, for example, than the meshes which
have been used in the solution of line contact EHD problems).

An irregular grid spacing in the x direction is used by Ranger with a
grid spacing that is nowhere finer than a/12 where a is the corresponding
Hertzian radius for dry contact. An even grid is used in the y direction
with a spacing of a/7. The determination of elastic deformation is straight-
forward in Hamrock and Dowson's method and they are able to use an even grid

with spacing of a/13 in the x direction and a/5 in the y direction.

In Ranger's solution convergence is considered acceptable, when

old new < 0.01. (1)Z Pi 
new

The convergence criterion utilized by Hamrock and Dowson is not clear,
but comparison of the convergence criteria of the two methods is likely to
be misleading since, as can be seen from the flow diagrams of Figure 1, the
iterative procedures adopted by them are not equivalent.

Both solutions give converged results for conditions corresponding to
situations in which significant deformation occurs. Ranger's results are
limited to less severe conditions than those obtained by Hamrock and Dowson.
This is probably due, first, to the fact that Ranger uses the Barus, exponen-
tial pressure-viscosity relationship, which, as will be discussed later, rep-
resents a very demanding test of the ability of the solution to converge and
second, possibly due to a difference in the convergence criteria adopted.

Where the two solutions do not agree, h.,cver, is in the film thickness
relationship which has been derived from a number of solutions covering a
range of conditions.

The Ranger result if

ho = 1.393 U0.571 W0.048 G0.477 (2)
R

while the Hamrock and Dowson formula for the comparable case of a circular
contact is

' 7,77'7777!7r
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ho U0.67 W-0.067 G0.53 (3)R

Both formulas give film thicknesses which are comparable with the earlier
(.rubin-type formula obtained by Archard and Cowking

-o = 1.4 (UG)0 "74 W- 0 .0 74  (4)I R

U, W and G a,-e defined as follows ... .... 1
U = u r...u W=L - E

~~~~E'R FR ,-p C E

where a is the pressure-viscosity coefficient (or its equivalent, Z- in
Hamrock and Dowson's case), L is the normal applied load, and E' is the
effective elastic modulus given by

I= {- + 1- V2 (5)

The positive load exponent in Ranger's formula is unexpected particularly as
the method of elastic displacement calculation utilized can be expected to
be more accurate than that used by Hamrock and Dowson. The authors feel
that this anomalous result is probably due to 'side-starvation' occuring
in Ranger's solutions at t.ic lighter loads considered. This point will be
given further attention in Section 8.

The conclusions to be drawn from the pioneering solutions of Ranger
et al. and Hamrock and Dowson are first, that the forward iterative method
of solution does appear to work and second, that further work needs to be
done to refine the solutions available and, in particular, to remove the
anomaly between the two film thickness formulas which have so far been
obtained.

In the following sections we describe some of the techniques which the
authors have developed with the aim of producing a more accurate solution to
the point contact elastohydrodynamic lubrication problem.

3. ACCURATE EVALUATION OF ELASTIC DEFORMATION

The elastic deformation of the lubricated surfaces (Figure 2) at a
point (x1, yl) is given by

) = V ff p(x,y) dx dy
{ITEI VI + V2}

where A is the region over which the pressure, p, acts.

There are two main problems in dealing with this integral in a numeri-
cal solution. The first problem is due to the singularity at x = x,
y = yl. The second problem is a purely computational one. If we assume,
for example, that we require the elastic deformation at all points on a
square n x n finite difference grid, then the time required to compute
equation (6) is proportional to n 4

.
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h

Inlet

ho X

YI

~X

'--q--Hertzian area
for dry contact

Fig. 2.-Schematic arrangement of circular elastohydrodynamic contact showing
coordinate system.

In practice this means that relatively coarse finite difference grids must
be used, otherwise unacceptably long computational times are required. The
accepted method of dealing with the singularity problem is to -:place the
pressure function p(x,y) with some analytical expression in the region of
the singularity such that the integral ran be obtained in closed form. The
form of pressure function used by Hamrock and Dowson (blocks of constant
pressure) and Ranger et al. ("pyramids") have already been described. Re-
cen'tly, Biswas and Snidle( 12) have developed more accurate, second order,
techniques for the evaluation of the elastic deformation which are more
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appropriate when using the unavoidable coarse grid structure.

At each point where the elastic deformation is required the evaluation
of the integral contained in equation (6) is performed by partitioning re-
gion A into two regions B and C so that

d(x1 , 9) - V12  + 1 -v,2\ p(x,y)dxdy
JJf [(x-Xj)L, (y - ,Y

1
)]

B -

+ p(x,) dxdy 1.(7)

C is a rectangular area containing the singular point (xj,y) and is bounded

by lines drawn through its neighbouring grid points, and B is the remainder
of region A. In region B the integral is evaluated by normal numerical
cubature using the bivariate form of Simpson's rule. The second integral is
obtained by expressing the pressure function as an analytical function of x
and y and integrating by formal methods.

We consider the case where the singular point is at the origin so that

the integral over region C becomes

a2 b2 J p(x,V) dy dx (8)

-a1 -bi

The pressure function is approximated by a bi-quadratic polynomial of
the form

2 2
p(x,y) = E 7 Cx y (9)

i=0 j=0

The nine coefficients ci are determined uniquely by the value of
p(x,y) at the singular point"?the origin) and the eight nodal points on the
boundary of C. Thus the integral becomes

2 2
z Z C.. I..
i=0 j=O J.3 3

where a2 b2

ij= dy dx (10)

-al -b1  (x2+y
2 )

The nine integrals i.. can be determined analytically and the problem
is simplified if either a,3= a2 or b, = b2 , when integrals involving i 1
in the former case and j = i in the latter become zero.

The choice of a grid structure for the solution of the point contact
problem requires careful consideration. It is advantageous to adopt a uni-
form mesh due to the increased accuracy of finite difference approximations
to second derivatives (encountered in the hydrodynamic part of the problem)
for such a mesh. However, the conflicting requirements of fine resolution
in the exit half of the contact in order to resolve the steep pressure
gradients which occur there, and a long inlet region which is necessary to
establish the fully flooded boundary condition, make it impractical to use

77,-!
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an even grid spacing in the direction of motion (x direction). Similar
arguments apply in the y direction also since it has been found that the
position of the side boundaries can be critical, particularly under less
severely loaded conditions. The adoption of non-uniform grid spacing in
both x and y directions has therefore been found inevitable if a high accur-
acy solution is to be obtained with the given computer resources available
to the authors.*

The grid structure which is being used at the present stage of develop-
ment of the solution is shown in Figure 3. Elastic deformation is calculated
and the hydrodynamic equations are solved at the intersections of the lines.
The grid is uniform in the y direction and non-uniform in the x direction.

IN LET YXT

7......

I I

Fig. 3.-Finite difference mesh. Circle is Herizzian contact region for dry
contact at given load.

*The computer available to the authors is a CDC 7600 with a normal maximum
single run time of 1200 seconds.

---------7
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A more refined grid, which is being implemented at the present time,

has non-uniform divisions in both x and y directions. This refinement has
been introduced so that wider side boundaries can be used thus avoiding
"side-starvation" at the lighter loads and higher speeds.

4. REYNOLDS EQUATION I
The generation of hydrodynamic pressure is governed by the following

form of Reynold's equation

a 0 2 L3ap) j ph
7X (n ax+ ay = D 1 2 u ax

Because the'viscosity, n, usually varies very rapidly with p;essure under
high elastic modulus conditions, it is difficult to obtain a stable solu-
tion to the equation in this form. The usual way of dealing with Reynold's
equation where viscosity/pressure effects are present is to apply a trans-
formation such that transformed pressures vary less rapidly. The Voghelpol
transformation, = ph

3
/2, is an attractive way of achieving this aim and

has been used by Hamrock and Dowson. An alternative transformation, which
was used by Ranger et al. and has been adopted by the present authors, is
the reduced pressure transformation

P

q=now (12)f n n ( w )

0

The effective pressure viscosity coefficient, F is given by p '--pT)h
With this transformation we obtain the isoviscous form of Reynold's
equation

I (I (h3 ' = 12 no (ph) (13)
x ax ay ay /x

The transformed, or reduced, pressures are therefore the isoviscous
pressures and since the calculation of the reduced pressures does not in-
volve a calculation of the viscosity, the transformation leads to a more
stable method of calculating pressures. The dependence of density upon
pressure remains, of course, but this effect is much less of a problem and
can be included in the analysis quite simply by adding a density pressure
iteration in the evaluation of q values. It is useful if a functional re-
lationship can be found between q and p. In the case of the exponential
viscosity/pressure law

n = nO Cxp (ap) (14)

we obtain, from equation (12) the well known relationship

q (1 - e (15)

A more physically realistic, and now widely accepted formula is the
sinsle parameter Roelands viscosity/pressure law(

6)

_ _ _

C~~~ .' I_ _ _
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where A = 0.001 Ns/m', B = 1.961 x lOe~m and the constant y - 10 ': is
the same for nearly all fluids. If nj(p) is given by equation (16) then
equation (12) cannot be integrated to yield a simple functional relationship.
However, if the two parameter viscosity/pressure law of the form

r) = no (1 + Cp) k (17)

is used (which can be fitted very closely to the Roelands law as is shown in
Figure 4) then a simple functional relationship between q and p does exist

-11 - 1 ) - (18)
q C(k-l) (l+cp) T) . (18) I

Values of the reduced pressure can therefore be calculated from equation (13)
and the true pressures are then I

p = C [i - qC(k-1)J 1 / (1 " ) (19)

Equation (13) may be solved by the Gauss-Seidel method with over-relaxation.

*2

F"

010 -2-

1, 6 8 1Pressure Ile NIPJ

Fig. 4.--Roelands pressure viscosity relation as used by flamrock and Dowson
(solid line) with example of relation of the form n = no(l+Cp)k (broker,
line), no = o.o411 Ns/m 2 

0 = 0.67 (Roelands) C = 6.145 x 10- 6 m2/Nl,
K =24.
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In order to achieve high accuracy with the relatively coarse finite differ-
ence grids which must be used in the problem, a fourth order finite differ-
ence representation is used. Equation (13) may be written as

V2 (ph3 q) q V2 (h ) - phV 2 q + 24n. u a (ph) (20)~2  x

where v'2  
2 2= + (211

Values of q, ph and ph3 (-f, say) are specified at the nine nodes of the
finite difference grid shown in Figure 5. We can then write Taylor series
expansions for the funotio* f at each of tho-pez.nts 1 ,23,. and 4 .about .tse
point 0. For example

f, = f - a 3fo + a2  32fo - a3 3fo + a', 3fo
;- Tx 2 7x' 6 x3  24 axi,

a5 Z3fo + a
6  

36fo + .......
120 Dx 720 X6 (22)

This gives four equations from which we can obtain expressions for 2±2 and
2fo

, in which terms higher than the fourth order are neglected. Corres-
ponding expressions are obtained for the y direction and we finally

obtain a computing equation for q of the form
8 4
Z lln(pnhn 3 - Poh 3 )qn - 12 no u Z (FnPnhn)

go n=l 8n=O (23)

E. (11nPnhn 3) - 2 HoPoho3

n=O
where Fi (a,b,c,d) and lli = Hi (a,b,c,d,A) (a,b,c,d, and A are the

dimensions of the grid as shown in Figure 5).

y

_ _ 6

A7
a 5k b---

Fig. 5.-Finite difference notation used for solution of Reynolds' equation.

-#)' '
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5. ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS

The iterative technique which the authors have adopted for the simul-
taneous solution of the elasticity, hydrodynamic, viscosity/pressure and the
density/pressure equations is based upon those of Stephenson and Orterle(1o)
Sternlicht, Lewis and Flynn (11 ) (line contact) and Ranger et al. (I) (point
contact).

The first step in the numerical solution, after deciding upon the oper-
ating conditions of load, speed, atmospheric viscosity, viscosity/pressure
relationship, elastic constants and geometry, is to set up the finite dif-
ference mesh as described earlier. An initial or first guess for the pres-
sure distribution (ps) is then established in one of two ways. The first

metbod ic to use.-vales. from ?..previ)us. solutionat the same lead. If these
values are not available, an approximation to the expected pressure distri-
bution is used. This approximation corresponds to a modified Hertzian dis-
tribution for dry contact. A starting pressure distribution which has been
used in some of our earlier work is shown in Figure 6. Also shown is the
corresponding centerline film shape calculated from the elasticity equation.

It can be seen that this.starting pressure gives a film shape which has
approximately the right characteristics of an elastohydrodynamic film.

Having established an initial pressure and film shape, the film thick-
ness must then be initialized and, when values from a previous solution are
not available, the value predicted by the approximate heavy-load formula of
Archard and Cowking (8) is used.

The steps involved in obtaining a converged solution are then as shown
in the flow diagram in Figure 7.

It will be noted that the application of the elasticity equation to
find the film shape is required only once per main (outer) iteration. This
is desirable from the purely computational point of view since evaluation of
the deformation integral is the most costly (in terms of computing time)
aspect of the solution.

In general the tolerances on convergences are reduced as the main
iterative loop converges. Overall convergence is measured by the sum of
absolute pressure residuals divided by the sum of pressures and is taken to
be acceptable if less than 1%.

i.e. E I Ps - Phydro j < 0.01 (24)
P.

S

This criterion must be satisfied over the computing region as a whole and,
separately, over the area of the Hertzian circle for dry contact.

Other convergence requirements on inner loops at final convergence are
as follows

Load 5 x 10
-3

Transformed pressures in Gauss-Seidel iteration 2 x 10-6

J7.
_________ j"
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4 x

x I

10 Film thickness
(166m)

"5

-3a -2a -a 0 a 2a

Fig. 6.-Modified Hlertzian pressure distribution used as in't.;2 prcozu
and example of corresponding film shape.
v = 0.3, E = 10.8x101 0 N/m 2 , R = .0254m. L = 120N.

1777
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6. EXAMPLE OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

Examples of some of the preliminary results obtained from the numeri-
cal analysis are shown in Figures 8 and 9. The main geometrical and mater-
ials variables have been chosen to correspond to the experimental work of
Snidle and Archard (12) and the following values have been assumed.

R = 0.0254 m

Ei = E2 = 10.80 x 1010 N/m
2

V = V2 = 0.3

T10 = 0.5159 
Ns/m

2

In the preliminary results presented in this paper an exponential
viscosity/pressure relationship has been used, but work now in progress uses
the power-law fit te the Roelands relation described earlier. Numerical
results are presented corresponding to two different conditions of load and
speed representing relatively lightly loaded and relatively heavily loaded
conditions, respectively.

Figure 8 shows the center line pressure distribution and film shape
for lightly loaded conditions. Corresponding isobars and film thickness
contours are shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows center line pressure and
film thickness variations for a more heavily loaded case and Figure 11
shows the corresponding isobars and film thickness contours.
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Fig. 8.-Centre line pressure distribution and film profile.
u 0.5 mIs, L = 15N, a = 10- 8 m2/N.
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Fig. 10.- Centre line pressure distribution and film profile.

u = 2 m/s, L =120 N, a = 10 - 8 m2 /N.

7. CONVERGENCE PROBLEMS

At higher values of load and effective a values the iterative scheme
eventually fails to converge. It remains possible to obtain rough conver-
gence (to within 10%, approximately) of pressure values, but the pressure
distribution in the heavily loaded part of the contact tends to oscillate
giving rise to the type of center line pressure distribution shown in
Figure 12. The reason for the oscillations or "wobbles" in the pressure
curve would seem to arise from the combination of an almost parallel film
and high values of the viscosity. This can be seen from the integrated
form of Reynolds' equation for flow in one direction

=P = 12 u (h - h*) (25)
dx h 3

Since n is very high, it follows that any errors in the film shape repre-
sented by h - h* will become greatly magnified when values oi pressure are
calculated. This also emphasizes the need for high accuracy elastic defor-
mation methods such as we have aimed to develop.

Those problems are particularly evident when attempting to use realis-
tic values of the viscosity/pressure coefficient in the Barus relationship.
When using the Roelands relationship (or the power-law relationship which is
a good fit to the Roelands-law) the problem is less serious because of the
way the viscosity/pressure relationship levels off at the higher pressures.
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Fig. ll.-Isobars and film thickness contours.
u =2 m/s, L = 120 N, a = 10 - 8 m 2/N.
(a) Pressure, figures indicate values of P/Po, (b) Film thickness,
figures indicate values of h/ho . Broken circle indicates corresponding
Hertzian area for dry contact.
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Fig. 12.-Centre line pressure distribution and film profile for roughly
converged solution (10%). u = 2 m/s, L = 120N, a = 1.5 x 10-8 m2/N.

The use of the Barus law in this type of solution is a particularly demand-
ing test of the method and explains, for example, why the results obtained
by Ranger et al. (using the Barus law) correspond to less severely loaded
conditions than the results given by Hamrock and Dowson (using the Roelands
law).

Apart from using viscosity/pressure laws which correctly give lower
values of viscosity at the higher pressures, other methods of improving the
stability of the solution are being examined and must be pursued if the
range of conditions for which solutions are possible is to be extended.

In Figure 13 the center line pressure distribution and film shape are
shown at four stages in the development of a converged (to 1%) solution from
the initial Hertzian-type pressure distribution. It is seen that the film
shape becomes accurately established quite rapidly relative to the pressure
distribution, which is still being changed at the 1% level. This stability
of the film shape can be misleading, as can be seen from Figure 12. In this
example the film thickness is stable at the shape shown but the correspond-
ing pressure field is far from realistic and is neither converged nor pro-
ceeding toward convergence.

This is, of course, an extreme example, but it illustrates the danger
of using coarse grids and slack convergence criteria, both of which may seem

to explain a lack of smoothness of the pressure fields in cases where the
film shape seems well established, whereas in reality the numerical method
is incapable of producing a converged solution.
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8. SIDE STARVATION

The importance of the inlet boundary condition and the consequences of

starvation in the case of line contact EHD are well understood (13). In
point contact EHD the inlet boundary extends around the sides of the contact
region and, in numerical solutions in which a rectangular zero pressure
boundary is assumed, it is clear that the position of the side boundaries of
the computing region is of importance, and while a specific numerical solu-
tion with given side boundary positions may have some physical relevance,
it is clear that the influence of the position of the side boundaries needs
to be understood before comparisons are made between, say, values of film
thickness under different operating conditions. For while starvation due to
the side boundaries being too close may be apparent at a light load or high
speed the effect may disappear at heavier loads or lower speeds.

The effect of varying the position of the side boundary is shown in
Figure 14. The film thicknesses plotted were produced by a model using a
coarser grid in the y direction (5 points per Hertzian radius), and would
seem to indicate that under the conditions considered the side boundary
needs to be up to four times the Hertzian radius from the center line before
the assymptotic film thickness is produced. As the side boundaries aremoved closer to the center line the central film thickness is seen to de-

crease. This effect is least pronounced at high loads and low rolling
speeds.

3

hmin

a 2a 1.c 5a
Distance of s'de boundary from centre hoe.

Fig. 14.-Effect on central and minimum film thickness of varying position of
zero pressure side boundary. u = 5 m/s, L = 120N, a 10-8 m2/N.
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The side boundaries used in Ranger's model are at a distance 1.5 times
the Hertzian radius from the center line, a distance which is indicated by
Figure 14 to be small enough to be capable of causing a significant side-
starvation effect on the film thickness. The result of this is that film
thickness values at lighter loads were probably under-estimated in Ranger's
work and this is, in the authors' view, the most likely explanation of
Ranger's unexpected film thickness formula which predicts an increase of
film thickness with load.

It is hoped this matter will be resolved by using a grid structure
which has variable spacing in both x and y directions. A model incorpora-
ting such a grid is currently being developed.

Hamrock and Dowson, although using a side boundary which is comparable
to Ranger's (i.e. 1.6 times the Hertzian radius from the center line),
appear to have avoided side-starvation effects by basing their flm thick-
ness formula on results obtained at heavier loads.

9. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this discussion paper we have tried to review, in greater detail
than has been possible in Professor Cheng's overall review of the subject,
some of the recent work in the area of numerical solutions to the point
contact EHD problem. The solutions obtained by Ranger et al. and Hamrock
and Dowson have been of great importance in establishing the viability of
the forward iterative method of solving this difficult problem. Now that
the basic approach has been proven, further work needs to be carried out to
refine the techniques developed and to try to extend the range of conditions
for which closely converged solutions are possible.

It would seem to be an ambitious hope to produce solutions to the point
contact problem which are as accurate and refined as the numerical solutions
obtained for the line contact case, particularly at the heavier loads which
are encountered in engineering practice. This must be our aim, however.
We should regard the solutions of Ranger et al. and Hamrock and Dowson as
being the first step towards the "refined" type of solution.

We have mentioned some of the shortcomings of the existing solutions.
In particular we have pointed to the need to improve the accuracy of calcu-
lation of elastic deformation which is the major shortcoming of the Hamrock
and Dowson work. We have also suggested that because relatively coarse
finite difference grids are unavoidable (given the maximum computer power
presently available) higher order finite difference methods are generally
indicated. The adoption of second order methods for elastic displacement
calculations and fourth order finite difference methods for the solution of
Reynolds' equation, as used by the authors, are therefore desirable and are

felt to be an important contribution towards obtaining a more accurate
solution.

It is also hoped that the development of higher accuracy finite
difference techniques will help to extend the range of solution by over-
coming the problem of oscillations or "wobbles" in the pressure distribu-
tion near the center of the EHD contact at high loads. The results shown in
Figure 13 indicate that much more closely converged solutions will help to
overcome this problem.

The choice of a viscosity/pressure relationship is also important in
determining the range of loads for which stable solutions can be found.

, , 77 77
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The Barus relationship is a particularly demanding test of the type of
solutions described because of the extremely high viscosities which occur
near the center of the contact when this relationship is used. The incor-
poration of viscosity/pressure laws such as the Roelands into the solutions
are therefore desirable not only because of their greater physical realism
but also because it should be easier to obtain a numerical solution when
these laws are uqed. This is a rare but happy example of greater physical
realism going hand in hand with an easier theoretical solution.

The forward iterative technique of solutions should obviously be pur-
sued and the authors are further developing the techniques described in this
paper. However, more radical methods of solution may be needed if solutions
to the point contact problem are to be obtained under the most severe condi-
tions which are encountered in practice. In this respect it may be worth
attempting to exploit some of the techniques which were developed for the
solution of the line contact problem. In particular it would seem possible
to treat the heavily loaded part of the contact, where side leakage of the
lubricant is minimal, as a series of elemental line contacts under heavily
loaded conditions. The inverse techniques adopted for the solution of theline contact problem could therefore be used in this region and the inlet
region (where side leakage is important) treated separately.
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONER: I would like to make a few points here. First of all, it is not
clear from a mathematical point of view that a higher order method is neces-

sarily more accurate. One can get into trouble for a variety of reasons.
For example, you are assuming pressure distributionis parabolic, and you put
three points through it and you have a pressure distribution somewhere that
can be extremely negative. Secondly, it is not clear that the nine-point

formula is better than a five-point formula. You have to remember that the
truncation error depends on a higher derivative of the function. In a lot
of these lub: ication problems, these higher derivatives do not exist. Even
with a simple thing like a step slider bearing you can get into that prob-

lem; just because there is a nominal h to the 19th power out in front does
not mean that you are going to get a better approximation. Another point is

this: a more refined solution really should be lloking at the technique for

obtaining the solution rather than the details. And I think we need to
develop techniques like generalized Newton methods. You had a very good
point about the convergence criteria and in a lot of these EHD problems

things may converge very slowly, especially if you are using direct itera-
tive kinds of approaches. One might liken this to a geometric series with

the geometric ratio near one. What is happening is that you take the nth

term and it is very small, but the nth term does not represent the area.

H. P. EVANS: I would like to take up two points. One is about this oscilla-
tor when it breaks down. It seems to me, by looking at the things before

it breaks down and after it breaks down, that the hydrodynamic part of the
solution is no longer able to correct; any oscillation along the x-axis of
the pressure distribution is being repeated by the next prediction. By con-
trast in the results that converge, if you have a wobble on it, then what
comes out of the Reynold's Equation is a wobble but out of phase. I think
the breakdown has something to do with the hydrodynamic part of the solution.

On the nine point representation, the question of accuracy has certainly
been discussed in the mathematical literature. There is no general agree-
ment about that. But certainly in a lot of cases five-point is better than
nine-point, especially if you can take a lot of points. We have tried it
with the five-point representation but did not get a smooth pressure distri-
bution out of that.

J. PIRVICS, SKF Industries: This is a suggestion. I think this work would
benefit from reading the available material. A review was performed back in
1968 by Professor Castelli and myself. I think that the methods presented

there indicate convergence criteria for non-linear convergences, techniques
for solving Reynold's Equations, step variations, discrete supply sources,
and so on. I think that an examination of available literature would have
extracted you from a lot of the difficulty in your calculations.
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SPIN TRACTION PREDICTION
J. L. Tevaarwerk

ABSTRACT

The spin traction is predicted using the recently proposed traction
models. Material parameters for the equations are extracted from the zero

spin traction curve and the predicted results are compared with experimentalI results from a point contact traction machine. It may be observed that elas-
tic effects in the fluid play a major role in correctly predicting the spin

| traction. Also examinel are the effect of forward pressure center shift and
compressional viscoelasticity on the spin traction prediction.

NOMENCLATURE

symbol Explanation Units

a radius of the Hertzian contact area m

B non-dimensional strain rate in the elastic/plastic -

model

G local elastic shear modulus of the fluid N/m2

Gaverage elastic shear modulus of the fluid over the
contact area N/m2

h mean separation of the Hertzian contact planes m

N normal load on the contact N

m initial linear slope on the traction curves -

P local Hertzian pressure in the fluid 
N/m

2

s disposable parameter in the Ree-Eyring viscosity
model m /N

T traction force (area integral of the sh.'- ;tress) N

U velocity in the principal rolling djre, :.ion M/s

V velocity perpendicular to the principal roll.r.4
direction M/s
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X, ', coordinates M

uressure viscosity coefficient for the Barus equation m2/N

v local shear strain

local shear strain rate 1/s

local shear strain rate tensor I/s

equivalent local snear strain rate I/s

maximunm vlaue of the tractLion coefficient -

local shear stress N/m2

T equtvalent local shear stress = ?(t .1T ) N/m 2

T local limiting shear stress N/m 2

representative stress in the Roe-Engineering viscosity
0 model as used by Johnson and Tevaarwerk (= N/m 2

S

T local shear stress tensor N/m2

- average limiting shear stress N/rm 2

local fluid viscosity Ns/m 2

inlet fluid viscosity Ns/m 2

spin velocity rad/s

INTRODUCTION

When counter conformal surfaces are loaded together, the stresses occur-
ing at the contact zone are high enough to cause the metal surfaces to de-
form elastically. This, together with the effect of a hydrostatic pressure
on the viscosity, lead to the formation as what is known as an elastohydro-
dynamic film of oil between the moving surfaces. This mode of lubrication
is comon in gears, rolling element bearings, cams and tappets, and traction
drives. In traction drives, the fluid film transmits the tractive force
from one element to the next. Development of the elastohydrodynamic lubri-
cation (EHD) theory. is based upon the assumption that at high pressures and
shear rates, the behaviour of lubricants remains of the Newtonian form. This
has led to a theory which accurately predicts the mean separation of the
moving surfaces by the oil film. Successful predictions of the EHD oil film
thickness were first made by Grubin,(1 ) and in a more compoete computer anal-
ysis by Dowson and Higginson, (2) and by Archard, Gair and Hirst.(3) Experi-
mental verifications of these predicted film thicknesses came from Crook,(4)
Sibley and Orcutt,(5' Dyson et a (6) Archard and Kirk (7 ) and others.

An adequate theory of EHD must also be capable of correctly predicting
the frictional tractions at the opposing surfaces. It is in this area that
EHD theory has proved to be inadequate. When the oil film in an EHD contact
is being sheared, a number of conditions exist which could influence the
properties to give an entirely different response compared to the influence
of the individual conditions. In a typical EHD situation the time a fluid
element is subjected to the pressure varies between 10 ps to 1 ms and is
rarely more than I ms. Studies of fluid properti'es in a conventional visco-
meter can never be conducted in so short a time. Also some fluid properties

T7772
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tend to rise exponentially with pressure so there is a limit to the pressure
at which these steady state prooerties may be determined in a reasonaule
time. Besides the above preblcms of transit time and experimental time
limits, the rates of shear strain as found in the EHD contact are impossible
to match because of serious heating effects in conventional viscometers.
Shear heating does not become prohibitive in the EHD contact.

In order to gain insight into the EHD shear properties we must conduct
our experiments under EHD conditions and the simplest way to do this is to
study the traction behaviour in disc machines. The information which must
be derived from the disc machine traction results, therefore, is the depen-
dence of the properties on pressure; temperature and transit time and their
interdependence; but foremost, a suitable constitutive equation which re-
quires the minimum number of fluid properties and which describes the EHD
traction behaviour under any conceivable strain distribution. This task is
formidable and progress has been slow, not through lack of attempts, but
because of the limited number of ways in which the EHD shear can be studied.

DISC MACHINE TRACTION CURVES

As opposed to the EHD film thickness, which is mainly governed by Lhe
conditions in the inlet, the frictional tractions are determined by the
fluid properties within the EHD contact area. As Crook (2 ) showed, we may
regard the EHD region as forming a parallel-plate viscometer, see Figure 1,
and estimate the fluid properties from the known film thickness and the ob-

served traction curves. If the film thickness and load are maintained con-
stant the traction v. slip curves have the familiar form as shown in Figure
2. Crook (8) showed that this traction consists of two contributions; the
rolling tractions caused by velocity gradients in the inlet region, and the
sliding tractions caused by the shearing of the oil in the contact zone.
Owing to the exponential response of the shear properties with pressure, the

rolling traction constitutes a very small portion of the total traction.

,~ Nu

/" N x  P=Po0 \'-(x lci(yia
/ I ,

i 1 t o

Fig. I.-Idealized EIID contact showing a film of oil under -Lear.
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C

,u

0_ Slip
0

Fig. 2.--Typical traction curve with the three commonly designated regions.
Region A, small strain linear region; Region B, isothermal non-linear re-
gion; Region C, thermally influenced region.

The traction curves as observed can be divided into three separate re-
gions and studies of each have been made in the past. Region A is known as
the linear small strain region where the traction increases linearly with
slip. Thermal effects do not play any part in the observed traction behaviour.
Region B is the non-linear region where the traction increases less rapidly
as the slip increases. Towards the end of this region thermal effects be-
come significant. Region C is known as the thermal region and any observed
traction behaviour is greatly influenced by the effect of shear heating.
The traction curves obtained from the disc machine experiments are strongly
dependent upon the operating conditions of speed, pressure and temperature.
They are also dependent upon the degree of spin that is present on the con-
tact as can be seen from Figure 3, taken from Gaggermeier.(9) Spin occurs
in many of the machine elements dependent upon EHD and it is very important
that fluid traction models correctly predict the influence of the spin on
the traction.

EXISTING TRACTION MODELS

When the slip is increased beyond the linear region the traction in-
creases less and less rapidly, region B in Figure 2. The first thought is
that this may be caused by shear heating effects and that the non-linear be-
haviour is simply showing th7 temperature dependence of the linear slope
lubricant properties. Crook 8) calculated the shear temperature and from
the small strain results deduced the shape of the traction curves with the
thermal effects. Although the calculated variations of traction with slip
were qualitatively similar to those observed experimentally, it was found
that the rate of heat generation was insufficient to cause thetraction to
drop to the observed levels. Similar analyses done by Cheng, Bell,

.'----- - - ,- ---- 7 -7Li7-
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Fig. 3.-The influence of spin on the traction curves. These curves repre-
sent the traction resulting from longitud.Lal slip. Po = 1.24 GPa, U =
4.19 m/sec and temperature 50

0
C. Spin _b; J, o.o; X, 6.2 x 10- 3 .

1.28 x 10-2; 0, 4.13 x 10- . (Figure 56-2 from Gaggerneier.)(9)

Kannel and Allen (11 ) and Johnson and Cameron, (121 led to the same conclusion.

Because of the above evidence a number of investigators looked at pos-
sible non-linear models to predict the shape of the linear region A and the
nonlinear region B. For reasons of comparison we will still look at the
linear and nonlinear regions separately and in particular the deformation
mechanisms.

The first of the traction models suggested was that due to Bell, Kannel
and Allen.i 111 They used the Ree-Eyring model of viscosity which has the
form:

s YO = sinh(t s) (1)

For small strain rates this equation becomes linear and it predicts a simple
Newtonian viscosity for the fluid. At larger stresses the stress strain re-
lationship is towards shear thinning, see Figure 4a. Bell, Kannel and Al-
len(11 ) found that while qualitative agreement was 1vund, tne equation couid
not exactly predict the entire isothermal nonlinear behaviour.

Dyson (131 instead suggested that the nonlinear behaviour was caused by
viscoelastic effects in the fluid. He pointed out that the shear deformation
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Fig. 4.-various proposed stress/shear strain rate relationships for fluids

under E1ID conditions. 4(a), Bell, nlle.n and Kannel; 4(b), Dyson visco-
elastic model; 4(c), Trachman and Chng; 4"" Lingard viscous/plastic
model; 4(f), Limiting case of the Johnson and Tcvaarwerk model used at

high pressures.

of an element is accompanied by translation and rotation of the element. It

is necessary therefore to use convected derivatives in the constitutive equa-

tions. Dyson (13) used the steady state large strain rate solution for a Max..

well viscoelastic model as derived by Fromm. (3-4) This solution gives a rela-

tion in shear stress and strain rate as follows:

T n [1+ , 2- (2)

The resulting stress strain rate relationship is given in Figure 4(b). The

initial slope of this moael is of a viscous nature as the equation indicates.

It should be recognized here that the non-linear behaviour in the traction

7-
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curve is not an intrinsic property of the material but rather as a consequence
of the entire stress system. Dyson found that the model had several draw-
backs and in particular the fact that the shear stress reaches a maximum and
then drops. Based on is thermal arguments this is unacceptable and he there-
fore modified the From solution as indicated in Figure 4(b). After the
maximum point in the stress strain curve the stress continues like a limiting
shear stress model would. Another drawback of this model is that at the max-
imum shear stress point the recoverable elastic shear strains are 50. lhese
high levels have not been observed anywhere, even in amorphous solids (except
for rubber).

An outgrowth of the Dyson model was used by Trachman and Cheng. (15)
They suggested a different form to the traction equation which did not have
the undesirable isothermal drop in traction at high shear rates. Their equa-
tion is of the form

n ; 7(3)

and is shown in Figure 4(c). For small strains the euqation predicts a vis-
cous linear relationship and at large values of strain, the stress reaches
the limiting value of Tc. The equation predicts a smooth transaion from
linearly viscous to the limiting plastic shear stress. Lingard ( suggested
a similar fluid model except that in his model the stress strain rates would
stay Newtonian until the maximum shear stress was reached. After that point
the fluid would behave like a solid and exhibit a limiting shear stress.
This model is shown in Figure 4(d). With such a traction model, a smooth
transition between the linear region on the traction curve and the final
limiting shear may be obtained provided that not all the fluid yields at the
same instant. This can be accomplished by letting the viscosity vary with
pressure as suggested by the Barus equation; n = o and by letting the
limiting shear stress be a constant fraction of the applied pressure. Both
Lingard 16) and later Gaggermeier (9) used this model with a great deal of
success on simple slip/spin traction curves. The most recently suggestedtraction model is that due to Johnson and Tevaarwerk.(17) The equation they

proposed is capable of describing linear elastic or viscous, nonlinear vis-
cous and in the limit elastic/plastic-like behaviour. The model is shown in
simple mechanical terms in Figure 4(e) and is expressed as

1 dT.. T..
_ 17+ 17F(Te) (4)

G dt Te (4)

The dissipative function may take on any form consistent with experiment, but
Johnson and Tevaarwerk found that an adequate function was that given by the
Ree-Eyring viscosity model

T T

F(T ) () sinh (-) (5)
0

where To = representative stress.

For normal operating conditions this equation has three fluid parameters;
G, i and To, each of which may be determined from the traction curve. The
initial small strain rate slope is either viscous or elastic depending upon
the so-called Deborah number. The Deborah number is the ratio of the relax-
ation time of the fluid, given by n/G, and the transit time a/u. At Hert-
zian pressures in excess of I GPa it was found that many of the commonly
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used fluids in EHD were giving anl elastic small strain response. In the
limit for very high pressures the constitutive equation reduces to that for
an elastic/plastic like solid as was shown by Tevaarwerk. (18) The large
strain rate behaviour is like that of a plastic solid, see Figure 4(f).

DEGREE OF FIT TO TRACTION CURVES

It is interesting to note that, with the exception of the Ree-Eyring
model as proposed by Bell, Kannel and Allen, (11 ) all the models show the
same behaviour at the higher shear stress end. Differences only occur in
the transition between linear small strain and the limiting behaviour and in
the nature of the small strain rate linear region. This is viscous for the
first four models, while for the Johnson and Tevaarwerk model, it may be vis-
cous or elastic. If the limiting shear stress model is used for the dissipa-
tive element then the linear region of this model is elastic in nature. Any
differences that may occur in using the various models to predict the shape
of the traction curve will therefore only be caused by the initial linear
and transition regions of the models. It is for this reason that only two
of the viscous/plastic models will be used together with the elastic/plastic
model to observe to what degree the models predict the actual traction curves
without and with spin.

Results for the Simple Slip Triction Curves

As an example traction cur,, the results reported by Tevaarwerk (18)

will be used in the analysis. This traction curve, s., Figure 5, was ob-
tained on a point contact machine under side slip. TI.: fluid used here was
a specially formulated traction fluid known as Hydra-Torque Medium. The
three traction models that are used to fit this traction curve are the Trach-
man and Cheng model, the Lingard model and the Johnson and Tevaarwerk model.
Regardless of the interpretation given to the various fluid parameters they
are in fact disposable constants in the equations and may be used to obtain
a best fit for the given traction curve.

The resulting traction curves obtained from the curve fit are snown in
Figure 5 for comparison. For the Trachman and Cheng model and for The Lin-
gard model the viscosity was allowed to vary as given by the Barus equation

n = noeWU (6)

where the local pressure was taken to be that given by the Hertzian pressure
distribution and the value of a was selected to obtain the correct slope in
the initial linear region. The critical shear stress T was taken to be
directly proportional to the local pressure:

T lijp (7)

The constant V was then selected to give the best overall fit to the data.
To obtain the actual traction curves, numerical integration of the equations
over the contact area was employed.

For the Johnson and Tevaarwerk model, averaged properties were used and
the two mutual parameters 5 and Tc were extracted from the actual traction
curve. For tte averaged properties over the contact area the elastic/plastic
model may be integrated analytically (see Tevaarwerk) (18 ) and the resulting
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Fig. 5.-Side slip traction curve showing the experimental data points and
the degree of fit obtained with the three traction models. Experimental
information: Po = 1.3 GPa; U = 1.87 m/sec; a = 4.05 x 10-4m; inlet tem-
perature 17*C; N = 445 Newtons; no = 8 x 10- 2 Pas; h = 9.33 x 10- 7m.
Fluid Hydra Torque Medium. Disposable constants used for the models nave
the following values:

Lingard model: a = 1.15 x 10-8 m
2/N, 11 = .101

Trachman and Cheng: c = 1.16 x 10- 8 m2 /N, p = .150
Johnson and Tevaarwerk: m = 66.7, i - .077

equation is as follows:

T 0 co-1 1 +8B8 1 ,l- 1 2
N r - 28> (-() 38 2)

L 2B 2B

for B G aAv (8)u - 2

T 8 1

and = '35  for B _N 2

The value of a may be obtained from the initial slope m of the tractior.
curve
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; "mP (9)

where v is the normal load on the circular contact of radius a.

The closeness of the fit for the elastic/plastic model is remarkable
when one considers the simplicity of it. This, however, does not directly
indicate that the model correctly describes the fluid shear behaviour. Any
polynomial expression with some plausable explanation for the coefficients
may be acceptable as a fluid model. Also, by invoking shear heating the
higher strain rate regions can be made to fit better than shown here. This
technique was employed by both Trachman and Cheng, and Lingard. A real test
of the correctness of the fluid model comes, however, when one alters the
strain distribution over the contact area without altering the pressures,
velocity, temperature and film thickness. This may be done by introducing
spin on the contact area. 2

Traction Prediction with Spin

Spin occurs in many mechanical elements that are dependent upon elasto-

hydrodynamic lubrication. It arises when the two axes of rotation of the
contacting bodies are not parallel to the plane of contact. The resulting
motion is essentially one of twist about the line of centers of the contact-
ing bodies. Under the assumption that the film thickness in the contact area
is constant and of value h, then the resulting strain rate distribution for
a circular contact is as shown in Figure 6(a). When additional side slip is
introduced of increasing intensity, the resulting total slip distribution for
the centerline of a circular contact is as shown in Figure 6(b). The ability
to change the strain rate distribution over the contact area is very useful
in traction model analysis since all the other major variables are not al-

tered by the introduction of spin on the contact. In Figure 6(b) the dif-
ference at low side slip values is the sign of the spin, being either posi-
tive or negative. At larger values of side slip the effect of spin on the
total slip is not significant, especially if the lubricant in the contact

zone behaves in a plastic manner. At these high values of side slip one
would expect the same amount of traction regardless of the value of the spin.
In the second experiment reported here, the spin introduced an amount of slip
at the contact edge equal to:

Wa = i3.28 X 10
-
3

U

(spin is positive according to the right hand rule on the ijk triad). This
value was kept constant for the two spin experiments reported here while the
side slip was increased from zero, giving pure spin,, to the maximum value ob-
tainable on the machine. The resulting experimental traction data is shown
in Figure 7 for both positive and negative spin. The conditions of tempera-
ture, pressure and speed were the same as for the results in Figure 5.

The three traction models that were used in fitting the simple side
slip traction curves were also used in predicting the traction curves re-
sulting from the different strain rate distributions. Due to the nonlinear
nature of the traction model equations and the fact that the material athigh stress behaves like a plastic solid, slight alterations in the equations
of Trachman and Cheng and Lingard are necessary to take this into account.
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Fig. 6.-(a) Resulting slip distribution the x axis due to positive spin on
the contact. (b) Resulting slip distribution on the x axis due to spin
and side slip.

The equation may be modified as follows -

For the Trachman and Cheng model:

fj.+le /T (10)e c C /,

and for the Lingard model:

T = when jI < ipTij i9w e e

and

T - OP ij /I e h e 0. l

where y' " ij

These equations were then solved for the shear stress in the side slip dir-
ection and simple integration produced the resulting traction curves as a
function of side slip. Exactly the same fluid parameters were used as in
the simple side slip traction curve predictions and the resulting traction

7 - ..- , .. . .
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Fig. 7.-Combined side-slip and spin traction curves and the degre e of fit
obtained by using the various traction models. exprimental data: Spin

ea e 0 =-3.28 x 10-uot, A = 3.28 x 10. The rest of the paramettirs are

tuhe same as in igure 5.

curves are shown in Figure 7.

DISCUSSION

From the results in Figure 7 it may be seen that for the Lingard model
and the Trachman and Cheng model the predictions in the small side slip re-
gions are very poor indeed. Not only do the results appear independent of
the value of the imposed spin, but also the values are incorrect. At the
higher side slip values the predictions do come closer to the experimentally
observed traction values. This leads one to suggest that the problem with
the Lingard and Trachman and Cheng models lies with the initial linear re-
gion. In the Johnson and Tevaarwerk model for this pressure it is taken as
elastic-like, while for the other two models, it is viscous. When consider-
ing the point of zero side slip in this experiment one may examine why the
elastic/plastic model does give rise to some traction while any simple vis-
cous/plastic model cannot. In the elastic/plastic model the stress is de-
pendent upon the shear strain while for the viscous/plastic it is dependent
upon shear strain rate. For the pure spin case this gives rise to shear
strain distribution as shown in Figure 8(a) for the center line stress in a
circular contact. The traction, being the integral of the stress over the
contact area, will be non-zero for the elastic/plastic model while it will
be zero for the viscous/plastic models.

There are two effects known in elastohydrodynamics which may alter this
picture somewhat. They are the time dependence of fluid properties and
their response to sudden increases and decreases in pressure. This is im-
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Fig. 8.-(a) Shear strain rate distribution due to spin on the x axis. (b)
Shear stress distribution on the x axis for a viscous mnaterial. The net
resulting traction will be zero. (c) Shear stress distr'bution on thex

axis for an elastic material. The net resulting trac n- will not be zero
and will be negative for positive spin.
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portant in EHO since the fluid element is subjected to very high pressures
in short times. The second effect is thdt due to the alterations in the
Hertzian pressure distribution when a fluid is drawn into the constriction
zone. Their effect on the spin traction curves in the initial linear re-
gion will now be examined. Trachman and Cheng (z1 ) suggested that a fluid
viscosity could not respond instantaneously to the applied pressure and that
there would be a certain time delay involved. They suggested a variation of
viscosity with time as shown in Figure 9(a). This variation, together with the
assumed Hertzian pressure distribution, will produce an asymmetric viscosity
distribution over the contact area, shown schematically in Figure 9(b). The
average viscosity over the back part of the contact will be larger than that
in the front. It will produce a shear stress distribution under conditions
of spin as shown in Figure 9(c), and will result in a positive spin traction
for positive spin at zero side slip; opposite to the observed spin traction
for elastic-like material response. This form of spin traction response
is in disaqreement with the results reported here and those of Johnson and
Roberts(19) which clearly show a negative spin traction with positive spin.
Clearly then, the effect of compressional delays on the viscosity in the
contact cannot produce the correct resoonse to the observed spin traction
data. The second effect that may influence the initial spin traction is
that due to the forward movement of the actual pressure distribution as cool-
pared to the Hertzian pressure distribution. This may be seen in Figure
10(a), reproduced from Dowson and Higginson. (20) This means that the fluid
viscosity will be higher in the frontal region of the Hertzian contact than
in the rear. This can give rise to negative spin traction with positive
spin on a viscous material. In order to calculate the effect of this forward
pressure the contact was modelled as shown in Figure 10(b). The pressure
distribution is still assumed to the Hertzian but the maximum value occurs a
distance 6 before the line of centers. Spin takes place about the line of
centers and this then will result in a negative net spin traction due to
positive spin. To evaluate the exact amount of spin-traction resulting from
this phenomena, the maximun pressure for the Hertzian distribution was taken
to coincide with the pressure center of the actual pressure distribution.
The amount that the pressure center is forward of the line of centers was
calculated by Hamrock (21) and is given by:

=4.25 a(gv)'022 (ge) ' 3S (12)

where gv and ge are the Johnson(22) viscosity and elasticity parameters. For
the spin/side slip experiment as reported here, 6/a amounts to 3.2%. This
offset was introduced in the spin distribution for the circular contact and
the Lingard viscous/plastic model was used to show the net resulting spin
traction due to this effect. The results of the calculations are shown in
Figure 10(c). While there is some influence of the pressure center forward
movement, it is not sufficient to account for the difference between the
observed and the predicted traction values.

CONCLUSION

From the evidence presented here it appears that traction models used
for predicting the effect of spin on the traction curves require an initial
elastic-like response. This is especially true for traction prediction in
traction drives where moderately high pressures are encountered. The John-
son and Tevaarwerk model correctly predicts the shape of the traction curves
with and without spin, and it is based on simple elastic/plastic like be-
haviour of the fluid in the constriction zone. The use of viscous/plastic

-7 7 _;77 =7<* ,77 77 -_- 7P 4M7,7"01
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Fig. 9.-(a) Variation of viscosity with time following an applied pressure
step as suggested by Trachman and Cheng. (15) (b) Resulting non-symmetric
viscosity distribution due to the viscoelas tic time delay model. (c) Shear
stress distribution on the x axis due to spin only for the viscosity dis-
tribution2 as shown in Figure 9(b). The net resulting traction will be pos-
itive for positive spin.
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Fig. 10.-(a) Pressure distribution for an incompressible lubricant. W

3 x 10- 5, G = 5000, U = (0)0, (1) 10-"3, (2) 10-', (3) 10r'", (4) 10-10,
(5) 10-9. (b) Idealized contact zone with allowance for pressure center

offset.
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Fig. lO(c).-Comparison between the experimental results, as shown in r ,qure
7, and the predicted spin/side slip traction of the viscous/plastic ,.1n-.gard model. in these calculations allowance was made for the effect o
forward pressure center.

models together with viscoelastic time delay effects or the influence of theforward movement of the pressure center cannot account for the observed spin
traction results.
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DISCUSSION

J. If. HUTTON, Shell Research, England: This paper is an excellent contribu-
tion to this Conference. I would like to ask Professor Tevaarwerk just how
general his conclusions ate. Does he think that there will be elastohydro-
dyna.aic conditi-,ns in which viscous models just would not work, for example?

J. L. TEVAARWERK: All I would say, from che sort cf traction rise that I have
seen and the pressures and speeds that are employec. there, is that one is
likely to make a mistake. He will make it with a viscous plastic model, not
with an elastic-plastic moc:el. One (-an be in trtnsition over a large range
(not having just pur6ly elastic response, but also viscous response) before
this model goes uip significantly. I think the real strength of the model
lies in its simplicity -and the fact tha it can be integrated analytically
on a non-thermal basis.

R. S. CHENG, Northwestern University: I .3eem to be convinced that the trac-
tion and temperature in EHD contact in most cases go hand in hand. You seem
to show that you can go a long way by isothermal analysis. At what stage
(particularly wiht zqiar contacts), muot the temperature come in? Can you
venture to guess whate

TAVAARWERK: I am working on a very simple model on that. The temperatures
can be significant but what saves the day a bit here is the elastic-plastic
behavior. First of all the elastic effects are going to store eneroy; they
are not going to dissipate it. The results by Johnson and Cameron showed
that the effect of temperature on plastic properties is not nearly as sig-
nificant as it is in viscosity. We tend to think of exponential drops in
viscosity. In the plastic situation that does not happen. I have diffi-
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culties relating the simple isothermal theory to these large spin tractions.
I can get it if I assume properties which are measured at that large spin
and then I can show that, in fact, the temperature variation between almost
zero side slip and a lot of side slip is not very great. It is just that
the initial spin seems to raise the temperature there which drops the prop-
erties down. But I think the plastic properties are not nearly as sensi-
tive to the temperatures as the viscosity is.

'77 7, 7-, m-77"' ;I
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A VISCOELASTIC FREE VOLUME THEORY
OF TRACTION

IN ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION
D. M. Heyes and C. J. Montrose

ABSTRACT

The behavior of a lubricant passing between heavily loaded rolling con-
tacts is investigated using an elastohy'drudynamical model. The liquid's
free volume is used to illustraLu and calculate the effects of the short
transit time of the fluid in the contact zone. The results agree well with
those of a previously formulated theory based on fictive pressure. The con-
ditions which maximize traction between the rollers have been determined.
The calculated traction efficiency for many lubricants is, typically, twice
as large as that obtained experimentally.

INTRODUCTION

At the present there is a great interest in the development of lubri-
cants that can efficiently transmit a shearing force from one rolling ele-
m.nt to another, thereby driving the latter.(1 ) This property, known as
traction, is improved by those lubricants that transiently (in = 10

-4 s)
become glass-like when subjected to high pressures (>IGPa) in the contact
region. The traction coefficient, CT, is a convenient measure of the effi-
ciency of this process and is defined as the ratio of the tangential to nor-
mal force per unit length along each roller.

Any theoretical treatment of traction at high pressures must consider
the elastic deformation of the rollers as weil as the behavior of the fluid
between them. Such an elastohydrodynanical (EHD) model has been developed
recently.(4 The model is confined to those conditions for which the tractive
force increases linearly with the difference in the roller speeds, i.e., in
the 'low slip' region of the so-called "tracion curves." It assumes that
the fluid passes between rollers that are flattened in the contact region.

The main purpose of this article is to propose an alternative (free
volume) description of the fluid in this region, whose basis is less empiri-
cal than the (fictive pressure) approach of the previous work,(2)hereafter
referred to as I. The dependence of the average viscosity on the lubricant's
physical properties and the operating conditions are also examined in order
to maximize the traction coefficient.
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THE MODEL

The details of the model have been explained elsewhere (2 ) and will only
briefly be outlined here.

The tractive force depends on the average state of stress of the lubri-
cant in the contact region and it is convenient to calculate this by follow-
ing the progress of a thin slice of the lubricdnt as it passes between the
driving and driven rollers, whose circumferential velocities are U1 and U2,
respectively. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

U,

_ _"..::li ] ..'.: ..... : . - . .:..; . .. :/ .. :::

I U2--" I

2b
Fig. l.-The deformation of a fluid element as it passes through the EID con-

t-.ct zone between two rollers with circumferential velocities U1 and U2
(U1 >U2 ).

Part of the response of a lubricant to a pressure increment occurs in-
staneously while the remainder takes time to manifest itself. These corres-
pond to glass-like behavior, involving changes in the average nearest neigh-
bor distance, and to liquid-like behavior which involves changes in molecu-
lar configuration.

We assume that the important behavior of a thin slicF of lubricant in
the high pressure contact can be characterized in terms of some representa-
tive property of the fluid, &(t), the time dependence of which is given by

E (t dP)t
(t) = F(O) + f d' y(t) ( -) P

0

+t ;t t+ f dt'(l-y(t')) ( - -) dP/dt' {l-4[f dt"/T (t")j} (1)
0 to

In this equation t = o is the instant at which the fluid 
element.enters the

contact region; 0 < y (t) < 1. The instantaneous value of is taken
to be that for an equilibrium system having a value of , equal to &(t').

The second term on the right of Equation (1) denotes those changes in
F which occur instantaneously on the application of a pressure change. The
third term represents those changes in which take time to be realized in
a manner governed by a normalized, i.e., (o) = 1, structural relaxation
function, @, which is formulated in terms of a structural relaxation time r

I-IIII I IIX I I

-~ 777
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and whose argument ;t. dt"/r(t") has been generalized (from simply (t-t')/-,
for an equilibrium system). That is, we assume that the non-equilibrium na-
ture of the fluid element as it passes through a series of structural states
can be described simply by allowing the characteristic relaxation time to be
itself time dependent.

Eq. (1) can be evaluated numerically by assuming the changes in E occur
in steps of height A i produced by pressure increments APi, at the times ti

kk k
k =  0 + }  i + _ -y1 ) i(1-7(ZAt7/ 7)) (2)

i=l 1=1 j=i

where .k is the value of at tk+l, after k pressure increments; yi is the
fraction of Ai which takes place instantaneously; Atj = tj+l - tj; Tj is
the structural relaxation time at tj.

The structural relaxation function can be written as a linear combina-
tion of L exponentials having a spread of relaxation timec. Thus,

k k L k
=O yiAi+ Z (1-yi)ACi(1- zgzexp(- E Atj/1 ) (3)

i=1 1=1 £ j=i)a
where g. is the weight of the xth relaxation function

k
ex(- I At:/ ) and7j=i

S= (4)

icEq. ',3) can be rewritten in the form below, For computational conven-
i ence:

L

rk 9Z. g k (5a)

k+1
where 9£k+l = C + A .- )U(-exp(-Atk+i/T +l))

+ Yk+1 A~k+l exp(-Atk+l/T k+1)  (5b)

In I the fictive pressure, Pf(t), was chosen as the representative
property, that is, the structure of the fluid element being that of the
lubricant in equilibrium at a pressure P = Pf(t). In this case, Eq. (5b)
becomes

k+1
P9.  -P +( E AP' -4 (6)
f ,k+P £,k ( i - f,k) (1 - exp (-Atk+l/Tk+l)) (6)

The fictive pressure is a measure solely o, the configurational or time
dependent changes of the fluid. Any instantaneous changes are assumed to be
obtainable from the applied pressure P(t).

,,.t-
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In contrast, by using the free volume of the element Vf(t), as the rep-
resentative property, both instantaneous and time dependent changes can be
explicitly incorporated in the model.(2) In this case, Eq. (Sb) becomes

k+1
V- (-V9 + V. p - V7,)(1 - exp(-Atk+l/- t+l))f,k+ 1 f,k 

x'- Z (7)
- Kk+1 Vk+l APk+1 exp(-Atk+i/ k +l)(

where w and K7 are the equilibrium and instantaneous compressibilities im-
mediately before the pressure increment Pi. The total volume and free vol-
ume at ti, Vi and Vfi, respectively are related as follows

vi = v i - v(8)

where V is the close-packed volume of the element, which is assumed density
independent.

A fundamental problem is: how are the structural -rd s' iar relaxation
times and hence the form of M(t) to be calculated? The structural and shear
relaxation times, i(t) and Ts(t), respectively, depend on the state of the
fluid element. Th* fictive pressure approach only yields information on the
relaxational (time dependent) structural changes. Out of necessity, the in-
fluence of the instantaneous and time dependent changes of the fluid on the
relaxation times were incorporated in the fictive pressure calculations in

an empirical way(
2)

T(t)/T(O) = TS(t)/Ts(O) = exp (a (X Pet) + (l-x)Pf(m)) (9)

where P(t) is the time dependent applied pressure and a is the pressure-
viscosity coefficient; 0 < x < 1. When the fluid is subjected to an infinite-
ly slowly applied pressure, then Pf(t) = P(t) and Eq. (9) reduces to an ex-
perinentally supported relationship giving the ratio of the shear viscosity
at P(t) to that at zero applied pressure.(2) The applied pressure component
in Eo. (9) is desiqned to incorporate instantaneous chanqes. This form was
adopted in the spirit of a similar fictive temperature relationship (3) which
has been found empirically to have success in glass annealing studies. The
disadvantage of Eq. (9) is that x is experimentally difficult to determine.
The relaxation times can be directly related to free volume using another
commonly used relationship( 4 ,

rs(t)/ts(O) = exp (B V, (i/Vf(t) - i/Vf0)) (10)

where B=l and Vfo is the free volume of the inlet fluid element. In this
case there is less arbitrariness involved in determining Ts(t) and T(t).
The relaxation times are calculated from the free volume after its instan-
taneous change and assumed constant during the following time step.

In order to compare the fictive pressure and free volume approaches it
is reasonable to adjust the parameters so that they give the same Ts(t) for
an infinitely slowly applied pressure, that is,

TS(t)/TB(O) = exp (a P(t)) = exp (BVc(I/Vr(t)-1/Vfo) (11)
VC V

which implies that KO(V) = ) (--i - (12)
s iC

This is a reasonable form for the equilibrium compressibility, K0(V), be-

'A' <%3~
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cause it decreases as the free volume is expelled on the application of
increasing pressure. Also, Eq. (11) can be rearranged to give an expression
for the pressure dependence of the density, , which agrees with that found
experimentally;( 5) that is,

_ = + AP (13)00 I+CP

where

A = (1-r V + (V2 
- V V )2) o /V 0 (14a)

and

C = (Vc v0 - VC) Po /Vc (14b)

(B=1.0)

where V0 and PO are the total volume and density of the fluid element at at-
mospheric pressure.

An increase in Vfo increases <0, A and C; that is, the fluid is more
compressible when it contains a larger atmospheric pressure free volume.
This is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the volume dependence of the
equilibrium compressibilities for model liquids with Vfo/VO of 0.15 and 0.3,
and whose zero applied pressure values are 0.53 and 2.57 GPa-l, respectively
(a = 20 GPa-1 ). The foner is a typici value for many natural and synthet-
ic lubricants; for example 0.33 GPa -l for 5P4E

(6) and 0.95 GPa" for (LO-71 )

at atmospheric pressure and 220C. The A and C values given by Eq. (14) for
vfo 1v o.is are 0.529 and 0.300 GPa-l, respectively while for Vo0 /V 0 = 0.3

ey are 2.571 and '.600 GPa- n . In practice, A and C values of 0.581 and
1.680 GPa-l produce a good fit for many lubricants.(5) It is reassuring that
the experimental VfJ/"q of the lubricants 5P4E (0.16 t 0.02) and MLO-71-6
(0.10 + 0.02), obtaii.J from extrapolation of loq vs p-I curves, are clos-
er to the smaller test value above.

At atmospheric pressure 0.25 < y <0.75 8)for example, the values for
5P4E6 and for MLO-71-6 7 are 0.75 and 0.73 at atmospheric pressure, respec-
tively. This ratio (KJKO) decreases with increasing pressure, e.g., by 13%
at 0.1 GPa and 21% at 0.2GPa for 5P4E; the MLO-71-6 values are 36% and 50%
respectively. Nevertheless, y was assumed to be pressure independent in
these calculations to maintain the simplicity of the model.

The effective viscosity, p(t), of the fluid element is defined to be
the instantaneous shear stress divided by the shearing rate i, and may be
calculated by following the shear stress in the fluid element, as follows

t t
1(t) = Gjdt' s [If dt"/Ts(t")J (15)

0 to

where G is the shear modulus (assumed pressure independent), s is the
shear sTress relaxation function and Ts is the shear stress relaxation time.
The latter can be calculated using Eq. (10).

The average effective viscosity is defined below.

I
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3

Cu

Vf 1 O=0.3
-

CO,w

0
0

Vfo/ Vo= 0.15

0
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

v/v o

Fig. 2.-T'he dependence of the equilibrium compressibility on the total vol-
ume of the liquid, V, using Eq. (12). The values of the zero applied
pressure free volume, Vfo, are shown on the figure.

1to
Tr= L f t dt p (t) (16)

too

where to is the transit time of the element between the rollers.

The traction coefficient, CT, can be calculated using the expression: (2).

8R AVL
CT = ithE 1W/ G. to] G. -U (17)

where R = RIR 2/(RI + R2) is an effective radius for the roller pair of radii
R1 and R2 ;

E = EO/(l-v 2) 4here E0 is Young's mjdulus of the rollers and v is their
Poisson's ratio;

AU is the difference in circumferential velocity of the rollers (the
slip speed) and uc = (U1 + u2 )/2) is called the rolling speed;

h is half the film thickness; i = 1Ui2h.

II
<41
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The choice of typical input parameters has been discussed elsewhere(.)
and, unless stated, the following values were used in the calculations:

G = 2GPa;,

n0 = 1 Pa s;
(0)= nO/;

a = 20 GPa-
1 ;

3;

-'(t/T) = exp(-t/T) (18)

s(t/ s ) = exp(-t/Ts )6 where (19)

=0.5;

t0 = 10-
4
s;

The applied pressure profile was of an elliptical Hertzian form,

P (x)= PIIZ[1-(x/b)2]1/ 2  (20)

where 2b is the width of the contact zone in the x direction (O<x<2b); see
Figure 1.

The first objective was to assess the effects of changing y between
0.25 and 0.75 and VfO/VO between 0.15 and 0.3 using a selectioit of PHZ
(s3GPa). Table I gives values of T, the mean free volume, Vf/Vo, mean den-
sity, v/oO, and the minimum free volume Vf/Vo of the fluid element.

The average effective viscosities of the free volume and fictive pres-
sure calculations agree well; for example, ',ne y = 0.5 results are within
14% of those of the x = o.5 fictive pre->ure computations. The agreement
oetween the two approaches is not sigeificantly altered on changing y and
Vfo/V 0 (the values of V" always beinq within 12% of the y = 0.5 results).
Figures 3 and 4 show the j(t) of the VF0/vo = o.15 computations with
P11z= 0.75 and 1.5 GPa. The effective viscosity more rapidly ascends when y
is large because the film can more readily respond to the applied pressure.
However, for t > 90 ps the structural (and hence shear) relaxation times de-
crease more rapidly for the same reason. The result is that the area under
each i,(t) profile (and hence T-) is relatively insensitive to y. The 5,
Vf/V0 and Vf/Vn for ,1v =0 .3 are very similar to those of Vfo/V o =0.15
using the same PHZ . ffisoarises because of the exp(Vc/Vf(t)) dependence of
the structural and shear relaxation times. Vc is = 1 in ooth cases and con-
sequently the relaxation times become much larger than the transit time for
similar free volumes (the easily excludable free volume havinq been expellkd
within =-10 s).

Only a few per cent more free volume can be excluded in the v 1v -
0.3 case. The free volume and p(t) profiles of Figure 5 further illustrate
this phenomenon. The time dependent reduced densities, n(t)/p(O), of the
vfo/vo = o.15, y :.. o.5 calculations arc illustrated in Figure 6. The maxi-
mum density increase is less than 15% for PHZ < 3GPa. The averaqe densities

1;~ I
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Fig. 3.-The response of the fluid element under the conditions: PHZ = 0.75
GPa, G. = 2 GPa, t0 = 100 Vs, no = 1 Pa s, a = 20 GPa -I , T/ s = 3 and
and 's are given by Eqs. (18) and (19) with f = 0.5, Vfo/Vo = 0.15. (a)
Reduced free volume Vf(t)/V 0 and (b) effective viscosity, u(t). The ef-fects of changing y are shown. The fictive pres;sure effective viscosity

(x = 0.5) is given for comparison (broken curve).

0.14'

II0.10

1.0

0.06

00 20 4 608 10

2. t/10.*s by

0,

00 20 40 60 ;80 100
t/10" a

Fig. 4.-The time dependence of the (a) free volume and (b) effective vis-
cosity, of a fluid elcmcut in the contact zone for the conditions: PIIZ
1.5 GPa, other parameters are as for Figure 3. The dependence of the re-
sults on y are shown. The effective viscosity calculated using the fic-
t've pressure modeZ tx = 0.5) is given for comparison (broken curve).
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0.24- a

Vf 0 /V0 :

0.15-0.16 -0.30

P /GPa:HZ

1.50

3.00b

0.

'0

ZL 0.75

0A

0 20 40 60680 100
t /1o-6S

Fig. 5.-rhe effect on the free volume an~d shear response of varying 1-he peak
Hertzian pressure PHZ (values of which are given on the right of the
figures). Vfo/t',; = 0.15, _ ;__ =f1 0.30,-.-- Other paraieiers

~u~~ u ad for Figure 3.

1.15 3.00
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0 2040 60 80100

t/10-6 S

Fig. 6.-The change in density of the fluid elc.ment as it passes through the

contact region as a function of P,,, the values of which are shown on the
figure; other conditions are those listed for Figure 3.
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of the contact zones only deviate significantly from those expected frominstantaneous responses to the applied pressure when PHZ > 0.75 GPa (see
Figure 7).

Y

1.15 1.0

0.5

1.10

0
I I

1.05

; ~~1.0 0' ' , •

0 1 2 3
P z/GPa

Fig. 7.-The dependence of the average lubricant density in the contact re-
gion on the maximum flertzian pressure. The other parameters are the same
as those used to calculate Figure 6.

The combination y = 0.5 and Vfo/Vo = 0.15 was chosen for succeedingcalculations because Vfo/VO = 0.15 gives ;.ore experimentally reasonable com-
/ressibilities than vj0/v0  0.3. The same choice of y and x yield similarr (see Table 1). The value y o.5 was chosen for the succeeding calcula-tions because of the close agreement of their 1:(t) with those of the com-

parable (x=o.5) fictive pressure computations (see Figures 3-4) and is a
reasonable extrapolation of the low pressure values to high pressures.

The traction coefficient CT, defined by Eq. (17), is proportional tothe reduced traction slope, -/, G, to, or X. The latter can be calculated
directly from the computations. However, Xh-I is perhaps more useful inassessing the true effects of varying the EHD conditions. It has been foundempirically(2,9) that,

h a 0.6 (no/to)0 .7 pz 0 .4 5  (21)where to = 2b/u (22)

and b = 4R Pl1Z/E (23)

17
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(E 0.23 x 103 GPa for hardened steel(9))

Arbitrarily, a reference film half-thickness, ho , has been defined using the
liquid properties and conditions, = 20 GPa

- 1
, no = 

1 Pas, Pj.Z 
= 

1.5 GPa

and to = 10-
4
s. The quantity, X', where

ho

X =  (24)

is useful in assessing the effects on CT of changing the input parameters.
These investigations are discussed below.

Maximum Hertzian Pressure and Pressure-Viscosity Coefficient

An increase in the maximum Hetzian pressure results in larger average
structural and shear relaxation times and the film behaves in a more solild-
like manner because the time scale of the structural changes becomes large
when compared with the transit time. This is evident from the ;(t) of
Figure 5 which approach the solid limit(2)

=i t) = G t (25)

with increasing PHZ-

A high PHZ decreases h, all other parameters being kept constant. Both
x and h change on increasinq PHZ and thus increase the traction coefficient.
However, wearino of the contact surfaces becomes a problem as h is decreased.
If a pressure independent to, is ensured by compensating changes in b with
those in U, using Eq. (22), then h increases with pressure. Hence, the trac-
tion coefficient will maximize at a PHZ which will depend on the bulk prop-
erties of the lubricant (see Table 1). The effects on x of changes in PHZ
are also exhibited by altering a in the same proportions. This arises
because P(t) and a always appear as products in the formulae which determine
the relaxation times in the free volume and fictive pressure calculations.
Again, assuming a pressure independent to, then X' also varies with a in a
similar way to the same fractional changes in PHZ because of the similar de-
pendence of h on a and PHZ in Eq. (21).

Transit Time

It is possible to increase X by reducing to (i.e., increasing the rate
of revolution of the driving roller). This arises because the pressure in-
crements take place in a shorter time and consequently the film is less able
to respond structurally to the applied pressure history. As a result the
lubricant acts in a solid-like fashion for a larger fraction of the transit
time. However, Table 2 illustrates that, even for an order of magnitude
change in to (Pj = 1.5 GPa) x varies by less than 10%. At these high PHZ
where x 1 I the main effect of an increased rolling speed is to increase hand thus reduce CT.

Inlet Viscosity

The inlet viscosity is proportional to the initial shear and structural
relaxation times. Thus the higher the inlet viscosity the less well is the

.I77 t-I
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lubricant able to follow the applied pressure changes. Consequently, al-
though the minimum free volume occurs for the low -0, the average structural
and shear relaxation times are larger in the high '0 cases. The lubricant
behaves in a glassy fashion for a larger fraction of the transit time. Un-
fortunately, the film thickness increases with ,r (see Eq. (21)) and so a
high ?-n (v102 Pa s) is not a means to improve tr tion (see Table 2) when

1 at high PHZ (> I GPa).

Relaxation Time Ratio I/Ts

The structural development of the lubricant in the contact zone is ar-
rested by increasing ,/-s. This is evident from a reduction in the average
expelled free volume of the film as i/zs increases. The shear relaxation
time is calculated using Eq. (10) and is hence independent of the choice of
/Ts * Thus -r decreases with increasing i/ts, although a i, /t s < 10 range

only changes 7 by a few er cent when P,, 1.5 GPa.

Effect of Changing the Form of the Relaxation Functions

Each time step the average relaxation times, is and , are calculated
from the instantaneous state of the element. In this section, three ways
in which the structure and stress can relax are considered; that is, three
forms uf the relaxation functions,

,l(i) (t/T) = exp (-/)(26)

p(2) (t/T) = Cxp (-(t/T')a) (27)

(t,/r) = a exp (-(t/T')6 ) + (1-a) exp (-(t/r")) (28)

The T' and T" dre defined so that each relaxation function has the same
average relaxation time -r, where

= f (t/T) dt where i = 1, 2 or 3
0

4 (2) (t/,) and @(3)(t/T) may be thought of as a linear combination of ex-
ponentials with a spre d of relaxation times, Ti, about T. By setting a
0.8 and i'" = 200 T', 3 (t/T) has a long time tail in the (1-a) term which
is compensated for by more highly weiqhted short range components than those
of -2 ) (t/T). The combinations

I (t/T) = (')(t/T)

I (t/T= q 2)(t/Tn)

I s (t/Ts) =(2)(t/)

III (t/T) -(2)(t/

S(t/TS= (3) (t/T')

7-7"7
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IV *(t/ =(3)(tl

• Cs(Ll' ) = : (3)(ls).

were adopted and their Vf(t) and ,(t) are illustrated in Figure 8. Reduced

0.14- a

0.12 case:

0.10
> I

0.08 3

0.06

;, 0.04

0 20 40 60 80 100
t/0

6
s b

, 1.0 case:

0.8

0.4. 3

0.2.
0.0

0_c0 20 40 60 to 100, t/10'°s

kFig. 8.-The dependence of the response of the system on d ifferent structurai

and shear relaxation functions (the four cases show¢n are described at the
end of Section 111), (a) free volume versus time; (b) effective viscosity
versus time. The other conditions are as for Figure 3.

traction coefficients are given in Table 3.

It is evident from Figure 8 and Table 3 that those structural and shear
relaxation functions with rapidly relaxing components ('i--) are more ca[-
able of responding to the applied pressure profile and (onsequently have a
smaller Vm. However, their x's are the smallest because of more rapid shear
stress relaxation in these cases. A comparison between the I,(t) of II a.,d
III further illustrates this point. The only difference between these two
calculations is that the shear relaxation function components of III are
more heavily biased towards the low Ti and large ii extremes. The result of
this is that ii(t) of III rises less rapidly than that of I, on the appli-
cation of pressure, but it also decays less rapidly for t > 90,s because
of the long time tail in s(t/i). The X of II is greater than that of III
despite this latter effect.

! To summarize, the traction properties of the lubricant can be enhanced

by having a structural relaxation function with ,hort time response compo-
nents combined with a shear relaxation function without this bias.

-7
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COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL TRACTION COEFFICIENTS

A number of reduced traction coefficients, C-U/AU, of lubricants have
been computed using the free volume EHD model and are compared with the ex-
perimental values in Table 4. Most of the calculated CTU/AU are at least

TABLE IV.--COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL TRACTrON COEFFr-
crET'TS

Lubricant T PEZ U to  h b CTU/AU %

/OC /GPa /ms- I /10- 4s /jim /im
(Eq.(23)) expt. theory T

.. .... 27 0816 .2. 24.0 61 2347 82.2
(a poly- 27 0.385 2.20 1.21 2 .4h 128.9 6.7 25.1

1henyl 0.385 0.24 11.1 1.1h  128.9 27.0 39.2
ether) )7 316 2.13 2.73 2 .4h 273.6 27.0 39.6

5P4Eb 126.7 0.827 22.9 0.24 0.6411 277.2 18.53 0.8

MIL-L-7808c 48.9 0.827 22.9 0.24 .jg 277.2 0.31 1.41

L63/1266d 20 0.494 0.89 3.72 0 8 h 165.6 2.20 34.02
(paraffinic)

L63/1271 e  20 0.494 0.65 5.12 0 .9h 165.6 17.2 28.91
(naphthenic)

L63/1271 f  27 0.56 0.60 6.26 0 .6h 187.7 24.8 43.6

a. t = 45 GPa-1 , n0 = 1.9 Pa s (Ref. 5), G_ = 0.47 GPa, 8 = 0.65

G, / GPa = 0.926 - 0.0168 T/0c (Ref. 6), i/ts = 17.5 (Ref. 12)

b. a = 10.9 GPa - 1 , no = 9 x 10- 3 Pa s Ref. 11), G , = 0.24 GPa

from G;1I = 1.1438 + 0.023523 T/OC (Ref. 6

c. a = 10.9 GPa-1 , -.0 = 9 x 10- 3 Pa s (Ref. 11),, G = 0.3 GPa (Ref. 9)

d. a = 26.3 GPa -1 , n0 = 0.22 Pa s (Ref. 13), G_ = 0.3 GPa (Ref. 9)

o. u = 33.1 GPa 1 , n0 = 0.31 Pa s (Ref. 14), (._ = 0.3 GPa (Ref. 9)

f. " = 3.13 GPa -I, n0 = 0.18 Pa s (Ref. 13), G_ = 0.3 GPa (Ref. 9)

g. The film thickness was calculated using Eq. (21) (Ref. 9),

h. The film thickness was obtained from the paper.

Other parameters used in the calculations are those given
at the beginning of Section III.

IT 115 M(.,=
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two times larger than experiment. The reason for this is not obvious.
These experiments were performed at pressures and rolling speeds where the
effective viscosity should change little as -. approaches 1 (see Table 1).
Consequently, it is not realistic to interpret this phenomenon in terms of
the lubricant's inability to respond to the applied pressure while it is in
the contact region. Also, at these experimental slip speeds (- 10- 3m s-1)

it is not expected(15) that the shearing rate in a large part of the film
should be less than its nominal value of AU/2h; another possible cause for
the low experimental CT. There is recent evidence (1 6) that the shearing
and compression of the lubricant in the inlet zone can cause a significant
increase in its temperature. This would reduce the average effective vis-
cosity of the lubricant and hence could be a cause of the discrepancy be-
tween experiment and ti:s *sothermal theory.

CONCLUSIONS

Tables I-IlI show that there ,is good agreement between the effective
viscosities of the free volume and fictive pressure traction computations
that incorporate the same proportion of instantaneous and time dependent
components in each model's relaxation behavior. Therefore, the ccnclusions
of this work are similar to those reported previously.(2) That is, trac-
tion can be enhanced as follows. Assuming a minimum film thickness then CT
can be increased by applying a larger pressure to the rollers and choosing
a lubricant with a large oressure-viscosity coefficient. Any increase of
the film thickness can be avoided by decreasing U.

The main effect of increasing the inlet viscosity at high PHZ (> 1 GPa)
is to increase h and consequently decrease traction. Order of magnitude
changes in the ratio of the average structural to shear relaxation times
have a small effect on CT. The traction coefficient is increased for those
lubricants that have a structural relaxation function with a short time re-
sponse bias and a shear relaxation function without such short time behavior.
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONER: The density response to pressure that you showed was of an in-
stantaneous nature, at least judging by the shape of the curves that are
perfectly symmetrical about the center of the contact. I think that there
is a certain time dependence in the density response. It is not a fully
symmetrical reversible-type response at all. I would expect asymmetrical
density curve about the contact.

The other thing that I would like to add is that you calculated the

slopes from this sort of viscoelastic model and came up with predictions
that were twice as high as measured values. This has also been observed by
Professor Johnson at Cambridge University several times. In a disc machine
under these high pressures the shear stress-strain rate behavior cannot be
limited to the film only. The discs themselves respond significantly and
influence the traction slopes. In fact the pressures you quoted show that
simple rorrection factors dominate the initial slope of these traction cur-
ves. What you are seeing there, a factor of two, is nothing surprising tothose who are familiar with the compliance of the discs.

The last thing I would like to comment on is the following. Johnson and
Roberts took the Maxwell model which has one relaxation time. That was done
for mathematical simplicity and also because they wanted to look at the first
order effects only. Now if you want to include secondary effects I think
you should include all of them. Film thickness over the contact cannot be
taken as flat. You must also consider the sort of initial inlet slope where
the pressure starts to rise, the effect of the pressure in the initial inlet,
and the constriction at the back. All these are very important secondary
effects.

D. M. HEYES: Well, in response to the first question, the density is not a
very good quantity to illustrate the asymmetry of the response. It does show
a slight lag in decay in the outlet region; this is more evident in the free
volume plots. In fact, if you compare the spontaneous density response to
that calculated using a value of y equal to 0.5 then one can see a signifi-
cant difference on a graphical plit at pressures above 0.75 GPa. Only then
do the time dependent effects become significant.

-. S.
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A. BEERBOWER, UCSD: How did you get the fully compressed volume? is it
obtained from your experiments?

HEYES: We can get the fully compressed volume from the experimental values
of the viscosity versus pressure plots. I took the values which agreed with
a certain number of good traction fluids.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF THE SYSTEMS
APPROACH TO TRIBOLOGY AND TRIBO-TESTING

H. Czihos

ABSTRACT

The introductory review paper by Mr. Douglas Scott, clearly indlcates
tne economic impacL and the extremely broad scope of tribology. ['hlle the
review paper deals with the present state of the art of the various topics
of the interdisciplinary field of tribology, ranging from suiface studies
and the mech ,isms of lubrication and wear to computer aided design and
machinery condit., " monitoring, questions arise as to how to link the var-
ous sub-top: s .der to achieve unified fundamentals of the entire field
of tribology.

This contribution attempts to answer these que stions by applying the

system concept to tribology. It is shown that the different levels of
complexity of tribological problems can be identified by proper choice of
a "systems envelooe." The system r-onc,.pt is then used to study the influence
of friction and wear processes on the "structure" and "function" of mechani-
cal systems in connection with tribo-induced changes of the properties of
mechanical components and questions ot mechanical equipment reliability.
Finally, a methodology is outlined which may be used for tribo-testing and
for treating practical friction and wear problems systematically.

IITRODUCTION

In the previous paper, Mr. Scott has dealt with various imPo.tant topics
of tribology including surface studies, mechanisms of wear, lubrication,
tribo-eigincering materials, computer aided design, machinery condition
monitoring, etc. His review once again shows the economic impact and the
interdisciplinary nature as well as the extremely broad scope of this sub-

ject natter.

While the various sub-topics of tribology will be discussed separately
in detail in the following papers, some questions may arise:

1. Is it possible to combine the different aspects of tribology to develop
a unified picture?

2. Is it possible to develop a convenient methodology to deal systematically
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with practical friction and wear problems?

The following attempts to answer these questions by explaining briefly

the system concept and its application to tribology and tribo-testing.

The System Concept and Its Application to Triboloqy

The idea of systems approach to tribology is not new. -xperienced
research investigators, system designers and analysts, and test and ser-
vice engineers are generally aware that a mechanical system composed of
many relatively moving tribological components is exceedingly c lex anu a
complete understanding of its behaviour requires a multidiscip. or
systems effort.(i) However, without the guidance of a formalizt icept
and technique, the so-called systems approach in the hands of the in~x-
perienced may frequently prove to be incomplete, and the conclusions drawn
may thus be misleading and risky. On the other hand, for the experienced
practitioner, the systems approach appears to be nothing else but "organized
technological common sense."

The first step in the application of the system concept is to identify
the subject under discussion with the proper location of a so-called
"systems envelope" or "control surface." By proper choice of the systems
envelope it is possible to ide7 ify and to resolve the different :evels of
complexity of a given problem. This may be explained by an example.

In Figure 1, various levels of complexity of tribolonical subjects and
of corresponding tribo-testing approaches are shown schematically. In the

I F es l Bench test]

1 Investgotionat 17 Component test IIn Sub- system test
fundomentel
t" bogcot
processes

Fig. l.-Identification of tribological subjects by choice of a systems
envelope.
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first case, the systems envelope is located very widely around the subject
under discussion, namely driving a car. It is obvious that in this case
the behaviour of the system results through dynamic interactions of the
vehicle, the driver, the road, and tile atmospheric conditions. If the
systems envelope is located narrower around the vehicle, the behaviour of
the system may be tested in a bench test. In locating the systems envelope
still narrower, a sub-system may be identified, as for example a gear box.
Next, the behaviour of the basic components of the gear box, namely the
two gears, may be studied. Finally, the elementary contact, friction,
lubrication, and wear processes between two relatively moving surfaces may
be investigated by a pin-on-disc system in a laboratory test.

This simple example clearly shows how the different levels of complex-
ity can be identified and resolved by proper choice of a systems envelope.
Clearly, at the different levels of complexity (or hierarchy) different
operating variables and parameters must be taken into consideration.
Further, from Figure 1 it is obvious that different types of testing of
tribological subjects may be distinguished, ranging from field tests to
fundamental laboratory friction and wear test and surface investigations.

The Description of a Tribo-mechao;cal System

Having identified the system under discussion by p'roper choice of a
systems envelope, it is then possiblto describe and to compile its vari-
ous aspects in a systematic mariner. To illustrate this, consider a
typical tribo-technical system, namely a gear box, as shown in Figure 2.

Tribo- technical System

System's Description

System's Siructure

Operating I  S={A,PRJ Us-
Oprating A: Elements Use -Out uts

Varible P" Properties

R•" Relations

System's Envelope

Loss- Outputs 

Fig. 2.-Analysis and description of a tribo-technici system.
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As described above, the two partners which form the "tribolo~icaily inter-
acting surfaces," i.e., gear 1 and gear 2, can be hypothetically separated
from their environment by the proper choice of a systems envelope. All
material components of the system are within this envelope and are part of
the so-called "structure" of the system. The system structure consists of
the elements of the system (A), their relevant properties (P) and their
interrelations (R) described formally by the set

S = {A, P, R}.

The inputs of the operating variables are transformed through the structure
of the system into outputs which are used technically: the use-outputs.
Simultaneously, as a consequence of the tribological interactions between
the elements of the system, loss-outputs occur, denoted in summary by the
terms friction loss and wear loss. The way in which the inputs are trans-
formed into outputs determines the technical function of the system.

This example shows that a detailed description of a tribo-mechanical
system can be achieved with the following steps:

(1) Systems function
a) separate the system from its environment by the proper cnoice of a

systems envelope,
b) compile all inputs and outputs,
c) describe the functional input-output relations.

(2) Systems structure
a) identify the "elements" (or material components) of the system,
b) characterize the interrelations and interactions between the

elements (i.e., the contact, friction, and wear processes)
c) specify the relevant properties of the elements.

Based on this systems procedure it is possible to study and to compile the
basic influencing factors and mechanisms relevant to the function arid the
struc [e of mechanical systems in which friction and wear processes
occur

Function of Tribo-mechanical Systems

The various engineering systems in which friction and wear processes
occur can be easily classified according to their function in considering
the pertinent inF'Its and outputs. A broad classification is given in Table
1. Invariably, tion is a characteristic of any tribo-mechanical system.
This motion may )nstitute a transfer of work, materials or information.
In some instances the purpose of a system may be to change a rate of motion
or to eliminate it altogether. It is also often desired to restrict motion,
i.e., to reduce the number of degrees of freedom a machine element may pos-
sess. In other instances materials are net merely moved but also changed
in state or form. Mechanical devices which produce or transfer information
are still common, but are being steadily replaced by devices in which there
is little or no mechanical motion, for example the replacement of mechanical
clocks by digital electronic clocks.

Having classified in Table I the various tribo-mechanical systems ac-
cording to their external function, the question of the internal "structure"
of these systems is to be discussed.

.,.. .. ,. . .... .7 1 . . . 7 , , . . .. . , , - ,.. v3., ., .. ,i ; , - ,
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TABLE I.-CLASSIFICAT!ON OF rECHNICAL F',CT;:.7,S UF
TRIBO-MEC!:ATI CAL SYSTE2:S

Inputs and outputs Primary technical Examples
needed for technical function of the
function system

Main inputs Main outputs
{x} {Y} 

Motion Guidance of motion Bearings
Coupling of motion Clutches
Annihilation of motion Brakes

Motion jWork Power transmission Gears
(mech., hydr., pneum.)

Information Generation of Clocks; Cams
information and followers

Work Reproduction of Data transducer
information (audio, video;

tape or record)

Motion Materials Transportation Wheel/rail
+ Pipeline

Materials Forming of materials Wiredrawing

Structure of Tribo-mechanical Systems

As described above, the structure of a tribo-mechanical system is given
by the systems elements (i.e., the macerial components of the system), their
relevant properties and their interrelations, described formally by the set
S = {A, P, R). If the systems envelope is drawn as closely as possible a-
round the origin of a friction and wear process, it appears that in most
tribological systems four different basic elements are involved in the
friction and wear processes, as shown schematically in Figure 3. For a
simple sliding system, the components that form the pair of the "inter-
acting surfaces in relative motion," are the moving element (1) and the
stationary element (2). The other two basic elements are the lubricant
(3) (if any) and the environment (4). These main elements are linked to
others or may be composed of sub-constituents. For example, the element
(3), the lubricant, may consist of a base oil and additives.

The tribological iinteractions between the elements of a mechanical
system, i.e., the contact, friction, lubrication, and wear processes are of
paramount interest in the description of any tribo-mechanical system. In
Figure 4, the basic tribological processes which are known today are ex-
pressed in the form of schematic diagrams for systems of increasing com-
plexity, i.e., increasing number of interacting elements.

In an ultrahigh vacuum, the simplest tribological systema consists only
of the two interacting partners (1) and (2). The main possible tribological
relations between moving and stationary elements are given by contact de-
formation, surface fatigue, abrasion and adhesion. In air, i.e., under dry
friction condition these mechanisms are supplemented by interactions be-
tween the moving and the stationary partners (1) and (2) and the atmosphere
(4). Through these interactions tribo-chemical reactions result. Finally,

I

7, 1,7,7
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d " ! l 4) JAI Elements
jP1 z Properties of elements

S JA. P, Rj I R Relations between etemcnts

JIElements

Main elements ExampLes (subelements)

~ 1. 1) Rotatingj shaft

(1)I Moving element (1.2) I
.~ 1i) Bearing bush

(2) Stationary element (1.2) Housing

(3.11 Base oil
(3) Lubricant .- 3 (3.211 Additives

(3.3)I

(4) Atmosphere (4.2) Water vapour

(4.3)

Fig. 3.-Schematic representation of basic elements of trabo-technical4

[System in VacuLn :en air

(4)

tribochemical reactions

contact de~orrmation deformation
01) surface (age2 ) (1 )1  srface fatigue -2 )

abras a:abrasion
adhes or adhesion

System lubrica:i.: 1 (4)

solution
4 diffusion C~

01
(3) el

Zlub 
ication

/deformato
(1,.......surface fatigue - - 2

abrasion Q

adhesion
tribochemical reactions

Fig. 4.-Schematic representation of tribological interactions between system
components.
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in a lubricated system tribological processes between the elcments are
given by interactions between all four basic elements. In t'his case, the
direct (contact) interactions between moving and statior.ary eleients are
prevented through the different mechanisms of lubricatioi.. Depending on
the thickness of the lubricating film, different lubrication regi-1,46 result.

Also here, intera..tions between (4) and (3) with (1) and (2) should be
taken into account. For instance the diffusion o' atmospheric oxygen into
the lubricant (4)-(3), followed by oxidation processes between the lubri-
cant and the moving and stationary partners (3)-(l), (2), can distinctly
influence the mechanisms of mixed and boundary lubrication.

Influence of Tribological Processes on the Struture and the Function of
Mechanical Systems

Having compiled the various aspects of tribological systems in the
V1 terms of their internal structure and external function, the question a-

rises, how the tribological processes, i.e., the friction and wear processes,
influence and disturb the behaviour of a given mechanical system. This is

illustrated schematically in Figure 5.

Functional description] Technical function

(X) (y

1Wear behaviour and rehobilily
A , failure rate A (I)

R(t) reliability failure density f (t)
function R (W)W¢€i------------------------

time t

Fig. 5.-Influence of wear-induced changes of system structure on function
and zeliability.

In the upper part of Figure 5, a typical mechanical system, namely a
gear box, is shown schematically. The technical function of the system is
to transform certain inputs, namely angular velocity and torque, into out-
puts which are used technically. The technical function can then be de-
scribed formally as a transformation of the inputs into the outputs via a
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certain transfer function.

Now the dynamic performance of the system is accompanied by perturba-
tions on their function and structure. For example, through the action of
wear processes, the properties of the moving components may be changed and
a certain material loss-output may result. As illustrated in the lower
part of Figure 5, for the loss-output of a tribo-mechanical system three
main different characteristics may be distinguished which are often ob-
served experimentally:

I. Self accommodation (running in)
II. Steady state

III. Self acceleration

These three modes of changes in the systems structure may follow each
other in time as indicated in the graph in the lower part of Figure 5. If
then the wear rate reaches a maximum admissible level, the systems structure
has changed in such a way that the functional input-output relations of the
system are disturbed severely. Repeated measurements show random varidtions
in the data as indicated by the dashed lines in the wear diagram of Figure
5. From sample functions of the wear process, a distribution of the life
time of the system, i.e., a failure distrib ion, a failure rate and a
corresponding reliability function results.YV

It is now interesting to note that different interfacial wear processes
between mechanical components lead to different failure distributions of
the corresponding engineering systems. For example, it is well-known that
failure of rolling bearings is often caused by surface fatigue processes.

As shown in Figure 6 in an experimental example, the probabjjity of ball
bearing failure can be described by a Weibull distribution. In investi-
gations on the reliability of various sub-systems of Diesel engines, other
failure distributions were found. (6)  In Figure 7 it can be seen that the
failure density distribution of pistons can be expressed as a Gamma distri-
bution.

In contrast, as shown in Figure 8, for the failure of Diesel control
units an exponential failure density distribution results. These examples
illustrate that important connections between the various interfacial
friction and wear processes and their influences on the internal structure
and the external function of mechanical engineering systems exist.

A Practical Systems Methodology to Deal With Friction and Wear Problems

From the systems considerations it follows th?- in an attempt to reach
a systematic solution of a given tribological problem the whole set of the
four basic groups of systems parameters shown in Figure 9 must be taken into
consideration under the headings:

I. Technical function of the tribo-system
II. Operating variables

11. Structure of the tribo-system
IV. Tribological characteristics

Based on these four groups of parameters, a checklist has been designed
which can be used as a guide-line for the purpose of tribo-testing. (7 '

171: -'-' -
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0,95
0,900,80 f t)I-

0,20

2 5 10 20 50 100 200
Million revolutions

Fig. 6.-Failure probability of ball bearings; Weibull distribution
(after (5).

1501 0-6 -00 f (t:3 A 1) 1

100 r(x) e

"-50

0 5 10 15 20 103h 25
Time t

Fig. 7.-Density function of the failure of Diesel engine pistons; Gamma

distribztion (after (6)).
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200 -

10- 6

150 f(t) A.eAt

100

S50

0 5 10 15 20 25 103h30

Time t

Fig. 8.-Density function of the failure of Diesel engine control units;
Exponential distribution (after (6)).

Transmission of motion, information, energy, materials

I. Opeatig variables
Type of motion
Load, Velocity, Temperature

~Time
Materials flow

Structure of the tribo-system
a) Elements

(7J Tribo-element (3) Lubricant
(2) Tribo-element {4J A:mosphere

b) Properties of elements
Relevant geometrical and n-aterials properties of {(l,12(3).14)

c) Relations between elements
(I) =  

- (2)

F. Tribological characteristics
a) Tribo-induced changes of system's structure

b) Tribo-induced energy losses
c) Tribo- induced materials losses

Fig. 9.-Main groups of system parameters.

In addition, the system concept has been used in developing a method-
ology for tackling sy,.te.atically a given practical friction and wear
problem. A couple of case studies of tribological problems which have been

.4I_
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solved successfully with the help of the systems methodology were published
recently. The case studies range from material and lubricant selection
procedures to wear-reduction attempts and failure analyses. It follows,

that for a unified description of tribological subjects as well as in at-
tempts to solve practical friction and wear problems, both the functional
and the structural aspects must be considered systematically.
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DISCUSSION

R. DASKIVICH, G. M. Research Laboratories: In the figure giving examples

of Weibull and gamma distribution, you mentioned that the figure applies for
a diesel engine piston. Could you explain what would be included in the
system envelope that you would term diesel engine piston?

H. CZICHOS: These examples are taken from the literature. They have not
been worked out in our laboratory. I would just like to show that there
are correlations between the observed failure distributions and the friction
and wear processes. For instance, if you find the Weibull distribution, in
most cases you can relate that to a fatigue mechanism. Instantaneous fail-
ure, which doesn't depend on the history, is related to an exponential 'is-
tribution. The examples are chosen to illustrate these relationships.

DASKIVICH: I understand the reason behind it. I want to underline the fact
that the piston is a complex mechanism which may wear by all the known mech-
anisms.

CZICHOS: Right, I agree. In most cases it is not possible to correlate it
with a single process. It may be an overlap of different wear processes.

DASKIVICH: All right.

N. P. SUH, MIT: I agree with the comment that several mechanisms operate
simultaneously; however, I disagree with the view that all the mechanisms
are equally important. If we look at the data, there is always a rate-
controlling process. This rate-controlling process often causes the fail-
ure. I think in any engineering system it is very important that we recog-
nize what the rate-controlling process is. To say that all processes are
important is often not correct.

1, I
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H. CZICHOS: This was intended to be a general survey. Of course, under
special situations the specific mechanism is important.

R. B. WATERHOUSE, University of Nottingham: I felt like I was looking
through a microscope where Prcf. Czichos increasingly changcd the power and
focused on those things that are important and I think that is part of the
strategy we have to use. This kind of approach would be beneficial to
bridge that canyon between the researcher and the designer.

I
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AN INTRODUCTION TO TRIBO-ENGINEERING
N. Ohmae

ABSTRACT

The concept of tribo-engineering system is introduced and the dynamics
of the system is studied by an autoregression model. The results of the
analysis and simulation suggest the possibility of tribological process
control.

INTRODUCTION

Systems analysis is increasingly used in many fields of science and
technology. In the field of tribology, a multidisciplinary approach through
systems analysis has received considerable attention recently. The research
at IRG-OECD(I-6) emphasized the need for systems analysis in tribology.
Salomon (1 ) described the tribological system from the level of complexity,
while Czjchos applied a black-box model to a tribological system. ( ,7) Al-
though these systems analyses provide a new outlook on tribology, thei-
predictive power to practical problems is presently limited.

The term "tribo-engineering" is introduced in this paper. It is de-
fined as the engineering-based discipline for practicinq tribology. Systems
analysis, in the strict sense, is an applied science based primarily on
scientific and mathematical disciplines rather than on empirical or trial
and error methods.(8-10) However, at the present stage of progress, tribo-
logy is still an empirical science. Therefore, the problem of primary impor-
tance is to make effective use of resources of the knowledge that the tri-
bologists have. The object of tribo-engineering should be to treat tribo-
logical problems as a whole by systems analysis rather than in parts.

In this paper, a comparison between practical triboloqical systems and
test tribological systems is made in order to discuss tribo-engineering.
Then, an autogregression (AR) model is applied to a dynamic tribological sys-
tem. The model simulation, and the stability of the AR model are discussed.
The development of the tribological process is examined by removing compul-
sory inputs from .the simulator. Tribo-control is also discussed.

S 77
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TR I BOSYSTEM

Figure 1 shows a schematic ot cost-reliability relationship when a
manufacturer produces machinery parts. Manufacturing cost increases with
increasing reliability, while replacement cost due to tribological problems
decreases with reliability. The total cost becomes minimum at a certain
level of the reliability. Recent advances in theoretical studies of the re-
liability and its applications (11,12) should be extended to the triboloqical
system in the near future.

Tota Cos

0
C-)

Manufacturing Replacement
Cost Cs

Reliability

Fig. l.-Cost-reliability relationship when developing a new machinery com-
ponent.

User-decision also is an important factor. When the reliability of the

system is high, the user will rapidly adopt the system. In contrast, the
utility will decrease with reliability. A typical example is the commercial
airplane. Whe,, the airplane is highly reliable, those who want to use this
airplane will increase. However, the high reliability of the airplane may
result in a reduction of capacity such as seats, etc. Therefore, the maxi-
mum profit is expected at an intermediate level of reliability. (Fiqure 2)

The tribological system is in fact a multi-object system. (13) This con-
cept is shown in Figure 3. The value of the system can be evaluated in
accordance with the levels of performance, cost, reliability, time and flexi-
bility. Technology assessment can only be done from the intangible view-
point, since some of these factors cannot clearly be expressed by figures.
The technical value of the system, in general, may simply be a function of
performance and cost. Cost of the system rapidly increases with increasing
complexity. Performance, however, saturates in the range of high complexity
(see Figure 4). In such a case, the system value is determined by the ratio
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4)4
4,

Utlt Cpct

Reiailt

Fi.2-0 fto auatrrude h nlec fue-eiin

Eironen
Additiv

Environmeon

__E OstOverall
Inputs System Reriabity System

Valise

Fig. 3.--Structure of multi-object system and its overall system value (ref.
13).j

The solution of system value can also be discussed by the relationship

between the new and old, as shown in Figure 5.(IQ If the cost/time to build-
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Performance/Cos t

Performance
4-

>

Complexity

Fig. 4 .-Performance/cost as a function of complexity (ref. 13).

Knowledg

0

z Cost/Time

Value

Fig. 5.-Value of the system as determined by knowledge and cost/time (ref.
14).

a new system is hiqh, then the value may be low. On the other hand, if the
cost/time to use the new system is low, or if the new knowledge is highly
siqnificant compared to the old knowledge, then the value of the system is
hiqh.

N
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PRACTICAL AND TEST SYSTEMS

Two different tribological systems can be defined; one is a practical
system (PS), and the other a test system (TS). The former may be an actual
tribological system in industry while the latter is a tribological testing
system in the laboratory. Czichos (15) has proposed the use of a checklisti to characterize the similarities of the two systems. He also suggested the
possibility of reproducing PS by properly selecting the test conditions of

TS.

Tribo-engineering is the overall system management which considers
three elements: input., output and process (see Figure 6). Since fairly

Operating System Managemen information
1 decision

Practcal Tibo-Laboratory Tribo-Testing

Engineering System Sse

(PS)I

actual System information- PS and TS
output - Ifeedback

Environment

Fig. 6.-Systems management and a concept of tribo-engineering system.

extensive data are available in PS, the first step is to design an informa-
tion system. The actual outputs from PS are collected in the information
system. The information system evaluates this output-performance, and then
transmits the resultant information to the systems management. This systems
management, of course, means a user-decision. In case the limit of control
is exceeded, a correction should be operated through systems management.
The second step is an exchange of information between PS and TS. The infor-
mation from TS is compared with that from PS through the information system.
Then on the basis of this result, the user can correct with the use of a
control device such as the mini-computer when the system needs correction.
This correction means a transmission of what is determined, and becomes an
input to PS (decision-making). Furthermore, a feedback of information
towards TS is made for modification by iterating this procedure. One of the
prototypes will be a tribo-meter in which such a process control system as
mini-computer is utilized.

TRIBOLOGICAL CONTROL

Figure 7 shows an interaction, at a boundary, between the system and
its environment. In a tribological process ,n general, wear and friction
are identified as non-controlled outputs (1o6s-outputs).(2 ) In a practical

-Q t
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Ile System Envelope

/

n n-controlled / non-controlled

controlled, controlled
input t output

I >

I I

Man/ Machine ______

Controller F Environmnt

Fig. 7.-y'tn m 'z:d 7ts environment. Note that the system envelope behaves
ictively.

sc,,.,V., by adding a restrictive condition to the system, non-controlled out-
puts can be converted to controlled outputs. In other words, when a system
is inactive, it is possible to prevent tribological damages by pre-determin-
ing a suitable protective technique of , surface at man/machine interface.
However, when a system behaves actively (usually it does), it is quite dif-
ficult to control the loss-outputs. Thus, to control tribological processes,
both the analysis of systems inter-structure and the simulation of non-
controlled inputs become primary problems to be solved.

AUTOREGRESSION MODEL OF A TRIBO-PROCESS

Autoregression (AR) model* has been employed in a variety of process
controls. In this section, we shall attempt to analyze a dynamic tribologi-
cal process using the AR model. Let us consider an n-dimensional vector
x(k). Assuming that a stationary time series of x4k); k=l,... ,N is genera-
ted from an Mth order multi-dimensional AR model, we have

M

k) = Z AM(,) x(k-m) + c6k) (1)
m=2

where Am(m) is an (n x n) matrix of unknown parameters, and e(k) n-dimension-
al white noise. IB° an AR model, it is of critical importance to determine
M. the order of the model. One of the best methods, at the present progress

* For the details of AR model, refer to appendix.

'N I
* {'
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in systems methodology, is the determination from final prediction error
(FPE) proposed by Akaike. (16,17) FPE is of the form

tMn +i1n Mn + 1i-n

FPE(M) (1 + N) (1 -U +- det(DN) (2)

An example of the tribological system discussed here is the sliding between
mild steel and fiber reinforced plastics. The static systems analysis of
this combination of materials was reported previously.(18) Friction coeffi-
cient xl, temperature x2 (measured at 1 ini below sliding surface) and
specific wear rate x3 are set as typical state variables. Based on
the measured data, the system identification was done using multi-dimensional
AR model. The results of computer calculations are shown below:

1 order;

x, x,(k-1)1

x2 (k) Al(O) + A1) x2 (k-1) (3)

X3 (k) x3 (k-)

2 order;

x, (k) 1x, (k-1) xI (k-2)1

x2 (k) = A2(0) + A2(1) x2 (k-i) + A2(2) x2 (k-2) (4)

x3 (k) x3 (k-1) X 3 (k-2)J

3 order;

x, (k) x, (k-) x, (k-2)"

-%2 Mk A3(O) + A3(0) x2 (k-1) + A3(2) X2 (k -2)

x3 Mk x 3 (-)X 3 (k-2)

x, (k-3)

+ A3(3) x2 (k-3) (5)

x3 (k-3)

When unknown parameter AM(m) is used for predicting the model, the error due
to this methodology should be carefully examined. As indicated earlier, FPE
was used for this purpose. Figure 8 shows the variation of FPE(M) with re-
spect to 14. FPE(M) is minimum at m=1. This result indicates that a high
predicting accuracy of the system nodel is expected at M=1.

Now that the state variables in the tribological process are able to be
reproduced within an AR simulator, the behavior and development of the sys-
tem can be studied. The turbulence of the system is observed by admitting
a compulsory input xI (friction coefficient) to the AR simulator. In this
case, a white noise of normalized random numbers (mean 0, variance 0.01) is
added to the compulsory input. Thick line in Figure 9 shows the compulsory
input xI. Thin lines show the development of the system after the compul-
sory input is restrained. With respect to xl, x2 and x3 show a stable pur-
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Fig. 8.-Variation of FPE(N) with respect to the order of the AR model, M.

suit at M=i, while unstable pursuit at M=2 and 3. This result implies that
a considerable amount of error is involved in AM(m) at M=2 and 3, and is
consistent with the minimal FPE(M) obtained at m=i shown in Figure 8. At
M=3 the predicting accuracy of AM(m) seems rather low, but a tendency of
curve fitting is recognized. This may be caused by the fact that the order
of the model is high.

Figure 9 also shows the development of the system after a restriction
of the compulsory input is rem9ved at locations a, b, c and d. The purpose
of this simulation was to examine the effect of abrupt stimuli on the sys-
tem, since tribological system is an open system which interacts with its
environmeht, as pointed out earlier. It is therefore possible to discuss
about the system behavior at "off-control." At i4=1 each variable shows a
stable convergence, and a turbulence in the system monotonically decreases
with time. In cont.,ast at M=2, each variable diverges and the turbulence
increases wi'th time, At m43 the system develops slowly towards a conver-
gence, which may be similar in manner to a dakiped oscillation. Thus at M=I
and possibly at J--3 the system develops towards a favorable state even if a
turbu1'nce generates. This may be explained by a feed-back function which
the system itself has. That is, tl'e convergent p~operty is clearly main-
tained. lowever at P=2, the system develops towards an unfavorable state.
In such a ca.e, it is necessary for the operator to control the system. If
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this kind of turbulent condition continues, the system will proceed to a
catastrophe. When the turbulence drives the system towards an unfavorable
state surface protective treatments will serve as an effective technique for
the prevention of tribological damages. On the contrary, when the stability
of the AR model is well evaluated on the basis of FPE, the surface treatment
selected for the above purpose may cause an adverse result.
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APPENDIX

1) One-dimensional AR model

The stationary time series is defined as a series of values from such a

stochastic process that the probability density function does not depend on
time (stationary process) and that the set mean equals to the time mean with
a probability of unity (ergodicity). Let us assume that a stationary time
series Of {x(k); k=1,.... N} is generated from M-order AR model. Then we

have

x(k) = Z a(m)'x(k-m) + e(k) (1)
m=1/

where a(m) is unknown parameter and c(k) a white noise with a mean of 0 and
a variance of a2. That is,

Ee(k)EZ(2) = (2)Zq
(2)

Be (k) z 0

where E denotes an operator representing a set mean, and 6k o the Kronecker's
delta. Such an a(m) that minimizes the unknown noise variance u2 satisfies
a following equation of

M
Ex(k)x(k-£) = Z a(m)Ex(k-£)x(k-m); £=i,.... M (3)

When an autocovariance function of x(') is known, i.e.

rx,(k+£, k) A Ex(kek)x(k) (4)

a(m) is obtained from equation (3). We will have from an assumption of

stationary process

rxx(k, k-k) = rxx(z)

and from that of ergodicity

A!
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, Cx,, A NZ[ x~k+Z x(0. (5)
N k=

where Cxx(Z) is an unbiased consistent estimator.
,Using Cxx(z ) and Cxx(m-z) instead of Ex(k+t)x(k) and Ex(k- )x(k-m) respec-

tively, we obtain

Cx(Z) S (M)CXX(Z-M)' Z=I,''",M (6)
m=l

Normal equation (6) is solved by simple recurrence formulae shown below.
Let ap(m); m=, ....,p be an estimator of parameter of p-order AR model and
Y an estimator of o2. Then, ap+l and dp+l2 of p+l order AR model is
written as

ap+l(p+l) = (Op2 )- {Cxx(P+1) - F ap(mn) Cxx(p+l-m)}
m=l

ap+l(m) = ap(m) - ap+l(P+1)aP(P+1-n); m=1,"",p (7)

i 12 
= 

cp2( l-p1 ; (p+1)
21

Finally we obtain

62 = cX(o) - Z a(m)CXX'M) (8)
m=l

2) Multi-dimensional AR model

Consider n-dimensional vector x(k), every component of which satisfies
a stationary time series. Let us assume that a stationary time series of
{x(k); k=1 ...... N} is generated from an M-order multi-dimensional AR model.Then,

x(k) = E A(m)x(k-m) + c(k) (9)
m=1

where A(m) is an (nxn) matrix of unknown parameters, and 6_(k) n-dimensional
vnite noise, i.e.

ES(k)e(9)T = k'9.D (10)

Ee(k) =o

To least square estimate the unknown parameter of multi-dimensional AR model
is to determine such an A(m) that independently minimizes each component of
unknown noise variance-covariance matrix D. In other words, the least square
estimation can be done by minimizing (ij) element of Dij in the equation of

M M
D= r'o) + ,E A(m)P(m. )A(Z)T

m=2 k=1

AA
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M
-Z (A(In)rafl)T r(mn)A(mn) T ) (11)

where r(m) is a variance-covariance matrix of x(-), i.e.

r(m) 6 Ex(k)X(K--rn)T' (12)

r r(-m)T (13)

By partially differentiating Di with Apq(m), which is the (p,q) element of
A(m), and by letting this equation be zero, we will have

M n
rrq(m) = E rqs (M- 0)1rs Z).

=I S=1
(14)

r ,fl,; g..... ,n; m1" ,;s=1 .

where rrq(m) is the (req) element of r(m).

This simultaneous n2XM equation is written as a following matrix equation of

r(z) =Z A(m)r(m-kj; z= (15). A
M=1

When estimating A(m) in actual case, we should solve the normal matrix equa-

c(M Z £A(m)C(mn-Z); Z=1.,*..m (16)

where C(t) is the unbiased consistent estimator of r(t) and written as

N-9. T
CM2~ E x(k+.Ux(k)7 (17)

Nk=Z

Then, the estimator of D is

1 C(O) - E A (M) C(m)T(8
n;=1

Normal matrix equation (16) is calculated from recurrence formulae given by
equation (19). When A (in); m=.,..... p and Dpof p-order AR model are known,
the estimators of (P+15-order AR model are written as

Ep = C(p+Z) -Z SP (M)C(P+1-m)

FP = C(0) Z Bfl(m)C(m)
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Dp = C(O) - 7. .-'-'7.

S(0) - F t (m) C(m)
i m=1

(19)

A +i~m =Jm)-A 1 (m) B P(P+1-m); m=1 ....

Bp 1 (p+I ) = P+ ) -1

Bp+1 (m) = Bp(m) - Bp+l (p+1)Ap(p+1-m); m=1, ....,p

3) Final prediction error (FPE)

Akaike has proposed the use of FPE when a finite order AR model is
applied to the n-dimensional stationary time series of {x(k); k=1 .... ,N}.
To simplify the problem, let the mean of {x(k)) be 0. Then the series of
residuals,

M
_(k) = x(k) - Z AM(m)x(k-m) (20)

m--i

is regarded practically as a white noise with a mean of 0. The order of tile
model, 14, is an integer to minimize the equation (21). -

FPE (1) = (1 11n+1 )nl(, 1 n+1-ndtD)(1N - etDM) (21)

DFI is an estimated covariance of c and can be solved using an estimator of

parameter matrix, Am(m), in equatTion (18).
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DISCUSSION

H. CZICHOS, BAM: Your analysis looks a bit complicated at first glance. To
what actual system does this analysis apply?

N. OHMAE: This is only an example of the tribological system. The results
were obtained from the static system of the sliding between mild steel and
fiber-reinforced plastics.
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SCOPE AND SUBDIVISION OF THE FIELD
OF TRIBOLOGY

WITH REGARD TO DOCUMENTATION AND
INFORMATION

K. Kirschke

ABSTRACT

A classification system for tribology subjects is given for the purpose
of documentation of the published literature.

INTRODUCTION

The comprehensive term tribology embraces friction and wear, in all
their aspects, including lubricants, lubrication, bearing desiqn and
selection of materials. Its importance is growing with technological pro-
gress which is conaected with ever heavier demands on the materials used.
Tribology has to attend to higher velocities, higher pressures, extreme
temperatures, environmental conditions, etc.

Basic and applied resea.-ch in tribology have been intensified, and it
has become obvious that an effective treatment of triboloqical problems
necessitates the cooperation of physicists, chemists, metallurgists and
mechanical engineers. A systematic, effective and profitable collection if
the results of basic research work and of investiqations into matters of
industrial application is the underlying concept of the scope and classifi-
cation of the whole field of tribology.

SCOPE AND SUBDIVISION OF THE FIELD OF TRIBOLOGY

Many practical problems cover a wide area ranging from mathematical
theories to processing techniques. Bas-c research and engineering experi-
ments often have the same objective; one, being primarily of a physical
approach comprising the investigation of the friction and wear character-
istics under conditions that permit the observation of individual mechanisms.
The results of such experiments are to be regarded merely as information on
the respective mechanisms and as contributions toward a basic understanding
of friction and wear phenomena. The technological approach consists of the
investigation of the friction and wear characteristics of real machines and
machine parts under actual operation conditions.

The underlying considerations for the subdivision of the tribological
literature are explained in the following. Basically, various possibilities
lend themselves to a systematic subdivision. Such subdivision could pro-
ceed from basic research aspects, i.e., from friction and wear mechanisms.
But phenomena, or materials, or design and operational characteristics could

, -2
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also be adopted. Considering the various possibilities, the conclusion will
be arrived at that it is not fruitful to classify the complex field of wear,
friction, and lubrication according to a single system. It is impossible to
devise a generally acceptable method of classifying the host of published
information covering the field according to a single principle. However,
the search for a suitable subdivision has been guided by the need to devise
a classification system of sufficient flexibility which will permit all
publications relating to the entire field to be included. Limited access to
only a part of the published information would be counter to the need for an
exchange of information between experts in all the fields involved. A plhnt
engineer, for instance, will in his daily work be confronted with the prob-
lem of friction, wear, and lubrication of machine parts under complex oper-
ating conditions. He will approach it with the remedies known in engineering
practice. He should also have at his disposal the most essential findings
in the research field relatinn to his sphere of work. In contrast, the
researcher in the laboratory works under idealized conditions over which he
has a fair amount of control, with optimum experimental facilities at his
disposal. If his work is to be successful, however, he should also be
acquainted with the conditions which may give rise to friction and wear in
practical operation. It is therefore essential for the system to cover all
aspects of the problem without any priorities. Bearing the above in mind,
it has been considered expedient to create a system in which the various
fields are side by side.

Upon this consideration, the following classification system (Table 1)
has been devised by the Documentation Center of BAM for the field of
tribology, which has proved useful for documentation purposes for over ten
years. It is safe to assume that it is suitable for other applications as
well.

TABLE r.-DIVISION AND SUBDIVISION OF SUBJECTS

1. General, monographs, reviews

2. Experimental methods and equipment

3. Tribological fundamentals, friction and wear: laws, mechanisms,
effects
3.1 Mechanical and acoustical phenomena (contact formation, contact

stresses, deformation, hardening and softening, fatigue, crack
formation, material removal, lattice waves, sound emission)

3.2 Chemical, physico-chemical and thermal phenomena (tribochemical
reactions, activation, diffusion, adhesion, material transfer,
heat development, structural change, residual stresses)

3.3 Electrical and optical phenomena (contact potential, contact
resistance, frictional electrification, exoelectron emission,
tribL.luminescence)

4. Appearance of damage

5. Wear and friction under specific stressing conditions
5.0 Resting and preliminary displacement in static friction
5.1 Sliding, including stick-slip
5.2 Rolling, rolling woith sliding
5.3 Spin
5.4 Impact
5.5 Sliding against grains
5.6 Fretting, fretting corrosion
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5.7 Wear caused by flowing media

5.71 Fluid erosion, abrasive erosion
5.72 Impact erosion
5.73 Cavitation erosion, impingement of drops
5.74 Electroerosion

5.8 Thermal wear, ablation

6. Materials and combinations of materials (with and without inter-
mediate materials)
6.1 Metals

6.11 Metal vs. metal
6.12 Metal vs. mineral
6.13 Metal vs. polymer
6.14 Metal vs. composite

6.2 Minerals, ceramics

6.21 Mineral vs. metal see 6.12
6.22 Mineral vs. mineral
6.23 Mineral vs. polymer
6.24 Mineral vs. composite

6.3 Polymers (plastics and rubber)
6.31 Polymer vs. metal see 6.13
6.32 Polymer vs. mineral see 6.23

6.33 Polymer vs. polymer
6.34 Polymer vs. composite

6.4 Composites (glass-fibre reinforced materials, cermets,
laminated materials etc.)
6.41 Composite vs. metal see 6.14
6.42 Composite vs. mineral see 6.24

6.43 Composite vs. polymer see 6.34
6.44 Composite vs. composite

... .... ......... ,,. ,.. ,,,,,,,,,,,,. ,.. ,,..................,,

6.8 Textile materials, leather
6.9 Other materials and combinations of materials (ncl. wood, paper,

shoe soles, floors, granular materials, biological materials,

dental materials)

7. Influential factors and control parameters
7.1 Material dependent factors

7.11 Strength, residual stresses
7.12 Composition, texture, structure
.... ,,,o,. . ,. ,,,,,,o.... . ,,,o. .. ,........,,,,,,o.
7.19 Other.material characteristics (incl. compatibility)

7.2 Surface dependent factors
7.21 Topography of surfaces
7.22 Surface layers (adsorbed films, oxide layers)
7.23 Surface treatment (mechanical and heat treatment,

electropolishing)

7.24 Surface coatings
7.241 Inorganic coatings

7.2411 Electroplating, chemical plating, hot-dipcoating, vapor depositing

7.2412 Surfacing, sintering, casting, cladding,
spray coating

7.2413 Glazing, enamelling
7.2414 Diffusion coating (carburizing, nitriding,

boridinq, chromising, alumenising, etc.)

777777,777-77
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7.2415 Chemical conversion coating (phosphating,

anodizing, etc.)

7.242 Organic coatings (ncl. paint coating, printing
inks)

7.3 operating conditions
7.31 Motion

7.311 Running distance, running time, orientation of
motion, start and stop periods

7.312 Velocity
7.32 Shear force, load

7.321 Static loading
7.322 Dynamic loading (espec. oscillations)

7.33 Temperature
7.34 Environment

7.341 Atmosphere, vacuum
7.342 Liquid media

7.3421 Liquified gases
7.3422 Other liquids (acid, alkaline, and salt

solutions, molten salts, water, etc.)
7.4 Other influential factors

7.41 Electric potential, current passage, magnetic field
7.42 Solid intermediate particles, dust, contamirants
7.43 Irradiation
7.44 Geometric factors, effects of design

8. Lubrication
8.1 Thick-film lubrication, espec. hydrodynamic lubrication
8.2 Thin-film lubrication (boundary lubrication, elastohydrodynamic

lubrication)
8.3 Lubrication in special environments

8.31 Lubrication in vacuum and/or under space conditions
8.32 Lubrication as affected by aggressive liquids incl. water

8.4 Lubrication at extreme temperatures
8.5 Lubrication under radiation and/or in reactor technique
8.6 Extreme pressure lubrication
8.7 Lubricants, lubricant testin;

8.70 Lubricant testing
8.71 Liquid lubricants, gr-:ases
8.72 Additives
8.73 Solid lubricants

8.8 Lubrication systems and mpthods
8.9 Hygienic and microbiological problems

9. Fields of application, technic-il designs and processes

9.0 Life, reliability and maintenance of technical systems

9.1 Machinery and components: selection and performance
9.11 Bearings

9.111 Sliding bearings

9.1111 Liquid film and grease-lubricated sliding
bearings

9.1112 Gas-lubricated sliding bearings
9.1113 Dry sliding beari.igs
9.1114 Magnetic and MAD )earings

9.112 Ball and roller bearings
9.113 Sliding/rolling hybrid bearings
9.114 Foil bearings
9.115 Elastomeric bearings
.. ... . .............................................

o77
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9.119 Special bearings
9.1191 Precision bearings (instrument bearings,

gyroscopic devices, clock and zounter
bearings)

9.1192 Large bearings for antennas and telescopes
9.1193 Engineering joints
9.1194 Human and animal joints
9.1195 Construction and bridge bearings

9.12 Transmissions
.... 9 121. .Too~thod gears,

9.122 Chain drives, belt drives, rope drives
9.123 Friction drives
9.124 C1ank drives, cam drives
9.125 Hydraulic transmission, automatic transmissions
9.126 Screw drives

9.13 Couplings, clutches and brakes
9.14 Seals
9.15 Machines, sets. Vehicles and vessels

9.150 Vehicles and vessels
9.1501 Vehicles
9.1502 Watercrafts
9.1503 Aircrafts, spacecrafts

9.151 Piston-type engines, pumps and compressors
9.1511 Cylinders, pistons, piston-rings
9.1512 Connecting rods, crank-shafts (ncl.

bearings)
9.1513 Carburetors, valves, governors

9.152 Turbines, turbomachines, centrifugal pumps,
blowers, propellers

9.153 Hydraulic and pneumatic systems
9.154 Machine tools (guides, slideways, spindles, etc.)
9.155 Textile machinery

9.156 Printing machinery, paper machinery
9.157 Chemical engineering, food technology
9.158 Measuring instruments, optical instruments,

cinematography, phonography, business machines,
data processing

9.159 Electric plants

9.1591 Electric motors
9.1592 Electrical contacts and switches

9.16 Wheel and rail
9.17 Tire and road
9.18 Specific industries

9.181 Comminution, dressing
9.182 Mining (incl. well drilling) and metallurgy
9.183 Construction, quarrying, earth movement,

agriculture, forestry
9.1831 Equipment, wearing parts

9.1832 Foundations
9.184 Mechanical conveying, handling, and storage

(pipings, fittings, bins, means of transportation)
9.185 Engineering for power

9.19 Other iachine elements and products
9.2 Manufacturing processes. Tools

9.21 Forming
9.211 Metals

9.2111 Casting
9.2112 Forging, upsetting

Y y I
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9.2113 Rolling
9.2114 Drawing
9.2115 Extrusion
9.2116 Deep drawing
9.2117 Other metal forming processes

9.212 Polymers (plastics, rubber)
9.213 Minerals and ceramics, powder metallurgy
9.214 Tablets, foodstuffs

9 .23 Cutting
9.231 Shear cutting, machining
9.232 Grinding, lapping, polishing, abrasive cutting
9.233 Jet cutting

9.24 Surface finishing (blasting, brushing, roller burnishing)
9.25 Joining

9.251 Screwing, riveting clamping, forcing-in
9.252 Friction welding, ultrasonic welding
9.253 Other joining techniques

9.26 Coating
9.3 Materials testirg
9.4 Rock mechanics, geomechanics

10. Basic information on solid surfaces and contacts
10.1 Solid surfaces

10.11 Morphology
10.12 Strength, surface tension and energy, chemical reactions,

environmental effects
10.13 Surface analysis techniques

10.2 Contacts
10.21 Area of contact, deformation of contact, heat transfer
10.22 Joint character, adhesion

THE IMPORTANCE OF A DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION SERVICE

Scientific and technological work is, as a rule, published to make
essential findings available to experts. The steady intensification of
basic and applied research has led to rapid progress in science and tech-
nology and this in turn has triggered off a considerable increase in publi-
cations each year.

Because of this growth, the capacity of the human memory no longer suf-
fices to have all knowledge concerning even a small sector of a special
subject. Even search and retrieval of required information in literature
involves considerable difficulties. Scientists are no longer in a position
to scan regularly all publications in their field of work. Also, card in-
dexing ior all topics must be regarded as too time-consuming. Besides, such
card ca';alogues may not suffice when unexpected problems arise. It follows
that it is more effective to assign this task, for a specific field, to a
single and competent institution working for the benefit of all scientists
concerned. Otherwise recent findings will not receive the due attention and
the application they deserve. Considerable funds are wasted again and again
because findings already in existence are not known at the start of a pro-
ject. Useless duplication of work results in considerable loss of time and
money. According to conservative estimates, between 30 and 85 percent of
man-hours are thus wasted every year in research and development.

Considerable disadvantage and cost will be caused, if publications are
not available when they are needed, if one does not know that they exist
and if one cannot find out whether there are relevant publications. For

~~01
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some ynars it has been realized that this is an essential problem of our
time. The promotion of science must incl .de the furtherance of in'ormation 3
and do.umentation services. For the indiidual scientist, w'k or. a re-
search project is usually comple.e with the publication of the findings. lie
turns to new problems. In many fields this has led to a situation where
more research work is done and ,ublished, yet the results receive less and
less attention by lhe experts. It is, however, not suffcient tlhat experi-
ments and findings me-'ely exist, printed in some iournal or presented at
some symposium. They shoild also be easily accessible and retr;evable. The
mnore troublesome the search for published knowledge is, the less it is used.
The only remedy is to set up a continoot.s and reliabl, documentation 'or
every special branch. Without a fairly complete documentation for e.f.ry
special brdnch. Without a fairly complete documentation service the gap
between the growinq number of yearly publications and the dimiishing possi-
bility of getting to know them will be widening. Scientists working for the
documentation service thus play an important part as mediators.

Greater knowledge and its early application constitutes an advintage
for every enterprise in industrial competition. Che importance of technicai
literature, the methods of its application and the possibilities of using
it should bp pointed out to scientists during their training.

In addition, the existence of a documentation scrvice, available to all
scientists concerned, leads to an improved coordination of work resulting
from better mutual information. Progress requires research, ard research
without the application of findings by others is inconceivable today. lany
still fail to realize the importance that technical literatura has gdined
ir. recent decades.

As a consequence, in allocating funds for research and development
projects, an appropriate sum should be set aside for the purpose of tapping
all available sources of information. In the USA five percent of the re-
search funds are allocated for information purposes, and in the Soviet
Union scientists have already called for ten percent to be used for this
purpose. Experts consider an amount of up to 20 Percent of the funds
granted appropriate for information purposes(1 ).

In fact, it is stranqe that, on the one hand, a scientist is expected
to publish the findings of his research, work. (In many cases he is rated

according to the number of his publications.) Yet, on the other hand, no-
body cares much about whether he himself has taken into account the rele-
vant poblications of other experts, and to what extent his work is based
on the current state of knowledge attained throuqh an extensive search of
literature. In research and development, ratioralization and increased
efficiency are possible only if the organizations promoting research pro-
jects have considered more than hitherto the various aspects of documenta-
tion and have made a precondition fur the allocation of research funds the
stipulation that existing literature should be taken sufficiently into
account. Projects could then frequently be started at a far more advanced
level.

According to the Weinberg report, a scientist should be both a re-
search scientist and an information scientist, unless, as in a big working
group, one member is exclusively concerned with information work.

After giving this general report about the prevailing situation, it can
be said that it is indeed 'time for all those persons holding top positions
in big state-run scientific institutions or important companies to recognize
the decisive task of documentation ahd the compiling of information for the
future and to realize the necessity of contributing, at least on a moderate
level, their share to make it work.
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THE DOCUMENTATION SERVICE TRIBOLOGY

The "Documentation Tribology," edited by Bundesanstalt fir Material-
prufung (BAN) [Federal Institute for Materials Testing], Unter den Eichen j
87, 0-1000 Berlin 45 (West-Germany), is an organized reference guide to the
world's literature on tribology in all its aspects, published in single
volumes at regular intervals. The documentation aims at providing a com-
prehensive bibliography of relevant titles, and therefore, all materials
available as sources are scanned for references. Hence this is a very com-
prehensive work of reference which quite obviously contains the bulk of the
world's known published material on tribology(2 ). Volume 13 (1976) for
example covers 6000 references. The publication references are grouped
into sections and subsections by their subject matter. Within each section
items are arranged in alphabetical order by authors. The specified sub-
division of subjects and a subject index facilitate the literature search.
The subscriber to this documentation is in a position to get quick informa-
tion on the state of knowledge concerning a special subject when the need
arises.

The way references are quoted makes the documentation suited for inter-
national use; wherever the title is non-Enqlish, an English translation is
iven. If the title is not given in the original language, the respective
language is put in brackets. Beside the original source, abstracts are fre-
quently referred to facilitating quick information. In addition, reference
is made to translations of papers available elsewhere.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE DOCUMENTATION SERVICE

The utilization of a computer will make it feasible for the Documenta-
tion Centre to improve and facilitate the possibilities of employment of the
Documentation Iribology. Besides the Subject Index which is already at
hand, a series of other Indexes will be submitted. Shortly, an Author
Index, a Standards Index, A Report and Paper Number index and a Conference
Index will be available.

In view of the numerous findings and reports on relevant experiments in
technical literature, it should not be left at listing and classifying all
published information. In the wake of rationalization, also in the fields
of research and development, the listing and classifying should be followed
by an evaluation of literature with the aim to present the state of know-
ledge in an applicable manner (3).
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